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Briefly

Anmial Anderson

infoimation day
Minority students interested

in attending UCLA*s John E.

Anderson Graduate School of
Management are encouraged to

attend the school's 13th annual
information day for minority

applicants.

TTie event is scheduled for

Jan. 11 from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in

the UCLA Faculty Center.

Current minority students

and some of the school's offi-

cials will discuss the MBA
program, admissions, financial

aid and career opportunities.

For more information or to

RSVP, call (3 1 0) 825-6944.

Inside
«-# -I

Officials fear

more fee liilces

With California*^ budget
problems worsening, officials

from community colleges, Cal
State schools and the UC
campuses are expecting last

_year*s record-high fees to esca

late even more:

See page 3

Viewpoint

HesuKs of tiie

Bruin PC poli
The responses are in. Stu-

dents discuss their feelings —
both pro and con — about the

PC movement.

See page 10

Arts & Entertainment

Wliat a 'Rusii'

Jason Patric and Jennifer

Jason Leigh star as undercover

nahx)tics officers who get in too

deep for their own good.

See page 12

Sports

HoHday cheers
The UCLA football team, led

by Arnold Ale, brought home a

victory in the Hancock Bowl
and the volleyball team won a

national title during the break.

See page 24
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Anti-gay fliers found on campus
By Brigltts Brady
Dally Bruin Staff

Fliers threatening violence

against gays and lesbians were
distributed on the UCLA campus
prior to winter break.

Containing slogans such as

*Time to die faggots** and **No

queers,** four different versions of

fliers were posted on walls, kiosks

and bulletin boards around cam-
pus. %

And although the ni&mber of
fliers is unknown, one estimate

puts the total at about 30.

Recent incidents startle

gay and lesbian students
The fliers arc believed to be the

work of the Blue Boys, because the

group's nam^ appears repeatedly

on the fliers. I^ormed ih 1986, the

group of anti-homosexual men
suppoit efforts to exterminate *'the

fag menace,** according to one of

the fliers found on campus. <

*This incident is just another

sign that the hatred is still going

on,** said Cheryl Christie, co-chair

of GALA. UCLA*s gay and
lesbian student association. **It

seemed like things were just

starting to get positive as far as

advances for the gay community.**

But the flier distribution is not

the only incident targeting gays

and lesbians in recent months.

In an isolated incident which

occurred the day after the fliers

were found, a group of 15 people

followed and harassed a gay^

CQuple who were holding handsj

pampus. The group was catcal

and whistling. ^
*This was aiT extreme incident

of discrimination/* said J0hn
Ro#e, one of the students

involved. "We were violated emo-
tionally. Who*s to say that maybe
next time there would not be

See FUERS, page 8
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Alziieimer's

researchers
to unite at

new center
By Marina DundJerskI
Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA will soon open a comprehensive

Alzheimer's P^ge^se CeiHer. unkiBg uni-

DEAN ABFUMSON

The UCLA women's volleyball team celebrates Its second consecutive NCAA champ-
ilonthip Dec. 21. See story, Page 24.

versity n^earcliers who previously studio
the disease independently.
^ By conibiiiiiig leseaich efforts, UCLA
flculty members hope to both improve the

quality and quicken the pace of their

research.

This consolidation of resources^ will

decrease fragmentation and duplication

within the university *s research, said Jef-

frey Cummings, director of the new center

which will open its doors later this month at

five locations around Southern California,

including the^UCLA and Harbor-UCLA
Medical Centers.

The center is funded by a five-year grant

from the National Institute of Aging for $2.5

milUon.

The UCLA center*s primary aim is to

stimulate further research — which will

hopefully lead to a cure for Alzheimer* s,

Cummings said.

The UCLA program will provide a

unified approach to diagnosing patients in

different locations. This method will reduce

the number of inaccuracies and help

accelerate the pace of information being

collected about the, disease, he said.

Afflicting about 4 milUon Americans —
primarily the elderly — Alzheimer's dis-

ease is a degenerative condition that affects

the central nervous system.

In the earlier stages of the disease,

symptoms include forgetfulness. Later,

patients may suffer from a complete

Biuins sliaken by seismic woric
Parts of campus will be cfosed,

departments, library to move
By Brigltte Brady
Dally Bruin Staff

UCLA this month will launch a

$96-million seismic-strengthening

program, which will force parts of
campus to be fenced off, whole
departments to be relocated and
the iindergraduate library to be
moved into a tent

While the reconstruction is

expected to last until 2007, the

project wilf^ have its greatest

impact on the UCLA community
during the next three years, said

Peter Blackman, vice chancellor of

Capital Programs, which is over-

seeing the work. Six buildings —
Powell Library, Moore Hall, Math
Sciences, Ackerman Union, Kerk-

choff Hall and Bunche Hall— are

scheduled to be overhauled during

those three years.

*The campus is being rebuilt

under your feel during the next 36

months,** Blackman said.

So far, the project has forced the

Graduate School of Education out

«^of Moore Hall and into a West-

wood highrise. And by next quar-

ter, the occupants of Powell

Literary will Ik working in a tent

pitched on the lawns between the

Men*s Gym and the Dance Build-

ing.

But the reconstruction 'will

affect more than just the occupants

of the buildings under renovation,

Blackman said.

••For the next three years it will

be a hard time for everyone,** said

Blackman, referring to numerous
blocked-off areas, including the

stairs behind Ackerman Union. In

addition, a fence will be installed

around the buildings, forcing

pedesuians and automobiles to

take detours around the construc-

tion sites, Blackman said.

But administrators plan to

minimize the day-to-day impact of

the major project. For instance, old

campus routes will only be closed

See CiNTER, page 9

Rrst of a series

during quarter breaks, he said.

Still, construction noise will

remain a problem. "Very careful

attention has been paid to schedul-
ing around the busiest class-

rooms,** said UCLA Chancellor
Charles Voung. But he does not
deny "there is going to be noise,

congestion and disruption.**

The concern surrounding earth-

quake safety results from scien-
tists* predictions of a major
earthquake to strike California in

the next 20 yean.
For the past 12 years, UCLA has

conducted studies on campus
earthquake safety. The initiaf

study, conducted in 1971 rated

campus buildings from •*good** to

-^1

1

J

*j

See SEISMIC, page 7
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Tuesday,January 7, 1992
7:30 pin

Cultural & Recreational Affairs

Men's IM Basketball Sign-ups

Pauley Pavilion

Friday, January 10, 1992
6:00 oin

Partners in Learning
Open House
Men's Gym 203

See ad for details

Sunday, January 12, 1992
:()() pin

SCA/Ccnter for the Performing Arts
"Music for Mischa"

SchoenW^ Hall - ^ •

\.

Thursday, January 16, 1992
6:00 pin

Partners in Learning
Mentor Training Sessions

See ad for details *

Friday, January 17, 1992
8:00 pin

SCA/Center for the Performing Arts

George Winston - The Winter Show
Royce HaU

Saturday, January 18, 1992

.#

8:00 pin
SCA/Center for the Performing Arts

George Winston - The Winter Show
Royce Hall

Wednesday, January 22, 1992
6:00 pill

Partners in Learning

Mentor Training Sessions

See ad for (Retails

General
CuJU'ral and Recreational Affairs

Wid-year discounts on Recreation Cards
See ad 'for details
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Opportunities III a
Recession Economy
The Recession Is causing record numbers of newspapers and other

media outlets to fail, impose job freezes and even layoffs. Media

'

experts say that the market for new job applicants is the worst it's been

since the Depression years. Why do^those currently in the business

still think it's a worthwhile profession and what should students do to

get jobs in such a poor market?

The Asian American Journalists Association, Los Angeles chapter, and

the ASUCLA Student Publications Department are co-sponsoring a

paneldiscusslon. Six to eight media professionals in print and

broadcast will talk about witing, reporting, editing, photography and

graphics jobs in the media and how students can best position

themselves for those openings.

9 a.m. to Noon • Saturday, Jan. 18, 1992
Sunset Recreation Center • Vista Room
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Those inteifi^d in being a writer or editQf;|?rthe Dally Bniln

are required to take a class, Ctp XLl- Itrtroductlon

to Wiltlng.and Report|ig<)ri Urban Populations. The class will.

focui^ on jourifiaiism and thertiiany legal and etNcal Issues

facing writers today. Offered as a credit dass, CED 117 will rneet

.....,.,...v....:^:... to write for
on Ntondays aoiS! Wedr^^dayi^ifrom MPrH^ in 2258A Franz Hall
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While not recommended for senlorsi this class will help anyone

The Daily Bruin
Interested in UCLA stu(5(^t|rieclia (StMClent newsmagazines, etc.).
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By Carmen Ramos Chandler
IjOS Angeles Daily News

State lawmakers issued a prom-

ise in 1%0 that served as a model
for the nation: no Califomian

would be denied access to an

affordable, high-quality college

education.

Three decades later, as the

state's financial crisis has forced

millions of dollars in cuts from
higher education, students, educa-

tors and state officials say the

promise — reaffirmed by the

Legislature in 1987 — is in

jeopardy. , • ,

Faculty layoffs, rising fees and
reduced class offerings shut out

more than 100,000 students this

year in the state Community
College District alone, and state

university officials fear additional

cuts could force enrollment caps

and higher tuition fees.

*We are doing everything we

Possible future budget cuts

may turn away more students
. can to preserve the (promise), but

if you asked me if it was being met
right now, I'd have to say no," said

David Mertes, state community
college district chancellor.

With a projected state budget
deficit looming, new cuts are

expected.

**Every indication we get from
Sacramento is that we will (have to

make cuts),** said California State

University Chancellor Barry
Munitz. **If we start limiting

enrollment and raising fees, then

we will begin closing the door on
those very students we've been
trying to attract over the years —
minorities and women — for

whom a college education has

fmally become accessible.*

Students, some of whom sit on
classroom floors in overcrowded
classes, are rallying alongside

faculty at colleges throughout

Southern California protesting any
future c^

Uy terrifies me is what
will li#t)en to my 12-year-old

sister,*/^id Tom Minear, a student

at Villey College in the Los
Angeles suburb of Van Nuys. "By
the ume she gets old enough to go
to college, there may not be any
colleges for her, or at least any
colleges she can afford.**

Though colleges and universi-

ties across the country have felt the

crunch of the recession, the cut-

backs seem particularly painful in

California because of the commit-

ment it made in 1960, said Warren
Fox, director of the California

Postsecondary Education Com-
mission, a planning and coordi-

nating agency for higher education
appointed by the governor and
Legislature.

The Master Plan of Higher
Education divided California's

colleges into three systems — the

University of California, the Cali-

fornia State University and CaU-
fomia Community Colleges. It

also made California the first state

in the nation to commit itself to

making a college education acces-

sible to everyone.

State Sen. Gary Hart, D-Santa
Barbara, chairman of the Senate

Education Committee, said that

the Legislature will have to re-exa-

mine the master plan again next

year as they consider the state's

budget

*We are going to have to decide

what to do about our commitment

SUNNY SMNG/Daily Bnjn

A couple crosses Circle Drive at De Neve after a recent rainfall on Saturday. Another stormjs expected Thursday.

UCLA graduate student killed in 1-5 pileup
By Sally Kim

Friends and colleagues remem-
ber UCLA student Joseph
Andrews as a caring dentist who
would laugh at a child*s joke even
if he had heard it 100 times before.

Andrews, a 30-year-old gradu-

ate student in UCLA's combined
pediatric dentistry and orthodon-

tics program, was one of 17 people

killed in the Interstate 5 car pileup

during the Thanksgiving weekend.
Driving home from San Francis-

co after spending the holiday with

relatives, Andrews was caught in

the blinding dust storm that caused

104 vehicles to crash into. each

other on Nov. 29. He died early the

next morning of pulmonary mju-

ries and massive internal bleeding.

His 3-year-old daughter sur-

vived the accident with a few cuts

on her forehead, according to his

wife Susan, ^he had flown to Los
Angeles with their 3-month-old

son because the long drive was
uncomfortable for the infant

Remembering her husband of

seven years, Susan Andrews said

he was wonderful in every way.

**He was a good father, a good
friend and a good doctor.'*

' Andrews' love for his own
children and for his young patients

is what his colleagues remember

'One in a million,' Andrews wanted

children to love going to the dentist

most about him.
A gentle and compassionate

person, Andrews continually tried

to make the hospital atmosphere a

more welcoming one for children,

fellow student Janette Yhip said.

"His whole life ambition was to

make how he dealt with kids a

major priority in his life," Yhip
said. "He had a passion about

being able to make kids love

coming to the dentist"

But children were not the only

ones who benefited from
Andrews' support.

Since only six students are

enrolled in the three-year UCLA
program, the close-knit group
deeply feels Andrews' absence,

lab parmer Shelby Smith said.

"We take care of each other,"

she said. "We were always joking

around that he was my second dad.

I feel that I've lost a part of my
family.**

Coping with Andrews* death

has been difficult for all, added
Yhip, who sat in front of him in the

clinic.

"Everytime I turn around and
look behind me, it*s a constant

reminder that he's gone," said

Yhip, remembering how the two
used to talk and joke together

during the day. "It breaks your

heart . . . You want to say some-
thing^ like, *Joe, can I borrow
something?'"

Andrews' friendliness also

helped keep everyone in the

program smiling, professor Patrick

Turley said.

"He was one of those guys who
kept you on your toes," he said.

"He would brighten itp your day

whether you wanted it brightened

or not."

"If there was any good in a

situation, he'd find it" said Yhip,

who described Andrews as "one in

a million."

Andrews presided as student

body president and was named
outstanding peer by his classmates

at UC San Francisco, where he

earned his degree in dentistry in

1990.

Because he was one of only two
students accepted into UCLA's
combined program each year,

Andrews had exceptional

academic abilities, said professor

Duperon.

"When I'd sit down with a

clinical problem with him, he'd

say, *Well, you never have tMell
me that again. It's locked in,'" said

Duperon, who often played rac-

quetball with him. "And it usually

was. ... He never made the same
mistake twice."

Andrews' colleagues, profes-

sors and friends will honor him
tonight at a memoriiil service at 7
p.m. in the Westwood Chapel on
10740 Ohio Ave.
Those wishing to help honor

Andrews can donate blood in his

name at the Center for Health
Sciences by calling 825-2594.

"On the one hand

you're trying to plan for

the future and other

hand you have to plan

for midyear cuts. It's

discouraging. You just

plan for the worst." .

William Baker
UC Vice President

to higher education," Hart said.

**Even if we come out of the

recession, the conclusion may be
we cannot honor this commitment
to all students and some changes
will have to be made.** 7^
Maureen DiMarco, secretary of

child development and education
to California Gov. Pete Wilson,
said the master plan may be
savable, but only if major reforms
are made throughout the state's

See COLLEGES, page 6

prof dies

at age 69
His work ^movfed

sciejice forward/

^coHcagiKTS say^^

—

Joseph Andrews

By Lorl Quinton
Daily Bruin Staff ^

A pioneering UCLA medical

researcher in the study of AIDS,
measles and multiple sclerosis has

died.

David Imagawa, who was a

UCLA , professor for nearly four

decades, suffered a fatal heart

attack Nov. 29. Imagawa, 69, was
world-renowned for his work in

microbiology, developing new
theories in the field.

Colleagues were deeply sad-

dened by the news of Imagawa 's

death. Some were even shocked
since they had just seen him or

spoken to him days earUer.

However, they said Imagawa
will continue to serve as a role

model because he was a scientist

who always sought to tackle the

impossible problems.

Recently, Imagawa had been

involved in a groundbreaking
study where he and fellow UCLA
researcher Roger Detels observed

that the AIDS virus can sometimes
actually enter a human cell but not

cause infection.

"As one goes through life, there

are a few memorable people that

you feel honored to have known,"

said friend and coMeague Detels.

"David Imagawa was such a

person. It is^the David Imagawas
ot the world who move science

forward.

"David remained a committed
scientist who was more interested

in the next observation or discov-

ery to be made than in self-promo-

tion," he said.

Imagawa was strong enough to

handle the criticism he received

when he formulated new ideas,

Detels said.

"Innovation and creativity arc

often met with controversy and
criticism. Sometimes this criticism

is biting, unprofessional and
unfair," Detels said, explaining
how Imagawa understood this.

"David dared and accepted the

consequences without complaint"
Imagawa had an outgoing.

See IMAQAWA, page 9
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World

Ukraine orders oath
of loyalty from fleet

MOSCOW— Ukraine has ordered the

entire Black Sea fleet and all ground
forces based on the republic's soil to lake

an oath of loyalty to Ukraine, a move that

has roused ominous new tensions with

Russia and within the military.

So far, the command of the Black Sea
fleet, which has its headquarters in

Sevastopol in the Crimea, has refused to

administer the oath, arguing that Ukraine
agreed in forming the new Common-
wealth of Independent States to leave the

Navy under joint commonwealth com-
mand.

Although the oatl) has not been
administered, the Ukrainian move has

brought strong criticism from Russian
official^, with the speaker of the Russian

Parliament calling the move i^bsolutely

unjustified."

Croatia cease-fire

^ins momentum
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia — Despite

reports of local clashes, a United

Nations-brokered cease-fire in contested

areas of Croatia appeared to gain

momentum Saturday.

No clashes wore reported in Dubrov-
nik, Osijek or Vinkovci or in central

Croatia — areas of almost daily fighting

since late June, when Croatia and another

Yugoslav republic, Slovenia, declared

independence.
^

But a Croatian soldier was reportedly

^ killed Sftturdfly in a clftsh hotwooB-

Croatian National Guard units and the

pro-Serbian Yugoslav army in a western

Slavonian village, Sirinci.

Eastern Germans
migrate west forjobs

BERLIN— In a troubling continuatiorT

of migration patterns xhat led to the

collapse of the old communist East

German state, more than 200,000 citizens

of Germany's eastern regions migrated to

the west in the nation's first full year of

unification, most ofthem in search ofjobs

or better pay. according to figures

released here on Saturday.

The figures, based in part on projec-

tions, show that from July to September
• 1991, an average of 20,000 eastern

Germans left each month to go west in

search of work.

According to statistics, roughly 1

'million eastern Gentians of a total

population in the old East Germany bf
16.7 million have migrated to western
Germany since 1989.

Spanish abstract
painter dies at 77.

. Jose Guerrero, a Spanish-bom painter

who worked for many years in the United
States, died in Barcelona on Dec. 23. He
was 77.

His death was caused by complications

from multiple myeloma, a form of cancer,

said his son, Jose Antonio Guerrero.

Known for big vibrantly colored

paintings whose abstract imagery sug-

gested landscape, primitive architecture

and atmospheric events, Guerrero divided

his time between the United States and
Spain.

Guerrero was bom and grew up in

Qranada, in the ^outh of Spain, and=

studied art there and then in Madrid and
Paris. The painters Picasso, Miro and Paul

KJee had a strong impact on him.

Nation

Radium found in 25
Peitilsyivania liomes
UPPER DARBY. Ra. — After an

unusual house-by-hoyse search in \\
communities for buildings constructed

with sand that had been laced with

radioactive radium, a federal agency said

Friday that it had found 25 contaminated

homes, including four in this western

suburb of Philadelphia.

^ The government offered to relocate 13

families whose homes were found to have
excessively high levels of contamination.

It said one of the most extensively tainted

properties was found in Upper Darby,

with a contamination level 23 times that

considered acceptable.

Over the last eight weeks, scienjUsts

from the Environmental Protection Agen-*

cy have inspected more than 100,000
homes in southwest Philadelphia and in

10 suburbs using a van equipped as a

laboratory.

Pioneer in modem
dance dies at 88

Gertrude Shurr, who performed in the

1920s and *30s with such pioneering
American modem dance companies as
Denishawn, the Humphrey-Weidman
Concert Company and the early Martha
Graham company, died on Thursday at

her home in Tucson, Ariz. She was 88.

She died of congestive heart failure,

said I>r. Rachael Yocom, a friend.

^ora in Riga, Latvia, Shurr came to the

JLJnited States as a child. Her firsl_

profcssiontd fee. ib she later described i^
was a penny she earned dancing in the
streets with an organ grinder whose music
she liked.

Campus

UCIA alunmus, film

producer dies at 82
Mike Frankovich, a UCLA graduate

and the producer of films like "Bob and
Carol and Ted and Alice** and *The
Shootist," died Wednesday in Los
Angeles at the age of 82.

He died of pneumonia and had Alz-

heimer*s disease, famfly members said.

He attended UCLA, where as a tailback

of the football team in 1932 he was part of
a 93-yard touchdown pass play that still

stands as a UQ-A record. On the last play

of a game against Oregon at Portland.

Frankovich teamed with Ransom Livesay

on the play to give the Bruins a 12-7

victory. v

Frankovich is in UCLA's Athletic Hall

of Fame.
After serving as a pilot in the Army Air

Corps in the Far East and Europe in World
War n, he began producing films in

Europe and showed a flair for coaxing

Hollywood stars to go there to make
independent films.

In 1955, Frankovich became managing
director of Columbia Pictures in Britain.

By the late *50s he was in charge of
British and European production for the'

company, overseeing such films as **The

Guns of Navarone," "Lawrence of
Arabia" and "The Bridge on the River
Kwai."

Frankovich was a member of the

American Film Institute from its founding
and was on its board and executive

committee. He also was a trustee of the

UCLA Foundation and the SL John's

Hospital Health Center in Los Angeles, as

^=w^ as Variety Oubs Intcrnafional, thc^
children's charity.

Compiled from Bruin wire services

>^

• OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

scqn
HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY

MEN & WOMEN
Bikini Wax $8
Up Wax ^ $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $20
Sculpture Nails

HILITE&
CUT & CONDITIONER CELLOPHANE &

CUTS 25

"RJOr BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above *Mario's Restaurant Expires 2/6/92

#'/••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«•

SAK's TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I HAPPY PLATE

I
•Chicken
•Beef Stick

I
•Fried Rice
•Green Salad

After 3.00 pm to close I

I

I
$3.40

with coupon

2>!

PUCE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

Iljssss. 1121 Glendon Avenue (213)

^\ 13111 Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

BRUIN BASH

I

i Two for One Combo Deal
Buy any combination of a Baja, Sonora, or Durango

and the 2nd Is FREE!

(Coupon good one per discount/not valid with other offers/offer ends 2/ 1 2/92)

...and stay for Acapuico late night...

Best Late Night Hour in the Villoa

9 pm - Closing
-^C^!

WELCOME BACK BRUINS!
1 109 Gtendon • Westwood Village • 208-3884

We Want Our Teeth Straight!

Compiei^i Orthodontic

Treatment as Low as

pe-' month

Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children
* INVISIBLE * COSMETIC PORCELAIN *

TRADITIONAL * EUROPEAN REMOVABLE *

1 SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
• Experienced oi^odontist •All dental insurance & union plans accepted
• Always the same doctor • Sat & evening appointments
• Low monttily payment plan • Credit temis availatile — "'^—

"

witti no interest • Member of Am. Assoc, of Orthodontists

Dr. N. Dayani
Orthodontist

1 1645 Wiishire Blvd. #802
(1 t)lk. east of Barrington) -

CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTIIENT

8i26-7494
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Remember The

$2.99
12-pack
+ tax+crv
Linn it 2 cases

REAT -
ROCERY
IVEAWAY .. IFYOU DONT PLAY,WE CAN'T PAY!

WESTWOOD YIL

Westwood
FREE_PARKING
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COLl£GES
From page 3 ^

budget. -
^^

—

"Wc*ve got to stop trying to

patch a fiscal system that does not

work and take a look at it from
scratch," DiMarco said.

Under the master plan, the

University of California system,

with nine campuses, accepts the

top 12.5 percent of the slate's high

school graduates for admissions.

The Cahfomia State University

system accepts the top third of

state applicants and everyone has

access to the community colleges.

"People across the country and
around the world come to Califor-

nia to take a look at our system."

pox said, "Now the master plan is

in question bteause of fiscal

limitations."

Faced with a $14.6 billion

deficit, Wilson last ^summer
ordered drastic tuts across the

board, including in education. The
UC*s annual budget was cut by 1 .

1

percent to $2.1 billion, the CSU*s
annual budget was cut 3.2 percent

to $1.6 billion and the community
colleges' budget cut by 1.3 percent

to $1.7 billion.

The effects of the cuts were
dramatic, particularly on the edu-
cational systems which together

serve about 2 million students.

Officials predict that by the year

2005, California's colleges will

have an additional 800,000 stu-

dents. "

TheUC system, which currently

serves about 166,500 student,
raised student fees by 40 percent to

$2,274 a year, froze all salaries and

gave nearly 3,500 employees early

retirement, including more than

650 faculty members.
The CSU system, which serves

about 369,000 students, raised fees

by 20 percent to $936 a year, cut

more than 4,000 classes and laid

off more than 1,000 faculty mem-
bers. Additionally, more than

2,000 part-time tethers were not

rehired and 11 of the systems 20
campuses haye closed their spring

semester admissions.

The community colleges, which
educate more than 1.5 million

students a year, cut about 5,000
classes and raised fees 20 percent

to $120 a year.

Cal State Northridge president

James W. Cleary said education is

in a downward spiral.

-Tm just hopeful that someone
will pull the stick back early

enough before we crash," Cleary
said.

Cleary said that he expects a

legal challenge against the state

over the issue of providing educa-

tion promised in the I960 master
plan.

*Th^rc will be a lawsuit, it's just

a matter of when," Cleary said.

DiMarco, secretary of child

development and education, ack-
nowledged the colleges and uni-

versities are in a "terrible"

position.

William B. Baker, vice presi-

dent of budget and university

relations for the University of
Cahfomia, said that if the UC
system is to maintain high educa-
tional standards, it is going to have

to limit number of people it admits.

Munitz said the CSU system

also will consider hmiting enroll-

ment because it can no longer

afford to sacrifice quality. If they

make any more cuts, Cleary saii
they will have to begin eliminating

programs.

Enrollment limits at the UC and
CSU levels mean more students

for the community colleges, and
Mertes said that the effects on th^

system could be staggering.

*The law says we have to enroll

everyone who comes to our doors,

and we will continue to do that but

there's no guarantee that they will

find the clasi^es they need." Cleaiy

said.

College officials said that the

state's financial crisis ha^ made
planning for next year* nearly

impossible, particularly becailse of
the discovery that the state faces an
additional $4 billion deficit

through next June.
-V-ii'^

Oxygen Permeable
Contact Lenses

also Daily \%ar ^oft Lenses $175.00
Disposable Contact Lenses $225/00

IThe Best Are Getting
Even Better!

Call our office today

appointment.

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH, G.D;
10955 Weyburn Ave.

Corn^ of Weyburn & Broxton

208-4748

<5.

• !•

SALE
You Get Both

Pieces

FUTON & FRAME
LIQUIDATION

FREE! IMPORTED DECORATOR
PILLOWS WITH ANY PURCHASE
OF FUTONS AND FRAME.
$50 VALUE.

QUEEN

BRAI^D-NEW
NAME BRAND

TWIN 2 PC. $45
FULL 2 PC. $55

QUEEN 2 PC. $75
KING 3 PC. $95

FROM:

$45 $65
TWIN QUEEN

$5& $85
F'JLL KING

5 PIECE BEDROOM SET
$159^ n

YOU GET Master Dresser. 2 Nightstands, Mirror & Headboard

Available m light oaK or country beech.

FURNITURE
§032 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD

(1 BLOCK EAST OF FAIRFAX, OPPOSITE MAY CO.)
(213)939-1244 • 939-3335

__^^^^OPEN 7 DAYS: Mon.-Fri. 10 am - 7 pm Sat./Sun. 11 am - 6 pm

. t

IHKK PAKKI\(; IN HKAH

JJlfllifjltiLf

^^!SnX
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Pffl ETA SIGMA

FRESHMAN HONOR SOCIETY

f ATTENTION ALL UNDERGRADUATE f
PHI ETA SIGMA MEMBERS *

THE 1992 NATIONAL,SCHOLARSHIP
APPLICATIONS

ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT "

THE DEAN OF STUDENTS' OFFICE.

1206 MURPHY HALL, 825-3871

$2,000 FOR SENIORS ATTENDING GRADUATE

SCHOOL FALL, 1992

$1,000 FOR CONTINUING UNDERGRADUATES

DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 1, 1992

How about:
"

/ A Free LSAT Diagnostic Test-

with Computerized Analysis.

/ A Free orientation about the

LSAT exam and our preparation
course.

/ No Obligation.

We're serious if you are.

..,,.F,"°"*'
Culver City Brentwood

16571 Ventura Blvd. 1 1000 Washington Blvd. 11911 San Vicente Blvd #230
Monday, 1/5 Monday, 1/5 Thumday, 1/9
6:00 PM 6:00 PM . 6:00 PM

Call for reservations and directions.

1-800-KAP-TEST
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd,

i
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SEISMIC n
From page 1

"very poor** and listed 40 buildings

that needed to be reinforced.

UCLA did more in-depth stu-

dies in recent years t>ringing

understanding and planning for the

upcoming projects to a higher

level.

•There has been quite an evolu-

tion in seismic engineering,**

Blackman said. **Each quake has

upped the knowledge. Seismic

engineering has changed the ways

/

they build buildingsl

^Although UCLA has been
working on making the campus
Earthquake-safe for several years,

it has not been able to implement a
sizable project such as this until

1987, when the state began to

allocate money for seismic work.
Planners decided to forgo sav-

ing buildings and concentrate on
saving lives primarily out of
budget considerations.

**C)ur number one objective was
not to let buildings be usable after

any evcm,** Blackman said. "Sav-
ing livesw what we're trying to do.

But the emphasis on saving lives

does not mean that some structures

may survive the major quake.

/*You can*t guarantee anyone
anything,** Blackman said. "It*s a

matter of probability."

Matthew Fordahl

Arrested?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

HEART .»

We're Making a

Difterence.

Anrierican Heart
Association^

Shaker's
Invites you to try our

be left out in the cold!

Advertise in the

Daily Bruin

825-2161

Now you can enjoy two great specialties
together at one low price!

Medium pizza w/ one topping, five pieces of
chicken and mojo potatoes

Only $10.95
*

Largos pizza w/ two toppings

Only $8.99
\ 1114 Gayley Westwood

Fax 208-7470 Hours Sun-Thurs 1 1-lam. FYl & Sat: 1 l-2am

824-4111
Free & Fast DellvervL _ J

CUP AND MV£--------------^

Exp. 1 13 92 t

O fjC; LARGE
O.UvJ

p,2z;^

ONE TOPPING

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza. •

TAX INCLUDED Limit 3 pizzas per address

UP AND SAVt

Exp. t 13 92 (,

g Q5 LARGE
^•^"^ PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

TAX INCLUDED

m
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address

•Not vaW on Sidrans or with any other offer. Must mention ad.

CUP AND SAVP-'

Exp. • 13 92

8 05 '-'^^^^

ONE TOPPING

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

TAX INCLUDED Limit 3 pizzas per address

V.

• IIWONErt SCH<

FAMILY
expegtahons

WEDNESDAY
JAINUARY 8

1 2:00 - 1 :30 P.M.
2 DODD HALL

Are you concerned about your parents' reactions to your grades
or choice of a major? Do you feel that your responsibilities to your
family are weighing on your ability to perform in school? Many
women in college find it difficult to balance academic and social

demands while fulfilling their family's expectations. Come to a
workshop that will discuss ways to effectively communicate your
personal goals and ideas, to resolve conflicts, and to maintain

positive relationships with your family.

Facilitated by Nan Senzaki, Clinical Social Worker
Student Psychological Services

SPONSORED BY THE
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER

Tht Women'* RMoarDC Centor u • Mrvicc of the divuion of SlMdent Dcvvlopmenl utd HmIiIi.

r'rxj^xj^j^

MID-YEAR DISCOUNTS

ON UCLA RECREATION CARDS
Get yours at 2131 John Wooden Center and
enjoy a Rec Class this Winter! Mail-in

enrollment accepted December 11-13 only

UCLA Cultural and Recreational Affairs

/
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Jack is starting his^

own business..

That means Jack

do everything

A little later, we find Jack's having al Now Jack is ruined,
ittle problem getting customers... I jack got jacked

^yhatsupjack?^ I cuz he di^dn t

WORKSMARTER

Bush warns
South Korea

V

A AZ 7^e're working smarter,

\ \ / too. So you don't have

y to work harder.

For us, it means an ongoing

relationship with educators and
professors, striving to understand

And there are others. Like the

TI'68, an advanced scientific that

solves up to five simultaneous equa-

tions, performs complex numbers
and offers formula programming.

\tw^ ^^^
TRUMtHtS T^^M.sm..M.K,,.,3,,^.^^

f^SHSBlBSQ

The BA n PLUS™ For business

students, this is the one to get. It

handles time-value-of-money and
offers cash flow analysis for internal

rate of return (IRR) and net present

value (NPV). Plus a whole lot more.

No matter what your major, no
matter what the course, there's a

TI scientific or business calculator

that's right for you. Do the smart

thing: make one of them a part

ofyour professional personality '

now, and for the years to come. '

C/CE

Ynnll be on your w^y lu wnr\i\T^

Hftr/r*£
ro^'-^

Tf»M^
(S*A»**

CfvP

^N^Jh

COS- ^

smarter. Instead of harder.

Try the entire line ofTI scientific

and business calculators at your

local TI retailer.

^ Texas
instruments

FNlH'^

what's needed to help them make
math concepts come alive.

It means continually Working

with students like you, discovering

firsthand what you expect from the

calculator you select.

The result.^ Calculators that

are highly recommended by your

teachers and peers. Calculators that

are perfectly matched to your major

and your coursework.

Tlie TI'81 is a perfect example.

It offers the most comprehensive,

easy-to-use graphing features avail

able with extensive programming

capabilities.

The TI-36X SOLAR , a general

purpose workhorse px^wered by

ANYLITE™ scalar cells so you

never need batteries^

l£3M5tfiTa9g

.1..

^ ztr'^^^^^rrrrn

1 1 1 "^

^¥¥^¥ ff r t^ t^ t i f^ii^'p . f\

rraiL-mark ai Tcxu InMrutncnu Incorpowuxl

^-^.^. >, 4
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The Now York Tfmas

SEOUL, South Korea — After
several remarkable agreements
intended to end four decades of
war and hostility between the two
Koreas, President Bush quietly

warned the South Korean leado--

ship against moving too fast in its

dealings with the Communist
North before hard evidence
emerges that the North is ending
reported efforts to produce nuclear

weapons.

On Sunday night, at a private

dinner with South Korea's presi-

dent, Roh Tae-woo, Bush made it

clear that he believed the cold war
was far from over in northeast
Asia, and seemed implicitly criti-

cal ofRoh for rushing into accords
with the North, according to a
senior South Korean official who
attended the dinner. The agree-
ments include a non-aggression
pact and a mutual vow to ban
nuclear weapons from Korean
territory, which the two nations

signed on Dec. 31.

FUERS
From page 1

violence?**

Rowe*s companion, Stephen
Charfauros, a UCLA junior, said
he was surprised by the recent
occurrences.

1!3^ always^ thoughtjthat ihe-

UCXA community was a fairly

safe place to be out,** he said. "I

think it*s disgusting. I feel like I

should be more prepared, but I

don^t want to spend my whole life

looking behind my shoulder.**

And at the end of last quarter,

Christie and her girlfriend reported
to university official^ that passen-
gers in a campus facilities truck
shouted derogatory statements at

them.

The posting of the fliers and the
insurgence of anti-homosexual
incidents have startled members of
the university's gay and lesbian

organization.

*Tm amazed,** Christie said. "I

don't know whether to laugh or to
cry. A tot pf work has obviously
gone into these fliers. They indi-

cate that someone has been inside

and that they arc familiar with the~
gay and lesbian community."

According to news reports, the

Blue Boys— identified by the blue
Los Angeles Dodgers baseball

jackets they wear and the blue bats
they carry around— stalk gays and
lesbians in the Hollywood and
Silverlake areas. ^
The group also claims responsi-

bility for fliers found on the
California State Northridge cam-
pus weeks prior to the UCLA
incident

Sq. in an effort to educate this

campus, Christie says she plans to

publicize the incident as much as
possible by posting copies of the
fliers outside of the GALA office
and sending some to UCLA
Chancellor Charies Young.
The Blue Boys and groups like it

are "not only homophobic but
racist,** she said, referring to the
fact that the fliers also included
Nazi swastikas and anti-African
remarks. **Together, we are going
to do something about it**

If there's a pain in

your chest, he a
pain in the neck.

VAmerican H«art
Association

M

1^

CENTER
From page 1

memory loss and the inability to

care for themselves before the

illness eventually claims the lives

of the patients.

Often, relatives and friends have
difficulty coping as their loved one
undergoes dramatic personality

changes, Cummings added.
**It*s a very difficult situation to

deal and live with when the mind
goes,** said Johanna Corbett,
whose mother died of Alzheimer*s
a few years ago. "Alzheimer*s
completely and utterly took over. I

think I said good-bye years before

she died.**

So, in addition to helping the

patients themselves, the center will

also work toward easing the pain

and suffering of care-givers.

"Preparing the environment —

-

helping family members and
friends deal with the disease— is

extremely important,*' said
Andrew Leuchter, a UCLA profes-

sor and director of the center's

clinical program. "Sometimes
patients may forget family mem-
bers, or become extremely violent,

and we want to help family

members learn to deal with this.**

The center will also be working
to broaden research of Alzheim-
er*s victims to include those from
various ethnicities, Leuchter said.

Most of the information known
about Alzheimer's disease has
been collected from observations

of white, middle-class patients, he
said. **One of the reasons^nat the

center will be at all its different

=s2tcs o to recruit mtnonucs anu
minority care-givers."

Minority recruitment is a key
goal for the center, said Bruce
Miller, a neurology professor at

the Harbor-UCLA center.

"Not only do we need to give

care to a population that has had
much neglect, but it will also help

determine more about the dis-

ease,** he said. UCLA would be a
prime site because of its melting

pot atmosphere.

IMAGAWA
From page 3

friendly nature, making him a

friend ofmany people, Detels said.

"David was always *up.* I

• always came away from a conver-

sation with David feeling good
"even when we had been arguing on
different sides of a scientific

question,** Detels added.

But science was not the only

area in which Imagawa made his

presence felt. As a friend, he was
gentle and lively — a man who
epitomized dedication and inte-

grity, colleagues said.

*There are many people in the

academic world who are scholars

or gentlemen. But David Imagawa
was one person that was both,**

said Moon Lee, a professor who
worked with him at the Harbor-

UCLA Medical Center.

"He was always willing to help

everyone else out No matter how
busy ne was, there was always

time to talk to you," Lee said.

"Most people in science concen-

trate only on themselves — on
theirown work. They don't usually

have the time to help others. David
wasn't like that."

Imagawa, who earned his docto-
rate at the University of Minneso-
ta, came to UCLA in 1952 soon
after graduation. He taught at the

UCLA School of Medicine until

last July, when he became a
professor emeritus.

Imagawa is survived by his wife
and two children.
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"She is starting to be iil(e my best friend.
James

• Bruin Partners mentee

rr

N
You too can be a best friend to a disadvantaged 6th or 7th

grader through Bruin Partners. Come to our Open House
at 6:00 on January 10 in Men's Gym 203 and sign up for

one of our mentor training sessions:

'/ January 16, 6:00 p.m.

January 22, 6:00 p.m.

BRUIN PARTNERS ^

A program of California Campus Compapt
UCLA Community Respurce Center,

203 Men's Gym
(310)206-1771.
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FAMOUS
NAME BRANDS

FOR
MEN & WOMEN

* Tlmberland

* Cole Haan

* Sperry Topsider

* Zodiac

* Kenneth Cole

* Guess?
* Nocona Boots

* 9-West

Plus Many Others!

CO: ciiaN

1 0938 Weyburn Ave. Westwood Village
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Viewpoint
No one ideal has a

III ly on tiuth
%

* ,\

By Bruce D'Arcus

Let me start off by saying that I do not conside^ myself a

conservative by any means and, as such, have no prpblem with

the basic concepts^of "political correctness." I very much believe

in breaking down the barriers of ignorance and prejudice that

exist in our world. Yet I do have a problem because, in its

attempt to "enhghten*' the world and free it from conservative

dogma, PG has often replaced it with its own self-righteous

dogma. '^

^Tbc ideal the politically correct should, and I think do(, aspire

to is' a world 'Where people think for themselves without leaning

oh prejudices and prescribed modes of thought This seems to

me to be what true enlightenment is about and what a university

education should provide.

Last year at Santa Monica College ah incident happened- that

for me showed how a good idea often is corrupted. In this case

an economics professor sent a memo to other members of his

department criticizing alternative programs such as Chicano
studies because he felt it led to neglect of studies he felt more
important — which \ would assume includes economics.

When the very politically correct student body president

somehow got ahold of the memo, all hell broke loose. He, along

with a mob of people, demanded the professor be fired. It was
determined by these people that this professor's beliefs were not

politically correct and therefore not only invalid, but 4Uiaccept-

able.
• ==

,-^ This attitude is no different in form than the conservative

fundamentalist Christians who deem ait obscene because there

happens to be nudity in it. This thinking is downright scary.

It bothers me when these incidents happen, and it is not

limited to these more blatant examples. PC standards of language
are everywhere, and I cannot help but be annoyed by some of

it. I realize I am a white male and have not had to suffer the

repressions that others have, but I do not think I am being

insensitive when I suggest that this is getting a little ridiculous.

It is important for us to advance the cause of understanding in

our world, and in some ways PC is successful in this goal.

Unfortunately, all loo often the cause of enlightenment degen-

erates into pettiness and becomes an excuse for people to impose
their views on others.

The very label of "Politically Correct" implies the guardians of
this ideal believe themselves to have some monopoly on truth.

This attitude serves to imdermine what we should all be striving

for. Let's not forget the forest for the trees.

D'Arcus is a junior in geology/ecosystems.

Assaulted by PC
By Daniel Y. Nah

I was at a party last year when I was aissaulled by PC for the

first time. "Don't say Oriental," a hissy Asian girl was telling

me. *The proper term is Asian. That offends me." It was a -

strange encounter, seeing that I am 100 percent Korean and
really do not look like anything other than a 100 percent

Korean, Asian boy. It occurred to me that this girl was merely
being an idiot and I should ignore the iiKident. Yet many times

I have been corrected in mid-sentence by using the term

"Oriental," even after I started trying to change my habits to say

"Asian."

While I agree with what the PC movement started out to be,

which is erasing the racial and social deficiencies in the English

language, I am depressed by what it has become, which is a

means for which insecure individuals to soothe their egos by

asserting intellectual superiority over others. When it comes down
to it, there is nothing really derogatory about the word "Oriental"

— it is simply an outdated term that doesn't properly defme
what we are. It is surely not as bad as "chink." Yet why are

people so rude and offended by the whole deal?

Yes, I agree "Oriental" should be phased out, and in time, I

believe it will be. But that does not give us the right to disre-

gard all forms of social politeness while we go about it A little

word of advice to all interest groups — bitching about PC only

makes people dislike you. It doesn't make you look any more
brillianC either.

-

Nah is an undeclared sophomore.

Viewpoint \

The results are

in for the Daily

Bruin poll:

"What do you
think about
Politicar

Correctness?

OFTHC CPM

ft

OFTHC CMlH.

Stewardess FlltfhLt Attendant

Intausion on
By Cliff Davis

"Do you think 'PC' language

benefits students**?!

Restricted language will only

benefit students ^who fear the

.prospect of intellectually^

"dsfen^ng fiieir positions, ana^~
who must resort to defining

behavior in terms of only right

or wrong ("correct** or "incor-

rect**). Defending and debating

your views is a daunting pros-

pect, but prohibition of oppos-

ing views (or worse, banning

words that may hurt your

feelings) is a sorry escape -

route from this key element 6f

intellectual growth. Thus the

"benefit** is dubious at best,

and a poor reward for the

intrusion on the freedom of

others* speech.

"Do you think the notion of

^litical correctness* is speech

restrictive?**

' Of course it is. Everyone
has a right to speak their

minds, no matter how inappro-

priate their language or opinion

may seem. The exposure to,

and discussion of, differing

-viewpQims«rJSr4he crucial €^

"
BAAf^MN UckiNNEV/ Daily Bruin'

of speech
name you do not like, and
there is no "right** not to be

hated for whatever reason

someone chooses to hatei The
activists of the *60s, for exam-
ple the Freedom Marchers and
the Voter Drive Program vol-

jinteerst encouraged people to

—

ment to the learning process. I

too shy away from language

the *TCs** fmd unsettling, but

because I choose to. My
choice (and my right to

chopse) far outweigh any sup-

posed validity of PC "speech

rules."

"How do you feel the media
has portrayed ^PC*?**

The media seems to portray

the PCs as the next generation

of civil-rights activists, striving

to guarantee "equal rights** to

all Americans, somewhat akin

to the activists of the early

*60s. Unfortunately, there is no
"right** not to be called a

exercise their own rights, not

to deprive other citizens of

theirs, as is the case with the

PC "speech "codes.**

Political Correctness is the

current "Emperor*s New
Clothes,** attracting praise from
those unwilling to think for

themselves or respect the rights

of others to do so. Everyone is

afraid to say that, under his

New Clothes, the quivering

fascist is naked.

Davis is a stcff research asso-

ciate in the department of
chemistry/biochemistry.

Social refonn agent gone bad
By Justin Curtis

PC is counterproductive as

the agent of social reform it

pretends to be. ^C advocates

the belief that by enforcing the

use of "correct** language in

the academic environment,

racists, sexists and other

"insensitive** types will become
reeducated or weeded out of

society. Hence those who are

members Of vulnerable or

"historically oppressed** groups

are supposedly provided mth
security in this environment

where they have been tradition-

ally undenepresented. But the

truth of the maaer is, that

instead of bridging gaps

between the races and the

sexes, PC widens them, caus-

ing pent up resentment to

fester into intense social ten-

sion.

PC fails to confront racist

and sexist voices in our society

because it refuse^ even to let

them be heard. Major social

problems can only be solved if

there is an open environment

existing for the expression of
various viewpoints. Free com-
munication must exist between
the many groups of the cam-
pus community; if one group
'is silenced because it is seen
as expressing "incorrect** views,

the result can only be the

breeding of hatred towards and
disillusionment with the com-
munity as a whole, on the part

of the "corrected** group.

PC is speech restrictive. Its

mere label implies a very

scary concept Who exactly

determines what is correct?

Who exactly is going to dictate

to me the set of political

beliefs I should hold? In this

light PC seems frighteningly

totalitarian because it does not

simply concern itself with lan-

guage alone but with the

expression of ideals. It

approaches the sociopolitical

world with surprisingly childish

simplicity: In the world of PC
there can only be incorrect

backwards bad guys and cor-

rect progressive good women
and men. >

Well, the world is a bit

more complex for me; I can
only see shades of gray. What
is most disheartening for me,
as a student in the *90s, is the

realization that the chief politi-

cal cause of the college cam-
pus today is an authoritanan

one. It is a movement that is

antithetical to both the univer-

sity *s ideal open marketplace
for the exchange of ideas, and
to this entire nation*s demo-
cratic ideals upon which this

country was supposedly found-

ed. I should only hope that PC
is a passing fad.

Besides the occasional debate
on Nightline or the editorial in

Newsweek, I do not feel the

media has adequately con-

fronted the seriousness of this

issue. I believe that unless one
lives within a campus environ-

ment, most people do not even
realize the PC phenomenon is

occurring.

Curtis is a sophomore major-
ing in political science.
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Bad press
Editor: '

You people in the Daily

Bruin seem to enjoy it when a

viewpoint draws fire, as was
the case with Pei-Chi Chang's
column on interracial relation-

ships. Now that some time has

passed and you feel like

receiving another bunch of

letters and complaints, you
print Satlar Siddiq*s article _—
about homosexuality.

You, as journalists, should

know better than to publish

these articles in the name of

free speech to make sure that

enough feedback letters were
sent to nil up your pages.

E)on*t y6u have a better way
to get feedback from your '*

reado^? Vrti sure you didn't

know an article about "unna-

tural homosexuality" in today's

PC-freak society would get

nasty remarks.

Why do you do this? Ran
out of stories? Why not write

about solutions rather than start

a fire? What is your role as a

campus newspaper?

Being and advocate for

unheard voices is important,

but that's not the only role

that needs to be fulfilled.

Which ones? That's for you to

sit and discuss with your staff

members.
So, editors of The Bruin,

please be selective in choosing

what your print. Your intention

in publishing this viewpoint on
homosexuality was lame, and
therefore the quaUty of the

SINFEST
®

" FALSE APVERTISEMEHT
**

CAUVlN&KOtBCS IVORSHIPPSR

TATSUYA ISHIDA

paper suffers.

Namju Cho
Junior

Sociology

muim
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Intolerable

Editor:

Sattar Siddiq's article,

"Homosexuality is simply

unnatural" (Daily Bruin, Nov.
22) was intolerable on many
levels: pooriy reasoned and
sophomoric with the weight

and verisimilitude that pedants
employ in "strong man" argu-

ments. However, these were
not our main objections to this

filth. What was most obscene
is that The Bruin chose to

showcase a point of view so
morally bankrupt that we can
only wonder what they were
thiiiking.

The fact that The 'Bruin

chose to slam the gay and
lesbian community in this way
^4^ mos& TQves^mg of The^
Bruin than the two-bit person
who wrote it. It sends out a

dangerous message: that it's

OK to slam a particular seg-

ment of the population sight

unseen for, in this case, con-

ducting their lives differently

ftom you.

Actually, the decision to

print Sid<liq's letter should

come as no surprise. We
suppose that, by cloaking

themselves ia the First Amend-
ment, The Bruin can theoreti-

cally run ultra-right wing
fascist diatribes as well. Never
mind that we have crises too

far gone that, at least in our
minds, warrant much more
attention: in-egalitarian

approaches to education, public

health, prison "rehabilitation," a

long-outdated mass tralnsit sys-

tem and masses of drugs and
weapons strategically placed

witMn the minority communi-
ties.

Jeff Park
Don Weise

Devon Cart>ado—rAlumnl/staff
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Stop smoking.
Your heart, lun^ and

friends will thank you.

Where Can You

Get Naked
on Campus?
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Free Samples at Health Sciences Store

This Tuesday and Wednesday
from IIKK>-l:00

NAKED JUICE

NAKED SAIJIDS
So Convenient
So Nutritious
So Delicious

ASUCLA STUDENTS- STORE

Win a pair of tickets to Bruin basketball. Its

easy. Simply use the Great Western Bank ATM
at North Campus. Winners will be picked from

validATM transaction numbers. Your number will be on
your receipt, so save it! You may use any ATM card with

a CIRRUS^or STAR SYSTEM*symbol. There are no ATM
charges when you use a Great Western Bank ATM card

at our ATMs. To get your card, open a checking account

with us. Great Western Bank.We 11 always be there.

GREATWESTERNBANK
A Federal Saving?^ Bank and a Cireat Western Financial Company.
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Guber mixes box office

with teadilng at UCLA
By Jason Stewart
Dally Bruin Staff

His last course could easily have

been called Power 101. Since then,

he*s signed an unprecedented

roster of major Hollywood talent

and released several of the top box

office draws of the year.

So when Peter Guber, the chief

executive officer and chairman of

the board of Sony Pictures Enter-

tainment (SPE), agrees to teach a

course on the current and future

state of the studio system, you*d do
best to forget about EJ^. Hutton

and listen to him.

Guber*s reputation in the indus-

try is widely known. As the

successful executive producer,

I
with partner Jon Peters, of such

mega-hits as "Batman,** Sony
Corp. reportedly paid Warner
Bros. $500 million to release the

team from their contract in order to

assume the reins as head of Sony's

newly acquired studio.

iCurrcntly, under Ms Icadcfshipw-

films as case studies.

Suber, speaking on behalf of

Guber, also mentioned the likeli-

hood of a demonstration of High-

Deflnition Television as part of the

course.

While Producers* Program clas-

ses are graduate courses intended

mainly for graduate students in

Film and Television and the

Graduate School of Management,

undergraduate seniors in good
standing will be considered for

enrollment Suber notes, however,

that enrollment does not guarantee

the approval of the student's

individual department, and urges

people to check with their counse-

lors before attempting to enroll.

Students who enroll in the Film

and Television internship program

(Film/TV 192) through Denise

Mann are eligible to audit the

(Howard) Suber said

that while the (Film

SPE holds three of the top six box

"j^ , office spots, with Tri- Star's
•<i*Hook" and **Bugsy** and Colum-

, bia*s "The Prince of Tides.** And
one shouldn*t forget this summer's
number one hit, "Terminator 2:

Judgment Day," which was also a

Tri-Star release.

Less well known, even to many
UCLA students, is Guber*s longs-

tanding affiliation with the UCLA
School of Theater, Film and
Television, where he has taught for

many years. For the last several

years, while heading one of the

largest entertainment companies in

the country, he has co-chaired the

Producers* Program with profes-

« sor Howard Suber;
-' This is not the first time Guber

has taught the course on the studio

system (which is incorrectly listed

in the schedule of classes under

Film/rv 29 1 B, "Role of Manage-
ment in the Entertainment Indus-

try"). But it is a significant

occasion for several reasons. SPE
has been in a continuous state of

evolution since a year ago last fall,

when the course was last taught

And not only is it changing

structurally, but it continues to

attract such names as directors

Francis Ford Coppola and Penny

Marshall and producers E>on

Simpson and Jerry Bruckheimer

(of *Top Gun" and "Beverly HiUs

Cop" fame).

This quarter is also a first, in that

Guber will be the sole instructor.

In past offerings of the Producers'

Program, he has co-taught his

courses with his co-chair, Suber,

who is on sabbatical this quarter.

While the precise structure was

not available at press time, it was

clear that this class, like his

previous courses, would include a

number of important guest speak-

ers, drawn mainly from people

currently involved in projects from

Columbia or Tri-Star. Past speak-— crs have included Rob Reiner,

Francis Ford Coppola (who is

currently producing "Dracula" for

the studio), Gilbert Calcs, Ray

Stark and Penny Marshall, amonjg

others.

Other possibilities include cur-

rent heads of various departments

within the studio explaining to the

class, in front of their boss, how
they do their jobs. In many cases,

.this may include using upcoming

..a»T%»ri»^ '># »» 'JI"<l l
'!»f ^iw IIP Iliw^iWi

and Television)

internship program is

growing, it is still highly

under-utilized.

course. Suber said that while the

internship program is growing, it is

still highly under-utilized. Of more
than 300 internships offered to the

school last quarter, only 50 were

filled.

Several other courses are also

being offered by the Producers'

Program this quarter. While these

classes are much smaller, under-

graduate seniors in good standing

are still welcome if space permits.

**Coming Soon to a Theater

Near You" will explore current

marketing strategies for feature

films. It is being led by Rob
Friedman, the head of worldwide

marketing for Warner Bros.

"Managing the Media Maze"
will overview the current dynam-
ics of the now highly diversified

world of television. This offering

is taught by Rob Silberling, the

Executive Producer of Movies and

Mini-series for MTM.
"Alternatives to Feature Film

Making" will examine many of the

audio-visual media alternatives to

film and TV features, including

music videos and commercials.

The course will deal with all

aspects of these forms, including

development^ financing, produc-

tion and distribution. It is taught by

Sam Grogg, the chief executive

officer of Apogee, and will meet
weekly at his facilities in Van
Nuys.

CLASSES: 'New Studios/New Sys-

tems," Film/TV 2918 rThe Role of

Management in the Entertainment
Industry"); Professor Peter Guber;
Mondays from 7-10 p.m. in Knudsen
1220B. "Coming Soon to a Theater
Near You," Film/TV 289B ("Current

Business Practices in Film and Televi-

sion"); Rob Friedman; Tuesdays from
7:30-9:30 p.m. in GSM 1246. "Manag-
ing the Media Maze," Film/TV 292C
("Network Television Management and
Decision Making"); Rob Silberling;

Wednesdays from /-10 p.m. in Melnitz

2534. 'Alternatives to Feature Film

Makirw," Film/TV 289A ("Current Busi-

ness Practioes in Film and Television");

Sam Grogg; Wednesdays from 7-tO
p.m. at Apogee in Van Nuys. All classes

are enrolled by PTE after the first

session and are potentially, open to

graduate students and undergraduate
seniors in good standing with the

approval of tneir departments.

Adrenalin pulses race In 'Rush'
By Kristen Linden

Dally Bruin Staff ^
'

With its intense scenes and fast

pacing, **Rush*' provides every-

thing but the high of being on

drugs. Instead, first time director

Lili Fini Zanuck (co-producer of

last year's Academy Award-win-
ning "Driving Miss Daisy" with

husband Richard) focuses on the

realistic, gritty, often unpleasant

side of life as an undercover narc.

Based on the best-selling

novel by Kim Wozencrafl, the

film opens with Jim Raynor
(Jason Patric), an old pro who
comes in out of the field to

handpick his new partner from

the academy. Not giving the men
a second glance, he chooses the

attractive yet innocent Kristen

Gates (Jennifer Jason Leigh).

Their boss,. Larry Dodd (Sam
Elliott), feeds her no illusions

from the beginning: The pair will

be completely undercover and
"uprvrtff nntv i/v lilfn .^_ ju\ nutjyPi^jn vniiT V(j ttttft ^^^ thj vTiii

help, and once she commits they

must rely solely on each other.

Kristen* s inexperience with

drugs becomes obvious as she

clumsily rolls a joint and it is up
to Raynor to tutor her in the

moves — using harmless Sub-

stances, of course.

Soon the pair are out on the

street in the small Texas town,

however, and playing hardball.

Kristen must do the real thing

during a buy to prove she's legit.

Gradually t^ey fall for each

other while amassing evidence

against small-time dealers, but in

the process get hooked on the

drugs themselves. Riding a

physical and psychological rol-

lercoaster, they get high during a

series of deals and then force

themselves to withdraw.

Ultimately, however, these

good-intentioned cops become
pawns in a larger political game.
Their superiors threaten that

unless they nail Gaines (Gregg

Allman), the reported **big deal-

er,** they will investigate Raynor
and Kristen for improper con-

duct, using their needle-scarred

arms as evidence.

This blackmail forces them to

act illegally — an action which
proves the seed for tragedy.

2^nuck has succeeded sup-

erbly in her directorial efforts. In

addition to taking a unique angle

to the commonplace drug story,

she has chosen to treat the subject

realistically — a rare, fresh idea

in Hollywood.

visually fascinating and full of

captivating performances. With
his scruffy beard, blood-shot

eyes andjCTky movements, Patric

skillfully balances the part -of

drug addict with concerned part-

ner/lover/all-around good guy.

Leigh similarly excels in her

progression from wide-eyed
innocent to down-and-dirty drug

addict to strong, resolved young
woman by the end. Supporting

performances by Elliott, AUman

See 'RUSH/ page 16

Serve yourself a plate of Tomatoes' with the Old South
Film charms with

tale of friendship,

identity searching

By Kelly O'Donnell

Dally Bruin Staff

The air is ripe with the heady

scent of magnolia, spiced with the

shrieks of squabbling siblings and
thick with lilting, soft-voiced

country charm.

Welcome to the Old South. Or
rather, Hollywood *s latest moist-

eyed portrayal of America's favo-

rite heartland. Set in backward
backwoods Alabama, Norman
Lear's film **Fried Green Toma-
toes'* introduces us to a slew of

characters saltier than a barrel of

home-cured pickles.

Through long chats over donuts

and chocolate (and the prerequisite

flashbacks), octogenarian Ninny
(Jessica Tandy) helps desperately

bored housewife Evelyn (Kathy

Bates) renew her soul and keep her

sanity with stories from Ninny's

youth.

Ninny's tales of the tragedies

and joys of unlikely best friends

Idgie (Mary Stuart Masterson) and

Ruth (Mary-Louise Evans) in the

'30s slowly draw Evelyn out of her

sterile suburban existence and into

the exciting realm of Mary Kay
and plastic wrap (don't ask) —
with a bit of self-renewal thrown in

for good measure.

As the stories unfold, Ninny

Mary Stuart Masterson. left, and Mary-Louise Parker star In

"Fried Green Tomatoes."

tells of the wild and loyal Idgie,

who time and again risks her life

and future to soften the harsh

realities of life for Ruth and her

family. To Idgie, every friend is

family— and deserving of all she

can give. It's Idgie that helps a

pregnant Ruth leave her abusive

husband and open a diner, it's

Idgie that takes in a homeless
alcoholic and takes r, murder rap

for a servant; and it is Idgie herself

who is telling the story, years later.

She truly nurtures the life

around her — so powerfully that

when the beloved diner closes

down, the town itself unravels and
fades away. Decades later, her

legacy is potent enough to giye

Evelyn the courage to change her

own life.

Tandy is delightful as the wise,

kind Ninny — the sweet old

woman brimming with stories of

the old days. Her animated, witty

portrayal of the benign Ninny adds

depth to what otherwise could

have been a clichd role. As the

traditional-wife-tumed-Superwo-

man Evelyn, Bates gets a chance to

show off her comedic side with

gleeful attacks on the younger

**punks" that make her feel old.

But it is Masterson and Evans

that steal the spotlight. Their

characters' lifelong friendship is

the centerpiece of the film. The

women's strong will and fierce

courage enable them to bear the

many tragedies that bar their way.

See fOM/mNBi/ page"l5
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Bates, unfazed

by Oscar, feels

for characters
By Kelly O'Donnell
Daily Bruin Staff

Evelyn Couch (Kathy Bates)

has had enough. She's got a

husband who prefers televised

sports to conversation, a stultifying

life as a housewife and, worst of

all, she feels old.

Inspired by the yams spun by
nursing-home patient Ninny
Threadgoode (Jessica Tandy), our

heroine embarks on a journey of

self-discovery and takes charge of

her life, determined to find happi-

ness.

Veteran actor Kathy Bates

knows just how Evelyn feels,

^'growing up in the South and
knowing a lot of the women that I

knew. My parents were a great

deal older^my father was bom in

1900 and my mother was bom in

1907. On my father's side of the

family, they called each other Mr.

and Mrs. My parents were very

much a product of the Old South
and I was raised that way as a

young Southern woman. The hitch

was that as I was bom late in life to

them. I came along in the '60s, so
all hell broke loose. When the

Beatles came to America, peace
left the house," she says.

Evelyn's efforts to transcend

traditional Southem attitudes are

^•••iW" MMW i.»%-im<L>li>L» «Pi I I 1^1 I wif
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familiar to Bates, who hails from
Memphis. **A lot of my roots, the

sense of, *Oh, you can't do that,'

the 'scandalous' way of teaching a

child that it has to behave in a

certain way, was something I

struggled with— allowing myself

to go outside the parameters of that

*life in terms of negatives,' *You
can't do this, you shouldn't do
that' upbringing that I think is part

of the Southem heritage. I identi-

fied that with Evelyn," Bates

recalls.

"What was so beautifully drawn
in the book was that. Evelyn was
taught that in exchange for this

(outlook), she would get every-

thing, she would win, she would be

on top. And what life taught her

was that the opposite was true. The
trashy girls got to be stars and

famous and go to Betty Ford and be

in the papers, and the ones who
were good, nobody heard from

anymore. They were just somehow
lost. One of the most telling lines in

the film for me, for Evelyn, is *rm
too old to be young and too young
to be old.' She's just caught in

between — she has no one to

belong to anymore." she says.

The art of storytelling, a com-
mon thread throughout the movie,

is a natural element of hfe for

Bates. "Someone once told me this

marvelous story about a friend of

theirs who was a writer that got

bumed out in Hollywood and said,

'I've had it, I've gotta get out of

Dodge.' And so he went away and

ended up in Morocco. There was
,

this marketplace where people

were fighting and killing each

other to get into this one particular

place, and he didn't know what the

hell was going on. He finally got

into the center of this little area and

there was one guy telling a story—
he was a raconteur. The people

near him were laughing and crying

and falling down on the ground—
and the guy realized that that's

what he did for a Uving, that he was

a raconteur, and we all like to hear

good stories."
^

Stories themselves have played

major roles in several of Bates'

other films as well. The psychotic

Annie Wilkes was obsessed with

her heroine Misery in the movie of

the same name— so much that she

completely lost contact with reali-

ty and lived through those stories.

But Bates sees a definite contrast

between Annie and Evelyn.

"I think that the difference

between Annie and Evelyn was

See BATES; page 16 1.
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F( • II for the mind in 'Nalced Ijundi'
By Nick Roberts
Daily Bruin Staff

In 1959, William S. Burroughs
published a megaton blast of
hallucinatory fiction based on his

personal experiences and called it

"Naked Lunch." The dish that

Burroughs served up was fright-

ening in its visual detail and
uncompromising in its candor,

something that has managed to

keep the novel high on the lists of
readers hungry for the ultimate

mind trip.

It^ somewhat surprising then

that David Cronenberg's screen

adaptation of "Naked Lunch** is a

comparatively tame film (given

the material), even for a director

who in the past has been gleefully

willing to deal with the more
sinister aspects of violence and
sexuality.

The key word here, though, is

comparatively. Cronenbefg obvi-

ously knew what he was gettmg
himself into making the film. As he
states in the production notes, **It*s

impossible to make a nK)vie out of
*Naked Lunch.* A literal transla-

tion wouldn*t work. It would cost

$400 million to make and would be
banned in every country in the

world ..."

Rather than try to do the

impossible by replicating Bur-
roughs* novel for the screen (a film

that a lot of us would still like to

see), Cronenberg opted instead for

Jusowalinear structure while, still

Extermln^or William Lee (Peter Weller, center) gets Interrogated by two cops on the trail of narco-
tics in "Naked Lunch."

trying to maintain a "Buirough
sian** feel by drawing on various

episodes and themes contained
within several of the author*

s

best-known works including
"Naked Lunch,** "Junky.** **Exter-

minator** and "Interzone.**

As a result of his compulsive
fascination with the material,

Cronenberg has fashioned a hyp-

notic, otherworldy film which
explores the living hell Burroughs
found himself m the mid-1950s
while trying to gain control of his

life and transform his marginal

experiences as a drug addict and a
homosexual into words on paper.

Though it can*t compete on the

same level with the novel *s mind-
numbing, stream-of-conscious-

ness narrative and intensely provo-

cativc scenes, Cronenberg *^-4yiii-

abundance of insects.

The film comes across like a

sci-fi version of "Barton Fink**

directed by Luis Bunuel. And, of

course, there are the bugs— bugs

conversing through various bodily

orifices, bugs being churned up

into a -black narcotic powder and

six-foot extraterrestrial bugs
called Mugwumps ejaculating

white jism from teats on their

heads.

The story is threaded through

the eyes of William Lee (Peter

works quite well as the type of
subconscious nightmare that Bur-

roughs himself might envision,

replete with drug and sexual

imagery, a darkly grotesque sense

of humor and an overflowing

Weller), an on-again-off-again

^iwitetLltving in New YeriL €^_J^cd LmKit^
who supports his wife (Judy
Davis) and her bug powder habit

by working days as an extermina-

tor^ Lee is forced to flee after

accidentally killing her, heading

for the North African haven Imown

as Interzone in order to escape
from the police and the hallucina-

tions that he believes are only a
product of his mind.

The Tangiers-like setting of
Interzone becomes an increasingly

strange metaphor for the mental

state in which Lee finds himself.

After his typewriter turns into a
giant beetle andconvinces him that

he*s a secret agent on a secret

mission, Lee begins to write

reports ofeverything that he comes
into cpntact with, composing what
will eventually become the novel

Frost (Davis, in a dual role) and a

Swiss sadomasochist named Yves
Cloquet (Julian Sands) who has an
undeniable ^^nchant for young
boys. .Lee*s sanity begins to

crumble as he finds himself caught

in the middle of an international

drug conspiracy led by the evil

Doctor Ben'^ay (Roy Scheider, in

an interesting change of pace).

Both Weller and Davis are

excellent in their roles, lending an
air of detached formality to the

film*s psychotic proceedings. But
the real credit for the film*s ability

to tread the fine line between
reality and madness belongs to

Cronenberg, whose dimly lit,

*50s-period interior shots, mixed
with the shadowy, sensual allure of

Interzone and a musical score

featuring saxophonist Omette Col-

eman, gives the film its distinctly

surreal feel.

In the end, "Naked Lunch**
leaves you feeling much like you
do at the conclusion of a Bur-
roughs novel— not knowing quite

what to think and slightly sick to

the stomach. As Lee*s wife puts it

one day after shooting up with
insect repellent, "It*s aXafka high.

It makes you feel like a bug.** On
Burroughs* scale of human emo-
tion, that*s about as good as it gets.

•••

RLM: -Naked Lunch* Written and
directed by David Cronenberg. Based
on the novel bV WHIiam Q RiigrrmnKg

Thus begins Lee*s adventures in

Interzone, where he comes across
a host of decadent characters

including the American expatriate

writers Tom (Ian Holm) and Joan

deduced by Jeremy Thomas andr
Gabriella Martinelli. A Twentieth Cen-
tury Fox release with Peter Weller, Judy
Davis. Ian Holm, Julian Sands and Roy
Scheider. (Rated R: language, vio-

lence, sexual content and drug usage;
135 min.) Now playing at the AMC
Century 14 in Century City.
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prove their SAT scores with our uniquely effective program. If you
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this may be the perfect part-time job for you. Those interested
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By Fred Sinister

Los Angeles Daily News

Howard Stem — acid-tongued,

frequently loud and always opi-

nionated— has given classic-rock

KLSX-FM (97,1) its best morning
ratings in recent memory, propell-

ing the station from 21st place in

the summer to 14th in the most
recent Arbitron survey of the local

radio audience.

"Ifs a monstrous increase,

topping our l)est-case scenario

predictions/' said KLSX opera-
tions manager Andy Bloom. **Peo-

ple here have accq;)ted Howard
every bit as much and as quickly as
in l|ic other satellite-fed markets.**

Predictably, Stem crowed about
the ratings jump on his show
Friday. In New York, he was
ranked No. 1, beating perennial

winner all-news WINS-AM for

the first time.

Soft-hits KOST-FM (103.5) and
album-rock KLOS-FM*s (95.5)

Nfark Thompson and Brian Phelps
comedy team held onto the top

spots in overall listenership and
morning drive-time, respectively.

CENTER FOR THE
PERF0RMIM6 ARTS i4Ci./\ SUN.. JAN. 12 AT 7 P.M.

SCHOENBERG HALL

((

MUSIC FOR MISCHA"
Michele Zukovsky, clarinet: Yoke MaUuda and
Helen Nightengale, violins: Michael Nowak
and Roland Kato, violas: Robert Martin, cello

BEETHOVEN: Quintet in C: Major
REGER: Quintet for (Clarinet and Strings

Tickets: $25; 9* ^

310-82!5-9261 m^CHARGE
BY PHONE
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Froin page 12
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Masterson fuBy energizes Idgie

with a zeal and compassion th^
overshadow many of the film's

flaws, and Evans* quiet but tena-

cious Ruth is a testimonial to virtue

and grace.

Dragging down the film, how-
ever, arc a few flaws. It seems
obvious from veiy early on in the

film that Ninny is speaking of her

own youth, but this is only formal-

ly revealed in the last scene— and
by then it is certainly no surprise.

This problem arises from changes
in the original script, as Flagg*s

novel feaoued two separate char-

acters, while the movie suggests

they are one and the same. This

confusion robs the scene of its

dramatic impact.

There is also little continuity

^between the young and cAd Idgie— it just doesn't seem like Tandy
and Masterson arc on different

ends of the same character. And
Ninny's temporary purple perm is

a confusing and unnecessary
development, as her hair goes back
to iKxmal a few short scenes later.

The film's most wickedly funny
scenes show Evelyn squirming

through her self-awareness classes— where dqircssed and repressed

suburban housewives take self-

exploration to new dimensions.

But Evelyn's credibility is

stretched when she smashes two
extremely trashy girls' car because

they stole her parking space. The
scene expresses Evelyn's desper-

ation and confusion, but is a bit

overdone.

Despite its weaknesses,
'Tomatoes" is a charmer. It's best

seen with a lifelong friend who
perhaps hails from the land of grits

and soft Southern drawls. For an

intensely emotional, uplifting and
heartwrenching cinematic experi-

ence, ^rve yourself up a nice hot

platter of 'Tried Green Tomatoes."
Who knows, maybe you might

even listen more ck)sely to Grand-
ma the next time she slips into

"When I was young . .
." ••Vi

FILM: 'Fried Green Tomatoes."
Directed by Jon Avnet. Written by

Fannie Flagb and Jon Avnet Based on
the novel byFannie Flaog. Produced bv

Jon Avnet and Jordan Kerner. A
Universal Pictures and Act III Commu-
nicatk>ns release starring Kalhy Bates.

Jessica Tandy. Mary-Louise Parker

and Mary StM\ Mdstersori. (flated PG:
110 min.)
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If answering phones
all day Is your idea of
a great Internship,
dont read this ad.

Apply now for ian exciting advertising
internship with the Daily Bruin. Learn
how the third largest daily newspaprJi
Los Angeles operates.

Ail we ask for is dedication and
enthusiasm.

I

Applications for internal Display
internships are available now at the Daily

Bruin Classified window (112 KerckhofF
Hall) and are due Tuesday January 21 st.

Any questions?
Call Mami or Michelle at 206-0905.
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trained with Princeton Reviews nationally

renowned testing strategies.

• Independent documentation reporte

increases of 3+ points.
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the MCAT. They are not trained In

effective test strategies.

• No documentation, no verification, no

guarantees. As«for average score

improvements, your answers may vary

depending on what day you call.

• Over 1 million dollars a year on glitzy ad
campalqne.
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PARI HAIR SALON

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bl.

Halistylhg by a
VIdal Sasson Academy Graduate

Perm Special $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Highiiglit $30
Hair Coloring $15

Manicure & Pedicure $15
Full Legs Waxing $20

479-9325
473-0066

UCLA Center for the Performing Arts Presents

ROYCE HALL UCLA Center for the Performing Arts

Friday & Sofurdoy, Jonuory 17 8c 18 ^ 8:00 pm
$22. S18 $15 & $1 1 at UCLA Central Ticket Ottice

2 1 3/825-926 1 & all Ticketmaster outlets

Charge By Phone 2 1 3/480-3232. - -J#^'

George's new album. SUMMER, is now
available on LP, cassette and CD

Please join us in supporting the

Westside Food Bank by f
bringing a donation
ot canned food ^
to the concert

- --

:>>::::«
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Sauces: Mild, Hot, 'Suicide', ^arbeque. Hot Bart)eque

ALSOTRyOUR:
• Harnburger • Chicken Sandwich • Potato Skins • Mozzarella

Sticks • Breaded Mushrooms and Zuchini • Steak Fries

Ghicken Sated >Potedo Safad--Gele Slaw

UTTLE RED SAMPLER • BIG RED SAMPLER

All Voo Caa Cat • SJM^
Each SAT. - SUN. CAsk for details)

iiMt^gpn iiAM^spn

^^;
>:^^

mi

STAFF & FACULTY
SpecHl^Mer Just forW

Deep^feansing European F^cW

Now Only for$OU
gMitle waxing, lash ft tvaw ttnis

208-6849*

31cin & Bod^Care by \nga
studaniiKludadinM^ deal

11923 Sant« ]VIonioa Blvd.

+*

The Cedars-Sinai Research Institute is currently seeking professionals to join tfee

neurogenetics laboratory. Cedars-Sinai Medical Center is a major affiliate of the UCLA

School of Medicine. The research institute has established programs in, molecular and

cellular biology and human genetics. The following positions are avaOable:

RESEARCH ASSOQATES
These two Postdoctoral Fellow/ Research Associate positions will be involved in the

molecular-genetic study of neurodegenerative disorders and the molecular analysis d
familial CNS tumors. Applicants must possess a PhD or MD degree and a strong

background in molecular biology and genetics. The positions are funded for a minimum

of two years. The salary is is Ss to 30,000 per annum depending on experience.

Please send curriculum vilae with names/addresses of 3 references to Dr. Stefan M. Pulst.

LAB RESEARCH TECHNIQANS
These positions are responsible for organizing and performing linkage study of Familiar

Alzheimer DX, blotting and polymerase chain reaction techniques. A BS Degree is

required. One position requires molecular biology laboratory experience ancT DNA
sequencing, ana the second requires situ hybridizatwn experience.

Hease contact Dr. Stefan M. Pulst, CEDARS-SINAI MEDICAL CENTER, Bcdcer Bldt,

8700 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048. Telephone: (310) 855-5166. Fax: (310)

967-0119. (AAIEOE)

(cDCEDARSSINAI
MEDICAL CENTER

'^ws

91)11

Ttie goar of the CemonM Cryoliaiii^

insemiiadsn

iniude giMlMyililPtwIHi
a9esj#W#ii%4 and a

9 to 12 month commitment.

Call for more information: B2Ar994i

COMPLETE MEDICALS^aR^fllG (ALL COSTS 1111
AND YOU EARN UPtD $ie5«MtEK IF QUALIFIEDs I

•:•:»

BATES
From page 13

that Annie is totally fiction. And
here, there was a legacy handed

down of real people, whose actions

in their lives, having to do with

courage and individuality, were

valuable and were passed along

from generation to generation.

That's very different.** she

explains.

Winning last year's Oscar for

her work in "Misery" gave Bates'

career a boost of publicity, but she

insists that the award has not

affected her standards for choosing

a project.

**I don't ever look at it in that

way. If that's something that's

happening, it's happening in your

ofHce and not mine. I'm always

just looking in terms of what a

script is and how it affects me, does

the character affect me, and am I

moved to want to put my life force

into that being over a certain

period of time. That's how I think

about it

**I went through a period after

the Oscars where people started

talking, saying, *Oh, it's going to

be different, you have to be paid a

certain amount of money now,'

. . . And L got very confused. I

thought, *what is that? That's

nothing. I have to think of it only in

terms of my emotional involve-

ment with the piece, because that's

how I work. I resonate with that

piece. So, other stuff doesn't make
sense to me ... As a person who
iffGtks witfi the matenal, i can't

think about (bankability). I've got

this far not thinking about it,

because that's their job, to market

a film or decide when they want to

release it. That's their expertise.

I've got to just think about what

I've got to think about, and if it

doesn't jive, it doesn't jive."

But the statuette's effects can

indeed be felt. "I work a lot I've

always worked a lot But what I've

noticed is a greater quality of

scripts and actors. It's the big

time." Also, Bates has noticed an^

Oscar-inspired attitude shift. "I've*

noticed it in other actors. It's

reverence or shit, one or the other.

It sets up a filter, and gets in the

way.**

Bates upcoming project^'

include the recendy released "At

Play in the FieWs of the Lord" and

another film with Jessica Tandy,

•*Used People," in which she plays

Shirley MacClaine's Jewish
daughter.

Bates is handling her newfound

but long-awaited stardom rather

well. Her secret for remaining

calm in the midst of the publicity

storm? "I j^st be myself.**

'RUSH'
From page 12

and Nfax Perlich as a small-time

dealer who figures out Raynor's
secret are also compelling.

Ultimately, "Rush" is ^n excel-

lently crafted, thought-provoking

film. The down side (and it's a big

one) is the depressing story and
style.

But whether you've had it with

holiday cheer or simply want to

view a well-made film, "Rush"
will not disappoint. ^^^

HLM: -Rush .' Directed by Uli Fini

Zangck. Screenplay by Pete Dexter
based on the novel by Kim Wozencraft.
Produced by Richard D. Zanuck for

Metro Gk>ldwyn Mayer. Starring Jason
Patric and Jennifer Jason Leigh. (Rated
R: adult themes, language, violenoe).

Now playing dtywide.
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tSb ^«bl« 8o*«
'*»? Gifts.

M-Th 10 am - 9:X pm;
Fr-Sat 10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-6 pm

10884 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
206-5432

You don't need dental insurance to have a pretty smile

^i
Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want ypur business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discourMs. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

&m£8PECi()L
FAMILY DENTISTRV r2l3J47S-5598

24 hour emerg«ricy service

Complete Dental Exam. Check Up. & Cleaning

VXl^

{nq. $!80)

w patimts with ttiii coupon only

I lito iccommocMs pstwnli
with dental ooMngM

offar cxpirw 3-13-92

(Up to 4 x-rays gyj SOLEIMANIAN, D.D.S.
included) 1 ^^gO WastviK)od Blvd.

'open evenlnas & Saturdays*
Free parking in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to individuals

and families with no

dental insurance.

'Our Patients are Special'

$200.$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

Home. Easy! No selling, ^od're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2900 Copyright #CA1 1 KQH.

"^TO,lWWr. READ BOOKS andWScr^ts. Fill

out simple 'like/don't like' form. EASY! Fun,

relaxing at home, beach vacations. Cuararv
teed paycheck. FREE 24 -'Hour Recording.

801-379-2925 Copyright »CA11KEB.

$500-$1.00(VWK. FT, vvorking weekends.
Erotic dancers and models needed. Will train,

call Cif^ger, (213)575-3634,

AMAZING OPPORTUNITY! PT "BsFstant for

combined legal/medical (gynecology) office.

Great pay! Strong academic record. Vivacious
and cheerful. (213)281-8457.

Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

t992

6:00 TKE BBQ- Meet the bros

and f^st on chicken from world

farnous Willy's of Westwood

7:30 TKE Slideshow

Tau Kappa Epsilon
World's Largest Fraternity
626 Landfair / Any Questions?

Call Pat (208-2387^. or Tony (208-9299)

Become a founding member
of

XOpntagc ^A.Vl^^—'—-1824—
Winter Rush barbeque Tonite @

1437 Greenfield @ Ohio.

Fbr Info CALLQEDFTMOORE 20&6347

Research Subjects 12 Reseorch Subjects 12

What a Rush!

Phi Dcha Theta Winter Rush

C'onic iiK'cl the incinlxTs ot

<^h.\H 1 r.i!crnii\' tor Jinr.cr

x\L:inninL: ;ir (^j^n,

.NK)1kLi\ ihrouL;h ThiirsJ,i\.

64^ Lciiulfair

For more inioriiiation, coni.Kt

Darrvl ;il 824-27^4

Research Subjects 12

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WITH DEPRESSION
SOUGHT. FEELING PERSISTENTLY SAD OR
HOPELESS WITH INSOMNIA, TROUBLE
CONCENTRATING OR LOW ENERGY?
UCLA RESEARCHERS COMDUCTING
STUDY ON PRAPID DEPRESSION TREAT-
MENT. CONTACT KARRON/EVA AT IXIA
(213)825-5493

Health Services 22

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds in 30 days for less than

$40. Doctor recommended. 285-8347.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ couples/
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-

lems. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

Opportunities 26

ENTREPRENEURS! Do you have a butlncM
idea? Do you need $$$? We can help.

Unlimited Funds. (818)702-9703.

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

.Youmay have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to $1 00/wk or more.

IVID Labs
213^618-8873 213-650-4880
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BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

FITNESS INSTRUCTORS!
The Sports Club/Sports Connection is looking for qualified, success-minded
people to staff a fitness environment second to none.

• PROGRAM DESIGN

• FITNESS TESTING

• EQUIPMENT INSTRUCTION

• MEMBER FOLLOW-UP

I
Advancement Opportunities

J
If you'd like to be a part of the finest staff sports

I
and fitness complexes in the country, we'd like to

I
hear from you today.

• Santa Monica 213/4504464 • West Los Angeles 213/473^1447*
• West Hollywood 213/652-7440 • Manhattan Beach 213/643-6878**

• Torrance 213/31^0173 • Long Beach 213/430-1444
• Costa Mesa 714/650-3600 • Irvine 714/975-8400*

_L ^Sports Clulr -•Sports Connec6bh Spectrum^ EcKial Oppotunlty Employer

\)

u

FINANCULCONSriTTANTS

An exceptional opportunity

is available for motivated
individuals to learn foreign

currency trading.

Unlimited income potential.

CALL STU or NOAM
1-800-922-8322

EARN up to S150 '^^ month
BV HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD PLATELETS SAFELY

For iifcmaiioii
Ca'. Anna

(818)986 3883

Cancpr patipiits throughout LA
benefit tror^ voi' oHrticiDation

4954 Van Nuy^ Bivn Sherman Oaks

The Begt Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& evening

hours availaDle.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

CASTING IMMEDIATELYI Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Eam up Xo $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563 2021.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRfNG —
$2,000-»-/month -f vworld travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, the Carribean, etc.). Holiday, Summer and
Career Employment available. No experier>ce

necessary. For employment program call

1-206-545-4548 e)a. C234.

DATA ENTRY. Flexible hours. S7/hr. UCLA
area. Call 1-800-323-7559.

EMT-IA wanted. Ample study tlrr^e, evening
hours. $1 2,000—1 3,60C/mo. + benefits. Con-
tact D. Moreiti 6am—2:30pm (310)829-1 755
ext.294.

__^
HOSTESS WANTED for popular Westside
restaurant. Apply ii| person. 12217 Wilshire
Blvd. •

IRISH AMERICAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posi-

tions available PT/FT day^^venin^. Good pay
up to $3(Vhr. CallMen—f rl 1 —6pm. Kathlinc/
Bill (213)458-4427.

OPENINGS for INNOVATIVE EXPERIMEN-
TALISTS holding bachelor and master degrees
in physics, chemistry and engineering to
perform ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH In

ozone depletion and mitigation, plasma torch
for waste treatnient, isotope separation, very
large Controlled Atmospheric and Space Ex-
perimental facility. Research can lead to

advanced degrees. Persons wifh Industrial

experience who desire a new career are
especially erKouraged to apply. Fax resume to

(310)825-4057, Attn: UCLA Plasma Physics
Laboratory.

PART-TIME PHONE SALES for education com-
pany In Santa Monica. Pleasant work for

eloquent person with gift of gab. Sales experi-

ence helpful. Must live on Westside. Have own
car, knowledge of foreign language helpful.

Hourly -f commission. 395-9393

PEDIATRICIAN needs volunteer to help with
clinical research at Harbor UCLA Medical
Center. 1-2 days^vk. Call (310)212-41 76.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic
people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. $1 5^r. Flexibly hours. Training
provided. Car needed. Call Marlta
(310)821-4343..

Job Opportunities 32

MEDICAL HISTORIAN-interview patients.

Strong writing/computer skills. Medical
anoUor legal experience desirable. Bilingual

Spanish preferred. Full training & ber>^its.

Full-time in Burbank or Alhambra sites.

$13-16^our. Send resume dealing with
above to: John Ewin^ CBL Medical, 3600
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1906, LA. 90010.

Aportnnents for Rent 49

424 LANDFAIR. Available now. Single and
2-bed/1-bath. Garden setting, pool, next to

UCLA. 459-1200.

5595 PLUS UTILITIES. 1-BDRM. Private side

yard, appliances, parking, laurnlry. Palnw.
474-31 1 1

.

AMAZING 2-BED/2-BATH •WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, erxrlosed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

portation A UCLA. (213)475-6717.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE4-PLEX.'A BLOCK TO PICO BUS. D 10)
839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS STUDIO w/ kitchen.
$550/mo. $550 security. Refrigerator, oven.
Nice yard. (310)278-4066

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-875/MO. 2-BED-
ROOM HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

WLA, $95(VMO. 3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR
PARKING. 1/2 BLOCK TO PKTO BUS. WOOS-
TER ST. (310)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675.
Single luxury apartment, fireplace. Intercom,

built-ins, pation and tnofz. N. Wilshire adj.

SanVlcente. 11661 Goshen. No Pets.

(310)820-1717 '

«

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1BTH; $1060,
3BED/1BTH; 11651 CORHAM AVE, SMALL, ^

PLEASANT APT, PARKING, NO PETS. CALL
FOR APPOINTMENT. (213)939-1732.

ATTN STUDENTS & SPORTS MIMDED INDI-
VIDUALS. Earn $200-$400/wkly. Promo
Work. P/T EvcVSat&Sun. Fun Atmosphere
(310)374-4993.

•

BOOKKEEPER, P/T, for attorney/investor. Ex-
periehced Macintosh, SOwpm, excellent
phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
557-2315.

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will
work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Sen^ices. $6.63/hr. 206-7686. Contact Paul
Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting
APP's for Winter Quarter.

US MAIL JOBS $11.77 to $14.90.*$12.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-
sary. 1-900-660-4454 ext. 0214.

WESTWOOD STOCK BROKER needs assis-

tant for telemarketing NO SELLING! Salary +
bonus. Mr. Wasserman (213)443-5400.

Internstiips 34

INTERN for film company. Creative and admi-
nistrative positions avail, ^^xy
flexible hours. Call Steven (618)545-7931.

Large' 2 Becliiiiii

Unit
$1450

527 Midvale
^iMi Vmmk

• French Dooi^ • Sauna
• Jacuzzi • Heated Pool

•. Gym • Fireplace

f Move- in Bonus

208^4868
*

»

'.;»

INCREDffiLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634
415 GAYIEY 213-208-6735
870 HILtSARD 213-824-0703

l>ROI ISSIONAI IV MAN U,i:i) in MOSS vV CO.

Now Renting!

430 Kelton Avenue
'h month off 1st month Rent

(ask for details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Cental Heating/Air

•Rooftop Spa + Leisure

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,
Refridgerator. Disposal

•Fireplaces

•From $1150

(21 3)824-7409

KLirnishcc

1.0 ft

In Weslw'ood

505 day ley

824-0cS3cV

westwood village
2bd/2Dtn

SHORT TERIVI AVAILABLE

Enormous Aprs, w/
separate dr, oalconies

FP, Built-ins Gated
parking Pool

Lowest rates in the Village

691 Levering Avenue
(213)208-3647

OrmOit A WiLSHIfte. isso pleasant
ONE BEDROOM. AIRY. NO PETS. PARKING
FOR SMALL CAR. 939-1 732.

JUNIOR ONE-BEDROOM. AcrtHi UCLA. Sec-

urity bldg. Pool, gym, Jacuzzi, sauna, parking.

535 Cayley. 208-3816. Sub- lease.

LARGE 1BD/1BTH in Duplex. Kard«vw>d
floors, backyard. All Appliances, melrose area.

Separate kitchen and laundry room. $90G^o.
(213)651-2654

LARGE SINGLE wAHchen and dining room,
$650. Upper single w/breakfast bar, $575.
Walking distance to campus. 470-5952.

MAR VISTA. 1-BED: $675. 2-BED: $750.
Newly painted, laundry. 454-0805.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (310)398-8579.

PALMS — 1&2 BED. $595/up. Near bus to

UCLA. (213)836-1529, 837-3900, 652-5590,
4-7pm only.

PALMS $550,nice duplex, hardwood floors,

one bedroom, one bath, near bus line.

557-3602

PALMS. $620. One-bedroom. Appliances,

pool, covered parking, laundry. 3455 Jasmine.

No pets 454-4754.

PALMS. $895. Newer 2V2. All amenities, incl.

balcony, SfC, fireplace, skylight, gated park-

ing. Quiet street, easy freeway access.

(310)390-5996.

PALMS. Sharp single, $495; Vertical blinds,

carpet, stove, laundry, largp and bright,

upper,parking, great location 1 -block from
Motor and
National. 3351 Vinton. No pets.

(^10)576-5540. (310)274-0633. Open.

PICO/ROBERTSON. Large 3-bed/2-bath. Up-
per w/patio. New carpet, paint, and drapes.

$1,150. (310)204-1339.

WALK TO UCLA, bachelor apartment, hard-

wood floor, refrigerator. $480 includes all

utilities. 9-month lease. (31 0)208-6JibS.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 SO/MO.,
2 BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 -1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839^6294. ^
WESTWOOD. LARGE 1-bfd, $79Q/mo. Walk
to UCLAA'illage, pool, security, view.»10966

Roeblipg, Ave. (3 10)208-4253,
(310)824-2595.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location. 1-bed

junior. $750, utilities -f parking Included.

(310)475-7533, 9-5.

Northridge $275 Ufi. SOO unit student houslno
ladMly. Slured or prtvUe units, with or without

Idlchens. Private baths. Pool. Jacuzzi, reoeatkNi
room. 1/2 hour drlw to UCLA. Open yev round.

Free t)rochure. Northrldoe Campus ftesidenoe. S600

Zelah.Northridoe.CA. 91325
^

(•1l)faS-1717

WESTWOOD-FREE MONTH -1 -block to
UCLA, studio, l-bd/l-bth, 2-bd/1-bth.
Furnished/unfurnished. Clean, parking, laun-
dry, facilities, pool. $600 and up. 10941
Strathmore (213)208-7294. ^^
WLA. 2-bed/2-bath, dishwasher, A^, back-
yard, 5 min to UCLA, Month to month.
(310)445-0906.

WLA, l^jedroonV 1-bath, lower, parking,
laundry, quiet building. $650/mo.
(213)826-9644.

WLA AREA. $585Ano. Attractive furnished
single, kieal for students to share. Close to
UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (310)477-4832.

WLA single, 1 -bedroom. Unfurnished, security
parking, sun-deck, Jacuzzi, frig, ocean view.
$650-$850. Call (213) 826-5528.

Apartments Furnist)ed 50

SINGLE $550. 523 GLENROCK. Walking
distance to school. (213)836-6699.

WESTWOOD. EXTRA LARGE 1-bed,
$725-$7SO. Parking. Near UCLA, village.

Available now. 11089 Strathmore/
(310)454-8211.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,
$52S/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181,

Apts. Unfumistied 51

$1025. 2BED/2BA. New security building.
Laundry hook-ups, fireplace, %vet bar, skylight,

dishwasher, stove, tile. Near bus. Easy Mowe-
In. 11723 Avon Way. 313-2824

PALMS, 3545 Keystone. 2bed/lbath. New
Carpet, convenient location. Available Now.
$750. Eves (310)275-1427 or 254-1565

WLA. $725. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large
fr\o6tjn 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.
(310)837-0761.

'

.. ^ .

'

WLA. Clean, quiet. 1 -bed/1 -bath, stove, re-
frigerator, carpet, drapes. Near UCLA and
b"slinesj,ease $650. (213)476-7116.

Apartments to Stiare 52

$315/MO. SHARE FURNI$HED l-BDRM
APT. w/ male non-smoker & 2 cats. Security
bldg. & parking, quiet neighborhood, xint. bus
connections, 1% miles to UCLA. 575-1503.

$400. Ovn room in beautiful one-bedroom
apt. in W. Hollywood. Non-smoker, serious,
an^-fjBlet. (310)288-7907.

''^^•^H'"?"!! .*^mmmmsmmam MMia
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Apartments to StKire 52 Sublet

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ., larg^, bright bedroom
and bath, fern ale/or R student preferred,

non-smoker, no pets, close to Irarwportation.

$45QAtx). (310)859 8228.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2+2. Parking, balcony,

avail, now. $305. Female preferred. Susanne,
207-2760.

HUGE, GORGEOUS ROOMS, 2 people
$325$425 each/Own fireplace and W/D. Full

security, parking. BrarxJ new cothJo in West-

wood. (818)330-7071 •

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED! Own bed/

bath in 2-bed/ 2-bath condo. Walk to UCLA.
Parking, pool. $60Q/mo. 477-3245.

SHARE % OF 3~bed/3-bath in Santa Monica.
395-4699.

.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Own room (furn-

ished) & bath in spacious 2-bed/2-bath. Norv
smoker. Private patio, fireplace, cat. $575.
208-3335.

WESTWOOD. $45(Vmo. Male, 1 -block to

campus, townhouse (bed-up, living, dining,

kitchen down), fireplace, private patio, garage.

(213)208-7527, evenings.

Roommates 53

2-BED/l-BATH. Cable TV, furnished. 10 min
UCLA by bus. Norvsmoker, clean, quiet.

$399/mo. 2/1 move-in. Ask for Dan,
659^540(Day), 392-94a3(Eve).

FEMALE GRAD Student looking for female
roommate. Brentwood. 2 be<V2 bath. Laundry,

Parking. $S00-»-deposit. Yasmine
(310)207-5398

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share

2-bedroom apt. with 3 girls. 'A block to

campus. Large Apt. $367.5C^TK>.-f$300 depo-
sit. 208-5481

MALE TO SHARE bedroom in 2-bed apt. Pod.
1 mile from campus. $31 2Ano. Move In ASAP.
(310)476-4077.

WESTWOOD 2-BED/l-BATH. Parking, Ja-

cuzzi, rec room. $306.25/mo. -f deposit. Near
, rampiis gxpeest/evening van. Tom 206-1048
Teave message. '

. .

WESTWOOD, female needed to share 2BD
apt. w/ 3 other girls. Must move, .will pay
January rent for you. $395^tk>. Tina 824-0476

Room for Rent 54

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across irom UCLA

720 Hilgard Ave

2 person room $52S/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4t51

2 ROOMS Available in a 3-bed house. Near
UCLA. $450 + utilities •¥ $450 deposit. Call

Allen or Denny, 470-4S77.

ATTRACTIVE FURNISHED ROOM. Female
preferred. Corwenient drive to UCLA. Utilities

Included. $400/mo. Connie 306-5018,
435-0380.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.

Leave message, Abby (818)783-5151.

BRENTWOOD, SPACIOUS room, home, near

UCLA- North Sunset. Private entrance. Pool

garden, kieal study environment. Heavenly
*

parking, share bath, 3-way microwave
$425.00. (213)476-1786.

MATURE STUDENT. FURNISHED room to

rent: Kitchen privilidges. Good location.

Available 1/1. (213)204-1399, after 5pm.

PLEASANT ROOM & BATH. Furnished. Pri-

vate entrarKe. Pacific Palisades. Faces gar-

dens. No cooking. $300. 454-3921-Mr. Cot.

RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, FEMALE, to share

condo in Santa Monica, own bath. $400 -«-

utilities (310)829-4195

ROOM-BATH. Beautiful home: Laurel Ca-

nyon & Mulholland area. $40(Vmo. Attached

garage - kitchen privileges - laundry. hVS F

(213)654-4220

WALK UCLA - LARGE-FURNISHED, Wonder-
ful parking, Private EntrarKe, Kitchen Pri-

vileges, MALE., $475, Including utilities.

(213)473-5769

WESTEND HOTEL. Cable TV, phones, clean,

quiet, refrig., laundry, maid service, security

bldg. $12(Vwk and up. 1538 Sawtelle Blvd.

(213)444-8990.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet roorrV

bath, high ceiling In 3-bed luxury apart.

Non-smoker. $575 (310)444-5528.

WESTWOOD HOME, Beautiful room, bath,

kitchenette, walking distance UCLA.
$425/mo. Street parking. Female, non-

smoking. 472-8035

WLA HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced male

student. Microwave, refrigerator, weekly

cleaning. Near transportation. References.

(310)270-4387.

UCLA REGENT'S LECTURER in International

Health seeks apartment-to-share January 1 3 to

29, 1992. (Close to School of Public Health).

Please call collect: Russel Morgan
(202)833-0074.

House for Rent 56

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON, secluded 1949
Bungalow in wooded *^ acre lot, private drive,

black bottom rock pool, livlr>g room, w/
fireplace and canyon view. 2BD/2BA, den,

hardwood floors throughout house, pation,

2-car garage, W/D, fenced backyard, pets

okay, price includes gardener, poolman,
housekeeping service. $300(Vmo. 1 year leasfc.

(310)475-9108 '

RANCHO PARK. $1 500 Spanish 2-bed den,

IVi bath DR, appliances, yard, double gar-

age. Lease ^aii. 2/15. Agent. (310)474-7312.

House to Stiare 57

QUIET, RESPONSIBLE, non-smoking female

needed to share Brentwood hKXJse. $355/mo -f

util. Available 2/1 . Lorraine 820-6604.

House for Sale 58

SHERMAN OAKS.near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA, 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (818)783-6875.

Real Estate 61

IF YOU ARE PAYING OVER 10% Fixed or 8%
adjustable on your home loan. Now isthe time
to Refinance. Call Afent/ Bob H.
213-477-6488

Concios for Sale 67

BRENTWOOD. MONTANA, N of San Vic-

ente. New carpet, bathroonr^itchen tile arxJ

paint. lbe<Vlbath -»- den . Walk onto largie

patio with pool. Light and airy. $199K
(213)826-9356.

%

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-

urity bulMing. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276-6331

.

UVE:Qf^WltSfctlK£ CQKKtQQK. WAUt IQ
UCLA. STUDIO $95K. 1BR/1BA $18bK,
2BR/1BA $235. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1781.

SOPHISTICATED 1 -BEDROOM. Walk to

UCLA/Village. Security. Move right in.

$215,000. Gail. 445-7778, 276-6331.

Condos for Share 68

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED 2Bed-l % Bath

Cor>do. Own room. Extras - TV, VCR, Cable.

Ckan, quiet. Walk to UCLA. $60Q/mo
(310)824-4098. '

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING--FULLY EQUIPPED-
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

SPRING BREAK IN CANCUN, 5-star Beach-
front Villa, bleeps four comfortably. The ocean
is your front~Soor. Serious irKjuirers only. First

come, first served. Call Mike after 7pm
(818)301-0829

Child Care 90

START YOUR CHILD'S NEW YEAR IN A
PROCXJCTIVE & FUN ENVIRONMENT. Run
by pre-school teacher, state-licensed daycare
home jn WLA. Ages 18 mo - 4 yrs. Call

Stephanie. (310)473-2771

Insurance 91

Good Rates for

Motorcycles
with California-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355

55 Video Editing 89 Video Editing 89 Autos 109

M.P.T.V. & VIDEO MEDIA PRODUCTION
EDITING W. ADVANCED EQUIPMENT

$20/HR 3/4" CUTS ONLY $32 W.OPERATOR
$30/HR 3/4" A/B ROLL $45 W.OPERATOR

(TBCs, Golor Camera, Switcher, Time Code, Mies, CD, Cassdecks,
« Special Effects, Amiga Titles)

COMMERICIAL -h MEDICALS <STUDENT DISC0UNTS>

DODGE OMNI '79. Good condition. RebuiK
carb. $l,000/obo. (310)476-4077.

MUSTANG GHIA '79. 5.0 V8. White, 88,000
miles. A/C. No accidents. New water pump.
$2,000. (310)473-5496.

W.APPOINTMENT
24 HR A DAY Tel (310) 475-5517

Scooters for Sale 115

1434 Westwood Blvd. #6 Los Angeles, Co 90024

1987 HONDA ELITE 80 RUNS GREAT, RED,
WITH HELMET, LOCK AND PERMIT.
$60(yobo. MIKE 824-7771

HONDA SCOOTER. Elite '88. Red with black
trunk. Runs great. Call eves 557-9719.

YAMAHA 125Z 87'. Runs good. $575 obo.
(213) 824-0928.

Services Offered 96 Autos 109
Furniture for Sate 126

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/Dissertations

Proposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPfSS NOTFOB SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D
(310)47CK6662

WRITING, EDITING,
RESEARCH

PhD GIVES EXPERT HELP
ALL SUBJECTS. FAST SERVICE.

(310)476-0114

'87 TOYOTA TERCEL HATCHBACK. 4 Speed,
3 dr, great condition, golden, 65>000 miles.

$3,20(yobo. (310)824-5056

CAVALIER '85. 2-door S-1 stick. Great condi-
tion. $1800. 474-3111.

CHEAP! F.B.I;/U.S. SEIZED.
'89 Mercedes. .$200, '86 VW...$50,
'87 Mercedes. .$100,'65 Mustang.. .$50.
Choose from thousands starting $25 FREE 24
hour Recording Reveals details.
(801)379-2929, Copyright* CA11K|C

CONVERTIBLE VW-RABBIT '83. White, new
top, new tires, low mileage, great car!

$520(yobo. (213) 207-0109.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

BEGINNING SURFBOARD and wetsuit for

sale. $100. Call Doug (310)477-9038.

Typewriter/Computer 134

Ne)(T DIMENSKDN COMPUTER '040 Cube
W/300M HD & Int OptDR 24M RAM; 1 7" color

& 1 7' mono monitors; ext flpyDr; sofwre. Call

Fr. Frank/5t. Paul's 474-1527.

ALMOST FRFH Head and Body shots for

good-looking, fit men by photgrapher. Jay
(310)276-8318

FRUSTRATED developing editing graduate
school personal statenwnts, other vital written

material? Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

SMONEY $ MONEY$. immediate help. Debt
f<M1** ^*'**^^^"^^ m^il i^^aiii^ [^- ^- ^*^^^*^ All
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

applicants considered. 1-800-221-5546.
Open 7 days.

STUDY the Bible v^th honesty and common
sense. Everyone who does that reaches the
SAME conclusions INDEPENDENTLY on ALL
major doctrines. (Mature faith rests on much
solid evidence that ACTUALLY AMOUNTS
TO PROOF.) "...Christianity is an educa-
tlon....'-Tbe late Prof. CS. Lewis of Oxford. No
Pressure or obligation. Contributions NOT
requested. Choose your comfort level: corres-

pondence, phorw groups. Eventual goal: like

souis walkingwith the one, personal Cod Form
a congregation. (310) 5559-6267. (Current

Sun. WorshipiAnaheim: (714) 534-2199).

Tutoring Offered 98

ESL/COMPOSITKDN/EDrriNC. Duke gradu-
ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)285-4616.

ACROSS

1 Alaskan
glacier

5 Punches
9 Fruits

14 A volcano
15 Turkish _

FREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Typing 100

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LA^ER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPfS.

EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TAPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICA-
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 213-476-2829.

AFFORDABLE, LIGHTNING FAST!
PRECISION WORD PROCESSING. Resumes,
theses, dissertations, tapes. Laser. Fonts.

M-Sat/8am-9pm. (310)475-0318.

•-CARING TUTORS-BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MYS-
TERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE.
(818)545-0960.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertatior>s, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wcxxl (213)466-2888.

Music Lessons

reginf>ent

16 A Stevenson
17 Increase
18 Baked item
19 Speed —
20 Jewels: slang
21 Gold dishes
23 Blabbed
25 Atilcie

26 Owned
27 Plentiful

29 Entirely

.

32 Dusky: dial.

35 Inclination

36 Portico
^7 Story^
38 Is moody
39 Look after

40 Unemployed
41 Beseech
42 Canyon's kin

43 Portuguese
money

44 Marked with

streaks
45 Mountain pass
46 — Carlo

Menotti
48 Oil and —
52 Furtive

56 Fuss
57 Resort

building

58 Farm worker
59 Golf hazard
60 Love: It.

61 A single time
62 Sharpness
63 Separates

w A G E 8

1

R E G A L

1^
A 8

A L O N E E M 1 L Y k a C
D 1 O D E V E N E R A T o R
mh D U SiT E R 1^1 E L E M 1
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T E S T A T R ^H A M 1 C E

L 1 T E R A L| C U R
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H A R D A P O R T 1 R E ff E
E R G

1
P U R 8 E D O 8 E 8

R E E 8 T E E D 1 N 8 E T
1-«-92

64 Accompiisher
65 Must have

DOWN
1 Worth

_ 2 New York city..

3 Map within a
map

4 "Norma —

"

.
5 Jolted

6 Audibly
7 Exotic isle

8 Sediment
9 Mouth part

10 Roman offi-

cial: var.

1

1

School song
12 Plunder
13 Stops

standing
21 Level

22 Sorts through
24 — Musketeers

® 1992 Unit«d Feature Syndicate

27 Track event
28 Very dark
30 — Beach.
31 Encumt>er
32 Mix
33 Walk through

_^ water
34 Swamp *».

creature
35 Scorch
36 Garment
38 Thorn
42 Departed
44 Soup servers
45 Ember
47 Motionless
48 — Lombard!
49 "En — !"

50 Wise saying
51 Tied

52 Fellow

53 Flap

54 Not barefoot
55 Pueblo Indlar

59 KO count

102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol Tingle; As-

soc TNate Lam, 25 yrs. experierx:e. All levels/

styles, in SM. (213)828-3100.

VOCE. 40 years teaching. All levelV styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277,7012

20

23

115

\W

m
I HATE AUTO INSURANCE j Resumes 104

fRff lOlVFRQUOII (111

p,[Qi pniri irjs AnirjcY

Movers/Storage 94

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that g^ts re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (213)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

37"

40

43

5 110 111 112 113

125

141

TOM'S MOVING SERVCE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS. WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS
(213)301-0137. ,

WESTWOOD VILLAGE STOf^AGE. 350 iq. ft.

Top k)cation. $350. (310)475^7533, 9-5.

Vi

Autos for Sale 109

'83 VOLVO. VERY GOOD CONDITKJN.
4DR, AM/FM CASSETTE. ORIGINAL OWNER
$3950 (CALL AM/PM) (310)472-1680,
472-3228

57

60

63
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m
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164

156
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BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

S^^OW UCLA ID AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

\suBUjnv
COUPON VALID ONLY

11278 ^ANTA MONICA BLVD.
Comer of Sawtelle & Santa Monica

1 Block West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE. SUPERS EXTRA.

EXPIRES 1/13/92

The

Back!

ADVERTISE
825-2161

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAIY
(ct£AR(COtO*^ $40 PR.

DISP06ABUES (imo. w^tA. $79 tET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED. ..JWPR

Free Bausch n Lomb Ranu Can Kl (w/tens)

NMrTNPNEMDWmRMM UK MKlEt VOICE WNL

FUUfin sue DtMMM

Med-MgrnLAdn^,

EYE EXAM S15

213) 842-6094

111

(800) 842-6094

Itaf^WtBMHMVi

®S@ffiSffiSy|®

DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

$15

• UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT
TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK

• CONVENIENT LOCATION

1 093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village, above the >X^herehouse SI

wfsuanscmm WWWWWWgWBW

SiWiW:::

CAMPUS COMPUTER
R \jr I

ACROSS KINKO'S
& r
—

20% LESS TOO !
(WITH VAUD UCLA ID.)

APPLE / IBM HOURLY RENTALS
LASER PRINTS
TEXT & IMAGE SCANNING
MANY, MANY MORE ....

FREE eOFFEE '^ *

Dragfon £xpress
Chinese Fast Food

Free
Delivery
($8.00Min.)

Limited Area

CO] i:ii 1>T AnPIS* ^>f tS.K. Includes fried nee or chow m
Mrlal\M.Mh J^.OO plus any two a la carte items

Hours: J1147 Westwood Blvd.
Mondf^Y^SiinHay lliim.npm (Across from McDonald's)

« 1*

(310) 477-2898
=A 1539 WESTWOOD BLVD.

R»»

OAR HOVSE
WEEKLY OAR PADDLE

f f
EXCLUSIVE

PARTY UPDATE!

Start the New Year

Fresh & Fabulous!

SPECIAL 25% OFF

ALL SERVICES!

Cut Manicure
Color Pedicure

Highlights Facial

Make up

CaU PARIS at SALON 1015
for an appointment

— (310) 824-5006
1015 GayleY Ave. #105 in Westwood Village

Oust halfa block south ofWeybum)

• AVEDA GOLDWELL OPI *

.1— . - .. A

ELVIS SEEN AT
THE OAR HOUSE

BIG BIRTHDAY PARTY FOR THE KING

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 8™, 9™

ELVIS DEMANDS FREE CAKE FOR ALL!

^t f^'^^

Elvis

admits funeral

was faked and

tells of secret

life in Santa

Monica.

: u
The Oar Houae it

the only plac« I

really feel at home.

It's a kxlikc

Graccland except

the foodii

much

BE HERE AS
WE GIVE AWAY

A

PINK
CADItUC

SPECIAL
PWK CADILLAC
COCKTAILS

TONIGiI3pSNLY

2941 JAAXN STREET, SANTA MOmCA. CA 90405 • 396-4725

1^ •^•^•^•^•^•^•^•^•^•^•^•^

* McGhtivi IRISH PUB^
ALL YOU CAN EAT! "^

•fl j7 Days a week 11am-2am (213) 828-9839 iff

Monday and Tuesday
are PASTA NIGHTS

^ I %/%/ (includes garlic bread)

Wednesday is

CHICKEN
CACCIATORE NIGHT

$3.99
DAILY BEER SPECIALS

150 Imponed &
Domestic Beers
16 Draught

ENTERTAINMENT
• SUN-THURS{EXCLUDING MON) 8PM TO MIDNIGHT
• 5 Dart Boards, and Gameroom

SPORTS CHANNEL TV ON ALL OPEN HOURS

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
j7 Days a week 11am-2am (213) 828-9839

HANCOCK
From page 24

"Wc*ve won bowl games in a lot

of ways/* Donahue said after the

game. "We*ve blown people out
offensively. We won one here with
defense and kicking.

*'I told the squad of all the bowl
victories we had, this might be the

hardest one to get/* he said.

As well as predicting the diffi-

cult nature of the game, Donahue
also forecasted a defensive
struggle, and the contest bore out
both of these prognostications.

**I did not think it would be an
offensive shootout — both
defenses were too good,** Donahue
said.

This played a major role in

Donahue's decision to kick a fleld

goal on a fourth-down-and-one
play at the Illinois two-yard line

following Cole*s recovery. There
were still almost 13 minutes
remaining in the game'.

The decision, which provided

what were ultimately the winning
points but was not too populai with

the 42,821 gathered at Sun Bowl
Stadium, was one that Donahue
knew Was ripe for second guess-
ong. -- ^

' Once I elected to kick, I prayed

andprayed I wouldn't have to face

ydu all (if we had lost),** Donahue
said smiling to reporters after-

wards. "If we lost the game, I

would have b^n sick as a dog.'

But E)onahue defended his deci-

sion, saying, **I thought it would be
too much momentum if we didn't

come out with some pomts7

Donahue's worry lines
deepened after the decision when
the Dlini methodically drove to the

Bruins* 29-yard line. But the

UCLA defense came through, as

inside linebacker Stacy Argo
jumped up and tipped a Jason

Verduzco pass, and intercepted it

to kill the Illinois drive.

Argo, who had dislocated his

right ring finger on the second play

of the game, didn*t even think he

could catch the ball.

But after he "took a chance,

rushed the quarterback and tipped

the ball, he clutched it to his chest

'and ended Dlinois* final threat

The play was typical of the

UCLA defensive effort on the day.

"Whenever we needed a big

play, somebody stei^)ed up/' Argo
said.

No defensive play was bigger

than the one turned in by lineback-

er Arnold Ale, who intercepted a

Verduzco pass at the UCLA goal-

line in the first quarter and returned

it 43 yards.

Ale was later named the game*s
most valuable player.

"I just think it was a great

defensive game,** Ale said.

The Bruins limited Illinois to

just 308 yard of total offense, and
harassed the highly-touted Ver-

duzco into completing only 17 of
38 passes, and throwing three

interceptions.

*The last couple of years people
have been down on our defense,**

Bruin safety Matt Darby said. "We
wanted to win on a defensive

game. We knew we could top

them. This is icing on the cake for

us,**
'

Ditto for Donahue, who jumped
into the arm of defensive coordi-

nator Bob Field as the fmal gun
sounded.

Though the win was far from
pretty no one wearing blue and

gold was complaining.

"I think for some reason or

another bowl games never turn out

like you expect,** UCLA quarter-

back Tommy Maddox said. "Yoi|^
can*t complain. You*ve just got to

go out and say *we won.***

• I.

I I I

'
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STANFORD
From page 22

15-10, 15-10, the Bruins prepared

to face Stanford in the regional

championship for the second
straight year.

"I think before they had an aura

of invincibility because they had

played so well against us (ear-

lier),** Banachowski said. **The

fact that they had lost in Hawaii put

a dent in Stanford* s confidence.**

In the first game of the match,
UCLA stormed out to a 6-0 lead

and never looked back, taking the

first game 15-2. Stanford recov-
ered, however, and chipped away a
10-5 deficit to take a 12-1 1 lead in

the second game.
But UCLA held the Cardinal off

to win that second game, and did

the same in the third game when
Stanford held a 14-13 lead. WU-
liams put the match away, howeV-
er, sending UCLA to the Final

Four for the second straight year.

The Cardinal was unable to put
* the pieces together all night, hitting

just .100 and failing to hold onto

leads or capitalize on UCLA

errors.

WiUiams. an NCAA AU-West
Region selection, sparked the

Bruins with 15 kills and stifled the

Cardinal all night with her power-

ful serve. Williams turned in four

aces and 13 digs as well.

"We key on Natalie," Stanford

senior hitter Jennifer Jackson said.

"When she*s hot, she*s really hot.

We try to block her everywhere
she is on the court, but we didn*t do
it tonight."

But Williams wasn't the sole

reason for UCLA's victory.

Impressive performances from

setter Julie Bremner, outside hitter

Elaine Youngs and middle blocker

Marissa Hatchett contributed to

the upset win.

But the key, according to both

Banachowski and Shaw, was
UCLA*s ability to improve its

le^l of play from earlier meetings

bwween the two schools. At the

same time, Stanford appeared to

have peaked too soon.

"I don*t feel that a team like

(Stanford) should be shut off at this

point in time, but that's the way the

tournament's set up," Shaw said.

"We came up against a team that

played very well tonight. They
were well prepared. They were
playing their best volleyball when
they needed to."

Banachowski said that since he
set his starting lineup in mid-
Novembef, UCLA has been in a
groove that allowed the Bruins to

play their best volleyball late in the

season.

"Everythingjust kind of fell into

place as far as what we expected
(Stanford) to do." Banachowski
said. *This is the third time we've
played, and things kind of sunlpin

and worked tonight"

Thank You
...
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WHEN YOU LOOK GOOD
YOU FEEL GOOD

A Successful

New Year!
Bruin Rate
Now $65

Just mention this ad
when making reservations

AE«uite hotdforBixdns and firiends.

Arid when you feel good you look good.

That is our belief. It*s why we employ stylists

^ r^On iristead of haircutcers. And

<|/ ^ why diose who go to Super^

cuts end up feeling just a little better about

themselves. No appointments necessarv.

Men, women, children welcome.

1 650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(B«(v«««n Santa ^W>n•ca & Wikhirt Blvd.)

470-1558
M-F 8-9 Sot 8-7 Sun 10-5

HAIR BY

SUPBUCUJS
®
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Just minutes froni the UCL\ campus, an all-suite hotel with full kitchens, free parking, pool & spa.

Rates from $85 - $105 per night For reservations call:

(310) 476-6255

' Brentwood SuitesHOTEL
199 North Church Lane. 1 block W. of San Diego Freeway. 1 block N. of Sunset
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CRESCENT JEWELERS
Westwood's oldest and most respected
jeweler, is proud to honor .

=\

1(DM Athletes
of the Month

w V^M Wa for your favorite nude And female
atbletea eaob month. The athletes receiving $he

moat
votea will be honored by Crescent Jewelers

, at a UCLAathletio event.

WKlf a SEIKO U.S. OLYMPIC
COLLECTION watch. Each month a

random drawing will be held from the
ballots received. The selected winner
will receive a Seiko U.S.Olympic Team
Collection watch and four ticket^ to an

upcoming UCLA athletic event.

^^,

OFflOALDMEfl

SKIKO
36 use 380

T H E F U T U R E OF TIME

My selections for the December Crescent Jewelers UCLA Athletes of the Month are:

(Male athleteJL and (Female athlete)
To be counted, and entered in the drawing, your ballotmust be recei\/ed by Jan. 8, 1992.

Please enter my name in your drawing.

Marno

Bring in or mail your entry to:

Address.

JemeleiDeiers.inc.

1055 wesrwood blvd
wesrwood village
los ongeles 90024

Phone (Day). (Eve).

since 1946

(310)20fi-3l3l

77» awercte for the December Athletes of the Month v^l be presented at the
IJCLA-CSLB Men's VolleylMll Kilgour Cup on Janu^ 17. 1992.

^T^

When you have attitude who needs experience?

"i^.-^w
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DINO DE LAURENTIIS presfnts an EVANSGIDEON PRODUCTION CHRISTIAN SLATER "KUFFS"
TONYGOLDWYN MILLA JOVOVICH BRUCE BOXLEITNER ' -HAROLD FALTERMEYER ..0.0/..MEL DELLAR
^h?;?JJo;aUTHOMAS DEL RUTH, ASC/"^: BRUCE A. EVANS & RAYNOLD GIDEON '":.RAYNOLD GIDEON

P»^3.^..us,,o,u,uu,^^ m^^-m^ "b; BRUCE A. EVANS A UNIVERSAL RELEASE uN.viHSAL
J!-JW?'«!»>•.~pr!r-!t•.«--5^!!!-»J.
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ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM

Passes day of show at UCLA CTO
Additionai passes at the door if seating permits

Seating limited to first 600

P^f^PPP

Stanford win key in

voil^liaii title drive
By Scott ^loom
Daily Bruin Staff

PALO ALTO — In the end.

wtien it mattered mosL the UCLA
women's volleyball team did what
it had l)een unable to do all season

— beat the Stanford Cardinal.

The Cardinal, ranked No. 1

going into December's NCAA
West Regional at Stanford's

Maples Pavilion, had already

defeated its Pac-10 rivals during

the regular season both at home
and away.

But with a trip to the Final Four

at stake, the Bruins put together

one of their most impressive

performances this season to upset

the Cardinal and win the West
Regional, earning UCLA the right

to defend its 1990 national title.

In the process, the Bruins —
who won the national champion-
ship Dec. 21 when they defeated

Long Beach State in five games—
showed that the once-invincible

Cardinal had a few chinks in its

armor.

UCLA head coach Andy Bana-
chowski cited familiarity as one
reason the Bruins were able to

exploit Stanford's weaknesses
better than in previous meetings

with the Cardinal.

**I think we got more familiar

(with Stanford)," Banachowski
said 9X\n winning the regionaL

title. . **In the matches before,

Stanford played a lot better defen-

V0L1£YBALL
From page 24

State won on its third game poinL

The Bruins of October and
November probably would have

folded at this point in time, but this

was a completely different UCLA
squad.

"We knew that we could do it

We have l)een positive, l)elieving

in ourselves, and we did have the

confidence," Hudak said.

The Bruins took the five minute

break, regrouped, and came out

firing.

**We felt right at home here and
we just made a point to play as we
knew we could," Youngs said-

Sure enough, the Bruins didn't

panic, and l)egan game three with a

roar by scoring five straight points

after a Youngs sideout gave the

Bruins the serve.

But Long Beach State came
back with Scoa and White and
knotted the game at 9-9. Game
three remained close, and all was
tense in Pauley Pavilion when the

score reached 12-12 with the

Bruins serving.

Hudak came through with a big

block to make it 13-12, and when
Long Beach State hit two balls

long, UCLA had won game three.

From there, the Bruins cruised.

A beleaguered 49er squad, sensing

the UCLA resurgence, fell t)ehind

6-1 in game four and never really

threatened to win.

While Williams and Hatchett

took over at the net. Long Beach
State made a number of hitting

errors which allowed the Bruins to

ease to a 15-6 win.

Game five t>rought with it the

controversial "rally score" rules,

where a point is scored on every

play and a team does not need to

serve to get points. ^ "^

In this style of play, a mistake

can kill, and when Long Beach

State couldn't keep two balls in

play, the Bruins had a 3-1 lead and

never looked back.

**You make two mistakes and

it's over. Ballgame. Unless they

make mistakes, then it's the ball-

game," 49er head coach Brian

*«».

sively than we did.

•Tonight, we did a much better

job not only in blocking, but in

digging and picking up deflections

off the block and turning those into

points, something we weren't able

to do early in the season."

In its last meeting with UCLA,
at Palo Alto Nov. 15, Stanford had

cruised to a 15-2, 15-1. 9-15. 15-8

win. It was a turning point for both

teams. The Bruins put together a

seven-match win streak after that

toss, while the Cardinal saw its

26-match winning streak fall to

Hawaii Nov. 27.

•This weekend was not our best

weekend of volleyball, and it

comes at a real bad time," Stanford

head coach £>on Shaw said. **The

whole idea is to try to play well all

year long and be playing better at

the end of the year. We just didn't

get the job done this weekend.

Stanford barely made it to the

regional final with the Bruins. The
first night of the tournament.

Southern California took the Car-

dinal to a fifth game l)efore

succumbing to the host team.

**We knew we could beat Stan-

ford." Bruin outside hitter Natalie

Williams said. '^We were very

confident after watching USC play

(Stanford)."^ .

After dispensing with New
Mexico in the first rounds 15-12^

See STANFORD, page 21

Gimmillaro said.

The Bruins didn't make those

mistakes, and towards the end of
the game Bremner (72 set assists. 8

digs) continually set up Williams,

who had four of the final five kiQs

for the Bruins.

WherMhe last of those kills was
just inside the back line, the Bruins
had completed an unbelievable

comeback, and the frenzied celeb-

rations began.

••I feci incredible." lone Bruin

senior Jennifer Gratteau said.

••We're now the only team to have
back-to-back championships. I

feel so incredible — it's the best

feeling by far."

Still, not all were impressed
with the Bruins' accomplishments.

•Even though we didn't win, I

believe that our team is the best." a

bitter White said. •*I really believe

that, the best team didn't win."

Gimmillaro, who spent most of
the time in the post-game press

conference talking about the defi-

ciencies of the rally-scoring sys-

tem, didn't credit the Bruins either.

'*We had a pretty good match
and we had opportunities on a

number of occasions," Gimmillaro
said. *The times when we usually

score, we didn't.

•*We did the best we could," he
said.

It wasn't enough.

UCLA, who ended the season
31-5, had completed what was an
impressive run in the NCAA
tournament After easily sweeping
Peppcrdine in the first match, the

Bruins traveled to Stanford to play
in the West regional finals.

In Palo Alto, the Bruins swept
New Mexico rather easily, and
then shocked everyone by easily

disposing of No. 1 Stanford in a
three-game massacre. (See related

story.)

From there, the Bruins came
back home and crushed Ohio State

15-8. 15-8, 15-5 to reach the finals.

UCLA then went out two nights -

later to complete a remarkable

tournament by defeating the 49ers.
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has Georgia on its mind, wins 87-BO
Green scores 38 points
By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

Fortunately for UCLA, basket-

ball is a team sport, and even the

best individuals can't win a game
by themselves.

The No. 2 Bruins (8-0) defeated

Georgia (7-3) 87-80 Saturday
night at a near sold-out Pauley
Pavilion, despite a career night by
Bulldog guard Litterial Green.

Green, a preseason Ail-Ameri-

can candidate, scored 32 of his

career high-matching 38 points in

the second half to almost single-

handedly keep Georgia in the

game.

However, the Bruins niade eight

consecutive free throws in the final

72 seconds to assure themselves of
the win.

••Georgia is a very, very athletic

team," UCLA head coach Jim
Harrick said. ••We needed a close

game like that I thought our effort

was excellent."

•*UCLA plays a very good, solid

game," Georgia head coach Hugh
Durham said. "We started out the

game not executing well, but in the

second half Green carried us. We
were in the position to go ahead,

but we didn't turn it around.

••I was impressed with UCLA
cominjt

—

in. and partic4*larly-

TraUing 4-3. UCLA scored nine

unanswered points to take the lead

for good. The Bruins were up at

halftime 38-26. after leading by as

many as 16 points in the first half.

However, Green came out
bombing in the second half, mak-
ing his first six shots after the

break, four of which were three-

pointers. After the game. Green
attributed some of his success to

the presence of his idol. Magic
Johnson, in attendance at the

game.
••My game felt good." Green

said. ••! didn'tknow where I was on
the floor. I just let it flow.

"It was a dream come true for

me to play in front of Magic. In the

second half I would come down
the court after making a shot and
he would wink at me (Uke he was
telling me to keep shooting it)."

Harrick was extremely impress-

ed with Green's performance,

which equaled the Pauley Pavilion

record for points in a single half

(Lew Alcindor also had 32 against

USC on Dec. 3, 1966).

"He was really lighting it up,"

Harrick said of Green. •'I have

never seen hini shoot like that, he

ran a cUnic. It shows, what Gerald

Madkins means to our team."

Madkins. who is considered

jJCI.A's hftst dcfei^ive playcr^^

Forward Tracy
points In UCLA
Hon.

CHARLES COOLEY/Daly Bruih

IMurray, shown against Long Beach St., scored 24
's 87-80 win over Georgia Saturday at Pauley Pavi-

impressed with their forwards.

They are talented, but the key is

that they work hard," Durham said.

Forwards Don MacLean and
Tracy Murray each scored 24
points to pace the Bruins, who led

virtually the entire game.

missed his fourth consecutive

game due to a broken left hand. His

playing status is questionable for

games against Arizona State and
Arizona this weekend.

Beliind the shooting of Green,

the BuUdogs cut the UCLA lead to

52-50 with just under 13 rpinutes

remaining. That was the closest

Georgia was able to get for the rest

of the night

Free throw shooting was the

difference in the game, as the

Bruins converted 35 of43 attempts

(81 .4 percent) while Georgia made
only 12 of 20 attempts (60 per-

cent).

Despite a size disadvantage.

UCLA was able to out-rebound the

Bulldogs 41-31. with 15 of the

Bruins' rebounds coming on the

offensive end of the court.

•*It was a very physical game."
said MacLean. who had five

offensive rebounds; •'It was good
for us to play a team like Georgia,

because that is what Arizona will

be like."

Harrick was extremely pleased

with the play of MacLean and
Murray.

••I thought Don played really

well," Harrick said. ••He played

great defense and rebounded well.

He stepped up in the second half.

••I also thought Tracy played
really well. He had 24 points, nine

rebounds, six assists and two
steals. That's a good all-around

game."

Freshman point guard Tyus
Edney was the only other Bruin to

reach double figures in scoring,

equaling his career high with 10
points.

Georgia center Charles Claxton
finished wilh^ 11 points, nine-
rebounds and five btocked shots,

helping to shut down UCLA's
interior game.
The Bruins begin Pac-10 play

this week, as they travel to Arizona
State on Thursday and visit No. 6
Arizona on Satuixlay.
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Bruins end the year on December high

DEAN ABRAM!

Outside hitter Natalie Williams had 32 kills and 17 digs against Long Beach State, and was nanned

co-MVP of the tournannent as UCLA won its second consecutive NCAA title.

Volleyball captures national title

JOHN CHUNQ/Daly Bruin

Placeklcker Louis Perez scored all of UCLA's points In Its 6-3 vic-

tory over Illinois In the John Hancock Bowl on New Year's Eve In El

Paso, Texas. .

UCtA:^cores enough

to win Hancock Bowl

By Greg Jones
Daily Bruin Staff

The sloping giant finally wolcc

up, and when it did, nobody could

stop it

After dropping the first two
games of theNCAA championship

match, the UCLA women's vol-

leyball team came back to capture

their second straight national title

by beating Long Beach State 12-

15, 13-15, 15-12, 15-6, 15-11 at

Pauley Pavilion Dec. 21.

"I'm still shocked. This is the

best feeling — winning at home,

winning back to back, winning on

a comeback," UCLA outside hitter

and tournament co-MVP Natalie

Williams said.

In essence, the title match
mirrored the roller-coaster ride the

team had taken throughout the

year. In both cases, the Bruins fell

behind early, but rallied together to

overcome seemingly insurmount-

able odds.

"I've never felt anything like

this. It just feels awesome for all of

us to come together— the bench,

the players on the floor, the

coaches —
^ nobody was ever

against us,** UCLA setter Julie

Bremner said.

Indeed, the Bruins did come

"I'm Still shocked. This

is the best feeling—
winning at home,

winning back-to-back

(and) winning on a

comeback."

Natalie Williams
UCLA Outside Hitter

together at just the right time to

topple the second-ranked 49ers.

After dropping the first two games,

UCLA edged Long Beach State in

game three, and then rolled in the

final two games to take the title.

Throughout the evening, the

Bruins were led by Williams, who
led the match with 32 kills and 17

digs. Outside hitter Elaine Youngs
contributed 18 lulls, while middle

blockers Marissa Hatchett and

Lisa Hudak each had eight total

blocks.

"We just made the comeback.

The girls just decided that they

weren't going to lose, and we
pulled it out,** UCLA head coach

Andy Banachowski said.

Still, after the first two games

were completed, it appeared to

many among the 7,177 fans in

Pauley Pavilion that Long Beach

State would win their second title

in three years.

In game one. Long Beach State

jumped out to a 9-3 lead as co-

tournament MVP Antoinette

White and middle blocker Laurie

Jones controlled the action at the

net
UCLA came back to make the

score 11-9 with some Williams

kills and Long Beach State errors,

and appeared to be on a roll.

However, the 49ers never relin-

quished the lead and held on to win

when setter Sabrina Hernandez

dinked the ball over an unexpect-

ing Bruin defense.

The 49cr's momentum rolled on

in game two, where the Big West
champions took a quick 7-0 lead.

Forty-Niner middle blocker

Danielle Scott (28 kills) was nearly

flawless at the net, and with the

help of Bruin errors. Long Beach

State looked unstoppable.

UCLA came back to make it 7-

5, and appeared to be back in the

match. Yet, Scott took over and put

away eleven Idlls in the remainder

of the game, which Long Beach

See VOLLEYBALL, page 22

By Kennedy Cosgrove
Daily Bruin Staff

EL PASO. Tex.— Irony can be

a pretty ironic thing sometimes.

After enduring a punting game
that all season long had been

questionable at best and costly at

worst, the UCLA football team

capped off the 1991 season by
defeating IlUnois 6-3 in the John

Hancock Bowl on the strength of

the Bruins* punt teams.

A fu"st quarter blocked punt by
Bruin safety Michael Williams and

linebacker Randy Cole's recovery

of a fupfibled punt in the fourth

quarter each set up a Louis Perez

field goal, providing UCLA with

all the scoring it would need.

The win over the Illini gave

UCLA a record of 9-3. The Bruins

finished with a No. 19 ranking in

the Associated Press poll and No.

18 in the CNNAJSA Today poll.

Illinois finished the year with a 6-6

record.

The game featured granite-solid

performances by both defenses

and sleepy showings on offense.

UCLA*s offense, consistently shut

down what Bruin head coach Terry

Donahue called an "ingenious**

Illinois defense, could manage
only six points.

The first three of those points

were set up when reserve safety

Williams burst untouched through

the Illinois line and chalked up

UCLA*s first blocked punt since

the Aloha Bowl in 1987.

"Nobody even tried to block
me,** Williams said.

The Bruins took a 3-0 lead soon
after, a lead they held until the third

quarter when Illinois tied the game
at 3-3 with a field goal of its own.
The three point margin was
restored after Cole*s recovery of
Filmel Johnson*s fumbled punt at

the Illinois 11-yard line.

Though the drama was not over,

the scoring was, and when the gun
sounded, UCLA*s Donahue had
won an NCAA-record eight conse-

cutive bowl games.

See HANCOCK, page 20

Arnold Alo
UCLA Sporte Info

Sports Schedule

Tuesday, 1/7

Tuc-Sat., 1/7-1/n

Thursday, 1/9

Wdoy, 1/10

Friday, 1/10

^/^

M SWIMMING

W TENNIS

M BASKETBALL

W BASKETBALL

W SWIMMING

Men's Gym

Milwaukee

Arizona St.

Wooden Center

Sunset Rec.

2:00 p.m.

All Day

7:00 p.m. MST

7:00 p.in.

2:00 p.ni.
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Bottom
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Sports Schedule

Fri.-Sun., 1/101/12

M-Sun., 1710-1/12

Saturday, 1/11

Sotutday, 1/1

1

Saturday, 1/1

1

M TENNIS

W TENNIS

M BASKETBALL

W SWIMMING

M VOLLEYBALL

Palm Springs

Palm Springs

Arizona

Men's Gym

Wooden (enter

All Doy-

All Day

4:00 p.m. MST

12:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.
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Rehabilitation

Aimed at

Saving Lives
By Samantha Dunn

Starting in January, UCLA will enter an

intense phase of construction on a massive

seismic correction project-a plan that is

expected to vastly improve the ability

of several key buildings to withstand

earthquakes.

The Seismic Correction Program is one

of the most comprehensive of its kind and

is the result of careful study aimed at

ensuring life safety while minimizing

disruption.

The project, which will retrofit more
than 30 buildings, will affect the daily

routine of students, faculty and staff the

most until the summer of 1995. During

that time, Moore Hall, Powell Library,

Math-Sciences, Bunche and Kerckhoff

halls and Ackerman Union will be brought

up to current seismic safety standards.

This cluster of buildings will have differ-

ent construction schedules-some much
shorter than others-but there will be some
overlapping of work. Construction of

Haines Hail is scheduled to start during the
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Buildings shown in the at>ove graphic will be rehabilitated to meet quaiie safety standards.

summert5TTvy4 and is scheduled to end in

December 1995.

"Although this program will be costly

and disruptive, because of its size and

scope, it's imperative that we pull together

as a campus community to get through

"what win be a difficult period," Chancellor

Charles E. Young said.

"These buildings must be reinforced, to

make our campus safer, and it will take

everyone's understanding and patience,"

he said.

The first phase of the Seismic Correc-

tion Program began in 1987 and was com-

pleted Fall Quarter of 1991. It included

reinforcement of Sproul, Rieber, Dykstra,

and Hedrick residence halls, Mira Hershey

Hall, and Parking Structure 8.

"The work starting now-beginning this

month with Moore Hall-will have the big-

gest impact on the campus community of

any construction in recent history," said

Pete Blackman, vice chancellor of capital

programs. "This will no doubt be inconve-

nient, but all the rehabilitation being done

is life-safety related, hence its urgency."

Funding opportunities also played a role

in the timing of the work.

Why it's being done

The lttrg€-Syimttf ettfrhti iiftkf! of 1971

brought to the fore concern about safety on

campus should another large-scale quake

happen in the Los Angeles area, explained

Cynthia Ingham, assistant director of capital

planning. Shortly after/that, UCLA devel-

oped a plan to revamp all campus buildings

erected before building codes were updated

in 1933.

•

This plan, however, never received fund-

ing from the state government. Ingham

explained thstt legislators, realizing the

potential extent of safety-substandard build-

ings, wanted to assess the state-wide prob-

lem before paying for any seisnuc work.

Eventually legislators approved the

recommendations of a study that identified

all state-owned buildings and prioritized

them in terms of their life-safety risk in the

event of an earthquake. Powell Library

ranked second and a UC Berkeley building

ranked first, Ingham said, explaining that the

University of California system had "quite a

few listings in the top ten because we tend to

have older buildings that are still in use."

Following that, UCLA and the other cam-~

puses received enough money from the state

to begin investigation on the extent of their

potential seismic hazards. But it wasn't until

1987 that UCLA received enough resources

to begin its seismic correction program.

I
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augmented inM99l by funding from the

University of California Regents, through a

seismic correction proposed by UC Presi-

dent David Gardner.
""

"The approach we have taken is that of

life safety," Ingham said. "This approach

tries to prevent the collapse of the building

and major pieces of a building facade from

falling down and blocking entrances. It

doesn't guarantee that the building will be

habitable afterwards, or that the damage will

be minimal. The idea is to allow people to

exit the building following a quake and

thereby save their lives.*'

The construction ahead

The upcoming construction includes the

rehabilitation of:

MOORE HALL: A complete seismic

upgrade of the building; asbestos removal.

Work was scheduled to start in January

1992 and be fini'shed in May '93.

POWELL LIBRARY: A complete

seismic upgrading of the structure;

asbestos removal; improved handicapped

access added; demolition of the book
stacks because they don't meet fire code

standards, as well as other fire code

improvement work. Work is slated to begin

this spring and will last up to 30 months.

i

^ATH SCIENCES: Framework reii

forcement. Work is scheduled to begin by

summer and be completed May '93.

BUNCHE HALL: Support columns

reinforcement. Work should begin in the

summer nf '0^ and is: virheHnlpfj tn tv

completed in 12 months. '

KERCKHOFF HALL: Work is sched-

uled to start in January 1993 and end in the

sunmier of 1994.

ACKERMAN UNION: Work is sched-

uled tq start in January '93 and to last 18

months to two years.

HAINES HALL: Scheduled from

Summer '94 to December '95.

ROYCE HALL: Work anticipated to

start in summer '95 and fast up to 30

months.

Following these, other campus build-

ings needing seismic work are expected to

begin at the rate of approximately one per

year. However, Blackman said that hinges

V Continued on page 4

Messagi
UCLA Campus Ccmmunity:

UCLA is about to embark on the seismic

renovation ofseveral major buildings, and

I wont to 4q>peal to the entire campus

community for its support and patience

during what is likely to be a challenging

three years ahead.

Since the devastating Sylmar earth-

quake, which brought the issue of seismic

sqfety to theforefront in Southern Califor-

nia, UCLA has been developing md exe-

cutingplans to reinforce campus buildings

that pose potential safety hazards. Studies

undertaken in 1978, 1981 and 1987

analyzed the condition of all UCLA facili-

ties and determined that a number of our

buildings were in poorw very poor condi-

tion structurally and presented a risk of

serious- ityuries or deaths in the rnxe of a

major earthquake^

In an effort to prevent loss of life at

UCLA, we have been movingforward with

the seismic renovation of the most vulner-

able buildings as quickly as funding

becomes available, and in a way that

causes as little disruption as possible to

campus activities. Our first priority was

the reinforcement of the residence halls.

This work was initiated in 1987, and 1 atn

happy to report that it was completed as of
Fall 1991.

The next phase cf seismic renovation is

about to commence and will include sev-

eral facilities on the core campus^: the

Math-Science Building, Bunche Hall and,

most significantly, Moore Hall and Powell

Library. Construction is scheduled to

begin on these buildings from the Winter

through Summer quarters.

Although inconveniences are inevitable,

we need your support as we proceed with

these critical sc^ty efforts. 1 would like to

see a campus community that rallies

together before a disaster, in the same way
that the communities cf San Francisco,

Oakland and Santa Cruz came together

afier live^ were lost.

By the turn of the century, we expect to

have begun the seismic renovation of or

arrangedfinancing for, all campus facili-

ties judged toM k po^ or very poor

structural condition-^making UCLA a
leader statewide in efforts to improve the

seismic safety ofbuildings.

As 1 indicated, oiir most challenging

period is immediately ahead, beginning

this Winter Quarter and continuing for

nearly three years. v

In Math-Sciences and Bunche, the work

will be primarily to the exterior of the

buildings. We anticipate minimal dis-

ruption of activities inside those facilities.

The Moore Hall project will require the

relocation offaculty offices to the Maxxam
office building on Wilshire Boulevard and
the dispersal of classes to other campus
locations, for the /8-month duration ofthe

project. Iffacuityandstudents remainflex-
ible in the scheduling cf classes, we are

confident that we canfindspace an campus
to accommndate ail courses now taught in

The fbwell Library project, as you prob-

ably krww, will require the construction of
a tent between the Men's Gym and the

Dance Building. That structure wiU serve

as the Temporary library for two yeat^s.

Construction of the ten^forary facility has

begun, and the relocation will take place

during the Spring or Sumtner break.

Altiwugh 1 realize that the temporaryfacil-

ities will cause some inconveniences, 1

yvant to stress that our chief objective was

to keep the library on campus so that it

would remain accessible to students and
faculty.

Those are the projects on ihe immediate

horizon. A little farther out^ in January

1993, work will begin on Kerckhoff Hall,

where we will in effect lift the building off

itsfoundation and install materials under-

neath to improve the structural reaction to

a major earthquake. The Kerckhoffproject

will require the relocation of activities

housed on thefirstfloorfor approximately

15 months.

Several other projects are sche^^ded in

the longer term but are spread out across

campus and will be started in a sequential

order, through the year 2000 and beyond.

As a result, the impact to those projects

will be less significant.

We will be providing informati(m regu-

larly on the rescheduling cf classes and
other activities and on alternate routesfor

pedestrians and vehicles.

It is my hope that the UCLA community
will rise to the challenge and remain flex-

ible and cooperative as we work to create a

safer environment fk^ all of us. and for

those who follow.

Charles E. l/bung

Chancellor
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Buildings Scheduled

For Seismic Renovation
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Structure

1

.

Moore Hall

2. Powell Library

3. Math-Sciences

4. Bunche Hall

S.KerckhoffHall

6. Ackerman Union

7. Haines Hall

Scheduled Start/Finish Times
January '92 to May '93

Spring '92 to Summer or Fall '94

Spring or Summer '92 to May '93

Summer '92 to Summer '93

January '93 to Summer '94

June '93 to Decanber '94 or June '95

Summer '94 to December '95

AROUND THE

N

Safety is of the utmost importance during the Seismic Corwcticm
Program. The areas under construction will be fenced and three

pedestrian crossings will be provided: bctweejn the Inverted Fountain

and Franz Hall tower, between the Placement and Career Planning

Center and the Court of Sciences and between the Kerckhoff Court-

yard and the MMh-Sciences Building. These crossovers will be

accessible to pec^le in wheelchairs.

A vehicular-access route has been proposed off the

Hilgard/Westholme campus entrance. The route passes the Inverted

Fountain, Franz and Knudsen halls and the Placement and Career

Planning Center an4 ends in a turn-around for vehicles at the

soutlieast corner of Moore Hall. This route would be used sdety for

construction and emergency vehicles, vehicles carrying disabled

people and campus-service vehicles.

Beginning in April, Bruin Walk will be closed between Moore
Hall and Powell Library and alternative pedestrian handicapped-

access routes will be set up. These routes will byp^s the construction

zones by heading either north, along the west edge ofPowell Library,

or south, between Moore and Kerckhoff halls.

Disabled access will be created between Circle Drive East at the

WesthoUne entrance and the Inverted Fountain court.

A new disabled-parking lot will be provided between Knudsen and
Schoenberg halls.

y
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SOME QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
/. What is the seismic correction program?

- It is a program to bring campus buildings and
structures that are known seismic risks up to

safety standards. More than 30 UCLA
buildings-some of.which were built before

1933, when seismic>resistance first was
included in building codes-will be rehabili-

tated. Campus buildings are at risk in varying

degrees depending on the structural makeup of

the individual building and its physical location

on campus. But the underlying goal of the

project, which is one of the most comprehen-
sive of its kind, is to save lives in the event of an

earthquake.

2. What wiU the program entail?

A number of methods will be used to make
buildings stronger and more quake-resistant. In

older, "stiff" buildings, concrete support walls

will be added to make the existing structure

tougher, or concrete frames will be constructed

<p-ound the buildings. Areas ofJjuildings such as

facades that might fall during a quake and block

exit paths will be reinforced. In at least one

building, rubber and lead attachments will be

added to subterranean support columns, to

allow the building to move with a quake rather

than crack and fall.

3. When will the work take place?

The campus wjll experience the biggest

impact with construction that will start ia J^u-
ary 1992. The first building to be rehabilitated

will be Moore Hall. Construction schedules for

the Powell "Library, the Math-Sciences Build-

ing, Bunche Hall, Kerckhoff Hall and the

retrofitted-wiU vary by individual building but

will entail some overlapping of Swrk. This

- ^group of structures is scheduled to be finished

by summer 1995 . Work will start on Haines Hall

in the summer of 1994 and proceed to Royce

Hall and other campus buildings in the program

on an approximate schedule ofone per year. The
seismic program is scheduled to be finished by

the year 2007.

4, How will the campus be qffected by the

seismic plan?

Some buildings, such as Moore Hall, which

houses the Graduate School of Education, will

be vacated and occupants moved off campus
during construction. In other buildings, some of

the occupants will be able to remain while work

proceeds. Powell Library will be moved entirely

into a huge tent-like structure. Rescheduling of

.classes in buildings in the seismic pian will be

necessary to make optimum use of a reduced

number of classrooms. Construction will bring

trucks onto the campus,<:reating noise, dust and

congestion in inner-campus roads. Fences

erected around building sites will hecessitate

the rerouting of pedestrian traffic.

5. What is UCLA doing to mitigate the nega-

tive impacts to the campus?

UCLA is working hard to^aintain an envi-

ronment conducive to obtaining a quality edu-

cation by working closely with departments that

i wjll be affected by the seismic work. Talks arc

continuing on how, to minimize disruption. An
access route has bfeen proposed for constructie|n

trucks, for instance, that will avoid buildings

thflT fffP QPI »ir condition^ aiwl WQtfj^ jugyy

fire equipment and the handicapped and will

keep trucks away from pedestrian areas. Work
wiU be scheduled on off-hours as much as

possible. When necessary, UCLA will hire

crossing guards to' ensure pedestrian safety.

Handicapped parking affected by the work will

be accommbdated with the addition of a new
surface parking area. Tcces and campus land-

marks, such as sculptures, will be protected.

Construction work will maintain campus build-

ings' historical integrity. A detailed information

program is being worked out to keep the

campus community informed on the project as

it progresses.

6. What will aU of this cost?

At this point, cost estimates for building

going into construction in the near future total

about $96 million. Costs are still being deter-

mined for remaining buildings. As the project

proceeds, campus officials will have to consider

possible increases in construction costs,

changes in building codes and possible delays in

funding.

7. Where is the money comingfrom?

Funding will come from three sources. Some
will come from the State of California's Capital

Improvement Program, which is earmarked for

taking care of physical facilities on UC cam-
puses and cannot be used for other purposes.

Some will come from the University of Califor-

riia Regents, through President David Gardner's

strike force initiative. The initiative, aim^d at

speeding up work on seismic safety and ear-

marked solely for such work, will provide $16.9

million to UCLA. A third s6urce of funding will

come fro^n <;Mnw? t>vildings thai are self sup-

8. In a time when money is short and the

economy is tight, why spend so much on seis-

mic st^ty?

The primary goal is to save iivcs, to act to

prevent a tragedy before it happens. Also, reha-

bilitation costs are reasonable whfen compared
to replacement costs. UCLAV costs will be

higher than those on other UC campuses
because it has the largest number of old build-

ings, those built before quake standards were in

existence or strengthened.

9. Why is the plan being carried out as it is?

Buildings have been prioritized based on

threat to life, with buildings having the highest

risk, being the highest priority. Although the

overlapping, clustering of work will be disrup-

tive, it is being done in order to proceed as

quickly as possible and to use funding oppor-

tunities to their maximum potential. A number

of buildings already have been completed

including four high-ri.se residence halls. Mira

Hershey Hall and Parking Structure 8. Seismic

work on Parking Structure 14 is partially

completed.

10, Will the campus look different itfter the

seisnuc project is done?

Basically, no. There will be some minimal

visual impact to Bunche Hall and the Math-

Sciences Building. But these are not cosmetic

or remodeling projects. They are safety pro-

jects. Speed and cost containment is of the

essence. In addition, great pains will be taken to

ensure tl^at historic buildings on campus do
- Ackerman Union-the next buHdings to be opened windows. 1 he route will allow access to porting, such as the Ackerman Union. NUr look ditterent afleFretrofitting.

I

Rehabilitation
continuedfrom page 1

on construction schedules and available

funding from the state.
""
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Anticipated impacts

Although strategies are still being

planned to make the disruption caused by

construction *'as>painless as possible,"

Sarah Jensen, associate director of Design

and Construction in the Capital Programs

Office, said a number of areas on campus

will be significantly affected:

^ Faculty and administrative offices for

the Graduate School of Education in

Moore Hall moved last month to the Max-
xam Building, on Wilshire Boulevard

between Westwood and Gayley, and will

remain there during the construction. But

classes-including those normally held in

the largest lecture hall, Moore 100-will

stay on campus, arranged through alterna-

tive scheduling in existing facilities.

^ A huge tent made from pre-

constructed aluminum ribs covered with

plastic-coated mesh' fabric and erected

between the Men's Gym and the Dance

Building will house the Powell Library

stacks and provide study areas and office

space from Winter Quarter until the end of

construction. The reusable structure will

provide about 36,000 gross square feet of

floor space.

^ The landscaped area to the west of

Schoenberg Hall will be converted to a

parking surface for the handicapped,

replacing 16 of 21 surface spaces to be lost

in handicapped parking areas near Powell

and Kinsey. Blue X and official UCLA
vehicles spaces lost in these lots will be

moved to other structures.

^ A construction access route has been

proposed, off the Hilgard/Westholme

campus entrance. The route passes the

Inverted Fountain-requiriftg the step? east

of the fountain to be graded-and goes by

^.4

^ Written and produced

CtS by University

C»^ Communications

Franz and Knudsen halls and the Place-

ment and Career Planning Center. It ends

in a turn-around area for vehicles at the

southeast corner of Moore Hall. This route

would be used exclusively for construction

traffic, emergency vehicles, and vehicles

carrying disabled people.

^ Because the areas under construction

will be fully fenced, three pedestrian

crossings through the construction site will

be located, at the Placement and Career

Planning Center, Kerckhoff Hall, and the

Inverted Fountain. These will all be acces-

sible to people in wheelchairs.

^ Beginning in April Bruin Walk will

be closed north of Moore Hall . Alternative

pedestrian and handicapped access routes

will circumvent the construction by head-

ing either north or south of the construc-

tion zone.

"Noise and dust will definitely exist,

although fortunately much of the work is

inside the buildings," Jensen said. "We've

taken care to route trucks away from build-

ings that don't have air conditioning and

would have open windows.*'

At the height of the work, however,

construction management consultants

anticipate as many as 50 truck trips a day

into the core of campus along the new

acce. s route.

Mitigating the negative

To make life a little easier, safer and

more understandable during this construc-

tion period, Jensen said the campus com-

munity will benefit from:

^ Crossing guards hired for the' three

pedestrian crossings through the construc-

tion site during the first few months until

the community is acclimated to, the

changes;

^ Color-coded signs placed throughout

the campus to indicate alternative routes

for pedestrians and handicapped access.

They will be in place by the start of Spring

Quarter.

^ Scheduling of changes in traffic

routes during quarter breaks, so that fac-

ulty and students will not have to adjust to

changes in their schedule in the middle of a

quarter. Updates on parking and routes will

be available through parking kiosks.

"We are continuing to work out a

^

While earthquake stfety worli if bdafdoaeon VomXk Library, die rtaffand coisrtcsts wttl be moved into a fange te«t>i0(e

itroctiire, pirtmvd abow. The tent, refferred to as a **idtate ill(g^
IMMJ tiwpaaMJter cwMMxttaig teate. The atnictare, awdetnm y»%\ uiiHi iii,li d ahmriiMnii rihecwwed wjlh pltHr-coiOd
moll iWbrle, wS be betwmi the Mcas* Gynuunlun and the Dance Bi^dk^. The rvmuUk itructure wiH oflbr ahent

36,M9 frwi t^Mre i;ct «f floor space, jf^wBln^i wma$eim to the cemnri teat tliat can be reached by stafars or an

detailed information program to keep the

campus community informed about the

seismic program as it progresses," Jensen

said. "But people still should factor in

more time for travel on campus to avoid

running late."

Finding

How is the rehabilitation of campus build-

ings for earthquake safety going to be

funded in these times of budget cutbacks

and financial limitations? Campus officials

explain that the cost, estimated to total

nearly $96 million for projects in the near

future, will be funded from three sources:

^ The State of California's Capital

Improvement Program. This program allo-

cates funds for the seismic rehabilitation of

state-owned buildings. The $36 million

^
price tag for improving Powell Library's

earthquake safety is disbursed from this

source.

^ A University of California Regents

initiative proposed in 1990 by UC Presi-

dent David Gardner. The initiative aimed

at speeding up work on seismic safety.

From this fund, $16.9 million has been

earmarked for work on Moore and Bunche

halls, and the Math Sciences Building.

^ Campus buildings that generate their

own revenue. The rehabilitation qf Kerck-

hoff, for instance, will cost about $22
million, to be paid through AStJCLA
funds assessed when the project is

finished.

Lasting value

The "good news" is that the result of alf

this will have the lasting and vital benefit

of making UCLA's campus safer, Jensen

said.

"When all this is done, the structures

themselves won't look noticeably differ-

ent," she said. "However, this is an oppor-

tunity to correct two deficiencies on
campus: emergency vehicle and handi-

capped access to the core of campus. And
landscaping will be added to make Bruin

Walk at Moore Hall more attractive."

Dunn is a writer and editor for UCLA
Today.
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80th Year, No. 48
arculation: 22,000

Itesoaich ^anls
in the sciences
Senior and postdoctoral

research associate positions in

the physical and life sciences

are available for next year.

The one- and two-year posi-

tions will be awarded by the

National Research Council,
based in Washington, D.C.
The awards will be given to

applicants interested in con-
ducting research on behalfof 30
federal agencies at research

institutions throughout the

nation. Annual stipends range
in value between $27,000 and
$42,000.

Application deadlines for the

positions vary, with some due
as early as Jan. 15.

For more information, call

Arnold Schwartz at (202)334-
2760.

Inside

I loliiiol istw is

being obeyed
Most UCLA students are

heeding a new state law requir-

ing scooter drivers and passen-

gers to wear hebnets.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Sexism lives

on at UCIA
Columnist Susan Rinderle

discusses a problem at UCLA
that the new year just couldn't

sweep away.

See page 1

1

Arts & Entertainment

'Fattier of tlie

Bfffde' Is 0feat
See 'Tather of the Bride-

twice. I did.

See page 12

Keeping busy
The UCLA women's basket-

ball team went 3-3 ih the month
of December, and regained the

services of two-sport star Nata-

lie Williams.

See page 24

University of California, Los Angeles

Tuesday
January 7, 1992

Med dean to leave
Shine to serve as president

at the Institute of Medicine
By Josli Romonalc
Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA School of Medicine
will soon lose a dean who 'col-

leagues said Monday has been an
energizing and unifying force,

pushing the school into a position

of national preeminence.

Kenneth Shine will be leaving

his post in July to serve as

president of Institute of Medicine
of the National Academy of
Sciences — one of the most
prominent positions in national

medicine. Shine has served as dean
since 1986..

"We are not losing a good
leader. We are losing a great

leader." said Robert Collins, chair-

man of the UCLA neurology
department, who has worked
extensively with Shine.

A search for a medical school

successor will begin immediately.

Without Shine, one of the

school's greatest difficulties may
be with going forward on a
restructuring program of the medi-

cal school's curriculum — a
project that he has been pushing
ahead, Collins said.

Currently, Shine is also seeking
university approval for the con-

struction of a new neuroscience

building on campus.
Despite his departure, col-

leagues say Shine leaves behind a

lengthy Ust of accomplishments.

Under his leadership, the School

of Medicine strengthened its neur-

oscience department, increased its

recruitment of chairs for various

depanments and completed fund

raising for the $47-million Mac-
Donald medical research building.

Shine helped build "bridges"

between the medical school and
the College of Letters & Science
—- fostering increased coopera-

tion. He also oversaw several

outreach programs^ including bne
that provided health services to the

homeless of Los Angeles.

Many of Shine's colleagues,

including UCLA Chancellor

KamMth Shine
RICHARD KIM

Charles Young, praised the dean,

expressing sorrow about his

departure.

••(Shine's) foresight and intel-

lect will be a lasting legacy to

UCLA,- Young said. "While we
are sad to see him leave, we
acknowledge with a sense of pride

See

You thought Russia was bad . . .

page 7

Officials liep

to rajuvenate

I'll'_LL^'^ i . k.

institute

UCLA students wait In a seemingly endless line near Lot 6 on Monday to buy
season tickets. Story, Page 24.

RICHARD KIM

's basketball

By Reglna ilavetti

Daily Bruin Staff

Although a lack of funds has

forced the Los Angeles Philhar-

monic to suspend its 1992 summer
training program based at UCLA,
officials on and off campus plan to

bring the program back in 1993.

Geared toward young musicians

interested in a career performing in

symphony orchestras, the Los
Angeles Philharmonic Institute

performed summer concerts at

Royce Hall and the Hollywood
Bowl. It also provided classes and
Career-related seminars for parti-

cipants.

'This program is unique to the

nation, and the entire discipline of

music will feel its loss," said

Robert Bkxker, dean of the School
of Arts.

But so far, public reaction to the

suspension has been mild.

"We haven*t gotten much of a

reaction yet I know it*s going to

See MSTliUlLy page 7

B ofA inddent incites student's call for actioh
Petitions ask for chancellorial

rebuke ofLAPD, bank officials

By Heesun Wee
Dally Bruin Staff

When UCLA graduate student

Adande Washington dropped by
the Bank of America in Westwood
to deposit a check last October, she

did not expect to be handcuffed

and detained by police for no
apparent reason.

So, the anthropology student

was puzzled when officers led her
into a nearby room before releas-

ing her without explanation 10
minutes later.

But Washington says she is

pleased by the approximately 100
signatures from the UCLA com-
munity supporting her call for

action from the university.

The petitions ask Chancellor
Charles Young to write a letter

condemning the actions of the Los
Angeles Police Department and

bank officials. University officials

are currently reviewing the mater-

ials and scheduling meetings to

discuss the incident.

Washington is quick to add,

however, that her grievance is not

over.

She and her lawyer are currently

preparing a lawsuit against the

Westwood bank and the West Los

Angeles police officers.

"I walked out of the bank with

no idea why I had been hand-

cuffed,** she said of the Oct 16

incident-
-^—

^

The graduate student later

learned she was mistaken by police

for another African-American
woman who was standing near her

in the l>ank. Such action by the

police is racist, she and her lawyer

said.

But police officers do not

always, have the time to make

LAURA L£E SWAN
James Pfalffer, left, and Adande Washington are two graduate
students who are calling for Chancellor Young to condemn the
LAPD and Bank of Annerica after an Incident of alleged police brut-

ality. •

proper arrests, said Michael Bag-
donas, captain of the police depait-

ment in the West Los Angeles

area. .,..,.. ^ .4^ ,

And Washington's detainment
had nothing to do with race. Itwas

See KTinONS, iMige 8
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U.S. concerned about
German foreign

1066GAYLEYAVE

If answering phones
all day is your idea of
a great internsliip,
dont read tills ad.

x^S^.

By OavM Binder
The New York Times

WASHINGTON— U.S. policy
makers concerned with Eastern
and Western Europe say they have
become disturbed during the last

six months by what they regard as

new assertiveness on the part of the
German government and its will-

ingness to flex its muscles in

international relations.

Some of these officials— at the

White House below the level of
President Bush, and at the State

Dq)artment below the level of
Secretary James A. Baker HI —
say they are worried about this

issue.

The main cause of disquid^ i$

Bonn*s decision to push ahead in

the Yugoslav crisis with separate

recognition of Croatia and
Slovenia, rebufflng pleas of the

United States, the United Nations
and other European governments
to remain in the previous framew-
ork ofEuropean Community peace
efforts. It was the most striking

display of German assertiveness

on foreign policy since German
reunification in October 1990.

The 12-member European
Community's 4)revious approach
to Yugoslavia consisted of negoti-

ations among the leaders of the six

Yugoslav republics under the

auspices of the community, aug-
mented by the U.N. mission
headed by Cyrus R. Vance seeking

a general cease-fire.

Are you interested in

^
Apply now for an exciting advertising intem^ijip
with the Daily Bruin. Learn how the third \0l§st
daily newspaper In Los Angeles operate^

All we ask for is dedication and enthu^m.

Applfcations for internal Display internships ar^r
available now at the Daily Bruin Classifiedwtnd^
(112 Kerckhoff Hail) and are due Tuesday, January
2lst. . - -

The Dail||pi|pi^' j^
Photojp>ar|p|||p-y
is i^'Offer|i|pfi|pr
Iq^^ships fir^AiP
piibtographers. ^0^'

Any questions?
Call Marni or Michelle at 206-0905.

4'

Applications are available at the Daily Bruin

Office, 112 Kerckhoff Hall. A mandatory meeting
is scheduled for Thursday, January 9, at 7 p.m.

Please contact Charles, Nelson or John at

825-2828 if you cannot attend this meetlrrg^jr If

you would like more information.
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UCLA educator woiks toward
teaching standards in iiistoiy
By Brigltto Brady
Daily Bruin Staff

Because many American pul

school students are graduadng
without the same basic knowledge
of U.S. and world events, a UCLA
educator is working to set a
national standard for history

teaching.

Today's students lack the

knowledge to understand the

impact of the rise of independent
states in a once-unified Soviet
empire and civil strife tearing apart

Yugoslavia's republics, said
Charlotte Crabtree, director of the

UCLA-based National Center for

History in the Schools.

And to reverse the current trend

in teaching that leaves students on
an unequal footing when it comes
to knowledge of basic historical

facts. Crabtree will be using a $1.6
million grant from the National

Endowment for the Humanities.
"Historical knowledge has been

slipping disastrously. Students
have minimal factual recall.*' she
said. **Their understanding of the

world in which they live is so
limited."

No history standards currently

exist for the country, agreed

UCLA history professor Gary
Nash.

*There are fairly traditional

assumptions about math. You
graduate knowing simple arithme-

tic." he said. **A11 of that has been
fairly well agreed on. but the same
can't be said about history or

geography."

The center is now forming
committees to create standards for

U.S. and world history.

However. Crabtree* s center,

which was established in 1988. has

been creating standards for educa-

tion ever since the recent comple-
tion of California's framework for

history and social science teach-

ing.

The framework was imple-

mented in California's public
schools this fall to increase the

number of American and world
history courses. It emphasizes the

use of actual historical documents
and teaching from a multicultural

perspective.

Crabtree co-wrote a 300-page
outline for the framework of all the

knowledge students should have
before graduating.

Because the oudine received a
warm reception in 47 states.

Crabtree said an agenda for the

nation is possible. "We have
achieved a real consensus in

California and the assessment was
that we could do the same for the

nation."

After compiling the findings,

the center will submit the recom-

Eclipsed

SUNNY SUNQ/Dirily Bruin

Two unidentified stargazers gather at the Qrlfflth Observatory to watch Saturday's annular eclipse, but the celestial spectacle
was obscured by clouds.

New year usiiers in mandatoiy lieiinet law
By Birgft Rasmutsan
Daily Bruin Staff

While many scooter drivers on
campus donned recently pur-

chased helmets required by a new
state law. those without helmets

have until February before they

face stiff fines.

Like the Los Angeles Police

Department, the university police

is granting riders a 30-day grace

period until Feb. 1. when they will

begin slapping helmetless offen-

ders with fines.

The law. which went into effect

Jan. 1. makes helmets mandatory

for drivers an^ passengers of

mopeds and scooters.

"We will issue warnings, but no
citations." said university police

Lieutenant Jim Vandenberg. How-
ever, he warned that the California

Highway Patrol began citing vio-

lators from day one.

A ticket will cost the offender

Campus police will give riders

30'day grace period to comply
$104. according to the Los
Angeles Municipal Court Viola-

tions of the helmet law will appear
on a driver's permanent record but
will not affect insurance rates,

according to court officials.

Come February, university
officers will start issuing citations,

but they will not make a concen-
trated effort to ticket the helmet-
less drivers, Vandenberg said.

"We'U cite- (violations of the

helmet law) like any other viola-

tion, but there will not be a spek:ial

*helmet squad,'" Vandenberg said.

Relying on grace periods and a
bit of initial leniency, UCLA
student Jared Beilke arrived bare-

headed to park his scooter Monday
morning. ^

"I've got my helmet in my
backpack, but until the grace

period runs out I will be taking it

easy." Beilke said.

But Beilke was the exception,

not the rule. Most UCLA moped
drivers arrived Monday on campus
donning the helmets they recently

bought.

And for many of them, wearing

a helmet was a new experience.

*This morning was the Hrst time

I wore a helmet," said UCLA
student Kim Suderling. Although

Suderling plans to obey the law.

she was not happy about it.

"It's harder to drive with a

helmet. I think you are more likely

40 get into an accident."

5uderling*s new helmfilcosi her

"This morning was the

first time I wore a

helmet . . . It's harder

to drive with a helmet.

I think you are more

likely to get into an

accident."

Kim Suderling
UCLA Student
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"Historical knowledge

has been slipping

disastrously. Students

have minimal factual

recall. Their

understanding of the

world in which they

liye is so limited."

Charlatta Crabtree
UCI^ Educator

about $100. but Scooter Tech in

Westwood sells helmet as cheaply
as $50. At the other end of the

range, the most expensive helmets

cost about $160.

Scooter Tech stocked up for a
post-new year rush on helmets
because of the new law. but so far

helmet sales have not increased

markedly, according to employee
Eric Schwartzkopf.

mendations to heavy scrutiny by
teachers, scholars, parents, admi-
nistrators and government offi-

cials.

See EDUCATION, page 9

Retired
professor
dies at 73
Kremenliev began

writing program

By Sally Kim

After years of helping UCXA
siudenis gain more confidence

about their writing ability. Elva
Kremenliev died of a heart attack

Christmas Eve at the UCLA
Medical Center.

The 73-year-old educator
founded the writing program for

the UCLA Student Counseling -

Center in 1966. Since then, the

center has changed its name to

Student Psychological Services

and the tutoring program has

moved under the College of
Letters & Science.

Colleagues remember that Kre-

menliev started the program —
which today offers counseling for

500 students each quarter —
because she was dedicated to

helping students on an individual

basis.

**Our focus was the student and
the writing process itself, and not _
just the final product.** said Judy *

Collas. the current tutorial director

who was one of Kremenliev *s

assistants.

Although helping students
develop their creative abilities was
an innovative approach at the time,

it was nonetheless important to

Kremenliev. Collas added.

**It was natural for her to join the

camp that emphasized individual

values and emotional integrity in

contrast Xg the academic
approach.** she said.

Kremenliev *s ideals made her a
perfect professor to interact with
on a personal level, said former
UCLA sUKient Maii von Sfepoi-

berg. *

"She was totally accessible . . .

You could say anything to her,**

said Sternberg, who took a modem
literature course with Kremenliev
in 1%2. "She would think about it.

and she didn't have a programmed
mind where she would say it was
wrong.**

Kremenliev. who retired in

1977. received her graduate degree
in English literature from UCLA
and taught several Enghsh courses
during her years with the tutorial

program: Her late husband. Boris,

was also at UCLA, as a professor
of music.

Many friends said Kremenliev.
MHho published two volumes of
poetry, never allowed her accom-
plishments to interfere with her
social ties.

See ; page 9
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World

Geoigian preskfent
flees to Annenia

TBILISI. Georgia — The Georgian
republic's first firecly-elected president,

Zviad Gamsakhurdia, fled from his

bunker in the basement of the Parliament

building Monday, and hours later the huge
building still blazed against the night sky.

Georgian television reported that Gam-
sakhurdia fled south toward the neigh-
boring republic of Armenia, which had
offered him asylum.

Rebel national guardsmen who had
besieged the yellow parliament complex
for two weeks occupied the near-gutted
structure as soon as they realized that

Gamsakhuitlia and about 200 of his

diehard followers were gone.

Brady to accompany
Bush on Japan visit

TOKYO —. Japan's finance minister

made a surprise announcement Monday
that Treasury Secretary Nicholas F. Brady
would accompany President Bush on his

visit here, which begins Tuesday. The
announcement caused speculation that he

might press Japan for flnancial measures

to bolster the ailing American economy
and to help American companies doing

business in Japan.

Japanese and American offlcials were
jmusually tight-lipped about Brady's visit

and its purpose, other than acknowledging
that he was coming, and that added to the

speculative fervor. A senior Treasury

official has been in Tokyo since the

weekend.^negotiating with the Japanese,

but officials would say only that a range of
macroeconomic issues have been dis-

cussed.

Briefs

Canada woman wins
right to ond her life

TORONTO — A Quebec judge on
Monday approved a request by a 25-

year-old woman that her doctor be
authorized to switch off the respirator that

has kq)t her alive for the last two and a
half years.

Jacques Dufour, a judge of Quebec's
Superior Court, issued the ruling five

weeks after the woman put her request

directly to a court hearing that convened
in her hospital room in Quebec City.

While switching off the respirators of

comatose and brain-dead patients with

their families* consent has been medical

practice in many parts of Canada for

years, the Quebec case is said to be the

first in which the case for the ending of a

life has been taken to a court by the

patient

The judge ordered that the switching-

off of the respirator be delayed for 30 days

to allow time for an appeal against his

ruling.

Bush pursues Korea
on site inspection

SEOUL — Priesident Bush and South
Korea's president, Roh Tae Woo, said on
Monday that they would cancel a major
military exercise here if North Korea
*fulfllls its obligation" for inspections of

its nuclear sites under a series of new
agreements signed with the South. •

The offer, the latest incentive offered

by the United States and South Korea in

the effort to dissuade the North Korean
govem|[nent of Kim n Sung from deve-

loping nuclear weapons, came as Bush
declared that the end of the 40-year-old

division of the Korean Peninsula was
finally within reach.

Nation

Condrossman calls

formilitary changes
In the aftermath of the Soviet Union's

demise, the U.S. military must make
top-to-bottom changes in its size, shape

and missions to deal with a new array of

international security threats, the chair-

man of the ' House Armed Services

Committee said.

Outlining a broad framework for

restructuring the Pentagon, the panel

chairman. Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., fired

the opening salvo Monday in a battle that

is unfolding between Congress and the

Bush administration.

Aspin essentially put the Bush admi-

nistration on notice that lawmakers will

not accept a scaled-down version of the

existing military stnicture. The disinteg-

ration of the Soviet Union, which has

driven American security policies for 40
years, calls for a fundamental recalcula-

tion of U.S. military doctrine, weaponry
and priorities, he said.

Hape triai accuser
diarges iiarassment

JUPFTER. Fla. —- The woman whose
charges led to the nationally televised

Palm B^ch rape trial complained Mon-
day that a freelance photographer has

continued to harass her, according to Palm
Beach County sheriffs reports.

rtwt* ouwiiimi, j\t^ winj lives ttr i iic

Shores subdivision in suburban Jupiter,

told deputies she confronted Robert
Calvert outside her home Monday but he
refused to show her his press credentials.

By the time dq)uties got there, Calvert

was gone, reports said. Deputies said they

do not plan to charge him in the incident

State

Company drops from
ssmtoondudor 0foup
SAN FRANCISCO — LSI Logic

Corp. on Monday became the first

founding member to drop out of the

semiconductor consortium Sematech,
citing disagreements with the industry

group's agenda as well as the company's
own financial imperatives.

The move by LSI comes as the

consortium, a pioneering experiment in

industrial cooperation by American com-
panies, is seeldng government approval to

continue its program for an additional five

years after its initial five-year charter

expires in October.

Sematech, based in Austin, Texas, has a

budget of about $200 million a year, half

provided by the Defense Department and
half by its member companies, which
until now numbered 14.

Top Ten

TOP TEN IRAQI NICKNAMES FOR
GEORGE BUSH (From David Letter-

man's "An Altogether New Book of Top
Ten Lists":

10. Sherry-swilling yacht monkey
9. Satan's lambada padner

8. Quayle-picker

7. Four-eyes

6. The ncvcr-had-anyone-close-to-

Marilyn Monroe president

^;^^3h[-rtfKl-mui!ch^ gGGlt>^^

4. Yale-educated father of five (OK,
they're not all so bad)

3. Nancy Reagan's dress dummy
2. Trust-fund weenie

1. Mr. Scared-of-Broccoli

Compiled from Bruin wire services

Now You Don't Have To Go To Von's Pavilion

To Get Supermaricet Prices!
Grocery

breadstlks Von's

Kelloggs Raisin Bran 20 oz
—

Kelloggs Nut & IHoney 1 6oz
Kelloggs Com Flakes 1 8oz
G.M. Wheaties, 18oz
Best Foods light mayo 1 6oz
Kelloggs Pop tarts 1 1 0z
Camation breakfast bars (6)
Jff ex. crunch peanut butter 1 8oz
Aunt Jemima pancake, 32oz
Prego spaghetti sauce 30 oz
Kraft Mac & Cheese 7.25 oz
Del Monte lite slic. peaches 16oz
Del Monte green beans 1 6oz
Camp, chunky chicken noodle 1 9oz
Wishbone ranch lite dressing Boz
Nabisco chips ahoy 1 2oz
O.R. lite popping com lO.Soz

Frozen
Weight W. Chk:. Fettudni

Minute Maid O. J. 12 oz
Sara Lee coffee cake 1 1 Soz
Sara Lee pound cake 10.75oz
Haagen Dazs loe cream pints

Orelda hash browns 32 oz
Eggo waffles 11oz
Ice. bagged. 7 lbs

Non-food
Scot Tissue 4 pk
Comet powder, lemon, 1 7oz
Cascaoe Ik), dishwash, 50oz
Downey fabric softner,33oz

Tide Ultra, 18 use
Fancy Feast cat food, 3oz
Kal Kan pedigree dog, 14oz

3.23
3.79
1.95
3.69
1.49
1.69

2.99 2.99
1.69 1.69
3.07 3.45
2.29 2.55

2.69 2.89
1.79 1.89

1.55 1.59

1.39

•

1.49

2.45 , 2.45

1.05 1.09
2.89 2.89
1.69 1.69

4.59 4.65
.49 .49

.69. . .69

FREE PARKING!

in rear
Open til 11pm

These are
"

representative

everyday prices,

not selected

exceptions^

Produce

Arrowhead Mt. Spring 1 aal
Martinelli apple juice 1 .5 L
Ocean Spray Cranapple 48oz
Campbells V-8 juice 32oz
Miller Gen Draft 1 2pk
Budwelser 1 2 pk
Coors light 6 pk .

1.05
2.39
2.49
1.69
7.99
7.99
4.29

LE CONTE

1057 Gayley Ave 209-1111
KINROSS

WILSHIRE

»%»•»
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breadstiks Von's
Iceberg lettuce 2/1.00 .79

Strawberries , box 2.49 2.99
Red Seedless grapes, lb 1.49 1.99

Carrots. 1 lb bag .47 .49

Cherry tomatoes, box .98 1.69

Brown onions, lb .45 .49

Fresh Orange Juice. 1 6 oz 1.79 1.99

32 oz 2.89 3.59

Salad bar. per lb 3.29 3.49

Dairy
Homogenized Milk 1 ual 2.49 . 2.59

HonfK)genized milk 1/2 gal . 1.35 1.37

HonfK)genized milk quart .79 .83

Skim milk 1 gal 2.39 2.45

Skim milk 1/2 gal 1.26 1.31

Skim milk quart .75 .79

Eggs, AA Ig 1 doz 1.69 1.89
Eggs. AA ex Ig 1 doz 1.89 ' 2.19

Imperial margerine 1 lb .97 1.09

Farmer John bacon 16oz 2.19 2.19

Oscar Mayer beef bologna 8oz 1.79 1.79

Farmer John beef franks 16oz 1.89 1.95

Contadina fresh fettucdni 9oz 1.93 1.94
Foster Farms Fresh chteken

boneless fillet breasts, lb 3.5a 3.98

Drinks
Gatorade 32oz 1.25 1.35

Evian water 1 .5 L 1.59 1.69
1.09
2.45

2.59
1.75

8.25
8.25
4.49
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STUDENT PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
WINTER QUARTER 1992

FOR UCLA STUDENTS ONLY
Student Psychological Services provide individual and group counseling through offices in two campus locations. Services are confidential and free to regularly

enrolled students. The service is staffed by psychologists, clinical social workers and psychiatrists who are familiar with the needs and interests of uniyersity
students.

SPS/Mid-Campus is located at 4223 Math Sciences Building, 825-0768 or 825-4207. SPS/South Campus is located at A3-062 Center for the Health Sciences, 825-

7985. For information or appointments call any of the above numbers.

GETTING BEYOND ^tlEF: A one^arter therapy group for students who are dealing with the aftermath of death. Issues that will be dealt with are the phases
of bereavement, feelings of guilt and anger, rituals, healthy ways of coping, etc. Mondays, 2-4 p.m. Call 825-7985 for intake appointment.

WE DONT ONLY SING THE BLUES - AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: Group will meet in the Center for Afro-American Studies, 158
Haines HalL Wednesdays, 12-1:30 p.m. No sigp-up necessary; just drop in. Co-sponsored with the Women's Resource Center.

,
HYPNOSIS TO INCREASE SELF-ESTEEM: This group is for students who wish to improve their self image by utilizing hypnosis to provide gfowth enhancing
images and suggestions. Wednesdays, 4-5 p.m. Call 825-4207 for intake appointment.

COPING WITH ADDICnvte BEHAVIOR: A group for students experiencing any addictive or compulsive behavior including: alcohol and other drug abuse; co-
dependency; eating disorders, etc. The group will address issues common to all addictive behavior such as perfectionism, poor self-image, difficulties identifying

and expressing feelings, working through dysfunctional aspects of your family of origin, etc. Tuesdays, 3-5 p.m. Call 825-7985 for intake appointment; ,

DISSERTATION SUPPORT GROUP: Wednesdays, 3:00-4:30 p.m. Call 825-7985 for intake appointment.

GAY MEN'S RAP/SUPPORT GROUP: An informal supportive group for gay males who wish to explore issues and feelings related to ^y lifestyle. Facilitated by
a psychologist, the group is offered in conjuction with the Gay and Lesbian Association. Mondays, 7-8:30 p.m., 35l6 Ackerman Umon. No appointment
necessary; just drop in.

'

ADULT CHILDREN FROM ALCOHOUC FAMHES (ACA> This group is for students who grew up in families where parents abused alcohol and/or dnjgs. Wfe
=wffl^«C{^Dfe varkHis concerns includtngr intimacy in- relationships; feelings of helplessness and rvc&i to control; expressing anger appropriately and dealing wit'
angry people; depression; and fear of abandonment. Thursdays, 10 a.m.-12 p.m. Call 825-4207 for intake appointment.

^

SURVIVORS OF LOVE - DEALING WITH PAST AND/OR PRESENT PHYSICAL ABUSE IN RELATIONSHIPS: This is a psychotherapy group designed for
women to explore the violence in their lives. Okl patterns of violence surface in wortien's present relationships with lovers, spouses, and in friendships. Explore
the results of violence in relationships and the impaa it had and has on aspects of your daily functioning and in your present relatk>nships. Fridays, 10-11:30 a.n
Call 825-0768 for intake appointment.

LETTING GO: A group for men and women who are having difficulty letting go of a relationship which has ended. The group provides support and techJFliques
to help with loneliness, depression, anger, and jealousy. We will also expk>re self-defeating behaviors which may interfere with start^g new relationships.
Mondays, 12-1:30 p.m. Call 825-7985 for intake appointment. ^

MEN'S COMING QUT GROUIh A one-quarter structured group for men who are gay or bisexual (or think they might be) and who are in the very eariy stages of
exploring their sexual orientation. Information will be presented, and members will be encouraged to share their feelings and experiences with other groups
members, but no one will be pressured to "come our in any public way. Group is strictly confidential, and an intake interview with the group leader is required.
Fridays, 2A p.m. Call 825-0768 for intake appointment. .

. •'
•»

*

DOEVG THE RIGHT THING: AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN MALE SUPPORT GROUP: An informal supportive group for African-American males who wish to
explore their feelings and issues, and share their experiences related to being an African-American male in today's world. The goals of the group are to foster an
appreciation for each other's talents and strengths, and to promote a spirit of comraderie and collective success among the group participants. Strategies for
getting the most out of the college experience as well as preparing for life after college will also be addressed. The group meets every Wednesday 12-2 p.m. in

3516 Ackerman Union, January 15th through March 18th. Please note the meeting onJanuary 29th will be held in 2410 Ackerman Union. No intake is

necessary; just drop in. „ , . \ ,_ ,. , nv ^._^

ADULTS MOLESTED AS CHILDREN (AMAC> A support group for adults who have been molested as children. A chance to explore issues and feelings related
to current relationships and self-esteem. Tuesdays, 9-11 a.m. Call 825-0768 for intake appointment.

WOMEN FROM ALCOHOUC/DYSFUNCTIONAL FAMILIES: An ongoing thierapy group for ^omen from alcoholic or dysfunctional families who are dealing
with issues such as co-dependency, self-awareness and self-acceptance, family issues, control, etc. Mondays, 5-7 p.m. Call 825-7985 for intake appointment.

GAY/BISEXUAL MEN'S PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP: A group for gay and bisexual men. Issues to be dealt with include those specific to gay/bisexual men, e.g.
internalized homophobia, as well as more general personal and interpersonal concerns, e.g. depression, isolaUon. Mondays, 5-6:30 p.m. Call 825-0768 for intake
appointment.

OVERCOMING SHYNESS: A group for those wishing to overcome Lhe discomfort and social restricttons caused by shyness. Particular attention will be given to
developing the skills necessary for effective social interaction. Thursdays, 10-11:30 a.m. Call 825-0768 for intake appointment.

PERSONAL EXPLORATION GROUP: An opportunity to share concerns in a group setting which emphasizes understanding yourself and others, ancf exploring
important issues in personal relationships. Members will be encouraged to examine their interactions with each other as well as those outside the group. Two
sections will be offered: Tuesdays, 3:30-5:30 p.m.; Wednesdays, 3-5 p.m. Call 825-7985 for intake appointment.

SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT GROUP: Mondays, 4-6 p.m.; Wednesdays, 1-3 p.m. Call 825-7985 for additional information. Co-sponsored with the Women's
Resource Center.

THE STRESS CLINIC

The Stress Clinic offers a variety of groups and workshops throughout the quarter, each focused on different strategies and concerns related to reducing excessive
stress. This quarter's groups include:

«

Reducing Test Taking Anxiety
>

Thursdays, 1-3 p.m.

Cognitive Approaches to Stress Management
Mondays, 1-2:30 p.m.

Improving Academic Performance Through Stress Management .' "
^

Mondays, 3-4:30 p.m.; Wednesdays 2-4 p.m.
Self-Hypnosis for Stress Management

Thursdays, 4-5 p.m.

Reducing Bodily Symptoms of Stress

Tuesdays, 1-2:30 p.m. •

Stress Management though Relaxation Training and Biofeedback
Mondays, 3-4:30 p.m.; Thursdays, 3-4:30 p.m.

To participate in any of these Stress Clinic Groups call 825-4207 or come by SPS Mid-Campus for more informatton.
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Soviet demise tliwarts mapmaicersy professors

Dally Bruin tlJMday, January 7, 1992 7

By Diane Seo
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

The Soviet Union's collapse has brought

independence for 15 republics, unemploy-
ment for Mikhail Gorbachev and headaches

* for hundreds of American professors,

teachers, librarians, map makers and book
publishers in the United States.

Experts at the Library of Congress are

dumbfounded as to how they will organize

the million or so books in the Slavic

collection. University professors are seeing

theii^ specialties disappear. And map makers
i can't work fast enough to keep up.

"It looks like we'll have to rely a lot on
speakers and people who've been there,"

McDowell said. "It's going to require a

fresh approach."^

McDNowell used to require some students

to buy *The U.S.S.R. Today: Facts and
Interpretations." But that book, and many
others, will have to be replaced. The course.
*The U.S.S.R. Today," wOl have to be
restructured, or at least renamed.

**Our whole thing is going to have to be
redone," McDoweU said. "I don't know
how we're going to do this."

McDowell and his colleagues will be
scrambling the next few weeks to revamp
the school's program. The Soviet Center's
name will have to be changed, books must
be sent back to the dealers, and professors

will have to create new lesson plans.

But compared with University of Illinois

Professor Roger Kanet, McDowell^ is in

good shape.

As a. result of recent events, Kanet has

seen his specialty disappear.

"One of my graduate students asked me

today, *What are you going to call yourself
now?"' said Kanet, a political science
professor who specializes in Soviet politics

and Soviet foreign affairs. "I'm not teaching
second semester, but this fall I'm teaching a
graduate seminar and I don't have the

slightest idea of what we're going to do."
Kanet is not alone.

**I was talking to a friend and he told me
that he has about 200 pages of notes." Kanet
said. "About five of the pages are relevant."

But the thing that concerns Kanet the
most is the possible loss of funds.

'There are many research institutions

that receive stipends from the government,"
he said. "The one thing I'm concerned about
is that federal funds will dry up because
there's no Cold War threat."-

Along with professors and teachers, map
makers are trying to keep up with ever-

changing geography.

In October. Rand McNally. the world's

laigest commercial map maker, printed

50,000 copies of a map called The Soviet

Union in Transition. It's now obsolete.

"P^ple who deal with newspapers and
magazines can reflect change in a more
rapid sense than we can." said Russell
Voisin. Rand McNally *s vice president of
the World Atlas division. "It takes several

weeks just to verify everything."

But the company is trying to keep abreast

of history.

Voisin said the new CosmopoUtan World
Map will be available at the end of January
and will sell for about $3.50. The company,
however, still hasn't come up with a good
name for the former Soviet Union. Almost
all the former republics are now part of the

Commonwealth of Independent States.

FOR ALL UCLA STUDENTS*: BOOK BONUS PAYS THE EASY WAY

From page 1

and warm wishes his accomplish-

ments which have led to this

prestigious appointment.**

At the medical institute. Shine is

expected to play a leading role in

setting the U.S. health science

agenda. The influential institute—
made up of top medical experts

and scientists — frequently pro-

vides information on policy mat-
ters to Congress and the general

public.

Shine will assume the five-year

presidency at a time when the

country is making important deci-

sions about the future of medical

care. Currently, legislators are

debating such issues as national

reforms in the health care delivery

system and funding for health

science research.

While looking forward to his

new job, Shine expressed regret

about leaving the university.

"I love this place," Shine said,

referring to his 20-year career at

the medical school. "It is very
painful considering leaving
UCLA."
The students and faculty here

are remarkable, he added. "I will

continue to follow UCLA's prog-

ress closely.'
M

INStflUrE
From page 1
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SAVE YOUR RECEIPTS AND GET MONEY BACK IN JUNE

Get as much as $100 back next June by turning in the colored receipts from
all your Book Department purchases including general books, technical

books, trade books, reference books and APS/Lecture Notes— even
magazines— as well as textbooks.

o^BO OF oiRfcro";^:

S/NCE 1985

Save your receipts from Book Department purchases at any ASUCLA Students' Store and deposit

them in a Book Bonus box at any time throughout the year (except the first week of each quarter)

before May 1 , 19d2. Please see Book Bonus envelopes, available in Ackerman Union, Lu VaHe
Commons and Health Sciences stores, for complete details. *Book Bonus is available only to regularly

enrolled UCLA students who are subject to the Student Union building fee.

disappoint a lot of people,** said^

James Ruggeirelleo, educational

programming director of the Los
Angeles Philharmonic.

However, the organization was
just beginning to gain national

prominence as one of the top music
festivals in the country, he said.

"People have already been
requesting applications since
June."

Last summer, about 800 applic-'

ants competed for admittance in

the seven-week program, which
accq)ted about 100 music majors
nationwide.

But the financially strapped

organization later^had to turn away
all applicants.

Declining ticket sales and
decreasing corporate sponsorship

prohibited the Los Angeles Phil-

harmonic from raising .the needed
$250,000 in time, RuggeireUeo
said.

The 10-year-old summer prog-

ram's operating budget is esti-

ihated between $500,000 and
$600,000. Various grants funded

about two-thirds of the budget,

with the difference funded by the

group.

"Until this last year, the Los
Angeles Philharmonic made up the

difference.** RuggeireUeo said.

This year, however, the philhar-

monic and its umbrella organiza-

tion, the Los Angeles Music
Center, failed to meet fund-raising

goals.

Now. attention is focused ui)on

bringing the program back in 1993.

Blocker expressed his hopes for

a continued alliance between
UCLA and the Los Angeles
Philharmonic Institute.

"We at UCLA will continue to

work diligently with Philharmonic

supporters to secure a financial

base that permits the Institute to

re-open in the summer of 1993,** he

said.

The suspension is the first

interruption of the ijistitute, which

was founded by Ernest Fleis-

chmann. managing director of the

Philharmonic, and Leonard
Bernstein.

"Because the funds for the

institute were not received on time,

the philharmonic's board decided

that it could no longer support the

institute in a viable manner.**

Fleischmann said.
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I deared up the acne
Just 10 week* with B.H.
Acne Skm Care. I dldnt
have any harmful
chemicals or
medlcatlona either
because I had cleanlngi
the natural wav. I

recommend B.H. Acne
Skin Care for anyone
who wants quality
results done the rifht
way. Prom my
experience, you will be
satisfled with the acne
treatment

5cvgrly Hills Acne^kin Care Clinic

Acne-A Treatable
The new \Ag word in skin care
•Deep pore cleaning
•No lanolin mlncraTGll, artificial

color or fragrance

ACIIE-A TREATABLE s CLEAN SKIN s DRAMAHC RESULTS IN 2 MONTHS GUARANTEED
(213)289-0733

^P-

Daniel Lee (Crossroads Hl^ School) OIVN TUBS-SAT
908 8. RobertMn Blvd. #204

(Oljinplc ft Robertoon)

Bcfcir* 0dA« to B.H. Aan«-8Wn Cm* I

«WM Mfinf a tfwifiatotoglH wtio

prwcribvd minotfn* wMeh VIM
•tongw ttan toSa qrcirw wA a todai
oinlrMnl TNa laalart tor ovar a yuar.

Tha raauto wars taw arid ««ry ck%v In

t^aartng. Ones I alwtatf going to

B H Aona-8Mn Cara, paopia bagan to

nottoa my *Jn daartog up wHNn a
monti. I dMn^t naad to Mia an/
madtoaion wMch makaa xtm diay
and B.H. Aona-Skin Cara gava ma
good taalmani to aOMk avary
pknpta. wMch maurad tiay wouW go
away. So now my aMn ia mudi
d«*w Mtan whan I waa aaaing a
dannatalo^ I NgMy racommaftd
h« tor anyona witi any (ypa of aena
pfobtom.

Evalyn MaslarM (UCLA aUlanQ

Now you can get

The Big Apple delivered

to your doorstep!

Take advantage of special low

campus rates for subscriptions

to The New York Times.

• The rate is 32^ daily* and $3.24*

for the Sunday paper. :——--

• Newspaper delivery is scheduled to

vbegin on January 10 and end March 20.

VVnitcr Qiiaricr (9 Weeks)

Mon-Fri

Mon-Sat

Mon-Sun

$14.40

$16.96

$42.88

'^,1)7!'.»''=.>

*y

Paper will be delivered to the address you enter below.

If you live in campus housing please call (213)666-0433 for further

information. Delivery will begin 5 days after receipt of your payment.
Price includes all applicable California sales tax.

Name

u
Address

Dorm/Hall (if any

)

Phone (very important)

Student I.D. #

Offer not valid after 2/20/92. Please make your checks payable to The New York Times
and mail to: P.O. Box 13382, Torrance, CA 90503. For more information call

(2 13)666-0433, or visit our table on campus outside LuValle Commons 6r inside

Ackerman Union on 1/8, 1/9, 1/13, 1/14. and 1/15. ,

^—mfma^fmm^-^mmmm^r* » 'Mil l mssisSmt MtaMnvw
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"She is starting to be lilie my best friend.

"

James
Bruin Partners mentee

You too can be a best friend to a disadvantaged 6th or 7th

grader through Bruin Partners. Come to our Open House
at 6:00 on January 10 in Men's Gym 203 and sign up for

one of our mentor training sessions:

January 16, 6:00 p.m.

January 22, 6:00 p.m.

BRUIN PARTNERS
lA program of California Campus Compact

UCLA Community Bes6uroe Center
'.: 203 Men's Gym

{310)206-1771
'

...,\

Quality Film Developing with the

Kodak Colorwatch System

When you bring your film to ASUCLA Photo Centers,
count on great film developing. With Kodak paper.

Kodak quality and the Kodak Colorwatch system. If it

doesn't say Kodak paper, it's not Kogak.

Kodak
Colorwatch
^ system '

®

PETITIONS
From page 1

based on the situation/* he added
Because Washington's personal

complaint is still under investiga-

tion, Bagdonas did not reveal the

nanies of the four officers involved

in the arrest.

**I think there's a lot more being

made out of this than needs to be,

in my opinion,** he said.

But Washington and a friend

who accompanied her to the bank
said the ofhcers were downright
rude.

•The officers* attitude was
outrageous,** said James Pfciffefr

who is also an anthropology

graduate student

When he asked the police why
Washington was initially hand-
cuffed, PfeifTer recalled that an
officer rq)lied, **I let her go, didn*t

I?**

The officer also refused to tell

Washington the reason for her

arrest, Pfeiffer said.

After the incident, Washington
and Pfeiffer filed a complaint with

the police. And on Dec. 26, she

received a letter notifying her that

an official personal complaint had
been approved and filed

**Basically they appeased me.
They did not address the situa-

tion,** she said
While waiting for the Police

Department*s reply, Washington
submitted a letter to the chancellor.

She called on UCLA officials to

pretcjl Ihi

" officctt* actions and to=
warn Westwood merchants that

mistreatment of their customers
would mean an end to the promo-
tion of their businesses.

The letter has been sent to both

the chancellor*s advisory commit-
tee and Young *s council on diver-

sity, said Cariotta Mellon, UCLA
assistant vice chancellor for com-
munity and governmental rela-

tions.

A meeting between UCLA
students and Westwood merchants
is also being scheduled for some-
time during the next two weeks,
Mellon said.

And officials from the West-
wood branch of Bank of America
plan to attend this meeting, said

Kevin Malson, bank spokesman.
Although Washington's detain-

ment was **an isolated but horrible

incident, and there were public

relations errors made on the spur of
the moment ... the police were
appropriately called.** Malson
said *The police made a decision

based on proximity. We are not

accountable for the police*s
actions.** -->

Since the submission of the

letter to Young *s office, the com-
munity advisory commission has

also formed a four-member task

group to meet with the campus
chief of police. The group's first

meeting is scheduled for mid-
January, Mellon said

If something is not done about
the police officers' actions, UCLA
students may be treated unfairiy in

the future. Pfeiffer said. "What*s
the next thing they are going to get
away with?**

OBSERVE THE

WARNING SIGNS.

If you have chest pain lasting two

minutes or more, see a doctor.

^American H«arl Assockition

•!)

•' '^
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Gay dancer sues
Bank of America

after being fired

By Michael McCabe
San Francisco Chronicle

SAN FRANCISCO — A legal

secretary is suing the Bank of
America for more than $1 million,

alleging he was fired after the bank
learned he was moonlighting as a
stripper in a gay theater.

Michael Thomasson, who was a
senior legal secretary for the bank
for nearly three years before he
was fired in June, said a co-worker
discovered a personal letter he had
written on the office computer to a
friend.

Two weeks .later, Thomasson
said he was fired. A bank security

officer was summoned to watch
him clear out his desk and esccxt

him to the street 45 floors below,

he said.

Thomasson, 32, said his last job
performance evaluation at the

bank found that he exceeded
performance standards and
resulted in a six percent raise.

EDUCATION
From page 3

The recommendations will then

be forwarded to the education

department and other federal

_bodies in fall 1993.

Dttt Hic ccnicr s conclusions

will not necessarily be used as

mandatory standards for public

schools, Crabtree said.

"What is really important for

people to understand is that Con-
gress is not setting the standards

for the country," she said *The
curriculum we recommend is not

being imposed."

But she expects Oie center*

s

recommendations to be well
received by both school officials

and the public.

Eighty-one percent of the peo-

ple who responded to a 1991

Gallup poll said they support

national standards for education,

Crabtree said adding that such

standards are especially important

for the subject of history.

KREMENUEV
From page 3

"Her credentials didn*t get in the

way of being friends witli every-

body," said Sternberg, who noted

the diverse group of i)eople who
honored KremenUev at a memorial
service Saturday in Santa Monica.
"We just seemed to come from
various interests."

Kremenliev even shared her

love for literature with her friends

at the Santa Monica Unitarian

Community Church by participat-

ing in a reading group.

"She added so much depth to our

discussions," said Joyce Knipps.

"She was teaching us, but it wasn*t

authoritative. It was sharing.**

Yet everyone who knew Kre-

menliev still seemed overwhelmed
by her success, Knipps said

"I was sort of apologetic

because I had been a housewife

who had raised two children," said

Knipps, remembering their first

conversation together. "And she

laughed and said, *So have I.*"

Kremenliev *s friendly sense of

humor was also apparent in her

interactions with her family, her

son Greg said. *t)ur house was
always a center of action, there

were always people there.**

Her daughter, Lenka Herrick,

fondly remembers her mother
spreading a blanket in the yard and
reading children *s stories to her

and her friends. "Many people

were humbled by her, but she made
them feel very important** .

t)^^

•itv^ss
^'ng downAi//?

Our account executives will h^Ip your
business get back on its feet again.

The Daily^ruin will get your business

noticed.

Call 825-2161 today.

4

We're working smarter,

too. So you don't have

to work harder.

For us, it means an ongoing .

relationship with educators and

professors, striving to understand

And there are others. Like the

Tl'68, an advanced scientific that

solves^up to five simultaneous equa-

tions, performs complex numbers

and offers formula programming.

The BA n PLUST^ For business
'

students, this is the one to get. It

handles time-value-of-money and

offers cash flow analysis for internal

rate of return (IRR) and net present

value (NPV). Plus a whole lot more.

No matter what your major, no
"

matter what the course, there's a

TI scientific-or business calculator

that's right for you. Do the smart

thing: make one of them a part

your professional personality:

now, and for the years to come.

Ydu'II be on your way to working

smarter. Instead oi harder.

Try the entire line ofTI scientific

and business calculators at your

local TI retailer.

'c Texas
Instruments

Ttx.xv'->^'

The TI-36X SOLAR, a general

purpose workhorse powered by

ANYLITE™ solar cells so you

never need batteries.

l23M5i6Ta9g

what's needed to help them make

math concepts come alive.

It means continually working

with students like you, discovering

firsthand what you exp)ect from the

calculator you select.

TTie result? Calculators, that

are Wghly recommended by your

teachers and peers. Calculators that

are p)erfectly matched to your major

and your coursework.

TTie Tl'81 is a perfect example.

It offers the most comprehensive,

easy-to-use graphing features avail

able with extensive programming

capabilities.
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VJewpoint
Viewpoint

PrejucKce can take
many shapes, forms
on the UCLA campus
ByJonCinman

In the last hundred years, the world has becQme significantly

more aware of the evils of racism and prejudice. Today, people
are ostracized from society if they display negative behavior
towards a particular sex or religion. Most mature adults frown
upon racial incidents.

Having been bom in a racist country. South Africa, I have
had firsthand experience with shocking racial abuses. But the

majority of people overlook the fact that prejudice isn't just

straightforward black and white. It stretches beyond the

boundaries of racial prejudice. Prejudice is polymorphic; it

perpetuates itself in many shapes and forms.

It has been said that bigotry and prejudice have loosened their

grip on our culture. But I feel that prejudice is extremely
prevalent in all people. The prejudice that still lurks within our
hearts and minds is the natural human instinct to assess someone
else by his or her superficial appearance.

When an introduction is first made, the eyes are the first tools

that measure someone. A picture is then sent to the central

processing unit, the brain. The genetic makeup of the being and
how the person was brought up are the factors that will govern

J reaction.

This behavioral theory was proven scientifically using a swan
and a fur coat When the experimenter wore the red coat and
approached the swan, it instinctively swam away. When the

experimenter removed the coat, the swan approached him
expecting food. This state of fear or comfort was incited by an
associative reaction (the coat was associated with a predator and
the person was associated with a feeder).

^— —

It has been sai3 that bigotry and prejudice have

loosened their grip on our culture. But I feel that

prejudice is extremely prevalent in all people. The
— prejudice that still lurks within our hearts and

minds is the natural human instinct to assess

someone else by his or her superficial appearance.

Reading this, you are probably thinking, *The swan reacted

animalistically. Humans have a higher level of intelligence and
-would not react the same way.^ But we are all animals. Even I

react to the proverbial red coat When I see someone with

tattoos for example, I instinctively think less of him or her than

I would a tattooless person. This is the prejudice that is still

within all of us.

What I am trying lo say is that people shouldn't primarily

base a judgement on appearance alone. There are many long
haired men who are mistreated regardless of their amiable
personality. There are also many criminals in coats and ties. I

don't mean to preach, but strive to judge people based on their

personality and not instirictively on a prefabricated impression.

Due to technological arKl political advances, the countries of
our planet are coming closer and closer. Prejudice must be
beaten in order to conquer xenophobia. If people keep an open
mind and learn to look beyond the red coat, the process of
integration in our shrinking world will be expedited.

Cinman is a sophomore majoring in psychobiology.

The results are in!
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Letters

Teen sex tantamount to reversing the

so-called sexual revolution.
^"^t^t^^^ -"WWOfWl^ ^^9^ifwf nSSLt uXPV•'^r^̂ mVm J^ B^MlSnMy «>IBl snVjr

Additionally, studies have
shown that promiscuity leads to

Recendy I have spent some
time arguing with people about
the decision of the New York
City school system to distribute

condoms to high schodl stu-

^lents without their parents*^

permission. It confounds my
mind that intelligent people
think that this is a good
polk:y. I do not think the

distribution of condoms will

lessen the chances of students

getting AIDS. How can you \

teach responsibility by rcmov-
—

ing previously held restraints?

Are teens who have demon-
strated no responsibility in

limiting the probfems of teen

pregnancy going to suddenly
practice more responsible **safe

sex** just because a condom is

readily available? I personally

do not think so.

But me real problem is that

by handing out condoms the

school system is sanctioning

teen sex. And here I realize

why intelligent people can be
duped into believing the **con-

dom myth.** People want to

think the problem is teen

pregnancy, or the problem is

teen venereal disease, or teen

AIDS; they wiU not admit that

the problem is teen sex. Why?
Because admitting that the

problem is teen sex would be

can't advocate a relaxed mor-
ality regarding sex for adults,

and preach abstinence to teens.

The.condom saves them from
having to preach abstinence.

As a Christian, I accept

;7<jod*s teaching about sex as^-a~
beautiful gift to be shared by a
husband and wife in a lifetime

marital conmiitment However,
I also know that my religious

arguments will only fall on
deaf ears. But I wish that

people would think k)gically.

Don't advocates of free or
even less restrained sex realize

they are fighting a k)sing

battle? First it was syphilis and
gonorrhea, now it is AIDS. I

know that it is important to

fuid a cure for AIDS to

hopefully save those now
infected, and I pray for this.

But I also think that some
hope for a cure for AIDS so
they can in good conscience
advocate a free morality or in

some cases safely resume their

previous promiscuous lifestyle.

Look how fost AIDS has

spread. Whether or not you
believe in God the creator (A
evolution, the random designer,

you must admit that human
beings were not built for

rampant intimate contact as

conditions are in the present

world.

3unpching of sctf«cnpei>r-«id-

self-worth. It is the higher
activities of thought, productiv-
ity, moral restraint, and consid-

eration of God that elevate the
human soul. Even an animal
can have sex. Men and women
^wat not built to practice

SINFEST
(g)

"bureaucmpdla'*

promiscuity, but to learn and
grow, and demonstrate what it

means that we were created in

God*s image.

But in reality I do not think

my simple letter will have any
effect on society. I write for

individuals. Perhaps some
humble individual will consider
my short essay and begin to

think through his own moral
assumptions. Perhaps he may
even consider that maybe the

Biblical restraints are not so
ridiculous. Perhaps he will

even question the advocacy of
a relative morality that has

only produced more and more
trouble in this world and
consider that possibility of
absolutes. Perhaps he will even
consider the possibility of God
and the deliverance from sin

promised in Jesus Christ It is

to that person this letter is

addressed.

John D. Hansen
Faculty
Physics
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Sexism: Can it stiii de alive and Idcliingat UCLA?
It

may seem redundant, or
even ridiculous, for me to

start the year off with an
issue that the previous year

closed with, but the question

still remains: Is sexism alive

and well at UCLA?
^

To review: On one end,

some claimed that certain

UCLA Homecoming banners

were, sexist, the UCLA song
"Sons of Westwood" has sexist

lyrics and the 'Tish taco'* and
"cheap chicks for sale** slogans

recently painted on Theta Xi
Winnebagos were blatantly

sexist and need to be repri-

manded. On the other end^

people responded that feminists

complain too much; sexism is

dead; women painted the Theta
Xi slogans and the UCLA
feminist newsmagazine
Together has a double stan-

dard.

The drama reached a climax
with Jamie Flynn*s Dec. 5
letter (Daily Bruin, "Femin-
ists'O. She agreed that feminists

overreact, saying that she
didn't see the slogans "fish

taco** and "cheap chicks for

sale** as applying to her. She
stated that feminism "shouldn*t

be about hating men; it should

be about enjoying being a

woman. I mean, c*mon ladies

— we all know it*s a man*g

—

w •^
f^ !

^^f#V A
^usan
Rinderle

world, but we can*t work
against men to change it**

The latter is the sort of talk

that is most frightening. Td
like to know: who were those

slogans supposed to apply to,

if not to hor? They sure as

heck don't apply to me! I'd

like to know: what were those

women who actually painted

those slogans thinking? Do
they think of themselves as

fish tacos or cheap chicks? If

not, who were they referring

to?

Excuse me if I care, and
pardon me for being a killjoy,

but sexism is alive and well at

UCLA and most people simply
don't see it Just because

women are in the wwkforce in

greater numbers and taking

political office doesn*t mean
that there isn*t dominance and
subjugation. Sexism is alive

and well hccousc wc don*t scc~

it, not even some women.
Why don*t women sec it?

Nfany women don't see sexism
because they accept it, and see

it as natural. "Boys will he
boys," they say. But how is a

boy supposed to be? Do we
have to accqH how he behaves

as natural, and therefore

unchangeable?

It may be a man's world,

but I refuse to accq)t that as

natural, or destiny. I also do
not accept that feminism
should be about enjoying being

a woman. It shouM be about
Ixing a woman, and trying to

make that "being" something
freer and more respected than

it is. What is "being a

woman" anyway? Does it have
to involve cosmetics, sexy
dresses, love and men?

There is a saying: the battle

of the sexes will never be won
because there's too much
fraternizing with the enemy.
Although I agree with the

basic gist of this phrase, I

disagree with the idea that the

battle of the sexes is a war,

and that someone needs to be
a winner. Nevertheless, because

men and women need 6ach
other and get too personally

involved to think clearly about
what their actions mean in the

Big Picture, constructive dia-

logue and listening is usually

lost /

There seems to be a basic

respect problem. I hear women
saying "men are dogs" a lot,

then I see the same women
-4dlowiiig men to treat thenF

are wonderful, just like some
women are wonderful. At the

same time, there are some
macho maniacs out there, as

well as some bimbos. I prefer

to think that both are simply
ignorant.

Perhaps Robert Stiotman
(Daily Bruin, "Sexism isn't

alive at UCLA," Nov. 27)
believes tfurt women are no
longer treated like objects in

the 20th century because he
hasn't seen any beer commer-
cials on TV lately. Perhaps he
truly thinks that Cherie Sogsd
(Daily Bruin, "Sexism," Nov.
13) criticized the Homecoming
banners because she's jealous

of die huge busts or Merle
Norman makeovers on the

female Bruins portrayed there.

Perhaps Kurt Kilgore (Daily

Bruin, ''Feminists* dogma needs
to be curbed," Nov. 27) diinks

most women are not offended
by "fish taco" because the

women he talked to were the

ones that painted the sk)gans.

Perhaps he sees Together as

having a double standard

because he doesn't perceive the

difference between a vagina on
the cover of a feminist news-
magazine, and inside the latest

issue of Husder.

like dogs, out of lack of self

respect I hear men calling

women bitches, then see them
treating women like bitches. I

also see men acting like dogs
and women acting like bitches.

A feminist is not necessarily

anti-men, however. Some men

j^fcQrbe^lyiw 4uew'r knQW=
that women in the United
States in 1990 earned 66 cents

for every dollar a man earned— for die same work.,.Maybe
she ddesn't know that women
are clustered in low paying

'•pink collar" jobs, and consti-

tute the lai^gest stratum of

impoverished people in this

country, along with their chil-

dren. Maybe she doesn't know
diat men rape and beat

women, even their wives, much
more than the opposite.

Yes, some people are too «

serious and overcritical and (T*^
make themselves miserable by y
searching for hate and oppres-

sion. However, we still need to

kx>k at die hidden meaning of I

what we see, in its proper

context Men and women per-
ceive, pursue and use sex
differendy. They perceive
tfiemselves and die odier diffe-

rendy.

Likewise, portraying female

Bruins as bujcom, lavishly

beautiful and covered with

bows on Homecoming banners

may be amusing to some, and
no big deal to others. In itself,

such a drawing is harmless.

However, what it rq)resents is

not Why do we choose to

portray female Bruins that

way? Why do we give girls

Baibie dolls for Christmas and
not calculators or microscopes?

Why ask why? Ah, my
friends the beer commercials
again. If we want to under-

stand our world, have a decent

life in it and maybe even
iinpiDve U^ litde, "why" lg

,

=

the most important question we
can ask. "Why" alk)ws us to

see subde differences, and the

,/easons for things that a simple

"how" docs not.

Rinderle is a senior majoring
in sociology.
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ATTENTION UCLA
STUDENTS, STAF5 & FACULTY!!!

I

THEASIAN PACIFIC CAUCUS OF THE UCLA
SCHOOL OFSOCIAL WELFARE PRESENTS:_ . ,-^ : u—

ASIANPACinC CLIENTS OF
THE*908:

NOT YOUR ''MODEL CLIENTS**

Come find out what they forgot to tell you in class...

Speakers Royal Morales (Pacific Asian Alcohol
Program) & Trang Hoang (LA County Refugee
Services Center) will discuss Asian Pacific issues,

particularly those relating to the Filipino &
Southeast Asian communities.

TODAY -

12^2 PM - - •

DODD HALL, 2ND FLOOR COMMONS
Light refreshments will he served.

Funded in part by UCLA's Graduate Student Association
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Arts
Director of 'Zoiro'
assays new career
By Michael Mordler
Dally Bruin Staff

When Peter Medak was an 8-

year-old boy growing up in Hun-
gary, he would often skip school in

favor of going to the movies.
Living a fantasy life in his head
was more than just a childhood
game, however. It was preparation
for what he already knew he
wanted: to be a director. Some kids
have all the fun.

At eighteen, Medak migrated to

London to apprentice with the

Associated British Picture Corpo-
ration. It took him only seven years
to land a directing contract, with
Universal Pictures in Hollywood.
But when he got to Tinseltown, the

television show he was to direct

was canceled. He spent a year on
the lot watching others before he
returned to England, figuring he*d
have a better chance to work in

features there. His spot at Univer-
sal was taken, ironically enough,

^ Steven Sptelfeergr
Quirky as it sounds, Medak likes

to make little motivational prom-
ises to himself. For instance, he
told himself he would direct his

first motion picture by the age of
thirty. He didn't. When he debuted
with the successful "Negatives" in

1%8, he was 31. Oh well.

The filmmaker's success con-

oh my first day. I was shooting at

five in the morning in Zuma
Beach, pretending to be in

Vietnam, where I've never been.

And I thought to myself, 'I'm

totally out of my mind. If this is

what directing*s going to be for me
now, then I don't want to do it

anymore.^
Looking back over his career,

Medak felt he'd done his best woii
in England. And if he could just go
back there and do one more film

where he was in control artistical-

ly, perhaps things could be sal-

vaged. "Because in England," he
says, "they always leave you
alone." So when the offer of *The
Krays" came in, he **took it like a
shot."

Medak says it was that film's

success last year that restored his

belief in himself. "I was beaten up
by the system," he says matler-of-

factly. *That's what happens in the

movie business. I think it happens
to most directors. (But) if you have
uic lOftunc to r^c out the bad
times, there are some good times
(too.)"

Now that his latest picture, "Let
Him Have It," has been released in

America, the director seems to be
experiencing some of the joys of
his profession. "Even if no one
sees the film, I'll still feel satis-

fied," he says. *This is the best I've

"When you make your first few films you think

they're going to stop the world. It's a hard lesson

to learn that nothing does (change). And nobody
Peter Medak

Director of "Let Him Have It'

tinued with "A Day in the Death of
Joe Egg" and *The Ruling Class,"

^ which he considers to be one of his

highest professional achieve-
ments. But it was also a time for
Medak to get his ego in check.
"When you make your first few
films you think they're going to

stop the world," he says. "It's a
hard lesson to leam that nothing
does (change). And nobody actu-
ally cares one way or the other.

You just have to go on."

Medak 's luck began to change
for the worse when he made the

1973 pirate comedy **Ghosts in the

Noonday Sun," or as he refers to it,

**the fatal Peter Sellers movie." "It
" was like being locked in a lunatic

asylum," he says. "On that film it

really just became an exercise to

try to complete the movie so it

could be finished and forgotten. It

nearly killed me."
He didn't make another film for

five years. And in 1979 he moved
to America to begin work on **The

Changeling" with George C. ScotL
He considers it "one of the happier
experiences of my miserable last

ten years in Los Angeles ... I like

L.A., but the people in the movie
business aren't so nice."

He fought with George Hamil-
ton and the studio over the direc-

tion of his 1982 picture, **Zorro the

Gay Blade." He argued with the

producer who recut his underrated
1986 film, "The Men's Club."
Medak lost both battles. The last

straw came when he was directifig

an q>isode of the show Xhina
Beach."

*The producer wanted to fire me

« — • n^m^ai^ppwp-i^»-«mMv^ipi*M

felt in twenty years."

And Medak 's past struggles
have contributed to his new philo-

sophy on show business. "They
were difficult years because they
were like an obstacle course. It was
also a wonderful period of awa-
kening in oneself; that against all

odds the only thing you can do is

hang onto yourself and just carry
on. Oi'ou have to) believe in the
things you believe in and just make
(films) regardless of whatever
anybody tells you or however
uncommercial it is. It doesn't
matter because you can't listen to

anybody in this business except
yourself." he says. ARjarently,
time does indeed heal old wounds.

Medak can now see a light at the

end of the tunnel. After making his

last two pictures with creative

control in England, he says all he
needs now is **to do one great

independent movie in America,
where I'm basically left alone
again and don't have to recut (the

film) 55 times."

He even has a script in mind;
"Romeo's Bleeding" is about an
undercover cop in New York who
double deals with both the mafia
and the police. "I know that if I do
that movie I won't have too many
problems carrying on afterwards.

And I promised myself I'd do one
film a year," he says. "I did that for

the last two years so I now have to

hurry up and start shooting."

But if for some reason Medak 's

latest promise to himself doesn't

come true, he'll be all right

Because, above all, Peter Medak is

a survivor.

I 11 1 iglnpfi^w—n^^tp"

By Joanne J. Chd
Dally Bruin Staff

•T>on't forget to fasten your
condom" may sound like a slogan
for safe sex, but it's not It's Steve
Martin's bit of fatherly advice to

his daughter in Touchstone Pic-

tures' modem remake of "Father
of the Bride."

In this hilarious updated ver-

sion of the 1950 Spenser Tracy-
Elizabeth Taylor film, Martin
plays the eccentric but loving
father of Annie Banks (Kimber-
ley Williams) who must deal with
the anguish of his daughter
leaving the fold.

The writer/director/producer

husband and wife team ofCharles

Shyer and Nancy Meyers C*Pri-

vate Benjamin" and "Baby
Boom") have breathed new life as

well as a rediscovery of family
values into the 1950 classic.

Diane Keaton plays Martin's
wife, Nina. She is a successful

mother, wife and career woman.
Unlike the original, which lacked
a strong maternal figure, Nina's
strong presence and warmth in the

film marks a significant departure
from the original and acts to

balance George's idiosyncrasy

and skin flintiness.

Before his daughter returns

fix>m a trip abroad, George Banks
(Martin) has an ideal life as a
successful athletic shoe manu-
facturer with a perfect family and

daughter, hello 'Father'
perfect home. When she returns,

he discovers that Annie is his little

girt no longer. While enjoying a
family dinner, George learns that

his 22-year-old baby girl is about
to be married. A series of humor-
ous and tender scenes follow as

George fights like Sisyphus to

keep the ever-growing boulder of
marriage costs from demolishing
his picturesque life.

Martin reprises his role as a
loving and eccentric father in the

style of "Parenthood." With char-

acteristic charm and humor, Mar-
tin wins the audience over as he
undergoes more anxiety and trials

than the bride-to-be.

See 'BRIDE,' page 16

Diane Keaton, Steve Martlf) and KImberly Williams consult wedding coordinator Martin Short InFather or the Bride," left. Martin gets a farewell kiss from his daughter, above.

A little respect: Comedy veteran Hagg's novel Tried Green Tomatoes' hits silver screen
By Kelly O'Donnell
Dally Bruin Staff

Fresh out of Alabama at the ripe
age of 18, Farmie Flagg was ready
to break into television. Etecades
after her Xandid Camera*' days,
however, the well-known-to-
your-parents comedian is vying for
some real respect — this time
around on the silver screen. With
the release of Universal Pictures*
"Fried Green Tomatoes,** based on
her bestselling novel, Flagg aims
to broaden her niche in the
collective American psyche.
But what will public reaction to

the sitcom veteran*s stab at "legiti-

macy** be? Flagg feels optimistic,
but she*s not exactly holding her
breath.

"I said to the people at the

publishing company that people
would sec my name and say,
*Fannie Flagg?!?* Get back on tl^
game sho^s, you idiot. What are
you trying to do?*** she recalls.

Flagg served as a writer, perfor-
mer and director for the *60s hit

**Candid Camera** and has, count
*cm, 500 TV shows under her belt,

ranging froip "Harper Valley
P.T.A.** to "Hollywood Squares.**
She*s appeared in many films,

including "Grease,** and co-starred
in the Broadway production of
'*The Best Little Whorehouse in

Texas.**

Plagg readily admits that her
fame is a "double-edged sword. I

^^^ ^^s afraid the reviewers would rip

\f:S,^:Z^'X^J^tVt ^-^-""«"-' - ^^'^^ "^•- •'••"^—t-" •« IvlEucSgSan^
^ "cn trying to wnte a novel. But

what happened was that since the

people that review books are so
upscale, tfiey don*t look at televi-

sion! So they had no idea,** she
laughs.

But the Alabama native is taking
it all in stride. "Truthfully, let*s

face it Any time anybody changes
their image, it*s tough . . . E)idn*t

we all laugh about Sally Field as
the Flying Nun, and here she*s
turned out to be a fabulous actress

and now we don*t even think about
it**

Hagg*s novel, "Fried Green
Tomatoes at the Whisde Stop
Caf(5,** paints a vivid portrait of
Southern life. She follows best
friends Idgie Threadgoode (Mary
Stuart Masterson) and Ruth
(Nfary-Louise Parker) through
their tumultuous lives in 1930s
Georgia, detailing their not-so-

everyday pains, joys and love for

each other. Central to the movie is

the traditional Southern habit of
storytelling, Flagg explains.

*They have all these theories,

you krK)w, like Southerners have
oral history and they sit on porches
and stuff like that,** Flagg says. "I

think that Southerners are terrified

of silence . . . They feel that they
must entertain, constantly, and that

when people come to their homes
they must continue to talk. As you
go further north, people are able to

sit in a room and not speak, and
nobody gets excited.**

"Myself.** Flagg continues, "I'm
babbling away. I have no problem
talking, talking, talking because I

feel like I am obligated to entertain

everybody. And how do you do
that? You come from the past and
you say, *ril tell you this story and
that story and that story.***

A look at the South*s history

also explains why storytelling is so
deeply rooted in its people, Flagg
says. *TTie South was the only
region of the United States ever to

be defeated in war. We were left

with nothing, certainly, but an oral

histoiy — that sense that all we
have is our blood, our family line,

and so we are a group of people
who are obsessed with ourselves.
Southerners that would go north
were treated very badly, and when
you*rc treated badly you tend to

cling together. Southerners view
themselves as a minority in the
United States of America.**

And the typical stereotype of the
tobacco-spitting hick hasn't
helped matters, Flagg explains.

"(Southerners) have been made
fun of, they've had their feelings
hurt If you look at television, all

Southerners are depicted as red-
necks, stupid ... in films and in

person, insulted to their faces. I

remember wiien I first came to

New York in the *60 for Candid
Camera, I would introduce myself
to someone and they would say,

*C)h, you*re from Alabama? Did
you just get shoes? Ugh.* And
when that happens, people tend to

get defensive.**

As the author on the set of "her**

movie, Flagg was thrilled with the

transformation of her words into

real people. "When I walked on

See FLAQQ* page 15
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»- • >inell8Clc: Animation becomes popular again
By Danya Joseph
Daily Bruin Staff

Think ot the name "Steven Spielberg"

and such hits as **E.T.: The Extraterrestriar*

and **Raiders of the Lost Ail** come to

mind.

But lately* in addition to live-action work,

Spielberg and his Universal Pictures-based

company, Amblin Entertainment, have

been a driving force in the field of

animation.

Amblin *s work with MCAAJniversal on
television specials, and the creation of its

new London features studio, Amblimation
— which has debuted with '*An American
Tail II: Fievel Goes West**— have made a

name for Amblin in the American entertain-

ment world.

According to Jeff Segal, president of
Universal Family Entertainment and of
Universal Cartoons, Universal Studios has
made a major commitment to developing
animated features as a result of the

relationship that formed between the two^
companies from the success of "An Ameri-
can Tail."

Films like *Tair iand "Who Framed
Roger Rabbit?" ended a luU that had
plagued the animation industry since the

golden days 'Of Disney, Segal said.

Spielberg explains, "(The entertainment
industry) took too long a hiatus from
animation and focused more on salesman-
ship about toys and dolls. Kids got turned
off by it"

Although its main market is children,

good animation is enjoyed by the whole

family. "If ihe film is bad the parents will

drop their kids off and leave, but if the film

is good then they will stay," he said.

For Spielberg, his inspiration to work
with animation arose out of *The Secret of
NIMH."

"I hired C*NIMH" creator) Don Bleuth to

direct *An American Tail,* which in turn

galvanized Disney. The shows just got
better, the writers and script got better,** he
said.

To maintain this new animation renais-

sance, MCA is developing a new Universal

Cartoon Studios that will work with
Amblin. They are currently producing
Saturday morning cartoon series of the

Spielberg/Universal trilogy "Back to the

Future."

"Universal wants to be in the forefront

We're in the first stages of developing new
state-of-the-art techniques designed for
television and special projects," Segal said.

A few of Amblin*s scheduled projects
include an **Opus and Bill Christmas**
special, based on the former Bloom County
characters, and **The Family Dog,** based on
a collaboration with Tim Burton ("Bat-
man"). The series, which was originally
slated for release early last year, is

scheduled to air soon. "It*s a wery long
process," Spielberg said of the delay.
One of the outcomes of the animation

resurgence is a lack of competent animators
and producers to work lull-time on projects.

"We want to encourage people, train them,
give them opportunities to learn what the
"

See AMBUMATION, pageli

UCUV STUDENTS GRADUATING THI^
ACADEMIC YEAR

Will you have a CAREER JOB waiting for
you when you graduate this academic year?

Find out how.^

RegisterNOWfor the
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Marketingpiks^ Finance, or Accounting
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ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal La\A/yer

Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

Registration Form and additional information

available at the Main Information Counter,
— Place^rfefrtNand Career Planning Center
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If answering phones^y fe your ideaimr
great Internship, doi
read this ad.
Apply now for an exciting advertising internships^
with the Dally Bruin. Learn how the third largest

dally newspaper in Los Angeles operates. J
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All we ask for Is dedication and enthusialrn

Applications for internal Display internshipsare
available now at the Dally Bruin Classified

window (112 Kerckhoff Hall) and are due luesday
January 21St

Any questions?

Call Mami or Michelle at 206-0905.
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Wednesday, February 12^ 12:00 - 1:30 p.m,, 2 Doddilsiil

*'Maria>*s Story*'
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For more information call 82S*394S or stop by tlie
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LOWEST
AUTO
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RATE

•UABIUTY
•COMPREHENSIVE & COLUSION
•SR-22HLmG
•MANY TICKETS/ACaOENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS
•LOWEST RATE FOR ANY DRIVER
•SINCERE SERVICE
•HOME APPOINTMENT O.K.

WE ALSO HANDLE HEALTH AND
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE FOR BUILDINGS.

BUSINESS. AND AUTOS.

CAU: (213) 477-8455

ALLIANCE NETWORK
INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.

(formerly Mervat Insurance Agency)

11540 SANTA MONICA BLVD #203, WEST LA
(AT COLBYABOVE SECURITY PACIFIC BANK)
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that set and looked around and the

town and that caf6, it was the most
amazing thing that ever happened
to me ... It was almost like being
an aitist and doing this tremendous
picture and being able to step
inside it, walk around, talk to
people and have them come to life.*'

She was especially pleased
when stellar actors Jessica Tandy
and Kathy Bates signed on with the
project *These are the people I

wanted, and the chance that the

writer got the very people she
wanted (is amazing) . . . Kathy
Bates is an old friend of mine from
New York, and I wrote it with her
in mind. This has been in the works
for three or four years, and at the
time Kathy was not bankable, to

use that crude, hideous term they
use in HoUywood. There were two
people screaming the night she
won the Academy Award — me
and Kathy. I was just thrilled,

because all of a sudden people
were going, *Oh, Kathy Bates/ I

was just thrilled.**

Looking back on her lengthy

• IIwonBPt sen

FAMILY
^mBCiAiions

WEDNESDAY
JANUARYS

12:00- 1:30 P.M.
*1>ODD HAtfc—

Are you concerned about your parents* reactions to your grades
or choice of a major? Do you feel that your responsibilities to your
family are weighing on your ability to perform In school? Many
women in college find It difficult to balance academic and social
demands while fuinillng their family's expectations. Come to a
workshop that will discuss ways to effectively communicate your
personal goals and Ideas, to resolve conflicts, and to maintain

positive relationships with your family.
Facilitated by Nan Senzaki, Clinical Social Worker

Student Psychological Services

# SPONSORED BY THE#
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER

TtoWe

yyyyyy
I OMtorte • Mfvkw of *e diviMon ct SIwImI DevelaiMMM and Health.

JOBS
N CAMPUS!

ASUCLA is the single largest employer of UCLA students

and we currently have an extensive .variety of positions

available. Why work for ASUCLA you ask? Well...

We're right on campus, with locations nearby your classes.
You can have a flexible work schedule arranged around
your classes.

Food service employees get a meal allowance.
ASUCLA has promotional opportunities.

Employees are given a 20% discount on selected

merchandise.

We can operate as your Work Study employer.

ASUCLA pays better than most student jobs in the UCLA
area.

Positions are posted regularly near the entrance ot ASUCLA
Personnel(2nd floor. Kerckhoff Hall, Rm 205), Come check

.

out the possibilities today and tomorrow you could be
"

receiving all the benefits ASUCLA has to offer!

ASUCLA
IS HIRING NOW!

"^
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career, Flagg remembers her
*t]andid Camera** days fondly.

*Thatjob, I would have lo say, was
the best job I ever had in terms of

i

how much fun and creative it was,

because every day it was different

I wrote, directed and acted on the

show, so I had somewhat control

over it, which was great It was a
terrific time. I don't think you
could do that show anymore,
particularly not in New York.
People aie too suspicious, too
scared to go up and talk to

(strangers). Ifs a very different

time.**

As she sets out to embrace the
demands of this ''different time,**

Fannie Flagg looks back on her
early career choices with a new
perspective. When she was pre-

paring to nudce the jump to TV on
the '60s she was forced to pick a
new name, as her own, Patrk:ia

Neill, was aheady taken. '*My
grandfather told me to take Fannie
as my first name because it's a
funny name . . . And when they
asked me what 1 wanted to call

myself, I, like an idiot, said 'Fannie
Flagg* —- never dreaming I'd have
to live with it as an aduh woman.**

Box office has
best season yet
ByBobStrauM
Los Angeles Dally News
The 1991 moviegoing year

ended with the strongest holiday

box-office season in history.

The actual number of tickets

sold, however, was way down, at

last count below a billion for the
first time in 15 years. So 199rs
good performance is in large part
attributable to ticket-price infla-

tion.

t

The UCLA Alumni Association is proud to announce the

1992
Outstanding Senior

and
Outstanding Graduate Student

Awards

Recipients are presented with a Life
Membership in the UCLA AUimni Association
and are honored at the Alumni Awards dinner

and ceremony on June 6 & 7, 1992.

To be eligible, candidates must expect to
receive a bachelor's, graduate or professional

degree in

Fall 1991, Winter I 992 or Spring 1992.

INomination forms are available at

GSA Office 301 Kerckhoff Hall
Graduate Division Office - I 220 Murphy Hall
USAC President's Office 304 Kerckhoff Hall

Center for Student Programming 161 Kerckhoff Hall
James West Alumni Center - Information Desk

Complete nominations are due Friday, February 7

For more information,
call the Alumni Awards office at 206-0684.
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Shaker's.
(says

You Make The Call..r^

Thick or Thin
Cru^t?

(Your choice, no extra charge)

FREE & FAST DELIVERY
Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken

,

and mojo potatos Only $10.95

Large two topping pizza
.Qj^j^ $8.99

2 slices, 1/2 order of mojos and all you
can driwk Qnly $2.99

1 1 14 Gayley Fax: 208-7470
Sun-Thurs 1 1-lam; Fri & Sat 1 l-2am
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TRAFFIC
SCHOOL '

IKKK P.\RKI\(; CrsllIOXHI) CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVEMNCS
CLASSES

I

Paris

London ,

Rome
ALWAYS

DESIGN HAIRCUT
NO APPOINTMENTS ^208 4447 ^ NO GIMMICKS

STYLISTS HAVE OVER 3 YEARS EXPERIENCE

L ^ J

824^4111

Shakeqs

pi«t*
KmAurani

HAIR COLOR $15 FOIL WEAVING COMPLETE $45
HIGHLITES $25 EYE LASH TINT $10
FRENCH PERM $15-25 COLOR CORRECTION $35
ZOTOS PERM $3S<45 SHAMPOO SET $10
SUPER PERM $66 MANICURE $ 8

SPECIAL FREE- hnircut style w/$35 perm ($12 value free)

SPECIAL FREE- haircut mousse w/$4S perm ($17 value free)

"lUll lIMf MANICUHISl &''
f UlL IIM( HAIHSTYL IS IS WAN 1 M )

10^8 GAYLEY 'WESTWOOD VILLAGE 'NEXT TO PENNY LANE

Announong
bw-interestbans for

- /

machines.
Here's how you can afford a Macintosh*

even ifyou can't afford a Macintosh.

Qualifying students, parents borrowing

on behalfofstudents, and faculty and staffmem-

bers with an annual salary of at least $ 15,000,

can purchase an Apple* Macintosh computer

using the Apple Computer Loan program.

Apply to borrow fiDm $1,500 to $10,000

for the computer, other Apple pRxiucts—

including the AppleCar^ extended service

plan, and up to three software packages.

'ffyou're a student, you'll be able to

defer principal payments for up to 48 months

while in school, niaking interest-only pay-

ments until 30 days after you graduate or

How low are the interest rates? They'll vary, but
here's an example: For October 1991, the APR
(annual percentage rate) was 11.4635%i or

Jl.0327% on deferred loans

leave school. Interest rates are surprisingly

bw, and you can take up to eight years

to repay*

Save big ifyou buy now.
For a limited time, you can save

hundreds on qualifying Macintosh Classic^,

Macintosh LC, and Macintosh Ilsi systems.

So stop by and fill out an Apple

Q)mputer Loan application today You

could be driving a very powerful machine

sooner than you think.

V
ii I 4

/AM ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Stort/ B-Ltvel Ackfrmaa Unioii/825-69S2/ M-TIi 7:45-7:M; F 7:45-«; Sat 10-S; Sim 12-5
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The film marks the debut of
Northwestern University junior

Kimberley Williams as the free-

spirited feminist Annie. Unlike the

original, Martin must contend with

fears that his daughter, an
architecture school graduate stu-

dent, will have to subsidize her

husband. Williams brings whole-
someness and girl-next-door looks

to a film that reinforces traditional

family values and feminine issues.

While Elizabeth Taylor may not

have objected to her fiance open-
ing doors for her, Annie cancels

the wedding after her fiance

(George Newbem) buys her a
blender, which she interprets as

stereotypying.

"Father of the Bride" rcaffimis

the message of love and family

values that pervade the Christmas
season.

nLM: -Father of the Bride." Written by
Frances Goodrich, Albert Hacket, Nan-
cy Meyers and Charles Shyer. Pro-
duced by Nancy Meyers, Carol Baum
and Howard Rosenman. Directed by
Charles Shyer. Starring Steve Martin,
Kimberiv Williams. Martin Short and
Diane Keaton. Touchstone Pictures. A
Buena Vista Pictures Distribution.

AMBUMATION
From page 14

business is all about, which is not

=ciily a service to ffi^^BuFfo^r
also," said Frank Marshall, co-

founder of Amblin.
While there arc no internship

programs available to students, the

studios are actively enlisting

recent graduates. Marshall
explains that this recruitment is at

level of in-betweeners, people who
do all the drawings that connect
one movement to the next. "Hope-
fully all the Bruins will come (to

Amblin).** the UCLA alumnus
said.

One reason for the lack of
animators, Marshall said, is that

over the years the animation
business has been insecure and
unstable, forcing animators go
from one job to the next
To alleviate this problem,

Amblin has founded Amblimation,
a studio dedicated to creating a
permanent working environment
for animators. "What we hope isto
provide here and in London to

allow continuity with specials and
features,** Marshall said.

Amblimation was created in

1987, after the success of "Roger
Rabbit** Cynthia Woodbyme was
brought in to develop the com-
pany, founding it in an old Victor-

ian racecar company.
Amblimation features a

wagon-wheel design with direc-

tors Simon Wells and Phill Nib-
blelink in the center and the

animators on the periphery. **This

makes the directors as accessible

as possible,** Wells said.

Amblimation now employs 250
full-time animators — almost 3(X)

animators in the height of produc-
tion — and utilizes the skills of
vanimalors from all over the world.

^ "Our new long-range goal is to do
a feature every year,** Marshall
said.

The next feature to come oul
from the company will be an
animated version of Andrew Lloyd
Webber's musical "Cats."

The musical will hopefully

entertain whole families. "When I

saw "Cats** at the Pantages, three-

fourths of the audience were
children,** Spielberg said of the

show*s general appeal.

Yet this universality about ani-

mation is what makes it so unique,

he said, summing up his attraction

to the medium. "You can animate
anything. Animation is the last

frontier of the imagination."
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Good Deds 7 Research Subjects

INSURANCE WAR! I We'll Iwat any price or
don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin
Plan. (213)e73-3303 or (81 8)992-6966.

Personal 10

$50 CHALLENGE. Ifi

1-800-488-2489.

can prove my pdlu-
miL M^i a^i I ac^\rlt pay IDh 99\7.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WITH DEPRESSION
SOUGHT. FEELING PERSISTENTLY SAO OR
HOPELESS Wrm INSOMNIA, TROUBLE
CONCENTRATING OR LOW ENERGY?
UCLA RESEARCHERS CONDUCTING
STUDY ON PRAPIO DEPRESSION TREAT-
MENT. CONTACT KARRON/EVA AT UCLA
(211)025-5493

12 Opportunities

MODELS WANTED: male/ female all types.

Your chance to have $200 make-over... Abso-
lUely free. Color arx^r cut by top professiorv

als. You could qualify. (IF INTERESTED
PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CAU) at: Sheraton
LAX airport hotel. 6101 West Century Blvd.

LA, 90045. Date: Sunday January 12, 1992.
Time: 3pm-7pfp. Questions addressed aUbis.

26 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

JESSICA, Psych major y^Mo was in S.M. jury

duty nfoup 9, please call Eric at 399-2711.

Lost and Found 16

i Dme. No hair done at model call. Bobby
(213)542-4974

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will

work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Sen^ices. $6.63Av. 206-7686. Contact Paul

C^rcia or Walt Arxierson. Also accepting

APPs far Winter Quarter.

CASTING IMMEDIATRYI Extras needed far

feature films, commercials, and television.

up to $200 per day? No expertenee
needed. Call today (816)563-2021.

ON CALL PT DRIVER to cvpool several

chikiren 3-7pm Mn-Fri, $100Mc -f 25< per
mile. Must have own car/insurance. Cvolyn
(310)285-2370.

OPENINGS far INNOVATIVE EXPERIMEN-
TALtSTS hoMing bachelor and master degrees
in physics, chemistry and engineering to

perform ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH-HT

Researcti Subjects 12

HEALTHY NON-SMOKING MALE subjects

needed for research on respiratory effects of a
new drug. Pay $150.00. Subjects must be
between 18 and 40 years old, in good health

(no asthma, chronic bronchitis, etc) and NOT
on any medication. The study will take one full

day plus a preliminary (2 hour) session. Please

call 206-8891 and jhIc for Dr. Christina

Floegel.

NOTICE: WILL THE PERSON WHO IS CAR-
ING FOR THE SMALL BROWN DOG FOUND
1 -3-91 ATMURPHY HALL PLEASE CONTACT
THE CAMPUS POLICE.

Heaitti Services 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and renfK>val of

acn^, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)786-0636.

Help Wanted 30

Personal 10 Personal 10

What a Rush!
Phi Delta Theta Winter Rush

<^I\\W I-raicrniPs tor Jinncr

X'iJinninL: ;it 6pin,

Muiula\ ihroiiL:h ThuivsJaw

64^ LanJfciir

)r more intorination, contact

HaiTvl at 824^2754

$20O-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy) No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyright iCAIIKDH.

$40,00(Vyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scrtpts. Fill

oU simple 'likc/don't like' form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at honw, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2925 Copyright »CA11KEB.

S500-$1,00(VVVK. PT, woricing weekends.
Erotic dancers and models needed. Will train,

call Ginger, (213)575-3634.

Administrative Assistant. Are you returning to

school after working for several years? Inter-

ested in assisting busy psychologist? Good
editing, proof-reading, writing skills? Mac or

IBM computer literate, irwiependent, long

term, part lime employment. Contact Dr.

Marion Solomon, continuing education semi-

nars, (310)475-8300.

AMAZING OPPORTUNITY! PT assistant for

combined leg^lAnedicai (gynecology) office.

Great pay! Strong academic record. Vivacious

and cheerful. (213)281-8457.

ATTN STUDENTS & SPORTS MINDED INDI-

VIDUALS. Earn $200-$40Q/wkly. Promo
Work. PAT Eves/Sat&Sun. Fun Atmosphere.
(310)374-4993.

BOOKKEEPER, P/T, for atlorr>ey/lnvestor. Ex-

perienced Macintosh, 5(Xvpm, excellent

phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
557-2315.

DATA ENTRY. Flexible hours. $7/hr. UCLA
area. Call 1-800-323-7559.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING —
$2,000+/nr>onth + world travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, the Carribean, etc.). Holiday, Sunwner v>d
Career Employment available. Nd experience
necessary. For employment program call
r-206-545-4548 ext. C234.

DRIVER NEEDED OCCASIONALLY by Older
woman. Sometimes Help w/wfwekahir. Sher-
man Oaks. (818)906-1399

ERRANDS & CHORES. $7.S(Vhr. Your car.Afternoons.
AID & TUTORING. SlO^r. 1 4-yr.bld boy.
(310)472 2628.

HOSTESS WANTED for popular Westside
resUuranl. Apply in person. 12217 Wilshire
Bkd.

ozorve depletion and mitigation, plasma torch

for waste treatment, isotope separation, ycty

large Contfolied Atnxispheric and Space Ex-

perimental facility. Research can lead to

advanced degrees. Persons with industrial

experierKe who desire a rww career are

especially encouraged to apply. Fax resume to

(31(J)825-4057, Attn: UCLA Plasma Physic»

Laboratory. '^.^:-.^...__

BV HFLPltJG OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD PI ATF l L TS SAFELV

Caiicc p.T »' MS f'Oiig^out LA

IRISH AMERKIAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posi-

tions available FT/FT dayi/evenings. Good pay
up to $30^r. Call Morv-fri 1—6pm. Kathline/
Bill (213)458-4427.

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Minimum 3yrs law
office experience in plaintiff personal injury.

Knowledge of WordPerfect. Contact Sid Dia-
nrwnd, (213)475-0481.

MALE MODELS earn $1 50fi^r. or nrwe. Boyish
anchor athletic 18—24. Cleanshaven face/

little or no chest hair. Playgirl-style
magazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
International I ly known photographer. Brad
(213)392-4248.

MALE & FEMALE MODaS NEEDED. Young,
Attractive people wanted for nude photos.

Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

OFFKI MANAGER/CUSTOMER SERVKI, FT
FAST PAaD CaLULAR AGENT, Mac, Light

Bookkeeping & good phone voice required.

Jeff (310)842-8887

>W/// c A l; I

^^54 V.-^"' N.,y«; B vr> S^O"r>3-^ Oaks

FlNANCMLfinNSin.TANTS

An exceptional opportunity
is available for motivated

individLials to learn foreign

currency trading.

Unlimited income potentiaL

CALL STU or NOAM
1-800-922-8322

Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

T

t992

Tuesday. Jan. 7

8:00 L.A. Raiderettes. Come see
why the L.A. Raiderettes were
voted the #1 cheerleaders in the

NFL. Have them perform for you -

and then have your picture taken

with them. Only at the Teke house.

Tau Kappa Epsilon
World's Largest Fraternity
626 Landfair / Any Questions?

Call Pat (208-2387) or Tony (208-9299)

TEO
WINTER RUSH 1992
Tues , Jan
6:00 pm:

8:0© pm:

Wed, Jan,

6:00 pm:

8:00 pm:

7:

Dinner
Live Entertainment
(You won't want to miss this!)
8: ' -

Dinner
TBA

All Events Casual and held at
11001 Ophir Dr.

(Top of Glenrock)
?'s call Chris

824-1149

iA»
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Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& evening

hours available.

Sharpen your
connmunication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

WESTVVOOD STOCK BROKER needs assis-

Unt for telemarketing. NO SELLING! Salary -»-

bonus. Mr. Wasserman (213)443-5400.

WRITERWHO IS BLIND needs an assistant for

the acadennic year. (213)396-5062.

Internships 34

Part-Time Chemical
or Environmental

Engineer

PhD or Post Doctorate
level. Flexible Hours.
EPA or ARB research
experience a plus.

Part-Ume Computer
Programmer familiar

\vith D-Base 2 and
D-Bfeise4

Airteck International

15010 Ventura Blvd..

Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91403
818-986-3725

OPPORTUNTriES
IN RADIO

KLA is now looking for
^Ambitious Self-Starters who— are seeking professional

experience in sales.

ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVES

Applications available at the
KLA office

(Ackerman Grand Ballroom)
Call for more info.

X59106

INTERN for film company. Creative and admi
nistrative positions avail. Very
flexible hours. Call Steven (818)545-7931.

CMId Care Wcmted 35

ASSIST BUSY MOM w/2 teenage boys
(12*15). KVW 3-6pm. Errands, homework,
dinner, etc. Must have car w/insurance, be
reliable. References required. (31C^36-3290.

BABYSITTER WANTED DAYS 'A EVENINGS
for 2 small children. Schedule'^wiil vary.

Responsible, caring, experienced & refer-

ences. Must have transportation. Please call

Adele (213)454-7400.

Apartments fof Rent 49

2+2 ACROSS WESTWOOD PARK. Pool, jar

cuzzi on roof. Walk to school. Price negoti-

able. Ready to mOve-in. (213)477-5106.

424 LANDFAIR. Available rxm. Single and
2-be(^-bath. Garden setting, pool, next to

UCLA. 459-1200.

$465 IN BEVERLY HILLS. Lg bachelor. Utilities

included. Newly decorated. 21 7 S.Tower Dr.

(21 3)852-088QA81 8)789-5429.

$985 BRENTWOOD 2bed/2 bath, patio, new
carpet, paint. Lease by appointnrwnt. 11728
Mayfield »2 (310)271-6811

AMAZING 2-BED/2 BATH "WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, erKlosed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

portation 8, UCLA. (213)475-6717.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-1»LEX.% BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (310)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-875/MO. 2-BED.
-f^Oeti^ MARPWQQQ FLOORS^ FRONT-

«/

PART-TIME PHONE SALES for education com-
pany in Santa Monica. Pleasant work for

eloquent person with gift of gab. Sales experi-

ence helpful. Must live on Wcstside. Have own
car, knowledge of foreign language helpful.

Hourly • commission. 395-9393

PEDIATRICIAN needs volunteer to help with
clinical research at Harbor IXIA Medical
Center. 1-2 days/wk. Call (310)212-4176.

PT, Field Rep. Long-term. Photocopy n>edical

records at doctors offices. Must have car,

10-20hr^wk. Tues., Fri. required. Maximum
availability on other days. $8+^r. (213)
453-6422. ^
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT CO. located near
LAX has openings for assistants to aid in

tracking and compiling data for purchase of
foreclosure porpertles In Southern California.

Hours flexible, $5^r. Contact )eff Weidman
(310)642-7740.

_

REAL-ESTAT CASED Beveriy Hills Develop-
ment company seeking dynamic lr>dlvidual for

FT challenging position. WordPerfect a must.

Previous experiences - asset. $23-m- comnr^n-
surate w/ qualifications. For interview. Call

(310)471-1413,859-0222 Fax (310)859-2806

Receptionist. Westwood law offices. M,W,F
9-5, $6^r. Can do hon'>ewDrk on job.

(310)824-4000.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes "areas. $15^r. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)821-4343.

SECRETARY/Full Time; deUil oriented, must
know WordPerfect, good phone skills. Contact
Fred (213)934-5000, Salary open.

Sherman Oaks, PT. Telephone sales back-
ground desirable. 20-30hr^vk. Sat. a must.

$6-f2% commission. (818)506-6546.

TELEPHONE SALES: Well established tool

distributor seeking sharp irxiividuals to sell

tools & shop supplies to aircraft maintenarKe
facilities. Flexible hours. Excellent earning
potential. **

"

TWO POSITK5NS: one require* Spanish bil-

ingual, wordprocessing experience, good typ-

ing fkllls. Flexible hours, Wilshire & West-
wood taw office/ Sid Diamond.
(213)475-0481.

US MAIL JOBS $1

1

.77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Naitif Hirir^ Your Area. No Experlehoe Necat-
sary. 1-900-680^454 cxt. 0214.^

BALCONY. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS:
(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS STUDIO w/ kitchen.

$55Q^mo. $550 security. Refrigerator, oven.
Nice yard. (310)278-4066

WLA, %950/hAO. 3-BDRM^2-BATH, 3-CAR
PARKING. 1/2 BLOCK TO PCO BUS. WOOS-
TER ST. (310)839-6294,

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675.
Single luxury apartment, fireplace, intercom,

buiK-ins, pation and more. N. Wilshire adj.

SanVicente. 11661 Goshen. No Pets.

(310)820-1717

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1BTH; $1060,
3BED/1BTH; 1 1651 GORHAM AVE, SMALL,
PLEASANT APT, PARKING, NO PETS. CALL
FOR APPOINTMENT. (213)939-1732.

DETROIT & WILSHIRE. $550. PLEASANT
ONE BEDROOM. AIRY. NO PETS. PARKING
FOR SMALL CAR. 939-1 732.

JUNIOR ONE-BEDROOM. Across UCLA. Sec-

urity bidg. Pool, gym, Jacuzzi, sauna, parking.

535 Gayley. 206-3818. Sub-lease.

LARGE IBD/IBTH in Duplex, hardwood
floors, backyard. All Appliances, melrose area.

Separate kitchen and laundry room. $90(Vmo.
(213)651-2654 ^^
LARGE, SINGLE, 3 rpiles from UCLA. $530,
utilities -f laudry facilities included.
Fireplace,8x9 den, walk-in closet, full bath,

separate kitchen, stove • refrigerator. Call

398-9469

LARGE SINGLE wAitchen and dining room,
$650. Upper single wA>reakfast bar, $575.
Walking distance to campus. 470-5952.

MARINA DEL REY adj/Mar Vista: 2bd/2bth.

European design cabinetry. Townhouse In

newer building. Month to month rental

available. $950/mo. Low deposit. Call

(310)39a0399

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool tt patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just ixxth of Venice
Blvd. (310)398-8579.

ONE-BEDROOM APARTMENT. $650.
Lower. Parking, balcony. Close to shopping,

bus to UCLA. Low move-in. (310)826-9644,

(310)207-4019.

PALMS — 1&2 BED. $595/up. Near bus to

LXILA. (213)836-1529, 837-3900, 652-5590,
4-7pm only.

PALMS. 2bed/2bath. 10 minutes from UCLA.
Hill view, very bright. $900. (81 8)764-5674 or

(213)836-4663.

PALMS $550,nice duplex, hardwood floors,

one bedroom, one bath, near bus line.

557-3602

PALMS. $620. One-bedroom. Appliances,

pool, covered parking, laurniry. 3455 Jasmine.

No pets 454-4754.

PALMS. $775. Large 2-bed, upper, new carpet/

pairtt, built- ir«, refrigerator, patio, parking.

476-6j[32

PALMS. $895. Newer 2<t-2. All amenities, incl.

balcorry, VC, fireplace, skylight, gated park-

ing. Quiet street, easy freeway access.

(310)390-5996.

NorthrMge $275 up. 500 unH student housing

tadniy. Shared or prtvile units, wtin or without

Idlchens. Prtvile baths. Pool. jacuzzI, reaeatkm
room, 1/2 hour drt\« k) UCLA. Open year round.

Free tKOChure Northrtdoe Campus ResMence. 9600

Zetzah. Norttrtdoe. CA 9132S

(tlf^Bli-1717 "

Daily Bruin Classified

30 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent
;.i.!.w-'JiHWilgw^yMu jmjiMAmw.ui.uM

Beautiful One Bedroom
irtments

Now Available
$800 Per Month with Security Deposit

Fully Furnished
i All Ulillties Paid, including A/C

^^/&ifai!able to persons 21 and up

tWrapartment is nestled in the beautiful Santa Monica
lyioufjtains only fifteen minutes away from the UCLA campus

For more Information call the University of Judaism
Housing Office at 213-476-9777, 879-4114 ext. 259.
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<Birthday

Jan. 7, 1992

Endeavors you either originate or direct

have good chances for success in the
year ahead. However, you must be very
selective regarding individuals you
choose to assist you.

CAPRICORN (Dae. 22-Jan. 19) If things
have been a trifle tight for you financial-

^4atety, tod^ is a good ctay to rovton^
your expenditures to see what can be
elinriinated. Take a good look at non-es-
sential outlays. Know where to look for

romance and you'll find it. The Astro-
Graph Matchmaker instantly reveals
which signs are romantically perfect for

you. Mail $2 plus a long, self-ad-

dressed, stamped envelope to Match^
maker, c/o this newspaper, P.O. Bok
91428, Cleveland, OH 44101-3428.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fab. 19) Try to
flow with the will of the majority today,
instead of being overly insistent that
things be done your way. If you are,
you'll saw off the limb on which you're
sitting.

PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) Guard
against making premature disclosures
at this time regarding an objective you
hope to achieve. There's a chance that
what you say may be used against you.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) Your pres-
ence will command attention today,
even though you might not deliberately
seek it. Be very careful of your demean-
or, because the impression you make
— good or bad — could be lasting.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) In order to
achieve an important objective today,
proceed in a logical, methodical man-
ner. If you shoot from the hip, the re-

sults aren't apt to be all that nifty.

GEMINI (May 21-Juna 20) Strive to be
tactful when dealing with co-workers
today. If you are too critical or aggres-
sive, an incident could result that may
have serious ramifications.

CANCER (Juna 21-July 22) If you are
required to handle an important matter
for another today, treat it as conscien-
tiously as you would your own. You'll be
held accountable for the results.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) It's best not to
discuss with others any disagreements
you have with your mate today. When
outsiders enter the picture, simple solu-
tions may no longer be able to resolve
things.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sapt. 22) Your powers
of observation could be more acute
than usual today. Just be sure you don't
focus on the shortcomings of others
and overlook their attributes.

LIBRA (Sapt. 23-Oct. 23) Be extremely
careful how you manage your resources
at this time. Don't put yourself in a posi-

tion of new, long-term debt that will be
difficult to endure.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Guard
against the inclination today to rehash a
smoldering, old issue with someone
whose point of view opposes yours.

Both parties may be more combative
than conciliatory.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dac. 21) Your
frame of mind is extremely important
today; there is a possibility you might
put undue pressure on yourself. Just re-

member that if you do, everything you
attempt could become more difficult.

Tuesday, Jan. 7, 1992

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

^'HCROsr

1 Gulf port
6 Contest
10 Society

newcomers
14 Embellish
15 Alleviate

J6 Wicked
17 Wrinkled-
18 Ontario, e.g.

20 Chemical
compound

21 Hof HRH
22 Rekindle
23 Once — a time
25 Meal servers
27 Dug
30 Samples
31 SarKtuary
32 TV offering

33 Auto part
36 Refrigerates
37 Foundations
38 Type of

videotape
39 According to

40 Unsuccessful
one

41 Stephen
Vincent —

42 Melodic
44 Hairy growth
45 Purplish-red
47 Community
48 — Astaire
49 Failure

50 Knee bend
54 Ancient

highway
57 Craiy: slang
58 Spiny lobster
59 Vocalist
60 Comparable
61 Mature

pullets

62 Bosc, e.g.

63 French saint

1-7-92 ® 1902 Unit«d FMtur* SyncMcat*

DOWN
1 Narrative

2 Tennis term
3 Single: pref.

4 Introductions

5 Connective
word

6 Inaugurate
7 Crew members
8 Wield
9 Reception
10 Take out
11 Fleeting

12 Cyplist

13 Big amounts
19 Stale

21 Coal
container

24 Prison: slang
25 Hesitate

26 "No refunds"
27 Vessel
28 Tempo

29 Typical
person

30 "... off

the Wizard"
32 Italian city

34 To :

exactly -

35 Spouse
37 Kick
38 Tall, lean

person
40 Fabric
41 Banff's river

43 Some races
44 Deity

45 Month
46 Dote on
47 House style

49 Information
51 Meat cut
52 Dark
53 Potato buds
55 Reprimand:

slang

56 Grand — Opry
57 Youngster
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Now Renting!

430 Keltoh Avenue
Va month off 1 st month Rent

(ask for details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath
•Cental Heating/Air

•Rooftop Spa + Leisure

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,
Refridgerator, Disposal

•Fireplaces

•From $1150

(213)824-7409

HH » »^^^ pp^ , ,

^2 Bedroom
Unit
$1450

W^mM MMMMMUUtMM

• French Doors • Sauna
• Jacuzzi •Heated Pool
• Gym • Fireplace

+ Move-in Bonus

208-4868

Walk to UCLA
Private Room, Private Bath,

shared kitchen $500.

2 Bedroom/ 2 Bath $1000
633 Gayley 208-5920

I REI- RENT

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PKOM SSiONAi i V M\?\\iAl) U\ MOS> c\ i X}

652 Veteran Ave
Single

^ and
1BDRM

Starting at $550
move-in allowance I

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284 |

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

sin^e. Ideal for students to share. Ctpse to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (310)477-4832.

WLA. lARg^ 2-bed/l-bath. 2 miles. 1725
Federal. SSaymo. 325-5304

Apoftments Furnished 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,
$525/nr>o. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

WESTWOOD. EXTRA LARGE 1-bed,
$725-5750. Parking. Near UCLA, village.

Available now. 11089 Strathmore/
(310)454-8211.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

PALMS, BEAUTIFUL 2+2, unfurnished,
cathedral, high ceilings, skyligHs, fireplace,

patios, security build., near all, new year
special, easy nr>ove-in, $975 up. FrierKlly

manager. (310)815-8908.

PALMS. Sharp single, $495; Vertical blinds,

carpet, stove, laundry, large and bright.

upper,parking, ^at location 1 -block from
Motor and
National. 3351 Vinton. No pets.
(310)576-5540. (310)274-0633. Open.

PICO^OBERTSON. Large 3-bed/2 bath. Up-
per w^tio. New Carpet, paint, and drapes.

$1,150. (310)204-1339.

SANTA MONICA - newer 2-bed/1-balh
$1072, huge patio, gourmet kitchen, gated
garage. 1232 Harvard off Wilshire.
(310)828-2448 x344.

WALK TO UCLA, bachelor apartment, hard-
wood floor, refrigerator. $480 includes all

utilities. 9-nrKyHh lease. (310)208-6265.

WEST LA. 1-bedrm $637. Gated, quiet, free

utilites. $700 moves U in. 361 1 Motor Ave
near Venice Blvd. (310)828-2448 x344.

WEST LA. Studio $697 and l-bdrm $867 .

Luxury, gated living. City vie%vs, rooftop pool
and spa. Quiet and friendly. VISW^C. Sedana
Village. (310)280-0692:

WESTWOOD. LARGE 1 -bed, $79Q^mo. Walk
to UCLM'illage, pool, security, view. 10966
Roebling Ave. (3 10)208-4 253,
(310)824-2595.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
R(X)M. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM UCLA. Beauti-

ful & new 2-bed/2-bath apt. designed for

ROOMMATES! 475 Gayley. Call
(310)82-3715. FREE ROOMMATE SERViaill

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location. 1-bed
junior. $750, utilities + parking included.

(310)475-7533, 9-5.

WESTWOOD -FREE MONTH-1 -block to

UCLA, studio, 1-bd/1*bth, 2-bd/1-bth.
Furnished/unfurnished. Clean, parking, laun-

dry, facilities, pool. $600 and up. 10941
Strathmore (213)208-7294.

WLA 2-BED/1-BATH. Patio, refrig and stove.

VA miles from UCLA. Close to bus and
shopping. SBOCVnrH). (310)470-2122

WLA. 2-bed/2-bath, dishwasher, A^, back-

yard, 5 min to UCLA. Month to month.

(310)445-0906.

WLA, 1-bedroonV 1-bath, lower, parking,

laundry, quiet building. $6S0/mo.
(213)826-9644.

$1025. 2BED/2BA. New security building.

Laundry hook-ups, fireplace, vwet bar, skylight,

dishwasher, stove, tile. Ncv bus. Easy Move-
in. 11723 Avon Way. 313-2824

HOLLYWOOD HILLS - Super studio $677,
opulent one bedrm $777, teriffic two bdrm
$1057. Great choices, fabulous city views,
pool, fttr>ess gym, gated parking, EZ travel to

campus. 7400 Hollywood Blvd near Fairfax

851-8620.

OHO-SAWTELLE l-Bdrm. Stove, frWge, car-

pets. 1 1/2 miles from UCLA. $650. Call

(310M77-5758.

PALMS, 3545 Keystone. 2bednbath. New
Carpet, convenient location. Available Now.
$750. Eves (310)275-1427 or 254-1565

WLA. $725. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large
modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C
(310)837-0761.

Apartments to Share 52

$315/MO. SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM
APT. w/ male non-snr>oker & 2 cats. Security

bIdg. & parking, quiet neighborhood, xint. bus
connections, VA miles to UCLA. 575-1503.

$400. Own room in beautiful one-bedroom
apt. in W. Hollywood. Non-smoker, serious,

and quiet. (310)288-7907.

BEL AIR. 2 ROOMS AVAILABLE, Feb. 1 Quiet
area, parking all privileges. Call 471-1348 or
471-3959

BRENTWOOD FEMALE to share 2-bed^2-bath
$55Q/hr>o. -f % utilities. Great location. Avail-

able now. )oanne (310)826-1043

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2-»-2. Parking, balcony,

avail, now. $305. Female preferred. Susanne,
207-2766.

HUGE, GORGEOUS ROOMS, 2 people
$325-$425 each/Own fireplace and W/D. Full

security, parking. Brand new condo in West-
wood. (818)330-7071

MASTER BEDROOM TO SHARE.
2BD/2BATH. $300MONTH/$150DEP. CALL
KATHY OR LIZ (310)559-2386

PRIVATE ROOM and % bath in pretty W.
Hollywood apt. w^arklng. $455. Female grad.
preferred. (213)851-4661.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED! Own be<V
bath in 2-becV 2-bath condo. Walk to UCLA
Parking, pool. $60(VhrH>. 477-3245.

SHARE % OF 3-bed/3-bath In Santa Monica.
395-4699.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Own room (furn-

ished) & bath in spacious 2-be<V2-bath. Non-
smoker. Private patio, fireplace, cat. $575.
208-3335.

WESTWOOD. $450/mo. Male, 1 -block to

campus, townhouse (bed-up; living, dining,

kitchen down), fireplace, private patio, garage.

(213)208-7527, evening.

Roommates

WLA HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced male
student, ^icrowave, refrigerator, weekly
cleaning. Near transportation. References.

(310)270-^387.

53 Sublet 55

2-BE(yi-BATH. Cable TV, furnished. 10 min
UCLA by bus. Non-smoker, clean, quiet.

$399/mo. 2/1 move-in. Ask for Dan,
659-8540(Day), 392-9483(Eve).

4TH ROOMMATE NEEDED, Female, $300
deposit/ $367.5a/mo rent 430 Kelton.
2BDRMi'2BA. (310)208-5481

ASAP! Male roommate to join 3 guys in 2+2
condo at OhioAFederal, $250/mo., 452-5850

FEMALE GRAD Student looking for female
roommate. Brentwood. 2 becU2 bath. Laundry,
Parking. $500-(-deposit. Yasmine
(310)207-5398 _-

FEMALE NEEDED to live with three cool,

athletic girls. Inexpensive! Spacious! Call Patty

at 824-2120.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
2-bedroom apt. with 3 girls. V» block to

campus. Large Apt. $367.5(Vmo.-(-$300 depo-
sit. 206-5461

MALE TO SHARE bedroom in 2-bed apt. Pool.

1 mile from campus. $31 2/mo. Move in ASAP.
(310)476-4077.

MaleA^emale norvsmoker wanted to share
spacious 2BDRM cottage close to UCLA
$497.50 plus half utilities. Call Tom at (310)
476-7565 or beep 206-6477 id»13039.

OCEAN VIEW APT in Santa Monica. Spacious
3-bed, beautifully furnished apt. 2 UCLA
alumni are seeking a third non-snrH)king fe-

male. Must be neat. Prefer grad student. Call

394-7519.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Brand new town-
house 2bd^ bth $495-»-utilities. WLA, Venice
BK/d. Contact Christy (21 3)679- 191 9(D)

WESTWOOD 2-BED/1-BATH. Parking, Ja-

cuzzi, rec room. $306.2S/ifT>o. + deposit. Near
campus expresVevening van. Tom 208-1ip48

leave message.

WESTWOOD, female needed to share 2BD
apL W 3 other jiris. Must >wo%»e, will pay
January renl^you. $39S^w. Tina 824-0476

UCLA REGENT'S LECTURER In International

Health seeks apartment-to-share January 1 3 to

29, 1992. (Close to School of Public Health).

Please call collect: Russel Morgan
(202)833-0074.

EXPERIENCED NANNY AVAILABLE aft^ves.
Have own car, English speaking. Excellent

references. (310)824-5340. Jennifer. Leave
message

START YOUR CHILD'S NEW YEAR IN A
PRODUCTIVE & FUN ENVIRONMENT. Run
by pre-school teacher, sUte-licensed daycare
horr^e in WLA. Ages 18 mo - 4 yrs. Call

Stephanie. (310)473-2771

House for Rent 56

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON— Bel Air Hills.

Rustic, private, charming. 4-bed + maid'V 3%
bath • family room + large yard. 2 fireplaces.

Washer/ dryer, stove, and refrigerator in-

cluded. Available now— pet okay. $280(Vmo.
Agent Sydney Turk (Prudential California Re-
alty). (310)475-8077 or (310)82ai551, ext.

242.

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON, secluded 1949
Bungalow in wooded »A acre lot, private drive,

black bottom rock pool, living room w/
fireplace and canyon view. 2BO/2BA, den,
hardwood floors throughout house, pation,

2-car garage, W/D, fenced backyard, pets
okay, price includes gardener, poolman,
housekeeping service. $300G/mo. 1 year lease.

(310)475-9106

El Segundo, house for rent, 3-bed/2-bath.
Quiet neighborhood, partially furnished.

$150(Vimo. (310)20^*057.

Insurance 91

Good Rates for

Motorcycles
with Callfomla-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355

{\ HATE AUTO INSURANCE

NORTH INGLEWOOD, 2-bed/ 1-bath house.
Laundry, heat & air, refrigerator, stove, park-
ing, front and backyard. Available 2/1.

$79(ymo. (310)672-7367. ?i3*8br ^blO

RANCHO PARK. $1 500 Spanish 2-bed den,
Vk bath, DR, appliances, yard, double gar-

agej,e»e avail. 2/15. Agent. (310)474-7312.

House to Share 57

QUIET, RESPONSIBLE, non-srTX)king female
needed to share Brentwood house. $355/mo +
util. Available 2/1- Lorraine 620-6604.

!l bi r 1^ /O.J

I

House ^tef 3ate ^r

Movers/Storage 94

JERRY'S rrwving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

abfe. Jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.
ShortA-ong distance. No job too small. Call for

beat quote. aiflHaffla2B

WLA/PALMS $475 roQnr>A»tb to share with
couple. Close to bus lines. 397-2640

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA, 3becU2bath, dining, den, pool, great
view. $549,000 Dave (818)763-6875.

Real Estate 61

TOM'S MOVING SERVKTE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE STORAGE. 350 sq. ft.

Top location. $350. (310)475-7533, 9-5.

Room for Rent 54

2 ROOMS Available in a 3-bed house. Near
UCLA. $450 + utilities + $450 deposit. Call
Allen or Denny, 470-4577.

ATTRACTIVE FURNISHED ROOM. Femafe
preferred. Convenient drive to UCLA. Utilities

included. $400/mo. Connie 306-5018,
435-0380.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
with ^rad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen
privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.
Leave message, Abby (818)783-5151.

BRENTWOOD. Private bath, paricing, large

closets. Preferably female. $440 w/out utilities.

Deposit negotiable. 310-82^-8616.

FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT. $375 +
'A utilities. Includes all house privileges. De-
posit $65 •»• 2 weeks last. Call Sally
(213)836-0571, 265-3503.

IF YOU ARE PAYING OVER 10% Fixed or 8%
adjustable on your home loan. Now is the time
to Refinance. Call Agent/ Bob H.
213-477-6488

WEST LA. 750 S.F. $1 125 and 165 S.F. $285,
neg. Retail use too. Garage avail. 361 1 Motor
near Venice Blvd. Call Veronica
(310)828-2448 x344.

Room/Board for Help 62

NK:E private room %vith bath & private

entrarx:e in large home, 1 -mile from campus in

exchange for carpooling two boys. Car avail-

able. Must be mature , responsible & like

sports. Male student preferred. Mrs. Weiss.
476-5990

Spacious room near campus in exchange for

ligN housework and some babysitting. Chin-
ese cooking a plus. (Late afternoons) Dalia
(310)474-4829.

Services Offered 96

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Thcses/Dlascrtattons

Proposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPEXS NOT FOB SALE
Sharon Bear, PhJ)
0810)470^—2

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across from UCLA
720HllgardAve

Crown House

2 person room $525/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

"I Room for Help 63

MATURE STUDENT, No smoke/drink. Large
room, view, patio, priv. entr. Available now. 1

yr Committment. Good references $350 > 7h^
work week. Call 7-8 am (310)271-9849

Condos for Sale 67

MATURE STUDENT, No smoke-drink. Large
room, view, patio private entrance. Available
now. 1-yr committment. Good refererKes.

$350 + 7hr work week. Call 7-8am,
(310)271-9849.

MATURE STUDENT. FURNISHED room to

rent. Kitchen privilidges. Good location.

Available 1/1. (213)204-1399, after 5pm.

PLEASANT ROOM & BATH. Fumished. Pri-

vate entrance. Pacific Palisades. Faces gar-

dens. No cooking. $300. 454-392l-Mr. Cot.

RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, FEMALE, to share
condo in Santa Monica, own bath. $400 -»-

utilities (310)829-4195

ROOM-BATH. Beautiful home: Laurel Ca-
nyon & Mulholland area. $40(ymo. Attached
garage • kitchen privileges - laundry. HIS F

(213)654-4220

WALK UaA - LARGE-FURNISHED, Wonder-
ful parking. Private Entrance, Kitchen Pri-

vileges, MALE., $475, Including utilities.

(213)473-5769

WESTEND HOTEL Cable TV, phones, clean,

quiet, refrig., laundry, maid service, security

bIdg. $12(]Mc and up. 1538 Sawtelle Blvd.

(213)444-8990.
.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE CJuiet room/
bath, high ceiling in 3-bed luxury apart.

Non-smoker. $575 (310)444-5528.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charmi Cable TV, fully fumished. $199AA/k.
and up. Son>e with kitchans. (310)208-2241.

BRENTWOOD. MONTANA, N of San Vic-

ente. N^w carpet, bathroooAitchen tile and
paint. 1 bed/1 bath + den . Walk onto large

patio with pool. Light and ai||^ $199K
(213)826-9356.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-
urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276-6331.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. WALK TO
UCLA. STUDK5 $95K. 1BR/1BA $180K,
2BR/1BA $235. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1781.

SOPHISTICATED 1 -BEDROOM. Walk to

UCLA/Village. Security. Move right in.

$215,000. Gail. 445-7778, 276-6331.

ALMOST FREE Head and Body shots for
good-looking fit rr^n by photgrapher, lay
(310)276-8318

^

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate
school personal statements, other vital written
matenal? Professional help from nationally-
known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

$MONEY $ MONEY$. Immediate help. Debt
consultations and signature loans to $20K. All

'

applicants considered. 1-800-221-5546.
Open 7 days.

STUDY the Bible with honesty m\A common
sense. Everyor>e who does that reaches the
SAME conclusions INDEPENDENTLY on ALL
major doctrines. (Mature faith rests on nuxii
solid evidence that ACTUALLY AMOUNTS
TO PROOF.) '...Christianity is an educa-
tk>n....'-The late Prof. C.S. Lewis of Oxford. No
Pressure or obligation. Contributions NOT
requested. Choose your comfort level: corres-

pondefx:e, phone groups. Everrtual goal: like

souls walking with the one, personal God Form
a congregation. (310) 5559-6267. (Current

Sun. Wor»hip:Anahelm: (714) 534-2199).

CorKios for Share 68 Honolulu
BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED 2Bed-1 'h Bath
Condo. Own room. Extras - TV, VCR, Cable.
Clean, quiet. Walk to UCLA. $60Q/mo
(310)824-4098.

WLA SHARE 1900 sqft. townhouse. 3^2*A
private parking, fumished, dining room, living

room. $525^rK>. >• utilities. (310)788-5221

Guest House for Rent 70

$585 CENTURY CITY, guesthouse near Rox-
bury paH(. Monthly. Female to share with

female. Appointment (310)271-6811

NEW (XIESTHOUSE. $525, includes utilities,

kitchen, refrigerator, window treatments. 5

minutes from campus. (310)277-1313.

new Foni
SaHLakcOty
Usbea
London
Frankfurt

$14f*
$ f1*
$1tf*
$t1t*
sns*

*Farcs are each v.«y from Icn Argeks bescd on a
foundtjipFX/chatc. ftcstricticnt apply. Fares tutqect
to char^ without notice and taict ix)t irxiudcd.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING -FULLY EQUIPPEO--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Cound Ikaud
1093 Broxton Ave #290 --

Los An9eles,<j\ 90024

310-208-3551

J»>
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Sales
Accessories

SCOOTER TECH
Service
Parts

i,.^_JlONttA4WMAHA RBWm
.^

««te-.;.ii ll«^j«2^_j ^^mm^ P^HT'"'"!
rwf^FNl*fipLrs«j?MWs,°ELIVERY OR DROP OFF At"W^Tvioo^Oct^^^

c n.
FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICSR^ee Damage Estimates-Insurance Coverage Accepted

W st!l^'^
"^^'^ ^" '^'^^ * ^*'^ °' Motorcycles

^1^) 82^2040
(less than 2 miles from Campus)—KlJ;«4-*fOW

(213)47(M745

10% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

10% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

SAN FRANCISCO

BASKETBAJL
From page 24 "

"Wc played awftil and I am very
disappointed on how wc played,**
Pcpperdine head coach Tom
Asbury said. 'They played tre-
mendous and I think that Summar-
izes it pretty well.**

San Diego State

The Aztecs made this game
surprisingly close, as they trailed
by only four points with seven
minutes remaining. However.
UCLA pulled away down the
stretch to win. 84-64, at the San
l>icgo Sports Arena on Dec. 14.
MacLean missed only the sec-

ond game of his career, as he
stayed home with the flu.

Shon Tarver led the Bruins with
a career-high 26 points and Murray
had 20 points and 10 rebounds.
UCLA led the game from start

to finish, as they held SDSU to 22
points during the first 18 minutes
of the game.

Loyola Marymount

The Bruins outran the Lions at
Pauley Pavilion, 106-80, on Dec.
20. UCLA players made nearly 58
percent of their field goal attempts
as they won easily.

LMU led midway through the
first half, 24-21, before the Bruins
went on a 14-1 run to take the lead
for good
Murray was the high scorer for

UCLA with 27 points and Mar.

on Dec. 23.

Once again Murray and Mac-
Lean led the Bruins in scoring.
Murray had 28 points and eight
rebounds while MacLean had 23
points and nine rebounc^.
Martin scored 12 points,

including five during the Bruins'
8-0 run late in the game, and had
nine assists.

The Titans were led by forward
Agec Ward, who scored 30 points
while making 14 of his 18 field

goal attempts.

**Give credit to FuUerton, they
played a great game,** Harrick said.

"But there are times when you
have this type of game and you
have to win it-

Oral Roberts

WASHINGTON D.C
SACRAMENTO

UCLA EXPO Center
mmmimmi^^

In 25 years we've placed over 4,000 Interns In the areas of Media, BusinessGovernment, Public Relations, and much more
**"^'"®^^'

INFORMATION MEETINGS
'"*"e EXPO Center, AckermanA-21 3, 825-0831

Tuesdays at 4 pm » Wednesdays at 12 Noon « Thursdays at 3 om

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS JANUARY 17. 1992

Lean added 24 points and 12
rebounds. MacLean also became
only the third player in UCLA
history to score more than 2000
points in his career, joining Reggie
Miller and Lew Alcindor.
•*UCLA is a very good team.**

LMU head coach Jay Hillock said.
*They are one of eight teams that
could win the national title. Right
now it looks like it*s only a two-
team race in the Pac-10.**

Cal State Fullerton

The Bruins found themselves in
an extremely close game for the
first time this season. With just
over three minutes remaining in
the game, Fulleiton held a one-
point lead.

However, UCLA scored the
next eight points to seal the
victory, 86-80, at Pauley Pavilion

==^Qral Roberts was dearly out of

-

its league against the Bruins, who
won easOy. 113-62. at Pauley
Pavilion on Dec. 28.
- Trailing 4-2, UCLA scored 22
consecutive points over the next
six minutes to put the game away.
The Bruins led by as many as 56
points, despite playing reserves for
most of the second half.

Tarver scored 29 points for
UCLA, eclqwing his career-high
set against San Diego State two

'

weeks earlier. Tyus Edney, Mike
Lanier and Jiri Zidek all had
career-highs in scoring.
The Bruins made more than 62

percent of their field goal attempts,
while the Titans made only 32
percent of their field goal attempts.
"We came out and played like

we needed to play,** Harrick said.
It was good to get everyone in the
game and in the flow of things.**

We're Makihcpa

Difterence.

American Heart£^
Association^^

Tutoring Offered

ESlXOMPOSmON^DmN^^IS^S!;.
ate. Experienced. Call iohanna McClov
(213)265-4616.

^

MATH TUTOR. UCLA Math gr»d. available:
Calculus, High school. Statistics, math II

etc.Cerry (310)274-4«46

98 Typing Resumes
WORDPROCESSINC specializing in theses,
dijsertatioos, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes Santa Monica (21 3)82ft.6939, Holly-
»*W)d (213)466-2888.

104 Autos

For Rent 101

Typing 100

DESKTOP RESUMES The look that gets re-
sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional
service. (213)45a0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-
sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays
Lee. (310)478-1090

109 Scooters for Sole 115

A-l BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES
EDITING. WLA (310)5574)558.

* ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-
CHEOC. LASER FONTS PAPERS. APPLICA-
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 213-476-2829.

Refrigerator Rentals
For dorms fraf&rrntiGs,
sororities and co-ops

For FREE DELIVERY call

POLAR LEASING
533-1500 anyttmp

Serving UCl A since 197.1

Travel TIclcets 106 ^

Chevy Sprint, '86, Grey, Good condition.

(2"3r44'5"l7"2:'"^"
'"'"^ ^^"-'^•

DODGE OMNI '79. Good condition. Rebuilt
carfa. $1,00Q/obo. (310)476-4077.

HONDA CIVIC CRX '86. White, 48,000m 1
owner, loaded. $5,000. (818)954-1320.

'

MUSTANG GHIA '79. 5.0 V8. White, 88,000

^,™^- ^° •«:J<'ents. New water pump
$2,000. (310M73-5496. ^ ^

RT - LA-Honolulu Jrom now until 1/15
Anytime. Delta Airlines. $400,
(310)398-0141

Music Lessons 102

••FARING TUT0R*-BASK: MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-CO FROM MYS-
TERY TO MASTERYI CALL RENEE.
(8 Gail. 445-7778, 276-6331.

PRECISION TYPING (310)1864-3981
visa/Mastercard . Accepted.
Pickup-Delivery AvailabI*.

GUrrAR lewons by a professional teacher
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available Call
Jean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol Tingle; A»-
fOcVNate Lam, 25 yn. experience. All level*/
^les, in SM. (213)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 yean teaching. All level«/ stylei

.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Autos for Sale

-^i*^

'97 TOYOTA TERaL HATCHBACK. 4-Speed,
3 dr, great coodlflon, golden, 65,000 miles.
%3,200/obo. (310)824-5056

CHEAP! F.B.I. /U.S. SEIZED.
'89 Mercedes. .$200, '86 VW...$50,
'87 Mercedes. .$100,'65 Mustang... $50.
Choose from thousands starting $25 FREE 24
hour Recording Reveals details.
(a0U379.2929, Copyrlghtf CAIlKjC

Nissan Sentra '84, 61M, anVfm/cass, newtlres
auto, ps, runs great! $2700. (310)207-5740'

PLYMOUTH VALIANT '74. White 4-door,
27,000 miles on rebuilt slant 6 engine. Excel-

L*;"™ ^*"'*^' co^'l'on- Fine student car
$250(yobo. (310)676-1935. *

109 Motorcycles for Sole 1 14

HONDA SCOOTER. Elite '88 Red with black
trunk. Runs great. Call eves 557-9719.

RED ELITE 50. Low mileage, runs great. Lock &
permit $AOO/obo. Julie 477-0892

YAMAHA 180. 7000 miles. Gold, new tire
n^« great, looks good, currently registered!
$675/obo. 828-6402.

Yamaha Razz '87, Runs like new. Low
mileaae. $700obo. Michan 206-0769.

Furniture for Sale 126

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $5.5, queen
585, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

SUZUKI GN 250CC. '83. Blue, r>ewtlres. Runs
great. Immaculate condition. $675/obo
4530828.

Scooters tor Sale 115

12?J^^P^^^" •'^NS GREAT, RED,VmH HELMET, LOCK AND PERMIT
S60(yobo. MIKf 824^771 .^r-^^ ,^

Typewriter/Computer 134

NeX^IMENsSJ^SIlSTE^SS^IIbJ
jm)MHDAIntOptDR24MRAM;17''cokif
A 1 7- mono monitors; ext rtpyOr. $9,995. Call
fr. Frank/Sl. Paul's 474-1527.

I

TICKETS
From page 24

tein said. "Some want the *Big
Thrcc^ (Duke, Arizona and USC),
some want season tickets, some
want other available games."
Lowenstein said the CTO

decided to sell season tickets the
first day of the Winter Quarter
because that would be the first day
students had their paid registration

cards, a requirement to purchase
student tickets.

Still, the delays left some stu-

dents frustrated and angry.

•This really sucks,*' senior Mark
McPherson said. **There*s got to

be a better way (to do this). The
Bruins better go 10-0 in the games
Tm going to.-

The heightened fan interest in

UCLA basketball echoes the
1960s and 1970s, when the Bruins
consistently won national champ-
ionships and established a college
basketball legacy.

But as the Bruins moved out of
the upper echelon of college
basketball, season ticket sales

declined. According to the CTO*s
associate director. Ken Weiner,
only 378 student season ticket

packages were sold in 1989-90,
Jim Harrick*s second year as head
coach.

That same year, UCLA reached
the NCAA tournament for only the

second time in six years. Since
Harrick's arrival the Bruins have
reached the NCAA tournament
every year. With that ri^, ticket

sales have increased. Student
season ticket sales for the 1990-91
season reached 619, and Weiner
estimated that this season's sales

would reach approximately 9(X).

According to Harrick, there is

no substitute for the electricity of a
sold-out Pauley Pavilion. But a
basketball game in Pauley Pavilion

was a distant thought for those who
braved Monday's line.

*T hope that when the fans are in

(Pauley) they'll be as enthusiastic

as when they're in line," jimior

Celina Gorre said. "I'm missing
my Psych 15 class, but oh well. I

hc^ it's worth it I think it will

be."

Zachary Aron, Aaron Lowenberg
and Chris Schneider contributed

to this story.

WJ • •

From page 24

Taking to the road after finals,

the Bruins won Dec. 14 at Texas
Christian University, 64-58, with
14 points from Stephens. IXZIU's

Andrea Boris had 24 points for the

Lady Frogs.

The Bruins didn't find a fol-

low-up victory against James
Madison University on Dec. 16.

UCLA's Mosman and Stephens
had 16 points apiece, but the

Bruins ended up falling, 78-72.

Returning home to meet Ohio
State at Pauley Pavilion on Dec.

18, the Bruins led at halftime. 36-

25, and maintained their lead after

the break to win 72-58. Stephens
drove in 26 points and claimed 17
rebounds, while Mosman contri-

buted 20 points of her own.

UCLA hosted the L.A. Gear
Classic on Dec. 28 and 29, and
dropped its first game to last year's

NCAA runner-up, Virginia, 77-55.

The Cavaliers led the entire game^
with their largest lead stretching to

32 points.

The Bruins bounced back the

following night against Cal State

Northridge, turning a 48-23 half-

time lead into a 107-47 blowout
Sophomore forward Amy Jalew-

alia tossed in 22 points and
Mosman delivered 21 more.
Sophomore guard Detra Lockhart

dished out nine assists and had 15

points in the Bruin victory.
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OAR BOSSE
EXCLUSIVE

PARTY UPDATE!

ELVIS SEEN AT
THE OAR HOUSE

BIG BIRTHDAY PARTY FOR THE KING
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 8™, 9""

ELVIS DEMANDS FREE CAKE FOR ALL!

Elvis

admits funeral

was faked and
tells of secret

life in Santa

Monica.

The Oar Home is

the only place I

really feel at home.

It's a lot Kka

Graccland exoepc

the food is

BE HERE AS
WE GIVEAWAY

A
PINK

CAOILLAC

SPECIAL
PINK CADILLAC
COCKTAILS

xomomTomx

2941 JHAIW erREET. SANTA AOKICA. CA 90405-396-4725

THEATER 138: SPEdATPROBIJESiS IN PERFORMANCE TECHNIQUES

SEMINAR/WORKSHOP ON JAPANFSE-AMERICAN
INTERNMENTDURINGWORTn WAR If

This seminar/workshop will examine the events surrounding the
internment ofJapanese-Americans during World War II and
create a dramat-ic narrative linking historical materials to Wakako
Yamauchi's play, 12-1 -A.

Students will be responsible for collecting data related to the
internment event from archival sources - such as documents,
nims, letters, diaries - and from first-hand personal accounts. The
class will select scenes from Yamauchi's play dramatizing the
internment events, and weave a narrative based upon their
research linking the scenes together. Finally the class may be
involved in development of adjunct educational materials that
would be distributed to schools attending a production of 12-1 -A.

PREREQUISITES: Research and interviewing skills are essenti;

Playwriting skills are helpful.

HOURS/LOCATIpN: To be arranged - Initial Meeting cSn

Tuesday, January 7, 3:00 PM in 2330 Macgowan Hall.

*** For further information or if you must miss the first meeting, call or see:

Dr. Patricia Harter /

Worid Arts and Cultures
(310) 206-1342

>Jk

I
mmmt

-»-T-
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SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY
(CLEAmCOLOR) $40 PR.
DISPOSABLES («mo w,^ $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED $139 PR

BaadinLamblMWM

GLOVE
Tripl* -T"
wrtd*. rounrf pocket,
M9 1 3 incli siM.
North AiMorican

GLOVE
Limited collector*

•dition co«wn«moratin9
Nolan Ryan's 300tt«
victory. All loalHar

Tartan cleaod nvolk,

bi« 13 Inch •(•.
Nortli Antorican 1 3 Inch glowa

poHacI lor soltbaN
or baaaball. DouMo

-T- wob.

EYE EXAMS15
Free Bauach n Lomb Renu C«f« Kk (w/lerB)

HMm««E:tM«MNECMM Idi MBElft NH WICE UML

Med. Mgrrt. Admin.

Tennis gets

P
for season
By MIchMl Klein

213)842-6094 (800) 842-6094

^
EXERCISE

ANY COMMMNATION

APOLLO 110
MfEIGIffTSET
With standard cast

•roji^ plate*. S' chroma
hwMrted bar

K chroma

300
INTERMJITIOiUU.

MfEIGIITSET
45lb. chroma
bar. spin loch

collars.

*i=

1

'.^'

Copeland's Sports
1 001 IWESTWOOO BLVD
inipSTWOOD

HOURS; MON THURS 10-9, FRI-SAT 10-10. SUN 10-7

YOU MICHT LOSE YOUR HEAD

HAIR SALON
_62 YEARS IN WESTWOOP VILLACE
SPECIALTIES FOR MEN «. WOMEnYtaRTINC AT $10.00

WE'RE THE BEST
1061 CAYLEY AVENUE CALL FOR AN APPT.
WESTWOOP VILLACE 208-6559
NEXTTOBREADSTICKS 8am TO LATE NICHTS

FREE
iBUlliT

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION
FOR STUDENTS WHO NEED

Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We have a data bank of over 200.000 listings of scholarships, fellowships arantsand loans, representing dver $10 billion in private sector funding
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic interests, career

plans, family hentage and place of residence.

• There's money available for students who have been newspaper carriers "arOcen/
clerks

.
cheerieaders , non smokers . .etc

ax
• Results GUARANTEED.

CALL ^^^ A '^•'ee Brochure

ANYTIME (800) 283-8600
nxT
143 H]

As the 1992 tennis season looms
on the horizon, some of the Bruin
women will be tuning up for the
competition at the Milwaukee
Tennis Classic today.

Promising freshmen Paige Yar-
oshuk, Lee Ann Rostovsky and
Jenny Baker and veteran Allegra
Milholland will trade shots with
other top schools in what is

basically a feeling out process for

the rest of the season. The event
will give the coaches a chance to

get a feel for the depth of other
schools.

In last year's event, Milholland
and Air-American Stella Sampras
won the doubles title.

**This season will be somewhat
ofa rebuilding process for us/' said

UCLA head coach Bill Zaima. the
1991 Pac-10 Coach of the Year.
The rebuilding may go faster

than expected because Zaima has
landed one of the top recruiting

classes in die nation. The three

freshmen are joined by a fourth

and the most herakled freshman,
Anne Mall, who won the Canadian
Junior Championship this past
summer and is ranked eighth
nationally as a junior player.

Oonc iroro last year's NCAA=
finalist squad are AU-Americans
Sampras, Kimberly Po and Kirsten
Dieyer. The team will thus be built

around the senior duo of three-time
Ail-American Mamie Ceniza, and
Ail-American Iwalani McCalla.
The Bruins, known nationally

for their strength in doubles, will

again have three talented teams for

1992. Ceniza and Mall wiU ivob-
ably team up in the top spot
Milholland will probably combine
with Yaroshuk to give UCLA two
tall» impressive servers in the

second spot
On the singles side. Junior

Cammie Foley, last year's No.6
player, will be kx)king to move up
in this year's lineup.

M.SWIM

How about:

/ A Free LSAT Diagnostic Test-

with Computerized Analysis.

/ A Free orientation about the

LSAT exam and our preparation
cdurse.

/ No Obligation.

We're serious if you are.

,^„. w"""^ CulverChy Breiuwood
16571 Ventura Blvd. 11000 Washington Blvd. 11911 San Vicente Blvd #230

Monday, 1/5 Monday, 1/6 Thuisday, 1/9

6.00 PM 6:00 PM6:00 PM

Call for reservations and directions,

1-800-KAP-TEST
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

From page 24

**The sophomores have been
doing real well so far this year. I'm
happy with the way guys like

Schnittger, Scott Hubbard, Sean
Easton and Dan O'Keefe have
been swimming," Ballatore said.

**Picotte has been doing a great

job for us as weU, winning the 50-
yard free at (this year's) Pac-10
Championships," Ballatore said.

While Ballatore said his team is

swimming better at this point now
than it was last year, the coach is

concerned about a persistent flu

bug, which has sidelined some of
his swimmen.

For example, Cecchi, alongAvith
several other Bruins, has been ill

recently. Freestyler Bfian Kurza
and butterflyer Matjaz Kozelj have
been suffering from flu-like

symptoms as well. Kurza did not
swim at the meet but is expected to

be back in the pool soon.

"We had a great Christmas
training, we're doing a lot better

than last year, but we have a lot

more guys out of the water, and
that's not good," Ballatore said.

Daily Bniin
is printea on

recycled paper
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Analysis

Making of the champions
UCLA gelled at the: right

time to win the NCAAs
By Greg Jonas
Daily Bruin Staff

At times, punishment can serve
as the best medicine.

Such was the case for the UCLA
women's volleyball team, which
captured the national champion-
ship after having a sub-par regular

season that had culminated in an
embarrassing defeat to Stanford in

November.

At that point, the Bruins had
been edged for the conference title

for the first time since 1987 and
appeared to have little chance to

defend their national champion-
shq).

In feet, few gave UCLA any
chance to defeat Stanford in the

west region, let alone reach the
national championship. To many,
the Bruins were simply an over-
rated, underachieving group that

could not put aside jealousies and
internal dissension for a greater

goal.

HoweVCT, the attitudes of both
team and coach changed dramati-

cally at just the right time.

Immediately after the Bay Area

Hudak said.

Banachowski knew that this

action had to be taken, even though
he had a wealth of talent

'Things did start to turn around
when we named a starting lineup

and told them they would start,"

Banachowski said. 'This clarified

everybody's role, and we all came
together as a group."

The players also made an
important decision after the Stan-
ford debacle, namely to put aside
all internal squabbling and come
together as the preseason No. 1

team that Bruin fans were antici-

pating.

*The team made sacrifices and
came together with our personali-

ties," Hudak said. "The more
intense ones mellowed, and the

chance to gain some revenge in the

West Regional final against Stan-

ford.

Everyone but the Bruin team
was shocked when UCLA easily

swept Stanford in the Wesi Reg-
ional final at Palo Alto and moved
on to Pauley Pavilion for the

NCAA championships.

"We knew we could beat Stan-
ford. We knew that the past two
times we played them we probably
played the two worst games that

we have ever played," UCLA
outside hitter Natalie Williams
said. "We had been coming
together as a team better, and we
were very confident"

In particular, UCLA welcomed
the re-cmergence of middle block-
er Marissa Hatchett

Hatchett, who had been in

Banachowski 's doghouse for mpst
of the season, was among the new
starting six, and quickly assumed
her previous role as the Bruin
stopper at the net.

The results were apparent over
time, as the Bruins became a
stronger team that exuded confi-

dence on the floor.

"We really improved. I needed
to calm^tlown and focus more

,
energy into the team," outside

^weekend, head coach Andy BaiuF—Wno' Elaine Youngs said. ''We aH
chowski named a starting lineup did play great as a team and we all

quieter ones showed more emo^. Indeed, Hatcheu did play well
tion. We wanted to really come \in five out of the last eight
together and balance out" thatches, Hatchett led the team in

total bkx:ks and solidified the
Bruins' middle attack, which had
been weak in previous matches.

In all, when the Bruins came
together as a team, the results were
impressive, and this team will

likely be a force

— something that was sorely

needed.

"Andy picked a starting lineup,

which reaUy helped. We all knew
our roles and made certain sacri-

fices," UCLA middle bkx:ker Lisa

had good attitudes.'

This new Bruin trait — team-
work — immediately^ paid
dividends. After the Stanford loss,

the Bruins swept their next seven
opponents and were given a

The Bruins will lose senior
setter and emotional leader Jennif-

er Gratteau. However, the rest* of
the team returns, and great things

will be expected once again in

1992.

"We will be a year okier, a year
smarter," Banachowski said.

DEAN ABRAMSON
Middle blocker Uta Hudak and the Bruins achieved back-to-back
national titles with a win over Long Beach St.

PUT YOUR BEST FOOT FORWARD
ADVERTISE IN THE DAILY BRUIN

GIVE
HOMEWORK

We Want Our Teeth Straight!

X

Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children
• INVISIBLE * COSMETIC PORCELAIN *

TRADITIONAL * EUROPEAN REMOVABLE *

SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
• Experienced orthodontist •Ail derttal insurance & union plans accepted
• Always the same doctor • Sat & evening appointments
• Low monthly payment plan • Credit terms available

with no interest • Member of Am. Assoc, of Orthodontists

Dr. N. Dayani
Orthodontist

1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
(1 bik. east of Barrington)

CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTIIENT

826-7494

(and maice great money too!)

•The Princeton Review

• Idealpart-timejob

• Pay korty at $13.50 per hour
• Great working conditions

• Work with enthusiastic high school students

Would you like to work in a creative environment helping high
school students and, at the same time, make great money.^ If so,

we are offering you the opportunity ^ interview with the nation's

most successful SAT preparation scnnce. The Princeton Review.
Each year we help thousands of students across the country im-

prove their SAT scores with our uniquely effective progranL Ifyou
are bright, enthusiastic and outgoing, and ei^y helping others,

this may be the perfect part-time job for you. Those interested

should send a resume and cover letter to The Princeton Review—
MO thont colli bUaxM Also be sure to include your SAT and/or
GRE scores as well as your phone number on your resume. Those
accepted through our highly selective screening process will

participate in an extensive training program to become tastructors.

Please Mnd your resume to

The PrincetDO Review
Attn.: Peraoniiel Dept
10474 Santa Monica BKd., Ste 403
lorn Angdea, CA 90025
Reauin^ deadline: Jan. 10, 1992.

PRINCETON
REVIEW

SAT • PSAT • ActYlevements

VocatHiiary • Academic Tutoring

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MOAT
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students battle

lorig ticket lines

i^

By Scott BkNHfi
Daily Bruin Staff

Long lines greeted students

waiting for UCLA men*s
basketball tickets Monday
morning, as the Bruins* No. 2
national ranking and high-pro-

file schedule generated explo-

sive student interest

While some students spent

the entire morning waiting for

tickets, staff members at the

Central Ticket Office struggled

to accommodate the long lines

that formed around the office

and spread to nearby Pauley
Pavilion.

"rve been waiting (in line)

for three hours," third-year

student Chris Hobbs said. "IWe
missed three classes so far. But
I think it's worth the whole
thing.**

Other students had a diffe-

fcnt viftw nf fhp. watt

"I think the (system for

buying tickets) is unorganized,**

senior Janel Jankalski said.

**They should have tables set

out where they have tickets and
it would flow easier.**

Senior Jason Gasper added,

*This sucks. Tm hungry.**

By the end of the day,

according to CTO Director

Dave Lowenstein, all of the

student and guest tickets for the

Duke and Arizona games were
sold out, as were all the student

half-season ticket packages.
The CTO stayed open an hour
past its normal closing time to

accommodate the long lines.

With undefeated UCLA
ranked second in the nation —
the Bruins* highest ranking

since 1983 — and national

champion Duke coming to

Westwood in February, ticket

sales have reached levels not
seen since the late 1970s.

The long lines outside the

CTO surprised ticket ' office

staffers, however, as they
attempted to cope with the

crowds.

"We expected a good-sized

crowd,** one ticket window
employee said, "but nothing

like this.-

CTO Director Dave Low-
fni8ip.m said the office wasn't
expecting the lengthy delays in

service some students exper-

ienced, but he added that "we
have every (sa]es)person avail-

able.**

^It takes a long time because
we have so many different

items and everybody w^nts
something different,** Lowens-

See TICKETS, page 21

Women's
By Heather Dufiy

The UCLA women *s basketball

team bid farewell to 1991 and
ushered in the new year in style,

claiming road victories over San
Diego State on Friday and the

University of San Diego Sunday.
Welcoming back second-year

center Natalie Williams from her
tour of duty with the NCAA
champion women's volleyball

team, the Bruins handled the

Aztecs for a 82-59 win.

UCLA was tied with the Aztecs;

33-33, at halftime but retimied to

win, led by senior guard DeDe
Mosman*s 21 points and Wil-
liams* 15 points and 11 rebounds.
Junior guard Nicole Anderson
added 10 points and five assists to

the Bruins* effort.

For the Aztecs, guard Falisha

Wright had 17 points.

Sunday night was more of the

same as the Bruins faced the

Toreras at the USD Sports Center.

Entertaining a halftime lead of 40-

29, the UCLA offense maintained
its display with Williams accumu-
lating^ 25 points and IS i^&bocmdsi

defeats USD

and Mosman adding 17 points to

the Bruins* final total of 78-70.

The Bruins suffered a 78-70 loss

at the hands of UC Santa Barbara
on Dec. 7, despite the contribu-

tions of senior guard and pre-sea-

son All-American Rehema
Stephens* 16 points and senior

center Lynn Kamrath*s 11
rebounds.

See W.HOOPS, page 21

Brains go SO but lose Madkins
By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

When the No. 2 UCLA basket-

ball team members emt)ark on
their toughest road trip of the

season this weekend, they wiU
probably once again be without the

services of captain Gerald Madk-
ins and Ed 0*Bannon.

Madkins has been sidelined

with a broken left hand and wiU
most likely miss games at Arizona
State and No. 6 Arizona this

weekend.

Madkins broke his hand in a

game against San E>iego State on
Dec. 14, and has missed all four

Bruin games since then.

**Madkins will help us tremend-
ously when he comes back,**

UCLA head coach Jim Hanick
said of his best defensive player.

"We have really missed his leader-

ship.**

Senior Darrick Martin has been
starting in place of Madkins and
has played extremely well. As a
starter, Martin has dished out 26
assists while committing only two
turnovers.

0*Bannon is still recovering
from a knee injury which forced

him to redshirt his freshman
season last year.

His playing status is currently

being evaluated on a week-to-

"Madkins will help us*

tremendously when he

comes back. We have

really missed his
'—

leadership."

Jim Harrick
UCLA Basketball Coach

week basis. He suited up and took
part in prc-game drills for the first

time against Georgia on Saturday.

Harrick said he had O'Bannon suit

up to make him feel like he was a
part of the team.

The swelling in 0*Bannon*s
kjnee is finally at a suitable level for

him to play. However, the doctors
want to see how his knee holds up
after practicing on it before they let

him play in a game.
0*Bannon will travel with the

team to Arizona, but he will

definitely not play. There is a
possibility that he could see some
action the following Weekend as

UCLA will host Oregon and
Oregon State.

However, 0*Bannon may not be
cleared to play until the end of
January.

was selected as the Pac-10 Player

of the Week for the week ending
Jan. 5. MacLean led the Bruins

with 24 points and 12 rebounds in

their win over Georgia on Satur-

day.

UCLA has won its first eight

games of the season, equaling its

Stan last year. The last time that the

Bruins opened the season with

nine consecutive victories was
1974-75, which was also the last

time UCLA won the national

championship.

The Bruins played five games
over the winter break prior to the

Georgia game. Here is a brief

recap of each.

Pepperdine

UCLA had no problems defeat-

ing cross-town rival Pepjperdine,

98-58, on Dec. 7. The Bruins

scored the first 11 points of the

game, as they opened up a 28-point

lead in the first half.

Tracy Murray led UCLA in

scoring with 26 points, and Mitch-
ell Butler made all eight of his field

goal attempts as he equaled his

career high of 19 points.

"We came out and executed our
offense as well as we have in the

past two years,** Harrick said.

Guard Detra Lockhart drives to the basket. UCLA beat San Diego
State and the University of San Diego this past weekend.

SMfimmers take two
YAns v/Wtt one effort

UCLA forward Don MacLean See BAfKETBALL* page 20

By Andre Kail

Dally Bruin Staff

The UCLA men's swim team
got a special two-for-one deal

Monday when it defeated Nebras-
ka and Michigan State in a double
dual meet at the Men*s Gym pool.

A pair of Bruins, backstroker

Mark Thompson and freestyle

sprinter Byron Davis, were double
winners in their events at the meet,

as UCLA defeated Michigan State,

63-27, and Nebraska, 64-26. In the

other matchup Nebraska beat
MSU 52-38.

The two wins for a single effort

gives the UCLA swim team a 3-2

record with ' two losses against

use and Michigan, along with a
win against UC Santa Barbara.

"We did a pretty good job

today,** UCLA head coach Ron
Ballatore said. **I had some swim-
mers that swam in their *ofr

events and we did all right**

Thompson won both the 100-

yard back (51 .24) and the 200-yard
back (1:51.66), while Davis swepf
the 50-yard free (20.78) and the

100-yard butterfly (49.78). Bruin
Dan Kutler was a close second in

the 100-yard fly, touching in at

UCLA Sporti ln)o

Mark ThomiMKNi

50.00.

Meanwhile, UCLA breaststrok-

er and last year's NCAA 100-yard

breaststroke champion Andrea
Cecchi won his premier event in

56.14. He was followed by team-

mate Eric Schnittger, who took

second place in 57.48.

Despite coming off a tiresome

week of tough Christmas training,

the Bruins failed to take first place

in only five events. Knowing his

team would be tired, Ballatore was
pleased with the team*s effort,

specifically with some of his

second-year swimmers.

See M.S¥VIM, page 22

How UCLA won
Marissa Hatchett*s late-season surge was one
reason the Bruin women*s volleyball team was
able to defend its national title. Beat writer Greg
Jones analyzes thd 1991 champs.

See page 23 I

/?
-*-

Trivia questkMi
In 1989, UCLA defeated a highly touted
Louisville, 77-75, when Pervis Ellison was
called for goaltending in the final second of a
tied game. Which Bruin *s shot was blocked to
give UCLA the win? Call (310) 825-2095 with
your answer.

wm^mm

Sorvingitup
Four members of the UCLA women's tennis

team are in Milwaukee, Wisconsin for a
preseason tune-up.

H^
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' See page 22
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Briefly

Coping ivoricshop

today in Dodd
Women in,college who are

having problems balancing

academic and social demands
as well as fulfilling expecta-

tions fron), their famiUes can
attend a workshop this after-

noon.

Sponsored by the Women's
Resource Center, the workshop
will give participants an oppor-
tunity to discuss coping
methods and solutions.

Nan Senzaki, a clinical social

worker at UCLA*s Student

Psychological Services, will

facilitate the talks.

The event begins at noon and
ends at 1:30 p.m. in 2 Dodd
Hall.

Inside

PsstI You need
another class?

Students searching for
another class winter quarter can

enroll in a course that looks at

AIDS and other epidemics.

See page 6

Viewpoint

It's a tenible

thing to waste
Viewpoint editor Ben Wex-

ier discussed going home for the

holidays — and loses his mind
in the process.

See page 13

Arts & Entertainment

stone's 'JFK'

hits the mark
JFK. Blown away. What else

do we have to say?

See page 14

Sports

PaelO season
set to start

UCLA basketball coach Jim

Harfick said Oeral* Madkins

may play against Arizona and

lauded the play of Mike Lanier

at his weekly press conference.

See page 28
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Donations decline at msqor universities
By Christine Strobel

California's public and private

universities have reeled during the

last year as the U.S. recession has

led to decUning donations and
dwindling returns on their invest-

ments.

The recent economic downturn
has been painful because colleges

often offset ballooning operating

costs and keep tuitions down by
drawing on donations and endow-
ments — money that a college

invests to give itself additional

income.

Three UC campuses — Berke-

ley, Irvine and Los Angeles —
received millions less in donations

dollars over the last fiscal year.

UCLA has been the hardest hit,

facing a 25 percent drop in total

donations for the year— a decline

of $31 million.

And during the past year,jelite

private universities have also

experienced drops. Major private

institutions like Stanford and USC
have faced losses in donations

because their traditionally strong

alumni bases have not been nearly

as generous in these tough times.

While UCLA fiind-raising offi-

cials say their donation declines

are significant, they point out that

the university's assets are well

managed, and that there is nothing

to be alarmed about
"We have experienced losses.

See DONATIONS, page 11

UCLA follows private college lead

with major fund-raising program

By Chriftine Strobel

Private universities once vastly

overshadowed their public coun-

terparts in attracting large dona-

tions. But those days are now over.

In recent years, public universi-

ties — including UCLA — have
joined the ranks of big-name
private schools in going out to get

private gifts. As these public

schools have faced declining state

support and heightened financial

needs, they have built impressive

fund-raising programs to compen-
sate.

Today, UCLA, which is one of
the nation's most important public

university fundraisers, has put

together a successful and ambi-

tious gift-gathering organization

that serves as a model for others.

Over the last five years, the

university has brought in an annual

See FUNDS, page 9

University Endowments
This is a list of U.S. universities

with the largest endowments
as of June 1990.

1. Harvard University

• $4.65 billiort

2. University of Texas System
• $3.73 billion

3. Yale University

•$2.57 billion
^

'

4. Princeton University

• $2,53 billion

5. Stanford University

•$2.05 billion

6. Columbia University

•$1.49 billion

7. Mass. Institute of Technology

•$1.4 billion

8. Washington University

• $1.37 billion ;::

^^^^^^^^^^^^^=^^^^^^^;--

9. Emory University

• $1.15billion^^^^^.^^:. ::m^^^^^^^

10. University of Chicago
• $1.07 billion

UCLA
$310 million

SOURCE: USA Today

Here's imuL

Mud-bespeckled Signna Xi

pledge Dave Lauruhn
takes a breather during the

fraternity's football ganne
In Veteran Park on Sunday,

above. Sigma Xi active
Todd Reeves gets tackled,

right. Photos by Suzanne States

Wilson budget initiatives ccMintered
Democrats, unions offer ideas

to sell bonds, legalize gambling

By Robert B. Qunnlson
and Qreg Lucas
San Francisco Chronicle

SACRAMENTO— Legislative

Demociatji and public employee
unions countered Gov. Pete Wil-
son's proposed welfare-cutting

initiatives with wide-ranging prop-

osaii 10 balance the budget by
selling state bonds and buildings

and legalize gambling.
One day before Wilson gives his

annual State of the State address,

his opponents on Tuesday offered

their plans to close an election-

year budget gap of at least $6.6

billion that Wilson insists will be

closed with no new taxes.

Senate Democrats announced

several bond proposals for this

year's ballot that would generate

$6 billion for schools, housing,

parks, libraries, jails, transporta-

tion, water projects and other

programs., One measiue, a $1

billion transportation proposal, is

already on the November ballot

*This is to focus it correctly,"

said Senate President Pro Tern
David Roberti, D-Los Angeles,

who said it \vas a better alternative

to **punishing an immigrant from
Hong Kong or Mississippi."

Roberti said the Democratic
proposal would create 103,000

jobs and generate $300 miUion in

additional tax revenue in the

1992-93 fiscal year and $600
milUon a year when fully imple-

mented.

The most radical plan of the day
was offered by three public

employee unions, which said that

voters should be asked in June to

approve selling as much as $4
billion in bonds. The bonds would
be repaid either through the sale or
refmancing oi state buildings or by
proceeds from legalizing gambling
in the California.

Legalized gambling would
allow "our people (to) stay here
and rejuvenate our economy," said

Bruce Blanning, a spokesman for

the unions.

The proposal by the Profession-

al Engineers in California Govem-
ment, the Association of
California State Attorneys and
Administrative Law Judges and
the California Association of Pro-
fessional Scientists would involve

. page 9
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Woman's Resoiux^e Center
Away from Home - Women, Schobl & Family Expectations
2DoddHall

Student Alumni Association
Membership Meeting
James West Center
New members welcome!

HUld
Bowling
Bruin Bowl, Ackcrman Union
Campus Events
Body Heat"
ACQ

;()() niu

Melnitz Movies presents
a sneak preview of Kafka
Melnitz Theatre >

Campus Events
"Dead Again"
AGB

K:()() nin

^): IS l>ni

- '^

' .» ' Thursday, January 9, 1992
i 1 noon

Campus Events
Victims Family & Ride Like Jehu
Westwood Plaza

Campus Events
"Dead Again"
AGB

(H) pin

9:00 oni
Campus Events

ly Heat"
..ampv

Body
AGB

Friday, January 10, 1992

Hlllel

Shabbat at the Marquis
HiUel

Campus Events
"Body Heat"
AGB

Campus Events
"Dead Again"
AGB

(>:'^0 nni

:00 pin

^>: !> pin

Thursday, January 16, 1992
(k(M) Din

Partners In Learning
Mentor Training Session
Men's Gym 203

Wednesday, Jan 22, 1992
(>:00 pm

Partners In Learning
Mentor Training Session
Men's Gym 203 "

General
Education Abroad Progam
Applkration Deadlines are approaching.
Please sec ad for more info.

Women's Resource Center
Please sec ad for Winter Programming Deuils
Alumni Association
1992 Outstanding Senior & Outstanding Graduate Student Awards
Applications are available.
Please sec ad for more details.

Graduate School of Education
UCLA Masters/Credential Program or Teacher Credential Progfarh
Please see ad for details.

Department of Political Science
Please sec ad for changes to the Winter Schedule of Gasses

J

Are you interested in

The Dally Bifmiii ««^

Photoyg^jarlpeiii

Daily Bruin Wednesday, January 8, 1992 3

Is ngp bffer||p^i|pr

ir^ririshlpslir

photographers.

Applications are available at the Daily Bruin

Office, 112 Kerckhoff Hall. A mandatory meeting
is scheduled for Thursday, January 9, at 7 p.m.

Please contact Charles, Nelson or John at

825-2828 if you cannot attend this meeting or if

you would like more information.

News Media Job
Opportunities in a

Recession Economy
The Recession is causing record numbers of newspapers and other
media outlets to fail, iiiipose job freezes and even layoffs. Media
experts say that the market for new job applicants is the worst it's been
since the Depression years. Why do those currently in the business
still think ifs a worthwhile profession and what should students do to
get jobs in such a poor market?

The A$ian American Journalists AsseetSfton, los Angefijs chapter, and
the ASUCLA Student Publications Department are co-sponsoring a
panel discussion. Six to eight media professionals in print and
broadcast will talk about witing, reporting, editing, photography and
graphics jobs in the media and how students can best position
themselves for those openings.

9 a.m. to Noon •Saturday, Jan. 18, 1992
New Location - Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge

Back to the fariti
City slickers enchanted by
Santa Monica Farmers Marke
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Shoppers return to their cars
after shopping at the Farmers'
IMarkat at the intersection of
Arizona and Second Street,
top. The Santa Monica
Intersection Is transformed
Into the market every Wednes-
day. Gaby Ramirez weighs
oranges for a customer, above.
Euttolia Zamora arranges
tomatoes before the morning
crowd arrives, left. A UCLA stu-

dent fills her bags with good-
ies, bottom left. Shoppers
leave the market after a suc-
cessful day of shopping, below.

by
Sunny Sung

By Joanne J. Chd
Dally Bruin Staff

Searching for fresh fruits and
vegetables at low prices, thou-^

sands of people flock to the Santa"

Monica Fanners* Market each
week, turning the produce fair into

a haven for the health-conscious.

Many endure the hassles of
closed-off streets and lack of
parking spaces to attend the
biweekly open-air market, which
features the fruits of local fanners*

labor.

UCLA alumnus Richard Hopk-
ins said the drive to his Wilshire
Boulevard office is a nuisafice on
the two days the market is open
because he has to maneuver his

way around the crowds of shop-
pers swarming to buy produce.

But by lunchtime, he forgets that

nuisance as he feasts on the

market's fruits and vegetables
instead of buying fast foods at

higher prices, he said.

The Farmers* Market — the

largest of its kind in Southern
California — offers a variety of
produce, ranging from the more
familiar carrots and broccoli to the

more exotic Jerusalem artichoke.

And even vendors who do no^

sell produce display their wares at

the outskirts of Third Street Prom-
enade, hoping to attract the 5,000
to 8,000 shoppers who visit the

market on Wednesdays from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. and Saturdays from 9
a.m. to noon.

The market, one of the largest of
its kind in Southern California,

also offers craft fairs during the

holidays with deals on everything

from fresh Christmas wreathes to

potpourri satchels.

But for some shoppers who are
accustomed to the complexities of

See MARKET, page 8
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Briefs

Marcos widow runs for

Philippine president
MANILA — With the announcement

made by Imelda Marcos that she will run
for president in the Philippine elections,
the widow of President Ferdinand E.
Marcos added further uncertainty Tues-
day to an already chaotic and unpredict-
able campaign.

Mrs. Marcos, declaring that her candi-
dacy was a reaction to the "sick and
misdirected government" of President
Corazon C. Aquino, has undermined the
presidential ambitions of several former
Marcos family cronies and put new
pressure on Mrs. Aquino to reconsider her
refusal to seek a second term.

Georgian military
fires on protestors
TBILISI — The victorious military

council promised late Tuesday to keep
cracking down relentlessly on protest
demonstrations, only hours after its

plainclothesmen fired to scatter a peaceful
crowd of loyalists to exiled President
Zviad Gamsakhurdia.

At least tvw of the 3,000 unanned
protestors were hit by slugs from Kalash-
nikov rifles when about a dozen security
men — some wearing black woolen ski
masks — fired toward the crowd as the
marchers were a1x)ut to leave for home on
a subway.

"I ordered it," said Dzhaba loseliani, a
Jhc 4)10visional mil»iaf^=

council of this South Carolina-sized
republic. "And I will keep on doing it I

will do it tomorrow and the day after

tomorrow because there is a state of
emergency in force."

The council has banned all rallies in the
capital of the former Soviet republic.

Helicopter downed
by Yugoslav army
KNIN, Yugoslavia — Five European

Community military observers were
killed Tuesday when their helicopter was
rocketed by a Yugoslav army MIG fighter
over a rural area about 30 miles north of
Croatia's capital, Zagreb, Croatian offi-
cials said.

Some seven hours after the incident, the
most flagrant violation of the four-day-
old United Nations-inspired cease-fire,

Serbian authorities in Belgrade admitted
that the helicopter had been brought down
by a plane from the pro-Serbian Yugoslav
army and promised to punish those
involved.

Nation

Dahmer may reverse
his rMrt guilty plea
MILWAUKEE— Defense lawyers for

Jeffrey L. Dahmer, who is chained with
killing and dismembering 15 boys and
young men in his apartment, plan to
change his plea from not guilty to guilty, a
move that would still allow a jury to find
that he was insane and have him
hospitalized rather than imprisoned.
Dahmer*s chief defense lawyer, Gerald

P. Boyle, sent a letter last week to Judge
Laurence C. Gram Jr. of Milwaukee
County Criminal Court stating his inten-
tion to enter a new plea of guilt by reason
.of insanity.

=~^n the tetter, Boyle also requested that a~~
jury for the trial be selected from outside
Milwaukee County, app^ently because
of the influence the widespread publicity
about the murders could have on jurors
from the Milwaukee area. The next
hearing on the case is scheduled for Jan
13

Moratorium may aid
saline breast impiapts
Two Southern California breast

implant manufacttirers stand to gain a
competitive edge from the Food and Drug
Administration moratorium on silicone
gel breast implants, industty officials
said.

Mentor Corp. and Inamed Corp.. both
based in Santa Barbara, are the only U.S.
manufacturers of saline breast implants.

whicA are the leading alternative to

silicone implants and are not affected by
the moratorium.

Because the four major U.S. manufac-
ttirers of silicone breast implants volun-
tarily have agreed to temporarily halt
sales, doctors and their patients are
expected to turn to saline implants or
other options, according to Kevin Mur-
phy, spokesman for the American Society
of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeons.

Two aides join BusH
reelection campaigh

After weeks of searching. President
Bush*s re-election campaign has filled

vacancies in its public relations team,
picking two longtime congressional cam-
paign aides as communications director
and press secretary, campaign officials

said

William J. Felttis IV. staff director of
the Senate Republican Conference who is

a former associate of Robert M. Teeter,
the campaign chairman, was named
dgguly campaign manager for communi -

catfons

Victoria Clarke, a fonner Senate aide
who is now press secretary to Carla Hills,

the U.S. trade representative, has
accepted the post ofcampaign spokesman
after some last-minute persuasion by
Teeter and will be named on Wednesday,
officials said on Tuesday.

State

Magic, other stars
make music for AIDS

Retired Los Angeles Lakers star Earvin
"Magic** Johnson and singer Jeffrey
Osborne led a star-studded recording
session Tuesday to help raise money for
AIDS research.

Marcus Allen and Howie Long of the
Raiders, and Henry Ellard of the Rams
also participated.

Osborne will introduce the song live on
national television at 8 p.m. Jan. 25 on a
special called "Super Bowl Saturday
Night** on the TNT cable network.

Top Ten

GODZILLA'S TOP TEN PET PEEVES
(Houston Chronicle):

10. Gothic buildings.

9. Tokyo police wait until he shows up
to unveil hovercraft gunship and trillion-

watt power lines.

8. As many times as he*s saved Japan
from space aliens. King Kong always
wins "Best Monster** award.

7. Offended bV anti-nuke campaigns, as
any other genetically mutated 9a-foot-
tall, fire-breathing lizard should be.

6. Those two singing Mothra women.
5. Even though Ghidra and Rhodan

always knock down more buildings, he
always gets ^tuck with the cleanup tab.

4. BlueOysterCult screwed him out (rf-

song royalties.

3. Concrete and steel pagodas.
2. Japanese Army tanks just don*t melt

like they used to.

1 . Big& Tall Shop in Osaka mall closes
before he gets off work.

Compiled from Bruin wire services

Looking for a few
-^ fun-things
to do this quarter?
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ip Meeting
at 7 p.m.

James West Alumni Center
*new members always welcome!
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STUDENT PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
WINTER QUARTER 1992

FOR UCLA STUDENTS ONLY
S^^mdenMe^r!^ r^^J",?^'^"'i

?''^^. ""^r""« '^^^ °^^''^' ^ ^° ^*"P"» '°°'«°'«- Services a,^ confidential and free to n^gulariy

sSS. ^ psychoJogists. clinical social workers and psychiatrist who are familiar with the needs and interests of univeJlty

V

Sft^SLlin o^^p^lSL^cStrS '''^''- '^^^^^^^ ^ '--<' - A3^2 center for the Health Sciences. 82^

OTTING BEYOND GUEF: A one-<iuatter therapy group for students who are dealing with the aftermath of death. Issues that will be dealt with are the chasesof bereavement, feelings of guilt and anger, rituals, healthy ways of copir«, etc. Mondays, 2-4 p.m. CaU 825-7985 for intake^potatmem^
^

COPING WITH ADDICrm BEHA\10K> A group for students experiencing any addictive or compulsive behavior including: alcohol and other drue abuse- co-

t^^Z7'; '^^I'^'^'^'^.^J^ f°"P Will address issues common to all addictive behavfor such as perfectionism, pLr ^ifZ^.^^te^Sv^and expressing feelings, working through dysfunctional aspects of your family of origin, etc. TMesdays, 3-5 ^m. Call 825!?^ for intakfip^lC^m! ^^
OISSEKTAnON SUPPORT GROUP: Wednesdays, 3:0(M:30 p.m. Call 825-7985 for intake appointment.

iS^^pl^w ^n^J^S^^""- "i^**^ ^^^"^ "^ «r,P •* '°' ''"^"'^ ^° «^^ "P <"'"^ -here parents abused ala>hol and/or dnigs We
-^Z^^ ,^ concerns including: mtunacy m relationships; feelings of helplessnes.s antLoeed to control: expiessinftaB«r aeDroeriatelv «n^ d^,^ Ja\.=angry people; depfessK>n; and fear of abandomnem. Thursdays, lU a-mTn p.m Call 825-12^ for intake zppoii^lr^

»PPropf««eiy and deaimg wtfh=

JfT?^-^ "^ ^"'"Pi°' "^n »n^ women who are having difficulty letting go of a relationship which has ended. The group orovkles suooort and tgrhnln..^«

r^^s^Zrc^^^^'^et^^t.T^^^rZ^ -^ ^"-^ -^'- ^-P ' ^^^'y ^^^^^^- -<^- -^^ inirvie^Trrgr^le^STrrr^ired.

f^r^^i^f^r™^^ ^AFRICAN-AMERICAN MALE SUPPORT GROUP: An informal supportive group for African-American males who wish to

t^^ "^"^^^^ '^ f"«• ««d share their experiences related to being an African-American Se in tcSlay-s worid. The^^tte SjlarTto fSter an

l^nZIT .^f T^'^' 1^'^'' '"^ *'""«**' ''"^ '° P"""'^ " ^P*^' °f comraderie and coUecUve success among tf« »!^u?^,^i™nr^LteB es for

t^l^^\T ^ coUege experience as well as preparing for life after coUege wiU also be addressed. Tlie^p See« eC, KesSIf 2 o m in

^^T^J^^ ^""""^ ''* *^«' '^^' ''*• '•'•* "^^^ ** "'^'^ onJ«u,ry 29U. wUI be held to 2410Aclte^ uS^'no intSce is

ADULTS MOIMTTO AS ailU>REN(AMAC> A support group for adults who have been molested as chUdren. A chance to exptore issues and feeUncs relatedto current relationships and self-esteem. Tuesdays, 9-11 a.m. Call 825-0768 for intake appointment.
^

sections will be offered: Tuesdays, 3:30-5:30 p.m.; Wednesdays, ^5 p.m. CaU 825-7985 for intake appointment.
»« weu as those outside the group. Two

S^^nt?"""
^"^^ ****"" ''°"'^^'' '^ P*"' ^«^-«»»y*. 1-3 P-n. call 825-7985 for additional information. Co-sponsored with the Women's

THE STRESS CLINIC

'^!::^-^'S:n3Ts:>r^Z^<r''^
'"' "°**'°'" *""«'°"' "^ ''"""" •^'^'^ ^°~-^ °" '^^-"' ^^^^^^ -^<-— ->«««» 'o reducing excessive

«

^
Reducing Test Taking Anxiety

^

Thursdays, 1-3 p.m.

Cognitive Approaches to Stress Management '

Mondays, 1-2:30 p.m.
'

Improving Academic Performance Through Stress Management ,
-. '

'
,

'

.

.

;'

.

_:.-.^i___
Mondays, 3-4:30 p.m.; Wednesdays 2-4 p.m.

Self-Hypnosis for Stress Management
Thvirsdays, 4-5 p.m.

Reducing Bodily Symptoms of Stress

Tuesdays, 1-2:30 p.m.
Stress Management though RelaxaUon Training and Biofeedback

Mondays, 3-4:30 p.m.; Thursdays, 3-4:30 p.m. ' "

-

I
-

To participate in any of these Stress Clinic Groups call 825-4207 or come by SPS Mid-Campus for more information. l :

.*^«^ . -f" \
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Class studies AIDS, other historical diseases
By Reglfia RavettI
Dally Bruin Staff

Students searching for an extra

four units now can enroll in a
course not included in the winter
quarter schedule of classes.

The Council on Educational
Development is offering "AIDS
and Plagues: a View from the

Humanities/* This addition to the

curriculum examines the history of
disease through world literature

and art, from the plagues ofancient
Greece to today's AIDS epidemic.
By studying the history of

disease, professor Laurel Brodsley
anticipates her students will better

understand AIDS.
So far» Brodsley, who has taught

the course only three times b^^.
is pleased with the results. ^^
The course fulfills a general

education humanities requirement,

provides honors credit and can act

as an upper division English

course. There are no prerequisites,

no exams and both graduate and
undergraduate students can take
the class.

Besides writing two short pap-
ers, students must go on a **site-

visiL"

After visiting a location where
people with AIDS live or frequent

— such as AIDS benefits, clinics"

and support groups — students

write about their observations and
experiences.

The course also features guest
speakers, such as ^IDS activists

Sharon Lund and Richard Kramer.
Lund once hosted a documentary
on women and AIDS, and Kramer
is a former script writer for the

show 'Thirtysomething.*'

Although UCLA does offer

another AIDS course this quarter,

Brodsley cites many differences

between her course and Biology

40, "AIDS and Other Sexually

Transmitted Diseases: The Mod-

em Plague.**

"Biology 40 is based on contem-
porary biological, medical and
political issues, while my course

uses the study of the past to help

understand the psychological,

spiritual and aesthetic responses to

AIDS based on past epidemics,**

she said.

The class is offered on Mondays
and Wednesdays from 3 p.m. to 5

p.m. in 6 Haines Hall. The course

identification number is 27652.
Interested students can contact the

CED office at 825-5467 for more
information.

The UCLA Alumni Association is proud to announce the

1992
Outstanding Senior

and
Outstanding Graduate Student

Awards

Recipients are presented with a Life

Membership in the UCLA Alumni Association
and are honored at the Alumni Awards dinner

and ceremony on June 6 & 7, I 992.

To be eligible, candidates must expect to
receive a bachelor's, graduate or professional

degree in

Fall 1991, Winter 1992 or Spring 1992.

rsomination forms are available at

GSA Office - 30 1 Kerckhoff Hall
Graduate Division Office - I 220 Murphy tlall

USAC President's Office - 304 Kerckhoff Hall
Center for Student Programming - 161 Kerckhoff Hall

James West Alumni Center - Information Desk

Complete nominations are due Friday, February 7

For more information,
call the Alumni Awards office at 206-0684.

UCUVkmni

LOWEST
AUTO

INSURANCE
RATE

•UABIUTY
•COMPREHENSIVE & COLUSION
•SR-22 HUNG
•MANY TICKETS/ACaDENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS
•LOWEST RATE FOR ANY DRIVER
•SINCERE SERVICE
•HOME APPOINTMENT O.K.

WE ALSO HANDLE HEALTH AND •

COMMERCIAL INSURANCE FOR BUILDINGS,
IRfSlNESS. AND AUTOS.'

CAU:

ALLIANCE NETWORK
INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.

(formerly Mervat Insurance Agency)

11540 SANTA MONICA BLVD #203, WEST LA
(AT COLBYABOVE SECURITY PACIFIC BANK)

JOBS
N CAMPUS!

ASUCLA is the single largest employer of UCLA students

and we currently have an extensive variety of positions

available. Why work for ASUCLA you ask? Well...

• We're right on campus, with locations nearby your classes.
• You can have a flexible work schedule arranged around
your classes. ^

• Food service employees get a meal allowance.
• ASUCLA has promotional opportunities.

• Employees are given a 20% discount on selected

merchandise.

• We can operate as your Work Study employer.

• ASUCLA pays better than most student jobs in the UCLA
area.

Positions are posted regularly near the entrance of ASUCLA
Personnel(2nd floor. Kerckhoff Hall, Rm 205). Come check

out the possibilities today and tomorrow you could be

receiving all, the benefits ASUCLA has tooffer!

ASUCLA
IS HIRING NOW!

Dally Bruin Wednesday, January 8, 1992 7
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—The 1991-1992^—
UCLA Community Diredory

IfcnnedylheUClA Student Diredor^

UClAs Favorite Campus Phone Book is Back
^1-92 UCLA Community Directory w\\\ be avc

FREE to all Students, Faculty and Staff as of

Monday, January 13 at 8am
in front of the ASUCLA Students' Store

•Comprehensive plK)ne and address islings of Sludenb, Facuby aixl Sl^
•Complete JBlings of UOA^ deparlmenis and the UOA Medknl Center so

'Complete, in-deplh inlbnnalion about UCLA& campus oiganaali^

•Thorough yelow page isiings wflh tfie besT slud^ deals in toiwnl*

•4-
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(Manpi »i*""i

^fci III
'
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MARKET
From page 3

living in a big city, nothing beats

buying produce directly from the

fanners who grow them.

**Generally all of us living in

urban areas are so removed from
the sources of food production,**

said John Watson, UCLA Extcn-

sion*s marketing representative.

Because there is no middleman
between the farmer and the con-
sumer, the market offers fresher

produce than a local grocery store.

Watson said.

The high number of customers
shows that people are more enthu-

siastic about eating organically

grown fruits and vegetables, he
added.

And the market helps owners of
small farms make money because
they are "always in danger of
going out of business unless they
have an outlet to sell their pro-

duce,** Watson said."

But other shoppers ^re less

concerned with agricultural pro-

duction than with the trendy

atmosph^ of the market

UCLA junior Naomi Adams
looks forward to **the rush of

shopping in the open air** because

"it*s so European.**

Coping with heavy traffic is

worth the opportunity to shop at

the fair, said Adams, who shops for

produce whenever she visits the

Santa Monica Mall.
Like other customers, Adams

said her eyes are drawn to the fruits

and vegetables that look different

than their grocery store counter-
parts.

The carrots have hairlike roots

still clutching to their native soil.

viding Great Care

ForAll Women

•^^-•^"•-p-

r

REE PREGNANCY TESTING
•Pregnancy Termination

General or Local Anesthesia

•Affordable Birth Control

Line

Z4-T449

CIATES

GIVE
HOMEWORK

(and make great money too!)
*

• The Princeton Review
• Idealpart-timejob

• Pay starts at $13.50 per hour /

• Great working conditions

• Work with enthusiastic high school students

Would you like to work in a creative environment helping high
school students and, at the same time, make great money? If so,

we are offering you the opportunity to interview with the nation's

most successful SAT preparation service. The Princeton Review.
Each year we help thousands of students across the country im-

prove their SAT scores with our uniquely effective program. If you
are bright, enthusiastic and outgoing, and enjoy helping others,

this may be the perfect part-time job for you. Those interested

should send a resume and cover letter to The Princeton Review—
MO bkone colli bUast Also be sure to include your SAT and/or
GRE scores as well as your phone number on your resume. Those
accepted through our highly selective screening process will

participate in an extensive training program to become instractors.

Please aend your resum^ to

The Princeioii Review
AttD.: Personnel Dept .

10474 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste 403
.Lot Angeles, CA 90025
Resume deadline: Jan. 10, 1992.

tfBT
PRINCETON
REVIEW

SAT • PSAT • Achievements
Vocabulary • Academic Tutoring

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT

And the broccoli*s foot-long stalks

resemUe miniature sequoias on a

story by children's author Maurice
Sendak.

Although their produce already

captures shoppers* attention, the

farmers do not hesitate to compete
with each other for business.

But among the bt siest tables are

those that sell honey and flowers

instead of produce.

A glass box houses the bees of
the Honey Lady stall, whose
vendor offers free honey samples
and an explanation of the diner-

ence between orange and wild-

flower honey.

Irises prove to be one of the best
deals because the market sells six
of them for $7 while ASUCLA
charges $1.50 for each stem.

But sometimes what resembles
a flower may be edible. One
shopper perused a table laden with
what looked like dried rose buds,
but they turned out to be dried
cherries which she uses to make
drinks and bread.

She attends the market regularly

to find these exotic goods because
'this is the only place I know that

sells them.'*

woNEPL sen • II

FAMILY
EXPECTATIOHS

TODAY!
JANUARYS

1 2:00 - 1 :30 P.M.
>ODD HALL

Are you concerned about your parents' reactions to your grades
or choice of a major? Do you feel that your responsibilities to your
family are weighing on your ability to perform in school? Many
women in college And it difflcult to balance academic and social
demands while fulfllling their family's expectations. Come to a
workshop that will discuss ways to effectively communicate your
personal goals and ideas, to resolve conflicts, and to maintain

positive relationships with your family.

Facilitated by Nan Senzaki, Clinical Social Worker
Student Psychological Services

SPONSORED BY THE
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER

The Wofnen't Roowcc Cemer u • Mivk* «rf Um divinon oT Stodent Davelopmenl and HuJlh.

^l ^\

How about:

/ A Free LSAT Diagnostic Test-

with Computerized Analysis.

/ A Free orientation about the
LSAT exam and our prepMion
course.

/ No Obligation.

We're serious if you are.
Encino Culver City Brentwood

16571 Ventura Blvd. 11000 Washington Blvd. 11911San Vicente Blvd #230
Monday. 1/5 Monday, 1/5 Thuisday, 1/9
6:00 PM 6:00 PM 6:00 PM

Call for reservations and directions.

1-800-KAP-TEST
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

irr JMt444K4.4 i4r<fctV^>
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BUDGET
From page 1

no layoffs and would give state

workers a 4.8 percent pay increase

while cutting the governor's office

and cabinet secretary's budgets by

30 percent.

"An economic recession is

absolutely the worst time to raise

taxes, cut programs and lay off

employees,** Blanning said.

As part of his budget-trimming

efforts, Wilson plans to ask the

Legislature to cut grants to reci-

-pients of Aid to Famiiies with

Dependent Children and to limit

checks for welfare recipients who
move to California.

Wilson's director of finance,

Thomas Hayes, said in a statement

that the unions' idea is 'Tiscally

unsound.**

This proposal would compound

the problem by adding the repay-

ment of additional debt to an
already difficult budget situation.**

Wilson has incurred the wrath of

public employees by trying to

impose 5 percent pay cuts on

rank-and-file state workers. He has

said that without the cuts, thou-

sands of workers would be laid off.

Immediately aUter Blanning*s

press conference. Assembly
Spe^er Wi'ltie Brown announced
the creation of an Assembly
I>emocrat economic recovery task

force, headed by Assemblyman
John Vasconcellos, D-San Jose.

Vasconcellos said a team of

Democratic lawmakers would
work together with business inter-

ests to find mutually agreeable

changes in law to spur California's

economic recovery.

FUNDS
From page 1

average of $100 million in gifts.

Generally, the money is used to

support capital and academic

projects as well as financial aid for

students.

But with only 30 percent of its

total funding now coming from the

California budget and with future

cutbacks probably on the way,

UCLA has had to increasingly

count on its fund-raising efforts to

cover costs.

UCLA alumni have been prime

contributors, said James Osterholt,

who is the vice chancellor of

development and in charge of the

UCLA Foundation — the univer-

sity fund-raising program.

"We have grown substantially

in the last decade because we met
three goals — to double funds, to

focus on academics and to estab-

lish a campus-wide fund-raising

effort,** Osterholt said.

Today, about 25,000 UCLA
alumni participate by giving annu-

See FUNDS, page 10

J TANNING
5 Sessions For $25*
CD Sound Systems
•Air Conditioning

•10 Wolff Beds
•Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCLA! Call 824-2TAN

M-F: 9am-8pm
Sat & Sun: llam-6pm:

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undt)rook)

^coupon expires 1/16/92

FORSPECIAIDEUVERY
aiLSHMEY'S!

iT'^S FAST AND FREE!

GET YOUR BUTT
DOWN TO WESTWOOD
PLAZA TOMORROW!

VICTIMS FAMILY
AND

RIDE LIKE JEHU
ROCKIN'

WWP • NOON
TOMORROW

One Medium Pizza

with One Topping,

Five Pieces of Chicken

and Mojo Potatoes.

Large Pizza

!with Two Toppings

1114 Gayley Westwood
Fax 208-7470 Hours Sun-Thurs 11-lam. Fri & Sat. ll-2ain

824-4111

SUfSD MIX3^ VXJlf
ts^s^s^

SAN FRANCISCO
NEW YORK

WASHINGTON D.C
SACRAMENTO

p/mmmmifmmm »»**f»»f*»» n TfiiffTfffffffffWrfilffilfili^TR

I

^h^,i;>;>^^.^,»sss, i'>N*,'i'.'^,^»'« i*;*iSV»\%%\'«'i*vi'.'

UCLA EXPO Center

MMiMrfiwiililiiiliMitiMilrk^^

In 25 years we've placed over 4,000 interns in the areas of

Media, Bqisiness, Government, Public Relations, and more.

INFORMATION MEETINGS
In tha EXPO Center, Ackerman A-213, 825-0831

TUESDAYS at 4 pm
WEDNESDAYS at 1 2 Noon
THURSDAYS at 3 pm

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS JANUARY 17, 1992

— POLITICAL SCIEIVCE UPDATE "

CHAIVGES TO THE SCHEDULE OF CLASSES
WnVTER 1992

APDinOMSi

78331 PS. M211 **Thc MoraUty of Capitalism^ M 9-12 in AGSM 2270
78434 PS. C261B ^'Mass Attitudes & PoUtical Behavior^ TR 3-5 Haines 82

with Prof. John Zaller

PELETMOMSt

PS. 209 sem. 1 with Ansolabehere
PS. C247 disc. 1 with Kaser
PS. C247 disc. 2 with Gelman

CHANGES:

PS. 40 disc. Ig T8 moves to Bunche 3165
PS. 40 disc. Ih T9 moves to Bunche 3165
PS. 40 disc Ice R12 overlaps with lecture, time will be changed
PS. 80 Lect. moves to Dodd 147
PS. 80 disc, li W3 moves to Dodd 67
PS. 202 new Ume TR 9:30-10:45 in Bunche 2156
PS. 220 new Ume W 2-5 in Bunche 3288 ~ ~^ "

PS. 260B new Ume W 3-6 GSM 3343C

For PERMISSIOM TO EMROLL, see Instr. on the flrst elass Hieetlng.

For tHte Most Updated Information Please Check the •

Bulletin Board Outside the Political Science
Main Omce at 4289 Bunche Hall

••«»"-W^>'* »»•*
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She Is starting to be like my best friend.

"

James
Bruin Partners mentee

You too can be a best friend to a disadvantaged 6th or 7th

grader through Bruin Partners. Come to our Open House
at 6:00 on January 10 in Men's Gym 203 and sign up for

one of our mentor training sessions:

January 16, 6:00 p.m.

January 22, 6:00 p.m.

BRUIN PARTNERS
A program of California Campus Compact

UCLA Community Resource Center

203 Men's Gym -

(310)206-1771

^

«.

Now you can get

The Big Apple delivered

to your doorstep!

Take advantage of special low

campus rates for subscriptions

to The New York Times*

• The rate is 32<i daily* and $3.24*

for the Sunday paper. r-

• Newspaper deUvery is scheduled to

begin on January 10 and end March 20.

Winter Quarter (9 Weeks)

Mon-Fri

Mon-Sat

Mon-Sun

$14.40

$16.96

$42.88

Paper will be delivered to the address you enter below.

If you live in campus housing please call (213)666-0433 for further

information. Delivery will begin 5 days after receipt of your payment,
*Price includes all applicable California sales tax.

Name
.

Address

Dorm/Hall (if any)

Phone (very important)

Student I.D.#

Offer not valid after 2/20/92. Please make your checks payable to The New York Times
and mail to: P.O. Box 13382, Torrance, CA 90503. For more information call

(213)666-0433, or visit our table on campus outside LuValle Commons or inside

Ackerman Union on 1/8, 1/9, 1/13, 1/14, and 1/15.

-=rtr
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From page 9

ally. And in 1988, the university

met these goals with its UCLA
Campaign, which raised $374
million over six years.

"Fund-raising tactics change
primarily in intensity and breadth

during a major campaign, but the

objectives are the same,** Osteiholt

explained. "A campaign is more of
a collaborative effort among staff,

faculty and volunteers.**

Dispelling a myth, Osteiholt

added that the fund-raising office

does not get pressured by the

administration to^ raise funds. But
he said that they work together to

meet the needs of the university.

*The deans of the schools deter-

mine where the money is most
needed,** he said.

In the past, the priority of the

UCLA fund-raising office was to

expand the cultural focus of its

program, said Greg White, an
intern in the office in 1989.

For example, fund-raising
efforts concentrated on Iranian,

Jewish and Asian-Pacific groups.

White said.

"We would gradually get them
involved with the program by
having them participate in coun-

cils, for example. We approach
them to support a department chair

or a research project Then we
might name the department or the

chair after them . . to recognize
ftgm ferHieif' COnhibution,'' he
said.

*Thc more they get involved,

the more likely they are to contri-

bute,** he added.

UCLA*s increased fund-raising

efforts have yielded more money
for the endowment,.A decade ago,
the total UCLA endowment was
under $50 million. Today, it stands
at $310 million — an impressive
number for a public school.

UCLA*s fund-raising program
has expanded across the state to

include offices in San Francisco
and Orange County, maintaining
relations with the thousands of
alumni in those areas.

Other U.S. universities have
much larger endowments, but they
have had much more time to

collect that money. Harvard Uni-
versity, which has the largest

endowment in the nation, has
$4.65 billion.

Traditionally, fundraising in

U.S. academia has been largely a
private university phenomenon.

Private universities are famous
for having a strong alumni base, so
when it comes to donations their

alumni are their most important
source. In fact, Stanford Universi-
ty draws about half of their fund-
raising revenue from their alumni,
which number about 150,000
^nnual donors.

Stanford is one of the top private
fundraisers in the nation, raising

about $ 180 million in the last fiscal

year, which is a 10 percent fall-off

from the previous year.

Currently, Stanford is in the
final stages of a five-year fund-
raising campaign in which its goal
is to raise $1.1 billion — a goal
already exceeded.

"Our mission is to maximize
over the long term usefiil gift

support to Stanford,** said Liz
Sloan, a spokeswoman at the
Stanford fund-raising office.

use, another private university

with a successful fund-raising

program, receives more than half
of their gift revenue firom alumni,
according to Paul Blodgett, associ- .

ate vice president for the USC
fund-raising department.

Despite the fact thatUCLA does
not generate as much money as
USC and Stanford, UCLA's Oster-
holt said the university similarly

draws about half of its fund-raisihg
revenue from its alumni base.

vT,
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DONATIONS
From page 1

' certainly, but we have compen-
sated for that by getting increasihg

endowments and managing that

money well,** said James Oster-

holt, assistant vice chancellor of
the UCLA Envelopment Office,

which oversees fund-raising
efforts.

Recently, UCLA has become
more dependent upon fundraising

as a result of slackening state

support.

"In the last few years, the

revenues of the state of California

have been declining, while the

budgets for die university have
grown,** said Nick Goldsborough,
a fund-raising administrator at the

College of Letters & Sciences.

In fact, there may be no end in

sight for the state* s problems.

As a result of growing state

social programs, there is an
increasing gap between the

amount of tax money the state

collects and spends. Because the

UC*s funds are not guaranteed like

they are for certain welfare prog-

rams, additional state deficits

could siphon away university

money.

This year, California faces a
$14.3 biUion shortfall.

As a result, "private sector

support has been increasingly

important in maintaining the

excellence of the university,**

Goldsborough said.— IBC university lias log to rely

upon fundraising to support high

academic standards, he added. But
UCLA is not in financial danger

because the fund-raising office has

stepped up its efforts recently,

Osteiholt said.

"It is our objective to have an

appropriate amount of income so
that our buying power is constant

even in recession times/* he said.

Today, UCLA has a total endow-
ment valued at $310 million.

Stanford— the top fundraiser in

the state and owner of the fifth

largest U.S. university endowment— has experienced a $22 million

drop compared to the previous
year.

However, one Stanford official

said the recession cannot be
entirely blamed for its donation
drop.

"We arc downsizing our deve-
lopment office to meet a $40
million budget reduction,** said Liz
Sloan, a spokeswoman at the

Stanford fund-raising office.

Furthermore, the highly-publi-

cized scandal about Stanford
President Donald Kennedy using

U.S. government funds for person-
al use has hurt collection efforts,

Sloan added.

And USC*s donation revenues
fell below $100 million for the first

time in four years. **The recession

has affected our constituents,

particularly our stable annual
donors, the folks that regularly

support the institution year in and
year out,** said Paul Blodgett,

USC*s associate vice president of
fund raising.

But again, the recession was not

entirely to blame. The falloff can
be attributed to reduced fund-rais-

ing efforts since USC recently

completed a major fund drive that

brought in $640 million over six

years, Blodgett said.

However, the recession cannot

be so easily written off. According
to a survey by the National

Association of Colleges and Uni-
versities, the U.S. economy has

trimmed the returns on endow-
ments.

Endowments, which are fre-

quently invested in the stock

market and on real estate, did not

pay back as well as they usually

have. The average return was 7.4

percent last year compared with

14.8 percent in 1989.-

NEQ ^'EAF inEXIAA
IT'S THE RIGHT TIME TO BUY...

STANDARD SYSTEM

FREE
MOUSED

MX-216

MX-316

MX-325S

MX-333

MX-420X

MX-4331

MX-433E

286-16 MHZ

386SX-16 MHi

386SX-25 MHZ

386DX-33MHZ

486SX-20 MHZ

486DX-33 MHZ
(W/64KI8A)

486DX-33 MHZ

SYSTEMS INCLUDE
1 MB RAM
AMI BIOS

1.2(5.25") OR 1.44(3.5") FDD

SUPER IDE CONTROLLER

MINI TOWER CASE

SOCKET FOR OPTIONAL MATH COPROCESSOR

REAL-TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR

101 ENHANCED KEYBOARD

ONE YEAR PARTS A LABOR WARRANTY

COlNPREHENSIVE 72-HR BURN-IN TESTINg

FREE DELIVERY IN DESTINATED AREAS(W/256K EISA)

MONITOR: MON0 12" /MON0 14" /MONO VGA/ VGA 14"(640X480)/ SUPER VGA 14"(1024X768)
$85.00 $90.00 $108.00 *$295.00 *$325.00

HARD DRIVE: 40/S2/B0/120 MB $170/$190/$26S/$315

CALLDMS INTERNATIONAL for details """EL: (818) 308-1316
317 W. MAIN STREET. SUITE 415, ALHAMBRA, CA91801 FAX: (818) 308-3844

.$289.00

$376.00

$415.00

.......$585.00

$689.00

$936.00

$1039.00

* VGA/SVGA CONTROLLER
INCLUDED

low-interestloans for

machines.
Here's how you can afford a Macintosh*

even ifyou can't afford a Macintosh.

,
Qualifying students, parents bonx)wing

on behalfofstudents, and faculty and staffmem-
hers with an annual salary ofat least $15,000,

can purchase an Apple* Macintosh ct^mputer

using the Apple Computer Loan program.

Apply to borrow ftiom $1,500 to $10,000

for the computer, other Apple products-

including the AppleG^n?* extended service

plan, and up to three software packages.

Ifyou're a student, you'U be able to

defer principal payments for up to 48 months

while in school, making interest-only pay-

ments until 30 days after you graduate or

leave schcxi Interest rates are surprisingly

k)w, and you can take up to eight years

to repay.*

Save big ifyou buy now.
For a limited time, you can save

hundreds on qualifying Macintosh Classic*,

Macintosh LC, and Macintosh Ilsi systems.

So stop by and fill out an Apple

Computer Loan appliation today. You

could be driving a very powerful machine

sooner than you think.

itr

How low are the interest rates? ThefU vary, but
here's an example: For October 1991, the APR
(annual percentage rate) was 11.4035%, or

11.0327% on deferred loans

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Stora/ B-^evei Ackerman Union/82S-6952/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

*lbt>initir%lnittisihtw<eniittf)(ttkfhiifher(]flhi! iit^\(>r'Jt>^yiommmialpajMrr rut«riiisrtpi>rteiiinih(i4uil\tn^Jtuinuil plu\a\^^ {5% A/ierfun* id. 1^ ihfpnmd mm ifurmst ifprof^ram toM
imrrustt huiuiUmMncttd\b%. exi'Uinft hi>rr()uvr\ ktmid hrmili/ii-d iii ltu\t M) fUi\M» mhvnce Ihtloanmus he prviitiid ai am iime uilhoui pemtln I or ihv m<mih it( (khjtifr I'T)! ihrratttfos lOOdn. uilb
an annual ptntniofft ran <)ln ¥ii'i\ this raleHoiMrr^ull m m<mihl\ pavnH/nhofflHHJ^treirn tl.iMMIhomMrd Iht itnuJfimimr thurjftpr t-mh tl(m ht,m>u^ unmlJ ht $+i2 S" l/voui^i lotkftr
prim ipat [)aymeni\ /rnfrmr }var\ ihe M'k on itx/r latin mil hv 1 1 iiij^y loxr monthly pr<» nu-ni\ dunnniht ikfrrmeni /)fn<W mil hr$HJKaml your firyi rmmihiv pavmvru ofpnnapai and mienri uiU htt2^ <i7

pvr f/KTv tl OOO hommrd Ihe hital finami' i barye on efvr[ tl iKXi vo» hornm will hr $M "' Ji Ihr imenru nut /\ wHyH » (o imrvas* ajutr wu hmt rHtiitdihe lorn hath applitam paw aUOHO nonrrhinJMe
tfOlKOttmfit AppmitdhttrrrmmuillhtcharKeda-tXhanonf^miionfee Imn apptkattomi^Junt 10. IVU. tmnhnuhfKiioalMfihifloiini>nftimMnmfte IbeluMonionation /ftuillheadMioihr
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Editor:. ^

Coalinga. You can smell it

in the breeze from miles away.
But it*s not the sweet smell of
success — unless you deal in

manure.

Yes, when you arrive, you'll

find steers just as far as the
eye can sec. They have
munched on all the native

vegetation until it is just a
fund inemory. They have catoF
everything green and left the
dust that was the main cause
of the "accident" that took so
many lives on Interstate 5
recently.

So, how important is it

really to have lots of burgers
in America? Well, we are

already outnumbered by "meat
machines** — beings whose
only role in life is to get fat

quick so some nice man will

kill them and then sell their

body.

Yeah, thanks a lot for feed-

ing them most of oiu" grain

and water. They, in turn, are
turning California into a dust
bowl.

How many lives will it take
before people see the writing
on the wall? The answer, my
friends, i$ blowing in the wind.

«

Victor C. Forsythe
President

. Vegetarian Society Inc.

Editor:

On behalf of the UCLA
Rally Committee, Eric Lin and
Due Le*s letter of Nov. 25
(DaUy Bruin, "Pathetic") is

really disappointing. It shows
just how far UCLA spirit has

degenerated. At a time when
the UCLA community should

be coming together to oppose
a common enemy (those cros-

-sttrwn IcScrs),"^!^ two were
~

unfairly attacking one of
UCLA*s only spirit groups.

According to them, "being
spirited means that you must
be willing to put up with sore

legs, a, hoarse voice and other

.signs of fatigue," and that the

Rally Committee has been
"marked by the inability and
refusal to stand up during the

game. Your efforts have been,

simply put, purely pathetic.**

Pathetic, huh? Who is it that

determined that standing up at

a football game is the best

measure of spirit? With the

players busting their butts on
the field, I cannot imagine that

they would have the time to

look in the stands to see of
everyone is standing or not
Whether standing or silting,

Rally Committee members can
and do yell and cheer to the

point of losing their voices for

several days. Also, it is blow-
ing those air horns, and now

ringing the Victory Bell, that

makes more noise than any
group of people.

Furthermore, you are simply

incorrect. Most Rally Commit-
tee members stand for almost
the entire game. On some of
these occasions, other UCLA
students have complained and
asked us to sit, just like Lin
and Le were asked to siL This
pressure came from other

UCLA students, like

yoursclvesr-yet you blame ufc

An students purchase their own
tickets, and as such, purchase
the right to sit or stand as

they please.

Lin and Le state that they
imderstand and appreciate the

efforts of the Rally Committee
members, yet they then go on
to call these same people lazy.

It is obvious that they have no
idea about the kind and
amount of work that these

people do. Every^ single thing

done by Rally Committee
officers and members is vol-

unteered. No member receives

any kind of monetary compen-
sation, yet it takes almost

1,000 hours to complete work
on a single card show.

All this wofk and you call

us lazy? =

Scott Rothstein
Chairman

UCLA Rally Committee

\

Viewpoint

Zionism's racism
• Iisnott

that of
By Stan Smith

I find it rather ironic that

the UCLA newsmagazine
Ha*Am which claims to speak
for Jewish students as a whole
features a title article on the

"dream" of Zionism arid runs
another article condemning
David Duke.

After all, EHike, as a rep-

resentative of an oppressor
group, simply wants to estab-

lish a white Christian state. All
African Americans, Jews, Chi-
canos, etc. should get out or
assume second class citizen-

ship. Similarly, 2Uonists support

Israel, the so-called Jewish
state. Here, in the name of

_Israeli Jews, the oppressor

~group,~inflcsfinians are removed"
or pushed into servant roles.

Both Zionists and Duke are
racists and tend toward fascism
in a similar manner, we just

need to switch the piece of
land referred to and use a
different version of God*s
book.

Ha*Am quotes Duke, *The ^

Jews, blacks, Hispanics and
Orientals would each be given
a portion of the present day
United States so they could
have a nation of their own.
The rest of America would be
reserved for the white majori-
ty.** This is a more Uberal
program than what the Israeli

government promises Palesti-

nians.

As a human being I think

all humans, whether African-

American, white, Chicano,

Christian, Moslem, Jewish,

atheist, male, female, gay,

straight, whatever outward form
we take, have equal rights. To
press for the demands of one*s

own group without regard to,

or at the expense of others,

simply because you were bom
into this group is completely

prejudiced.

This is what Zionists — not
Jews — advocate, which is

why it is racist, similar to

Duke. My own children, by
virtue of being bom, have

far from

more rights in Israel than

Palestinians who have lived

there for generations. They can
go to South Africa and two
will have significantly more
rights than the third. Am I

supposed to think one of these

countries is fundamentally

racist and the other isn*t?

These two states regard

some human "stock** as better

than some other human
"stock.** That's plain, pure
David Duke racism.

In both these countries we
should — if we believe all

human beings are equal and
have equal rights — suppoit

the call for non-racial, secular,

non-sexist denK)cratic states.

4(is^€fbne^ Zionism {^EF
it suckers in otherwise progres-.

sive, liberal-minded Jews. Once
they buy into Zionism even a
little, they start justifying, apo-

logizing for and rationalizing

all sorts of brutalities by one
group of human beings against
another.

Zionism tells them this

somehow helps preserve their

heritage and identity as Jews.
Then comes the next stqj: if

you don*t agree with them you
are an anti-Semite. In fact,

Zionists do a great deal to

help foster anti-Semitism by
equating anti-Zionism with
anti-Semitism.

It is true Jews outside of
Israel suffer prejudice and dis-

crimination and this anti-Semi-
tism, such as Dukc*s, must be

"

fought. But it is also true that

I^estinians suffer even worse
discrimination and prejudice
due to the existence of the
state of Israel.

Either you oppose prejudice
and discrimination against all

.

human beings because we are*
all one, or you slide into

racism, setting up a special
case for some given racial

"stock.** Both Duke and con-
scious hard-core Zionists do
the latter.

Smith is a Ph.D. candidate in
history.
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The results are In!
If you applied to be a part ofUCLA^s new \mnot

insert, please stop by the Daily Bruin office, 112
Kerckhoff Hall, some time this week. There you will

be given further instructions, along with the micro-
film. This message will not self-destruct, but it will

eventually biodegrade.

The Bhlin. Hard-hitting, timely, and recyclable.
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112 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024
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Goinghome biingsout— and up—a tot ofthings
After three weeks of

relaxation at home, I

need a vacation. ^

Just for the record, what
you're reading right now is my
second attempt at this God-for-
saken column. About midway
through the first run. I looked
back upon what I had written

and realized that Td spent the

last two paragraphs screaming
about what crap this particular

piece of writing was. saying
essentially that anybody who
had read as far as that point

had to be verging on brain

dead.

Interpreting this as a sign

that perhaps the column wasn't
in fact so hot, I cleared it

from the screen, and now Tm
starting over. They say it*s

never too late to start again,

whoever they are, and although
the copy editors here at The
Bruin (whose deadline I am
now past) would disagree, I

think it's a really nice idea.

As John Lennon said. "Don't
let another day go by, my
love, it'll be just like starting

over." Granted, the quote
doesn't really fit with the

column, but it is a heck of a
song, and there's a story that

Lennon 's producer was con-
vinred that partirular line was
anti-Italian. Tint in itself

should be worthwhile.

And for that matter, what
better time to start ower than

the beginning of the new year?

That's why everybody makes
New Year's resolutions, right?

That's why every health club
in the country, makes those

?
>

ll

Ben
Wexler
package deals for all those

suckers, who convince them-
selves that this will be the

year they really are going to

work out every day. to give

them their money before they

give up on the idea some time
around Groundhog Day.
And what a fantastic holiday

that is. isn't it? Groundhog
Day kills. But I guess I should
wait on that. We'd all agree:

that's a whole 'nother column.
And why is it that you can

be having a conversation, even
if you're a somewhat well-edu-

-cated person, like a professor

a lot of things look completely
stupid in print.

I began this column by
saying that three weeks at

home has brought about a need
for a vacation. This was a

weird break for several rea-

sons, one being that I deter-

mined rather conclusively that

in the past couple years. I've

become allergic (o my home-
town.

The last few times I've gone
to Chicago, it's like a nonstop

cough and sneeze-fest, which
really isn't extremely pleasant,

not to mention a strange reac-

tion to have to the place

where I grew up. My mother
is convinced that the root of
my problems is our furnace,

which we believe was built

during Reconstruction and is

located directly below my
room.

I find that to be a suspect
theory. For a fiimace to create

a situation worse for my lungs
than this "pack a day" we call

Los Angeles seems to be
stretching it. For me it seems
to run deeper. I thought maybe
it was Freudian, but I couldn't
really get anywhere with this

theory either.

The fact

didn't feel exactly right

But at the same time,

although \ had a lot of fun
and nothing really went wrong,
it was as if my head wasn't in

the game. It was like, all of a
sudden, I'd been away for a
real long time, and all of a
sudden, I wasn't sure if I was
returning to my element or
leaving it Suddenly, the crea-

tive juices began to run dry
and all I felt like doing was
play pool and listen to the

radio;

This wasn't good. I am not

at the point where I can look

myself in the proverbial eye (if

you can't find your proverbial

eye. you might want to consult

a physician) and say. "Maybe I

belong in L.A." That's still too

much, and may always be. In

fact, just writing this has

brought me to the brink of

hurling, and I've had to take

an hour-long nap underneath

my desk just to settle down.
Don't tell the copy editors;

they'll kiU me.

There's this place on the

northwest side of Chicago
called Superd^wg. My dad
originally introduced me to the

.place when I was about 14.

25-foot-tall hoc dog dressed

like Tarzan striking a muscular

pose while his dawg-woman
looks on lovingly, both sets of

their eyes electrically twinkling.

On the napkins. Superdawg
tells you. "From the bottom of
my pure beef heart — thanks

for stopping."

For some reason, despite the

fact that it hks to be terrible

for my digestive system, late

night trq>s to the 'dawg with
the friends that I grew up
with, and through the years

have stayed in touch with,

remains something that I miss
every time I'm out here.

There's something so great, so
comforting, about things that

can remain the same even
though everything else seems
to be changmg so fast.

This was what was great

about being home. Maybe it

was the uncertainty of where
I'd be for the next new year

that was keeping me up at

nights, and maybe it took me
being home to let it affect me.
College is like Disneyland —
you tend to forget where you
are. But the good, old days . .

.

now that's scary.

or a dentist, and you can say.

"But that's a whole 'nother

thing entirely," and you rarely

think a thing of it, but you put

a similar statement in print and
it looks completely stupid?

And what is hamburger?
Chopped ham? No.
Come to think of it, I guess

a good night's sleep on the

same bed in which I slept

from the time I was but a wee
lad until shuffling off to West-
wood troubled me. Not being
able to breathe troubled me. It

was as if, although evoything
was familiar and seemed nor- .

mal, teing home this time

and when I got old enough to

drive I started bringing my
friends there. It's one of the

last remaining drive-ins in the

country, and it has more charm
than perhaps any other place
on earth.

On the nx)f of Supo^wg is

'the" Superdawg, an heroic.

-So-now I face a new y^r
of six more months of Dis-
neyland, followed by the abyss.

For three weeks, being faced
with this made me sneeze.

Right now, I think I'm gonna
hurl.

Wexler is a senior majoring in

communication studies.

HILLEL THIS WEEK
The Jewish Student Union

Presents:-

BOWUNG

Bruin
Bowl

Ackerman
Union
$4.00

Wednesday
January 8
7:00-9:00pm

uis

^

•\

For more information,

call 208-3081.

Sponsored by the Jewish Student Union

$6.00 for dinner

Advance reservations a must
Call Hillel at 208-3081

Open to UCLA undergrads only.

Sponsored by the Jewish Student Union in

association with Hillel
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Entertainment

New Orleans DistrictAttomey Jim Garrison (K«vln Co«n«) is summoned to the judge's (John Flnnac») benph in Oliver Stone's drama—
*JFK' gets Stoned

By Aaron Dobbs
Daiiy Bruin Staff

To some, il is the greatest murder
mystery ever created. To others, the

case was closed shortly after it was first

opened. But regardless of what anyone
thinks about the events which shook
America on Nov. 22, 1963, the assassi-

nation of John Fiugerald Kennedy is

**the story that won't go away."
-; At least, that's what Hollywood's
favorite maverick OUver Stone would
like to see happen. Stone is renowned
for his Uberal politics and revolutionary
filmmaking, especially when it comes
to his favorite era — the '60s. With
"JFK," Stone wants to reopen the

mystery which, if it hasn't already been
solved, is more baffling than any
Agatha Christie novel.

The most important thing to remem-
ber when you walk into the theater to

see "JFK" is that Stone's movie is not a
documentary. What screenwriters
Stone and Zachary Sklar have brought
to the screen is decades worth of
research, evidence and speculation, all

of which point lo a conspiracy among
the highest levels of our government.
No matter how convincing or real some
of Stone's evidence appears, it is not all

Gary Otdman, center, portrays Lee Harvey Oswald In "JFK.

fact, and Stone has very carefully put
together the pieces to make it look how
he wants it to look.

As a historical document, "JFK"

doesn't stand up, but it was never meant
to. Taken simply as a work of historical

fiction, however, "JFK" is not only one
of the best movies of 1991, but is also

the best film Stone has made in his

nearly IQ-year career.

The stoiy is based on former New
Orleans EHstrict Attorney Jim Garri-
son's book "On the Trail of the

Assassins." Garrison not only opened
his own investigation concerning a
New Orleans connection within a
government conspiracy to kill Ken-
nedy, but he also is the only man in

history to ever try a case to convict
anyone involved in the assassination.

His choice was New Orleans business-
man Clay Shaw, who was acquitted of
all charges.

Garrison (Kevin Costner) is Stone's
protagonist and it's from his point of
view that the audience watches this

story. To guide us through all the
evidence. Stone tells the story of a man
who becomes so obsessed with the

assassination he manages to push away
his family and closest firiends, causing
the majority of this country to consider
him to be a lunatic.

That story is framed by the more
interesting one — the assassination

investigation. Stone's main purpose is

not to provide any one answer, but to

make audiences think twice about the

See •Jnc,'page16

Ftom rqgs to Rich:

'At Play' isn't fun and games
Film explores

serious themes

facing humanity

By Aaron Dobbs
Dally Bruin Staff

Not many stories manage to

hang around Hollywood for long
periods of time. In fact, the average
script's shelf life is probably only a
couple of years. But in the case of
Peter Matthiessen's epic novel "At
Play in the Fields of the Lord," the
Hollywood community found a
story it simply couldn't leave
alone.

After 25 years of shuffling and
planning, "At Play" has finally

arrived at a theater near you. But
was it worth the wait? Yes and no.
The screenplay by Jean-Claude

Carriere and Hector Babenco tells

Matthiessen's story about missio-
naries in the Amazon rain forests.

It actually tells two parallel stories.

Chat oTCheyenne *tfiiarXc^m^

John LIthgow, left, and Aidan Quinn are surrounded by the Niaru-
na Indians in "At Play in the Fields of the Lord."

means much more than just cutting
down some trees — it means
killing wildlife and human beings.

Babenco's ("Kiss of the Spider
Woman") only real problem is

with the film's pacing. Although
"At Play" is obviously meant to be
a picture of epic proporyens, ila_

Moon (Tom Berenger) who para-
chutes into the forest and becomes
a member of a tribe of Niniana
Indians, and of Martin Quarrier
(Aidan (Juinn), a young Protestant
missionary who brings his wife
Hazel (Kathy Bates) and son Billy

(Niilo Kivirinta) to the Amazon to
help Leslie and Andy Huben (John
Lithgow and Daryl Hannah)
peacefully convert the Indians to

Christianity before the local "law"
officers have them killed (so that

the government can take the land).

The two stories slowly run
together until the violent climax,
but Carriere and Babenco (who
also directs) give away the pic-
ture's main theme very early in the
film. We learn that Martin has
always been fascinated with South
American Indians, which is why-
he has uprooted his family and
brought them to the jungle. But
Lewis brings an important ques-
tion to Martin's mind— if he likes

the Indians so much, why does he
want to change them? Why take a
cultiiiie which he appreciates so
much and basically destroy it by
trying to bribe them with gifts and
brainwash them with typical West-
em Judeo-Christian beliefs?

"At Play" is also a picture which
gives Bff a strong environmental
message. The government wants
to clear out the forest-dwelling
Indian tribes in order to sell the

land to money-hungry developers.
Babenco shoots many gorgeous
scenes of the rain forest landscape,
with trees stretching as far as the
eye can see. But the film shows
how destroying the rain forest

three-hour run time is not totally

justified. In fact, two of the longest
scenes in the film are simple shots
of Lewis' plane flying over the

forest. The shots are beautiful, but

No matter how
wonderful the

professional actors in

this picture are, it is the

natives who prove to be

the most fascinating

and the scenes in the

village are extremely

compelling.

the feeling that we are not watch-
ing a major motion picture, but
instead are watching a National
Geographic documentary.
The performances are both the

best and worst aspects of the
picture. Berenger gives possibly
-UIB ucat pcxivsmancc or Ttx^

too drawn-out and after a while, no
mater how breathtaking they may
seem, these scenes actually get

quite boring.

The most interesting scenes in

the fihn, though, take place in the

Njruana village. Hundreds of
rlative South Americans were used
in these scenes, and some of the

main Indian characters are played
by people who have never acted

before. No matter how wonderful
the professional actors in this

picture arc, it is the natives who
prove to be the most fascinating

and the scenes in the village are

extremely compelling.

But like the scenery, sometimes
Babenco's attempt to bring out

the story and themei^isually hurt

the fihn more than hdig^ it, and in

many of the tribal scenes we get

as the Indian searching for^is own
identity, and Quinn is fantastic, as
always, as the young missionary.

At the same time, the rest of the
performances are hurt by poor
character development. Lithgow's
Leslie Huben becomes more of a
one-dimensional bad guy and a
secondary character as the film

progresses, and Hannah and Bates
don't get to play anything more
than a bathing beauty and a
religious lunatic, respectively.
Truly lost is Tom Waits, who for
the first twenty minutes or so
appears to be a major character (he
portrays Wolf, Lewis Moon's
partner) and then completely dis-

appears from the film, never to be
seen and only to be mentioned
once again.

In many ways, "At Play" is a
difficult film to enjoy. It runs too
long, some of the characters seem
meaningless and at times the story

gets a little preachy. Yet once the

picture is over and the entire thing
comes together, it proves to be a
provocative exploration into not
only how missionaries treat

Indians in South America, but also

how many of us in Western
"civilization" always try to change
the ones we love and use, but don't
understand, the term "live and let

live." •••
HLM: -At Play In the Fields of the
Lord.' Written by Jean-Claude Carriere
and Hector Babenco. Based on the
novel by Peter Matthiessen. Directed by
Hector Babenco. Produced by Saul
Zaentz. A Universal Pictures release
with Tom Berenger. Aidan Quinn, John
Lithgow. Oaryl Hannah and Kathy
Bates. (Rated R: nudity, violence and
language; 180 minutes) Now playing
dtywide.

MMty Rich

BySumiSousa
<

Matty Rich is lounging in his

Hollywood hotel suite. Sitting on
the coffee table is an autographed
Brady Bunch script given to him
the previous evening by Florence
Henderson while he was on the
Arsenib Hall show.

"It's amazing," murmurs Rich
as he gazes at the script and an
accompanying postcard with all

the Bradys' signatures. The
Bradys. Rich explains, were the
first white people he ever saw as a
kid in Brooklyn's Red Hook

housing project

"What they represented was
what 1 wanted. I wanted to go on
camping trips. I wanted those
materialistic things. I told my
mother after seeing that show I

wanted to do something just like

that but.in my life."

For Matthew Satisfield
Richardson, all of 19 years old,

that life is currently being played
out on. the big screen. Rich's film

"Straight Out of Brooklyn," which
he. wrote, directed and produced
(recently released on video), is

based on his omeriences in Red

childhood experiences in award-winning

• f
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Hook. It is these experiences that

are his primary reason for making
the film.

"I saw my best friend die, I saw
all my other friends die, my aunt
and uncle die on my birthday, I saw
my brother being beaten into a
coma . . . That's why I did it,"

explains Rich, with a passion rare
for someone his age. 'This movie
is a mirror for young black men
and women to say, *That's my
brother who's dead. That's my
sister. And what are we going to do
about it?'"

"Straight Out of Brooklyn" is a

~ Ilk: I. »ii > -. -

grim, tragic look at a black
working-class family whose lives

are irrevocably changed when the
son Dennis (Lawrence Gilliard Jr.)

begins to rob drug dealers, who
retaliate by hunting down mem-
bers of his family.

The characters of Ray and
Frankie reflect Rich's aunt and
uncle. Rich's uncle was killed by a
mugger while waiting at a bus stop
on his way. to visit Rich's aunt,
who was dyihg of cancer. She died
the same day.

The character of Larry Love,
one of I>enni8' best friends, was

based on Rich's best friend Lam-
ent Logan, who died at a juvenile

detention center while serving

time for stealing a motorcycle.
Rich dedicated "Straight Out of
Brooklyn" to Lamont.
Even more personal for Rich,

the character ofRay— whose rage

with white society is taken out on
his wife — is based on remem-
brances from Rich's own child-

hood, when his Vietnam veteran

father was an abusive alcoholic.

'The film is sometimes difficult

for me to watch/' Rich says

quiedy. "A lot of people died for

•wifwHtaM ifiJi

me to make that film."

And indeed. Rich knows he's

lucky just to be alive, much less a

promising new filmmaker. "I was
on the Oprah Winfrey show and
the tide was There Are No More
Children Here' and there are no
children when you're living in that

type of environment. You're
forced to grow up. If I didn't make
this movie and if my mother didn't

take me and my brother and sister

out of the projects . .^ . if she didn't

do that, where do you think I would
be? I would be dead."

Rich's mother Beatrice moved
• . . • r
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the family from Red Hook when he

was 10. It was then that he began to

read books about films. "My
nwther gave me all of these books,

about 250, and I took all of that

negative energy, that negative

anger and put it to something

positive. I still hung out with the

boys during the day but at night I

was reading the books."

When Rich was 17, he was
accepted to film school at New
York University. However, before

entering, he atteifded NYU's sum-

See RICH, page 18
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•JFK'
From page 14

infamous findings of the Warren Commis-

sion. Since the CIA files will not be released

until the year 2029, Stone wants to make

sure that people who were not alive in 1963

and didn't have that day implanted into their

minds will start to think about what he has

called the most impalant event of the 20th

century.

But the briUiance of"JFK" does notcome

from the story or from the fact that the fihn

actually is riveting for its ftill three hours

and eight minutes. Stone*s technical man-

euverings arc what makes this picture so

amazing to watch.

Stone combines old and new footage—
the infamous Zapruder film of the assassi-

nation and amazingly reatfstic recreations

— to combine a look and feel which not

only makes the audience think it's watching

a documentary, but also creates the illusion

of being a part of it He bombards the

audience with "evidence" to the point where

it*s impossible to remember it all, but it is

pieced together so perfecUy it creates an

effect almost more brilliant than anything

from *Terminator 2."

Although Stone deserves 90 percent of

the credit for carrying off such a master-

piece, applause is also due to the film's

brilliant cast Costner takes his Elliot Ness

character from *The Untouchables" and

gives him a Southern drawl (obviously

e^ier for him than the English accent he

attempted in "Robin Hood*') and success-

fully carries off an amazingly difficult role.

The two most notable supporting perfor-

mances come from Joe Pesci as David

Fcrrie — a man allegedly connected with

the conspiracy— and Gary Oldman as Lee

Harvey Oswald. Watching Oldman is

particularly eerie for anyone who has ever

seen pictures or footage of the accused

assassin.

Stiong performances also come from

Tommy Lee Jones as Garrison's target Clay

Shaw, Donald Sutherland as X, who

provides the majority of the conspiracy

thtory in a 15-minute monologue. Sissy

Spacek as Garrison's wife and Laurie

Metcalf, Michael Rooker and Jay O.

Sanders as three of Garrison's assistants in

the investigation. ****

HLM: "JFK." Written by Oliver Stone and Zachary

Skiar. Based on the books "On the Trail of the

Assassins' by Jim Ganison and •Crossfire: The

Ptot That Killed Kennedy" by Jim Mars. Directed

by Oliver Stone. Produced by A. Kitman Ho and

Oliver Stone. A Wamer Bros, release with Kevin

Costner and too many other famous people to

name. (Rated R: viofence and language; 188

minutes) Now playing citywide.

Melnitz Movies
presents a sneak preview

^ BRUIN <2 1 3) 474-fi2(>7

TRAFFIC (

SCHOOL "
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SAT, SUN, & EVEMXCiS
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JUMPIN' JACK
PLAQUE

Directed by STEVEN SODERBERGH. Starring JEREMY IRONS.

Wednesday January 8, 8;00 p.m.
-

: Melnitz Theatre Free * Passes required

Passes are free to UCLA students and can be obtained at c.t.o at 9:a.m. and at Melnitz

Box Office at 10:30 p.m. on the day of the screening. Current registration & I.D. are required.
*

For more information call 825-2345.

This program is sponsored by the Graduate Students Association, in cooperation with

UCLA Film and Television Archive and the Department of Film and Television.

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTKV

For Appointment:
478-0363

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING
•Fa Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth

• Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas, Estimates in Wnting

•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Lany Friedman, D.D.S. (UCIA Graduate)

1441 Westwood Blvd. (Between WUshire & Santa Monica)
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Column

UCLA skiers hit slooes

on Aspen's Rockies
If you've never sat around a

crowded aspen wood table at the

Timbermill Bar and Grill after a
long day of skiing, put it on your
list of things to do before you die.

Winter Break '91

By
plane or by bus, 800

anxious skiers including

myself descended on the

Rocky Mountain town of Aspen,
Colorado — a 19th-century min-
ing town that today boasts a record

number of gold cards rather that

gold nuggets. ^

For a sUm $349, the UCLA
Snow Ski Club offered Bruins a

week ofsunny days on the slopes, a

condo a walking distance away
from the chairlift, lunchtime par-

ties, pub crawls, a four-day lift

ticket and transportation by bus or

by plane to one of the most
beautiful spots on earth.

Unless you think you might
enjoy a hair-raising flight from
I>enver to Aspen in a 1920s prop-

plane, it*s my opinion that to

experience this trip in full you
should be a real Bruin and take the

bus.

Twenty hours on the road )sn*t

as bad as it sounds. Most of us

found the ride ideal for getting

through the entire Book of Ques-
"tions and for stooping ovct the

brown, velour seats to play vicious

games of poker. Think of it this

way— it*s good practice for the 3
a.m. stopover in Vegas, although I

have to admit that I stayed on the

bus. I hate that town and am about

as lucky at the slots as I am at

getting a good first pass for phone
registration.

The bus trip is somewhat like

giving birth. Once it*s over, you
forget the pain and start concen-

trating on the awesome beauty of

the winter paradise you have been
delivered to . . . wide-open plains

painted velvety white and rimmed
by the jagged Rocky Mountain
range. If you look closely, you can

see the faint trails of cross-country

skies or catch a glimpse of a

colorful parachute as it delivers its

ski-bound passenger to the next

mountain top.

I don't think the quiet town of

Aspen was quite ready for us, but

with the rest of the world still hard

at work, we had this winter

wonderland all to ourselves. By
day, the slopes were freckled with

neon patches of young kamikaze
Califomians. Even lunchtime was
a novelty in Aspen. I stood in line

with Sonny Bono and Arnold
Schwarzenneger waiting for my
hot chocolate.

As a rule, when the late after-

noon sun shaded the mountain and
the temperature dropped, everyone

headed down the slopes to drink a

toast to the day's adventures. In my
fifteen years of skiing I have yet to

witness the failure of this ritualistic

after-ski rendezvous. The Timber-

mill Bar & Grill was no exception.

Get a group of college students

together after a day of serious

skiing and even the most hilarious

of yard sales in the snow becomes
ingeniously masterminded. Egos

soar as fantastic feats and couci-

geous mishaps are told and retold.

In the end, plans are laid for the

following day's adventures. I

usually neglected to share the

details of my acrobatic tumbles

under the chair lift. Image is

everything in this sport

The Road
Less Traveled

Jennifer
Petree

When storytime was done, a

quick dip in the bubbling Jacuzzi

was usually the next social pitstop.

After dinner, most racoon-faced,

beer-loving skiers took to the local

pub to shoot some pool, or in most

cases, to shoot the breeze.

For the mote adventurous night

owls, there was a cozy, snow-cov-

ered shuttle waiting patiently in the

lightly falling snow to whisk down
UIC WURIJr IllUUllttttfi tvCKis

deliver you to the doors of Aspen's

ritzy saloons and cowboy hidea-

ways. We must have looked

slightly out of place without our

feathered hats and winter fiirs, but

on most snowy nights it wasn't

hard to find a group of locals eager

to share a little Colorado hospital-

ity.

The legends of the town of

Aspen are worth repeating. One
storyteller told the tale of how
pilots used to spend hours chasing

deer off the airport runway before

take-off. Even this little sleepy ski

hub had its problems. Another man
warned us about the town drunk

who might appear to be the only

homeless man in Aspen, but who is

really a retired millionaire who
likes to entertain visitors on street

comers before stumbling home to

his Aspen hills mansion.

One night, a few of us were even

lucky enough to meet the Bud Man
in Aspen's famous J-Bar. In

typical L.A. fashion, we were
immediately sceptical of his iden-

tity, but after several rounds of free

spirits we gave in to his hospitality.

The only thing we couldn't get out

of him was the score to the next

Bud Bowl.

At the end of the week we all

took one last run and quietly

loaded back onto the bus. Some-
how, even with the wheels turned

towards the sunny skies of Califor-

nia, the winding trip down the

mountain was slightly melancholy.

As the snow became more sparce,

everything seemed slightly less

spectacular. The red cliffs trans-

formed into flat yellow plains and

conversation ceased as we all

gazed out our dusty windows
remembering our week together

and planning to do it again next

year.

The UCLA Snow Ski Club offers

very affordable ski trip packages

for students all winter long. For
more irtformation, stop by the

Recreation Office on the second

floor of the John Wooden Center,

Mon.'Fri.
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This year make the
Grade with l\/IILLER

MILLER INFINITI.VinNuys

MILLER MITSUBISHI, Van Nuys
«

MILLER NISSAN, Van Nuys

MILLER TOYOTA, CulverCity

818-782-1000

f

818-780-7799

818-787-8400

213-559-3777

**TAKE $100 OFFANY CAR, with valid UCLA Student ID presented on date of
purchase'
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*Wpast. free deuvery*FREE DEUVERY

207-5900
100% Real Mozzarella

Fresh Ingredients

1162t SanU Monica #10
(1 Bik Est of Barrington)

11-12am

Friday-Saturday

11-2ain

Bruins Score Big!
You get supermarket prices and the Great Grocery Giveaway,

so everyone wins at Breadstiks!

Christine
UCLA Erigjish Junior

won $iB6.02

hi

Melissa
UCLA History Professor

won $82.20

Greg
UCLA Economics Senior

won $17.30

Megan
UCLA Medical Center Nurse

won $23.86

These people entered and won our Great Grocery Giveaway. You could, tool

Just write your name and phone number on your Breadstiks receipt, drop it in the jar,

and you could find yourself on this page, alsol No purchase necessary.

Remember, If you don't play, we can't pay!

FREE PARKING!

in rear

Open til 11pm 1057 Gayley Ave 209^1111
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100 Page Wirebound Notebook

$0.89
4 Color Pen

/f tVmSii f

5 $1.99
Credit Card Size

Pocket Calculator

^
«>

'^

'noMMOk {M|t«r

*300 •he^lklOv,>a| $0.99
200 Sheet Filler Paper

This Ad Will Run Only
ONCE!
SAVEm

OUR PRICES ARE
20%-60% BELOWUOA
STUDENT STORE PRICES!

Stainless

Flatware

2 For

$0,99

$1.50
1.5 inch 3 Ring View Binder*^ 1^

$0.89
6 OZ.

Wite-Out

3 piece

Nonstick
Frypan
Set

$7.97

3 For $0.99
Transparent Tape
w/ Dispenser
5"-800"

s^

1
$0.99

Scripto 4 Pack
Highliter Set

UCLA

/

All prices and coupon good thru January 31st

DISHES UP LOTS of SEX, STEAM,

J

DEADmm
SUSPIENSE FOR FIRST WEEK
(nrs OKAY IF YOU'RE HOT & BOTHERED

YOU DON'T HAVE ANYTHING TO STUDY YET)

TONIGHT

WED., JAN. 8, 9:15p.m.

THURS.JAN. 9, 7:00 p. in

FRI.,JAN. 10, 9:15 p.m.

Vi V0^9i

TONIGHT

WED.,JAN, 8y 7:00p.m.

THURS., JAN.9, 9:00p.m.

FRI.JAN. lOy 7:00p.m.

BODY
HEAT
As the temperature rises.

the suspense begins.

- f

* SI. SO hac:h night * ackerman gimnd ballroom
CAMPUS EVENTS QUOTE FOR THE DAY:

It takes a strong man to cry. It takes an even stronger man to laugh at that man."

-JACK HANDY
w

. ~i

.^a^rmrm^tm^ •^ -•» ...^i*. I> i HX ."''s«'-'ni"^M»a>«Mfi

RICH
From page 14

mer filmmaking program, which
he disliked so much he decided

against attending that fall.

Instead, he decided to go ahead

and make his own film. After

putting an ad in Backstage, 2,000

black actors auditioned for parts in

the film. However, Rich didn't

have enough money for filming,

being limited to the $13,000 he got

from his mother and sister's credit

cards. After rehearsing for six

months in his house, it was clear he

had to find financial support
*The actors said, *Well, Matty,

we k)ve you and all but we gotta

get this moving,*" he laughs. **We

went on WLIB radio and appealed

to the black community. Two days

after that I got $40,000 and
accumulated $77,000, not from
doctors, not from lawyers, but

regular black people.**

After completing the film. Rich

took it to the 1991 Sundance Film

Festival. ''Straight Out of Brook-
lyn** won a Special Jury Award
there and was picked up by the

Samuel Goldwyn Company for

distribution.

However, for Rich, the award at

Sundance was not as meaningful

as the community involvement

that allowed the film to be made.

Prior to Sundance, 1,200 people

gave him a surprise party at the

Cotton Club in New York. "They
didn*t know anything about
*Sttaiyht Out of Brooklyn.' AIL
tfK^ knew was that there was a

17-year-old kid, 19 now. He had

determination, he had persistence,

he was angry and tired of what was
going on in the community and a

k)t of his friends died. But they

wanted to congratulate him. That's

my award."

The decay of inner-city life still

angers Rich. **rm tired of this

whole *Keep hope alive' (a favo-

rite slogan of the Reverend Jesse

Jackson), I'm tired of this whole

'Rainbow Coalition' because what

I see when I go back to the

neighborhood is not a rainbow

coalition, is not 'keep hope alive.'

For Rich, a solution to this

hopelessness is through self-

esteem and role models. "One
thing we have to do is rebuild our

own community. Give young kids

self-esteem, self-respect, and dis-

cipline . . . We don't need money,
we don't need black people to get

the so-called American Dream
because then they're gone," Rich

argues. "We need people to feel,

people to touch. We don't need

you coming around once a year

because a street is named after you!'

And since Sundance, Rich has

taken the film world by storm.

While his success has been sweet,

he seems largely unaffected. Dur-

ing the interview he receives a caU
from representatives for rap star

LL Cool J. "They're hounding
me," he jokes. "They want me to

do a music video, but I'm not a

music video type of guy."

So what type of guy is he? First

and foremost he's a New York
kind of guy. "I couldn't live here,"

he shudders as he looks out the

window at Hollywood. "Most of

these people wouldn't have
bothered with me, wouldn't have

even talked to me before. I can't

get into this."

Surprisingly, Rich says he's not

a regular moviegoer. "J don't like

watching movies that much. Films

are the way I express myself, the

way to create my own thing. I

really don't look at other people's

stuff.

But Rich says he would give up
filmmaking in a minute if he could

have his friends back. "I would
change this all, I wouldn't want to

be a director if I could turn time

around," he admits. "I'd be a kid

again.

iw"
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Office Products

The UCLAStorehouse cordially invites

you to attend the Winter 1991 Office

. Products Showcase.

Thursday, January 9th
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Faculty Center/ California
Room

In conjunction with our office

supplies vendor, Eastman, we have
arranged for you to view the latest

office products available today. There
will ve 20-25 manufacturer repre-

sentatives as well as Storehouse staff
to demonstrate the product lings,

provide samples and respond to your
questions.

Faculty and Staff only pleasel

Alcoholics Anonymous

Meetings
Mon. discustion. Thur. Bookstudy. Fri. Step

Study. AU 3625 12:15-1:15. Fri. 12:00-1 :00

Tutts. Discussion, Wsd. Discussion NPI

C8538 12:1 5-1 «)
^¥iot afeohoBes or irwfividuab m>fw

have drinking problems

INSURANCE WAR! I We'll beat any price of

don't want your business. Ticlcets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

LOSE WEIGHT— up to 30 pounds in 30 days!

New Year's discount. (310)474-1415,
394-8557.

Campus Services 2 Campus Services

^r/-^'«'
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Last chance
for yeaiixx)k portraits.

Friday,January 24
is the absolute, final deadline for senior portraits in the Bruin

Life yeaftxx)k. So dont be left completely out of the picture.

It takes only a few minutes for a portrait that lasts'

a lifetime. And ifs a snap to make an

app>ointmenLJuststop byCampus Photo
Studio in KerckhofT Hail 150, Monday
through Friday.

I xo •" •

"

ITonightih© house
I Isiydlli.

I Activ^>4biclkout

I BegRii®^ 15:00

A^^v.•.^•.^^w.^^^vA^^ '.

.

•.^^%^^^^•.•.^^^•.

Research Subjects 12

HEALTHY NONSMOKING MALE subjects

r>eeded for research on respiratory effects of a

new drug. Pay $150.00. Subjects must be
between 18 ard 40 years old, in good health

(no asthma, chronic bronchitis, etc) and NOT.
on any medication. Thestudy will take or>e full

day plus a preliminary (2 hour) session. Please

call 206-8891 and ask for Or. Christina

Floegel.

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, NEEDED for UCLA
study of psycho-socjal factors in Bulemia

Nervosa. If you have recovered from B.N. or

are struggling with this problem and are

interested in participating, please contact Eli-

zabeth or Marcia. $30 compensation.
(310)206-5081

Personal 10 Lost and Found ^^ Health Services 22

UCLA SAILING
TEAM

Introductory Meeting:

John Wooden Center Games Lounge
' M Wed. Jan. 8, 1992 at 7:00pm

^^^^

V

Don't Get Left Behind!

For more information, call:

Aaron Wangenheim
824-2349

John Duarte
208-0418

$50 CHALLENGE, if you can prove my pollu-

tion solution unfeasible, I'll pay you $50.

1-800-488-2489.

JESSICA, Psych major who was in S.M. jury

duty group 9, please call Eric at 399-271 1

.

VAN CROMWELL WHERE ARE YOU? I HAVE
LOOKED HIGH AND LOW FOR YOU. SKY
(310)473-2111.

NOTKHE: WILL THE PERSON WHO IS CAR-
ING FOR THE SMALL BROWN DOG FOUND
1 -3-91 AT MURPHY HALL PLEASE CONTACT
THE CAMPUS POLKIE.

Personal 10

N0N-SURGK:AL laser therapy for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and renxival of

acr>e, scars arxi sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)786-0636.

PAUL DREW ATHLETIC Masseur. UCLA Dis-

count (310)839-8544

HEY ALL YOU
RHO CHIS!

WANT TO PASS THE BUCK
ONE MORE YEAR?

APPLICATIONS FOR PPX IN

118 MEN'S GYM NOW. DUE
FRIDAY, JANUARY 17TH.

ACNE
A NASTY FOUR
LETTER WORD
If you had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our
Skin Care Information

Line,

800-435-3533

X4».

» » " M. .

h
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8:00 TKE Tournament of sports --

Experience the thrill of victory --

and escape the boredom of first

week - in our sports tournament
with prizes to be awarded to the
victors.

Tau Kappa Epsilon
World's Largest Fraternity

626 Landfair / 208-9299
Questions call Tony or Pat (208-2387)

Opportunities 26 Help Wanted
MODELS WANTED: male/ female all types.
Your chance to have $200 make-over... Abso-
lutely free. Color anchor cut by top professiorv
als. You could qualify. (IF INTERESTED
PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CALL) at: Sheraton
LAX airport hotel. 6101 West Century Blvd.
LA, 90D45. Date: Sunday January 12, 1992.
Time: 3pm-7pm. Questions addressed at this

time. No hair dor>e at rrxxlel call. Bobby Kraus
(213)542-4974.

30 Help Wanted 30

-^^Frpr inr^itggfic

$200-5500 WEEKLY. Assemble prxxicicts at
home. Easy? No selling. You're paid direct.
Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording
801-379-2900 Copyright »CA11KDH.

$40,00(yyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple "like/don't like' form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording
801-379-2925 Copyright #CA11KEB.

$500-$1,000/WK. PT, viking weekends.
Erotic dancers ^xmA models needed. Will train
call Ginger, (213)575-3634.

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning.
afternoon

_& evening
'

. hours^vanaDleT"
Sharpen your

communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Minimum 3yrs law
office experience in plaintiff personal injury.

Knowledge of WordPerfect. Contact Sid Dia-
mond, (213)475-0481.

LIGHT CLERKIAL WORK NEEDED. $6.5(VHR
(310)391-1557.

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,
Attractive people wanted for nude photos.
Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

t AKN i.p lO i'bO (K" month
BVHEl PING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD PLATELETS SAFELV

For iiiformalion
Can Anna

(818)986 3883

C.»\ycer pationfs throughout LA
benefit from your oarticioalion

• 1 I M A ( A l< I

4954 Van Njys Biva. Shcrm.Tfi Oaks

GREAT
OPPORTUNITIES

IN RADIO
KIA is now looking for

Ambitions Self-Staiters who
are seeking professional

experience in sales.

ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVES

Applications available at the
KLA office

(Ackerman Grand Ballroom)
Call for more info.

X59106

Administrative Assistant. Are you returning to
school after working for several years? Inter-

ested in assisting busy psychologist? Good
editing, proof-reading, writing skills? Mac or
IBM computer literate, independent, long
term, part time employment. Contact Dr.
Marion Solomon, continuing education semi-
nars, (310)475-8300.

AMAZING OPPORTUNITY! PT assistant for

combined legal/medical (gynecology) office.
Great payl Strong academic record. Vivacious
and cheerful. (213)281-^57.

ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME. Easy
work! Top pay! Guaranteed. 1-80(V86 1-6000
ext 4150. Open 7 days.

ATTN STUDENTS & SPORTS MINDED INDI-
VIDUALS. Earn $200-$400M(ly. Promo
Work. P/T EveVSat&Sun. Fun Atmosphere.
(310)374-4993.

BH RESIDENT NEEDS ERRAND RUNNER. FT
$7 plus/hr. Responsible, dependable. Good
driving record essential. Joyce Sl Marie M-F/
9-5. 276-2251.

BOOKKEEPER, P/T, for attorney/investor. Ex-
perienced Macintosh, SOwpm, excellent
phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
557-2315.

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will
work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Sen^ices. $6.63yhr. 206-7686. Contact Paul
Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting
APPs for Winter Quarter.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for
feature films, commercials, arxi television.
Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING —
$2,000+/month -»- world travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, the Carribcan, etc.). Holiday, Sumn>er and
Career Employment available. No experience
necessary. For employment program call
1-206-545-4548 ext. C234.

DRIVER NEEDED OCCASKDNALLY by Older
<*«oman. Sonietimes Help w/ wheelcahir. Sher-
man Oaks. (818)906-1399

ECONOMK3 MAK3R to verify veracity . A very
innovative theory of mutual fund investing
Call Arthur (310)476-8478.

ERRANDS & CHORES. S7.5(Vhr. Your car.Afternoons
AID A TUTORING. $1 (Vhr. 1 4-yr-old boy
(310)472-2628

GYMNASTK: COACH; Immediate openings
for girls and boys competitive teams in SM.
Knowledge of USGF system. Experience re-

quired. M-F afternoons, evenings. Sat. Wage
depending on experience. Call ASAP. M. Gates
(213)450-0012.

HOSTESS WANTED for popular Westside
restaurant. Apply in person. 12217 Wilshire
Blvd.

I'LL PAY $1(VHR for on-campus tennis partner.
Intermediate, UCLA alumni. Evenings only
Tom (818)992-1927.

IRISH AMERKIAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posi-
tions available PT/FTdays/evening$. Good pay
up to $3(Vhr. CallMon—Fri 1—6pm. Kathline/
Bill (213)458-4427.

FiNANriAT.rnwCTTT.Ti^iyt^

An exceptional opportunity
is available for motivated
individuals to learn foreign

currency trading.

Unlimited income potentiaL

CALL STU or NOAM
l-8Qft-922-8322

IT IS TIME TO
THINK ABOUT LIFE

AFTER UCLA
EXCIIIfJGOPPORIUfJIIIESAWAIIKJG

YOU IfllHEBUSIIJFSS WORLD
flATIOflALCAREERfJmvORKISA

UfllOUEPROGRAf/iTOHFLPBRUIfIS

fODAY SIARI CAREERS III CORPORATE

Af/iERICA UPOfI GRADUATIOII CALL

(310)820-7207

MALE MODELS earn $1 50^r. or more. Boyish
and/or athletic 18—24. Cleanshaven face/
little or no chest hair. Playgirl-style
magazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
Internationallly known photographer. Brad
(213)392-4248. ^
OFFICE MANACER^uSTCKlER SERVICE, FT
FAST PACED CELLULAR AGENT, Mac, Light
Bookkeeping & good phone voice required.
Jeff (310)842-8687

ON CALL PT DRIVER to carpool several
children 3-7pm Mn-Fri, SlOC^vk -- ISf per
mile. Must have own car/insurance. Carolyn
(310)285-2370.

OPENINGS for INNOVATIVE EXPERIMEN-
TALISTS holding bachelor and master degrees
in physics, chemistry and engineering to
perform ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH in
ozone depletion and mitigation, plasma torch
for waste treatment, isotope separation, very
large Controlled Atmospheric and Space Ex-
perin>ental facility. Research can lead to
advanced degrees. Persons with industrial
experience who desire a new career are
especially encouraged to apply. Fax resume to
(310)825-4057, Attn; UCLA Plasma Physics
Laboratory.

PART-TIME PHONE SALES for education com-
pany in Santa Monica. Pleasant %vork for
eloquent person with gift of gab. Sales experi-
ence helpful. Must live on Westside. Have own
car, knowledge of foreign language helpful.
Hourly ->• commission. 395-9393

PART-TIME JOB, good hours, gpod pay. Pick-
up children from school and drive to activities.

Must be available M-F afternoons and have
car. Call Mike or Peggy il 478-8152.

PEDIATRICIAN needs volunteer to help with -

clinical research at Harbor UCLA Medical
Center. 1-2 daya/wk. Call (310)212-4176.

PERSON FRIDAY NEEDED in Medical office.
$6^r. 12-5 Mon-Fri. Must be conscientious
and personable. Submit application: 100
u

^
c l"^ a

Medical Plaza, Suite #100. 824-1000

PT, Field Rep Long-term. Photocopy medical
records at doaors offices. Must have car,
10-20hrsM<. Tues, Fri. required. Maximurrl
availability on other days. $8-».^r (213)
453-6422.

P/T SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE RESEARCH &
LECTURE NOTE TAKING with MD in molecu-
lar genetics private research. Extensive formal
education in related area required, Senior/
Grad helpful. Flexible hours. Nurit
(310)306-0055.

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT CO. located near
LAX has openings for assistants to aid in

tracking and compiling data for purchase of
foreclosure porperties in Southern California.
Hours flexible. $5/hr. Contact ieff Weidman
(310)642-7740.

REAL-ESTAT CASED Bevcriy Hills Develop-
ment company seeking dynamic individual for

FT challenging position. WordPerfect a must.
Previous experiences - asset. $23-h- commen-
surate w/ qualifications. For inten^iew. Call
(310)471-1413,859-0222 Fax (310)859-2806

I

30 Help Wanted 30

8 people needed xkxvw
op to ii^.

HouMoleaiien
•fall*

CaU (Sia)4fiS.1817

••••••••••••••••••
J ^RECEPTIONIST** *
2. Mteartkx>MnoforM«wMliemdMMM *
^ iMMRjkllvihrtmifonmOTL UoM^pIng^ .

? timt. HbinrhiMpm.MondwtmuBiiFridv^ ^K GTHlpliottDWorfc. QiTllMociril ii
-k 4SS-1t17. ^

Receptionist. Westwood law offices. M,W,F
9-5, $6Air. Can do honr>ework on lob.
(310)824 4000.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic
people with high SAT scores to tutor, espc
daily in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas. $15i/hr. Flexible hours. Training
provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)821-4343.

SECRETARYA^ull Time; detail oriented, must
know WordPerfect, good phone skills. Contact
Fred (21 3)934-SdOO, SJIary open.

Sherman Oaks, PT. Telephone sales back-
ground desirable. 20-30hrsAvk. Sat. a must.
$6-f2% commission. (818)506-6546.

TELEPHONE SALES: Well established tool
distributor seeking sharp individuals to sell

tools & shop supplies to aircraft maintenance
facilities. Flexible hours. Excellent earning
potential.

TWO POSITIONS, one requires Spanish bil-

ingual, wordprocessing experience, good typ-
ing skills. Flexible hours, Wilshire & West-
wood law office/ Sid Diamond.
(213)475-0481.

US MAIL JOBS $11 .77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.
Now Hiring, Your Ai^a. No^xperlence Neces-
iary. 1-900^680-4454 ext. 0214.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move-In bonus. FumishedAinfumished, ba-
chelors, singles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to UCLA.
A^, pool, elevator, 555 Levering 208-7634.
Managed by Moss A Co.

WESTWOOD STOCK BROKER need» assis-
Unt for telemarketing. NO SELLING! Salary +
bonus. Mr. Wasserman (213)443-5400.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatlvely-
talented writers. Paperback novels, non-flctlon
books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vemon.

WRITERWHO IS BLIND needs an assistant for

It^LiSg^ggiJg y«*r- (213)396-5062.

Job Opportunities 32

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Law firm. Be-
verly Hills adjacent. Organized, motivated,
computer experience helpful. Will train. $€^r.
andjjg^^ae^Sharona (213)651-3333

Internships 34
ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks
student interns to learn script development
activities in office. No pay, but good opportun-
ity to learn. (310)576-6309, (310)394-7263.

INTERN for film company. Creative and adml-
nlstratlve positions avail.- Very
HexjbleJjoufvJZall Steven (818)545-7931.

Child Core Wonted 35

ASSIST BUSY MOM w/2 teenage boys
(12&15). M/W 3-6pm. En-ands, homework,
dinner, etc. Must have car w/insurance, be
reliable. References required. (310)836-3290.

BABYSriTER WANTED DAYS & EVENINGS
for 2 small children. Schedule will vary.
Responsible, caring, experienced & refer-
ences. Must have transportation. Please call
Adele (213)454-7400.

TODAY'S
CROSSWQRO PI >77i F

ACROSS

1 French dances
5 Tilted

10 Matured
14 Indigo plant
15 Hidden store
16 Log source
17 Very

embarrassed
19 Healthy
20 Packed away
21 Passing grade,

usually
22 Comfort
23 Edging loop
25 On soc. sec.
26 Actor Andrews
30 —American
31 Deliver

34 Poplar
36 Norse

mythology
38 Bother
39 Mexican

peninsula
42 Time of day
43 Doomed one i

44 Parliaments
45 Detecting

device
47 Ran Into

49 Aide: abbr.
50 Received
51 Customs
53 Humdinger
55 A — of bricks
56 — acid
61 Sad word
62 Of

speechmaking
64 Hairy growth
65 Blip maker
66 Act/ess —

Samms
67 Pass catchers
68 Scrutinizers
69 Reach across

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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^^^'^ 31 Some WW-II
heroes

32 Rewords
33 Entree Item
35 Rye disease
37 More

disastrous
40 Inquest offi-

cial: abbr.
41 Inlet

46 Drunkards:
slang

48 Singers
5

1

Type of eel
52 Male title

53 Glittery

fabric

54 Cavalryman
55 Ripped
57 Connections
58 The Mounties
59 "

.

Camera"
60 Family group
63 — and feather

1 Excludes
~ 2 Dill herb

3 Beach resort
^ 4 Salad dish

5 Nova Scotia,
once

6 Research bidg.
7 Cool citrus
drink

8 Bedding item
9 Head: Fr.

10 Flanked by:
dial.

1

1

Some dogs
12 Snakelike

fishes

13 Editor's word
18 Next to Oct.
24 Unsullied
25 Put new turf

on
26 Valleys

27 Overhead
28 US region
29 Pub product .

14

17

20

15

23

6^
8 9
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27 28 [30
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Apartments hx Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49
2+2 ACROSS WESTWOOD PARK. Pool, Ja-

cuzzi on roof. Walk to school. Price rwgoti-

able. Ready to move-in. (213)477-5106.

424 LANDFAIR. Available r\aH. Single and
2-betVl-bath. Garden setting, pool, next to
UCLA. 459-1200.

$465 IN BEVERLY HILLS. Lg bachelor. Utilities

included. Newly decorated. 21 7 S.To¥wer Dr.
(21 3)852-068QA81 8)789-5429.

•A BLOCK FROM UCLA, Single apt, refrigera-

tor, and microwave. $475, 9 month lease,

(310)277-6813

$985 BRENTWOOD 2bed/2 bath, palio, new
carpet, paint. Lease by appointment. 11728
Mayfleld »2 (310)271-6611

AMAZING 2-BED/2-BATH 'WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1^50. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, enclosed patfo. Brand new carpet,
shutters, appliarxxs. Near eating places, trans-

portation if UCLA. (213)475-6717.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX. 'A BLOCK TO PKTO BUS. (31 0)
839-6294.

F 11 mi shoe
Loft

In W'cstwooc

5 05 Gciyley

824-0836'

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1275. 2-BED + DEN.
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLEX.
FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD FLOORS, SERVKIE
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS SINGLE GUESTHOUSE.
Kitchenette,bath dinette. Available Feb.1. \

person. $695, includes utilities. 274-3935.

=»fV«H:V HtLtS AOJACfNr J-tTtTRMT
2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2 BLOCK TO
PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST. (310)639-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS STUDIO w/ kitchen.
$55Q^mo. $550 security. Refrigerator, w^n.
Nice yard. (310)278-4066

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-875/MO. 2-BED-
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY.1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

^

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675.
Single luxury apartment, fireplace, intercom,

built-ins, pation and more. N. Wilshire adj.

SanVicente. 11661 Goshen.' No Pets.

(310)820-1717

liiipiiiitiii^^

$1450

m^

u*^^^

• French Doors • Sauna
• Jacuzzi • Heated Pool

iGym • Fireplace

•+' MovC'in Bonus

208^4868

BRENTWOOD. Near UaA. Spacious, bright,

clean. 1-be(^-bath. Stove, refrigerator, gar-

age, court yard. $650/mo. -t- utilities.

(310)471-7641.

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1BTH; $1060,
3BED/1BTH; 1 1651 CORHAM AVE, SMALL,
PLEASANT APT, PARKING, NO PETS. CALL
FOR APPOINTMENT. (213)939-1732.

CULVER CITY: Very nice single apt. for rent.

Very quiet & secure area. Wonderful place to

live $400. Call Jessica after 6PM 559-7021.

DETROIT & WILSHIRE. $550. PLEASANT
ONE BEDROOM. AIRY. NO PETS. PARKING
FOR SMALL CAR. 939-1 732.

JUNK)R ONE-BEDROOM. Across LXTLA. Sec

urity bIdg. Pool, gym, Jacuzzi, sauna, parking.

535 Gayley. 206-3816. Sub-lease.

LARGE 1BD/1BTH in Duplex, hardwood
floors, backyard. All Appliances, melrose area.

Separate kitchen and lauryJry room. $90(Vmo.
(213)651-2654

lARCE, SINGLE, 3 miles from UCLA. $530,
utilities -f laudry facilities in(;luded.

Fireplace,6x9 den, walk-in closet, full bath,

separate kitchen, stove -t- refrigerator. Call

398-9469

Large Newlv
_ Remodeled __
l& 2 Bedroom Untis

BeverlyuxHHt -

WLAArea
Receive Free
Microwave

$575-$825
Call 657 ' 8756

The University
Co-op

on Landfair

Rent from

$245-310
per month

* includes food & utilities

208-8242, 208-UCHA

Stop
hanging
around!
and deal witH
your future

n^EE RENT

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

i4U)l ISMONAI l.V iVLVNACIl) m MOSS c^ (X>.

,ook for the jpcoming
supplement issue:

ireer Guide 199

Beautiful One Bedroom
Apartments
Now Available

$800 Per Month with Security Deposit

Fully Furnished
All Utilities Paid, Including A/C
Available to persons 21 and up

This apartment is nestled in the beautiful Santa Monica
Mountains only fifteen minutes away from the UCLA campus

For more information call the University of Judaism
Housing Office at 213-476-9777, 879-4114 ext. 259.

^rthday

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel•WestwooiJ Village

Cable TV«Microwave •Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk«w/KITCH $295/wk
1-bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

MARINA DEL REY adj/Mar Vifta: 2b(V2bth.

European design cabinetry. Ta%vnhouse in

newer building. Month to month rental

available. $950/mo. Low deposit. Call

(310)390-0399

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles A save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice

Blvd. (310)398-8579.

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD

(lATL L) r.Af-;A.

PO(Jl. JA( . "
t it.i.i , A> .L

WALK IN ,t T'. FULL
KITCHEN -H WAoHtR
REC Ruutj] i MBre
VIDE( ^ (.A'" • ^~

FA>,l.'^v -

F R t : r;

ROOMMA'

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

PALMS — 1 &2 BED. S59SAjp. Near bus to

UCLA. (213)836-1529, 837-3900, 652-5590,
4-7pm only.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment.

Valted ceilings, electronic access to building

and subterranean parking. $990 up. 1 mo. free

w/year lease (213)842-9303.

PALMS. 2beci/2bath. 10 minutct from UCLA.
Hill view, very bright. $900. (81 8)764-5674 or

(213)836-4663.

PALMS $550,nice duplex, hard«M>od floors,

one bedroom, one bath, near bus line.

557-3602

PALMS. $620. One-bedroom. Appliances,

pool, covered parking, laundry. 3455 jasmine.

No pets 454-4754.

PALMS. $775. Large 2-bed, upper, new carpet/

paint, built-ins, refrigerator, patio, parking.

476-6532

PALMS. $895. Newer 2-f2. All amenities, incl.

balcony, MT, fireplace, skylight, gated park-

ing. Quiet street, easy freeway access.

(310)390-5996.

PALMS, BEAUTIFUL 2+2, unfurnished,

cathedral, high ceilings, skylights, fireplace,

patios, security build., near all, new year

special, easy oHive-in, $975 up. Friendly

manager. (310)815-8908. '^_^
PALMS-PRIME LOCATION. 5 miles from
UCLA. Bachelor-$400, 1 bedroom $550 Call

287-1809.

PALMS. Sharp single, $495; Vertical bitnds,

carpet, stove, laundry, large and bright,

upper,parking, great location 1 -block from

Motor and
National. 3351 Vinton. No pets.

(310)576-5540. (310)274-0633. Open.

Jan. 8, 1992

You should be able to add to your re-
sources through your own ingenuity in

the year ahead. PepfJIeybu'll be closely
affiliated with could also do rather well
themselves.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) You
should have a slight edge in your com-
mercial dealings today, provided you
give credence to your intuition and skill-

fully use any inside information of which
you're aware. Capricorn, treat yourself
to a birthday gift. Send for Capricorn's
Astro-Graph predictions for the year
ahead by mailing $ 1 .25 plus a long, self-

addressed, stamped envelope to Astro-
Graph, c/o this newspaper. P.O. Box
91428, Cleveland. OH 44101-3428. Be
sure to state your zodiac sign.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 2a-Fab. 19) There is

some advice you've been eager to give
to a friend which you've been reluctant
to state. You might find the type of
opening you've been hoping for today.
PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) You're
self-sufficient and reliable today, and
you're not apt to treat your responsibil-
ities lightly. When you give your word
that you'll take care of something, it can
be taken to the bank.
ARIES (March 21-April 19^ An old
friend should not be neglected at this
time. Even if it's a bit inconvenient, pick
up the phone and let this pal know you
care.

eriy motivated today? you're likely to be
extremely resourceful and persistent ir

achieving your objectives, whether or
not you have the support of associates
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) It isn t neces-
sary to evade tough issues today
you're better equipped to handle them
than you're likely to give yourself credit
for. Fire your best shot.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) You're in-

clined to assess your position realisti-

cally today. You won't expect anything
for something you didn't work for or to
which you're not entitled.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Don't hesitate to
make a few minor concessions today to
one you're closely associated with but
who is often difficult to please. This indi-
vidual might give you more in return.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sapt. 22) You may be
required to pick uf> the pieces and tie

together the loose ends today in regard
to something another has engineered. If

you don't do it, it's not apt to be done
properly.

LIBRA (Sapt 23-Oct. 23) Your immedi-
ate plans should have a good chance of
succeeding today; key people will have
as nriuch faith in your concepts as you
do. Assert yourself to get your points
across.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Others
might not be able to do it, but if you ap-
ply yourself today, you'll have the ability

to turn nominal opportunities into
something rewarding.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dac. 21) Indi-
viduals you're associated with will be
respectful of your views and comments
today: they'll sense that you will tell the
truth — even if it's painful to you or
them.

Play it right

Norlhrtdge $275 up. 500 unit student housing

bdllly. Shared or prtvale units, wlin or \Mlthoul

Ulchens. Prtvale tnths. Pod, jacuzzt, recreation

room, 1/2 hour drive to UCLA. Open year round.

Free brochure. NorthrMge Campus ReslderKS. 9600

Zei2ah.Northr1dge,C^ 91325

(ff1l)MS-1717

2 Bed 2 Bath
$900/mo. Alarm

A/t 4 years newrMODERNI
9mln. to UCLA by BUS

10737 Palms (213)838-5039

Walk to UCLA
Private Room, Private Bath,

shared kitchen $500.

2 bedroom/ 2 Bath $1000

633 Gayley 208-5920

/*
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Apartments foe Rent 49 Apartments to StKKe 52 Room for Rent

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
- 1 BDRM
Starting at $550

move-In allowance

I

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

$315/MO. SHARE FURNISHED IBORM
APT. w/ male non-smoker & 2 cats. Security
bidg. & parking, quiet neighborhood, xinl. bus
connections, Vh miles to UCLA. 575-1503.

$400. Own room in beautiful one-bedroom
apt. in W, Hollywood. Non-$nx)ker, serious,
and quiet. (310)28ft-7907.

BEL AIR. 2 ROOMS AVAILABLE, Feb. 1 Quiet
area, parking, ail privileges. Call 47M348 or
471-3959

54 House for Rent 56 Insurance 91

PICO/ROBERTSON. Large 3-bed/2-bath. Up-
per w/patio. New carpet, paint, and drapes
$1,150. (310)204-1339.

VENICE .$475. Bachelor apt. utilities and
parking included. 1 -block to beach. 399-0540

WALK TO UCLA, bachelor apartment, hard-
wood floor, refrigerator. $480 includes all

utilities. 9-month lease. (310)206-6265.

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM UCLA. Beauti-
ful & new 2-bed/2-bath apt. designed for

ROOMMATES! 475 Cayley Call
(310)82-3715. FREE ROOMMATE SERVICE!!!

WESTWOOD. LARGE 1 -bed, $79(ym6. Walk
to LXTLAA^illage, pool, security, view. 10966
Roebling Ave. (310)208-4 25 3,
(310)824-2595.

WESTWOOD-FREE MONTH-1 -block to
UCLA, studio, 1-bd/1-bth, 2.bd/1-bth.
Fumished/unfurnished. Clean, parking, laun-
dry, facilities, pool. $600 and up. 10941
Strathmore (213)208-7294.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. M/2 MILE TO CAMPUS
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESIWOOD VILLAGE, top location. 1-bed
junior. $750, utilities + parking included.
(310)475-7533, 9-5.

BRENTVVOOD FEMALE to share 2-bed/2-bath
$55Q'mo. + 'A utilities. Great location. Avail-
able now. |oanne (310)826-1043

BRENT>MX)D. Sunny 2+2 Parking, balcony,
avail, now. $305. Female preferred. Susanne
207-2766.

I

HUGE, GORGEOUS ROOMS, 2 people
$325-$425 each/Own fireplace and W/D. Full
security, parking. Brand new condo in West-
wood. (818)330-7071

LARGE, BRIGHT SANTA MONICA APT.,
Available Feb.1. $450/mo. includes rent^

cleaning lady, utilities. Non-smoker. Women
preferred. Evenings after 8. Leave n>essage.
Dianne. (3100393-8654

MASTER BEDROOM TO SHARE.
2BD/2BATH. $300MONTH/$150DEP. CALL
KATHY OR LIZ (310)559-2386

PRIVATE ROOM and 'A bath in pretty W.
Hollywood apt. w/paiking. $455. Female grad.
preferred. (213)851-4661.

SANTA MONICA. Roommate wanted. Male.
Share 2-bed apartment with ocean view, near
beach. Betty (310)394-4313.

SHARE V, OF 3-bed/3-bath in Santa Monica.
395-4699.

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across from UGLA
720HllgardAve

Crown House

2 person room $525/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

VENICE. 2-BED/1 -BATH. $103S/mo. All utill- / — ^
rv.:ri':^pi'n,%^.r'*"^ (i hate auto insurance

House to Shore 67

quiet, responsible, non-smoking female
needed to $har« Brentwood house. $355/rTH) +
util. Available 2/1. Lorraine 820-6604.

I- If !0\"ll-^OUOIl (Vill

HI SI l>nif;|

House for Sole 58

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to
DCLA, 3be(V2bath, dining, den, pool, great
view. $549,000 Dave (818)783-6875.

Now Renting!

430 Kelton Avenue
% month off 1st month Rent

(ask for details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

—•Cental Heating/Air

•Rooftop Spa + Leisure

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,

^.
Refridgerator. Disposal

•Fireplaces

•From $1150

(21 3)824-7409

SUNNY BEVERLY HILLS APARTMENT TO
SHARE. Female only, own room, share bath,
laundry. $500/mo. (310)271-3225.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Own room (furn-

ished) & bath in spacious 2-bed/2-bath. Non-
snrwker. Private patio, firepface, cat. $575.
206-3335.

WESTWOOD $45(ymo. Male, 1-bloclc to

campus, townhouse (bed-up; living, dining,

kitchen down), fireplace, private patio, garage.
(213)208-7527, evcninjp.

=^

CHARMING, BRIGHT, QUIET, Near UCLA.
Desirable neighborhood. Kitchen priviligcs.

Mature. References. $475/mo.
(310)478-2857. Jodie.

FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT. $375 +
'A utilities, includes all house privileges. De-
posit $65 2 weeks last. Call Sally
(213)836-0571, 265-3503.

MATURE STUDENT. FURNISHED room to
rent. Kitchen privlildges. Good location.
Available 1/1. (213)204-1399, after 5pm.

PACIFK: palisades room, in 3-bedroom
house. Share Vh bath. $485 plus utilities.

(310)454-9480, (310)454-4372.

PLEASANT ROOM & BATH. Furnished. Pri-

vate entrance. Pacific Palisades. Faces gar-
dens. No cooking. $300. 454-3921 -Mr. Cot.

RESPONSIBL-E, MATURE, FEMALE, to share
condo in Santa Monica, own bath. $400 +
utilities (310)829-4195

ROOM-BATH. Beautiful home: Laurel Ca-
nyon & Mulholland area. $40(Vmo. Attached
garage - kitchen privileges - laundry. N/S F
(213)654-4220

ROOM FOR RENT! WLA townhouse Cable,
wetbar, parking, new. $425/mo. 2 people
okay.($42.5(ymo.) 444-4919.

ROOM FOR RENT. Brentwood. Private Bath. 2
bed apartment. Clean, responsible, non-
smoker. Male/Female. $600/mo.1310)444.9949

Housing Needed 60

NATIVE AMERKTAN FILM STUDENT NEEDS
IMMEDIATE HOUSING FOR QUARTER
$25(VMONTH LIMIT. (310)473-21 1 1

.

Real Estate 61

IF YOU ARE PAYING OVER 10% Fixed or 8%
adjustable on your home loan. Now Is the time
to Refinance. Call Agent/ Bob H
213-477-6488

Good Rates for

Motorcycles
with California-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U^S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355

^ Movers/Storage 94

2-BED/1-BATH. Cable TV, furnished. 10 min
UCLA by bus. Non-snrxiker, clean, quiet.

$399/mo. 2/1 move-in. Ask for Dan,
659-8540(Day), 392-9483(Eve).

4TH ROOMMATE NEEDED, Female, $300
deposit, $367.50/mo rent 430 Kelton.
2BDRM/2BA. (310)208-5481

ASAP? Male roommate to join 3 guys in 2+2
condo at OhioAFederal, %25Q/mo., 452-5850

FEMALE GRAD Student looking for female
roommate. Brentwood. 2 bed/ 2 bath. Laundry,
Parking. SSOO + deposit. Yasmine
(310)207-5398

FEMALE NEEDED to live with three cool,
athletic girls. Inexpensive! Spacious! Call Patty
at 824-2120.

6am-1pm Andrew.

Room/Board for Help 62

Light housekeeping, shopping, dog walking
duties. Working couple needs quiet person.
Must have car. Near La Cienega & Beverly
Blvd. Available Feb Ist. Send Note to: Eric

Johnson 881 1 Alden Dr. Suite #7 LA, 90048.
(310)859-2321. -

NK:E private room with bath & private
entrance in large home, 1 -mile from campus In

exchange for carpooling two boys. Car avail-

able. Must be mature , responsible & like

sports. Male student preferred. Mrs. Weiss
476-5990

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH in Westwood
home, Warner & LeConte, in exchange for

IShrs baby sitting. 2-5pm. for 2 boys (S«f7).

(310)824-1330.

Spacious room near campus In exchange for

light housework and some babysitting. Chln-
__cge cookmg Avpint :&zte aftemaanst Oatts
(310)474-4829.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED- ON
CAMPUS - $900/quarter utilities paid.
Free breakfast. Mon-Frl. Call Kelly
824-7577.

WLA, 1 -BDRM, new carpets -f paint, stove,
refrigerator $695. 477-0725

WLA 2 BED/1 -BATH. Patio, refrig and stove.

I'A miles from UCLA. Quiet, to bus and
shopping. %&0Ofrr\o. (310)470-2122

WLA. 2-bcd/2-balh, dishwasher, A^, back-
yard, 5 min to UCLA. Month to month.
(310)445-0906.

WLA, 1 -bedroom/ 1-bath, lower, parking,
laundry, quiet building. $650/mo.
(213)826-9644.

WLA, $595 AND $615, singl6, stove, fridge,

mini-blinds, near VA Hospital. (310)477-2777

WLA, $795, great 2-bed/2-bath -t-patio. 1620
Brockton. Call (310)273-9744, leave message.

WLA AREA. $585/nx>. Attractive furnished
single, kieal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohto Ave. (310)477-4832.

WLA. LARGE 2-bed/1 -bath. 2 miles. 1725
Federal. %»SOtmo. 325-5304

Apartments Furnistied 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

WESTWOOD. EXTRA LARGE 1-bed,
$725-$750. Parking. Near UCLA, village!

Available now. 11089 Strathmore/
(310)454-8211.

Apts. Unfurnistied 51

$1025. 2BED/2BA. New security building.
Laundry hook-ups, fireplace, wet bar, skylight,

dishwasher, stove, tile. Near bus. Easy Move-
tn. 11723 Avon Way. 313-2824

BEL AIR $585 BACHELOR, POOL, REFRKV
MICROWAVE,AIR/CON D, PHONE ENTRY
SYSTEM, ONE-MILE LKZLA CAMPUS, NO
PETS. (310)471-0840.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. A-
bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

OHK3-SAWTELLE 1-Bdrm Stove, fridge, car-

pets. 1 1/2 miles from LXILA. $650. Call
(310)477-5758.

PALMS, 3545 Keystone. 2bed/lbath. New
Carpet, convenient location. Available Now.
$750. Eves (310)275-1427 or 254-1565

WLA. $725. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large
modern l-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.
010)837-0761.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to sPfare one
bedroom apt on Gayley. Across the street from
campus. Ask for Vanessa or Shrina 824-3051

.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
2-bedroom apt. with 3 giris. V» block to
campus. Large Apt. $367.5(VnrK>.-f$300 depo-
sit. 208-5481

MALE TO SHARE bedroom in 2-bed apt. Pool.
1 mile from campus. $31 Vmo. Move in ASAP.
(310)476-4077. ^^^
MaleA^emale non-smoker wanted to share
spacious 2BDRM cottage close to UCLA.
$497.50 plus half utilities. Call Tom at (310)
478-7565 or beep 206-8477 id»13039.

OCEAN VIEW APT in Santa Monica. Spacious
3-bed, beautifully furnished apt. 2 UCLA
alumni are seeking a third non-$nr>oking fe-

male. Must be neat. Prefer grad student. Call
394-7519.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Brand new town-
house 2bd/1bth $495+utilities. WLA, Venice
Blvd. Contact Christy (21 3)879-1 91 9(D)

WANTED: female tc share great 2-bed/2-bath
near UCLA. Non-smcker. $540 + V, -utilities.

Tara (310)447-2133.
-

WESTWOOD 2-BED/l BATH. Parking, ja-

cuzzi, rec room. $306.25/nr>o. + deposit. Near
campus express/evening van. Tom 208-1048
leave message.

WESTWOOD, female needed to share 2BD
apt. w/ 3 other giris. Must move, will pay
January rent for you. $395/mo. Tina 824-0476

WLA/PALMS^75 room/bath to share with
couple. Closl?'% bus lines. 397-2640

WALK UCLA - LARGE-FURNISHED, Woncter-
ful parking. Private Entrance, Kitchen Pri-

vileges, MALE., $475, Including utilities.

(213)473-5769

WESTEND HOTEL. Cable TV, phoned, clean,
quiet, refrig., laundry, maid service, security
bIdg. $120/wk and up. 1539 Sawtelle Blvd.
(213)444-8990.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet room/
bath, high ceiling In 3-bed luxury apart.

Non-smoker. $550 (310)444-5528.

WESTWOOD Quiet room with private bath.
Near buses. Cable TV. Kitchen Priviligcs,

microwave. Reasonable. (310)475-2944.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199Avk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-224 1.

WLA HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced male
student. Microwave, refrigerator, weekly
cleaning. Near iransportation. References.
(310)270-4387.

Room for Help 63

MATURE STUDENT, No snrK)ke/drlnk. Large
room, view, patio, priv. entr. Available now. 1

yr Committment. Good references $350 + 7f^t
work week. Call 7-8 am (31 0)271 -9849

Condos for Sale 67

Sublet 55

UCLA REGENrS LECTURER in International

Health seeks aparlment-to-share January 1 3 to

29, 1992. (Close to School of-Public Health).

Please call collect: Russel Morgan
(202)833-0074.

House for Rent 56

Room for Rent

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON, secluded 1949
Bungalow in wooded 'U acre lot, private drive,
black bottom rock pool, living room w/
fireplace and canyon view. 2BCV2BA, den,
hardwood floors throughout house, pation,
2-car garage, W/D, fenced backyard, pets
okay, price includes gardener, poolman,
housekeeping service. $300(Vmo. 1 year lease.
(310)475-9108

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON— Bel Air Hills.

Rustic, private, charming. 4-bed + maidV 3'A
bath + family room + large yard. 2 fireplaces.
Washer/ dryer, stove, and refrigerator In-

cluded. Available now— pet okay. $280G/mo.
Agent Sydney Turk (Prudential California Re-
alty). (310)475-8077 or (310)820-1551, ext
242.

El Segundo, house for rent, 3-bed/2-bath.
Quiet neighborhoqd, partially furnished.
SlSOCVmo. (310)206-6057.

NORTH INGLEWOOD, 2-bed/ 1-bath house.
Laundry, heat & air, refrigerator, stove, park-
ing, front and backyard. Available 2/1.
$790/mo. (310)672-7387.

RANCHO PARK. $1500 Spanish 2-bed den.

1/2 BLOCK FROM UCLA. LUXURKXJS 2
BED/l 1/2 BATH w/magnificent view & ter-

race; laundry in unit. Asking $345,000. Call
broker. (213)824-0453.

LOVELY HIGHRISE CONDO 1 BEO/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, ipa,
security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)824-0453.

PENTHOUSE 1 -BEDROOM/I BATH, 1 -block
from UCLA, village view, doorman building
with pool. $289,000. Call Broker
(213)824-0453.

BRENTWOOD. MONTANA, N of San Vic-
ente. New carpet, bathroonrVkltchen tile and
paint. 1 bed/1 bath + den . Walk onto large
patio with pool. Light and airy. $199K
(213)826-9356.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-
urlty building. $180,000. Gall 445-7778.
276^331.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. WALK TO
UCLA STUDIO $95K.. 1BR/1BA $180K
2BR/1BA $235. Call Bob/Anent
(213)470-1781.

SOPHISTKIATED 1 -BEDROOM. Walk to
UCLA/Village. Security. Move right In.

$215,000. Gail. 445-7778. 276-6331

Condos for Stxire 68

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED 2Bed-l 'A Bath
Condo. Own room. Extras - TV, VCR> Cable.
Clean, quiet. Walk to UCLA. $60(Vmo
(310)824-4098.

WLA, SHARE 1900 sqft. townhouse. 3-^2'^

private parking, furnished, dining room, living

roorTvJ525/mo. - utilities. (310)788-5221

Guest House for Rent 70

$585 CENTURY CITY, guesthouse near Rox-
bury park. Monthly. Female to share with
female. Appointment (310)271-6811

NEW GUESTHOUSE. $525, includes utilities,

kitchen, refrigerator, wlrxiow treatments. 5
minutes from campus. (310)474-4732.

54 lV, bath, DR, appliances, yard, double gar- VaCOtlOn RentOlS

1 % MILES To UCLA. Quiet private roonVbath.
Kitchen privileges, parking. $450 + utilities.

(310)477-7831.

age. Lease avail. 2/1 5. Agent. (310)474-731

2

71

2 ROOMS Available in a 3-bed house. Near
UCLA. $450 -f utilities + $450 deposit. Call

Allen or Denny, 470-4577.

ATTRACTIVE FURNISHED ROOM. Female
preferred. Convenient drive to UCLA. Utilities

included. $400/mo. Connie 306-5018,
435-0380.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen
privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.
Leave nr>essage, Abby (818)783-5151.

BRENTWOOD. Private bath, parking, large

closets. Preferably female. $440 w/out utilities.

Deposit negotiable. 31 0-826-861 6.

3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, GUEST HOUSE
YARD, NICE STREET, MDR ADJ.

$1,57500

CALL: 213/827-0156

»•••••

3 BEDROOM, IBATH, HARDWOOD
FLOORS, FIREPLACE, LARGE YARD,
REMODELLED, NEAR WESTSIDE

P/^ILUON.

$1,575.00

CALL 213/827-0156

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING -FULLY EQUIPPED-
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Child Care 90

EXPERIENCED NANNY AVAILABLE afk/eves.

Have own car, English speiking. Excellent
references. (310)824-5340. Jennifer. Leave
message

NANNY NEEDED P/T for 3 great kids. Call
Cary 471-5171 -

START YOUR CHILD'S NEW YEAR IN A
PRODUCTIVE & FUN ENVIRONMENT. Run
by pre-ichool teacher, sUte-licensed daycare
home in WLA. A^es 18 rrw - 4 yr». Cal^
Stephanie. (310)473-2771

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful
movers. Free estimates, experienced, and rell-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.
ShortA-ong distance. No job too small. Call for
best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVKI. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE STORAGE. 350 sq. ft.

Top location. $350. (310)475-7533. 9-5.

Services Offered 96

ALMOST FREE Head and Body shots for
good-looking, fit nr^en by photgrapher. Jay
(310)276-8318 ^ »

^1

FRL/STRATED developing/ editing graduate
school persofial statements, other vital wrlttcn.
materfafr Profess ional he lp from natjonalTy:
known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.^

$MONEY $ MONEY$. Immediate help. Debt
consultations and signature loans to i20K. All
applicants considered. 1-800-221-5546.
Open 7 days.

BEAR'S EDITIN(
All subjects. Theses/Dissertations

Proposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPOB NOTFOB SALE
Sharon Bear, PI1.D

(310)470^62

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,
term papers, dissertations. Long LXTLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgl-
nia (310)820^150

STUDY the Bible with honesty and common
sense. Everyone who does that reaches the
SAME conclusions INDEPENDENTLY on ALL
major doctrines. (Mature faith rests on much
solid evidence that ACTUALLY AMOUNTS
TO PROOF.) '...Christianity is an educa-
tion....--Tbe late Prof. C.S. Le%vis of Oxford.
No Pressure or obligation. Contributions NOT
requested. Choose your comfort level: corres-
pondence, phone, groups. Eventual goal: like

souls walking with the one, personal God,
form a congregation. (310)559-6267. (Current
Sun. Worship: Anaheim: (714)534-2199).£^

Tutoring Offered 98

ESL^OMPOSITKDN/EDITING. Duke gradu-
ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)285-4616.

MATH TUTOR. LXILA Math grad. available:
Calculus, High school. Statistics, math II,

etc.Gerry (310)274-4846

Travel

Honolulu

New York
SaHUktCity
Usben
London
Frankfurt
•Fares wt. each way frofn Los Angeles baset^oi a
roundtrip purchase. Restrictions apply. Fares su^ect
to chanse without notice and taws not included.

1

CDund Ikaud
1093 Broxton Ave #«0
Los Anscles, CA 90024

310-208-3551
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of the Pac-lO.

But, Washington State head
coach Kelvin Sampson is hoping
to change that trend

The Cougars won their first 12
games of the season, and have only
lost to No. 17 Alabama this year.

WSU (12-1) is only four victories

short of last year*s total, and is

looking toward a tournament bid

by coming in third or fourth in the

conference.

"If I knew that we would finish

fourth right now, I wouldn't play
anymore,** Sampson said. "I would
mail it in, it would be a pleasant

surprise. Four or five teams could
finish third, and we*d be happy to

be one of those teams.**

The word atWSU is experience,

as the Cougars return all five

starters from last year*s 16-12

team.

Washington State will be very
strong at the guard position, where
seniors Neil Derrick and Terence
Lewis will provide the offensive

punch.

Derrick is currently averaging

18.3 points, while Lewis is scoring

17.6 points a game.

"Lewis is as solid a player as

there's been in this league,**

Sampson said. "He is solid with the

ball, can shoot the three, put it on
the floor. He also plays under
control, is vwy unselfish; some-
times I wish he was a little more
Sfilfish , butJie is a coach*^ dream,**
Sampson also has kind words to

say about his other backcourt star.

"Derrick is a little up and down
with shot selection, but he is more
aware, and starting to kick it out to

a teammate, and play more under
control,** Sampson said. "Lewis is

more of a spot-up shooter, while
Derrick is a driver.**

One problem for the Cougars
may revolve around the players in

the paint. Ken Cirtton, Brian
Paine, and Rob Corkum do not
have the same kind of potential as
the explosive backcourt
"We don't have a go-to guy

inside right now. and that really

concerns me.** Sampson said.

Still, the Cougars are a team that

can score, as evidenced by the fact

that the team is second in the
conference in scoring offense at

87.8. WSU*s defense is strong, as
well, as they have only giv^n up
65.6 points a game, which is good
for third in the conference.

Greg Jones and Jay Ross

^ Did you know?

The Dally BrulN it

printed on lOO^o

recycled paper.
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SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY
(CLEAWCaOR) $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (6 me m,^ $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED. $130 PR

BwMhnLoMkhmM

The
Daily Bruin

is

Back!

\i>\i:iM

Don, my Nautilus Plus 3-M personal fitness trainer, stressed positive mentai attitude"

we began with a s-mpteuoperbodv routine

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlln, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

Tivol
Southern California's premiere fitness program includes

FREE personal training by certified instructors. Pkis tfie

aerobics that sparked the revolution No hidden fees,

.

'^ "* 'nach/o?,,
^,;„

no binding contracts, no finance charge

'

$20 per month on month-to-month auto bank

debit-dues program with $89 00 initiation fee, now

only $44.50 when you join with a friend!

Valid student ID required. Substantial

discounts on paid-in-full memberships

All major credit cards accepted.

on regular initiation fee

. Culver City-213/ 204-2030

3844 Culver Center St.

West L.A.-213/ 479-6310

11500 W.Olympic Blvd.

NAUTILilS nils

Call now! Price Increases January 18, 1992

BUY ONE MEAL AT THE REGULAR PRICE
THE SECOND MEAL $1

^^^M©
• Must Have UCLA ID • >

Valid Everyday After 4:00PM until January 31st — — —
Not good with any other offer

Add"$l per person for the Daily Hot Special (One Serving Only on Hot Special)
Does not^include Beverage

1360 Westwood Blvd. (310) 441-8840

L

FREE VALIDATED PARKING
Typing 100 Music Lessons 102 Autos for Sole
A-l BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICA-
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 213-476-2829.

••FARING TUTOR**'BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MYS-
TERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE.
(818)545 0960.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup- Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resunfws. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

%VDod (213)466-2888.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

109 Motorcycles for Sole 114 Furniture for Saie

Resumes 104

For Rent 101

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser^ printing. Fast, professional

service. (213)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

Refrigerator Rentals
For dotms tfdtermties.
sororities ^\\^ co ops

For FREE DELIVERY cull

POLAR LEASING
533-1500 dnyliino

Serving UCLA iiince li)^.}

Trovel Ticlcets 106

_iA

RT - LA-Honolulu from now until 1/15.
Anytime. Delta Airlines. $400,
(310)398-0141. ^

SOUTHWEST ARILINE TICKET FOR SAtf
$20Qibbo. Please conUct Joe 208-6659

'81 RABBIT, 4-speed, sunroof, good condition.

fllOCVobo. 478-6771.

'87 TOYOTA TERCEL HATCHBACK. 4 Speed,
3 dr, great condition, golden, 65,000 miles.

$3,20(Vobo. (310)824-5056

Chevy Sprint, '86, Grey, Good condition.

Great gas mileage. $1500. Chuck.
(213)445-1172.

DODGE 600 CONVERTIBLE, 1986. Black.

65k miles. Loaded. $4500. (310)836-8103.

DODGE OMNI '79. Good condition. Rebuilt

carb. $1,000/obo. (310)476-4077.

HONDA CIVK: CRX '86. White, 48,000m, 1

owner, loaded. $5,000. (818)954-1320.

MUSTANG GHIA '79. 5.0 V8. White, 88,000
miles. A^. No accidents. New water pump.
$2,000. (310)473-5496.

Nissan Sentra '84, 61 M, an^hVcass, new tires,

auto, ps, runs great! $2700. (310)207-5740.

PLYMOUTH VALLNNT '74. White 4-door,

27,000 miles on rebuilt slant 6 engine. Excel-

lent mechanical corxiition. Fine student car.

$250(Vobo. (310)676-1935.

Motorcycles for Sole 1 14

SUZUKI GN 250CC. '83. Blue, new tires. Runs
great. Immaculate condition. $675/obo.
453-0828.

126

YAMAHA 650, '83. Sela turbo. Showroom
exhibition bike. Red/ black. OHg. 7k.
$170(yobo. (310)824-3363 Leo.

Scooters for Sole 115

1980 VespalOO Great condition. Low miles,

helmet, $800 Rand 208-8639.

1987 HONDA ELITE 80. RUNS GREAT, RED,
WITH HELMET, LOCK AND PERMIT.
$60(yobo. MIKE 824-7771

ELITE 80 A 1 50. MUST SELL. LOW MILEAGE.
CALL MIKE 207-8088.

Extra-long Full Size Mattress with boxspring
and fraiDe. One year old $80.00 OBO.
MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

TWIN/QUEEN BED. $50 EACH. Must pick up.
Call (213)292-7472.

Misc. For Sole 128

HONDA ELITE '89. 80cc, excellent condition,

2,200 miles. $1000. (213)938-8289.

HONDA ELITE 80. Low mileage. 1986. $850
o.b.o. Helmet also, $50-almost new.
794-5575. -

HONDA SCOOTER. Elite '88. Red with black
tnjnk. Runs great. Call eves 557-9719.

RED ELITE 50. Low mileage, runs great. Lock &
permit $40C^obo. Julie 477-0892

YAMAHA 125Z 87'. Runs good. $575 obo.
(213) 824-0928.

YAMAHA 180. 7000 miles. Gold, new tire,

runs gr^at, looks good, currently registered.

$67S/obo. 828-6402.

Yamaha Razz '87, Runs like new. Low
mllciRi. $700q|bo. Michan 206-0769.

MK1JOWAVE OVEN. Excellent condition.
$125 Call eveninKB 820-3972

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

BEGINNING SURFBOARD and wctsuit for

sale. $100. Call Doug (310)477-9038.

Typewriter/Computer 134

A?PLE POWERBOOK 140, carrying case and
software. $2500. 474-4547.

MAC & COMPUTER & printer. Excellent
condition. $800. Call evenings. 820-3972

NeXT DIMENSION COMPUTER '040 Cube
W/300MHD & IntOptDR 24M RAM; 1T coky
& 1 7" mono monitors; ext flpyOr. $9,995. Call
Fr. Frani^ Pauls 474-1527.

J-r-
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» WESTWOOD
mi DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

®$15i
UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT
TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
AIR CONDITIONED

1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 824-399

1

Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse

iOAR BOUSE
WEEKLY OAR PADDLE

f f
EXCLUSIVE

PARTY UPDATE!

EXERCISE

WEIGHT PUmS
ANY COMBINATKM

in 100 Ik. tf»cr*<n*tt«« ol

APOLLO 110
WfEICNTSET
WMi •tandard CMt

iron plat*«, S' chrotrn*
knuH*d bar

ft chrofit*
dumbbell

EA.

INTEIIiMITNMUIL
MfEIGNTSET

4Slb. chro<n«
bar. spin loch

collars.

UFnMG

Owarmisa loaHaor
palms lor durability.
OmM* stitchad in aH
~ str«ss araas.K^

EA EA.

ATHLETIC APPAREL & ACCESSORIES

ELVIS SEEN AT
THE OAR HOUSE

BIG BIRTHDAY PARTY FOR THE KING

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 8™, 9^"

ELVIS DEMANDS FREE CAKE FOR ALL!

Spae ial Croup
ADIDAS MVLOM

JACNEYS

EA.

Spaeial Group
M^^oa or Cotton

LYCRA SNOilTSi

Spocial Group
100^ Cotton

Spm:ial Group
REEBOK

DUFFEL BA6

:99
EA. EA. EA.

Elvis

admits funeral

was faked and

(ells of secret

life in Santa

Monica.

BE HERE AS
WE GIVE AWAY

A

PINK

CADltUC

the only place I

really feel at home.

It'c a lot bka

Graceland except

the food it

nuichbener"

SKiWEAR & ACCESSORIES

SPEaAL
PINK CADILLAC
COCKTAILS

TCWIGirfe^Ly

$2.00
Spaeial Group
IMSUlATlED

109

Spaeial Group Spaeial GrouiiI oroup
I spaeial broup

!^"V*| UNISEX UMED
JACKET

Wotnan's

^AERIAL ^^
IMSUL- I ..lamal

ATED I »»oo

PAMT

SaranacMMis
GORE-TCX
SKI GLOVES

2941 AAIN STREET, ^ANTA inONICA, CA 90405 • 396-4725

Wbere Can You

Get Naked
on Campus?

'v^

{//•J

•»

ULTRA FORCE
3/4

Full grain l*«th«r
upper. Airsol*

unit in h««l.
Cr*«n A
MhitP.

Size* 7 13.
Disc, color.

I. GEAR MIKE LEATNER
KIKER CORTIZ
LOW SoMlaaltwr

t::
oota

MIKE KID'S

Lppthpr upp*r
baakptball sho«. 3
colors to choos*

from. Paddpd
aniilp collar.

REEDON UiOY
PRINCESS

Soft laathar

Slight
Mam

00^ lOQ^

Ufo
a a DO

HIKER
Durable

li«hl

waighl
Mkar

TURWTEC LJL CEAR
QUIXOTE KID*S SKVFIRE
SUPREME

Nylon
^upp«r EVA

mid^olc

L.A.CEAR
LADY STREET

PLAYER
Laalkar
uppar

JlelwraiMBl
UaloB \

(CmbIeT *•>•)

OmB

Copeland's Sports
1 001 1MESTWOOO BLVD

uvEsmifoop
HOURS MONTHURS 10 9. FRI-SAT 10-10. SUN 10-7

A

Free Samples at Health Sciences Store
To<iay, Wednesday |an. 8

from 1]KX>-1K)0

NAKED JUICE

NAKED SAIJIDS
So Convenient
So Nutritious
So Delicious

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE

PAC-10
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become a better squad on the road,
as they have lost three of four
games away from Corvallis.

"We have had more road games,
which is somewhat by design. Our
philosophy is that it gets you ready
for the conference race," Anderson
said. "We took our knocks.**

Still, expect OSU to be a
possible conference sleeper, and a
tough team to beat at home.

"If this team can play hard for40
minutes it could be interesting,

especially at home,** Anderson
said.

Washington

For some teams, losing three

starters from the previous season
would be a signal of looming
disaster, but for the Huskies, it*s a
time of hope— an opportunity to

regroup and rebuild After all,

winning just 14 games last season
and finishing dead last in the Pac-
10 with a conference maik of 5-13
is not a lot on which to build.

Washington al^ lost nine of its

last U games to finish the season
with a lifeless whimper.

This season, Washington coach
Lynn Nance is heralding the new
and burying the past, and the

Huskies (5-4) may have found
sonoie legitimate players through
transfers and recruits.

Two freshmen have earned
spots in the starting lineup, for-

ward Mark Pope and guard Bryant-
Boston, as has junior transfer

center Rich Manning.
"We*rc a team with ten new

players and five starters who have
never started before,** Nance said.

"We*ve had some pretty rugged
tests on the road with Texas,
Illinois and Texas-El Paso, and
we*ve_made progress.**

Di 1991, Washington has beat

the pre-season sacrificial lambs
and lost to the stronger teams, both

as expected. The Huskies handled

the likes (tf Chico State and South
Carolina St and then fell hard to

Illinois and Texas.

Manning, a 6*10** and 250-

pound big man, comes to Seattle

from Syracuse where he backed up
NBA players Derrick Coleman
and LeRon Ellis. Manning is

averaging 15.7 points and 7.3

rebounds per game and is shooting

63.3 percent (57 of 90) from the

field. Against Texas, he scored 21

points and grabbed 13 rebounds.

**Richard Manning has done an
excellent job of getting himself

back into playing (after sitting out

in 1990-91),** Nance said. "He
continues to improve each game,
and I think he will be one of the

best guys in the league in the

future.**

But the future lies in the passing

hands of Bryant, who was the

MVP of the Washington state high

school tournament last year, and
Pdpe, the state MVP last season.

Both Bryant and Pope are Seattle-

area prep products, and keeping
the state*s best players at home is a
goal of Nance.

Bryant leads the team with 14
steals and is second in assists with

18. In his debut against Texas,
Bryant scored 17 points in 25
minutes.

Pope has started all nine games
for the Huskies and is third on the

team with 7.9 points per game. He
is second with 53 boards (5.9 per
game) and has been the leading

Washington rebounder in three

games.

Washington State

In recent years, the schools of
the Pacific Northwest have not

been considered among the elites

See PAC-10, page 23
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said "He lets the game come to

him, rather than trying to force his

shots. He is playing awfully well.

"The Pan Am coaches ste-

reotyped him as^a one-dimensional

player, and I think that he wanted
to prove that he was more than
that,** Harrick said.

Murray had probably his best

all-around '^game of the season
against Georgia on Saturday. He
finished with 24 points, nine

rebounds, six assists and two
steals.

Murray has scored 20 points or

more in six of UCLA*s eight

games this season. In the other two
games he scored 19 points despite

being removed from the game
when the outcome was no longer in

question.

Another pleasant surprise for

Harrick has been the play of 7*6**

center Mike Lanier. Lanier has

seen action in seven of the eight

games so far this season and he

will probably play against Arizona

and Arizona State this weekend
"Mike Lanier gives us exactly

what we need inside,** Harrick
said "We want Mike to take up a

lot of space and keep his hands up.

He has exceeded what I thought he
could do. He i^ getting better and
better.

"He has got a terrific hook shot
It*s unstoppable, both with his left

and right hands. He just needs to

get into better position to use it,**

Harrick said
'

UCLA is currently ranked No. 2
in the nation, which is their highest

ranking since 1983, when the

Bruins were ranked No. 1 for two
weeks.

*There is a sense of pride that

goes with a ranking,** Harrick said
"We don*t pay much attention to

rankings, but if they are going to

rank you, I would rather be No. 2
than No. 50.

*The schools I have the most
respect for are Duke, Indiana and
North Carolina. It*s nice to be
mentioned with that group. How-
ever, I don't want that for just one
year, we need to do it for the next
ten years,** Harrick said Mto Lanier
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Start the New Year

Fresh & Fabulous!

SPECIAL 25% OFF
ALL SERVICES!

Cut Manicure
Color Pedicure
Highliglits Facial

Makeup

Can PARIS at SALON 1015
rent

(310) 824-5006
1015 Ga^ey Ave. #105 in Westwood Viflage

(just halfa block south ofWcTbum) .

*AVEDA GOLDWELL OPI *

CONTACT LENSES

THIS MAY BE
THE PROGRAM
FOR YOU...

UCLA Masters/Credential Program or Teacher Cretientlal Progwifh

The Teacher Education Laboratory of the UCLA Graduate School of
Education is pleased to offer a program during 1992-93 in which students
may simultaneously eam a Masters Degree and a Teaching Credential in

four quarters of study.

The Teacher Education Laboratory also offers a Teacher Credential Program
in which students may eam only a teaching-credential in three quarters.

The Teacher Education Laboratory is seeking a diverse group of applicants
from a vanety of backgrounds and fiekJs of study. Interested senior and
graduate students are invited to submit applications for either the Masters/
Credential Program or the Teacher Credential Program before the Apnl 15.

1992 deadline. The Graduate School of Education also offers financial aid
packages -including the prestigious $6,000 Dean s Scholarships-for
TEL students.

For more information and to receive an application form please contact:

^ The Office of Student Services

(310)825-8329

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
INCLUDES EYE EXAMINATION

EYEGLASS FRAME &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM PAIR OF
DAILY WEAR LENSES CAREKIT AND

FOLLOW-UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT
LENSES

••INCLUDES EXAM FITTINGS _
FOLLOW UP 3 MONTHS LENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384
]

LAST CHANCE
for 1992*93

bott't Get Left Behind!

Eligible: Sophomores^ Juniors

A» / -I

Information and applications are available

Education Abroad Program Office

28 Haines Hall

Monday - Friday, 8:30 am - 4:30 pm

Telephone: 825^4995 or 825-2770

.^:
•>

APPLICATION DEADLINES:
January 17, 1992 - Austria, Brazil, Canada, China, Denmark, Egypt,
Germany, Ghana, Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Israel, Kenya,
Korea, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Thailand, Togo, USSR

January 24, 1992 - Ecuador, France, Italy, Mexico, Spain

.
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recently while diving for a loose

ball and will be out for 4-6 weeks.
Finally, Oregon suffered

another blow when starting point

guard Andre Collier broke his

metatarsal in the Thriftway Far

West Classic in December, ending

his season.

Indeed, times are hard in

Eugene, where Monson may have

to rely extensively on three fresh-

men.

"It's toiigh to say you have to

rely on freshmen and it*s very

tough to ask for freshmen to pick it

up and play right away and expect

them to produce,** Monson said.

One Duck who has played well

this season is sophomore guard

Antoine Stoudamire, a transfer

from Georgetown. Stoudamire has

averaged 17.5 points a game, and
is a three-point threat

*The kid is a transfer, practicing

all the time, and needs to get more
offensive-minded, and we are

going to be relying on him even
more,** Monson said.

Monson will also be relying on
returning sixth-man Clyde Jordan
and redshirt freshman Orlando
Williams.

Jordan leads the team in

rebounding with a 7.3 average and
leads the team in blocked shot

average. Williams, a 6-0 guard,

was the 1990 Oregon high school

Player of the Year, and may have
to play a bigger role at guard due to

Collier's injury.

Oregon State

The 1992 Oregon State basket-

ball team is not expected to be any
kind of world-beater, but don*t tell

that to Beaver head coach Jim
Anderson.

"We are anxious for the season
to start, we*ve played a lot of tough
games on the road against tough
competition, and we are ready and
waiting for Thursday,** Anderson
said.

On Thursday, the 8-5 Beavers
will take on the Stanford Cardinal
in a match that should set the tone
for the season.

"We have played inconsistent at

times, and our maturity level will

be seen from how well we can get

started,** Anderson said.

Despite the loss of first team
AU-Pac-ia forward Teo Alibe-
govic and guard Will Brantley,

Oregon State will bring experience
to the court this season, and will be
led by three returning starters.

Junior forward Chad Scott is the

Beavers* leading returning scorer

(12.8) and rebounder (8.3), but
may be ineligible this year due to

grade problems.

The Beavers* other two starters,

Lcroy "Mario** Jackson and Char-
les McKinney. play the perimeter
and will be counted on to run the

team*s offense.

Jackson averaged 11.7 points a
game last season, while point

guard McKinney was the team*s
leading assist-mah with 3.4 a
game.

*The perimeter play thus far has
been good, and we have gotten
consistent play from McKinney,**
Anderson said.

The other Beavers that will see
action on the floor this season
include center Scott Haskin, for-

ward Canaan Chatman, and guards
Kevin Harris and Earnest Killum.

Killum has been a pleasant

surprise so ftr. by averaging 9.3
points and 2.5 assists in 13.8
minutes over four games.

Haskin, who leads the confer-

ence in blocked shot average, is

expected to provide the needed
power in the paint.

But, if the Beavers are to

challenge the top of the confer-

ence, they arc going to have to

See PAC-10, page 24
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chief executives seeking changes
in a system they often describe as

being in conflict with the mission
of a university. Their efforts over
the last three years have included
cost-cutting measures to lower the

financial burden of sports, tougher
academic standards and reduced
playing times.

In a December interview.
Young said his involvement in the

President's Commission and the
Knight Foundation Commission
on IiitercoUegiate Athletics — a
private group with goals similar to

the President's Commission —
^oes back to the early 1980s.

"I guess Tve been in the center
of every one of those reform
developments as they've come
along." Young said. "(That's)
because I feel very strongly about
the value and importance of
intercollegiate athletics, and
because of how I feel about its

value, I feel it has to be done in a
totally proper way."
The President's Commission

has been instrumental in the latest

round of changes, as university

executives try to rein in athletic

departments that sometin^es grow
uncontrollably large.

**Unfortunately, there are a lot of
universities all over the country
where the presi(|ent or the
chancellor seem to have very little

control of the athletic department,"
Young said.

=^As an example of tftis loss of
control, Young cited recent events
at Michigan State University,

where head football coach and
athletic director George Perles

clashed with President John
DiBiaggio over Perles 's refusal to

give up one of his two jobs. Young

UCLA Chancellor Charles Young is a member of the President's Commission and the Knight Found-
ation Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics, which are Involved in reform of collegiate athletics.

described such a situation as

"incomprehensible."

"I wouldn't be in this job 30
minutes if somebody told me I

couldn't Are the athletic director or

the football coach," Young said.

If I couldn't (fire someone).
of IntenereAce from the

governor or the Regents or the

aliunni or whatever, they could
take their athletic program and go
somewhere else, or I'd go some-
where else and do what I have to

do."

Young's attitude may be one

explanation for UCLA's apparent
ability to avoid the trouble that

plagues some university athletic

departments, especially those in

the South. Those problems often
call into question the priorities and
credibility of the university.

r think in most respects the

(athletic program) is valuable and
good," Young said. "If I tiiought it

was incompatible with the highest

quality of education, we wouldn't
have it at UCLA.

"If I reached the conclusion—
and I've come close— that there is

no way out other than drastic de-

escalation of the intensity of our
intercollegiate athletic program,
then that's what I'd do."

According to Young, it's not
necessarily a contradiction to have
a highrcalibet universij^ with an
athletic department which has
similar standards. He cited the

fnequendy used examples of Duke
University, Stanford UnivCTsity
and the University of Michigan as

schools which compete at the

highest levels of college sports

without risking the reputation of

the university.

"I believe it is possible to run
one of the highest, if not the

highest, quality attiletic programs
in the U.S. witii one of the highest

academic programs," Young said.

"I tiiink UCLA is a perfect
example of that

"It is also possible to run a
high-class athletic program and a
low-class academic institution.

But as long as it remains possible

to do the first, then I think we
should, because I think this univer-

sity is much better by having
both."

While many involved in college

athletic reform see the enormous
amounts of money in college

sports as the root of the problem.
Young contends that money is

merely a "surrogate for all the

other problems."

"I think basically (the problem)
is American society," he said. "We
place too high a priority on sports.

It plays too central a role. The
pressure is there from the public.

It's the public who watches it on
television, who has made it impor-
tant. I think people are too respon-

sive to (public pressure) and forget

they're running an educational

institution sometimes."

Young, who can often be found
in the kKker room after football

games and is sometimes seen on
the sidelines, believes that the

recent efforts at reform will con-
tinue for some time, but "(it) can't

go on forever." His own involve-

ment, however, may be scaled

-back in the near (u ture.
-"

"I hope to begin kind of easing

up," Young said. "Off and on over

the years I've put a lot of time into

the intercollegiate athletics pic-

ture. I'd like to devote a littie bit

more time to other diings and less

to that"
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Madkins may be back in

action for Arizona game

s^

By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

Only a day before the No. 2

UCLA basketball team travels' to

Arizona to open their Pac-10

season against Arizona State and

No. 6 Arizona, Bniin head coach

Jim Harrick received some posi-

tive news.

At his weekly media luncheon

Tuesday, Harrick said that there

was a good possibility that senior

point guard Gerald Madkins would

be able to play against the Wildcats

on Saturday and may even play

against the Sun Devils on Thurs-

day.

Madkins is recovering from a

broken left hand, which he suf-

fered in a game against San Diego

State on Dec. 14.

"We arc going to put a remov-

able cast on (Madkins)," Harrick

said. "If he can handle the ball and

dribble Ihc bflll left-handed aod is

comfortable, then he is going to try

and play. I would like to get a few

minutes out of him.**

Thursday's game against Arizo-

na State will not be televised in the

"We are going to put a

removable cast on

(Madkins)...

Jim Harrick
UCLA Basketball Coach

Los Angeles area, a fact which has

Harrick upset

**I can't believe that nobody in

Los Angeles is televising the ASU
game,** Harrick said. "That*s very

disappointing.**

Although Saturday *s showdown
with Arizona is being televised

live by the Raycon? network

(Channel 2 in Los Angeles), the

game is not being televised nation-

ally.

Instead, CBS is showing two

games nationally, one 4>etween

Seton Hall and Georgetown and

one between Michigan State and
lUinOiS.

scored 2084 points, which trails

only Reggie Miller (2095) and

Lew Alcindor (2325) on the all-

time list.

MacLean is also seventh on the

all-time Pac-10 scoring list. For-

mer Arizona standout Sean Elliot

tops the conference career scoring

list with 2555 points. If MacLean
can average more than 20 points

per game for the rest of the season,

he wiU probably break Elliot's

record,

MacLean also has the most

career points of any player cur-

rently playing college basketball.

Arguably the most improved

player on the UCLA team this year

has been junior forward Tracy

Murray.

After playing this suimmer on

the U.S. team that won a bronze

medal in the Pan American
Games, Murray has become more

Senior forward Don MacLean
needs just 12 points to move into

second place on the all-time

UCXA scoring list. MacLean has

Of a complete player, according to

Harrick.

'Tracy has done bett^ that the

best script imaginable,** Harrick

See HOOPS, page 25

SU2XNNE STATES/Oaity Bruin

Senior guard Gerald IMadlcins has not seen action since he broke

his hand In a Dec. 14 win over San Diego State.

toCougars still the of the North

CHARLES COOLEY/DaJly Bruin

UCLA forward Mitch Butler grabs a board fronn Oregon State's

Leroy "Mario" Jackson. Jackson averaged 11.7 points per game
last season and Is expected to be an important offensive threat

for the Beavers this year.

The skies of Southern California

have turned cold and grey, an

unmistakable sign of winter. Wint-

er in the West means just one thing

— Pac-10 basketball and the

NCAA tournament looming in the

distance.

While the Big East, the Atlantic

Coast Conference and thp Big Ten
seem to draw the attention of Ihe

national media, the Pac-10 has

quietly but consistently become
one of the most competitive

basketball conferences in the

country. The 1991-92 season

promises to be another tough

campaign, with all of the ups and

downs that have become the

hallmark of the Pac-10.

So once again, the Daily Bruin

offers its conference preview. The
teams aren*t ranked, but are listed

regionally instead. Today features

the Oregon and Washington
schools. Tomorrow the California

and Arizona teams will be pre-

viewed.

Oregon

The Oregon basketball media

guide boasts that McArthur Court

is "the Pac-10*s toughest place to

play.**

Still, a court can*t win a game,
and the Ducks are very short on
talent and experience this season.

Oregon will be without four

influential players from last sea-

son. The biggest loss is that of the

1991 Pac-10 Player of the Year
Terrell Brandon, who is now with

the Cleveland Cavaliers.

The loss of Brandon, who left

after his junior season, will be a

tough one to swallow. Brandon led

the team in scoring (26.6 points a

game) and assists (141).

In addition, talented center

Richard Lucas and shifty guard

KeVin Mixon4iave both graduated,

and experienced center Bob Fife

will be redshirting this year.

This leaves the Ducks with a

very barren cupboard.

**We have indeed started out

with a very inexperienced basket-

ball team,** Oregon head coach
Don Monson said.

To make matters worse, starting

forward Jordy Lyden, a member of

the conference all-freshman team,

strained ligaments in his knee

See PAC-10, page 26

Young
favors
reforms
By Scott Bloofn

Daily Bruin Staff

When the gavel comes
down on the 86th NCAA
convention Friday, dele-

gates to the annual meeting

of intercollegiate athletic

administrators probably will

continue a reform program
now in its third year.

If the latest reform pack-

age passes, as many expect it

will, the measures will be

due in large part to the work
of the NCAA President's

dlommission, which counts

UCLA Chancellor Charles

Young among its members.
Young's involvement in

the President's Commission
has placed him near the heart

of a contentious debate over

college sports. An ardent

critic of some aspects of

intercollegiate athletics, the

68-year-old Chancellor
won't hesitate when com-
menting on the subject.

The President*s Commis-
sion is composed of campus

See YOUNa, page 27

Pac-10 Mens Basketball Scoring Leaders

PLAYER

I.Harold Miner, use

2.AdarnKMfe.StANF0nQ

3. Tracy Murray, UCLA

4. Don MacUan, UCLA

5. NeH Derrick, WSU

6

9

ALLF6

73

POINTS

240

231

187

137

220

AVQ

26.7

25.7

23.4

19.6

18.3

om : 9 82

8 62

4«

12 78

Bottonn
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Pac-10 Men's Basketball Scoring Leaders

PLAYER

6. Chad Scott. OSU

7. Terrwice Lewis.WSU
8. Sean Rooks, ARIZONA

8. Antdine StoudiHfNrdSt}

10. Rich Manning. WASHINGTON 9

80th Year, No. 51

Circulation: 22,000

Briefly

Contribute to
your oommunity

Students interested in work-
ing with Los Angeles* diverse

communities can attend an open
house today at the Community
Programs Office.

The office's 19 service pro-

jects reach out to African-

American. Latino and Asian-

American neighborhoods.

Information about these pro-

jects and lefreshments will be
available at Men's Gym 102
fiom 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Inside

Bums donates
scholarship
Comedian George Bums

donated a scholarship for

UCLA students interested in

pursuing careers in comedy as

comics or comedy writers.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Anartexhibtt
and a smoke

Columnist Brian Smedley
gives his view on the Philip

Morris Company's sponsorship

of a Wight Art GaUery event

See page 17

Arts & Entertainment

Basic mindless
violence

Bruce Willis and Damon
Wayans tear up the screen in

•The Last Boy Scout," but

that's about all.

See page 18

Sports

Basketball on
theioad

Tracy Murray and the UCLA
basketball team open the Pac-

10 season i^t Arizona State

tonight

See page 36
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Rebuilt family iiousing may
cause large rent increase
By Chris Wdowlac
Daily Bruin Staff

A decades-old UCLA family

student housing complex needs a
$60 million overhaul beginning in

August 1993. according to a

campus building management
group.

But in order to fund the three-

year redevelopment plans, the

monthly rent increase of about

$200 will hurt residents financial-

ly, they said. And the redevelop-

ment will result in a decrease in

living space per apartment unit

"I'm a single parent As of
today, an additional $200 dollar

increase in rent might force me to

leave here." said Lynn Day. a

tenant at the complex on Sawtelle

and Sepulveda Boulevards.

UCLA Business Enterprises,

the school's building management
group, decided to conduct a study

of the complex because 446 of the

existing 647 units are more than 40
years old and the remaining 201
apartments are more than 30 years

old.

"Because of the magic 40-year

mark, they have decided to do a
massive redevelopment study."

said Don Blackburn, president of
University Apartments South
Residents Association.

While the relatively newer
apartments only have plumbing

problems, many of the older

apartments have plumbing, electri-

cal, asbestos and cosmetic prob-

lems.

The plan will call for the

destruction of most and possibly

all of the existing 647 one-, two-

and three-bedroom apartments. It

also includes the construction of

964 smaller apartments and 75
townhomes in their place.

But the redevelopment plans

will replace the units with smaller

and more expensive ones. Black-

bum said.

*There are two problems with

the proposed redevelopment plans.

Rental rates will increase by $200
in present dollars and the space per,

Pics and tones

jbHN CHUNG/Daly Brtin

Rotalyn Uonhart. left, and David Leonard play New Orleans-style street music in Westwood
Plaza on Wednesday. Llonhart plays the nrx)rimbula and kallmba; Leonard plays guitar and har-
nnonica.

'60s liipp
UCLA study finds

families aren't diat

By l.ori Quifiton

Daily Bruin Staff

It was the time of drugs, free

k)ve and rock & roll.

The hippie movement shocked
mainstream America with its radi-

cal lifestyle, and many predicted

the chUdren of that generation

would be doomed to delinquency.

But according to a new UCLA
study, their offspring have turned

out as conventional as their grand-

parents. These children are well-

adjusted and perform better-than-

average in school.

"Non-conventional families
practiced unusual religions, had
primarily vegetarian diets, held

different kinds of jobs, and moved
around a lot — all very strange

practices for their time." said

Thomas Weisner. a member of the

raise '90s diildren
non-conventional

abnonnal after all

UCLA research team.

"Despite these unusual things,

their kids don't look much diffe-

rent from traditional ones," Weis-
ner said.

The 12-year UCLA study fol-

lowed 203 California children

bbm in 1974 to hippie parents.

The study was conducted by a

team of researchers from the

School of Social Welfare and the

departments of psychology and
anthropology. It was launched

because the team was interested in

fmding out how the children of the

hippies turned out
UCLA researchers found that

most countercultural children had

IQ's 13 points higher than the

national average despite growing

up in imtraditional lifestyles and
values. And almost 90 percent had.

school grades above the national

"The countercultural

parents taught their

children to be

committed to their

family and to value the

kind of family that they

had."

Thomas Weisner
UCLA Researcher

average.

Furthermore, the study found

that the hippies' once-unconven-

tional ideas — sexual liberation

and equaUty as well as distrustun

authority — did iK)t disrupt tn^
children's emotional develop-

ment
Researchers explain that the

See , page 15

"Pm a single parent. As
of today, an additional

$200 dollar increase in

rent might force me to

leave here."

Lynn Day
Family Housing Tenant

unit will decrease between 13 and
37 percent" Although the initial

plan called for minimal renova-
tion, housing officials later deter-

mined that the cost of fiill scale

redevelopment was comparable to

renovation costs and would result

in a longer lasting complex, said

Diaime Mackenzie, an admini-
strative analyst at the university-

owned apartments.

S^e HOUSWiQ, page 13

Governor
says state

J&Juirtini^
Wilson proposes

welfare cuts,

ftinds for schools

By Robert B. Gunnison
San Francisco Chronicle

SACRAMENTO — Declaring

that California faces "truly tough"
economic times. Gov. Pete Wilson
urged expanding health care for

needy youngsters, cutting welfare

benefits and reducing government
regulation of business.

In his second State of the State

speech to the Legislature, Wilson
pledged Wednesday night to give

public schools $1.8 billion in

increased aid despite the state's

budget gap of at least $6.6 billion,

and he asked voters to approve this

year $6 billibn in bonds to build

schools, prisons and transportation

projects.

But Wilson shed no light on how
he plans to balance the budget
That will come Thursday when he
releases his proposed spending
plan for the fiscal year beginning

in July.

*Times arc tough all over —
truly tough," Wilson said in the

speech broadcast from the
Assembly chamber. "I've seen
pain in the eyes of working people

all over California. .

"So the challenge before us is as

tough as the times," he said. "We
must win back our jobs. We must
transform this season of crisis into

the greatest season of rcform in

California history."

Wilson sounded liberal themes
of extending health care for needy
children and expanding state aid

for education, while sounding
conservative in asking for lodger

prison terms for rapists, reduced
government regulations and cuts in

welfare checks.

To help make his points, Wilson
took a page from the playbook of
former President Ronald Reagan:
He pointed to Veronica Valencia, a
17-year-old high school student

seated in the balcony whom
Wilson applauded for her determi-

nation to overcome poverty and

See ECONOMY, page 14
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Christian Science Organization
'Spiritual Perspectives on Today's Questions"

By Reed Harris, C.S., Member of the Christian

Science Board of Lectureship

North Campus Room 20

GENERAL
Student Health AdwKatcs
SHA Recruitment "Quest for the Best" begins third week
Check with next week's Daily Bmin for orientation dates,

times, and locations .

Daily Bruin
Internal Display Advertising Internship
Due Tliesday, January 21 at 4:00pm
Call 206-0905 for more infoiinatlon

A.

\.

Are you interested in

Phot

The Daily Bruin

Photo department

is now offering Winter internships

for qualified photographers.

Applications are available at the Daily
Bruin Office,4 1 2 Kerckhoff Hall. A
mandatory meeting is scheduled for

Thursday, January 9 at 7 pm. Please
contact Charles, Nelson or John at
825-2828 if you cannot attend this
meeting or if you would like more

information:'

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories.' When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's policy to correct them promptly on
this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of the editors by
calling (213) 825-9898.
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UCLA study tai^gets cause of i

Low production of nitric oxide

may be link to lack of erections

By SANDRA BLAKESLEE
N.Y. Times News Service

LOS ANGELES— Researchers

say they have found the physio-

logical explanation for die vast

majority of cases of male impo-
tence, a failure to produce a simple

chemical that controls a wide
variety of biological functions.

The chemical, nitric oxide,

initiates a series of events that

cause the penis to become
engorged with blood and remain
erect, said I>r. Jacob Rajfer, a
professor of urology at the Univer-

sity of California at Los Angeles
who made the discovery.

Defects in the nitric oxide
system of the penis cause blood to

leak out and account for 7 million

to 8 million of the 10 million cases

of impotence among American
men, he said.

The Hnding will help urologists

develop better methods for diag-

nosing impotence and may lead to

new kinds of treatments, experts

said, but it is not expected to lead to

a pill that would cure the problem.

Rajfer's research is described in

Thursday's issue of The New
England Journal of Medicine.

Dr. Robert Kes$ler, an associate

professor of urology at Stanford

University, called the research **an

important piece in the overall

process of how an erection is

mediated,*" but added, *T don't

know that it will be all that useful

clinically, compared to what we
have now."

"We used to think that

impotence was caused

by poor inflow of blood

to the penis. We now
know that most

impotent men have a

problem with holding

onto blood in the

penis/'

Jacob Raffof

UCLA Professor

Medications injected directly

into the penis are extremely popu-

lar for treating impotence, Kessler

said, **but what you'd really like is

a pill."

The new research will not help

make such a pill feasible, said Dr.

Tom Lue, an associate professor of

un)k)gy at the University of Cali-

fornia at San Primcisco, but it may
lead to other kinds of treatment,

like a removable patch that coukl

be placed on a penis to bring on an

erection.

Rajfer said nitric oxide n
emerging as one of the most

powerful known biok>gical sub-

stances.

More familiar as a primary

component of smog and acid rain,

nitric oxide is produced in tiny

amounts for fractions of a second

throughout the body. The brain

uses it to send messages and storc

memories. The immune system

uses it to kill foreign invading

bacteria. And when nitric oxide

touches the muscles that encircle

blood vessels, the muscles relax

instandy.

It was the latt^ observation that

led Rajfer, an expert on impotence,

to wonder if nitric oxide played a

role in penile erections.

An erection begins with a brain

The long and winding line

SUNG/Odly Bruin

Students wait in a seemingly endless line in the Students' Store on Wednesday to buy textbooks. The store is opening earlier

and closing later to alleviate the rush.

Bums gives film school undisclosed sum
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By Christine Strobel

Celebrated cigar-chewing com-
edian George Bums has donated

an undisclosed amount of money
to UCLA's School of Theater,

Film and Television.

The gift, which was made in

November, will be used to estab-

lish scholarships for undergradu-

ate and graduate students

interested in pursuing comedy.
•The older (Bums) gets, the

closer he feels to (a student's)

age," said Gilbert Cates, dean of

the School of Theater. Film and

Television.

Bums tums 96 on Jan. 20.

"He's a very generous guy and

loves students," Cates said. **He

was absolutely delighted to give

money to students."

Bums' career in entertainment

spans an unprecedented 89 years,

starting on the vaudeville stage in

the 1920s. He later enjoyed suc-

cess in radio and television with

his late wife, Gracie Allen.

^-7: ,-"

Comedian^s funds will finance

comedy scholarships at UCLA
Bums won an Oscar for best

supporting actor for the 1975 film,

*The Sunshine Boys," as well as a

Grammy last year for his recording

of "Gracie." He also won an
Emmy in 1990 for Outstanding

Performance in the informational

program, "A Conversation with

George Bums."
The George Bums scholarship

will focus primarily on comedy
writing, said Cates, who will

award the school scholarships.

The number of scholarships has
not yet been determined, but the

school said that the scholarship

program will be created by April

and the money should be given out
by June.

Bums did not want the amount
of the donation released, according

to Irving Fine, his publicist.

"(Bums has) made gifts like this

before, and he wanted to give to

UCLA because Gilbert Cates
asked him to," Fine said. "He just

wants more and better writers in

comedy."

Cates has worked closely with

Bums in the past, directing him in

the 1981 film "Oh God — Book
II."

"(Bums) knows the script, he

loves and respects the written

word. He's the first on the set and

the last to leave," Cates added,

noting how Bums is the "ultimate

professional."

Bums has written nine best-

selling books.

He wants to see the continuing

development of comedy. Fine

explained, noting that he has made
similar donations in the past to

use.

signal that travels down the spinal

cord and into the penis ak>ng a

special set of nerves, Rajfer said.

These nq^es make connections

with the blood vessels and smootfi

muscle of the penis.

The snKX)Ch muscles are usually

constncted, Rajfer said, keeping

the penis flaccid. But when the

smooch muscles relax, the blood

vessels open and bkxxl poun into

spaces inside the penis. The rise in

pressure blocks the veins that

normally drain the penis, keeping
it engorged.

The notion that muscle relaxa-

tion brings on an erection is

counterintuitive, Rajfer said, but it

is what starts the process. After

ejaculation or loss of nerve stimu-

lation to the penis, the smooth
muscles reconstrict, the v^ins open
and blood flows out.

"We used to think that impo-
tence was caused by poor inflow of
blood to the penis," he said. "We
now know that most impotent men
have a problem with holding onto

See IMPOTENCE, page 12

USAC joins

large I

organization

Association

education issues

By Robin Dong
Dally Bruin Staff

Attempting to more direcUy

influence lawmakers who deter-

mine the future of flnancialaid and
other higher education issues,

UCLA's undergraduate student

council voted unanimously Tues-

day to join the only student

association recognized by Con-
gress.

The United States Student Asso-
ciation, a Washington-based lobby
group, represents the voice of
college students at Capitol Hill, the

White House and the Department
of Education.

So, as a member of the organi-

zation, the council will receive'

information about all legislation

conceming students and the tide of

student opinion at other universi-

ties across the nation.

'We would have access to

information that we would nor-

mally have to look up in Congres-

sional records everyday to And out

what's happening," said Neera
Tanden, undergraduate external

vice president

The association will focus this

year on lobbying legislators to

increase federal grants, encourage
retention and recniiunent of stu-

dents from undcrrcprescnted com-
munities and promote campus
safety.

Many students today rely on
federal funds to finance their

college education, and those
attending UCLA are no exception.

"In the past couple of years,

UCLA students who receive finan-

cial aid has increased by 25
percent," said John Hoyt, UCLA's
financial aid counseling coordina-

tor.

As a result, these students

should pressure both federal and
state lawmakers into allocating the

maximum number of grants avail-

able, said Karla Zombro, UCLA's
national lobby director.

Federal grants, the largest of
which is the Pell Grant, comprised
80 percent of financial aid in

1975-76, said Zombro, adding that

today. Pell Grants make up less

See USAC, page 13
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World

Ukraine takes over
wmy ^'.

1 1 .

»

MOSCOW — The central mUitaiy

command said that its primary communi-
cations control over 300,000 troops of the

former Soviet army in Ukraine had been
lost to Kiev military officials intent on
nationalizing Soviet units in the republic.

The unilateral action deepened the

political struggle between Ukraine and
Russia over control of the military

remnants of the defunct Soviet Union.
A spokesman for the interim military

command of the new Commonwealth of
Independent States said Wednesday that

the Ukraine republic government took

over the Kremlin's instantaneous commu-
nications network with various land and
nonstrategic air force units several days

ago

Israel, China expected

to estabish relations

JERUSALEM — Israel and China are

expected to establish diplomatic relations

for the first time during a visit that Foreign

Minister David Levy plans to make to

Beijing at the end of the nKHith, senior

officials here said, v

The Levy trip has l)een veiled in

secrecy, and the Foreign Ministry

declin^ Wednesday to confum either

that he would be gcnng to China or that an '

agreement to grgatc fonnal tics was
imminent

Nonetheless, other Israeli officials said

the foreign minister would probably leave

for Beijing in two weeks, adding that he
'would not be setting off on such a journey

unless Israel expected to fulfill its long-

held desire for normal relations with the

Chinese. -r—

Daily Bruin
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Briefs

Bush resting in Japan
after faHing ill with flu

TOKYO — U.S. President George
Bush was resting comfortably after faUing

ill from intestinal flu at a state dinner on
Jan. 8.

White House Press Secretary Marlin

Fitzwater said the president was diag-

nosed as having intestinal flu by his

personal physician and was given medi-
cation for nausea before resting.

Fitzwater said there were no signs that

Bush*s collapse was related to the

irregular heartbeat which led to his

hospitalization last May.
*

According to Fitzwater, the president

would not attend a scheduled breakfast

meeting on Jan. 9 with business leaders

from Japan and the W|iited States, but

plans to continue with the rest of his

schedule.

Bush is set to hold another meeting with

Japanese Prime Minister Kiichi Miyaza-
wa on Jan. 9 before leaving Tokyo for

Washington on Jan. 10. Fitzwater said a

reassessment of the president's schedule

would be made on the morning of Jan. 9.

Presence of other
planets postulated

Astronomers have found what they

think will prove to be the first definitive

evidence of planets orbiting a star other

than the sun.

By the precise timing of fluctuations in

-natural radio signals, American astro^
nomers have inferred that two and
possibly three objects are circling the

dense spinning remnant of an exploded
star, called a neutron star and also known
as a pulsar. Each of the objects appears to

have three times the mass of Earth, to be
similar in density and composition to

Earth or Venus —"

Nation

Planned Parentliood

president resigns
Faye Wattleton, the tough, telegenic

president of the Planned Parenthood

Federation of America, has announced
her resignation from the group she has

moved to the center of the nation's

abortion debate.

Wattleton, 48, whose impassioned

commitment to reproductive freedoms
made her the nation's best-known advo-

cate for abortion rights during her 14

years as^ president of Planned Parenthood,

said she plans to host a daytime television

talk show dealing with women's issues.

The show will be syndicated by
Tribune Entertainment Co. in Chicago,

which also produces and distributes the

Joan Rivers Show and Genildo. The
company said the show would be broad-

cast in the spring, on Tribune stations and
other local stations.

Hispanic Students

WASHINGTON — Segregation of

Hispanic students in the nation's public

schools has grown over the last two
decades while desegregation gains for

blacks in the South have remained largely

stable, according to a new study.

"Hispanics in California and Texas are

more segregated than blacks in Alabama
or Mississippi in terms of e^lficational

cxperkMC^ said Dr. Gary Orfiekl, co-

author of "Status of School Desegrega-

tion: The Next Generation." The study,

which analyzed 20 years of school

enrollment data collected by the Depart-

ment of Education's Office of Civil

Rights, was sponsored by the National

School Boards Association.

State

Grants offered for

nuclear waste sites
•

WASHINGTON— Lured by lucrative

grants, seven communities around the

United States have notified the govern-

ment that they are interested in becoming

the site of a multibillion-dollar warehouse

to store thousands of tons of high-level

nuclear wastes, the Department of Energy

said Wednesday.
But the notifications by the communi-

ties, among them five Indian tribes, have

also stirred political dissension and raised

questions about whether the government

is taking advantage of hard economic

tiroes and rural poverty to gain a site for

some of the nation's most dangerous

industrial wastes.

In Grant County, N.D., citizens opened

a petition drive to recall three county

commissioners who proposed studying

the area as a potential nuclear waste site.

Gov. George E. Sinner, a Democrat, has

expressed reservations about putting such

an installation in his state.

Top Five

TOP 5 GIFTS RETURNED TO
DEPARTMENT STORES AFTER
CHRISTMAS (Philadelphia Daily
News):

5. Colorforms 1991 Make-Your-Own
Map of the Soviet Union.

4. Budget plan from Hair Club for Men
iTubc of Elmer's G\m and d-yWiiM.
"Sheqxlog).

3. 'Vinal Exit — The Video.-

2. Xlassic Comic Number 787: The
Dead Sea Scrolls."

1. Sesame Streets' 101 Desktop Cold
Fusion Experiments.

Compiled from Bruin wire services
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Grads face hard times in recession job maricet
By Jane Gross
The New York Times

SAN FRANCISCO — Uurcn
Bolfango, a recent law schbol

graduate, works almost 38 hours a
week researching cases, writing

pleas and motions and doing other

standard tasks of a new associate in

a small law finn here.

What sets her apart is that she

does the work without charge,

after losing hope that her search for

employment would ever produce a
real job and deciding that volun-

teering in her chosen profession

was better than being unemployed.
**I got tired of sitting around and

watching soaps,** said Bolfango,

27, who graduated last spring from
the University of California's

Hastings College of Law.
She contacted 100 law firms in

search of a job, without a glimmer
of an offer. "I wanted to have
something on my resume,*' she

said.

Bolfango is one of thousands of

well-educated young professionals

who have had the misfortune to

begin their working lives in a

deteriorating economy that has cut

a mean swath through the white-

collar work force.

For some that has meant unem-
ployment, lower wages or no
wages at all. For others, it has

meant deferred dreams, changed
career plans or extended appren-

ticeships.

Some recent Ivy League gradu-
ates, for instance, are tending bar

and driving taxicabs, and doctoral

students are stalling completion of

their dissertations because staying

in a $20,000-a-year teaching

assistantship is better than leaving

a university and having no job at

all.

Internships that used to last for a

few summer months are turning

into year-round jobs at less than

year-round salaries. And dean's

list applicants who once preferred

the riches of private industry are

turning to government agencies

that have entry-level slots to fill.

A turn from the private to the

public sector can be costly.

Take R. David Powell, a recent

graduate ofEmory University Law
School in Atlanta, where graduates

have seen their average salaries

fall to $45,000 from $48,000 in the

space of the past year.
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Haircut $10
Hi-Lite or

Weaving & Style

Perm
$30

$25

Straightening

Tint & Style

$25

$20

By Appointnnent

477-2255
Antonio's Salon
1267 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
JUST ONE BLOCK
S. OF WILSHIRE
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UCLA REPORT CARD

This year make the
Grade with l\/IILLER

Selection

Service

Location

MILLER INFINITI,v^nNuys 818-782-1000

MILLER MITSUBISHI, van Nuys 818 780-7799

MILLER NISSAN, Van Nuys

MILLER TOYOTA, Culver City

818-787-8400

213-559-3777

**TAKE $100 OFFANY CAR, with valid UCLA Student ID presented on date of
purchase**
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CONTACT LENSES
Oncludes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care

• Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-cal welconne/Appointnnents nnade 24 hours a day!

COMPUIYE CARI™^ 19-9999 i^.^^
1631 Wibhlre Blvd. Santa Monica

(corner of 16th Street, nexl to Crown Books)

AUTO INSURANCE IS

A PAIN IN THE
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%.WE SPECIALIZE IN

• FAMILY DISCOUNTS •

• YOUNG DRIVERS •

" ^•"SUSPENDED LICENSES
~~~"

MULTIPLE TICKETS OR ACCIDENTS

*>.
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'<$6
7.

AUTO • HOMEOWNERS • RENTERS • COMMERCIALAUTO • COMMERCIAL LIABILITY

CALL FOR A QUOTE 310-451-4943
KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE. 1433 SANTA MONICA BL. SANTA MONICA, CA 90404
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DEAD AGAIN
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s TRAVELING ABROAD? H

1^ COMMISSION FUES WITH THIS ADI\

France (franc) - .2009

iBritish (pound) -1.945

Italian (lire) - .000907

(all currencies available)

• Foreign Currencies,
• Foreign & Domestic

Associated Foreign Exchango. Inc.

Japanese (yen) -.008351

Canadian (dollar)-.91

2

Australian (dollar)-.786

(rates as of 1/7/92)

Payments & Drafts

Travelers Checks
433 N. Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills. CA

1-800-346-AFEX
Mailing Services Available
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coma LENSES

Look and see

your best with

same day

service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village
I

208-3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

SCHOLARSKIP INFORMATION
FOR STUDENTS WHO NEEDFREE

HONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type oif

^nancial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships, fellowships, grants,
and loans, representing over $10 billion in private sector funding

• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic interests, career
plans, family heritage and place of residence

• There's money available for students who have been newspaper carriers, grocery
clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers etc ,

• Results GUARANTEED

Q^LL For A Free Brochure

ANYTIME (800) 283-8600
nxT
143

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood \lll2^e|

208-3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Shabeg's.
A Round Way
To have A

Square Meal.
FREE & FAST DELIVERY .

Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken
and mojo potatos Only $10.95
Large two topping pizza -:— -^^ Only $8.99
3 pieces of chicken, 1/2 order of
mojos & all you can drink

Only $2.99
1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470

Sun-Thurs 11-lam; Fri & Sat ll-2ani'

824-4111
L ^ J

Shahey's

PIZXA
fUsUnra^

Enjoy

your
profit§

from

Advertising

in the-

DAILV
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825-2161
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FREE COSMETIC CONSULTATION
I LASER SURGERY
COMPUTER IMAGING

STEVEN BURRES M.D.
' DIPLOMATE OF THE AMERICAN BOARD OF

OTOLARYNGOLOGY/FELLOW. AMERICAN ACADEMY
OF FACIAL PLASTIC SURGERY, .

CLINICAL FACULTY - UCLA

Surgery of the

• NOSE & SINUS • LIPOSUCTION
• FACELIFT / EYELID- FOREHEAD
• COLIJVGEN / • LIP ENHANCEMENT
CHEMICAL PEELS .ALSO EAR, NOSE &
•CHIN /CHEEK THROAT
IMPLANTS

WESTWOOD
MANHATTAN BEACH
BEUFLOWER

100 UCLA MED. PLAZA 522
509 N SEPULVEDA
10230 E ARTESIABL 307

213 208-7806

Police captain under
inquiry in
By Joseph Bergar
The New York Times

NEW YORK — An internal

New York City Police Depaitment
investigation has been opened into

the conduct of the police captain at

the fatal City College basketball

game after a,college administrator

said the captain had resisted his

appeals for help for more than five

minutes before finally calling an
ambulance.

Police Commissioner Lee P.

Brown announced the investiga-

tion by the internal affairs division,

which handles charges of miscon-
duct by individual officers, at a
news conference on Wednesday.
Brown said he ordered a separate

inquiry by the department* s Inter-

nal Affairs Division into the

conduct of Capt I>aniel J. Carlin

on Friday after he learned of an
account of the fatal crush given by
John P. Araouzos, City College's

associate director of athletics.

The depaitment is already con-
ducting an inquiry into its overall

handling of security for the I>ec. 28
game at which nine people were
CTusihed to death on a crowded
staircase leading to the Nat Hol-
man Gymnasium.

Milton Mollen, the deputy may-
or for public safety who is leading

a ci^jnquiry^ describe Araouzos
on Wednesday as an important

witness, and Mayor David N.
Dinkins also expressed some con-

cern over what Araouzos said.

**I would think a desperate plea

for help that is deemed to be
genuine, as opposed to some crank
or whaterer, that there ought to be
a response. But I just don*t know
enough further to say who's right

and who's wrong," Dinkins said.

Araouzos' account is regarded

as significant because it might
shed light on the attitude of police

commanders at the scene as more
than 60 police officers stood

ge crasii
'outside the building housing the

gym.
Araouzos was in the gymnasium

on Dec. 28 and noticed that two
people in the crowd waiting to

enter the gymnasium had fainted.

He said he wedged open a steel

door pressed closed by the crowd's
sheer force and knifed his way
through the staircase crowd to the

police.

There, he said in an interview

Tuesday, he pleaded with Carlin to

intervene. But the captain, he said,

reproached the college for five to

seven minutes for overselling the

event and mismanaging the crowd.

Details in Araouzos' account
would indicate die conversation

took place about the time the

huinan crush developed.

**I begged, Tlease, captain, we
need help,'" Araouzos said in the

interview. "People in the crowd
can't breathe down there."

He also said the captain was
standing next to plate glass win-
dows that have a broad overhead
view of the staircase where the
deaths occurred.

Suzanne Trazoff, a spokeswo-
man for the police dqNutment,
said she could not make Carlin
available for comment and officers

at the 34th Precinct in upper
Manhattan, where he is the execiL-..

~Gve officer, said he had gone home
Wednesday. They would not
release his home number. The
captain remains on active duty.

William Kelly, president of the

Captains Endowment Association,

the union that represents police

captains, has disputed Araouzos'
version of events. Any restraint on
Carlin 's part, be said, was
prompted by his igncfiDce of tlie

gravity of the crush and his

knowledge that City College has

kxig been reluctant to permit the

polk:e on caihpus except in cases

of crime or personal danger.

Los Angeles drag ring
broken, authorities say
By Jaxon Van Darbeken
Los Angeles Dally News

Authorities say they have bro-

ken up a drug trafficking ring

operated by Los Angeles-area
street gang members that annually

moved five tons of Colombian
cocaine to cities nationwide.

3ix search warrants were served

Wednesday as part of a two-year

FBI investigation of the ring that

authorities believe was active for a

decade, said Charlie Parsons,

agent-in-chaige of the FBI's Los
Angeles office.

Parsons said that the ring gener-

ated $250,000 in profits each
month— roughly $3 million a year— by flying cocaine it obtained

from the Medellin Cartel in Col-

ombia to northern Mexico, where
it was transported over land to Los
Angeles and converted to crack
cocaine.

The cocaine was distributed to

Detroit, Anchorage, Dallas,
Houston, Seattle and Honolulu,
Parsons said.

"That is a very substantial

amount of narcotics to go out on
the streets and it's all going to

street gang members," he said.

Four people had been charged
by Wednesday in connection with
the case, prosecutors said.

FBI officials and Los Angeles
police said that the breakup of the
ring could lead to a drop in drug
and gang-related violence in Los
Angeles County, where gangs
were responsible for about 700

killings in 1991— almost one third

of all murders tallied.

"We have said over the years

that one of the major problems
with the street gangs selling drugs
on the street is the relationship to

violence," said William Booth,

de]xity chief of the Los Angeles

Police Department. "Our studies

show that as much as 50 percent of

our murders are directly or indi-

rectly influenced by narcotics.

The scale of the operation is

underscored by the amount of
cocaine seized since 1990 in Los
Angeles, police say. In 1990, 3.2

^tons of cocaine was seized by the

Los Angeles Police Department,
said Lt George Aliano of LAPD
Bureau of Special Investigations

that' oversees narcotics enforce-

ment >

Through October 1991, the

LAPD has seized 7 tons of cocaine
with a street value of $2.2 billion,

he said.

Search warrants served as part

of the investigation could result in

the seizure of more than a dozen

**top of the line" luxury cars, the

inventory of a business in subur-

ban Walnut, homes, bank accounts

and jewelry, said Karen Gardner,

an FBI spokeswoman.

"This investigation revealed

that many Los Angeles street

gangs now have established direct

connections to major Colombian
smugglers, thus ensuring a conti-

nuous supply of top-quality

cocaine," Parsons said.
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With a click of tliis button

You can create Stunning reports, Powerful resumes, Great letters.

Perfect papers and much more...
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Buying a computer has never been so easy, and we would like to show you all the possibilities that Infinity

computers can offer. With an Infinitycomputer system, a mouse and Windows, you can create great looking

reports and papers in lightning speed. Come in and check out Infinity in the heart ofWestwood Village to

see which system is best for you. Here are just two of the many packages that Infinity offers:

starter Package
Performance, color and graphics for less than a (1,000.

$9991^ —
Infinity 3S20 System (Intel 80386SX/20)

IMBRAM
52 MB AT-IDE Hard Disk

Teac 5M" 1.2 MB or 3Vi" 1.44 MB Floppy Drive

Paradise Super VGA (2561^1024x768)

14" Color Super VGA Monitor

Ergonomic Mini Tower Case (Vo i? j^su i.,

Gnlianced 101-kcy Keyboard

Microsoft DOS 5.0

Infinity Mouse
Click

Performance Package
Top-of-the-line power at an amazingly low price.

__ $i,999_^_
Infinity 433C System (Intel 80486DV33)

4 MB RAM W/64K Cache

120 MB AT-IDR Hard Disk

Teac 5V4" 1.2 MB or iW 1.44 MB Floppy Drive

Paradise Super VGA (512K/1024x768)

14" Color Super VGA Monitor

l-JcgaiU Full-size Tower Case

Enhanced 10 1-kcy Keyboard

Microsoft DOS 5.0

Infinity Mouse

The possibilities don't end here. Infinity can custom configure to meet all your needs. Also ask about free training.

1 122 Westwood Boulevard

Los Angeles, CA 90024

(2 blocksfrom UCLA, next to McDonald's) ^_
Open Mon-Thur 10-7 Fri-Sat 10-10 Sun 12-6

.
Tel: (310)208-7822 • Fax: (310)208-4388

Call Toll-Free l'800-870'2232

Infinity
"^Advanced TechnologiesO
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WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
We NowAccept

•HEALTH-NET • PCS • MEDl-CAL • BLUE CROSS •

^ PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
. Fast Courteous Rx Service Available

What in the World iS Qoing on?

Where am I headed? How Will 1 Get There ? Job Options?

Success. . . What is it? Wealth, Fame, Attractiveness?

Is MoraUiy obsolete??
Black, White, Asian, Latino, Orange, Red,
Female, Male, Christian, Jew, Muslim, Hindu,
You, Me...Breaking Down the Lines that Divide.

spiRiruAL peRspecriues ON
i

TTODAg's quesnONs
y

By REED HARRIS. C.S.

Member of the Christian Science Board of Lectureship

Tuesday Jan. 14 at 3:00

North Campus Room 20
SPONSORED BY:

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION

Last chance
for yearbook portraits.

Friday,January 24
is the absolute, final deadline for senior portraits in the Bruin

Life yeartxxjk. So don't be left completely out of the picture.

It takes only a few minutes for a portrait that lasts

a lifetime. And it's a snap to make an

appointment.Just stopbyCampusPhoto
Studio in Kerckhoff Hall 150, Monday
through Friday.——--——

—

-—^

aJRla Campus Photaitil^

KercUioff tUB, ISO C2l|f liiiil
J

Recession teams up
hotels, restaurants
By Edwin McDowell
The New York Times

Guests who feel the urge for

pizza at many Marriott hotels now
find their call for room service

answered with a Pizza Hut pizza,

made in the Marriott kitchen.

At the Day*s Inn in downtown
Atlanta, guests can satisfy their

craving for a hamburger merely by
stepping through a lobby door into

the adjoining Wendy's.
Such knot-tying between the

lodging and fast-food industries is

on the rise, though it is clearly a
marriage of convenience. Faced
with sluggish growth at its tradi-

tional properties, which just about

blanket America, the fast-food

industry is aggressively seeking

new outlets.

Economy hotels seem to be
taigets ready made for fast food.

They account for about 38 percent

of the nation's 44,500 hotels and
motels and are the fastest-growing

segment of the lodging market But
few of them have restaurants— or

want them.

**Restaurants have always been
money losers for hotels, unless

they can attract other than just the

hotel guest,** said Betsy Bromberg
O'Rouike, a spokeswoman for

Choice Hotels International.

Choice's 2,500 properties include

— ijinftty tfiip una. imicta, v-xjiiimx

Inns, Econo Lodges and Rodeway
Inns.

*The hotel industry generally

makes a 15 to 20 percent depart-

tnental {HDfit on food and bevo--

age,** said Bruce Baltin, a paitner

in Pannell Kerr Forster, the nation-

al accounting and consulting firm.

*'But if you add administration,

marketing, occupancy costs and
capital charges, they about break

even.-

For that reason, when all-suite

hotels were conceived a decade or

so ago, **the idea was that they

woukln't build restaurants because
they weren't profitable," said Gary
L. Carr, also of Pannell Kerr
Forster. In the last two years, he
said, **A lot of hotels have con-
verted their restaurants into meet-
ing rooms, at least as a stop-gap

measure in this bad economy."
'^Sometimes we'll even contact

an Arby's or Denny's, and ask if

anybody's interested in going into,

say. Cedar Rapids, where a Super 8
is going up," said Joan Ganje-Fis-

cher, a vice president of the

Aberdeen, S.D., motel company.
What is different about the

connection between Marriott
Corp., based in Bethesda, Md., and
Pizza Hut, a division of Pepsico
Inc. with headquarters in Wichita,
Kan., is that most Marriott proper-

ties are full-service hoteb that

already have restaurants and room
service.

One executive of a snrudl luxury

chain, who insisted that neither she
nor hercompany be identified, said

she considered it **unseemly" for a
full-service hotel to serve the same
fast food 'that can be found oh
every street comer."

Yet name recognition was pre-

cisely what attracted Marriott,

which once owned the Gino's and
Roy Rogers restaurant chains.

**We had been doing our own
room service pizza for some
years," said Gordon Lamboume, a
spokesman for the Marriott. "It

was very popular, butwe wanted to

get a well-known, consistent pro-

duct. We did some studies and
found there's a brand preference
for something like pizza."

After testing Pizza Hut in

several company hotels last sum-
mer, including ones at the San
Francisco International Airport

\

and in Bethesda, Marriott giive the

go-ahead. Its employees are

trained in pizza-making by Pizza

Hut, which supplies the ingre-

dients, and the pizzas are made in

special ovens in Marriott kitchens.

Now in about 40 Marriott hotels.

Pizza Hut is scheduled to be on the

room service menu of 25 more by

July, Lamboume said, and could

eventually be offered at 200
Marriott hotels.

In addition to the licensing fee it

collects from Marriott, Pizza Hut

benefits in other ways from the

partnership, which was eased by

"We had been doing

our own room service

pizza for some years . . .

We did some studies

and found there's a

brand preference for

something like pizza."

Gordon Lamboumo
Spokesman, Marriott Corp.

the fact that Steven S. Reinemund,
the president of Pizza Hut, had
been a Marriott executive.

'This gives us access to a
potentially new audience of people

nrhp may never liave tnisA P^f
Hut," said Roger Rydell, the

company's public affairs director.

Pizza Hut has almost 7,000 stores

in the United States.

Rydell said that Pizza Hut
would like to talk to Radisson and
Hyatt hotels, which now offer their

own pizza on room-service menus.
"We think their guests would
prefer to have a brand product," he

said. Partly in recognition of that

marketing advantage, Radisson
made up a brand name for its in-

house product, Napolizza.

Many hotels leave it to local

managers to decide whether to

nnake delivery arrangements with

nearby restaurants, and some
lodgings have long put leaflets or

signs in guest rooms advising them
of such services.

"Ifmy restaurant is not open and
a guest is hungry, I'll reconmiend

restaurants in the neighborhood

that will deliver," said Rk:h Bern-

hard, general manager of the

Ramada Westport in Wesqx>rt,

Mo., near the St Louis Interna-

tional Airport

For security reasons, the Rama-,
da Westport requires deliverers to

report to the from desk. "They give
us the room number," Bemhard
said, "and we call and verify that

the guest ordered, before allowing
the deliverer upstairs."

The Homewood Suites in Jack-
sonville also requires deliverers to

stop at the front desk.

Because Day's Inns are indivi-

dually franchised, Carol Bivins, a
Day's vice president, said each
owner decides whether to provide
food service, and what, if any,

arrangements to make with nearby
restaurants.

"It's a rare hotelier that can turn

a profit from sleeping service and
food service," she said.

That's why the Day's Inn in

downtown Atlanta has leased to

Wendy's the space adjoining the

hotel. "Before we became a Day's
Inn," said Melinda ''Martin^ the
hotel manager, "another restaurant

had been in that space."

Not only does Ms. Martin not
mind guests bringing hamburgers
and other fast food back to their

rooms, "In the convention season,
from January to March," she said, .

"we even offer room service from
Wendy's.*"

o
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Impact of disabilities

legislation is unclear
By Edmund Ssndors
Los Angeles Daily News

As businesses brace themselves
for implementation of the new
Americans With IMsabilities Act,

there are more questions than

answers about one of the nation's

most sweeping civil rights bills.

The law, which prohibits discri-

mination against persons with
mental and physical disabilities, is

"more than just ramps and bath-

rooms," said Gordon Anthony,
president of the Anthony Co., a
consulting firm that specializes in

adapting the workplace to the

needs of the disabled.

Not only does theADA aspire to

make all public buildings accessi-

ble to the handicapped, it also calls

for fundamental changes in the

way employers hire, fire and
promote workers.

"This is a law that is incredibly

far-reaching and broad," said

Nancy Fulco, a U.S. Chamber of
Commerce attorney advising
businesses about the new law. "It

will affect every business in the

country. But it's difficult to pre-

pare for because no one knows
exactly what it requires."

Supporters say the law will do
for the 43 million Americans with
disabilities what the Civil Rights

Act of r
*Tt*s about time we got some

notice and attention," said James
Brady, former White House press

secretary who was left disabled by
the 1981 assassination attempt on
President Ronald Reagan.

But some business groups say
the new law is vague, costly and
will create new categories of
disabled persons.

For example, the law requires

employers to make "reasonable

accommodations" for their disab-

led employees, but does not define

what those accommodations
should be.

Building owners are required to

make their structures accessible to

the disabled, but they can get an
exemption if the costs would
present an "undue hardship" on the

company.
- "What is 'undue hardship' for a
small restaiuant owner compared
to an 'undue hardship' for McDo-
nald's?" asked Stan Kyker, vice

president of the California
Restaurant Association.

Even the question of who is

considered disabled has been left

open, consultants say.

The law covers physical and
mental impairments that "substan-

tially limit" one or more major life

activities. It also applies to indivi-

duals with a history of such a

disability and those perceived by
others to have an impairment, such

as a cosmetic disfigurement.

Included in the definition are

people with heart disease, diab-

etes, depression and dyslexia, said

Fulco. Past drug and alcohol use

also is Covered, although current

use is not.

Much of the new law^lready is

covered by California's own strin-

gent state laws regarding handicap

accessibility and discrimination.

But the inclusion of mental and
emotional disabilities will mark
the first time such conditions are

covered in the state, consultants

said

"That is a major change for the

state of California," Anthony said.

"That's probably an area where
most employers are worried.

At a time when employers and
insurance companies are moving
to limit their coverage of mental

health conditions, the new require-

ments have fueled concerns about

rising insurance premiums

"There is fear on the part of the

large employers," said Lloyd
Loomis, an attorney for Los
Angeles-based Atlantic Richfield

Co. "All we see are increased costs

of health care and workers* com-
pensation."

But Anthony said that people
with disabilities do not necessarily

have higher health care costs

because their conditions have
stabilized.

••That*s a perception, not a
reality," Anthony said.

Supporters of the law say
provisions were deliberately left

"There is fear on the

part of the large

employers. All we see

are increased costs of

health care and

workers'

compensation.'*

Uoyd Loomis
Atlantic Richfield Co. Attorney

vague to make implementation
more flexible and ease the burden
on businesses. But the courts likely

will be^foB^ to settle flaany of the

issues, leading some critics to dub
the law the "Lawyers Relief Act of
1990."

"This is something that is going
to have to be tested to know
exactly what the impact is," said

Dale Silverman, executive director

of PIRA-The Association of
Human Resources, a trade group
of personnel directors formerly
known as the Personnel & Indust-

rial Relations Association.

Smaller businesses, which have
fewer resources to devote to

complying with the new law,

particulariy are concerned about
ADA*s ambiguity and the poten-
tial for lawsuits, said W^^ndy
Lechner, manager of research and
policy development for the
National Federation of Indepen-
dent Businesses.

"Our biggest fear is that there

will be test cases to determine what
the new law means, and those costs

will come on the backs of small

business owners," Lechn^ said.

But supporters of the law say
they want to avoid a surge of
litigation.

"We don*t want lawsuits," said

Justin Dart, chairman of the

President*s Committee on
Employment of People with Disa-

bilities. "We want jobs."

Said Brady: "This is something
that will not be fully implemented
until it*s in the hearts and heads of
people, rather than the law offices

of America."

No one has estimated exactly

how much the new law will cost

businesses. But Brady noted that

the U.S. akeady spends $300
million annually on disabled bene-

fits and lost tax revenues.

Surveys conclude that the

majority of disabled persons
would give up their benefits if they

could find employment But nearly

70 percent of all disabled persons

are unemployed, according to

Dart
"The goal of the ADA is to get

people with disabilities off the

welfare roll and on the tax roll.

Dart said, adding that disabled

persons are the largest untapped
labor resoiirce in the country.

The law is divided into two
parts: public accommodation,
which takes effect Jan. 26, and
employment, which takes effect

July 26.
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NAILS !
Qt Ultima

FREE!

I

I

AIL Po^.on c<0.

HII

Monicuro
A Podlcur#
Maniciiro

$11.00

I
13.00
5.00

We also do silk A fiberglass

Mon-Sat 10-7

10918 Kinross Ave.
Westwood

For appt. coll: (2 1 3) 2064K)1 5 or 208-3500

[
Introductory Offer •

r'NEWLY REMODELED^i

I Brentwood Only
[

I
—

,

! Large Cheese Pizza
\

\ & Two Salads
;

! $795 ;

!
«

!

I Dine in and delivery 1

I
50^

i

• Draft Beers & Sodas !

Dine in only
I

I
Toppings available at regular |

J price.ThLs nffer Ls availahip af 1

I
Brentwood location only.Noc valid

|

' with any other coupon or discount. 1

!
Expires 1/15/92 !

SAN FRANCISCO
NEW YORK

WASHINGTON D.C
SACRAMENTO
wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm mm

f92
UCLA EXPO Center
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INTERNSHIPS
>i^^#l#lWAWil;»%%^%%VI^^%^^Y*'^?^^

i#
Limited

delivery

area.

478-1650
11819 WUihire Blvd.

(WiUhire and Granville)

BRENTWOOD
FREE UNDERGROUND PARKING

In 25 years we've placed over 4,000 interns In the areas of

Media, Business, Government, Public Relations, and more.

INFORMATION MEETINGS
in the EXPO Center, Ackerman A-2ia, 825-0831

TUESDAYS at 4 pm
WEDNESDAYS at 12 Noon
THURSDAYS at 3 pm

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS JANUARY 17. 1992

I
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. 1/21/92

CARLTON HAIR I

INTERNATIOISAL I

UCLA Special I

Must be presented to receptionist before services |
are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 cur & BLOW
. $50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS
WESTWOOD

Wilshire West Plaza 'W*'" ^"^^ t'CM swocm id.

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264

I

I

I

I

IOK mvLOYiz ID. wrm covron
7« rMTM Ac n^ to nfmt tmiict U atj I
cSmI wkt$t ktir C0tiuini k mtittkU.

UCLA STUDENTS GRADUATING THIS
ACADEMIC YEAR

Will you have a CAREER JOB waiting for
you when you graduate this academic year?

Find out how.^

RegisterNOWfor the

^^lymmmmr wwm^n«^^^i»^^»»WT TTTTTrr'^TrT'

IiiteiTieiiiii^l^^ for career posjtioas in:

lingineeriiig and Physical Sciences

Administration (both Public & Private Sedtors)

#Marketing/Sales, Finance, or Accounting
hkttti.u,itmtM^ ..^^>.»Ax^.^^^>^...^^>x^^:^^:.:>^:.:.:.:^....v..-...-.v>.v.-.^^..^^.-.^^^-.^^

Registration Form and additional information

available at the Main Information Counter,

Placement and Career Planning Center

I

1.
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TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

CHICKEN SPECIAL
• Chicken After 3:00pm to close

• Egg 1^oll

• Gyoza
Fried Rice $3.70

IMPOTENCE

PLACE ORDERS BY PHoTje'orITcKUp"
1121 Glendon Avenue (213)
Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH \ DINNER AT THt SAML PKIC L

e-tu

On
February 2S
and March 1. DINNERS FOR

1 2 STRANGERS
~T992 (two Sundays in

Winter Quarter) you. will

have the opportunity not
only to eat a free, home-cooked
meal, but also to meet and make new
friends. By attending a Dinnerfar Twelve
Strangers, you can meet fellow students, talk

""With a professor or two outside of class and
network with UCLA alumni—possibly in a career
that interests you.

This program, now in it^ twenty-thitd ycfar, makes a large

university like UCLA seem like a smaller, friendlier place.. The
Dinnersfor Twelve Strangers committee matches faculty and students to
these hosts, keeping in mind their hobbies and interests in order to creaT?
a fun, enteruining evening. Once 12 people are matched, a Dinnerfor 12
Strangers is formed. The participants are notified by mail of the time and location
of their dinner (most begin at 5 p.m. and last three to four hours) and all you have t?
do to have a great time is simply show up.

Placement in dinners for students is based on many factors: Each dinner has a balanced
female/male ratio, students with cars who can provide rides for others and a distribution of undei
graduate and graduate students as well as a variety of majors. Although care is taken to match peopl?
with similar interests, you will not be attending a dinner of "^you-clones", but you are also assured of
meeting people with different ideas and backgrounds.

Last year, over 800 people enjoyed a Dinnerfor Twelve Strangers. You can join a 1992 Dinner by completing
the application below and returning it to the Information Desk located in theJames West Alumni Center by Friday
January 18. Keep the top portion of this page for reference. Ifyou have any questions, please feel free to call the
SAA office at 206^524.

Dinnersfor 12 Strangers Student Sign-up

Yes! I would like to attend a Dinnerfor Twelve Strangers on

n Sunday, February 23 D Sunday, March 1

You may choose to attend one or both dinners. Mark the date(s) on your calendar!

Name

Local Address

City Zip

Eve Phone Day Phone

CUus: FR SO JR SR GRAD Major_

Transfer Student? YES NO If YES, from where?

Hobbies Sc Interests

Genden M F Age Hpmetown

Do you have a ride? YES NO Can you give others a ride? YES NO If YES, how many?^

H^ve you ever attended a Dinners for Twelve Strangers before? WS NO SAA Member? YES NO ' *

I
. f^tuni the bottom ponion of thisform to thejames West Alumni Center l/y Friday, January 18. :

•• «««..v ^^^- ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^

From page 3

blood in the penis. I had the idea

that maybe there's soipething the

matter with the smooth muscles in

these men.'*

Rajfer took penis muscle from a
patient who suffered a traumatic

mjury and found that it was similar

to the smooth muscles in the major
arteries of the body. Then, while

widking down a corridor at the

UCLA Medical Center, he saw a
sign on a door: vascular pharma-
cology laboratory.

**I walked in and asked, *What
are you guys doing?*** Rajfer said.

*They said they worked on smooth
muscle relaxation and had just

discovered that nitric oxide is what
makes smooth inuscles relax.**

Joining forces, the two teams
found that nitric oxide induces
penis muscles to relax in rabbits,

promoting erections.

In the paper published on
Thursday, they studied strq)s of
penile muscle taken from 21 men
undergoing penile implant
surgery. The muscles were treated

with chemicals to make them
contract, as if in a flaccid state, and
then exposed to electric fields or
nitric oxide. Both caused rapid and
complete relaxation of the smooth
muscle, Rajfer said.

Lue, who is conducting similar

research, said that while the

experiment used muscle tissue

from men with medical problems
that cause impotencci tests fr^9m -

healthy men and research on dogs
and rabbits show that nitric oxide

is tfy& chemical that controls the

onset of erections.

At least halfof the nitric oxide is

produced in the smooth lining of
the blood vessels and diffuses to

adjacent smooth muscles to make
them relax, Lue said. Nerve
endings seem to make the rest of
the nitric oxide, he said, adding

that this explains why an erection

can be suddenly lost when the

mind wanders. Nerve signals from
the brain no longer reach the penis,

nitric oxide is no longer produced
and the smooth muscles contract,

draining the penis of blood.

Dr. Louis J. Ignarro, a professor

of pharmacology at UCLA who
collaborated on the research, said

the findings shed light on why ^
certain drugs injected into the

"

penis help achieve erections.

Tens of thousands of men in the

United States routinely give them-
selves such injections with one of
four drugs, he said. The drugs,

papavarine, phentolamine, prosta-

glandin El and nitroprusside, aie

generic compounds that work by

raising nitric oxide levels or
relaxing smooth muscle through
other pathways.

Lue said the the major cause of
impotence is failure of the muscles
to relax because of insufficient

nitric oxide production, perhaps
brought on by natural aging of the

enzyme systems that produce the

chemical in the penis.

To achieve erection, he said,

men inject themselves at the base
of the penis with a drug that relaxes

those muscles and brings on an
erection for a half hour or longer.

Ignarro said that because of
various side effects, including

scars and occasional stinging,

about half of all patients stop

injecting themselves after about a
year. For this reason, drug compa-
nies are looking for ways to put
**nitric oxide donors** on patches
that can be placed on the penis, he
said, adding, **It would be a

spectacular treatment for impo-
tertce.
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Counio's State
of the State

By Kevin Sack
The New York Times

ALBANY, N.Y.— Gov. Mario
M. Cuomo used his 10th State of
the State address Wednesday to

declare to both the Legislature and
the state that he is no longer the

political hostage of his presidential

ambitions.

Liberated of any need to posi-

tion himself toward the right or to

coax the Legislature into consen-
sus, Cuomo cast himself as a
strong protector of the social

services safety net and as a
populist crusade against legisla-

tive intransigence.

In a reflection of austere times,

few of the initiatives Cuomo
discussed Wednesday were either

large or new. He focused instead

on a spirited defense of social

programs.

Some legislators speculated that

if the governor had chosen to run
for president he would have been
more wary about reinforcing his

stereotype as a Northeastern libCT-

al and about picking a fight with

the Legislature.

"He seemed to be saying I can

go out there now, Tm not a

presidential candidate, and I can

beat you guys up anytime I want,**

said Assemblyman Sheldon
"Silver, a ManhaHan Democrat -=^

HOUSING
From page 1

Despite her fears of an increase

in the cost of Uving, Day said she

recognizes the advantages to rede-

velopment
**rm not crazy about tearing

down these units but to keep
renovating is like throwing good
money (away).** Day said. "I can
understand redevelopment When
it comes down to dollars and cents,

redevelopment seems like the best

plan.**

UCLA Business Enterprises

will submit its report recommend-
ing redevelopment to Chancellor

Charles Young who will review

'^'the plan and make his decision

sometime mid-quarter.

USAC
A < From page 3

than 50 percent.

As the number of these grants

decrease, more students will haxip

to take out loans, which after years

become expensive. Unlike grants,

student loans must be paid back.

And because council members
want to promote student interests,

they paid the $1,000 membership
fee to join the association which is

currently lobbying for the reau-

thorization of the Higher Educa-
tion Act, which initiated financial

aid in 1965 and must be revised

every five years.

The membership allows
UCLA*s student leaders to receive

the latest information about the

happenings in Congress regarding

the structure of financial aid.

Currently, legislators are debat-

ing whether to approve the act as it

stands, thus making more grant

money available for every eUgible

student The decision on the

maximum amount of money a

student can receive from both
grants and loans is made annually

in December.
Other colleges are also trying jto

influence government decisions by
joining the association, including

the student councils of California's

community colleges, UC River-

side, UC Davis, UC San Diego and
San Francisco State University.
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Braces Give You Sofliething To Smile AlxMit!

BACK TO SCHOOL SMILES
Now is the best time to start a program of

orthodontk: treatment. A one-time back

to school special would let you p>ay

a low monthly payment plan to

, achieve the smile that you've

always dreamed of having.

GET A NEW
'DO F

• Upon Approved Credit

Dr. Nader Dayani
specializes in Orthodontics for Adults & Children

11645 Wilshire Bhrd., Suite 802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213)826-7494

uoingum UT Business

£|ift«»
jto<V

FAMOUS
NAME BRANDS

FOR
MEN & WOMEN

* Timberland

* Cole Haan

* Sperry Topsider

* Zodiac

* Kenneth Cole

*.Guess?
* Nocona Boots

* 9-West

Plus Many Others!

CO' ;cTiaN

1 0938 Weyburn Ave, Westwood Village

mif.
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DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
• UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT
1RAFFK SCHOOL 7 DAYS A >X^EK

• CONVENIENT LOCATION

1 093 Broxton Ave. ff2 1 8 824-3991
Wtestwyood Village, above the Wherehouse IB

TrCite ^CectroCysis
New Year's Coupon Special

•33% OFF ANY HOUR VISIT

•20% OFF 1 ST VISIT (New clients only)

Private. Professional, & Plenty of Parking

Day, Evening. & Wseitend Appointments

Call 207-1945 12016 Wilshire Blvd. «9

Don, my Nautilus Plus 3-21 personal fitness trainer, stressed positive mental anitude"

'^'^«gf/^

TivoFOR
Southern California's premiere fitness program includes

FREE personal training by certified instructors. Pka the

aerobics that sparked the revolution. No hidden fees,

"•ac^oej
fun no binding contracts, no finance charge

!

$20 per month on month-to-month auto bank

debit-dues program with $89.00 initiation fee, now

only $44.50 when you join with a friend!

Valid student ID required. Substantial

discounts on paid:in-full memberships.

All major credit cards accepted.

on regular initiation fee

Culver Citf-213/ 204-2030

3844 Culver Center St.

West LA.-213/ 479-6310

11500 W. Olympic Blvd.

NADTIUIS PUIS

Call now! Price increases January 18, 1992
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From page 1

attend the University of California

at Davis.

The governor called Valencia

**an inspiration.** as he quoted from
a letter she had written to him
expressing her dismay at seeing

**girls my age or younger who are

pregnant or who had a child or

even children . . . Many of these

girls dq)end on welfiEu^ and have
had to drop out of school."

Continuing to praise the col-

lege-bound Rio Linda girl. Wilson
called on lawmakers to enact merit

pay for teachers and a bill pending
in the Senate that would allow

students to choose among schools.

Both plans are bitterly opposed by
the powerful California Teachers
Association.

The governor said that he would
give schools enough money to

cover the costs of expected enroll-

ment growth of about 200,000 new
pupils, as required by voter-

approved Proposition 98.

Schools also would receive

money for inflation and new
programs. Wilson said the total is

$1 .8 billion above the $18.4 billion

in Proposition 98 fiinds the schools

will receive in the current fiscal

year;

In one of his few new proposals.

Wilson asked lawmakers to create

a new program, called Checkup,
that would provide state-subsi-

dized health insurance for all_

cfiildren age 5 and younger who^
are not now covered by medical
insurance or Medi-Cal.

Sources said the program would
cost approximately $20 million a
year to provide complete medical

coverage.

While seeking to extend health

coverage for poor children, Wilson
again demanded passage of his

plan to cut benefits for single

mothers enrolled in the Aid to

Families with Dependent Children

program.

He wants to cut benefits 10
percent across the board and an
additional 15 percent after six

months on welfare. A mother with

two children now receives $663 a
month.

"Incredibly. California, with
only 12 percent of the nation*s

population, bears the burden of 26
percent of the nation's total wel-

fare spending by all the states/* he
said.

"Runaway spending is unfair to

California taxpayers.** he said.

"And it*s not fair to job seekers—
or to the working men and women
of California. Their jobs are

threatened, threatened by the con-
tinuing exodus of employers flee-

ing both the present burden of high
taxes and the ever-present threat

that autopilot spending by the state

will make that burden even hea-

vier.**

Noting that he has created a
council headed by former baseball

commissioner Peter Ueberroth to

study California *s business cli-

mate. Wilson said. "We must stop
the hemorrhaging of California

jobs to competitor states and
nations.**

He said "mindless regulation**

by government "throws people out
of work. He called for overhaul of
the state's workers compensation
system, an issue that blocked
enactment of the budget last

summer.
Wilson said the system is

"fraud-ridden.** allows "phony
stress claims** and "denies decent
benefits to genuinely injured
workers.**

As he was frequently inter-

rupted by applause from lawmak-
ers, Wilson said. "I ask for your
cooperation in making reforms
that, ifmade promptly, can breathe

life back into C^lifomia*s eco-
nomy .*•

>
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Yugoslav defense
minister resign

By Chuck Sudetlc
The New York Times

SARAJEVO. Yugoslavia —
Yugoslavia*s defense minister,

who helped negotiate the present
United Nations cease-fire, unex-
pectedly resigned on Wednesday
and was temporarily replaced by a
more outspoken advocate of the

;Serbian cause.

The resignation of the Gen.
Veljko Kadijevic. in a leuer
delivered to the Yugoslav leader-

ship in Belgrade, came a day after

a MIG fighter belonging to the

Serbian-led Yugoslav army shot
down a European Community
helicopter over Novi Marof,
Croatia, killing five cease-fire

monitors aboard.

The European Community also

announced Wednesday that it had
suspended its cease-fire monitor-
ing mission in Yugoslavia until the

Yugoslav army agrees to guaran-
tee the safety of its monitors and
concludes an inquiry into the

shooting down of the helicopter.

But the departure of Kadijevic
and his replacement by a man
regarded as less committed to the

United Nations plan to hali. the
civil war in Yugoslavia raised

doubts about the cease-fire.

CHIIDREN
From pagS^
hippies taught strong family val-

ues, which played an important
part in their children's success.

**The countercultural parents
taught their children to be com-
mitted to their family and to value
the kind of family that they had.**

Weisner said. "It seems that those

who push for a return to family

values are right.

"But the study shows that the

values do not have to be tradition-

al. It doesn*t seem to matter if

family values are of a certain type.

If children grow up believing that

the unusual family lifestyles are

valuable and acceptable, they do
all right.** he added.

But not all of the children

studied were free from the emo-
tional problems. .

About 17 percent of the 203
children ended up having emotion-
al problems because of heavy
drinldng or instabibty within the

family. The national figure for

"conventional** families is 10
percent

However, this high level of
instability is not surprising consid-

ering the rebellious nature of the

whole hippie movement. Weisner
said.

"In any social movement you
find a group of people who are not

really committed to the values of

the movement, but are using the

movement as a protection from
their own personal problems.** he

explained.

**There were parents in our
group that didif t have a strong

commitment to the values of the

movement**
Following up this study, the

UCLA team is now researching the

same children— who are 16 or 17

years old. But this time, they are

looking to see if the children will

begin to mimic their parents*

values as they grow older.

Quite possibly, these hippie

offspring will follow the paths of

their parents. Weisner predicted.

However, it seems unlikely that

this new generation will entirely

embrace the *60s lifestyle.

'Their parents taught them not

just to accept daditional explana-

tions and situations.** he said. The
children are looking at a much
different world than the world their

parents faced.**

We Will Beat Any Price and Quality!

Student Special

Offer Good At All Times!

^^ Large Pizza
^^!%0> With 2 toppings

, P^
+ 2 Free' Soft Drinks

ONLY $7.99 plus tax!

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL

2 MEDIUM
PIZZAS

With 1 FREE
Topping!

ONLY $10.50 plus tax

offer good at all times!

Wb Accept MasterCard and Visa

208-4348
10925 Weybum Ave. Westwood

Ce

^

O 'I'he "Only one" in Westw€Nid!

CHINESE RESTAURANT

FRfifi BELIYERY
'«*:aB»

LUNCH SPECIAL
Strvad «Mh Mup oi th« day. tntd wonon T«d nc«

^ramllJOAM !o 3 00 P M Ewrvoay

$3.99 PER PERSON
PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER

*Ord«r to go: Soufi with 4 or morv order

I.M fP 9 ChklMn Chow Mem (Soh NoodtM)

2.^ H- » BM<CkopS«My

3. (^ H•X Pork E99 Foo Yomis

4. lis a ^ Swmt and Sour Porti

5. HHS T CMclMm Cmium Nwi

6. ^114:0^ Bm4 iMth Broccoti

7. H^S T Spkv Dkad CKklMN •

8. #. • nH Hoi SicchtMn Shr«<ldMl Pork •

«

9. tfl^M Monfotaui Bc«f

10 ^Ftti4^4ll Hoi SMchuLi SIu««Mm< Bm( •

11. X ff M Mixwl V«9MaMM

12. -gUmJ Kyu, Pm> Chklwn •

$5.50 PER PERSON
13 lii n W ShfliMp »4ih LobM«r Smk«

14 l8M>i' Moo Goo Gat Par

IS. l^MWiiZ Shrimp w«iH BrocroM

tcj^ 1^ .flfpilifi: ShrtMp In StcchwM Smc* # 4.

SANTA MONICA BLVD.

0^ W^'

Fm Delivery with minimum ordttf$8
. ^ OPENBAILY f

Sunday - Thursday: 11:30 am to 10 pni.::.;,

Friday & Saturday: 11:30 am to 11 poP'
For delivery orders only cash accepts
all tips for delivery belong to driver

(310) 478-3270 r^^
(310) 478-3492 .fiffi

1767 Westwood Blvd. ^
^^ ^

Los Angeles, CA. 90024

•*>iSt,

^10% OFF!
on dinner

purchase over $15
(good for eat in or take out)

expires 3/13/92

I icii: nil i\i:ici
•Panda Cave*

1767 Westwood Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA. 90024

(310) 478-3270

(310) 478-3492
valid with coupon
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Viewpoint
Zionism It:

Counterpoint

not racism
v4,.).' (

By Julie Grtienbaum

For a Ph.D candidate in history, Stan Smith
is remarkably oblivious to historical fact His
malicious attack on Israel and Zionism (Daily
Bruin, **Zionism*s racism is not too far from
that of David Duke," 1/8/92) is based on
misinformation and serves the cause of blind
rhetoric and propaganda.

Smith writes: "It is true Jews outside of
Israel suffer prejudice and discrimination and
this anti-Semitism, such as Duke's, must be
fought. But it is also true that Palestinians

suffer even worse discrimination and prejudice
due to the existence of the state of Israel." In
this one paragraph. Smith manages to state one
of the prime reasons for the creation of the
state of Israel and then deny Israel the right to
exist. By saying the existence of Israel causes
Palestinians to suffer. Smith makes it clear that

he is not objecting to the treatment of Arabs in

the occupied territories, but to the very
establishment of the "so-called Jewish State."

And yet. Smith glibly dismisses one of the
major reasons for the need of a Jewish
homeland. Israel was established after boatloads
of Jews wCTe denied entry into countries such
as the United States on the eve of the
Holocaust. These were among the six million

"people whose murcfers proved lO the wodd fliaf

for Jews to survive, we had to take care of
ourselves. Saying, as Mr. Smith does, that

anti-Semilism "must be fought" is not enough.
For this reason, Israel created a law that

guaranteed automatic citizenship to all Jews.
This law has allowed Israel to accq>t hundreds
of thousands of Soviet Jews escaping from
growing anti-Semitism in the former Soviet

Union, to mention only the most recent
example.

This law does not in any way preclude
anyone else from becoming a citizen in the

state of Israel. It simply means non-Jews have
to go through the standard naturalization

process that exists in every free, democratic
country in the world. A notion of non-Jews
having to "get out or assume second class

citizenship," as Smith states, simply does not
exist.

There are currently 700,000 Arabs who arc
citizens of the State of Israel. The Arabs, along
with the Christians and Druze hving within the
borders of Israel, have full voting rights and
elect members to the Israeli Parliament The
one difference is that only Jews (men and
women) are required to serve in the army,
though anyone who chooses to may serve.

The territories occupied by Israel in self

defense in 1967 are not under Israeli law. but
arc governed by the laws of military occupa-
tion. And while Smith would like to simplify
the situation by blaming everything on Zionism
and Israeli law, it is far morc comfdex. If the

disturbing and tragic situation in the occupied
territories is ever to be ameliorated, it needs
morc serious and thorough consideration.

If Smith wants, in gngage in intelligem^
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cent

discussion about the Palestinian issue, rather

than engaging in rhetorical name-calling, I

would be happy to comply. I will not deny
that there is a serious jvoblem in the occupied
territories, but denying Israel the right to exist

is not an option.

there's no
for UCLA students
in the paiMng lots

Gryenbaum, the editor in chief of Ha'Am, is a
senior majoring in history.

Letters

Racist professor
Editor:

I am appalled by Bruce
D*Arcus* viewpoint (Daily

Bruin, *'So one ideal has

monopoly on the truth," Jan.

6). How can anyone professing

"brealdng down the barriers of
ignorance and prejudice" also -

defend Ernest M. Buchholz,
professor of economics at San-
ta Monica College. It is obvi-
ous that D*Arcus has no
knowledge of the true content
of the letter circulated at SMC
weU over a year ago, in which
Professor Buchholz reveals his

closed minded, racist, prejudi-

cial, bigoted, homophobic
views. ^
The letter j^tarts out by

calling "'curriculum diversity*

the stillborn child of multicul-

tiiralism," which happens to be
in his opinion an education
fad. He proceeds to attack

**pap gender-based courses" and
Chicano as well as black

studies, of which he writes,

"What is there to study?" and
"Or whatever they renamed it

by now," respectively.

Buchholz claims that such

courses sidetrack students and
delays their entry into the

labor force of the "dominant
culture" — how America
would be a worse country if it

had been colonized by Fren-

chmen or Spaniards, how
"business people like the idea

Hsi the white heterosexual male
in charge," and how "Koreans,

Jamaicans, Mexicans, Russians

. . . come from the *Turd

World,*" a term which he later

reuses. These are only some of
the ridiculous and idiotic points

which are made in this offen-

sive letter.

When the student body
demanded the dismissal of the

professor, it had nothing to do
with political correctness. It

had to do with the desire of
ridding themselves from an
individual who has at best,

extreme right wing conservative

dogmatic opinions and who is

in a position which could

adversely effect and influence

students with his racist views.

I submit that D*Arcus is

either a stupid idiot, if he truly

believed that the protest and
demonstrations to the letter and
professor was for a lack of
political correctness, as if he
inadvertently misuses a word
or the like, and also for not

prcq)erly researchii^g his sub-

ject; or he is a hypocrite and
as much of a racist pig as

Buchholz.

Although I have never ^ -^*

attended Santa Moi^ca College,

and do not advocate strict

political correctness, I have
carried with my books a copy
of the letter. Its purpose is to

remind me that although I

have been lucky enough to

have some very dedicated and
professional instructors, not all

teachers have the students best

interest at heart and some may
carry an undisclosed agenda.
There are times when one
takes a stance in a somewhat
grey area, but one cannot
afford to do this when such
distinct prejudicial boundaries

are drawn.

Guillemno Villanueva
Junior

Sociology/pre-med
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By Daniel Frikes

There has been a lot of talk about the laclc of concern that

UCLA has for its students, citing examples of cuts in the
number of classes, poor quality of teaching and the lack of
certain programs. However, many people have failed to notice
that the lack of concern doesn't stc^ at these major issues; it is

pervasive diroughout all aspects of the university. As an example,
I am writing in regards to the excessive amount of paridng
tickets given out by the UCLA Paiking Enforcement Dqxirtment

I have always been under the (naive) impression that die
concept of paridng enforcement was that of a preventative
measure: to prevent a person firom using a reserved space, such
as handicapped parking; to prevent one person from parking in a
space that another person pays money to paik in; to prevent
someone from blocking access to fire hydrants in case of a fire,

etc. However, over my three years at UCLA. I have developed a
slightly cynical view of parking enforcement In fact, one
particular event has made me believe tfiat paiking enforcement is

nothing more than a moneymaking enterprise that takes advantage
of students.

I have a friend who graduated last spring from UCLA and is

now a graduate student in anodier state. While he attended
UCLA, he had a scooter. When he dq)aited this past fall, he
left his scooter with me to sell for him. Thus, Tve been keq)ing
the scooter in the parking lot of my residence hall.

Unfortunately, no one has yet bought the scooter. When I went
to check on it on Dec. 3 — I hadn't checked it since Nov. 12— I found 10 paiking tickets on it They were all for the same
violation: •*Currcnt license plate not displayed" My friend hadn't
yet sent me the new registration sticker.

I agree, given the current laws, that a ticket was warranted.
The registration had expired and there was no proof that new
fees have been paid. However, wouldn't one ticket have been
sufficient?

The Paiking Enforcement £>q)artment denies quotas for ticket
writing, but why were the officers who wrote these tickets so
anxious to give mult4)le, duplicate tickets? I refuse to believe
that aU the offic«^ that woric for Paiking Enforcement are
inherenUy evil people, so there must be a higher power forcing
them to write so many tickets. After all. I'm sure the univeisity
makes a nice profit off of paiking tickets. Since students can't
be forced to pay any more than their reg fees — at least not
this year — I guess parking tickets are a good way to squeeze a
little more out of them.

In preparing their annual report on colleges and universities,
U.S.,News and World Report surveyed students at hundreds of
institutions. UCLA had the highest rate of student dissatisfaction.
Why? Some say that our problems lie in the bureaucracy of a
laige university. However, UCLA's poor rating was higher than
schools with three times as many students.
The real cause of this p«noblem is that UCLA does not care

about its students. From teaching to tickets, student welfare is
not a top priority.

Frakes is a junior majoring in sociology.
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An invitaOon, an artist anda cigarette company
The invitation arrived in

my mailbox, colorful

and slickly packaged
like a box of menthol cigaret-

tes. Bright greens and blues on
the outside flaps beckoned for

the invitation to be opened,
while a joyfiil pink, yellow
and blue photo collage on the

inside didn't disappoint the

promising outer layer.

The collage was an example
of the woik of Romaic Bear-

den. The invitation was for a
preview of an exhibition of the

late Afirican-American artist's

wGfk. And fipom the looks of
' the invitation alone, I wanted
to go.

UCLA's Wight Art Gallery
woukl exhibit the work, the
invitation stated, and local

sponsors included the UCLA
Center for Afro-American Stu-
dies and UCLA Art Council,
among others. Sounds good to
me, I thought I scanned the
invitation further, noting the
other names associated with
the exhibit* the Studio Museum
in Harlem, the Henry Luce
Foundation, the Qty of Los
Angeles Cul|ural Affairs

Depaitmcnu the California Arts
Council and the National
Endowment for the Arts. Pretty
heavy names, it seemed, even
to this relatively ignorant ^
cionado.

My eye* then caught a name
that could not 6e missed. It

appeared as an eyesore, a
misprint of some kind, as if a
fly got caught in the printing

press while the otherwise

jiromising ii^vitation rolled

Brian
Smedley
along the presses. I smudged
it It didn't go away. There it

remained, in bokl print, no
less: The exhibition and nation-

al tour of Bearden's work are

sponsored by the Philip Morris
Companies, Inc,

Phil who?
If you have to ask, you've

never snuck a package of
Marlboros behind your parents'

backs as a teenager, just tp

^phale a burning stick of rolled

tobacco and experience whatev-
er it was that your cooler
friends were experiencing. Yes,

J^e Philip Morris Companies ^^
market cigarettes, among other
things, and in the process, sell

an early grave to hundreds of
thousands of people each year.

And that's just in America.
U.S. cigarette companies like

Philip Morris make their big-

gest bucks overseas, where
governmental restnctions about
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prescripiionIlenses

CONTACT LENS
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cigarette advertising are lax

and puUk warnings of the

harmful effects of smoking are
even weaker.

So how could I, in good
conscience, enjoy an art exhibit

that was partially funded by a
company that sells death?
The invitation became even

less promising as I thought
about the added irony of the

involvement of the Philip Mor-
ris and other tobacco compa-
nies in the African-American
conununity. More so tli^n in

white, middle and a[fpa class

conmiunities, the cigarette com-
panies seem to target their

advertisements at young Afri-
can Americans.

Images of my hometown,
Detroit, Michigan, came to

mind. I saw the barren, glass-

filled streets and graffiti

sprawled on boarded-up storef-

ronts that once hekl the hopes
and dreams of a conununity
for economic prosperity and
independence from the big

corporations that, inevitably,

heW the people's destiny.

Rows and rows of burned-out
gray and brown storefronts

litter the landsaq)e, only to be
intemipted by colorful bill-

boards that display smiling,

^appy yomg African Ame&
cans being cool, having fun,

attracting the opposite sex —
and smgking cigarettes.

And here was Philip Morris,

putting up money to sponsor
work by an important African-

American artist

Don't get me wrong — Tm
not against cigarette smoking

(that would be hypocritical,

since I've inhaled a few in my
time), or the people who
smoke, so long as they're

making an informed choice.

I'm not against the Philip

Morris Companies' decisions to

subsidize art or donate money
to whichever worthy cause
they choose. But I'm not the

only one who has reacted to

the Bearden exhibit's sponsor-
shxp with more than a double
take. Several students and
faculty have written to the

Daily Bruin to express their

displeasure with Philip Morris'

involvement in this exhibit
I'm here to say, however,

that those who oppose this

exhibit are wrong. I don't care
a hoot if Philip Morris spon-
sors the work. The people, in

my mind, know what's h^
pening here.

Sure, Philip Morris probably
sees its sponsorship of this

exhibit as some kind of slick

ad campaign, as if to say to

the woiid (aiKl African Ameri-
cans in particular) that it's not
the ruthless, unconscionable

megacorporation that cynical

folks like me have made them
out to be. But Philip Morris is

not the first company to use
=*te^^ of ssbOe advertising i^=

radio ads are slick — weO-
known rap artists peddle the
brew to a stomping beat —
but my bet is that there'd be
fewer violent deaths in the
inner cities if malt liquor

wasn't around.

Those who've seen these

calendars, however, know
what's happening.

It's also a reality that since
the Reagan/Bush era, funding
for the National Endowment
for the Arts has dropped dra-
matically. Private donations are
needed to keep art accessible

to the public, and to keep
artists producing art In addi-
tion, ultraconservatives and
bureaucratic busybodies who
control federal subsidies for art

have been in a quandary over
"indecency" and "smut" pro-
duced by artists, and are

attempting to censor some
works. This leaves the state of
the arts in our nation in a
critical condition, and has
altered, perhaps irrevocably, the

kinds of an produced arxl seen
in this country.

As I scaiuied the invitation

further, I noted another sen-

tence that brings this point
home: "All events (of the

exhibit) are free and open to

the niiftl iiT'-*

This strategy is reminiscent

of the beer company that, each
year, publishes "Afro-American
History" calendars, only to turn

around and bottle a strong malt
liquor that is advertised and
sold most heavily in African-

American communities. Their

Therefore, when Philip Mor-
ris wants to sponsor the work
of Romare Bearden, I chuckle
to myself over the irony of the
situation, as I make my way
to the Wight Gallery.

Smedley is a graduate student
in psychology.
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Arts
With songs like tiiese,

wiio needs enemies?
"Dear Mr. Wolfe: My son is a

sophomore at UCLA, and when he
brought home one ofyour columns
our 12'year-old got ahold of it.

Now he reads William Blake,

listens to heavy metal and is even
talking about growing his hair.

What should I do? Concerned in

Walnut Creek."

Dear Concerned: Have you
tried shock treatment? And next

time, SPELL MY NAME RIGHT!

Right now, before you do
anything else, take out a

pen and draw a beard on
my face. (Really, you have my
permission.) That's how I look
now if you see me on campus. Deal
with it

I want to thank everyone who
has told me how much they are

enjoying "Songs of Experience.*'

But lest you thank the trumpeter

and not the trumpet, remember that

I get by with a little help from my

Songs of Experience

ut' is just not prepared

Michael
Wolffe
all together? The one common
ingredient they share?

Nothing. Nothing at all.

"Warm fuzzies*' (as a friend of

mine has dubbed Ibe sensation)
Menda. Nameiy, me song^ tncm- can happen with a/i> song, with
selves.

rd like to tell you about an
experience I had. (No, not that.)

During my freshman year I bought
a Black Sabbath greatest hits tape

in Westwood. (Actually I stole the

tape, but you don't think I'd be
dumb enough to admit it in print,

do you?)

So I'm listening to this tape of
early '70s grunge, when out of the

blue (well. Black) comes
"Changes," using only piano,

strings and a very young Ozzy
Osboume. As I listened, the song
reached out and struck me, found
my mental frequency and made my
body ring like a chime.

It got to me so much that I ended
up playing the damn thing for over
an hour.

I've since discovered the cause
^of this peculiar phenomenon. The

latent emotions in the song, wait-

ing to be released by my playing it,

when released exactly matched my
already existing emotions. The
two dovetailed perfectly, and my
mind did backflips in ecstasy.

In other words, the song and my
Slate ofmind became one; the song

' was my state of mind. Not bad for

Black Sabbath.

Of course, "Changes*' isn't the

only song with which I've had this

experience.—^ftcr I saw "L.A. Story" for the
' fourth time last year I bought (yes,

bought) an Enya CD and played
"On Your Shore" and "Exile" for

hours.

When I bought (yes, bought) the

new Guns N* Roses CDs I became
entranced by "Estranged," the

most wrenchingly honest song of
the bunch. I even put it on my
answering machine.

Just last month my dad was
forced to hear Judy Collins' "Both
Sides Now" 20 times in a row.

It's also happened with eclectic

songs I was lucky to come in

contact with: Melanie's "Lay
Down (Candles in the Rain)," LL
Cool J's "I Need Love" and the

Inspiral Carpets* *This Is How It

Feels," to name a few.

Sure, it's always swell and
ducky to hear classics like "My
Generation" and "Satisfaction,"

but far nKxe refreshing to come
across these rare musical gems that

take me by surprise.

And you know what binds them

any type of music. They can
happen with the religious rumina-

tions of Amy Grant or the excfe-

lory excavations of Carcass. So
why can't we all just accept each
other's music? (And band together

against Vanilla Ice?) '

I get so frustrated when I see

people taking musical sides. Pirate

Radio has those tasteful "Less

music by dead guys" billboards all

over L.A., and classic rock station

KLSX has a snide radio ad
deriding the MTV and heavy metal

"fads." What happened to different

strokes for different folks? Live
and let live? (Don't answer that,

McCarmey.)
Everyone's got their own tastes.

Most of us like the music of today,

which is why it's the music of
today in the flrst place. Some of us

still like the music of yesterday.

StiU others go out and create the

music of tomorrow. But any or all

of that music has the potential to

affect listeners as the songs men-
tioned earlier affected me.

Another thing about radio. I was
talking to my friend David Hal
*The Hedge" Marcus (there, I

finally used your name in a

column) a while ago about KLSX,
and he made the observation that

the KLSX deejays treat their

listeners as intelligent human
beings rather than sex-rabid teens

in maximum overdrive.
That reminded me of the time

about four years ago when I met
one of the deejays from heavy
metal station KNAC at a store

where he was signing autographs.

(I just happened to be in the area,

OK?) When my turn came, he
looked at me, said, "You got some
hair, dude!" and wrote exactly that

on a KNAC bumper sticker.

Granted, I hadn't expected him
to comment on negative capability

in Shakespeare or anything, but I

didn't cotton to being coddled by
some insipid sycophant insinuat-

ing that I dawdle away my day
amassing accolades for my awe-
inspiring hirsuteness. Hey buddy, I

only spend halfmy day doing that

. Music can bring us together,

^fc not Ipt it tear us apart^^

Author's note: It's official. The
catchphrase of the '90s is "Hey,
don't spoon my phallus." Please
use it as niuch as possible.

By Aaron Dobbs .

Dally Bruin Staff

The winter holidays are

usually a time for heartfelt

family dramas and light come-
dies about friendship and love.

So even though we got the

action movie phenomenon out
of our system over the summer,
what could it hurc to have one
great action pic come out at this

time of year?

It wouldn't hurt at all, except
instead of having a great action

movie, we*ve been given "The
Last Boy Scout"

This action-comedy — sup-

posedly the specialty of its star

Bruce Willis, but actually a

formula which has only worked
for him in the "Die Hard" films

— falls victim to the illness

which affects most action

scripts. I'm talking abotrt-poor
writing.

Actually, the screenplay —
for which writer Shane Black
("Lethal Weapon") received

$1.8 million, the second largest

amount paid ever— is both an

^
interesting idea and a rehasji of
old formulas. Black obviously
feels comfortable using the

buddy formula because private

investigator Joe Hallenbeck
(Willis) and ex-football quar-

terback Jimmy Dix (Damon
Wayans of TV's "In Living
Colot*^ aren't that far removed
from the dynamic duo of **Let-

hal Weapon."
Hallenbeck is a former Sec-

ret Service agent who once look
a bullet saving the President's

life. But after catching a dirty

politician in the midst of a

scandal-making act, he is

framed, loses his job and
becomes a lowly P.I. in Los
Angeles scraping up any job
possible to take care of a wife
who's having an affair With his

best friend, a daughter who
hates his guts and a bottle of
whatever is on sale at the local

liquor store.

Due was a $3 million a year

the movie are the one-liners, the

other 50 percent of the recipe

for the action-comedy. Some-
times Black's dialogue is clev-

er, but in the rest of the movie
the cracks are inane and totally

out of place.

Willis' Hallenbeck is the title

character of the fdm. If you
took John MacLean from the

"Die Hard" pictures, made him
a drunk and took away his

happy home life you would
have Joe Hallenbeck. Behind it

all, Joe is a man of values who
loves his family. Seeing that

this is a part Willis has played

before, it's no surprise to see

him fit into the character so

well.

Wayans is the film's biggest

surprise, not because he gives a
-good^pcrformance. bttl^^^attfift=

Bruce Willis uses his sense of humor to distract hired killer Badja DJola In ''The Last Boy Scout.'

quarterback for the Los
Angeles Stallions and every-

body said he had the best arm in

the league. But after accusa-

tions of drug abuse and gam-
bling, Dix was banned from the

game. Football v/2ls such a large

part of Jimmy's life, he had his

high school nuniber tattooed in

the back of his head. The other

part of his life — his wife and
child— were killed by a drunk
driver around the same time the

StaUions said, "hit the bricks."

These twor lost souls arc

brought together by the death of

a stripper named Cory (Halle

Bcny) — Jimmy's girlfriend

and Hallenbeck's latest client.

(It just wouldn't be a buddy-
action-comedy if the two liked

each other.)

In the course of their investi-

gations, they discover a conspi-

racy much larger than just the

death of a stripper. They learn

of a plot involving blackmail,

the assassination of a U.S.

senator, a greedy team owner
and illegal sports gambling all

of which could have a profound
effect on the future of not only
football but all major profes-

sional sports.

With big-budget producer
Joel Silver and director Tony
Scott CTop Gun," "Days of
Thunder") running the show,
"The Last Boy Scout" has
plenty of chase scenes, explo-

sions, gunfire and excitement.

Of course there's a big opening

scene on the football field to set

everything up and an even
bigger climax above the foot-

ball field, and both are extre-

mely, well made and
choreographed.

But the problem that too

many action films run into is

explosion after explosion and
nothing else. The story by
Black and Greg Hicks may
seem contrived at times, but it's

not the screenplay's biggest

fault. The most annoying part of

in many ways he plays the

straight man to Willis' comic.

Wayans is the biggest loser in

the dialogue wars, though, and
it would have been nice to see

how much he could have done
with a more developed charac-

ter.

*The Last Boy Scout" defi-

nitely isn't the worst action-

comedy to come out over the

past few years, but it also is far

from being the best The neces-

sary twists and turns simply

aren't there, and instead of

being surprised when you turn

the comer, the surprise pops out

and takes a peek to let you know
it's there. It may be good for

pure excitement, but for total

entertainment it's lacking the

most important quality: it's just

not prepared. **

RLM: -The Last Boy Scout." Writ-
ten by Shane Black from a story by
Black and Greg Hicks. Directed by
Tony Scott. Produced by Joel Silver
and Michael Levy for Geffen Pic-
tures. A Silver Pictures productk>n of
a Warner Bros, release with Bruce
Willis and Damon Wayans. (Rated
R: nudity, violence and language;
100 minutBs) Now playing citywide.

jVb^esticJ&aiKl CanyonL !- ^^i imhw
presents life's miracles
By Aaron Dobbs
Daily Bruin Staff

"All of life's riddles are answered
in the movies."

The Grand Canyon. It is one of
the world's greatest phenomena.
Over the years, the Colorado has
acted as a powerful wedge, driving

the sides apart and making it

impossible for one to touch the

other.

Los Angeles has its own Grand
Canyon, but unlike the natural

wonder in Arizona, this canyon is

crossed all the time, as shown by
writer/director/producer
Lawrence Kasdan in his dbrilliant

new film called— you guessed it— "Grand Canyon."
In 1984 Kasdan gave us *The

Big Chill" a film about baby
boomers experiencing their own

ILTERH^BE

individuaf mid-life crises when
they gather at the funeral of one of
their friends. "Grand Canyon*' will

undoubtedly be called Kasdan's
"Big Chill" for the '90s, because it

is. But instead of reflecting on why
their individual lives have changed
and how they can't regain their lost

high school and college days, the

characters magically portrayed by
E>anny Glover, Kevin Kline, Steve
Martin, Mary McDonnell, Mary-
Louise Parker and Alfre Woodard
dwell on the world around them
and why life is the way it is in the

big city.

One evening after a Laker game.
Mack (Kline) takes a shortcut to

avoid the traffic on his way home
to Brentwood. Already obsessed
with how perilous life is in the big

city, he finds himself encountering

See 'CANYON/ page 22 Kevin Kline and Danny Glover star in "Grand Canyon.

is a dream
By Joanne J. Choi
Dally Bruin Staff

She's where every aspiring

college actor wants to be. Signed to

a thiee-picture deal with Touch-
stone Pictures and colleague of
Diane Keaton and Steve Martin,

Northwestern junior Kimberly
Williams has already worked with

Hollywood's best

In her first movie, "Father of the

Bride," Williams plays Annie
Banks, the socially conscious and
career-oriented daughter of
George (Martin) and Nina (Kea-

ton). Like Elizabeth Taylor in the

1950 original, she must deal with

her father's anxieties about her
marriage and subsequent departure
from the fokl.

'The two movies are totally

different," says Williams, a theater

major. In Vincent Minnelli's ver-

I- • trae
sion, Spencer Tracy's chief con-

cern is how his son-in-law will

support his daughter. In the

updated version, Martin is worried
that his daughter will have to

support her husband.

For Williams, "Annie Banks is a

lot like (me)." She's a modem
woman with ambitions in school,

career and in the home.
Like her screen counterpart,

Williams also shares a close

relationship with her father, Ernie

Williams. Her father agrees.

"She's very bright She wants to

work. She is a little unconvention-

al. She speaks herown mind. She's

not afraid to argue."

After a serious argument about

rationality of her engagement,

Annie aiKl George play an arduous

basketball game. In the end, Annie

See WNUAMt, page 23
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THEATER
Pictured above is the delightful tale

written by Oscar Wilde, "The
Canterville Ghost." The comic tale

concerns a resourceful American family

that clashes with a British ghost. The
play develops the comic possibilities of

the cultural clash between the brash

American family and the reserved

(g)host of an English manor house.

SATURDAY Jan. 18 at 7 p.m. or

SUNDAY, Jan. 19 at 2

p.m.,Wadsworth Theater •Students

$9, Gen. $16, 12 (half price for children

under 16) •825-9261

MD

Eleven will play WEDNESDAY,
Jan. 22, Westwood Plaza -Free^

825-3253
Eleven has been described as

playing a swirl of bold pop melodies

with a funk/punk edge. The three

member band consists of Alain

Johannes, Natasha Schneider, and

Jack Irons. -^—^—**=— —

George Winston, pianist

"The Winter Show"
Jan 17 and 18, Friday and Saturday

This show features both recorded and

unrecorded pieces. Winston has been

producing seasonal pieces; his most

recent is titled ;'Summer." •Students

$11, Gen. $22, 18, 15^ 825-9261

SCREENING
Body and Soul ^ The Exile. These
films feature the direction of Oscar
MIcheaux, one of the very few African-

American filmmakers working In the

1920's who had full control over his

work. Body and Soul focuses on the

dealings of a bogus preacher. The de-

piction of hypocrisy and evil withing the

church proved so controversial to the

censors that MIcheaux had to reedit the

film making the whole incident only an

elaborate hallucination. FRIDAY, Jan.

1 0, 7:30 p.m. MelnitzTheater^Students

$3, Gen. $5* 206-FILM q.
Underworld^BronzeBuckaroo. The
first fiini, Underworld is a cautionary tale

and expose of the mob in Chicago. A
young college man just garduated from

a southem baick college ventures into

the city only to find himself famed for

murderand tied up In crime. WED., Jan.

15, 8 p.m.*Students $3, Gen. $5*

PERFORMANCE
They're Back!
Kodo's 1992 'One Earth Tour

Jan 21 -26 at Royce Hall.

If you couldn't get tickets

last year, here's your sec-

ond chance! Kodo pre-

serves ancient tribal

drumming through Its

performances on the lalko."

It also combines the bam-
boo flute and xylophone,

gong, wooden clacker and shamisen

as well as the 880-pound ''o-dalko"

drum. Don't miss this experience!

TUESDAY-SATURDAY: Jan 21-25, 8 p.m. Royce
HalhStudents $9, Gen $25,21,16* 825-9261

DANCE
Qing Fang's "In Dark Places"

features the first of six evenings of

original works by three emerging

dance artists. Fang's work incorpo-

rates dance and theater as the

means to Interpret the forces which

affect society. (Jan. 10, 11)

Nola Rocco's performance art "Of

Steel and Grace" depicts her

thoughts on America. (Jan. 17, 18).

Laura Olson ends the series with

"Not Available In Stores!" The piece

rcomments-oahuman nature ustng^
collage of geometric, athletic and

often humorous dances (Jan. 24,

25).

All performances are held FRI-

DAY or SATURDAY, 8 p.m.

Schoenberg Hall •Students $6,

Gen. $8* 825-2953

The King Singers, pictured

below, perform at Royce,

Sunday, Jan 19 at 7 p.m.

The King's Singers are one of the

world's most sought-after and highly

acclaimed ensembles. Since their

formation at King's College, Cam-
bridge, In 1968, ttiey have devloped

a repertoire that Is one of the broad-

est and most diverse of any Interna-^

tional vocal group, ranging from

Renaissance madrigals to 19th-and-

20th century vocal masterworks, as

well as popular songs of the '70s,

'80s and '90s. SUNDAY, Jan. 19 at 7

p.m., Royce Hall •Students $9, Gen.

$27, 22, 16» 825-9261

ART
Intimidated by the Wight Art Gallery? Or, Is it merely an institution of and for the

elite? D9n't dwell on the questions. Take advantage of CAMPUS DAY -

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 15 from Noon-1:30 p.m. in Dickson 1100-and
stop your own cynicism. Docents will be available to answer you questions and

address your comments. Light refreshments will be served, a jazz ensemble

will be there, and a dance performance by Philip McAbee are at least three

reasons to check out the Wight Art Gallery. Who Is Romare Bearden? Another

reason to check it out. And, what's more it's FREE. And use the coupon below.

On exhibit is a retrospec-

tive of Romare Bearden
whose works are visual

affirmations of African

American life and culture

in U.S. society. The
retrospective permits one

to explore the transforma-

tion of the artist from a '_

conventional Social

Realist to one whose work

reflects, In Beardens's

own words, "a world

through art In which the

validity of my Negro

experience would live and

make Its own logic."

Two Women in a Landscape, 1941 . Now
Showing at the Wight Art Galleryr Memory and
Metaphor: The Art of Romare Bearden, 1940-

1 987

Music for Mischa is running it's 3rd

season here at UCLA. The featured

artist happens to be the producer of

the series, Robert Martin (pictured

left) who also happens to be the V >

Assistant Dean of Humanities here at

UCLA, and who as one might glean

from the picture, happens to be an

accomplished cellist. If you haven't

heard chamber music before, this

should be a pleasurable introduction.

SUNDAY Jan. 12 at 7 p.m. in

Schoenberg Hall •Students $9, Gen.
$25* 825-9261

ART POSTERI

Redeem this coupon at the

UCLA Wight Art Gallery

1 100 Dickson Art Center

(North Campus)

One free art poster to the first 250 students

Gallery hours:

Tuesday, 1 1 -7; Wednesday - Friday, 1 1 -5;

Saturday and Sunday 1 -5; Closed Mondays.

Docent tours Saturday and Sunday

at 1 :30 or daily by appointment

For infoi*mation call (310) 825-9345

"What S.Aft triis Week" featured every Tt^ursday, is compiled by the UCLA Student Conr|fTnittee for the Arts as part of the Arts and Entertainrnent sectiOQ of the Daily Bfuir>.
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VictOnOUS SOn^SI Mysterious Cairo inspires music veterans

By Rob WInfleld

Dally Bruin Staff

Cairo is a city comprised of two
great cultural heritages. Ancient

Egypt and Islam. While the former

conjures up images of ancient

tombs, palaces and pyramids, the

latter has often been neglected as a

significant element to the cultural

composition of the city, histori-

cally considered to be one of the

crossroads of East and West.

Yet for British musicians Anne
Dudley and Jaz Coleman, it is this

make-up which has inspired them
to construct the album '*Songs

from the Victorious City" (recen-

tly released domestically on TVT
Records after almost a year), a

unique collaboration uniting both
heritages alongside their own
western upbringing.

Recognized as one of the

founding members of Art of Noise,

Dudley's musical talents as a

keyboardist, arranger and produc-

er have more often than not been
channeled into a wide array of pop
and rock groups, including ABC,
Wham!, Malcolm McLaren,
Frankie Goes to Hollywood, Paul

McCartney, Phil Collins, the Pet

Shop Boys and Rush.

I>&spite an upbringing as a

j:lassically trained violinist and a
"Student of orchestral compcwl-
tions, Coleman is best known as

the founding member and lead

singer/songwriter of the influential

punk band Killing Joke, an aggres-

sive force which arose in 1979 to

contribute to the foundation of

progressive and alternative rock.

Although both appear an
unlikely pair to collaborate on a
Middle Eastern music pUDject,

such simple and everyday experi-

ences, like a wedding feast in the

district of Giza and the sound of
mint tea being sipped in the Khan
El-Khilily market, granted them a
cultural perspective which they

felt necessary to convey to the rest

of the worid.

And, music being a predominant
element within each of their lives,

the resolution to write and record

an album with traditional folk

musicians from Cairo became a
reality.

It took a number of years for

Coleman to begin the project He
had visited Cairo a number of
times before his and Dudley's
visit

When Dudley's name crossed

his path, he proposed his idea of

writing and recoiding an album of

spontaneous music inspired by his

visits to Cairo, and sent her a

lumber of compositions he had
grown attuned to during his

travels.

Lacking familiarity with t|iis

type of song structure, her initial

response was one of intrigue

coupled with uncertainty— ques-

tioning the composition of scales,

quarter tones and ranges of the

various instraments (such as the

Nai, Qanun and Kowala) used
within the music.

"When Jaz approached me with

the idea,** explains Dudley, *'I

immediately took a liking to it But

at the same time, I felt that this type

of fireeform music needed a more

definite structure to hold it

together. So I suggested a pop
element to underlie the music."

In order to do so, it was
necessary for Dudley to visit Cairo

and experience first hand what had
so deeply touched Coleman, caus-

ing him to *'give up all forms of

drugs and intoxicants" and 'Tmd
the feminine, spiritual side of the

anima." After a few months, it

became clear to them how they

would compose this *'unique colla-

boration" of cultures.

They decided first and foremost

to retain the purity and spirituality

of the traditional folk melodies—
which originally offered the inspi-

ration for each to embark upon this

endeavor — while using a pop
drum beat to keep the rhythm
structured and the music's power
and momentum at a peak. This was
to be accomplished by working
alongside the orchestra at Anmiar,
allowing each musician to impro-
vise around 10 loosely constructed

songs that Dudley and Coleman
wrote upon returning to England.

And according to Coleman, the

experience of making **Songs from
the VKtorious City" was **a defi-

nite turning point" in the way he
TMirirjiiifaH tfMi iiiirf*f>i*f^**»** xuw^AoaPvtV^fTvU War IfTlwilllllll^ {StJkCSKI>

The album has become one of the

highest selling albums in the

history of the Middle East, gener-

ating seven No. 1 singles to date.

'Tt was the most insane record-

ing session I had ever been

British musicians Ann« Dudley and Jaz Coleman have released
an album inspired by Cairo nnenriories.

involved in," Coleman says.

*^lit the brilliant thing about it,**

he adds, **was that these men were

skilled musicians, who had done

this all their life. And they weren't

Msci to formal recording sessions,

in the sense of contemporary

music, because they play for

spiritual enjoyment and enlighten-

ment And whatever it was they

were smoking, it was cleariy a pan
of their form of meditation and

relaxation that aids them in look-

ing inward to the very depths ofthe

soul to create such a purity of

sound," Coleman says.

'As much as I loved Killing

Tlflce, I was never able to do suClr

things under the influence of any
intoxicant Now I've found a way,

as I'm sure Anne has too, to do so

by just allowing myself to search

for the honest, pure feeling with-

Ul.

SISTERHOODbook tore
Books Music

Videos Jewelry

By And About Women

1351 Westwood Blvd.. Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213)477-7300 Open 7 days 10-8pm

Fly ahead of
the rest...

Advertise in the
DAILY BRUIN
825-2161

ilQAI'S

ARE YOU WORRIEP i\BOUl
GETTING A JOB AFTER

GRADUATION?
YOU SHOULD BE!

You'll Get Quality Experience

in Business with a

CREDIT UNION
INTERNSHIP
Positions available in:

Accounting
Member Services

Loan Officer

Personnel

Requires 4 to 6 hours per week; internships are renewable each quarter.

Opportunities for advancement and paid positions.

ATTEND ONE OF THESE MEETINGS:
Wednesday, January 8 Thursday, January 9

Kerckhoff J-lall, Room 400 Ackerman, 2nd Fl. Lounge

5:00 to 6:00 pm 5:00 to 6:00 pm

Westwood Student Federal Credit Union
Call 825-1211 for More Information
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••full riMf MA^JIClJMISI K .'.
I 1)1 I lir.lf HAi.

1C78GAYLEY-WESTWOOD VILLAGE "NEXT^OPFNNV LANE

DANCE PARTY
PARTY ALL NIGHT LONG WITH KROQ S BEST

TAMI HEIDE & DOUG THE SLUG
AS THEY BROADCAST LIVE, 1 1 OOPM TO 2;00AM

DANCING UNTIL 4:00 AM
DOORS 9PM, $5 BEFORE 10PM, $10 AFTER

$2 BEER AND DRINK SPECIALS ALL NIGHT
FREE ADMISSION WITH DINNER IN THE PALACE CAFE
^Ht dAlACE is an ADJL' OMV club -8 AND OVEH WiTh vAl lO ID

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTWOOD HEALTH CARE

" Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
.(213)478-6869—
(818)988-0110

1735 N. VINE ST.. HOLLYWOOD, CA 90028. (213)462-6031. HOTLINE (213)462-3000

SATURDAY, JANUARY 11
THE CLUB YOU'LL UVE FOR

SATURDAYS, DANCING UNJIL 4:00 AM

FOR YOVR BODY : TECHNO

riFEJ^gqNi

CAMPUS COMPUTER
i=C \X I

.*>:^i;

FOR YOVR MIMD ; HIP HOP

r.-'^m^

FOR YOVR SOUL : 70 S

-J

ADRENALIN BY RICHARD "HUMPTY" VISSION OF POWER 108

DOORS OPEN AT 9:00PM, $5 BEFORE 10PM, $15 AFTER

$2 BEER AND DRINK SPECIALS All NIGHT
')kMcn(i 10 m PUAi] Mfu PJUNO ntioM. tPKxm rrnnt uoftt. mstia mo iaru ta^n mnn m m num mm

o«NCM<> ifsruu M nif i^nMurF aui rw MrtKiDUW' rn r>tf mhom nuM imatr v tu umu
IHf PALACE IS AN AOUIT ONIV CLUB 18 kND OVER If AT.COMPAIiED WHH ?) riAR OLD ORISS COOf FHffOfKEO

i/ob H ^\M . HUUmtJOD, LA BtiO/'S. ^^lH iNH) LAu a\i) 4<>^b031, Hl'UME {2\Zi 44/ 3000

ACROSS KINKO'S
&

20% LESS TOO !
(WITH VAUD UCLA ID.)

* APPLE / IBM HOURLY RENTALS
* LASER PRINTS
* TEXT & IMAGE SCANNING
* MANY, MANY MORE

- * FRCC eOFKE * '

(310) 477-2898
1539 WESTWOOD BLVD.

Wl II p» » l| P»l<|ll W l

| •"mrimr-I'm^ « I ! ,» m in aip j'i I timn pii faj'
ii jt ' piwai i M III Hi I • I mi »iii I

[•-•*• •tf-i » - »• '_-^ tr

CANYON'
From page 18

his worst nightmare when his car

breaks down and he is nearly

mugged.

He is saved by Simon (Glover),

the tow truck driver who arrives in

the nick of time. Simon is working

hard to support his family —
including a deaf daughter away at

school and a sister who has two
small children — and fears for

their safety in the midst of neigh-

borhood gangs.

After that night. Mack can't

keq) Simon off his mind. The two
live in the same city but in totally

different worlds, and Mack simply

doesn't understand. He also

doesn't understand his wife Claire

(McDonnell) who, after their 15-

year-old son goes away to camp,

begins to realize that her life as a

mother is over. That is, until she

finds an abandoned baby in the

bushes near their house.

Also on Mack's mind is his

friend Davis (Martin), a producer

of violent action movies who one

day gets shot in the leg simply

because he doesn't understand that

his mugger only wanted his watch,

and his secretao' Dee (Parker) who
he slept with once and is a lonely

single woman just trying to survive

in a complex urban environment

The screenplay by Kasdan and

his wife Meg is a magical piece of

writing. While the main story of

the film centers around the rela-

and Mack's desire to repay Simon
in some way, the picture is filled

with realistic episodes of everyday

Ufe.

The film is about life's miracles

and coincidences as well as its

horrors. The miracle of Simon
arriving at just the right time, the

miracle and horror of finding a

baby in some bushes; the film

examines these occurrences and

others in a manner which is totally

captivating.

The metaphor of the Grand
Canyon definitely isn't lost In the

city, Kasdan uses a police heli-

copter to signify the dividing line

between the two sides of the city.

Always heard roving in the poor

neighborhoods, it creates a power-

ful contrast to the wealthy areas,

which are peaceful and quiet.

But Kasdan doesn't totally

separate the two areas. Just as the

Lakers and all these wealthy

people can inhabit the Forum in the

middle of Inglewood, the other

side of life also appears in the form

of a homeless man Claire runs into

near their Brentwood home.
The Grand Canyon is used for

another reason, though. Through-

out the picture it is mentioned as a

place so majestic that it makes the

little things in everybody's lives

seem totally meaningless. It is used

to show that even in all the

craziness which we do encounter

every day, there are places which

are so beautiful and so awe-inspir-

ing that life becomes more impor-

tant and not as tedious as it may
seem when going through the daily

routine.

Kasdan frames the movie in two
sequences. The opening of the

picture is some of the most
beautiful and imaginative footage

ever shown. From the very begin-

ning he lays out the contrast that he

is trying to depict by showing a

basketball game at the playground

filmed in slow motion and black-

and-white with the helicopter

roving above and a drug deal going

down in the background. The
scene then switches to the Forum,
where people who can afford $100
a seat are watching the Lakers

(with Magic at center stage, by the

way). Underneath it all is the

magnificent score written^ by

See CANYON, page 23
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WILUAMS
From page 19

wins the game and her father's

grudging approval. '*I don't think

Elizabeth Taylor woukl have gone
out and played basketball with
(Tracy)," says Williams. F6r the

scene, she worked with a basket-

ball doach and practiced rigorous-

ly. **l had basketballs in my
dreams," she remembers.
Working with comedy titans

Martin and Keaton proved to be an
awe-inspiring experience for Wil-
liams. "Steve and Diane treated me
as their equal. They even taughtme
how to play poker."

Her first screen time with the

comedy heavies also proved
memorable. The scene involved

Annie breaking the news of sudden

engagement to her slack-jawed

parents. *T was on this huge sound

stage. There was Steve Martin and
Diane Keaton, two of my favorite

actors across the table from me. I

remember leaning over the table

and saying, *This is such as trip."*

Thanks to the movie and **get-

ting married 30 times during

shots," Williams has come to a

conclusion about the sacred insti-

tution. **I think I'm not going to get

married for a while, especi^y
now that I've gotten it out of my
system.**

However, when she does, she

hopes to emulate her screen coun-

terpart, who wears designei* bridal

tennis shoes. *T like the sneaker

=ldea.TWflit I migfiidgiliigferffiy

wedding. It's a lot more comfort-

able than high heels."

CANYON
From page 22

James Newton Howard which
perfectly complements every
scene.

The movie ends with these two
worlds coming together at the

Gnmd Canyon after Simon finally

takes Mack and his family there.

As the end credits begin to roll, the

camera shows the characters

looking out over the scenery and
then travel through the canyons
themselves.

The acting contributes greatly to

the effectiveness of the picture.

Kline and Glover have a perfect

"xhemistry when they are onscreen

together, and bring out their

individual characters so that we
feel as if w.^'ve known them our
whole lives

McDonnell is also quite effec-

tive as are Parker and Martin (who
does provide some of the minor
comic reliefbut overall is playing a

dramatic role) in supporting roles.

Woodard plays Jane, a friend of

Dee's who Mack sets up with

Simon just because she's black.

Although Simon and Jane meet
"because of Mack's attempt of

rq>ayment as well as his uncon-

scious insensitivity, it becomes
another one of those little miracles.

Woodard is very good in the role,

but her character barely appears

and it would have been nice to see

a little more of her.

But "Grand Canyon" is fiUed

with enough real life as well as

fictional story to make up for too

little of one character. Kasdan has

not only given audiences his best

fUm, he has made a must-see

movie which is one of the absolute

best films of 1991 and possibly

could be one of the best pictures of

1992. ••••

RLII: "Grand Canyon." Written by
Lawrence Kasdan and Meg Kasdan.
Directed by Lawrence Kasdan. Pro-

duced by Lawrence Kasdan, Charles
Okun and Michael Qrilk). A Twentieth
Century Fox release with Danny Glov-

er. Kevin Kline. Steve Martin, Mary
McDonnell, Mary-Louise Parker and
Alfre Woodard. (Rated R: nudity, vio-

lence and languaoe; 135 minutes) Now
playing at the AMC Century 14 in

Centu^ City. Opens Friday citywide.

tmm

Dra^on£xpre88
CKinese Fast Food

Free
Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area

CO 1>¥ AI^IZ* ^>f RR Includes fried nee or chow mMri^ALrA ;^^,00 plusaqytwoalacarteitemi

Hours: 1147 Westwood Blvd.
Monday-Sunday llam-llpm ^^^*^"

'}5JJ\'JJ^'**'**'">

UGHT PEELS
SKIN REJUVENATION
• Sun Damaged Skin • Large Pores

• Wrinkles • Aging skin

FACE • NECK • HANDS • CHEST
Call ELENA • 208-7806 • 100 UCLA Medical Plaza

J
^v^ING Al<Ib Pl<t3LNI3

1

^'- A Center for the Performing Arts

'00>' January 17 & 18 ^ 8 00 pm

George s new album. SUMMER, is now
available on LP. cassette and CD

:')U t^'V

TANNING
5 Sessions For $25*
CD Sound Systems
•Air Conditioning

•10 Wolff Beds
•Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCLA! Call 824-2TAN

M^: 9am-8pm
Sat & Sun: llam-6pm:

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undbrook)

*coupon •xpires 1/16/92

(lit time customers only/l per customcrAnust present cxxipod)

- jV*A-SiVta^W^ a .

':*:vX'»:*>:*:*:':'>:':-'*''!""'''*"'':

'Wi'9oil:;p:iP-lallfirnia Cryiliilii;

Is tO':piiiiPii|li quality'ipilP for

artlKdai rnsemination. Re<^uirements

include^oodheatlh between ihe

aps of 1 9 to mm^m
9 to 12 month commitment.

C^j for more information: 824-9941

CX>MPLETE MEDICAL SCfiEENINQ (ALLCOSTS PAtD)
AMD YOU EARN UP JO $iaW^6Kr OtlALlFIED.

Mild. Hot, 'Suicide'. Barbeque. Hot

ALSOTRVOUR:
Hamburger • Chicken Sandwich • Potato Skins • Mozzarella

Stidts • Breaded Mushrooms and Zuchini • Steak Fries
• Chicken Salad • Potato Salad • Cole Slaw

UTTLC RED SAMPLER • BIG RED SAMPLER
All yoa Cai fiat • 17.95*

Each SAT. • SUN. (Ask for detailsJ

lN-»^.*.v%^v^v*N%^k%%^..^.^.»•^...s^^^l.•..•.^^•.N•.%*.v^%N•«^.%s^.^,%•^.».^s^^N•.•^sv.N•.•.s•.^.^.^A.•,^^^.%.ssN^i'.NNS•1^%•»%^N•^ss

"A BRAVURA PERFORMANCE. HE SINGS AND DANCES
WITH MESMERIZING VERSATILITY!"

\IWU)KK 1 1Mb

"AN INCREDIBLY POWERFUL. POSITIVELY
RIVETING PERFORMANCE WORTH RUNNING TO SEE

"

\H( I \

"A TOWERING PERFORMANCE THAT LIFTS THE
AUDIENCE CHEERING TO ITS FEET."

"A MIRACLE OF AN ACTOR. THE PLAY IS ABOUT
PATRIOTISM OF THE BRAVEST SORT"

liiiiia. 19:23 Scunt4» ]VfoixU?A IBlvdl.

NOW IIM SANTA MONICA!

moby disc

BROOKS SINGS M.AGNIFICENTLY VOLCANIC POWER"
MIAMIC KUKN-M lONSllIl flON

'ASTONISHING VIRTUOSITY INCENDIARY,
SPELLBINDING. SUPERSTAR ACTING."

» fl[("A(U^ IKIRUNf

JANUARY 7th - nBRUARY2nd ONLY!

UCLA Stu./Fac./Staff

$10 with this ad

771/5 week only!
(Thurs. - Sat at 8:00;

Sun. at 3 00
Cash only at Box Offioe)

AveryBrooks
"IN

Paul
Robeson

A PIqv With Music bv

PHILLIP HAYES DEAN
Also Stamng ERNIE SCOTT

Directed Bv HAROLD SCOTT

(1/9 TO
2/J)

THURS./FRI./SAT. AT 1.00 AND SUN. AT 3.00 ORCHESTRA S30 00 • MEZZANINE S22.S0

WESTWOOD PLAYHOUSE 10886 LECONTE AVE. WESTWOOD
CHARGE TIX AND INFO. (310) 20a-5454 OR TICKETMASTER (310) 480-3232

I

.... , / . . . . . . . ,

Can't Afford the new Nirvana?
NeedCastf? ^~^^

Trade In unwanted CD's, Cassettes, or LP's for

cash or credit towards anytlting In tlie store.

I

I

ALL USED LP'S & CASSETTES

50% OFF \MT» THIS COUPON

ALL USED COMPACT Discs

$3.99 AND UP $2.00 OFF
\NTT» THIS COUPON

VALID THROUGH JANUARY 12, 1992

SANTA MONICA

8f

5 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!
14410 ^^^mJRA blvd.* sherman oaks • (bib) 9002970
6553 TDPANGA CANYON • CANOGA PARK • (BIB) 88^21 13
3731 E. CGLORAOO BLVD.* PASADENA • (BIB) 79:^3475
15255 BEACH BLVD.* >^«STIWMNSTER • (714) 887-2799
21 14 WLSHIRE BLVD.* SANTA MONCA • (213) 82&28B7/

%i

I ^

astt^
m-m^W -- I- I ^ *< I

#<
Kit illi^A'l

-TT ll>t.lM»i^**i '»

.
~" -' iMa
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Daily, 15 vvords or lees $ 5.05

OaHy, each additional word $ .35

Weekly. 1 5 words or less $17.60

Weekly, ^ach additional vvord $1.20

Display ads - student rat^coi. inch $ 8.96

Display ad%- local rate/col. inch $10.70
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Classified Line Ada:

1 working day In advance by noon
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2 working days In advance kyy noon
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113
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Campus Happenings 1 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Personal 10

Alcohoilcs Anonymous

Meetings
TBonrBSouSBn.ThurT Bookstudy. Fri. Step

Study. AU 3625 12:15-1:15. Fri. 12:00-1 A)
lues. Discussion. Wad. Discussion NPI

C8538 12:1 5-1 «)
For akx>holics or individuals who

have drinking problems

"You Don't Need T^
Have Dental Insurance.

To Have A Pretty Smile'

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Dental Exam & Cleaning

Bibles - Books
Gifts.

M-Th 10 am - 9:30 pm;
Fr-Sat 10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-6 pm

10884 Weybum Ave. lA 90024
208-5432

$39
nsw p«tfante wth Ihk
wt abo •ooonMnocMte
<knUiaov«raL

"I3/J2

(i«s.iiaoi

(up to 4 x-rays)

475-5598
2 4-Hour Enicri>encv

Service

Ask us about the

latest technique to

whiten your teeth

easily & affordably

at home

* CUK^AU-CjA /

' PLLDGKS '

Sid Sdeimanian, D.D.S. —

—

'—^——

-

1 620 Westwood Blvd., Wsst Los Angeles

Open Evenings & Saturdays

Free Parking In Rear

rOMGHT! .>

> -> O .> .> .) .

Personal 1 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

Sports rickets

LAKER FANS! Tickets for sale. Most ganr>es.

Loge section #36. Approx. $25 each. Beth

472-7465.

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your busirwss. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, stiident discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)673-3303 or (818)992-6966.

LOSE WEIGHT— up to 30 pounds in 30 days!

New Year's discount. (310)474-1415,
394-8557. >

Personal 10

$50 CHALLENGE. If you can prove my pollu-

tion solution unfeasible, I'll pay you $50.

T -800-486-2489.

lESSICA Psych nnajor who was in S.M. jury

duty group 9, please call Eric at 399-271 1

.

Happy Birthday^

JEN FOLEY
Get ready to
celebrate!

^ I ^ You!
*U-. CorrineAT

Ist ANNUU

.X . .,^,^.A

.

a-a%-«^-a' 'A-a'«^1i^V«^ .v.-...

V*^<VVI^i^^^fi^^^i^^^^^A^^V<

tA^00A0WA*M*f*A0A.

1^
i'«'«'«'^WVl#-^»>VVV

t^f-KA^ W^e/c
••»;••

''Vie LoffU^ fOtfy^ iiM/^^ a 4i%IA ¥f€€k

fleUi §o^f^4uJi!^m^ BeJiM^ a^ Le

tHe^e ty 5:00
l4>^ JU/h4\^

p^^^*»^>i>i*^

Congratulations
MARIANA
JAVUREK

(nPB)
and
MIKE

ZIEMIENSKI

on your beautiful

pinning!
We Hove you - your

r<t> sisters

Researcti Subjects 12

FEMALES Wrrn hair loss NEEDED to
participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 19-49.
Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
%vill be paid. For info call (310)626-8867

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WFTH DEPRESSION
SOUGHT. FEELING PERSISTENTLY SAD OR
HOPELESS WITH INSOMNIA, TROUBLE
CONCENTRATING OR LOW ENERGY?
UCLA RESEARCHERS CONDUCTING
STUDY ON PRAPID DEPRESSION TREAT-
MENT. CONTACT KARRON/EVA AT UCLA
(213)625-549;^

•t^^
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

IT'S FIRST WEEK!
WHAT THE HELL!

PABTY WITH ATA

UCLA
I.D.

Required

649 Gayley
9:30pm 1/9/92

Invite

Only

fDJDMMM. ."zJriLlr 71 TlTLlrJ^ r?l filTTzfTJiiTil fc

Another Revelation?

Come find out:

EOE
^M€MM (Hit yotif kukU'heiikei mU> a Uife me^cpktme!

We are free up to the point ofchoice, then the choice

controls the chooser

Thursday 9:30pm

Invite only Bring ID Q's Jason: 208-1694

i
E
E
d

Jodi Emerson ,

Sondra Krivsic

Taryn Lyn Stonko

Usette Belon

Vanesso Kdudpon

Beth Greenspan

Suson Mathowetz

Lenore Jimenez

Kristen Barenther

Amy Cohen

BedcToth

Suzonne Stogd

Melisso Morgrof

Melonie Feeley

Monico Rou

Gno Bon^en

Jeanne Rydell

Sarah Tomai

Michelle Gill

Pam Pergo

Kristen Allen

Cheryl Cesorz

Nicole Chan

Jeanelte Lager

NenaSorensen

Cynthia Ray

Jenny U

Erin Keck

INVITE ONLY Thursday 9:30pM V% Josoic 208-1694

BrgrBj"BriarBrBrBrBrBrBrgf"Br Cjpj

Sijma Nu

Little Sister

BLOW OUT
9:30

^v_
~"~1

iavitt ••ly

< JIMMYBUFFET
**TI

PARTY& PHI KAPP
LIVE BAND

I
LOSTSiUKER^> INVITE .ONLY

Cangratuiatians

Gaad Luck
Tanight*s the

~~
night***

• •

Research Subjects 12

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
w^nea Pedis needed for new research study.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
wilf be paid for info. (310)628-8867.

WOMEN, AGED 16-35, NEEDED for UCLA
study of psycho-social factors in Bulemia
Nervosa. If you have recovered from B.N. or
are struggling with this problem and are

interested in participating, please contact Eli-

zabeth or Marcia. $30 compensation.
(310)206-5061

«•

Lost and FourxJ 16

LOST GREEN BRACELET. If found call (310)
206-3165

NOTICE: WILL THE PERSON WHO IS CAR-
ING FOR THE SMALL BROWN DOG FOUND
1-3-91 ATMURPHY HALL PLEASE CONTACT
THE CAMPUS POLICE.

Health Services 22

NASTY FOUR
LETTER WQBJB
Ifyou had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of

Acne today. For firee

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our
Skin Care Information

Line,

800-435-3533

<i-^
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Personal 10 Personal 10

Little Sisters!

Top 5 Themes considered for

tonight's party:

5. Captaifi KcHon's RAGE

4. Pick a fight vMlh Dave Belluoniini

3. Cfaig. Toiih and Brendan's Birthday Party

2. The Line Dance! with E.E L and Leeds

1. Please Handler Don't Hurt 'em...

9:30 PM
INVITE ONLY

COME SEE RECTOR'S BRAND NEW
AQUARIUM!

NAMING CEREMONY FOR 304-S CHIA PET

BEGINS AT 9:00

r
HeY ALk_JiOU
RHO CHIS!

WANT TO PASS THE BUCK
ONE MORE YEAR?

APPLICATIONS FOR PPX IN

118 MEN'S GYM NOW. DUE
FRIDAY, JANUARY 17TH.

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

rChlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies-

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to$100/wkormore.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

r OBSESSED?
Do you hove repelltive thougTils that you tKive not completed a job property,

ttKit terrible ttiincB will trappen, ttiot you are dirty? Do you cUkK wastv or

count too mucti?

You nuy quaHfy for a FREE medical exam, testing, 3 morttis of treatment

and 6 morttis of follow-up medication in a study conducted by medical
researctiers. AN services are tree of ctrarge. Call the P.P.R.I., Inc (a medical
group) for furttier information.

(310)829-3877

Salons

JACK SALON
Female models needed

for free haircut

Bob and Short hair styles

Call David at 652-0421

Health Services 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Group. (213)786-0636.

PAUL DREW ATHLETIC Masseur. LICLA Dis-

count (310)839-8544

Opportunities 26

MODELS WANTED: male/ female all types.

Your chance to have $200 make-over... Abso-
lutely free. Color and/or cut by top profession-

als. You could qualify. (IF INTERESTED
PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CALL) at: Sheraton
LAX airport hotel. 6101 West Century Blvd.

LA, 90045. Date: Sunday January 12, 1992.
Time: 3pm-7pm. Questions addressed at this

tinf>e. No hair dor>e at model call. Bobby Kraus

(213)542-4974.

Help Wanted 30

$200-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble producU at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2900 Copyright »CA11KDH.

$40,00(yyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple "lik^don't like" form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2925 Copyright »CA11KEB.

$500-51,00(VWK. PT, vMorking weekends.
Erotic dancers and models needed. WIH train,

call Ginger, (213)575-3634.

Administrative Assistant. Are you returning to

school after iMorkIng for several years? Inter-

ested in assisting busy psychologist? Good
editing, proof-reading, writing skills? Mac or
IBM computer literate, indeperxJent, long
term, part tln>e employment. CorHact Dr.
Marion SolonrKMi, continuing education seml-
nars, (310)475-8300.

AAMAZING OPPORTUNITY! Manager/
assistant for combined Legal/Medical (Gyne-
cology) office. Great pay! Full-time. Strong

academic records. Vivacious and cheerful.

(310)281-8457. j
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble
products from your home. Info.
504-646-1700. DEPT. P695.

ATTN STUDENTS & SPORTS MINDED INDI-
VIDUALS. Earn $200-$400/wkly. Promo
Work. P/T EveVSat&Sun. Fun Atmosphere.
(310)374-4993.

BH RESIDENT NEEDS ERRAND RUNNER. FT
$7 plu^r. Responsible, dependable. C}ood
driving record essential, loyce St. Marie M-F/
9-5. 276-2251.

BOOKKEEPER. PA", for attorney/Investor. Ex-

perienced Macintosh, SOwpm, excellent
phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
557-2315.

BOOKKEEPER FOR PROFESSIONAL LADY.
10-15 hrs. nwnthly. Very flexible hrs. Brent-

wood (310)472-4534.

••••••••••••••••••
J -RECEPTIONIST** J
K peraonwtnNhHtotiikonttiiphom. CmmL W
WL. tftsndW. Ihwfcf wwkDwwnt . U^typing. M ^^ tkm Itours: SrMpm. Mondw lhfM«h Fril^.

^
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FINANCIAL CONSinTANTS

An exceptional opportunity

is available for motivated
individuals to learn foreign

currency trading.

Unlimited income potential.

CALL STU or NOAM
1-800-922-8322

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& eveninq

hours available. .

Sharpen your
connmunication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

J
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CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will

work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Sen^ices. $6.63/hr. 206-7686. Contact Paul

Garcia or Wait Anderson. Also accepting

APP's for Winter Quarter.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, comnwrcials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today (816)563-2021.

CLERKTAL ASSISTANT- Counseling Center In

Santa Monica needs office assistant to help

with public information & fundraising pro-

jects. Responsibilities include: running er-

rands, packaging & shipping, filing & some
light tyjaing. Must have car w/tnsurarKe. PA
flexible; days thru ^2. FA days 7/1 thru

lQ/1. Sa/hr. Call Linda (310)319-4503
1Oay5pm.

:^UISEC«UISE SHIPS NOW HIRING —
$2,00(HAnonth + world travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, the Carribean, etc.). Holiday, Summer and
Career Employment available. No experience

necessary. For employment program call

1-206-545-4548 fext. C234.

DRIVER NEEDED OCCASIONALLY by Older
woman. Sometimes Help w/ wheelcahir. Sher-

man Oaks. (818)906-1399

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Taking snap-

shots. SeryJ self-adressed stamped envelope to:

Rosdol, 7719 Willoughby, West Hollywood
90046.

ERRANDS & CHORES. S7.5(Vhr. Your car.Afternoons.
AID & TUTORING. $1 (Vhr. 1 4.yr-old boy.

(310)472-2628.

ESTABLISHED COMPUTER SOFTWARE DE-
VELOPMENT COMPANY needs Micro-Dos
experienced irKlividual. Flexible schedule &
hours. Convenient WLA location. Pay based
on experience. (310)315-9940.

GYMNASTK: COACH; ImoMjdiate openings
for girls and boys competitive teams in SM.
Knowledge of USGF system. Experience re-

quired. M-F aftenioons, evenings. Sat. Wage
dependingon experierKe. Call ASAP. M. Gates

(213)450-0012.

HASHERS WANTED for sorority house. Excel-

lent food, $5/hr. (310)208-4008. leave

message.

HOSTESS WANTED for popular Westside
restaurant. Apply In person. 1 221 7 Wilshire
Blvd.

I'LL PAY $1Q^R for orvcampus tennis partr>er.

Intermediate, UCLA alumni. Evenings only.

Tom (818)992-1927.

IMPROV OUTSIDE SALES, Sell laughs after

class. Full-time or part-time. Excellent com-
mission. (310)651-2583

IRISH AMERICAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posi-

tions available PTAT day^evenings. Good pay
up to $3(Vhr. Call Mon—Fri 1 —6pm. Kathlin^
Bill (213)458-4427.

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Minimum 3yrs law
office experience in plaintiff personal injury.

Knowledge of WordPerfect. Contact Sid Dia-

mond, (213)475-0481.

LEGAL ASSISTANT. Century City law firm

seeks highly motivated college graduate to

assist attornies. Must have superior writing

skills. Accounting background helpful. Will

train. $9Air. Call Donna (310)286-1700.

LIGHT CLERKIAL WORK NEEDED. $6.5Q/HR.
(310)391-1557.

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,
Attractive people wanted for nude photos.
Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MODELS earn $1 5Q/hr. or more. Boyish
and/or athletic 18—24. Cleanshaven face/

little or no chest hair. Playgirl-style

magazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
Intemationalliy known photographer. Brad
(213)392-4248.

NEED EXPERIENCED Mac user to tailor soft-

ware for real estate firm. Dan (310)395-6400.

OFFICE MANAGER/CUSTOMER SERVICE, FT
FAST PACED CELLULAR AGENT, Mac, Light

Bookkeeping & good phor>e voice required.

)eff (310)842-8887

ON CALL PT DRIVER to carpool several

children 3-7pm Mn-Fri, SlOCMc -»- 25< per
mile. Must have own car/insurance. Carolyn
(3 1 0)285-2370. ^ —

MAKE MONEY NOW!
Dykstra Food Service has

Openings

Flexible Schedule,

On Campus Work
$6.63/Hr. - APPLY TODAY

Call 825-5476

IT IS TIME TO
THINK ABOUT LIFE

AFTER UCLA
[XCIIIfJGOPPORIUfilllESAWAIIKIG

yOlJlfllHFBUSIIlFSSWORlD

NAIIOIIAI CAR[[R[|rr,VORKISA

UniOUEPROGRAiViIOHfiPBRUinS

today sfari careers in corporah

America upo[jgradumIio[i call

(310)820-7207

OPENINGS for INNOVATIVE EXPERIMEN-
TALISTS holding bachelor and master degrees
In physics, chemistry and engineering to

perform ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH in

ozone depletion and mitigation, plasma torch

for waste treatment, isotope separation, very
large Controlled Atnr>ospheric and Space Ex-

perinr>erHal facility. Research can lead to

advanced degrees. Persons with industrial

experience who desire a new career are

especially encouraged to apply. Fax resunr>e to

(310)8254057, Attn: UCLA Plasma Physics

Laboratory.

OUTSIDE SALES. Fast-growing marketing firm

representing Firestone. Looking for outgoingm
energetic people for day, evening & weeker>d
hrs. $15-30/hr. FT/PT. Comm. sis.

1-800-323-7559.

PART-TIME PHONE SALES for education com-
pany in Santa Monica. Pleasant work for

eloquent person with gift of gab. Sales experi-

ence helpful. Must live on Westside. Have own
car, knowledge of foreign language helpful.

Hourly + commission. 395-9393

PART-TIME JOB, gpod hours, good pay. Pick-

up children from school and drive to activities.

Must be available M—F afterTKX>ns and have
car. Call Mike or Peggy at 478-8152.

PART-TIME POSITON. Earn SKVhr. Inter-

viewing immediately for tutoring positions in

all major courses. Must have minimum of 3.6

GPA and excellent communication skills.

(310)841-4438. _^^
PEDIATRKTIAN needs volunteer to help with

clinical research at Harbor UCLA Medical
Center. 1-2 days/wk. Call (310)212-4176.

PERSON FRIDAY NEEDED in Medical office.

$6^r. 1 2-5 Mon-Fri. Must be conscientious

and personable. Submit application: 100UCLA
Medical Plaza, Suite »100. 824-1000

PT COMMISSION SALES for audio video tape

duplication. Aggressive, motivated only exper-

ience needed. High earning potential. Call

(213)655-3031, ask for JR.

PJ. FILE CLERK. Xeroxing and errands, hours

3-6, M-F. (310)870-3316.

PT^ Field Rep. Lon^-term. Photocopy medical
reuirill r docion ofTlces. Must have ca^
10-20hr^M/k. Tues., Fri. required. Maximum
availability on other days. SS+/hr. (213)

453-6422.

P/r SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE RESEARCH &
LECTURE NOTE TAKING with MD in molecu-
lar ger^ics private research. Extensive formal

education in related area required. Senior/

Grad helpful. Flexible hours. Nurit
(310)306-0055.

^
PUBLISHER'S REP. FIRM is looking for energe-

tic person to fill PA secretary asst. trainee

position for TWTH 1 1 :30-4:30. ConUct Cher
(310)471-3630.

SECRETARY/EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT-Beveriy
Hills based real estate development company
seeking dynamic individual for FT challenging

position. WordPerfect and previous
experience a must. $23K-m- commen-
surate w/ qualifications. For interview. Call

(310)471-1413,859-0222 Fax (310)859-2806

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT CO. located near
LAX has openings for assistants to aid in

tracking and compiling data for purchase of

foreclosure porperties in Southern California.

Hours flexible. $5Air. Contact Jeff Weidman
(310)642-7740.

^^

.

RESPONSIBLE + DEPENDABLE PERSON
needed in office. Must be able to type, file,

handle projects, and have good follow through

skills. P/T 20-25hrs/week. Please call

(213)878-5558.

Receptionist. Westwood law offices. M,W,F
9-5, $6Atr. Can do honf>ework on job.

(310)824-4000.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-

cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. $15A>r. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)821-4343.

SECRETARYA'ull Time; deUil oriented, must
know WordPerfect, good phone skills, Contact
Fred (213)934-5000, Salary open.

-Shemwn Oaks, PT. Telephorve sales back—t

ground desirable. 20-30hriM(. Sat. a must.

$6^-2% commission. (818)506-6546.

STUDENT WORK, Retail/Customer service.

S8.20 starting. Part )inr>e, schedule around
school. Eves, weekeryis available. No door to

door, ect. Call (310) 396-1479.
^

STUDENT WORK. Retail/ customer service.

$8.20 starting, part-time. Schedule around
school. Eves, weekends available. No door-to-

door, etc. Call (310)396-1479.

TELEPHONE SALES: Well established tool

distributor seeking sharp individuals to sell

tools & shop supplies to aircraft maintenance
facilities. Flexible hours. Excellent earning
potential.

TWO POSITIONS: one requires Spanish bil-

ingual, wordprocessing experierK:e, good typ-

ing skills. Flexible hours, Wilshire & West-
wood law officf/ Sid Diamond.
(213)475-0481. - .L ..
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KLA is now looking for

Ambitious Self-Starters who
are seeking professional

experience in sales.

ACCX>UNT

Applications available at the
KLA office

(Ackerman Grand Ballroom)
Call for moie info.

X59106

S people needed no^ir

L

Part-Time Chemical
or Enviromnental

Engineer

PhD or Post Doctorate
-level. Flexible Hours.
EPA or ARB research
experience a plus.

Part-Time Computer
Programmer familiar

with D-Base 2 and
D-Base4

Airteck Intemationai

15010 \fentura Blvd.,

Shcmian Oaks, Ca. 91403
818-986-3725

ASSIST BUSY MOM w/2 teenage boys
(12&15). M/W 3^m. Errands, homework,
dinner, etc. Must have car w/insurarKie, be
reliable. References required. 6l 0)836-3290.

BABYSITTER WANTED DAYS & EVENINGS
for 2 small children. Schedule will vary.
Responsible, caring experienced & refer-

ences. Must have transportation. Ple»e call

Adele (213)454-7400.

BABYSITTER with experience with toddlers.
Every Sat. evening. Call Nancy 557-6295
(wDfk) or honi>e 558-3917

PARTTIME NANNY wanted, flexible hours,

great pay, two wonderful children. Call Cheri
(818)769-7626

Apartments for Rent 49

2+2 ACROSS WESTWOOD PARK. Pool, Ja-
cuzzi on roof. Walk to school. Price negoti-

able. Ready to move-in. (213)477-5106.

424 LANDFAIR. Available now. Single and
2-be(^-bath. Garden setting, pool, next to

UCLA. 459-1200.

$425 SINGLE APARTMENT. Palms area.

(213)837-9616.

$465 IN BEVERLY HIUS. Lg bachelor. Utilities

included. Newly decorated. 21 7 S.Tower Dr.
(21 3)652-0680/181 8)789-5429.

'h BLOCK FROM UCL\ Single apt., refrigera-

tor, and microwave. $475, 9 month lease,

(310)277-6813

$985 BRENTWOOD 2bed/2 bath, patio, new
carpet, paint. Lease by appointnr^ent. 11726
Mayficid §2 (310)271-6611

AMAZING 2-BECV2-BATVi -WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, erKk>sed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

portation & UCLA. (213)475-6717.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT- 1 -bedroom each.
Private bath. Share kitchen. Utilities paid.

$45(]^fTK>. $200-deposit. 938-6330.

BACHaOR S450/MO. Carpets, drapes, n-
frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms

us MAN. )06S $1

1

.77 to $14.90. $1 2.95 (be.

NoMf Hiring, Your Area. No Experierxre Neces-

lary. 1-900-660-4454 ext. 0214.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATK3N. Onerous
move-in bonus. Fumishei^nfumished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to UCLA.
A^, pool, elevator, 555 Levering 206-7634.

Managed by Moas 8i Co.

WESTWOOD STOCK BROKER needs assis.

tant for telemarketing. NO SaLINGI Salary +
bonus. Mr. Wasserman (213)443-5400.

WRITER-EDITOR PART-TIME. Knowledge of

computer irwkjstry arKJ or irtterrutional trade

(especially with Japar^. Editing experience

necessary. For new nevMletter please write

giving experience and salary to CCS P.O. Box
90633 L.A. 90009.

WRITERS EXCHANGE haswork for oeathwly^

talented writers. Paperback novels, norvfiction

books, screenplays. 962-1557. Verrwn.

WRITERWHO IS BLIND needs an Msistant for

the academic year. (213)396-5062.

Job Opportunities 32

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Law fimi, Be-

verly Hills adjacent. Organized, motivated,

coniputer experieiKe helpful. Will train. $€^.
and up d.o.e. Sharona (213)651-3333

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR ADMINISTRA.
TIVE ASSISTANT for CPA Firm— Century City

— P/T. Duties include: light typing, knowledge

of Lotus 1 23, errand deliveries, some heavy

liftir>g. Must have own car. Hourly wage &
benefits. Call Lesley Davis (310)553-7660.

SALES-Entry level, career. Salary -f commis-
sion -f benefits. Degree required.
(310)823-2670 or TTC 2554 Lincoln Bkd.
•137. MOR 90291.

BEVERLY HILLS STUDIO w/ kitchen.
$55Q^mo. $550 security. Refrigerator, oven.
Nfce yard. (310)278-4066 _^
BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX. % BLOCKTO PKTO BUS. (31 0)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT 3-BDRM/
2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2 BLOCK TO
PKX> BUS. WOOSTER ST. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS SINGLE GUESTHOUSE.
Kitchenette,bath dinette. Available Feb.1. 1

person. $695, includes utilities. 274-3935.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1275. 2-BED + DEN.
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLEX.
FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD ROORS, SERVKIE
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)639-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-675/MO. 2-BEO-
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY.1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
Dl0»639-6294.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCaLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. (213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675.
Sir>cle luxury apartment, fireplace, intercom,

built-ins, pation arxJ more. N. Wilshire adj.

SanVicente. 11661 Goshen. No Pets.

(310)620-1717

BRENTWOOD. Near UCLA. Spacious, bright,

clean. 1-bec^-bath. Stove, refrigerator, gar-

age, court yard. $65Q/nfu>. •«- utilities.

(310)471-7641.

BRENTWOOD, $640, 2BED/1BTH; $1060,
3BED/1BTH; 1 1651 GORHAM AVE, SMALL,
PLEASANT APT, PARKING, NO PETS. CALL
FOR APPOINTMENT. (213)939-1732.

CULVER CITY: VeTy nice single apt. for rtrHr
Very quiet & secure area. Wonderful place to

live $40t). Call Jessica alter 6PM 559-7021.

DETROIT & WILSHIRE. $550. PLEASANT
ONE BEDROOM. AIRY. NO PETS. PARKING
FOR SMALL CAR. 939-1 732.

JUNOR ONE-BEDROOM. Across UCLA. Sec-

urity bldg. f*ool, gym, jidlzzi, sauna, parking.

535 Gayley. 206-3818. Sub- lease.

LARGE 1BD/1BTH in Duplex, hardwood
floors, backyard. All AppliarKei. melrose area.

Separate kitchen and laundry room. $90(VW)o.

(213)651-2654

LARGE SINGLE wAitchen and dining room,

$650. Upper single wAxeakfast bar, $575.

Walking distance to campus. 470-5952.

LARGE, SINGLE, 3 miles from UCLA. $530,

utilities •¥ laudry facilities included.

Fireplace,8x9 den, walk- in doaet, full bath,

separate kitchen, stove •»- refrigerator. Call

398-9469

WALK TO UCLA, WSTWD

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

intemstiips 34

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks

student interns to learn script development

acthrities in office. No pay, but eood opportun-

ity to learn. (310)576^309, (310)394-7263.

INTERN for film compwiy. Creathw and admi-

nistrative positions avail. Very
flexible hours. Call Steven (616)545-7931.

2 Bed 2 Bath
$900/ino. Alarm

A/C 4 years newiMODERNI
Qmln. to UCLA by BUS

10737 Palxns (213)838-5039

LG. SINGLE, within walking distarwre of canr>-

pus. Utilities incld. $6O0Mw. Call Paul at

624-9754

MARINA DEL REY adj/Mar VisU: 2b(V2bth.
European design cabinetry. Townhouse in

newer building. Month to month renUl
available. S9S0/mo. Low deposit. Call

(310)390-0399

MAR VIST\ 1-BEDROOM $600. Travel a lew
mHes & save $$$. Large poo( & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3746 InglexMood Bh^d . Just north of Venke
Blvd. (310)396-6579.

ONE-BEDROOM APARTMENT. $650.
Lower. Parking, bakony. Close to shopping,
bus to UCLA. Low move-in. (310)826-9644,
(310)207-4019.

PALMS — 1 ar2 BED. $595Ajp. Near bus to

UCLA. (213)636-1529, 837-3900, 652-5590,
4-7pm only.

PALMS 1-BEDROOM $669/MO,
2-BEDROOM^-BATH $85(VMO. Fireplace,

private patios, dishwasher, refrigerator,

stove,security building,parking, pool, and
laundry. (310) 473-7660.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment.
VaKed ceilings, electronic access to building

and siibtenar>ean parking. $990 up. 1 mo. free

w/year lease (213)842-9303.

PALMS. 2bed/2bath. 10 minutes from UCLA.
Hill view, very bright. $900. (818)764-5674 or

PALMS-PRIME LOCATION. 5 miles from
UCLA. Bachelor-$400, 1 bedroom $550. Call

267-1809.

PALMS. Sharp single, $495; Vertical blinds,

carpet, stove, laundry, large and bright,

upper,parking, great location 1-bfock from
Motor and
National. 3351 Vinton. No pets.
(310)576-5540. (310)274-0633. Open.

PICO^OBERTSON. Large 3-bed^-bath. Up-
per w^tio. New carpet, paint, and drapes.
$1,150. (310)204-1339.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED. ACROSS FROM
UCLA. DISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR.
NEW CARPET/BLINDS. FIREPLACE. EXTRA
LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING. LAUN-
DRY FACILITIES. LAST AVAILABLE APT. PR-
KTED TO RENT QUKXLY. CALL SOON
20^^1665.

SANTA MONICA - newer 2-bed/l-bath
$1072, huge patio, goumwt kitchen, gated
garage. 1232 Harvard off Wilshire.
(310)626-2448 x344.

VENKIE $475. Bachelor apt. utilities and
parking included. 1 -block to beach. 399-0540

WALK TO UCLA, bachelor apartment, hard-
wood floor, refrigerator. $460 includes all

utilities. 9-rTy)nth lease. (310)206-6265.

WEST LA. 1-bedmfi $637. Gated, quiet, free

iXilites. $700 moves U in. 361 1 Motor Ave
near Venice Bhd. 010)626-2448 x344.

WEST LA. Studio $697 and 1-bdrm $867 .

Luxury, gated living. City views, rooftop pool
and spa. Quiet and friendly. VISA/MC. Sedana
Village. (310)280-0692.

Wallc to UCLA
Private Room, Private Bath,

shared kitchen $500.

2Bedroom;2Bath$1000
633 Gayley 208-5920

WESTWOOD-FREE MONTH -1 -block to
UCLA, studio, 1-bd/1-bth, 2-bd/1-bth.
Fumishec^jnfumlshed. Clean, parking, laun-
dry, facilities, pool. $600 and up. 10941
Strathmore (213)206-7294.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 150/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 -1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (311

PALA4S $550,nice duplex, hardwood floors,

one bedroom, or^ bath, near bus lirw.

557-3602

PALMS. $620. One-bedroom. ApplivKxs,
pool, covered parking, laundry. 3455 Jasmine.
No pets 454-4754.

PALMS, $665-$645, 1&2 bedrooms. Extra

large. New carpet. Near UCLA. 1 month free.

(616)377-2666.

PALMS. $775. Large 2-bed, upper, new carpet/

paint, buih-ins, refrigerator, patio, parking.

4766532

PALMS, $99SAm>. beautiful 3-be<^-balh, un-
furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)639-1026, Antoine
(213)626-0740.

PALMS. $695. Newer 2-f2. All amenities, ind.

balcony, VC, fireplace, skytigK gated park-

ing. Quiet street, easy freeway access.

010)390-5996.

PALMS, BEAUTIFUL 2-f2, unfurnished,
cathedral, high ceilings, skylights, fireplace,

patfos, security buiW., near all, new year
special, easy move-in, $975 up. Friendly

manager. (310)615-6906.

Now Renting!

430 Kelton Avenue
Vi month off 1st month Rent

(ask for details)

•2 Beclrooms/2 Bath
•Cental Heating/Air

•Rooftop Spa + Leisure

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,
Refridgerator. Disposal

•Fireplaces

•From $1150

(21 3)824-7409

Beautiful One Bedroom
Apartments
Now Available

$800 Per Month with Security Deposit

Fully Furnished
All Utilities Paid, including A/C
Available to persons 21 and up

TTiis apartment is nestled in the beautiful Santa Monica
Mountains only fifteen minutes away from ttie UCLA campus

For more information call the University of Judaism
Housing Office at 213-476-9777, 879-4114 ext. 259.

I RFF RFN

1

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & lrt>

FtJRN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703
'

PKOI 1 SMON Al lA M.WAC.l I) 1^ MOSS \ ( ()

Veteran

Single

and
1B0RM

Starting
move-in aSlowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

Northrtdoe $275 up. 500 unN studml houstno
ladllly. Stored or privHiunlls. wlin or wmnui
Uldiens. Prtvaie talis. Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation

room, 1/2 hour drive k) UCIA Open year round.

Free tVDCtNire. Florttiridoe Carnpus Residenoe. 9600

ZM2al1.ttortindoe.CA. 91325

(tlf^Mi-ITIT

Westwood Village
ll)(l/ 1 l.'lli, Jlx! Jhili

1 Illi 'III !l !!(•( ITIII

Short term available

^ T , t

>» 1 < . I I . I r ( I I •

U 1). til 1 \

<>'
' 1 !.r\ niiii, .\\ rl

$200 OFF ISf
MONTH RENT

WLA
•Singles— $585—

1 737 Stbner
• 1 bdrm— $695—

1 737 Stoner
• 1 bdrm— $750—

1 709 westgate
•2bclrms— $995—

1 709 Westgate
•2bdmns— $995—

1 342 wellesley

(310)470-1581

WESTWOOD 2 btd/ 2 bath, security, park-
mg,refrlgerato«, microwave, dishwasticr,
ftove, kMkony, fireplace, air corKiitloning,
pod, Jacuai, laundry room. $1100-1300.
(310»824aoa33

WESTWOOD: Huge 1-bd. 3 parking spacer
hardwood fkxir. (213)651-5552, 471-4417.

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM UCLA. Beauti-
ful ft new 2-be<V2-bath apt. designed far

ROOMMATESI' 475 Gayley Cair
(310»e2-3715. FREE ROOMMATE SERVICEItl

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top Ijcatkm. 1-bed
junior. $750, utilities + parking included.
(310)475-7533, 9-5.

WESTWOOD. LARGE 1-bed, $79(VbK>. Walk
lo UCLAA^illage, pool, security, view. 10966
Roebling Ave. (310)208-4253,
(310)624-2595.

WLA, 1-BORM, new carpets - paint, stove,
refrigerator. $695. 477-0725.

WLA 2-BE(V1-BATH. Patfo, refrig and stove.

1% miles from UCLA. Quiet, to bus and
shopping. $a0QfVno. (310)470-2122

WLA. 2-be<V2-bath, dishwasher, A^, back-
yard, 5 min to UCLA. Month to month.
(310)445-0906.

WLA, 1-bedroorrV 1-balh, lower, pvkir^
laundry, quiet building. $650/mo.
(213)626-9644.

WLA, $595 AND $615, singles, stove, fridge,
mini-blinds, near VAHospiUl. (310)477-2777

WLA, $750, 1 -bed/ 1 -bath. Fireplace, balcony,
fridge, A/C. 1635 Brockton Ave. Days:
(310)6704233. Eves: (310)641-4162.

WLA, $795, great 2-bed/2-bath 4patk>. 1620
Brockton. Call (31 0)273-9744, leave mess^e.

WLA AREA $585Ano. Attracth« furnished
single. Ueal for studanU to sh»e. CIom to
UCLA. 11290 Ohk» Ave. D1 0)477-4832.

WLA. LARGE 2-bed/1 -bath. 2 miles.

Federal. $8SQ^no. 325-5304
1725

imfiatft

^%'
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Apartments for Bant 49 Apartmanii

p^»|^»|wnMmm ii»^»»^

Large 2 Bedrooxn
Unit

$1450
527 m^bmie

• French I>oors • Sauna
• Jacuzzi • Heated Pool
• Gym • Fireplace

+ Move-in Bonus

208^4868

Large Newlv
Remodeled

1 & 2 Bedroom Units
BeverlywoiHl -

WLAArea
Receive Free
Microwave

$575 . $825
Call 657 ' 8756

Apt To Sliare Mon-Fri Only
w/ Quiet Non-SmoMng Grid student

or Prof. (Ideal for Commuter) 2 bdrm

2 tM Prime Santa Monica Location

$300 Un-furn $350 Fum.

090 OvoO

Weekly Rentals
Guest *-lorel•Wes^vood Village

Cable TV«Microwave« Refrigerator

$199-$235Avlcw/KITCH $295/wk
1-bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241 —

Roommatas 53

Apcirtmanls FumWiad 50

WALK UCLA. $1050 includes pmkkw tpaa,
pt-t-water, and ftjJIkttdwiln al-hA-balh.

• a 4 f * » a .

WESTWOOD. EXTRA LARGE l-bed,
%725-$750, Parking. Near UCLA, village.

Available now. 11089 Strathmore/
(310M54-»211.

WES7WCX50 VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

SS25|Ano. tWiities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 624-0161.

Apts. Unturnistiad 51

$1025. 2BCOir2BA. New security buiWing.
Laundry hook-ups, fireplace, wet bar, skylight,

dishwasher, stove, tile. Near bus. Easy Move-
in. 11723 An>Dn Way. 313-2624

ea AIR . $565. BACHELOR, POOL, REFRKV
microwave,aira:ond, phone entry
system, one-mce ucla campus, no
PETS. (310M71.0640.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $695. 1-

bedroom, $75a$800 Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 626-6461

HOLLYWOOD HILLS - Super studio $677,
opulent one bednn $777, teriffic two bdrm
$1057. Great choices, fabulous city views,
pool, fitness gym, gated parking, EZ travel to

campus. 7400 Hollywood Blvd near Fairfax

651-6620. ^^
OHIO-SAWTELLE l-Bdrm. Stove, fridge, car-

pets. 1 1/2 miles from UCLA. $650. Call

(31OM77-5756.

PALMS, 3545 Keystone 2bednbath. New
Carpet, convenient kxration. Available Now.
$750. Eves 010)275-1427 or 254-1565 ^

WLA. $725. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large
modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.
(310)637-0761

WLA. Clean, quiet. 1 -becVl -bath, stove, re-

frigerator, carpet, drapes. Near UCLA and
buslines. Lease $650. (213)476-7116.

Apartmants to Shora 52

2-BD IBB LUXLJRY APT WANTED FEMALE
ROOMMATE. $3SOfmo., pool, jacual, sauna,
paricing available ASAP. 206-2796.

2.BED/1-BA7H. Cable TV, furnished. 10 min
UCLA by bus. Nor>-smoker, clean, quiet.

$399/mo. 2/1 move-in. Ask for Dan,
659-6540(Day), 392.9463(Eve).

ASAPf Male roommate to join 3 guys in 2>2
condo at OhtoarFederai, $25C^no., 452-5650

FEMALE GRAO Student looking for female
» 61 , llWWWimi.^>e<y2batH. laundry.
Parking. SSOO-fdeposit. Yasmine
010)207-5396

$315/MO. SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM
APT. w/ male rxxvsmoker & 2 c^. Security

bidg. & parking, quiet neighborhood, xint. bus
connections, VA miles to UCLA. 575-1503.

$400. CXvn room in beautiful orw-bedroom
apt. in W. Hollywood. Norvsmoker, serious,

and quiet. (310)288-7907.

BEL AIR 2 ROOMS AVAILABLE, Feb. 1 Quiet
area, parking, all privileges. Call 471-1348 or

471-3959

BEL-AIR. SHARE 2 BEDROOM/I BATH apart-

ment w/male grad student, f^on-smoker. Great

neighborhood. $445/month. (310)471-1566.

BRENTWOOD FEMALE to share 2-bed/2-bath

S55Q^mo. -f Vi utilities. Great location. Avail

able now. Joanne (310)826-1043

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2+2. Parkir^g, balcony,

avail, now. $305. Female preferred. Susannc,

207-2766.

HUGE, GORGEOUS ROOMS, 2 people
$325-$425 eacVOwn fireplace and W/D. Full

security, parking. Brand new condo in West-
wood (816)330-7071

LA CIENEG/VPICO area. Room to rent in large

3-bedroom apt. Alot of space, large kitchen,

privacy (211)636 1995

lAKGt, BklGHI SANTA MONICA. APT,
Available Feb.l $45(Vmo. includes renl,

cleaning lady, utilities. Non-wnoker. Women
- 8. Leave message.

FEMALE NEEDED to live with three cool,

athletic girls. Inexpensive! Spacious! Call Patty

at 624-2120.

FEMALE ROOMMATE. $26(Vmo. Clean &
spacious. 2 blocks from UCLA.
(310)575-3530. Ask for Linda.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share one
bedroom apt . on Gayiey . Across the street from
campus. Ask for Vary»a or Shrina 624-3051

.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED- ON
CAMPUS - $90(Vquarter utilities paid.
Free breakfast. Mon-Fri. Call Kelly
624-7577.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in large 2-bed-
room, immediately. $35Cymo. Hardwood
floors. Parking spot. 5-minutes campus.
(310)206-6647, (310)693-3327.

MALE TO SHARE bedroom in 2-bed apt. Pool.

1 mile from campus..$31 2/mo. Move in ASAP.
(310)476-4077. *

Male^emale norvsmoker wanted to share

spacious 2BDRM cottage close to UCLA.
$497.50 plus half utilities. Call Tom at (310)

476-7565 or beep 206-6477 id»13039.

OCEAN VIEW APT In Santa Monica. Spacious
3-bed, beautifully furnished apt. 2 UCLA
alumni are seeking a third norvsmoking lie-

male. Must be neat. Pnhr grad student. Call

394-7519.

ROOMMATE WANTED for three bedroom
apartment. $36Q/mo for your own room and
share bath with one other. Call Jason, Tom,
Qamar. 479-7150.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Brand new town-
house 2bd^bth $495-)-utilities. WLA, Venice
Blvd. Contact Christy (21 3)879-1 91 9(D)

WANTED: female to share great 2-bed/2-bath
near UCLA. Non-smoker. $540 -f 'A -utilities.

Tara (310)447-2133.

WESTWOOD, female needed to share 2BD
apt. w/ 3 other girls. Must nr>ove, will pay

"

January rent for >-ou. $395/mo. Tina 824-0476

WESTWOOD 2-8ED/1-BATH. Parking, Ja-

cuzzi, rec room. %30(y.25/mo. + deposit. Near
campus expresVevening van. Tom 208-1048
leave message.

WLA $34(yMONTH. Female to share large

bedroom, own walk-in closet. 3 b(V2 bath apt.

1-mi UCLA. (310)620-5039.

Daily Baiin Claaalflad

MASTER BEDROOM TO SHARE
2BQ^BATH. $300MONTH/$150OEP. CALL
KATHY OR LIZ (310)559-2366

PALMS. FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Prl-

vate room with balcony. $45(^nonth, all

utilltes included. Call Girder 636-9691.

PRIVATE ROOM and 'A bath in pretty W.
Hollywood apt. w^^ariting. $455. Female grad.

preferred. (213)651-4661.

SANTA MONICA. Roommate wanted. Male.
Share 2-bed apartmer>t with ocean view, near
beach. Betty (310)394-4313.

SHARE *A OF 3-be(V3-bath in Santa Monica.
395-4699.

SUNNY BEVERLY HILLS APARTMENT TO
SHARE. Female only, own room, share bath,

laundry. $50C^no. (310)271-3225.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Own room (fum-

ished) & bath in spacious 2-bed^-bath. Non-
smoker. Private patio, fireplace, cat. $575.
206-3335.

WESTWOOD. $45(]^no. Male, 1 -block to

campus, townhouse (bed-up; living, dining,

kitchen down), fireplace, private patio, garage.

(213)206-7527, evenings.

Room for Rent 54

2 ROOMS Available in a 3-bed houM Nnr
UCLA. $430^ utIIHIcs $450 deposit. Calf
Allen or Denny, 470-4577.

$30Q^no. Across street from cwnpus. Free
breakfaM, lAilities, and Housckeepir^ Fully
furnished. Call Marie (310)624-4706

ATTRACTIVE FURNISHED ROOM. Female
preferred. Convenient drh^ to UCLA. Uilities
included. $400/mo. Connie 306-5018.
435-0360.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
with grad studenU, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.

Leave message, Abby (616)763-5151.

BRENTWOOD. Private bath, paricing, large

closets. Preferably female. $440 Wout utilities.

Deposit negotiable. 31(^26-6616.

CHARMING, BRIGHT, QUIET, Near UCLA.
Desirable neighborhood. Kitchen priviliges.

Mature. References. $475/mo.
(310)476-2657. Jodie.

FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT. $375 +
% utilities. IrxHudes all house privileges. De-
posit $65 -f 2 weeks last. Call Sally

(213)636-0571, 265-3503.

MATURE STUDENT, No smoke-drink. Large
room, view, patio private entrance. Availat^
now. 1-yr committment. Good references.

$350 + 7hr work week. Call 7-6am,
(310)271-9849.

MATURE STUDENT. FURNISHED room to

rent. Kitchen privilidges. Good bcatfon.
Availabfe 1/1. (213)204-1399, after 5pm.

PACFK: palisades room in 3-bedroom
house. Share VA batb. $485 plus utilKles.

(310)454-9460, (310)454-4372.

RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, FEMALE, to share
corxfo in SanU Monica, own bath. $400 +
utilities (310)629-4195

ROOM-BATH. Beautiful home: Laurel Ca-
nyon & Mulholland area. $40G^mo. Attached
garage - kitchen pr'nHleges - laurxlry. N^ F
(213)654-4220

ROOM FOR RENT. Brentwood. Private Bath. 2
bed apartment. Cfean, responsible, non-
smoker. Male/Female. $600/mo.(310)444-9949
6am-1pm Arxirew.

ROOM FOR RENT. fYiyate-toom and bath.

GKEtA vl«wl $435/month. Call Jean
472-0149.

ROOM FOR RENT! WLA townhouse. Cable,

wetbar, parking, new. $42S^rH>. 2 people
okay.($42.5QAno.) 444-4919.

ROOM IN NCE WEST LA. HOME. Kitchen

and laundry facilities. Utilities paid. $50G^fno
or $25QAmo plus tw^ve hours a week work
assisting man in wheelchair. (310) 450-6719.

WALK LXIA - LARGE-FURNISHED, Wonder-
ful parking, f>rivate Entrarxre, Kitchen Pri-

vileges, MALE., $475, including utilities.

(213)473-5769

WESTEND HOTEL. Cabfe TV, phones, clean,

quiet, refrig., laundry, maki service, security

bIdg. $12(Vwk and up. 1536 Sawteife Blvd.

(213)444-6990.

WEST LA. Private furnished room in family

home. #8 bus to UCLA. Full privileges. Util

included. $450. Call after 4pm,
(310)396-6522.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet room/
bath, high ceiling in 3-bed luxury apart.

Non-smoker. $550 (310)444-5528.

WESTWOOD Quiet room with private bath.

Near buses. Cabfe TV. Kitchen Priviliges.

microwave. Reasonabfe. (310)475-2944.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. OM Worid
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199Avk.
and up. Sonr>e with kitchens. (310)206-2241.

WLA HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced mafe
student. Microwave, refrigerator, weekly
cleaning. Near transportation. References.

(310)270-4367.

Sublet 55

UCLA REGENrS LECTURER in International

Health seeks apartmerH-to-share January 1 3 to

29, 1 992. (Close to School of Public Health).

Please call collect: Russel Morgan
(202)633-0074.

House for Rent 56

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across from UCLA
720 Hilgard Ave

Crown House

2 person room $525/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

3 BEDROOM HOUSE in Mar VisU. 1 3/4 bath.
Walk to tennisA golf course! 7 miles from
UCLA. Available now. $1500/month.
(310)474-3562.

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON, secluded 1949
Bungalow in wooded »A acre lot, private drive,
black bottom rock pool, living room w/
fireplace and canyon view. 2BCy2BA, den,
hardwood floors throughout house, pation,
2-car garage, W/D, fenced backyard, pets
okay, price includes gardener, poolman,
housekeeping service, %3000/mo. 1 year lease.
(310)475-9108

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON- Bel Air Hills.

Rustic, private, charming. 4-bed -»- maid'^3%
bath -- family room + large yard. 2 fireplaces.

Washer/ dryer, stove, and refrigerator in-

cluded. Available now— pet okay. S26O0/mo.
Agent Sydney Turk (Prudential California Re-
alty). (310)475-8077 or (310)820-1551, ext.

242.

r

54 House for Rent 56 Guest House tor Rent 70

RANCHO PARK. $1500 Spanish 2-bed den,

VA bath, DR, appliances, yard, doubfe gv-
age. Lease avail. 2/1 5. Agent. (310)474-731 2.

VENCE. 2-BED/1-BATH. $1035Ano. All utlll-

tfes Included. 5 Mocks to beach. Paridng,

private yard, pats ok. (213)300-0073.

WLA, KELTON, 1-BED/1-BATH DUPLEX.
$74Q^mo. Large yard, parking, available.

(213)300-0073.

EXCaLENT ARE\ ckise to campus, l-bed-
room. Beautiful backyard. Fruit trees.
$75Q^no. (310)204-6363.

NEW GUESTHOUSE. $525, Includes utilities,

kitchen, refrigerator, window trealnrwnts. 5
mlnuto^om campus. (310)474-4732.

VocoNon Rentals 71

House to StKsre 57

1 'A MILES To UCLA. Quiet priVatc room/bath
*

^'
' ••^,f>arlcing $450 'A utilities.

Fl Segundo, house for rent, 3-bed/2-bath.
Quiet neighborhood, partially furnished.
$1500/mo. (3.10)206-6057.

FNCINO 3 bdrm house, 7 min to UCLA. All
newly redecorated Must See. $1800
(.3 10)202-0] 30

NORTH INGI.EWOOD, 2 bed/ 1; bath house
Laundry, heal & air, refrigerator, s«ovc, park
ing, front and backyard Available 2/1.

S/9(Vrt>o. (310)672-7387.

«•

QUIET, RESPONSIBLE, non-smoking femafe
needed to share Brentwood house. $355Ano +
util. Availabfe 2/1. Lorraine 820-6604.

VENCE, OWN BEDROOM. Security, furn-

ished, laundry, quiet area, walk to beach.
Naomi 392-5256. Toklmi 452-0699

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING-FULLY EQUIPPED-
REASONABLE RATES. (616)765-1026.

CNId Core 90

ik

House for Sole 58

SHERMAN OAKS, nev Mulholland, 6 miles to
UCLA, 3bed^bath, dining den, pool, ^at
vfew. $549,000 Dave (616)763-6675.

Real Estate 61

IF YOU ARE PAYING OVER 10% Fixed or 6%
adjustabfe on yourhome k>an. Now Is the time
to Refinance. Call Agent/ Bob H.
213-477-6466

WEST LA. 750 S.F. $1 1 25 and 165 S.F. $265,
neg. Retail use too. Garage avail. 361 1 Motor
near Venice Blvd. Call Veronica
(310)626-2446 x344.

Room/Board for Help 62

Light houwkeeping, shopping, dog walking
duties. Wodring coupfe needs quiet person.
Must have car. Near La Cienega & Beveriy
BKd. Availabfe Feb 1st. Send Note to: Eric

Johnson 661 1 Alden Dr. Suite #7 LA. 90046.
(310)659.2321.

NK:E private room with bath & private

entrance In large home, 1 -mife from campus In

exchange for carpooling two boys. C*- avail-

abfe. Must be mature , responsibfe ft like

sports. Male student preferred. Mrs. Weiss.
476-5990

EXPERIENCED NANNY AVAILABLE aft/eves.

Have own car, English speaking. Excellent
references. (310)624-5340. Jennifer. Leave
"^wage

NANNY NEEDED. P/r for 3 great kkis. Call
Cyy 471-5171

START YOUR CHB.D'S NEW YEAR IN A
PROOLXTTIVE & FUN ENVIRONMENT. Run
by pre-school teacher, stateslicensed daycw
honf«a In WLA. Afes 16 mo - 4 yrs. Call
Stephanfe. (310M73-2771

Insurance 91

Good Rates for

Motorcycles
with Callfomia-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7061. or

(310)475-8355

PRIVAir ROOM AND BATH in Westwooil'
home, Warner & LaConte, in exchange for

IShrs baby sitting. 2-5pm. for 2 boys (5&7).
(310)624-1330.

Spacious room near campus in exchange for

light housework and some babysitting. Chin-
ese cooking a plus. (Late afternoons) Dalia
(310)474-4629.

TowntKxise for Sale 65

WLA: Ultra modem beauUfully fiimishMi

towwiHouBe. 2-bd -f foft, 2'A bath. Gourmet
kitchen, fireplace, roof garden, gar^e, W/D A
moie. $2200. D10M44-O433.

Movers/Storage 94

CoTKios for Sale 67

V2 BLOCK FROM UCLA. LUXURIOUS 2
BED/1 1/2 BATH v««^agnificent view & ter-

race; laundry in unK. Asking $345,000. Call

broker. (213)624-0453.

LOVELY HIGHRiSE CONDO 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa.

security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)624-0453.

PENTHOUSE 1-BEDROO^Vl BATH, l-bfock

from UCLA, village vfew, doormvi buiWlr^
with pool. $269,000. Call Broker
(213)824-0453.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. S«:-
urity bgilding. $160,000. Gail 445-7776,
276-6331.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. WALK TO
UCLA. STUDIO $95K. 1BR/1BA $160K,
2BR/1BA $235. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1761.

Condos for StKKe 66

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED 2Bed-1 *A Bath
Condo. Own room. Extras - TV, VCR. Cabfe.
Clean, quiet. Walk to UCLA. $60(Vmo
(310)824-4098.

WLA, SHARE 1 900 sqft. townhouse. 3+2'A
private parking, furnished, dining room, living

room. $525/rTK). + utilities. (310)768-5221

WLA, share huge master bedroom in exclusive
fully furnished condo. All amenities, prime
unit^$375/mo. (310)620-5761.

Guest House for Rent 70

$585 CENTURY CITY, guesthouse near Rox-
bury paH(. Monthly. Female to share with
female. Appointment (310)271-6811

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The c«eful
movers. Free estimates, experfenced, M\d rell-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

THRFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experfenced.
ShortA-ong distance. No job too small. Call for
best quote. (310>453-0626

TOM'S MOVING SERVKI. DEPENDABLE.
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE STORAGE. 350 sq. fk.

Top kxratfon. $350. Dl 0)475-7533, 9-5.

Services Offered 96

ALMOST FREE Head vxJ Body shots for

good-fooking, fit men by photgrapher. Jay
(310)276-6316

FRUSTRATED developing editing graduate
school personal statentents, other vital written
material? Professional help from nationally-
known aUhorA:onsultant. (213)626-4445.

$MONEY $ MONEY$. Immediate help. Debt
consultations and signature bans to $20K. All
applicanU considered. 1-600-221-5546.
Open 7 days.

PROFESSK>NAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,
term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-

nia (310)6200150

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjecta. Theses/Dlascrtatlons

Proposals and Books.
Foreign stiidcnts welcome.

PAPOS NOT FOB SALE
Sharoo Bear, Ph.D
(310>47a4«62

_ Video Editing 89 Video Editing 89

M.P.T.V. & VIDEO MEDIA PRODUCTION
EDITING W. ADVANCED EQUIPMENT

$20/HR 3/4" CUTS ONLY $32 W.OPERATOR
$30/HR 3/4" A/B ROLL $45 W.OPERATOR

(TBC's, Color Camera, Switcher, Time Code, Mies, CD, Cassdecks,
Special Effects, Amiga Titles)

COMMERIGAL -h MEDICALS <STUDENT DISCOUNTS>
V^.APPOINTMENT
24 MR A DAY Tel (310) 475-5617

1434 Westwood Blvd. #6 Los Angeles, Ca 90024

Daily Bruin Oaeslfled Thuredey, Jenuary 9, 19B2 29

Services Offered 96 Travel

STUDY the Bible with honesty and common
sense. Everyone who does that reaches the
SAME conclusions INOEPENDENTLY on ALL
major doctrines. (Mature faith rests on much
adkJ evkience that ACTUALLY AMOUNTS
TO PROOFJ •...Christianity is an educa-
tion. ...'-The late Prof. C.S. Lewis of Oxford.
No Pressure or obligation. Contributions NOT
requested. Choose your comfort level: corres-
pondence, phone, groups. Eventual goal: like

souls walking with the one, personal Cod,
form a congregation. (310)559-6267. (Current
Sun. Worship: Anaheim: (714)534-2199).

Honolulu

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,
economics, engineering, ESL, engllsh/
composition, finance, foreign languages,
humanities, mathematics, physics, political

V--,K*nce, statistics. STUDENT SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutoring Service
(213)748-7412.

ESL/COMPOSITION/EDITINC. Duke gradu-
ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)285-4616.

MATH TUTOR. LCLA Math ^ad. available:
Calculus, H|^ school, SUtistics, math II,

etcCemr (310)274-4846

new Fenc
SaHlakcCHy
Usbon
London
hankfurt

•Fares are each way from lot Angeles bncd on a
roundtrippurchate AestnctKXK apply. Fares subject
to change without notice and tatcs not included.

$14f»
$f1*
$1ff*
$t1t*
$M5*

Tutoring Noodod 99
MATH njTO« NEEDED. Torrance, Pilot
VMa. Call 010)M4-7U2.

Coundlkaud
1093 BroxtonAvc #220
Los An9cles,CA 90024

310-208-3551

Typing 100 Autos 109

A-l BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7.0AY 8
A.M.'-8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATKDNS/PAPERS^HESES/TAPES.
EDITINC. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPttL-
CHEOC. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICA.
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM IXIA 213-476-2829.

—CARING TUTOR—BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GOFROM MYS-
T£RY TO MAgT€T<Yt CALL RfN£€,
1818)545-0960.

MUSTANG GHIA '79. 5.0 V8. White, 88,000
miles. A/C. No acciderHs. New water pump.
$2,000. (310)473-5496.

Nissan Sentra '84, 61 M, an^b^caas, new tires,

aUo, ps, mns yeati SJfrPO. (310)207-5740.

PLYMOUTH VALIANT '74. White 4-door,

27,000 miles on rebuilt slant 6 engTne. Excel-
lent mechanical condition. Fine student cm.
$25O0f6bo. (310)676-1935.

TOYOTA

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup-Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSING specializing In theses,

dissertatiom, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. SanU Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-
wood (213)466-2888.

For Rent 101

JlibidJfc
transmissior^, new clutch. $3500/obo.
(31^825^6063^ 559-4432, %»eekends.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

SUZUKI GN 250CC. '83. Blue, newtires. Runs
^eat. Immaculate condition. $675/obo.
453-0828.

YAMAHA 650, '83. Scia turbo. Showroom
exhibition bike. Red/ black. Orig. 7k.

SITOiyobo. (310)824-3363 Leo.

Hotrigcfiito.' Henialb

For FREE DELIVERY call

POLAR LEASING
533-1500 .inytimo

Srrvitig UCLA sincp 19^4

Scooters (or Sole 116

Music Lessoru 102

OJITAR lessom by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

SINGI Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingle;Teaching AsiocTNate Lam, 25 yn.
experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

VOCE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(31X))277-7012

1980 VespalOO Great condHion. Low miles,

hdmet, $800 Rand 208^8639.

1986 HONDA ELITE 125. Needs tune-up to
run. Have all WDrk receipts. Offer. Dave
(213)553-4338.

1987 HONDA ELITE 80. RUNS GREAT, RED,
WITH HELMET, LOCK AND PERMIT.
S60O/6bo. MIKE 824-7771

DEPENDABLE, MINT CONDITK>N Honda
Elite 80,'87, low mileage- Includes cool motor-
cycle helmet. (714) 964-551 0/Krls.
ITOtVOBO.

ELITE 150. Runs great, looks good. Includes

helmet and lock. $VOO0 OBO. 472-7465 leave

">««age.

aiTE 80 & 1 50. MUST SaL. LOW MILEAC2.
CALL MIKE 207-8088.

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESLIMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES «f COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

Travel Tickets 106

RT - LA-Honolulu from now until 1/15.
Anytime. Delta Airlines. $400,
(310)398-0141.

SOUTHWEST ARILINE TKTKET FOR SALE
S200/abo. Please contact )oe 208-6659

HONDA ELITC 80. Low mileage. 1986. $850
o.b.o. Helmet also, $50-almost new.
794-5575.

HONDA ELITE '89. 80cc, excellent condition,

2,200 miles. $1000. (213)938-8289.

HONDA SCOOTER. Elite '88. Red with black
trunk. Runs great. Call eves 557-9719.

HONDA SPREE '86 FOR SALE. Black,

$270obo. Includes parking pennit. Call Lilly

evenings (213)444-9125.

RED ELITE 50. Low mileage, mns great. Lock &
permit S4O0/cbo. Julie 477-0892

YAMAHA 125Z 87'. Runs good. $575 obo.
(213) 824-0928.

YAMAHA 180. 7000 miles. Gold, new tire,

runs great, looks good, currently registered.

$675/Dbo. 828-6402. ^^
YAMAHA RIVA RAZZ 50, 1989. Excellent

condition. Red with lock. $500/obo.
445-0698.

Yamaha Razz '87, Runs like new. Low
mileage. $700obo. Michan 208-0769.

Furniture for Sale 126

Autos for Sale 109

'81 RABBIT, 4-speed, sunroof, good condition.

$110CyDbo. 478-6771.

'87 TOYOTA TERCEL HATCHBACK. 4 Speed,

3 dr, great corviition, golden, 65,000 miles.

$3,20(Vbbo. (310)824-5056

Chevy Sprint, '86, Grey, Good condition.

Great gas mileage. $1500. Chuck.
(213)-445-1172.

DODGE 600 CONVERTIBLE, 1986. Black.

65k miles. Loaded. $4500. yll 0)836-81 03.

DODCX OMNI '79. Good condition. Rebuilt

carb. $1,00Q/obo. (310)476-4077.

HONDA ACCORD LXi 87. A/C, AM/FM tape,

sunroof, 5-speed, one owner, great condition.

%7,700fOBO. (310) 390-1559.

HONDA CIVK: CRX '86. White, 48,000m, 1

• owner, loaded. $5,000. (81 8)954-1 32a

Extra-long Full Size Mattress with boxsprlng
and frame. One year old $80.00 O.B.O.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

TWIN/QUEEN BED. $50 EACH. Must pick up.
Call (213)292-7472.

Misc. For Sale 128

EJ WHEELCHAIRS - 1 electric, 1 manual,
$2000 for both. 824-7158, leave message.

MCROWAVE OVEN. Excellent condition.

$125 Call evenings 820-3972

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

BEGINNING SURFBOARD and wcUult for

sale. $100. Call Doug (310)477-9038.

105 Typewriter/Computer 134

MAC A COMPUTER & printer. Excellent

condition. $800. Call evenings. 820-3972

NeXT DIMENSION COMPUTER '040 Cube
W/300M HD & Int OptDR 24M RAM; 1

7' color

& 1 7' mono nHmltors; ext flpyOr. $9,995. Call
Fr. Frank/St. Paul's 474-1527.

PANASONK: KX-R535 Electronic lype%vriter.

New model. 15-character display. Spell-

Checker. 7,000-character internal memoryl
$150. Call: Tina 478-4452.
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The year ahead could be an extremely
active one for you. FrmuXs^ vmW pjay key

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

roles in helping you realize your
aspirations.

CAPRICOfIN (Dm;. 22-Jan. 19) Don't
be fearful of taking on several endeav-
ors simultaneously. Under usual condi-
tions, this may not be a good idea, but
this is a time of exciting change. Trying
to patch up a broken romance? The As-
tro-Graph Matchmaker can help you
understand what to do to make the rela-
tionship work. Mail $2 plus a long, self-

addressed, stamped envelope to
Matchmaker, c/o this newspaper, P.O.
Box 91428. Cleveland. OH 44101-3428.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fab. 19) Don't
toss in the towel now regarding secret
desires that, thus far. you've t>een un-
able to fulfill. The harvest is much
nearer than you may realize. Keep
plugging.

PI8CE8 (Feb. 20-March 20) Several
new people you've recently met are def-
initely worth knowing better. Make it a
point to open lines of communication to
each one.
ARIES (March 21-Apni 19) In order to
be effective today, you must not abuse
your authority. Desirable results c^n be
achieved by keeping a low profile and
pulling strings from behind the scenes.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Important
changes in your social life could begin
to transpire today. Also, friends and
contacts you made in distant places
could soon prove very valuable.
GEMINI (May 21-Juna 20) Opportuni-
ties to increase your earnings or hold-
ings through sources other than your
usual ones look exceptionally promising
at this time. Keep an open mind when
listening to the material proposals of
others.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Alliances
you form today for special purposes
should work out as troth parties antici-

pate. One could turn out to be signifi-

cant and enduring.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Your instincts
are on target regarding something you
perceive as having potential value. Be
patient, however, because it will require
effort to change it from a liability to an
asset.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sapt. 22) Exciting
changes could be in the offing at this

time where your social life is concerned.
You are now in a cycle that may en-
hance your popularity more than ever
before.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Your proba-
bilities for substantial success in your
material affairs look exceptionally
promising now. These positive trends
could lead you to the cashier's window.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Your ability

to sell or promote products or issues
you have a vested interest in. looks bet-
ter now than it has for quite some time.
What you personally control could
prove to t>e big winners.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dac. 21) Pa-
tience is essential in this time frame
where your commercial affairs are con-
cerned. You might not gain the edge
you're hoping for until it's time to wrap
up the deal.

ACROSS

1 Young ones
6 Infuriated

10 Judah's son
14 Assign
15 Russian river

16 Renown
17 Vine: var.

18 Explains
20 — Quayle
21 '— bail!'

23 CatNke
animal

24 At>80fbs
moisture from

26 Merchandise
experts

26 Handing over
30 Sierra —
31 Sour

substances
32 A color
36 ProTKXjn
37 Classifies

38 Snacked
39 Cooking

appliances
42 Sew loosely
44 Dominates
45 Glued
46 Two-handed:

var.

49 Outmoded
50 Forward
51 Seasoning
52 Greek letter

55 "Yours — •

58 Michigan city

60 Marquis de —
61 African lily

62 Not hidden
63 Polish river

64 Smoking
device

65 Nostrils

DOWN _^.___
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1-9-02 ® 1M2 United Pasture Syndicate

1 Hairless

2 Inter —
3 Unspiced food
A i.ong time
5 Some
garments

6 Early

Peruvians
7 Depend (on)

8 A Gabor
9 US patriotic

org.

10 Major, e.g.

11 Unsophisti-
cated

12 Moslem
prince: var.

13 Hatching
places

19 Cake topping
22 Table part
25 Liberate
26 Irritants

27 Antarctic ^a
28 C of COD
29 Reverberate.
30 Sets of

legends

32 Stopover
place

33 Bostonian or
Ottawan

34 Female: suff.

35 Necessity
37 Casa unit

40 One of

Santa's
reindeer

41 Thrust
42 Fortified

place
43 Pack animal
45 Buddy
46 Opera heavy
47 Greek epic
48 World: Fr.

49 Check
recipient

51 Splatter
53 Employ
54 Animal food
56 Talk: slang
57— Whitney-
59 Eggs

50

55^

60

63
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(pari beauty salon)
Remove your unwanted hair

with 1007e Naturai Wax
Full legs waxing and bikini... $20
Upper legs wax and bikini $15
Bikini waxing $ 8
Half legs wax $10
Underamn $ 8
Arm ..J. $12
Lip wax or chin, or eyebrow.... $ 6
Eyelash tint $10
European Fackals $25

1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325
Open Sundays

*McGi^j^ IRISH PUB*

HUGE Selection •¥•

of PUB GRUB >^

LONDON
CLEANERS
Westwood's Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

1ms coupon is Good cjootl for

S4 Off a Minitnuni

$12 Dry CIcaniFia Order

\' •[ V.ilul 'Aitl- ( Mil. I ( )t(,',s

With liironiiiii) Onlrt

- ENTERTAINMENT
^^^ SurvThurs (excluding Mon)

8pm to midnight

^ ^? VV)^ Including: ^
cqOO "* Indian Cuisine. British Specialties. ^

Pizza & American Favorites •^

DAILY BEER SPECIALS 4>
150 Imported &
Domestic Beers
16 Draught

^ Sports channel on TV. all open hours ^
j^^ 2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA (213) 828-9839 .^
•?• 7 Days a Week llam-2am ^^

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

FREE Lunch or Dinner Entree
When you purchase a Lunch or Dinner Entree

(equal or lesser value) expires 1/16/92

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
(213) 828-9839

We*re noiv open Sundays

Whether you're watching the NFL championship games

or our #2 ranked^iuins crush the opposition

Shippys is it...and thats that.

FREE DELIVERYALWAYS

208-8494

HM

MON-l^TED
11:30-11:30

TH-SAT
11:30-2:30

SUN
11-6

nterested in Med School?

Take the first step and find

out about:

The MCAT exam

What to expect in Med School

• The application process

• and Much, Much More!

^^*ttiucten^ Sale

CP286-12MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono $550

CP386SX-25MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) $975

CP386DX^25MHz (80MB Hard Drive) $1170

CP386-33MHZ W/64K Cache (80 MB Hard Drive)....$1285

CP486-20MHZ (120MB Hard Drive) $1450

CP486-33MHZ W/256K Cache (120MB Hard Drive).$1790

AH Systoms Include!
"

,

"
'

•'
~~"

SouthernrCafifornia MCAT/Med School Seminars:

Culver City

Monday, January 13

6:30 PM

Brentwood Endno

Tuesday, January 2 1 Wednesday, January 22

6:30 PM 6:30 PM'

CALL l-80()-KAP-TEST for reservations

and information

£ STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

FREE SUPER MOUSE II

with purchase of system

•1 MB RAM Memory

•5.25" or 3.5" Floppy Drive

•HYUNDA1 14" Super VGA(.28) Color Monitor

•Super VGA(1024'768) W/1 MB-256 Colors

•101 Enhanced Keyboard

•AT I/O Card (2 Serial. 1 Parallel & 1 Game)

•2FD/2HD IDE Controller

•100% IBM Compatible Systems

•One Year Parts and Labor Warranty

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE, LOWEST PRICE
Please Call SCOTT for best deal at

iComputer Plus
3H50iiiishire Blvd #104
r.OS Angeles, CAiiDlO

WILSHIR& 1 1
UJ I
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From page 36

players from last season. Return-

ing is forward Tara Davis, who
was named to the Pac-10 AU-
Freshman Team.

An area of concern for the

Huskies could be at the point guard

position, as 341 of Washington's

459 assists have been lost

use earned a third-place con-

ference flnish last season and made
it to the second round of theNCAA
tournament The Trojans went 11-

7 in Pac-lO games.

This season could be the Year of

Lisa Leslie over in Troy, as the

highly-touted forward/center

embarks upon her sophomore year.

As the Pac-10 Freshman of the

Year, Leslie led the Trojans with

19.4 points, 10 rebounds and 2.6

blocked shots per game.
Oregon will be the first Pac-10

team to venture into the Wooden
Center this season, and will try to

shake its eighth-place conference

finish last year. The Ducks exper-

ienced turnover problems last year

and were last in the Pac-10 in

saving, resulting in a 6-12 confer-

ence record.

Head Coach Elwin Heiny has

four returning starters, including

forward Debbie Sporcich, who led

the Ducks in scoring and rebound-

ing as a fireshman with 15.1 poinjts

and 9.8 rebounds per game.
Oregon State went 9-9 in con-

ference last season to finish kixth.

Head Coach Aki HiU returns tfaree=

starters, including senior forward

Judy Shannon who averaged 19.6

and 9.5 rebounds a game and was
named to the All-Pac-10 Team.

Five newcomers join the Beav-
ers, including forward Rausheda
Hickman and guard Missy Smith,

who will be called upon to fill the

voids left by last year's starting

center and point guard.

The Beavers could be troubled

by its three-point shooting, as only

seven three-pointers were made all

last season.

California finished seventh last

season, but Head Coach Gooch
Foster will spend her 15th season

trying to better its 7-1 1 conference

record in 1990-91. Cal won only

one game on the road last year and
lost eight.

Returning to the starting lineup

is All-Pac-10 forward Trisha Slaf-'

ford, who led the Bears with 17.8

points and 8.4 rebounds per game.

Washington State finished last

season in the top half of the

conference, fourth with a 10-8

record. Head Coach Harold
Rhodes will have a strong core of

experience with five returning

players who have all started.

Rhodes enjoys a prolific bench
and the versatility of players like

Susie Jarosch and Andrea Loukes,

who can play both point and off

guard. If the Cougars avoid inju-^

ries, they may be able to live up to

their preseason conference rank of

fifth.

Last year's cellar-dweller was
Arizona, 1-17 in conference
games. Rookie head coach Joan

Bonvincini comes to Tucson after

a successful career at Long Beach
State and will have two returning

starters and three freshman
recruits. A third starter, Kim
Conway, is sidelined with a knee
injury.

Hoping that experience will

translate into a more successful

showing than ninth place, Arizona
State retains six players who
played all 28 games last year.

Stop smoking.

Your heart, lungs and

friends mil thank you.

i.\
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Pack). We need to make adjust-

ments," Raveling said. "But I'd

rather have them back and go
down to Arizona and play with

them."

Consistency may be the only
thing holding the Trojans back this

season. Although their upset vic-

tory over Ohio State was highly

regarded, their loss against non-

ranked Notre Dame (2-5) raised

doubts in some as to how far this

use team can go.

i.

California

California head coach Lou
Campanelli is very excited about
his team's chances in the Pac-10
conference race. The 1993 race

that is.

*T think the league has impress-

ive teams from top to bottom,"

Campanelli said. **We are a young
team that is about a year or two
away firom really chaHenging."

The Golden Bears are one of the

youngest teams in the country with

six true freshman and one redshirt

freshman on the roster. Further-

more, the team boasts only two
seniors.

This year, Campanelli will need
a little patience in watching his

team go through the growing pains

and trials and tribulations of a

confiNience season.

**We are one of the youngest

teams in ' the country with five

freshman getting over 15 minutes

learning and have made good
progress and have hung in there

with pretty good teams."

All-conference forward Brian

Hendrick will lead the Bears. After

a stow start, the junior has come
forth to contribute 15.4 points and
10.2 rebounds.

**He has come on of late to play

better, but you will always expect

more from Hendrick. I wanthim tp

pick it up a little," Campanelli said.

Stanford

The hopes of the Stanford

Cardinal in the Pacific- 10 confer-

ence lie squarely on the shoulders

of their standout center ^— 6' 10"

Adam Keefe.

Throughout the preseason,

Keefe has carried the defending

NIT champions to an impressive

8-1 record, their only loss coming
from No. 9 Nfichigan Sti^te. The
senior currently ranks second in

the conference in scoring with 25.7

points per game, and leads the

Pac-10 in rebounds with a 12.6

average.

Keefe, who played alongside

UCLA forward Tracy Murray on
the U.S. team in the Pan-American

games, has been touted as a

possible Ail-American and a cer-

tain first-round draft pick.

*I wouldn't trade Adam for
tti

anybody in the league," Stanford

head coach Mike Montgomery
said. **He has stepped it up a level

since the Pan Am games which has

pleasantly surprised me."

Montgomery would be even

more thrilled if forward Brent

Williams stepped up his play to

take some of the pressure off

Keefe. The sophomore started

several games for the Cardinal

towards the end of last season and

needs to come through offensively

in order for Stanford to contend in

the Pac-10.

"Brent Williams needs to pro-

duce, if he doesn't come through,

then it is going to be tough to win,"

Montgomery said.

Last year's starting guards John

Patrick and Kenny Ammann both

graduated, so the load falls on

point guard Marcus Lollie and

outside shooter Peter Pukes.

By Zschsry Aron, Andrs Ksil

and Aaron Uwsnbarg

RJKENTIRE irfelter mcLLi Goodrich Ciflltineilldl^ Tires rone michelin

WHERE THE FUTURE IS HERE TODA Y WITH PRICES OF YESTERDA Y

NOW! THEALL NEW HI-TECH
COMPUTER DESIGN RIKENTRE

IS HEREATAPOLLO TIRE!

10% DISCOUNT
TO UCLA STUDENTS

& FACULTY

RIKEN, THE #1 QUALITY TIRE IN AMERICA THAT WILL OUT-PERFORM MICHELIN, GOODYEAR
PIRELLIORDUNLOPWITHUPT050% SAVINGS. SATISFACTIONGUARANTEEDINOAPPOINTMENTNEEDED.

RIken Technology is a unique achievement In computer design that combines lioth the highest per-
formance characteristics and the longest wearing rubber compound In the Industry.

STEEL BELTED
RADIALS

PI55/80RI
P165/80RI
PI75/80R1
PI85/80RI
PI85/75RI
PI95/75RI
P205/75RI
P205/75RI
P24 5/75R1
P225/75RI
P235/75RI

3 530.95
3 32.95
3 35.95
3 35.95
4 34.95
4 35.95
4 36.95
5 38.95
5 40.95
5 42.95
5 43.95

RADIALS FOR
IMPORTS

¥UnQ Mllf Warrant]

HI Parfomianca
Steal Radial f6r Imports
P195/50VRI5 $ 78.95
P205/50VR15 100.95
P225/50VRI5 152.95
P195/50VRI6 129.95
P205/55\/RI6 167,95
P225/50VR16 17D.95
P245/50VR16 183.95
P255/50VR16 188.95
P205/55ZR16 174.95
P225/50ZRI6 179.95
P255/50ZRI6 198.95^

(2S^3
Steel RmEsI for DomtstkCsn

\

60,000 MILES WARRANTY 1

P155/80R13 ... $46.95
PI65/80RI4... 50.95
PI75/80RI3... 52.95
PI85/80RI3... 53.95
PI8S/75R14... 56.95
PI95/75RI4 ...

P205/75RI4 ...

.,..;^. 58.95
61.95

P205/75R15 ... ,..65.95
P2I5/75R15... 67.95
P225/75RI5... 71.95

,P235,/75RI5.. 74.95 y

1 55/SRT3

175/SR14 ..,.....:.. 28.95

165/SR15 28.95

175/70SR13 32.95

18S/70SR13 34.95

I85/70SR14 35.95

195/70SR14 38.95

205/70SR14 a..

MICHELIN XH
PI75/80R13... $60.95

PI85/80R13 62.95

P185/75RI4 68.95

PI95/75RI4 71.95

P205/75R14 76.95

P2I5/75RI4 81.95

P205/75R15 77.95

P215/75RI5 81.95

P225/75RI5 82.95

^235/75R15 86.95^

225/70RI5 :........$ 98.95
255/70RI5 111.95
LT2I5/85RI6 110.95
LT225/85RI6....: 116.95
LT235/85RI6 121.95

STEEL RADIAL FOR
TRUCKS & VANS

LT245/85RI6 130.95
30/9.50R15 121.95
3I/I0.50RI5 122.95
31/M 50RI5 129.95
875/R16.5 112.95
950/RI65 r..... 124.95

Steei Rmdlml For imptnts
S Domestic Csrs

60,000 MILES \X/ARr?Af\JTY

155SR12 $39.95
I55SRI3 40.95
I65SRI3 41.95
I75SRI4 50.95
I85SRI4 53.95
165SRI5 .....50.95
P175/70HR13 52.95
P185/70HRI3 ........55.95

P195/70HR13 58.95
PI75/70HRI4 58.95
PI95/70HRI4 58.95
P195/70HR14. 61.95
P205/70HRI4. ;.... 66.95
P195/65HR14 88.95
P185/65HR15 91.95
Pf95/65Hf?!5 93,95 -

VaOBiVK
The # 1 Quality Tire is here . . . and ,^

will save you 50% less than;

Michelln, Goodyear & Pirelllll

>-,v*/*^

irMHer

P205/65HRI5 104.
P2I5/65HRI5.'....~:::.. 104.

<r^l'^j?fc^lrl:|
Steel Radial For Imports & Dooiestic Cars

60,000 MILES WARRANTY

THE "SPECIAL EDITION TIRE'
Tire built \A/ith the C^liforni^ driver m mind

klmbmr^^^ ^ MIchelln Tire Corp. Subsidiary 60,000 IV/lile Umited Warranty
Tru* to their Hiyne^i tiandard keibet has developed the t>eM value (or youf Califofnia driving tooditioo wiiri qualiiies far exceedmq m aM categories Kleber » 4 D team
has produced THE tire that w* deliver m eicess of 6O.000 mtles o* true coorfort arxJ performarxe urxJer the most demarxJing road cor»d<tions APOLLO TIR€ CO &
KLEBER wi* deliver ^ou the best doNar value per rrtrte

I85/60HR13
205/60HRJ3
I85/60HRI4
I95/60HRI4
205/60HRI4
2I5/60HRI4
225/60HRI4
235/60HRI4
245/60HRI4
I95/60HRI5
205/60HR15
215/60HR15
225/60HRI5
235/60HRI5
245/60HRI5
255/60HRI5
225/60VRI6.

64.95
.71.95
.66.95
68.95
75.95
77.95
79.95
82.95
86.95
77.95
79.95
81.95
83.95
87.95
90.95
112.95
132.95

I55/SRI2 $38.95
I55/SR13 39.95
165/SRI -J

r8|S/SRI4
t6S/SRI5
I75/70RI3
I85/70RI3
I85/70RI4
I95/70RI4.
205/70RJ4

40.95
53.95
4a.95
46.95
49.95
52.95
55.95
61.95

PI75/80RI3
PI85/8C«?3
PI85/75RI4
PI85/70Ri4
PI95/7SRI4
P205/75RI5
P2I5/75RI5
P225/75RIS
P235/75RI5

$47.95
50.95

, 54.95
60.95
54.95
63.95
66.95
66.95
69.95

I95/65TRIS $82.95
I85/60HRI3 67.95
205/60HRI3 79.95
I85/60HRI4 77.95
195/60HRI4 1 85.95
205/60HRI4 i„«.. 91.95
I95/60HRI5 92.95
205/60HRI5 99.95
I95/50VRI5 103.95
205/50VRI5 I09.95

MICHELIN MXV T COODj^eAR
I95/60HRI4 $f0.9$

205/70HRI4 92.9S

205/60HRI5 104.9$

205/65HRI5 I23.9S

P2I5/60VRI5
P225/60VRI5
P205/50VRI5
P205/55VRI6

$141.95

151.95

171.95

176.95

P225/50VRI6 181.95

EAGLES GATOf?BACK
STEEL RADIALS

P245/50VRI6 197.95

P255/50VR16 201.95

P27540ZRI7 301.95

3I/105RI5 111.95

2.^S/85RI6 141.95

j^^tM
205/70VRf5:TT:.: 1146.95
215/70VRI5 161.95
205/55VRI6 194.95

225/50VRI6 207.95
185/60HRI4 82.95
I95/60HRI4 89.95

V I95/60HRI5 91.95 y

FRONT BRAKES 4 WHEEL BRAKES fMONROE?

I «AP95* ^o^^
I
^99?*

I*
RfpUce Pads

• RppUce Grease S«Jh

I«

RepacV Wheel Bearings

• Semt MeuMc Pads Extra
I , Good W/Coupoo Only

NOSURPRISESI

MOST I
MacPHERSON GAS

CAW
I

STRUTS CARTRIDGES i

• Replace Pads. Shoes • Re f ^m tkM^t * mo«;t '

i

place Grease Seah • Repack
j | ^ff**

*
^ ARS |

^'^*** **2^ * '^^''"' INSTALLATION INCLUDED
1^^5-2*?^^. r " *

I 'LlfniME WARRANTY I

**^J!!l^^.'!?^
^'"'*^ I P»K3MT END ALIGNED I

, Ckxjd WATcxjpon Or>ly . Good \*//foucxxi Only Thru |L J'hm 1/31/92 I Thru 1/31/92 J

We offer full service tune-ups.

transmissions and air conditioning

We service BMW, Jaguar and
Mercedes. Our prices

are lower than dealerships.

TRUCK & RV
750-16 $60.95
800-16.5 66.95
875-16.5 67.95
950-16.5 74.95
12-16.5 94.95
31X10.50-15 77.95
32X11.50-15..... 80.95
33X12.50-15 88.95/

TRUCK & RV
RADIALS

27x8 50RI4 , 76.95
30X9.50RI5 ^ / 78.95
3IXI0.5ORI5..... 86.95
32x1 I 50RI5 97.95
33x12 50RI 5.5 104.95
235/85RI6 87.95

. 950RI6 5 ....-.». .104.95 _

\j3xl2 50RI6.5 .^126.9^

FREE ESTIMATES because additKyial parts, service and labor are often needed at substantial extra cost.

JOIM THE PERFORMAMCE GEWERATIOM THAT

BEATS THE COMPETITIOM IN PRICE, SERVICE & SELECTION

WEST LOS ANGELES
1756 Sepulveda Blvd.

(Vz Block South of Santa Monica Blvd.)

(213) 478-1412
En Tocias Las T\cnda% Se Habia Espanol OPEN 6 DAYS 8 to 6 Service M.tn.iqi'f Stof*' M.unqt'f

^iR^.'^-'J.U"

' ' »-

<p»i ^*»
.. »&

'

>. »
'
ni l *

tn im II w I

.""• i|il i .'!^ iil.l|..Mi,' laask rtH WV^ * ftrmrmi^f
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TRAFFIC (

SCHOOL '

IKl-K l'ARKI\(, crSIIlONi:!) CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, <JC: KVEMNCJS
CLASSES

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DALY ^^^^
(CLEARCOLOI^ ^ ^ $40 PR
DISPOSABLES («mo m^^t^ $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.

ASTIGMATISM, EXTENDED $139 PR

BauidinLamblHWM

«

HAIRCUT &
MEN & WOMEN

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

BLOWDRY
Bikini Wax $8
Up Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $20
Sculpture Nails

HILITE&
CUT & CONDITIONER

CELLOPHANE &
CUTS 25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant Expires 2/9/92

^

*

Jf

* ,

m^4
v52^rv

, P^i***"

^fe;
.

•^•J

^^
4iett*^ -̂•*-«< fihN CWfast, free DEUVERY^-

•.»iy-. ^

^^^ *>»

X

FAST, FREE DELiVEBY:

207^900
100% Raal Mozzaralla
& Fresh Ingredients

11628 Santa Monica #10

(1 BIk Eft of Barrington)
••>>•

.'••i

Sunday- Thursday
11-12am

Friday-Saturday

11-2am

*t>6nly $9.99 /

•^

• I

WELCOME
BACK!

Prevent those quarterly

colds with the help of a SHA!

Your SHAs for the quarter are:

DYKSTRA:

HEDRICK/HITCH:

RIEBER/SAXON:

SPROUL/SUNSET:

CO-OPS/APTS:

FRATERNITIES:

SORORITIES:

Stacey, Pat, Julio, Suzanne, and Ho%
Vaughne, Charlotte, Ernesto, Jennifer, and Corey

Drew, Michael, Jodi, Patty, and Jason

Sandy, David, Angel, Benj, Julie, and Johanna

Effie, Bryce, and Jason

Matt (20E). Mike (ex), Chris (<bK}¥), Burt (ZBT). Kevin (ATO),

Raleigh (TKE), Norm (SAX), Joe (AXA), Jason (OKI), Richard

(AKD), Kevin (ZAM), Scott (es), and Jon (zn)

Terri (roB), Dawn (nBO), Sadaf (AEO). Kathryn (AF), Sue (KKf).

Diana (AAn), Sabrina (IK), Kelly (AXfl), Tiffany (A*), Amy (AAA),

and Gina (Xfl) —— ——
NON-ADVOCATING: Chris, Neil, Craig, and Roxanne

CO-Ds: Dean and Kevin

Want to be one of us? Student Health Advocate Recruitment "QUEST
FOR THE BEST** begins third weelcl Checic next weelc's Daiiy Bruin for

Orientation dates, times, and iocations!

Sponsored by SHS

CHARLES OOOLEY/Daly Bruin

Stanford's A»fn Kaafia (^fo. SlfRopeslo lead the C^ffdmsf to tft«=

top of the Pao-10 conference.

M.PAC-10
From page 36

Damon Stoudamiic is the seventh

player featured in the rotation.

The McKale Mystique con-

tinues at Arizona this year, as the

Wildcats haven't lost on their

home court since 1987.

Arizona St

When Bill Fheder arrived on the

scene in Tempe, Ariz, he pledged

to make the Arizona State basket-

Inll program prominent once
again.

In two seasons, Frieder seems to

have accomplished just that. Last

year, the Sun Devils advanced to

the second round of the NCAA
tournament before falling to Ark-

ansas.

This season, ASU was picked in

the lop 25 in the preseason polls

but stumbled out of the gate as

several key players, including

Pac-10 fireshman of the year Jamal

Faulkner, were suspended for

NCAA rules violations.

However, Frieder insists that the

Sun Devils (9-3) have overcome
their early season difficulties and

are ready to begin the conference

season.

**Our team has kind of been up
and down and struggled a little,**

Frieder said. **But considering

we've played an extremely tough

schedule and we were missing

some players, I am satisfied with

our record.**

The Sun Devils are short on
experience — no one has more
than one year of experience at the

Division I level — but big on
talent. ASU has inked highly

regarded recruiting classes for two
consecutive years.

**No one has come to the

forefront yet.** Frieder said.

"We*ve got a balanced attack.

Probably our best player has been

Jamal Faulkner.**

The 6*7** Faulkner has averaged

nearly 15 points per game to lead

the Sun Devils.

The ASU backcourt also returns

two solid performers in Lynn

Collins and Stevin "Hedake**

Smith. Collins currendy ranks

fourth in the Pac-10 in assists, with

6.L
Freshman Mario Bennett seems

to have arrived as the btsi of the

new prospects. A 6*9** forward

from Denton, Texas, Bennett has

earned a place in the starting lineup

and was named most valuable

player in the Tribune Classic.

The bench is handled capably by

the explosive I>wayne Fontana, an

All-Conference Freshman team

selection.

Southern Californui

use head basketball coach

George Raveling, one of the

nation*s most quotable sports

figures, had another field day with

reporters recently as he talked

about the upcoming Pac-10 sea-

son.

"If McKale (Center) was a

neighborhood, mothers wouldn*t

let their children out to play

(because)its so tough,** said

Raveling of his conference season

opener at sixth-ranked Arizona.

Raveling, who recently
extended his five-year contract

with the Trojans, is coming into

this season riding high on a 8-2

pre-season record, as well as a

terrific 1991 season in which he

took his team to its first winning

record in six years, a third-place

finish in the Pac-10 and USC*s
first NCAA appearance since

1985.

The key to USC*s success will

be junior guard Harold Miner, a

1992 pre-season All-American
who averaged 23.5 points and 5.5

rebounds per game last season and

is one of the premier guards in the

NCAA.
So far, '*Baby Jordan** has led

the Trojans to a 77-75 upset win
over seventh-ranked Ohio State

that catapulted USC to the Top 25.

The loss of Ronnie Coleman
'(17.5 ppg) and Robert Pack (14.7

ppg) has left the Trojans with only

one other returning starter this

year.

**I don*t think that I can ever

adequately replace (Coleman and

See M.PAC-10, page 31
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NCAA swimming in

sitarii-infested water
Here we go again.

As National Collegi-

ate Athletic Association

delegates meet at the Anafieim
Convention Center for their

86th annual meeting, UNLV
basketball coach Jerry Tarka-
nian and the NCAA are on
another collision course with

the United States Supreme
Court.

Tarkanian*s latest battle with
the NCAA comes as a result

of a Nevada law which
requires that NCAA enforce-

ment actions involving state

schools must follow legal due
process standards.

The newest roMnd of charges

between the beseiged Rurmin*
Rebel coach and his perpetual

nemesis stems from UNLV*s
recruitment of Ltoyd Daniels, a

highly touted New York Qty
high school star whose alleged

cocaine problem arrived witfi

him at Las Vegas. Daniels

never suited up for the Rebels.

The NCAA is challenging

the Nevada due process law.

Executive Director Dick
Schultz claims the law would
make it impossible for the

NCAA to enforce its rules.

•Tari^ die Shark,** who will

leave UNLV after this season,

TS^ no stranger to court battles.
'

He is currendy countersuing

the NCAA on the grounds that

it is using ''enforcement atroci-

ties** to force him out of the

coaching business.

UNLV last tangled with the

NCAA in a Supreme Court

case decided in 1988, in which
the court ruled in favor of the

NCAA. The case concerned

whether the NCAA was a

governmental body subject to

constitutional standards of due
process. The NCAA had
attempted to suspend Tarkanian

for rules violations in 1977,

and he and the university had
resisted.

The case took 11 years

before a decision came down.
Eleven years.

Now, Tarkanian and fHe

NCAA are going back to

court, touching off another

cok)ssal waste of time and

taxpayers* dollars as the

NCAA and Tarkanian — along

with several co-defendants,

among them Nevada Gov. Bob
Miller — watch the slow,

methodical wheels of justk:e

move ak)ng.

But, hey, the State of Neva-

da, UNLV and the U.S. court

system have nothing better to

do, right?

Tarkanian Is either the

world's most persecuted coach,

or something far more sinister.

It depends on who you talk to.

Either way, controversy should

be his middle name.

Although he is a talented

coach, leading UNLV to the

Final Four last year, Tarkanian

is becoming more important

less for what he does on the

basketball court and more for

what he does in the courtroom.

His epic legal struggle wiUi

the NCAA has proven more

about the NCAA itself than

about his guilt or innocence.

Coaches like Tarkanian, who
tend to exist on the fringes of

what is ethical and legal, will

always be around. Hopefiilly,

someone will be there to reel

them in when they go off the

deep end. Whether that some-

one will be the NCAA may
depend on the case between

Tarkanian and the organization.

The Cheap Seats

If the Supreme Court rules

against the NCAA, which it

very well may, the NCAA
may see its power as a

governing body dissipate. If 50
state legislatures can tell the

NCAA what it can and can't

do with its investigations,

practicality seems to dictate

that the orgaruzation*s enforce-

ment powers are meaningless.

The inability of to enforce

the rule makes having the rule

a bit pointiess, doesn't it?

oomcwimc m uus Dttiuc

between lawyers and coaches

and the constant and careful

use of "alleged,** there's a

lesson about the NCAA.
The first lesson is about die

power of a myth. The myth
perpetuated by those who break

the rules and those who try to

protect the rulebreakers (read:

Nevada legislators subject to

the powerful sway of UNLV
and its athletic program) is

that the NCAA is an omnipo-

tent. Big Brother organization

running roughshod over peo-

ple*s rights.

The NCAA, slow and

bureaucratic though it may
sometimes t)e, is only a crea-

tion of the same universities it

seeks to govern. The universi-

ties belong voluntarily, some-

thing they do to create order

and promote the image of

organization and integrity.

The second lesson involves

the hysteria legislators pander

to when they create laws like

those in Nevada, Florida and

Illinois. In a day and age

when we can*t figure out how
to keep people from sleq)ing

in the gutter, it seems hard to

believe tfiat state lawmakers

would spend the time, money
and manpower necessary to

investigate college sports.

Tarkanian, and others like

him, seem perfectly willing to

enjoy the benefits (both com-
petitive and financial) that

NCAA membership offers. But
as soon as the NCAA flexes a

muscle, Tarkaruan runs to the

state capital and cries "foul.**

A mdssage to Tark and
everyone else in his boat: give

up on changing the NCAA,
start playing by the rules and
you won*t get into these situa-

tions in the first place. Second
message to Tark and friends:

let the NCAA be the NCAA.
The best way to let the

NCAA do its job is to keep it

free from government tangles

and burdensome regulation. The
apparent purpose of legislation

regulating college sports is to

make the system more fair.

But in the long run, it may
wind up destroying the system

it set out to help.
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eyeglasses!
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village
208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

THE
^\

STORE
...y***':

^j,^,j^j^|Vir^>r-vvvihrv-,-.->.'.'

M
I %

5W^
2fm $40.00

^im $i4.9

$2d5(^,

«»r«/««
'^"'f*' available with aq

i

|i.

$24.99^ |24*99

TVenchCoad

in Town!

V

: :::

'

'
li;iil!3K79-^13;

: -^^^:^^^

lllSllilx-M-- :•: ••'.::

^
Advertise

in the
DAILY
BRUIN

825-2161

I

BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

^UBuunv^
COUPON VALID ONLY AT:— 11 278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
Corner of Sawtelie & Santa Monica

1 Block West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE. SUPERS EXTRA.

EXPIRES 1/16/92

GIVE
HOMEWORK

(and make great money too!)

• The Princeton Review

• Idealpari'iimejob

• Pay starts at $13JO per hour

• Great working conditions

• Work with enthusiastic high school students

Would you like to work in a creative environment helping high

school students and. at the same time, make great money? If so,

we are offering you the opportunity to interview with the nation's

most successful SAT preparation servke. The Princeton Review.

Each year we help thousands of students across the country im-

prove their SAT scores with our uniquely effective program. Ifyou

are bright, enthusiastk and outgoing, and ei^y helping others,

this may be the perfect part-time job for you. Those interested

should send a resume and cover letter to The Princeton Review—
Ma phM^t cqIIh pKff** Also be sure to include your SAT and/or

GRE scores as well as your phone number on your resum^. Those

accepted through our highly selective screening process will

participate in an extensive training,program to become instructors.

Plettae tend your resume to

Hie PrincdOD Review
Attn.: Personnel DepC
10474 SttBta Monica Blvd., §te 403
Lo« Alleles, CA 90025
ReMun^ deadMne: Jan. 10, 1992.

THE
PRINCETON
REVffiW

SAT • PSAT • Achievements

Vocabulary • Academic Tutoring

LSAT • QMAT • GRE • MCAT

•w^""
^• ^«

* ' H*"** .«k*«U -**-i^
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study finds women athletes gaining on men
By Clirls Sctwekiar

According to UCLA research-

er^ the gender gap may be coming
toaclose— at least in the world of

sports.

Two physiology researchers

said Dec. 6 that female trad^

athletes could catch men in some
events by the year 2050 and equal

men's times in the marathon as

soon as 1998.

In a study published in the

British Journal of Nature, profes-

sors Brian J. Whipp and Susan

Ward state that if current progres-

sions continue, women could soon

be running as fast or faster than

men.
"It's not beyond the limits of

plausibility, but it's strange cre-

dulity to think of the idea of

women running faster than men,"

Whipp said.

According to the study, which

plotted records of both men and

women for the last century, men
have improved their times 18

percent since 1905. Women have

bettered their times by 60 percent

The female chart dates to 1920,

around the time when women were
first allowed to compete.

The two professors see even

more improvement from both

genders, especially women in the

future.

"We can expect in the next few

years we won't see performances

level off just yet," Whipp said.

UCLA track and field coach.

Bob Larsen agrees that women
may someday be able to perform

better than men. 'This is old

news," he said. "Ten years ago
there was speculation that women
could run ultramarathons (50 or

100 mile races) fast^ than men.

Part of the reason is that women
carry more fatty tissue, and for

marathons extra storage of fuel

would enable them to run more

"We can expect in the

next few years we won't

see performances level

off just yet/*

Brian J. Whipp
UCLA Researcher

distances in shorter times."

Larsen however, is fairly confi-

dent that women will not be able to

catch men in the marathon by
1998.

*The last few minutes of a

marathon are extremely hard to

improve upon. (The difference

between the top mate and female

marathoners) is a huge gap
regardless of what you put up on a

graph. It's not going to be closed in

six years. In this case the statistics

are a little misleading."

UCLA strength coach Art Ven-

egas said women have come a long

way, but will not catch nien by
1998. *Tn the 1930s any good male

athlete could beat the top female

athlete. But now the female would
humiliate him. A good male athlete

would be lucky to run an 11.4

(second) IQO-mttcr dash. Any top

female sprinter runs 11.2 or 11.1."

Venegas argues that females

may level off in performance soon.

His reasoning is that women
stalled lifting weights and using

proper techniques 15 years ago,

and enjoyed an increase in perfor-

mance because of it Another

reason for the large improvement

was the increase of popularity

women's track and Held has

enjoyed in the past few decades.

UCLA women's swimming
coach Cyndi Gallagher also attri-

butes the improvement to weight

training.

^ *1 can see women catching men

in the marathon. Women are taking

weight training more seriously.

But there's too many differences.

Men have more strength and
power."

Critk:s of the study have con-

tended that women's progress has

only come as a result of recent

progress women have made in

funding for training facilities, and
that eventually, women's
advances will stabilize. Physio-

k)gical differences may also pre-

vent women from realizing total

victory over their male counter-

parts.

Whq>p realizes that these find-

ings may never come to be, and
that it is impossiUe for anyone to

accurately predict the future.

"I have enough trouble trying to

interpret real scientific data with-

out trying to intopret refractions

of a crystal ball," he said.
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charges! Nurse Jennifer must
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NCAA director warns of
pressures on athletics
By Eiric Sondtieimar
Los Angeles Daily News

ANAHEIM— Dick Schultz.

executive director of the
NCAA, welcomed delegates to
the 86th annual NCAA con-
vention Tuesday with a call to

unite in the face of pressures
that have threatened the effec-

tiveness of the organization.

*'It is incumbent on us and
our responsibility this week and
throughout the year to respond
to our challenges, to change
when necessary and to actively

demonstnue our commitment
to a system of which we all can
be proud,** he said in a 25-

minute state of the association

address.

Schultz identified four pres-

sures he believes intercc^giate
athletics must deal with this

year and beyond: The public

perception that college athletics

is out of control, the battle with
politicians trying to influence

NCAA policy, the financial

crisis facing schools and
tcfonn,

••We will not^deal success-

fully with these pressures by
crawling -into a shell, by
becoming divisive or trying to

promote our own individual

agendas,** he said. ••But we can
deal with and remove these

pressures with a commitment to

positive change in the spirit of
openness, trust and coopera-
tion.-

He called upon delegates to

pass the proposals of the Presi-

dents Conmiission that would
strengthen academic require-

ments for incoming and ciurent

students.

He received his biggest ova-

tion when he suggested tfiat a

study should be made to consid-

er deregulating rules for all

sports other than football and
basketball, •niie point of all this

is that the vast majority of the

rules are made for football and
basketball, and then we kind of

let them fall out and impact on
other sports,** he said.

Schultz was blunt regarding

the public perception of collie
rathletics. He aald that ••flia^

tics dq)artments.'*

He said despite the positive

changes that have been made
since he first addressed the

convention three years ago, the

negative perceptions still exist

and have led to political pres-

sures.

The NCAA is facing legisla-

tion at the federal and state

levels that threaten its power
with ''due process** laws (see

related column). Schultz has

been instrumental in pushing

for reforms within the enforce-

ment process and said he
strongly favors recommenda-
tions made by the Special

Committee to Review Enforce-

ment and Infractions Process

that would increase fairness.

He said he expects revenue
from television will t)e going

down, and reminded delegates

that ••it is inqxxlantthat we start

planning for dliat downturn
immediately.**

He rehewed his support for

the growing power of presi-

dents in taldng charge of athle-

tic departments ahead of
coaches and athletic directors.

•While some resent pres-

idcntial involvcincnt aa aa-

Netterssetto
year in Palm Springs

people still think all atlJetes are

special admits, don't graduate

and use steroids; that coaches
all cheat and are overpaid; that

faculty representatives are co-

opted by their athletic depart-

ments and that governing
mrds and alumni— not chief

executive officers— run athle-

Intrusion into a hallowed area,

intercollegiate athletics as we
know it today will not survive

this decade if presidents are not

directly involved and. in con-

trol,** he said.

Voting and debate begins

Wednesday on more than 150
proposals.

By D.J. Harmeling

Individual accolades are at stake

this weekend as the UCLA men*s
tennis team travels to the desert for

the Palm Springs Invitational

Tournament, Friday through Sun-
day.

Joining the top-ranked Bruins

among the palm trees will be seven

of the nation*s top-20 collegiate

tennis teams. Each team will send
four players, who will compete in

both singles and doubles play.

The action figures to be as hot as
the desert sun when Pac-10 rivals

UCLA, second-ranked USC, No. 3
Stanford, No. 14 Cal and No. 19
Arizona State converge to test their

mettle against some of the nation *s

elite. Also scheduled to compete
are fourth-ranked Louisiana State,

No. 6 Texas Christian, and No. 7
Pepperdine.

lliis tournament marks the

beginning of a grueling schedule

forUCLA which hopes to return to

the NCAA Championships in

May. It also marks the return of a
familiar face and the debut of a
new face for the Bruins.

The Palm Springs Invitational

marks the seasonal debut of junior

Mark Knowles, who competed on
the professional tour as an amateur
last fall . Knowles* status was
uncertain as of mid-December,
when he committed to return to

Westwood and play for UCLA
once again.

Knowles, defending champion
of the Palm Springs Invitational,

started for the Bruins in *91. He
and doubles partner Fritz Bissell,

also competing this weekend in the

desert, were All-American in bodi

"This is a big

opportunity for Robert

(Janecek) . . . We have

high expectations for

him/'

QlennPassett
UCLA Tennis Coach

singles and doubles last year.

This tournament also marks the

debut of highly regarded freshman

Robert Janecek, who gets his

chance to play this weekend with

the absence of three veteran

players.

Janecek gets an immediate
chance to prove himself because

regulars David Nainkin and Bill

Behrens (both out with injury), and
Jason Sher (not yet returned from

his native South Africa) are unabl^.

to make the trip.

This is a big opportunity for

Robert,** head coach Gleim Bassett

said. -He is a good doubles player

and we have high expectations for

him."

Rounding out the squad UCLA
sends to Palm Springs is senior

Billy Bart)er, who enters an unpre-

cedented ^nrd year as team cap-~

tain. He and Jaiiecek will also pair

in doubles competition.

The sun is barely over the

horizon for the 1991 UCLA men's
tennis team. While no team honors
are at stake this weekend, UCLA*s
individuals will get a chance to

warm up against some of the

nation's hottest players.
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See Your Future in

FLUOROPERM
CustDm
Contact

Lenses...

L you're tiyir>g to decide between
*"
glasses or contact lenses, you should
ask your eye doctor about FluoroPerm
contact lenses.

Look again. Eyeglasses often alter the image
size and reduce peripheral vision. When vy^earin^

Fluoroperm oxygen permeable lenses, you won t

have the problems associated with wearir>g glasses.

And. you1l enjoy greater convenience and feel

more confident in professional, social or athletic

situations.

If you have astigmatism or experience poor
vision with soft lenses, now there's a better

choice — FluoroPemi.

You will also have crisp vision with comfort
approaching soft lenses. Your eyes won't be
deprived of the oxygen they need to stay

healthy.

Daily Wear Soft Lenses - 1 75.00
Disposable Contact Lenses - 225.00

CONTACT OUR OmCE TO SCHEDULE
AN APPOINTMENT.

DR. QUACKENBUSH* O.D.
10955 Weybum Ave.

Comer of Weybum 8^ Broxton

208-4748

TICK
TO BRUIN
BASKETBAU

Win a pair of tickets to Bruin baskedball. Its

easy. Simply use the GreatWestem Bank ATM
at North Campus. Winners will be picked from

validATM transaction numbers. Yournumber will be on
your receipt, so save it! You may use anyATM card with

a CIRRUS*orSTAR SYSTEM^symbol. There are no ATM
charges when you use a GreatWestem Bank ATM card

at ourATMs To get your card, open a checking account

with us. GreatWestem Bank.Well always be there."

GREATWESTERNBANK
A Federal Savings Bank and a Great Western FinaiKial Company.

January's winning number 16116.
Winner please call 208-0195 for tickets.
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Winning returns to Devils

CHARLES COOLEY/Daly Bruin

Reserve guard Tyus Edney Is averaging four assists per game for

the Bruins and should provide a spark off the bench.

By Aaron Lowenborg
Dally Bruin Staff

With a perfect preseason behind

them, the No. 2 UCLA basketball

team (8-0) begins conference play

tonight against Arizona State in

Tempe, Ariz. "
\

The Sun Devils (9-3) could l>e a

'formidable opponent, as they have
won five games in a row and eight

of their last nine, losing only to No.
15 Kentucky.

**Arizona State has got some
exceptional athletes,** Bruin head
coach Jim Harrick said. **Thcy

play an upbeat, physical style of

basketball. Their only negative is

their lack of experience.**

None of the Sun Devils have

played more than one year of

basketball at the EHvision I level.

However, Harrick points out, he

would rather have a talented teani

with no experience than an exper-

ienced team with no talent

ASU is led by sophomore
forward Jamal Faulkner, who is

averaging nearly 15 points and six

rebounds per game. Faulkner was
the Pac-10 Freshman of the YWtf
last season.

The Sun Devils arc extrehiely

physical inside, although they

aren*t very tall. Center Lester Neal
is only 6*6**, but he is averaging

nearly 13 points and nine rebounds

per game.

Faulkner is 6*7** and the other

ASU starting forward, freshman

Mario Bennett, is 6*9**. Bennett is

averaging nearly 10 points and
seven rebounds per game.
The Sun Devil back court is

anchored by senior point guard

Lynn Collins, who is averaging 6.5

points and 5.3 assists per game.
SophonKX^ Stevin Smith is aver-

aging more than 13 points p^
game as the shooting guard..

ASU was ranked in many
preseason top 25 polls, after

winning 20 games and reaching

the second round of the NCAA
tournament last year.

However, Faulkner, Smith,
resale guard Dwayne Fontana
and Collins were all suspended for

the fu^t three games this year as a

result of several NCAA infractions

they conmiitted during the off-sea-

son.

As a result, the Sun Devils lost

two of their first three games while

they were forced to play with a

makeshift lineup.

Although ASU is in the midst of

a winning streak, they haven't

played very well lately. In the last

two weeks, the Sun Devils have

struggled to defeat such lowly

^"feams^Kr^ffiami (by five points).

Brown (by seven points) and San
Diego (by three points).

While the Sun Devils may be a

year away from reaching their

potential, UCLA is currently one
of the top teams in the nation,

which scares ASU head coach Bill

Frieder.

"I don*t think you can start

conference play (with a team)

much tougher than UCLA," Fried-

er said. **They have got everything
you need in a great team. I think

they are playing the best basketball

in the Pac-10 right now. They arc

the best team in our league if they

can get through the Arizona
mystique.

"In order to have any chance
(against UCLA) we'll have to

shoot better, cutdown on turnovers

and improve on our transition

defense,** Frieder said.

UCLA has not yet announced
whether senior point guard Gerald
Madkins will play in tonight's

game. Madkins is recovering from

.

a broken left hand, and his playing

status probably won*t be deter-

mined until just prior to tipoff.

If Madkins does not play, senior

Darrick Martin will start in the

backcourt with Shon Tarver.

Freshman Tyus Edney will also

see time at the guard position.

UCLA Forwards Tracy Murray
and Don MacLean should have an
advantage over the smaller ASU
forwards.

«=lUITC trie

forwards in the country,** Frieder

said. "When you design a team,

you want a team like UCLA. You
have to stop (Darrick) Martin in

the backcourt, but if you neglect

(Shon) Tarver, he wiU hurt you.**

Tonight* s game is not being

televised in Los Angeles, but will

be Jbroadcast live on KNffC radio

(710 on the AM dial) at 6 p.m.

Pao-lO world ready to dash as tip-off arrives
Arizona, UCLA favored

| 07.09 I
Stanford ranked top again

In baseball the California and
Arizona schools in the Pac- 10 are

called the six-pac, and those

schools are also the class of the

conference in basketball.

Yesterday the Daily Bruin

previewed the Pac-10 basketball

season for the four northern

schools, so today we give you the

six-pac, with the exception of

UCLA, which was covered back
in November.

Arizona

Arizona head coach Lute
Olson thinks that UCLA will win
the Pac-10 this year.

Of course, Olson declined to

consider his own team in his

forecast.

With No. 2 UCLA and sixth-

ranked Arizona considered co-

favorites for the Pac-10 title this

season, for the first time in five

years the Wildcats aren*t consid-

ered a mortal lock to win the

conference.

For the past four seasons the

Arizona Wildcats have ruled the

Pac-10 with an iron fist, having

won four straight conference

crowns and boasting a 70-game
home winning streak.

Arizona returns three starters

from last year's team that went

28-7 and reached the sweet 16 of

the NCAA tournament. Howev-
er, the two starters that the Cats

lost were arguably their two best

players.

Center Brian Williams, who
left school a year early to play in

the NBA, was the star inside

player for Arizona last year.

Point guard Matt Muehlebach
was the Wildcat's best defensive

player last year, as well as their

best three-point shooter.

Arizona will still be strong up
front this season, as they feature

one of the finest frontcourts in the

nation.

Senior center Sean Rooks will

probably be a first-round NBA
draft choice next year. Rooks,
who is 6' 10", is the leading

scorer for the Cats this year, as he
is averaging nearly 18 points per

game.

"Rooks has always been one of
the best low-post players in the

conference," UCLA head coach
Jim Harrick said. "He will

defmitely play in the NBA."
Swingman Chris Mills is one

of the most talented players in the

country, yet he often fails to play

up to his potential. Mills is

averaging 15 points and 8.1

rebounds per game, yet he scored

Preview
only four points against Arkan-

sas, Arizona's only loss of the

season.
- Senior Matt Othick returns for

'

his third season as a starting

guard. He is an excellent three-

point shooter and is averaging

nearly 12 points and seven assists

per game, x

Sophomore Khalid Reeves is

the other starting guard for Arizo-

na. Reeves is an excellent scoring

guard and is averaging nearly 15

points per game.
The Wildcats may have some

problems with depth this season, as

they feature primarily a seven-man
rotation. Freshman point guard

See M.PAC-10, page 32

By Heather Dufiy

With preseason schedules

expiring, the Pac-10 is gearing up

for another season of women's
basketball. Competition within

the conference could be cutthroat

this year, as three teams found

themselves on preseason Top 25

lists: Stanford, USC and
Washington.

UCLA Head Coach Billie

Moore described the Pac-10 as a

very balanced.

"There's a lot of parity in the

Pac-l6 UUs season. There were

stronger preseason performances

by teams in the conference this

year," Moore said. "Five or six

teams have a shot at winning

conference this year. There
won't be too much difference

between the team that finishes

flrst and the team that fmishes

sixtii."

Moore begins her 15th season

with the Bruins, and has four

returning starters in senior guard

Rehema Stq)hens, sophomore
center Natalie Williams, junior

point guard Nicole Anderson and

sophomore forward Amy Jalew-

alia.

Stephens has led the Pac-10 in

scoring the past two years,

averaging 25.3 points per game
last year and being named to the

All-Pac-10 Team. Williams
could be at forward this year or
will share center duties with

scxikx Lynn Kamrath.
Stanford, according to Moore,

is the team to beat. The Cardinal

finished first, going 16-2 in

conference games, and were
NCAA semifinalists.

Head Coach Tara Van-
Derveer's seventh season will

begin without three important

starters from last year's Final

Four team, but with a bumper
crop of freshmen for new
strength. Junior center Val
Whiting and sophomore guard
Christy Hedgpeth will provide
experience on the court The
Cardinal was chosen to rq)eat as

conference champion by the

preseason poll.

Washington was close on
iltanford's tail last year with a

15-3 Pac-10 record for second
place and reached the NCAA
Sweet Sixteen.

This year, however, the

Huskies have lost its three lop

See W.PAC-10p page 30

NCAA conveirtion
The NCAA Convention opened yesterday in

Anaheim with an address by executive director

Dick Schultz.

See page 35

Trivia winner
Jon Howard, a senior economics major,

successfully identified "Pooh" Richardson as the

Bruin whose shot was goaltended and gave
UCLA an upset win over Louisville in 1989. He
is honored with a free copy of today's Bruin and
the eternal respect of the entire staff.

Tennis in Palm Springs
The UCLA men's team with Mark Knowles

will compete in the Palm Springs Invitational

this weekend.

See page 35
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CIWiMi dances
ffoature of series
UCLA's dance department

tonight opens its concert series

featuring the original works of
three up-and-coming dancer
chcreographo^.

Qing Fang, Nola Rocco and
Laura Olson are graduating
artists of the university's Mas-
ter of Fine Arts program in

dance.

The first of six concerts

showcases Fang, who will be
dancing Jan. 10-11.

The remaining performances
will be led by Rocco on Jan.

17-18 and Olson on Jan. 24-25.

Each of the shows begins at 8
p.m. in UCLA's Schoenberg
Auditorium.

Wilson unveils $550 leg fee hike I <

Inside

Environmental
i •"•

A new workbook by aUCLA
professor will serve as a tool in

teaching engineering students

to apply course principles to

help reduce environmental
problems.

See page 3

Viewpoint

CalKiig it a year
Columnist Damon Dean,

sans his former partner, kicks

off the new year with an awards
ceremony.

See page 9

Arts & Entertainment

Washed away
liy Tides'

Barbra Streisand and Nick
Nolte fall sofUy into love in

*The Prince Of Tides."

See page 10

Sports

i__J

Desert duels
Shon Tarver and the rest of

the UCLA basketball team are

in Arizona to open the Pac-10
season.

See page 20

By Led Quinton
Dally Bruin Staff

Gov. Pete Wilson unveiled
Thursday a $550 registration fee

hike for University of California
students in his new state budget
proposal, but administrators say
they are pleased that tiie increase

was not greater.

"It's a good budget considering
the circumstances," said Michael
Granfield, the UCLA vice
chancellor of budget and planning.

"I think the governor treated us

t»
quite well.'

This year, Uie slate faces a
mammoth deficit of $6.6 billion.

Explaining tiie fee hike, Wilson
said the increase is needed this fall

to offset the effects of the deficit

The proposed registration fee

increase is a jump of 24 percent,

making fees almost $3,000 a year.

After a 40 percent fee climb last

year, both UCLA undergraduate
and graduate residents could be
paying $U000 per quarter in tiie

Rising UC Registration Fees

The University of California is expected to

accept Gov. Pete Wilson's proposal for a $550
increase in registration fees next year.

See page 6

Most UC employees will

not receive salary increase
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By Lorl Qidnton
Dally Bruin Staff

University of California faculty

and staff members may have to

survive another year without a pay
=Hyse, but some merit increases
be given.

Under Gov. Pete Wilson's new
budget proposal, the university's.

92,000 employees will not get their

annual cost-of-living increases

that are needed to keep up with the

inflation rate.

This now represents the second
year that employees will have to

forgo their pay raises.

ig hopes thdt the pay
freeze would be lifted this year,

Wilson bypassed a university

budget proposal that would have
given faculty members a six

percent increase and staff mem-
bers a four percent increase.

California currently faces a $6.6
billion revenue shoitfall.

Without pay raises this year, the

UC risks falling behind nUicr
major institutions in offering com-
petitive salaries.

'These state funds are without
question the most importint funds
in the university's budget," UC

KEVIN BALLUFF/Daily Brum

Vice President William Baker said

late last year. 'They provide basic
core support."

But a number of merit increases
will be handed out this year to

far.nlry me.mbcrs who had fcv^

endure a one-year deferral because
of last year's budget problems.

Furthermore, Wilson's budget.

See SALARIES, page 6

Young Tommy 'Gun' Silicone gei
ban spurs
many calls
Professor says 'there's

no evidence' ofharm

SUNNY SUNGVDaly Bruin

Rrst grader Kevin FInkler of Wisconsin practices to be the next Tommy Maddox In the
Sculpture Garden on Thursday.

By RoMn Dong
Daily Bruin Staff —

UCLA doctors who perform the controv-
ersial silicone breast implant surgery have
received dozens of phone calls from
concerned women after the Food and Drug
Administration on Monday imposed a
voluntary and temporary moratorium on the
procedure.

The physicians tell anxious callers not to
worry about the ban because not enough is

known about the risks of silicone gel
implants and even the FDA will soon be
reevaluating the implant's safety.

The FDA announced its moratorium after

a special committee found evidence they
may be linked to cancer and other diseases.

The committee will reconvene in 45 days to
suidy new data about the breast enlargement
devices implanted in 2 million American
women.
More than 150,000 women have breast

implants for cosmetic and reconstructive
reasons each year. And UCLA physicians
have been performing the surgeries for 30
years.

Since the federal government's decision,

UCLA surgeons received more than 20 calls

a day from concerned women. Some
women wanted to know if they could still

get the implants, which cost $3,000 to

$8,000. Others wanted their implants
removed.

*This decision has done tremendous
harm to patients because there is no
evidence that silicone gel causes harm,"
said Timothy Miller, a UCLA professor of
plastic and reconstructive surgery. "Patients
now believe something is tl^ matter with
silicone.**

The FDA argued that a possible link

See IMPLANTS, page 6
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The newspaper is used \J\J /o more than
other forms of media for obtaining
entertainment information. -v

YOU
(data: market opinion research, June 1989) ADVERTISE

•Not valid on Sidl ans or with any rther offer. Must mention ad.

CUP AND SAVE--------------*

Exp 1 17 92

LARGEnC PIZZA ;v

^J ^Jfreo Liter

of Sod.^
8.05
ONE TOPPING

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza
*

TAX INCLUDED Limit 3 pizzas per address

:UP AND 5AVF-------.--*--..

208-8671
Offer good only with ttiis

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas por address

"cup and savp--------------.

8.05
LARGE
^iZZA V.

f^ree Litor

ot Sodti

ONb fOPPING

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
•

TAX INCLUDED Limit 3 pizzas per address

""^ ^ c^iH^ tO€uA tAc iitant €iHd mind of eo€K okc

UCLA Dance Department presents"^ UPSTARTS performance series

In Dark Places
Choreographer

Qing Fang

Tonight

Sat. Jan 11

8pm
8pm

Student and Seniors:

General Admission:

$6

$8

Schoenberq Hall, UCLA Tickets: (310)825-2953
t

Pinatubo suniasses Krakatoa
By Mike Toner
Cox News Service

ATLANTA — The eruption of
Mount Pinatubo was the largest

volcanic eruption in decades, but
even as the Philippines recovers

from the destnictive effects of the

blast, atmospheric scientists say

the critical period for another kind

of Hreworks is just beginning.

"Mount Pinatubo is going to

have a greater impact on the

stratosphere than any eruption in

this century/* Patrick McCormick,
a researcher at NASA's Langley
Research Center, asserted Wed-

nesday in Atlanta. "It is the largest

thing -we have ever seen —
probably in the Krakatoa categ-

ory."

The 1883 eruption of Krakatoa,

which kiUcd 36,000 people in

Indonesia, remains one of the most
destructive volcanic eruptions in

history, but McCormick says
Mount Pinatubo ma^ rival its

impact on the rest of the world.

McCormick told the American
Meteorological Society that the

Philippine volcano poured 20 to 40
megatons of fme particles into th6

upper atmosphere during its June
eruption.

Correction
In the Jan. 8 issue of The Bruin, the article "Young favors reforms**
incorrectly listed the age of Chancellor Charles Young. He is 58
years old.

The Bruin regrets the error.
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New GE requirement being consideied
Many profs feel students should

take ethnic diversity course
By Marina DuncVerskI
Daily Bruin Staff

Students entering UCLA in

future years may find themselves
required to take a general educa-
tion class on ethnic diversity and
gender issues.

A UCLA faculty task force is

discussing the possibility of creat-

ing a new requirement to educate
students about different underre-
presented communities in the

United States, said Seymour Fesh-
bach, chair of the task force and the

UCLA faculty senate.

Other universities, including
UC Berkeley and UC Irvine,

UCLA students desigh
Indian culture center
American Indian students praise

project, to be built this summer
By Sally Kim
Daily Bruin Staff

After years spent at the drafting taWes, UCLA's architecture students
will see their design for an American Indian culture center become an
actual building this summer.
The students, who were enrolled in a basic construction course,

decided to pay tribute to the American Indian community and develop
new architectural skills at the same |ime.

"It*s always fascinating to see something that has been theory for some
time become reality,** said architect Paul Boillet, who worked on the
design before graduating in 1987. **As architects we usually only
envision on paper.**

Unlike their rmmtftrparts at other univcisities. the UCLA architeettiifi:
students completed this Santa Monica project even after some of them
graduated. And their efforts prompted praise from American-Indian
students on campus.

**It*s very promising that UCLA starts getting involved in our
conrniunity,** said Steve Lewis, president of the American Indian
Students Association.

The architecnire students teamed up with the Santa Monica Mountains
National Recreation A_rea to build the center on the land once inhabited

"It's very promising that

UCLA starts getting

involved in our

community."

Steve Lewis
American Indian Spokesperson

by the Chumash and Gabrielino Indians.

The center, estimated to cost $250,000, will include a traditional
"gathering ring**— a circle of stones used for storytelling— and exhibits
of American Indian artifacts, art and crafts.

The name given to the center, Satwiwa— the Chumash word for "the
bluffs**— refers to Boney Mountain, a historic landmark because it was
hQipe to the Indian tribes.

It is the rightful setting for a culture center to educate visitors, said
architecture professor Richard Schoen, who has guided the students for
three years. ^

Working with the American Indian community made the project a true
learning experience, according to many of the students.

**To be successful, the project has to be prototypical of the issues that
the student will face long after he or she is out of school,** Schoen ^id,
adding that students learned how to interact with potential clients.

Tlie experience teaches students skills that are more useful than those
learned through theoretical practice, Boillot said.

"Without the nitty gritty architecture we used, I certainly would not be

See CDfTCRy page 7 I

already have such programs.
The UCLA proposal was

recommended because many pro-
fessors feel that students should
get more education on these
American groups, added Daniel
Kievelson,* chemistry professor
and a task force member.
*The goal is not to have students

satisfying a demand, but have a
positive experience,** he said.

And if students become more
tolerant of other groups because of
this class, that would be an added

plus, Feshbach noted.

But the decision ofhow to set up
the requirement is still up in the air.

The task force has just begun
discussing the matter. But the

entire faculty senate is expected to

make specific recommendations
by June, Kievelson said.

The last general education
requirement added to UCLA*s
curriculum was the foreign lan-

guage requirement in 1988.

"It*s a way to identify our
upbringing and cultural back-

ground,** said Jose Monleon, a task

force committee member and
Spanish professor. "It will enrich

how we envision our own culture,

and the more we have of plurality

and culture, the richer we are.**

Kievelson pointed out that the

committee would like to receive

r some kind of student input as the

task force works with more con-
crete ideas in the future.

The UCLA task force will also

turn to other UC campuses as

models when designing its possi-

ble program, Feshbach said.

"Students have to feel that this is

a worthwhile experience,** he
^ added.

Child's play

MIKE LAN
Qeannle Sllberkrans and her son Stephen examine one of the pieces made by children in a
"Children's Woodworking" class. The works were displayed Wednesday in Perloff Hall.

Pollution workbook to complemont engineering H •

By Reshma Shamasunder

A workbook recently designed

to create awareness among UCLA
engineering students about envir-

onmental problems will be pub-
lished and made available to

students and faculty spring quar-

ter.

The book, written by UCLA
Professor David Allen, contains a

dozen lengthy homework prob-

lems, which illustrate pollution

prevention concepts using engi-

neering principles.

Many of the questions in the

workbook, the first of its kind in

the eogineering department, deal
with situations that arise every
day. The problems include mathe-
matical comparisons of the envir-

onmental safety of paper and
plastic bags, glass and plastic

bottles and disposable and cloth
diapers.

'The way in which engineers
address environmental problems
needs to be changed,** said Allen,
an environmental researcher in the
chemical engineering department
"Products are designed for func-
tion, reliability and economics.

Only in the end is consideration

given to environmental restraints.**

The new book, portions of

which are already being used in a

chemical engineering class this

quarter, met with varied responses

from engineering students.

"Personally, Tm very con-

cerned with the environment,** said

Lars Rydell, a senior majoring in

mechanical engineering. "Engi-

neers need to pursue this field now,
and it would serve as a good tool in

making us more aware of what*s

going on.**

But others were le$s supportive

of the worktxx)k.

"I would find it offending if I

was forced to use that book in one
of my classes,** said Diego Pas-

cher, a third-year electrical engi-

neering student "We*re not the

ones who ruin the environment,
and as scientists, we*re already

aware of pollution.**

But other professors seem to

share his enthusiasm, said Allen.

The two-volume book, which is

to be printed on recycled paper, is

designed for use in the engineering

See POLLUTION, page 7 Dmid ANm
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Briefs
World

Yeltsin Claims Black

Sea Fleet for Russia

MOSCOW — I>residenl Boris N.
Yeltsin of Russia flatly declared Thursday
that the Black Sea Fleet belongs to Russia,

not Ukraine, adding a new twist to a
dispute between the new Commonweallh-
*s two major partners over one of the most
valuable assets of the decomposing Soviet

military.

Yeltsin *s assertion, made during a
stopover in Ulyanovsk. Lenin's birth-

place, underscored Russian sensitivity

about the legendary fleet, which emerged
as the core of the Russian Imperial Navy
in the 18th century, and about its home
port, Sevastopol (a historical Russian city

on the Crimean peninsula). The Crimea
was made part of the Ukrainian republic

less than 40 years ago.

liMFpressiiig Russia
for higher oil prices

MOSCOW — After a week of rising

consumer prices and sporadic protests

from angry shoppers, a team from the

International Monetary Fund, acting with
the endorsement of the United States, is

pressing Russia for drastic additional

steps, chief among them a shaip increase

in oil prices.

The IMF wants President Boris N.
Yeltsin of Russia, where most of the

commonwealth's oil is produced, to raise

4?ctroleum prices 10 to 1.5 dmfts ahnvf.

Their level today, and they have already

quadrupled in the last week. Such a rise

would increase gasoline and heating oil

supplies by pricing them beyond the reach
of many people— a measure not tried in

the old Soviet Union.

Serbian minority
INoclaims autonomy

SARAJEVO— Leaders of the Serbia
minority in Bosnia-Herzegovina on
Thursday proclaimed their autonomy
over a portion of the republic, thus adding
another voice in a Serbian nationalist
debate that is threatening the quest for a
peaceful resolution to Yugoslavia's vio-
lent unravelling.

The decision marked the formation of
another center of Serb politics beyond
Serbia itself and Krajina, the region of
Croatia where Serb forces have estab-

lished control. The regionally based
groupings, which represent 9 million

Serbs— the largest and most scattered of
old Yugoslavia's many peoples — have
widely different attitudes to the cease-fire

now in effect and the peacekeeping
operation that the United Nations is

considering.

Greenpeace protests

Antarctic explosioii

Technicians at America's McMurdo
Station in Antarctica have set off a
powerful explosion to destroy a chemical
dump, and the conservation organization

Greenpeace has accused the United States

of endangering the Antarctic environ-

ment

Greenpeace's main complaint on
Thursday was that American technicians

set offifac^ cJipTOion without having first

conducted an environmental impact
assessnlent Lawrence Rudolph, legal

adviser to the National Science Founda-
tion, acknowledged that such an assess-

ment was not made apil shoukl have been
made. >

Nation

Networtcs to share
N.H. primary ffooti^e

*rhe three major television networks
and CNN have agreed on a money-saving
innovation for covering the New Hamp-
shire presidential primary. Starting Jan.

27, each ofthem will start sharing some of
its camera footage with the rest

"Each of us will dbnate a crew each day
to contribute material to the pool," said

Tom Hannon, political director of CNN.
"It's an experiment we're trying for the

first time in a prima^, although it's not
any sort of radical departure."

The four news outlets, all under
pressure to cut costs this campaign,
agreed last week to set up the pool
coverage effort through the New Hamp-
shire primary on Feb. 18. Their assign-

ment editCH^ will confer daily to 6cp\oy
four crews, whose producers and techni-

cians will record candidates* speeches
and other public events.

New hope for patients

with cystic fibrosis

Advancing smoothly and swiftly tow-
ard human gene therapy for cystic
fibrosis, the most common lethal heredit-

ary disease, scientists have delivered
healthy copies of the gene whose defect

causes the disease into the lungs of
experimental animals. The animals
btoed to life and stayed rotnist for six

State

Arson investigator

indicted in fire case
A Glendal^ arson investigator charged

with setting a series of Los Angeles-area
fires has been indicted by a federal grand
jury on suspicion of setting fires in the
central California cities of Fresno, Tulare
and Bakersfield.

The latest indictment, which was
handed down Thursday, brings the total

number of arson-related charges against
fire Capt. John Orr to 13. ff convicted on
all counts, Orr faces a maximum of 130
years in prison and $3.25 million in fines.

Should the new method prove safe in

additional tests, the scientists said they
could begin human trials within the next
12 to 18 months, thus offering cystic

fibrosis patients the most promising
treatment yet for their disorder.

Presidential Digs

Reactions to Bush's illnes$ in Japan
earlier this week:

Hey, if you were eating raw fish while
looking at Lee lacocca you'd barf, too.

Early Wednesday morning, Dan
Quayle grabbed his electric toothbrush,

clicked it on, and firmly announced "I'm
in charge here.*'

Perhaps Bush's throwing up prior to

displaying U.S.-made autos to the Japan-
ese was a preemptive first strike.

Do you suppose Bush's sudden illness

in Japan means he doesn't have the

stomach for foreign trade negotiations?

Overheard when President Bush was
pulled from beneath the table: "I told you I

didn't like broccoli."

Looks like President Bush gagged nn
beef. Now the American people are

worried they might gag on Quayfe.
Oliver Stone has announced a new film

on Bush's collapse that will support the

controversial "second-virus" theory.

I Compiled from Bruin wire services

Westwood Facilities

1100 Glendon Ave. 11th Floor
W. Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 208-4240 / (213) 879-1533

California Graduate Institute
Graduate School of Professional Psychology - Nonprofit, Nondiscriminatory

Est. 1968

Winter, Spring, & Fall Trimesters
^ Applications Accepted Throughout the Year

Oiange County Facilities

1122 E. Lincoln Avenue
Orange, CA 92665

(714) 637-5404

Psychology

Theories of Personality

Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

Psychological Assessment I: Intelligence

Psychological Assessment II: Personality

Psychological Assessment III: Neurology
Group Process and Technique '

Child Psychopathology

Social Bases of Behavior

Anatomy and Physiology

Psychology of Religion

Professional Issues, Ethics and Laws
Human Sexuality

Advanced Human Sexuality

Case Consultation in Sexual Therapy
Developmental Psychology

Physiological Psydiology

Psychopathology I, U .
,

Hypnosis I, II ^ '

Advanced Hypnosis

Fam ily Systems Therapy

Transpersonal Psychology

Diagnosis and CKrection: Mastering DSM-III-R
Qinical Practicum I-VI

Research Methods and Analysis I, II

Psychosomatic Disorders

Social Psychology

Industrial /Organizational Psychology
Learning and Cognition

Histdky and Systems of Psychology
Psychotherapy with the Chemically Dependent
Sports Psychology

/^

Marriage, Family, & Child Therapy

Applied Techniques of MFCT
Ethics and Laws for MFCTs
Theories of Human Communication
Psychological Assessment for MFCT's
Theories of MFCT
Psychopathology and Family Dynamics
Cross-Cultural Mores and Values
Child Psychopathology and Psychotherapy
Adolescent Psychopathology and Psychotherapy
Special Tactics of Change in Family Therapy
Ethnidty and Cross-Cultural Psychopathology
Family Psychopathology ^
Conjoint Therapy i

Psychotherapeutic Issues of Marriage, £)ivoix3e; Mediation
& Family Reoonsti-uction

Child Abuse and Domestic Violence
MFCT-Practicum I-III

Assertiveness Training . . .
,

.

• .^ .
.-

Metabolism and the Mind
'

'

"~~

Varieties of Healing
Psychology of Aging

Behavioral IMedicine

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
Behavioral Medicine and Health Psychology
Biofeedback Therapy
Qinical Consultation in Biofeedback
Psychoneuroimm unology
Acupressure for Psychotherapists

Psychosynthesis

Altered States of Consciousness
Guided Imagery
Psychopharmacology

Psychoanaiyaia

Personality Development I, II, III ,5^

Introduction to Psychoanalysis
Theory of Psychoanalytic Technique
Theory and Technk)ue of Dream Analysis
Applied Psychoanalytic Technique
Fi^d I, U
Theory of Self Psychology
Self Psychology: Current Writings
Self Psychok)gy: Qinical Concepts
Ego Psychok3gy and Object Relations
Object Relations I, II

Current Psychoanalytic Literature
Child Psychoanalysis I, II

Myth and Fairytales in Child Therapy
Borderiine States and Narcissism
Primitive States of Mind: Bulimia
Perversk>ns and Somatic States »

^Personality Disorders
Anxiety and Affective Disoidets
Psychoses

Melanie Klein

Resistance and Countertransference
Qinical Empathy
Shame: Its Importance in Treatment
Schizophrenia and Other Psychoses
Qinical Case Conference I-VI

Qinical Hypnosis I, II

Chemical Dependency

Drug Use and Abuse
Chemical EXependency Counseling
The Family and Chemical Dependency
Society and Chemical Dependency

CGI offers thefollowing degrees and certificate programs

:

^~~^
'^. ~^ r MA inMFCTMA in Psychology

PhD in Psychology

PsyD in Clinical Psychology

Cerdficates in Psychoanalytic Psychotheiapy,

Behavioial Medicine, Chemical Dependency

Students learn in a clinical atmosphere from professors who are therapists/teachem; therefore, a graduate from th^ Institute
IS always on the cutting edge of what is occurring in the modem worid of psychotherapy.

PhD inMFCT
PhD in Psychoanalysis

PsyD in Psychology with Certificate in Psychoanalysis

Certificate in Psychoanalysis
•^

Classes are offered days, nights & weekends; call

for a complete current schedule.

CGI is approved by the American Psychological
Association to offer Category I Continuing
Education for Psychologists. The APA Approved
Sponsor maintains responsability for the program.

CGI graduates meet the educational requirements
for Psychology and MFT licensure in California.
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UClAs Favorite Campus Phone Book is Back
^ 1 -92 UCLA Community Directory will be avc

FREE to all Students, Faculty and Staff as of

Monday, January 1 3 at 8am
in front of the ASUCLA Students' Store

•Comprehensive phone and address isHngs of Students, Fwuby and Skiff*

•Complete isHngs of UO/^ deparlmenis and the UOA Medkd
'Complete, in-deplh InfbniKilion about UCLA& campus oiganizoHons, services and student groups*
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UCLA Center for the Performing Arts presents

ROYCEHALL UCLA Center for the Performing Arts

Fr/doy & Sofurdoy, January 17 & 18 ^ 8:00 pm
$22, $ 1 8. $ 1 5 & $ 1 1 at UCLA Central Ticket Office
2 1 3/825-926 1 & all Ticketmaster outlets. ^j^"'
Charge By Phone 2 1 3/480-3232,

George's new album, SUMMER, is now
available on LP, cassette and CD.

Please pin us in supporting the
Westside Food Bank by |

"

bringing a donation
of canned food ^
to the concert .- ^
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chief issues warning on tiie

seiiing of 'explicit iyrics'
By Steven Lee Myers
The New York Times

GUILDERLAND. N.Y. — A uniformed poUce
officer walked into the Records *N Such store here
two days ago and, delivering a letter signed by the
Police Chief, told Donna M. Smith that a number of
the records she sold might get her into trouble with
the law.

The letter, also sent to two other record stores here,
warned against the "illegal selling*' of recordings
marked with **Parenlal Advisory: Explicit Lyrics"
labels, citing New Yoik*s laws on obscenity.

The police chief, James R. Murley, defended the
warning as a measured response to the complaint ofa
woman whose daughter bought a rap music tape she
described as shockingly obscene. Others here,

however, called it a shocking violation of First

Amendment rights.

Either way, the letter and the storm of publicity
around it have forced people in this woody suburb of
30,000 people just west of Albany to draw a line

between free speech and obscenity and to ask
whether music today has crossed it

"I was stunned,** said Ms. Smith, the store's

general manager, on Thursday as a trickle of
customers browsed through some of the recordings
that could be affected by Oie ruling. "I thought this

was over. It seems almost absurd that in 1992 this is

going to happen again.**

In recent years, the police in communities in

several states have taken actions against pec^le who
sold records deemed objectionable, including the
highly publicized prosecution of a record store owner
for selling an album by the rap group 2 Live Crew in
Broward County, Ha., in 1990. But this is the first

time law-enforcement officials in New York have

I- •

force the town*s record stores to pull potentially

offensive recordings from the shelves, but for Ms.
Smith, that is effectively the result. Until the matter is

settled, she said she would simply not stock the
recordings rather than subject herself or her
employees to attest

*They*rc basically saying this is obscene and this

is obscene without even hearing it,** she said. *Thafs
what scares me."
The controversy began when Suzanne Shafer. 37,

a hairdresser from nearby Voorheesville, took her
14-year-old daughter Shannon shopping at the

Crossgates Mall on Dec. 26. As Mrs. Shafer shopped
in another store, her daughter bought two cassette

tapes in Record Town, one of two shops in the mall
owned by the Trans World Music Corp., a 600-store
chain based in Albany, N»Y.
One of them was "EFIL4ZAGGIN,** the latest

release by the California rap group N.W.A., known
for its "gangster style** of music. The recording is

infused with racial epithets, vulgarities, and descrip-
tions of sexual acts.

"I had never paid much attention to what records
she bought,** Mrs. Shafer said. "But when I heard this

record, I couldn't believe they sold such stuff in
records stores, much less to children.**

Like many other rap and heavy metal albums,
N.W.A.*s carry a label warning parents about the
content of the songs. Tlie recording industry adopted
warning labels in 1985 under pressure from parents'

groups and state lawmakers. In 1990. they agreed on
a standard, black-and-white label that reads 'Tarental

Advisory: Explicit Lyrics.**

Mrs. Shafer said that labels are one thing, but
obscenity is another, and she called Guilderland's
Police Dqiartment to complain.

raised the possibility of prosecuting record sellen ^^^ reviewing the ra;oidiug widi Hie Al^sof
under the state's obscenity laws, which were written
in 1967.

"We*re certainly not looking to violate the First
Amendment,** Murley said on Thursday in an
interview in his office in Town Hall, where he has
been besieged for two days by telephone calls from
reporters and citizens. "But we have to interpret the
penal code to some degree, whether it*s robbery or
obscenity. We thought this was a reasonable way to
handle it**

Muriey, the police chief here since 1974. said that

arrests are unlikely and that his intent was never to

County District Attomey*s Office, Murley drafted
the letter. Citing the advisory labels and Section 235
of the State Penal Law. he warned the stores that it is a
**misdemeanor to sell, or possess with the intent to
sell, any obscene material** and a felony **to sell this

material to a minor less than 17 years of age.**

The question, industry executives and civil rights

lawyers said, is what is obscene? Arthur N.
Eisenberg. legal director of the New York Civil

Liberties Union, said that only a court can decide
what is obscene, applying community standards as
laid down by the United States Supreme Court
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fall.

However, Wilson proposed a
modest expansion of the state

financial aid fiind to assist k)wer-
and middle-income students in

dealing with the fee hike.

This budget must still receive

the approval of the state legislature

by July before it becomes law.

While Wilson's budget gives

the UC an increase of $31 million

over last year*s budget, this figure

falls short of the UC*s request for

an additional $212 million.

This would be the third conse-

cutive year that the university

budget has not kepi pace with the

inflation rate.

But because of the state's

uncertain financial situation, the
UC Regents are expected to

appfove the govemor*s budget—
including the fee hike — at their

monthly meeting next week, said

UC Spokesman Mike Lassiter.

"All things considered, the UC
is still a bargain,** said a Wilson
aide. *The governor understands
that it is very painfiil for students to

take a fee hike year after year. But
if they could look at the big picture,
hopefiilly they could understand

• that it's not fun for either side to

raise fees."

SAUMWES
From page 1

which was released Thursday,

provides money to give merit

salary awards to some eligible

faculty and staff. About two

percent of both eligible faculty and
staff members will get these merit
increases.

However, these merit increases
cannot be entirely funded by the
governor's proposed budget. As a
result some of the money for
future awards will have to come

However, the UC student lobby
group was upset by the governor's
budget

**Given that the governor keeps
talking about preventative mea-
sures and investing in the future, it

seems that the university would be
very important" said Lee Butter-
field, executive director of the
University of California Students
Association.

"(Students) arc sad. We're dis-

appointed. We're outraged. Just
pick your adjective! The opening
bell has sounded," he said. "It's not
going to get any better. Now. we
need to keep it from getting

worse."

from other areas in the university

budget

University officials intend to

take away 25 percent of the money
altotted for the UC president's

administration budget and use it to

fund staff merit salaries.

IMPLANTS
From page 1

exists .between the silicone gel

implants and breast cancer or

auto-immime diseases like arthri-

tis. The FDA's other concerns

include ruptures, leakage and
hardening of the clear gel.

'There's a possibility that out of

so many patients, somebody will

develop connective tissue disor-

der, but there is no evidence that

breast implants cause breast

cancer," said Bernard Markowitz,

a UCLA plastic and reconstructive

surgeon.

It is yet unknowrn how long the

moratorium will be in effect But

UCLA physicians are recom-

mending that women keq) their

implants and consult their physi-
cians only if they experience
discomfort

Some women, however, are not
worried. One woman who did not
want her name released underwent
breast implant surgery in 1989 at

the UCLA Medical Center
because years of childbirth had left

her with shrunken breasts.

"I don't have any regrets," she
said "I feel better than before the
implant and look more balanced
and proportioned."

However, the Food and Drug
and Administration has never
before called for a halt even
temporarily, to the use of a medical
device employed so widely.

"Silicone is around us every-

where — pacemakers, heart val-

ves, and joint implants," Miller
said.

Also defending the implants are
the manufacturers of the implants.

"Unfortunately, what we have
in this process is a cloud of
uncertainty based on speculation
and anecdotal chnical observation,
not mainstream science." said Dan
Hayes, the president of Dow
Coming Wright

But the company, which is the

largest manufacturer of implants,

was ordered by a federal jury to

pay $7.34 million dollars in a
lawsuit over a ruptured silicone

implant last month.
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Evidence of monstrous earthquakes found
By David Periman
San Francisco Chronicle

Geologists probing the restless earth

along the Northern California coast near
Eureka have discovered the strongest
evidence yet that truly monstrous earth-

quakes have rocked the Northwest in the
past — and could strike again.

The record is written in trenches that

scientists have dug across long-quiescent

seismic faults on land, in instrument
readings from acoustic shock waves
reflected off hundreds of seismic faults

offshore, and in the ages of k)ng-buried
fossil trees and peat bogs, deduced from
their remnant radioactive carbon.

As recently as 300 years ago, the
evidence indicates, quaices releasing far

more energy than anything that ever struck

the San Andreas Fault must have thrust

inland areas abruptly upward and buried the

coast underwater along a 150-mile path in

Northern California, covering almost 7,000
square miles north and south of Humboldt
Bay.

Recent discoveries have also uncovered
signs that the same giant quakes may have
triggered massive changes in land levels

every few hundred years all along the

Oregon and Washington coasts, ripping the

ground apart along a huge zone at least 750
miles long.

A quake of that magnitude would be as

large as the 1960 one that destroyed major
cities in Chile, killed at least 5.000 people
and sent huge tsunamis — mistakenly
known as tidal waves, although they are
unrelated to tides— that drowned 6 1 people
on the shore of Hik) bay in Hawaii and
hundreds more in Japan's major harbors.

The Chile earthquake unleashed the
violence of a thousand of California's 1989
events. It is rated at a magnitude of 9.5 on a
scale unrelated to the conventional Richter

magnitude, which cannot accurately mea-
sure the size of quakes much larger than the

1989 Loma Prieta quake.

Such enormous quakes, say the geolo-

gists, "are weU known to generate extensive
damage from ground shaldng. liquefaction,

ground failure and large tsunamis."

The new seismic research in the Hum-
boldt Bay region is led by Samuel H. Clarke
Jr. of the U.S. Geological Survey in Menlo
Park and Gary A. Carver of Humboldt State

University in Areata. The latest report on
their findings is being published in the

journal Science.

Unlike the San Andreas Fault where two
slabs of Earth's crust are constantly sliding

past each other and generate quakes when
they release built-up strain after remaining

stuck for many years, the prehistoric

temblors that Clarke and Carver study are

known as subduction quakes.

In the Northwest off the Pacific Coast a

large segment of Earth's crust called the

"Great subduction'related earthquakes Have occurred in this

region in the recent past and presumably will recur in the

future."

Samuel H. Ciarke, Jr. and Gary A. Carver
,. Geologists

Gorda Plate and an even larger one called

the Juan de Fuca Plate are thrusting

themselves beneath the North American
continent in an inexorable process called

subduction. The entire region, stretching

northward from the so-called "Mendocino
Triple Junction" where the San Andreas
Fault swings westward into the Pacific, is

Imown as the Cascadia subduction zone.

As the massive crustal plates of the zone
grind their way downward under the

western margin of the continental plate tens

of miles offshore, they push eastward

beneath the land as well. The moving slabs

may slide imperceptibly for hundreds of

years, then lock tight for a period while

strain builds up. and then jolt suddenly into

motion again.

Similar processes are at work in many
regions of the world — off Japan, Alaska
and the coast of South America. They
generate deadly volcanic eruptions and
raise up mountains as high as the Andes
over millions of years.

CENIER
From page 3

where I am today," said Boillot,

who opened his own architectural

practice in 1990.

And current students say they

hope these skills will make them
more valuable in the job market

"I'm learning about under-
standing blue prints, prqjaring
legal documents and carrying out

someone else's original design,"

said Jessica Lehrbaum, a third-

year student who recently joined
the design process and will help in

this summer's construction.

During the siunmer. construc-

tion workers, volunteers and paid
students will build the culture

center, which many praise as a
valuable resource for the Santa
Monica area.

*The center will be a great asset

not only to the Native Americans,

but to California as weU," said

UCLA alumna Rhonda Albey.

who is a member of a support

group thar collected private dona-
tions for the center.

The National Park Service also

granted $150,000 to the center last

year, favoring Satwiwa over a
dozen other public park projects.

Boillot also took a course on
fundraising and personally con-

tacted 60 institutions to keep the

project moving.

"All these things are ripples in a

pond" Schoen said. *They all

enhance this experience for them.

The primary objective was for

students to have hands-on experi-

ence."

POLLUTION
From page 3

core curriculum. The homework
problems should be used to com-
plement main textbooks in courses

such as fluid mechanics and heat

transfer, he explained.

"We want to incorporate the

environment into core engineering

curriculum." Allen said. **The goal

is to show that engineers can

positively impact our environ-

ment"

In their report in Science. Clarke and
Carver describe how at least three large

earthquakes on *thrust faults" at the south

end of the'Cascadia subduction zone during

the past 1,700 years have left traces of their

destructive powCT in the deformed earth.

The quakes abruptly shoved the ground 15

to 20 feet upward in some places and
suddenly slumped it in others, they said

The evidence comes largely from
trenches dug across the Little Salmon Fault
which trends northwestward across the land

south of Eureka, runs under Humboldt Bay,
and then continues offshore to cleave the

seabed of the Cascadia subduction zone.

The Mad River Fault and the McKinleyville

Fault have yielded still more signs of the

ancient seismic events.

The most recent major Cascadia quake
struck the region about 300 years ago, the

scientists have determined although far

more moderate temblors often shake the

area, such as the series of three in a single

week that troubled residents of Petiolia, a
tiny town 50 miles south of Eureka.
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Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.

% present

The Fourth Annual
ORATORICAL CONTEST

honoring the late

Dr. Martin Lmith^r Ktoi » Jr.

f

wuST Wire reports.

Does Your Heart Good.

HPAmerican Heart Association

, Thursday, January 23, 1992
7:00 p.m.
RieberHall

Fireside Lounge

^I HAVE A DREAM ...
'^

Contest rules and entry forms available at:

Residence Halls Front Desks • FSR, 118 Men s Gym
• Dean of Students Office

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF ENTRIES:

JANUARY 13, 1992

Funded by ASOCLA Board of Directors Programming Fund
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Counterpoint

make tc^ens promiscuous
By Shayna Douglas

I simply can*i believe that

any thinking person would
oppose the distribution of con-
doms in public schools.

Whether you approve of teen-
age sex or not, over half of
all American high school stu-

dents have had sex, and that .

number is climbing daily. Like
it or not, these teenagers are
going to continue to have sex.

Why? Because it is fun, excit-

ing, glamorous, "adult** and
frowned upon by enough adults

to make it intriguing.

death.

They do not have access to

affordable, reliable means of
contraception and disease pre-

vention.

They are embarrassed to

purchase contraceptives in

stores.

They have been taught that

sex is bad and that they are

bad for having sex. It is easier

for them to risk pregnancy and
disease than to admtt that they

have and enjoy sex.

Teenagers find it difficult to

resist this particular set of
characteristics in an activity.

Unfortunately, many of them
have not reliably been *

informed as to the dangers and
responsibilities that go along
with having sex. Right-wing
conservatives have opposed sex
education in schools on the

"^

basis that it will condone
teenage sex and encourage
promiscuity. These fools pay
no attention to the fact that the

better the sex education prog-
"

ram in the school, the longer
its students tend to keep their

virginity.

Far too many of the sexually
active teenagers (and adults) in

this country are having unpro-
tected intercourse. There are a
number of reasons for this.

Among them:

They have not been properly
educated in matters of con-
traception and disease preven-
tion and do not realize that

practicing unprotected inter-

course could result in pregnan-

cy, disease and (ultimately)

There is nothijig wrong

with valuing virginity

and wanting to keep it

until marriage, but
' these values need to

come from within.

They have been brainwashed
by the Catholic Church into

believing that it is immoral to

use contraception.—-

—

Except for the fifth reason

mentioned above, these prob-

lems can all be lessened by
sex education and the distribu-

tion of condoms in schools.

John Hansen (Daily Bruin,

*Teen sex.** Jan. 7) opposes
the distribution of condoms in

schools on the grounds that it

means that the school is sanc-

tioning teen sex. There is

nothing wrong with valuing

virginity and wanting to keep

it until mairiage, but these

values need to come from

within. Telling a teenager that

premarital sex is wrong will

not prevent it from occurring.

Insisting that the teenager
"shouldn't** do something is the
best way to get him or her to

ck) just that very thing. There
is nothing wrong with having

schools advocate abstinence as

the only 100 percent effective

means to avoid pregnancy and
sexually transmitted diseases.

However, the Christian conser-

vatives and others need to pull

their heads out of the sand and
realize that teens will continue

to have sex whether or not

their schools, their churches or

their parents approve."—

'

Hansen also seems to believe
that condom distribution will

automatically produce promis-
cuity. I*ve got news. Some of
these kids are going to be
promiscuous with or without
condoms. Others win be mono-
gamous with or without con-
doms. Others will remain
virgins no matter how many
condoms you give them.

However, handing a sexually

-active te^ a condom may
greatly increase the chances
that the condom will get used
in his or her next sexual

encounter. Hansen also says he
does not believe that giving

teenagers condoms will lessen

the chances of their getting

AIDS. How he rationalizes this

opinion is unclear, but I find it

absolutely absurd. If even one
pregnancy or one case of
AIDS can be prevented by
distributing condoms in public

schools, it is definitely our
responsibility to do so.

Douglas is a senior majoring
in history.

Counterpoint

distributkMi:

Hie right thing to
By llysa Rubenstaln

I am writing in response to the Icocr printed in the Jan. 7
issue of The Bruin regarding the distribution of condoms in the
New York City school system C*Teen sex*0. The author, John
Hansen, is against this policy which he believes is tantamount to

''sanctioning teen sex.** He states that the "condom saves (people)
from having to preach abstinence.** What Hansen overlooks is

that a condom can also save lives.

Hansen makes a number of points based on his moral and
religious beliefs. Although I do not share those beliefs, I am not
writing to contradict them. People can debate morality and sexual
responsibility until they are blue in the face and who knows. who
is right and who is wrong? That is not the issue here. It simply
doesn*t matter, because there are always going to be people who
disagree with Hansen and these people will continue to have sex
and a condom is the most effective way (barring abstinence) to

prevent the spread of AIDS.
The condom distribution in New York is not about relieving,

teens of their responsibility; it*s about teaching them to take
responsibility. The students who receive condoms also receive an
information pamphlet about the AIDS epidemic which states,

among other things, that the only 100 percent sure way to avoid
the sexual transmission of the AIDS virus is abstinence.

AIDS education programs are becoming mcrcaslngly wKKF
sinead, especially in the wake of Magic Johnson*s recent
announcement th3t he has tested HIV positive. And, yes, the plea
for a return to morality and sexual restraint has gone out across
the country.

But despite all this, there are fads out there having sex.
Young people are one of the fastest-growing groups to become
infected. And if the New Yoric City school system is smart
enough and brave enough to give a kid a condom who otherwise
would not have used one, then I say God bless them. That is

neither immorality nor corruption. That is saving a life,

Hansen states he "wishes people would think logically.** Well,
I wish people would think realistically. We are enduring a
horrifying, fatal epidemic. Abstinence for all youth is not a
reality, but AIDS is. No matter what you teach your children,
some of them are going to disobey, and if we cannot stop them,
then it is our duty as parents and as friends and as human
beings to try to protect them.

Rubenstein is a sophomore majoring in theater.
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Another columnist, another1991 retrospective
Hello, I am Frank Bar-

ties and this is . . . uh
. . . whoah, no Ed! Ed

James (a.k.a. Dave Gatzke) is

no longer with us. My com-
rade in writing has forgone a
promising career as resident

cynic to spend his waning
months at UCLA as a Happy
Hour connoisseur. Thanks for

the memories, Dave. You lush.

All right, enough of that

sentimental crap. Buck up,

little campers, 1992 is here,

which means that every colum-
nist worth his weight in one
liners and cheap sHoCs is. doing
a 1991 retrospective column.
And, since Tm not one to

break new ground, I guess that

means Tm going to have to do
one too. Then again, maybe
not

Actually, 1991 was a great

year for us columnists. Because
of George Bush, Clarence Tho-
mas, Jerry Brown, Saddam
Hussein and any number of
Kennedys, we were never at a
loss for good material. Thank
you gentlemen, you made all

of our jobs that much easier.

Thank you*s now completed,

let's move on to the fint 1992
Recognition and Awards Prog-
ram, I'm hoping to make this

an annual event, even though
Tm officially outta here in

/Mail

Damon
Deart

The idea is pretty dam
simple. I make up the awards
as I go along, and I give them
out to whomever or whatever I

want to.

Still with me? Then let's get

to- it.

First up is the Here Today,
Gone Tomorrow, Back the Next
Day . . . Maybe Award. This

year's recipient, Mario **Gambi-

no Ties" Cuomo, was a shoe

in. Who cares whether or not

the guy says he's going to run

for president

If he shows up for the

convention, he'll get the nomi-
nation. And, if he doesn't, his

*iriends" will make sure that

the other six candidates mys-
teriously die from massive

head wounds. Sounds like a

set up for an Ollie Stone

picture.

Next up on the docket (did

I say that) is the "Hey, nice

dress. Mind if I have a sip of
your soda? Award". In all

fsanKSB, dHS year's awar4=^

friends, to the politics of the

1990's. Leave your morality at

the door please.

Onto a lelated topic. The
Mind If We Take A Peek
Award most definitely goes to

CNN this year. Just when you
thought you couldn't get a

good dose of raunchy sex with

basic cable, along comes CNN
to slam the Playboy Channel
against the ropes, so to speak.

Two sex oriented hearings in

one year, plus the best damn
coverage of the Gulf War
available, for less than $20 a

month. Is it any wonder Time
Magazine made Ted Turner
man of the year?

Moving as far off the topic

as I can, I give you the Merry
Christmas to You Too Award.
For the second year in a row
a simple holiday greeting from
my grandmother has turned

into a Jenny Craig commercial.

Two years ago, I was "skinny

as a rail". Last year, I had
"gotten bigger". This year, I

was '*really putting on some
weight". Now kx)k, at 5' 11"

and 167 pounds, I hardly

qualify as huge, but I guess

it's my own fault for working
out

Getting back to the sex

motif, it gives me heated

ilcasure to present the Really-

split between two very capable
leading men. Whom and where
t|iey lead, well that's a column
of a different color. Clarence
Thomas and ... oh hell, any
Kennedy will do.

Did they or didn't they do
the nasties everyone thinks

they did? Nobody knows but
everybody cares. Welcome, my

Sotry to See Ya Go Award to

the Condor Club in San Fran-

cisco. After decades of service

to the community and nary a

dissatisfied customer, except

maybe the guy who was
crushed by the hydraulic piano
(but he was happy right up
until the end), the condor club
is no more. What kind of

world do we live in where

even sex establishments can't

survive a recession?

Finally, the No Thank You.

We're Still in Denial Award
goes to every last person living

in the Bay Area. Somehow,
someway, the smog in the Bay
Area has finally begun to rival

that of Los Angeles. Now, if

we could just get one person
up there to admit it In Los
Angeles, people seem to like

their smog. We talk about it

as if it were an old friend,

someone we've known our
entire lives. And, well, we
have.

In the Bay Area, however,
smog is the anti-Christ (Excuse
me. The anti-non-gender, non-

ethnic, non-culture specific

supreme being). Nobody talks

about it If they do, they never
call it smog, lliere's actually a

secret name for it Luckily for

all of you, I'm from the Bay
Area, so I'll let you in on the

secret

They caD it "haze". Accord-
ing to those stalwart Bay Area
eco-freaks, haze "bums ofr
faithfully by about one o'clock

every afternoon. Sure it does.

And, for the record, how does
one "bum ofr haze anyway?

Well now, for this to be the
completely sarcastic column
Fm striving for, we need to

Tave tr What's In and Wf

be forced to publicly chastise

you.

Football is out. Basketball is

in. Football was great this

year, don't get me wrong, but
after that 6-3 barnburner, I

think it's time to cool our jets

with some basketball.

Chancellor Young is still out.

As head cheese and permanent
fixture here at UCLA, Mr.
Young is necessarily at the top

of jeveryone's hit list, mine •

included. He still hasn't

granted me that interview I so
nicely asked for early last

quarter.

Construction is out. Seniors

rejoice. We're not going to be
around to see this place ripped

to shreds over the next few
years. But, we'll probably have
the Alumni foundation brea-

thing down our necks to give
money. Ah, to have a brick at

UCLA named after me. Such
the honor!

Bowling is in. With only a
few months left before the

wrecking ball comes down
hard on Ackerman Union, this

is your last chance to get in

some quality bowling rather

cheaply. I say take advantage

of it while you can.

And, lastly, Jim Westby is

in. Who's Jim Westby, you
wonder? He was my T.A. for

ty rmusxc class last quarter,

Out List for UCLA, 1992.

How cliche is that you ask?

Very. Now let's get to it

Anything involving a line at

UCLA is out. If you managed
to escape the lines Monday,
you better not tell anyone.
They might hurt you. Or, they

might tell me and then I will

and despite my best attempts

at failure, he still managed to

pass me. So I owe him one.

So that's it Happy 1992.

See you in two weeks. Maybe,
just maybe, I'll be issue

oriented by then. Maybe. OK,_
probably not

Dean is a senior majoring in

political science.

Letters

EnligMenment
Editor:

I just finished reading John
D. Hansen's letter (Daily

Bruin, *Teen sex." Jan. 7), and
it angered me. At first, I

thought my anger came from
the fact that Hansen considers

the act of sex to be a moral
issue and ftrthermore beheves
that "some people hope for a
cure for AIDS so they can, in

good conscience, advocate a

free morality."

I then realized, however, that

Hansen is prot)ably just strug-

gling with his own repressed

sexuality and is trying to

assuage fears of feeling the

"relaxed morality" within him,_
by preaching vehemently

~
against it. My anger, I now
believe, comes from my grow-
ing realization that many peo-
ple use religion as a tool to

support irrational arguments,

frequently with harmful effects.

While some religions are

obviously more liberal and
nondiscriminatory than others,

the issue lies in that religion

belongs on the personal level.

It amazes me to hear people
screaming on Bruin Walk that

If SO V s^nd it into

"Whites ptir beef?''

112KerckhofrHall

308 Westwood Plaza

U>s Angefes, CS^^^^^^^

And well take care of it.
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if the passersby do not accept

Jesus Christ as their savior,

then they are doomed to bum
in hell. If these preachers

believe that Jesus died for

their sins, and choose to lead

their lives according to the

tenets of the Bible, they are
' certainly entitled to do so. I

am, in fact, sometimes envious

of the simplicity and direction

their lives must attain once

they abandon intellect and cur-

iosity and accept blindly what
the Bible has to offer.

I am not in any way
implying that what the Bible

has to offer is either wrong or
immoral; however, I am
implying that it is hmited in

its scope and represents only

one point of view on many —
complex issues. This is not

enough for many individuals,

such as myself, who, although

interested in spiritual fulfill-

ment, need to find this fulfill-

ment not through unquestioning

acceptance of an established

set of beU&fs, but through

investigating and testing. .

Although this scenario may
seem incredibly ironic, it is

actually the case in today's

world. As far as Hansen's

letter, while I disagree with hi^

opinion that teenagers should

be discouraged from sex, it is

his use of Christianity to

support his argument to which
I strongly object If Hansen's
argument is valid, it could be
supported without religious

references which are highly
subjective by their very nature.

Jason Schiffiran
Frsshimin

Biology

ZkNiism
Editor:

I am a Jew, a Zionist and a

humanist As an undergraduate,

I wrote against Bruin

Viewpoint articles which com-
pared Israel to South Africa.

As a Ph.D. candidate in history

and a colleague of Stan Smith

(Daily Bruin, "Zionism's rac-

ism is not too far from that of

David Duke," Jan. 8), I pre-

sently find myself fending off

an analogy between Israel and
David EHike's vision of a

racially segregated America.

I respond not to rebuke

Smith, nor do I hope to sway
the opinions of those who are

entrenched partisans in this

matter. I have to respond

merely to tell the truth.

Israel is not racist This

summer I encountered Yeme-
nites, Ethiopians, Viemamese,

Moroccans, Indians and Rus-
sians there. All but the

Vietnamese are Jews and Israel

acceptixl them as a humanita-
rian gesture during the crisis

of the Boat People. The
majority of Israelis are

Sephardic — Spanish and Near
Eastern descent rather than
European.

Arab populations are segre-

gated in Israel. This fact

broaches political rather than

racial issues. In this case, the

two issues are not intertwined.

If anything, the political issues

are connected to cultural ones,

what Smith correctly identifies

as the need of Jews to **pre-

serve their heritage and identity

as Jews."

Smith's confusion in this

matter stems largely from his

ignorance. However, others

who equate Zionism with rac-

ism knowingly use it as a tool

to support the political agenda

of the Palestinians. Such a

campaign is just as bad as an

equation of anti-Zionism with

anti-Semitism.

If I see a word misspelled

in a newspaper, I am tempted

to grab a pen and correct it

When the truth is at stake, it's

time to write my own article.

Johnathan Dar
Ph.D. candidate

History
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Beef —

—

Editor:

My beef is people who
come into Noith Campus
and cop an attitude with
the workers for no other
reason than their own
insecurity and frustration.

Evelyn Liu
Junior

English
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William Hurt, left, and Solveig Dommartin star In "Until the End
of the World," for which a soundtrack has been released.

Starstudclecl soundtrack
outshines Wanders' film

By Rob Winfleld

Dally Bruin Staff

Having just experieiu^ and
been exhausted by Wim Wenders*
latest film, the near three-hour

road epic "Until the End of the

World," the original motion pic-

ture soundtrack of the same name
jKDvcs to be the, most satisfying

and intriguing element to this

disappointingly fragmented and
overextended work of cinema.

Featuring a diverse selection of
today's most prominent and popu-
lar artists, many of which volun-

tarily contributed their talents to

aid one of the more unique
filmmakers of our time, the
soundtrack successfully accomp-
lishes the one goal that this

ambitious film fails to reach —
conveying a drama with consisten-

cy, bfltlance and cohesion.

Comprised of 15 original songs
by such artists as R.E.M., Elvis

Costello, U2, Talking Heads,
Depeche Mode and Lou Reed, and
interspersed with four instrumen-

tals from the film's score. "Until

the End of the World*' is perhaps
the most linique soundtrack to be
-assembled in quite some time.

^ And its uniqueness comes not

just from the assembly of musi-
cians, which certainly can't be
discounted, but from the atmo-
spherically moody construction of
each song perfectly complement-
ing the others to convey a dynamic
emotional journey all its own.
The positioning of the tracks on

^ttc album ultimately creates the

feeling that a considerable length

of time was taken^ to mix the

various songs in such a way that

4hey would flow together natural-

ly, conveying both emotional
Mghs and lows as if, through their

combined effort, they were telling

a dramatic story.

A romantic cello solo written by
Graeme Revell and performed by
David Darling opens the record,

then immediately blends into a soft

percussion piece by Talking
Heads, titled "Sax and Violins." a

song seemingly influenced by
David Byrne's musical excursions

in South America, but offset by an
aura of subtle darkness.

This darkness is then magnified

first by Julee Cruise's bluesy

rendition of **Summer Kisses.

Winter Tears," featuring the same
hauntingly angelic voice that intro-

duced each episode of David
Lynch's 'Twin Peaks." and next

by an iinnervingly distant Neneh
Cherry, whose dut>-mixed "Move
With Me** feels like an accompani-
ment to some apocalyptic vision.

From the fascinatingly dreary'

outlook that these first four songs

what better feeling than at the

soundtrack's outset

The cycle then repeats itself, as

it will twice more, again returning

to the album's haunting imagery
with the uncanny weirdness of
Can's "Last Night Sleq)," shifting

the music's optimism once again

with R£.M.'s more rock-oriented

**Fretless" — one of the bettCT

tracks they've written recendy —
and completing the cycle with
Elvis Costello's subdued, but
nonetheless uplifting, "Days."

Reminiscent of the album's
introduction, a brief instrumental

by Revell and Darling titled

Xlaire's Theme" leads into the

record's second half and third

cycle of emotions, where Nick
Cave and the Bad Seeds perform a
melancholic "G'U Love You) Till

the End of the World," almost
seeming ironic in its message.

Then, Patti Smith and Fred
Smith recall the tone of Cherry's
offering with "It Takes Time,"
plunging the atmosphere back into

the imnerving realm of darkness,

until Depeche Mode's "Death's
Door" is reached, where this

musical journey seems to result

now in a funerary ambience.

The irony suggested within

Cave's contribution then becomes
tangible with the third instrumen-

tal, simply titled **Love Theme,"
which is jiixtaposed against the

previous piece of pessimism and
begins the final cycle of songs.

Each hinging on a country blues

influence, Jane Siberry and k.d.

lang's **CalUng AU Angels," T-
Bone Burnett's "Humans from
Earth" and Daniel Lanois'
"Sleeping in the Devil's Bed" all

throw the soundtrack's atmo-
sphere into a strangely ambivalent

state, trapped between optimism
and pessimism, where all the

previous tracks seem to have now
roUercoastered into indecisive-

ness.

U2's stand-out offering. "Until

the End of the World," chooses to

sum it all up, telling that the cycles

of emotion are just the way life is.

•••V4

ALBUM: "Music from the Motion Pic-
ture Soundtrack: Until the End of the
Wodd." Various artists. A Warner
Records release.

Notte's the trae 'Prince' of Streisand'sw
MANN

THEATRES

present, the tone of the soundtrack
shifts with Crime and the City
Solution's "The Adversary,"
which begins upon a Weak note,

but then shifts into a dramatic

release of optimism in the middle
of the song. This provides the

entrance for Lou Reed's more
upbeat, yet cynical "What's
^9d," leaving one with a some-

rmances

film's head above water
By Aaron Dobbs
Dally Bruin Staff

. Before the film hit movie
theaters, everybody knew that

**The Prince ofTides" was going to

be a winrier. What else could be

possible? You've got one of the

world's most popular stars acting

and directing in one of the most
popular novels of the past decade.

But actually, what makes *The
Prince of Tides" a great movie
isn't the story, adapted by Pat

Conroy and Becky Johnston from
the former's best-selling novel,

nor is it the acting, and it certainly

isn't the direction of Barbra Strei-

sand. Sure, all three of these things

contribute, but what makes **The

Prince of Tides" enjoyable to

watch is the performance of its

main character and leading man,
m^ NollB. =

Nolte plays Tom Wingo. a
former high school football

coach/English teacher who is

called to New York by I>r. Susan
Lowenstein (Streisand), his twin

sister's psychiatrist. Tom's sister

Savannah (Melinda Dillon) is a
poet who repeatedly has tried to

commit suicide, and this time. Dr.

Lowenstein- wants some help

learning about the Wingo £unily

history — a subject any of the

major afternoon talk shows would
die for.

Tom has hidden his memories,
though. He doesn't want to

remember his parents' constant

fighting or his brother's death. He
has enough problems of his own as

his marriage continues to fall

apart But in order to help his

sister, he decides to go through
with the discussions. As the meet-
ings continue. Tom begins to find

that not only is he helping his

sister, but he is sorting things out

for himself.

At the same time, though. Tom
begins to form a more personal

relationship with Dr. Lowenstein,

a woman with her own problems at

home. Tom, a man who has always
hated the city, and Susan, a woman
who is the epitome of urban life,

eventually help each other and fall

in k)ve.

Nolte, already one of the best

actors working, proves this time

that he can play a character with

emotional depth. Although Tom is

just an average guy with a terrify-

ing past, he is a voy complex
character, and Nolte carries it off

perfectly. Although he was over-

shadowed by Robert De Niro's

brilliance in **Cape Fear," no one
can top Nolte in this film — not

even Madame Streisand.

That's not to say that Streisand

isn't good, too. Groupies will once
- again love her smA foiK^
ber Susan Lowenstein even though
she doesn't sing anywhere in the

film. But Streisand's direction is a

little excessive at times.

Because she is who she is, fans

might have been disappointed if

Streisand hadn't appeared in a

majority of the film, but the best

scenes in die film are the ones

where she is not there. It's not that

she doesn't give a good perfor-
mance, but after all, tfie main story
isn't about Susan Lowenstein, it*s

about Tom Wingo. There arc

scenes in her office where Tom is

speaking and the camera is resting

on Streisand that simply make no
sense^ and even though her char-

acter becomes very central toward
the end of the film, she's still in it

too much.
In fact, the love relationshq)

between Tom and Susan is the

worst aspect of the film. Streisand

filmed a 20-minute, montage-like
sequence of three k)ve scenes,

which is way too excessive. One

Victoria AMI stars in Pedro Almodovar's film "Hlch Heals.'

love scene would have been fine.

Two may have been tolerable. But
three in a row? And the only thing

separating the three scenes is filler

material of them driving through

the countryside and more filler of
them saying how much they love

each other.

Although Nolte carries the film,

and Streisand's direction is com-
pelling at times, it still wouldn't
have succeeded if the screenplay

had been mishandled. Forgetting

the usual *the book is better than

the movie" argument, the biggest

problem literary adaptations
encounter is an inability to con-
dense all the necessary elements of
the novel into the two hours of the

fihn. But *The Prince of Tides"
benefits from CoruDy's involve-

ment No stranger to having his

novels made into films (his three

previous novels, **The Water Is

Wide" (rctided Xonrack''). *The
Great Santini" and *The Lords of
Discipline" all have become
motion pictures), Coiux)y obvi-

ously helped keep the integrity of

iiis novel intact Although his

SIvTM VI (FQI
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novels have been made into films,

this is the first time Cotvoy has

actually adapted one. and so it

seems that Johnston helped Con-
roy from succumbing to many of
the problems authors who become
screenwriters encounter their first

time out.

•The Prince of Tides" isn't

another case of stars using their

power unjustly. Streisand has
made a great film that ranks with
some of the top dramas of the year.

But when seeing this film, it's

important to pay more attention to

the story and to Nolte, because
without them it wouldn't be nearly

as good, i^-kif

RLM: -The Prince of Tides." Written by
Pit Conroy and Becky Johnston. Based
on the book by Pat Conroy. Directed by
Barbra Streisand. Produced k)y Barbra
Streisand and Andrew Karsch for

Barwood/tongfollow Productions. A
Cokjmbia Pictures release with Nick
Nofto and Barbra Streisand. (Rated R:
sexual situations, adult themes and
language: 135 minutes) Now playing
dtywide.
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High school teacher Tohfi Wingo (Nick Nolt«) and psychiatrist Susan Lowenstein (Barbra Streisand)
play with the queen of hearts In "The Prince of Tides."

'Higli Heels' staimbies over melodramatics
Almodovar^s latest work lacks

cynical edgeofearlier films"

By Nick Roberts -

Dally Bruin Staff

Although Pedro Almodovar's
films have always been refreshing

visually, what has frequently set

him apart from other directors in

the past has been his ability to

observe with dark amusement the

paranoia and sexual frustrations of

modem life.

In "High Heels/* though, Almo-
dovar becomes a style victim of

sorts, getting lost in a flair of

melodramatics at the expense of

developing his characters and
storyline. **High Heels" is still an

Almodovar film, of course— but

the cynical edge that made
"Women on the Vci^e . .

.*• and
*Tie Me Up! Tie Me Down!" so

enjoyable (and pc^Nilar) is unfortu-

nately missing from his latest

work.

The story, which centers around

the love/hate relationship between
the aging pop singer Becky Del
Paramo (Marisa Paiedes) and her
neglected daughter Rebecca (Vic-
toria Abril). has, at least on the
surface, a fair amount of potential

10 be an engaging, biting com-
mentary on the pain that growing
up in a non-parental vacuum
leaves for both the child and the

parent

Almodovar spices things up in

typical fashion when Becky
returns to Madrid, where she
discovers that Rebecca has mar-
ried a former lover of hers named
Manuel (Feodor Atkine), the own-
er of the television station where
Rebecca works as a news anchor.
Soon after, Rebecca introduces her

mother to her best friend and
part-time lover. Femme Lethal

(Miguel Bose), an attractive

fernale impersonator who idolizes

Becky Del Panuno on the stage as

much as Rebecca idolizes her

offstage.

It doesn *t take long for things in

Becky and Rebecca's world to turn

sour, as Becky discovers that her

daughter's marriage is a dismal

failure and begins to intrude

emotionally on her daughter's life

once again. Soon after, Manuel is

found murdered in his country

house after reportedly being vis-

ited by both women and a third

whom he made love with. Enraged
by her mother and filled with grief

over her dead husband, Rebecca
confesses to the murder on the

nightly news and is sent to prison.

But nothing is as it really seems
in either Rebecca or Becky's
world. It's a theme which keeps

popping up throughout the fihn as

Almovodar jumps from twist to

turn in order to resolve the feelings

of suppressed anger and guilt that

exist between Rebecca and her

modier. As the movie progresses,

things gradually get cbudier as

one problem's solution fades once
again into another problem until

the film begins to feel contrived.

Despite the underlying humor

that seems to thrive in Rebecca and
Becky's otherwise painful situa-

tion, uxxiy is one of Almodovar's
less-used strengths in the film. The
fact that Rebecca and Becky
discover in Manuel's death a
common ground on which to mend
their emotional wounds almost
becomes trivialized by the end as
the two women become possessed
by stiff dialogue and Almodovar's
over-sentimentality.

The film does have its moments,
though (including an uproarious

scene in which Lethal croons his

heart out while accompanied by a

group of drag-clad fans in the front

row) when you realize the gift

Almodovar has for mocking the

type of overiy dramatic Holly-

wood films that "High Heels,

unfortunately, turns out to be. ^^

FIUI: -High Heels." Written and
directed by Pedro Almodovar. Pro-

duced by Agustin Almodovar. A Mira-

max Films release with Victoria Abril

Marisa Paredes. Miguel Bose and
Feodor Atkine. (Rated R: language,

sexual content; 1 15 min.) Hem pMywig
at Westside's Qoldwyn Pavilion and
Beverly Fine Arte Theater.
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Books

'Enterprising' writers create new manual
Authors hope book will entertain

old, next generations of Trekkers
^

By Joanne J. Choi
Daily Bruin Staff

Michael Okuda and Rick Stem-
bach are making history. As
writers of "Star Trek: The Next
Generation Technical Manual/*

the definitive guide to the Enter-

prise-NCC 1701-D, the duo are

proving that the pen nnay be as

mighty as the Nielson rating.

In a recent interview regarding

his involvement with "Star Trek:

The Next Generation/* where he
and Stembach serve as technical

consultants to the extremely suc-

cessful show in addition to other

duties, Okuda admitted that put-

ting together the guide to what's

what on the Enterprise will leave

an indelible impression on future

generations of Trekkers.

*There are a lot of people who
know a great deal about how the

Enterprise works. We wrote the

manual for the show's enormously
demanding audience,** Okuda
says.—Since Okuda and Stembach

"There are a lot of people who know a great deal

about how the Enterprise works. We wrote the

manual for the show's enormously demanding

audience."

Michael Okuda
"The Next Generation Technical Manual'

warp drive work to the battle

brieve.

Okuda and Stembach are well

versed with the intricate ins and
outs of the Enterprise. Both have
been involved with the show since

its inception as well as being

handpicked by the late Gene
Roddenberry, creator and execu-
tive producer of "Star Trek: The
Next Generation** as weU as the

original "Star Trek.**

Stembach serves as the senior

illustrator as well as technical

consultant He is responsible for

the interesting gadgets and gizmos
that make life in the 26th century

on the. Enterprise so interestiiig^

work closely together, Okuda says

that collaborating on the manual
was "a natural outgrowth.** The
results of their labor is a 183-page

guide complete with pictures and
graphics about the world's most
famous starship. The manual cov-

ers everything from detailed

descriptions of the nacelles in the

Okuda, the show's scenic art

supervisor and technical consul-

tant, is invplved with creating the

sophisticated graphics and control

panels thatire the nuts and bolts of
the story line.

Okuda hopes that the manual,

which rqi^sents five years of
notes ^'hopefully made interest-

ing,** will provide "an enomious
amount of insight into how the ship

works.**

Viewers who are curious about

infrequently mentioned objects

and places used during the epi-

sodes, such as the **Captain*s

Yacht,** will have some of their

questions answered. According to

the manual, the **Captain*s Yacht**

is a specialized auxiliary space-

craft complete with staterooms and
a galley. It is primarily used to

convey diplomatic p^-sonnel and

has been christened **The Calypso"

by Patrick Stewart (Captain Jean-

Luc Picard).

SUNNY SUNG/Daly Bruin

"Star Trak: Tha Naxt Qanaratlon Tachnlcal Manual" provides a
definitive guide to the Intricacies of the Enterprise.

things like the structural integrity

Held come from, Okuda admits

that such creations are "necessary**

for a show like "Star Trek** that

depends so much on innovation.

Many inventions come up dur-

ing brainstomiing sessions, during

which the crew play "What iff

games.** According to Okuda, the

structural integrity field was the

result of realizing that a ship the

size of the Enterprise needs a force

field to keep from collapsing.

While mastering all of the

technical aspects to the Enterprise

may seem a bit daunting and
theoretical for those interested in

writing scripts for the series,

Okuda believes that understanding

the intricacies of the structural

integrity field isn*t as vital as the

StDTV or ^T^r i iTFjr' IflC PICX.L

Generation." "Star Trek is about

the people,** he says.

CMnida believes that the show's,

and hence the manual's, real worth
is dependent on how it influences

the future of America. He
believes that the present education

system does not sufficiently

encourage children jo beccime

interested in science. "Science has

become unimportant to our present
education system. America is

losing sight of the fact that science

and en^neering are important,** he

mEfda is a self-proclaimed

product of "the post-Sputnick
generation** in which interests in

science were encouraged.

"The original ST inspired a lot

of kids to go into science and_
medicine. Irthis show can shape~

the values to a small degree for the

next generation of children watch-
ing it, the show will be worth-

while.**

BOOK: 'Star Trek: The Next Qenera-
tkH) Techmcal Manuat." Written t^ Rick
Stembach and Michael Okuda. 183
Pages. Pocket Books; $13.

FAST, FREE DELIVERY

207-5900
100% Real Mozzarella
& Fresh Ingredients

1162S Santa Monica #10
(1 Bile Eft of Barrington)

Sunday- Thursday
11-12am

Friday-Saturday

11-2am

"A BRAVURA PERFORMANCE, HE SINGS AND DANCES
WITH MESMERIZING VERSATILITY!"

\IWU)KK IIMLS

''AN INCREDIBLY POWERFUL, POSITIVELY
RIVETING PERFORMANCE WORTH RUNNING TO SEE"

"A TOWERING PERFORMANCE THAT LIFTS THE
AUDIENCE CHEERING TO ITS FEET.

"

"A MIRACLE OF AN ACTOR. THE PLAY IS ABOUT
PATRIOTISM OF THE BRAVEST SORT"

Di.lKOil \iWS

BRUIN <213) 474-0267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL '

1 ri:k parki\(; ci siiiom:!) chairs

wSAT, SUN, & EVENINGS
CLASSES

BROOKS SINGS MAGNIFICENTLY VOLCANIC POWER"
AIIANTK lOlHNAl CONSrill'IION

"ASTONISHING VIRTUOSITY INCENDIARY
SPELLBINDING. SUPERSTAR ACTING."

..•A UJK A(,() rniRUNf

JANUARY 7th - FEBRUARY 2nd ONLY!

UCLA Stu./Fac/Staff

$10 with this ad

771/s week only!
(Thurs. -Sat at 8:00;

Sun at 3 00
Cash only at Box Office)

AveryBrooks
"IN

Paul
Robeson

A PIqv with Music by

PHILLIP HAYES DEAN
Also Starring ERNIE SCOTT

Direrted Bv HAROLD SCOTT

(1/9 TO 2/2) THURS./FRI./SAT. AT 8.-00 AND SUN. AT 34)0 0RCHE5T1U S30.00 • MEZZANrNl $22.50

WESTWOOD PLAYHOUSE 10886 LECONTE AVE. WESTWOOD
CHARGE TIX AND INFO. (310) 20S-S454 OR TICKETMASTER (310) 480-3232
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Alcoholics Anonymous
~~

Mestings
Men. disouseion, Thur. Bookaludy. Fri. Step
Study. AU 3625 12:15-1:15. Fri. 1200-1:00
Tuee. Disoussion, Wsd. Discuesion NPI

C8538 \2Ab-\SXL-
Tor alboholics orTndMaiaialto

na¥> drweuriQ problerTw

LAKER FANS! Tlclcets for sale. Most games.
Loge section #36. Approx. $25 eadi. Beth
472-7465.

TWO TtCKETS AVAILABLE foruaA - Arizona
Came. Sat(l-1 1-92) at 4pm. $300 per ticket.

(602)743-7384. 11am-3pm.

10 Health Services 22

Campus Services Campus Services
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Last chance
for yeait)ook portraits.

Friday,January 24
is the absolute, final deadline for senior portraits in the Bmin
Life yearbook. So doni be left completely out of the picture.

It lakes only a few minutes for a portrait that kists

a lifetime. And ifs a anap to make an
appointmentJustSlop byCampus Photo
Studio in Kerckhoff Hall 150, Monday
through Friday.

"Wiiiirtfiiihiiii tti rhii'lit tm

Saturday Night?

e -lOj 00^6 le asnog oiw ;e ;oolli

saqeg pue sjo>i!a_iA;jed 91!M/V\

^ >jOG|a lenuuv S.V93IAI0 IHO
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PAUL DREW ATHLETIC Masseur. UCLA DIs-
count Dl0)83»-8544

Opportunmes 26

MODELS WANTED: maiV female all types.

Yaur chawrto have S200 makB owr.„ Afcso^
lutely free. Color ancVor cut by top proliesslon-

als. You could qualify. (IF INTERESTED
PLEASE ATTEND MOOa CALL) at: Sheraton
LAX airport hotel. 6101 West Century Bhd.
LA, 90045. Date: Sunday January 12, 1992.
Time: 3pm- 7pm. Questions addressed at this

time. No hair done at model call. Bobby Kraus
(213)542-4974.

Help Wanted 30

Sensational new

Good Deals 7 Researcti Subjects 12

INSURANCE WARII We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidenb,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

LOSE WEIGHT— up to 30 pourids in 30 daysl

New Year's discount. (310)474-1415,
394-8557.

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

We coul(dn't have

aske(d for a better

plecJge class!!

Personal

Researcti Sut^ects 12 Research Subjects 12

10

Persorxil 10

$50 CHALLENGE. K you can prove my pollu-

tion solution unfeasible, ril pay you $50.

1-800-486-2489.
r '

JESSICA, Piych major who was in S.M. jury

duty group 9, please call Eric at 399-271 1

.

rp.Alpha Chi's Fire

Up for House
Retreat!

January 11,

1992
Buses Leave

8:45

Congratulations

Lauren

Hoffman

&
Drrw

Chochokk

on your

beautiful

Promise!!

We loveyou!

Alpha Chi

ASTHMA RESEARCH: Subjects with mild to

moderate asthma ages 18—50. Able to per-

form brief periods of heavy exercise. Needed
for air pollution study. Call James at

(310)825-2739, Mon—f=»f..w

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learning
experienc».82S-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WITH DEPRESSION
SOUGHT. FEELING PERSISTENTLY SAD OR
HOPELESS WITH INSOMNIA, TROUBLE
CONCENTRATING OR LOW ENERGY?
UCLA RESEARCHERS CONDUCTING
STUDY ON PRAI^D DEPRESSION TREAT-
MENT. CONTACT KARRON^A AT UCLA
(213)825-5493

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer

w/Tinea Pedis needed for r>ew research study.

UrwIer dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid for info. (310)828-8887.

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, NEEDED for UCLA
study of psycho-social factors in Bulemia

Nervosa. If you have recovered from B.N. or

are struggling with this problem and are

interested in participating, please contact Eli-

zabeth or Marcia. $30 compensation.

(310)206-5081

reMAtE^wfffwBSTo^^EEDfFto
participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 19-49.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For info call (310)828-8887

HEALTHY MALES AND FEMALES, 18 and
older, needed for position imaging of the brain

or heart. Injection of radioactive isotope.

Bloods will be taken. (310)825-1118
$7V3-hrs or $25/hr.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developnr>ental evaluation.

$20O.$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Eatyf No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2900 Copyright iCAIIKDH.

$40,00(Wr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

oiX simple "lik^don't like* kirm. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at honrw, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2925 Copyright »CA11KEB.

-$500-$1,OOCVWK. PT, working weekends.
Erotic dancers and rrxxlcls needed. Will train,

call Ginger, (213)575-3634.

Administrative Assistant. Are you returning to

school iher working for several years? Inter-

ested in assisting busy psychologist? Good
editing, proof-reading, writing skills? Mac or
IBM computer literate, independent, long
term, part time employnrwnt. Contact Dr.
Marion Solomon, continuing education semi-
nars, (310)475^300.

AAMAZING OPPORTUNITY! Manager/
assistant for combined Legal/Medical (Gyne-
cology^ office. Great pay! Full-time. Strong
academic records. Vivacious tnd cheerful.

(310)281-8457.

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble
products from your home. Info.
504-646-1700. DEPT. P695.

BH RESIDENT NEEDS ERRAND RUNNER. FT^
$7 plu!^r. Responsible, dependable. Good
driving record essential. Joyce St. Marie M-F/
9-5. 276-2251

.

BK:YCLE/PEDICAB drivers (8) - Hrs. Flex.,

P/T, Immediate, $5-$9. ?Mr. 208-8898.

BOOKKEEPER FOR PROFESSIONAL LADY.
10-15 hrs. monthly. Very flexible hrs. Brent-
¥wood (310)472-4534.

BOOKKEEPEi^ P/T, for attorney/investo«v Ex-
perienced Macintosh, SOwpm, excellent
phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
557-2315.

Lost and FourKi 16

NOTKI: WILL THE PERSON WHO IS CAR-
ING FOR THE SMALL BROWN DOG FOUND
1 -3-91 ATMURPHY HALL PLEASE CONTACT
THE CAMPUS POLCE.

Healtti Services 22

N0N-SURGK:AL laser therapy for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation arxi removal of

acr>e, scars and survpots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)786^)636.

GREAT
OPPORTUNITIES

IN RADIO
KIA is now looking for

Ambitious Self-Slarters who
arc seeking pirofessional

experience in sales.

ACCOUNT
if^'i"^' c''^

,
,,

Applications available at the
KLA office

(Ackerman Grand BallroonO
Call for more info.

X59106
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Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will

work around classes. Sunset Village Dining

Services. S6.63|^. 206-7686. Contact Paul

Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting

APPs for Winter Quarter.

CASTING IMMEDIATRYI &tris net(d^ for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHUORENS GYM INSTRUCTOR- Must be
energetic and love Icids. Experience teaching

children 6 months-7 years required. Terrific

opportunity. Part-time (21 3)288-0258

CLERICAL ASSISTAI^- Counseling Center in

Santa Monica needs office assistant to help

with public inform^ion & furtdraising pro-

jects. Responsibilities irx:lude: running er-

rarxJs, padtagir^ & shipping, filing & some
light typing. Must have car w/insurarH:e. PA
flexible; days thru ^2. FA days 7/1 thru

10/1. $a/hr. Call Linda (310)319-4503
10am-3pm.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING —
$2,00&^ATK}nth -t- VMM-Id travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, the Carribean, etc.). Holiday, Sumrrier and
Career Employnient available. No experier>ce

necessary. For employment program call

1-206-545-4548 ext. C234.

DRIVER NEEDED OCCASIONALLY by Older

woman. Sometimes Help w/ wheekahir. Sher-

man Oaks. (818)906-1399

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Taking snap-

shots. SeryJ self-adressed stamped erwelope to:

Rosdol, 7719 Wilkxjghby, West Hollywood
90046.

ERRANDS & CHORES. $7.5(Vhr. Your car.Afterno'ons.
AID & TUTORING. S^Ofhr. 14-yr-old boy.

(310)472-2628,

ESTABLISHED COMPUTER SOFTWARE DE-

VELOPMENT COMPANY needs Micro-Dos
experierKed individual. Flexible schedule &
hours. Convenient WLA location. Pay based

on experience, pi 0)31 5-9940.

FUNDRAISING FIRM SEEKS WRITERS AND
RESEARCHERS to develop grant proposals.

Ed^ublic Healtt^ocial Work nftajors erKOur-

aged to apply. Send resume anchor veiling

sampk to P.O. Box 365, SanU Monica, 90406^

MODELS

Call (818)508-8680

-tl

OUTSIDE SALES. Fast-growing marketing firm

representing Firestone. Looking for outgoingm
er^ergetic people for day, evening & vMeekend

hrs. $15.30/hr. FT/PT. Comm. sis.

1-800-323-7559.

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST with medical in-

terest for busy Beverly Hills OtVGyn office.

Wedr>esday and Friday evenings 4pm- 10pm
and every other Sur«iay 9am-6pm. Call

274-8353. Ask for Cheryl between 9-1 2, 2-5.

PART-TIME JOB, good hours, good pay. Pick-

up children from school ind drive to activities.

Must be available M—F afternoons and have

car. Call Mike or Peggy at 478-8152.

PART-TIME ACTIVITV LEADERS. Work with

children in school/ daycare settings. Experi-

ence preferred. Positions available throughout

Westside. Bilingual EnglisfV Spanish helpful.

Car necessary. $6^r. Camp Fire Boys and Girls

(310)371-7744.

PART-TIME PHONE SALES for education com-
pany in Santa Monica. Pleasant wcxk for

eloquent person with gift of gab. Sales experi-

erxre helpful. Must live on Westside. Have own
car, krxMvledge of foreign language helpful.

Hourly commission. 395-9393

PART-TIME POSITK3N. Earn $1(Vhr. Inter-

viewing immediately for tutoring positiom in

all major courses. Must have minimum of 3.6

GPA and excellent communication skills.

(310)841 4438

8 people needed noiPF
pteiMir.

BV HFLPiNG OTHERS
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CYMNASTK: COACH; Immediate opening
for girls and boys competitive teams in SM.
Krxiwledge of USGF system. Experience re-

quired. M-F afternoons, evenings. Sat. Wage
depending on experience. Call ASAP. M. Gates

(213)450-0012.

HASHERS WANTED for sorority house. Excel-

lent food, $5/hr. (310)208-4008, leave

message.

HOSTESS WANTED for popular Westside
restaurant. Apply in person. 12217 Wilshire

Bhrd.

I'LL PAY $1C^R for orvcampus ter>nis partner.

Intermediate, LXZLA alumni. Evenings only.

Tom (818)992-1927.

IMPROV OUTSIDE SALES, Sell laughs after

class. Full-time or part-tirr^e. Excellent com-
mission. (310)651-2583

IRISH AMERKZAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posi-

tions available Pl/Fl day^evenings. Good pay
up to $3(Vhr. Call Mon—Fri 1 —6pm. Kathline/

Bill (213)458-4427.

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Minimum 3yr5 law
office experience in plaintiff personal injury.

Knowledge of WordPerfect. Contact Sid Dia-

mond, (213)475-0481.

LEGAL ASSISTANT. Century City law firm

seeks highly motivated college graduate to

assist attornies. Must have superior writing

skills. Accounting background helpful. Will

train. $9Air. Call Donna (310)286-1700.

LIGHT CLERKIAL WORK NEEDED. $6.50AHR.

(310)391-1557.

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,
Attractive people wanted for nude photos.

Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MODELS earn $1 5Q/hr. or more. Boyish

ind/or athletic 18—24. Cleanshaven fac^
little or no chest hair. Playgirl-style

magazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
Internationallly known photographer. Brad

(213)392-4248. _^
NEED EXPERIENCED Mac user to tailor soft-

ware for rfeal estate firm. Dan (310)395-6400.

OFFICE MANAGER^USTOMER SERVICE, FT
FAST PACED CELLULAR AGENT, Mac, Light

Bookkeeping & good phone voice required.

)eff (310)842-8887

ON CALL PT DRIVER to carpool several

children 3-7pm Mn-Fri, $10GM( ' 25f per

mile. Must have own car/insuran^. Carolyn

.010)285-2370. '> V

OPENINGS for INNOVATIVE ElU^RIMEN-
TALISTS holding^^{pr|h^|i^eV degrees

in physics, chemlib^' alfo 46nginev to

perform ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH in

ozone depletion and mitigation, plasma tordl

for waste treatment, isotope separation, very

large Controlled AtnrKxpheric and Space Ex-

perinf>ental facility. Research can lead to

advarK:ed degrees. Persons with irniustrial

experience ¥vho desire a new career are

especially erKOuraged to apply. Fax resume to

(310)825-4057, Attn: UCLA Plasma Physics

Laboratory.

PART-TIME MS-DOS PROGRAMMER.
$1C^r, up to 8 hrs per week. Call Boyce
Williams at Pristine Systems. (213(852-0737.

PEDIATRICIAN needs volunteer to help with

clinical research « Harbor UCLA Medical
Center. 1-2 day^vk. Call (310)212-4176.

PERSON FRIDAY NEEDED in Medical office.

$Mv. 12-5 Mon-Fri. Must be conscientious

and personable. Submit applicatfon: 100UCLA
Medical Plaza. Suite #100. 824-1000

PERSON TO DRIVE 1 5-year-old to Moorpark 4
timeVweek, Tues., Thurs. afternoons. Sat. ind
Sun. flexible. 4 hr^ day. Excellent driver and
car. S7^r. (310)552-4734.

PERSON TO DRIVE 1 5-yr-old to Moorpark 4
time^Mlc. Tu, Th afterrwons. Sat and Sun
Flexible. 4-hr^day. Excellent driver and car.

S7^r (310)552-4734.

PT COMMISSION SALES for audio video tape

duplication, ^{gressive, fhotivated only exper-

ience needed. High earning potential. Call

(213)655-3031, ask for JR.

PT. ftUE CLERK. Xeroxing ar>d errarxk, hours

3-6, M-F. (310)870-3316.

PT, FieW Rep. Long-term. Photocopy medical

records at doctors offices. Must have car,

^0-20^Wi^wk. Tues., Fri. required. Maximum
availability on other days. $84Air. (213)

453-6422.
'

P/T SCIENTIFIC LFTERATURE RESEARCH &
LECTURE NOTE TAKING with MD in rrwlecu-

lar genetics private research. Extensive formal

education in related area required. Senior/

Grad helpful. Flexible hours. Nurit
(310)306-0055.

PT POSITK^N IN DERMATOLOGIST OFFKI
2at-hr^Mk — flexible. Light office duties.

%6/hr. (310)826-5949.

PUBLISHER'S REP. FIRM is looking for energe-

tic person to fill P/T secretary asst. trainee

position for 7WTH 1 1 :30-4:30. Contact Cher
(310)471-3630.

"

REAL ElTATE INVESTMENT CO. located near

LAX has openings for assistants to aid in

tracking and compiling data for purchase of

foreclosure porperties in Southern California.

Hours flexible. $5Av. Contact Jeff Weidman
(310)642-7740.

SECRETARY/EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT- Beverly
Hills based real estate development company
seeking dynamic individual for FT challenging

position. WordPerfect and previous experi-

ence a must. $23K-M- commensurate w/ qual-

ifications. For interview. Call
(310)471-1413,859-0222 Fax (31Q)§59.2806

RESPONSIBLE -f DEPENDABLE PERSON
needed in office. Must be able to type, file,

handle projects, ar>d have good follow through

skills. P/T 20-25hrs/week. Please call

(213)878-5558. ^__
RETAIL- PT. SALES on Rodeo Dr - Villeroy i
Boch. China A gifts. hM. Hanley 858-6522.

Receptionist, Westwood law offices. M,W,F
9-5, $€^r. Can do homework on job.

(310)824-4000.

••••••••••••••••••
J ^-RECEPTIONIST** J
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*SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-

cially in San Femar>do Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. $1 5^. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)821-4343.

SECRETARYA^ull Tirm; detail oriented, must
kr>owWordPerfect, good phone skills, Contact

Fred (213)934-5000, Salary open:

STUDENT WORK. Retail/Customer sen^ice.

$8.20 starting. Part tinw, schedule arourMi

school. Eves, weekends available. No door to

door, ect. Call (310) 396-1479.

STUDENT WORK. Retail/ customer sen^ice.

S8.20 starting, part-tirrw. Schedule arourxJ

schoel. Eves, weekends available. No door-to-

door, etc. Call (310)396-1479.

TELEPHONE SALES: Well established tool

distributor seeking sharp individuals to sell

tools & shop supplies to aircraft maintenar>ce

facilities. Flexible hours. Excellent eamir^

potential.

TWO POSmONS: one requires Spanish bil-

ingual, wordprocessir^ experierKe, good typ-

ing skills. Flexible hours, Wilshire & West-

wood law office/ Sid Diamond.
(213)475-0481. -•

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move-in boruis. FumishecUunfumished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to LXIA.
A^, pool, elevator, 555 Levering 206-7634.

Managed by Moas A Co.

Sherman Oaks, PT. Telephone sales back-

ground desirable. 2O-30hrsAvk. Sat. a must.

$6»2% commission. (818)506-6546.

WESTWOOD STOCK BROKER needs assis-

tant for telemarketing. NO saLINGI Salary -i-

boous. Mr. Wasserman (213)443-5400.

WRPTER-EDITOR PART-TIME. Knofwiedge of

computer industry arxJ or international trade

(especially with Japan). Editing experience

necessary. For new newsletter please write

giving experience and salary to CCS P.O. Box

90833 L.A. 90009.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively^

talented writers. Paperback novels, norvflction

books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

WRFTERWHO IS BLIND needs an assistant for

the academic year. (213)396-5062.

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks

student interns to leam script development
activities in office. No pay, but good opporturv

ity to team. (310)576-6309, (310)394-7263.

INTERN for film company. Creative and admi-

nistrative positions avail. Very
flexible hours. Call Steven (818)545-7931.

Job Opportunities 32

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Law firm, Be-

verly Hills adjacent. Organized, motivated,

computer experierx:e helpful. Will train. $€^r.
and up d.o.e. Sharona (213)651-3333

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR ADMINISTRA-
TIVE ASSISTANT for CPA Finn^ Century City

— P/T. Duties include: light typing, knowledge
of Lotus 1 23, errarKJ deliveries, some heavy

lifting. Must have own car. Hourly wage &
benefits. Call Lesley fcavis (310)553-7880.^avi:

SALES-Entry level, car^. Salary -f commis-
sion -f benefits. Degree required.
(310)823-2670 or TTC 2554 Lincoln Blvd.

•137. MDR 90291.

ChM Care Wanted 35

ASSIST BUSY MOM w/2 teenage boys
(12lr15). MAN 3-6pm. Errands, homework,
dirwwr, etc. Must have car w/insurarK:e, be
reliable. References required. (310)836-3290.

BABYSrrTER WANTED DAYS & EVENINGS
for 2 small chiMren. Schedule will vary.

Responsible, caring, experienced & refer*

erKes. Must have transportation. Please call

Adele (213)454-7400.

BABYSFTTER with experience with toddlers.

Every Sat. evening. Call Nancy 557-6295
(work) or honr>e 558-3917

FACULTY MOM needs responsible person for

child care. Car and insurarxx required. Child

dev. courses or experierKe required, refer-

efKes. Flexible hours, 15-2GMc. STAir. Call

Sue (310)206-7528.

PARTTIME NANNY wanted, flexible hours,

great pay, two wonderful children. Call Cheri

(818)769-7626
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

^Ibur
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zHEVIOUB PUZZkb nfiurEB::

ItaHanfood
Female term
of address
Yacht's pole
Mr. Root
Pain
Strange:
Scot.
Ore deposits
Champion
runrter

Charge
Exam answer
Roman orator
A k>everage
Mantle
Step in

Succinct
Loft

Jazz numt>ers
Guide's note
Claim on
property
Anr>erind

Author
Kingsley —
Grape
Trickle._
Beginner
Grasslike
plant

Produced
Prayer word
Satan's forte

Dreadful
Loot
Bird

Happen
— ink

Created
Single out
Bright signs
Scheme
Boxing vk;-

tories: abbr.
69 Painful areas
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46

48
50
52
53
56
57
60
62
64
65
66
67
66

DOWN
1 Ill-gotten

gains
2 Succulent

plant

3 Team
4 Artk^
5 Lacking
ornament

6 Adutt
7 Israeli port

8 Eurekal
9 Pilgrims'

destination

10 "— Beach
Party"

1

1

Kin of pre
12 Skin mark
13 Spanish bull

19 Scottish garb
22 Minister

24 Swiss capital

25 Wampum
26 Snow houses:

var.

^7 Ingenuous —

28 Walk
29 Window cover
31 Forgive
32 Cut
33 Allayed
36 Swiss lake

40 Write one's
„.,name
41 Grandparenta
43 Abdicate
45 Seeds
47 Gemstone
49 Staircase

parts
51 Something

drawn out
53 Rope fit>er

54 Cameo shape
55 Perform agair

58 French city

57 Aroma
58 Chianti, e.g.

59 Girl

61 Diving bird

63 Recent: pref.

—Whatever vou do in the year ohood^—
likely to be done on a grander scale
than in the past. This is apt to be true
socially as well as commercially.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Some-
times, it's necessary to toot your own
horn in order to announce something
worthy you've done that should be
brought to the attention of others. If

necessary, blow your bugle today. Get a
jump on life by understanding the influ-

ences governing you in the year ahead.
Send for Capricorn's Astro-Graph pre-
dictions today by mailing $1.25 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped enve-
lope to Astro-Graph, c/o this newspa^:
per. P.O. Box 91428, Cleveland. OH
44101-3428. Be sure to state your zodi-
ac sign.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20.Feb. 19) Condi-
tions look extremely favorable today for

enhancing your material security. There
is something you can do at this time that
could produce long-term benefits.

PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) Slow start-

ers better step aside today once you get
on a roll. You'll mean business and. if

anyone wants to hop on your bandwag-
on, they'll have to be of the same frame
of mind.
ARIES (March 21-ApH1 19) In your own
quiet way. positive measures can t>e

taken to further your personal ambi-
tions today. Keep a low profile and
don't reveal your intentions to anyone
not directly involved.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) You can
make a favorable, lasting impression
today by putting yourself out for others,
especially if you do so without making
them feel obligated In any way.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Don't be
afraid to elevate your sights a bit today
when establishing your objeclives. You
can perform remarkably well — if you
push yourself a little harder than usual.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) If there i^
an important agreement you have to
negotiate with another, this is a good
time to put it on the table. Chances are
a quick understanding can be reached.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) You're quite effi-

cient today and certainly not apt to
waste time or motion performing as-
signments, particularly in a joint

endeavor.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22) Sometimes,
two heads are better than one. This is

one of those days when your efforts
could be doubly effective working in

tandem with another's.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Through un-
selfish desire to do what you can to help
others, you might receive rewards you
didn't seek today — yet you'll deserve
what you get.

SCORPIO (Oct 24-Nov. 22) Someohe
you've recently met is very anxious to
get together with you again in order to
discuss a mutual interest. This meeting
could take place today.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) From
time to time throughout this month, you
might t>e showered with more material
opportunities than usual. Be alert and
receptive, because this could be one of
those days.

T
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% BLOCK FROM UCLA, Single apt., refrigera-

tor, and microwave. $475, 9 mor^ lease,

(310)277-6613

$985 BRENTWOOD 2bed/2 bath, patio, new
carpet, paint. Lease by appointmerH. 11728
Mayfield »2 (310)271-6611

AMAZING 2-BECV2-BATH •WEST>A/OOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing roonr>, efKlosed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliarxres. Near eating places, trans-

portation A UCLA. (213)475-6717.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT -1 -bedroom each.

Private bath. Share Ititchen. Utilities paid.

%A50/mo. $200-deposit. 938-6330.

BACHELOR $45(VMO. Carpets, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 3545 jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-875/MO. 2-BED-

ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS STUDIO w/ kitchen.

$55(Vmo. $550 security. Refrigerator, oven.

Nice yard. (310)278-4066

WLA, $795, great 2-bed/2-bath -fpatio. 1620
Brockton. Call (310)273-9744, leave message

WLA. $900. 2Bd/2Bath. Built-ins. Air, stove &
refrig. Gated parking. Near Pico & Sepulveda.

629-2244/395-1103.

VENIiCE $475. Bachelor apt. utilities and
parking included. 1 -block to beach. 399-0540

WESTWOOD. LARGE 1-bed, $79(Vnno. Walk
to UCL^illage, pool, security, view. 1 (^966

Roebling Ave. (310)206-425 3,
(310)824-2595.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839 6294.

WESTWOOD: Huge 1-bd. 3 parking spaces,

hardwood floor. (213)651-5552, 471-4417.

LARGE SINGLE wAitchen and dining room,

$650. Upper single wAxeakfast bar, $575.

Walking distance to campus. 470-5952.

LG. SINGLE, within walking distance of cam-
pus. Utilities incld. $600^. Call Paul at

624^3254

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD

.Af.lE

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1975

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM UCLA. Beauti-

ful & new 2-be<V2-bath apt. designed for

ROOMMATES! 475 Gaytey. Call
(310)62-3715. FREE ROOMMATE SERVKTEHI

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location. 1-bed

junior. $750, utilities -f parking included.

(310)475-7533, 9-5.

WESTWOOD 2 bed/ 2 bath, security, park-

ing,refrigeratos, microwave, dishwasher,

stove, balcony, fireplace, air corxiitioning,

pod, JacuoEzi, laundry room. $1100-1300.

(310)6240-0633

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel'Westwood Village

Cable TV«M!crowave« Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk«w/KITCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

WESTWOOD -FREE MONTH- 1 -block to

UCLA, studio, 1-bd/1-bth, 2.bd/1-bth.

FumishedAinfumished. Clean, parking, laurv

dry, facilities, pool. $600 and up. 10941

Strathmore* (21 3)206-7294.

WLA, 1-BDRM, new carpets -t- paint, stove,

refrigerator. $695. 477-0725.

WLA 2-BECyi -BATH. Patio, refrig and stove.

a%^nuU» from UCLA. Quiat^ 4o- bus and

BEVERLY HILLS SINGLE GUESTHOUSE.
Kitchenette,baih dinette. Available Feb.1 . 1

person. $695, inytodti^ utilities. 274-3935.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEK'A BLOCKTO PICO BUS. (310)

639-6294.

BRENTWOOD. Near UCLA. Spacious, bright,

clean. 1-be(^-bath. Stove, refrigerator, gar-

age, court yard. $650/mo. -f utilities.

(310)471-7841.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675.
Sincle luxury apartment, fireplace, intercom,

buih-ins, pation and more. N. Wilshire adj.

SanVlcente. 11661 Goshen. No Pets.

(310)620-1717

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. E)(CaLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NALJLT ST. (21 3)471 - 1 340.

$200 OFF ISt
MONTH RENT

WLA
•Singles— $585—

1 737 Stoner
• 1 bdrm— $695—

1 737 stoner
• 1 bdrm— $750—

1 709 westgate
•2bdrms— $995——1 709 Westgate
^2bdrms— $995—

1 342 Wellesley

(310)479-1581

BRENTWOOD 1 -BEDROOM. Hardwood ^

floors, $775. Quiet neighborhood.
(310)204-4606 work. Home (310)476-8966.

BRENTWOOD, $640, 2BED/1BTH; $1060,

3BED/1BTH; 1 1651 GORHAM AVE, SMALL,
PLEASANT APT, PARKING, NO PETS. CALL
FOR APPOINTMENT. (213)939-1732.

CULVER CITY: Very nice single apt. for rent.

Very quiet & secure area. Wonderful place to

live $400. Call )es»ica after 6PM 559-7021.

DETROIT & WILSHIRE. $550. PLEASANT
ONE BEDROOM. AIRY. NO PETS. PARKING
FOR SMALL CAR. 939-1 732.

JUNOR ONE-BEDROOM. Across UCLA. Sec-

urity bidg. Pool, gym, Jacuzzi, sauna, parking.

535 Gayley. 206-3818. Sub-lease.

LARGE 1B0/1BTH in Duplex, hardwood
ffoors, backyard. All AppliarKes. melrose area.

Separate kitchen and laundry room. $90Q^o.
(213)651-2654

LARGE, SINGLE, 3 miles from UCLA. $530,

utilities -¥ laudry facilities included.

Fireplace,6x9 den, walk-In closet, full bath,

separate kitchen, stove <»- refrigerator. Call

396-9469

PALMS 1-BEDROOM $665/MO,
2-BEDROOM/2-BATH $85Q/MO. Fireplace,

private patios, dishwasher, refrigerator,

stove,security building,parking, pool, and
laundry. (310) 473-7860.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment.

Valted ceilings, electronic access to building

and subterranean parking. $990 up. 1 mo. free

w/year lease (213)642-9303.

PALMS. 2bed/2bath. 10 minutes from UCLA.
Hill view, very bright. $900. (616)764-5674 or

(213)636-4663.

PALMS $550,nice duplex, hardwood floors,

one bedroom, one bath, near bus line.

557-3602

PALMS. $620. One-bedroom. Appliances,

pbol, covered parking, laundry. 3455 Jasmine.

No pets 454-4754.

PALM$, $665-$645, 1&2 bedrooms. Extra

large. New carpet. Near UCLA. 1 month free.

(616)377-2666.

PALMS. $775. Large 2-bed, upper, new carpet/

paint, built-ins, refrigerator, patio, parking.

476-6532

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)628-0740.

PALMS. $895. New«r 2-f2. All amenities, incl.

balcony, A^, fireplace, skylight, gated park-

ing. Quiet street, easy freeway access.

(310)39a5996.

PALMS, BEAUTIFUL 2-t-2, unfurnished,

cathedral, high ceilings, skylights, fireplace,

patios, security build., near all, r>ew year
"

special, easy move-in, $975 up. Friendly

manager. (310)615-6906.

PALMS-PRIME LOCATION. 5 miles from

UCLA. Bachelor-$400, 1 bedroom $550. Call

287-1809.

PALMS. Sharp single, $495; Vertical blinds,

carpet, stove, laurKlry, large arxi bright,

upper,pafkin^ g^cat k)cation 1 -block from

Motor —

^

and
National. 3351 Vinton. No pets.

(310)576-5540. (310)274^0633. Open.

PICO/ROBERTSON. Large 3-bed/2-bath Up-

per w^tio. New carpet, paint, and drapes.

$1,150. (310)204-1339.

prime westwood location. huge
bright luxury 2-bed. across from
ucla. dishwasher, refrigerator,
new carpet/blinds. fireplace. extra
large closets. intercom entry,
underground gated parking. laun-
dry facilities. last available apt. pr-

k:ed to rent quickly, call soon
208-6665. ;

*

2-»^2 across WESTWOOD PARK. Pool, ja-

cuzzi on roof. Walk to school. Price negoti-

able. Ready to move-in. (213)477-5108.

424 LANDFAIR. Available now. Single and
2-becUl-bath. Garden setting, pool, next to

UCLA. 459-1200.

$425 SINGLE APARTMENT. Palms area.

(213)637-9616.

$465 IN BEVERLY HILLS. Lg bachelor. Utilities

irKluded. Newly decorated. 21 7 S.Tower Dr.

(21 3)e52-088G|A61 8)789-5429.

NorthrMge $275 up. 500 unit studeni housing

fadNly. Shared or prtvile units. wHn or wNhoul

Ulctwns. Privaie baihs. Pool. Jacuzzi, recreation

room. 1/2 hour drive k) UCLA. Open year round.

Free tNochure. Northrtdge Canps Residenoe. 9500

Zeizah. Northridge. CA 91325

(•11)111-1717

BEVERLY HILLS ADj. $1275. 2-BED + DEN.
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLEX.

FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD aOORS, SERVKIE
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT 3-BDRM/
2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2 BLOCK TO
PKTO BUS. WOOSTER ST. (310)639-6294.

LIVE ON A SAILBOAT in Marina del Rey. 25 (t.

Coronado. Security parking, utilities included.

$400 monthly rent, $40.00, and it's yours!

(310^96-2513.

MARINA DEL REY adj/Mar Vista: 2bd/2bth.

European design cabinetry. Townhouse in

newer building. Month to month rental

available. $95G/mo. Low deposit. Call

(310)390-0399

MAR VIST\ 1 BEDROOM $600. Travel a few

mileSt & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice

Blvd. (31 0)398-6579

ONE-BEDROOM APARTMENT. $650.
Lower. Parking, balcony. Close to shopping,

bus to UCLA. Low move-in. (310)626-9644,

(310)207-4019.

PACIFIC PALISADES, $615 up, 1 & 2.bed-

rooms, spacious, pool, parking. Call

(310)474-9400.

PALMS, $1,050, 2-bed/2-bath, new security

building, dishwasher, stove, fridge, A/C.

(618)687-0944.

PALMS — 1 &2 BED. $595/up. Near bus to

UCLA. (213)636-1529, 837-3900, 652-5590,

4-7pm only.

shopping. SaOO/mo. (310)470-2122

WLA, 1-bedroonV 1-bath, lower, parking,

laundry, quiet building. $650/mo.
(213)626-9644.

WLA, $595 AND $61 5, singles, stove, firidge,

mini-blinds, near VA HospiUl. (310)477-2777

WLA, $750, 1 -bet^ 1 -bath. Fireplace, balcony,

fridge, A/C. 1635 Brockton Ave. Days:

010)6704233. Eves: (310M1-4162.

Large Newly
Remodeled

1&2 Bedroom Units
BeverlyMJDOod -

WLA Area
Receive Free
Microwave

$575 $825
657 8756

French Doon • Sauna

Jacuzzi • Heated Pool

Gym • Fireplace

+ Move'in Bonus

, 208^4868

If answering phones
all day is your idea of
a great internship,
dont read this ad.

.«

Apply now for an exciting advertising Interruiap
with the Dally Bruin. Learn how the third Mjillst^
dally newspaper In Los Angeles operates. ' '^

All we ask for Is dedication and enth

Applications for internal Display Int^gtstiigi are
available now at the Dally Bruin ciassH^tlfliliik»w
(112 Kerckhoff Hall) and are due Tuesday, January
2lst.

Any questions?
Call Marni or Michelle at 206-0905.

-—— 1^* **
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Apoftm^filt for

WLA AREA. $58S^TK>. Attractive furnished
single. Ideal for studenU to share. Close to
UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (310)477-4832.

WLA. LARGE 2.bt<^.bath. 2 mikt: 1725
Federal. $85(^no. 32S.S304

Apartments to Shate^ 52 Room for Rent

V

WESTWOOO. USO/mo. Male, *-block to
campus, tOM^nhouse (bed-up;llving, dining,

kitchen do^Mm), fireplace, private patio, garage.
(213)206-7527, evening.

YOUR OWN ROOM. WLA: 1 545 Granville.

Quiet, close bus stop. $425 monthly.
447-1257.

W
64 Room/Board tor Help 62 Movers/Storage 94

Apartments Fumistied 50 Roommates 63

650 LANDFAIR- SINGLE, kitchen supplies,

dean, bright, utilities paid. $800, Feb. free.

Available txm 208-1542.

WALK UCLA. $1050 includes parking space,
gas -f water, and full kitchen in a 2-be<V
2-bath. 824-2972.
WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

large single, 1 or 2 people okay. 667-669
Levering Ave. (310)208-3215

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$52SAno. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from canHHJS. (213) 824-0181.

WESTWOOD. EXTRA LARGE 1-bed,
$725-$750. Parking. Near UCLA, village.

Available now. 11089 Strathmore/
(310)454-8211.

Apts. Unfumistied 61

$1025. 2BECy2BA. New security building.
Laundry hook-ups, fireplace, wet bar, skylight,

dishwasher, stove, tile. Near bus. Easy Move-
in. 11723 Avon Way. 313-2824

BEL AIR . $585. BACHELOR, POOL, REFRIG/
MICROWAVE,AIR/COND, PHONE ENTRY
SYSTEM, ONE-MILE LXTLA CAMPUS, NO
PETS. (310)471-0824.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $75O-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

OHIO-SAWTELLE 1-Bdrm. Stove, fridge, car-

pets: 1 1/2 miles from UCLA. $650. Call

(310)477-5758.

PALMS, 3545 Keystone. 2be<4nbath. New
Carpet, convenient location. Available Now.
$750. Eves (310)275-1427 or 254-1565

2-BD IBB LUXURY APT WANTED FEMALE
ROOMMATE: $35(ymo., pool, Jacuzzi, sauna,
parking available ASAP. 208-2796.

2-BED/1-BATH. Cable TV, furnished. 10 rnin
UCLA by bus. Non-smoker, clean, quiet.

$399/mo. 2/1 move-in. Ask for Dan,
659-8540(Day), 392-9483(Eve).

ASAP! Male roommate to join 3 guys in 2+2
condo at OhioAFederal, %250/mo., 452-5850

FEMALE GRAD Student looking for female
roommate. Brentwood. 2 bed/ 2 bath. Laundry,
Parking. $500 + deposit. Yasmine
(310)207-5398

FEMALE NEEDED to live with three cool,
athletic girls. Inexpensive! Spacious! Call Patty

at 824-2120.

rtMALE R(X)MMATE. $26Q/mo. Clean &
spacious. 2 blocks from UCLA.
(310)575-3530. Ask for Linda.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Master bed-
room to share. Gorgeous 2-bed/2-bath.
$312.50 -»- deposit. Walk to UCLA. Bellinda

(310)208-8090.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share one
bedroom apt. on Gayley. Across the street from
campus. Ask for Vanessa or Shrina 824-3051

.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED- ON
CAMPUS - $900/quarter utilities paid.
Free breakfast. Mon-Fri. Call Kelly
824-7577.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in large 2-bed-
room, immediately. $350^o. Hardwood
floors. Parking spot. 5-minutes campus.
(310)208-8847, (310)693-3327.

MALE TO SHARE bedroom in 2-bed apt. Pool.

1 mile from campus. $31 2/nrH). Move In ASAP.
(310)476-4077.

PACIFK: palisades room in 3-bedroom
house. Share I'A bath. $485 plus utiliUcs.

(310)454-9480, (310)454-4372.

RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, FEMALE, to share
condo in Santa Monka, own bath. $400 •»-

utilities (310)829-4195

ROOM-BATH. Beautiful home: Laurel Ca-
nyon & Mulholland area. $40(Vmo. Attached
garage - kitchen privileges - laundry. N^ F
(213)654-4220

ROOM FOR RENT! WLA townhouse. Cable,
wetbar, parking, new. $42S^o. 2 people
okay.($42.50Ano.) 444-4919.

ROOM FOR RENT. Brentwood. Private Bath. 2
bed apartment. Clean, responsible, non-
smoker. Male/Female. $600/mo.(310)444-9949
6am-1pm Andrew.

ROOM FOR RENT. Private room and bath.

GRETA view! $435/month. Call Jean
472-0149.

ROOM IN NICE WEST L.A. HOME. Kitchen
and laundry facilities. Utilities paid. $50(Vrno
or $25GAno plus tweke hours a week work
assisting man in wheelchair. (310) 450-8719.

WALK UCLA. Private entrance, furnished,

kitchen privileges, ample parking. $43S/mo
including utilities. Femal^Male. Larger room
available Feb. 1. (310)474-8188.

WALK UCLA - LARGE-FLIRNISHED, Wonder-
ful parking, Private Entrance, Kitchen Pri-

vileges, MALE., $475, including utilities.

(213)473-5769

WESTEND HOTEL. Cable TV, phones, clean,

quiet, refrig., laundry, maid service, security

bidg. $12G^ivk and up. 1538 Sawtelle Bkd.
(213)444-8990.

WEST LA. Private furnished room in family

honr>e. #8 bus to UCLA. Full privileges. Util

included. $450. Call after 4pm,
(310)398^522.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet room/
bath, high ceiling in 3-bed luxury apart.

Non-snrH)ker. $550 (310)444-5528.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199Avk.
and up. Some %vith kitchens. (310)208-2241

NCE PRIVATE ROOM with bath & private

entrance In large home, 1 -mile from campus in

exchange for carpooling two boys. Car avail-

able. Must be mature ,. rMpomible t, like

sports. Male student preferred. Mrs. WelM.
476-5990

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH In Westwood
home, Warner & LeConte, In exchange for

IShrs baby sitting. 2-5pm. for 2 boys (5&7).
(310)824-1330.

Spacious room near campus In exchange for

light housework and some babysitting. Chin-
ese cooking a plus. (Late afternoons) Dalia
(310)474-4829.

TowntKHJse fof Sale 66

WLA: Ultra modem beautifully furnished

townhouse. 2-bd + loft. Th bath. Gounnet
kitchen, fireplace, roof garden, garage, W/D &
more. $2200. (310)444-0433.

Condos fof Sale 67

1/2 BLOCK FROM UCLA. LUXLIRKMJS 2
*BE[yi 1/2 BATH w/magnificent view & ter-

race; laundry In unit. Asking $345,000. Call

broker. (213)824-0453.

LOVELY HIGHRtSE CONDO 1 BECVI BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa,
security $225,000. Call broker.
(213)824-0453.

PENTHOUSE 1-BEDROOMS BATH, 1 -block
frtim UCLA, village view, doorman building
with pool. $289,000. Call Broker
(213)824-0453.

<3REAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-
urity buiUing. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
27^6331

.

_^
LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. WALK TO
UCLA. STUDIO $95K. 1BR/1BA $180K,
2BR/1BA $235. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1781.

TOM'S MOVING SERVKIE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE STORAGE. 350 sq. ft.

Top kxatlon. $350. (310)475-7533, 9-5.

Services Offefed 96

ALMOST FREE Head and Body shots for

good-looking, fit men by photgrapher. Jay
(310)276-8318 ___^
FRUSTRATED developing/ editing vaduate
school personal statements, other vitJU written

material? Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

#Teacher of Piano

Singers Coached • Preparation

for Auditions & Recitals

310-271-1930

BEAR^
All sub}ect8. Thescs/Dlasertations

Pkt>poaala and Books.
Forel^ students iwelcome.

PAPOBNOTraa SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D
C>10)47O^<62

Condos for Shore 68

mA,-^2S. M36.,Bamnclon ^. itrg ^l^r^i^ngS: g^!!
wanted tQ,^ify^-^>^HQUSE.t32SBBtom. Aduanc^

modem l-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C
(310)837-0761

WLA. Clean, quiet. 1 -bed/1 -bath, stove, re-

frigerator, carpet, drapes. Near UCLA and
buslines. Lease $650. (213)476-7116.

Aportments to Shore 52

__$315/MO. SHARE FURNISHED l-BORM
APT. w/ male norvsmoker & 2 cats. Security

bIdg. & parting, quiet neighborfxx>d, xint. bus
connections, Vh miles to IXTLA. 575-1503.

$400. Own room in beautiful or>e-bedroom
apt. in W. Holly¥WX>d. Non-smoker, serious,

and quiet. (310)288-7907.

BEL AIR. 2 ROOMS AVAILABLE, Feb. 1 Quiet
area, parking, all privileges. Call 471-1348 or
471-3959

BELrAffl. SHARE 2 BEDROOM/^ BATH apart-

ment fvAnale grad student. Non-smoker. Great
neighborhood. $44SiAnonth. (310)471-1566.

BRENDAOOD. Sunny 1^1. Parking, balcony,
avail, now. $305. Female preferred. Susanne,
207-2766.

BRENTWOOD FEMALE to share 2-bed/2-bath
$55Q^no. -» 'A utilities. Great location. Avail-

able now. Joanne (310)826-1043

FEMALE TO SHARE 2-bed/2-bath apartment
with elderly female lady, Brentwood. $500.
(310)826-7352.

FEMALE TO RENT own room in 3-bedroom
apartment w/2 professionals. Great location-

Brerrtwood. $435/mo., $535 security. Avail-

able Feb. 1 (310)820-7515

HUGE, GORGEOUS RCXDMS, 2 people
$325-$425 eadVOwn fireplace and W/D. Full

security, parking. Brand new condo in West-
wood. (818)330-7071

LA CIENEGA/PICO area. Room to rent in large

3-bedroom apt. Alot of space, large kitchen,

pnvacy. (213)836-1995.

LARGE, BRIGHT SANTA MONICA APT.,
Available Feb.1. $45(Vmo. includes rent,

- cleaning lady, uttlittes. Non-smoker. Wbnr»en
prefened. Evenings after 8. Leave message.
Diannc. (3100393-8654

MASTER BEDROOM TO SHARE.
2BD/2BATH. $300MONTH/$150DEP. CALL
KATHY OR LIZ (310)559-2386

NEED ONE MORE MALE ROOMMATE to

share bedroom in 2-be(^2-bath Bel Air condo.
$42VnfXi. (310)824-9611.

OWN ROOM IN 3 BEDROC)M/2 BATH APT.
Brand-r>cw plush gigantic condo. Own flre-

place, full security, $600. (818)330-7071.

PALMS. FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Pri-

vate room with balcony. $45(]^nonth, all

utilites included. Call Ginger 838-9691.

PRfVATE ROOM and Vi bath in pretty W.
Hollywood apt. w/parking. $455. Female ^ad.
preferred. (213)851-4661.

SANTA MONICA. Roommate wanted. Male.
Share 2-bed apartment with ocean view, r>ear

beach. Betty (310)394-4313.

SHARE *A OF 3-bed^-bath in Santa Monica.
395-4699.

SUNNY BEVERLY HIUS APARTMENT TO
SHARE. Female only, own room, share bath,

laundry. $50(VhrM>. (310)271-3225.

WESTWOOD VHJ.AGE: Own room (furn-

ished) & bath in spacious 2-bec^-bath. Non-
smoker. Private patio, fireplace, cat. $575.
206-3335. /

^A€STWOODAJCLA. Own Bed^ath in

2bM|/%alh apt. from $55(]^fno. Pvking, pool,

ipa^.rK. room, hK. (213)208-1976.

^aclous 2BDRM coRage close to UCLA.
$497.50 plus half utilities. Call Tom at (310)
478-7565 or beep 206-8477 id»13039.

CX:EAN VIEW APT in Santa Monica. Spacious
3-bed, beautifully furnished apt. 2 UCLA
alumni are seeking a third norvsmoklng fe-

male. Must be neat. Prefer grid student. Call
394-7519.

ROOMMATE WANTED for three bedroom
apartment. $36GAno for your own room ar>d

share bath with one other. Call Jason, Tom,
Qamar. 479-7150.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Brand new town-
house 2bd/1bth $495-Kitilities. WLA, Venice
Blvd. Contact Christy (21 3)879- 191 9(D)

SHARE HUGE, studio apartment-size room.
New unit, spectacular view, marb|(p finishes.

$375. (818)330-7071.

WALK UCLA- enomfKKM 2 bd^ bath. Female
tg share beautiful condo w/ 3 others. $395
cath. (310)961-6695.

WANTED: female to share great 2-bed/2-bath
near IXTLA. Non-smok£-. $540 -»- % -utilities.

Tara (310)447-2133.

WESTWOODAXXA. SHARE large 2 bed^
bath. $35Q^fio. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.
(213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD, female needed to share 2BD
apt. w/ 3 other girls. Must move, will pay
January rent for you. $395/mo. Tina 824-0476

WLA $340/MONTH. Female to share large

bedroom, own walk-in closet. 3 b(V2 bath apt.

1-mi UCLA. (310)820-5039.

Room for Rent 54

1 'A MILES To UCLA. Quiet private roonVbath.
Kitchen privileges, parking. $450 - 'A utilities.

(310)477-7831.

2 ROOMS Available in a 3-bed house. Near
UCLA. $450 -f utilities -f $450 deposit. Call

Allen or Denny, 470-4577.

$30Q^mo. Across street from campus. Free
breakfast, utilities, and Housekeeping. Fully.
ftimisiied. Call Marie (310)824-4706

ATTRACTIVE FURNISHED ROOM. Female
preferred. Convenient drive to UCLA. Utilities i

included. $400/rno. Connie 306-5018,
435-0380. ^^
BEAUTIFUL OWN ROOM, safe neighbor-
hood, w/ 3 others, IS-minutes UCLA. Spa-
cious, backyard. $525/mo. (213)441-5021.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

privileges, need car.^ $450, utilities included.

Leave nr>essage, Abby (818)783-5151.

BRENTWOOD. Private bath, paHting, large

cJosetSv Preferably female. $440 w/out utilities.

Deposit negotiable. 310^26^8616.

BRIGHT SPACKXJS Private room & bath.

Quiet neighborhood, view. Bi-nrH>nthly maid.

Faculty, rnedical, or nursing student encour-

aged. $45(ymo. 558-4668.

CHARMING, BRIGHT, QUIET, Near UCLA
Desirable r>eighborhood. Kitchen priviliges.

Mature. References. $475/mo.
(310)478-2857. Jodie.

ENCINO. LARGE ROOM+PRIVATE BATH.
Pool, spa, parking. Near 405-I-101 Fwy. $395.
Marta. (818)784-5315.

.

FURNISHED ROQM FOR RENT. $375 +
^A utilities. Includes all house privileges. De-
posit $65 ¥ 2 weeks last. Call Sally

(213)836-0571, 265-3503.

OWN ROOM, SHARE BATH in three bedroom
apt. in Palms. $350/month Incl.
utllitics.(31 0)204-6659.

student. Microwave, refrigerator, weekly
cleaning. Near transportation. References.^
(310)270-4387.

House tor Rent 56

3 BEDROOM HOUSE in Mar VIsU. 1 3/4 bath.

Walk to tennisA galf course. 7 miles from
UCLA. Available now. $1500/month.
(310)474-3562.

BEVERLY GLEN CANYON— Bel Air Hills.

Rustic, private, charming. 4-bed •¥ maid*^ 3'A

bath + family room + large yard. 2 fireplaces.

Washer/ dryer, stove, aryJ refrigerator in-

cluded. Available now— pet okay. MBOOfroo.
Agent Sydney Turfc (Prudential California Re-
alty). (310)475-8077 or (310)820-1551, ext.

242.

BEVERLY a.EN CANYON, secluded 1949
Bungalow in wooded *A acre lot, private drive,

black bottom rock pool, living room w/
fireplace and canyon view. 2BO/2BA, den,
hardwood floors throughout house, pation,

2-car garage, W/D, fenced backyard, pets

okay, price includes gardener, poolman,
housekeeping service. $300(]^tk>. 1 year lease.

(310)475-9108

El Segundo, house for rent, 3-bed/2-bath.

Quiet neighborhood, partially furnished.

$150(ymo. (310)206-6057.

ENCINO. 3 bdrm house, 7 min. to IXIA. All

newly redecorated. Must See. $1800
(310)202-0130

NORTH INGLEWOOD, 2-bed/ 1 -bath house.
Laundry, heat & air, refrigerator, stove, park-
ing, front and backyard. Available 2/1.

%790lmo. (310)672-7387.

RANCHO PARK. $1500 Spanish 2-bed den,
Vh bath, DR, appliar>ces, yard, double gar-

age. Lease avail. 2/15. Agent. (310)474-7312.

VENICE. 2-BED/1-BATH. $1035/mo. All utili-

ties included. 5 blocks to beach. Parking,

private yard, pets ok. (213)300-0073.

WLA, KELTON, l-BEO/l-BATH DUPLEX.
$74Q/nrK>. Large yard, parking, available.

(213)300-0073.

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED 2Bed-1 'A Bath
Condo. Own room. Extras - TV, VCR, Cable.
Clean, quiet. Walk to UCLA. %bOO/mo
(3Tfl»24^4G98;

'

GET MORE FROM YOUR MAC! Personal
a>nsultir>g and tutoring system & software
configuration, upgrades, faxing, communicat-
ingwHh UCLA and more. lddo(31 0)305-7578.

INSTALLING ANOTHER PHONE LINE? rll

charge you half ofGTEA'ac Bell for installation.

(310)305-7578.

SMONEY $ MONEY$. Immediate help. Debt
consultations and signature loans to $20K. All

applicants considered. 1-800-221-5546.
Open 7 days.

WLA, SHARE 1900 sqft. townhouse. 3+2%
private parking, furnished, dining room, living

room. $525Ano. -f utilities. (310)788-5221

WLA, share huge master bedroom in exclusive
fully furnished condo. All anrwnities, prime
unit. $375Ano. (310)820-5761.,.

Guert House tor Rent 70

$585 CENTURY CITY, guesthouse near Rox-
bury park. Monthly. Female to share with
female. Appointment (310)271-6811

EXCaLENT AREA, close to campus, l-bed-
room. Beautiful backyard. Fruit trees.

%7SOfmo. D1 0)204-6363. .

NEW GUESTHOUSE. $525, Includes utilities,

kitchen, refrigerator, window treatments. 5
minutes from campus. (310)474-4732.

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHINC--FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1 028.

PROFESS IONAL EDmNC, rgwrtte: lhe$«7
term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Vlrgl-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,
economics, engineering, ESL, english/
composition, finaiKe, foreign languages,
humanities, mathematics, physics, political

science, statistics. STUDENT SOLUTK3NS.
The Superior Tutoring Service.
(310)204-4656.

ENGLISH TUTOR: HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER
offers excellent tutoring. Tom (213)656-8750
Available day or night.

ESL/COMPOSmON/EDrriNG. Duke gradu-
ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCby
(213)285-4616.

MATH TUTOR. IXTLA Math grad. avallabfe:

Calculus, High school, SUtistlcs, math 11,

etcCenry (310)274-4846

Tutoring Needed 99

. Ctiiid Core 90

MATH TUTOR NEEDED. Torrance, Palo*
Verdes. Call (310)644-7632.

EXPERIENCED NANNY AVAILABLE aft/eves.

Have own car, English speaking. Excellent

references. (310)824-5340. Jennifer. Leave
message

NANNY NEEDED P/T for 3 great kids. Call

Gary 471-5171

START YOUR CHILD'S NEW YEAR IN A
PRODUCTIVE & FUN ENVIRONMENT. Run
by pre-school teacher, state- licensed daycare
home in WLA. Ages 18 nrw - 4 yrs. Call

Stephanie. (310)473-2771

Typing 100

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDrriNG. WLA. (310)557-0558.

Insurance 91

House to Stiore 57

QUIET, RESPONSIBLE, non-smoking femafe
needed to share Brentwood house. $355/mo -»-

util. Available 2/1. Lorraine 820-6604.

VENKIE, OWN BEDROOM. Security, furn-

ished, laundry, quiet area, walk to beach.
Naomi 392-5258, Toklmi 452-0699

•••CARING TUTOR—BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MYS-
TERY TO MASTERYI CALL RENEE.
(818)545-0960.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pkkup-Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-
vwod (213)466-2888. —
Music Lessons 102

ifa

Housing Needed 60

LOWER.YOUR RENT FOR 2 MONTHS, rll

take the couch. $225 limit. Skyhorse
(310)473-2111. ->^

Reoi Estate 61

IF YOU ARE PAYING OVER 1 0% Fixed or 8%
adjustable on your home loan. Now is the tlnr>e

to Refinance. Call Agent/ Bob H.
213-477-6488

Good Rates for

Motorcycles
with Callfomla-based

company. Also

available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs, in U.S.

(310)477-7051, or

(310)475-8355

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

SINGI Vocal Technique - Carol
Tlngle;Teachina AssocyNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper cluba.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONOON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

Room/Board for Help 62 Movefs/Stofage 94

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional
service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.
Lee. (310)478-1090

Light housekeeping, shopping, dog walking
duties. Working couple needs quiet person.

Must have car. Near La Cienega & BeveHy
Blvd. Available Feb 1st. Send Note to: Eric

)ohnson 881 1 Alden Or. Suite #7 LA. 90048.
(310)859-2321.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRtCKS. Profestlonai, experienced.

Short^ong distance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

Travel Tickets 106

RT - LA-Honolulu from now until 1/15.
Anytime. Delta Airlines. ^$400,
(310)398-0141.

SOUTHWEST ARILINE TICKET FOR SALE
$20QA)bo. Please contact )oe 206-6659

i
.

II

From page 20

Trailing 7-4, the Bruins went on
a 14-2 run to take the lead for good,

which suq^rised MacLean.
**The game was over a lot earlier

than I thought it would be,*"

MacLean said. "They lost their

discipline and we were able to pull

away.**

Guard Shon Tarver scored all 14

of his points in the first half to help

UCLA take a 40-27 lead at

intermission. Tarver also made all

Hve of* his free-throw attempts,

despite making only 17-of-33

attempts prior to Thursday's game.
'*! have been working really

hard on my free-throw attempts,**

TarvCT said. "I played well in the

first half because I let the game
come to me.**

Up by 13 at halftime, UCLA
went on a 16-4 run to begin the

second half. The run, which ended

the competitive phase of the game,

was highlighted by three consecu-

tive three-pointers by Murray.

The Bruins, who led by as many
as 27 points before putting their

reserves in, impressed at least one
ASU player.

'They're good, real good,** Sun
Devil guard Stevin Smith said.

*Thcy deserve to be No. 2. They
match up well with (natioiuU

champion and top-ranked) Duke,

and I think they can beat Duke.

They will be No. 1 soon."

AMTOMA
From page 20

ning streak at McKale, Martin says

the pressure is on the Wildcats, not

UCLA.
'They are the ones with the

streak, not us,** Martin said. "It

woukl be a big deal for us to end
their streak.**

Arizona was able to win both

games against UCLA last year,

thanks to career performances
firom Matt Muelhebach and Brian

Williams.

However, with both Muelhe-
bach and Williams gone from
Arizona, the J^ins are hoping that

no Wildcats will be able to fill

those players* shoes.

To win on Saturday, UCLA will

probably need someone to stq) up
and have a career game, which
didn*t happen against Arizona last

year.

If someone does, the McKale
mystique may finally end.

Stop smoking.

Your heart, lungs and

friends will thank you.
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Autos for Scrie

'81 RABBIT, 4-speed, sunroof, good condition.

SllOCVobo. 47S-6771.

'87 TOYOTA TERCEL HATCHBACK 4 Speed,

3 dr, great condition, golden, 65,000 miles.

$3,20(yobo. (310)824-5056

Chevy Sprint, '86, Grey, Good condition.

Great gas mileage. $1500. Chuck.
(213)-445-1172.

OATSUN 28GK, '76. Great condition, A<,
new tires, clutch. %2.9a0fdbo. (21 3)652-8683
(HelmuQ.

DODGE 600 COIWERTIBLE, 1986. Black.

65k miles. Loaded. $4500. (310)836-8103.

DODGE OMNI '79. Good condition. Rebuilt

carfa. $1,000/obo. (310)476-4077.

HONDA ACCORD LXI '87. A/C, AM/FM tape,

sunroof, 5-speed, one CMnryitir, great condition^

57,70(VOBO. (310) 390-1559.

HONDA CIVIC CRX '86. White, 48,000m, 1

owner, loaded. $5,000. (818)954-1320.

MUSTANG GHIA '79. 5.0 V8. White, 88,000
miles. ^C. No accidents. New water pump.
$2,000. (310)473-5496.

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY
(cL£A»cao*^ „ ..$40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (tmo «m^ $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED.- $139 PR

BaMchnLomblHWM

EYE EXAM S15
I

Free Bausch n Lomb Ranu Care Kk (w/tent)

HMmflNKMIWNOKCIMNI UR MBElft Mi VBICE RM
UMCKADt aiiE.rrNr. «aiwt itmiefumim
FUUiirON: a«(.CHtfMM

Med. MgmL Adnnin.

PUT YOUR BEST FOOT FORWARD!

ADVERTISE IN THE DAILY BRUIN

213) 842-6094
iCWuMte

:80U) 842-6094

5.00 Off

On Any Size Cake!
Q<oi good with any other coupons or

discounts expires 1/17/92)

We Now Deliver!
Mon-Sat: 2pin-5pm

Baskint^Robbifls
Ice Cream & Yogurt

208-8048 Westwood Village

MATADOR PARTY SERVICE
"One e^ T>9tA ^t/tW

Beach Party
Western Days
Mysten/ Nignt
Mardi Gras

PARTY THEMES
Hawaii Luau Lobsters & Libations
Casablanca Casino Night
Snow Party Clam Bake
Gangbangers Valentine's Day

WE HAVE IT ALL, FROM: Locations, music/entertainment, transportation, food and
beverages, pictures and video. FROM 50 TO 5,000, WE
TAKE CARE OF ITALL FOR YOU!

PLUS: We carry liability Insurance for any location...and we
require NO advance deposits to be refunded laterl .

AND: We can work with your budget...even saving you money.

MORE: We can arrange away trips to P.S-, Mountains, Las Vegas
and morel

PHONE 31 0-375-1 331 FAX 31 0-375-2870

"Di.ch/Uh^^ and 'Drc<ACH<^ 'Daa t 'TTttx

BUY ONE MEAL AT THE REGULAR PRICp
GET THE SECO

(

ttilU 1 1 1»
'<H iTiTma

Must Have UCLA ID •

Valid Everyday After 4:00PM until January 31st"-''
^' "" ~7~~~~J

Not good with any otlier offer

Add $1 per person for the Daily Hot Special (One Serving Only on Hot Special)

Does not include Beverage

1360 Westwood Blvd. (310) 441-8840

FREE VALIDATED PARKING

109 Autos 109 Scooters for Sole 115 Scooters for Sole

Nissan Sentra '84, 61 M, arr>AnVcass, new tires,

auto, ps, runs great! $2700. (310)207-5740.

PLYMOUTH VALIANT '74. White 4-door,

27,000 miles on rebuilt slant 6 engine. Excel-

lent mechanical condition. Fine student car.

$250(Vobo. (310)676-1935.

TOYOTA SUPRA '83. 74k miles. Rebuilt

transmission, new clutch. $3500/obo.
(310)825-6063, 559-4432, weekends.

VW SUPER BEETLE, 197.3, $1700. White,

custom rim, new tires, rebuilt engine. Great

condition. (310)558-8288.

Motorcycles for Sole 114

SUZUKI CN 250CC. '83. Blue, new tires. Runs
great. Immaculate condition. $675/obo.
453-0828.

YAMAHA 650, '83. Sela turbo. Showroom
exhibition bike. Red/ black. Orig. 7k.

$170(Vobo. (310)824-3363 Leo.

Scooters for Sole 115

HONDA ELITE 80. Low milc^e. 1986. $850
o.b.o. Helmet also, $50-alrnost new.
794-5575.

1980 VespalOO Great condition. Low miles,

helmet, $800 Rand 208-8639. ^
1986 HONDA ELITE 125. Needs tune-up to

run. Have all work receipts. Offer. Dave
(213)553-4338.

1987 HONDA ELITE 80. RUNS GREAT, RED,
WITH HELMET, LOCK AND PERMIT.
$60(yobo. MIKE 824-7771

86' HONDA ELITE 80 $740.00 Call Jon.

Mornings or Evenings (818)881-6476.

DEPENDABLE, MINT CONDITK>N Honda
Elite 80,'87, low mileage. Includes cool motor-

cycle helmet. (714) 964-551 0/Kris.

$70(yOBO.

ELITE 1 50. Runs great, looks good, hicludes

helmet and lock. $1 000 OBO. 472-7465 leave

message.

aiTE 80 & 1 50. MUST SELL. LOW MILEAGE.
CALL MIKE 207-8088.

HONDA ELITE 150, '86. Excellent condition.

Helnf^et. lock included. $1,050. 208-6206.

HONDA ELITE 50, '88. Red, low mileace,

excellent shape. $395. (310)478-3694, aWer

5pm.

HONDA aiT€ '89. 80cc, excellent condition,

2,200 miles. $1000. (213)938-8289.

115 Garage Sales 127

HONDA ELITE 150 DELUXE. Mint condition,

3000miles, Red, lock and new battery. Eves

575-4107.

HONDA SCOOTER. Elite '88. Red with black
trunk. Runs great. Call eves 557-9719.

RED ELITE 50. Low mileage, runs great. Lock&
permit $40(yobo. |ulie 477-0892

YAMAHA 180. 7000 miles. Gold, new tire,

runs great, looks good, cun^entiy registered.

$675/obo. 828-6402. '

YAMAHA RIVA RAZZ 50, 1989. Excellerrt

condition. Red with lock. $500/obo.
445-0698.

YAMAHA XC 125 RIVA SCOOTER 1991.

Never been used. Best offer. (818)379-2818,

(310)276-3391.

Yamaha Razz '87, Runs like new. Low
mileage. $700obo. Michan 208-0769.

GARAGE SALE. SATURDAY 1/1 1^2 FROM
9am to 12 noon. 10679 Lyndbrook Drive,

Westwood, 90024.

Misc. For Sale 128

Furniture for Sale 126

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

TWINA)UEEN BED. $50 EACH. Mutt pick up.
Call (213)292-7472.

">fi

E) WHEELCHAIRS - 1 electric, 1 manual,
$2000 for both. 824-71 58, leave message.

MICROWAVE OVEN. Excellent condition.

$1 25 Call evenings 820-3972

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

BEGINNING SURFBOARD and wclsuit Ibr

sale. $100. Call Doun (310)477-9038.

Typewriter/Computer 134

MAC & COMPUTER & printer. Excellent

condition. $800. Call evenings. 820-3972

NeXT DIMENSON COMPUTER '040 Cube
W/300M HD & IntOptDR 24M RAM; 1 T color

& 1r mono monitors; ext flpyDr. $9,995. Call
Fr. Frank/St. Paul's 474-1527.

PANASONIC KX-R535 Electronic typewriter
New model. IS-character display. Spell-

Checker. 7,000-characler internal memory!
$150. Call: Tlr^ 478-4452. -

*mm li^r ui4«*^««<i^i
^'

^n^n^c^^^M
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If answering phones
all day Is your Idea of
a great Internship,
dont read this ad.

Apply now for an exciting advertising
internship with the Daily Bruin. Leapi
how the third largest daily newspajfer

•'^"

Los Angeles operates.
iWy

All we ask for is dedication and
enthusiasm.

^i^^o

Applications for internal Display
internships are available now at the Daily

Bruin Classified window (112 KerckhofF
Hall) and are due Tuesday, January 2ist.

Any questions?
Call Marni or Michelle at 206-0905.

CAMPUS COMPUTER
Ft \X I

.f

ACROSS KINKO'S
&

20% LESS TOO !
(WITH VAUD UCLA ID.)

* APPL^ / IBM HOURLY RENTALS
* LASER PRINTS
* TEXT & IMAGE SCANNING
* MANY, MANY MORE ._. . . _^^

- * FRiE eOFPEE * *

(310) a77-2898
1539 WESTWOOD BLVD.

ksHHHiRRR§iRRRRUHHhfMUHHiRRifHHHHHHHH8l

Sbaheu'i

YOU DONT HAVE TO FORK

OVER MUCHm OUR PASTA!

Large Two Topping Pizza

Only $8.99
Medium One Topping
Pizza & Spaghetti

Only $10.95

Coming Soon: Shakey's Upstairs for parties & meetirig.

Call to reserve.

L ^ J

FREE & FAST DELIVERY

1114 Cayley Fax: 208-7470
Sun-Thurs 11-lam; Fri & Sat ll-2am

824-4111
Sh^hrys

PISIA
R*Si4ur«nl

f t

Daily Bruin Sports

NCAA toughens standards
for athletes despite protest
By Eric Sondhdmer
Los Angeles Daily News

ANAHEIM — Sending a pow-
erful message that they are serious

about academic integrity, dele-

gates at the 86th annual NCAA
convention here voted over-

whelmingly Wednesday to

approve legislation that will tough-

en academic standards.

After much debate, the conven-

tion voted to raise the minimum
grade-point average of incoming
students, increase the number of

required high school core courses

and force current college students

to make satisfactory progress

toward a degree.

'*I hope the message that goes

out is that this is a more accurate

description of what you need to be

doing in terms of preparation to

have a good chance of getting a
degree," said R. Gerald Turner,

chairman of the Presidents Com-
mission.

Not since the passage of Prop-

osition 48 in 1983 and its succes-

sor. Proposition 42 in 1989, has an
academic issue provoked more
concern among minorities than

Wednesday's approval of Prop-

osition 16, which establishes a

minimum eligibility index of a 2.5

grade-point average and 700 SAT
iLTl score) forscore

incoming freshmen beginning

Aug. 1, 1995. w
Several presidents of black

colleges and universities $aid the

measure was "discriminatory** and
warned that it would "furth^ limit

access and opportunity for Afro
Americans.**

After a one-hour debate. Divi-

sion I-A delegates approved No.
lis by a vole of 249-72 (77.6

percent) with five delegates abs-

taining.

Among the schools voting no
was Notre Dame.

L

*There isn*t sufficient evidence

as far as Tm concerned to show
there isn*t discrimination involved

in the legislation,** said Rev. E.

William Beauchamp, executive

vice president of Notre Dame.
One of the most emotional pleas

to reject Prop. 16 was made by
E.M. Jones, faculty representative

at Grambling State. He quoted
from Macbeth and also said, **We
don 't need to prove anything to the

nation. We need to prove some-
thing to ourselves.**

Charges of discrimination were
also made in 1983, when Prop. 48
was passed and established a 2.0

grade-point average and 700 SAT
score for incoming students. But

toifae Krnght Foundts

not these wonderful opportunities

to play a sport and get a college

education go to those students who
have demonstrated that they have
the capacity to l)eneflt from this

oppoitunity?

**Wc surely know the issue isn't

whether minority young people
will be given these scholarships.

They will. But (the issue is)

whether the scholarship awarded
should reflect athletic and
academic achievement**

Nebraska football coach Tom
Osborne challenged the wisdom of
Prop. 16, saying, "My main con-

cern would bG when you go out and
recruit in the lower social eco-

nomic class, a^lot of times they

don't do well as 9th, lOdi graders

and have a 1.6 grade-point average

and then wake up as a senior. Many
can get 1 1 core classes and a 2.0,-

but they won't be able to get 13 and
2.5. I can see a lot of talented

people who have the potential but

are eliminated because of the

culture they were raised in."

Delegates primarily followed

the recommendations of the 44-

member Presidents Commission,
which has embarked on a mission

.

to reform past academic abuses.

Major academic propositions

approved were No. 14, which
increflsea fmm 11 te 13 ihcr:

tion, the percentage of blacks on
Division I scholarships did not

change appreciably during the two
years before and two years after

Prop. 48 took effect in 1986.

Still, opponents of Prop. 16, like

Georgetown athletic director Fran-

cis Rienzo, insisted more research

was needed.

<-^ *T'm really concerned we arc

proceeding because of what is

politically correct and not what is

educationally sound," he said.

Thomas Heam, president of
Wake Forest, countered, "Should

minimum number of required core
courses, and No. 20, which speci-

fies that 75 percent of credit hours
by a college student-athlete must
be earned during the regular

academic year.

Football coaches earned a vic-

tory when delegates reversed a
decision made at last year's con-
vention that would have forced the

dropping of one full-time assistant

coach. Delegates approved Prop.

51, which permits nine assistant

coaches and two graduate assistant

coaches.

Tennis tournament continues
By Michael Kldn

With its first regular season

match a week away, the UCLA
women's tennis team is gearing up
for the competition in various

individual tournaments.

Head coach Bill 2^ima has

spread his team across the- nation,

as four players are in chilly

Wisconsin and a luckier four are in

Palm Springs.

— In Tuesday's first round of the

Milwaukee Tennis Classic, junior

AUegra Milhoiland destroyed
Amy Weiss of Wisconsin, Green
Bay. 6-2. 6-0. However, she then

got a taste of her own medicine and
was thumped by Arizona State*s

C^orri Davidson, 6-2, 6-3.

SWIMMING

Promising freshman Lee Ann
Rostovsky had an almost identical

showing. The La Jolla native had
an easy time defeating Wisconsin,

Osh Kosh*s Lana King, 6-0, 6-0.

She then lost to Julie Willette of

Northwestern by that familiar 6-2,

6-3 score.

Freshman Jenny Baker was the

only Bruin not to win a singles

match, losing to Maggy Simpkovia

of use, 6-4, 6-3.

The best performance, though,

was turned in by highly touted

freshman Paige Yaroshuk. She
beat Jenny Cook of New Mexico
7-5, 7-6, and then beat Lori Vetter

from Miami of Ohio, 7-6, 6-0.

In Wednesday's third round,

Yaroshuk lost to Lisa Albano of

California, the 13th ranked player
in the nation.

As that group of Bruins finishes

up in Milwaukee, the other group
will begin play in Palm Springs
today.

Senior three-time All-American
Mamie Ceniza, senior All-Ameri-
can Iwalani McCalla, and junior

Cammie Foley will be competing
against the best players from other

tc^ schools.

The fourth Bruin in Palm
Springs is another highly regarded

freshman, Anne Mall. The Clana-

dian Junior Champion will be
looking to assert herself in the

battle for the top singles spoton the

team.

From page 20

and swim as fast as we can. I think

we'll score more than 17."

Against Cal, the Bruins find

themselves in a more heated

rivalry. After finishing one spot

behind Cal in last year's NCAA
championships, the rivalry was
brought to the front burner this

season.

Tomorrow's meet at the Men's
gym will be intense, and nobody

seems to be hiding that fact

**Our teams are really similar,"

Gallagher said o( Cal. "We've
beaten them in the past and they've

beaten us in the past. It should be a

very competitive meet"

The competition should come
down to the Bruins ability to win

the freestyle events, where

UCLA's Natalie Norberg and

Megan Oesting wiU contend with
the Bears' Sharon Scott, Joyce
Murphy, and Sonya Nimitz.

The Bruins will also look for
strength from Kristin Stoudt in the
freestyle. sprints and from Kristy
Heydanek in the backstroke.

"It would be great to beat Cal,"
Stoudt said. "We'd like to beat

everyone, but Cal is a big rivalry."

There's only one way to come

out ahead of the pack.
c,XO^

cf^
O^^
aoO
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Volieyiiali looking for a title
By Eric BlUlgmeler

In his 29 years as the UCLA
men's volleyball coach, Al
Scates has never endured a
drought of more than two years

without a national champion-
ship.

If such history holds true in

1992, the Bn»ins (ranked No. 2
by Volleyball Monthly) are on
their way to their 14th NCAA
title in the Scates era.

"We should win the NCAA's
with this club," Scates said. "It's

understood that it's our goal. I

can win it once we get (to the

tournament). Our biggest prob-

lem is getting there, getting past

the teams in our own confer-

ence."

Such was the case last season,

when an injury-plagued 16-9

Bruin team never found its

rhythm, and failed to qualify for

post-season play for the second
straight year.

Gone from that team is All-

American quick hitter Mike
Whitcomb (now a graduate
assistant), who will be replaced

by sophomore Tim Kelly.

Kelly was selected to t^e

Western Intercollegiate Volley-

ball Association AU-Freshman
Team after placing fifth nation-

ally in blocking (1.82 per game)
and 10th in hitting (.424). Kel-

ly's combination with All-

I I I l:Women
play Oregon, OSU

American setter Mike Scaly"

became the main weapon in '91

and will likely provide a majori-

ty of the offensive punch this

season for the Bruins.

"In my whole career, I've

Mito SMiy

never felt better about a season,"

Sealy said. "It's probably
because of the fact that I haven't

won (a title) in two years, and I

don't want to be known as the

setter of Al Scales' worst
slump."

Scates has high praise for

Sealy.

"His play selection is out-

standing," the coach said.

*That's his biggest strength —
that he has a great grasp of the

offense. Mike is very hard on
himself. He wants to play the

game perfectly."

With KeUy and 6'8" freshman
Jeff Nygard providing offensive

punch in the middle., Scales'

concerns lie in the swing hittCTS,

considered a void the past two
seasons. Following fall practice,

Scates chose junior Mike Den-
ver over iiKumbent starter Dave
Swatik. On the opposite side, 6-4

Daly Bruin fl« photo

freshman Erik Sullivan will

replace graduated all-WIVA
swingman Cail Henkel. with UC
Santa Barbara transfer Mike Diehl

waiting in the v^gs.
Dan Landry, last season's

total kills and attempts leader,

beat out Rich Bland for the

technique hitter position. Both
juniors will battle all season for

die opposite-setter spot
The road to die NCAA's is

preceded by arguably the most
difficult regular season in the

country, with defending national

champion Long Beach State

(No. 1 in VoUeybaU Mondily),

use and much-improved Pep-

pcrdiiie all serious challenges la

the conference title and the

national crown.

The road begins Saturday

when the Bruins host UC San
Diego in the season opener at

7:30 p.m. in the Wooden Center.

By Heather Duffy

Fans itching to watch a little

Pac-10 basketball this weekend
will find the UCLA women's
basketball team kicking off its

conference schedule by hosting

Oregon Friday night and Oregon
State Sunday in the Wooden
C!enter.

The Bruinskare 7-3 after the

non-conference games, and head
coach Billie Moore is looking for a

couple of victories at home to open
the Pac-10 season.

"Any time you open conference

play and you play at home, it is

extremely important to win,"

Moore said.

Oregon will be the first Pac-10
team to head into the Wooden
Center this season, bringing along

an 8-2 recol-d. The Ducks went 6-

12 in conference games last sea-

son, experiencing scoring and
turnover difficulties along the

way. In their last trip to Eugene,
the Bruins shot down the Ducks,
82-74. Oregon has four returning

starters this'^ear, and Moore thinks

that their leadership improves the

Ducks' chances this year.

"Oregon was young last year,

but they gained from their experi-

ence over the season," Moore said.

**They have the same nucleus of

pjaycrs from last year, twit they are

"The big players could

pose sbme matchup

problems for us."

Blllie Moore
Women's Basketball Coach

are^.6'0" or taller.

"Wallenbom is their key star-

ter," said Moore. "The big players

could pose some matchup prob-

lems for us."

The Bruins will be back on the

floor Sunday afternoon to meet
Oregon State in their first matchup

since UCLA fell to the Beavers in

Corvallis last February, 89-83.

Oregon State comes into West-

wood with a 5-5 record after going

9-9 in conference games last year.

Their biggest problem last year

was difficulty landing three-poin-

ters, as they only made seven all

season.

Returning to start this season are

senior forward Judy Shannon,

junior guard Margo Evashevski,

and junior forward Sonjhia Flem-

ing. Shannon has the potential to

become a catalyst for the Beavers,

according to Moore.
"Judy is really one of the

outstanding players in the confer-

ence. She is one of the leading

much stronger.

With their trademark big front

line of forward Debbie Sporcich,

forward Staci Wallenbom, and
center Sara Wilson, the Ducks
could be an imposing presence on
the court All three of those players

scorers. A player of that caliber has

the potential to move her team to,

do things," Moore said.

The Bruins tip-off with the

Ducks at 7:00 p.m. Friday. Sun-

day's game against the Beavers

will begin at 2:00 p.m.

Start the New Year

Fresh & Fabulous!

SPECIAL 25% OFF
ALL SERVICES!

Cut Manicure
Color Pedicure

HigWights Facial

"^r 9^>mfm»^i$»^

Makeup

Can PARIS at SALON 1015
for an appointment

(310)824-5006
1015 Ga^ey Ave. #105 in Westwood Viflage

Oust halfa block south ofWeybum)

* AVEDA GOLDWELL OPI *

Looking For The Key To Success?

^Try Advertising in the Daily Bruin.

825-2 161

Advertising Opens A Lot Of Doors.

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213)478-6869
(818) 988-0110

TIME IS I2UNNING €Vl^

[)cn*t miss your chance to
join

=t
• research opportunides in your field
• contacts wioi senior imcuh^
• recommendations for gfrmauBte school
• transcript notation
• and much, much morel

INfCI^M^TICN AiEEnNeS

Monday tliiDiMti riMay
January 6 -14

1!2K)€ - 1!2:3€ or 2:€0-21i€
Lu Valle CoBiMons
t^cwiference IXioai

AND

Januaiy 19 - 17
|2K)C) - 1!2:3€ or 2sC0 - 2:3€)

Ncrtli CaMPUf Student
Cntr. Ccnlerence Ccooi #22

* his mandatory thiU you attend one ofthat meeiingi in onim' to partkipaltb^

'Vr

-V" Mfv

•A^ >l Ml
O^ *

T ^•^r f
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Bmins catch fire,

singe Sun Deviis

CHARLES COOLEY/Daly Bruin

Darrick IMartin had a beiow-average game against Arizona State,

but the Bruins won their Pac-10 opener.

By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

TEMPE. Ariz. — Although
Arizona State may be in the same
conference as UCLA, its basket-

ball team clearly wasn't in the

Bruins* league Thursday night

No. 2 UCLA (9-0. 1-0 in the

Pac-10) soundly thumped the Sun
Devils (9^. 0-1). 83-62, in front of

11,598 at ASU's University Ath-

letic Center.

Forward Tracy Murray led the

Bruins with 28 points and 15

rebound^. 11 of them on the

offensive end of the court

"We executed our offense extre-

mely well." UCLA head coach Jim

Harrick said. "We rebounded on
the offensive end of the court

really well in the first half, and we
got good open shots in the second

half."

"You can't play as poorly as we
did and expect to win against a

team like UCLA." ASU head

coach Rm FtMbt sititfF^miey are

too skilled and too good.**

The Bruins used their height

advantage over a smaller Sun
Devil team to out-rebound ASU.
49-31. including 22 offensive

rebounds.

"We needed to rebound a lot

better,** Friedcr said, "We hurt

ourselves more than anything by
not rebounding.*'

Murray, whose 15 rebounds

were a career high, played his

finest all-around game of the

season.

"I was really up for this game,*'

Murray said. "I am good friends

with a lot of their guys and I

wanted to play well."

Frieder said prior to the game
that he thought Murray and senior

forward Don MacLean were the

best pair of forwards in the

country.

Unfortunately for the Sun Devil

coach, he saw nothing on Thursday
night to make him change his

mind.

"Murray really hurt us. and so.

did MacLean," Frieder said. "They
created a lot of problems for us."

With his 21-point performance,

MacLean moved into second place

on the UCLA career-scoring list,

surpassing ferm^^^fuln Reggte

MUler.

The outcome of the game was
never in doubt, as UCLA pulled

ahead early.

See HOOPSt page 17

UCLA swimming ready fdr Pao-10 ciasii

By Christian Schreiber

The long term goal for UCLA's
women's swim team— theNCAA
championships in March — can

make meets encountered during

the regular season seem like

scheduled formalities.

But with meets Friday and
Saturday against Stanford and
California, the meets become
much more than a formality.

The Bruins go head-to-head

with top-ranked and undefeated

Stanford today at 2 p.m. at the

Sunset Canyon Pool, in a meet that

may feature a preview of both

NCAA champions and Olympic
competitors. The Cardinal are

especially talent-heavy, with a

squad made up of almost all

Olympic-caliber swimmers.

"Stanford is really deep," head
coach Cyndi Gallagher said. "I

think something like 19 of their 20
swimmers made trips with the

national team this year."

Summer Sanders, Janel Jorgen-

son and Jenny Thompson are the

headliners for the Cardinal, who
have dual meet victories against

No. 2 Texas and UC Santa Barbara

already this year. Even with the

departure of three-time gold
medalist Janet Evans, who
dropped out amidst NCAA rule

changes on training, Stanford has

no problem filling in the gaps in

every stroke.

Head coach Richard Quick is

confident that those gaps will be

SUNNY SUNG/Daily Bruin

UCLA backstroker Kristy Heydaneic should score points this weekend against Cal and Stanford.

ably filled. Xal and UCLA both
will be in the hunt for second place

in the Pac-10," he said, "If we
should falter, I think UCLA could

be tffere to win it. This meet with

UCLA will be our first weekend of
dual meets this season, and it

should be a good measuring point

for us."

Lori Heisick, Florida transfer

Lea Loveless and Karen Kramer
-5T7 all major point scorers ip

previous NCAA championships
— should also help the situation

created by the loss of Evans, Suzy
Buckovich and Michelle Gri-

glione from last year's NCAA
runnerup.

"A couple of years ago, we only

scored 17 points against Stanford,"

Gallagher said. "They ran the

score up on us. This time, 1 think

we can win three or four races

against them. Most of all, though,

I'd like us to swim competitively,

See SWlMMmo, page 18

Arizona to
face UCLA
Saturday
By Aaron Lowonberg
Dally Bruin Staff

Nothing lasts forever.

That's what the No. 2 UCLA
basketball team (9-0, 1-0 in the

Pac-10) is thinking heading into

Saturday's showdown with No. 6
Arizona (10-1. 1-0 in the Pac-10)

in Tucson. Ariz.

The Wildcats have won their

last 71 games at McKale Center

dating back to 1987, the longest

current home winning streak in the

nation. Nobody on this year's

Arizona team has ever suffered

through a loss on their home floor.

Last year the Bruins came
within five seconds of beating the

Wildcats in Tucson, but a Sean
Rooks layup gave Arizona its 56th

consecutive home win. The Wild-

cats also defeated UCLA at Pauley

Pavilion last season in overtime.

**Last year's games were class-

ficafl coacfi Jtiit"

Harrick said. *This is one of the top

five classic rivalries in the nation.**

Arizona head coach Lute Olsen

agrees. *This game is going to be a

war," he said. "It will be voy
emotional. It was hard for us to get

out with two wins against them last

year."

The Bruin players are also

excited about facing the Wildcats.

"You don't need any extra

motivation for this game," UCLA
guard Darrick Martin said. "It's

like two big bullies on the street,

soon^ or later we were going to

meet**

If the Bruins hope to win, they

will need to control Arizona's

inside game, which is one of the

finest in the nation.

The Wildcats are led by center

Sean Rooics, who is their leading

scorer. •
-

—

"Rooks has always been one of

the best low-post players in the

Pac-10.- Harrick said. "He is^

definitely a first-round NBA draft

choice next year."

Swingman Chris Mills is one of

the most talented all-around play-

ers in the nation. However, Mills is

also extremely inconsistent

UCLA will counter with their

All-American forward candidates,

Tracy Murray and Don MacLean.
"UCLA has so many great

weapons and shooters that they are

tough to defend," Olsen said.

*Thcy have a great three-point

shooter in Murray, and MacLean
causes problems as well."

The Wildcats feature two
excellent scoring guards in senior

Matt Othick and sophomore Kha-
Ud Reeves.

"Othick is playing very well,

and Reeves is very similar to

(UCLA guard Shon) Tarver,"

Harrick said. .

Despite Arizona's lengthy win-

See ARIZOflA, page 17

Fac-10 Men's Basketball Schedule

Saturday, 1/11 - UCLA at Arizona

Saturday, 1/11 - Stanford at Oregon

Sunday. 1/12 - USC at Arizona St.
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Pac-10 Women's Basketoall Schedule
Friday, 1/10 • Stanford at Cailforn ia

Friday, 1/10 - Oregon St. at USC

Saturday, 1/11 -Arizona St. at WSU
l^nday, t

Sunday, i/ 12 • Ordgon St. at UCLA
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Briefly

Rape awareness
week kicks off

UCLA*s Rape Awareness
Week kicks off its events today.

The week's activities l)egin at

noon today in Westwood Plaza

With an information fair that

will feature a live band and
several information booths.

Workshops focusing on
different aspects of rape will

take place throughout the week
and the film "Still KiUing Us
Softly** will be shown on
Thursday.

The special events will end
on Saturday with a free self-

defense workshop for UCLA
students.

For more information about
the different Rape Awareness
Week events, call the sponsors

of the program, the Woinen*s
Resource Center at 825-3945 or

the Student Welfare
Commission at 825-7586.

Inside

Brain |M|ges
The UCLA Community^

Directory is available today to

faculty, staff, and students.

See page 7

Viewpoint

TaMiig action
A student writes in to tell of a

disturbing incident involving

Asian men and a mime.

See page 17

Arts & Entertainment

A view into tlie

'inner Circie*^

—

Russian director's film takes

moviegoers to the Kremlin.

See page 18

Sports

He'eiiack
Senior guard Gerald Madkins

returns from a broken hand to

help beat Arizona.

See page 36
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Bruins upset Wildcats in Tucson
Darrick Martin's

last-second shot

snatches the win
By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

TUCSON, Ariz. — To his mother,

Darrick Martin has always been a hero.

Saturday afternoon in Tucson, Martin

became a hero for UCLA basketball fans

everywhere.

Martin nailed a leaning 12-foo1tjump shot

with only three-tenths of a second left to

give No. 2 UCLA (10-0. 2-0 in the Pac-10)

an 89-87 victory over No. 6 Arizona (10-2!,

1-1) at the McKale Center.

The loss snapped the Wildcats* 71-game
home-winning streak, the longest streak in

See related story,

PQge 36.

the nation and the 10th longest in NCAA
history.

**(Arizona) let me go one-on-one and I

took tfie shot mys^^ Mstin sakf of his

game-winning basket "I got a good look at

the basket and took the shot**

^ While it was Martin who niade the

winning shot. Bruin senior forward Don
MacLean carried UCLA to the victory with

his clutch shooting.

/ MacLean finished with 38 points, 23 in

the second half, as he broke Arizona's back

time and time again down the stretch with

key baskets. At one point in the second half

MacLean made seven consecutive baskets

to keq) the Bruins in the game.
"(Ending their streak) means a lot to me,**

MacLean said. *They take a lot of pride in it

We must be a pretty good team to end it.**

Wildcat head coach Lute Olson was
extremely impressed with the Bruins*

talent

**This is the best UCLA team since I have

been at Arizona (1983),** Olson said. "They
are deHnitely an outstanding basketball

team. They deserve a lot of credit to play in

'f

1

1
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See BASKETBALL, page 32

JOHN CHUNG/DaJly Bruin

Don MacLean scored a season high 38 points and grabbed nine rebounds to lead the
Bruins to an upset win over Arizona in Tucson Saturday.

Fkeshman falls to
his death from 30-

retalnlng wall
By Raglna RavettI

Daily Bruin Staff

A UCLA fteshman fell at

least 30 feet to his death early

Saturday morning when he lost

his balance climbing over a

retaining wall of an apartment

building next door to his frater-

nity.

Mark Edler, a pledge from

Sigma Chi, was returning home
alone at 2:30 Saturday morning
from a party in the 424 Landfair

Ave. apartments behind the

fraternity, according to several

members.

While squeezing through the

b^s of a 5-foot fence placed on
top of the estimated 30-foot-

high wall, the 18-year-old Edler
slipped and fell backward onto
the patio behind 475 Gayley
Ave., next door to Sigma Chi.

Those on the balcony at the

See EDLER, page 14

Retirement plans?
Regents may review mandatory

retirement policy for professors

CHARLES COOLEY/Dalty Bruin

Freshman Mark Edler fell

about 30 feet to his death
trying to climb over the
fence on the above retaining

wall Saturday at 2:30 am.

By Marina Dundjerski

Daily Bruin Staff

University of California profes-

sors may soon be tokl that they do
not have to retire because of old

age.

A proposal submitted to the UC
Board of Regents at its last

meeting asks the board to remove
its mandatory retirement clause.

UC policy now requires faculty

members to retire by the age of 70.

If the retirement cap is not. lifted,

68 UC professors will be forced to

retire by 1994.

While the proposal was actually

withdrawn by the UC President*s

office before- it was even consid-

ered* the proposal is expected to be

resubmitted later this year.

"In research-based universities

. V . people work because that*s

what they do," said Harold Simon,
a UC San Diego professor who is a

member of the UC committee on
mandatory retiiemenL

Age should not be a factor in

determining retirement, he said,

explaining how teaching and
research performance depends on

the individual, Simon added.

Federal law currently gives

universities the right to make
policies that require faculty mem-
bers to leave after a certain age, but

this law expires in 1994.

However, some university

administrators oppose lifting the

mandatory retirement clause. They
argue that senior professors some-

"Some people are

terrible (professors) at

20 and may never be

any better. And some

may be magnificent at

. 100."

Harold Simon
UC Committee Member

times lose their edge and produce

work that is no longer as good as in

pievious years.

But Simon explained that it is

unfair to make blanket statements

See page 12
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'sop
on gkills draws criticism

TODAY,JANUARY 13, 1992

%%"ZvX<

12:00 NOON
Student Welfare Commission
Information Fair with live band: "Todd and the Slam"
festwood Plaza

StiMJent Research tf i.i.*4rMi

Infomiation Meeting LuValle Commons Conference Room
Additional Meeting at 2:00 pm

TUESDAY,JANUARY 14, 1992

wm.

By Marvlne Howe
The New York Times

NEW YORK — Federal offi-

cials shot almost 15,000 laughing
gulls near Kennedy International

Airport last year in an effort to

reduce airplane-guU collisions.

They plan to resume the program
this spring, a plan that angers
conservationists and bird lovers.

In the latest battle of a long war
to reduce interference with airp-

lanes. Department of Agriculture

biologists— armed with 12-gauge
shotguns — killed 14,886 gulls

between May 20 and Aug. 8, 1991,
according to a report by Richard A.
Dolbeer of the Agriculture Depart-
ment's Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service.

Almost all the victims were said

to be laughing gulls with brood
patches on their bellies, a sign that

the birds were breeding. The gulls

are the airport's main problem
because they nest in the marshy
area at the end of the runway.

Terry Benczik, a spokesman for

the Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey, which operates

the airport, said the shooting would
take place again in this year's
breeding season.

Naturalists, who have gone

along with previous experiments

to handle the bird problem by
making the airport area unattrac-

tive to bird colonies, were angry

over the latest approach.

The National Park Service,

which supervises the Jamaica Bay
Wildlife Refuge, has warned the

Port Authority that what it does at

the airport should not affect the

refuge, said John T. Tanacredi, a
Park Service official. He noted that

Jamaica Bay was a major open
space, haven to some 350 species

of migrating and nesting birds.

The Port Authority is very

concerned about the Jamaica Bay
Wildlife Refuge's being adjacent

to the Kennedy runway and has
tried various solutions to frighten

the birds away from the airport,

said another spokesman, Mark
Marchese.

He cited two unsuccessful
attempts, coating egg shells with
mineral oil to suffocate the

embryos and setting up cannons in

the runway area. "But the gulls just

sit on the cannons," he said.

A review of birds and aircraft at

Kennedy, a yearlong research
project financed by the Port
Authority under the auspices of the
Park Service, is to be released in

the next few weeks.
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3:00 PM
ChrlsflanTSaerice Organlzat

"Spiritual Perspectives On Today's Questions'
By Reed Harris, C.S., Member of the Christian Science Board of
Lectureship

North Campus Room 20

GENERAL
student Welfare Commission
Rape Awareness

See ad for more information
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Internal Display Advertising Internship

Due Tuesday, January 21 at 4:00 pm
Call 206-0905 for more information

Hlllel

See ad to take advantage of ongoing programs

UCLA Blood I>onor Center
Call for appointment (31O)825-O850r

~"

Alumni Association

"Outstanding Senior" and "Outstanding Graduate Student Awards"
Nominations due Feb. 7 ^

"" ' •

'
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^QgFectiom
In the Jan. 10 issue of The Bruin, the article "New GE requirement
being considered," identified the wrong group that will make
recommendations for a proposed general education requircmentin
June. The correct i^ame was the UCLA faculty task force.

In the same issue, the boy in the front page photo was misidentified.
He is actually 4-year-old Justin Beerman.

The Bruin regrets the errors.
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Mardl Gras 1992
Preliminary Booth Applications are available

See ad for details

Women's Resource Center

Personal Development Programs
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White House
whistle

malces

inWestW( • • I

By Letltla IMarquez
Dally Bailn Staff

Presidential hopeful Bob Kerrey
stressed the importance of deve-
loping an industrial policy and
national health insurance before

meeting with business leaders

Saturday in Westwood.
"America should have an

industrial policy with purpose,**

said Kerrey, who added that this

economic policy would increase

foreign exports and result in

higher-paying jobs for Americans.
As one of five candidates vying

for the Democratic presidential

nomination, the U.S. senator from
Nebraska spent the weekend fun-

draising and campaigning
throughout Southern California.

"What has caused me to run for

president is my concern for Ameri-
ca and the direction of our coun-
try,** said Kerrey, who has served
as a senator since 1988. "I am not
asking for permission to sit in the
White House and do nothing for
four years.**

Increasing government control
over corporations and supporting
the growth of technology and
investments are among Kerrey *s

plans for the nation.

The United States should focus
on its own economic policies, said

Kerrey, commenting on Japanese

automakers* rejection of a trade
agreement with U.S. car manufac-
turers.

"We should attack our own
industrial policy and take action on
it,** said the former governor of
Nebraska. "We should not blame
Japanese or American factories

(for the deficit).**

The Democratic candidate said
he also wants the government to
provide more job training and
education in high-tech industries.

He advocates increasing federal

educational programs and funding
for higher education. "Our govern-
ment is not doing all the good it can
to support high-paying jobs.**

Ethereal Globes
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BURT HERMAN
Democratic presidential candidate Sen. Bob Kerrey spoke In
Westwood on Saturday afternoon.

UCLA • • I short^e
delays some suigeries
By Robin Dong
Daily Bruin Staff

A shortage of blood has created
an atmosphere of anxiety at the
UCLA Medical Center, forcing
surgeons to delay some of their

operations and solicit donors.
The UCLA Blood Donor Cen-

ter; wtecb forwards all of tte Hood
supplies to the hospital, has suf-

fered a considerable drop in
donations since the holiday season.
The drop shows no signs of

abating.

Even the American Red Cross
and state blood banks, which
supply the rest of the hospital's

needs, are reporting a decrease,
which they attribute to this year*s

flu epidemic.

As a result, hospital officials

asked physicians to postpone all

twrgmergency surgery, delaying"
some open heart surgeries.

"I was concerned there was not

See BLOOD, page 12

Sources of UCLA Blood Donor Center

JcLABbod American Red

Donor Center
Cross

Other

Two "Normal
Weeks" 65%

"Shortage Week" .^^q.
Dec.22 - Jan.5 i ^o /oi

SOURCE: UCLA Blood Donor Center

ASUCLA's employee blood drive

hits lowest point in four years

SUZANNE STATES/Daly Bruin

Seven-year-Old Alvaro Pacheco whiles away a Friday afternoon In Veteran Park.

By Birgit Rasmussen
Dally Bruin Staff

Instead of the usual competition
between divisions of UCLA*s
student association, the employee
blood drive this year simply
appealed to human compassion—
and collected the least amount of
blood rn the history of the program.

Since its inception four years
ago, the annual blood drive has
revolved around an internal team
competition. The team whose
employees donated the most blood

won free bowling and a party with
pizza, drinks and dessert.

However, the competition
created some hostile feelings
among employee teams, which led
the Blood Drive Commiuee to
abandon competitions and appeal
instead to people's compassion,
said committee member Frieda
Farrier. As in the past, employees
still Received four hours' salary for
donating blood.

"We decided it would be good to

See SHORTAGE, page 12

Money troubles may force changes In student
By Chris Wolowlec
DaJlifJruinStaff

^ ^ V- ""

The university's changing fiscf^

situation may force the campus
media board to restructure ' ris

operations to ensure its financial'

stability and editorial quality, the

ASUCLA publications director

said.

The sole source of revenue for

the Communications Board is the

advertising purchased through its

media. But with the university's

continuing financial hardships,
advertising purchased by on-cam-
pus organisations will continue to

(define. Moreover, student pur-
mj^i^ power will shrink with
further increases in registration

fees, forcing off-campus advertis-

ers to reconsider advertising in the
university media.

"By raising registration fees,

students win have less disposable
income,*V said ASUCLA Publica-

tions Director Terence Hsiao, an
ex-officio member of the Conunu-
nications Board. "Less disposable

income means the amount of
money spent purchasing products
from our advertisers goes down.

•They, therefore, will probably
not advertise as much in our
papers,** he said.

The Communications Board—
which acts as the publisher of the

campus's daily newspaper, seven

,t|iqu|Lrterly newsmagazines, tele-

phone directory, yearbook and
radio station — sets policies and
establishes budgets for the student
media.

Since 1986, Hsiao said, the

campus media did not need to

change the structure because
**future resources looked promis-
ing.** During those years, the

media board's income rose, pro-
viding the money necessary to

suppoit the growing media struc-

ture.

•That strategy can't work any-
more because the environment
we're working in is not the same^**

he added. "Even when we come
out of the recession, theUC budget
will continue to be Ueak.**

During the media board's
monthly meeting last week, Hsiao
tried to describe the severity of the
situation by providing samples of
alternative media structures. He

Sm media, page ia
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Briefs
World

Algerian presideiit

resign from office
ALGIERS. Algeria— President Chedli

Benjedid announced his resignation on
Saturday, two weeks after his ruling party
was thrashed by Islannic fundamentalists
in Algerians first free elections. Army
units began to move into the streets of the
capital.

The president appeared on national
television shortly after 8:30 p.m.
presenting his letter of resignation to the
president of the Constitutional Council.
Abdei Malik Benhabilas.

"Please consider this resignation a
sacrifice on my part in the interest of the
stability of the nation," the president said
in his letter of resignation which he was
shown submitting on a live broadcast.

Benjedid. whose removal according to
several senior officials here has been
demanded by army commanders, said he
was leaving his post after being convinced
that the democratic process which he
started* in 1988 had become **riddled with
irregularities and cannot be quashed
safely."

Yugoslav minister
supports peace plan

BELGRADE. Yugoslavia —
Yugoslavia's new acting defense minister
pledged the Serbian-led army's continued
support Saturday for the United Nations
peace plan to tadt*c Yugoslav cfvtt wsr~

Nation

r: I

Gen. Blagoje Adzic. the Yugoslav army
chief of staff and regarded as a hard-liner
among the army's top commanders,
denied reports that the resignation of Gen.
Veljko Kadijevic as defense minister
Signaled an end to the Serbian-led army's
support for the United Nations plan.

Military to

genetic record ftor GIs

WASHINGTON — The Defense
Department said Saturday that it would
establish a repository of genetic
information on all American service
members as a new way of identifying
future war casualties.

Samples of DNA. the basic material of
heredity, will be obtained from blood and
oral swabs. The samples will be added to
existing fingerprint, dental and other
records to produce a more comprehensive
way of identifying the remains of war
dead, said the Armed Forces Institute of
Pathology, which proposed the initiative.

*The establishment of this repository
may very well mean that we will no longer
have an 'unknown soldier' from future
battle casualties." said Maj. Victor Weedn
of the Army, chiefof the institute's Armed
Forces DNA Identification Laboratory.

Prosecutors woric for

truce in mob war
NEW YORK — Faced with a deadly

end to a holiday truce in New York City's
most vicious mob war in 30 years, the
Brooklyn district attorney's office has
recruited up to 120 federal, state and city

officers to 07 to push the battling factions
into a new peace, a law-enforcement
official said Saturday.

In the last seven months, since the
struggle in the Colombo crime family^

Cliiidren less likely

to get AIDS from mom

broke into the open, there have been W
attempted killings of members of two
factions, leaving six men dead and seven
people wounded, including at least four
innocent bystanders.

After the fifth killing. District Attorney
Charles J. Hynes subpoenaed 96
suspected mobsters to testify.

FORT WORTH. Texas — Pregnant
women with the AIDS virus appear less
likely to transmit the virus to their
offspring than earlier reported,
researchers told a Women and HIV/AIDS
Conference on Friday.

Although the Centers for Disease
Control has reported the risk of passing
the AIDS vims to offspring at around 30
percent. Dallas pediatrician Janet Squires'
analysis of the latest data shows the risk to
be about 25 percent. ^

Another speaker at the conference said
the risk of mothers passing HIV — the
human immunodeficiency virus, which
causes AIDS— to their newborns through
breast milk is minuscule. HIV mothers
may safely nurse their infants during the
first three or four months of life, so long as
the babies carry their mother's antibodies,
said Dr. Catherine Hankins. a member of
Canada's National Advisory Committee
on AIDS.

Man allegedly Mils

cMM who blocked TV

NEW YORK — A Bronx man who
alleg;edly threw an 18-month-old girl head
first into a wall when she blocked his view
by crawling in front of his television set

was charged Sattirday with killing her. the
police said.

Tlie gii^=Adriana Roaetgam=&SB&=
Friday night at Montefiore Medical
Center. A spokesman for Montefiore.
Fred Yeager. said she had suffered a
fractured skull and severe brain damage.

The man. Giovanni Piquadd, lived with
the girl's mother. Sylvia Rodriguez. 25, in

University Heights in the Bronx.

Local

State tries to cut
taxpayer errors

Burdened by an estimated 1.4 million
errors on 1990 income tax returns, the
Franchise Tax Board says it will notify
70.000 Califomians of their mistakes in

order to trim added costs that totaled $4
milUon last year.

The most common mistakes made by
the 478,232 state taxpayers were math
errors. Other frequent blunders included
using the wrong tax table and figuring an
inaccurate renter's credit

/

The letters are part of a two-year nilot
project aimed at reducing the error rate
and added administrative costs paid by the
state.

Last year, the state sent out almost
18.000 letters to taxpayers in Bakersfield,
Chico. Redding and Eureka, and errors in
those areas dropped 16 percent, said board
spokesman Jim Reber.
The cost of the mailing roughly equaled

the amount saved by reducing errors, he
said.

Hahn's management
to be Investigated

City Attorney James K. Hahn — who
has avoided controversy during a decade
in City Hall — is now faced with an
investigation into his office that will raise

questions about his management and
which could sidetrack his political ambi-
transr

Citing serious accusations of wrong-
doing, District Attorney Ira Reiner said

Friday that prosecutors will examine
claims that work^^ in Hahn's office

conducted partisan political activities on
thejob. Reiner specifically refused to rule

Compiledfrom Bruin wire services

Now You Don't Have To Go To Von's Pavilion

To Get Supermarlcet Prices!
Grocery
^ breadstiks

Kelloggs Raisin Bran 20 oz 3.23
Kelloggs Nut & Honey 1 6oz 3.79
Kelloags Com Rakes 1 8oz 1 .95
G.M. Wheaties. 18oz 3.69
Best Foods light mayo 1 6oz 1 .49
Kelloggs Pop tarts 1 1 0z 1 .69
Carnation breakfast bars (6) 2.39
Jif ex. crunch peanut butter 1 8oz 2.89
Aunt Jemima pancake. 32oz 1 .53
Preoo spaghetti sauce 30 oz 2.25
Kraft Mac & Cheese 7.25 oz .65
Del Monte lite slic. peaches I60Z " 1.05
Del Monte green beans 1 6oz .89
Camp, chunky chicken noodle 1 9oz 1 .63
Wishbone ranch lite dressing 8oz 1 .39
Nabisco chips ahoy 1 2oz 2.59
O.R. lite popping com 10.5oz 2.29

^ Frozeru
Weight W. Chic. Fettudnl

^^

Minute Maid O. J. 12 oz
Sara Lee coffee cake 1 1 .5oz
Sara Lee pound cake 10.75oz
Haagen Dazs ice cream pints

Orelda hash browns 32 oz
Eggo waffles lloz
Ice, bagged, 7 lbs

Non-food
Scot Tissue 4 pk 2.45
Comet powder, lemon,17oz 1.05
Cascade Ik), dishwash, 50oz 2.89
Downey fabric softner.33oz 1 .69
Tide Ultra. 18 use 4.59
Fancy Feast cat food, 3oz .49
Kal Kan pedigree dog, 14oz .69

FREE PARKING!

in rear
Open til 11pm

Von's

3.35
4.09
1.95

3.89
1.59
1.79

Produce

Iceberg lettuce

Strawberries . box
Red Seedless grapes, lb

Carrots, 1 lb bag
Cherry tomatoes, box
Brown onions, lb

Fresh Orar>ge Juice. 16 oz
32 oz

Salad bar, per lb

breadstiks
2/1.00

2.49

1.69
3.07
2.29
2.69
1.79
1.55
1.39

1.69
3.45
2.55
2.89
1.89
1.59
1.49

These are

representative

everyday prices,

not selected

exceptions,

Homogenized Milk 1 gal
HonrK>geniz6d milk 1/2 gal
HonrK)genized milk quart
Skim milk 1 gal
Skim milk 1/2 gal
Skim milk quart
Eggs. AA Ig 1

' doz
Eggs, AA ex Ig 1 doz
Imperial margerine 1 lb

Dairy

Von's
.79

2.99
1.99
.49

1.69

.49

1.99

3.59
3.49

Fanner John bacon 16oz
Oscar Mayer beef bok>gna 8oz
Fanmer John beef franks 16oz
Contadina fresh fettucctni 9oz
Foster Farms Fresh chteken

boneless fillet breasts, lb

Gatorade 32oz
Evian water 1.5 L
Arrowhead Mt. Spring 1 gal
Martinelli apple juice 1 .51
Ocean Spray Cranapple 48oz
Campbells V-8 juice 32oz
Miller Gen Draft 1 2pk
Budweiser 12 pk ~

Coors light 6 pk

Drinks

M
2.19
1.79
1.89
1.93

3.59

1.26-
1.59
1.05
2.39
2.49
1.69
7.99
7.99
4.29

LECONTE

3.98

1.35

1.69
1.09
2.45

2.59
1.75

8.25
8.25
449
UCLA

1057 Gayley Ave 209-1111
KINROSS
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KNOWLEDGE IS THE KEY TO UNDERSTANDING

Week of January

MONDAY: information Fair With Live Band

^i^Om

Westwood Plazaat Noon

^oslnckWith Sexual Assau^: A
Facilitated by Louise Sevilla, MSW from Student Psychological

Services.

241 2 Ackerman Union 1 2:00 pm-1 :00 pm

Self Defense Workshop
with Maria Douest of KARATEWOMEN
Pi Beta Phi Sorority, 700 Hilgard Ave. 6:00 pm-7:30 pm

WEDNESDAY: How Men Can Stop Rape

a workshop cosponsored by Men Can Stop Rape, a n^w
student group.

THURSDAY:

Facilitated by Harry Mersmann, forrrier Director of Education,

Orange County SexualAssault Network.

351 7 Ackerman Union 12:00 pm-1 :30 pm

FiLM: "Stiii Kiiiing Us Softly
"

focuses on media's assault on self imagiBS.

Following discussion facilitated by Women's Resource Center Staff.

241 2 Ackerman Union 12:00 pm-1 :30 pm

Self Defense Workshop
location TBA 7:00 pm-8:30 pm

4'

SATURDAY: Self Defense Class

WILSHIRE'

free to all UCLA students, staff and faculty

Saturday 9:00 am-1 :00 pm (call for location)

To sign up call 206-8240 or stop by 2 Dodd Hall

For more information on these or other Rape Awareness Week Events, please contact the

Women'^ Resource Center at 825-3945 or the Student Welfare Commission at 825-7586.

SPONSORED BY Women's Resource Center & Student Welfare Commission

i\

paid for by USAC

Women's
Kosomvc
C \MHcr
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UCLA offers cheaper altemative to Stanley Kaplan
Extension features prep classes for

graduate school admissions tests

By TonI Rivera
Daily Bruin Staff

Attending private preparation
classes for graduate and profes-
sional school examinations can be
costly, butUCLA Extension offers

a less expensive alternative.

UCLA*s preparatory classes
cost about half as much as private
competitors while offering many
of the' same benefits of private
programs. Extension representa-
tives said.

But officials from test prep

companies like Stanley Kaplan
and Princeton Review say their

more expensive programs offer
more for the money.

Stanley Kaplan and Princeton
Review charge between $695 and
$895 for courses covering the
Graduate Record Examination, the
Law School . Aptitude Test, the
Graduate Management Admission
Test and the Medical College
Admission Test

Although the non-profit UCLA
prep program has been offered for
almost 17 years, it has undei^one

big revision^ within the last five

years.

These changes include hiring

new instructors, updating material

and switching from simulated test

material to actual tests, said Kathy
McGuire, Extension*s continuing
education specialist.

During these five years, UCLA
has only hired instructors who
have teaching experience and at

least a master's degree.

*They*ve made sure the teach-

ing is the highest quality that it*s

ever been," said John Watson, a
UCLA Extension spokesman.

In addition to emphasizing
teaching. Extension courses also
have guest speakers come in to

speak to students about the diffe-

UCLA STUDENTS GRADUATING THIS
ACADEMIC YEAR

Will you have a CAREER JOB waiting for
you when you graduate this academic year?

Find out how/

RegisterNOWfor the

TTT'i'W'T'Trr'T'i'Tr'Tr'i'T'Tr'ir'Tr' ^^^n^^^^^^nrntrmmm
^''^^^'^^^ff^^'f^'n^'rrmmwwmr^mmwfrrrr^irrrfrr^w^fv^mw

UCLA CAMPtJS t^^TERVIEW JPIt06iUM

Interview on campm fyr onter fN^tdltidRs im
Engineering and Physical Sciences

A4i»tolstj»tioii jiiQitti FubUs: 4k Pglyate Sectors ) .
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Registration Form and additional information
available at the Main Information Counter,
Placement and Career Planning Center

Single Parents Support Group
This group will address some of the concerns and experiences that single
parents have while attending UCLA such as adjusting to an academic

schedule, juggling school, kids and a social life, and finding quality childcare.

Sexual Assault Support Group
This group provides a safe and supportive environment for women to explore
issues and feelings resulting from sexual assault (date rape, sffanger rape and

marital rape). Co-sponsored with Student PsychdogicaJ Services.

Moving AheadI A Forum for Women of Color
Are you looking for a place to talk and share your ideas with other women of color"^
Don t miss a great opponunity to address issues such as academic demands, campus

clmiatc, family life, traditional community/cultural roles and relationships
Co-sponsored with Student Psychological Services.

Wednesday, January 15 &T\iesday, February 18, 12.00 - 2:00 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall

Voices of Experience
A discussion group for women age 25 and over dealing with issues
such as academic success, campus life, family and relationships.

Lesbian Rap Group
An ongoing group for both undergraduates and graduates. All women weicome-— " regardless of sexual irieniation. Co-sponsored with GALA

Tuesdays, 5:00 - 6:30 p.m., 3520 Ackerman Union

We Don't Only Sing the Blues
An ongoing group for African American women. Co-sponsored with

Student Psychological Services and fadliUted by Jeanne Stanford, Ph D
Call Dr. Stanford at 825-0768 for more information.

Survivors of Love
Dealing wiUi Past and/or Present
Physical Abuse in Relationships

A group designed for women to discuss the patterns of violence that surface in their
rclauonships with lovers, spouses and friends. The group will explore the results of

violence in rclaDonships such as how it affects daily functioning and the impact it has on
I past and present relationships. Co-sponsored with Student l^ycholoeical Services

Fndays, 10:00 - 11:30 a.m. Call 825-0768 for an intake appoinrnient

HAT" THE
WONm^#tESdlJRGE

:CEINT
•I . -J'.; •.•

For more information (including times and locations)
call 825-3945 or stop by 2 Dodd Hall.

The women 8 Resource Center Is a scn/tec of the division of Student Development and Health.

rent graduate and medical prog-
rams. Other private programs of/er
this service for additional money.

But while Stanley Kaplan and
the Princeton Review do not have
these added services, they offer

other advantages.

While UCLA Extension classes

are quite lai^e, ranging in size

from 30 to 130 students, Stanley

Kaplan's program has between 10
and 30 students in a class and
Princeton Review's has no more
than 10 students.

Furthermore, these private
programs also hold many more
class meetings, offering practice

exams during these sessions to

See PREP COURSES, pagelS

Preparatory Class Costs

This table shows the current

costs ot major professional

school preparatory classes.

(

UCU I PPtoctM ( ttarity

Rtview I KaplM

LSAT I $285 I $749 i $748

GHAT I $285 I $885 I $885

t

WhM the phone company wante to
New, smaller Community Directory

will be distributed today at 8 a.m.

n-TP^^H^K^^^B

$385 I $885 j $885

GRE $288 I $885 $885

From staff reports

The 1992 Community Directory, which
contains hstings of campus groups and
services as well as telephone numbers of
faculty, students and staff, will be distri-

buted today beginning at 8 a.m.

Copies of the directory will be sent to
campus departments, and individuals may
pick up their free copy in front of the

Students* Store or inside one of the campus
residence halls, said Staci Leuschner, the
directory's project manager.

"It's a much beuer directory than in

previous years — smaller, updated, accu-
rate information and a well-thought-out

design. And it's free," Leuschner said.

Leuschner and her staff sold ads and
completely redesigned the information
guide section of the directory. From 1984 to

1991 a North Carolina-based company had
sold ads for the book, she said.

"We felt we could better understand the

needs of our local advertisers," Leuschner
said.

About 20,000 copies of the 560-page
book will be distributed this week— that's

double the circulation of previous editions.

she said. The name of the bdok was also

changed from Student EHrectory to Com-
munity Directory.

The book's cover art was created by
formerUCLA design major Joyce Hirohata,

who's drawing beat out dozens of competi-
tors during last summer's cover design

contest.

Hirohata, who graduated fall quarter,

plans "to become a big shot designer so I

don't have to take any crap from clients."

Eventually, she would like to design
children's books, "which are so wild and
goofy that even adults will buy them."

Departments which do not receive their

directories can send a written request to
Leuschner at 1 12 Kerckhoff Hall (mailcode
164106).

Don't worry, you can console yourself
with the new Community Directory.

SMiu

DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
• UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT
TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK

• CONVENIENT LOCATION
1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 824-3991
Westwood Village, above the M^herehouse

ongoing programs
no previous knowledge required

AMONDAYS
noon - Talmud-thoughts on maimonides
Law School rm. 1349

^

5:45-7:15 - Introduction to Judaism m_^
exploration of holiday and life-cycle events
that coniprise the calendar

5:4S-7:1 5 r Hebrew for beginners
Both meet at Hillel

WEDNESDAYS
Dorm Network

every week, 6:00-7:00pm - Hedrick

Commons

THURSDAYS
Jan. 23-Feb. 27
7:00-1 0:00pm - Introduction to classical

texts with Rabbi Chaim

Shabbat - alwavs at 6:30pm
Dinner $6.00

meet at Hillel-900 Hilgard
- reserve at 208-3081

Upcoming Shabbats include Persian
Shabbat, reform musical Shabbat,
lecture with Rabbi Chaim and much

more.
• '-4

Don't forget to stop by at our table
on Bruin Walk Mondays and

Wednesdays.

W i m l\ 'in mmmmmm
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o^eJustBeenQeared
RM-TakeOffi

You can get a lot more out of life when
you set your sights a little

nigher. Which
is what applying

for the American Express*

Card is all about. When you get the

Card, its easier to do the things you want
to do. And with the student savings that

come along with it, you can do even more.

Fly roundtrip on Continental

for less than $100 each way.

Student Cardmembers receive four travel

certificates. They can be used to fly any-

where Continental Airlines flies in the

48 contiguous United States. Two for the

school year, and two for the summer.*

Depending on where you fly, each

school year travel certifi-

cate is good for

$129 or $189 round-

trip—and each summer travel

certificate is good for $149 or

$199 roundtrip.

Savings that upgrade

your lifestyle.

As a student Cardmember you
get more than great travel sav-

ings. You also save money on everything

from clothing to lone distance phone calls.

All for a $55 annual fee.

Obviously, savings like these say a lot

about the value of the Card. And having

the Card will say a lot about you. For one
thing it says you have a handle on what you
spend, so you don't have to carry over a bal-

ance. It also says you're smart enough not to

pay interest charges that can really add up.

So take a few minutes

now tocall (have

your bank address

and account number
ready), and apply

for the American
Express Card.

With all that the Card offers you, not

even the sky is the limit.

THE CARD.
THE AMERICAN EXPRESS*CARD

Airfare examples
based on destination.

Your School
RoundtrifM Year F«re

New York-Los Angeles $189

Boston-Oriando $129

San Francisco-Denver $129

Get going, call 1-800-967-AMEX.

If you're already a Cardmember, there's no need to call.
School year is considered Sept 1-June M.summerjune 15 Aug 31 Complete terms and conditions ofthis travel oflfer will arrive with your certificates
Continental Airiines alohe is responsible for fulhllment of this offer American Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines' performance.

© 1992 American Express Travel Related Services Company; Inc.

TRAVEL
RBATED
SERVICES

An Amsnc^n Exprma company
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Breast implant safety tests delayed 10 yeais
By Philip J. Hilts

The New York Times

WASHINGTON — ScienUsts
within Dow Coming Co. urged
company officials for years to

conduct critical safety studies of its

silicone gel breast implants, but the
tests were put off for more than a

decade, a review of hundreds of
company documents shows.
The documents, made available

to The New York Times from

several sources, also suggest that

the studies that were done were
inadequate. They describe inser-

tion of implants into women before
they had been tested in animals,

and suggest that Dow Coming
Wright breast implants may have
been tested iiV animals but not in

animal breast tissue.

In 1976, 16 months after a new
type of implant was first put into

women, an official in charge of its

development was still expressing

frustration over the lack of data

about it

"We are engulfed in unqualified

speculation,** wrote A.H. Ralhjen,

who was the chairman of a task

force working on the new implant
at Dow Coming. "Nothing to da|e
is truly quantitative. Is there

something in the implant that

migrates out or off the mammary
prosthesis? Yes or no! Does it

continue for the life of the implant

or is it limited or controlled for a

The UCLA Alumni Association is proud to announce the

1992
Outstanding Senior

Outstanding Graduate Student
Awards

Recipients are presented with a Life
I^embership in the UCLA Alumni Association
and are honored at the Alumni Awards dinner

and ceremony on June 6 & 7, 1992.

To be eligible, candidates must expect to
receive a bachelor's, graduate or professional

degree in

Fall 1991, Winter 1992 or Spring 1992.

INomination forms are avaiiahip at

GSA Office - 30 1 Kerckhoff Hall
Graduate Division Office - 1228 Murphy Hall
USAC President's Office - 304 Kerckhoff Hall

Center for Student Programming - 161 Kerckhoff Hall
James West Alumni Center - Information Desk

Complete nominations arc due Friday, February 7

For more information,
call the Alumni Awards office at 206-0684.

UCLAkjnvii
^ * » •' « » k 1 J 41 k

period of time? What is it?**

Officials of Dow Coming
maintain that the implants are safe,

that most women who have them
are delighted with them and that

the memorandums among the

company documents challenging
company practices paint an inac-

curate and incomplete picture. But
critics challenge that view.

"Dow Coming and the plastic

surgeons have conducted a mas-
sive experiment on women, under

the guise of selling a commercial
product,*' said Thomas Talcott, a
private consultant in California
who quit Dow Coming in 1976 in

what he said was a protest of its

safety practices. Talcott, an engi-
neer, was the head of the com-
pany's technical services and
development group, which was
responsible for testing the implant
components.

See IMPLANTS, page 11

•Tired of Binging? • Finally, address the real problem'

Call for info

CENTER FOR EATING DISORDERS
1 100 Gbden Ave. #914, Los Angeles 90024

310/208-7330
Insurance Accepted

Had a little accident? Don't dr6p out.
Just drop jn to...

FOR STUDENTS
WITH

DISABILITIES
•r

OStP

If you are a student with a permanent
or temporary disability,

THE OSD
HAS GREAT SERVICES FOR YOU !

SOME OF OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:

On-campus Transportation
Proctor/Test-Taking Arrangements
Adaptive equipment

.

Priority enrollment
Campus Orientation
Interpreting Services
Notetaking Services
Reader Services

AND MANY MORE...

Call us at: 1213) 825-1501 or
(213) 206-6083 (TDD)

Or stop by: UCLA OFFICE FOR
STUDENTS

WITH DISABILITIES
A-255 MURPHY HALL
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THE

STUDENTWELFARE COMMISSIONAND
THE CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION

PRESENTS:

ttTODD AND THE SLAM 99

/
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A ROCKW ROLL SMORGASBORD

}

S

<
s

APPEARING ON BEHALF OF:

RAPE EDUCATION >

AWARENESS WEEK
PREVENTION

4'

Performing their smash hit "The" and other songs
from their iatest release "A LIGHT SNACK"

r
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h
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TODAY AT 1 2:00

IN

WESTWOOD PLAZA
f^if

PAID FOR BY USAC
UCl A CulturmI mnd M*cr«aiton«« AHmir*

Aacreatfon Facilities Mmnagtvnl 0/Ac«
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Sales
Accessories

SCOOTER TECH
Service
Parts

I

!80cc-250cc cc

plus parts

:W:^ "" ~ :^::i!^:'»::^^.-]

HONDA & YAMAHA REPAIR SPECIALIST
• ^I^R*:* m^ ^ mm «»\^K-.^^.^^ .M. ^ _ _^ ^^

£75x10 Tire"; Wcomtiiibu
I

\

^ FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS^e Damage Estimates-Insurance Coverage Accepted
We Also Repair All Makes & Models of Motorcycles

"^
in^^i^JJ?^ .. ^"^^ W.Los Angeles

/nnJ2?lli^l^'2 .

Monday - Friday 10422 Santa Monica Blvd. ,

^ il^l^t^^St'^^
^ ^^^ ^^^ 2 miles from Campus)

{213)824-2040 - (213)470^745

Califoniia j
rate reaches 7.7%

10% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

10% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
MEN & WOMEN

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

Bikini Wax
Lip Wax
Eyebrow
Full Leg &
Bildni Wax $20
Sculpture Nails

$8
$4
$5

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

S35

HILITE&
CUT & CONDITIONER CELLOPHANE &

CUTS 25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Marios Restaurant

ExplrOS 2/1 3/92

By Gregory J. Wilcox
Los Angeles Dally News

Continued layoffs and sluggish
holiday hiring helped push Cali-

fornia's jobless rate to 7.7 percent
in December, state officials said,

as 1991 closed with the highest
average monthly unemployment
rate in seven years.

The seasonally adjusted jobless
rate for the state was up from 7.4
percent in November and 6.8
percent in December 1990.
The figures were released Fri-

day.

For the year, unemployment
averaged 7.5 percent a month, the
highest average since 7.8 percent
in 1984. The highest monthly rate

was 8.2 percent in June and the
lowest was 7.0 percent in January.
*The California economy at the

end of the year has not shown any
clear sign of breaking out of the
recession,** said Lynn Reaser, vice
president and senior economist at

First Interstate Bancoq) in Los
Angeles.

Analysts said that the job out-
look may not brighten for a while.

"We have seen unemployment
in the 7 percent range all year . .

.

and we expect this trend may
continue in the coming months,**
Thomas Nagle, director of the
state *s Employment Development
^q)ai^cnt, said in a statemem

Nauonally, December*s jobless
fate climbed to a 6-year high of 7.1
percent in December from 6.9
percent the prior month.
Thejump in unemployment was

not surprising, analysts said, in

li^t of recent layoffs, bankruptcy
filings and weak holiday retail

sales.

"The job situation was stiU

fairly bleak at the end of the year,**

said Reaser. "A lot ofcompanies in

December were still laying off

workers and trying to restructure

and get many of the costs behind
them in 1991 so they are on a clean

slate for 1992.**

In Los Angeles County, jobless

rate fell to 8.3 percent in December
from 8.5 percent in November. But
December's figure was 2. 1 percent

higher than for the same month a

year ago. The local figures are not

adjusted for seasonal swings in the

marketplace.

"It*s just more bad news.** said

Jack Kyser, economist for the

Economic Development Corp. of
Los Angeles County, an agency
that promotes the region. "We
didn*t close out the year in a very
positive fashion.**

California*s retail sector
accounted for December*s biggest
gain in jobs — 27.500 — but
normally twice as many jobs are

created during the holiday season,
the state said.

California lost 16,500 manu-
facturing jobs in December and
15.300 construction jobs.

^ There were 1.2 million Califor-_

IS unemployed^ in Decemberr"
60.000 more than in November
and 160.000 more than in Decem-
ber 1990. Empk)yment totaled

nearly 14 million in December, up
from 13.9 million in November,
the state said.

The newspaper is used OU X> more than
other forms of media for obtaining
entertainment information..
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shift
for LAPD structure

UCLA MARDIGRAS
Prelimin^iry
Booth
Applications
or

Mardi Gras
1 992 are
available in

Kerckhoff
129.
Due January
31, 1992
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By Jaton Van Dodbekon
Los Angeles Daily News

Police Chief Daryl F. Gates has
ordered a sweq)ing restructuring
of the Los Angeles Police Depart-
ment chain of command, placing
five divisions under his direct

. control and diminishing the power
of upper-level department offi-

cials.

Under the plan, the Foothill,

Southeast, Harbor, Pacific and
Northeast divisions will report
directly to Gates rather than to
bureau commanders throughout
the city.

Gates announced the changes to

subordinates this week and will

present details to the City Council
next week, said Cmdr. Robert Gil,

a spokesman for the Los Angeles
Police Department

Gil said Friday that the new
command assignments, designed
in part to ensure that community-
based policing programs are
implemented uniformly across the
city, will take effect on Jan. 26.

Other officials said that they
were stunned by the plan — and
Gates* explanation that reasons
behind it included his desire to

"have some fun** and to ensure that

deputy chiefs don*t use the plat-

form of implementing community
policing to campaign for the police
chief position

"As usual, he*s thinking more of
his own lole, his own satisfaction,

rather than the depaitmeiH." PoUce
Commission president Stanley
Sheinbaum said. "He*s taking on
altogether too much. The net result

is he will damage the perception of
community based policing.

*This man is not a giant who can
take on one-fourth of the depart-

ment, ignoring the deputy chiefs,

and still run the department the
way it should be run— the way he
should have run it before,** Shein-
baum said.

Sheinbaum also expressed
anger that Gates had not notified
the Police Commission of the

changes.

"He knows a change in policy
has to be done by us or through us— he knows that,** Sheinbaum
said. "He keeps wanting confron-
tation.**

Gil said the chief believes the
transition to conmiunity policing— recommended by the Christo-
pher Commission that investigated
the Los Angeles Police Depart-
ment after the Rodney King
beating— will go more smoothly
if he assumes greater control.

*The chief believes he should be
closely involved in conmiunity
based policing,** Gil said, noting
that the Christopher Commission
also recommended that the Los
Angeles PoUce Department chain
of command be streamhned and
management decentralized.

' **The chief feels he can best do
that by holding those reins close to

himself.** Gil said.

Cmdr. Rick Dinse. one of the
chiefs key aides, will oversee the

normal functions of a second in

command in charge of a bureau.

Dinse was not available for com-
ment

Foothill — the division where
the King beating occurred last year— has been part of the Valley
Bureau headed by Deputy Chief
Mark Krocker, who under the new
plan will retain command of the
San Fernando Valley*s other divi-
sions. '

IMPLANTS
From page 8

The Food and Drug Admi-
nistration last week called for a

moratorium on the devices pend-
ing a review of safety data. An
agency panel will meet Feb. 1 1 to

consider the matter.

"We cannot assure the safety of
this product.** FDA Commissioner
David A. Kessler said in announc-
ing the moratorium.

To Dr. Norman Anderson of
Johns Hopkins University, who
has been a consultant to the FDA
on the issue, the lack of directly

relevant scientific studies is aston-

ishing.

In a letter he sent to Kessler

three days ago. he noted that he had
reviewed all 10.000 pages of Dow
Coming's submissions to the

FDA. and found that none of the

studies in animals put silicone or

implants in or under breast tissue,

as is done with women.
"Although I am only a clinician.

I find this omission a peculiar

phenomenon which must be
unprecedented in the history of
medical device evaluation.** the

letter said.

But the current chief of the

health-care, business at Dow
Coming, Robert T. Rylee. said the

implants have been adequately
tested and shown to be safe. He
said the memorandums reflected

disagreements within the company
and said other documents might
counter -their assertions.

Rylee said of the memoran-
dums. "This is a normal part of
business activity, people voicing

their opinions, to help guide and
direct the company. Questions will

be asked.**

He said the questions were also

answered ultimately.

But he conceded that the com-
pany probably should have carried

out some studies it did not to see
whether there were more prob-
lems, such as inflammatory dis-

eases caused by silicone that

spreads throughout the body.
"We think that there is no

scientific data that would say
silicone or other materials in the

implant have an adverse effect on
human immune system. But we
caimot totally exclude that as a
possibility.** he said.

The company says it is willing

to carry out large, long-term
studies to answer more questions,

but insists that the implants should
remain on the market in the
meantime.

The company acknowledges in

its warning labels that formation of
stiff scar tissue, known as capsular
contracture, can be a side effect of
the implants but officials say
problems with them are far less

r common than critics contend.

Dow Coming Wright, a joint

venture of Dow Chemical Co. and
Coming Inc., is the largest maker
of breast implants and has domi-
nated the market from the earliest

days of their manufacture. It has
done more testing than any other

maker, the FDA, the company and
its competitors say*

It is not known exactly how
many American women have
received implants; estimates range
from 1 million to 2 million. About

^

20 percent of the implants are for

reconstruction after cancer
surgery. The rest are used to

enlarge the breasts for cosmetic
purposes.

Company officials in the 1960s

were dazzled by silicone for

implants, which seemed inert, did

not react to acids or akalines, was
flexible as a noodle and was both

soft and elastic. When plastic

surgeons saw and felt the new
material, "their eyes got big as

saucers,** said Talcott

"It was not that the people in the

company were greedy and caU-
ous.** Talcou recalled. "They
believed these things were safe.**

It was not until 1988 that the

federal government asked for

rigorous safety data on implants.

And meanwhile most women were
delighted with their implants.

Nevertheless, safety questions
were raised again and again.

For example, former Dow
Coming officials said, the com-
pany was underpressure in 1975 to

counter a competitor. McGhan
Medical Corp.. whose implants
with a softer gel had seized as
much as half of Dow Coming*s
market share.

Dow Coming countered with a
soft new gel of its own to put in a

silicone rubber envelope. Thc^
company decided to begin selling

the new implant in June 1975.

In January of that year, top
officials from different divisions

of the company began meeting
weekly in a "Mammary Task
Force** to direct all the furious

activity needed to fabricate the gel.

fill the envelopes, and cafry out a
great array of engineering, Chemi-
cal, medical and quality control

tests needed before they could ship
the implants.

They projected worldwide
demand at 52.000 implants a year.

According to the minutes of the
first meeting. Rathjen said that "of
absolute and primary importance— will the new gel cause a bleed-

through which will make these

PFOduets imacceptable?** Tecfantr

cal staff members reported to him
that there had been no tests that

determined the amount of material

that would leak through the plastic

shell.

Company officials worried that

leaking silicone would make the

implants feel greasy. Later
memorandums show that salesmen
were instructed to scmb the
implants before showing them to

plastic surgeons.

The bleed is a problem both for

surgeons who worry about the

greasy appearance, arid more seri-

ously, would the oil interfere with
healing of the wound, or later

cause a tissue reaction? Might it

migrate to other parts of the body
and cause tissue reactions?

A report dated Feb. 7. 1975.
describes studies on rabbits show-
ing "mild to occasionally moderate
acute inflammatory reaction** that

might be explained by the surgery

itself on the rabbits, rather than

leaks of silicone.

But even before these results

were in. eight women in Vancouv-
er had already received them in

what the company described as a
"clinical experiment** The com-
pany says the women were
informed that the. devices were
experimental.

A note from the Dow Coming
files states that "Clinical testing of
sterilized mammary prostheses
began Feb. 3. 1975.** four days
before the first results from the

animal tests were reported.

Of the tests, Rylee said, "We
intended it to be simultaneous** in

animals and humans. "We felt the

new gel was not a new material. It

was reformulation of existing

material to make it softer and
already well tested and well

understood.**

While fears that the implants

might increase cancer risk caused
the most furor, they have not been
documented, although the
implants can make it difficult to

detect cancerous lesions by mam-
mography.

Instead, the most serious atten-

tion has been focused on the

question of whether the implants

can caJse inflammations or other

immune system problems as the

body reacts to foreign material,

especially if it leaks from the

implant
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gras
General Committee Sign-ups

129 Kerckhoff Hall

Deadline: Tuesday, January 21
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DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH
optometrist

PRESENTS

•DAILY-WEAR

SOF CONTACTS

SPECIAL $175.00
includes exam, lens,

care kit & follow up
core

JOHNSON & JOHNSON
DISPOSABLE CONTACTS

$225.00

All student, faculty

employee vision-plans
' WELCOME

+
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nir
located for your convenience:

10955 Weyburn Ave.
(213) 208-4748
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ALTO INSURANCE-ZTiTNERD FACTOR
There is indeed a Tod Rated Domestic Insunr right here in Westwood VilUge that has exceotionallvlow rates for you even if you are under 25. If you have a good driving record and re"onaH^S^
^Tv'^'sRIS^' ,** ""'""'"' '"^"^ " *' '''""'^- '' y°" «'«' ^'' ' B ^J^T^'Jl^'^
You see, we truly iqjpreciate nerds (or those with nerdy tendencies). We applaud your commitment to dowell m school because this means that you wiU most likely dd weU in UfTtet TAow^^S ^that your pursuit of exceUence can bring immediate rewards. Call us for a quote ta<^

InsurAide Insurance Agency, he. 1081 Westwood Blvd., #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024 208-3548

What in the World iS going On?

Where am I headed? How WiU I Get There ? 3rob 0ptiOII«?
Success. . . What is it? Wealth, Fame, Attractiveness?

/s MoraUiy obsolete??
Black, White, Asian, Latino, Orange, Red,
Female, Male, Christian,Jew, Muslim, Hindu,
You, Me...Breaking Down the Lines that Divide.

spiRiruAL peRspecriues on

roDAy's qaesriDNs

By KKHD HARRIS . C.S.
~

Member of tjhe. Christian Science Board of Lectureship

Tuesday Jan. 14 at 3:00
North Campus Room 20
SPONSORED BY:

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION

TTlCs) WLA Peer Health Counselors

Find out by visiting the

Fitness Inventory & Testing Clinic
Peer Health Counselors provide Fitness assessments to any
registered UCLA student, which includes the following services:

Underwater weighing tank tc test body fat —yv>i^
percentage

'

Skin Caliper Testing

Measure of Strength & Endurance
Measure Cardiovascular^ Fitness

Measure Flexibility

Nutritional Information.

Help you start or Improve an Exercise Plan,
Geared for your level of Fitness

All this for only $10(personal check, please)

F,I.T, Clinic F.I.T. TablAs
Open Tuesdays & Wednesdays
Appointments available from 9:30 am - 3:30 pm
Men's Gym 13

110 fee

Visit or CaU(P.H.C. Office)

to sel up an appointment

401 Kerckhoff Hall 825-8462

Sponsored by Student Health Services

For information and quick
questions.

NO APPOINTMENT necessary.
M-TH 10-2

John Wooden

REnHEMENT
From page 1

linking age with lower quality

work.

"It is purely against everything
that society stands for. Some
people are terrible (professors) at

20 and may never be any better.

And some may be magnificent at

lOOr he said.

Under the systemwide retire-

Bl

ment program^ UC professors

retire by the average age of 65.

according to UCLA's Emeriti

Center.

Ftulhermore, lifting the age cap
could even have some positive

effects, Simon said

By keeping older faculty mem-
bers on longer, the university may
actually halt a growing depen-
dence on teachers froni abroad to

fill empty posts.

• • I

Fronfi page 3

the necessary blood products to

meet emergency needs for the

patients/' said Gary Schiller, a
UCLA hematologist
The donor center's supi^y was

78 units less than usual during the

past two weeks because donors
went on vacation or forgot to come
in, said Laura Cindy, senior
supervisor of transfusion services.

Those 78 units of bloo(i would
have provided blood for at least 10
more surgery patients.

Some of these patients were
asked to fmd their own donors, and
their physicians also tried solicit-

ing blood.

The blood supply is so con-
strained that Schill^ has walked
through the hospital and encour-
aged visiting family and friends to

donate blood. His patients— bone
marrow recipients, and cancer and
leukemia patients — need
platelets, tiny structures in the
bloodstream which cause blood to
dot.

'

was needed to prioritize which
patients received limited resour-

ces," Schiller said. But "nothing
bad came up."

No patients had to be turned

away from the hospital, and no
deaths occurred because of the

shortage.

The shortage may be eased soon
because the donor center is gradu-
ally receiving more donations. But
supplies of type-O blood, which
can be used in all patients, are still

low.

Most of the center's blood
donations come from campus
blood drives and from students and
faculty members who donate on a
walk-in basis.

However, because of the lack of
competitive incentive, the student

association's drive has suffered a
loss of about 200 units of blood
compared to past years.

But there are benefits for those

JKhojyant to donate bkxxl during.

Because of the dq)leted blood
supply, some of Schiller's patients

had to forego the platelets, and are

at a greater risk of excessive
bleeding.

*T was asked to be on-call in

case an emergency arose, and I

the association's drive. Students
receive a campus meal ticket and
staff members are entided to four
hours of leave with pay.
Donors must weigh at least 100

pounds and be in good health. To
schedule an appointment, call

825-0850.

T-T"

SHORTAGE
From page 3

try to promote harmony within (the

association) by not having a
competition, but it failed miserab-
ly," said Kevin Clark from the
UCLA Blood Donor Center.

During this year's blood drive,

the staff from the Associated
Students of UCLA donated 523
pints of blood, compared to past
years when up to 730 pints have
been collected in one blood drive.

**The donations by employees
are especially important to us,

because the blood that is given
here at the UCLA Medical Center
stays right here." Clark said in an
association newsletter.

Also, the blood drive historical-

ly recruits many first time donors
who go on to become regular
donors who donate significant

amounts of blood, Clark said.

I>onors can give blood every 56
days, he said.

UCLA senior and bookstore
employee Minh Phan did not
donate this year, unlike other
years. However, she said the lack
of competition played no role.

"It just didn't fit into my
schedule," said Phan, who will be
graduating in June.

The student association is not
alone in facing record low blood
donations. In Los Angeles. ' the

American Red Cross* blood supp-
ly has dwindled to its lowest level

in three years, and United Blood
Services in Ventura County has
reported a 40 percent drop in blood
donations. ——

^

Red Cross and United Blood
Services officials attribute the
shortage to low blood collection

during the holiday season and a
decline in donors because of the

early flu season.

At UCLA, flus and colds as wefl
as wide-spread anemia did play a
role in the record low collection

Tesvlti vcotdlng to Farrier. Only

UCLA Blood CoUection

Units of blood
collected:

500 600 700

May 87

Nov 90

Nov 91

SOURCE: UCLA Blood Donor Center

people with no health problems ar^
allowed to donate blood.

Other potential donors may
have been scared away by Laker
haskelbaU star Earvin "Magic"
Johnson's announcement that he
tested positive for the virus which
causes AIDS, Farrier said. John-
son's announcement coincided
with the beginning of the blood
drive. Farrier added.

There have been no reported
incidents of people contracting
AIDS while donating blood. It is

impossible due to the use of sterile,

disposable needles, Clark said.

Despite these reasons for the
low level of donations, committee
officials primarily blamed this

year's record low blood collection
on the lack of competition between
employee groups.

^The numbers speak for them-
selves." Clark said. "Next year. I

will definitely advocate competi-
tion."

Calhng the current blood shor-
tage "critical," Clark appealed to
students and staff across campus to
donate blood immediately.
Appoinunents can be made with
the UCLA Blood Donor Center at
825-0850. ' ' T r ^o'i

MEDIA
From page 3

emphasized he did not necessarily

support any of the choices.

The media board could decide to

create a progressive daily paper
and a conservative one. or to have a
daily paper and a single weekly
alternative publication. Another
option would be to maintain the
current structure and eliminate the
three-position advising staff, or
maintain the current structure but
give up the media's traditional

independence by accepting the
funds from student government

, Another conceivable decision
could be to publish a daily paper
and a **pilot" newsmagazine which
must become financially indepen-
dent before another community
magazine could be created.

*The reason I cited the range I

did, was to make it clear that

everything needs to be under
consideration," Hsiao said. "A
fundamental review is what's
required because, ultimately, that

is the way you get the best

decision."

During the next two quarters the

Communications Board will dis^

cuss these and other possible
alternatives to the current struc-

ture.

Some of the editors of the seven
biquarterly newsmagazines, after

hearing of the potential changes,
offered their own ideas for

restructuring.

Jiuny^inion, the only ftpdon
is better fiscal management on the

partof all the media, those who lost

money as well as those who made
money," said Jaime Maldonado,
editor of La Gente, the Latino
newsmagazine.

**There are other options for

raising money," he added.
'Together (the feminist newsma-
gazine) is selling T-shirts. If

ASUCLA publications on the

whole is in a deficit, it seems like

people are making a decision to

make cuts before looking at who is

creating Uie deficit, whether it be
the news magazines, KLA or the

Daily Bniin."

Other newsmagazine editors

blame the advertising structure for

revenue shortfalls.

•There should be steps to allow
the magazines to conduct a better

advertising campaign," said Igbo-

dike Obioha, editor of NOMMO,
the African newsmagazine. He
also suggested that the magazines
be given tlie resources to hire one
student to work exclusively on
advertising.

Although no formal proposals
have been made for the new
structure of the media, many of the
newsmagazine editors argued that

the discontinuation of their maga-
zines would be a loss to the
community.
*The newsmagazines offer a

specific viewpoint," Maldanado
said. 'There's a big population that

would not be able to pick up the
info that they get from the maga-
zine."

Other editors said that the
consolidation of the magazines
into a single magazine is also an
unfeasible alternative.

"Having a single paper would be
difficult," said Kahliq Siddiq,

editor of Al Talib, Uie Muslim
newsmagazine. 'There would be a
lot of friction between the groups."

Although changes should be
made to meet the growing scarcity

of resources, the new structure

must continue to fulfill the mission
of the campus media as a whole,
Hsiao said.

That mission is td\ provide
information and education, a' for-

um for free expression and
exchange of ideas, education for

media participants and entertain-

ment for the campus community.
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If you're lom between

your love of fish and your

craving for chicken, relax.

Because now thnxigh

Februaiy 3, you can enjoy boih;with these

succulent fish and chicken combinatiGns.

^Like our tender Teriyaki rhipiyn uii\[\

A
chicken
dinner
for fish

lovers.

$6

~fi^ filet of Sole. Baked Mushroom

Chicken with fiiesh klaho TnouL And
savoy Chicken Piccata with fiiesh Pacific

Red Snapper.

^^ ^V Your deikious double

\M ^^ entree comes with sun-

^^^ ^/ npened vegetables. Fluffy.

brown hoe pilaf. Jusi-

baked, ten-grain rolls. And a crisp garden

salad or hot homemade soup. All for only

S6.95.Andonly aiiheC^od Faith

• . RestauianL

Qood earth®
^i^ Restaurant and Bakery

Be Our Guest

$300OFF
$10 miramum purchase Not Valid for Take-Out

ONE CERTinCATE PER TABLE
Good after 3 pm. Valid through 1/31/92

qood earth® I

'^ Restaurant and Bakery !

BRENTWOOD I

11819 Wibhirc Blvd. (310) 479-0177
|

One bik west of BarrintfUm Q i

jEa|w_«cce««, free gM^jdn^Jree deliv«j.) ^ •

DIFFERENT DEGREES OF SUCCESS

^ I kept my
promise, Enterprise

kept tlieirs. (

* Kristi Samples

BS, PoliticalScience

UCIA 1988
Regional Insurance Supervisor, lA Metro

To enter our nxinagennenf h'oining program, KrisH promised
to woric hard and learn every facet of our fast-paced busi-

ness "from tfie ground up.* We promised recognih'on, pay
raises, pronrK>Hons, and something that really surprised her:

frierds. ^

Today, KrisH is a rising executive in one of America's fastest

growing and largest privately held companies. And
Enterprise is searching for more bright, motivated college .

graduates who keep promises.

Sales Manag^nent Trainees

$23,000
To share in our success throughout the Southland, you'll

need:

* A BS/BA degree
* Strong communication skills, enthusiasm and drive
* Retail/sales experience a plus

You'll learn all aspects of running a business inckiding sales,

iTxsrketing, personnel management and more— while enjoy-

ing full pay and benefits! Interested? Please coll Jill at (21 3)
390-5595. An equal opporlunity empbyer.
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ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq. ^

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

COMPLETE EYE CARE

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
INC. jDrS z-'z -rXAV '.A^ 0\ F ^^G.ASS

--'AVt & P^tSC? P' 0\ LF\SrS

CONTACT LENS PACKAGE
*.C ^3-S fv; rXAV =A -i O' DA y //rA*
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GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
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EYE EXAMINATIONS
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OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384
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CP286-12MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono $550

CP386SX-25MH2 (52MB Hard Drive)... $975

CP386DX-25MHZ (80MB Hard Drive) $1170

CP386-33MHZ W/64K Cache (80 MB Hard Drive)....$1285

CP486-20MHZ (120MB Hard Drive) $1450

CP486-33MHZ W/256K Cache (120MB Hard Driv^).$1790

FREE SUPER MOUSE II

with purchase of svstem

All Systems Include:

•1MB RAM Memory

•5.25- or 3.5" Floppy Drive

•HYUNDA1 14" Super VGA(.28) CAlof Monitor

•Super VGA(1024'768) W/1 MB-256 Cotors

•101 Enhanced Keyboard

•AT I/O Card (2 Serial. 1 Parallel & 1 Game)

•2FD/2HD IDE Controlier

•100% IBM Compatible Systems

•One Year Parts and Labor Warranty

BEST SUPPORT. BEST SERVICE, LOWEST PRICE
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Blood.Give a Ktde so someone can live

National Blood Resource Education Program
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; National Institutes of Health; Public Health Service; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.

American Association of Blood Banks

UCIA/ ASUCLA EMPLOYEES
receive our gift of 4 hours leave

^ with pay each time you donate.

*

Foryour appointment, call:

UCLABlood Donor
Center

at (310) 825-0850

t..

UCIA STUDENTS receive our gift

ofan ASUCXA meal ticket each
time you donate.*

*Studenii may only leoeive one giftit

each donatk>n, aony.

EDl£R
From page 1

party saw Edler fall and called the
West Los Angeles police. Para-
medics firom the UCLA Medical
Center took Edler to the emergen-
cy room.

The hospital confirmed his
death at approximately 4:30 Satur-

day morning. Upon his family's
request, no other information was
made available.

Some firatemity members spe-
culated the cause of death may
have been either a broken neckwa
broken back.

"I was stunned when I was
awakened by the paramedics,"
said Walter Hairison, apartment
manager of 475 Gayley Ave., the
scene of the accident.

The sliding glass door of Harri-
son^s apartment was inches away
from the spot where Edler lay on
his back, surrounded by paramed-
ics. Police arrived at the scene
later, but could not be reached for
an official statement

**From what I understand, ht
was drinking, he had boots on and
he fell over backward," said
Harrison, who was sleq)ing at the
time of the incident.

"He lay right there, and they
worked on him, trying to revive
him,- Harrison said, pointing to
the bloodstained spot on the
concrete. The apartment manager
added that as of Saturday after-

noon, he did not yet have the
stomach to wash away_lhft-stains_

» I »

The paramedics were able to
restore Edler*s blood pressure, but
he was apparently ah-eady brain
dead, according to Alex Martinez,
Sigma Chi vice president.

Scott Bvtell, president of the
fraternity, was quickly awakened
with news of the accident. He and
other fraternity members and
witnesses, followed the paramed-
ics to the emergency room, waiting
until Edler's family arrived.

On Saturday, all of the approxi-
mately 110 fraternity members
were alerted, and the house was
closed to visitors.

"Everyone around here is kind
of dazed right now. A lot of people
are still numb and in shock,**

Bartell said.

"Mark was an amazing stu-

dent,** said the Sigma Chi presi-

dent. "He had a 4.0 GPA going
through pledge quarter. He was a
handsome guy, an athlete with an
out-going personaUty. To have
something like this happen to

someone who had so much going
for him is a waste — a real

tragedy.**

The fact that Edler had not yet
been initiated did not lessen the

fraternity's loss, Bartell said. "He
was a dear friend of ours and so
although he hadn't gone through
the formality of initiation, his loss

is just as tragic for us.**

Harrison had ah'eady noticed a
change in the usually active frater-

nity house.

**The house i^ a lot quieter.

Deathly quiet,** he said.

Word of mouth slowly trickled

out to the UCLA community
Saturday afternoon, as another
fraternity president expressed his

condolences to Bartell.

Even with the tragedy, the

members say they arc coping the

best that they can. "We've pulled

together really well, if anything
good can come out of this, that*s

one of the things," said Bartell.

**Everyone*s drawing together

pretty well,** agreed Eric Mosh, a
fraternity member.
Mosh had gone out to West-

wood for dinner v^th Edler and a
few other friends earUer Friday
evening. It was the last time that

Mosh would see Edler.

Daily Bruin Nows

r^

PREP COURSES
From page 6

help students prepare for the real

test

But McGuire said that using so
much class time to take practice

tests is a waste of time.

"You can never duplicate the

lest circumstances," she noted.

However, these private prep
companies completely disagree.

They argue that practice exams are

needed to help students raise their

scores.

"(UCLA's) programs arc not

comparable to ours," said Mark
Allen, general manager for the

Kaplan downtown Los Angeles
office. "We offer ... our test and
tape Ubraries that have thousands

of practice tests that students can
use seven days a week."
And according to Kevin I>rcxel,

the graduate director for the Los
Angeles Princeton Review office,

programs hke the one offered
through UCLA extension do not
really affect their business.

"We don't compete with these
organizations. They are for people
who can't afford our services or
think they can do it on their own,"
Drcxel said.

UCLA's Extension students
tend to be older than students in

these private programs. While
Stanley Kaplan and Princeton
Review students are often still in

college, many students from the
UCLA program have been out of
rseheobiof several yean

But McGuire pointed out that

UCLA's program is still effective.

In fact, responses have been
positive — with an enrollment
increase of almost 20 percent since
1987.

"I think it's the best bargain in

town," she said.

For more information, call

UCLA Extension at 206-1576.

From page 14 t*

See EpLER^ page. iq

"We went to dinner, and then we
went our sep^te ways," he said.

The fraternity members are not
sure of their next step, but they arc
intent on doing something.
"We just want to pull together as

a houseandxiecide what we'd hke
to do for the family. We're
planning on doing something for
his parents, to show them our
support. It's a horrible thing to
have hapfien to your son," Bartell

said.

Fraternity officers do not fore-

see Sigma Chi being blamed for
the death, as the death was not
fraternity-related, and did not
happen on the fraternity's proper-
ty. "We are actually not involved
in any way in the accident," said
Bartell.

So far, neither Bartell nor
Harrison has heard ofany lawsuits.

Immediate attention has been
focused on the shortcut route, now
boarded up.

According to Harrison, the
shortcut has always been a popular
route which allowed for more
direct pedestrian access between
Landfair and Gayley avenues,
rather that walking around the

block.

The 5-foot-high iron fence on
top of the retaining wall was
originally installed to prevent
people using the shortcut.

"I've warned them all year long
it's not designated for a walkway,"
Harrison said.

He added that Sigma Chi mem-
bers have said that they will

educate others to prevent them
from using the short cut in the

future.

A political economics and busi-

ness major, Edler was from Palos
Verdes and is survived by his

parents and 22-year-old brother.
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DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

^TWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.
Westwood, CA 90024

(213) 478-6869
(818)988-0110
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BUFniLO STVLC CHICKeN WINGS
1 dozen $4.22
50 $15.49

25... $7.95
100 $28.63

Sauces: Mild, Hot, 'Suicide', Barbeque, Hot Bart)eque

ALSOTRVOUR:
• Hamburger • Chicken Sandwich • Potato Skins • Mozzarella

Sticks • Breaded Mushrooms and Zuchini • Steak Fries
• Chk:ken Salad • Potato Salad • Cole Slaw

UTTLE RED SAMPLER • BIG RED SAMPLER
All Voo CiB eat • S7.95*

Each SAT. - SUN, (Ask for detallsJ
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ADVERTISE K<-:««-i

A chance for sweeping savings on ali

Icinds of mercliandise. Mostiy floor

jMnos and discontinuedniodels.Com-
puters, printers, modems, and other

peripherals. Primarily Macintosh; also

Toshiba, Zenith, and a few odds and

ends. When we say our computers are

down, we mean it!

• Don't be a dingbat! Get here early! Limited

quarttities on selected items!
^

'

• Stop by the Computer Store for a detailed

price list of all sale merchandise.

Due to popularity of this sale, priority

numbers will be distributed outside the

Students' Store main entrance at

7:30 am, Wednesday, Jan. IS.

II

All sales are final

8:00 AM-3:00 PM

0% ON COMPUTERS,

mPHERALS, & MUCH MORE.
These products are available only to full-time students, faculty, and staff with current UCLA ID and to UCLA departments. Purchase must be for
the personal, academic or research use of the eligible person, and the number of purchases is restricted. Please inquire for additional details
regarding eligibility. Quantities are limited. Prices subjects to change without notice

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ BLevel Ackerman Union/ 825-6952/ M-Th 7:45-7:36; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5
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Viewpoint
Editorial

Letters

RICHARD KIM
A line of sports fans seeking men's basketball tickets winds away from the Central Ticket Office
last week up to the top of a nearby parking structure.

Drawing the line on lines
hand-in-hand No doubt waiting in line hasWelcome back. And take

Because firffi

a number,

two weeks of winter

classes, the time you spend on campus can

be as little as 10 percent getting an education

and as much as 90 percent waiting in line to

pay for the privilege.

Whether it's in the bookstore, or Murphy
Hall, or at your professor's door, or the

parking office or Murphy Hall again, every

quarter at UCLA seems to start at the end of

someone else's line.

This quarter's eye-opener serves as a

graphic example of how sprawling lines at

UCLA are giving this campus a serious shot

at outdistancing even the bureaucracy of the

DMV.
A week ago today, students queued up at

the Central Ticket Office to buy men's
basketball tickets. The Bruins' national

ranking is making ticket sales unexpectedly

popular. Officials s^id they were unpre-

pared for the turnout and didn't anticipate

lengthy delays in service. .They kept sales

windows open late to accommodate the line,

which at one point snaked through a nearby

parking structure before it was redirected

down the length of Pauley Pavilion and
around the arena's far comer.

To even the casual observer, it was a line

formed in the spirit of Murphy Hall's own
brand of foot-aching waits. Those who
wanted tickets idled as long as six hours to

reach a sales window. Then came the labor

of wading through a morass of ticket

packages, wondering which one to buy.

Then there were the inevitable questions of

how much to pay and to whom the check
should be made. Fans who think they

reached the end of the line with their

purchase must join another line at the actual

game — to get seating assignments.

Attending sporting events and waiting in

line to get to them are activities that go

its merits, giving die-hard fans a chance to

queue up with an excuse to party or camp
out.

I ^
But the list of complaints this system has

generated runs as long as its line: The
procedure is unfair. Unorganized. A waste

of time. Poorly publicized. Dl-timed, on the

first day of classes, when students have
other long lines to stand in.

Maybe it's too radical an idea for the

administrators of this campus, but why not

come up with some plan to reduce the pain

and time it takes to stand in line?

^ Last week's line could have used an
information table, perhaps placed 50 yaids

down the line from the ticket window.

There, a knowledgeable salesperson could

have fielded questions in a manner similar to

the advisers stationed at Murphy Hall's

trademark "blue tables," which add a touch

of humanity to the campus' academic
bureaucracy.

Or how about an order form fans could
have brought to the window, knowing
exacdy what they want, check ready in

hand?

Either suggestion encourages efficiency

and extends a message that when a
customer's turn comes, he or she can
exercise the right to get down to business

and not waste time window-shopping.

It will be atough call for anyone who tries

to deal with this campus' habit of forming
long lines. There is something desperate

about the act of creating new bureaucracies

to alleviate the problems caused by existing

ones. But someone ought to make an effort.

Let's face it, the line must be drawn
somewhere, and it shouldn't be halfway
around Pauley Pavilion, which is where it

was for these ticket sales.

Fans deserve better.

UnMr
Editor:

Last year, during the after-

math of the Gulf War, 300,000
Palestinians living and working
in Kuwait were systematically

ejected firom the country, their

expulsion a punishment for

supposedly having sided with
the enemy, Iraq.

Keeping in mind the fonnula
12 Palestinian expulsions equal
one United Nations condemna-
tion, I have calculated with

exact precision that the UJ^.
should have punished Kuwait's
blatant human rights violation

by passing 25.000 resolutions

of condemnation. But, in fact,

Kuwait received no such resol-

ution, not even a harsh word
from this supposedly unbiased
world body.

The UJ4. just passed this

event by, only to criticize

Israel a few weeks later for

conducting surveillance flights

over Iraq, which, just a few
months prior to this event had
launrhfd 39_SCUP missiles at -

Blue Boys
Edilor:

I was amazed and dismayed
that the Daily Bruin would so
callously describe the Blue
Boys hate group's get-up as

'identified by the blue Los
Angeles Dodgers basebalL jack-^

ets they wear ahd the blue
bats they carry around.** To
not balance the article by
documenting just what a vici-

ous and violent gang these
haters are to gays, lesbians and
indeed all UCLA students is

intolerable.

I can just imagine some oL
Israeli population centers with-

out provocation.

This reality makes one won-
der whether the Arab block in

the UJ>J. is really concerned
about Palestinian rights or are

just out to make Israel look

bad in a perpetuation of
hatred.

The next time you read an
article condemning Israel,

remember to account for the

gross magnification — often

25,000 times — of events.

This way, you will be better

abled to put events into wori-
dwide perspective.

Nir Hoffman
Sophomore

Biology

our beer drinking jocks laugh^~
ing their heads off at the

article and planning to buy
those "cool** jackets and bats.

This type of activity must be
condemned, not just casually

noted, lest it spawn a whole
new wave of homophobic jerks

who victimize us and become
out of control.

The Blue Boys have no
place at UCLA and I think

gays and straights should stand
shoulder to shoulder to defeat
their fascist, racist, homc^hobic
ways. Shine a big enough light

on them and they*ll scuny
away like frightened cockroach-
es.

Monte Moorhead
Graduate etudent

''^^Mr^If^
ri»K
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Viewpoint

Asians should not
allow themselves
to be stereotyped

SINFEST (B)

«<

By Margaret Kuo

Do you remember going to
the circus as a child, seeing
animals jump through hoops
Vd lauding at them? Well,
imagine the same act down at

the Third Street Promenade in

Santa Monica but instead of
dogs, Asian men are being
trained to perform the tricks.

In this case the ringmaster is

a mime who picks people out
of a crowd to humiliate them,
invariably he chooses an Asian
man (inevitably wearing glas-

ses) to play the role of the
idiot. Although the street per-

former is supposed to be a
mime, he constantly makes
loud and incoherent noises
which represent his approxima-
tion of an Asian language and
screams into the Asian's face.

His act illustrates the dis-

gusting ignorance and intoler-

ance of Asian cultures,

especially languages, and the

negative stereotypes that arise

finom the lack of understanding
.

_by many Americana^

so the two of them confronted

the mime and told him what
he did offended them. In

response, the crowd hurled

insults at them and told them
to "go home and watch TV"
and "go back to China."

Lin decided that she must
do something about the mime.
She approached members of
the Asian Pacific Coalition,

and a group of about 10
members went down to sec his

act and protested to him after-

ward that it was racist and —

9uswoueAW iorfii As-
SjSTA^/r^, J NIFV iOO JO
fff&ME THB ba T TAUONe,

^LICK A^ HIS fVSSB ^M
BA^ ON Vi&/{ VOYAU rc
HEU.

HAPB5 IS WHAT WE t/U Wif
.A* ^OCNA'j t#f /{fut IN IT
HftL \i^0WT T-VEA H WW

IT

TMB DESCENT II

\^nB GCNNA CO ANMliHAli
iHa f(^f<iafri/iL,win
BH our rrHFll riLV

Recently, UCLA sophomore
Alva Lin watched this mime's
act. Unfortunately for the

mime, he selected her friend

Tom to play the Asian part
Tom was not about to stand
for this man screaming in his

face and making fun of him.

offensive. The mime apologized
and said he would no longer
include the segments degrading
Asians.

However, Asian Americans
share some responsibility for

the acts of racism directed

against them. In his defense,

the mime claims ignorance. His
assertion that Asians are "obe-
dient" is widely shared by
others, even Asians themselves.

Not all Asians are offended by
the act

There^are times that make
"tftc cringe 4it ofeiiy Asim

N.I n QOKSS Bi I H KFU I OP

ft I W(^ CALL rvf^ iAck {/f ff(^)p,

AU TB MitA/ VjM riAi (•/ iH
NUHiS

lU LBA\/B IN MV5HK^0M HOOfS

y^w^\^

STIMKFR rf:i.i.

TATSUYA ISHIDA

01 iVii ^ yoi'

I

ALL tv//^' IIAKhi m l^/^MfCtAJlO

ANPAii A ifAjAlB HYfOC/fuh
ItL U^r ACKO^ jHt ^ACBi

iHAVi RI^HT if'6
iiM^ \ Of. cmwfiom
HeUBOUNP!

I'h 66T-
UNO IHE:

wiuits.

so Aii Ye VIRIONS BBVf^
SCVft^Y

Auo niuB N oiyx'3 TAoi/oH
FOR HeU HAIH f0 rOAV

being part of a group that ^

largely ignores the injustices

heaped upon them.
Sadly, the Asians who have

gone along with the act are

guilty of perpetuating the ste-

reotypes that oppress them.

Similar to women who comply

with sexism by hot protesting

it, Asians bear some guilt for

subjecting themselves to

humiliation. Asians and women
generally try to ignore the
racism or sexism directed at

them, or they view it as

something they just have to

put up with.

Not only does this sort of
stereotyping lead to acts of

H ftfso contributes to
~

more subtle forms of racism;
for example, the myth of the

model minority arid the glass

ceiling. If people see Asians
only as competent grunts and
ot)edient followers, no wonder
they are not encouraged to

pursue the arts, or promoted to

positions of leadership.

I am not opposed to impro-
ving the lot of Asian Ameri-
cans through hard work and
economic success. And I am
proud of the endurance many
Asian Americans have had to

demonstrate in the face of over
a century of adversity in a
country that is Eurocentric and
jtenophobic. But I will not

what we can and need to do
is to educate ourselves and
refuse to accept the stereotypi-

cal roles an ignorant society

has created for us. We are not
subhuman, nor are we animals.

Why do we allow ourselves to

be treated as such?

Yes. some of us are humble
people. But if we do not
respect ourselves* how r^n we

stand for being portrayed as a expect others toT^Remembw
stereotypical anything. As a
result of Lin taking action, the
mime has agreed to come up
with a new act that does not
promote racial stereotypes of
Asians.

Asians cannot stop all racist

forms of entertainment, but

these words of wisdom from
the English philosopher
Edmuiid Burke: "All that is

necessary for evil to triumph is

for good men to do nothihg."

Kuo is a senior majoring in

history.
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Kremlin cinema
Story and performances

save *The Inner Circle'
By Aaron Dobbs
Daily Bruin Staff

Andrei Konchalovsky directs a scene in "The Inner Circle.

Director shows Stalin

n

Sometimes a movie comes out
with a story so fascinating that it*s

hard to believe someone was
creative enough to make it up. This
is the case with *The Inner Circle.-

But what's even more amazing
about this film — the first major
motion picture ever to be filmed on
location inside the walls of the
Kremlin— is that the story it tells

is true. The story is so unbelievable
that it seems impossible for it to

have not been made up by some-
jxxiy. yet the basic plot points are
in fact based on rcail events.

Unfortunately, aside from the
brilliant performances by Tom
Hulce and Lolita Davidovich. the
compelling elements of this tale

are all that makes "The Inner
Cireic** interesting to watch.

llic story follows Ivan Sanshtir

going to the center of the Soviet
power base — the Kremhn.
From that night on, Ivan finds

himself in a peculiar position— he
becomes the personal projectionist

for Stalin who loves to watch
movies. Instead of working in the
KGB Club, he becomes a member
of the KGB, isn't allowed to teU

anyone— even his wife— where
he works, and he gains entrance
into Stalin's inner circle of advi-

sors and confidants.

As the years pass, though, Ivan
finds himself having to make a

As the years pass,

though, Ivan finds

himself having to make
a choice— does he

continue his secret life

By Aaron Dobbs
Daily Bruin Staff

On Aug. 17, Andrei Koncha-
tovsky arrived with his wife and
daughter in Moscow to oversee the
scoring of his latest motion picture,

•*Thc Inner Circle." The next
morning when he woke up he
learned that one of the most
historic events in the 20th century
had erupted.

Konchalovsky had managed to
return to the Soviet Union just in

the nick of time to catch the
military coup in person instead of
having to walch it on CNN like the
rest of us.

"We were expecting (the
attempted overthrow of Gorba-
chcv) for a long time, but I just
could not believe that (the people
involved) were so meek because
they are not real criminals,"
Konchalovsky said. **The whole
party echelon of these people are
just thieves. They're not killers

like in Stalin's time."

Stalin's time is exactly what
Konchalovsky 's film is about At a
time when communism has come
to an end in Eastern Europe, the
director has brought to the screen a
story showing the truth of what his
own people let happen during the
golden age of communism.
By telling the story of Stalin's

persona] projectionist — a story
based on fact — Konchalovsky
essentially shows audiences that
with circumstances so horrific
back then, it is no wonder they are
as bad as they are now.
Bom in Russia, Konchalovsky

comes from a long line of artists.

His great-grandfather was a paint-
CT and his father is a poet who also
wrote the Soviet national anthem.
After studying for 15 years to be a
concert pianist, he found that the
cinema allowed him to act more
freely in his creativity and he went
to study at the Moscow Film
School.

Since then, Konchalovsky has
written and directed a long list of
films in both his native country and
the United States. Most recently he
brought to the screen "Runaway
Train," "Duct for One." "Homer
and Eddie" and *Tango and C:ash,"

the only film he has directed and
not written.

But *The Inner Circle" is a more
personal film for Konchalovsky
because it deals with his homeland
and the suffering of the entire

country under Stalin. The idea for
the film originated more than 20
years ago when Konchalovsky
accidentally encountered Alexan-
der Ganshin, the projectionist upon
whose life the story is based.

"He still works as a [Hojectionist

for the film committee, and I met
him because I had a film that was
banned in 1966. I knew that the
film was going to be banned and I

wanted to hear what (the censors)

thought was controversial,"
Konchalovsky said. "I knew they
were going to discuss the film after

the screening and I wanted some-
one to snitch.

"I went to the projection booth
and asked the projectionist if he
could open the partition, and I

would give him a bottle of brandy.
And he said *surc.' So the next day
I came back and he told me what
the authorities thought about the
film and why they thought it

should be banned. We drank a little

brandy and he said to me, 'They're
not really masters. I shot for the
master.' So I asked who and he
said Stalin. I coukin't believe it"

Konchalovsky went on to listen

to Ganshin talk all about his
experience woridng for Stalin and
how much he loved and missed the
deceased ruler. The story made
him think of the idea for this movie— showing the suffering of the
Russian people, not by one of
Stalin's victims but by one of his
most adamant followers.

He wanted to explore whether
troubles in those and current times
were the fault of the leaders, such
as Stalin, or the people who blindly
followed them. And so, Alexander
Ganshin became Ivan Sanshin.

Konchalovsky is hoping that

**The Inner Circle" opens the eyes
of many Americans so we can see
how lucky we are.

"Americans have never had
terror. Not because the bad guys
never came, but because the

(Hulce), a projectionist at the KGB
Club. On the night of his wedding
to Anastasia (Davidovich), the
KGB suddenly appears at his door
only one hour after his neighbor
had been arrested. In the year
1939, under the regime of Josq)h
Stalin, a visit from theKGB is not a
good sign.

Ivan figures he will never see his
wife again. He does not understand
why he is being taken— he hasn't
committed any crimes and he is a
faithful servant to his country and
Stalin. But as he sits surrounded by
guards and confused in the car, he
suddenly realizes they are not
taking him to prison, they are

. . .or does he leave his

country behind and

become, in his own
mind, a traitor.

Tom Hulce, (left) plays Ivan Sanshin, who Is Stalin's (Alexandre Abruev) blindly loyal film projectionist.

choice — does he continue his

secret life and risk bsing the one
person he really cares about, or
does he leave his country behind
and become, in his own mind, a
traitor.

With a premise as strong as this,

*The Inner Circle" should be a
fascinating picture. Instead the
film falls apart Writer and director

Andrei Konchak)vsky C*Runaway

Train," *Tango and Cash") tries to

cram so many q)isodes of this

man's life into such a small space.

The film skips around from year
to year. It begins in 1939 and ends
with Stalin's death in 1953. From
scene to scene, it's never quite

clear how much time has passed,

and the story jumps as much as

four or five years into the future

without clearly letting the audi-

ence know what has happened in

the meantime.

Since 'The Inner Circle" is

another of Hollywood's new breed

of two-hour-plus pictures,
Konchalovsky 's poor pacing real-

ly makes the movie drag.

The acting is the strongest

aspect of the picture. Hulce, who
has proven to be a fantastic talent

in movies such as "Amadeus" and
"Dominick & Eugene," is pheno-
menal as Ivan. The look in his eyes
when he encounters Stalin is one of
combined awe and fear, and truly

makes the audience believe he is

the character.

Davidovich C'Blaze") is also
very good except her character is

poorly developed in the screenp-

lay.

Bob Hoskins appears in a small
role as Beria, the head of the KGB,
but the most amazing supporting
performance comes from Russian
actor Alexandre Zbruev as Stalin,

who not only bares an incredible

resemblance to the former ruler but
managed to deliver all his lines

convincingly in English.

*The Inner Circle" is a film
which should be fantastic. Part of
the letdown is inxealizing what the

picture could have been after

seeing what it is. But the biggest
problem with the film is that an
incredibly fascinating story was
made into nothing more than an
interesting, but boring, movie.
••i4

ntM: The Inner Circle." Written by
Andrei Konchakivsky and Anatoli Usov.
Directed by Andrei Konchalovsky. Pro-
duced by Claudk) Bonivento. A Colum-
bia Pictures release with Tom Hulce
and Lolita Davidovich. (Rated R: vio-
lence and language: 135 minutes) Now
playing at the Cineplex Odeon at ABC
Entertainment Center in Century City.

Culture shock on location in Russia
Actor Tom Hulce meets the

man behind his character

See DNiECroil, page 22
Tom Hulce rescues a bust of Stalin

In "The Inner Circle."

from a battle-scarred building

By Aaron Dobbs
Dally Bruin Staff

When Tom Hulce received the
lead role in the new film *The
Inner Circle,** he found himself
encountering two forms of culture
shock — one as an American
spending three months in the
former Soviet Union, including
time at the Soviet military
academy and the Kremlin, and
another as an actor trying to make
the transition from one character to
a completely opposite role.

Before Hulce left to work in

Andre Konchalovsky 's film about
Joseph Stalin *s personal projec-
tionist, he was starring in Aaron
Sorkin*s Broadway play "A Few
Good Men/* for which he earned a
Tony nomination, m the play, he
portrayed a bright U.S. mUitary
lawyer — a far cry from a
dedicated Stalinist like Koncha-
lovsky*s Ivan Sanshin.

"It was unbelievable, from an
acting point of view, to go from
playing the most mainstream type
of character whose mind worked
much faster than my own— and if

he had a problem it was that he was
too smart — to playing someone
who ifhe had a problem it was with
his lack of perception while living

in a culture and a system that is as
fofdgn as you could get from
oun.**

With all the changes occurring
in the former Soviet Union over
the past few years and the nature of
this picture, Hulce found himself
0) the unique position of not just

working in the country, but, as the
production was filmed entirely on
location and took six months, to

experience many of the same
conditions the citizens do.

This may not have been such a
wonderful experience, though. "I
had a big misconception,** Hulce
says. "We had spent half a year in

Czechoslovakia filming *Ama-
deus,* and my assumptions were
that because the Soviet Union
patrolled Clteehoslovakia. and
anything good that came from
Czechoslovakia went to the Soviet
Union, my assumption was that the
center of power of the Soviet
Union would be a much better

place to spend time than Czecho-
slovakia. Well, I couldn't have
been more wrong.
"Everything good that went to

the Soviet Union went to a tiny,

elite percentage of one percentage
of the population that was high up
in the party and well-connected.
The rest is pretty dismal so 1 was

shocked at the beginning.**

Hulce says that he found two
things the Soviets did really well.

One is their metro system CThe
subway stations are like under-
ground ballrooms**), and the other

is their firewoiks.

"After about 10 days when my
jet lag was at its worst — and I

really experienced the frustration

of the fact that you can find no one
anywhere who can help you solve

any problem that you have, they

just don*t exist — it was four

o*clock in the morning and I was
trying to figure out how I had
voluntarily agreed to be in this

situation for half a year. Suddenly I

heard an explosion outside my
hotel window, the sky lit up and I

looked outside the window.
"In a perfect circle around the

center of the city — the Kremlin
being the perfect center — they

were setting off firewoiks in 12
different positions, absolutely per-

fectly synchronized. So I figured if

somebody somewhere could
organize something, then it*s pos-
sible something else might be
OK.**

Hulce says one of the most
striking Soviet characteristics he
noticed were that no one would
take responsibility for anything.

He attributes this to the fact that

since everything belongs to every-

one, it actually belongs to no one.
**There*s no pride in anything
because it*s not yours. Everyone is

T

very happy to discuss your prob-
lems, and people are very sym-
pathetic on an enKXional level with
you having problems because it*s

what their lives are all about But
the idea of providing a solution to

these pit>blems isn*t within their

rqjcrtoire.**

After growing up in Nfkhigan
and studying at the North Carolina
School of the Arts, Hufce joined
Josq}h Papp*s New York Shakes-
peare Festival. After only six

weeks in New York he became
Peter Firth's understudy as the

disturbed stable boy in Peter
Shaffer's "Equus.** a role he soon
took on for himself.

Since then, he has been con-
stantly working in theater, film and
television with some of the world *s

finest artists. His performance as
Mozart in Milos Forcman*s "Ama-
deus.** based on Peter Shaffer*s
play, earned him both an Oscar and
Golden Globe nomination as well
as Italy*s version of the Oscar, the

Donatello Award. He earned a
second Golden Globe nomination
for his fantastic performance as
Nicky in "Dominick and Eugene**
and la^t year received Emmy and
Golden Globe nominations for his

role in the television movie "Mur-
der in Mississippi.**

Still, with all this experience
and widespread acclaim in his

past, the role of Ivan may have

"
See NtlLCC, pa^e 23
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Balancing act:
Band member is teacher by day, musician by night

By Rob Wlnflald

Daily Bruin Staff

New Yorker Paul Lemos leads a

unique double life. His two careers

are so opposed to one another that

one might wonder how he ever

manages to keep his head straight

Lemos* day job» teaching Engl-

ish literature and composition to

high school students in his home-
town area of Massapequa, occu-
pies nine months of the year. But
during the summers, evenings and
spare moments when his teaching

.job allows him time, he is devoted

to recording some of the most
harrowingly dark and disturbingly

cacophonous music ever heard

within the "industrial** genre of

modem music.

It is this latter occupation which
settles on Lemos* mind at the

moment He and his collaborating

partner Chris Moriarity have been
ironing out the details for the first

extensive American tour of their

veteran band Controlled Bleeding.

Their other band. Skin Chamber,
recently released their debut
album, "Wound.**

Lemos doesn*t seem like the

typical musician, let alone that of
one who can conjure up the sounds
from the very bowels of hell,

enough so to make even Dmtc-
cringe. In fact, speaking to him via

telephone, he seems a levelheaded,

ordinary individual, well-versed in

the annals of British and American
Uterature.

However, as he readily will

admit, "Sometimes it*s hard to find

a balance between the two. Time is

the main problem, especially when

trying to juggle two bands and a

day job like teaching.

"But sometimes il*s nice,** he

immediately adds. "Because kids

in my classes will come up to me
and say they've heard one of the

Controlled Bleeding records or the

new Skin Chamber record, and
then want to talk about it So it*s

nice to see a genuine interest. But

as far as I*m conceme^, thal*S' as

far as I want to let it go. Because I

think it*s best to keep these careers

separate from one another. Other-

wise, they might infringe upon
each other.**

Controlled Bleeding (formed in

the early *80s) was Lemos* main-

stay as he began to experiment

with the structuring of immense
noise and then branched off into a

number of other directions, draw-

ing from such diverse fields as

classical, jazz, dance and technolo-

gy-based music, while maintain-

ing an underiying industrial drone.

As the last LP **Trudge** demon-
strated, it sometimes would take a

year to record an album, because

he and Moriarity would have to

work around his busy teaching

schedule. And for this very same
reason. Controlled Bleeding hasn*t

been able to find time to tour the

States extensively, namely the

West Coast.

album*s recording over a period of

12 months, they each believed the

music was growing increasingly

mechanized, calculated, clean-cut

and lacking in spontaneity.

So last summer, while Lemos
was freed of his teaching obliga-

tions, the two chose to recapture

what they felt had been lost in their

music arid fonn Skin Chamber, the

antithesis of what Controlled

Bleeding had become.
However, as Lemos describes,

the latest project was no easy task.

"Chris aiKlJ^are used to taking a

year to r£ord an album,** he
explains. "We*re used to recording

at our own pace. "But with Skin

Chamber, the record company
gave us about three months. And
that's good for spontaneity,

because you have a deadline

hovering over you,** Lemos says.

"But it*s also hard to create a

definite atmosphere, as we try to

do with every record, in that short

length of time.**

Nevertheless, they managed to

endure the rigorous process and
arrive at "Wound,** a collection of
13 bombastic guitar-driven sludge

tracks, some seemingly oriented in

speed metal and others paced at a

grueling diige crawl.

"In a way,** says Lemos, **the

-Skin-a

Skin Chamber recently released their debut album "Wound.'

we*ve done. And right now, I kind
of like that**

Yet, some believe that Lemos
and Moriarity may have gone too

far this time in trying to achieve a

spontaneous outburst of ^'natural**

guitar-driven melody, or lack

thereof, calling it too cacophon-
ous, too noisy, too dark, too

upsetting and too disturbing.

"Yes,** respond? Lemos, **peo-

ple have told me this is a very

difficult album to listen to. But I

don't see the dark and depressing

elements at all. I actually find the

music to be very beautiful, because

of the purity of sound which arises

from the way we use these

instruments.

^f courseutow'B the slom

teaching job and the ftirther explo-

ration of another side project titled

Joined at thjb Head— which had a

brief existence on Wax Trax

before the label began to head into

what he describes as "the begin-

ning of the end."

**Eventually,** he says, "1*11 have

to reach a decision between which

career to hold onto. Because the

music is definitely eating up more
and more of my time.

"But for now," Lemos adds, "I

have to say that I need both. The
music helps me deal with the

frustrations I have of living on the

East Coast And teaching helps me
keep things in perspective,

grounding me in the reality of the

but and now. "And if I didnH-
However, after their departure

from Wax Trax Records eariy last

year and a newly signed contract

with Third Mind, distributed

through Roadrunner, Lemos and
Moriarity realized that Controlled

Bleeding was growing a little too

formalized for their own good. In

other words, from spreading an

me of what we were doing back in

*84, when Controlled Bleeding

was still in its early days. It's a
return to the basic guitar, bass and
drums approach, which is more
natural sounding than the struc-

tured programming of technology

present in some of the mere recent

Controlled Bleeding material

grungy guitars and an underlying

sense of pessimism throughout the

record. But at the same time,

there's that purity which does

exist And to me, that's what's

important," he says.

Currently, Lemos is thinking

about what the future holds, as he
now has two bands to deal with, a

have this element in my life, I don't

think I'd be able to handle being a

musician because I'd probably end
up being screwed up in the head
like a lot of other musicians in the

industry,** he says. "But as far as

reaching a decision between the

two, ril just have to wait and see

where it goes."
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Out of stamps? Send a letter home instantly. Thinking about Spring Break?

Finalize a visit to a friend's school. Getting busy signals at the pizza place? Faxxhem

your order.

MCI Mail lets you do it all—right from your personal computer It's easy,

inexpensive, and turns your PC or Mac into the ultimate messaging machine.

For just a $ 1 registration fee and $5 a month you can send up to one hundred

7,500-character e-mail messages. That's a lot of talk for less than the cost of sending

20 letters. Plus, MCI Mail lets you select other economical delivery options, like fax,

telex, even postal-delivered letters. * ^

Without MCI Mail your computer is just an expensiv^e typewriter. Think

about it: Why just word process documents when you can scan information

i
'"•""'% databases, access bulletin boards, get news updates,

and communicate with all your friends and"famlly?

So hook up with MCI Mail today It'll give you

something to write home about

..jj^'*^! vy^

Fill out and mail this coupon with a copy of your current

student ID to MCI Mail today Questions? Call I -800-444-MAIL

Your Namt (PItase print)

Street Address (no P Boxes)

City State Z*

Mothers Maiden Name (security validation)

School You Attend
>

Year of Graduation "^

Credit Card: American Express

Student ID Number

. MasterCard [1 VISA

•

/
Card Number Expiration Date

Cardholder Signaturf

Limiutions: One registration per student Offef not valid in conjunction with other MCI Mail promotions or discounts.

Mail to: MCI Mail, Attn: College Mail Plan, Suite 500, 1 1 1 1 1 9th Street NW, Washington. DC 20036

*«••••«•*••

MCI International, 1992
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leading two lives: Actress speaks on 'her other life' as a star

Irene Jacob won Best Actress In the 1991 Cannes Rim Festival
for her starring role In "The Double Ufe of Veronlque."

By Michael Mordler
Dally Bnjin Staff

The best part of Krzysztof
Kieslowski*s oblique film *The
Double Life of Veronique" is

actress Irene Jacob. Her dual role
as two girls whoWe never met but
whose lives are bizarrely intert-

wined earned her the Best Actress
award at the 1991 Cannes FUm
Festival. Not bad, considering her
resum6 previously consisted of
theater credits and a bit part in a
Louis Malle movie.

Actually, it was Jacob's minus-
cule part in Malleus drama **Au
Revoir, Les Enfants" that attracted

Kieslowski. Her onscreen pre-
sence convinced the director she
could hold an audience's attention.

Now that JacGftt has proven
Kieslowski correct she isn't sure
how to handle all the acclaim.
Speaking of the award at Cannes

CENTER FOR THE MCi^A

she says, "People have never seen
me before. It's not like I've
worked for thirty years and then
one day you have this award. It's

coming so . .
." 'Quickly' is the

word Jacob may be thinking of, but
afraid to mention.

It's so rare that an actress
receives success this rapidly that

when it happens all she can worry
about — if she is intelligent— is

when the fanfare will die down.
Jacob has smartly chosen to deflect
the praise onto the movie. "I felt

(the award) was something that
really belonged to the film," she
remarks hesitantly. Such a staged
answer is possibly her way of
preventing a future backlash from
the evCT-fickle press.

Jacob is also shrewd, yet honest,
in handling praise from her peers.
"People say, *Oh, I'd like to work
with you,'" says Jacob, "but it's

not that easy. I hope you don't need

to be in such a hurry in life to

succeed."

Instead the Swiss/French
actress continues to work in plays
while holding out for only the
pictures she feels she'd be right

for. It's funny— yet indicative of
the movie business — how her
attitude has changed. "Before, I

was just waiting to be asked and I

would do it," says Jacob, "(but)
now I have to be more selective."

So what Jacob has been working
on lately is a traveling production
of Moliere's *The Misanthrope."
She looked happy, yet tired, during
a short stint in Los Angeles last

month when I interviewed her at a
hotel in Beverly Hills. Perhaps
she's yearning to find another
movie charact^ as challenging as
the one in "Veronique." which she
considers a dream role.

PERFORMING ARTS

SUN. JAN. 19 AT 7 P.M.. ROYCE HALL

the finestand funniest singing this side
ofthe Atlantic!-TheN*«YorkTime,

SeeMCOB, page 23
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An exciting popular program by

the famous sextet from England,

featuring Renaissance Madrigals,

Strauss Waltzes, Folk Songs, and

arrangements ofyour favorite

music by the Beatles,

Paul Simon and more!

CenterStage Lecture at 7 pm:
Dr. Stephanie Henry,
UCLA Music Dept.

Tickets: $27, 22, 16; 9*
Co-pfoduced with Mike Petfite Presents, Inc

HiiiiiiKiHiiiM
'.i:::-4^:^.::\-

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

.

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care
• Service agreement (like insurance) ^

Vision plar^ & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 hours o^dcay!

COMPWYE CARE
9

CHARGE
BYPHONE 310-825-9261
.SM»il..«iM-lli.»lD ll'M**mnml«aMmlHm„lt^MlKU) Pro..»,. M, Bm.WgCT.Si^lao..

The
CHILDREN'S
THEATRE
COMPANY OSCAR WILDE'S

ARTS

MINMtAroilS MINNESOTA

The
Canterville

HOST

3 19-9999W
1631 Wlbhlre Blvd. Santa Monica

(comer of 16th Street, next p Crown Books)

CARLTON HAIR I

INTERNATIONAL I

UCLA Special I

Must be presented to receptionist t>efore services!
are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

CUT & BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS

I
Valid Sunday - Thursday

C>ip. 1/31/92

• :• I

Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264 i

MUST snow UCLA STUDCrfT ID.
OR EMFLOYO; ID. WJTtl COUPON

Tt mvw iuri^U r^ MnMt to «f
cfial wktm hair e»a£tmn i

I

I

I

I

I

"MESMERIZING!"
- Minneapolis Star Tribune

Sat., Jan. 1 8 at 7 pm
Sun., Jan. 19 at 2 pm
Wadsworth Theater

$16, $12
HALF-PRICE to children 16 and under!

$d to stud9nts with ID X,

Co-pfoduc0d wHh Suarn^ Arthur « Amoo.

Tickets/information

(310)825-9261

FREE DEUVERY

5900
IUniI Mozzaralia

Frash Ingradlants

tl62a Santa Monica IHol
BIk Est of Barrington

Sunday- Thursday
1M2am

Friday-Saturday

11-2am

JL * i r 1'^ I iw

x
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CAMPUS COMPUTER

I

ks

ACROSS KINKO'S
&

20% LESS TOO I
OMHTH VAUD UCLA ID.)

* APPLE / IBM HOURLY RENTALS
* LASER PRINTS
* TEXT & IMAGE SCANNING
* MANY, MANY MORE

-* FREE COFFEE**

(310) a77-2898
1539 WESTWOOD BLVD.

ADVERTISE
in Daily Bruin

style

825-2161

to*-* ^•^•

CT>v.

.^'^'
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Investor Relations
at

Company©

The Investor Relations department at The Walt
Disney Company is seeking a highly qualified

Bachelor's degree candidate with an excellent
'

academic record and demonstrated leadership

skills for a 2-3 year financial analyst position.

Investor Relations serves as the liaison between
Disney and the Wall Street community of

entertainment research analysts and asset

managers. The financial analyst will perform
quantitative studies related to Disney's stoc\

/>>.

trends, financial results, and dividend policy, as

well as valuation analysis on the company
' relative to comparable stocks. This person will

also work on various research projects and assist

in the preparation of the company's annual

report, Factbook, and financial speeches.

The financial analyst for Investor Relations will

work directly with the Director of Investor

Relations and will have exposure to Disney's

senior management both at the corporate level

and within the operating units. This position

provides an opportunity to learn about Disney's

diverse group of businesses, such as theme parks
and hotels, motion pictures and television. The
Disney Stores, and publishing. At the same time,

the financial analyst will become familiar with

the Wall Street community, while working for

one of America's premier entertainment

companies.

Candidates for this position should have proven

quantitative skills, outstanding writing abilities,

and a great sense of fun. While some back-

ground in economics or finance is preferred,

liberal arts majors are encouraged to apply.

Please send a resume and cover letter before . v

January 31, 1992 to: .

Ms. Brandyn Criswell

Treasury Analyst

The Walt Disney Company
500 South Buena Vista Street

Burbank, CA 91521-0307

SAK's TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I KAPPY PLATE
•Chicken
•Beef Stick

I
•Fried Rice
•Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close I

I

I
$3.40

with coupon

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
1121 Glendon Avenue (213)
Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION
FOR STUDENTS WHO NEEDFREE

HONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student Is Eligible for Some Type of

Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships, fellowships, grants,
and loans, representing over $10 bill»on m private sector funding

• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic interests, career
plans, family heritage and place of residence.

• There's mor>ey available for students who have been newspaper carriers, grocery
clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers...etc.

• Results GUARANTEED

a

I

I

I

I
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CALL ^^^ ^ ^'^®® Brochure

ANYTIME (800) 283-8600
nxT
143

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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I

I

I
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Take the first step and find

out about:

• The MCAT exam
•

What to expect in Med School

• The application process

• and Much, Much More!

Southern California MCAT/Med School Seminars:

_ Culver City Brentwood Endno

Monday, January 13 Tuesday, January 21 Wednesday, January 22

6:30PM 6:30PM6:30 PM

CALL I-SOO-KAP-TEST for reservations

and information

f STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

r *

,
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DIRECTOR
From page 18

American mentality never allowed
it to occur. I wanted to make this

film for Americans to explain what
it means to live in terror and how
they should respond to the Russian
mentality. I would like Americans
to like Russians as they are, not as

some Russians they imagine," he
said.

Although this picture was made
primarily for the American mark-
et, Konchalovsky has also made
sure that it will be screened in

Russia, probably in Nfarch or

April. He is expecting a very
different reaction from the people
in Russia than the people in the

United States.

''Russians know about them-
selves. What I want them to

realize, though, is that they are

responsible for Stalin themselves.

There were not any bad guys who
came and put Stalin in power. The
Russian people were the ones who
were responsible for Stalin and for

terror because they tolerated it and
they supported it In a sense, Tm
applying for the social conscious-

ness which is still not there,** he
said.

One thing Konchalovsky does
not have to worry about is this film

being banned. For one thing, he
had full cooperation from the

government during production and
became the first person to shoot a
major motion incture within the

JKfttia^f Ae Kremlin .

He also says that censorship is a
thing of the pasL Although this

may seem fantastic on the surface,

he adds that in fact, it may be too
much freedom too qukkly.

''Although there is no censor-

ship now in Russia, it is not

perfect," Konchalovsky said.

"Freedom is great when you can
handle it, but every second of a
Soviet film has terrible nudity or
sexual scenes in it because every
director wants to show something
that he was never allowed to show.
But to show that, you need to have
some skills, and it just kx)ks like

they're badly in need of a shower.
"For (the Russian people), this

exposure to freedom is not invigor-
ating. I may be sounding conser-
vative, but it's like a very strong
vitamin or medicine that you need
to take in smaller portions to get
the body used to iL Every republic

wants to be independent now
thinking that the moment they
disassociate themselves with the
system they will get free spirit, and
that doesn't happen. Look in

Georgia. That's one of the phe-
nomena we must learn — demo-
cnitk: government may be terrible,

as m Georgia. The president's a
nutcase and he was democratically
elected," he said.

Still, Konchalovsky hopes that

by seeing "The Inner Circle," the
Russian people will not feel bad
about their history and the mis-
takes they've made. He just hopes
they'll learn from it and the
revolutionary changes that began
on that day he awoke in August
will continue so his people will no
longer live in terror.

OBSERVE THE

WARNING SIGNS.

If you have chest pain lasting two

minutes or more, see a doctor.

%PAmerican Heart Association

NBC, quiet
as a mouse
By Diana E. Lundin
Los Angeles Daily News

In introducing a panel of NBC
executives to a group of reporters

on Thursday, comedian Jay Leno
said, "NBC is not for sale."

Of course, Leno was wearing a

set of Mickey Mouse ears and a

Paramount sweat suit

NBC chairman Bob Wright said

nothing to dispel or confirm the

rumors, which have long been
making their way through, the

Hollywood grapevine.

HULCE
From page 19

been his most difficult to get into

because of the character's strong

belief in both communism and the
leadership of Stalin. Huk:e did
have the opportunity, though, to

meet Alexander Ganshin, the man
whose life on which "The Inner

Circle" was really based.

"(Ganshin) was a piece of work.
He's pretty old now, but he's still

woridng part time as a |vojection-

ist. We had lunch together and we
walked around our mutual apait-

ments— his in leal life and mine in

the story. When he talked about
Stalin, his face absolutely dropped
in years and took on a kind of pure,
childlike expression. A kind of
inner light shone in his eye that

Bpoke ^r such pure love for his~

former employer.

"He helped me hugely, tie

thought I was friom a different

planet, and he had no interest in

Ammca or the rest of the world.

His feeling was, 'freedom— who
needs it? As long as I have a bed to

sleep in and food to eat, that's the

beginning and the end ofmy list'"

One would think that being
portrayed in a major motion
picture would make someone want
to tell the actor how to play the

role. But the main advice Ganshin
was most concerned with making
Hulce understand was not about
Stalin or the relationship he had
with the former leader.

"He was very concerned to

communicate to me that the secret

to a happy life was to never cheat
on your wife. That was his primary
agenda."

^
From page 21

In the film she portrays the

Polish Veronika and the French
Veronique. Bom on the same day,

they share a great musical talent

and a potentially fatal heart condi-

tion. When something unpleasant

happens to one of them, the other

shares in the pain and learns from

the mistake.

"I read the script every day until

I knew it by h^trt,** says Jacob.

"Finally I began to distinguish

between the two (characters) very
natundly and spontaneously."

The actress' strong commitment
stems from her struggle to grow in

her craft "If I don't work I cannot

progress, and (thus) I cannot
evolve," explains Jacob. "And if I

don't evolve, I will never work.

This is what I'm afraid of."

After stating her convoluted

philosophy on the acting process,

Jacob can only laugh at herself;

she's smart enough to realize how
pretentious it might sound in print

but not jaded or old enough to

dismiss it.

FILM: The Double Life of Veronique."
Screenplay by Krzysztof Kieslowsid

and Krzysztof Piesiewicz. Directed by
Krzysztof Kieslowsld. Produced by
Leonardo de la Fuente. Miramax Films

release with Irene Jacob. (Rated R:

nudity: 100 minutes.) Now playing

dtywide.
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PARI BEAUTY SALON
Remove your unwanted hair

with 1007o Natural Wax
Full legs waxing and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bikini $15
Bikini waxing $ 8
Half legs wax $10
Underarm $ 8
Arm $12
Up wax or chin, or eyebrow....... $ 6
Eyelash tint $10
European Facials $25

1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325
Open Sundays

We Want Our Teeth Straight!

%tt^

Complete Orthodontic

Treatment a? Low as

$75*
per month

Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children
* INVISIBLE * COSMETIC PORCELAIN *

TRADITIONAL * EUROPEAN REMOVABLE *

SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
• Experienced orttiodontist

• Always ttie same doctor
• Low monthly payment plan

witti no interest

Dr. N. Dayani
Orthodontist

1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
(1 t>lk. east of Barrington)

•All dental insurance & union plans accept^
• Sat & evening appointments
• Credit terms availat)ie

• Memtjer of Am. Assoc, of Orthodontists

CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

826-7494

@: verb\rech\ 1: to stretch <mt, toudi^r attempt to

to touch. 2: to cormaimicate with or disclose to.

If3^U f^epr^t^^ €»a €)BUd^^ organization

you0ee4to Publicize in order to

Reach other departments and members.
To maximize efiSdemy v». €ost Utilize

Daily Bruin
r

For more information^ please contact the "Internal"

Department at 825-2161 ckT stop by 112 Kerckhoff Hall.

if answering pliones
aii day is your idea of
a great internsiiip, a
dont read mis ad.

*

Apply now for an exciting advertising
intemship with the Daily Bruin. Learn
how the third largest daiiy newspajpr iii

Los Angeles operates. - ^ #
>x

All we ask for Is dedication and
enthusiasm.

Applications for internal Display
Intemshlps are available now at the Daily
Bruin Classified window (112 Kerckhoff
Hall) and are due Tuesday, January 2lst

Any questions?
Call Mami or Michelle at 206-0905.

"I'm Ji^t^^ ^tm ILm *-—* ^aJ a1 aiteiB *-«--
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CNKKEII SMMiei.
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FREE DELIVERYALWAYS
- 208-8494
MON-WED TH-SAT SUN
11;30-11:30 11:30-2:30 11-6
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DAILY BRUIN Classified
1 12 K«rckhon HaN. 300 Wesiwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024

INFO: (310) 825-2221 FAX: (310) »)6-0528
TTipfTHnagementreservesthecomiriuingrl^toc^ange^rx

r«Jertarvclassiftedad^«rttserrwntnotrnertlngthfstaxtertfcoftr»Oa»JyBruin

CLASSIRED RATES
Daily. 1 5 words or less $ 5.05

Oariy. each additional word S .35

WeaKly. 1 5 words or less $1 7.60

Weekly. 9ach additiortal word $1.20

Display ads - student raie^coi. inch $ 8.96

Display ads - local rate/col. inch $10.70

DEADUNESCHEDULE
Clasalflad LIna Ada:

1 working day In advarva by noon
Classlfiad DIaplay Ada:

2 working days In advance by noon
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Campus Happenings l Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Personal 10

Alcoholics Anonymous

Meetings
Mon. discussion, Thur. Bookstudy, Fri. Step

Study. AU 3525 12:15-1:15. Fri. 12«)-1«)
lues. Di&cussion. Wed. Discussion NPI

C8538 12:15-1«)

For alcoholics or individualB who
have drinking problems

You dont need dental insurance to have a pretty smile.

\ Bibles - Books
Gifts.

M-Th 10 am - 9:30 pm;
Fr-Sat 10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-6 pm

10884 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
206-5432

SMILE SPECIAL
FAMILY DENTISTRV (2 1 3J475-5598

24 hour •mergency service

Complete Dental Exam, Check Up. & Cleaning

V.LP.

(reg. $180)

new patients with this coupon only

we sMo accommodrte patients

with dental coverages
offer expves 3-13-02

(Up to 4 x-rays
3,^ SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.

included)
^ ggO Westwpod Blvd.

*open eveninas & Saturdays*
Free parking in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to individuals

and families with no

dental insurance.

'Our Patients are Special'

CampMS Services 2 Campus Services 2 Personal 10 Personal 10
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Final
Deadline!
Friday,January 24

is the absolute, final deadline forsenior portraits in the Bruin

Life yeartxx>k. So don't be left completely out of the picture.

It takes only a few minutes for a portrait that

lasts a lifetime. And ifs a snap to make an

appoinlment.JustslopbyCampus Photo
Studk> in Kerckhoff Hail 150, Monday

through Friday.
::::>:•>:••.
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Congratulations to the New Initiates_
of .

Sigma Kappa
Melanie Armour
Mary Beth Euros

Julie Anne Flones

Holly Hubbard

Karla Johnson

Q0B
I.

Chirs Li

Monique Oullette

Kristie Spilios

Michelle Surfas

Jenice Tom
Jane Leung

In Sigma Love,

Your Sisters

Elizabeth Martin
(XQ)
arwl

Jim Bastion
(ATQ Alum)

Congratulations
on your

engagement.
We are so happy

for you!
vThe
sisters of

Chi Omega

Tiffany Rider
CXQ)

JeffSipe
(£N @ Purdue)

Congratulations
on your engagement

We wish you
all the happiness in

the worldl

^ The
sisters of
Chi Omega

Sports nckets 5 PersorKri 10 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

LAKER PANSI Tickets for ule. Moit games.

Loge section #36. Approx. $25 eadi. Beth

472-7465.

$50 CHALLENGE. If you Qin prove my pollu-

tion solution unfeasible, I'll pay you $50.

1-800-488-2489. ^^
JESSICA, Psych ma|or who was in SM. juiy

duty group 9, please call Eric at 399-271 1

.

Good Deals

INSURANCE WARII We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, acci<ients,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

LOSE WEIGHT— up to 30 pounds In 30 days!
New Year's discount. (310)474-1415,
394-8557.

7 Research Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH: Subjects with mild to

moderate asthma ages 18—50. Able to per-

form brief periods of heavy exercise. Needed
for air pollution study. Call James at

(310)825-2739, Morv—Fri.

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free dievelop-

mcnlal evalualiori. 825-0392. , ^ *. ^
A

OBSESSED?
Do you hove repelitive thoughts that you hove not (X)mpleted a Job property,

that terriUe things will happen, that you are dirty? Do you check, wash, or

count kx) much?

You may qualify lor a FREE medical warn, testing. 3 mortfhs of treatment

and 6 months of follow-up medication in a study conducted by medical

researchers. All services are free of charge. Call the P.P.R.i.. Inc (a medical

group) for further information.

(310)829-3877

M I ^T—1» ''•^•"•ii^»" iw< H> — mmm^ijmm >'*\'m ^m wtmm ^mtm

wmmmwmm
• I I » « > f

^MMW

TT TT T»^

100 People
needed to lose
wei^t and
make money.
Call 84 hour

hotline.

310-888-1833
TTTTTf^

••r- I»'<!*»^W»«»*" timtimma^
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FROM THE FRATERNITY THAT BROUGHT YOU "THE RAGE".

f^immmaim^mmt^

Due to Remodeling, Rush Eve

yv t̂^

n

•Winners of the IFC
•Strmoi^s

last Five Years
od

t locations as indicated below:

WED, JAN 15
1 1 :30-1 PM: Lun

*AII activities are

non-alcoholic

(Downstairs)

TUES,JAN14
1 1 :30-1 PM: Lunch at Sizzler

5PM: Dinner at Delta Gamma
(652 Hilgard)

With A Comedian To Follow

5PM: Dinner at Kappa Alpha Theta

(763 Hilgard)

With A Slide Show To Follow

THURS,JAN16
1 1 :30-1 PM: Lunch at Sizzler

5PM:DlnneratPiBetaPhi
(700 Hilgard)

xxQXQxaxaxQXQXQxaxaxax
a
X
Q
X
a
X
Q
X

Chi Omega's New Initiates,

Congradulations! We are so excited

to have you join us for your~~^
firstchapter.. RHO BETA

Love,
Your Sisters of Chi Omega ^

ClXQXQXQXQXQXQXaXQXQXQX

AAII New Initiates

JWe can't wait to see pou
in chapter tonight!

The Actives

Kappa Kappa Gamma
would like to

, congratulate

Bynn Jfea/y
and

'

Jony Scacfu/o

(2N)
on their pinning.

We are so happy
for both of youl

Research Subjects 12

Applications Now Available in 1 1 8 Men's Gym
(Fraternity & Sorority Relations)

All Applications due no later than
5pm on Friday, January 1 7

FEMALES WITH HAM LOSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 19-49.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For info call (310)828-8687

HEALTHY MALES AND FEMALES, 18 and
older, needed for position imagir>gof the brain

or heart. Injection of radioactive isotope.

Bloods will be taken. (310)825-1118
%75/3-hn or $25^^.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTEhfTKDNAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 arwi a free

developmental evaluation.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learning
experience.82S-0392.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
\«<ninea Pedis needed for new research study.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid for info. 610)828-8687.

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, NEEDED for UCLA
study of psycho-sodal factors in JBulemia
Nervosa. If you halW recovered from B.N. or

arc stmggling with this problem md are

interested in participating, please contact Eli-

zabeth or Marcia. $30 compensation.
(310)206-5081

n III li K »ii m:^nmi^rii<'M '

'
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WINITER 1992
MONDAY
5:30 Pre-Dinner Coat and Tie

Bungee-Jumping
6:15 Coat and Tie Steak Dinner
7:15 Slide Show

&
Open Meeting

TUESDAY
7:00 P.M. Casino Night

& Bacl^yard Sports

"Strength through Brotherhood

at UCLA since 1926"

649 Gayley

WEDNESDAY

TBA

MODELS WANTED: male/ female all types.

Your charxx to have $200 make-over... Abso-
lutely free. Color ancVor cut by top professiorv

alt. You could qualify. (IF INTERESTED
PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CAU) at: Sheraton

LAX airport hotel. 6101 West Century Blvd.

LA, 90045. Date: Sunday January 12, 1992.

Time: 3pm-7pm. Questions addressed at this

time. No hair done at model call. Bobby Kraus

(213)542-4974.

Help Wanted 30

Research Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12

If answering phones
all day Is your Idea of
a iii^at iittemgliiii_

dont read this ad.

Apply now for an exciting advertising
internship with the Dally Bruin, learn
how the third largest dally newspa|ier ih
LOS Angeles operates.

Ail we asic for is dedication and
enthusiasm.

Applications for internal Display
internships are available now at the Daily

Bruin Classified window (112 KerckhofF
Hall) and are due Tuesday January 21 st.

Any questions?
Call Mami or Michelle at 206-0905.

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to$100/wkormore.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

$200-5500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyright iCAIIKDH.

$40,000^. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

.out simple 'lik^don't like' form. EASYI Fun,

relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guararv

teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

601-379-2925 Copyright fCAIIKEB.

$500-51 ,00(yWK. FT, vMwking weekends.

Erotic dancers and models needed. Will train,

call Cir^r, (213)575-3634.

Administrative Assistant. Are you returning to

school after vMirking for several years? Inter-

ested in assisting busy psychologistf Good
editing, proof-reading, writing skills? Mac or

IBM computer literate, indeperxlent, king

term, part time employment. Contact Dr.

Marion Solomon, continuing education semi-

nars, (310)475-8300.

AAMAZING OPPORTUNITY! Manager/
assistant for combir>ed Legal/Medical (Gyne-

cology office. Great pay! Full-time. Strong

academic records. Vivacious ar>d cheerful.

(310)281-8457. .

APARTMENT RENTER. Weekends. S5/hr. -t-

oommission. 476-1703.

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble

products from your home. Info.

504-646-1700. DEPT. P695.

ASSISTANT TO STOCKBROKER. Part-

time,f1exible hours. Close by. Prestigious

wallstreet firm. No experierKe. Call Mark.

(310) 550-3207. '

~BH RESIDENT N^EDS MI^AKiD ftUNl^M. PT
$7 plu^r. Resporwible, dependable. Good
driving record essential. Joyce St. Marie M-F/
9-5. 276-2251. .

BKIYaE/PEDICAB DRIVERS (8) - Hrs. Flex.,

P/T, Immediate, $5-59. PAHr. 208^898.

BOOKKEEPER FOR PROFESSOI^AL LADY.
10-15 hrs. monthly. Very flexible hrs. Brent-

¥»Ood (310)472-4534.

BCkDKKEEPER, P/T, for attorney/investor. Ex-

perienced Macintosh, 50wpm, excellent

phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
557-2315.

CAMPUS POSITONS. Flexible PT hours. Will

work around classes. Sunset Village Dining

Sen/ices. $6.63^r. 206-7686. Contact Paul

Garcia or Walt Arxierson. Also accepting

APPs for Winter Quarter.

CAREFUL DRIVER required 2-3hrsA<vk. Refer-

erKes. Reply in writing: 9255 Doheny Rd,

#1706, LA,90069.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, comm^cials, and television.

Earn up to $200 p^ day! No experierxx

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

7^
Kk) SIGMA KAPPA

cordially invites

o PHI BETA SIGMA
— to dinner tonight ^K^B

ZK

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

PANIC ATTACKS?
SMOTHERING SENSATION?

CHEST PAINS?
DO YOU EXPERIENCE SHORT EPISODES OF

SMOTHERING SENSATIONS, DIZZINESS, CHEST
PAIN, NERVOUSNESS OR FEEL FEARFUL? YOU

MAY QUALIFY FOR A MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY
ON PANIC DISORDER. QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS

MAY EARN UP TO $770.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951 -

CALIFORNIA CLINICAL TRIALS MEDICAL GROUP

V

Nervous? Anxious? |
Restless? Worried? I

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and H

ACNE STUDY
Free treatment for Acne
Usin^ a new Trult Acid"
solution to improve acne

and acne scarring.
Call (310) 670-3878

65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 g
month and in relatively good health are needed. B
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to B

. L_

Lost and Found 16

determine eligibility. Alt qualified participants may ga
be paid up to $400 for their participation. H
PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951 I

NOTICE: WILL THE PERSON WHO IS CAR-
ING FOR THE SMALL BROWN DOC FOUND
1 -3-92 ATMURPHY HALL PLEASE CONTACT
THE CAMPUS POLICE.

California Clinical Trials Medical Group. SKYOIVE TODAY at Skydiving ArfventuresI

Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and ^ce list

and reservation. 800-526-9662.

Health Services 22

NONSURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)786-0636.

PAUL DREW ATHLETIC Masseur. UCLA Dis-

count (310)839-8544

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individual^ couples/

families. Relatiorwhip issues, self-esteem prob-

lems. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

DISPATCHER
2:45 pm - 11:15 pm

Weekends &
Holidays

Ifyoo would Hke to knn a dynamic
haapital that proviOM a tmnilatinK
eovironment and real dhallengea,
conaiderjoining tha CEDARS-SINAI
MEDICAL CE^OVR taami Wa'n
currentlv aeeking a Diapatdiar with
1 ymr ofoffice axperience in a fkat-

paced enviromnant, typing ability of
45 wpm and good canumwicatiavPC
•killa.

Our 1200*- bed facility can ofler an
exoallant aalaiv and ajpraatMriona
location near Bereriy Hilla. For
conaideratioiL plaaae contact: Kay,
Employee iMationa

CEDARS-SmAI
MEDICAL CENTER

8723 Alden Dr., Bldg. SSB
Los Angeles, CA90048

(310) 855-5623

(AA^OE)

Ofereaters Anonymous -|

H.O.W.

Ntoro rtfckiatric latdtirtt iall4ln|

looaiM-lfli

IT IS TIME TO
THINK ABOUT LIFE

AFTER UCLA
[XdllflGOPPQPIUIIIIIESAVVAIIIfJG

YOUIfllHEBUSIflhSWQRlD

IIAIIOfJAlCAR[[RN[T,VURKISA

UfllQUEPROGRAiViIOHflPBRUIfJS

IODAYSIARKAR[[RSIfJ(ORPORAff

Af/i[RI(AUPO(lGRADUAIIO[l CAli

(310)820-7207

!|
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Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

CHILDRENS GYM INSTRUCTOR Must be
energetic and love l(ids. Experience teaching

children 6 months-7 years required. Terrific

opportunity. Part-time (213)286-0256

aERICAL ASSISTANT- Counseling Center in

Santa Monica needs office assistant to help
with public information & fundraising pro-

jects. Responsibilities include: running er-

rands, packaging & shipping, filing & some
light typing. Must have car w/in$urance. PA
flexible; days thru ^2. FA days 7/1 thru

1Q/1. $«/hr. Call Linda (310)319-4503
10am-3pm. "^

—

—

Club House attendant. Duties include taking

resen^ations, enforcing rules, and son>e clean-

ing. Knowledge of exercise equipment help-

ful. M-F, 7-1 1am. SfAir. (310)475-7812.

COMPUTER WHIZ I^EDED. Can you teach

me Pagemaker? Newsletter experience?

Urgent. Please call (310)659-3534.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING —
$2,00O4/fnonth -»- world travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, the Carribean, etc.). Holiday, Sumnf>er and
Career Employment available. No experience

necessary. For employmi>nt program call

1-206-545-4548 exL C234.

DRIVER NEEDED OCCASIONALLY by Older
woman. Sometimes Help w/ wheelcahir. Sher-

man Oaks. (818)906-1399

ERRANDS & CHORES. $7.5(Vhr. Your car.Afternoons.
AID 8t TUTORING. $1(Vhr. 1 4-yr-old boy.

(310)472-2628.

ESTABLISHED COMPUTER SOFTWARE DE-
VELOPMENT COMPANY needs Micro-Dos
experierKed individual. Flexible schedule &
hours. Corwenient WLA location. Pay based

on experience. (310)315-9940.

FACTORY JOBS-$6.22 TO $15.25. Now
hiring, your area. No experience necessary.

Call 1-900-988-0678 ext. 2003. $12 fee.

FUNDRAISING FIRM SEEKS WRITERS AND
RESEARCHERS to develop grant proposals.

Ed.A*ublic Healt>VSocial Woik majors encour-

aged to apply. Send resume an^or writing

sample to P.O. Box 365, Santa Monica, 90406.

GYMNASTK: COACH; Immediate openings

for girls arxJ boys competitive teams in SM.

IVIODELS

Call (818)508-8680

MODELS for 1993 Swin^suit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

NEED DELIVERY drivers and Flower arrangers

week of Feb. 10. Will train call Jon at

WilshireFlorist. (310) 208-8747.

NEED EXPERIENCED Mac user to tailor soft

ware for real estate firm. Dan (310)395-6400.

OFFICE MANAGER/CUSTOMER SERVK:E, FT
FAST PACED CELLULAR AGENT, Mac, LjgM
Bookkeeping & good phone voice required.

Jeff (310)842-8887

ON CALL PT DRIVER to carpool several

children 3-7pm Mn-Fri, $10C^vk •»- 2S« per

mile. Must have own car/insurarK:e. Carolyn

(310)285-2370. '__^

OUTSIDE SALES. Fast-growing marketing firm

representing Firestone. Looking for outgoingm
erwrgetic people for day, evening & week^xi
hrs. $15-30/hr. FT/PT. Comm. sis.

1-800-323-7559.

PART—TIME PHONES and Rling. Tu and Th.

only, 9-5. $6^r. (310)470-7111.

PART-TIME JOB, good hours, good pay. Pick-

up children from school and drive to,activities.

Must be available M—F afternoons and have
car. Call Mike or Peggy at 478-8152.

PART-TIME MS-DOS PROGRAMMER.
$10^, up to 18 hrs per week. Call Boyce
Williams at Pristine Systems. (21 3) 852-0737.

PART-TIME POSITION. Eam $l(Vhr. Inter-

viewing immediately for tutoring positions in

all major courses. Must have minimum of 3.6

GPA and excellent communication skills.

(310)841-4438.

PART-TIME RECEPTONIST with rrMsdical in-

terest for busy Beverly Hills Ofa/Gyn office.

Wedr>esday and Friday evenings 4pm-10pm
and every other Sunday 9am-6pm. Call

-Knowledge of USGF system. ExperiefMv ffe=»4-fll53. Ask for Cheryt between «^ 12,. ^fcS:

quired. M-F afternoons, evenings. Sat. Wage
dependingon experience. Call ASAP. M. Gates

(213)450-0012.

HASHERS WANTED for sorority house. Excel-

lent food, $5/hr. (310)208-4008, leave

message.

I'LL PAY $1 OAHR for on-campus tennis partner.

Intermediate, LO.A alumni. Evenings only.

Tom (818)992-1927.

IMPROV OUTSIDE SALES, Sell laughs after

class. Full-time or part-time. Excellent conr>-

mission. (310)651-2563

IRISH AMERICAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posi-

tions available Pl/FJ days/evenings. Good pay
up to $3(Vhr. Call Mon—Fri 1 —6pm. Kathlinc^

Bill (213)458-4427.

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Minimum 3yrs law
office experierxre in plaintiff personal injury.

Knowledge of WordPerfect. Contact Sid Dia-

mond, (213)475-0481.

LEGAL ASSISTANT. Century City law firm

seeks hi^ly nwtivated college graduate to

assist attomies. Must have superior writing

skills. Accounting background helpful. Will

train. $9Air. Call Donna (310)286-1700.

LIGHT CLERK:ALWORK NEEDED. $6.5(VHR.

(310)391-1557.

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,

Attractive P^^^pl* wanted for nude photos.

Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MODELS eam $1 50/hr. or more. Boyish

arxVor atliletic 18—24. Cleanshaven fac^
little or no chest hair. Playgirl-style

magazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
Intemationallly known photographer. Brad

(213)392-4248.

PART-TIME ACnVITY LEADERS. Woric with

children in school/ daycare settings. Experi-

ence preferred. Positiorw available throughout

Westside. Bilingual English/ Spanish helpful.

Car necessary. $M>r . Camp Fire Boys arxi Girls

(310)371-7744.

PERSON FRIDAY NEEDED in Medical office.

$6^r. 12-5 Mon-Fri. Must be conscientious

and personable. Submit application: 1(X)UCLA
Medical Plaza, Suite #100. 824-1000

PERSON TO DRIVE 1 5-year-old to Moorpark 4
time^week, Tues., Thurs. afterrxxxw. Sat. arvJ

Sun. flexible. 4 hn^ day. Excellent driver u\d
car. $7/^r. (310)552-4734.

POSTER-PLACERAPURCHASING REPRESEN-
TATIVE WANTED. Spanish-speaking ability

desirable. Wanted to contract & place posters.

Must have car. Flexible hours. PA 15-20

hrs/month. $6/hr.-fgas-fbonuses. Call

(310)622-6525.

PT COMMISSK3N SALES for audio video tape

duplicatfon. Aggressive, motivated only exper-

ience needed. High earning potential. Call

(213)655-3031, ask for jR.

VISION MODEL &
TALENT AGENCY

Models needed, no
experience necessary for

modeling commercial &
music video. Call today for

an appointment with top
industry consultant.

250 No.Roberstson Blvd

Ste 5l 6,Beverly Hills

90210
(213)247-6001

FINAWCIALCONSULTAPfrS

An exceptional opportunity

is available for motivated

individuals to learn foreign

currency trading.

Unlimited income potentiaL

CALL STU or NOAM
1-800-922-8322

LAW FIRM
needs inotivated peison to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

vv GPA. available times

for, interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus

tx)nus. We train... you
gain. Morning.

afternoon
& eveninq

hours availaole.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

MAKE MONEY NOW!
Dykstra Food Service has

Openings

Flexible Schedule,

On Campus Work
$6.63/Hr. - APPLY TODAY

CaU 825-5476

30 Help Wanted 30 Internships 34 Internstiips 34

PT. FILE CLERK. Xeroxing and errands, hours

3-6, M-F. (310)670-3316.

PT, Field Rep. Long-term. Photocopy medical
records at doctors offices. Must have car,

10-20hr^A^. Tues., Fri. required. Maximum
availability on other days. S&*A\r. (213)

453-6422.

PT/FT CASHIERS and food servers wanted for

busy UCLA restaurant plaza. Deli and Grill.

Ask for Marvin or Fania, 443-0437.

p/r sciEhfriFic lpterature research &
LECTURE NOTE TAKING with MO in molecu-
lar genetics private research. Extensive formal

education in relate *nk required. Senior/

Grad helpful. Flexible hours. Nurit
(310)30frO05S.

PT POSITKJN IN DERMATOLOGIST OFFKrE.
2(Uhn/^ — flexible. Light office duties.

S6/hr. (310)826-5949.

PUBLISHER'S REP. FIRM is looking for energe-

tic person to fill P/T secretary asst. trairwe

position for TWTH 1 1 :30-4:30. Contact Cher
(310)471-3630.

SECRETARY/E)(ECUTIVE ASSISTANT- Beverly
Hills based real estate development company
seeking dynamic individual for FT challenging

position. WordPerfect and previous experi-

erKe a must. S23K-H- commensurate w/ qual-

ifications. For interview. Call
(310)471-1413,859-0222 Fax (310)859-2806

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT CO. located near

LAX has openings for assistants to aid in

tracking and compiling data for purchase of

foreclosure porperties in Southern California.

Hours flexible. SSAv. Contact Jeff Weidman
(310)642-7740.

RESEARCH OFFICE ASSISTANT (PART-TIME).

10 min. from campus. Computers helpful.

S7-liy^. according to skill. (310)453-4464.

RESPONSIBLE -^ DEPENDABLE PERSON
needed in office. Must be able to type, file,

handle projects, and have good follow through

skills. P/T 20-25hrs/week. Please call

(213)878-5558. -

RETAIL- PT. SALES on Rodeo Dr.- Villeroy &
Boch. China 8, gifts. Ms. Hanley 85^6522.

Receptionist. Westwood law offices. M,W,F
9-5, $6/hr. Can do homework on job.

(iiftt«?4 4nnn

LEARN
ENTERTAINMENT/MUSIC

PUBLIC RELATIONS

Intern at major P.R, firm in

Hollywood. Great opportunity

to learn and gain firsthand

experience for college credit

CALL GAIL

(3 f 0)659-6400.

Job Opportunmes 32 Ctiild Care Wanted 35

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-

cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. $15Air. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)821-4343.

SECRETARYA^ull Time; detail oriented, must
know WordPerfect, good phone skills. Contact

Fred (213)934-5000, Salary open.

Sherman Oaks, PT. Telephorw sales back-
' grourxJ desirable. 2O-30hr5Avk. Sat. a must.

$6f2% commission. (818)506-6546.

STUDENT WORK. Retail/ customer service.

$8.20 starting, part-tinf>e. Schedule around

school. Eves, weekends available. No door-to-

door, etc. Call (310)396-1479.

STUDENT WORK, Retail/Customer sen^ice.

$8.20 starting. Part time, schedule arourxi

school. Eves. «Meekends available. No door to

door, ect. Call (310) 396-1479.

TaEPHONE SALES: W^ll est^lished "tool

distributor seekirw sharp individuals to sell

tools It shop supfNies to aircraft maintenarKe
facilities. Flexible hours. Excellent earning

potential.

TWO POSITIONS: one requires Spanish bil-

ir^al, wordprocessing experience, good typ-

ing skills. Flexible hours, Wilshire & West-
wood law office/ Sid Diamond.
(213)475-0481.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move-in bonus. Fumishec^jnfumished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to UCLA.
VC, pool, elevator, 555 Levering 208-7634.

Maiiaged by Moss & Co.

WRITER-EDITOR PART-TIME. Knowledge of

computer industry and or international trade

(especi^ly with Japan). Editing experierxx

necessary. For new newsletter please write

giving experience and salary to GCS P.O. Box
90833 L.A. 90009.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creath^ly-

talented writers. Paperback novels, norvfiction

books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

WRITERWHO IS BLIND mieds an assistant for

the academic ye«-. (213)396-5062.

LAHN up <<j j> bU ix'^ ir>oi'!fi

BV HtLPING OTHERS

DONATt ni OOn PLATELETS SAFLLV

,<nOi>86 JOtVJ

Cii'ictn p.T! puis throiiq^^im; LA
bciH">tit frofr voor o.irnciOiMon

WORK IN FRANCE!
Learn the in's and out's

with the French-American
Chamber of Commerce
and author Carol Pineu.

Wednesday. Jan. ISth;

6pm -8pm
at Lunaria Restaurant

4 Santa Monteap

S 1 5 charge.

For reservations and
information,

call the FACC at 2 1 3-65 1 -4741

MOTHER'S HELPER: $7.0Q/hr. Tuesdays,

Thursdays, some Fridays, 3:00—8KX). 2 child-

ren (346), light housekeeping. Must drive.

Experience, references. Call Kate:277-6988.

PARTTIME NANNY wanted, flexible hours,

great pay, two wonderful children. Call Cheri

(818)769-7626

SITTER NEEDED for 2 girls in West LA. from 7

to 8:15am and can drive them to school.

References required. $75 weekly. Susan (31 0)

478-5906.

Apartments for Rent 49

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Law firm, Be-
verly Hills adjacent. Organized, motivated,

computer experierK:e helpful. Will train. $Mir.
and up d.o.e. Sharona (213)651-3333

BUSINESS OR ACCOUNTING DEGREE RE-
QUIRED. Are you looking for a great job, but

lack necessary experierxx? We have an excit-

ing opportunity for a recent graduate. We will

train you to take full charge of our accoMnting
department. You will learn to apply the

knowledge you learned in school to real- life

situations. You will be trained in marvy aieas,

including but not limited to, generating finarv

cials, payroll, audits, cash man^ement, profit

analysts, budgets, and supervising accounts

payable and accounts receivable. You must be
bri|^ and erwrgetic to work in this fast-paced,

fun environment. If you are initncsted in this

great opportunity in the LAX area, please give

us a call at (310)337-7003.

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR ADMINISTRAr
TIVE ASSISTANT for CPA Rmn— Century City

— P/T. Duties include: light typing, knowledge

of Lotus 1 23, errand deliveries, some heavy
lifting. Must have own car. Hourly wage &
benefits. Call Lesley Davis (310)553-7880.

SALES-Efitry level, career. Salary ¥ commis-
sion -f benefits. Degree required.
(310)823-2670 or TTC 2554 Lincoln Bkd.
#137. MDR 90291.

WOULD YOU STUFF ENVELOPES for

$1(XX)6<veekf Send self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Image Enterprises, P.O. Boat 1 1 9,

Simi Valley, CA 93062.

Intemstiips 34

r3S4 Van N.iys Bivd Mil Osks
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Houseoleaners

CaUdlSHIS-ltlT

ACTIVE. INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks
student interns to learn script development
actwities in office. No pay, but good opportun-
ity to learn. (310)576-6309, (310)394-7263.

INTERN for film company. Creative and admi-
nistrative positions avail. Very
flexible hours. Call Steven (818)545-7931.

PAID INTERNSHIP for commercial real estate
company. $5.5(Vhr, 20 hrsAvk, flexible. Call
Mark 824-3955, daytime, 9am-6pm.

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

ASSIST BUSY MOM w/2 teenage boys
(12&15). M/W 3-6pm. Enands, home%«ork,
dinr>er, etc. Must have car w/insurarKe, be
reliable. References required. (310)836-3290.

BABYSITTER WANTED DAYS & EVENINGS
for 2 small children. Schedule will vary.

Responsible, caring, experienced & refer-

ences. Must have transportation. Please call

Adele (213)454-7400.

BABYSITTER with experience with toddlers.

Every Sat. evening. Call Nancy 557-6295

(vwk) or home 558-391

7

FACULTY MOM r>eeds responsible person for

chiki care. Car ar>d insurarxx required. Child

dev. courses or experierKe required, refer-

ences. Flexible hours, 15-2(]Mc. $7/hr. Call

Sue (310)206-7528.

2^^2 ACROSS WESTWOOD PARK. Pool, ja-"

cuzzi on roof. Walk to school. Price negoti-

able. Ready to move-in. (213)477-5108.

424 LANDFAIR. Available now. Single and
2-bec^-bath. Garden setting, pool, next to

UCLA. 459-1200.

$425 SINGLE APARTMENT. Palms area.

(213)837-9616.

$465 IN BEVERLY HILLS. Lg bachelor. Utilities

included. Newly decorated. 21 7 S.Tower Dr.

(21 3)852-08aB/(81 8)789-5429.

% BLOCK FROM UCLA. Single apt., refrigera-

tor, and microwave. $475, 9 morrth lease,

D1 0)277-681

3

$985 BRENTWOOD 2bed^ bath, patio, new
carpet, paint. Lease by appointment. 11728
MayficM #2 (310)271-6811

AMAZING 2-BED/2-BATH •WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, erx:losed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliarKcs. Near eating places, trans-

portation », UCLA. (213)475-6717.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT- 1 -bedroom each.'
Private bath. Share kitchen. Utilities paid.

$45QAt>o. $20Q-deposit. 938-6330.

BACHaOR $45(yMO. Cvpets, drapes, re

frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT 3-BDRM/
2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2 BLOCK TO
PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1275. 2-BED + DEN.
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLEX.
FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD aOORS, SERVKIE
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-87VMO. 2-BED-
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FROI^T
BALCONY. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BU
(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS GUESTHOL'iE - single -

$495, utilities included. New construction,

pool, serious student. (310)276-8797.
Furnished.

BEVERLY HILLS STUDIO w/ kitchen.
$S5Q/iifM>. $550 security. Refrigerator, oven.
Nice yard. (310)278-4066

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX. 'A BLOCK TO PKTO BUS. (310)
839-6294.

BRENTWOOD 1 -BEDROOM. Hardwood
floors, $775. Quiet neighborhood.
(310)204-4608 %vork. Home (310)476-8988.
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CULVER CITY: Very nice single apt. for rent.

Very quiet & secure area. Wonderful place to

live $400. Call Jessica after 6PM 559-7021.

Cute house, Westchester. Female needed,

0¥vn room, share bath. Storage, laundry, $450.

Margaret (213)410-0122.

LARGE, SINCa.E, 3 miles from UCLA. $530,

utilities •¥ laudry facilities included.

Fireplace,8x9 den, walk-in closet, full bath,

separate kitchen, stove ¥ refrigerator. Call

39ft^9469

.
LG. SINGLE, within walking distance of cam-

pus. Utilities incld. $60G/mo. Call Paul at

824-9754 .

LIVE ON A SAILBOAT in Marina del Rey. 25 ft.

Coronado. Security parking, utilities included.

$400 monthly rent, $4,000, and it's yours!

(310).195-2513.

SANTA MONICA - newer 2-bed/1-bath

$1072, huge patio, gourmet kitchen, gated

garage. 1 232 Harvard off Wilshire.

(310)828-2448 x344.

MARINA DEL REY adj/Mar Vista: 2bcV2blh.

European design cabinetry. Townhouse in

newer building. Month to month rental

available . $950/mo. Low deposit. Cmll

(3 10)390-0399

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few

miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 InglewDod Blvd . Just north of Venice

Blvd. (310)398-8579.

ONE-BEDROOM APARTMENT. $650.

Lower. Parking, balcony. Close to shopping

bus to UCLA. Lown>ove-in. (310)826-9644,

(310)207-4019. .

PACIFIC PALISADES, $815 up, 1 & 2-bed-

rooms, spacious, pool, parking. Call

shawn(31 0)474-9400.

PALMS, $1,050, 2-bed/2-bath, new security

building, dishwasher, stove, fridge, A^.
(818)887-0944.

1

PALMS — 1 &2 BED. $595/up. Near bus to

UCLA. (213)836-1529, 837-3900, 652-5590,

4-7pm only.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment.

Valted ceilings, electronic access to building

arxi subten'anean parking. $990 up. 1 rr>o. free

w/ycar lease (213)842-9303.

PALMS 1-BEDROOM $685/MO,
2-BEDRC)OM/2-BATH $85(yMO. Fireplace,

private patips, dishwasher, refrigerator,

stove,security buildin^parking, pool, and

laundry. (310) 473-7860.

PALMS. 2bed/2bath. 10 minutes from LCLA.
Hill vievv, very bright. $900. (818)764-5674 or

(213)836^4663.

PALMS, $665- $845, 1&2 bedrooms. Extra

large. New carpet. Near UCLA. 1 month free.

(818)377-2668.

PALMS. $775. Large 2 bed, upper, new carpet/

paint, built-ins, refrigerator, patio, parking.

476-6532

PALMS, $995/nrx>. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-

. furnished targe unit, by Beveriywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS, BEAUTIFUL 2+2, unfurnished,

cathedral, high ceilings, skylights, fireplace,

patios, security build., rwar alt, new year

special, easy nxyve-in, $975 up. Frierxlly

manager. (310)81 5-8906.

PALMS-PRIME LOCATION. 5 miles from

UCLA. Bachelor-$400, 1 bedroom $550. Call

287.1809.

PICCVROBERTSON. Large 3 bed/2 bath. Up-
per w^tio. New carpet, paint, arxi drapes.

$1,150. (310)204-1339.

WLA, 1-BDRM, new carpets ¥ paint, stove,

refrigerator. $695. 477-0725.

WLA 2-BEP/1-BATH. Patio, refrig and stove.

VA miles from UCLA. Quiet, to bus and
shopping. SeOOtmo. (310)470-2122

WLA, $39a$950, singles, 2-bedrooms. Light,

spacious. Apartnrwnts to share also available.

(310)276-1671,(310)626-2818

WESTWOOD 2 bed/ 2 bath, security, park-

ing,refrigeratos, microwave, dishwasher,

stove, balcony, fireplace, air conditioning,

pool, Jacuzzi, laurxlry room. $1100-1300.

(310)8240-0633

WESTWOOD: Huge 1 -bd. 3 parking spaces,

hardwood floor. (213)651-5552, 471-4417.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING

ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)639-6294.

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM LXTLA Beauti-

ful & new 2-becV2-bath apt. designed for

ROOMMATES! 475 Gayley. Call

(310)824-3715. FREE ROOMMATE
SERVKTEUI

BRENTWOOD. Near UCLA. Spacious, bright,

clean. 1-be(^-bath. Stove, refrigerator, gar-

age, court yard. $650/mo. -f utilities.

(310)471-7841.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCELLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. (213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1BTH; 11651

GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,

PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED. ACROSS FROM
UCLA. DISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR.
NEW CARPET/BLINDS. FIREPLACE. EXTRA
LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING. LAUN-
DRY FACILrriES. LAST AVAILABLE APT. PR-

k:ed to rent quktkly. call soon
208^685.

VENICE $475, Sacheior apt-^ittttttpt and:

• French Doors • Sauna
• Jacuzzi • Heated Pool

• Gym • Fireplace

4- Move-in Bonus

208-4868

Weekly Rentals
Guest l-lolcl'WesUvood Village

Cable TV«Microwave« Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk«w/KITCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

Walk to UCLA
Private Room, Private Bath,

shared kitchen $500.

2 Bedroom/ 2 Bath $1000

633 Gayley 208-5920

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD

ciATtD r,AF-;A(-.E RAi
POOL JACUZZI t IfU.Pl A .

WALK IN CLOSE fS FULl
KITCHEN DIbH WASHER
REC ROOM POOL TABLE
VIDEO GAMES LAHNDRY
FACILITY GAS c^ WAfbR PAID
FROM ^^I-^PRSN
ROnMMATFS AVAll ARI.F

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

Apartments

li

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
1 BDRM

Starting at $550
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

-.v-v''V>:'^-

parking included. 1 -block to beach. 3990540

WLA, $595 AND $615, singles, stove, fridge;

mini-blinds, near VA Hospital. (310)477-2777

WLA, $750, 1 -becV 1 bath. Fireplace, balcony,

fridge, A/C. 1635 Brockton Ave. Days:

(310)670-4233. Eves: (310)641-4182.

WLA, $795, great 2-bed/2-bath -patio. 1620
Brockton. Call (310)273-9744, leave message.

WLA. $900. 2Bd/2Bath. Built-ins. Air, stove &
refrig. Gated parking. Near Pico & Sepulveda.

829-2244/395-1103.

WLA AREA. $585/nrK>. Attractive furnished

single, kieal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (310)477-4832.

WLA. LARGE 2-be<Vl-bath. 2 miles. 1725
Federal. $85(ymo. 325-5304 .-

* WEST LA. 1-bedrm $637. Gated, quiet, free

utilites. $700 moves U in. 3611 Motor Ave

near Venice Blvd. (310)828-2448 x344.

WEST LA. Studio $697 and 1-bdrm $867 .

Luxury, gated living. City views, rooftop pool

and spa. Quiet at\6 friendly. VISVMC. Sedana

Village. (310)280-0692.

westwood Village
2bd/2bth

SHORT TERM AVAILABLE

Enormous Aprs, w/
separate DR, balconies,

FP Built-ins, Gated
parking, Pool.

Lovuest rates in the Village

691 Levering Avenue
(215)208-3647

Large Newly
Remodeled

1 &2 Bedroom Units
Beveriywood -

WLA Area
Receive Free
Microwave

$575 $825
Call 657 -8756

^ Nofthridge $275 up. 500 unit student housing

tadlity. Stiared or prtvaie units, wtin or wlltioui

IdldKfls. Privaic tattis. Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation

room. 1/2 tKNjr ddvB to UCLA. Open year round.

Free t)roct)ure. Norttiridge Campus Residence, 9600

Zetzah. Norttiridge. CA. 91325

{iwjam 1717

Apartments Furnished 50

650 LANDFAIR- SINGLE, kitchen supplies,

clean, bright, utilities paid. $800, Feb. free.

Available aam 208 1542
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Apartments to Stxsre. 52 Roommates

$200 OFF 1st

MONTH RENT
WLA

•Singles— $585—
1 737 Stoner

• 1 bdrm— $695—
1737 Stoner

• 1 bdrm— $750—
1 709 Westgate

•2bdrms— $995—
. 1 709 Westgate
•2bdrms— $995—

1 342 Wellesley

(310)479-1581

Now Renting!

430 Kelton Avenue
Vi month off 1st month Rent

(ask for details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Cental Heating/Air

•Rooftop Spa + Leisure

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refridgerator. Disposal

•Fireplaces

•From $1150

(213)824-7409

Beautiful One Bedroom
Apartments
Now Available

$800 Per Month with Security Deposit

Fully Furnished
All Utilities Paid, including A/C
Available to persons 21 and up

This apartment is nestled in the beautiful Santa Monica
Mountains only fifteen minutes away from the UCL-A campus

For more Information call the University of Judaism
Housing Office at 213-476-9777, 879-4114 ext. 259.

FREE REJN

I

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BA'^ $1,150- & UP

FURN./ tJNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

,..;
550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PKOMSSIONAMY iMW/U.II) HY MOSS ^ ( ().

SANTA MONICA near b^ach $62Vmo.
Furnished, sunny l-bedrcmm apt. near

transportation. (310)394-4105.

WALK UCLA. $1050 Includes parking space,

gas 4- water, and full kitchen in a

2-bed/2-bath. 824-2972.
WESTWOOD. Extra-large one-bedroom,
$700up. Parking. Available now. 11069
Strathmore. Near UCLA, village.
(310)454-8211.

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

large single, 1 or 2 people okay. 667-669
Levering Ave. (310)208-3215

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525Ano. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

Apis. Unfurnished 51

MAR VISTA $1025. 2BED/2BA. New security

building. Lauridry hook-ups, fireplace, wet
bar, skylight, dishwasher, stove, tile. Near bus.

11723 Avon Way. 313-2824

$740. 2BED/ 1-BATH. Upper. Stove, refriger-

ator, r>ear Pico— La Cierwga. By appointment.

(310)279-2002.

BEL AIR . $585. BACHELOR, POOL, REFRICV
MICROWAVE,AIR/COND, PHONE ENTRY
SYSTEM, ONE-MILE UCLA^CAMPUS, NO
PETS. (310)471-0624.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $75a$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

HOLLYWOOD HILLS - Super studio $677,
opulent one bedrm $777, teriffic two bdrm
$1057. Great choices, fabukxjs city views,

pool, fitr>ess gym, gated parking, EZ travel to

campus. 7400 HoMywood Blvd near Fairfax

851-8620.

OHIO-SAWTELLE 1-Bdrm. Stove, fridge, car-

pets. 1 1/2 miles fifxim UCLA $650. Call

(310)477-5758.

PALMS, $610, 1 -Bedroom, upper, new carpet,

appliances, pool, laurviry, parking. 3455 ]»
mine, no pets. (213)454-4754.

SPACIOUS SINGLE wAull kitchen. Walk to

UCLA; only $60(VWio plus FREE PARKING
SPACE. (310)206-5588.

WLA. $725. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large

modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.
(1^0)837-0761.

Apartments to Share 52

$385, OWN ROOM In 2-bednt)m apartment.
10-minutes from UCLA. Mf. Non-smoker
only. (310)479-2296.

~

BEL AIR. 2 ROOMS AVAILABLE, Feb. 1 Quiet
area, parking all privileges. Call 471-1348 or
471-3959

BEL-AIR. SHARE 2 BEDROOM/1 BATH apart-

ment w/male grad student. Non-smoker. Great
neighborhood. $445Anonth. (310)471-1566.

BRENTWOOD Sunny 2+2. Parking, balcony,
avail, now. $305. Female preferred? Susanr>e,

207-2766.

BRENTWOOD FEMALE to share 2-bed/2-bath
$55Q/n>o. •»- *A utilities. Great location. Avail-

able now. Joanne (310)626-1043

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 2-bedrooryV
2-bathroom apartment in Westwood with
professional (Career person. $60Q/mo.
474-8488.

mmtmtmiim mmm

$3lVMO. SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM
APT. W male non-smoker & 2 cats. Security

bidg. & parking, quiet neighborhood, xint. bus
connections, 1% miles to IXTLA. 575-1503.

FEMALE TO SHARE 2-bed/2-bath apartment
with elderly female lady, Brentwood. $500.
(310)826-7352.

FEMALE TO RENT own room In 3-bedroom
apartment w/2 professloruls. Great location-

Brentwood. $435Ano., $535 security. Avail-

able Feb. 1 (310)820-7515

LACIENEGA^CO area. Room to rent in large

3-bedroom apt. Alot of space, large kitchen,

privacy. (21 3)636-1 995.

LARGE, BRIGHT SANTA MONICA APT.,

Available Feb.1. $450/nrK}. includes rent,

cleaning lady, utilities. Non-snr>oker. Women
preferred. Evenings after 8. Leave message.

DIanne. (3100393-8654

LUXURY WESTWOOD APARTMENT. Own
bedroom In 2-bed apt. Non-snrioker. Private

bath and garage. Jacuzzi, sauna, nautilus.

$740 value for %MOtmo\ (310)575-4501.

MASTER BEDROOM TO SHARE.
2BD/2BATH. $300MONTH/$150DEP. CALL
KATHY OR LIZ (310)559-2386

NEED ONE MORE MALE ROOMMATE to

share bedroom in 2-becV2-bath Bel Air coruJo.

$425Atio. (310)824-9611.

OWN ROOM IN 3-BEDROC)M/2 BATH APT.
Brand-new plush gigantic corxk). Own fire-

place, full security, $600. (818)330-7071.

PALMS. FEMALE ROOMMATt WANTED. Pri-

vate room with balcony. $45CVmonth, all

utilites included. Call Ginger 838-9691.

PRIVATE ROOM and *A bath in pretty W.
Hollywood apt. w/parking. $455. Female grad.

preferred. (213)651-4661.

SANTA MONICA. Roommate wanted. Male.
Share 2-bed apartntent with ocean view, near

beach. Betty (310)394-4313.

SUNNY BEVERLY HILLS APARTMENT TO
SHARE. Female only, own room, share bath,

laundry. $50(ymo. (310)271-3225.

WESTWOODAJCLA. Own Bed/Bath in

2bed/2bath apt. from $55G^t>o. Parking, pool,

ipa, rec. room, NC. (213)206-1976.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Brand new town-
house 2bd/lbth $495-^utilities. WLA, Venice
Blvd. Contact Christy (213)879-1919(0)

SANTA M0NK:A-5 Mocks from beach. Own
bedroom. Furnished. Laundry, parking. Nons-
moker. $310/mo. 395-3451 (message).

WESTEND HOTEL. Cable TV, phones, clean,
quiet, refrig., laur^dry, maid service, security

bIdg. $1 2fVwk and up. 1 538 SaMdelle Blvd.

(213)444-8990.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charmi Cable TV, fully furnished. $199Avk.
and up. Son>e with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

SANTA MONKIA, North of Wil$hire,very nice

3b<V3ba,to share w/quiet person. Must get own
phone. 213-395-4699.

SHARE HUGE, studio apartment-size room.
New unit, spectacular view, marble finishes.

$375. (818)330-7071.

WALK UCLA- enormous 2 bd^ bath. Female
to share beautiful condo w/ 3 others. $395
each. (310)961-6695.

WANTED: female to share great 2-bed/2-bath
near LfCLA. Non-smoker. $540 -f % -utilities.

Tara (310)447-2133.

WESTWOODAJCLA. SHARE large 2 bed/2
bath. $350^0. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.
(213)206-1976.

WESTWOOD, $272Atk>. Female to share

clean very spacious, sunny apartment.
1 -bedroom/ 1-bath, w/ 2 other femalei. Cris

(310)478-2046.

WLA $34Q/MONTH. Female to share large

bedroom, own walk-in closet. 3 b(V2 bath apt.

1-mi UCLA. (310)820-5039.

Room for Rent 54

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Own room (fum- (310)390-9007

1 'A MILES To UCLA. Quiet private room/bath.
Kitchen privileges, parking. $450 + 'A utilities.

(310)477-7831.

$30Q^mo. Across street from campus. Free

breakfast, utilities, and Housekeeping. Fully

furnished. Call Marie (310)824-4706

$425, WOMAN, NON-SMOKER. Private furn-

ished room, share kitchen and bath in hon^ In

quiet Mar Vista residential area. No pets. Near
isjt, Catt Martha, Son^lhUr^, 4pm.9pm.

ished) & bath in wonderful, spacious 2-be(V
2-bath. Norvsmoker. Private patio, fireplace,

cat. $575. 208-3335.

WESTWOOD. $45CVW>o. Male, 1 -block to

campus, townhouse (bed-up;living, dining,

kitchen down), fireplace, private patio, garage.

(213)206-7527, evenings.

YOUR OWN ROOM. WLA: 1 545 Granville.

Quiet, close bus stop. $425 monthly.
447-1257.

Roommates 53

2-BD 1 BB LUXURY APT WANTED FEMALE
ROOMMATE: $35(Vmo., pool, Jacuzzi, sauna,

paricing available ASAP. 206-2796.

ASAP! Male roommate to join 3 guys in 2-f2

condo at Ohio&Federal, $25(ymo., 452-5850

ASAP: Roommate needed to share 1 -bd/1 -bath

Westwood apartment with two others.

$20(yrT>onth. Call Kris. 824-4591

FEMALE NEEDED to live with three cool,

athletic girls. Ir>expensivel Spacious! Call Patty

at 824-2120.

FEMALE ROOMMATE. $26(Vhio. Dean &
spacious. 2 blocks from UCLA.
(310)575-3530. Ask for Unda.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Master bed-

room to share. Gorgeous 2-bed/2-bath.

$312.50 ¥ deposit. Walk to UCLA. Beltinda

(310)208-fO90.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share one
bedroom apt. on Gayley. Across the street from

campus. Ask for Vanessa or Shrlna 824-3051

.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Non-
snrK>ker. Own room. Parking available. For

more info call (310)826-7225.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED- ON
CAMPUS - $90Q/quarter utilities paid.

Free breakfast. Mon-Fri. Call Kelly
824-7577.

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share room
in 2b(^2bath. Walking distance to campus.

$412.5(ymo. 208-0784.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in large 2-bed-

room, immediately. $350/mo. Hardwood
floors. Parking spot. 5-minutes campus.

(310)208-8847, (310)693-3327.

FEMALE to share 2-bed/ 2-balh apartment w/3
?;irls. 'A -block campus. $395/mo.
310)824-0476.

FULLY FURNISHED APT. Master bedroom: to

share $300, alone $600. Walking distance

UCLA. Jennifer 477-7622.

MATURE PERSON SHARE ROOM. WLA 2

bedroom duplex. Furnished. Parking. 3 miles

campus. John, Keith, Alex:(31 0)207-8454.

MaleA^emale norvsmoker wanted to share

spacious 2BDRM cottage close to UCLA.
$497.50 plus half utilities. Call Tom at (310)

478-7565 or beep 206-8477 ld#13039.

OCEAN VIEW APT in Santa Monica. Spacious

3-bed, beautifully furnished apt. 2 UCLA
alumni are seeking a third non-smoking fe-

male. Must be neat. Prefer grad student. Call

394-7519.

OWN ROOM IN LARGE 2 b< :|/2-bath. Palms.

$44S/mo. 4- 'A -utilities. Non-smoker, no

drugs. (310)836-2210, Leave message.

ROOMMATE WANTED for three bedroom
apartment. $36(]^mo for your own room and

share bath with or>e other. Call Jason, Tom,

Qamar. 479-7150.

ACROSS SUNSET from UCLA, room +bath,

walk- In closet, private entrance, garage.

$550/mo. (310)472-7943, leave message.

BEAUTIFUL OWN ROOM, safe neighbor-

hood, w/ 3 others, 15-mlnute$ UCLA. Spa-
cious, backyard. $525/mo. (213)441-5021.

BEL-AIR. Large room w/own bath. Laundry,

tennis, pool. Free UCLA shuttle. $50(ymo.
(310)470-0136.

BRENTWOOD. Private bath, parking, large

closets. Preferably female. $440 w/out utilities.

Deposit negotiable. 310-826-8616.

CHARMING, BRIGHT, QUIET, Near UCLA.
Desirable r>elghborhood. Kitchen priviliges.

Mature. References. $475/mo.
(310)478-2657. Jodie.

ENCJNO. LARGE ROOM-^PRIVATE BATH.
Pool, spa, parking. Near 405-f101 Fwy. $395.
Marta. (816)784-5315.

FURNISHED ROOM, private house Pico &
Veteran (213)470-0597. Marilyn.

FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT. $375 -f

% utilities. Includes all house privileges. De-
posit $65 -t- 2 weeks last. Call Sally

(213)836-0571, 265-3503.

HOUSING AVAILABLE IN CLEAN FRATER-
NITY HOUSE. ALBERT 208-0984.

MAR VISTA. In house-Large room-»-powder

room. Share bath&kitchen. Nonsmoker. $500.
398-1055.

NEXT TO UCLA. Room with private bath,

limited kitchen, $470. (310)472-1592.

OWN ROOM, SHARE BATH in three bedroom
apt. in Palms. $350/month incl.

utllitles.(31 0)204-6659.

PACIFIC PALISADES ROOM IN 3-bedroom
house. Share 17* bath. $485 plus utilities.

(310)454-9480, (310)454-4372.

PRIVATE ROOM with bathroom. Walking

distance to Marina Del Ray. $36(Vmo. Silvana

(310)839-2038.

ROOM FOR RENT! WLA townhouse. Cable,

wetbar, parking, new. $425/mo. 2 people

okay.($42.5Q/nrH>.) 444-4919.

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across from UCLA
720HilgardAve

Crown House

2 person room $525/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

ROOM FOR RENT. Brentwood. Private Bath. 2

bed apartment. Clean, respor>slble, non-

smoker. Male/Female .$600/mo.
(3 1 0)444-9949
6am- 1pm Andrew.

ROOM FOR RENT. Private room and bath.

GRETA view! $435/month. Call Jean
472-0149.

•_

ROOM IN NKTE WEST LA. HOME. Kitchen

ar>d laundry facilities. Utilities paid. $50(Viii>o

or $25(VifT>o plus twelve hours a week work
awlsting man in wheelchair. (310) 450-8719.

53 Video Editing 89 Video Editing 89 Movers/Storage 94

M.P.T.V. & VIDEO MEDIA PRODUCTION
EDITING W. ADVANCED EQUIPMENT

$20/HR 3/4" CUTS ONLY $32 W.OPERATOR
$30/HR 3/4" A/B ROLL $45 W.OPERATOR

(TBC's, Color Camera, Switcher, Time Code, Mies, CD, Cassdecks,
Special Effects, Amiga Titles)

COMMERICIAL + MEDICALS <STUDENT DISCOUNTS>

BEST MOVERS. Call (213)263-BEST. 24 ft.

truck fiilly equipped for home or business.

Excellent references. Cal T 186344.

Sen^ices Offered 96

W.APPOINTMENT
24 HR A DAY Tel (310) 475-5517

1434 Westwood Blvd. #6 Los Angeles, Co 90024

House for Rent 56 Condos for Sole 67

3 BEDROOM HOUSE in Mar Vista. 1 3/4 bath.

Walk to tennisA golf course. 7 miles from
UCLA. Available now. $1500/month.
(310)474-3562.

"

BEVERLY GLEN CANYOI^— Bel Air Hills.

Rustic, private, charming. 4-bed -f maidV 3%
bath 4- family room + large yard. 2 fireplaces.

Washer/ dryer, stove, arxJ refrigerator in-

cluded. Available now— pet okay. $280(Vmo.
Agent Sydney Turi( (Prudential California Re-

alty). (310)475-8077 or (310)820-1551, ext.

242. '_

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT 2 BEDROOM,
private backyard. 10 min. to UCLA. Storage

space. $155(yOBO. (714)773-3023.

El Segundo, house for rent, 3-bed/2-bath.

Quiet neighborhood, partially furnished.

$1500/mo. (310)206-6057.

ENCINO. 3 bdrm house, 7 min. to UCLA. All

newly redecorated. Must See. $1800
(310)202-0130

NORTH INCLEWOOD, 2-bed/ 1-bath house.

LaurwJry, heat & air, refrigerator, stove, park-

ing, front and backyard. Available 2/1.

$79(ynr>o. (310)672-7387.

VENKIE. 2-BED/1-BATH. $103S/mo. All utili-

ties included. 5 blocks to beach. Parking,

private yard, pets ok. (213)300^73.

1/2 BLOCK FROM UCLA. LUXURKXJS 2
BED/1 1/2 BATH w/magnificent view & ter-

race; laurxJry in unit. Asking $345,000. Call

broker. (213)824-0453.

CULVER CITY CONDO. Why waste money on
rentf $149,500. 2-bed/l-'A bath. Broker Ray
Williams. (310)559-4315 or beeper
(213)966-7433.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA/Sec-
urHy building. $180,000. Call 445-7778,
276-6331.

Condos for SiKire 68

WLA, SHARE 1900 sqft. townhouse. 3+2'A
private parking, furnished, dining room, living

room. $525/mo. • utilities. (310)788-5221

WLA, share huge master bedroom In exclusive

fully furnished condo. All anr>enities, prime
unit. $375/mo. (310)82a5761.

Guest House for Rent 70

$585 CENTURY CITY, gpesthouse near Rox-
bury park. Monthly. Female to share with

female. Appointment (310)271-6811

B.H. UNFURNISHED. SINGLE GUEST-
HOUSE. Kitchenette/Full bath. Available

Feb.1. or snnnpr V>95,^inrliidfs utilities.

FRUSTRATED developing editing graduate

school personal statements, otJ^er vital written

material? Professional help firom nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

GET MORE FROM YOUR MAC! Personal

cor>sultin|; and tutoring system & software
configuration, upgrades, faxing, communicat-
Ingwith UCLA and more. Iddo (31 0)305-7578.

INSTALLING ANOTHER PHONE LINE? I'll

charge you half ofGTEA'ac Bell for installation.

(310)305-7578.

4MONEY $ MONEY$. Immediate help. Debt
consultatiom and signature loans to $20K. All

applicants considered. 1-800-221-5546.
Open 7 days.

PROFESSONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted
and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

STUDY the Bible with honesty and common
ser>se. Everyone who does that reaches the

SAME conclusions INDEPENDENTLY on ALL
major doctrines. (Mature faith rests on much
solid evidence that ACTUALLY AMOUNTS
TO PROOF.) '...Christianity is an educa-
tion...."-The late Prof. C.S. Lewis of Oxford.

No Pressure or obi igation. Contributions NOT .

requested. Choose your comfort level: corres-

porxJence, phorw, groups. Eventual goal: like

souls walking with the orw, personal God,
form a congregation. (310)559-6267. (Current

Sun. Worship: Anaheim: (714)534-2199).

WESTWOOD. 2 people to share large room in

house. Walk to UCLA $375/mo.
(310)476-5715.

WLA, KELTON, 1 -BED/1 -BATH DUPLEX.
$74Q/mo. Large yard, parking, available.

(213)300-0073.

WLA: Ultra modem beautifully furnished

tov^Aihouse. 2-bd -*- loft, 2'A bath. Gourmet
kitchen, fireplace, roof garden, garage, W/D &
more. $2200. (310)444-0433.

010) 274-3935:

EXCELLENT AREA, close to campus. 1 -bed-

room. Beautiful backyard. Fruit trees.

$75(Vmo. (310)204-6363.

NEW GUESTHOUSE. $525, includes utilities,

kitchen, refrigerator, wirxJow treatments. 5
minutes from campus. (310)474-4732.

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing

All Levels-All Suk)jects

Foreign Sttxlents Wekxxne
Fast. Professkxial-Quaity Gtjaranteed

Papers not for sale

2V. ~
M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Vacation Rentals 71

House to Share 57

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING--FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/Disscrtatk>ns

Pkxjposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPfSS NOTFOB SALE
PbJ)

(310)4704662

MINI-MANSION, QUIET, male, over
30—$475. Utilities/laundryAelephone in-

duded. Great deal. No last. 285-8688. WLA.

VENCE, OWN BEDROOM. Security, furn-

ished, laundry, quiet area, walk to beach.

Naomi 392-5258, Tokimi 452-0699

WLA, near school. 1 -bedroom in.2-bedroom
house. Share bath. Great yard, garage, etc.

$650 -f deposit, 820-5787.

CNId Care 90

Real Estate 61

WEST LA. 750 S.F. $1 1 25 and 185 S.F. $285,

neg. Retail use too. Garage avail. 361 1 Motor
near Venice Blvd. Call Veronica
(310)828-2448 x344.

Room/Board for Help 62

FEMALE WANTED to exchange room and
board for babysitting 6-yr-old. 4 babysitting

nights, including Fri arxJ Sat and IdayAvk.

Own bedroom and bath. (310)451-86323.

Light housekeeping, shopping, dog walking

duties. Working couple needs quiet person.

Must have car. Near La Cienega & BeveHy
Blvd. Available Feb 1st. Send Note to: Eric

Johnson 881 1 Alden Dr. Suite «7 LA, 90048.
(310)859-2321.

NKIE PRIVATE ROOM wiii bath & private

entrance in large home, 1 -mile firom campus in

exchange for carpooling two boys. Car avail-

able. Must be mature , responsible & like

sports. Male student preferred. Mrs. Weiss.

476-5990

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH in Westwood
honw, Warr>er & LeConte, in exchange for

1 5hrs baby sitting. 2-5pm. for 2 boys (5&7).

(310)824-1330.

Spacious room r>ear campus In exchange for

light house^M^Kk and some babysitting. Chin-

ese cooking a plus. (Late afterrxxKts) Dalia

(310)474-4829.

EXPERIENCED NANNY AVAILABLE aft/eves.

Have own car, English speaking. Excellent

references. (310)824-5340. Jennifer. Leave
message

Licensed chlldcare In my home. Newborn on
up. Hot meals, loving atmosphere.
(818)998-4407.

NANNY NEEDED P/T for 3 great kids. Call

Cary 471-5171

START YOUR CHILD'S NEW YEAR IN A
PRODUCTIVE & FUN ENVIRONMENT. Run
by pre-school teacher, state- licensed daycare
home in WLA. Ages 18 mo - 4 yrs. Call

Stephanie. (310)473-2771

Teacher of Piano "T
Singers Coached • Preparation

for Auditions & Recitals

310-271-1939

Tutoring Offered 98

insurance 91

HATE AUTO INSURANCE

fRtE LOWER QUCMF (.ill

M3>8b?-/"1/'5 i8lS.3l.'^-1i3lO

prST PRiCr INS AGING ->

Good Rates for

Motorcycles
with California-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
'liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355

Room for Help

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,
economics, engineering, ESL, english/
composition, fInarKe, foreign languages,

humanities, mathematics, physics, political

science, statistics. STUDENT SOLUTIONS,
The Superior Tutoring Service.
(310)204-4656.

ENGLISH TUTOR: HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER
offers excellent l.Jtoring. Tom (213)656-8750
Available day or night.

MATH TUTOR. UCLA Math grad. available:

Calculus, High school, Statistics, math II,

etc.Gerry (310)274-4846

Tutorir^g Needed 99

MATH TUTOR for Jr/Hg School Student.

Korean language preferr«i. Fee-negotiable.

829-6078.

MATH TUTOR NEEDED. Torrance, Palos

Verdes. Call (310)644-7632.

Typing 100

63

FREE ROOM & BATH IN EXCHANGE for help

with senior citizen. Possible dollars. 3-miles

from UCLA. Mr.Wood, days 285-4847, eves.

278-3935.
"^

Movers/Storage 94

Condos for Sale 67

LOVELY HIGHRISE CONDO 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa,

security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)824-0453.

PENTHOUSE 1-BEDRC)O^Vl BATH, l-bkxk
from UCLA, village view, doorman building

with pool. $289,000. Call Broker
(213)824-0453.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, ar>d reli-

able. leny (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experier>ced.

ShortA-ong distance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVKIE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. 8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPBS

.

EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPRL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLKIAr
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup-Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dlssertatioTH, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (2 1 3)828-6939^ Hoi ly-

wood (213)466-2888.

For Rent 101

Refigerator Rentals
(or dortns Ir.ilornilios,

sororities jnd co-ops

For FREE DELIVERY cjII

POLAR LEASING
533-1500 anytime

Servinc) UCLA since 1974
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soccer

TEAMOUmTTER
CUSTOM T-«HIRTS

QRECK JACKETS, HATS, LETTERIMQ.

OFFSIDE
1 1710 SnU Nonica BYdL WX^.

taoMtouciA)
(213)207-4226 S20-663I ruflby

NEED?
a little action
ADVERTISE 826-2161

X-: The0M of the Oal^mla Cry(^>l»ik

ismiEOvldah|QhJ|yi^ for

Incfud^tfdod health between the

eges of 19 to 34 anc^ a

9^ 12 monti commltmem.

Call for more ttiformsion: 824-^41

GOtmJSm iuE0l(iAL$a^1H0 <MJL<Xa€TS PAID)

AND YOU m^ix^'m s^tfummroomjfied.

X^SSgS?:::

BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

SHOW UCLA ID AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

^UBUiflV*
COUPON VALID ONLY

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
Comer of Sawtelle & Santa Monica

1 Block West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE SUPERS EXTRA.

EXPIRES 1/20/92

JRiSH PU

ALL YOU CAN EAT!*
Monday and Tuesday ^.
are PASTA NIGHTS ^
^a I aWW (incHjdes garlic bread)

Wednesday is

CHICKEN
CACCIATORE NIGHT

$3.99
DAILY BEER SPECIALS

150 Imported &
Donnestic Beers,
16 Draught

ENTERTAINMENT
? SUN-THURS(EXCLUDING MON) 8PM TO MIDNIGHT

• 5 Dart Boards, and Gameroom

SPORTS CHANNEL TV. ON ALL OPEN HOURS

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
7 Days a week I1am-2am (213) 828-9839

Irish upset
Tar Heels
at Gaiden
ByAIHarvIn
New York TInnes

NEW YORK— LaPhonso Ellis

scored 31 points and grabbed a

game-high 11 rebounds while

Damon Sweet added a career-high

30 points to lead Notre Dame to a

shocking 88-76 victory over North

Carolina on Saturday at Madison
Square Garden.

With the upset of the heavily

favOTed Tar Heels (10-2), Notre

Dame improved its record to 4-5

and stretched a winning streak to

three games. The game was the

sixth of nine road games in a row
for the Irish.

Last Monday, Notre Dame
surprised Southern California in

Los Angeles, but the upset Satur-

day was different from that earlier

game in several ways.

The most obvious difference

was the fact that the Irish did not

have to rally to beat the Tar Heels.

Notre Dame*s lead began with

Sweet's 15-foot jumper, with 19

minutes 1 1 seconds left in the Hrst

half, and continued until the final

buzzer.

In their previous three victories,

the Irish had fought back from
halftimc deficits. They were down
by II to Valparaiso, down by 9 to

use, and down by 15 Thursday

night before they beat La Salle.

Irish point guard Elmer Bennett

scored 18 points and dished out 10

assists yesterday as Notre Dame
moved the ball on the Tar Heels

with abandon. The Irish had 26

assists to North Carolina's 20, in

addition to outrebounding the Tar

Heels, 30-25, and outshooting

them from the field, 6 1 .8 percent to

47.8 percent

Hubert Davis led the Tar Heels

in scoring with 22 points.

••We congratulate Notre Dame,"

said Dean Smith, coach of North

Carolina, whose other loss was to

Florida State. ''I thought they

played a marvelous game and they

were certainly more ready than we
were. Of course, that's my fatilL I

think we could have been overcon-

fident, if we had been reading any

of the newspapers about how
easily we should beat Notre

Dame."

Music Lessons 102 Autos for Sole 109 Autos 109 Scooters for Sole 115 Furniture for Sole 126

GUrTAR LESSONS. All levels, different styles.

$15/hr. Call Michael Walsh (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tinglc;Teaching AssocyNate Lam, 25 yr$.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.

(310)826-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONOON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re

suits. Expert wvriting, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

Travel Tlclcets 106

ROUNDTRIP TICKET anyvvhere Southwest

flies. Use by May 23, 1992. $250/6bo Call

Rachel 824-4591

RT - LA-Honoiulu from now until 1/15.

Anytime. Delta Airlines. $400,
(310)398-0141.

SOUTH^€ST ARILiNE TKTKET FOR SALE
$20(Vobo. Please contact |oe 206-6659

'81 RABBIT, 4-speed, sunroof, good condition.

SIIOOMw. 478-6771.

'85 NISSAN SENTRA. Very good condition.

4w/dr, AC, automatic shift, power steering,

AMA'M radio. Moving. S2950 o.b.o. Call

Tony AKVPM (21 3)825-1 87CVt81 8)781 -4229.

Chevy Sprint, '86, Grey, Good corwlition.

Great gas mileage. $1500. Chuck.

(j13)-445-1172.

DATSUN 28Qz, '76. Great condition, A^,
new tires, clutch. $2,80Q^obo. (21 3)652-8683

(HelmuO.
^

DATSUN F1 0. 1 976. Fastback, 68,000 oriunal

miles. Runs great. $1 1 0CVobo. (310)839-6966.

DODGE 600 CONVERTIBLE, 1986. Black.

65k miles. Loaded. $4500. (310)836-8103.

HONDA ACCORD LXi '87. A/C, AM/FM tape,

sunroof, 5-speed, or>e owr>er, great corxjition.

$7,70Q^BO. (310) 390-1559.

HONDA CIVK: CRX '86 White, 48,000m, 1

owner, loaded. $5,000. (818)954-1320.

MAZDA RX7, '82. Air, power, AM/FM stereo

cassette. 5-speed, sunroof, clean, must sell,

njns good. Asking $2300. Leave message or

call after 7pm. (818)764-6582.

Nissan Sentra '84, 61 M, anVfnVcass, new tires,

auto, ps, runs great! $2700. (310)2075740.

PLYMOUTH VALIANT '74. White 4-door,

27,0(X) miles on rebuilt slant 6 engine. Excel-

lent mechanical corKJition. Fine student car.

$25O0/6bo. (310)676-1935.

PONTIAC GTO CONV '71, functional hood

scoops, rec^lk, A/C, P^, mint condition.

$15,800. Runs strong. (310)289-0440.

RED SUBARU DL 1987, 1 -owner, 35,000

miles, stereo. New tires, $5500.
010)273-0703

VW SUPER BEETLE, 1973, $1700. White,

custom rim, new tires, rebuilt engine. Great

condition. (310)558-8288.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

NINIA 250, '87. XCLNT condition. Only 6500

mis. includes Bell helmet, cover arxi lock

$2000. Call 473-1 729 ask for Dave.

SUZUKI CN 250CC. '83. Blue, new tires. Runs

great. Immaculate condition. $675/obo.

453-0628.

Scooters for Sale 116

1980 VespalOO Great corxiition. Low miles,

helmet, $800 Rand 208-8639.

1986 HONDA ELITE 125. Needs tune-up to

run. Have all work receipts. Offer. Dave

(213)553-4338.

1986 HONDA SPREE Red. Great Condition

$35(yo.b.o. 470-6945

86' HONDA ELITE 80 $740.00 Call |on.

Mornings or Evenings (818)881-6476.

'87 HONDA ELITE 80. Blue. Excellent condi-

tion. Helmet included. $700. Call

213)824-3772.

DEPENDABLE, MINT CONDITON Honda
Elite 80,'87, low mileage. Includes cool motor-

cycle helmet. (714) 964-5510/Kris.

$700^80.

ELPTE 1 50. Runs great, looks good. Includes

helmet and lock. $1 000 OBO. 472-7465 leave

ffWMage-

am 80 '87. New brake & tires. Helmet

included. $590. 478-0709. Call Clark

evenings.

ELITE 80 & 1 50. MUST SELL. LOW MILEAGE.

CALL MIKE 207-6068.

HALIEN SCOOTER. 1986 PGO Electric start,

auto-dash transmission. Under 1000 miles on

O.D. Red. $700fOWD. (616)846-0642.

HONDA ELITE 50, '88. Red, low mileace,

excellent shape. $395. (310)476-5694, after

5pm.

HONDA arrE 1 so, '86. Excellent condition.

Helmet, lock included. $1,050. 208-6206.

HONDA aiTE 80. Low mileage. 1986. $850

o.b.o. Helmet also, $50-almost new.

794-5575.

HONDA arrE so '87. Red, kxk, like new.

$800. (310)206-3014.

HONDA ELITE 1 50 DELUXE. Mint condition,

3000miles, Red, lock and new battery. Eves

575-4107.

HONDA ELITE '89. 80cc, excellent condition,

2,200 miles. $1000. (213)938-8289.

HONDA ELITE '80, Blue, great condition, plus

helmet and lock. $1 1 SO^dbo. (31 0)454-6632.

RED ELITE 50. Low mileage, runs great. Lock &
pennit $400f6bo. M»« 477-0692

YAMAHA 180. 7000 miles. Gold, new tire,

runs great, looks good, currently registered.

$675/obo. 828-6402.

YAMAHA RIVA RAZZ 50, 1969. Excellent

condition. Red with lock. -$500/obo.
445-0698.

YAMAHA *yc 125 RIVA SCOOTER 1991.

Never been used. Best offer. (818)379-2816,

(310)276-3391.

Yamaha Razz '89, Runs like new. Low
mileage. $700obo. Michan 206-0769.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen

$65, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone

orders accepted (310)372-2337

TWIN/QUEEN BED. $50 EACH. Must pick up.

Call (213)292-7472.

Misc. For Sale 128

Ej WHEELCHAIRS - 1 electric, 1 manual,

$2000 for both. 824-7158, leave message.

FOR SALE: DAT PREP TAPES; LSAT tapes,

books, and IBM 5'A ' disks. Like new.

(310)398-6354.

MKTROWAVE OVEN. Excellent condition.

$1 25 Call evenings 820-3972

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

MOTORCYCLE HaMETS, five, $40 each,

Shoei, Bell, medium and small.
(618)789-4662. ^^ "_

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM PC COMPUTER. Conr^lete system with

keyboard, monitor, floppings, 51 2K. $200
(818)769-4662.

MAC li COMPUTER l> printer. Excellent

condition. $600. Call evening». 620»3972

NeXT DIMENSK>N COMPUTER '040 Cube

W/300M HD & Int OptDR 24M RAM; 1 7' color

& 1
7' mono monitors; ext flpyDr. $9,995. Call

Fr. Frank/St. Paul's 474-1527.

PANASONK: KX-R535 Electronic typewriter.

New nfKxiel. 15-character display. Spell-

Checker. 7,000-character internal menrwryt

$150. Call: Tina 476-4452.

i . A. ^
1^.
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MAPKINS
From page 36

we didn't turn the ball over,**

Harrick said. "We also didn't want
Uy shoot the ball until there were
only five or six seconds left, that

way we could at least go to

overtime.

"Whoever had the ball with six

seconds left was supposed to take

the shot. You have to take the best

thing available at that point,**

Harrick said.

"We went to our spread offense

to create a one-on-one situation. I

am happy for £>arrick. He deserved
to make that shot,** he said.

Martin knew that he would
probably take the final shot.

"I was looking to shoot and I

was thinking about shooting,**

Martin said. "I got a good look at

the basket and took the shot
"This win proves that UCLA is

for real. We*re not a bunch of
Hollywood Idds doing all this

showtime stuff. We are a tough,

physical team.
ff

IMACLEAN
From page 36

body and woiked on the funda-

mentals and worked on boxing
out**

With 5:39 remaining in the

game and UCLA leading by five,

MacLean was called for his fourth

foul, prompting Harrick to take

him out of the game. With Mitchell

=B«tier isid Ro^iey ZsmnmmaF
also in foul trouble, Harrick was
forced to insert MacLean back into

the game nearly a minute later to

counter Arizona's big men. It was
a gamble to put him back in with

four fouls and so much time left,

but it was a gamble Harrick had to

take.

"You have to play him with six

minutes left and four fouls,**

Harrick said. "Or (Arizona for-

ward) Sean Rooks wUl itart high

with the ball and k^ pushing
down toward the basket.**^

In addition to his scoring suc-

cess, MacLean was able to hold his

own inside the paint on both ends
of the court He finished with nine

rebounds on the game to lead

UCLA. .

"Don has a nose for the ball. Tve
noticed it in practice, he knows
how to get rebounds," forward

Tracy Murray said. "He took the

game over and did what he was
supposed to do.**

MacLean, playing in his final

game at the McKale center with

fellow seniors Madkins and Mar-
tin, had never won a game on the

Wildcats home court, and Martin

was outspoken about his desire to

finally win in Tucson.

*The seniors deserved this one,**

Murray said. **This is not a selfish

team. Don told me before the

game, *Ifyou *re open, I'm going to

you,' and I said *Hey if you're

open, I'm going to you too."

There's only one way
to come out ahead

of the pack.

«American Heart
Association
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Start the New Year

Fresh &

SPECIAL 25% OFF
ALL SERVICES!

Cut Manicure
Color Pedicure

Highlights Fadal

Makeup

CaH PARIS at SALON 1015
for an appointment

(310) 824-5006
1015 GayleY Ave. #105 in Westwood Village

Oust halfa block south ofWeybtan)

•AVEDA GOLDWELL OPI *

Shakeg's.
A Round Way
To have A

Square Meal.
FREE & FAST DEUVEBY

Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken
and mojo potatos Only $10.95
Large two topping pizza _ , .HF 6H Only $8.99
3 pieces of chicken, 1/2 order of
mojos & all you can drink

Only $2.99
1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470

Sun-Thurs 11-lam; Fri & Sat ll-2am

824-4111
L ^ J

22*

Shakey's

PftSA
KnUuraiU

^-^«

A lot ofcampus rapes start here,
Whenever there's drinking or drugs, things can get out of hand.
So ifs no surprise that many campus rapes involve alcohol.

But you should know that under any circumstances, sex without
the other person's consent is considered rape. A felony, punishable
by prison. And drinking is no excuse.

Thafs why, when you party, ifs good to know what your limits are.
You see, a little sobering thought now can save you from a big
problem later.

» •

©1990 Rape Treatment Center. Santa Monica htospitaL

mrmmmm •mrnmi^ m/mm •*»^ "^
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Othdr Coureee
• Gaoe 3ize of 15 to 40
students with no stratification

GMAT Prep?
CRUNCHIfE

The Frinceton Keview
• Qsoo siz6 is a rruwimum of 12 students

stratified by ability to insure level

epca^c \ecturc9 andi maximum score

\ncrea3C».
'

• 4 proctoned tests and computer analysis

which dissects perhrmancc in over 50

cate^oriesc

• Instruction with highly cjuallfied

instructors ( all have scored in the top

95% on the GMAT) who have also been

trained with Frinceton Review's nationally

renowned testing strategies.

• 1 to 3 tests with only 1 analysis^

if any!

• Teachers may be qualified but lack

specific instruction crucial to excel on

the GMAT. They arc not trainee in

effective test strategies.

• \ndeperuierrt documentation reports

increases of a/er 110 points.

4-T

• No documentation, no verification, no

guarantees. As for average score

improvements^ your answers may vary

dependina on what day you call.

Conclusion

Obviously, my time and carter arc too important

to trust to anyone but TPR.

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

U4T •GMAT • GRE • MCAT

Cia Mai 310/47

EXIT THE HOLIDATS,
ENTER THE NEW TEAR
ON A HONDA SCOOTER

SO LOW!

• UCLA Discounts on Accessories

• Low Monthly Payments

•1st Time Buyer Program

• Trades Welcome

SALES•SERVICE : • PARTS*ACCESSORIES

1804 Lincoln Blvd* Santa Monica
Open 6 Days

Mon-Fii 9-7 Sat 9-5

(310)450^4643
See our ftd In the UCLA DIRECTORY

Checks Welcome

» M i T It I I'M I W t t t ! I 9 Ji i 1 M X 'M * » A X X>t J n^"w

BASKEreALL
From page 1

the difficult situation here.**

No Wildcat player has ever lost

a home game before, as their win
streak dai6d to 1987.

**I am so happy for our team,**

UCLA head coach Jim Harrick

said, "h ^was just an unbelievable

basketball game. We deserved

something good.**

The Bruins used excellent

interior defense to slow down
Arizona's strong inside game. The
Wildcats* center and leading scor-

er, Sean Rooks, was held to five of

13 shooting from the field.

"Defensively, we were pretty

good and strong throughout the

game,** Harrick said. ''Our defense

was a key factor for us down the

stretch.**

Arizona made only two field

goals during the final six minutes

of the game and only four baskets

during the final 10 minutes.

The game was even closer than

the score would indicate. There

were 27 lead changes and no team

ever led by more than seven points.

*1t was an outstanding college

game,** Olson said. "In the end it

came down to who had the ball

last It got down to the £Eict that

they shot the basketball better than

we did.**

UCLA made 52.4 percent of

their field goal attempts (33 of 63),
including 58.6 percent of their

second half shots (17 of 29). The
Wildcats made only 45J percent

of their field gqal attempts (25 of

55).

After Chris Mills scored the

opening basket of the game, the

Bniins scored seven consecutive

points to open an early 7-2 lead.

However, after Arizona scored the

next five points to even die score,

neither team was able to open a

lead of more than two points until

late in the half.

The Wildcats went on a 7-2 run

to open a 29-25 lead with just

under seven minutes remaining

before intermission. UCLA then

scored 13 of the next 18 points to

open a 38-34 lead with a little more
than two minutes remaining in the

first half.

A Gerald Madkins layup gave

the Bruins a 40-39 lead at halftime.

Madkins, playing for the first

time since breaking his left hand

on Dec. 14, finished with 1 1 points

and played excellent defense.

Arizona opened the second half

strongly, as they took a 58-52 lead

with just over 14 minutes remain-

ing. The McKale Center crowd of

13,965 was on its feet as the

Wildcats appeared to have UCLA
on the ropes.

However, Madkins drilled a

three-pointer to start a 7-0 Bruin

run, which gave UCLA a 59-58

lead.

Both teams then traded the lead

back and forth, with Arizona

holding their final advantage of the

game at 72-70 with nine minutes

left.

MacLean then hit three conse-

cutive jumpers to give the Bniins a

76-72 lead. Aft^ a Wildcat basket

cut the UCLA lead in half, Arizona

forward Wayne Womack fouled

MacLean with six minutes
remaining.

Olson was incensed by the call

and he received a technical foul

from referee Tom Harrington.

*I sfcid nothing,** Olson said. "I

"(Ending Arizona*s

streak) means a lot to

me. They take a lot of

*(i

pride in it. We must be

a pretty good team to

end it."

Don MacLean
UCLA Forward

assume it was because I was trying

to express something. I think it was
the type of game where you have

professionals who should have let

the kids decide the game.**

MacLean converted two fiee

throws as a result of Womack*s
foul before converting two free

throws as a result of the technicaL

The Bruins were then awarded the

ball and Madkins made a fiiee

throw six seconds later to give

UCLA an 81-74 lead.

After trading baskets, the Bniins

were up, 87-83, with one minute

left after MacLean made two free

throws.

Rooks then hit a 10-foot turnar-

ound shot to cut UCLA's lead to

two points with 51 seconds left.

The Bniins turned the ball over on
the inbounds pass, giving the

Wildcats the opportunity to tie the

game.

With time running out, Womack
hit a desperation 12-foot turnar-

ound jumper to tie the game with

20 seconds left.

UCLA called timeout with 10.9

seconds left to set up Martin's

winning shot

The Bruins were able to win

despite an off-night by junior

forward Tracy Murray, who
scored only 14 points on five of 14

shooting from the field.

For Arizona, Mills led the way
with 25 points and nine rebounds.

Yet he scored only two points

during the final 12 minutes of the

game, as he was closely guarded

by Madkins.

"UCLA came out and played a

great game,** Mills said. "We
played a pretty good game also, it

just didn*t go our way."

Perhaps Harrick best summed
up the ending of the Wildcats*

streak when he said, *The law of

averages finally caught up with

them, I guess."

The Arizona players wand^ed
around the court after the game
looking confused, while the Bruins

celebrated.

"I don't think (the streak

ending) had too much of an

impact,** Mills said. "It*s just one
ball game. It hurts, but I think we
will bounce back.**

Womack said, "It was weird

being on the floor after losing. But
this is just one game and I don't

think this loss is going to change

us."

Maybe not, but the victory will

certainly help the Bruins -^ who
are off to their best start since 1975
— gain more national recognition.

CBS college basketball analyst

Billy Packer had predicted before

the game that there was no way
UCLA could win at Arizona.

"I just hope that Billy Packer

was watching the game,** Madkins

said. "This team is for reaL"^ ^

The Arizona Wildcats found

that out the hard way Saturday

night.

SUPPORT It \Atorks Wonders.

American
Heart

Associatior)^

\
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Women's
holds off Oregon
By Heather Dufiy

Duck-hunting season opened
for UCLA Friday night in the

Bruins* conference opener, as

UCLA grabbed a halftime lead and
took a 91-72 victory over Oregon
in the Wooden Center.

The Bmins are now 8-3 overall,

after their first conference win.

Sophomore forward Natalie Wil-

liams led the Bruins with 21 points

and three steals before getting into

foul trouble late in the second half.

Senior guard DeDc Mosman
had 19 points, hitting three out of

four three pointer attempts over the

course of the night. Junior guard
Nicole Anderson had seven assists

in the point position and threw in

nine points of her own.
The Ducks (8-3) put up a fight,

with senior forwanl Staci Wallen-
bom turning in a 20 point perfor-

mance. Also strong for Oregon
was sophomore guard Missy
Stowell, with 17 points and four

assists.

The Bruins, however, managed
to wear down Oregon with tight

defense in the second half and turn

a ck>se game into a solid UCLA
victory. UCLA Head Coach Billie

Moore said the Ducks gave the

Bruins a run for their money on the

floor.

TheyweuiM^
hanging on— we would get spurts,

up eight or 10 points, then they'd

close it,** Moore said.

Absent from the Oregon front

line was sophomore forward
Debbie Sporeich, who led her team
last season with 15.1 points and 9.8

rebounds per game, and was
named to the Pac-10 All-Freshman
Team. Sporcich is out with a

broken foot.

According to Moore, the key to

the UCLA game was the leader-

ship of not just one, but several

players. Sharing the spotlight at

different times during the game
were Williams, Mosman and
senior guard Rehema Stephens,

among others.

"We forced them into difficult

shots,'* Moore said. "At different

times, different people led us on
the court— that was very impor-
tant for us. There were things that

may not show up in the statistics

that had influence on our game.
For instance, it was good to see
Lynn Kamrath working inside

tonight**

The presence of Williams was
felt by all on the court, bringing the

Bruins to a different level of
playing power, Moore said.

''Natalie definitely brings us a

dimension inside and allows us to

move Amy Jalewalia to small

forward, where she can really

utilize her quickness and finesse
instead of at power forward,

Moore said.

Stanford t • 1 1: list

of Pao-10 winners
By Greg Jones
Daily Bruin Staff

With the exception of UCLA*s
streak-breaking victory over
Arizona Saturday, there were few
surprises in the first week of Pac-

10 conference play.

Other than the No. 2 Bruins,

only the Stanford Cardinal was
able to survive the weekend
undefeated. The Cardinal traveled

to Oregon and recorded two
important road victories in edging
Oregon State and then pounding
Oregon

Here's a wrap-up of last week*s
Pac-10 action.

Stanford at Oregon State

One thing that Stanford coach
Mike Montgomery needs this

season is strong play from players

besides Adam Keefe.

Keefe can be counted on to

usually come through, and he did

by scoring 27 points against the

Beavers. However, Stanford got

strong performances from two
unlikely sources, forward Brent

Williams and guard Peter Dukes.

Williams had 12 points and
Dukes contributed eleven, which
was enough for a 67-64 Cardinal

victory on Thursday night.

Oregon State, led by Scott

Haskin*s 21 point performance,

was without top forward Chad
Scott. Scott missed the game
because of an academic suspen-

sion.

California at Oregon

Many believe that the Ducks are

the doormat of the conference,

plagued by inexperience and a lack

of talent.

Don*t tell that to the California

Bears.

Georgetown transfer Antoine
Stoudamire scored 26 points to

lead the Ducks to a 67-57 victory

over a young, struggling CaJ team.

use at Arizona

Last year, Arizona was able to

only narrowly edge USC in a

surprising close game at Tucson.
However, things were very

different this time around.

On Thursday evening, the Wild-
cats mauled the Trojans by 44
points in a very ugly game. USC
could only hit 30.8 percent of its

shots, and was outrebounded 56-

37.

Washington State at Washing-

ton

The Huskies upset Washington
in overtime, 71-69.

Washington State, able to make
up a six point deficit in 23 seconds

to send the game to overtime, was
not able to stop Rich Manning,

who scored the Huskies* first eight

points in the overtime period.

Manning had 33 points, which
was enough to overcome the

Cougar attack led by Terrance

Lewis* 30 point barrage.

The Cougars have now lost two
in a row after winning their first

twelve.

Stanford at Oregon

Keefe continued his run in

Eugene on Saturday night by
scoring 17 points and getting 22
rebounds in a 78-57 slaughter over

the Ducks.
~~

California at Oregon State

Cal*s slump continued when
they went into Corvallis to meet an
angry Beaver team that was still

upset over the Stanford defeat.

Oregon State had a 42-22

halftime lead that the Bears slowly

made up with a 22-8 run in the

second half. Yet, Oregon State

held on by making seven of its next

eight shots, and cruised to a 77-65

victory.
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Women's swimmliig splits with Bay Area
By Christian Sctvrelber

After seeing the backs of the

Stanford women *s swim team for

most of Friday afternoon, no one
was happier than UCLA*s swim
team to see the Cardinal leave the

pool for another meet
The Bruins were soundly beaten

by a talent-laden Stanford team
Friday at the Sunset Canyon Pool,

but turned the tables the next day
with a commanding win over C^
Saturday, improving their Pac-10
record to 3-1.

The Cardinal, led by future

Olympians Summer Sanders and
Jenny Thompson, won all 14

events in beating the Bruins 175-

84, looking invincible in the

process.

*They have an incredible team,"

UCLA head coach Cyndi Gallagh-

er said. **They have some great

swimmers and they swam like it**

"Great** may have been an
understatement. Richard Quick*s

undefeated and top-ranked Stan-

ford team could feature more than

a handful of Olympians other than

Sanders and Thompson, who won
three events each. Janel Jorgenson

and Lea Loveless won two races

each, completing a foursome that

has become the most potent on any
team in the nation.

Gallagher, albeit impressed,

was disappointed with how her

team performed.

"We swam conservatively, and

we can't do that,** she said. "We
have to learn that we need to come
out and swim fast all the time.**

Swim fast was precisely what
the Bruins did the following day, in

a satisfying 186-1 14 win over Cal.

The Golden Bears* most famil-

iar view of the day was from
behind, as they found themselves

in a catch-up role most of the meet,

watching UCLA take first in 1 1 of
the 14 events.

Becky Shelton, Becky Bruch
and Kristin Stoudt all swam well

for the Bruins, combing for six

first, two second and two third

place finishes, including Stoudt*s

sizzling 55.44 in the 100 butterfly.

The key to the meet, however,

may have been the meet*s first

race. UCLA took first and secood

place in the 200 medley relay, with

Kristy Heydanek, Christy
Richanlson, Stoudt and Julie Vogt
touching first in 1:45.52.

^The (200) medley was a big

race. All our relay teams swam
well today,** Gallagher said.

In the meet*s other relay, Nata-
lie Norberg, Jeanne Gibbons,
Megan Oesting and Suzi Burt
nosed out Cal for fint by .29

seconds, finishing in 7:30.39 in the

800 free style.

The win was especially satisfy-

ing for the Bruins coming off

Friday's showing against Stan-

ford.

"I think they were a lot more
prepared (for Cal),** Gallagher said

of the team. "They had a team
dinner after the Stanford meet, and
I think they decided to change the

things that went wrong.
"I was disappointed in the way

we swam on Friday, and they were
disappointed,** she said. "We
swam like an average team, and we
are not an average team. They
came out and changed that today.**

The trip evened Cars record on
their road trip to 1-1, but just

barely. After apparendy beating

use on Friday, the Golden Bears

were disqualified for an illegal

entry into the pool before the

conclusion of an event
The Trojans were awarded the

victory, but the decision was
reversed Saturday.

^ » • * <-

THE OFFICE FOR STUDENTS V^^ITH DISABILITIES
PRESENTS:

"VAN SERVICE''
STARRING: A LIFE-EQUIPPED VAN and COURTEOUS, TRAINED DRIVERS

The OSD van provides on-campus transportation for students with permanent or temporary disabilities.

Hours of operation are: 7:20 AM - 5:30 PM, Monday-Friday.

Call the OSD at 825-2263 to schedule a ride.

The Evening Van Service will operate between the hours of 6:00 PM - Midnight, Monday-Thursday.
The van, which is driven by Community Service Officers, provides on-campus transportation to

persons with permanent or temporary disabilites.— Call 825-2263 after 5:00 PM to arrange a ride.

»' .• '

^

Investment Ban
Opportunitie

——
^First Boston

b

First Boston, a global investment banking firm, headquartered in New York,

will be interviewing candidates for its two year financial analyst program.
Positions are available in the Investment Banking Department.

Interviewing schedule: ~:

January 22, 1992

(2 closed schedules)

Those interested in obtaining an interview should send a resume and
cover letter by no later than January 15, 1992 to:

Bradley R Thayer

Investment Banking——
•
———

^333 S. Grand Avenue
Suite 2200

Los Angeles,€A 90071
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Volleyball opens new year
with sloppy win over UCSD* • tm

By Eric Bllligmeler

First match nerves. Lack of
rhythm. Chemistry not established

yet
Any or all of the above diseases

associated with the first match of
the season hindered the UCLA
men's volleyball team in their

1992 opener Saturday night.

Luckily for the Bruins, their

opponent was an overmatched UC
San Diego squad, which posed no
challenge for even a sloppy ver-

sion of second-ranked UCLA.
In front of a mildly enthusiastic

Wooden Center crowd, the Bruins

(1-0) jwevaUed, 15-6, 15-2, 15-6,

supplanting lackluster passing
with quality blocking and effective

hitting on the outside.

"We had the first game jitters as

most teams do," junior setter Mike
Sealy said. "We were a little

sloppy, but we have to get the

kinks out sometime."

Last season's total kills leader,

Dan Landry, picked up where he
left off by recording five kills in

the first two games. The other

technique hitter, Rich Bland,
entered the match in game three

and sparkled on offense. Taking
advantage of the Tritons* over-

stacked inside defense. Bland
matched Landry*s five kills^ witli—

out a single error.

"With the players we have in the

middle, we expect to get one-on-

one on the outside (hitter)," said

UCLA Coach Al Scates. *They put

three blockers on our inside guy
which opened it up (for the outside

"We had the first game

jitters as most teams do.

We were a little slcppy,

biit we have to get the

kinks out sometime."

Al SC8t68
UCU Men's Volleyball Coach

technique hitters). Our players in

the middle will make every team
concentrate on the inside."

Behind the 38-assist leadership

of Sealy, the Bruins compiled a
staggering .516 hitting percentage.

Joining the technique hitters in

the kills party was Mike Diehl, a

junior transfer fiom UC Santa

Barbara making his UCLA debut
A surprise starter, Diehl had five

kills and a team-high five digs in

his two games played.

Diehl, swing hitter David Swa-
tik and quick hitter Chris Pliha

were all late entries into the

starting lineup. After impressing

Scates in the previous two days of

practice, Pliha played solidly,

matching fellow middle blocker

lineup didn't seem to bother the

defense at all — strong blocking

by Pliha and the gang held the

Tritons to an invisible .012 hitting

percenuge. UCSD*s 30 total kills

(the Bruins had 42) were offset by

a lack of coordination and commu-
nication, as evidenced by the

Bruins* 9.5 blocks.

In t^e first game, the Bruins got

off to a slow start in the ba(5kcourt

But the poor passing was oversha-

dowed in the middle of Game 1 by

a pair of Landry kills and a

Landry-Pliha combination block

that put the Bruins in front, 8-3.

After several Triton mistakes

paved the way for a first game
victory, the Bruins shifted up a

gear in Game 2, hitting at a .700

clip (eight kills, one error) after

jumping out to a 7-0 lead. Sealy

was impressive during a personal

four-point run on serve. His

length-of-the-court backset reach-

ed Landry in perfect position for a

kill to put UCLA up. 8-1.

A service ace by Erik Sullivan

(one of eight by UCLA in the

match) and a Pliha/Diehl combi-
nation block sealed the second
game.

Scates cleared the bench for

Game 3, inserting impact quick
Tim Kelly with four kills.

**Pliha came out m practice and hitters lik& 6-8 freshman Jeff-

was blocking good," Scates said Nygaard and Brian Boone.
about the 6*5" sophomore. "Fll

mix it around a little bit (in the

Alumni Game) Wednesday, too.

Those three just played better in

]vactice the last couple days."

The last minute changes in the

Nygaard came through with an ace

jump serve at 12-6 and a team-

leading six kills. Boone followed

suit with a spotless four kills, in as

many attempts, to lead the Bruins

in the final game.

MIKE LAN/DaMy Bruin

Junior IMike Diehl of the men's volleyball team completes one of

his five digs. He also had five kills against UCSD.

Where Can You

Get Naked
on Campus?

Uto

UCLA CREW

^iW3^''-«^->»*^r

<. 1

is still looking for athletes who are serious about their training, and enjoy high
caliber competition.

oaaa

Join the UCLA Rowing Team, one of the most successful rowing programs
men's and women's) in the country. Call John Kaitz, Program Director, at:

(3 10)838-8799 (Home) or (3 10)823-0048 (Aquatic Center).

Meeting Feb. 16, 2nd Floor Wooden Center
7:15 pm-Conference room

jtetormaBi
Union DmD

(CMIiifT litOTO)

Free Samples From llsOO^I^OO
Tod^S Sandwich Shop WcdnesiUyx Country Store
Tkiesdayx Sandwich Shop UivaDc

Countiy Stora Thondj^ Country Store
LuvaUe CoouBons

NAKED JUICE

NAKED SAIJIDS
So Convenient
So Nutritious

So Delicious

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE

:•• ::•:•:^;•^:•^^x•^:^x^X;^!^:^^^:y^X;^^:•^^^ty^x^^^x^^^

AUTO INSURANCE IS

A PAIN IN THE

.^^
s^
9^
^^^^

9 ĉP
9^^'

^. NECK!\
%WE SPECIALIZE IN

. FAMILY DISCOUNTS •

__ • YOUNG DRIVERS • _
• SUSPENDED LICENSES

MULTIPLE TICKETS OR ACCIDENTS

«>.

'^^y

<^

'<?/>

\
AUTO • HOMEOWNERS • RENTERS • COMMERCIALAUTO • COMMERCIAL LIABILITY

CALL FOR A QUOTE 31 0-451 -4943
KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MONICA BL. SANTA MONICA, CA 90404
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What Arizona winning strealc?
Madkins' defense

sparks UCLA win
By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

Jim Harrick planned to play

Gerald Madkins for only five

minutes each half against Arizona

on Saturday.

After all, the UCLA head
basketball coach reasoned, Madk-
ins had not played in four weeks
since breaking his left hand.

However, Madkins wound up
playing 28 minutes in UCLA's
89-87 win over the No. 6 Wildcats,

as he was playing too well to be
removed from the game.

**I wanted to stay in the game,*"

Madkins said. *Tm just glad that

Coach had enough faith in me to

Jeave me in there.**

"I wanted to stay in the

game. Vm just glad that

Coach Harrick had

enough faith to leave

me in there."

Gerald Madkins
UCLA guard

«*i
*I didn't see any layoff effect

from Gerald,** Harrick said. "He is

the best conditioned athlete I have
coached. I have never seen him
tired.

**Gerald just did a great job. He
gave us a big lift and JiaJs a v

Madkins scored 11 points and
virtually shut down Arizona's

leading scorer, Chris Mills, in the

second half, all while playing with

a broken hand.

"My hand doesn't hurt now,"
Madkins said aft^ the game. **My

adrenalin took the pain away.**

Harrick was extremely impress-

ed with his captain's performance.

"Gerald makes us a much better

team,** Harrick said. "I think that

his defensive play on Mills during

the second half was really a big

factor in the game.**

Mills was held to only two
points during the final 12 minutes

of the game, after scoring 23
during the first 28 minutes. Mills

didn*t make a field goal during the

fmal 14 minutes.

On offense, Madkins drilled two
clutch three-pointers to bail UCLA
out of tough situations.

When Madkins entered the

game for the first time he promptly

nailed a tfey to even the score at 1 5.

In the second half, Madkins buried

a three-pointer after Arizona took

its largest lead of the game at 58-

52. Madkins* shot started a 7-0

Bruin run and quieted a raucous

Wildcat crowd.

*This was my biggest victory

ever at UCLA,** Madkins said.

"We just went out and won.**

very valuable player.** Harricic

said, "He is the best defensive

guard in the country.**

With the game tied and 10.9

seconds left on the clock, everyone

in the McKale Center expected

Don MacLean or Tracy Murray to

take the final shot for UCLA.
However, Darrick Martin took

the inbounds pass and made a

leaning 12-foot jump shot with

three-tenths of a second left,

giving the Bruins the victory.

"I was trying to penetrate and

get the ball to Don or Tracy, but

(Damon) Stoudamire was playing

close to me and I got a step on
him,** Martin said. "We had the

ball at the end of the game with a

chance to win. You can*t ask for a

better situation.**

Martin's shot was rather diffi-

cult, as he drove down the left side

of the lane and leaned forward to

hit the jumper.

"That was a 7.5 degree of

difficulty shot," Harrick said jok-

ingly. "But (Wayne) Womack*s
shot to tie it was a prayer.**

Harrick wasn't at all upset that

Martin took the final shot

"We wanted to make sure that

In Magazine

See MADKINS, page 31 Darrick Martin takes the last-second shot giving UCLA its 89^7 win over Arizona.

MacLean scores a season-high 38 in first win at Arizona
By Jay Ross
Daily Bruin Staff

Tucson, Ariz.— Saturday after-

noon was Don MacLean 's tunfi to

steal the spotlight

A pre-season All-American, the

UCLA forward has lived up to his

billing in 1991 with performances

like the Arizona State game last

Thursday, but teammate Tracy

Murray had received most of the

acclaim for UCLA's undefeated

record.

Against Arizona, MacLean took

total control in UCLA*s 89-87

last-second win at the McKale
Center.

MacLean scored a season-high

38 points, making 15-of-23 from

the field, and grabbed nine

rebounds. He was characteristi-

cally * automatic from the free

throw line, making 8 of 9.

"Don MacLean rises to the

occasion in big games. He has a

huge heart,'* UCLA head coach

Jim Harrick said. "(Arizona)

keyed their defense to stop Tracy

Murray, and E>on lit it up like a

Christmas tree. I think he took it as

a challenge to him personally.**

In the final ten minutes of the

game MacLean appointed himself

the Bruins' go-to man, scoring 16

poirHs during the final stretch to

keep UCLA in position to win the

game with Darrick Martin's dra-

matic last-second bucket. Many of

MacLean's shots were direct

responses to Wildcat scores, and
prevented Arizona from going on a

decisive scoring spurt

"I didn't think that anyone could

Stop Don today," Harrick said. "He
scored a lot in the frame of our

offense and was patient when
shooting.**

It was MacLean *s 18-foot jum-

per that tied the game at 72-72 with

8:37 remaining and then his basket

on UCLA*s next possession that

erased the Wildcats* last lead of

the game.
*There*s no one better (than

MacLean) in the country," guard

Gerald Madkins said. "He worked
all summer. He built up his upper

See MACLEAN, page 31

/fitertalnment

River Phoenix is /nterviewed, Cape

Fear is playing In theaters, Steve Martin

stars /na movie, U2's latest release is

available /nstores, our college radio

chart is Included and Nirvana isjust

plain Insane. It's all In there, and it's

Imde./Page 7

Dollars and Sense

The Write Stuff

Students are hitting the books, but

not in the way you might think.

They're letting the creativejuices flow

and creating characters, plots and

even illustrations./Page /7

The Student Body

College Basketball Roundup

Duke(i)
Ga. Tech (14)

UCLA (2)

Arizona (6)

Oklahoma (3)

Mo. -K.C.

c^

97
84
89
87
86
58

mpMiMii

Louisville

Kansas (4)

Villanova

Conn (5)

Ohio State (7)

Northwestern

85
78
79
70
60
52

Bottom College Basketball Roundup

0' the Page

Notre Dame 88
N. Carolina (8) 76
Michigan St. (9) 77
Illinois 75
Indiana (10) 79
Wisconsin 63
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Oregon State

California

Washington
Wash. State
Stanford
Oregon

77
65
78
75 OT
78
57

I

Allies In Sport
Foreign athletes are coming from

all comers^ofthfe world to play their

respective sports in the United States.

And coaches across the country are

recruiting more ofthem than ever

before./Pflge 18

KYNOALL THOMPSON, THE STATE NEWS , MICHIGAN STATE U.

Questionssurroundstudentgovernments x^'

ByTERRY SEBASTIAN
TA^ £a5/mii7Progr«i, Eastern Kentucky U.

Is student government a ft)rum for publii service^r a self-serving

forum?

Critics of the student government system point fingers at elected

officials who they call unsupervised and ineffective, while student

officials cite their accomplishments and say some of their plans are

hindered by apathetic student bodies and administrative red tape.

Who's right? Or, to some extent, are both sides?

"There is some apathy and plus there is some personal gain and

'what will it do for my resume' type thing, but there isjust too much
work to put it all on that," said Dr. Kurt Keppler, commission chair
of student development of the National Association for Campus
T\ctivities, which oversees student governments.

— '

At the ballot box

Many of the problems trace back to election day, where low voter

turnout spotlights students' lack of interest in the candidates and
issues. In turn, this often leads to student officials not truly rep-

resenting the student body as a whole.

See GOVERNMENT, Page 4
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News Features/DECEMBER 1991

to start

10. Last stream you saw was on a bottle of BEER.

9. Big fat guy at gym started wearing ZEBRA SKIN TIGHTS.

8. No HOT DOG vendors on trail.

7. Less likely to run into people you owe MONEY to.

6. Few FOREST CREATURES have cellular phones

5. Thumper's zany sense of HUMOR

4. No BAUHAUS architecture in nature. A I R

3. Deer doo is smaller than DOG DOO.

2. After one hour on STAIRCLIMBER you're still on the same floor.

1. The new AIR MOWABB outdoor cross-training shoe from Nike

\

..^*^^

•«^v*^

The Air Mowabb is an excellent shoe for running on
trails, riding mountain bikes, climbing hills,

jumping streams or sprinting away from
bears. It also looks kind of cool.

Especially when you wear it with
ACG, All Conditions Gear.

For more information on ACG outdoor
cross-training footwear and

apparel, call 1-800-255-8ACG

OK?

News
Notes

Truly Magical

In an age where HIV rolls off the
tongue as easily as ABC, Magic
Johnson's announcement was still hard
to comprehend. It hit us at V. especially

hard, as the news coincided almost to

the day with the arrival ofour November
issue, with its AIDS cover story, on
campuses nationwide. Though the focus

of the two stori^ dififered, several callers

oil our opinion hotline linked the topi^
together.

"You're talking about testing doctors,

which make up only a small percentage
of the population," said one caller from
the U. of Iowa. "But look at what
happened to Magic - he didn't catch it

from a doctor. I think we need to shift

our focus to testing the population at

large to protect everyone."

And in the words of a student at the

U. of North Texas, "If it can happen to

Magic, it can happen to anyone. We
have to do as much as we can, and
testing doctors isjust a start

"

Earth Watcli

Keep an ej^e out for "The Environ-
ment," our special issue out this

month. The environmental movement
is one of the most active and successful

on many campuses these days, and
we've tried to capture the spirit of the

cause and examine the issues sur-

rounding it.

And of course, once you've read the

pa,oer, don't forget to recycle it.

Color schemes
Speaking of green, three freshmen at

Berry College in Georgia were rolling in

the greenbacks. Problem is, though,
apparently they were rolling them off

their own printing press.

It seems their scheme came to an end
when they allegedly were caught pass-

ing the $20 bills at a local convenience
store and fast-food Mexican restaurant.

If they were going to go to all that

trouble, the three students could have
at least used the money to pay for

tuition, not tacos.

Round and Round
And while we're still on this green

kick, let's talk about the putting variety.

Eric Freeman, a student at North-
western U., holds the distinction of
being the world's fastest golfer.

Freeman played a hole of golf every

minute and 40 seconds, for a grand
total of429 holes in 12 hours.

After his feat, Freeman said, "I didn't

go out looking forarecordto break, I

just love golf."

Sure, Eric. Everyone goes but for a

leisurely golf excursion armed with 392
golf balls and 50 spectators.

- Laurel Wissinger

Editoron Fellowship,ya}iies Madison U.

Off and running
It '5a no-losesituationfyr

studentswho throw theirhats

into localpolitical rings

ByBILLFRISCHLING
The Stale News, Michigan Sate V.

ft

Christine Larson thought she had a good idea of what to expect
when she ran for city council in Madison, Wis. , last spring.

But she was wrong.

Larson, who was elected as alderperson in April, immediately was
faced with workini^ on a $124 million city hudprer For ^ wnm^n wK^

U. THE NATIONAL COLLEGE NEWSPAPER 3

graduated last spnng from the U. ofWisconsin, the experience was a
rude awakening.

"I still haven't gotten over the effects of it," said Larson, now a
graduate student at UW. "I had attended council meetings and knew
basically what to expect, but I didn't know about everything that went
on backstage."

Larson was one ofmany students who threw their hats into the local

political ring in college towns, as students at Michigan State U.,
Bowling Green State U., Pennsylvania State U. and other schools
tried to break into borough, town and city councils. Though students
often make up a substantial portion of the population in these towns,
the governing bodies usually are dominated by permanent residents.

Scott Ziance, a junior at Bowling Green,,wet his political feet in
campus politics before venturing out into the city council elections
this fall. He wanted to try his hand at a "higher level" ofgovernment,
and will get his chance inJanuarywhen he's sworn in to office.

Ziance said he found his welcome mat into city politics caked with
other people's dirt.

"I was pretty naive when I began my campaign. I had no idea the
amount ofwork involved and I didn't expect the way issues were going
to be misrepresented," he said.

Ziance campaigned in a door-to<loor manner and found a "surpris-

ingly subtle difference" between his reception from students and per-
manent residents. Some students, he said, voted for him because he
was a student, while some residents wouldn't for the same reason.
Now that he's won, Ziance wants to construct a "Greek village" at

an abandoned Heinz factory, and plans to institute sensitivity training
for the police department to attune them to student needs.

weaves
BySUZETTE HACKNEY
Thf State News, Michigan State U.

The news that Earvin "Magic"Johnson had
tested positive for the HIV virus shocked
Andrew Wells, die Los Angeles Lakers star's

former Michigan State U. roommate.
^ ^ ^^medmes I find myself still disbelieving

that it happened to him," Wells said. "When
something like this happens to anyone, I am
upset and it takes time for it to sink in - but
because this is Earvin, it isjust devastating."

Although Johnson's basketball career is

over, his new life isjust beginning, said Wells,

who now serves as director of intramural
sports at MSU. Wells also believes that

Johnson's candidness will help other people.

"Magic has thrilled millions of people on
the basketball court and now it is time for

him to thrill them in other ways," Wells said.

"He now wants to enlighten people on how
to protect themselves from the virus. He has

proved himselfto be a perfect role model.

"

Wells wasn't alone in his reaction. Like the

rest of the world, MSU virtually stood still

last month as Johnson announced his

retirement from professional basketball

because he had contracted the HIV virus.

MSU basketball coach Jud Heathcote
released a statement regardingjohnson, who

COURTESY OF MICNOAN STATE U. SPORTS INFORMATION

Magic Johnson's announcement stunneH
fans at Michigan State U., his alma mater.

he coached for the '77-78 and '7^79 seasons.

''Like all of Earvin's friends and basketball

fans everywhere, I'm shocked, devastated
and concerned," Heathcote said. "Earvin
Johnson was not only the greatest basketball

player that I've ever coached, but he was the

greatest competitor and winner that I ever
coached."

Student reaction was supportive toward
one of the school's most famous alumni.

"Magic is the nation's hero, but he is our

KYNDEU THOMPSON, THE STATE NEWS. MICHIGAN STATE U

The agony of defeat? Despite losing his bid for a city council seat
MSU student Kris Unger smiles as he watches election returns.

Larson has been working since April to make her difference in

Madison. Her first major project bloomed Oct. 28, when city bus
service began in student neighborhoods. She continues to work on
obtaining money for transitional housing for homeless people.
So far, Larson feels it's working outjust fine. "It's a hoot," she said.

But some cities were not as receptive to student candidates. Kris
Unger, an senior at MSU who, along withJoe Derhake, ran a write-in

campaign forthe East Lansing City Council, found permanent
residents favored non-student candidates.

"They did not like us," Unger said. "They saw^us as a threat. They
thought we would take over their backyard and pave it over."

Unger finished the election with less than 900 votes, a showing he
said was disappointing because of the low student-voter turnout.
Nichol Barlett, a senior at Penn State who ran unsuccessfully for

Borough Council in State College, said many students weren't aware
that they could vote only in their designated precincts. "That's one
of those real-world things you're supposed to know." she said.

But coming in last does not always mean a total loss. Unger, who
finished eighth in a field of eight, believes the entire election process
"was a great learning experience." And now that it's over, "I can start

focusing on school work again.

"

5 magic at alma mater
brother and friend," said MSU senior Candy
McCrary. "Because he went to our school,

we have a special bond with him. Michigan
State University is behind him.'

MSU sophomore Sherece Tolbert said she
is fnore proud ofJohnson than ever before.

"I have always been a fan"of Magic's, buF
now I really respect him," Tolbert said. "He
was definitely brave to come-out and admit
he had the virus."

Tolbert said Johnson's announcement
heightened AIDS awareness.

"Magic came out die next day and told us

he had the virus," Tolbert said. "Other
celebrities waited until they were almost dead
or died before the truth came out. It was
important for him to make the announce-
ment because he is a heterosexual.... Maybe
[other Americans] will begin to think, 'Wow,
this can happen to me too.'"

MSU freshman Rob Turner said although
he almost cried when Johnson made his

announcement, he was happy that his "big

brother" was handling it well.

"He's like a big brother to me - he's like a
big brother to anyone who has ever played
or watched basketball," Turner said. "I'm
sorry that I won't see him play anymore, but
by making this announcement itjust proves
that he's a class act all the way through."

V
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Forget the votes and pass the crown
By KEVIN F. SHERRY
The Daily Northwestern, Northwestern U.

On most college campuses/the general

consensus seems to be that the student gov-

ernment pretty much does nothing. But a

^^^ subject of heated debate

E^^H
among^representatives is

^^B deciding exactly how to go

Ij^^k about accomplishing nothing.

^^H For those organizations that

1^1 actually are allowed some
^^^ autonomy from the school

administration, the most popular metliod is

that of checks and balances. That means the

president, his relatives and friends steal as

much money as possible, and hope that no

one checks the balances.

Once discovered, such schemes can lead to

resignation and impeachment. On the down

side, it's good training for those who wish to

pursue a real-life career in politics. -

The second most popular means of

accomplishing nothing is to have an admin-

istration that ignores every student request,

iherebyrendering the government impo-

tent. While not especially democratic, this

system streamlines dialogue between student

representatives and tlie administration:

Student government president: "Sir, we

have passed a bill making it safer, less expen-

sive and more lun for students to..."

AdminisU-ation president: "No."

Student government president: "Thank

you for your time, sir."

The saddest tool available to student gov-

ernments is the referendum, h gives the im-

pression that since the administration won't

listen, the student government needs sonie*-

thing to take to them and say. "See? See,

Daddy? I told you that's what my friends

think. Why won't,you listen to me?"

The referendum is also an admission of

incompetence by student representatives:

Senator A: "Do you know what anyone

thinks about this?"

Senator B: "About wha^?"

Senator A: "The issue."

^ Senator B: "What issue?"

EDITOR'S MAIL

Sex article misleading
To the editon

In die article, "I Want Your Sex," (Oct.), a

student from Creighton U. is quoted as

saying, "One day we all had to have an

orgasm for class." I want to set the record

straight on this point: The human sexuality

class at Creighton has no such requirement.

Senator A: "I forget. Let's get our con-

.stituents to vote on it."

Senator B: "What's a consutuent?"

Every couple of elections, an "outsider"

candidate enters the polidcal picture. The

goal of this person is to alter or abolish the

current system ofgovernment and institute a

new one founded on insanity and chaos.

These candidates usually lose, primarily

because most students who vote tend to be

mindless lemmings who already think stu-

dent government is cool. In many places, a 20

percent turnout is considered a success^

Jhe trick is to mobilize llie other 80 per-

cent to vote for the chaos candidate. Then

the fun would begin. Imagine resolutions

denouncing the school's administration or

resolutions denouncing the student govern-

ment itself. The possibiliues are endless.

Is there one student representative any-

where in this for the good of the student

body? The dme has come to find a better way.

Democracy is fine on a grand scale, but when

placed in the hands of marble^jawed people

We are concerned about several issues.

You have published a quot« attributed to an

individual who denies making it, and the

quote is untrue. It describes an acdvity in a

human sexuality class on our campus that

simply does not occur. Indeed, the pro-

fessor of that class, Dr. Daniel Miuphy, told

me, "There is absolutely no requirement to

do anything sexual for this class.... It is anti-

BRIAN BENOIS, OBSERVER, CASE WESTERN RESERVE U.

named "Biff' and "Mufiy" who diink diey're

sdll in high school, things can get out ofhand.

I propose all schools adopt an elected

monarchy. Whatever the top person says,

goes. No more parliamentary procedure, no

more bickering over rules and regulations,

and no more spending entire meetings

trying to remember who had the gavel last.

Each college would declare itself an inde-

pendent kingdom. Instead of elected repre-

sentatives, knights would be appointed by

the king or queen. If it ever were discovered

that the ruler was pilfering funds from the

royal coffers, offwith his head. New elecUon._

But for some reason, I don't think people

will take kindly to this plan. Students

generally seem happy with the bastardized

form of democracy that colleges have

spawned or too apathedc to do anything.

I suppose we are doomed to eke out the

rest of our existence, comfortably niyjib, led

by con ardsts and resume padders.

I wouldjoin you, but I have to go get fitted

for my crown.

thedcal to everything the class stands for."

In addition, the reporter did not seek any

corroboraUng evidence.

The ardcle embarrassed the university,

the professor and the student.

Nancy W. Perry, Ph.D.

Associate Prbfessor and Chair

Department ofPsychology, Creighton U.

U. VIEWS 1-800-662-5511

Politics on campus, as ivith thepopulation in general, is often thesubject cfscrutiny as

people question their leaders^ rolesandperfarmances.

Do you believe the student government association

on your campus is doing an effecth^e Job?
—

Call our toll-free number today to vote yes or no. Judging the system

October reSUHs Readers overwhelmingly opposed the idea ofmandatory drug testing for college students.

• Final vote tally: For, 13.7%; Against, 86.3%.
^^—^^^^^^^^^^— '

—
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Fulfill all yourcommunications
requirementswith one course.

Aim^SlVDENT
SAVER PLUS

If you're looking for a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, there's one prerequisite.Join AT&TStudent Saver

Plus. You'll be able to get an entire line of products and services designed specifically to save college students time and money D Our Reach Out*

America Calling Plansi could save you money, no matter where and when you call. Call Managers will save you time

«

by separating I
\ :

L;;j ; J; ;
;

your long distance calls from your roommates' calls, for free. And the AT&T Calling Card*

^mm

»mt « MB ! > « /C

makes it

i?^.

easy to call from almost anywhere to anywhere. D And with AT&T, you'll always get the most reliable long distance service. D Plus, ifyou register for any

of our services-or if you're already an AT&T customer- you'll get a free hour's worth ofAT&T long distance calling* As well as discounts

on all kinds of things, all year round. D So ask about AT&TStudent Saver Plus. You'll find that for this communications course, we did our homework.

Join AT&TStudentSaverPhis today Can 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4806,
t This service may not be available in residence halls on your campus '

'May nol be usable at all on-campus phones
"Good for one hour of direct dialed, coast to coast, night and weekend calhng, based on pnces effective 2/16/91
Offer hmited to one $825 A TAT Long Distance Certificate per student Offer valid through June 30, 1992

aubt
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unchanged after

shooting spree
ByANN RILEY
TheDaily lowan, V of Iowa

Despite last month'* shooting spree

at the U. of Iowa where a graduate

student killed five people and critically

injured a sixth before shooting himself,

officials ai UI don't anticipate any

majorchanges in campus security.

"I think the main thing now is lo

make sure people know that this was a

highly unusuaJ event," said Ul

President Hunter Railings. "NoUlJBi

Government
(continued from page 1)

At the U. of North Texas last spring, only

973 - or 3.8 percent of 25,750 students -

voted in the Student Association elections.

And at Wesley College in Dover, Del., only 47

of the school's 1,300 students elected

Student Government Association officers.

These schools are not unique. Student

government leaders nationwide

cite p(H)r election returns as a major

problem.

Malinda Lawrence, student body

president at the U. of New
Hampshire, called lack of voter

interest a "big, big, big problem.

Ask anvone about student eov-

cials seriously when these reports surface.

"Our representatives have been mis-

handling our trust in them," said Gary

Garufi, a student at the UM-St. Louis.

"When student representatives do this, all

students look bad."

Gaining and maintaining credibility is a

tough batde for organizadons that stu-dents

commonly perceive as weak.

"1 really don't see a lot of what they're

doing," said Belinda Bankes,«a senior at the U.

kind of thnu '>e€n

predicted or even stopped if someone

has that kind ofpurpose in mind.

"

Gang Lu, a doctoral physics can-

didate, was angry because his disser-

tation wasn't nominated for an aca-

demic honor, and he shot the UI physics

professors who nominated another

student for the award, the student who

was nominated, the chairman of the

physics department, the vice president

handling his complaint about the award

and a member ofher staif.

Ul public safety officers, who were in

charge of the shooting investigation,

do not carry guns. Although there was

some discussion on campus about

changing that policy, Rawlings said

officers would not be issued weapons.

goi

ernmeni an4 they'll sav, 'this

campus is so apathedc.'"

Lawrence said UNH also had problems

finding candidates to run. "We can never fill

all the seats that we have," she said.

Raising Questions

Election day aside, campuses recently

have been awash in controversies ques-

tioning the scruples of student officials.

Incidents of fixed parking tickets and

falsified travel vouchers at the U. of

Missouri-St. Louis, allegations of lin-

reasonably lavish expenditures at the City U.

of New York, and a case at the U. of Kansas

where the student body president allegedly

hit his girlfriend have tarnished already less-

ihan-glowing reputations.

Such actions don't sit well with students,

who say they have a hard time taking offi-

"Our representatives have been
mishandling our trust in them. When
student representatives do this, all

students look bad."
— Gary Garufi

lis

met through various channels.

At Pan American U. in Edinburg, Texas, a

major project involved relaying students

concerns to the state legislature, which

proposed changes to the student loan

program, said senatorTony Mercado.

"We've taken the iniuative as far as actually

lobbying at our state capitol and holding

press conferences and rallies on campus,"

Mercado said.

At Eastern Montana College, the

Association of Students

spearheaded a campaign
generating 2,000 letters to the

governor to protest tuition

increases, said student body vice

president Angela Marshall.

As a link between students and

administration, student gov-

k4iami-in-hand withemint;nurwgp

CONGRATULATIONS!
to the winners of the 1 991

College

Journalist

of the Year

Award
for Excellence in Reporting

Robert Weston
Journalist of the Year

.$2,000

The Review

-U. of Delaware

Chris Clark
First Runner-Up

$1,000

The Chart

Southwest Misijouri State

Jodi Nygren
Second Runner-Up

$500

The Mast

Pacific Lutheran U.

U. The NaOonal College Newspaper, College Media Advisers, Inc. and the

Ass(Kiated Collegiate Press salute these journalists for their outstanding efforts.

of Cincinnati. "They have a place on campus

where you can write in your opinion but a lot

of it is never seen... stu-dents don't feel like

the senate can benefit them in anyway."

Student government leaders at some
schools have issued warnings to their sen-ates

to avert criticism.

At the U. of South Carolina, student vice

president Shine Brooks advised

representatives to "return to the people who

put them in office."

Brooks said his statement was not in

response to any particular incident on his

campus, but a preventative measure.

Making Progress

Working to better students' interests is the

main goal of campus governments, a task

^^^" school officials, a relation-ship

most administrators find satisfying.

LuAnn Krager, dean of students at the U.

of Arizona, termed her interaction with the

Associated Students of the U. of Arizona as

rewarding. While she doesn't always agree

with the senate's actions, such as hosting.

Andrew Dice Clay last year, she supports its

right to make decisions.

But Colleen Sullivan, assistant director of

programs at UNH, believes the senate could

benefit from closer supervision. A
professional staff member could help with

training and provide consistency, she said.

"Each year, the new leadership of the

student senate has to start all over again and

I think that they lose a lot," she said.

Tige Watts, The Gamecock, U. of South

Carolina, contributed to this article.

Announcement

Four Students Get 'Tree Ride"

in GMAC Sweepstakes
Four students won new ears as grand prize winners in the General

Motors AjL'ceptance CoTrporations "MOVING UP" Sweepstakes,

wliich ran in U. The National College Newsjyaper last spring.

The winners: Robert Richardson,

Timothy MayTiall, Paige

Klizabeth Martin, and Jonathan

Dizon, were randomly selected

from 86,000 entries received

from college students across the

country. The new cars awarded

to the four grand prize winners

were a GEO Storm GSI, an

X)ldsmobile Gutlass Supreme

Coup, a Buick Regal (iran Sport,

and a Pontiac Sunbird LE
Convertible. _

Robtrt M. Rlchamson II

Richmond. Kentucky

GEO Storm GSI

Paige Ellzabtth Martin

Boswell, Georgia

Buick Regal Gran Sport

Jonathan Dbon

Sugar Land, Texas

Pontiac SuntMrd

LE Gonvertit)l«

Paige Martin recalls her reaction

to the win, "I was just sluKked! It

was really exciting! I got to pick

out the colors for the car, silver with burgundy interior'

Look for your chance to win next year's GMAC Sweepstakes in

upcoming issues of U..

A COLLEGE GUIDE TO UNLIMITED ENTERTAINMENT

Sc<>i>ic*sc*'s *l-c*ar"

DECEMBER 1991

Selling Nirvana

VOLl

INSIDE: From campus to co-star, here comes the 'Bride'— Page 8
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Growing up a star takes its
ByDANSACHER
Thf Daily Pennsylvanian, U. of Pennsylvania

River Phoenix is 21 years old and press-

weary.

"I've been doing this press thing for the

last three months," Phoenix said. "It's

ridiculous. And the funny thing is you'll

never know actors. You're never going to

know me or (co-star) Keanu (Reeves) or

let's sav, De Niro. h's all hearsay."

Despite River Phoenix's caveat, an almost

deafening clarnor follows his latest starring

role in the filrn "My Own Private Idaho,"

Direciar Hus Van Sanr's fullnw-un lo

Some scenes ring true as documentary,

others speak widi poetry lifted directly from

Shakespeare's verse.

Van Sant elaborates, "I was playing with

styles all the way throughout the film. When
I was writing the screenplay, I envisioned

these different modes.

"

Alluding to the coUaboradve spirit of the

film. Phoenix said, "We defined every scene

— documentary, neorealism, Shakespearean

— stylistically doing a step ladder into and

out of each mode. It's such a hard thing to

pull off."

The ShakespeaVean element of the film

rests in Scott, the ne'er^o-well son of the

"Dragstore Cowboy."

And it's not just the shuffling feet of

standard fare paparazzi.

It's one of those infrequent situations

when mass appeal stars step out of their pop

culture stratosphere to delve into high art.

They validate the audience's ultimate

hope that they're not stars just because they

are dashing, young and handsome, but

because they are highly sensidve and, yes,

even talented.

In the last 3 months, no fewer than four

feature articles about the film have

appeared in publicadoris like the Ne>y Yprk ^

Times Magazine, Premiere, People and Film

Comment.
And "Idaho" garnered major awards at

both the Venice and Toronto film festivals

recendy.

All of the attenuon is not without reason.

The merits of "My Own Private Iddho" are

unquesUonably high. '

Arguably, it exists beyond criticism. Being

so real and so bold, the film seems unaware

of any responsibility to please, only to

intrigue.

The film concentrates on the lives of Mark

(Phoenix) and Scott (Reeves), two male

prosututes on the rough streets of Portland.

Van Sant does not approach the film with

that simple of a slant. He composes the film

on a variety of levels, gliding effortlessly

from harsh street reality to the vaguely

surreal.

PorUand mayor. ~- "' ~
• '••:'..•

His mentor. Bob (William Richert) is j^

character pulled directly from Van Sant's

shady, curiousity-induced experiences on

"die street."

"Scott's a pseudo-character playing out

his ume. He's not of the street. He's not for

the street. He just wants to taste the street,"

Phoenix said.

"It's the real shit. No corny dialogue. It's

not using reverse psychology catch phrases

like, i love you,' slap, 'I want to screw you.' I

mean c'mon, get out of the way," he added.

Aware, and wary, of the dred convendons

of Hollywood, he reflects on his own recent

career choices. He sees a need to play an

acdve role in his casdng.

"That's one thing I've really worked on,

because you've got to take responsibility to

cast yourself 'CaiJse they'll throw the part

on you. I mean for example's sake, Dillon —
God bless his heart - did "A Kiss Before

Dying." For me, I mean I just can't be that

cool. I don't have it in me, so I didn't do it."

With the excepdon of "A Night in the life

ofJimmy Reardon," Phoenix has obviously

been vigilant in the parts he has taken. River

came to Idaho just off^ the set of "Dogfight,"

a low-budget picture by Nancy Savoca.

"There was nothing really strategic about

doing those films. I wasn't trying to say

anything or prove anything. There are just

so few good scripts out there that when you

find one youjump on it."

PHOTO COURTESY OF NEW LINE CINEMAS

aockwtse Orange: Keanu Reeves and River Phoenix are red hot In New Line's Idaho.'

There is a mix of cynicism and weariness

in his voice. Granted, it's early in the day,

but two days previous at a 5 o'clock press

conference, he seemed equally drained.

It's evident that he cares about both

movies coming out this month and he's

sincere in his desire to give each question

more than just the perfunctory answer.^It's

also clear that he's a bit frustrated.

"I really don't like movies all that much.

There's more to life than movies. Especially

since most things are bullshit."

The first nine years of his life were spent in

or around. Caracas, and his parents did

missionary work in South America. He
attended Montessori school down there and

had an easy time. "I would count one

hundred beads, and they'd put me in the

first grade. I was great," he said.

After spending a year in Florida, his

parents packed up the whole show and

moved to Hollywood.

"Talk about culture shock. I mean, I got,

it," he said. "I knew what was going on.

Everyone was just fucking angry, fucking

pissed off. Hard-up, abused by dieir family,

the world, the streets. All these rich kids,

children of celebrides, and they're fucking

perverts. They're out of their minds.

"

It's this keen sense of people and what

makes them tick that makes Phoenix an

effecdve actor.

The ease with which he finds idendty in

the most foreign of rolesis rooted in that

interest.

At the end of the press conference his

work is done.

He has fielded a plethora ofquesdons and

looks anxious to move on.

Van Sant and Phoenix leave the stage

after the critics' screening of Idaho. A
reporter's hand raises and fingers snap in

the crowd.

"Over here Gus, River," someone yells. A
flash clicks, bums.

"Loved it, it was great.

"

Smile, click.

"'Preciate it, thanks."

"'Preciateit."

Another voice, "Over here."

Click.

Click, snap.

'Father of the BrideUlivorces itself from original
ByJOANNE CHOI
Daily Bruin, UCLA

"Don't forget to fasten your condom" may

sound like a slogan for safe sex, but it's not.

It's Steve Martin's bit of advice to his

daughter in Touchstone Pictures' remake of

"Father of the Bride."

In this hilarious updated version of the

1950 Spencer Tracy-Elizabeth Taylor film,

Mardn plays the eccentric but loving father

of Annie Banks (Kimberley Williams) who
must deal with the anguish of his daughter

leaving the fold.

The Writer/director/producer husband

and wife team of Charles Shyer and Nancy

Meyers ("Private Benjamin" and "Baby

Boom") have breathed new life, as well as a

rediscovery of family values, into the 1950

classic.

Diane Keaton plays Marun's wife, Nina.

She is a successful mother, wife and career

womiin. Unnlike the original film, which,

lacked a strong maternal figure, Nina's

Three of a kind
She's wher^ every aspiring college actress

Signed to a three-picture deal with Touchstone Pictures,

Northwestern U. junior Kimberely Williams already has

worked with some ofHollywood's best.

Working with comedy titans Martin and Keaton proved

to be an awe-inspiring experience for Williams.

"Steve and Diane treated me as their equal," she said.

"They even taughtme how to play poker."

Williams said die film taught her a kH about maitiage. "I tliink I'm not going to get

married for awhile, especially now that I've ^ottrrt it mu ofmy system She ynt married"

30 times during filming.

When she ties the knot for real, she h^S to emulate her screen counterpart, who

wears designer bridal tennis shoes during die ceremony. *lt*s a lot more comfortable than

high heels." ijoanne Cti<jji, Daify Bruin, U. ofCalifornia, Los Angeles

strong presence and warmth marks a

significant departure from the original and

acts to balance (ieorge's idiosyncrasies.

liefore his daughter returns from a trip

'^abroad, George Banks (Martin) has an ideal

life as a successful athletic shoe manu-

facturer with a perfect family and perfect

home. When she returns, he discoves that

Annie is no longer his little girl.

While enjoying a family dinner, George

learns that his 22-year-old baby girl is

engaged. A series of humorous and tender

scenes follow as George fights to keep the

ever-growing burden of marriage costs from

demolishing his picturesque life.

With characteristic charm and humor,

Martin wins the audience over as he

undergoes more anxiety and trials than the

bride-to-be.

The film marks the debut of Northwestern

U. junior Kimberley Williams as the free-

spirited and femininst Annie. Unlike the

original film, Martin must contend with

fears that his daughter, an architecture

school graduate student, will have to

subsidize her husband.

Williams brings wholesomeness and girl-

next-door looks to a film that reinforces

traditional family values and feminine

issues.

The 1991 version includes plenty of

modern touches, including Martin Short as

Franck, an ultra-hip, artsy-fartsy wedding
c(M)rdinat()r whose accent and price list run

amok as he struts around like the Mad
Hatter.
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With$500qffANewGMCarOr

THickFrom GMAC!

M€we Up To GMQuaUty Wiib TheGMAC C€Mege Gr€iduateFinancePlatu

Here's a way to get your llfo and career moving In the

right direction If you*re a graduating two- or four-year

degree student, a graduate student or a graduating

nurse.

When you qualify for the GMAC College Graduate

Finance Plan^ you'll receive $500 off when ypu pui^

chase or lease a new GM car or light-duty truck from

any participating Chevrolet, Geo, Pontlac, Oldsmoblle,

Buick orQMC IKick dealer and finance through GMAC.

You don't have to have a credit history. (If you do, It

must be In good standing.) Plus, there's a low down

payment (if you purchase), the opportunity to def^r

your first payment for up to 90 days,* and three con-

* venlent financing options—conventional financing,

^6MART!-EA8e~* by GMAC or GMAC*^ Buyer*^ Chok^ Plan.

Get complete details at participating GM dealers In

your hometown or near your coUege. But rememt>er.

this Is a special offer—so get movlngi
This option cannot be used wtth GMACTs Buyers Oxjlce Ran, SmartLease t>y QMAC,
when purchasing In MtahJgan or on vehicles with a cash selling price of $10,000 or less In
New Jersey. Finance charges accrue from date of purchase.

GMAC
FINANCIAL SERVICES
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Scorsese's 'Cape Fear': Moviemaking to die for
ByAARON DOBBS
Daily Bruin, U. of California, Los Angeles

It's unusual for a remake to be better than

the original film. Something's almost alway-s

lost in the transition.

But in the case of "Cape Fear," director

Martin Scorsese not only surpasses the

terror of the 1962 version starring Robert

Mitchum and Gregory Peck, he also

redefines the psychological thriller the same

way he redefined mafia drama widi 1990's

"Good Fellas."

Add Wesley Strick's intricate storyline and

the comf)elling p^erformances ofNick Nolte^

Jf^mitfi^ I Hngp. Jiiliono lewi s and. mo § t

notably, Robert De Niro to Scorsese's near-

perfect direction, and what we have is a

motion picture audiences should die for.

The basic story is simple and almost

identical to the original. Max Cady (De

Niro) is released from prison after serving a

14-year sentence. All he could think of

during his incarceration was revenge against

the man who helped put him there — Sam
Bowden (Nolte).

But Cady doesn't want to kill Sam, at least

not at first. He wants him to experience the

loss he felt during his 14 "missing" years. To

do so, Cady terrorizes Sam's wife Leigh

(Lange),, and 15-year-old daughter Dani

(Lewis),

Strick's script makes Cady more*

calculated and the film much more
thrilling. With obvious help from Scorsese,

he creates a family more realistic for the

'90s. The original family, in which Peck

played Sam, w»s a tight, happy unit. That's

PHOTO COURTESY OF UNIVERSAL PICTURES

One, two, he's coming for you....The Bowden family (Juliette Lewis, Jessica Lange and Nick

Nolte) are up against a psychotic ex-con, (Robert De Niro) In *'Cape Fear." _

fine for 1962, but in 1991 the Bowdens are

on the verge of self-destruction. Sam tries

hard to stay faithful. Leigh is recovering

from heavy depression and near suicide.

Dani can't stand the fighting at home and

has to attend summer school for having a

joint in her locker.

One of the most important differences

between the two pictures, though, is the

basic essence of character for each of these

men. The original movie shows a basic

struggle of good versus evil, but this film

doesn't depict a pure "good." Cady's actions

are horrifying, but Sam is no longer "Father

Knows Best," and at times the audience feels

empathy for Cady.

The camera work, shot by two-time Acad-

emy-Award winning cinematographer

Freddie Francis ("Glory") , is very fast-paced,

accelerating the action and bombarding the

audience with visual punches. Scorsese's

camera almost never stops moving, and

when it does, the characters don't.

The most noticeable change in this

picture from its predecessor is the injection

of religion into the storyline, a major

Scorsese theme. In many ways, Cady believes

his actions will actually "save" Sam.

Now showing at a theater near you
BySUZANNE ROSS
The State Press, Arizona State U.

Christmas season is here, and with it

comes a slew of films to top off 1991. In a

ritual as traditional as geese flying south for

the winter, filmmakers have joined the

holiday rush in an effort to get their films

in under the Academy
Awards wire.

crty of Joy — It looks as

if Patrick Swayze finally

landed a role in a film

that has some sem-

blance of a plot and
does not play on his

sexy- guy image. Swayze

portrays Max Loeb, a

young American doctor

who is beaten and
robbed outside a bar in

(>alcuila. A poor Indian

peasant Hasari Pal (Om
Puri) comes to his aid

and takes him fo the C^ity

"of Joy Self-Hclp Clinic.

Bugsy — Will America's fascination with the

Mafia ever end? Not as long as filmmakers

keep pumping out mob thrillers like

"Goodfellas," "The Godfather" trilogy and

"Mobsters." Warren Beatty stars as Ben

"Bugsy" Siegel, who rises from a young,

aspiring gangster to legendary mob mogul

status in director Bairy Levinson's release.

"Bugsy" portrays Siegel

at the height of his

crime-ridden career

duing the 1940s. It's

westward ho for Siegel

and the Mafia when our

underworld hero picks

up his digs in New
World and moves his

operations to (California

and Nevada. Siegel will

dazzle viewers with his

charm, innovativeness

and infidelity as he

builds a resort-casino

and paves theivay for

the gambling metrop-

olis we know today as-

PHOTO COURTESY OF TRI STAR PICTURES
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Loeb gets a job there A mafia man and his moll.

and learns the harsh

realities of life facing the poverty-stricken

people of India. "(City ofJoy" is directed by

Roland jofle, whose previous works include

"The Killing Fields" ancl "The Mission." The

movie is the first to be filmed entirely on the

crowded streets of (Calcutta.

Fried Green Tomatoes -
7 his film promises to be

more appetizing than its name. (3scar-

winner Kathy Bates plays Evelyn Couch, a

woman on the haiiy edge of a mid-life crisis

who befriends a nursing home patient

(Jessica laady). Her tales of family,

friendship, love and murder in her

hometown of Whistle Stop, Ala., provide

Evelyn with the f\iel to change the course of

her life. The filni is based on Fannie Flagg's

best-selling novel Fried Grem Tomatoes at the

Whistle Stop Cafe and casts talented actresses

Mary Stuart Masterson, Mary Louise Parker

and Cicely Tyson.

Star Trek Vi: The Undiscovered Country -
Trekkies will get one final look at the

Starship Enterprise under the command of

Captain James T. Kirk (William Shatner).

Twenty-five )cais of luiurislic magic will end'

in thematic resolution with this final chapter

in the Star Trek series. Original cast mem-
bers, including James Doohan, Walter

Koenig, Nichelle Nichols and George Takei,

will reunite with Shatner, Leonard Nimoy

and DeForrest Kelly before being beamed
up into filmmaking history.

The Prince of Tides — Barbra Streisand

directs, produces and stars in this drama

that explores the complexity of family

relationships. Streisand plays Susan

lx)Wenstein, a p.sydiiatrisl who tries to help a

troubled patient by delving into her family's

history. Dr. Lowenstein enlists the help of

her patient's brother, Tom Wingo (Nick

Nolte). Tom leaves a crumbling maniage to

encounter a painful journey into a troubled

past that has affected him and his sister

Savannah (Melinda Dillon). The film looks

at the effects seriously Hawed parents have

on the lives of their children. And, of course,

there's always room for romance as Tom
falls for Dr. Lowenstein.

One aspect of the film that was not really

changed is Bernard Hermann's original

score. The music from the original "Cape

Fear" was fantastic and terrifying on its own,

but adapted, arranged and conducted here

by Elmer Bernstein, the music actually

becomes even more haunting and forceful.

In addition to the actual filmmaking, the

acting is superb across the board. Nolte is

fantastic as Sam. He gives Sam the necessary

fear, guilt and frustration at being totally

helpless.

Lange and Lewis both benefit from well-

fleshed-out female characters, something

the original film didn't have. Near the end

of the film. Leigh gives a speech about loss

which completely describes her character.

Lange's performance in that one scene is.

one ofthe best ofher caFeer.

Lewis certainly holds her own, an impressr

ive accomplishment considering the com-

pany she's keeping.

. Appearing in cameo roles are Peck and

Mitchum, the former as the lawyer who~

defends Cady and the latter as the police

lieutenant who tries to help Sam.

Still, all these great performances are

eclipsed by De Niro's, who — if there is any

justice in the world — could very well win his

third Academy Award. He is a chameleon

able to physically and mentally immerse

himself into the role of Max Cady.

"Cape Fear," one of the finest pieces of

filmmaking to come out this year, is

definitely the movie to see this winter. It's

pure entertainment with a couple of

messages thrown in, and it'll scare your

socks off.

*Beast' brings

'toon time

back to life

ByMARISALEONARDI
Daily Trojan, U. ofSouthern California

Something about the magic of

animation appeals to the child in all of

us.

"Jeauty and
tfie Btast" re-

unites Disney

with the song-

writing team of

Howard Ash-

man (who died

earlier this year) and Alan Menken,

who also did the award-winning music

for "The Little Mermaid." The magic

of that film has carried over to "Beast."

The story is a familiar one, with a few

extra twists to satisfy modern
audiences.

It has everything that a classic

Disney film should: lead characters

who are good, but not perfect; beau-

tiful, imaginative scenes; catchy songs

and frightening villains.

For many years, it seemed that

animation was dead. With the help of

Disney^ animation has a new life.

COURTESY OF DfSNEY

Animation lives.
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Does Nirvana smell like teen spirit?
By MEDWIN PREGILL
Columbia Daily Spectator, Columbia U

.

Fast, thrashy, hairgod band makes brilliant debut album on hot,

trendy independent label, tours like crazy, gets big contract on big

label (big money?). Long-anticipated second album arrives: well-

produced, slick, catchy choruses, cool lyrics, really melodious
harmonies ballads, strings even. Shock and indignant cries atll

around. Critics, fans say sellout.

Screw you, says Nirvana.

This is what happened when
Nirvana released Nevermind, their

major-label follow-up to Bleach, a

stunning 1989 debut on Sub Pop.

In die fall of 1989, Seattle became
a hot cit\ , grunge was harder and

rookr and fasifr than ever an4
Nirvana became one of Sub Pop's

most popular acts. They hit the

road, toured the whole universe

(twice) and then, last spring, they

were signed by the David Geffen

Cx)mpany. The April issue of Spin

. reported that they got |750,000.

the biggest ct)ntract ever received

by an independent band.

A while ago. Nirvana's bassist

Chris Novoselic was nice enougli

to let me interrogate him by

phone. We spent the majority of

our conversation discussing the
,,

significance of wliat appears to be. Nirvana: "We're Just Idnd of drunk

at least superficially, the symp-
toms of The Big Sellout. The biggie is the DGC contract, the

rumored sum of which is "absolutely not true," Novoselic assured

me. Their primary motive for signing with a big label was "just to

know we could actually have our records in stores."

"We're totally aware that we're a commodity for the label,"

JSJovoselic admitted. But rather than feeling pressure from the label

to conform to some executive's conception of commercial, he thinks

that the band has the upper hand. "They know it works, so why
would they fuck with it? They're there to help us, to put our records

in the store. We're satisfied 'cause they work for us. Besides, th worst

thing they could do is drop us," he said.

'Now, people are kind of evil, and they do lie sometimes, but
Novoselic plays it straight - no way has Nirvana sold out, and the

best proof is the album. The band has refined its songwriting and'

pla)ing, and no doubt somebody is going to protest because of one
ballad— but Nevermind is a great next album.

Musically, the big change from BUach is that several of its best

songs are more accessible than those on the first record. Singer-

guitarist Kurt Cobain always wrote cool songs, but a lot of the lyrics

and melody on Bleach, frankly, were incomprehensible due to the

producdon, an astounding amount of feedback, and the fact that

Cobain just used to scream a lot.

But Nevermind sports fairly

good production, and rather

than washing out the band's raw

edges, this album focuses

attention on the songs' killer

arrangements. Nirvana's greatest

talent lies in building thrashy,

muscular riffs on top of great,

catchy pop songs, placmg them

The Farm:

Freakin' out over

a little success
ByOflPPHILUPS
Doibf Bruin, U. ofCalifornia, Los Angeles

•'It ahvays puts a smile on me face to

thiiik that Tm in America and Mick
Jones invited me," nods a smiling Carl

Hunter, The Farm's blithe bassist,

backstage before a gig with BA.D. 11 at

the Hollywood Palladium.

"When The Farm first formed eight

years ago, probably nobody in the

—hand dreamt that we would be sitting

PHOTO COURTESY OF GEFFEN RECORDS

and stoned most of ttie time."

with the likes ofScreaming Trees,

Dinosaur Jr. and Lemonheads.
Nirvana believes that pop music

is an art, that a song written a

certain way, verse-verse-chorus-

, verse-verse<horus whatever, can

achieve something beyond
disposable entertainment. They
seek to produce what Novoselic^

called "three minutes of bliss" —
gorgeous, stunning, captivating...

liberating.

Cobain claims that th^ album's

name is a commentary on the

fake, affected apathy of youth, as

is the first song, "Smells Like
Teen Spirit," with the telling lyric, "I find it's hard it's hard to

find/oh well whatever never mind" before breaking into the chorus,

"Well the light's out this is dangerous/here we are now entertain

us/! feel stupid and contagious/here we are now entertain us." A lot

of Kurt's lyrics are annoyingly ambiguous, as in "Come As You Are,"

which is purportedly "an old-fashioned love song," the chorus of

which is simply, "And I swear that I don't have a gun."

Novoselic refused to comment on the meaning of their songs, saying

that their music is "just all energy and cool lyrics." (1 insisted, and was

told, "Well, we'rejust kind ofdrunk and stoned most ofthe time.")

Nevermind is like an incredibly contagious disease. Perhaps a better

allusion is to the spiritual state of self-annihiladon the band's name
evokes, chosen deliberately to describe their music. It encompasses

an impressive range: freedom, escape, and most of all, total release.

Top 10 reasons to hate The Wonder Stuff
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The Wonder Stuff — Mover Loyeii Elvlt^

definitely never loved America, but seem to

love tfiemselves quite a lot ''Anything else

Is merely secondary," they say.

By LINDA MEMMER
University Times, California State U., Los Angeles

1*1 the lobby of the Hyatt in West
Hollywood, I nervously wait for the hotel

operator to connect me with Miles Hunt's

room. When he picks up the phone, I tell

him that I am on my way up to talk to him.

Without hesitation, and in the type of

bratty voice usually restricted to sibling

squabbles, he says, "No you're not." My
introducdon to the Wonder Stuffs leader

was neither informauve nor enjoyable....

One cancelled interview and three days

later, I try again. The Wonder Stuff, who
recently completed a 20-city U.S. tour to

promote the band's third release. Never

Ijyved TJvis, was taking a short break before

beginning tours of Australia and Japan.
From his home in London, Hunt and his

attitude problem are quick to say that the

best part about touring is "going home."

The lead singer and chiefsongwriter of the

sharp-edged English pop band is brutally

opinionated about American concert-goers.

Compared to easily pleased European
audiences. Hunt finds Americans "a great

deal more critical" than their jolly Brit

counterparts. Furthermore-, he whines,

Yanks "want you to prove yourself to them."

Considering his negadve atdtude toward

everything even somewhat related to Ameri-

can culture, it's no surprise that he and the

Wonder Stuffers named their album Never

Loved Elvis. Like many things, it's the idea of

Elvis that doesn't agree with him. Hunt has

said he doesn't like "the whole markeung
machine that turned (Elvis) into a gcxl."

But despite Mr. Hospitality's... er... Mr,

Hunt's sentiments, the band has created

some truly great music on Never iMved Elvis.

They hurl traditional Celtic sounds with

violins, acoustic guitars, mandolins, and
soul. Songs like "Caught In My Shadow" and

"Mission Drive" are pleasantly catchy,

whereas "Size OfA Cow" and "Welcome To
The Cheap Seats" are undeniably witty.

But even though fans here and abroad

may appreciate this band's records and live

shows, Hunt boasts the Wonder Stuff is

around for the sole purpose of making its

five members happy. "Anything else," he

says, "is merely secondary."

Gee, sounds almost American, huh?

in a dressing room now, in Los
Angeles, about to play to 3,000
people," Hunter continues, musing at

the thought. "We try to take it in stride,

you know, day to day and all. But it sort

of comes as a shock; playing so many
gigs in so many new and different

places. The other day I called me mum
and she says, 'Are you all right^ Where
are yuh?' And I said, 'We're in the

Arizona desert! How are you?'"

Things have been hot down on The
Fanri in 1991, a year consumed with

the compledon of the band's first full-

length studio album. The yield is

Spartacus, a U.K. chart-topping album
sensadon, featuring the two U.K. top-

five singles "All Together Now* and
"Groovy Train," as well as a strong

harvest of eight additional rations of

original Farm fodder.

Drawing on the creaUve energies of

musical pioneers such as the Jam, the

Clash, and the Buzzcocks, The Farm
has gained notoriety for unashamedly

embodying the working class ethic of

its listeners, a percipient political

sensitivity, a healthy contempt for

hypocrisy, a love for soccer and a tight,

groovy musical style and sound.

"Throughout the years, record
companies had shown a bit of interest

but they never thought they could
market the band," Grimes says. "They

always thought that we were too
scruffy, that we had no image. It's

ironic now, because a lot of record

companies are looking for bands that

look like us. Four years ago they didn't

want to have anything to do with us and
now they're looking for bands that

look like The Farm!

"

And they're listening for bands that

sound like them.

"'Altogether Now' has been a hit in

about seven or eight European
countries, all at different times of the

year," Grimes says. "We would get

phone calls saying, 'You're doing well

In Spain. You've got to get over there!'

and we would. It's been crazy!"

And what better way to follow up a

crazy year but with another album, due
out next spring, k seems they grow hits

big6bvm on The Farm.

"\Vc've got to record the new LP,"

confides Grimes with a grin, obviomly
knowing what the new season holds.

For now, they can reap what they have

sown.

SOUNDBITES

U2
Achtung, Baby
U2 has gone back to their roots, back to

the hungry sounds and emotional grit of

their youth. Their latest release is a des-

perate attempt to

escape high-tech com-

mercial oblivion and
remain relevant.

Achtung Baby revives

the art of music — it's

everything you'd ex-

pect from a young,

hungry band, but meshed with the incred-

ible vision that comes only with experience.

U2 has dug down deep and emerged with a

gutsy and raw effort spiced with '7^

U. College Radio Chart

1

.

Nirvana, Nevermind

2. Billy Bragg,

Don 't Try This at Home

3. BA.D.\\, The Globe

4. Pixies,

Trompe Le Monde

5. A Tribe Called Quest,

The LowEnd Theory

6. MC 90<Moot Jesus,

Welcome ToMyDream
7. Robyn Hitchcock and the

Egyptians, Perspex Island

8. Red Hot Chill Peppers,

Blood Sugar Sex Magic

9. Fugazi, Steady Diet ofNothing

10. IMatthew Sweet, Girlfriend

Chart solely based on coHege-radio airplay, (^ontributtng Radio Stations KASR,''Arizona State U.; KALX, U. of California,

Berkeley; KIA, U. of California, Los Angeles; KUCB, U. of Colorado; WXDU. Drexel U.; WUOC, U. of Georgia; WIUS,

Indiana U.; WXJM. James Madison U.; WRFL, U. of Kentucky; WUX:, Loyola U.; WVUM. U. of Miami; WCBM. U. of

Michigan; KCOU, U. of Missouri; WNYU. New York U.; WXYC, U. of North Carolina; KTRU, Rice U.; KTSB, U. of

Texas; WTUL. Tulanc U.; WAKE. Wjike Forest U.; KCMU, U. ofWashington

"Halfof Everything.

"

For those who are unfamiliar with Cole or

his previous band, the Commotions, Don '/

Get Weird On Me, Babe will undoubtedly

contain sounds that you've heard before.

Cole's offering is unique because he

manages to put them together in a manner

that will make his music sound fresh for a

long, long time. David McDaniel, The

Signal, Georgia State U

.

Fugazi

Steady Diet cfNothing

Anyone who sdll believes that rock and

roll is dead is not listening to bands like

Fugazi. Underground, alternative bands

influenced psychedelic funk.

The first single, "The Fly," kicks offwith a

Jimi Hendrixesque hallucinogenic guitar

behind Bono's breathy and impassioned

vocals. The Edge accents the mix with sharp

riffs in his typical style, but with a fresh and

new sound for the '90s. "Mysterious Ways,"

the albiim's second single, grooves in an

extreme funk you'd expect only to find in a

sewer deep in the heart ofCleveland.

The rest of the album is a mix of coarse

jams flavored with several mellow emo-
uonal bloodlettings. Indeed Bono 's lyrics

in this collecdon are dominated by matters

of the heart — shallow poems buried,

beneath intricate, layered mixes,

Achtung, Baby is U2's attempt to go back to

the days when music was meaningful, not

something that anybody could put together

with the help of a wizard-technician. U2
again proves they are true arusts, not sleek

and polished imitators, ijennyJenny, The

Metropolitan, Metropolitan State College

Pixies

TrompeLeMonde
Hard on the heels of last year's celestial

joy ride, Bossanova, the Pixies growl again

with their most recent stinging love letter of

hate and dreamlike visions.

Although matter-of-fact talk about flying

saucers and distant planets still fills the

cracks, they have abandoned Spanish

bordello imagery for a smattering of French

cliches. Nothing is spared on the sound
however. They bump
and grind about their

usual mix of four-

chord surf punk, four-

chord waltz and four-

chord scream, at times

even getting a wee bit

tender on the subject

of sex ("Last night, he could not make it. He
tried hard but he could not make it").

"Subbacultcha" is the new Pixies state-

ment of youth and independence while

"Planet of Sound" redefines the popular

standard for structured noise (previously

defined on Bossanova). But when singer

Black Francis ain't screaming about college

girls or space travel, bassist Kim Deal hums a

cherubic tune to plan your day by.

There is too much tromping going on to

properly label their sound. But as far as the

Pixies go, Trompe Le Monde is harder than

the rest, softer than their best, but not really

better. In fine Pixies form, it is simply

weirder. Greg Michaelidis, Prodigal Sun,

State U. ofNew York, Buffalo

Lloyd Cole

Don't Get Weird On Me, Babe
If you think it takes Lou Reed or Elvis

Costello to write intellectually stimulating

alternative music, think Lloyd Cole. If you

think it takes Frank Sinatra or Bryan Ferry to

croon with passion, think Lloyd Cole. If you

think it takes Sting or Paul Simon to blend

musical genres, think Lloyd Cole.

Not only does Cole accomplish these

goals on his new album, but he makes
everything look easy along the way. The first

side of the album showcases Cole's ability to

effectively blend rock, blues, and folk into

fresh, upbeat pop. Tunes such as "Tell Your

Sister," "The One You Never Had," and

"Weeping Wine" emerge as standout cuts

and prove Cole a formidable songwriter.

If that wasn't

enough, with the help

of conductor Paul

Buckmaster (best

known for his work
with Elton John and
Miles Davis), Cole is

accompanied by a full

orchestra on the album's second half. Cole's

post-modem approach to the Moody Blues'

ethereal Days ofFuture Passed v/orks well,

especially in the tracks "Margo's Waltz" and

like this are eftbugh lojump-sianThe Beast.

Steady Diet ofNothing

is post-modern, post-

metal, post-punk and

positively invigorat-

ing, filled with crash-

and-bum guitar work

and rollicking num-
bers like the title cut

and "Latin Roots." Fugazi offers a bit of

everything on this album. The haunting

melody of "Long Division" will stay with you

just as long as danceable cuts like "Nice New
Outfit" and "Stacks."

And just as exciting as the music are the

words — this is a band with something to say

about the life we live. It's a shame alternative

groups with the most lyrical statements

("America is ajust a word but I use it") seem

hidden in the comers of college radio.

Steady Diet ofNothing may not be for every-

one — but it sure deserves a listen. Fugazi

takes the example set by hard-driving

rockers of the '60s and '70s and the

influences of clean early '80s punk and new

wave, and fuses these together to set the

standard for the '90s. It's a welcome break

from the "steady diet" of mindless

commercial sludge the music industry

thrives on these days. Lisa Edmunds,
Kansas State Collegian, Kansas State U.
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1.')5 f)ii(jo Ccit.iloy SS H('luncl;Uile

on 1st (ndtM

NbWWAVF. VIDEO
\\{) 2) rjrcj Ro.icl «1G

PO'ot Hill>, NY 1 13^S G3K-i

CD'i. CASSETTES, LPf . Big discounts! (

Send $2 (refundable on first order) to:

Telesounds, 5344 S. St. Rd 109,

Anderson, IN 46013.

WE BUY AND $ELL USED/NEW
COMPACT DISCS WRITE COCS-U,
551 VALLEY RD., SUITE 124, UPPER
MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043. PHONE/FAX:

(201)403-7745

FREE C.D./CASSETTE CATALOGUE.
BARRY PUBLICATIONS, 447 82nd ST.,

BROOKLYN, NY 11209

DEADHEAD NIRVANA! Books, tapes,

clothes, jewelry, incense, more FREE

catalog: TRADING POST.'P'.O. Box 582-

U, Canton, CT 06019 Phone: (203)

693-4679

BOOKS

DRUNK DRIVING
Amazing Nmv Book t>y two legai

•xpwti covers aN 50 attlaa and D.C
-101 Ways To Avoid A Onmk Driving

Convidion.'' Over 300 pagss. $19.95 +

$3.80 SA1 CaM 1-800-426^600 for

VISA/MC orders. 30 day morteytMck

guarantee

STAR ADDRESS GUIDEBOOK
I 3000+ direct addresses of

Hock&Pop Stcus. I V(SiMovie Stars

Bands. Athletes. Coaches.
1 Politicians. Authors. Others.

(::overprice S9 95 +S1 05 Shipping

BOOKMASTFRS
110-21 73td Road "1G

Forest Hills NY m75-83n

AUDIO/VIDEO

AUDIO AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT

leUGHT AND SOLO. All types. New ^

and used. Daiiy specials Closeouts.

Best prtoesi Aiiie Amertca (VIrgMa). I

POSTERS
MOVIE POSTERS All current releases.

Thousands. 19^0s-1980s. Compare -

BestPrlces-FastestService
VISA/MASTERCARD (904)373-7202.

Catalog$2 00. RICK'S, Box 23709/U11.

Gainesville. FL 32602-3709.

ONE HALF MILLION POSTERS Newest

releases. Illustrated catalogue $2.00

Luton's Box 752302-U Memphis. TN
38175

TIE DYES From Environmental Shirts to

Tour Shirts, plus all Dead Stickers. For

tree Catalog: Greatful Threads, Box
2724-R, Attleboro Falls. MA 02763 or

call (508)695-0337

VIDEO

NEW MOVIES
ON VIDEO
Montniv Cat

Ho.'d f'lG

N r 1 l37Cvb313

.•w
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WECAN MAKEYOUR STUDENT LOAN DISAPPEAR
It's not magic, its the Army and Army Reserve's

Educational Loan Repayment Programs. Even the
largest loan, if not in default, can completely disappear
after three years ofactive Army service. The amount
_aDd duration ofrepayment varies for Reservists.

Your college^experience may allow you to enter the
Army at a higher rank and pay grade. And you may also
qualify for sophisticated skill training. '

For more information, call I-SOO-USA-ARMY, Ext.

439, or mail in the coupon today.

ARMY. BEALLYOU CAN BE.
'*-

r
1

YES^ I 'd like more information on the

ARMY EDUCATIONAL LOAN REPAVMENT PROGRAA4S
" D ACTIVE D RESERVE

SEND TO: Army Opportunities, P O. Box 3219
Warminster, PA. 18974

Name

Address

City, State Zip

Phone Birthday.

Circle last year of coilese completed

1 S 3 4
12ZIXJ"021ZC

1BZIXJ"021ZC

A2ZIXJ"021ZC

^

Dollars and Sense
MONFA' • BIJSINKSS • ACIAUKMKIS

Dollars and Sense Briefly

Sweet house o' mine...For two

university students, postcards they

mailed this summer were definitely

worth the cost of the stamps. Erika

Aldan, a senior at the U. of Akron,

won the opportunity to meet Guns n'

Roses vocalist Axl Rose and also

walked off with his condo in We^t
Hollywood. "We're going to have an

'Evict Axl Party,'" where Rose will

hand over the deed to his $425,000

condo, Aldan said. Jonathan Asch, a

sophomore at the U. of California,

San Diego, entered a Comedy Central

contest and won $5,000 and a day on

campus with anti-establishment

comedian George Carlin, a high

school dropout. Eric Schmidt, The

Guardian, U. ofCalifornia, San Diego

But did they post their own ball?...

Three freshmen at Berry College in

Rome, Ga., were charged with forgery

after local and campus police and Secret

Service agents confiscated more than

100 counterfeit $20 bills. Police found

the students after a convenience store

clerk notified them that a young white

male passed a phony bill in the store and

gave them a description of the suspect's

car. Police arrested two of the suspects

after searching their rooms. Kevin

Nejedly, the third suspect, who passed a

phony bill in the liKal Del Taco, turned

himself in. "I pretty much had to make

an on-the-spot decision while being

completely nervous and in a complete

state of indecisiveness as to what to do,"

Nejedly said. "Unfortunately, I spent it."

Michelle Williamson, Campus Carrier,

Berry College

Home sweet home...Most students

work during the summer, to help cover

school costs, but few are as industripus

as Brian, IJane and Brent Hores. The

students built a house this summer
and are selling it to help pay for

college. Both Brian and Brent are

studying architecture, Brian as a third-

year student at the Boston Arch-

itectural Cienter, and Brent as a

freshman at the U. of Tennessee.

Liane is a junior studying environ-

mental science at the U. of North

Carolina. "We got on each others'

nerves, but it drew us closer together,"

she said about the 12- to 15-hour days

spent working,on the two-story, two-

bedroom traditional house. They
hope to sell it for betwe^ $70,000 and

$80,000. Stephanie Johnston, The

Daily Tar Heel, U. ofNorth Carolina

Students find The Write Stuff'
ByAMYAPPLEBAUM
TheBG News, Bowling Green State U

.

College students are accustomed to reading books, but few have

written their own.

Jayna Miller, a sophomore at Bowling Green U., entered a

Landmark Editions, Inc., fnntfst and wnn a

When she returns to school, it may be to a college that offers a

program in illustration. The experience, she said, was like four years

of college in one.

Miller is spending a lot of this year traveling, mostly in Ohio, and

lecturing at elementary schools to encourage children to write. She

tells children about other students who have been published

and teaches illustration. After she leaves, she hears

publishing contract for her children's book, Too

Much Trick Or Treat, which she wrote and
illustrated.

Her central character. Jammer the

Rabbit, is a cute and cuddly schemer

who concocts a plan to steal his

friends' Halloween candy. His

friends turn out to be smarter than

he realized as they foil his plan.

Miller found out she won the

contest on a Monday, about a

year after she entered. That
Saturday she flew out to Kansas

City to begin edidng her book.

Contest winners are flowil to

Landmark, where they are

assisted by professional editors

and art directors in producing the

final version of the books for

publicadon.

Miller said the text was rewritten

about six times, and each illustration

was redrawn about 20 times. ^ rs.^^^—
Aside from spending time at Landmark ^ t/^:JS^^^^^i^it^'^^^;^^ "' ^^^ basically lucky," Hewett said. "I've

last fall. Miller also worked on revising her ^fM^^T^^^^^ftOBSl^ "^^'^^ known anybody in the industry."

bo(3k in her residence hall room. ^^^^^^SSSS^^^^^^^ She said having a book published has opened up

She left Bowling Green spring semester to photo courtesy of landmark editions a lot of doors, and she now has an agent,

work full time on her book. She said she could Jammer the Rabbit has a thing for phocolate. Warner Bros. Inc. has purchased the right

not keep up with her school work and spend ,' to study the novel in order to decide if the

enough dme on her book concurrently. company wants to make a film based on the book.

"It was a full-time commitment," she said, "more work than I could Hewett said she would love to be a writer if she could support

stories about children who want to write. Lorri

Hewett, a sophomore at Emory U., sent a

manuscript to HoUaway House after reading

through a markedng directory for writers.

Her novel Coming ofAge was released by

them last summer.

The plot revolves around the lives

of three black high school seniors

who struggle to find out about
themselves.

The students, two girls and one

boy, become involved in each

other's problems (which range

from having mixed parents to a

mother who committed suicide

and a brother who is involved in a

gang) and in a love triangle.

Hewett said she was skeptical

about her chances of getting

pubiisheci because she didn't have an

agent. Her main purpose in sending

her manuscript out was to get some input

from editors.

ever imagine. When I was (working on the book) , I thought, 'Why am
I doing this?'" she said. "Now I want to do it again."

herself. GetUng another book published, she said, "will be easier, but

not simple."

Mandatory insurance ruling

affects student financial health
ByTANYA BRICKING
College Heights Herald, Western Kenlucky U .

'

. The state of Kentucky told Julie Pincombe

to have health insurance before she started

classes this fall, but the freshman at Ashland

Community College couldn't aflbrcj it.

Pincombe and Michael Kessler, a senior at

the U. of Louisville, filed a lawsuit

questioning the consitutionality of a man-

date passjed by the 1990 Kentucky General

Assembly. The bill required undergraduate

and graduate students attending state

universiues to have health insurance before

Sept. 1.

But ajudge niled in August that Pincombe

and Kessler could enroll without insurance

pending the lawsuit's outcome and granted

the suit class-action status.

Pincombe said she hopes lawmakers will

repeal the law inJanuary.

She said the law is discriminatory as well as

costly. "It's almost like saying all black

people or all such-and-such people have to

have health insurance, and that's really not

fair."

David Thomas, a legislative analyst with

the Kentucky Health and Welfare

Committee, said premiums would be

covered by student financial aid for students

who can't afford them.

Scott Cobum, Pincombe's attorney, said a

minimum plan for most students would cost

between $33 and $39 per semester but

wouldn't include what most students need —
outpatient care for such things as broken

bones, colds and sexually transmitted

diseases.

Thomas agreed that most students need

comprehensive insurance, what many have

under their parents' plans. For an individual,

that would cost $250 or $300 a semester.

nmn Miuos, the campus press, u. of Colorado

For Stephen Papanlkolas, a U. of Colorado

freshman, Insurance paid off this fall.
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Recruiting abroad to win at liome
BySHARON GINN
The Independent Florida A lligalar, U . of Florida

She had been in the United States only two
days before she was given her first formal
introduction to living on a U.S. campus.
And when Gudula Staub, a volleyball player

at fhr V, of Floiich. hud hcT hikg SWlpcd flVJm^
right outside her dorm, she knew her
induction into college life was complete.

"^1 -saw it was gone and went, Wow! That is a

new experience,'" Staub said. "Thai's America."

Staub, a native of Germany, is one of
hundreds of athletes from foreign countries

^who choose to train at U.S. colleges. They
come to the states for different classes and new
experiences, but most of all to improve in their

respective sports.

Davor Rimac of the U. of Arkansas is a

redshirt freshman basketball player who came
to the United Stales from Yugoslavia to play
high school basketball. This summer, kimac
went back to Yugoslavia, which is engulfecHn a

' civil war, and was almost called up to fight for

one of the country's two armies.

"Thai's why I came back a month early, "4ie

said. "I couldn't get ten people to play a five-

on-five pickup game. Half of them were
fighting and the other half were watching TV
to see what's going on.

"^

Student Body Briefly

It's in tlie iiole...To the doubting
Thomases, his friends and a sports
announcer, he's somewhere betvyeen a

fool, Walter Mitty and a hallowed herd
animal. No matter, because hn the
record, The Guinness Book of World
Records proclaims him the World's

man,afl0C6Ba=•v-KitM.taaiaittuMB >•>•.• ar

:

REQQIE GRANT. THE INDEPENDENT FLORIDA ALLIGATOR. U. OF FLORIDA
Antiwny Nesty, a native of Surname, won a goM medal in the lOO^eter butterfly at the
1988 Summer Olympics. After a hero's welcome, Nesty returned to the U^. to be a Gator

Most European athletes, like Rimac and
Staub, have English training before they move
to the United Stales. They also are required to

pass an English language competency test

before diey can attend college.

But athletes say when they are thrown into a

new culture and new surroundings, it can be
difficult for them to carry on a conversation or
study in English.

"The language barrier was there for the first

two weeks, because I'm not used to having to

speak so much English," Staub said. "Now
after almost three months, it's no problem at

all for me."

Homesickness also can be a problem
Although many athletes say they don't miss life

in their own countries, U. of Florida swimmer
Anthony Nesty said he often feels a twinge
^when he goes home to his native Surname, a

country in northern South America.

Nesty brought his country home a gold
medal in the 100-meler butterfly from the 1988
Summer Olympics.

"When I was a junior (in high school) and
I'd go home for Christmas and I'd come back,-i

had a real hard time going back (to die United
States)," Nesty said.

Athletes like Nesty who are successful early

on may be well-known before they decide to

come to the U.S. Once they arrive, foreign
athletes must spend lime wiUi dozens ofpeople
diey don't know and may not yet understand.

But Staub said her teammates provided

opportunities for her to speak English and
were patient with her progress.

Still, Martti Kuisma, a Gator basketball
player from Finland, said sometimes
Americans with good intendons try to be too

nice, yet can't keep their promises.

'*Somedmes you can't trust them," Kuisma
said. "You can ask them a favor and they say

diey'll do it, but then diey don't.*

In all, most athletes seem happy with their

roles as student athletes.

U. ofGeorigia track coachJohn Mitchell said

one of his American aUiletes went to England
to visit her teammate over die summer. Also at

Georgia, a cross<:ouniry runner ft-om Iceland is

dating a teammate from St Louis.

"I don't diink there's any quesuon that these

kids are developing friendships dial will last a

lifedme," Mitchell said.

year Northwestern U. student,
received confirmaUon this year that he
broke the record of a Canadian man
for the most holes played in a 12-hour
period. What would possess a man to

average a hole of golf every 1.67
minutes for a total of 429 holes - in

just a half day? Enter a confessed
eccentric. "You're only 21 once. I

didn't go out looking for a record to

break. Ijust love golf and wanted to do
something I could remember for the
rest ofmy life," Freeman said. After 10

hours, 10 pairs of gloves, a pulled
muscle and sore hands,the cynics ate

their words and the course swallowed
up the 392 balls that it took to break
the record. Lydia Rebac, The Daily

Northwesterny Northwestern U.

Have no fear... The U. of Kansas
Medical Center is offering treatment
for people who suffer from panic
attacks and agoraphobia. Agoraphobia
is the irradonal fear of leaving home.
"These people have anxiety related to

a specific type of situation," said
Fowler Jones, an associate professor
who works at the U. of Kansas Med
Center. "Agoraphobia and panic
attacks are not something that can be
overcome by will power alone." Kerri

Gottschalk, The Daily Kansan, U. of
Kansas.

BYLANAG.SCHULTZ
Daily Cougar, U . ofHouston

You already know how to get high.

"You've simply allowed your mind to convince you that
you forgot," write Douglas Rushkoffand Patrick Wells in
dieir new b(K)k Free Rides: How to Get High Without Drugs.

In fact, some sociologists maintain that getting high and
transcending one's current reality is, as Aldous Huxley put
it, "one of die principal appeUtes of the soul."

However, expanding one's consciousness need not be a
psychedelic scene with modern Orpheqs incarnations
eadng acid likejellybeans.

Nonchemical highs are almost invariably more enjoyable,
longer lasung and of greater benefit to one's quality of life,'

said Rushkoffand Wells.

And die book suggesdons won't land you in the h<K)segow
and your car on the sheriffs aucdon block.

The book's promoters claim Free Rides is the first-ever
survey of techniques to expand consciousness through

igl

"To write Fr^e Rides, I iiad to sift

through more crap than one might
imagine is out there."

— Douglas Rushkolf

healdiy and construcdve methods. And, as an added bonus,
the audiors managed to steer clear ofmost NewAge mumbo
jumbo. ^ .,-/

"To write Free Rides, I had to sift through more crap dian
one might jnMt^ihe is out there," said Rushkoff, a politica l

editor of Expose magazine.

"I floated, put on goggles, stared at television screens and
tried some pretty dangerous things, too. For every ten con
ardsts, there is one Only dedicated, spiritual person, hoping
to design a significant method of exploring human
experience."

Unlike a chemical high, which is compared to riding a lift,

die authors liken geldng high on your own, widiout drugs,
to climbing a mountain.

"Instead of looking out on the mountain from a chair
dangling from a wire dial someone else erected, you stand
on the face of the mountain on your own two feet."

Techniques discussed in the book range from cheap and
relauvely easy- rhydimic breadiing, aerobics and lantric sex
- to more expensive and daring - electromagnetic
sdmuladon, brain machines and skydiving.

rOne of the niore way-out mediods, one diat requires a bit
of training and supervision, is the Sufi Whirling Dervish
dances.

The hypnoUc spinning leaves die dancer feeling like a pure
channel ofenergy, die b(K)k says.

"The trick widi any of die techniques in this chapter is to
stay conscious, "diey write. f

"Instead of altering your mind to see die everyday world
differendy, you leave the mind alon^ and go into different
space."

I > ilw
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STUDIES ABROAD

SCHILLER
USTTERNATIOMAL

UNIVERSITY

International study atone of ourS campuses in:

INGiAND; LondoB Ail<

West Wickham

GERMANY: Heidelbei^

and Berlin

FRANCE: Paris and Strasbourg

Q Eiim i,-Kd i\ ttwanj you i U^)^ry^ Jt any of tmrcjmpwwi.

SPAIN: Madrid

G All classes are taught in English.

Q Graduate programs in International Business,

International Hotel and Tourism Management,

International Relations and Dipbmacy, and more.

G Undergraduate programs in Business, Hotel

Management, International Relations and Diplomacy,

European Studies, Liberal Arts, Psychology,

"^Languages, Computer Systems Management,

Commercial Art, and more.

Spanish and German Laneuaee InstihJtes.

SWITZERLAND: Engelbere .,7 c. .^» v at^^® ^ U Summer, Semester, Year and Degree programs.

For more information: Schiller International University

^1

Depi NC 453 Edgewater Drive
Dunedin, Florida 34698
(813) 736-5082 CIRCLE NO 01

FINANCIAL AID: 6 CUSTOMIZED
private sources, only $39.95

GUARANTEED! Undergraduate/

•Graduate. FREE BONUS! 1-800-872-

1221. Ext. 9122

MONEY FOR COLLEGE. Guarantee six

sources. No GPA or income

requirements. Write: Academic
Opportunities P.O. Box 1506 Clemson,

B.C. 29633

EDUCATION
$100 U.S. SAVINGS BOND
GliARANTEED! If you do not receive a

scholarsbip. grant, or financial aid. We
have the largesl scholastic

computerized database in the USA.
Everyone qualifies! For a free

information packet, sent immediately,

write or call: Henyon and Assocaites,

College Financial Planners, 615-D East

Abram, Suite 376, Arlington. TX 76010.

1 •800-742-4649 (24 hrs.)

COLLEGE STUDENT

AID SERVICE

Scholarships, Financial

Aid Awards, Pell Grants,

Loans. Fast service! 53

Parkwood Drive,

Pepperell, Ma 01463

BOOKS

Think More Qearly

!

Come out of the fog caused by
drugs and environmental toxins.

Buy and use the book,

Clear Body, Clear Mind,
by L. Ron Hubbard.

Send $17.95 to:

Bridge Publications, Inc.

4751 Fountain Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90029

Order direct:

1-800-334-LIFE

01991 by Bridge Publiotioni, Inc. Ali rightt reicfv^

LOVE and OTHER
HERESIES

DANGEROUS ESSAYS

HANN&REX
Student Price:

$4.96

Box 22-3073

Hollywood. FL 33022

HIGH TIMES proclamation. 'THE

Insider's Guide is THE definitive

guide to growingt" 380 pages. 200
^ ro •OOK eO. rO.»CW «174«7(U) ^

tACRAMCNTO, C*JMMII.TW

T)«/yM»w«wooo2oo[i • rssLsrssris

photographers. $22. catalog $1. Red

Eye Press. Box 65751. Los Angeles

90065-0751.
'SSm'^ii^SSZt'iiirritJSSU^CAm^^

\jSSin ONLYI 14 Mil COO UN« (t1«> TH-aM^
•ANARCHIST COOKBOOK" Available

"NOW YOU CAN GET FRAN an' MAABL

COMIX! 'Brilliant characterization!'

(SPCE) Three complete stories! 136 pp.

$6.00 ppd. Mailbox Books. Box 1278

(U).Roslyn, PA 19001

again! $22, postpaid. Barricade Books,

Box 1401-C. Seacaucus, NJ 07096

College Students read more books than

anyone! !Call 310-551-1381 for ad info!

A EUROPEAN SUMMER TRAVEL /

STUDY PROGRAM

THE INTERNATIONAL
SUMMER SCHOOL

IN

INNSBRUCK, AUSTRIA
JULY 5 -AUGUST 15, 1992

FEATURING FIELD TRIPS TO BERLIN
VENICE. VIENNA AND MUCH MORE
OVER 5Q COURSES TAUGHT IN

ENGLISH
CLASSES MONDAY THROUGH

THURSDAY. TRAVEL FRIDAY THROUGH
•BDWPyr

For more information, contact

THE OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL
STUDY PROGRAMS

POBOX 1315

UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS
NEW ORLEANS. LA 70148

(504)286-7116

TEACH

STREET KIDS
IN ANGOLA

12 month program
Volunteer work at school for

street children in Luanda.
Preparation and foUow-iq) periods

in the U.S. include language and
regional studies, practical training

and fiinaraising

BrochuiB and appUcmoo:
iBititute for IbCI CooperatioB and

DcTClODRMBt (IICD)
Box ia3-Y, Williamstown. MA

01267(413)458-9828.

**•*****•*•*••*•**••••
CAMPAIGN '92

••••*•*••**•••*•*•••*•
S:xp8]i#fic;8 rJiutoyry in \h% Making]

Democratic National Convention
Now York. NY
July 5-17. 1992

Republican National Convention

August 9-21, 1988

Atttnd one pr both and earn college credit!
' Contact:

The Washington Center
,

(202)624-8080
cmcLtNO.oz

The Washington Center is a non-partisan, not-for-profit education organization

AndOnThe^
Eighth Day, We
Bulldozed Ix

THERAPEUTIC WILDERNESS

CAMP. Year round Ttierapeutic

Wilderness Camp in east Texas

needs counselors to worV with

troubled youth. Degree

required. $16,000.- Excellent

Benefits. SALESMANSHIP
CLUB YOUTH CAMPS, Route

1 , Box 305 Hawkins. Texas

75765(903)769-2500

rhc- oldest rainturcstN date

hack U) the time of the dinosaupt.

KMVmillion years ago. Today they

offer the last refuge for half of all

the plant and animal species on
earth.

But how much time do rain-

forests have left?

Each day, fifty thousand
acres of rainforests are hulldo/ed.

hurned. degraded. destn>yed At

this rate, the last traces of paradise

wUI tx- gone in a single human
lifespan.

A miracle of creation wipc'd

out, at horrendous cost to our
environment

What can you do to save
the last rainforests on earth?

You can support activists in

more than a doxen nations fight-

ing to conserve the splendid vari-

ety of living things which depend
on these endangered environ-
ments

Jaguars, orchids, boas, birds

not to mention 200 million

people.

To get involved, simply mail

the coupon below Tomorrow
won't wait.

r-

Icll mc niurc about ihc raintori-Ms jikI

I whut I cun Jo U) \jt\x ihcni
I

S \MK
.

i M)i>Kt"».

I (in MMK /lf_

0^^\m£
iUU BROADWAY. ^A^< FRANC I.S< (». ( A 4-11 it

GRADUATE
SCHOOLS

Advertise in U. The National College Newspaper's netv

"GRADUATE SCHOOL DIRECTORS' and reach 4 million college

students nationwide.The ad deadline for the February issue is

December 15 and will be distributed on 400 of the nations

leading campuses. Sounds good?...Really good?

Call Jason Maier at 310-551-1381 for more information.

DIRECTORY INFORMATION

For moflB information regarding any of U.*s Career and Educational Directory

advertisers, circle the appropriate number(8). Send immediately to IL The National

Cfilkgfi Newspaper. ISOQ.Centuiy Park East, Suite 820, L04 Angeles, CA 90067

Name
01 02

1

#

"

Address

Citv Stote Zip t

alma mater or College (vr)
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Classifieds
SUNGLASSES TCi HELP WANTED

RAYBANS
SERENGETIS
SUNGUSSES

SAVE 40% Great Gifts!

Over 300 styles.

Free catalogue

FAST SHIPPING

Call1-800-4RAYBAN

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
FISHERIES - Earn $5,000+/Month. Free Transportation!
Room and Board! Over 8,000 Openings. No experience
necessary. MALE or FEMALE. Plan ahead - Call now for
employment program: 1-206-545-4155, ext. 65

SlttdtntowiiMnglo«»ortinAlari«inuMt»«i|htwniVii4ilcr.ai«llng>ndphyitaria^^ i

Student Employment Services Achfivemeni Thnmxh Adventure

TENRESITTthE
ANIMAL KINGDOM
CwwpWBin i MM I iimiuimvni idtpnuiii^
tuaie copulaory organs of sevetal aiimals. from m»
to whaic Features the finger-like appendage of the
pofpoise penis, the extended urahra of the giraffe, and
other gennolopoJ oddittcs Includes insen o( dcscnp^
tjveieu ideal as an eduaoonal resource, a decmian
for home or office, or a unque gift B.95 plus $2 for

P&H: Sciemific Novelty Co.. Box 67J-A2 Bloom
ington. IN 47402 Allow two weeks for deliverv

PERSONALIZED
Crosswords for Christmas,

Birthdays.Valentines; CCC-N, 17
Emerson Way, Sudbury. MA
01776. 508-443-9819.

ID'S -

DRIVERS LICENSES
• REAL BLANK DRIVCR8 LICENSES
• OraOMALSt NOT CHEAP FAKE 1.0.

• ANY STATE OR CANADA
• EASY DC IT YOURSELF Krr
• 10<m FOOLPROOF LEGAL
• MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
• FAST CONFIDENTIAL SERVK^E

ONLY $8.00
NO FREE INFOI

CATALOGS S5.00 EACH —
FREE WITH PURCHASEt

DON'T OCLAYI ORDER NOWl
RUSH SS.OO PER UCENSE KIT

OR (3 FOR SS.OO) TO:

BELL REAL ID
3148 Plainfiold Ave. 150 U

RECIPES

AUTHENTIC ITALIAN
CUISINE

Erma Leone's Old World Recipe
Booklet. Incredibly delicious!

Impress someone today! Send $2
to: KMF, 1093 Broxton, #702.

LA., CA 90024

CALENDARS
1992 COED CALENDAR. FEATURING
NUDE ILLINOIS COLLEGE WOMEN
very tastefully photographed. Mail
$9 95 to COED CALENDAR P.O. BOX

-434m OckattJ ft 601T5

CONDOMS

CONDOM of the MONTH
CLUB!

Gratl

GMIdM!

QraMGNI For

YflWMin

SMtacrfbtto

CMC!

10 condoms ssm to you every monfil
ChooH Irom (our progranUr

EnUmB: (1 ilvmnl^O

contomi/$4.g6)

coiMiotni^2 96)

<8

:(12nwMyripnnlin2Q
i.gs)

AlsuteripiofvreoeMe beyond mslname

brand condoms Senior packages Indude

Mid novelty condoms

tmtmmalamm m/i»ta^m.QM
CMC. P.O. 4B2, W. PUm tarii. R.

illl

EXCmNGJOBS
MALASKA

HInng Men and Women. Surnmer, Year

round. Fishing, cannenes. logging,

mnni.mHlrrrtim i'ir iai ipjuift,

skJiedAjnskiled. Transportation. Six

hundred plus weekly. Call Now.

1-206-736-7000. exl.400B

THE BEST ALASKAN SUMMER
JOBS: $1,000+/wk., room, board &
airfare. Job guide reveals the best

opportunities in: fishing, oil,

ftfliotinn rnnsion A roorft. Hi§^

barrier

CRUISE SHIPS

NOW HIRING M/F
Summer & Career Opportunities

(Will Train). Excellent pay plus

world travel. Hawaii. Bahamas.
Carribean, etc.

CALL NOW:
206-736-7000. Ext. 400N

(Call refundable)

paying summer -& yr. round jobs.

Alaskemp Guarantee: Secure
Alaskan job, or 100% refund.

$9.95 + $3 S&H to: Alaskemp, Box
1236. Con«llis, OR 97339

only for t8-35 year olds

g • 9 dinners

3» 14 breakfasts ,.

J froo Backpack g
• • luxurvco^ir.h **

gold coast

bristMne

kuranda train

Sydney

.

surfers paradise

port douglas

day tour^^-^^^^ (holy
from ^^^ ^^ ^^ _ cow!)

per day

for free brochures

1.800.626.0611 usa

1.800.624.0611 ca

•
e

luxury-coach
iupiters casino

Whitsunday Island resort Jg

sunshine coast

UP TO $40a/WEEK
Hundreds of live-in nannie jobs

East/ West Coast. Chicago. .

Many benefits. Minimum one
year. NATIONAL NANNY 1-800-

933-9397.

( kl LSI lOHS
Cruise Lines Now Hiring
Earn $2,000-1- per month.
Holiday, Summer and Full-

time employment available.
• Cruise Staff • Wailers/Waitressn
• Gift Shop Sales • Bartenders
• Musicians • Youth Counselors

For'^l/'^ Employment
Manual and Application send
$12.95 fee to:

Cruise Employment Services

P.O. Box 95401-AB
Seattle, WA 98145

30 day money hack guarantee

CRUISE SHIP JOBS $300-900 weekly.

Now Hiring. 1-206-839-7802 ext C-13.

LAW ENFORCEMENT JOBS.
$17,542-$86.682/yr. Police, Sheriff,

State Patrol, Correctional Officers.

Call 1-805-962-8000. Ext. K-2674.

ALASKA JOBS! BE INFORMED
WEEKLY. EMPLOYMENT DIRECTORY.

STATE LISCENSED AGENCY. SEND
$5.00 TO: ALASKAN EMPLOYMENT,

BOX 450-C, NINILCHIK, AK 99639

CVGR PAY OUTRAGEOUS AnFARESAGAM

I

Get Th«

Woddwkto Quid* to

Cheap Airfares

1992
IT'S SIMPLE ..you carry docufnenis fof

overrwght shipping corripanies. and they
pay h«N of your Inlamational airfara.

Couriof companies, charters and rnofol

Act now and get the Worldwide Guide's
Domestic Supplement - FREE!

RUSH $9.95 to MeColl k Aaaociatee,
Box 1633. San Leandro. CA 94577

Unconditional Money-back Guarantee

FLY FREE! Transporting

documents to Destinations

Worldwide! Send $9.95:

COURIERGUIDE: 2301
PENNUND. (NC) Sacramento, CA
95825

Best Parties

BPnmQ BBEAfc *n
(\,<x^^Cancun mo*^ $299
le^o^*" Bahamas v°^ $279
|*c,N>^^^ Acapuico ^^°*^ $1 99

f^^^^^^'^So. Padre M°'^$139

'x*^

CALL: 1-800-258-9191
PRICES GO UP JAN. lOlh - BOOK NOW!

Best Prices ^'

Reach ttie biggest traveling market in

ttie country! Call Sam at 310-551-
1381 for ad rates!

ALASKA
SUMMER

EMPLOYMENT
FISHERIES

Earn $600+/week in cannery.
$8.000-$1 2.000+ for two monttis on
fishing vessel Over 8.000 openings.

No experience necessary. Male or

Female. For 68-page employment
booklet, send $10.95 to M&L
Research. Box 84008-PX, Seattle,

WA 98124 — 60 day unconditional,

100% money back guarantee

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOUl BIG PAY!

Transportation! New Employment

Handbook, $3.00 Australia International.

Box 5730-RCC, Lighthouse Pt., FL

33074

COLLEGE MODELS WANTED! $100 per

hour modeling bikinis, lingerie at home.

Send recent photo(s) for consideration

and complete details: Customized

Productions, PO Box 2761, Modeling

Dept., Dunedin, FL 34697.

FLY FREE WORLDWIDE. Just carry"

documents with you for overnight

shipping companies and fly at big

discounts! Send $9.95 for booklet to:

Mc Coll & Associates, Box 1633, San
Leandro, CA 94577. Guarantee!

FRACTALS

BAHAMAS SAILING ADVENTURE
Skippered bareboat, full-

participation group charters from
Miami. BOOK NOW FOR SPRING
BREAK. Scuba diving available

From $325/wk or $425/2wks. Capt.

Seven A. Salem. 15600 Hancock
Rd. Sarasota, FL 34240 (800) 226-

2050(813)322-2236

Spring Break
Cruise the Bahamas

Swim fish, snorkle & parry!

70 luxury motor yacht fruin S3 75
|)|j/week Leaves from Miami
The Great Fscape Yach' Charers iic

Call for details (800) 421-6538

TATTOOS ANARCHY

BEER

>mriUR INLBSSlfRM
itkaMwOnirynHearywiGM 1
rpotirSbMrvinllwMiiwIbiMll {C

FRACTAL T-SHIRTSL
An from mathematics' We
also make videos, magnets,

note cards and other unque
gift items Call or send $1 00

fofatui colof catalog

i^M ^ fractalvision\

"lox"ll93-U, Agoura Hills. CA 91376
Phone (618)889 54?5

TEMPORARY
TATTOOS

Samples $3.50 specify male
or female. Complete details

included:

Fantasies Unlimited,

907 San Carlos Dr.,

Fort Meyers Beach, FL 33931

ANARCHY T-SHIRTS
White T-shirt MHth Black

Anarchy symi>oi.

Internationally recognized.
$6.95 each (or 2 for $10,001)

100% cotton

S-M-L-XL
Hamilton Ta

1093 Broxton, Suite 702
Los AngelM, CA 90024

POLITICAL T'S
PERSONALS

Undi Tid vid MND wan tHogw doum iht bMOh n
vmd color on our tfxMton »iiynM -BMty r iMi t17
• t3 ihCKno. I Ja.JUl. OMm 0%: TOMlMTr, 24
hom. vte4K An* Or ModMM «<d dwdi to

POUnCiU. AMMATBn ISM. Ewmoo H. «0204 f»
fnumtmcsmttipttmn cmim% emit wmim
ti\ argm^nwi b«ai<Na> -cal TI**n\VKi ?4 hourt

PERFUMES
HOME BREWING

fi£EBfiEEBfiEEfi

Brew your own. Free Catalog -

Fast Service - Large Selection -

Kraus, Box 7850-U.

Independence, Missouri 64054

BREW BEER It's LEGAL.

It's FUN. Let us help you get

started. 1-800-762-2560, The

Brewery. 1 1 Marttet St.,

Potsdam, New York 13676

h

FASHIONABLE
FRAGRANCES

High Quality Men & Women
Perfumes and Colognes Over 117

Fragrartces Free brochure In

Business Since 1976.

Scentique Perfume, Inc ••

P.O. Box 42023 Midtown Plaza

Rochester. NY 14604

ADULTS ONLY! N-LOVE CUSHION ®.
Ultimate Love Making Device! Details
Box215,Suffem, NY 10901.

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-U$A. Make
lastina friendships. Send age, interests
Free Reply Harmony. Box 82295 U;
Ptioenix. AZ 85071

CONTACT LENSES Replacement &
Spares from $14.95 - Fast & Convenient
1-800-255-2020. Major credit cards
accepted.

Meet beautiful Mexican, Oriental ladies
Free photo selection. "Latins". Box
1716-CL. Chula Vista. CA 91912-1716
Ptione 619-425-1867

MEET WOMEN WORLDWIDE ^~~-
FREE 32 PAGE CATALOG
Cherry Blossoms, 190UN Rainbow
Ridge, Kapaau, HI 96755.808-961-2114

ASIAN WOMEN desire correspondence!
Overseas, sincere, attractive. Send $2.00
for details, photos. SUNSHINE
INTERNATIONAL. Box 5500-ZE, Kailua-

Kona. Hawaii 96745

GAY «, LESBIAN
GAY/LESBIAN Oriented books, music,
lewelry. etc. Catak)g and meeting service

$1, SASE: Orion Servk»s, 2300 Mariwt
#14-W, San Franslsco. CA 941 14

/^^x GLOW PRO CONDOMS
Jf^' GLOWINTHEOARKI

S / 6/110.00

_Lj - "BIG RED CHRISTMAS
.Ql CONDOMS 12 \ $5.00

FRENCH TICKLERS 12 \ $5.00

(ADD $2.00 POSTAGE 4 HANDLING)

SAFETY VEND
14214 EXCELSIOR BLVD.
MINNETONKA, MN. 55345

0P£NCNT£IIPIIiSE5
T>i* Intelll9«nt w«y to buy «•« toys,

beelit *r>d vld««i —~
from C4t«l«9ith«t «re

rrtendly.mrorrrwtlvc

and fun!C«UI«9»S)

UIOVAlencUit «(JN

94110

PARTY ITEMS

ID HANDBOOK. Everything you

waated to know about IDs but

were afraid to ask. Detailed

Instructions! $10 to: New Ideas.

PO Box 473. Omaha NE 68010.

Cbssifieds/DECEMBERigai iL]tiB[^Tim«U£Q£NEVy§P^a

OPPORTUNITIES

Earn $1 ,000 a week for mailing

letters! . . .guaranteed I

Now you can become finarx;lally independent, using our

proven methods of addressing and mailing letters!

We will show you how to easily earn at least $1 .000 each and
every week, from the comfort and privacy of your own home,

by simply mailing out our drculars!

You will be the envy of all your friendsl

You can set your own hours, and ifs such easy wor1(, you'll

probat^ly do it while watching T.V., as many others do!

FREE INFORMATION! Send only a self-addressed,

stamped envelope to: SMS Publishing, Dept. NCN-A, P.O.

Box 1960, Cordova. TN 38018-1960

LOOKING FOR AN
EXCITING JOB?

ACCESS TO EXCITING PLACES
QoodSalary

NAIilM¥-

Summer arid Year Rourxl

PositkKis

APPLY NOW for me Best

Opportunity!

Overseeis Custom-Maid Agerx:y.

Inc.

300 Bedford St.. Stslmford. CT
06901

(800) 424-MAID (203)324-9575

$$ ATTENTION $$
WOULD YOU STUFF 1.000

ENVELOPES FOR $3,000 PLUS 50%
COMMISSION weekly on every sale

per our instructions. Free suppNee/

poetagel Begin immediately. Rush
only $2 and a stamped envelope to:

WNS Publishing Co PO Box 5428
CoraMlle, lA 52241

HAVE A FUN COLLEGE
EXPERIENCE YOU'D LIKE TO

SHARE?
Be included in an exciting new

^ book soon to hit college

xampuses. Looking tor tiumorous
stories from your college

experience : School traditions/

party themes/ t>est campus
pranks/ memorable road trips/

Spring Breaksl Send entries to:

The College Prank Book
P.O. Box 7124 Arlington, VA

22207

QRfEN CARDI A new law

provides 120,000 'Qreen

Cards'. Send $6 for regislratton

pfooeoufes 10 wmrneDonei
PuMoaUons, 678 8. Drato Rd.

Sulttt D-4. Kalamazoo, Ml

LIVE-IN NANNIES/EAST COAST

PLACEMENTS. Great opportunities

for networking. Fulfilling, rewarding,

exciting. Family Extensions. 1-800-

WE-CARE6.

MORE THAN 50 WAYS TO MAKE
MONEY IN COLLEGE.

Covers 50 ways a student can eam

cash. $10ppd.

Ligon Enterprises, P Box 3288,

Wastiington DC. 2001 0-0288

Delivery time 2 weeks.

LET THE GOVERNMENT
FINANCE your small business.

Grants/loans to $500,000. Free

recorded message: (707) 448-

0330. (HK9)

MAKE MONEY WRITING greeting
cards, send two 29^ stamps
GREEtiNG! P.U. "

Cleveland, OH 44107

_ . __ _.amps
I P.U. Box 521-UW.

SERVE THE PUNET and Humanity

through Meditation. Learn basics from

DHnonny ooqrmi, cngiwi or spanMi.

WHIB MGNA. Box S064J. Otai, CA 93024.

VolMlHy conblbulioni supportfw woifc.

EARN $500 to $1000 weekly stuffing

envelopes at tiome. Send S.A.S.E. to

Regency Rnancial Assistance, P.O. BOX

25685, Lexington. KY 40524-5685

CLASSIREDINFO? 310^1-1381

EMPLOYMENT INFO.

Interested in playing Student Lottery?

Send S.A.S.E. w / $1.00 to: P.O. Box

10102, SL Louis, Missouri 63145

ALASKAN JOBS! Canneries & Fisheries.

Hard Wor1( - Great Pay! Can now. (206)

54&4155.exL65A

UPT0$360WSa.YPOSSBLE maMng

our sales letters and programs. Send

SASE to P.O. Box 172, Farfax, CA 94978

Guaranteed $4 00 each stuffing envelopes

at home Free supplies / postage! Canada

and USA Start immediately! Rush $2.00

for processing fees to: Star Enterprises,

Box 1446. Gueiph. Ontario N1H 6N9

WRITING, PHOTOGRAPHY, ARTWORK

College Bound Magazine, The Magazine

for High School Students By College

Students. GET PUBLISHED. EARN

MONEY. 718^94-6410

PHOTOS 4 SALE

HQWTQGETA
PROFESSIONAL JOB
We Show You How To:

- Write You Resume & Cover Letter,

- Prepare For Your Interview, and
- Write Your Thank You Letters.

To receive our Easy, Proven Formats

and Examples Send $20 1 BPEU at

0. Box 87201 8 Dallas, TX 75287

BEAUTIFUL GIRLS Model Sexy

bikinis, lingerie, etc. Photo package

and brochure. $6.00: New Images.

PO Box 117. Dept UC, Newllano.

LA 71461. Adults only. Also,

models wanted

SELF DEFENSE

PROTECT YOURSELF
With the "Mini Phaser" Key Chain Sprayer

FACT: In the next hours there will be over 60
robberies, 12 forcible rapes, and 3 murders The

spnyer is designed for immdiate use, spraying the

same formula used by theFBI. It fires from within

the key on the ring and take it with you Send:

$15 00 Cash, Check, MO to: Two J's Trading,

Dept U 1. PO Box 169, Hartsdale, NY 10530

U. T-SHIRTS

ional College Newspaperl
10 Original T-ShIrt now availabie. Only $7.96 aach. or 2 for $121

:

U., 1800 Century Parit East. Suite 820, LA. CA 90067. Attn: Sam.

CHILDCARE/NANNIES

NEEDED

Join our "Nanny Networ1(" of

over 800 in Nortfieast. Full-

year positions only.

Salaries: $175-$300 week,

room, board, airfare &
benefits.

BEST CHOICES of families &

locations.

HELPING HANDS
. 1-800-544-NANI

Established 1984

BOSTON NANNIES HAVE MORE FUN
• Top Saiaries/Benefits/Airtare
- r\-—- * r-,

—
• Extensive Nanny

:

NetworV/Activities
• Personally screened families
• One-Year Comnrirtnfwit necessary

CNUHyWEPUCEMDirSBMCE. MC.
1-800-338-1836

149BuckmJnsterRd.,
Brookllne, MA 02146

NANNIES Choose from pre-

screened families in seaside New
England. Top salaries, benefits,

room, board, and airfare. Yearly

positions only Care for Kids. P.O.

Box 27, Rowayton. CT 06853 (203)

852-8111

^NO GIMMICKS -

EXTRA INCOME
NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600-J

every week - Free Details: SASE to

Brooks intenurtional. Inc.

P.O. Box 680606 * Orlando. FL

EARN BIG $$$ seing customized school

Condomtl 518^581-6395

LEARN MY SECRET OF MAKINGD^
WMLEATTBIOMG College. Surprisingly

fun. sMTipie, and profitabie. ServJ SASE to:

Box 324. Moorhead.MN 56661

EASY $1,000 WEEKLY, PROCESSING

MAIL! FREE DETAILS: GC INDUSTRY,

BOX 1430-(U9) WOODBRIDGE. VA

22193

$1.000's monthly processing mail! Free

supplies/postage. No experience, no

obligation, start immediately. RUSH
stamped envelope to: Express

Pubicatnns, Box 962-C, Chestertown, MO
21620

GUARANTEED $4.00 each stuffing

envelopes at home. Free supplies/

postage! Canada and USA start

immediately! Rush $2.00 for processing

fees to: Star Enterprises. Box 1446.

Gueiph, Ontario N1 H6N9 Canada

SOFTWARE

IBM Public Domain
Software.

Free Catalog: CMS, PO
Box 1001. Buffalo. NY

14205.

SELF HELP/MOTIV

UNLOCK TNE POWER OF YOUR
8UBC0NCI0US MINOI

Htvino tfOuMo abKMno? Art you tired

of tboiB wtotMunoi? CigartllN?

Like to substantially Improve your

memoty? ThM* things and more cm
be aooompNalMd quicMy md aatHy w/

scHnMlcalty proven power of Sflf-

hypnoslsl ChooH from a variety of

incredible audio cmHf aueh as:

Relmlion/Motivatlon.

RMsntfon/Racall. Successful Studying.

Drop Those Poundsl, Effectivs PubHc

Speaking, more Send $9.95 /laps (or

2/fbr$15.95)to: Kushner

Enterprises, 3650 E, South SL, SmtB

#207, Lakewood, CA 9071 2. Or caN

(510) 655-4870. Add $1.50 S+H/tips.

Free catak)g availabie.

APPAREL

100% COTTON
rS $14.95

CALL TOLL
FREE 1-800-

782-2560
COD AVAILABLE
$2 00 CATALOG
FREE W / ORDER

BIZARRE WEAR 1 1 MARKET ST.

POTSDAM. NY 13670

WHO PAITBOT

^ ••#•«

Is It Lagal ForYou

s
To B« Looking

At This?

TlwFrMWIt
P06 29e

Honar, AK 90603

100% Cotton

Han— Bwfy-T

On*8i>»
FN* All

S14.00 PoatpaM

T-SHIRTS $8^ EACH

STOP

i*"'

flM,
I'M t MMWItTI

JUST
SAY
YO

TSHIfrrS M96Meh.
or 2 lor $12001
Sim S4M/1/XL

•M 11.30 SA4 pm
C«tolo9 tl.FREE «M«> orrfv

HAancTON r*
lOMBAOXTONAVE.

SUITE 708

LOS ANGELES. CA tOOM

H'hAO
>yffT«yg.,|7j» twill ((F

z Mr ^4.1101) micK psice sipTST

white sMft. S-M-L-XL. Hamilton

Ft, 1083 Bnnloii. SHNi 702. Lm
Angtlas, CA 98024. GIvt pMCt i

I

^9 ^9

ft
Hscvy 100% cotton, wttils oc i

(30«ourMMChaid»)l
t13J0: MJ<.a,PX>.BoKa801,

"1 Doni Think Therefore I'm Nor
100% cotton quality T-shirt.

Attractive white lettering on black,

blue or lilac shirt. S,M,L,XL.

NO ONE...
...Buys nf)ore T-Shlrts tfian

College Students.

Get ttie picture?

Call Sam or Jason at

1-800-821-8518

for Advertising information.

FREE 2 or more. Catalog for SASE.

Down Patt Productions, 4305-21

Omao Rd.. Box 1978, Lihue, Hi

96766

UNIQUE+INEXPENSIVE JEWELRY. For

info, SASE: 1609 W. Bari(er, Peoria IL

61606.

GATOR LAGER BEER T-Shirts.

MC/VISA 1-800-741-BREW Free

(^tak)giie.

COLLECTIBLES

GREEKS
Attention drceks!

This is

Pfx>bably the
Best Shirt I>eal

in the Country!

For a limited

Time Only!

Grcrks and ClaMics to

oOerlng a Gray LEE

Croaagraln lloo.

Fleece 9w^catNiin

including three douMc
color greek kaen far die unbelievable price of $33.95.

To place your order calL (800) 94-GREEK
have your VISA or Master Card ready, or send a check or money order in

Grcefca > Cfc—kt. 3T25 Porbca Ave.. .Scct>nd FV>or. Plnaburgh. Pa. 15213 «

HUMAN SKULL
MUGS.

Unique and unusual Hems,
handcrafted Replicas.
Send $1 for catalog.
Plasticell, Box 24838,

Detroit, Ml 48224

KLAN BUSTERS OF AMERICA. Official

Anti-Ku Klux Klan T-Shirts. All Sizes.

$11 95 Each Richard Bondira. 715 N.

Erie SL.Rockville, IN 47872

IMPROVE GRADES

SPACE SPROCKETS

international
Space Year —1^992

Begin a New
Erajbr
^acefiil
Global

Cooperation ^
T-shirts, Sweatsltirts and more,
c-omme iiiorat ing the global spi ri t

ofthe space «gp through this

excitingyear-long worldwide
ixrlebration. Send$l .00 for color
into, redeemable on first order.

Chuckle's Space Sprockets
3300 Louisiana Ave., So.

Suite 415
Minneapolis, MN 5542«

Available as tunciraiarr.

GREEKS:

by Tadiman Teos.

Rush shirts. Greek WMk. etc. We

wM beat ANY price!

Order for Greek Week w/Tacfiman

Tees a id wet apoosof your next

party! Call for (Mais!

I-TEES

IMPROVE YOUR
GRADES STEADILY!

To learn more send

Stamped envelope to:

Improving Your Grades

1401 West Brooke

Lawrence, KS 66049

TEXTBOOKS

SAVESi.onrs
ON COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS
ORDER OUR MONEY SAVING

AUDIO CASSETTE WITH DETAILS

1-800-809-2665
MC-VISA

BOOKENOS INC.,

601 S. BROADWAY. STE. F

DENVER. CaORADO 80209

SOFTWARE

^^^ SeXXy Software
i^'.sl

MAGIC
PROFESSIONAI
MAGIC BY MAIL'
V 50 *0' cataiof

"3 lender. >lle I. M''«

U T-SHIRTS

u:
T-SHIRTS

The Ortginalst Nk>w AvailabI*. A
mual for avery U. Reader. 100%

cotton, white w/ red 'U'
S-M-L-XL-

$7.96 ea. or 2 for $121 to:

U..1800 Century Park Eaat. SuMa

820. LA. CA 90067. Attn: Sam,

MuslSMe
AgeOMr?1

S«XXy DWi SI - An unbelwviMe Msual

srotK encounlBr - MUST SEE*'

ScXXy D«al( •! — NKWI 3 EralK

KounlM tfwnas tar tramkaid kMTS

Oumntatit to sh«t tnm ctatWB mO inr)it)«ons
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^^^^^^ Recycling this can

^^^^^^ reduces litter, saves

.
energy and provides important

income for nonprofit groups and

others. So pitch in, recycle and help— keep America clean.

If250,000

people recycled

one can per day,

we could save the energy

equivalent of 35 million

gallons of gas a year.

You can power

yourTVfor3

hours with the energy saved

by recycling a single can.

Today, the energy

saved from

recycling

aluminum cans is enough to povwer

the city of Boston for one full year!

At Anheuser-Busch,

we're saving precious

resources and energy by

recycling nearly as much alumi-

num as we use. In 1978, we established ,

the Container Recovery Corporation - the world's

lai^t recycler ofaluminum cans. And since then,

we ve recycled over two billion pounds ofaluminum-

over fourteen billion cans last year alone.

And this is only one of the many steps

we ve taken over the last hundred years

help eliminate the solid waste and litter

problems that face our nation. We believe

that the world we all share is only given to us

in trust. And we're trusted to preserve ^
it for every generation to come.

') A Pledge and a Promise. Anheuser-Busch Companies.
C t99i Anh*uMr-Buaeh IrK Si lama Un ^
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FeUowships for

g^rad students
Fellowships are available for

entering and first-year graduate

students majoring in science

fields who are interested in

pursuing research careers in

areas related to global change.

For applications, contact

Sandra Beaulie, Graduate Fel-

lowships in Global Change
Program, Oak Ridge Asso-

ciated Universities, Science/

Engineering Education Divi-

sion. P.O. Box 1 17, Oak Ridge,

TN 37831-0117.

Tuesday
January 14, 1992

UCLA makes plans for the big one'

Inside

New center
In Ackerman
Ackerman Union is home to

a new center geared for gra-

duating seniors.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Never fear,

Pel Is here
Pei-Chi Chang's column

appears today.

See page 17

Arts & Entertainment

Dissecting
'Bugsy'
So just how good is the most

honored film of the year? The
Bruin reviews the new Warren
Beatty film, and talks to its

director, Barry Levinson.

See page 18

Sports

Oregon State

Beavers take fall

The UCLA women's basket-

-ball team completed a sweep of

tithe Oregon schools with a

victory over Oregon State Sun-

'^ day, opening up the Pac-10

season at 2-0.

See page 36

By Brigltte Brady
Dally Bruin Staff

Located along fault lines that

can jar the earth *s surface any day,

UCLA is gearing up for a major
earthquake expected to strike the

Los Angeles area within 20 years.

During the next 15 years, uni-

versity officials will spend $96
million on reinforcing buildings

Second of a series

and preparing emergency plans to

save lives in the event of powerful

earthquakes.

*The earthquake threat might

seem remote," said Roni Gordon,

UCLA*s emergency preparedness

coordinator. **But the probability

of a major seismic event indicates

that it can happen right now or an

hour from now."
Currently, campus buildings arc

in danger of partial or total

See QUAKE, page 12

Making UCLA Earthquake Safe

Buildings built prior

to 1933 lack

seismic
considerations

Sylmar quake
inspires structural

studies of campus
buildings

UCLA Seismie
plans submitted to

State Public Works
Board

UC releases
policy on
earthquake safety

M
More
comprehensive
study done at

UCLA

1933 1972 1975 1976 1978

Specific plans for

37 UCLA buildings

formed

m
UCLA receives

funding for first

phase of seismic
renovation

First buildings

seism ically

reinforced

More than 30
buildings planned
for seismic
upgrading-

Projected
completion of

seismic
renovation

1985 1987 1991 92-95 2007

SOURCE: UCLA Capital Programs
SETON KIM/Daily Brum

All that Ja2l

Naokl TanlguchI, right, a sophomore majoring In music, plays tenor saxophone along with fellow band nnembers of Todd and the

Slam In Westwood Plaza on Monday.

r*i

Only non-Japanese citizen interned in WWII dies
UCLA\.yj\J KJK^i.,ri. gldUUilLC CllU

voluntarily to join close

By Sally Kim
Dally Bruin Staff

Japanese Americans who were

forced into a relocation camp in

Oentral California during World
War n are mourning the death of a

fonner neighbor, a 1950 UCLA
graduate who was the only non-

Japanese citizen believed to have

ever lived at that camp.

Friends and family throughout

California gathered in Los Angeles

last week at a memorial service to

remember Ralph Lazo, 67, who
died New Year's Day from liver

disease.

Lazo was 16 years old when he

joined his close friends as they

were taken off to the Manzanar

Relocation Center in the Owens
VaUey.

He felt the U.S. Army's forced

evacuation of Japanese in 1942 for

fear of a West Coast invasion was
wrong, his friends said. And Lazo
disputed the government's claim

that his high school Japanese

friends and their families— many
of whom were American citizens

— were a security threat.

**(Lazo) wanted to be with his

friends/* said his sister Virginia,

who now lives in North Holly-

wood. **He told me it shouldn't

happen to them. There was nothing

threatening about them (to the

United States).**

Lazo's two-year internment at

Manzanar exemplified his love for

people and his sensitivity to their

hardships, Virginia added, also

remembering his compassion for

his German-Jewish immigrant
neighbors.

"(The German-Jewish neigh-

bors) had numbers marked on their

arms and necks,** she recalled.

"And he would actually cry. He
would say, *How could anyone do
that to a person?"'

Friends remember that Lazo*^

See LAZO, page 12
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Commentary

History modification

is sign of tiie times

Today, Tuesday, January 14
I 1:00 .1111

United Honors Council
Honors Society Fair

Wcstwood Plaza

i.t)n

iiiM

UCLA Armenian Tutorial Pro|cct
Introductory Meeting

KercH^ofT 408B

Pro|cct Mac
Orientation

Ackerman Union 2412

UCLA Armenian Tutorial i>rojcct

Introductory Meeting
Kerckhoff 408B

J:00 pin

;;:00 pill

Christian Science Organization
Spiritual Perspectives on Today's Questions
North Campus Room 20

Wednesday, January 15

Community Service Coounission
Recruitment Fair \

Westwood Plaza

Project Mac - ' .

Orientation

Ackerman Union 2412

Project Motivation ^
General Meeting
Ackerman Union 2406

i;00 pin

S:00 pin

(>:00 pin
Muslim Students Association
Jerry Levin - ITie first American hostage in Lebanon
Ackerman Union Second Floor Lounge

:00 pin
Student Alumni Association
Career Network: "Job Opportunities for Liberal Arts Degrees*

James West Alumni Center

Thursday, January 16

UCLA Armenian Tutorial Project

Introductory Meeting
Kerckhoff 408B

UCLA Armenian Tutorial VrofccL
Introductory Meeting

Kerckhoff 406B

Project Mac
Orientation

Ackerman Union 3520

Mclnitz Movies
"1000 Piece of GoldV
Melnitz Theater

I l.oo .

1:00 pni

»:00 pin

'^, January 17
: ^O pin

History is a problem. Just a

few months ago nobody
knew any. "It*s awful that

nobody knows any history any-

more." Such was the lament on
every street comer.

Now the world is suddenly

swarming with people who know
history. Boy, do they know his-

tory! And they don*t just know
history, they know the history the

rest of us know is all wet.

Thus a recent poll finds most
Americans think the Warren report

on President Kennedy's assassi-

nation is false. Consider what this

means. Years ago maybe you
bought a copy of the Warren
report. Remember its mind-
numbing length and complexity?

Now think back to last year

when studies of the mass Ameri-
can intellect were revealing that

great numbers even of college

students didn't know when the

Civil War was fought and couldn't

find their own home states, much
less Japan, on a map. That people

too uninterested in knowledge to

bother learning the most basic

history and geography should have

applied themselves to the mind-
numbing tedium of the Warren
report with enough zeal to pro-

nouncc XLtaxsc — wcu, as

Russell
Baker
some Japanese now insist that the

so-called "rape of Nanking" never

happened. For the past 54 years

history has insisted that it did. The
standard account has it that at least

200,000 and maybe 300.000 Chin-

ese civilians were slaughtered by
the Japanese amiy after it captured

Nanking in 1937.

Revising history is common
spOrt among historians and can

occasionally be worth the price of

the grossly overstuffed and abomi-

nably written books they produce.

Simon Schama's recent history of

the French Revolution, "Citizens,"

for instance, gives entrenched

wisdom left over from college a

satisfying shaking up.

It left me half persuaded that the

French Revolution, far from being

essential to human progress, was
probably unnecessary. In any case

it is likelier to reward the new
American curiosity about the past

than the stupefying Warren report

But of course I am kidding. You
as well as I that those vast

Golden said, only in America.

Except that the people now
telling us the history of the

Holocaust and Nazi extermination

camps is false are not confined to

America. They crop up wherever
the European tongues are spoken,

and possibly in Asia too, for all I

know.
Speaking of Asia, a recent news

story from Tokyo repoits that

majorities who say "Fie on the

Warren report!" have never
opened it. The same wisdom tells

us the people who deny the death

camps and the rape of Nanking
have chosen to ignore the data on
ground that bothering with

documentation will only trouble

the vision of the past as they want it

See HISTORY, page 15
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Internal Display Internship Applications available now at the Daily Bruin
Classified Window (112 KerckhofO- They are due Tuesday, January 21 at 4KX).

Call 206-0905 for more information.

Peer Health Counsdori ^^
Bruin Weigh
See ad for details.

Student Alumni Associittlon

Dinners for 12 Strangers

Applications are available.

Student WdCarc Commlmion
Please see ad if you arc interested in joining. •^'
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UCLA student named finalist

for stutlentfegent
By Chris Wdowiec
Daily Baiin Staff

A UCLA graduate student was
chosen Saturday as one of the three

finalists for the position of student

regent for the upcoming school

year.

The University of California

Students Association selected

fourth-year mathematics graduate

student Emil Volchek and two UC
Berkeley students from nine

semi-flnalists.

**I think it's certainly an honor to

make it this far,** Volchek said.

"And the position would be a new

opportunity for me to serve the

university.**

The committee was looking for

students with the ability to grasp

complex concepts and understand

how issues affect students, said

Michael Lichter, graduate student

association external vice presi-

dent.

*'We want people who can think

well and quickly on their feet,**

said Lichter, who held a position

on the selection committee.

As one of the 26 members of the

Board of Regents— the governing

body of the University of Califor-

nia — the student regent would

share the same power and pri-

vileges that the other members
hold.-

**We always consider the stu-

dent regent to be just as powerful

(as the other members of the

board),** said Ron Kolb, director of

news and public affairs for the

university.

But the one-year term of the

student regent limits the student's

ability to work on long term

projects, Volchek said. The other

members may remain on the board

for up to 12 years.

*The recurring theme in talking

to four former student regents was

Call me

RICHARD KIM

Two stiidentsTiook through the new and improved UCLA Conununlty Directory outside of Ack
erman Union on Monday.

Center te aid giraduatiiig seniors
Service may)
help grads save

time, money
By Birgit Rasmussen
Daily Bruin Staff

A new center will soon open its

doors to offer special services and
products to UCLA*s graduating

seniors.

Slated to open in early February,

Graduation Etc. is a first-of-its-

kind center designed to give

seniors a one-stop access to gradu-

ation services and products.

"It will be a nerve center for all

graduation and commencement
services across campus,** said

Jacques Freydont, associated stu-

dents services division manager.

He is currently interviewing appl-

icants for the position of manager
of the center.

Graduating seniors will be able

to reserve caps and gowns and

order graduation announcements

at the center, but it will also house

memorabilia such as class rings

and Bruin license plate holders. In

addition, special items such as

class mugs will be available.

*Tt will cut down pn the number

of checks (seniors have to write)

AUDREY LEE

Ross IMiiis works on finishing Graduation Etc., a new center
designed to help graduating seniors.

and the places they have to go,**

Freydont said.

The amount of money students

spend may al^o be cut Officials

are looking into combining pack-

ages of popular items such as cap
and gown, graduation announce-
ments and various memorabilia
which would be offered at dis-

counted rates, he said.

"I haven*t graduated yet so I

don*t know if it*s a hassle,** said

UCLA senior Kiva Turk. "But U
sounds like a good idea.**

While the center will primarily

be directed toward graduating

seniors, Freydont said he woiHd

also like to offer products to the

rest of campus as well. For

example, the center will sell

certain newspapers and magazines

on a trial basis.

However, Graduation Etc. is

more than a $46,000 business

venture; it is also the association*s

way of providing students with a

See CENTER, page 14

"I think it's certainly an

honor to make it this

far (as one of three

finalists for student

regent)."

Emii Volchek
UCLA Graduate Student

that, due to the high turnover in the

position, it is almost impossible to

undertake long term projects,** he

said.

Of the 17 students who have

served so far, five have come from

UCLA, four from UC Davis, three

from UC Berkeley, two from UC

San Diego, and one from each of

UC Irvine, UC Santa Barbara and

UC San Francisco.

The last UCLA student to serve

as student regent was David
Hoffman who served from 1986 to

See VOLCHEK, page 15

Use of new teifninology

causes confusion, lage
Students fear that identities get

tangled in political correctness

By Letisia IMarquez
Dally Bruin Staff

Whenever UCLA senior Kathy
Guyton thinks about the word
"African American,** she cringes.

**You*re saying slave and sla-

jgeowng tfigetiiff/* said Guyton,

First of an
occasional paries

prefer to be called black or
Mexican because they believe

individuals themselves — not

words — should define who they

who heads UCLA*s African Stu-

dent Union. "African and Ameri-
can are words that contradict

themselves.**

The word she uses to identify

herself represents her view of
herself. As an African activist,

Guyton strives to gain equality for

those of African descent; she says

she cannot identify with a people

who enslaved her ancestors for

more than 100 years.

And although some UCLA
students and professors also rely

on certain words to emphasize
their political consciousness and
awareness, others said they cannot

stand all the hype generated by the

insistence on using correct termi-

nology.

UClA*s African and Chicane
activists say they have waged a

war against the government offi-

cials and journalists who imposed
words on them in order to down-
play their heritage and force them
to assimilate.

But others say they do not want
to wage war against anyone. They

Former UCLA

*T know nothing about Africa,

so I don*t call myself African

American,** said UCLA senior

Alicia Barber, who identifies her-

self as a black American. "It*s

more important to know who you
are as an individual than your

race.**

The words "Chicane** and
"black** were popularized in the

late 1960s when both groups were
fighting for their civil rights.

But over the years, most people

of Mexican descent chose to

forego their political movement
and assimilate into American
culture. A second wave of activism

arose within the black community
as the college generation began
emphasizing its African roots.

Both groups, including mem-
bers of the UCLA community,
have debated the ramifications of

self-identification ever since.

Scholars and students disagree

about whether or not the word
*Chicano' refers to the Mexican

See iDENnnr, page 13
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child advcicate dies
By Heather SIdnazi

A UCLA psychiatrist who was a

leading founder of the nation *s

first mental retardation programs
has died of chronic heart failure.

George Tarjan, who worked to

eliminate negative stereotypes

about mentally retarded people as

well as secure congressional fund-

ing for UCLA*s mental retardation

and child psychiatry programs,

passed away in early December.
He was 79. -^ _ r\_

"George* s tremendous interest

in children, specifically the most
defenseless, led him on the path to

ensure the non-neglect of the

seriously retarded,** said Nathaniel

Buchwald, director of the UCLA
Mental Retardation Research
Center.

Before retiring in 1982, Tarjan

founded the center, a five-story

addition to UCLA*s Neuropsy-

chiatric Institute.

UCLA officials recruited the

psychiatrist — whom colleagues

Qsorge Taijaii

described as kind^ fatheriy and^
wise— to establish and raise funds
for the center in the 1960s.

Serving as vice chairman of
President John F. Kennedy's Panel
on Mental Retardation, Tarjan was
able to secure state and federal

funding because he was the lead-

ing psychiatrist of mental retarda-

See TARJAli, page 14
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World

Vatican'reoogkiizes

Croatia and Slovenia

ROME — Reversing earlier indica-

tions that it would await diplomatic cover

from European governments, the Vatican
has formally recognized the indepen-
dence of Croatia and Slovenia, under-

scoring Pope John Paul irs desire to show
strong support for the predominantly
Roman Catholic republics.

In recent days. Vatican officials said

behind the scenes that the Catholic
Church would delay its symbolically

important recognition of the two separat-

ist states until Jan. 15, the European
Community deadline for replying to

requests for recognition frohi the compo-
nent parts of the crumbling Yugoslav
federation.

But in a statement on Monday, the

Vatican said it had sent diplomatic notes

to the capitals of the two stales **recogniz-

ing their sovereignty and independence."

Lebanon dose to
prisoner exchange

BEIRUT, Lebanon — Efforts by the

United Nations to arrange an exchange of
prisoners between Israel and Shiite

Muslim factions in Lebanon have made
significant headway and a trade could
soon take place, Shiite informants and
reports published here said.

Gruups who say Uiey are holding the

remains of missing Israeli soldiers have
said they are prepared to cooperate. And
an Israeli spokesman reiterated Monday
that his government was willing to free all

the Lebanese prisoners it held in return for

its own men or their remains.

Russian speaker calls

for Yett^n resighation

MOSCOW ~ With the harsh fact of
price increases spreading across the

nation, the speaker of the Russian
Parliament called for the resignation of
the government of President Boris N.
Yeltsin for having enacted "uncontrolled,

anarchic" economic reforms.

The call made Monday by the speaker,

Ruslan Khasbulatov, was quickly rejected

by a spokesman for the Russian govern-
ment, which denied as well that Yeltsin

might resign his second job as prime
minister in reaction to the growing
political heat over price increases.

Japan admits past use

of Korean prostitutes

TOKYO — Three days before Prime
Minister Kiichi Miyazawa takes his first

official trip to South Korea, the govern-

ment admitted that the Japanese army
forced tens of thousands of Korean
women to serve as prostitutes during

World War n, and hinted that survivors

might be offered some kind of compensa-
tion.

Until Monday, Japan's official position

has been that the "comfort girls*' forced to

have sex with Japanese soldiers were
recruited by private entrepreneurs, not the

military.

But many historians have attacked that

position as a convenient rewriting of

histnry> and over the weekend .
A<^h'

Shimbun, one of Japan's largest newspap-
ers, reported that army documents found
in the library of Japan's Self-Defense
Agency indicated that the military had
played a large role in operating what were
euphemistically called **comfort sta-

tions."

Nation

Three whites attack
New York Latino boy
NEW YORK — Three white teen-

agers attacked a 12-year-old Latino boy
on his way to school in the Bronx Monday
morning, punching him and smearing
white makeup on his face in what police

said was a copycat crime.

The attack occurred on a grassy strip

along Pelham Parkway South near White
Plains Road, south of the Williamsbridge
neighborhood where a black brother and
sister were beaten up in a bias attack last

week by a group of youths who claimed to

n)elong to a gang calling itself "ABI," for

Albanian Boys Inc.

New Jersey approves
welfare package
TRENTON, NJ. — The New Jerecy

Senate approved and sent to the governor
on Monday night a package of welfare
revisions that would cut off additional

benefits to welfare mothers who have
more children and cut or eliminate
payments to those who refuse to train for
work or go to school.

Gov. Jim Florio is said to favor the

basic intent of the legislation, to reduce
welfare dependency, but he has not said

whether he will sign it If he does, and the

federal government approves. New Jersey
will become the first state in the nation to

ban welfare benefits for addirional rhiu

State

PoHce Commissibn
to review Gatos plan

Setting up another confrontation with

Police Chief E^l F. Gates, the Police

Commission will meet in an emergency
session today to review — and possibly

block — a plan by Gates to take control

over five of the LAPD's 16 divisions.

City Council members — who last

April overturned a decision by the Police

Commission to furlough Gates—- are

divided over whether Gates must get

commission approval for his plan, which
is scheduled to take effect Jan. 26.

But Police Commission president

Stanley Sheinbaum and commission vice

president Jesse Brewer told reporters

Monday in Los Angeles City Hall that the

commission would assert its authority to

review the plan before it can be imple-

mented. Gates told top deputies of the

plan last week but never discussed it with
the commission.

dren.

Among the provisions that would
require waivers are the end of benefits for

additional children bom to welfare
mothers and modifications in grant

formulas for married couples or women
who marry while in the welfare program.

Top Ten

TOP TEN EUPHEMISMS FOR PRES-
IDENTIAL NAUSEA:

10. Metabolic redeployment
9. A Pepto op.

8. A kinder, gentler dysentery.

7. Read'My ^ips . . . Blarrrggghhhh.

6. Yielding to the floor.

5. Briefing Boris nn ih^^ Tvwri»iain hot.

liner

4. Making Danny smile.

3. Tossing rinds.

2. Exercising the gastric veto.

1. Operation Dessert Storm.

Compiled from Bruin wire services

Talk with professors outside

Network with UCLA alumni
-4 ^

ft

Look for apfDJicatioDs in tomorrow's Bruin or pick
one up at the James West Center Information Desk
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START YOUR NEW YEAR
OFF RIGHT!

"T t

For more information, coll the SAA office at 2060524 #J.v.

L±-l

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 1 5th

10 3 P.M.

WESTWOOD PLAZA

Sponsored by USAC, your Student Gov't, and
thie UCLA Community Resource Center.

For iVIore Information Contact Shirley Lee
or MInal Moorjanu at 825-2333
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New inventions can aid disabled consumeis
By Teresa IMoore
San Francisco Chronicle

Donna Yeager was bom without

arms. But that hasn*t stopped her

from leading a successful career.

Yeager, 34, manages mainframe
computers for Hewlett Packard.

She wears a headset to talk to her

customers by phone.
Her computer keyboard, identi-

cal to those used by nondisabled
workers, sits on a desk mounted a

little lower than the height of her

seat so that she can type with her

feet. And something as simple as a

tracker ball, a device similar to a
Qpmputer mouse, enables fier to

use her toes to access 15 different

computer systems.

During the course of her Ufe-

tiine, advances in technology have
significantly improved Yeager*s

abilities.

"Before the technology was
available, I had a little teeny table

that I put my books and papers and
typewriter on," she said. "In high
school, I was probably typing
about 30 words per minute, and
now Tm typing 55 to 60 words per
minute because the computer is so
much easier to access.**

Technology has revolutionized

Yeager*s everyday life, enabling
her to advance in her career and
produce a weekly cable television

show on disabled issues. But
Yeager was one of the lucky ones:
She was able to find a product that

met her needs.

Making the match between the

disabled consumer and a liberating

innovation has proved an elusive

goal for both inventors and those

who would benefit from their

work.

Most inventors have trouble

fmding venture capital, but those

with ideas aimed primarily at the

disabled have an especially hard

time getting suppcHt.

People who design and market
products for those with sensory

and mobility impairments say that

aside from adaptations of military

research and applications deve-
loped by major computer compa-
nies, most innovations are the

work of cottage industries

financed by scarce government
grants or out of the developer*s

own pocket.

"In general, they feel like our
market is too narrow and too

small," said Rick Plescia, vice

president of HumanWare, a firm in

Loomis, Calif., that develops and
manufactures products for people
with visual and learning disabili-

ties. "Venture capitalists are look-

ing for ways to maximize profits,

and this is not the way to do it.**

A recent design competition at

the Exploratorium in San Francis-

co showcased a number of imagi-

native computer applications to

extend the range of freedom for

disabled people:

— The TongueTouch Keypad, a

dental retainer fitted with nine

sensors that puts a range of

computer programs at the tip of a

paraplegic's tongue.

— The Unicom Smart Key-
board, a computer keyboard that

has a membrane touchpad like the

control on a microwave oven,

instead of raised keys. The size of

the touchpad units is flexible to

suit people who type with their

chins or fists or head-pointers.

— Multiactive, a portable visual

aid that magnifies, clarifies and
brightens standard-sized text for

visually impaired readers.

Despite the usefulness of these

products, designers say they are

hard-pressed to find the resources

needed to reach a wide market

'J
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CAMPUS

EVENTS

S U C L

UCLA
CAMPUS
EVENTS

AND
WARNER
BROS.

PRESENT A SCREENING OF
SEE THE FILM. SEEK THE TRUTH.
FREE THE FILES.

'•^^SJfS W^- 'T^

#^

^^

Right Now, You Can Keep
Both New Year's Resolutions.

"Right Now " Promotion Prices and the new Apple Computer Loan Program make this a terrific time to

buy a Mac! See our price listfor "Right Now" prices on the LC, Classic, and Classic II, as well as:

Mac Ilsi Mac Ilci

^

^ The most affordable Mac II is now more affordable than ever!

Fast 68030 processor (20 MHz), expansion slot, built-in video

adapter, electret microphone. About 53% faster than a Mac LC.

3 Mb RAM, 40 Mb hard disk, one SuperDrive .

Reduced from $2,499 Now $ 1 ,799
5 Mb RAM, 80 Mb hard disk, one SuperDrive .

Reduced from $2,999 Now $2,099
Keyboard and monitor must he purchased separately

AtO o

A real bargain on a powerful Ilci with room to expand! Fast

68030 processor (25 MHz), three expansion slots, built-in video

adapter. About 37% faster than a Ilsi.

5 Mb RAM, one SuperDrive

Reduced from $3,299 Now $2,399
5 Mb RAM, 80 Mb hard disk, one SuperDrive .

Reduced from $3,699 Now $2,849
5 Mb RAM, 160 Mb hard disk, one SuperDrive .

Reduced from $4,099 Now $3 , 1 99
Keyboard and monitor must be purchased separately

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B-Level Ackerman Union/ 825-6952/ Mon-Thurs 7:45-7:30, Fri 7:30-6; Sat 10-5; Sun Noon-5

KEVIN
COSTNER

.#

n

I

omtnii

JFK
The Story That Won *t Go Away

7

KBI^m IWip Ulim(M mod p.HMieM''l^pfllJMKil)Ni(lJ
lASEDONMIOOISl

OMUEIM OFIW ASSASSINS* lY

R WTWICTM
^MtlT HMIIIT (S>

^^AMAV7SlOM ' WK^AyvnCTfM sor^iiiAaAijaoNQnmiia)iD^(Jka^ VHMINIB MOB V^D!/
A TIM* WMINfJt COMMNT ^^HT

PAYMENT: These low prices are ASUCLA cashprices and require payment made by currency, cashier's check, University Credit Union Withdrawal Check Apple Computer Loan orpersonal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCLA. Money Orders are not accepted These products are available only to full-time students faculty and staff with current UCLriD and toUCLA departments Purchase must be for the personal, academic or research use of the eligible person, and the number of purchases is restricted Please inquire about additional
details regarding eligibility. Quantities are limited. Prices-are subject to change without notice. All sales are final. . ,

TUESDAY, JANUARY 14TH
8:00 P.

ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM
FREE TICKETS AVAILABLE AT CTO

CARTOONS, GIVEAWAYS & FUN COURTESY OF WARNER BROS. & CAMPUS EVENTS

1
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Hubble tel
By John Noble WNford
The New York Times

ATLANTA — Observations by the

Hubble Space Telescope, including the

surprising discovery of boron in an ancient

star and the most precise measurement so

far of heavy hydrogen in space, have given

astronomers' new insights about early

cosmic history and perhaps a clue to the fate

of the universe.

Astronomers using the orbiting telescope

have also found that clouds of primordial

hydrogen, thought to be randomly distri-

buted in the most distant reaches of space,

may be nearby as well and actually

associated with galaxies and clusters of
galaxies.

These discoveries, reported here Monday
at a meeting of the American Astronomical

iirobes creation of cosmos
Society, were made by ultraviolet instru-

ments that have managed to produce
illuminating results despite the telescope's

flawed primary mirror.

The findings raised perplexing questions

about the creation and evolution of the

universe.

Scientists said the boron discovery, for

example, may force some modification in

details of the widely held Big Bang theory,

which postulates the origin of the universe
in a single explosive moment
They said results of the heavy hydrogen,

or deuterium, measurement supported the

idea of a brilliant beginning in the Big Bang,
but seemed to predict a universe without
end.

As for the hydrogen clouds with nearby
galaxies. Dr. John N. Bahcall, an astro-

physicist at the Institute for Advanced Study

in Princeton. NJ., remarked, "It*s a major
discovery, but we just don't know what
we've discovered."

Scientists said none of the new findings,

puzzling though they may be, undermine the

basic Big Bang theory.

*This is all so romantic," said Dr. Donald
D. Clayton, an astrophysicist at Clemson
University in Clemson, S.C. "We're look-

ing at the ashes of the Big Bang and trying to

read the whole history of the universe."

Boron was detected in one of the oldest

stars in the Milky Way galaxy, in the

constellation Libra.

Being so ancient, perhaps as much as 15

billion years, the star should contain mostly

primordial elements synthesized in the Big
Bang: the lightest elements hydrogen,

helium and traces of lithium. It did. But the

telescope also picked up the ultraviolet

H I

signature of beryllium and boron, the fourth

and fifth lightest elements.

Dr. Douglas K. Duncan, an astronomer at

the Space Telescope Science Institute in

Baltirnore, said the presence of boion was
especially surprising. ^

The heavier elements found in the sun
and the solar system, such as carbon,
nitrogen and oxygen as well as boron, are
thought to have come much later, produced
by nuclear reactions in succeeding genera-
tions of stars.

One possible explanation, Duncan said,

was that such early boron was produced by
cosmic rays. This has been demonstrated in

the laboratory. If this occurred 15 billion

years ago, the boron could be "fossil"

evidence of energetic events that accom-
panied the birth of the Milky Way.

FOR ALL UCLA STUDENTS*: BOOK BONUS PAYS THE EASY WAY

SAVE YOUR RECEIPTS AND GET MONEY BACK IN JUNE

«pM^O
OF OIRfcr^^

S/NCE 1985

Get as much as $100 back next June by turning in the colored receipts from
all your Book Department purchases including general books, technical

books, trade books, reference books and APS/Lecture Notes— even
magazines— as well as textbooks.

•

Save your receipts from Book Department purchases at any ASUCLA Students' Store and deposit
them in a Book Bonus box at any time throughout the year (except the first week of each quarter)

before May 1, 1992. Please see Book Bonus envelopes, available in Ackerman Union, Lu Valle

Commons and Health Sciences stores, for complete details. *Book Bonus is available only to regularly

enrolled UCLA students who are subject to the Student Union building fee.

\
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Cdombian drag lords glut U.S. with heroin
By Joseph B. Treaster
The New York Times

NEW YORK— Colombia's dnig lords,

who flooded the United States with cocaine
in the 1980s, have added a new product line,

heroin, and are now shipping it toNew York
and other cities.

The Colombians* venture into the heroin

trade has many law-enforcement officials

concerned because the Colombian traffick-

ers operate a maze of international smug-
gling routes and distribution networks

stretching throughout the country.

**The fear is that they're going to be
mass-marketing heroin the way they did

cocaine.** said an expert on heroin in the

Drug Enforcement Administration in New

York, adding that it appears **they are using

the same techniques and the same patterns

with a different drug.**

Robert C. Bonner, head of the Drug
Enforcement Adminisu^tion. said that as

clever and astute businessmen, the Colom-
bian traffickers were diversifying as their

primary product, cocaine, fades in the

American maiket and heroia appears to be
on the rise. ^•

Dnjg experts estimate that about 750.000
Americans are now using heroin—perhaps
half of them in New York City— compared
with 4.5 million using cocaine. But the trend
lines are moving in opposite directions and
heroin sells wholesale in New York for as

much as $200,000 for one kilogram
compared with as little as $14,000 for the

same amount of cocaine. The United
Nations said in a report released over the

weekend that despite police success against
one of the main drug traffickers in

Colombia, ''cocaine trafficking continues
unabated.**

Heroin does not induce the violence

attributed to the cocaine and crack epidem-
ic. But I>r. Robert B. Millman. director of
the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Service at the

Payne Whitney Psychiatric Clinic at New
York Hospital, said that heroin addicts often
turn to burglary, auto theft and robbery to

support their habit and. in desperation to get
money for their next fix. sometimes become
violent

The opium poppy, from which heroin is

derived, is not native to Colombia. But early

last year the authorities in Colombia
discovered the first large fields of red
poppies.

In Nfay. a young man stepped off a
jetliner from Bogota at New York's
Kennedy International Airport carrying a
guitar and a small bag. He seemed nervous
and unsure of himself as he approached a
U.S. Customs Service inspector for a
passport check. Inside the guitar, the

inspector found half a pound of white
powder. It looked just like cocaine. But
when it was tested it proved to be the first

Colombian grown and refined heroin
intercepted in the United States.

Thirty-eight more heroin smugglers from
Colombia were caught at Kennedy by the
end of the year.

MOWNO AHEADI

A FORUM FOR

A Workshop for Partners and Friends

Being close to someone who has been
^xuaily assaulted csfft be difficuUr

Co-sponsored by the
Women's Resource Center
end Student Psychological^

Services
-•Mvffjounoi OonunnooOOAnAaOOOCk liiiillt.MH I M IIIIIi

uncomfortable and confusing. This
workshop will explore ways of helping and
supporting a survivor while understanding
and dealing with reactions and emotions
that are brought about by this trauma.
Facilitated by Louise Sevilla, MJS.W.
Student Psychological Services.

Tuesday, January 14
12:00- 1:00 p.m.

2412 Ackerman Union

Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center
(Rape Prevention and Education Services)
and the Student Welfare Commission.

LOWEST
AUTO

INSURANCE
RATE

•UABIUTY
•COMPREHENSIVE & COLUSION
•SR-22 HUNG
•MANY TICKETS/ACaDENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS
•LOWEST RATE FOR ANY DRIVER
•SINCERE SERVICE .

•HOME APPOINTMENT O.K.

WE ALSO HANDLE HEALTH AND
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE FOR BUILDINGS,

BUSINESS. AND AUTOS.

CALL: (213) 477-8455

ALLIANCE NETWORK
INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.

(formerly Mervat Insurance Agency)

11540 SANTA MONICA BLVD «203, WEST
(ATCOLBYABOVE SECURrTY PACIFIC BANK)

January 15
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12:00 «^ 2:00 p.m.
2 Dodfdl Hall

Faciafafad by staff members from Student Psychotogieot SMVieet.
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Canvas Grocery Bag for 994
<xn4 biS^. dieon up our envirxximent
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but with your purchase of $25 or nnore,
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REAT
ROCERY
IVEAWAY _ IFYOU DON'T PLAY,WE CANT

1090 Gayley Av«. 209-1111
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FREE PARKING
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Chinese Fast Food
Free
Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area

COMBO PLATE $4,55 jj^".^ Sjir^.^ca-^ri^^rt:^^

,^8Sig. wifK 4^K/»IPi

Hours
Monday-Sunday llam-llpm

»rd^n«............._^ I

1147 Westwood Blvd.
(Across fh>m McDonald's)

208-4928

The
Daily Bruin

is

Back!

AI»\i:iMI.SI

WESTWIND
UCLA's Journal of the Arts

Volume 35

FINAL DEADLINE:~^^ JANUATiY31
Submit your prose, poetry, 372 Kinsey HaU
photography, plays, visual Honoi^ Commons
art, and sheet music with a 395-3375
cassette

m
JV[us\\tr\ StudeKvfs yAssociatioKv

presents

JERRY LEVIN

The first Aimrfcan h:' ; I ;^lKl|i|

liXSIM S 1 0R\
LEVIN is theformerCW Bureau Chief

stationed in Beirut

Also

SIS LEVIN author of Beirut Diarv

MOHAMMAD KHAN MusUm peace activi

Tomorrow!

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15

6:00 P.M.

ACKERMAN UNION SECOND FLOOR LOUNGE
Refreshments will be served foUowms the proaram

Paid for by USAC- Your Student GovrmiDcni

Mines still claim
victims in Kuwait
By James Brady
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

The war to liberate Kuwait has

poisoned it.

Hundreds of citizens and sol-

diers have died since the Persian

Gulf War's end in February,
victims of a land sown with
thousands of tons of explosives.

Tons remain, hidden in the sand,

live and deadly.

Standard-pattern minefields left

by Iraqi forces were easily cleared,

say private and military bomb
disposal technicians. It is Western
technology and coalition bureauc-
racy, they say, that will haunt
Kuwait for peiiiaps centuries to

come:
— Toy-size bombs designed to

kill tanks and soldiers appear as

white lawn darts, greeii baseballs,

orange-striped sod^ cans — and
have proved deadly to children.

Doctors say 60 percent of the

victims are children 15 and under.

"When you see a 5-year-old boy
come to the hospital without any
limbs,** asked Kuwait city surgeon
Dr. Mohammad Khaled, "how can
you forget the sight?**— Widely vacillating tempera-
tures have caused explosive
charges to crystallize and trigger-

ing mechanisms to comxie. Aban-^
doned artillery shells now can be
as volatile as land mines.

On Jan. 4, the largest munitions
dump in Kuwait— a stockpile of
recovered ammunition the Kuwaiti
army intended to keq)— exploded
and burned. Miraculously, not one
of 145 workers near the site was
kiUed.

— The Kuwaiti government has
put the ordnance disposal opera-

tion up to bid. The annies of
impoverished nations have under-

cut professional firms. The result'

soldiers poking the sand witii long
sticks, and improperly exploded
stockpiles scattering live muni-
tions in even more unstable condi-

tion.

In October, one Egyptian briga-

dier general was killed while
inspecting his troops* work. His
car passed over an undetected
anti-tank mine.
— For weeks afta- Uie war, the

American and British militaries

would not disclose to private

disposal teams crucial information

about known bombing runs. U.S.
military spokesmen said that that

information has since been
released, but did not dispute that

there may have been a delay.— Shrapnel and debris often

render metal detectors useless,

while shifting sands, wind, rain

and the tides bury modem, light-

weight bombs and carry others into

areas previously cleared.

"We don*t know how many
mines were laid, how many bombs
were dropped,** said Raymond
Washer, a former British army
engineer and senior munitions
disposal expert for a private

company at work in Kuwait
"Given all the limitations, there

will be bombs here— everywhere
in Kuwait — forever.**

Kuwaiti news reports put the

number of civilian victims of
bomb and mine explosions since
war*s end at 1,200. Bomb disposal
technicians from several countries
said the true numb^ is higher and
does not include soldiers and more
than 70 deaths on disposal teams.
The Kuwaiti Embassy in

Washington, when asked for a
number, said, "We do not know."
The number of sophisticated

explosives buried in die sand,

private experts and military sour-
ces say, is difficult to comprehend

and impossible to taUy.

U.S. planes, which flew 85
percent of all coalition bombing
runs, dropped 88,500 tons of
bombs on Kuwait and Iraq com-
bined, according to U.S. Central

Command.
"We know how much was

dropped,** said Air Force Capt
Tom Barth. "We know what die

targets were, and witii smart
bombs, we know exacUy what we
hit

"With dumb bombs, we're
talking about a vicinity."

Pilots often attacked random
targets in "kill zones** that ranged
from one square mile to tens of
square miles, Bardi said. Even on
charted targets, he said, warplanes
often used cluster bombs, which
account for one-seventh of all

bombs dropped. Dq)ending on
altitude, Barth said, cluster bombs

"Given all the

limitations, there will

be bombs here—
everywhere in Kuwait

— forever."

Raymond Washer
Munitions Disposal Expert

can scatter their load of bomblets
over an area of two football fields

up to several square miles.

"1*11 give you a clue,** said a
munitions disposal expert with the

U.S. Army*s 18tii Ordnance
Detachment "Take one A-10
(attack plane). That can go five to

six missions a day. You can put
eight cluster bombs on that airp-

lane. Each cluster bomb has
between 400 and 600 submuni-
tions. Fifteen percent of them
don*t go off. That*s 320 duds.
Sometimes you get 50 percent
duds.

*That*s just one airplane,** he
said. "One day.**

(The soldier, as did all military

technicians in this sfOry, requested
anonymity for fear of reprisals for

supplying any information about
what they said was a hushed and
politically sensitive subject)

Popular targets for attack planes
were anti-aircraft batteries. Popu-
lar locations for those batteries

were die roofs of Kuwait*s 720
schools. There, coalition planes
dropped cluster bombs loaded with
**rockeye** munitions — white,

plastic, fin-tailed explosives diat

look like Uvm darts.

At one elementary school in

Fahaheel, Washer said, techni-

cians recovered 1,220 rockcye
bombs.

The darts often sank into the
sandy soil. Even after sweeps by
disposal teams, children found
what appeared to be odd-looking
toys, tiirew them at one another,

stood on diem and were killed and
maimed.

Most of those who survived

required abdominaK surgery and
amputation, said Khaled, a sur-

geon at Al-Sabah Hospital, one of
seven in Kuwait city.

He remembered particulariy a

Kuwaiti family who crossed over a
mine while returning to their home
after die war. The modier was
killed, a son tost an eye and the 2-

month-old baby was brought to

him with her abdomen pierced by
shrapnel.

He said some victims survive

extensive injuries. One Kuwaiti
soldierwho had stepped on a bomb
lost bodi legs, his pelvis and much
of his intestines.

Secret labs straggle
to survive In Russia
By William J. Broad
The New York Times

Ten previously unknown cities

of die former Soviet Union have
suddenly emerged fitxn die mists
of the Cold War, prompting anxi-

ous speculation about their fate.

The cities, with code names like

Tomsk-7 and Aizamas-16, formed
die heart of the Soviet military*s

vast industrial complex for the

design and production of nuclear

arms.

Their disintegration is now seen
as threatening to send scientists

and materials flying into foreign

hands in a new kind of internation-

al peril.

But scores of interviews with
experts in the United States and
Moscow, including Russian arms
scientists themselves, show that

die nuclear cities and their hidden
reservoirs of scientific talent are

also struggling to save themselves.

Lifting some secrecy, they now
want to go commercial, embaik on
joint projects widi the West and do
nearly anything in their powo* to

survive and avoid falling apart.

These cities are mirrored in

America by a coast-to-coast com-
plex built over the decades. Its

major sites, Los Alamos, Liver-

more, Hanford, Pantex, Savannah
Rivei , are weH known and far iess~

secretive.

The American complex
employs nearly 100,0(X) people in

13 states and costs about $11
billion a year just to operate.

It turns out that die former
Soviet complex is far larger. Its

fate poses far larger problems —
and perhaps opportunities.

The Bush administration recen-

dy warned that economic chaos,

military decline and high unem-
ployment could shatter the com-
plex and scatter its experts to the

wind. Yet some Western analysts,

and Russian ones as well, express

guarded optimism.

•There is hope,** Dr. Nikolai N.
Ponomarev-Stepnoi, a high offi-

cial of the Kurchatov Institute of
Atomic Energy in Moscow, said in

an interview. But he added diat if

cuts in government financing were
not offset by new revenue or joint

ventures with the West, **there is

danger.**

Nox all experts -agree. Russian
government officials often dismiss

the specter of atom mercenaries as

a scare tactic used by arms
scientists intent on stabilizing their

salaries in a time of economic
discord.

Cultural barriers, these officials

say, would bar the easy transfer of

scientists and their families to

foreign lands.

Yet ferment is real. Russian
nuclear experts have received job

offers from Iraq and Libya and a

few are said to be taking up
Western posts, in Albuquerque,

N.M., for instance.

Meanwhile, Russian bomb mak-
ers in the secret cities are striving

to invent new ways of making
money at home. Some of the

initiatives would hinder atomic

leakage, odiers encourage it.

A Russian leader trying to save

die cities is Viktor N. Mikhailov
who directs the bomb complex
from his Moscow post at the

Ministry of Atomic Power and
Industry.

He exudes confidence, even
when asking for a handout

Smiling broadly, he argued last

month in Moscow that $400
mUlion recentiy appropriated by
the American Congress for war-

head dismantiement in Russia
should be given exclusively to his

agency, saying his workers "are

almost unemployed these days.**

Some American experts fear

any American aid might covertiy

be used to bolster Moscow*

s

arsenal.

In a different area, Mikhailov
has stirred Western anxiety by
encoura^ng his legions in the

secret cities to sell atomic services

abroad, including peaceful nuclear

explosions for the bulk incinera-

tion of chemical weapons and
toxic wastes.

Western experts fear such
nuclear sales will expand to

include bomb parts and weapon
materials, but Mikhailov derides

that idea.

A favorable outcome from all

this is possible, some experts say.

But many speak only of lessening

the dissemination threat, not elimi-

nating it

Dr. WiUiam G. SutcUffe, a
seiiior physicist at the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory in

Russian nuclear experts

have received job offers

from Iraq and Libya and

a few are said to be

taking up WestenT^

=posts, in Albuquerque,

N.M., for instance.

California, a federal center for the

design of nuclear arms, recentiy

went to Russia to speak with his

counterparts there. He said the

danger was acute.

• The brighter people are likely

to drift away** unless steps were
taken to aid them, he said. *The
more we get in now, and the better

we do it, the greater the chance that

we can redirect them toward
societal problems. There*s a win-

dow of opportunity opening that

could close in the near future.**

The Soviet Union got a late start

in the nuclear arms race but then

forged ahead in perfecting wea-
pons for the Cold War. Its first

atomic bomb was detonated in

1949, four years after America *s

initial mushroom cloud. Its first

hydrogen bomb was expkxled in

1955, three years after die United

States did so. In 1961, the complex
came into its own by detonating

the largest nuclear blast of all time,

one equal to a staggering 58
million tons of high explosive or

nearly 4,(XX) times more powerfid

dian die bomb that leveled Hir-

oshima.

By die late 1980s, die Soviet

Union *s secretive maze of nuclear

design labs, reactors and factories

had grown enormously in size,

dwarfing the American complex.

"It was several times larger, if

only because it had 14 reactors

operating** simultaneously to make
Plutonium and tritium for bomb
fuel, said Dr. Robert S. Norris,

senior researcho* at die Natural

Resources Defense Council in

Washington and co-author of the

**Nuclear Weapons Databook,*' a

multivolume reference series.

A recent federal intelligence

report estimates that die complex
now employs some 900,(XX) peo-

ple ranging from blue-collar work-

ers running lathes to members of

the military.

The newspaper Yomiuri Shim-
bun of Tokyo, citing a secret

Russian document, reported late

last year diat 755,800 experts and
dieir families live in die 10 top-

secret Soviet cities devoted to

nuclear arms work. American
experts are famUiar with only
some of the cities.
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SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DALY
(CI£AI1C0U)I^ $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (• mo «virfy) $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED $139 PR

ml

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
^

Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181
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UCLA Armenian Tutorial Project

WANTED:
Tutors to help immigrant Armenian kids

attending Glendale schools.

They need your help.

Learn more at Introductory Meetings:

Tuesday, January 14-1 pm & 2 pm
Thursday, January 16 - 11 am & 1 pm

at Kerckhoff 408B

Wednesday, January 15 - 10 am to 3 pm

i

s

s

Westwood Plaza

CSC Recruitment Fair

For more information— call 206-4144 or

stop by at Kerckhoff Hall 408B

\No experience necessary i

Just need to know English, be enthusiastic and want to help. ^

S
Funded by the Community Activities Committee of the Programs Activities Board. f
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SENDING A CIRCLE OP LOVE

TO ABUSED AND NEGLECTED CHILDREN

PROJEICT MAC VISITS MACLAREN CHILDREN'S CENTER IN EL
MONTE ON THURSDAY AFTERNOONS AND SATURDAY MORNINGS.
WE INTERACT WFTH THE CHILDREN IN SPORTS ACTIVITIES. ARTS
AND CRAFTS MAKING. AND TUTORING IN ACADEMIC SUBJECTS.

IF YOU HAVE SOME FREE TIME THIS QUARTER AND WOULD LIKE
TO PUT A SMILE ON A CHILD'S FACE AND HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY
TO MAKE SOME NEW FRIENDS. PLEASE COME BY ONE OF OUR
SCHEDULED ORIENTAflONS THIS WEEK.

ORIENTATION DATES:

JANUARY 14TH TUESDAY ACKEBMMi UNION 2412 2:00-3:00
JANUARY 15TH WEDNESDAY ACKERIIAN UNION 2412 4:00-5:00
JANUARY 16TH THURSDAY ACKERMAN UNION 3520 12:00-1:00

RETURNING VOWNTEERS: PLEASE STOPBYAN ORIENTATIONAND
SIGN UP TO RESERVE YOUR SPACEFOR
VOLUNTEERING TWS QUARTER.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL US AT
825-4724 OR DROP BY THE OFFICE IN KERCKHOFF 411.

f

A PROJECT OFTHE COMMUNTIY SERVICE COMMISSION
FUNDED BYTHE COMMUNHY ACTIVmES COMMmEE OFTHE PROGRAM ACTIVmES BOARD
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Howdoyou tdl a 4-year-old
shemaynevCTbe5 ?

Blood.Give a litde so someone can live.
Njtianal Blood Resource Education Projsram

\*o.«l H. jn Lunt and Haod hmwr. Njunml Invrnt* of Hnhh PuhUc Health VnK» US Dnvmrnrnt >« Hcaitl, inJ Human Vimtx
American Assocution ot Blood Bunks

IXIA STUDENTS receive our gift

of an aSUCLA meal ticket each
ume you ckmaie.*

BASE 10 CONVERSIONS

SoftvMre to convert l>«twe«n

vAriout ti|st«fns of m««tur«
«Mtt) ov«r 5,000 conversions

included.

Evemples: Querti to Liters

B.tui. to Wstts

FOP IBM PC & COMPATIBLES

UCIA/ ASUOLA EMFIjOYEES For your appouumem. coil:

receive our gift of 4 hours leave | Tp| 4 u:«xn>nv.r '

with oav ea(;h tin^ vmi rlnnai«> U V^l-</\ c^cuaxwith psy each time you donate.

at (310) 82S-MS0
lent fA «

CMlK

SPECFY 5-1/4'* OR 5-1/2

S45.00

DEVERE Ik LAU COMPANY
Dept. 135-1
1767 South Norfolk Lane
Anaheim, CA 92802
U.SJL

Tel: 510-4!»7-7912

Fax: 714-772-1954

*»

The Daily Bruin is the primary source of
entertainment information for 82% of its readers.

Advertise. 825-2161

UCLA CREW

is Still looking for athletes who are serious about their training, and enjoy high
caliber competition.

^

^

Join the UCLA Rowing Team, one of the most successful rowing programs
(men's and women's) in the country. Call John Kaitz, Program Director at:
(310)838.8799 (Home) or (3 10)823-0048^Aquatic Center).

Meeting Feb. 16, 2nd Floor Wooden Center
7:15 pm-Conference room

* 1

Discover the convenience of Westwood Village's 24-hour

express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the

essentials (and the goodies) you or your party might need.

Convenient parking, too! So, if it's 3 PM. or 3 A.M., come in

to the Village's fast and friendly market, and find whatever

you need—whenever you need it.
~7~^ —-^

^Village
/^xpressmart
^^^^^A ' Always Open at the corner of Gayley & Le Conte

FOODSTORE
10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (213) 209-9111

Open 24 hours • 7 days a week • CONVENIENT FREE PARKING

QUAKE
From page 1

collapse in the face of a great

earthquake, according to UCLA
studies.

The university could suffer

severe damages if a temblor
occurred on the infamous San
Andreas fault or on closer, less

familiar faults like the Newport-
Inglewood and Santa Monica
faults, according to UCLA scien-

tists.

An earthquake with a magnitude
of 8.0, which is capable of causing
tremendous damage, is expected
along the San Andreas fault that

runs the length of California.

But there are a number of faults

closer to the campus than the San
Andreas.

And **a more modest earthquake

on a closer fault could affect us just

as powerfully as one of higher

magnitude on the San Andreas,*"

Geology Professor Robert Bird

said.

In a recent state study, scientists

found that casualties resulting

from an 8.0 earthquake on the San
Andreas would be comparable to

that of a 7.0 on the Newport-
Inglewood foult, which is located

around the Baldwin Hills area.

UCLA recognized the threat

posed by earthquakes after the

1971 Sylmar tembtor killed 65
people and caused major damage
to hospitals, freeway overpasses
and office buildings

"The '71 Sylmar quaice
prompted the UCLA campus into

action,** said Cynthia Ingham,
assistant director of UCLA*s Cap-
ital Programs, which oversees all

major campus construction.
"We*rc not waiting for the earth-

quake to strike to take action.**

UCLA will renovate five of its.

most unsafe buildings, such as

Powell Library and Moore Hall,

within the next three years. It will

also reinforce more than 30 build-

ings by the year 2007«

Since the Sylmar earthquake,

UCLA has conducted more than

three studies on campus buildings

and embarked on seismic prog-

rams which make life-safety the

top priority.

Most of the campus buildings

were built prior to 1933, the year

state lawmakers began to take

earthquake safety into considera-

tion.

"We recognize because of the

age of some of our buildings, they

have problems,** Ingham said. "It

woukl be nice ifwe didn*t have the

problem.*'

The Whittier earthquake that

struck during a meeting between
UCLA and University of Califor-

nia officials in 1987 proved diat

earthquake preparedness requires

more funding and attention.

"It helped to emphasize that the

measures we were taking in earth-

quake preparedness are worth it,**

Ingham said. "Every earthquake is

a learning experience.**

But predicting the exact level of
damage poses a complicated ques-
tion for those who try to make the

campus earthquake safe.

"If a major earthquake were to

occur right now, it would be such a
random event with such random
results that we could not predict

exactly what would happen,**

Ingham said. *There are so many
different factors involved.**

UCLA planners will release a
rqxxt within a year containing
their predictions of the effects a
major earthquake would have on
the campus.

"Earthquakes are serendipit-

ous,** Gordon said. "Buildings
rated fair could be the most
jffected in Southern California.**

Gordon tries lO prepare the

campus for any emergency, parti-

culariy earthquakes. About 900
volunteers throughout the campus
are also trained to respond to major
disasters.

UCLA officials are spending

close to $100 million on earth-

quake safety now, so they will not

have to pay much more for

damages later.

After the 1989 Loma Prieta

quake, Stanford University suf-

fered $170 million in damages
because the campus was not

prepared to cope with such a

devastating temblor.

The federal and state govern-

ments can reimburse UCLA for up
to 100 percent of the rcpsdr costs,

but the damages must be docu-
mented, said Gordon, who added
that documentation is a difificult

task during an emergency.

LAZO

->-

From page 1

decision to volunteer to move to

Manzanar was a natural one for

him. He wrote to an interned friend

and simply asked that a place be
saved for him at the camp.
"He said, *rm where I should

be,*** recalled Yoshindo Shibuya
of San Diego, thinking back 50
yean when he was a childhood
friend and neighbor of Lazo.
Former interns of die Manzanar

Center said that Lazo was an
active, colorful member of their

group. As one of the youth
cheerieaders and athletes, he was
accepted as a leader among the

teenago^, said Bruce Kaji of
Gardena, another of Lazo*s class-

mates at the school in the camp.
"He was a tremendous catalyst

for our people,** Kaji said. "Most
of the Japanese Americans never
participated in extracurricular
activities at school. He got people
motivated for activities.**

One Manzanar intern recalls a
Christmas when Lazo raised the

spirits of the camp.
"He told us, *We are going

Christmas caroling,*** said Rosie
Kakuchi of Montebello. "He
gathered us all into the laundry
room and tuned us up. There we
were in the rain. But everybody
just laughed, nobody ever had so
much fun in their lives.**

Looking back half a century,

Lazo*s firiends at Manzanar said

they sometimes still wonder why
he was with them.

"I remember thinking back in

those days, why would a free

person want to come behind
barbed wire fences?** said Bo
Sakaguchi of Northridge.

After leaving the camp, Lazo
graduated from UCLA with a
bachelor*s degree in sociology. He
then served as a counselor at

Valley College in the San Fernan-
do Valley.

Members of the Manzanar
Reunion Committee said that Lazo
continued to be concerned for the

treatment of Japanese Americans.
He contributed to a recent class-

action suit against the federal

government tiiat successfully won
monetary compensation for those

who were at Manzanar.

And for the November 1990
reunion, he initiated an education-
al program to inform people about
the Japanese internment experi-

ence.

Lazo never doubted that his time
at Manzanar was the right thing to

do, Virginia added.

"He told me it was the most
beautiful experience. He was with
his friends, sharing happy days and
sad days.*^
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IDENTITY
From page 3

nationality or a political agenda of
promoting social and economic
equality in Latin American com-
munities.

At last year*s statewide confer-

ence ofMEChA, a Chicanq/Latino
student organization, most people
agreed that Chicano was a political

state of mind, but a handful
insisted it was a nationality, said

Raphael Aguilar, a member of
UCLA*s MEChA.
At the root of this conflict is the

desire to forge one*s own identity

rather than submit to labels deter-

mined by Europeans, he said.

Throughout the years, the words
'Hispanic,* which literally me^s
people of Spanish descent and
*Latino,* which means a Spanish-
speaking person of Latin America— have been used along with
Mexican American to refer to

people of Mexican descent living

in the United States.

But Mexican Americans bent on
activism decided to identify them-
selves with the word "Chicano,**

which is short for Mexicano.
"Behind it, there is an ideal to

make this a more just world,** said

Isidro Rodriguez, a Chicano advi-

sor at Uie UCLA Community
Programs Office.

People who identify themselves
as Chicano realize their oppression
and take pride in their indigenous
roots, Rodriguez said. "Histori-

«U^ we*ve bean Inboled aad
categorized by others.**

Others disagree, saying people
who call themselves Chicano are

isolating themselves from the rest

of society.

"Whether someone says "Chi-
cano** or "Hispanic,** it really

doesn*t tell me diat much about the

person,** said UCLA senior Elise

Jasso, who does not want anyone
to refer to ho- as a Chicana.

Like Jasso, those who consider

themselves black and American
cannot tolerate being called an
African.

"I say I am African American
because it recognizes the African

culture and heritage,** said UCLA
senior Deirdre Cowan, who will

not say she is African because she

was not bom on that continent.

College students of African

descent began calling themselves
Africans during the 1980s, as part

of another tide of college activism,

said Hector Myers, a UCLA
psychology professor.

•The use of the term *black*

before is comparable to those

using African today,** said Myers,
who was involved in the 1960s
movement **They are both push-
ing for radicalism.**

During the i960s, these people
of color chose the word *black*

because the widely-used terms of
the time were Negro or colored

people, he said. He added that they

wanted to show their pride in their

color, culture and heritage.

"We used tiiis label and didn*t

care whether whites liked it or

not,** said Myers, who added that

the word deemed to be associated

with negative terms

.

Today, those who call them-

selves African are trying to express

the same pride.

Although African-American
organizations on other campuses

are still called the Black Student

Alliance or the African-American

Student Union, UCLA*s group

decided to change its name to the

African Student Union in 1989.

The move met with opposition

from faculty members who had

grown up and pushed for the word

"black,** Guyton said.

The African Student Union

"considers all 6.5 percent of our

people on campus Africans. They

are all African whether people

recognize it or not.**

Algerians asked to • .

:

By YoutS0f M. Ibrahim
The New York Times

ALGIERS. Algeria — The
political party of Islamic fun-

damentalists broke two days of
silence on Monday night and urged
Algeria*s people to rise against the

military and civilian leaders who
canceled elections that seemed
sure to give the party a strong

majority in Parliament.

"We call upon veteran fighters,

intellectuals, religious leaders,

senior army officers and soldiers,

sons of martyrs, social organiza-

tions, and all those who love
Algeria to take a stand against this

oppressive clique of foreign agents
that has usurped power,** die party,

the Islamic Salvation Front, said in

a statement in Arabic issued here.

Asserting that the leaders who
replaced President Chadli Benje-
did on Saturday after he resigned

had "betrayed God and die peo-
ple,** the front said the army-
inspired removal of the president

"opens a chapter in a whole
conspiracy** to prevent the creation

of an Islamic republic.

Benjedid called his resignation

"a sacrifice on my part in the

interest of die stability of the

nation.** That night, a new group of

,

Cabinet ministers and generals in

effect assumed power.
The following day— Sunday

—

the legislative elections were
cancelled amid strong suggestions

diat the military-backed leadership

might go further in the next few
days and move to dissolve the

Islamic party and other opposition

groups.

While the statement on Monday
night was distributed to news
agencies by Islamic Front rep-

resentatives, it was also spread by
word of mouth in the thousands of
mosques around the country.

The statement is expected to be
published on Tuesday in Algeria*s

independent newspapers, which
have proliferated since Benjedid
introduced a process of democrati-

zation starting in 1988.

On Monday night, though, it

appeared that a measure of official

censorship was gradually being
instituted, as no word of the

Islamic fundamentalists* state-

ment was broadcast during< news
bulletins on government-owned
radio and television.

The statement, which was
signed by the Con^ltative Coun-
cil, a collective leadership of the

long-governing party, die National

Liberation Front, came amid

agisAmt
reports from some Algerian offi-

cials diat the top leaders of the

Islamic Front had gone ii^to hiding.

These reports could not be
officially confirmed. But it was
clear on Sunday and Monday in

repeated visits to the Islamic

Front*s headquarters here that

senior party figures were absent

and diat some of die equipment
and file cabinets in the apartment

used as its offices had been
removed.

The officials who have assumed
power are grouped as die High

Security Council. The six-man

council includes Prime Minister

Sid Ahmed Ghozali and diree top

army generals — the defense

minister. Gen. Khaled Nezzar; the

interior minister. Gen. Larbi Belk-

heir, and the army Chief of Staff,

Gen. Abdelmalek Guenaizia.
Foreign Minister Lakhdar Brahimi
and Justice Minister Hamdani
Benkhalil are also members.

On Monday, the High Council
took complete power by pushing
aside the president of die Consti-

tutional Council, Abdelmalek
Benhabeles, who according to the

constitution was supposed to

become the titular he^ of state

until new elections were held in

Tuesday, January 14, 1992 13

pleaders
about a month and a half.

The Islamic Front on Monday
described die High Security Coun-
cil as "an illegitimate clique** in the
face of which "not a single
Algerian individual can remain
neutral.**

This statement was die first

reaction of the fundamentalist
party since its leader, Abdelkader
Hachani, warned against any
attempt to dqnive the party of its

electoral triumph, and demanded
diat die second round of elections

be held as scheduled diis Thurs-
day.

On Monday, the party said the

resignation of Benjedid was
unconstitutional. Benjedid was
known to favor a continuation of
die elections, even if it meant the

fundamentalists would come to

power.

• ti

The first round of elections, on
Dec. 26, had given the Islamic

movement 188 seats in Parliament,

putting it within 28 seats of

winning a majority in the second

round of elections, which was to

have taken place on Thursday.

On Sunday night, die new High
Security Council declared the fu^t

round of elections void and
cancelled the second round.

A S U C L A

RECYCLING
PROGRAM

Sunday, January 26 1 1 :00 am-4:00 pm

Ackerman Union Loading Dock* (Drive or walk in from

the bus turnaround at Westwood Plaza).

Newspapers

Without string, wire, rubber bands or sacks, and no

glossy magazines, please.

Aluminum Cans

Without Side seams (most soft drinks), but please, no

tin cans, glass or plastic bottles.

Ifyou have otheritems to recycle, please call our office

fora community recycling centerinyourarea.

UPCOMING COLLECTIONS:

February 23 • March 15 • April 12 • May 17 • June 14

For more information about the ASUCLA Recycling Program call 206-7589.

SpecialRecycling Siteavailable forone day only. ^

Please Recycle this Newspaper
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School Bible distribution spuis suit ^'^"'^
By Isabel Wilkereon
The New York Times

RENSSELAER, Indiana— For
as long as anybody can remember
in this country town on the

Iroquois River, autumn was the

time when the hickory leaves

turned bright yellow, farmers
hauled in their com and soybeans,
and churchmen from up the road
came to school to pass out Gideon
Bibles to every fifth grader.

It was a ritual as certain and as

ordinary as the first frost and
measles shots, and is still a tightly

held tradition in many rural public

schools from the Carolinas. to

Idaho.

In 40 or 50 years, no one around
here ever balked or protested, until

Allen Berger, an anthropology

professor at the local college, who
grew up in New Jersey and is the

only Jewish parent in a town full of
Christians, heard about it.

He objected to the idea that his

fifth-grade son, Joshua, might feel

obligated to pick up a Gideon
Bible, actually a pocket-size ver-

sion of the New Testament with
Psalms and Proverbs. So he went
to the U.S. District Court to try to

block the town from allowing the
Gideons in the schools.

To Berger*s astonishment,
AUan Sharpe, the chief federal

judge in the northern district of
Indiana, niled against him last May
and said that the distribution of
Gideon Bibles was no different

from baseball coaches' passing out
Little League brochures.

Although the practice has been
challenged in other states, the
Indiana ruling was one of the rare
instances that it has been upheld in

court.

The case is now in the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the 7th
Circuit, in Chicago, and has joined
a complex web of cases that

challenge current thinking on
church-state issues.

Whether prayer belongs in the
schools, whether a teacher can lead
a class in singing a Christmas carol
or even keep a Bible on the desk
are questions that are awaiting the
outcome of a case before the
Supreme Court, Lee vs. Weisman.
The court case, involving the

constitutionality of a non-denomi-
national benediction given by a
rabbi at a middle school gradua-
tion, may create an entirely new

framework for interpreting the role

of religion in the schools.

All of these cases are rising

through the court system at a time
when some Bible Belt politicians

are pressing for a return to the days
when religion was as much a part
of public school as the Pledge of
Allegiance.

The idea of prayer in the
schools, for example, is still in

question 30 years after the
Supreme Court ruled against the

practice.

Last week, the South Carolina

Board of Education passed a
resolution encouraging a '"moment
of silent meditation** in the

schools. "Public school children

need the inspiration, motivation,

and discipline of the religious

values on which our country was
founded,** the board said.

About 20 states, mostly in the
South, have laws advocating or
requiring a period of silence. But in

the South Carolina House of
Representatives, a bill sponsored
by 69 of the chambcr*s 124
members actually calls for a
moment of prayer at the start of
each school day and has a good
chance of passing, some legisla-

tors say.

Indeed, people on both sides of
the issue say that prayer, Bible
distribution and all sorts of sup-

posedly unconstitutional things go
on in schools because isolated

townspeople quietly agree to it no
matter what the courts have said.

No one in town knows when the
first Gideon arrived for the annual
giveaway. The ritual went like
this: After getting clearance from
the school, two men fix)m Gideons
International, an organization of
volunteer Bible distributors,
would show up at a classroom,
sometimes at the end of school,
sometimes in the middle of a
lesson.

The men would introduce them-
selves to the children and place a

box ftill of little red Bibles on a
table by the blackboard or in a
hallway.

But to Beiger, it is an improper
union of church and state. Berger
argues that the schools are giving

the appearance of endorsing
Christianity, something that he
says even his wife, Rebecca, who
is Protestant and sings in her

church choir, is careful about with

the couple*s half-Jewish children.

From page 3
daily view of the light at the end of
the academic tunnel, Freydont
said.

*'It is an opportunity to build a

commercial enterprise ... to

remind students that they*re here

to graduate and to show them our
support,** he said.

To integrate the center with

academic services, Freydont said

Graduation Etc. may eventually

distribute information such as the

deadline for degree checks and
graduation petitions, but for now
such possibilities remain in the

early stages.

TARJAN

A chance for sweeping savings on all

kinds of merchandise. Mostly floor

deroosand discontinued modais. Cam-

puters, printers, modems, and other

peripherals. Primarily Macintosh; also

Toshiba, Zenith, and a few odds and

ends. When we say our computers are

down, we mean it!

• Don't be a dingbat! Get here early! Limited

quantities on selected items!

• Stop by the Computer Store for a detailed

price list of all sale merchandise.

• Due to popularity of this sala, priority

numbers will be distributed outside the

Students' Store main entrance at

7:30 am, Wednesday, Jan. 15.
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tion at the time.

In following years. Presidents
Lyndon Johnson, Richard Nixon
and Jinmiy Carter appointed Tar-
jan to commissions in order to

expand the national network of
mental retardation centers.

But Taijan*s love for children

inspired him to continue to be
active at UCLA. He established

the university's child psychiatry
program, which was unequaled in

the country during the •60s,

according to colleagues.

Today, the program ranks third

in the nation, said Peter Tanguay,
acting director of the child and
Adolescent psynhiafry division

8:00 AM-3:00 PM

0% ON COMPUTERS,

IPHERALS, ft MUCH MORE.
These products are available only to full-time students, faculty, and staff with current UCLA ID and to UCLA departments. Purchase must be for
the personal, academic or research use of the eligible person, and the number of purchases is restricted. Please inquire for additional details
regarding eligibility. Quantities are limited. Prices subjects to change without notice. ^

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computar Store/ B-Level Ackerman Union/ 825-6952/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; 6at 10-5; Sun 12-5

within the Neuropsychiatric Insti-

tute.

Tarjan also served for two years

as the director of the UCLA
institute, which is the university's

psychiatric research hospital.

Although he held high-ranldng
positions and received myriad
honors and awards throughout his

life, Taqan still refened to himself
as a "little country doctor** who
had **bought his English at

Macy*s,** Buchwald said.

A Hungarian Jew, Tarjan fled

his homeland to avoid persecution
during Nazi occupation in World
War II. Arriving in the United
States, he spoke no English and
was penniless.

Obtaining a job as a physician of
internal medicine in a Wisconsin
hospital, Tarjan met a nurse named
Helen, whom he married. The
couple celebrated their 50th wed-
ding anniversary shortly before his

deaith.

"He liked and cared for people,"

said his wife Helen. "He was
dedicated to his field and to

medicine in general.**

As the president of the Ameri-
can Psychiatric Association, he
guided the group*s 37,000 mem-
bers, but "he was always diere for
his family.** she said.

His colleagues and friends also

said Tarjan devoted many hours to
helping them — so much so that

they called him their mentor.
"He was always available and

ready to devote attention to the
many people who sought his

advice,** said Andrew Russel, a
UCLA associate professor of child

psychiatry. "He even spent 20
minutes teaching my son soccer at

a departmental picnic.**

Member of the powerful Rock-
efeller and Kennedy families were
also among Tarjan*s friends.

"George could be found in his

'office during lunch eating a turkey
sandwich and talking with either

Jeanette Rockefeller or a janitor,*^

Buchwald said.

Tarjan is survived by his wife,

their two sons and three grandchil-
dren.

A memorial fund for Tarjan will

be established to further education,

research and training in the fields

of mental retardation and child
psychiatry. To make a donation,
call 206-0122.

Daily Bmin News
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HISTORY
From page 2

to be.

"Bunk** was Henry Ford's word
for history. What he was trying to

say seemed to be that history

wasn't much worth troubling

about. Yet as the current assaults

on history suggest, the emotional

freight it carries can be horrific.

They may also tell us something
about the state of various national

minds.

Those certain Japanese might
want to reduce the 1937 slaughter

in Nanking to an **unevent** and
those certain Germans might want
to dismiss the Holocaust as a lie

—

these facts suggest an understand-

able human refusal to admit that

something unspeakably shameful
was done in the national family.

Yes, perhaps the urge to deny is

unhealthy, but there is the fact

Americans disbelieving the

Warren report are on the other side

of the coin. Here clearly are a
people far gone in joys of the hair

shirt and eager for a wallow in

national shame. This becomes
available when they assure them-
selves that their history<has been a

tissue of lies spun by a gang of
murderous conspirators, quite pos-

r sibly in high places.

Of course there is also an
understandable human need —
comparable to the human hunger
for religious assurance — to

believe that destiny cannot be
"changed by the random intervene

tion of pathetic nobodies like Lee
Harvey Oswald. Murder by con-

spiracy is far more comforting to

live with, if only because conspira-

cy at least speaks of an ordered

universe — whereas a world in

which everything can be over-

turned by aa Oswald popping off

lucky shots on a neurotic impulse

is also a world that can be
vaporized without an instant's

warning by a supernova over in the

next galaxy.

VOLCHEK
From page 3

1987. The last UCLA student to

make it as a finalist for the position

was Florencia Aranovich in 1989.

The student-regent position was
created in 1974 and each year is

niled by a different student from
one of the nine UC campuses.

The app licants from the nineUC
campuses are interviewed by the

UC Student Association, which
then submits three finalists to be

interviewed by a regents* commit-
tee.

Of the nine semi-fmalists, four

were from Bcikeley, two from

Riverside, and one each from

UCLA, Irvine and San Diego.

The two other finalists, Alex

Wong and Robert Swerdlow, are

both UC Berkeley students. Wong
is a first-year law student at Boalt

Law School and Swerdlow is a

sophomore undergraduate study-

ing political science.

The three will meet their final

challenge on theUC Davis campus
this Friday where they will be

interviewed by a special regents

selection committee comprised of

5 UC Regents. UC President

David Gardner, and the out-going

student regent, Diana Darnell.

Next year*s student regent will

assume office next June.

IS prinieo on

recycled paper
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• Are you tired of the aicontrollable hinging and weight
fluctuations?

• The reason it is impossible to control your eating is

that the underlying reasons for your eating have not

been addressed.

This is what malces us different
Our professional & supportive staff is here to help

char\ge the role food plays in ifour life.

CENTER FOR EATING DISORDERS
1100 Glendon Ave. #914, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Insurance Coverage Accepted

(310) 208-7330

YOU MICHT LOSE YOUH HEAD

HAIR SALON
„62 YEARS IN WESTWOOD VILLACE

SPECIALTIES FOR MEN &WOMEN STARTINC AT $10.00

WE RE THE BEST
1061 CAYLEY AVENUE CALL FOR AN APPT.
WESTWOOD VILLACE 208-6559
NEXT TO BREADSTICKS 8am TO LATE NIGHTS

HOMELESS JOBLESS
LACK OF TRANSPORTATION
UCLA FACULTY/STUDENT
HOUSING SHORTAGE

You carWielp by petitioning for:

1) 14 mile length of now vacant land between
Exposition Park and Santa Monica be used
for housing

2) Airspace above Santa Monica Frwy

be used for truly rapid transit

Create Opportunities by Transportation Alternative

For More Info. Call ALEX COTA 208-8553

\'

Shaba's.
says

You Make The Call...

Thick or Thin
Crust?

(Your choice, no extra charge)

FREE & FAST DELIVERY
Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken

and mojo potatos Only $ 10.95

Large two topping pizza ^^j^ ^^^^
2 slices, 1/2 order of mojos and all you
can drink Only $2.99

1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470
Sun-Thurs 11-1 am; Fri & Sat 1 l-Zam

824-4111
'""L ^ J
Shaheus

if answering phones
all day Is your Idea of
a great Internship,
dont read this ad.

Apply now for an exciting advertising
internship with the Daiiy Bruin. Leap
how the third iargest dally newspajler in
Los Angeles operates.

KmAurani

All we ask for is dedication and
enthusiasm.

Applications for internal Display
internships are available now at the Dally
Bruin Classified window (112 Kerci(hoff
Hall) and are due Tuesday, January 21 st.

Any questions?
Call i\/iarni or Michelle at 206-0905.

Braces Give You Something Ti

BACK TO SCHOOL SMILES
Now is the best time to start a program of

orthodontic treatment. A one-time back
to school special would let you pay

a low monthly payment plan to

achieve the smile that you've

always dreamed of having

,y

ompktc* OrtlioiUuun

1 rcMtnuiit js li)\\ .is
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• Upon Approved Credit

Dr. Nader Dayani
specializes in Orthodontics for Adults & Children

11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 826-7494

TUTORS NEEDED
UCLA PRISON COALITION

We provide tutorial

service to imprisor^ed

youths who need to

know that someone
cares.

VOLUNTEER NOW!
ORIENTATION:

Wednesday Jan. 15 AU2408 3-4 pm
Thursday Jan. 16 AU 2408 3-4 pm
Friday Jan. 17 AU2412 3-4 pm

or call 825-2415

Paid for by the Community Activities Committee
of the Proi^rammir>g Acitivites Board.s Board. ^
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SINFEST

®

"FeCLlNGATHoMC"

SL ICK ANP CO^PANy CKASH
IMP!

VRG^'TABlX MIME

TATSUYA ISHIDA

Viewpoint

Sinfest portrayal

of Christianity is

iiiglily inaccurate

Viewpoint

St • ] I K I utUCmplaining
it silouid be worse

By Rex Savage

I am writing to comment
about Gov. Wilson's proposed
$550 registration fee hike and
associated salary freeze for UC
employees. At the end of The

fees? How can we keep the
quality of the faculty at a high
level if we have no money to

pay thert? I feel that the time
for pay freezes and minuscule
reg fee increases is over.

It is time for Wilson to
Bniin's article rwilson unveils reinstate faculty pay fti^

this isn't an isolated case; I

know others in similar circum-
stances. My point is that an
extra $1,200 a year, even in

student loans, which are readily
available throughout the United

Slates, isn't a large burden to

By Steven Ross

When one portrays an ethnic

group using a stereotype, that

portrayal is considered racist

and is normally excluded from
publications. When one por-

trays a gender using a ste-

reotype, that portrayal S&

considered sexist and is also

normally excluded from publi-

cations.

So why did The Bruin allow
Tatsuya Ishida to engage in

what I will call "theologism**

in the Sinfest cartoon on Jan.

10? I think a simple reading
of the cartoon shows that it is

a blatant use of a stereotype

toward Christians which is no
more justified than use of a

do not condemn anyone for

not agreeing with the. message,

but I do think it is irresponsi-

ble for people to think about

Christians in such a manner
when the reality is far diffe-

rent

I am not writing this to

have Sinfest pulled from The
Bruin, although that is a
response that probably would
be clamored for if the attack

had been on another group
(and rightly so). I am writing
this letter to tiy to dispel some
of the myths put forth in the

cartoon so that a better under-
standing of Christians can be
had, as people of other groups
would do in similar situations.

If people are looking foiL4hc-

$550 reg fee hike." Jan. 10).

there was a quote from Lee
Bulterfield, executive director

of the University of California

Students' Association exclaim-
ing that students are "sad . . .

disappointed . . . outraged
Frankly, as a student I cian

say that I am sad. disappointed
and outraged. However. I

deplore Pete Wilson for only
raising reg fees $550. The
University of California system,
even with the $550 increase, is

and wiU still be one of the

most incredible educational val-

ues in the world. Many com-
parable ivy league universities

are charging over $20,000 a
year for tuition, room and
board.

Even as an out^f-state

freshman I will only pay about
$15,000 for my tuition, room
and board this year. I have no
qualms about an extra $550.
UCLA is still an incredible

bargain for me and everyone
else ffere. And without the

$8,000-plus out-of-state tuition

fee. in-state students are getting

away with murder.

How can they expect a
university the caliber of UCLA
to function on such meager

geared to inflation. He should
also dramatically increase reg
fees, say about $1200 each of
the next four years. Following
that, a mandatory reg fee

increase geared towards infla-

- tion should also be installed.

This is just a rough estimate
of the numbers, but the point
is that we all must do some-
thing to keep our university in

league with the best of the

nation.

Many will argue that they

can't afford such a steep

increase in university fees, that

they are already gaining assis-

tance from financial aid. How-
ever, I can counter with a
story of a high school class-

mate and good friend of mine
who is a freshman at Harvard
University this year. His family
isn't able to afford the nearly

$20,000 a year that it costs to

attend this well-known univer-

sity.

As a result. Harvard's finan-

cial aid ofifice offered Jim a
package of grants and loans.

'

Yet within that package, he
still must assume $16,000 a

year in student loans. By the

time he graduates college he
will be $64,000 in debt. And

nuDC on to assBT the state Tn sicrcoiype lowani any other truth, then they must be allow-
ed access to all ideas of it in

an undistorted fashion so they

If people are looking for
\

the truth, then they

must be allowed access

to all ideas of it in an

undistorted fashion so

they can see which is

valid. The Sinfest

cartoon robs individuals

of this access,

somethine| that a

,
newspaper certainly

~ should not ^e in th€~~
business of doing.

retaining UCLA's excellent
faculty and other services.

Jim is confident that once he
graduates his degree will be
worth much more than the

$64,000 he will have to pay
back. I am very confident that

a UCLA degree is more than
worth a $1200 reg fee increase
for the next four years.

If something isn't done soon,
the UC system's excellent
faculty are going to be lured
away by other, more prosper-
ous institutions. This would
decrease the quality of our
education. And the brighter

California and out-of-state stu-

dents are going to be leaving
the UC system in droves.

Even though we may not be
responsible for putting

ourselves in this mess, we can
show our maturity by helping
our university continue and
even improve the caliber of its

educational services. Higher
education doesn't come cheap.
Let's all stand up (including
Wilson) and do something
about keeping our university

top notch before it's too late.

Savage is an undeclared fresh-
man.

Coiiyclesk
Editor:

Please be advised that there
was a crucial editing mistake
in my letter of Jan. 7 (Daily
Bruin. *Teen sex'O. A sentence

was edited by you to read
"Whether or not you believe in

God the creator of evolution,

the random designer, you must
admit that human beings were
not built for rampant intimate

contact" The sentence origi-

nally read. "Whether you

believe in God, the Creator, or

evolution, the random designer;

you must admit . .
.-

This correction is crucial for

two reasons. First, I believe in

God the Creator, not God the

creator of evolution. Second, I

intended to present an argu-

ment indq)endent of belief in

God. In other words, even if

you are an atheist and hold to

evolution, the fact of sexually
transmitted diseases shows that

the encouragement of promis-
cuity is not a wise policy.

If general promiscuity con-
tinues to be practiced, then*

even if we do find a cure for
AIDS, the fertile breeding
ground for infectious organisms
provided by multiple intimate
encounters will only introduce
a new killer virus or strain of
bacteria to wreak havoc on
poor victims.

John Hansen

Faculty

Physics Dept.

group.

First of all, I would like to

express my feeling that the

Sinfest cartoon has had a
strong anti-Christian sentiment -

from the very first time I read
it Would a cartoon that was
strongly anti-African-American
or male chauvinist be printed

in The Bruin? I certainly hope
your editorial standards are
higher than to allow such an
abomination^ Then why allow
one that is anti-Christian?

The stereotypes put forward
in the cartoon are no less

vulgar than any stereotype that

could be printed in the public
mass media. The opening line

of the "Christian" character,

"Hello there, non-religious,

misguided heretic!" seems to _
be saying that Christians have
a blatant disregard for the

value of each human being and
sec them only as an "heretic."

Any Christian who would say
such a lineJs not following
the teaching of Jesus Co love
all people.

While I will not deny that

there are people who do such
things while calling themselves
Christian, to generalize Christ-

ians in such a manner is

irresponsible. So goes the rest

of the conversation, with the
Christian character continuing
to spout what mass society

(sadly) seems to see as what
Christians are all about

I would also like to address
the assertion that Christians

speak to people about the

gospel from a self-centered

standpoint Nothing could be
further from the truth! When
you go and see a good movie,

you want all of your friends to

share in the experience, cor-

rect? The same is true for

Christians, who see in Jesus"^^^

the best thing that could be
offered to the world and want
everyone to know about him. I

can see which is valid. The
Sinfest cartoon robs individuals

of this access, something that a
newspaper certainly should not^
be in the business of doing.
Any attempt to address all

the misconcqHions about
Christianity would inevitably

take pages to express, so I

invite all those who are inter-

ested in finding out the truth

about Christianity to listen to

Cliffe Knechtle speak on cam-
pus during the weeks of Jan.
20-27. He will be answering
questions about the faith from
any who would aak them, and
will give people a chance to

look at Christianity in a light

separate from the stereotypical

one that the Sinfest cartoon
presented. Only by breaking
through distortions and investi-

gating Christianity in ways ^^^

such as this can people begin
to understand what the religion

is about

Ross is a junior majoring in

history.

Dally Bruin
112 K^rckhoff Hall
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Los Angsles, CA 90024
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Celebrate Columbus discovering the New Worid?
This New Year's. I. like

the rest of us. stubborn-
ly made a resolution

that 1 knew 1 had no chance
in Peoria of keeping. I decided
that I was going to try to keep
my opinions to myself unless I

was asked. (You may now
shake your head in disbelief.)

In case you couldn't tell, I

have a tendency to tell people
what I think, regardless of
whether or not they want to

hear it.

As with most New Year's
resolutions, it was quickly bro-
ken. Imagine my surprise when
on Jan. 2, the Los Angeles
Times wrote an article on how
well the Rose Parade went
despite the protests. I guess I

should be proud, I almost kept
my resolution for nearly 48
hours, which may have been a
new record for me.
At this point,, almost every-

one knows about the controver-

sy surrounding this year's

Tournament of Roses. For
those that aren't familiar with
the background, I will quickly
explain. The Tournament of
Roses Committee decided that

since it is the 500th Anniver-
sary of Columbus' "discovery"
of America, that it would be a
pretty ho-dad spiffy idea to
honor Jiim by inviting hiS:

Out On Campus

great-grandson to be the grand
marshal and for "Voyages of
Discovery" to be the theme of
the event.

The teensy, tiny problem
that the Committee failed to

observe, or in my opinion,

didn't bother to observe, was

the fact that there were people
ab-eady living here with a rich

culture and that Columbus did
not discover a barren New
World. When the Committee
was confronted with this issue,

they felt that the bleeding-heart

liberals were being too sym-
pathetic to the Native Ameri-
cans. I tend to disagree*

The reasoning behind not

celebrating the event in a

festive fashion is that it is just

plain out and oiit disrespectful

to the Native American people.

The voyage of ^ol iimhua hM
resulted in the near extermina-

tion of the Native American
civilization. As Russel Meads,
a Native American activist

states, "(Columbus) makes Hit-

ler look like a juvenile delin-

quent." Jews hold Holocaust
Remembrance Day, but Ameri-

ca does not celebrate it They
do not hold festivities and
spend miilicns of dollars for

parades over the atrocities that

were committed to both the

Jews, homosexuals and people

with disabilities during the

Nazi Regime.

Yet the United States is

about to celebrate the 500th

celebration of the "discovery"

of America. The Africans were

not the first slaves in the

United States. For awhile, the

Europeans just used the Native

Americans in both America
and Central America as slaves.

Only when the Native Ameri-
cans became insufficient for

the needs of the "New World"
for slave purposes did they

Stan importing slaves from
Africa.

When the Rose Parade com-
mittee continued to face critic-

ism, they agreed to a

"compromise" by having the

only Native American in Con-
gress co-host the festivities.

This compromise was not an
apology. This compromise was
a tool used to quell a con-

troversy and to get the mod-
erate Americans on their side.

In the spirit of the decision,

the compromise was not even
fit admiftancc that the cow —
mittee might have been mista-

ken. Instead, it seemed that the

compromise was created to get

the activists to shut up and go
away.

This kind of mentality frus-

trates me because it was not
an ignorant decision, but a

blatant slap to the face of
Native Americans. However, I

am not surprised. Generations

after the Europeans raped both

the Native American women
and their land, Americans con-
tinue this tradition by actually

having the gall to celebrate,

not quietly observe, the atroci-

ties that Christopher Columbus
bought to this country.

It is almost too ironic to

mention that the City Council
only agreed to take on extra

protection for the parade from
L. A. County Sheriffs Depu-
ties if the alleged "Neo-Nazis"
and the "white supremacists"

from the Ventura branch were
not hired. Whether or not these

individuals were indeed white

supremacists is beside the

point. I find it cosmically

ironic that these people can
finger point with the best of
them, but fail to see their own
subtle racism within their own
decision-making process.

Here at UCLA, there had
been talk about having a celeb-
ration of the 500th anniversary
of the voyage of Columbus.
The effects of Columbus can

be felt here at UCLA in other
ways, as well. The number of
Native Americans entering this

school in 1991 can be counted
«B-twe1afl^. The slow pro-

^=

fomia officials. It is still

widely quoted that UCLA has
more Native American remains
in Haines than there are Native
American students attending

this school.

Since this column is drawing
to a close, I will return to the

date of Jan. 2, when I broke
my New Year's resolution to

keep my mouth shut. I could
•not, however, keep my anger
contained over the way that

the Los Angeles Times por-

trayed the Native Americans
who showed up to the Rose
Parade. According to the

Times, they did not manage to

have an effective protest .

because they did not shut
down the parade. There were
not thousands of Native Ameri-
can protesters as was feared.

Maybe this was due to the fact

that the Native Americans have
been hunted down and
oppressed to near extinction.

Besides, it was never the

intention of the Native Ameri-
cans to protest violently.

Instead, they prayed beforehand
to their gods for **peace and
remembrance of their ances-
tors" and to be able to share
their side of the story with the

rest of America. Because it

was not violent, perhaps their

cess of returning the remains
of Native Americans located

inside Haines (which I still

lovingly refer to as "the Mau-
soleum") has only begun under
serious pressure from American
Indian Students Association
(AISA) and high ranking Cali-

pcaccful protest did not get the"

wide coverage that it deserved.
I know however, at least with
this individual, the message of
hope and understanding came
through loud and clear.

^———^^—^^^^^^^^^^—^^^^^^^^^^—^^^i^M^^^.^^

Chang is a senior majoring in

sociology and psychology.
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By Sarah Hsieh

New television worksliop
offers caieer experience
Co'departmental ^r^^^S.-^"'"^

'^^*"'-

T\Tr\\a^f^i' c^i=kr^ oc Students involved in the work-
prOjCCL SCCil as shop study under the guidance of

<1 1 J> • •.• .• working professionals. Its instnic-

DOia initiative tor, BuH ennkerhoff, has over 20
years experience as an actor,

director and producer within the

entertainment industry. His credits

as a director include such popular
shows as 'Three's Company,
"Magnum, P.I.." '^Moonlighting
and "Cagney & Lacey."

In addition, one of the top post-

production houses in the city.

Laser Pacific Video, has made its

facilities ancf resources available

for the workshop. There, students

interact with skilled professionals

active within the entertainment

industry.

The experience is designed to

give students hands-on knowledge
in all areas of a professional

production unit Students involved

in the video production workshop
will produce seven videos over

two quaiteii.

For students interested in get-

ting involved in the world of
television production, the School
of Theater, Film and Television is

offering a new workshop this

quarter that has been hailed by
Robert Rosen, the Film and Tele-
vision Department's acting chair,

as a "bold and ambitious initia-

tive."

The new video production
workshop is one of the first official

collaborative projects between the

Department of Theater and the

Department of Film and Televi-

sion, which have thus far func-

tioned independently , under
UCLA's new school.

In keeping with the dean's beUef

»*

.»

in the tundamcmal relationship'

between the different entertain-

ment media, the workshop inte-

grates several courses from both
departments. It gives students the

opportunity to work in a "real

world" environment, where coop-
eration between the different areas

of the entertainment industry is a
must
*The process of art and making

film is a collaborative effort," said
Myrl Schreibman, academic admi-
nistrator for the Department of
Film and Television. "The ability

to work together is inherent in

creating the work. This workshop
is patterned after the real world and
all it has to offer ... It is a

The workshop is still looking for

undergraduates to work as techni-

cal crew members. They will have
the chance to learn about cameras,

audio, lighting, sets and the pro-

cess involved in making a televi-

sion production. The workshop is

open to all interested students,

regardless of their major.

For more information regarding

this workshop, contact Joel Men-
dias at (213) 652-3036 or Steve

Brannan at (310) 827-2730, oryou
may attend the workshop Fri. , Jan.

17 at 9 a.m. at video studio one,
Melnitz Hall,

UCLA galleiy invites
campus to I I house
By Greg Srisavasdl

In order to introduce UCLA
students and faculty members to its

diverse collection, the Wight Art
Gallery will host Campus Day (an
open house) on Wednesday, Janu-
ary 15 from noon to 1:30 p.m.
Campus Day will give people the
chance to view the art gallery's

most recent exhibition, "Memory
and Metaphor: The Art of Romare
Bearden, 1940-1987."

Campus Day is free to the
public. Its main intent is to show
the UCLA community that art can
be found right on campus. "We
hope to acquaint the student body
and faculty with our great exhibi-
tions and programs. Hopefully,
(they) will discover us and con-
tinue to be frequent visitors (to our
gallery)," says Joanne French,
assistant to the director of the
Wight Art GaUery.
Romare Bearden (1912-1988)

was an artist who depicted the
growth of African-American cul-
ture in the United Stales. The
exhibition showcases 1 10 of his

works, spanning his artistic endea-
vors in oils, watercolors and
collages. Bearden's visual images
of life serve as important docu-
ments of our time, helping give a
broader picture of African-Ameri-
can life. The retrospective is on

view until Feb. 2.

"Romare Bearden commemor-
ated life through art . . . Spiritual

ceremonies, baptism and burial,

daily life and work in Black
America were Bearden's subject

and at the heart of his aesthetic,"

writes Sharon F. Patton, chief
curator of The Studio Museum in

Harlem.

Included in the open house is a
seven-minute theatre/dance piece
based on Malcolm X's life, per-
formed by Phillip McAbee. UCLA
students Christine Yosunaga, Risa
Hann, and Jennifer Newman will

also be performing an innovative
dance piece ranging from ballet to

hip hop. Music will also be
provided by the jazz ensemble
group SoundScape.

- JJCLA Art Council Docents arc

available to answer any questions
or comments about the gallery and
its exhibitions.

ART; "Campus Day." Wed., Jan 15
from noon-1:30 p.m. Presented by the
Wight Art Gallery, The Grunwald Center
for the Graphic Arts and the UCLA Art
Council. Program includes light refresh-
ments, jazz ensemble, and dance
performances. Running in conjunction
with "Memory and Metaphor: The Art of
Romare Bearden, 1940-1987." Free to
the public. Located at 1 100 Dickson A^
Center at the Northeast Corner of the
UCLA Campus.

Bugsy': gambling, women, celebrities and money
Beatty

By Michael Mordler
Dally Bruin Staff

Last fall when the buzz and
hoopla over upcoming Christmas
films reached its peak, Tri-Star*s

"Bugsy** was overshadowed by
another mo\ie from the same
company — "Hook." Well, it

wasn't long after the pictures

opened that Barry Levinson's
gangster love story stole some of
the thunder from Steven Spiel-

berg's latest extravaganza.

"Bugsy" won Best Picture
from the LA. Film Critics and
garnered eight Golden Globe
nominations, more than any other
film of 1991. It may not be the
best movie of the year, but there's

no denying it deserves Oscar
consideraUoTK

:er intrigue
Perhaps the only man with the

looks, charm and balls to pull off
the role was Warren Beatty. In

fact, it was Beatty who commis-
sioned screenwriter James
Toback to pen the script. It seems
he'd been fascinated with Siegel
for quite some time.

The most difficult aspect of
Siegel for Beatty to portray in

"Bugsy" is the violence. Despite
making "Bonnie and Clyde"
almost twenty years ago, it's a
quality Beatty is unfamiliar with
onscreen.

And while it's the least-con-
vincing part of Beatty 's perfor-

mance, he manages to handle it

admirably. Some of the violent

scenes are unnerving and tense,

despite the feeling that Beatty

Annette Bening and Warren Beatty steam up the screen In "Bugsy."

Barry Levinson's movies

please audiences, critics

Levinson has crafted a lyrical

lale about a man whom -^
considering his background and
occupation — was one of the
most unlikely of dreamers. His
name was Ben Siegel. Only his

enemies called him "Bugsy."
A gangster who travelled to

Hollywood in order to take over
the L.A. rackets for his partners
Meyer Lanskey and Charlie
Luciano, Siegel instantly became
enamored with the city and
proceeded to become something
of a celebrity. He was the sort of
gangster that Hollywood not only
feared and respected, but actually

liked.

Siegel 's dream was to build a
city in the desert that»he and his

New York cronies could control.

A place where gambling, women,
celebrities and money were all

locked in amongst one another.

Siegel 's vision produced Las
Vegas.

-never gets his hands real difl^
That the picture is always so

clean and glamorous-looking
may fit in well with 1940s
Hollywood, but moviegoers may
still get the feeling they're seeing
a watered-down version of the

Wood and gore. The violence is

neither as real nor disturbing as
in, say, "Goodfellas." Neverthe-

less, Beatty's performance was
good enough to earn him the

National Society of Film Critic's

award for Best Actor.

Annette Bening, who portrays

Siegel's feisty love interest and
muse, Virginia Hill, once again

succeeds in disappearing into her
role. In a sense, she's like Meryl
Sirecp without all the foreign

accents. However, her perfor-

mance does not leave the same
imprint on viewer's mindft that

was left by her wicked turn in

See 'BllQSY% page 24

By Michael Mordler
Dally Bruin Staff

Perhaps more than any other
current American director, Barry
Levinson is able to make movies
that combine artistic integrity

with populist entertainment —
they make money and win
awards. His works include
"Diner," 'The Nattiral," *Tin
Men," "Good Morning,
Vietnam" and "Rain Man."
"Bugsy," based on the later years
of gangster Ben Siegel's life, is

just the latest In Hollywood
circles, Levinson is gold. —

"I think what you try to do is

work with some material that's

good to begin with, material that

isn't running over familiar
ground," the director explains.

"So you're trying to find some-
thing new as opposed to just
trying to do it differently."

While most bankable filmmak-
ers can be found working in the

action-adventure and epic fantasy
genres. Levinson's interests lie

in other, less profitable, areas. "I

have no interest in these pure
action things because it becomes
just mechanical to me," Levinson
says diplomatically. "There's
some very good work done there,

but see, I personally have to come
off the character and that's the
difference, I think."

"If you go back to John Ford,
(he) made some great movies but

shows and collaborated with
comedian/filmmaker Mel Brooks
on two scripts, "Silent Movie"
and "High Anxiety."

His chance to direct came in

1982 with "Diner," a surprise hit

that was based on Levinson's
experiences growing up in Balti-

more. It was the first in what
would become a trilogy of films

about his hometown. "Tin Men"
and "Avalon" are the other two.
What makes Levinson some-

what unique is his ability not only
to make these personal movies,
but also to direct more conven-

"I had not seen that character (before), the

gangster in Hollywood and the fascination with

.theglaiuQurandaliQfthaL*'

Barry Levinson
Director of "Bugsy"

he always had great characters.
And they always had some kind
of humanity about them. So he
didn't just make this cowboy
movie. I kind of respond in tliat

way."
*

Levinson's preoccupations
with character Can be traced to his

beginnings as a writer. He wrote
for several television variety

™nd S^^a'J^nn'eSjrn.STVu'^^^^^^^^^^ ' "^"^ "'^'^ *'-"•" ^'^^ ''-^"^^*^
^^T""

tional Oscar-nominated studio
fare.

"In terms of the films I've

done, it's slightly schizopjuenic,"

Levinson laughs. "Because I

don't seem to have any one way
of working. There's those two
kinds of movies— the Baltimore
films and then those other films.

And maybe if I would have

continued doing the semi-auto-
biographical work, then it would
be more of a defined piece of
work. But I have no interest in

being defined. I like to keep both
sides working."
"Bugsy" IS one of those other

films Levinson refers to. But it

posed more of a challenge to the

Sector in the sense that many of

the principals involved were used
to having control of the movies
they woik on. Warren Beatty,

who portrays Ben "Bugsy" Siegel

and is one of the film's co-pro-

ducers, is notcrious for taking

charge on his pictures. Screenw-

riter James Toback has directed

five films of his own — and
originally was upset not to be

directing "Bugsy" himself.

Fortunately, though, all those
involved in the fihn claim it was a
happy union.

*The key is if you're talking

about the same movie. If you are,

then you're not going to have the

problems," Levinson says. "If

See LEVINSON, page 23
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Hammond
Dylans

By Rob Wlnfleld

Daily Bruin Staff

**There*s two ways to use a
Hammond organ," says the
Dylans* vocalist/bassist Colin
Gregory. **There*s Hammond as a
fucking massive vibe machine.
And there's Hammond as a very
clumsy, redundant, heavy fashion

accessory — like the worst piece
ofjewelry you can take along with
you."

Having come under criticism for

being another in a long string of
bands, arising in the last year or so,

to revitalize the Hammond's liq-

uid-layered sound on their self-

tilled debut, the British four-piece
the Dylans see fit to justify their

extensive use of the instrument
that was once a mainstay through-
out the late '60s and early '70s.

The Hammond once again
became prominent during the

now-defunct Manchester move-
ment of late '90/early *91, with
such bands as the Charlatans U.K.
and the Inspiral Carpets reintro-

ducing its use into the forum ofpop
music. Observers' one major com-
plaint wasn't that the distinctive

keyboard sound was back for a

Vf.ond go, faitthat it wasplaced

and friend and guitarist Jim Rod-
ger decided to form the Dylans,
with the ideology of playing their

favorite instruments— Hammond
being one of major significance—
the way they thought they should
be played.

"We just wanted to pick

up on the positive vibes

that this instniment

could bring to the

music, which might be

an element of what the

'60s brought out."

Andy Cook
Drummer for the Dylans

the hands of a number of young
musicians, many seeming unsure
of how to properly integrate it

without sounding blatantly revi-

valist or derivative of the period
which spawned its popularity.

It was at this time that Gregory

Apparently, Beggars Banquet
Records in England, and its

American distributor RCA, sym-
pathized with their belief, and
instantly offered them a recording
contract strictly on the basis of
their demo tapes. Surprisingly, the

Dylans, at this early stage, hadn't
even performed live yet.

tewever, ^iw^ was one mtnoF
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thought of a 70s revival with a less-than-subtle puking
gesture and gag of the throat However, his confirmation of
Cook*s belief demonstrates their primary grievance with
the use of Hammond in the modem sense.

"It was no use just trying to stick it on a song,** the singer
says, "because the whole point of it is that it*s integrated.
Hammond is an instrument that integrates so brilliantly
with the guitars and drums that it really provides a good mix
with the right percussive sound. They're organic to the
music and that's why they work. But ifHammond is thrown
in just to be included in the song, then it sounds that way and
ultimately defeats the whole purpose of using it**

It was at this point of the Hammond revival in England, a
few days before they were scheduled to record their first

single "Godlike,** that Jim recalled a phone number from
three weeks before that he thought he threw away. The
name was Quentin Jennings, a keyboardist who just
happened to be raised on Hammond playing.
So with one day's preparation, Jennings joined the

Dylans, learned "Godlike** and went in the studio with
Gregory and Rodger to record the Dylans* debut single. At
the time, it was safe to say that they were headed in the right

direction, as upon the song*s release, it shot straight to No. 6
on the National Independent Charts and subsequently
caused a snowball effect in the British press.

But still, something wasn*t right, partly due to the fact
that they had yet to meet their drummer Cook, and also
because of the rush job that Jennings had to endure upon
joiriing the band. In other words, the Dylans had to solidify
their lineup and then realize what sound it was they were
searching for.

As one might imagine, establishing differentiation and
originality weren*t necessarily the easiest goals to
accomplish. Because, as Jennings states, the way to achieve
this is through an intimate knowledge of Hammond, which
unfortunately the album's producer Stephen Street
(Morrissey, the Psychedelic Furs, Blur and Danielle Dax)
possessed very little of. with the exception of what he*d
heard from the Manchester movement
*The difficult thing,** he explains, ''is that an instrument

has to be around for years and years before people really
begin to get into it and know how it works, and know how

people's minds work that play it And with Stephen, it was
like, *Oh, Hammond organ. I remember those. So how does
it work?* So we had to fight against that, putting him
through hours and hours of frustration trying to get the right
sound."

Nevertheless, the Dylans and producer Street managed
to sort through the difficulties with eye and ear-opening
results, crafting one of the few contemporary pop%lbums
featuring Hammond that actually does possess the
"organic" sound Gregory speaks of, and not the appearance
of a gaudy piece of jewelry that badly ornaments a song.

"Some people have called us another Charlatans U.K. or
another Inspiral Carpets," says Gregory. "But I think those
are the people that don't understand what we*re trying to do
here. We're just trying tapick up on the positive vibes that
Hammond can bring about if used properly. And I think
we've done it with as much success as we're capable of
achieving at the moment. So that's fine with me, as it is with
the other band members, if someone wants to make
criticisms. Because we know that what we're doing at least
contains the true purity that all these other bands are trying
to recapture from the past and imitate."

The Dylans are bringing the Hamnrx)nd organ of the 'BOs and '70s back Into vogue.

wanted to differentiate them-
!SClvg.8.

-

—

complication. Although the
demos, featuring a roughly layered
Hammond, sounded adequate,
Gregory and Rodger weren't
entirely satisfied with its usage. It

still reminded them of all the other
bands from which they truly

"We knew we didn't want to be
part of this '60s revivalist thing

that was happening," says drum-
mer Andy Cook. "But we also

knew we wanted to still use
Hammond. And that was a diffi-

cult thing to get straight through a

lot of people's heads, because
"
Hammond was a significant part of
this whole Manchester thing.

"And if anything," he adds. **we
just wanted to pick up on the

positive vibes that this instrument
could bring to the music, which
might be an element of what the

*60s brought out But wc weren't

trying to imitate that era. I mean^
wiiy live in the past? And can you"

imagine if someone said they were
going to try and be something like

'70s?"

In agreement, Gregory blurts

out his displeasure with the mere
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7ob Opportunities for LiberalArts Majors"
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Luscious Luke Perry shows his sensitive side
By Phil Rosenthal
Los Angeles Daily News

Back when **Beverly Hills,

90210** was known only to a

handful of postal workers and the

name Dylan was mostly associated

with poetry and lyrics, Luke Perry

was getting kicked out of his high

school production of **South

Pacific.**

Seems Perry was asked to pose

for publicity pictures and took the

occasion to flash a well-known
one-fingered gesture more ger-

mane to the trucking industry than

to Rodgers & Hammerstein. Suf-

fice to say, it was not the sort of

thing you would want to tack on a

church bulletin board.

**It*s not like the cover of

Rolling Stone — you can*t just

stand there flipping off.** recalled

Perry, now known to millions of

adoring teens as Dylan McKay, the

world's best boyfriend, on Fox*s

"Beverly Hills, 90210.** 'They
took the picture, they saw it and
they asked me to leave. So I did.**

Perry once again was asked to

pose for publicity last week. And
while he has refined his gestures

much as he has poUshed his craft in

the intervening years, he made it

abundantly clear during an at-

times uneasy give-and-take with

reporters in Marina del Rey that

you can take the rebel out of the

play, but you can*t take the play

out of the rebel.

He may have just been fooling

around. He may have just been
tired. Whatever. It didn't go that

well. Perry came off as a bit of a

prima donna ("No comment on
Madonna**), a bit too big for his

sideburns. He didn*t impress any-

one.

Admittedly, it wasn't all his

fault. Some reporters ask dopey
questions. There are probably

questions he is tired of answering

and others he simply would prefer

not to. But by now he ought to

know what doing the wrong thing

at the wrong time can mean.
One reporter innocuously sug-

gested Perry was the next James
Dean ("At one point or another,

everybody gets called the new
James Dean**). And Perry's mood
didn't improve when another

wanted to know how he would

See LUKE, page 23
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NeXTstatiori"computers are extremely fast and powerful workstations. But you'll

have to tDe fast yourself to take advantage of our special holiday savings, because they

end January 31st.

^~^^ven without savings, the price/perfocmance of these workstations is unequaled

anywhere in the industry. They offer features like an easy-to-use graphical interface,

8MB of RAM, enormous disk storage, a standard UNDT operating system, true multi-

tasking, and a 15MIPS CPU. They also have built-in Ethernet networking, a large

monitor with true display PostScriptr and a built-in DSP chip for

CD-quality sound.

- They're ideally suited to every kind of academic work- from

computation-intensive math and science projects to report

writing, complicated research, in depth analysis -and yes, even

composing music.

That's partly because the best versions of many industry-

leading software products are the ones written for NeXTstations.

These products include WordPerfectf Adobe lllustratorf Lotus®

Improv,'" Soft PCf and a great many more. Mathematical the ^

acclaimed numeric-processing software, is even included free.

Given all this, about the only way we could improve the price/perfQrmarice

of a NeXTstation is to make the price lower. Which is just what these

special savings do.

We recommend you visit your campus reseller today- before
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Feburary?, 1992
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compare himself to Dean. ("Same:
We're both from the Midwest, and
we*ve both crashed a few cars . .

.

Different* He's dead. Tm hot and I

don't plan on it.*0

It was when someone suggested
he might want to remake some of
Dean's films that he went ballistic.

"You're lucky they don't let me
curse at these things!" he said.

Perry is either 26 or 28 years old,

depending on whom you ask. He^
wouldn't say. In either case, a lot

has happened to him in a short

period of time. He came to Los
Angeles tom a small town near

Gevdand a few years ago, straight

out of high school to become an
actor.

After bit parts on the soaps
'•Loving- and "Another WorW,"
he landed the job on "Beverly

Hills, 90210."

The best thing about it was that

it was steady work. It was also a
multidimensional character, and in

Hollywood that's even more rare.

He didn't know what he was
getting into.

"Doesn't say role model in my
contract," Perry said. "I looked at

every page. On no page does it say
role model. I was hired as an actor
. . . The role model thing gets

imposed on you by someone else. I

don't think that's fair."

But who's to say what's fair?

_Six shows into *'90210's" run, the
writers wrote an episode that

brought Dylan to the fore and
almost inmiediately Perry learned
that having your dreams fulfilled

can keep you up from sleq)ing
well.

Someone asked about his fami-

ly. Big mistake.

'That (stufO is so out of control

right now I'm not going to talk

about that, either— sorry," Perry
said. "I am on a TV show. My
family is not on a TV show. I have
chosen to live my life this way.
They have not I don't think they

should have to deal with the

ramifications of my career."

Apparently, Perry is having
enough trouble himself dealing

with those ramifications. But there

must be worse things in life than

money and fame and a budding
film career.
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done without itl I learned
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me how it hdped her ikin

to be ao healthy and
reoommendod me to

remove my acne at B.H.

Acne-Skin Care
Jean Kim (Senior at Cerriioa
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PAID POUTICAL ADVERTISEMENT

FREE GIFT OF MUSIC & SONG
Compliments of: PHILIP ASHAAAALIAH

Democratic Candidote for President in 1 992

inHfLovayy.sfl. Words and Music by
PHILIP ASHAMALLAH

pleas- ure and ro- mance, Where there's hap- py song and

dance

»

IN THE LOVE- LY U. S. A. We have

lEVINSON
From page 19

you're talking about different
- movie?, then you're going to have
a lot Qjf problems because then no
one is going to be in agreement on
any given scene and it*s going to be
much more difficult I think going
in, we seemed to share a similar

sensibility to the work.-
It was Beatty who first brought

Toback's script to Levinson's
attention. And within two days of
reading it, he committed to the

project. "One of the very first

things that fascinated me about it

was that Bugsy Siegel made a
screen test And when I thought,

*A gangster made a screen test,'

that idea was so odd. The big tough
guy kind of stuff had to have
another dimension.'*

"I had not seen that character

G)efore), the gangster in Holly-
wood and the fascination with the

glamour and all of that coupled
with the obsessive kind ofromance
that ultimately led to th^ obsessioiu'

tA Vegas.-

Levinson's next movie will be
*Toys," a film he has been
obsessed with since 1979. Several

years ago, "Premiere" magazine
voted it one of the best unproduced
screenplays in Hollywood. It's

taken 13 years for the director tr>

gain the ck)ut needed to get it

made. These days, though, there

isn't much Levinson couldn't get
into production.

free- dom In our speech, In the ser- mons that we

preach, doc- trines that we teach. IN THE

whole wide world thru. For peace and cu- rl

Stars and Stripes Red, White and Blue, Spell

^m ^^ i
free- dom * for

p
you and me. There much to and

J I
I I I f r r r p
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where the coun- try thru, IN THE LOVE- LY U.

© 1963 by SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RECORDS

S. A.

Vote in 1 992 for either ASHAMALLAH, Brown or Tsongos, because the Democratic Party needs all the help it con get.

"

Show your patriotism and vour love for our country bv orderina your fovorite radio stations to ploy this beoutifol song for you.
Better yet buy a few records from your favorite record store and present them as fine artistic gifts to your friends, your
associates and your relatives.

For more sheet-music of songs and compositions by ASHAMALLAH, send one dollar to*

((S,CR.)) SOUTHERN CAUFORNIA RECORDS, 5478 WILSHIRE BLVD. #204, LOS ANGELES, CA, 90036, PH. (310) 937-8931
All proceeds from the soles of the records and sheet-music will benefit the Democratic Presidential Campaign.
We do not accept any campaigji donations or contributions and consider them a disgrace and insult to politics and politicians
alike. " "^'
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The ZICLM Tu6[ic ^fations Association presents

jidJarzveUfrom tfie puBfic reCations

firm ofManning, Sehage & Lee, zvfio represent

Cadfomia Lottery

9{est[e

'M<. Jani'cl'l unfl speal^anif atLsu'cr questions on tfie

cxfitinjjfiefd'ofpublic refa tiom

'Tuesdaij lanuanj 14, 4pm in >{ckcnmn 'Union 240S
Taui/or Inj .IS'ZlCLJl 'fioanf of •Directors Trojiramminij 'Jund

A Testament to the Strength of the

FILM & FORUM

«:i

.:n

PREE
with Ticket

J

Tickets are available at the CTO

January 17, 1992

7:30 pm • Melintz Theater

Featuring the following guest speakers:

Rosalind Chao

. Dennis Dun
Nancy Kelley

Michael Paul Chan

Reception following the fihn and forum. Refreshments will be served •

.^^-

r.'.s%\'.!.•/.'.•.•.•.•.•.•/..

, cosp>onsored by Asian American Studies Center, Student Community Projects, Asian Pacific

Coalition, USACs Cultural Affairs, and Melnitz theater. Funded by ASUCLA Board of Directors.

Call Wendy at x57184 for further info.
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From page 19

Stephen Frear*s *The Griftcrs.'

She still has an edge about her,-^

but shc*s real smooth here; every-

thing she says comes out witty and
clever. She's foul-mouthed at

times, but never crude. Virginia

doesn't appear to be the tramp
others say she is. F^erhaps she's

meant be shown only through
Siegel's eyes. Anyway, the film's

editors have left nothing to chance.
Allen Davieau's cinematogra-

phy, Dennis Gassner's production
design and Albert Wolsky's cos-

tumes deserve much credit for

recreating the look and feel of the

period. It was a time when Holly-
wood was truly beautiful and the

lighting, sets and costumes reflect

this.

Director Barry Levinson has
said he wanted to create a different

sort of gangster movie. In this

respect, he has succeeded. **Bug-

sy" does not much resemble the

family saga "Godfather" pictures

or Martin Scorsese's tell-it-like-

it-is gangster films. Rather, "Bug-
sy" is the story of a gangster who
didn't want to live like one.

Siegel's dream was to

build a city in the

desert that he and his

New York cronies could

control.

Apparently, Siegel would much
preferred to have been an actor. A
"sportsman" was how he was
referred to in the Los Angeles
papers at the time.

Levinson has chosen to reveal a
man caught between three diffe-

rent worlds. Life as a violent

gangster in New York; a father and
sometimes family man in the

affluent suburbs of Scarsdale, New
York; and the visionary playboy in

Hollywood.
One scene in particular captures

the conflict Siegel faced in merg-
ing these different lifestyles. As he
spreads pink icing on his nine-

year-old daughter's birthday cake,

wearing an apron and chefs hat,

his gangster buddies are knocking
on the front door. Eventually,

Siegel finds himself running
around the house trying to appease
everybody.

In the kitchen, his family is

getting antsy; in the den, he is

^scussing his plans for Las Vegas
with Lansky and company; and in

the Uving room, he is on the phone
with his L.A. henchman Mickey
Cohen, trying to discern the

whereabouts of Virginia (who
wants him to get a divorce).

As Siegel scurries back and
forth, seemingly going insane, the„

audience gets a pretty good sense
of what this man wants — every-
thing.

All the supporting performances
are fine. Joe Mantegna (George
Raft.) Ben Kingsley (Meyer Lans-
ky.) Harvey Kcitel (Mickey
Q)hen) and the late rock promoter
Bill Graham (*Lucky' Luciano)
combine to add depth and believa-

bility to the factual story.

The film works well at its XA-
hour length. It never seems sk>w or
long-winded. The action is always
quick and entertaining. And lucky
for Tri-Star Pictures, whose
"Hook" is one of the most expen-
sive films of all time, "Bugsy'
doesn't disappoint. ***y2

.»

FILM: "BuQsy." Screenplay by James
Toback. Directed by Barry Levinson.
Produced by Barry Levinson. Mark
Johnson and Warren Beatty for Mulhol-
land Productk}ns, in association vyith

Baltimore Pictures. A T/i-Star release
with Warren Beatty and Annette
Bening. (Rated R: lanauage, sexual
situations, violence; 1^ min.) Now
playing citywide.
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Alcoholics Anonymous

Meetings
Men, discussion. Thur. Bookstud^ Fri. Sta^

r7x;i»i :i8, rrt. TZ30O-

Tuaa. Oiscuaaion. Wbd. Oiacusskm NPI
08538 12:15-1:00

For akx>holics or individuals who
hava drinkit>g problerm

Sports Tickets

LAKER FANS! Tickets for sale. Most games.
Loge section #36. Approx. $25 each. Beth
472-7465.

NEED U OF A AND DUKE TICKETS. Student,
guest Of otherwise. Will pay your price.

(310)301-1632. f

^>'^

I

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR! I We'll beat ar>y price or
don't want your business. Tickete, accidents,
sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin
Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

LOSE WEIGHT— up to 30 pounds in 30 days!
New Year's discount. (310)474-1415,
394-8557.

Final

Deadline! —
Friday,January 24

is the absolute, final deadline forseniof portraits in the Bruin

Life yearbook. So don't be left completely out of the picture.

It takes only a few minutes for a portrait that

lasts a lifetime. And ifs a snap tomake an

appointment.Just.stopbyCampus Photo
StucUo in Kerckhoff Hall 150, Monday
through Friday.

PHI KAPPA PSI

Miscellaneous

WIHTER RUSH '92
TUESDAY, JANUARY 14— 11:10-1PM:
LUNCH AT SIZZLER
5PM: DINNER AT
DELTA GAMMA
(652HILGARD)

WITH A COMEDIAN TO
FOLLOW _.^ _

•ALL ACTIVITIES ARE NON-ALCOHOLIC

LADY ELVIS in concert on VHS. Info.: DAX
Film Croup, 1223 N. 9th #201, Lincoln, NE
68506.

Personal 10

$50 CHALLENGE. If you can prove nr^y pollu-
tion solution unfeasible, I'll pay you $50
1 -800486-2489.

INTERiRATIRNnY
COUNCIL ELECTIONS

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22

Applications Now Available

in 1 18 Men's Gym
(Fraternity and Sorority

Relations)

All Applications DUE NO
LATERTHAN 5PM ON
FRIDAY, JANUARY 1 7.

5^ pm : Pre-event revelries

6^ pm: Chef Ruben's cuisine

SIGMA PI "The Big White House"
612 Landfair "on the Top Row"

?'s call Scott or Barney at 208-5902
INVITE ONLY!

5:k«zk«zk«zk.2k.2k.zk«zk«5:k»zk»zk»sk
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BEY
ALPHA CHI
PLEDGES...
Come take the

house overfrom
the actives

tonight!!

III
. II—*>—Il^n tim

Come Join the Fun!

RUSH COUNSELOR
Applications out Now!

Pick up at OFSR;
1 1 8 Men's Gym

Due Friday, January 24.
Paid for by USAC

ATTENTION UCLAWOMEN:

SIGMA KAPPA
INVITES YOU TO...

', w Informational Party

; ^ Tues., Jan. 21, 1992 7:00pm

i4
LATC Clubhouse

. ^ (Behind Pauley Pavilion)

i4 Open House:
Weds., Jan. 22, 1992 7:00pm

Sigma Kappa House, 726 Hilgard Ave.

M

M

M
•

M

M

M

M

M
5^
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Winter Rush 1 992
Tuesday Events:

Special Event - Meet at house at 5:00pm for trip

to Dennis Miller Show
Later- Casino Night - Starting around 9:00

-Feel free to stop in for lunch or dinner anytime.

\

649 Gayley Q's? Call John at 824-0840

EARN $420 6t More.
Study ofdrug effects

needs healthy males
Ages 21-40.

Ifyou use drugs
(cocaine, etc.) call to

see ifyou qualify.

(310)390-8483
ask for Theresa

Research Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH: Subjects v^th mild to

__ moderate asthma ages 1

8

—50. Able to per-

-form brief ppiuA m Heavy CJieit lie. NewJiitJ

for air pollution study. Call James at

(310)825-2739, Mof>—Fri.

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 ar>d a free develop-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

FEMALES Wrm HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 1 9-49.

Urxier dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For info call (310)828-8887

HEALTHY MALES AND FEMALES,' 18 and
older, r^eeded for position imaging of the brain

or heart. Injection of radioactive isotope.

Bloods will be taken. (310)825-1118
$75/3-hrs or $2S/hr.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation.

INDIVIDUALS WITH A RED BUMPY RASH
OR ACHE arourxj the mouth needed for

placebo-controlled study using an approved
tropical gel. Partipants will be seen at UCLA
dermatol centre. Study last 1 2 weeks. Particip-

arH paid $1 00 upon connpletion of study. Must
be 18 years of age. For further info, call

206-1074.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11^ YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning
experience .825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WITH DEPRESSION
SOUGHT. FEELING PERSISTENTLY SAD OR
HOPELESS WITH INSOMNIA, TROUBLE
CONCENTRATING OR LOW ENERGY?
UCLA RESEARCHERS CONDUCTING
STUDY ON PRAPID DEPRESSION TREAT-
MENT. CONTACT KARRON/EVA AT UCLA
(213)825-5493

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEETl. Volunteer

w/Tinea Pedis r>eeded for new research study.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid for info. (310)828-8887.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for skin research

study. Must be able to tan. 4-visits.

Will be paid $150. For more information

call 826^8887.

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, NEEDED for UCLA
study of psycl>p-focial factors in Bulemia
Nervosa. If you have recovered from B.N. or

are struggling with this problem and are

interested in participating, please contact Eli-

zabeth or Marcia. $30 compensation.
(310)206-5081

ACNE STUDY
Free treatment for Acne
Usin^ a new "Fruit Acid"
solution to improve acne

and acne scarring.
Call (310) 670-3876

Wanted 15

WANTED; DUKE & AZ STUDENT GUEST TIX.

Will pay $$$. Call Adam. (310)206-7473.

Lost and Found 16

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!

Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure uf\d price list

and reservation. 800-526-9662.

Scions 21 Opportunities

JACK SALON
Female models needed

for free haircut

Bob and Short hair styles

Call David at 652-0421

Health Services 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acne, scars arxi sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)786-0636.

PALA DREW ATHLETIC Masseur. LKTLA Dis-

count (31 0)839-6544

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ couple^
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-

lems. Liz Gould (310)576-5957, sliding scale.

Pafier (310)572-4092.

26Opportunities

MODaS WANTED: male/ female all types.

Your chance to have $200 makeover... Abso-

lutely free. Color anchor cut by top profession-

als. You could qualify. (IF INTERESTED
PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CALL) at: Sheraton

LAX airport hotel. 6101 West Century Blvd.

LA, 90045. Date: Sunday January 12, 1992.

Tinf>e: 3pm-7pm. Questions addressed at this

time. No hair done at nrxxiel call. Bobby Kraus

(213)542-4974.

GYMNASTIC COACH; Immediate openings

for girls arvi boys competitive teanr^ in SM.
KrKJwIedge of IJSGF system. Experience re-

quired. M-F afternoons, evenings. Sat. Wage
depending on experience. Call ASAP. M. Gates

(310)450-0012.

HASHERS WANTED for sorority house. Excel-

lent food, $5/hr. (310)208-4006, leave

nf>cssage. ^
I'LL PAY $1 O^R for on-campus tennis partner.

Intermediate, LXTLA alumni. Evenings only.

Tom (616)992-1927.

IMPROV OUTSIDE SALES, Sell laughs after

class. Full-time or part-time. Excellent com-
mission. (310)651-2583

IRISH AMERICAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posi-

tions available PTAH* dayVevenings. Good pay
up to $3(Vhr. Call Mon—Fri 1 —6pm. Kathline/

Bill (213)456-4427.

LEGAL ASSISTANT. Century City law firm

seeks highly nx>tivated college graduate to

assist attornies. Must have superior writing

skills. Accounting background helpful. Will

train. $9Air. Call Donna (310)266-1700.

LIGHT CLERICAL WORK NEEDED. $6.5(VHR.
(310)391-1557.

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,
Attr.<ctive people wanted for nude photos.

Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MODELS earn $1 50/hr. or more. Boyish

and/or athletic 16—24. Cleanshaven face/

little or no chest hair. Playgirl-style

magazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
Internationallly known photographer. Brad

(213)392-4246.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

NEED DELIVERY drivers and Flower arrangers

week of Feb. 10. Will train call Jon at

WllshireFlorist. (310) 208-8747.

NEED EXPERIENCED Mac user to tailor soft-

ware for real estate firm. Dan (310)395-6400.

OUTSIDE SALES. Fast-growing marketing firm

representing FirestOf>e. Looking for outgoingm

er>ergetic people for day, evening & weekend
hrs. $15-30/hr. FT/PT. Comm. sis.

1-800^323-7559.

PART-TIME RECEPTK3NIST with medical in-

terest for busy Beverly Hills Ob/Cyn office.

Wednesday and Friday evenings 4pm- 10pm
and every other Sur>day 9am-6pm. Call

274-8353. Ask for Cheryl between 9-12, 2-5.

PART-TIME ACTIVITY LEADERS. Work with

children in school/ daycare setting^. Experi-

tnce preferred. Positions available throughout

Westside. Bilingual English/ Spanish helpful.

Car necesMry . $M>r. Camp Fire Boys and Girls

(310)371-7744.

26

PART—TIME PHONES and filing. Tu and Tb.

only, 9-5. $Whr. (310)470-7111.

PART-TIME POSITKDN. Earn $1(Vhr. Inter-

viewing imnwdiately for tutoring positiorw in

all major courses. Must have minimum of 3.6

CPA and excellent

(310)641-4436.

communication skills.

PART-TIME MS-DOS PROGRAMMER.
$1G^r, up to 16 hrs per week. Call Boyce
Williams at Pristine Systems. (213) 652-0737.

PART-TIME JOB, good hours, good pay. Pick-

up children from school and drive to activities.

Must be available M—F afterrHX>ns and have
car. Call Mike or Peggy at 476-8152.

PERSON FRIDAY NEEDED in Medical office.

$6Av. 12-5 Mon-Fri. Must be cor«cientious

and personable. Submit application: 1(X)UCLA
Sutt« #T00. 624-1000 ^==

PERSON TO DRIVE 1 S-year-old to Moorpark 4
time^week, Tues., Thurs. afternoor>s. Sat. and
Sun. flexible. 4 hrs/ day. Excellent driver and
car, $7^r. (310)552-4734.

POSTER-PLACERA*URCHASING REPRESEN-
TATIVE WANTED. Wanted to contract & place

posters. Must have car. Flexible hours. PA
15-20 hrs/month. $8A^r.-»-gas-»-bonuses. Call

(310)822-6525.

PT COMMISSK3N SALES for audio video tape

duplication. Aggressive, nxMivated only exper-

ience needed. High earning potential. Call

(213)655-3031, ask for JR.

PT. FILE CLERK. Xeroxing and errands, hours
3-6, M-F. (310)670-3316.

PT/FT CASHIERS and food servers wanted for

busy UCLA restaurant plaza. Deli and Grill.

Ask for Marvin or Fania, 443-0437.

P/T SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE RESEARCH &
LECTURE NOTE TAKING with MD in molecu-
lar genetics private research. Extensive fomnal

education in related area required. Senior/
Grad helpful. Flexible hours. Nurit
(310)306-0055.

PT POSITION IN DERMATOLOGIST OFFICE.
20+hr^*4( — flexible. Light office duties.

$6^r. (310)626-5949.

PUBLISHER'S REP. FIRM is looking for energe-
tic person to fill P/T secretary asst. trainee

position for TWTH 1 1 :30-4:30. ConUct Cher
(310)471-3630.

SECRETARY/EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT-BeveHy
Hills based real estate development company
seeking dynamic individual for FT challenging
.position. WordPerfect and previous experi-

ence a must. $23K-M- commensurate w/ qual-

ifications. For interview. Call
(310)471-1413,859-0222 Fax (310)859-2806

RESEARCH OFFKTE ASSISTANT (PART-TIME).
10 min. from campus. Computers helpful.

$7-Mir. according to skill. (310)453-4464.

RESPONSIBLE -t^ DEPENDABLE PERSON
needed in office. Must be able to type, file,

handle projects, and have good follow through
skillft. PA 20-25hrs/week. Please call

(213)876-5556.

RETAIL- P.T. SALES on Rodeo Dr.- Villeroy &
Boch. China & gifts. Ms. Hanley 656-6522.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-

cially in San Fernar>do Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. $15/hr. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)621-4343.

STUDENT WORK, Retail/Customer sen^ice.

$8.20 starting. Part linr>e, schedule arourxi

school. Eves, weekends available. No door to

door, ect. Call (310) 396-1479.

STUDENT WORK. Retail/ customer service.

$6.20 starting, part-time. Schedule around
school. Eves, weekends available. No door-to-

door, rtc. Call (310)396-1479.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATK3N Generous
nH)ve-in bonus. Fumishe<Vunfumished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to UCLA.
A^, pool, elevator, 555 Levering 206-7634.
Managpd by Moss A Co.

WRITER-EDITOR PART-TIME. Knowledge of

computer Industry arxi or international trade

(especially with Japan). Editing experience
necessary. For new newsletter please write

giving experience and salary to CCS P.O. Box
90633 LA. 90009.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback novels, non-fiction
books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

10 Help Wanted
$200-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

601 -379-2900 Copyright iCAl 1KDH. —
$40,00G/yr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple "lik^don't like* form. EASY! Fun,

relaxing at honr>e, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

601-379-2925 Copyright »CA11KEB.

$500-$l,00(VWK. PT, woricing vi^kends.
Erotic dancers and models r>eeded. Will train,

call Ginger, (213)575-3634.^

Administrative Assist^pt. Are you returning to

school after working for several years? Inter-

ested in assisting busy psychologist? Good
editing, proof-reading, writins skills? Mac or

IBM computer literate, in<teperxlent, long

term, part time employment. Contact Dr.

Marion Solomon, continuing education semi-

nars, (310)475-6300.

AAMAZING OPPORTUNITY! Manager/
assistant for combined Legal/Medical (Gyne-
cology) office. Great payl Full-time. Strong

academic records. Vivacious and cheerful.

(310)261-6457.

APARTMENT RENTER. Weekends. $5/hr. +
commission. 476-1703.

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble
products from your home. Info.
504-646-1700. DEPT. P695.

ASSISTANT TO STOCKBROKER. Part-

time,flexible hours. Close by. Prestigious

wallstreet firm. No experierxre. Call Mark.
(310) 550-3207.

ATHLETK: types seeking agresslve men/
women, positive attitudes to train sales/

management. Full/part-time. (310) 392 0778.

BH RESIDENT NEEDS ERRAND RUNNER. FT
$7 plu^r. Responsible, dependable. Good
driving record essential. Joyce St. Marie M-F/
9-5. 276-2251.

BK?raE/PEDICAB DRIVERS (6) - Hrs. Flex.,

P/T, Immediate, $5-$9. P/Hr. 206-6696.

BOOKKEEPER, P/T, for attorney/investor. Ex-

perienced Macintosh, SOwpm, excellent

phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
557-2315.

tAD¥
10-15 hrs. monthly. Very flexible hrs. Brent-

WDod (310)472-4534.

CAMPUS POSITKDNS. Flexible PT hours. Will

vi^ork around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Sen^ices. $6.63Av. 206-7666. Contact Paul

Garcia or Walt Arxierson. Also accepting

APPs for Winter Quarter.

CAREFUL DRIVER required 2-3hrs/wk. Refer-

ences. Reply in writing: 9255 Doheny Rd,

•1706, LA,90069.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today (618)563-2021.

CHILDRENS GYM INSTRUCTOR- Must be
er>erEetic and love kids. Experience teaching

children 6 months- 7 years required. Terrific

opportunity. Part-time (21 3)266-0256

Club House attendant. Duties irKlude taking

reservations, enforcing rules, and some clean-

ing. KrK>wledge of exercise equipment help-

fuK M-F, 7-1 1am. $Mir. (310)475-7612.

COMPUTER WHIZ NEEDED. Can you teach

me Pagemaker? Newsletter experierKe?

t>gent. Please call (310)659-3534.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING —
$2,000-»VrTH)nth >• world travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, the Carribean, etc.). Holiday, Summer arid

Career-Employment available. No experience

necessary. For employment program call

1-206-545-4546 ext. C234.

ESTABLISHED COMPUTER SOFTWARE DE-
VELOPMENT COMPANY needs Micro-Dos
experienced irxiividual. Flexible schedule &
hours. Convenient WLA location. Pay based

on experience. (310)315-9940.

FACTORY JOBS-$6.22 TO $15.25. Now
hiring, your area. No experierKe necessary.

Call 1-900-966.0676 ext. 2003. $12 fee.

FUNDRAISING FIRM SEEKS WRITERS AND
RESEARCHERS to develop grant proposals.

Ed.^ublic Healt^^ocial Work majors erKour-

aged to apply. Send resume ar>^or writing

sample to P.O. Box 365, Santa Monica, 90406.

LAW FIRM
neG(Js motivated peison to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume
w GPA. available times

tor, interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

1 05i Angeles, CA 90067
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30 Help Wanted 30

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& evenincj

hours availaDle.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

IT IS TIME TO
THINK ABOUT LIFE

AFTER UCLA
EXCIIIfJGOPPORIUfllllESAVMIIIfIG

YOU If] THE BUSIflFSS WORLD
nAII0[JAL(AR[[Rf|[nV0RKISA

UfJIOUEPROGRMiViIOHELPBRUIflS

TODAY STAR! CAREERS in CORPORATE

AMERICA upon GRMDUATIOfI CALL

(310)820-7207

FINANnMl.fiONSin.TANTS

An exceptional opportunity
is available for motivated
individuals to learn foreign

currency trading.

Unlimited income potentiaL

CALL STU or NOAM
1-800-922-8322

SPEND YOUR
NIGHTS

SAVING THE
EARTH

We're Hiring Committed
Telephone Activists

Earn $6-$9+ per/hr.

5-9:30pm, 3+ nights per week
Call Mon.-Pri. llam-4pm

(310)441-4162

8 people needed
^_ Emm np l» iMir.

Hoi

Call (MUHBS-lBn

VMea Medel * Taleat
MsBagoBieBt

Mod»\» itmmimdt bo •xpariMie* naecMary
for Bodaliof eommareial St aiuks video.

Call I04U7 for appointmant
(ai3)247.«001

BovTly Hill* 90210
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Job Opportunities 32

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Law Hrm, Be-
verly Hills adjacent. Organized, nnotivated,

computer experierKc helpful. Will train. S6A>r.
and up d.o.e. Sharona (213)651-3333

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS/
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES, Great entry level

positions, interesting industries, FT only. Call
(310)451-3001.

BUSINESS OR ACCOUNTING DEGRES RE-
QUIRED. Are you looking for a great job, but
lack necessary experience? We have an excit-

ing opportunity for a recent graduate. We will

train you to take full charge of our accounting
department. You will learn to apply the
knowledge you learned in school to real-life

situations. You will be trained in many areas,

including but not limited to, generating finan-

cials, payroll, audits, cash management, profit

analysis, budgets, and supervising accounts
payable and accounts receivable. You must be
bright and er>ergetic to «M>rk in this f»t-paced,
fun environment. If you are Interested in this

great opportunity in the LAX area, please give
a call at I

rf-

Job Opportunifles 32 Apartments for Rent 49

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR ADMINISTRA-
TIVE ASSISTANT for CPA Flrni— Century City
— PfT. Duties include: light typing, knowledge
of Lotus 1 23, errand deliveries, some heavy
lifting. Must have own car. Hourly wage &
beneflte. Call Lesley Davis (310)553-7880.

SALES-Entry level, career. Salary -» cbmmls-
slon benefits. Degree required
(310)823 2670 or TTC 2554 Lincoln Blvd
#137. MDR 90291.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable
experience managing all aspects of a
successful business. Average grots profit
$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call
Triple "A* Student painters for Information
now, 1(800)394-6000.

WOULD YOU STUFF ENVELOPES for

$100QA»veek? Send self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Imagp Enterprises, P.O. Box 119,
Simi Valley, CA 93062.

Intemst)ips 34

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks
student interns to leam script developnr>ent
activities in office. No pay, but good opportun-
Ity to leam. (310)576-6309, 6l 0)394-7263.

EXCITING NEW RECORD COMPANY needs
intern for publicity ddepartiDent. Must be able
to work 1 ShnAvk. Class Oedit Only. Call Leah
at (213)468-4218.

INTERN for film company. Creative and admi-
nistrative positions avail. Very
flexible houm. Call Steven (818)545-7931.

PAID INTERNSHIP for commercial real estate

company. $5.5(yhr, 20 hnAvk, flexible. Call
Mark^j4.3955, daytime, 9am-6pm.

Ctiiid Core Wanted 35

2 CHILDREN, AGES 9 & 1 0. Drive to my home
from U.E.S. at 3pm. Help with homework, etc.

App. 4hrs/day, M-F. Call Dru. (310)271 -6600.

BABYSITTER NKDED FOR 2-YR OLD GIRL.
M-W-F afternoon. Own transportation. Near
UCLA. Salary based on experience.

gmj91.8784.
BABYSITTER with experience with toddlers.

Every Sat. evening. Call Nancy 557-6295
(work) or home 558-391

7

BABYSITTER afternoon, weekends, flexible

hours. Experienced background in child deve-
lopment. Provide own transportation. Mia
(310) 558-1703.

FACULTY MOM needs responsible person for

— chiy care. Car and irisurance required. Child
dev. courses or experience required, refer-

ences. Flexible hours, 1 5-2(]^vk. SJ/hr. Call
Sue (310)206-7528.

MOTHER'S HELPER: $7.00/hr. Tuesdays,
Thursdays, some Fridays, 3iX)—8iXi. 2 child-

ren (346), light housekeeping. Must drive.

Experience, references. Call Kate:277-6988.

Nanny Live irVbut, fluent English , most
nwrningi free. Work weekends. Prefer own
car, must enjoy kids, westwood.
(310)472-1818.

PARTTlME NANNY %vanted, flexible hours,

great pay, two wonderful children. Call Cheri
(818)769-7626

SITTER NEEDED for 2 girls in West L.A. from 7
to 8:15am and can drive them to school.

References required. $75 weekly. Susan (31 0)
478-5908.

Apartments for Rent 49

424 LANDFAIR. Available now. Single and
2-bec^-baLS. Garden setting, pool, next to

UCLA. 459 1200.

$425 SINGLE APARTMENT. Palrm area.

(213)837-9616.

% BLOCK FROM UCLA, Single apt., refrigera-

tor, and microwave. $475, 9 month lease,

(310)277-6813

AMAZING 2-BECV2-BATH -WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, erKlosed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

portation & UCLA. (213)475-6717.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT-1 -bedroom each.
Private bath. Share kitchen. Utilities paid.

$45(ymo. $200-deposit. 938-6330.

BACHELOR $45(yMO. Carpets, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

BEVERLY HILLS GUESTHOUSE - single -

$495, utilities included. New construction,

pool, serious student. (310)276-8797.
Furnished.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-875/MO. 2-BED-
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY.1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT 3-BDRM/
2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2 BLOCK TO
PKTO BUS. WOOSTCR ST (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE4-PLEX.'A BLOCK TO PKTO BUS. (310)
8396294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1275. 2-BED + DEN
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLEX
FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD FLOORS, SERVICE
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS STUDIO w/ kitchen.
$55Q^mo. $550 security. Refrigerator, oven.
Nice yard. (310)278-4066

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCELLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULTST (213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD 1 -BEDROOM. Hardwood
floors, $775. Quiet neighborhood.
(310)204-4608 work. Home (310)476^988.

BRENTWOQD. Near UCLA. Spacious, bright,

clean. 1 -bed/I -bath. Stove, refrigerator, gar-

age, court yard. $650/mo. + utilities.

(310)471-7841.

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1BTH; 11651
CORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT (213)939-1732.

CULVER CITY: Very nice single apt. for rent.

Very quiet & secure area. Wonderful place to
live $400. Call Jessica after 6PM 559-7021.

FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED. 1 -bed-
room. STW/mo. Parking available. 2 blocks
walk west of UCLA. (310) 824-0532.

LG. SINGLE, within walking disUnce of cam-
pus, unities incld. $60Q^. Call Paul at

824-9754

LIVEON A SAILBOAT in Marina del Rey. 25 ft.

Coronado. Security parking, utilities included.

$400 monthly rent, $4,000, and ifs yours!

(310)395-2513.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3749 jnclewood Dl»d .-jnit Twrtfr^ Veniccr:
Bkd. (310)398-8579.

PACIFK: PALISADES, $815 up, 1 & 2-bed-
rooms, spacious, pool, parking. Call
shawn(310)474-9400.

PALMS, $1,050, 2-bed/2-bath, new security

building, dishwasher, stove, fridge, A/C.
(818)887-0944.

PALMS — 1&2 BED. $595Ajp. Near bus to

UCLA. (21 3)836-1 529, 837-3900, 652-5590,
4-7pm only.

Furnishct.

I. oil

In W'ostw'ooc

5(^5 Cia\'lcy

82 4-083
us (310)337-7003.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment.
Vahed ceilings, electronic access to building
and subterranean parking. $990 up. 1 mo. free

w/year lease (213)842-9303.

PALMS 1-BEDROOM $685/MO,
2-BEDROOM/2-BATH $85(VMO. Fireplace,
private patios, dishwasher, refrigerator,

stove,security build ing,parkin^ pool, and
laundry. (310) 473-7860.

PALMS, $665-$845, 1&2 bedrooms. Extra
large. New carpet Near UCLA. 1 month free.

(818)377-2668.

PALMS, $995Ano. beautiful 3-be<V2-bath, un-
fumished large unit, by Beveriywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS, BEAUTIFUL 2+2, unfurnished,
cathedral, high ceilings, skylights, fireplace,

patios, security build., near all, new year
special, easy move-in, $975 up. Friendly
manager. (310)815-8908.

PALMS-PRIME LOCATION. 5 miles from
UCLA. Bachelor-$400, 1 btdroom $550. Call
287-1809.

PICQ/ROBERTSON. Large 3-becV2-bath. Up-
per w/patio. New carpet, paint, and drapes.
$1,150. (310)204-1339.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED. ACROSS FROM
UCLA. DISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR.
NEW CARPET/BLINDS. FIREPLACE. EXTRA
large closets. intercom entry,
underground gated parking. laun-
dry facilities. last available apt. pr-
k:ed to rent quktkly. call soon
208-8685.

VENKIE $475. Bachelor apt. utilities and
parking included. I'-block to beach. 399-0540

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM IJCLA. Beautl-
ft4l & new 2-bed/2-bath apt. designed for

ROOMMATES! 475 Gayley. Call
(310)824-3715. FREE ROOMMATE
SERVK:E1!I

WESTWOOD: Huge 1-bd. 3 parking spaces,
hardwood floor. (213)651-5552, 471-4417.

WESTWOOD 2 bed/ 2 bath, security, park-

ing,refrigeratos, microwave, dishwasher,
stove, balcony, fireplace, air conditioning,

pool, Jacuzzi, laundry room. $1100-1300.
(310)8240-0833

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WLA, 1-BDRM, new carpets + paint, stove,

refrigerator. $695. 477-0725.

WLA. 2-BEDROOM APT. Spacious, CIom to
UCLA. $85(^rT>o. + deposit. Call Jen 479-8508

WLA, $390-$950, singles, 2-bedrooms. Light,

spacious. ApartmenU to share also available.

(310)276-1671,(310)826-2818

WL\ $595 AND $615, singlet, stove, fridge,

mini-blinds, near VA Hospital. (310)477-2777

WLA. $625. Unfurnished single, refrigerator,

stove. Water, laundry, paricing, A/C, first

-security. Quiet. (310)473-5056.
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If answering phones
all day Is your Idea of
a great Internship, j
dont read this ad.

Apply now for an exciting advertising
internship with the Daily Bruin, leajrn
how the third largest dally newspaierJi
Los Angeles operates. ,««

All we ask for is dedication and
enthusiasm.

Applications for internal Display
internships are available now at the Dally
Bruin Classified window (112 KerckhofF
Hall) and are due Tuesday, January 21 st.

Any questions?
Call MarnI or Mid at 206-0905.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS PWBVKHIS PUZZLE SOLVED

1 Blind part
5 Moslenn title:

var.

9 Streetcars
14 New Mexico

Indian
15 Malayan boat:

var.

16 Sun: pref.
'

17 Handy —
18 Anguish
19 Ms. Drew
20 Rink surface
21 Bad times
23 Preordain
25 Early native

of Britain

26 Flushed
27 The one here
2d Wrong: -pref.

32 Made muffins,

etc.

35 Talk
36 One tenth:

pref.

37 Bird: Lat.

A S P E N

1
1 T A L

1
P A L

M A R N E N E V E R A S 1

P L D S F R AJ N c r S C
T E TlH E R a|n T N

B L FSM S A G E N E T S^
R E S Ale T 1 N SBBH
A N T 1 S N T A R 1 Z E
S T E E P L E N V 1 C E S
S R R 1 E 8 T |||H E B E R T

c H A 1 N edB L O
E S T A R U L E Rg A S P
T H 1 N S |H L A SS E N
H A N D L E B A R

1
E N D S R

E K E

1
U S A G E T R 1 C ^E

R D M E T E R S E C T Y
1-20-92 <S) 1992 UnHwJ Feeture Syndicate

61 City of Yemen

38 Treasure

—

39 Actress
Magnani

40 Wire
measurements

41 Used to be
42 Aquatic

animal
43 Commotion

^44 Noticed
45 A tool

46 Create
48 Peaked
52 Savings

organization
56 A Gershwin
57 Dynamo part
58 Ballet skirt

59 Particle

60 Forestall

62 Other
63 Pools
64 Cattle group
65 Tolls

^OWN
1 Sedate

- 2 Cut
3 Mountain
range

4 — poodle
5 Add on
6 Fruit

7 Bristle

8 High rating

9 Ph.D. paper
10 Keepsake
11 Ration
12 Appearance
13 Relatives

21 Faded
22 Malice
24 Lock of hair

27 Plant part

28 Own
30 Pimply state

31 Deceiver
32 State

nickname
33 Greedy
34 Distance unit

35 Manitoba
native

36 Engagements
38 Chirp
42 Buffaloes'

cousins
44 Moves along

the edge of

45 Encircling

47 Idolize

48 Quoter _sl.,

49 Name
50 Uneven
51 Knights'

wives
52 Study hard
53 Wander
54 Nevada's

neighbor
55 Art subject
59 Pershing's

command

Valentine'

I Issue....

Coming
SOON!

)•

»

Read the Classifieds for

more details on how
* you can place your

\ I personal for the
'/, 1992Valentine's Issue

I
Feb. 14,1992 .

The Daily Bruin
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Making $$$ is

only a HOP,

SKIP, and a

JUMP away!

Class Line
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206-3060
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. Unfurnished 51 Roommates

Beautiful^}ne Bedroom
Apartments
Now Available

$800 Per Month with Security Deposit

Fully Furnished
All Utilities Paid, including A/C
Available to persons 21 and up

This apartment is nestled in the beautiful Santa Monica
Mountains only fifteen minutes away from the UCLA campus

For more information call the University of Judaism
Housing Office at 213-476-9777, 879-4114 ext. 259.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedfoom, $75a$800. Near Wilihlre & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

LUXURY NEW BUILDING. 2-bed/ 2-bath,
security, penthouse, high ceilings, wet bar,

fireplace, refrigerator, microwave, dis-

hwasher, W/D in unit, Jacuzzi, 2-car parking,

no pets. $1295. 1815 Purdue Ave. WLA.
1 -month free rent with 1-year hbase.
(310)479-5279 manager/ (310)931-1160
office.

FREE RFJNT

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

1>IU)I ISSIONAI lA MANACII) BY MOSS c^ (X)

PALMS, $610, 1 -Bedroom, upper, new carpet,

appliances, pool, laundry, parking. 3455 Jas-

mine, no pets. (213)454-4754.

SPACIOUS SINGLE wAull kitchen. Walk to

UCLA; only $60(Vmo plus FREE PARKING
SPACE. (310)208-5588. .

WEST L.A. $75Q/mo. Large 1 -bedroom, car-

pets, drapes, refrige, balcony, carport, lease,

no pets/waterbcds. (310)551-5791.

WESTWOOD 2BD/2BATH. Refrigerator.

1 % mi to UCLA. Close to bus stop. Close to bus
stop. $995. 475-6165.

WLA $1 100/950. Large 2-bed/2-bath, In small
quiet building. GreenfieldADhlo. Air Condi-

j,
tioning, laundry. (310)438-9635, 433-9805

WLA. $725. 1426 Barrlngton Ave. Large
modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.

» (310)837-0761.

Apartments to Share 52

$315/MO. SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM
APT. w/ male r)on-snr>oker & 2 cats. Security
bidg. & parking, quiet neighborhood, xint. bus
connections, IVi miles to LXILA. 575-1503.

$385, OWN ROOM in 2-bedn^om apartment.
10-minute$ from UCLA. M/F. Non-smoker
only. (310)479-2296.

BEL-AIR. SHARE 2 BEDROOM^ BATH apart-

ment w/male grad student. Non-snrK>ker. Great
neighborhood. $445/month. (310)471-1566.

BRIGHT ROOM/PRIVATE BATH in splendid
Santa Monica apt. 19th near Montana.
$625/mo. 453-0735.

Cute house, Westchester. Female needed,
own room, share bath. Storage, laundry, $450.
Margaret (213)410-0122.

» V

P' -Latgi' 2 BcMilmm
Unit

. $1450
' -527 Hiiiai

• French Doors • Sauna
• Jacuzzi • Heated Pool

• Gym • Fireplace

+ Move-in Bonus

> 208^4868

652 Veteran Ave
Smgle
and

1BDRM
Starting at $550

move-in aliowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

1

Now Renting!

430 Kelton Avenue
Vz month off 1st month Rent

(ask for details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Cental Heating/Air

.

•Rooftop Spa + LeiSui^~~

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,
Refridgerator, Disposal

•Fireplaces

•From $1150

(21 3)824-7409

Walk to UCLA
Private Room, Private Bath,

shared kitchen $500.

2Bedroom/2Bath$1000

633 Gayley 208-5920

Weekly Rentals
Guest HofehWeshvood Village

Cable TV*Microwave •Refrigerator

$199-$235/wlcw/KITCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD
>[ Lo u:^iL ^ i ;ve; l.i..: ;r.i^

..-.EL) ("iARA(:-.E BAIC'jNV
;^OOL jACUZZ: FlRtF^LACb
.VALK IN CLUbE T', FULL
KITCHEN DibH WA^..HER
REC ROOM Pfx.vL TABLE
VIDEO OAf.lE:.. ; AUNDRY
FACILITY GAS A WAiLR PAID
^ R r.1

• > 1 2 '^. P R ';. Tvi

"^Onr.ir.iATEs a\/aii aP'. r

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

WLA, $750, 1 -becV 1 -bath. Fireplace, balcony,

fridge, A/C. 1635 Brockton Ave. Days:

(3 10)670-4233. Evei (310)641 -41 82.

WLA, $795, great 2-bed/2-bath -t-patio. 1620
Brockton. Call (310)273-9744, leave nicssage.

WLA. $900. 2B<i/2Bath. Built-ins. Air, stove &
refrig. Gated parking. Near Pico & Sepulveda.

8292244/395-1103.

WLA AREA. $585/rTK>. Attractive furnished

tingle. Meal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (31 0)477.4832.

WLA. LAKGE 24>e<^balh. 2 miles. Close to

bus stop. 1725 Federal #2, $850/mo.
325-5304

Apartments Furnistied 50

650 LANDFAIR- SINGLE, kitchen supplies,

clean, bright, utilities paid. $800, Feb. free.

Available now 208-1542.

SANTA MONICA near beach $625/mo
Furnished, sunny 1 -bedroom apt. near
transportation. (310)394-4105.

WALK UCLA. $1050 includes parking
space,gas -f water, and full kitchen in a

2-bed/2-bath 824-2972.

WESTWOOD. Extra-large one-bedroom,
$700up. Parking. AvajJable now. 11069
Strathmore. Near "uCLA, village.
(310)454-8211.

WESTWOODf $695, Walk to school, extra

large single, 1 or 2 people okay. J67-669
Levering Ave. (310)208-3215

Apts. Unfurnistied 61

FEMALE ROOMMATT to share 2 bedroorn/
2-bathroom apartment in Westwood with
professional career person. $600/mo.
474-8488.

FEMALE TO RENT own room in 3-bedroom
apartment w/2 professionals. Great location-

Brentwood. $435/mo., $535 security. Avall-

able Feb. 1 (310)820-7515

FEMALE TO SHARE 2-bcd/2-bath apartment
with elderly female lady, BrentvMwd. $500.
(310)826-7352.

LA CIENEGA/PICO area. Room to rent in large

3-bedroom apt. Alot of space, large kitchen,

privacy. (213)836-1995.

iARGE, BRIGHT SANTA MONICA APT.,
Available Fcb.1. $450/mo. includes rent,

cleaning lady, utilities. Non-smoker. Wonr>en
preferred. Evenings after 8. Leave message.
Dianne. (3100393-8654

LUXURY WESTWOOD APARTMENT. Own
bedroom in 2-bed apt. Non-smoker. Private

bath and garage. Jacuzzi, sauna, nautilus.

$740 value for $64(ymo! (310)575-4501.

NEED ONE MORE MALE ROOMMATE to

share bedroom in 2-bec^2-bath Bel Air condo.
$425/mo. (310)824-9611.

OWN ROOM, & BATH in quiet, spacious, &
secure apt. w/ view. $A70/mo. + 'A utilities.

(213)936-5686

OWN ROOM IN 3-BEDROOM/2 BATH APT.
BraryJ-new plush gigantic condo. Own fire-

place, full security, $600. (818)330-7071.

PALMS. FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Pri-

vate room with balcony. $45(Vmonth, all

utilites included. Call Ginger 838-9691.

ROOM W/ PRIVATE BATH, KITCHEN IN

LUXURY APT. Near LA County Art Museum.
$500. (213)933-1161.

SANTA MONICA. Roommate wanted. Male.

Share 2-bed apartment with ocean view, near

beach. Betty (310)394-4313.

SUNNY BEVERLY HILLS APARTMENT TO
SHARE. Female only, own room, share bath,

laundry. S500/mo. (310)271-3225.

WEST LA. SANTA MONKTA ADJACENT.
2-bed/2-bath. In excellent location. $45(Vmo.
-• utilities. Eric (310)820-8306.

WESTWOOOAJCLA. Chvn Bed/Bath in

2bed/2bath apt. from SSStVmo. Parking, pool,

spa, rec. room, A/C. (213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD. $450/mo. Male, 1 -block to

campus, townhouse (bed-up;living, dining,

kitchen down), fireplace, private patio, garage.

(213)208-7527, evenings.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Own room (furn-

ished) & bath in wonderful, spacious 2-bed^

2-bath. Non-smoker. Private patio, fireplace,

cat. $575. 208-3335.

WLA- OWN ROOM, Spacious. Close to

UCLA. $425/mo. deposit. Call Jen 479-8508

YOUR OWN ROOM. WLA: 1 545 Ofanvi He.
Quiet, close bus stop. $425 monthly.
447-1257.

MAR VISTA $1025. 2BEO/2BA. New security

building. Laur>dry hook-ups, fireplace, wet
bar, skylight, dishwasher, stove, tile. Near bus.

11723 Avon Way. 313-2824

1 -BED/1 -BATH. UPPER. 10745 La Grange.
Refrigerator. $795. Close to UCLA. 475-6165.

$740 2-BED/ 1 -BATH. Upper. Stove, refriger-

ator, near Pico— La Cienega. By appointment.
(310)279-2002.

BEL AJR . $585. BACHELOR, POOL, REFRIG/
MICROWAVE,AIR/COND, PHONE ENTRY
SYSTEM, ONE-MILE UCLA CAMPUS, NO
PETS. (31 0)471 .0t24.

Roommates 53

2-BD 1 BB LUXURY APT WANTED FEMALE
ROOMMATE: $35(Vmo., pool, Jacuzzi, sauna,

parking available ASAP. 208-2796.

ASAP: Roommate needed to share 1 -bd/1 -bath

Westwood apartment with two others.

$20(ymonth. Call Kris. 824-4591

PROFESSIONAL FEMALEA.AST YEAR CRAO
Student seeks female Rxxnmatc. BrcntvvDod. 2
bed/ 2 bath. Parking. $500<»-deposit.

(310)207-5398

FEMALE NEEDED— 2-bed/ 2-bath, WestvMOod
Chateau, fully furnished, parking, pool/ Ja-

cuzzi, $390 -Kitilities, Tracy 824-2094.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED^ share one
bedroom apt. on Gayley. Across the street from

campus. Ask for Vanessa or Shrina 824-3051

.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED- ON
CAMPUS - $90Q/quarter utilities paid.

Free breakfast. Mon-Fri. Call Kelly
824-7577.

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share room
in 2b(^bath. Walking distance to campus.
$4i2.5(ymo. 208-0784.

FEMALE ROOMMATE. $26G/mo. Clean &
spacious. 2 blotks from UCLA.
(310)575-3530. Ask for Linda.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Master bed-
room to share. Gorgeous 2-t>ed/2-bath.

$312.50 •(- deposit. Walk to UCLA. Bellinda

(310)208-8090.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Non-
snfK>ker. Own room. Parking available. For

more info call (310)826-7225.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in large 2-bed-

room, immediately. $350Ano. Hardwood
floors. Parking spot. 5-minutes campus.
(310)208-8847, (310)693-3327.

FEMALE to share 2-be<V 2-bath apartnrwnt w/3
girls. y» •'block eampus. $395/mo.
(310)824-0476.

FULLY FURNISHED APT. Master bedroom: to

share $300, alone $600. Walking distance

UCLA. Jennifer 477-7622.

MATURE PERSON SHARE ROOM. WLA 2
bedroom duplex. Furnished. Parking. 3 miles

campus. John, Keith, Alex:(31 0)207-8454.

OWN ROOM IN LARGE 2-bed/2-bath, Palms.

$445/mo. + % -utilities. Non-smoker, no
drugs. (310)836-2210, Leave niessage.

CLOSE TO UCLA: ROOMMATE NEEDED.
Own room or
share $700-$350/mo. -i- security.
(213)824-3353.

ROOMMATE WANTED ipr three bedroom
apartment. $36(VrT>o for your own room and
share bath with one other. Call Jason, Tom,
Qamar. 479-7150.

ROOMMATE J'iEEOEO. Brand f>ew town-'

house 2bd/1bth $495-»-utilities. WLA, Venice
Blvd. Contact Christy (213)879-1919(0)

SANTA MONICA, North of Wilshire,very nice

3bd/3ba,to share w/quiet person. Must get own
phone. 213-395-4699.

SANTA M0NK:A~5 blocks from beach. Own
bedroom. Furnished. Laundry, parking. Nons-
moker. $310/mo. 395-3451 (message).

SHARE HUGE, studio apartment-size room.
New unit, spectacular view, marble finishes.

$375. (818)330-7071.

WALK UCLA- enomious 2 bd/2 bath. Female
to share beautiful condo w/ 3 others. $395
each. (310)961-6695.

WANTED: female to share great 2-bed/2-bath

near UCLA. Non-smoker. $540 -»- Vi -utilities.

Tara (310)447-2133.

WESTWOOD, %272jmo. Female to share

clean very spacious, sunny apartment.

1 -bedroonV 1 -bath, w/ 2 other females. Cris

(310)478-2046.

WESTWOODAXIA. SHARE large 2 bed/2

bath. $35(Vmo. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.

(213)208-1976.

WLA $34{VMONTH. Female to share largp

bedroom, own walk-in closet. 3 bd/2 bath apt
1-mi UCLA. (310)820-5039.

WLA. Luxurious 2-bed/2-bath townhouse.

Fireplace, sun deck, cathedral ceilings. All

amenities. $625 + utilities. (213)470-1017.

Room jfor Rent 54

1 % MILES To LO.A. Quiet private room/bath,

kitchen privileges, parking. $450 -f % utilities.

(310)477-7831.

$30Q/mo. Across street from campus. Free
breakfast, utilities, and Housekeeping. Fully

furnished. Call Marie (310)824-4706

$425, WOMAN, NON-SMOKER. Private furn-

ished room, share kitchen and bath in home In

quiet Mar Vista residential area. No pets. Near
bus. Call Marsha, Sun-thurs, 4pm-9pm.
(310)390-9007.

ACROSS SUNSET from UCLA, room •»^>ath,

walk-in closet, private entrance, garage.

$55(ynx). (310)472-7943, leave message.

BEAUTIFUL OWN ROOM, safe neighbor-
hood, w/ 3 others, 1 5-minutes UCLA. Spa-
cious, backyard. $525/mo. (213)441-5021.

BEL-AIR. Large room w/own bath. Laundry,
tennis, pool. Free tJCLA shuttle. $500/mo.
(310)470-0136.

CHARMING, BRIGHT, QUIET, Near UCLA.
Desirable neighborhood. Kitchen priviliges.

Mature. References. $475/mo.
(310)478-2857. Jodie.

ENCINO. LARGE ROOM+PRIVATE BATH.
Pool, spa, parking. Near 405-flOI Fwy. $395.
Marta. (818)784-5315.

FURNISHED ROOM, private house Pico &
Veteran (213)470-0597. Marilyn.

MAR VISTA. In house-Large room-fpowder
room. Share bath&kitchen. Nonsmoker. $500.
398^1055.

NEXT TO LICLA. Room with private bath,

limited kitchen, $470. (310)472-1592.

OWN ROOM, SHARE BATH in three bedroom
apt. in Palms. $350/month incl.

utilitits.(31 0)204-6659.

PACIFIC PALISADES ROOM IN 3-bedroom
house. Share VA bath. $465 plus utilitia.

(310)454-9480, (310)454-4372.

53 Room for Rent 54

PRIVATE ROOM with bathroom. Walking
distaiKe to Marina Del Ray. $36(Vmo. Silvana

(310)839-2036.

ROOM FOR RENT1 VAA townhouse. Cable,
wetbar, paricing, new. $42.Vmo. 2 people
okay.($42.50ATH).) 444-4919.

ROOM FOR RENT. Brentwood. Private Bath. 2
bed apartment. Clean, responsible, non-
smoker. Male/Female. $600/mo.(310)444-9949
6am-1pm Arnirew.

ROOM FOR RENT. Private room and bath.

GRETA viewl $435/month. Call Jean
472-0149.

ROOM IN NKIE WEST L.A. HOME. Kitchen
and laundry facilities. Utilities paid. $50G/mo
or S25Q/mo plus twelve hours a week work
assisting man in wheelchair. (310) 450-8719.

WALK UCLA-LARGE FURNISHED, Wonder-
ful paridn^ private entrance, kitchen pri-

vileges, male, $475 including utilities.

(213)475-4517.

WESTEND HOTEL. Cable TV, phones, clean,

quiet, refrig., laundry, maid service, security

bIdg. $12(Vm^ and up. 1538 Sawtelle Blvd.

(213)444-8990.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet luxury
roon^ath, high ceiling, kitchen privelges

Non-snr)oker. $550 (310)444-5528.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old Worid
charmi Cable TV, fully fumished. $199/wk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

WLA, Close to UCLA. Large 1 bedroom,
kitchen, bathroom, very private, $35(Vmo. Lis

(310)473-7639.

WLA HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced male
student. Microwave, refrigerator, weekly
cleaning. Near transportation. References.

(310)270-4387.

WLA/PALMS Large room & bath, $450. Furn or
Unfurn. Clean, quiet, pool, near park, non-
smoker. 397-2640

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across from UCLA
72(rHngard Ave

Crown House

2 person room $525/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

House for Rent 56

3 BEDROOM HOUSE in Mar Vista. 1 3/4 bath.

Walk to tennis& golf course. 7 miles from
UCLA. Available now. $1500/month.
(310)474-3562.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. 2 BEDROOM,
private backyard. 10 min. to LXILA. Storage

space. $155(VOBO. (714)773-3023.

ENCINO. 3 bdrm house, 7 min. to UCL/V. All

newly redecorated. Must See. $18(X)
(310)202-0130

VENICE. 2-BED/1-BATH. $1035/mo. All utill^

ties included. 5 blocks to beach. Parking,

private yard, pets ok. (21 3)300-0073.

WESTWOOD. 2 people to share large room in

house. Walk to UCLA $375/mo.
(310)476-5715.

WLA, KELTON, 1-BE[3/1-BATH DUPLEX.
S7A0/mo. Large yard, parking, available.

(213)300-0073.

House to Shate 57

MINI-MANSION, QUIET, male, over
30—$475. Utilities/laundryAelephone In-

cluded. Great deal. No last. 285-8688. WLA.

VENKIE, OWN BEDROOM. Security, furn-

ished, laundry, quiet area, walk to beach.

Naomi 392-5258, Tokimi 452-0699

WLA, near school. 1 -bedroom in 2-bedroom
house. Share bath. Great yard, garage, etc.

$650 deposit, 820-5787.

Real Estate 61

IF YOU ARE PAYING OVER 1 0% Fixed or 8%
adjustable on your home loan. Now is the time

to Refinance. Call Agent/ Bob H.
213-477-6488

Room/Board for Help 62

Light housekeeping, shopping, dog walking
duties. Working couple r>eeds quiet person.

Must have car. Near La Cier>ega & Beveriy

Blvd. Available Feb 1st. Send Note to: Eric

Johnson 881 1 Alden Dr. Suite «7 LA, 90048.
(310)859-2321.

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH in Westwood
home, Warner & LeConte, in exchange for

IShnt baby sitting. 2-5pm. for 2 boys (5&7).

(310)824-1330.

Room for Help 63

FREE ROOM & BATH IN EXCHANGE for help

with senior citizen. Possible dollars. 3-miles

from UCLA. Mr.Wood, days 285-4647, eves.

276-3935.
.

MATURE STUDENT, No smoke-drink, large,

room, view, patio, private enterarKe, Avail-

able now. lyr. OHnmittment. Good refer-

em^, $300 -f 6hr. work week. Call 7-8am.
(316)271.9649.

m'm i«i T^
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From page 36

*'We did some good things on
defense. We're always preaching

about defense, because it can
really help us develop our running

game, said Moore."
UCLA played an ensemble

game in the second half, eliciting

strong performances from the

bench. Moore complimented the

play of sophomore forward Amy
Jalewalia and sophomore guard
£)etra LxKkhart, and explained the

importance of the depth they

provide.

*You can*t play in this confer-

Tueeday, January 14, 1M2 29

*^^

ence with five players-you need to

be eight or nine deep. I think we
have a good nucleus to play in this

conference,*' she said. "We need to

be able to get Amy Jo Silva and
Gene VanC)ostveen off the bench
like today and get a big physical

team in there. It will really help us

on defense and on the boards.**

The Bruins take to the road this

week in a pair of Pac-lO games in

the Bay Area. UCLA will play at

UC Berkeley on Thursday and
then will meet Pac-lO champion
Stanford Saturday. Billie Moore

ICLA Sports Info

Are Your Teeth
Snow White of
the 7 Dwarfs?

See Dr. Friedman

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING
•Fix Chipped. Sraincd or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide/ Laughing Gas
•Estimates Given in Writing
•Credit Cards, Checks and Insurance Forms Welcome

For Appointment:
478-0363

Larry Friedman, D^D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwcxxl Blvd. (between Wilshire (Sl Santa Monica)

Townhouse for Sale 65 Movers/Storage 94 Typing 100 Travel
WLA: Ultra modern beautifully furnished

toMmhouse. 2-bd + loft, 2'A bath. Gourmet
kitchen, fireplace, roof garden, garage, \N/D &
more. $2200. (310)444-0433.

Condos for Sale 67

1/2 BLOCK FROM UCLA. LUXURIOUS 2
BEO/I 1/2 BATH w/magniflcent view & ter-

race; laundry in unit. Asking $345,(XX). Call

broker. (213)824-0453. -

LOVELY HICHRISE CONEX) 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa,

security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)624-0453.

PENTHOUSE 1 -BEDROOM/1 BATH, 1 -block

from UCLA, village view, doorman building

with pool. $289,000. Call Broker
(213)824-0453.

CULVERCITYCONDO. Whywaste money on
remf $ l 49',3dor 2-bed/l -% bath. Broker Riy

BEST MOVERS. Call (213)263-BEST. 24 ft.

truck fully equipped for home or business.
Excellent references. Cal T 186344.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short
notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-8668. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S nrHJvIng and delivery. The careful
movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jeny (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.
Short/Long distance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVKIE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

ACCURATE, VERY ECONOMICAL, word pro-
cessing. WP51, Laserjet 3. Fonts, graphics,
equations, tables, O.K. Free pick-up/drop off.

(818)989.3160

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLKIA-
TKDNS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

105 Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

YAMAHA XT250, Great condition, runs great,

new tires, on/off road. $1000/obo.
(310)206-2961. Call Gus.

Services Offered 96

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup-Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSINC specializing in theses,

dissertations, traiwcription, manuscripts,
resunr>e$. Santa Monica (310)628-6939, Holly-
wood (213)4^2688.

London
Scooters for Sale 115

Williams. (310)559-4315 or beeper
(213)966-7433.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-

urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276-6331

.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. WALK TO
UCLA. STUDIO $9SK. 1BR/1BA $180K,
2BR/16A $235. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1781.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subfcctfl. Theses/Diascrtationa

Proposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPOB NOTFOB SALE
Sharon Bear, PhJ>
(S10H7a4eg2

For Rent 101

New York

1980 VespalOO Great condition. Low miles,

helmet, $800 Rand 208-8639.

1986 HONDA SPREE Red. Great Condition
$35(yo.b.o. 470-6945

1986 HONDA ELITE 125. Needs tune-up to

run. Have all work receipts. Offer. Dave
(213)553-4336. ^
66' HONDA ELITE 80 $740.00 Call Jon.

Mornings or Evenings (818)681-6476.

'A^HONDA ELFTE 80. Blue. Excellent condi-

tion. Helmet included. $700. Call
213)624-3772.

CorKtos for StKi
11 68

WLA, share huge master bedroom in exclusive

fully furnished condo. All amenities, prince

unit. $375Atx). (310)620-5761.

CoTKlos for Rent 69

CENTURY CITY, 2-bed/ 1 3/4 bath condo. On
top floor. $2600/nrK). No pets. Refrig, W/D
inlcuded. Additional storage space. Pool, ten-

nis court, spa, rec room, security complex.
471-1234

WESTWOOD 2bed/1%bath condo.
$1 1 5(Vmo. No pets, new carpets, fireplace arvi

balcony. (310)471-1234.

Guest House for Rent 70

B.H. UNFURNISHED. SINGLE GUEST-
HOUSE. Kitchenette/Full bath. Available

Feb.1. rr sooner. $695, includes utilities.

(310) 274-3935.

EXCELLENT AREA, close to campus, l-bed-

room. Beautiful backyard. Fruit trees.

$750/wo. (310)204-6363.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMFTE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHINC--FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (616)765-1 026.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate

school personal statenf>ents, other vital written

material Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

GET MORE FROM YOUR MAC! Personal

consulting and tutoring system & software

configuration, upgrades, faxing, communicat-
ingwith UCLA and more, kido (310)305-7576.

INSTALLING ANOTHER PHONE LINE? r\\

charge you halfofGTEA'ac Bell for insUllation.

(310)305-7576.

PROFESSKDNAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA ar>d

professional experience. Speak Frer«ch. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)6200150

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted

and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (618)704-6460.

STUDY the Bible with honesty and common
sense. Everyone who does that reaches the

SAME conclusions INDEPENDENTLY on ALL
major doctrines. (Mature faith rests on much
solid evidence that ACTUALLY AMOUNTS
TO PROOFS '...Christianity is an educa-

tion....'-The late Prof. C3. Lewis of Oxford.

No Presfure or obligation. Contributiom NOT
requested. Choose your comfort level: corres-

porwlence, phone, groups. Eventual goal: like

souls walking with the one, personal God,
form a congregation. (310)559-6267. (Current

Sun. Worship: Anaheim: (714)534-2199).

Refigcrator Rentals
for dorms fraternities

sororilies and co-ops
For FREE DELIVERY call

POLAR LEASING
oJ3-1dOO anytime

Serving UCLA since 1974

Music Lessons

NcwOrieans
Paris

Tokyo
•Fares arc each way from Los Angeles based on a
roundtnppuchese. Restrictions apply. Fares subject
to change without notice and taxes not included.

MWMPABVKi Ml>>fr CONO»TION llewrfs

Coundilkaud
1093 Braxton Ave #220
Los Anselcs, CA 90024

102 310-208-3551

Elite 60,'67, low mileage. Includes cool motor-
cycle helmet. (714) 964-551 0/Kris.
$700^60.

•

ELITE 1 50. Runs great, looks good. Includes

helmet and lock. $1 000 OBO. 472-7465 leave

nr>essage.

ELITE 80 & 1 50. MUST SELL. LOW MILEAGE.
CALL MIKE 207-6086.

ELITE 80 '87. New brake & tires. Helmet
iricluded. S590. 476-0709. Call Clark
evenings.

HALIEN SCOOTER. 1966 PGO Electric start,

auto-dash transmission. Under 1000 miles on
O.D. Red. $70(VOBO. (616)646-0642.

GUITAR LESSONS. All levels, different styles.

S15/hr. Call Michael Walsh (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

SfNGI Vocal Technique - Carol
Tinglejeaching AssocyNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)626-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. Oty Opera; nutticals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Travel Tickets 106

ROUNDTRIP TICKET anywhere South%ve$t
flies. Use by May 23, 1992. $25(yobo Call

Rachel 624-4591

SOUTHWEST ARILINE TICKET FOR ^ALE
S200hbo. Please conUct Joe 206-6659

HONDA ELITE 150 DELUXE. Mint condition,

3000miles, Red, lock and new battery. Eves
575-4107.

Autos for Sale JflSL

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)45001^

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)476-1090

Tutoring Offered 98
Travel 105

Child Care 90

Licensed childcare in my home. Newbom on
up. Hot meals, loving atmosphere.
(616)998-4407.

NANNY NEEDED P/T for 3 great kids. Call

Gary 471-5171

START YOUR CHILD'S NEW YEAR IN A
PRODUCTIVE & FUN ENVIRONMENT. Run
by pre-school teacher, state-licensed daycare

home in WLA. Ages 16 mo - 4 yrs. Call

Stephanie. (310)473-2771

Insurance

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,
economics, engineering, ESL, english/

composition, finarKe, foreign languages,

humanities, mathematics, physics, political

science, stati^ics. STUDENT SOLUTKDNS.
The Superior Tutoring Service.
(310)204-4656.

•••CARING TUTOR^^^BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MYS-
TERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE.
(816)5454)960.

ENGLISH TUTOR: HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER
offers excellent tutoring. Tom (213)656-6750

Available day or night-

91 Tutoring Needed 99

Good Rates for

Motorcycles

with California-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355

MATH TUTOR NEEDED. Torrance, Paloa

Verdes. Call (310)644-7632.

MATH TUTOR for )rAHg School Student.

Korean language preferred . Fce-ncgptiable .

829-6076.

Typing 100

A-1 AARDVARK
PRCXTESSING. 20
check. (818)752-1960

RUSHES OKAY.

PROFESSIONAL WORD
years exp., laser, spell-

7 days, 6am-10pm.

A-V BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERSATHESES/TAPES

.

EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

TICKETS
Exciting Winter

DestinatkMis!

»f Ptioenix $68.00

+ Las Vegas ....^.$68.00

^ Reno $98.00

^ Salt Lalce City$233.00

+ New Yoric $298.00
Prices subject to change

/->^^ Travel Service

f^ ^\ A-Levcl Ackerman
^5-—J - M-F 8:30-6. Sat 12-4
J^SUdA^ CallUCLAFLY

'81 RABBIT, 4-speed, sunroof, good condition.
SllOCVobo. 476-6771.

'65 NISSAN SENTRA. Very good condi-
tion.4 door, automatic shift, power steer-

ing,AA»VFM radio. Moving. $2950 o.b.o. Call
Tony AM/PM (21 3)625-1 67(V(61 6)781 -4229.

DATSUN 2801, '76. Great condition, A/C,
new tires, clutch. $2,80(Vobo. (21 3)652-8683
(HelmuQ. _^
DATSUN F1 0. 1 976. Fastback, 66,000 original

miles. Runs great. $1 1 0tVobo. (31 0)639-6966.

WDDGE 600 CONVERTIBLE, 1966. Black.
65k miles. Loaded. $4500. (310)636-6103.

HONDA ACCORD LXi '87. A/C, AM/FM tape,

sunroof, 5-speed, one owner, great condition.

$7,70aDBO. (310) 3901559.

MAZDA RX7, '82. Air, power, AM/FM stereo

cassette. 5-speed, sunroof, clean, must sell,

runs good. Asking $2300. Leave message or
call after 7pm. (818)764-6562.

NYC NO PLACE TO RAISE SYLVIA. 1991
silver Corolla. Immaculate. 10,000 miles,

alarm, air, automatic, folding rear seat, war-
ranty. $8,400. (310)576-0406.

RED SUBARU DL 1967, 1 -owner, 35,000
miles, stereo. New tires, $5500.
(310)273-0703

VOLKSWAGON FOX GL '88. 4-dr., 4 speed,
AMA^M cassette. Charcoal gray. Excellent

condition. $4395. (310)545-0399.

VW SUPER BEETLE, 1973, $1700. White,
custom rim,. new tires, rebuilt engine. Great
condition. (310)558-6266.

Bicycles for Sale 113

UNIVEGA Ladies 21 speed cross bike. 1 yr.

old, white/black marblized. Includ. krypto
lock, bottle, toolkit. (310)207-0665.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

MOTORCYaE HELMET, almost new. Call

Tracy (310)445-8626

NINjA 250, '67. XCLNT condition. Only 6500
mis. includes Bell helmet, cover and lock

$2000. Call 473-1729 ask for Dave.

aw*i

HONDA ELITE 80 '86. Red, registered and
runs well. $500/obo. Call Greg at

(310)837-4077.

HONDA aiTE 150, '86. Excellent condition.
Helmet, lock included. $1,050. 208-6206.

HONDA ELITE '89. 80cc excellent condition,
2,200 miles. $1000. (213)936-6289. _
HONDA ELITE 50, '66. Red, low mileage,
excellent shape. $395. (310)478-3694, alter

. 5pm.

HONDA ELITE 80. Low mileage. 1986. $65C
o.b.o. Helmet also, $50almost new.
794-5575.

HONDA ELITE '80, Blue, great condition, plus
helmet and lock. $1 1 StVobo. (310)454-6632.

YAMAHA RIVA RAZZ 50, 1989. Excellent

condition. Red with lock. $500/obo.
445-0696.

YAMAHA XC 125 RIVA SCOOTER 1991.
Never been used. Best offer. (616)379-2618,
(310)276-3391.

Furniture lor Sale 126

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

TWINA^EEN BED. $50 EACH. Must pick up.
Call (213)292-7472.

Misc. For Sale 128

Ej WHEELCHAIRS - 1 electric, 1 manual,
$2000 for both. 824-7158, leave message.

FOR SALE: DAT PREP TAPES; LSAT tapes,

books, and IBM 5% " disks. Like new.
(310)398-6354.

MKIROWAVE OVEN. Excellent condition.

$125 Call evenings 8203972

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

I^IOTORCYCLE HRMETS, five, $40 each,
Shoei, Bell, medium and small.
(818)789-4662.

—

^

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM PC COMPUTER. Complete system with
keyboard, monitor, floppings, 51 2K. $200
(618)789-4662.

MAC & COMPUTER & printer. Excellent

condition. $800. Call evenings. 6203972

PANASONIC KX-R535 Electronic typewriter.

New model. 15-character display. Spell-

Checker. 7,00Ocharacter internal menrKwy!
$150. Call: Tina 478-4452.

mnmmtmatm^ .s^ ^ rMi '

^
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Deal of the Week!
Large Cheese or Pepperoni

Only $6.99
plus tax

exp. 1/20/92

208-4348
10925 Weyburn Ave., Westwood

5b
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10K Gold

Daily Bruin Sports

If answering phones
all day Is your Idea of
a great Internship,
dont read this ad.

Apply now for an exciting advertising
internship with the Daily Bruin. Leapi
how the third largest daily newspaper
Los Angeles operates.

Ail we asl( for is dedication and illP .

enthusiasm. . j|i||

Applications for internal Display
internships are available now at the Daily
Bruin Classified window (112 KerckhofF
Hail) and are due Tuesday, January 21 st.

Any questions?
Call Marni or ly^icheile at 206-0905.

10K Gold

' *

COLLEGE JEWELRY

Hurry! Sale endsJanuary24th!
On Sale from Wam-Spm In the Students' Store and Campus Photo Studio

^^1° 7
'^.

'UCLA
ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
B-Level Ackerman Union/825-7711/IVI-Th 7:45-7:30: F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5: Sun 12-5

use
From page 31

"I thought about all the people in

Attica who had been sentenced to

prison for less,** Raveling said.

Miner's basket put USC ahead
61-60 and the lead became three

points when Miner missed the free

throw but Yamen Sanders put in

the rebound. ASU's Jamal Faulk-
ner, who was harassed into a 4-of-

18 shooting performance by
use's Rodney Chatman, missed a
tying three-pointer and the lead

became five on two free throws by
Miner with 1:19 to play.

But nothing is ever easy for

USC. ASU scored twice in 20
seconds, thanks to a turnover by
USC*s Duane Cooper, to make it a

one-point game and when Cooper
missed two free throws with 41.8

seconds left, ASU had a chance to

take the lead. On a fast break
following the second miss. Chat-
man forced ASU's Stevin Smith
on to the baseline and with
Lorenzo Orr hewing out. Smith got
offa poor shot that Miner rebound-
ed. He made two free throws to get

the lead back to three and then
Smith and Lynn Collins missed
three-pointers on ASU's last

chance.

.
In the mathematics of USC

basketball, the Trojans needed a
10-8 Pac-10 season to go along
with their 8-2 nonconference
record to get into the NCAA
tournament
—To ftat end, USCs 69-64^wfif
over Arizona State here on Sunday
was a significant accomplishment
"Coming off the thing in Tucson

(a 39-point loss), to work back and
handle this game today tells me a
lot about what to expect from this

team down the stretch in confer-

ence play,** USC coach George
Raveling said. *The second half of
this game was more meaningful
than four of the wins we*ve had
this season.

"Any time you come down here

and get away with a split, you have
to feel good about it Tm tickled

pink to get a split**

To get to 10-8, USC needs to

win at least twice on the road, and
Tempe seemed one of the more
likely places to get that accom-
plished. Especially after ASU
came out and made only 5 of its

first 24 shots.

But then the Sun Devils used a

19-0 run to take an eight-point lead

and it looked as though it would be

a k)st weekend for the Trojans.

"We set some short-range goals

at halftime,** Raveling said. "I

knew if we came in really nega-

tive, it could end up being another

Arizona.**

Ravefing, who was called for a

technical foul in the first half,

didn't criticize the officiating after

the game, but he didn*t ask for the

phone number of FID either.

"The officials should kneel
down every day and say a prayer
for the commissioners of the
conference,** said Raveling. "It's

only under duress that we cannot
say what we truly feel."

^
Raveling felt that ASU was a

little too physical on defense and
said he plans to send a videotape of
defenses that opponents have used
on Miner and send it to the Pac-10
office for their opinion.

*The Pope is the only other
person besides officials who isn't

accountable,** Miner said. "I can
say the Pope is a bad pope, but I

can*t say they are bad officials.

They don't protect drug dealers
any better than that I guarantee
you that Larry Smith has never had
a more physical game. If anyone
wants to know who was guarding
Harold today, all they have to do is

bring in a fingerprint expert.**

*

Raveling
likes win
over ASU
By Tom TImmermann
Los Angeles Daily News

TEMPE, Ariz.— Harold Miner
and the USC basketball team; both
beaten, bruised and struggling,

pulled themselves out of a big hole
on Sunday and came up with an
ugly, but significant, win.
Miner had 39 points and 10

rebounds and USC came back
from 12 points down in the second
half to salvage a split of its

Pacific- 10 season-opening trip

through Arizona with a 69-64 win
ovCT Arizona State before 7,315 at

the University Activity Center on
Sunday.

The win came on the heels of a
39-point blowout by Arizona
where Miner had made only 6 of
18 shots. The win snapped USC*s
losing streak at two games and
while the 23rd-ranked Trojans (1-1

in the Pac-10, 9-3 overall) probab-
ly won't be in the Top 25 when the
new poll comes out today, at least

they are tied with Arizona for

fourth place in the conference.

"We didn't want to go home 0-2
in the conference," Miner said,

USC overcame a lot of things on
Sunday. theJeasi of which was a
disastrous first half stretch where it

went 5:37 without a basket and
was outscored 19-0 by the Sun
Devils (9-5, 0-2). In that time,

use went from being ahead 22-1

1

to trailing 30-22. But in the second
half, it was Miner and a big

defensive effort that pulled USC
through.

"We decided to turn Harold
loose," USC coach George Ravel-
ing said. "In the second half, we
gave him the green light and let

him go. I thought it was one of
Harold*s best games. He was
focused and played one of his best

defensive games. He didn*t lose

his composure when the game
became physical."

Miner made 13 of 26 shots, only
the third time this season he has

made at least half of his shots in a
game. Since the Nebraska game,
when Miner scored 43 points and
injured his toe, he has added a

twisted knee and a sprained fmger
to his list of injuries, and that
combined with some brutal

defenses, had lowered his shooting

percentage to 41 percent coming
into the game.
Miner has caused some of the

problems himself. He has taken

more off-balance, awkward shots

this season than Raveling would
like to see, though for the heavily

guarded Miner, it*s often tough to

get off a good shot
*ln Harold*s case, we have to

look at it from a mental perspec-

tive," Raveling said. "His shooting

percentage has dropped off . .

.

Harold and I are going to sit down
and look at film and let him see

how he got where he is now. He
didn*t get to where he is playing

the way he is.**

"I take a lot of difficult shots, but

that*s my game," Miner said. "As
long as I keep playing my game,
my shooting percentage will come
up. I take a lot of difficult shots, but

if I take too many, so be it."

The game for both Miner and
USC was summed up by a play

with 1:56 to go in the game. Miner
took three shots in heavy traffic

near the basket and got his own
rebound on the first two before

scoring and getting fouled. The
series left Raveling on his knees on

the floor.

See USC, page 30
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RIGHT TIME TO
SYSTEMS INCLUDE

FREE
MOUSE -I-

/

MX-216

MX-316

MX-325S

MX-333

MX-420X

MX-4331

MX-433E

286-16 MHZ

386SX-16 MHZ

386SX-25 MHZ

386DX-33 MHZ

486SX-20 MHZ

4860X-33 MHZ
(W/64K ISA)

486DX-33 MHZ

1 MB MM
AMI BIOS

1.2(5.25") OR 1.44(3.5") FDD

SUPER IDE CONTROLLER

MINI TOWER CMi

SOCKET FOR OPTIONAL MATH COPROCESSOR^

REAL-TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR

101 ENHANCED KEYBOARD

ONE YEAR PARTS « LABOR WARRANTY

COMPREHENSIVE 72-HR BURN-IN TESTINg

FREE DELIVERY IN DESTINATED AREAS(W/2S6K EISA)

MONITOR: MON0 12" /MON0 14" /MONO VGA/ VGA 14"(640X4B0)/ SUPER VGA 14"(1024X768)
$85.00 $90.00 $108.00 *$295.00 *$325.00

HARD DRIVE: 40/52/80/120 MB $170/$190/$265/$315

CALLDMS INTERNATIONAL for details tel: (818) 308-i3i6
317 W. MAIN STREET. SUITE 415, ALHAMBRA. CA 91801 FAX: (818) 308-3844

$289.00

..$376.00

$415.00

$585.00

$689.00

.......$936.00

$1039.00

* VGA/SVGA CONTROLLER
INCLUDED

Where sm I headed? How Will I Get There? Job Options?

Success...What is it? Wealth. Fame, Attractiveness?

Is Morslity obsolete??

Block, White, Asian, Lofino, Orange, Red, Female,

Male, Christian, Jew, Muslim, Hindu, You, Me...Dreaking

Down the Lines that Divide.

SPIRITUAL PERSPECTIVES ON
TODAY'S QUESTIONS

By REED HARRIS. C.S.
Member of the Christian Science Board of Lectureship

-w '

Tuesday Janri4th at 3:00

North Campus R • It m20
SPONSORED BY:

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
k
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Fritz BIssell and Mark Knowles lost In the semifinals of the Painn Springs Invitational to the third-seeded David Ekerot and Andras
Lanyl of use. 7-6 (7-4). 4^. 7-5.

-^

A FREE SIX-WEEK WEIGHT MANAGEMENT COURSE
Featuring:

Nutritional Assessments

Fitness
4

Self-monitoring & behavior

modification techniques

Individual Attention

limm^

"•J

Body Image -—
Eating Disorders

Fad Diets

Session 1

Tuesdays 10- 12pm
Kerckhoff Hall 400

U-

Session 2

Wednesdays-3- 5pm
Kerckhoff Hall 400

STARTS NEXT WEEK!
TO ENROLL YOU MUST AHEND THE FIRST MEETING

January 21 OR 22 (3rd week)

FOR MORE INFORAAATION CALL 825-8462 OR VISIT

401 KERCKHOFF M-F 9-5

Look for Upcoming Events Next Week

Hie t^lew Contraception Information Line

Free...Confidenial...everything you ever wanted to know about contraception.

Wednesdays & Thursdays 6-8pm (3 1 0)206-38 1

9

sponsored by shs

TENNIS
From page 36

He recently returned from the ATP
circuit, wtiere tie was ranked as

high as No. 275 in the world,

before deciding to rejoin the

Bruins.

WhUe Knowles' strong perfor-

mance was expected, it was the

play of the freshman that had
people talking.

"Janecek had a super tourna-

ment,** said UCLA head coach
Glenn Bassett

Bassett chose to send Janecek to

Palm Springs only after fmding
that three of his regulars were
unavailable to play. Injuries pre-

vented senior Bill Behrens and
sophomore David Nainkin out of
the lineup, while junior Jason Sher
has not yet returned from his home
in South Africa.

Janecek made the mpst of the

opportunity.

He defeated Pepperdine's
Charles Auffray 6-2, 7-5 in the

first round, Stanford's Robert
Devens 3-6, 6-0, 7-5 in the second,

and Arizona State's Chris Gambi-
no 6-1, 6-7 (7-1), 6-2 in the

quarterfinals before losing to

Bujan in the semifinals.

Injury forced Janecek and dou-
bles parmer Bill Bart)er to retire

from their second round doubles
match, down 3-0 to Stanford's

Chris Cocotos and Alex O'Brien.

Fatigue and a sore Achilles tendon
ended the tournament early for

ho by then had provcd-
his worth to the Bniins.

In other doubles action, sec-

ond-seeded Knowles and partner

Fritz Bissell concluded a dismal

Sunday for the Bruins by falling in

the semifinals to the third-seeded

team of USC's David Ekerot and
Andras Lanyi. 7-6 (7-4). 4-6. 7-5.

In other singles action, both

Bissell and Barber wo^ second

round casualties. Bissell was
blown away by No. 6 seed Howard
Joffe of Pqjpordiiie, 6-1. 6-0 while

Barber lost a heartbreaker to No. 1

seed Alex O'Brien of Stanford. 7-

5. 3-6, 7-6 (8-6).

Knowles performed well Fdday
and Saturday in singles play,

before being blasted ofif the court

by Bujan in the finals.

Entering Sunday's final Know-
les had not k>st a set all tounuip

ment TTiat changed quickly.

While breaking Bujan 's serve in

the first game of the tournament
final, Knowles looked dominant in

displaying his full arsenal of shots.

After he won the first game, it

looked like Knowles would breeze
through the match, but it was
Bujan who celebrated victory a
short 70 minutes later. He later

referred to the 6-2, 6-1 win as one
of the best of his career.

While Knowles was struggling

with his ground strokes, Bujan
peppered his shots to all comers of
the court, frustrating Knowles and
keeping him and his smooth
volleys away from the net
The second set was no better for

Knowles. Visibly flustered, the

second set began immediately
after the first concluded, keeping
Bujan hot but preventing Knowles
from resting and possibly turning

the match around.

Knowles won only the second
game of the set, dropping 10 of the

last 11 games for the match. The
final scoreboard showed Bujan
victorious, 6-2, 6-1.

The Palm Springs Invitational

gave the UCLA men's tennis team
an early opportunity to show just

why they enter the regular season
as the top-ranked team in the

nation.

While the Bniins may have left

the desert without garnishing any
individual honors, they left show-
ing that they are a team with as

much or more depth than any
other.

T"^
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Darrick was a hem to many
before

I
saw Darrick Martin walk

off the court at Arizona's
McKale Center on Satur-

day with his arm around his

mother, Pamela.
He was crying.

It was moments after Martin
had hit the now-famous game-
winning shot against the Wild-
cats, a 10-foot .jumper from the
left side of the key. The shot
won the game for the Bruins,
89-87. and ended both the
Wildcats' 71-game home win-
ning streak and four years of
UCLA frustration in Tucson.

It also exorcised some of
Darrick Martin's personal
basketball demons.

You see and hear a lot of
things in five years at school.
For example, I saw Martin

in his freshman season take a
three-point shot at the buzzer
against the very same Arizona
Wildcats, and shoot an air ball.

The Bruins lost 89-86.

I saw him in his sophomore
year as he dribbled the ball up
the court too slowly at USC in

the waning seconds, and passed
the ball as the clock ran out.

The Bruins lost, 76-75.

I saw Martin score only
three points and commit four

9 § wn
Heaven is a Playground

Kennedy
Cosgrove

I watched Martin turn

the tables at the end of

the game, hitting what
had to be the biggest

shot of his life. The
5'11" senior guard took

a joyous victory lap

around the court after

Arizona called an

immediate timeout,

stopping the clock with

0.3 seconds left.

'turnovers in last ycar*s 1!m="
round NCAA Tournament loss

to Penn State.

I heard some things, too,

such as the grumblings and the
criticism. Martin shouldn't be
taking those shots. He made
questionable decisions. He
couldn't come through in the
clutch. I heard it in the

newspapers, in the stands, on
campus.

And you can bet that if I

heard it, Darrick Martin heard
it more.

I watched Martin at the end
of the first half on Saturday,
going one-on-one to get a
last-second shot attempt and
having the ball stolen.

And I watched Martin turn
the tables at the end of the
game, hitting what had to be
the biggest shot of his life.

The 5' 11" senior guard took a
joyous victory lap around the.

coun aner Arizona called an
immediate timeout, stopping the
clock with 0.3 seconds left.

I heard the silence of the
crowd, the disbelieving silence
of 13,965 stunned fans.

And when it was all over, I

saw Darrick Martin cry.

Because after 3Vi up-and-
down years at UCLA, during
a college career that has been
alternately exhilarating and frus-

trating, Darrick Martin had
done something that was per-

fect.

He won the game. He was
hero.

**This shot will always be
very special to me," he said.

I saw his family after the

game, the omnipresent Martin

family from Compton that has

always supported Darrick,

attending all of UCLA home
games and many of the ones
^attending §41 -of UQA^OBae:

Guard Darrick Martin scored the v^lnnlng basket on Saturday in

UCLA'S 89-87 win over Arizona fn Tucson.

games and many of the ones
on the road.

His mother Pamela wore a
blue and gold t-shirt that read
"I'm a Darrick Martin fan" on
the back of it. On the front

was a blue and gold button
that said "My son is #15."

She looked around and
smiled.

It was the smile of a mother
who has watched her son
endure the criticism and the

tough times — "More than his

share," she said — and see
him triumphant And happy.
"He deserved it," she said.

"He's a champion, a shining
star. If he missed it, it

wouldn't have made any differ-

ence. It would have been
exactly the same to us. We
love him and support him and
we always have."

I spoke with Darrick's 19-

year old brother Andre. Andre
has a learning disability —
"He just learns a little slower
than normal" according lo Dar-
rick — and is a main reason
that Darrick chose to attend
UCLA and stay close to home.
Tall, thin and soft-spoken,
Andre talked of his brother.

"It was great," he said. "I'm
just glad for him. Darrick is

my best brother in the whole
world. He watches me and
helps me and smooths things
over for me when they get
mixed up. I know I'll be okay.
But I need him around me.
The two of us have a whole
bigger life together."

I watched as Andre's brother
made his way towards the
players' tunnel, reporters in his

wake. There were about 40 or
50 UCLA fans waiting for him
in the stands over the tunnel.
As he approached, the fans
burst into a sustained roar and
called his name.

"You're the best, Darrick!"
"We love you, Darrick!"

There were no more tears
now. His face had a shy,
satisfied smile on it

And I saw when Pamela
Martin hugged Andre after the
game.

"Wasn't that exciting?" she
asked him.

Andre just nodded.
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ADTERTISE
JIM

WOULD
HAVE

WANTED
IT THAT

WAY.
825-2161
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National Academic
Honor Societies

Meeting
9

Tuesday,
January 14

5:00p.ni.

lAckerman 3530
For nnore information, contact:

Dean of Students, 1206 Mqrphy Hall,

610)825-3871

AAA-OHI
*»•

SAN FRANCISCO
NEW YORK

WASHINGTON D.C.
SACRAMENTO

I
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UCLA EXPO Center
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In 25 years we've placed over 4,000 interns In the areas of

Media, Business, Government, Public Relations, and more.

INFORMATION MEETINGS
In the EXPO Center, Ackerman A-21 3, 825-0831

TUESDAYS at 4 pm
WEDNESDAYS at 12 Noon
THURSDAYS at 3 pm

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS JANUARY 17. 1992
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Priority numbers needed for h III at Pauley
By Zactiary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

With the fortunes of the UCLA
basketball on the rise— including

a No. 2 ranking and a victory over
No. 6 Arizona — the desire fbr

priority numbers to games looks to

be large.

The UCLA Rally Committee,
anticipating the expected clamor-
ing for priority numbers, has

adopted a system to ensure a fair

doling out of the numbers.
With a priority number, students

will be able sit in one of the 288

Arena-level seats, the seats closest

to the court.

The plan started with the Geor-

gia game on Jan. 4 and will

continue throughout the remainder

of the season. The Bruins have 10

games remaining at Pauley Pavi-

lion.

First, students wishing to get a

priority numl)er need to sign up on

a sheet that will be posted on the

doors of gates 10 and 15 at 8:00

p.m. the night before the game.
Then they must stay in line all

night until the numbers are handed

out.

Students can leave for a small

period of time to get blankets or

food for the night, but need to

check in with the monitor of the

line before leaving.

At 7:00 a.m. the next morning.

numbers will be handed out.

Students can receive up to two
priority numbers, but must show
their photo ID, reg card and ticket

for that game to receive a number.

Should students desire a second
number, they must show a second

phpto ID, reg card and game ticket

or an additional guest ticket.

However, people with guest

tickets will not be allowed to sit on
the Arena level. A guest ticket

holder alone is also ineligible for a

priority number.

After receiving the numbef,
students must enter the Pauley

Pavilion gate from where they

received the number no later than

one hour and IS minutes before the

game or else the number will be

invalid.

Should students have any ques-
tions, they should contact Scott of
the UCLA Rally Committee at

(310)-206-8522.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN BEING
A PART OF THE

STUDENT WELFARE
COMMISSION

SWC
SWOem WELFARE

COUMISSiOH

WE HAVE ASSISTANT DIRECTORS, PROJECT
ASSISTANTS, AND INTERNSHIP POSITIONS
AVAILABLE IN ALL OUR PROJECTS. TO FIND OUT
MORE INFORMATION, CALL 825-7586 OR STOP BY
THE SWC OFFICE AT 404A KERCKHOFFANY DAY
THIS WEEK BETWEEN 2:30 PM AND 4:30 PM.

PAID FOR BY USAC

tesbJansrGays, Bisexuals
Remember how hard high school was because you
had no one to talk to? Help makca difference for~~

someone else.

Join SHOUT and become a mentor for a lesbian,

gay, or bisexual high school student.

H
O
U

tudents Orientation Dates & Times

onestly

Tue.

Wed.
Thu.

1/14 11:00 am
1/15 12:00 pm
1/16 1:00 pm

pening

ogether

All orientations held at

500 Kerckhoff Hall
For more information

825-8053

^aid fbr by the Program Activities Board of the Community Activities Committee
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COMPLETE EYE CARE

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
iNC.wDFS lVF \-KA\'.'\k':0\ LVEG.ASS

f!?AVf & o;?tSCffiOT'ON LENSES

CONTACT LENS PACKAGE
\c,.,:;es eve exav ^a ? of da .v .vea;?

.E',5ES CAREK ' AND (^O ,07/ jP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
• NCiuDES EXAV F

'^ \G & -CO// l."

3 VON 'MS .r\S;S

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

O f T M C T R I X

An Op''^"*!!,; Cf IK

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

nterested in an MBA?

Take the first step and find

out about:

^Tlie GMAT exam
•

Different MBA programs

• The application process

• and Much, Much More!

Southen Califomia MBA/GMAT Seminars:

Encino •

16571 Ventura Blvd.

Wednesday, January 15

6:30 PM

Brentwood

11911 San Vicente Blvd. #230

Wednesday, January 15

6:30 PM ,

CALL I-SOO-KAP-IKST for reservations

and information

f STANLEY^ KAiVLAlN
Educational Center L^d.

mmmma
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CalTech engineers hockey win over Bruins
By Heather Dufiy

The UCLA ice hockey team
returned to the familiar grounds of
the Culver City Ice Arena to face a
new year, a new coach, and
another game against CalTech.
Missing several key players, the
Bruins gave up two third-period

goals in a 3-1 loss to CalTech last

Friday.

Playing without defensemen
Kurt Zimmermann, Ron Baerwitz
and Mike Devine, the Bruins had a
tough time improvising new
defensive lines on the ice.

"A couple of people were out
and it really hurt on the defensive

end." Bruin Scott Birdsall said. "It

took us out of our rhythm and it

broke up a couple of lines."

Assistant Coach Bud Hirschfeld

echoed BirdsalFs thoughts, and
said the reduced Bruin personnel
was severely outmanned.
"We really only had one true

defenseman out there," he said.

The Beavers on the other hand,
had a stocked roster which kept
UCLA gasping for breath.

*They had more guys and
fresher legs than we did," Birdsall

said. "At the end of a long shift, we
were really struggling to catch up
with them."

CalTech opened the game with a
goal in the first minute of play, and
UCLA*s Bob Jarvis answered in

the sccopdb^'43criod with a shoF=

thanded goal, assisted by Brian

0*Ncil. to tic the game at 1-1.

The Beavers controlled the third

period, taking the lead on a power
play goal nine minutes in. A third

CalTech goal slipped past UCLA
goaltender Ken Shaw in the final

three minutes of the game. The

Brian O'Nell (No. 55) assisted on a shorthanded goal by Bob Jarvis that tied the game at J.-1.

score at the buzzer was 3-1,

CalTech.

Heading into the second half of
their season, the Bruins are cur-
rently 6-6 in conference games.
Friday's game was the Bruins* first

under new coach Bob Campi.
Campi was hired as head coach
after former coach Jack White left

mid-sea^op to coach hockey play-

ers for 21^ film in production.

"We met him (Campi) on

Tuesday and we played on Fri-

day," explained Birdsall. "It was
kind of a testing ground for us and
for him."

Campi is leading the team into

developing skills as a group.

TIZIANA SORQE

Stressing team-oriented drills

rather than individual drills in

hopes of fostering unity on the ice.

The next game on the Bruins*
schedule is against archrival USC
on Jan. 24 in Culver City.
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iAYUDA A TU RAZA!
General Meeting: Wed. Jan. 15, 1992

Ackerman 2408 at 5:00 pm

Upcoming Conference
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Friday, January 24 (3rd Week)
- - •

Call 825-2217 or stop by 411 Kerckhoff Hall for nnore information

Funded by the Community Activities Committee of the Programs Activities Board. m
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Stephens leads
Bruins ovei^ OSU
By Heather Duffy

There was a women*s basketball

game in the Wooden Center on
Sunday, but there wasn't much ofa
contest.

The Bruins spent a winter

afternoon making short work of
Oregon State. 89-71. in a foul-rid-

den game that saw three Beavers
foul out before the flnal buzzer

sounded.

Senior forward and preseason

All-American Rehema Stephens
put on a stellar display for the

Bruins, collecting 25 points, nine

rebounds, and three assists

throughout the game, with 21 of
her points coming in the first half

alone.

Adding to the Bruins' final total

were sophomore forward Natalie

Williams with 18 points and seven

rebounds, and junior guard Nicole
Anderson, who had six assists and
tossed up nine points.

- Mead ^3oach Billie Muore'y-

"We're always

preaching about

defense, because it can

really help us develop

our mnning game."

Blllle Moore
UCLA Women's Basketball Coach

Bruins are now 2-0 in the Pac-10
and 9-3 ov^all. Moore said she

was very pleased with Stephens*

performance early in the game.
**Rehema did a very nice job in

the first half, she helped us build a

solid lead, which is something we
needed to do," said Moore. Ste-

phens cited her familiarity with the

Beaver defense as a factor in her

game.

"I know how they'll (OSU) play

me,** said Stephens. "I was on
more today than I have been all

year.**

The Bruins established a lead in

the first minutes of the game and
never looked back. Enjoying a

halftime lead of 52-33. UCLA
maintained throughout the second
half to end on top.

UCLA*s defense seemed to

frustrate the Beavers in the second
half, as three OSU players fouled

out trying to penetrate to the

basket. One player Who was
watching from the bench before

the end of the game was Beaver
sharpshooter Judy Shannon, who
managed to tally 18 points and
seven rebounds before fouling out.

Impressive contributions

other OSU players included junior

forward Sonjhia Fleming's 23
points and six rebounds, and junior
guard Margo Evashevski*^s ten

assists.

But even these efforts could not

put the Beavers into contention,

according to Moore.
'*I think the game was decided in

the first half.** said Moore. "We
made some changes in the second
half because we had a comfortable

lead. We let down a bit in the

second half.** she said, adding that

she was pleased with the defensive

play of the Bruins.

See W.IIOOPS, page 29

nZIANA SORQE
The women's basketball team decisively beat Oregon State 89-71 at the Wooden Center on Sun-
day.

Knowles loses in final round in Palm Springs

The nien's tennis teann traveled to the desert to play in the Palm Springs Invltatlonai this weekend.

By D.J. Harmeling
Dally Bruin Staff

Over the weekend the UCLA
men*s tepnis team sent four ath-

letes, three seasoned veterans aifd*'

one unestablished freshman, to the

desert for the Palm Springs Invita-

tional.
,

So who stole the show? The
rookie, of course.

Competing in his first matches
for the Bniins. freshman Robert
Janecek showed that he can step up
and fill in ably, if not admirably, as
the Bruins* fourth man.

Janecek reached the semifinals

of the 32-man singles bracket, only
to lose 6-3, 6-7 (7-1), 6-1 to

fourth-seeded Tony Bujan of Tex-
as Christian University.

Bujan advanced to the tourna-

ment finals on Sunday, where he
knocked off returning champion
and No. 3 seed Mark Knowles of
UCLA. 6-2. 6-L

Knowles. as UCLA's top sin-

gles player, was expected to

perform well in this tournament

See TENNIS, page 32

A family affair

Columnist Kennedy Cosgrove looks at Darrick Maitin.
whose game-winning shot against Arizona took UCLA to

new heights.

See page 33

Bruins on ice

CalTech paid the UCLA hockey team a visit Friday,

handing the Bruins a loss on their home ice.

See page 35

Tennis update

UCLA's Mamie Ceniza lost to Laxmi Poruri of
Stanford in the finals of the National Collegiate Tennis
Classic Sunday. Poruri, a 19-year-okl sophomore from
Claremont, knocked off Ceniza in straight sets. 6-0. 6-3.

-I*-
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80th Year, No. 55
arculation: 22,000

Fomier hostage
to speak tonight
The first American hostage

in Lebanon will be speaking at

UCLA tonight

Jerry Levin, a former bureau

chief for the Cable News
Network,was stationed in Beir-

ut when he was taken captive.

Also present at the event will

be Sis Levin, author of **Beirut

Diary.** and Mohammad Khan,
a Muslim peace activist

Sponsored by the Muslim
Students Association, the event

begins at 6 p.m. in Ackerman
Union's second floor lounge.

Refreshments will be served

at the end of the program.

Inside

Disaliility

gets tliumbs up
A new law which gives

people with disabilities more,

access to public places and jobs
is getting a thumbs up from the

UCLA community.

See page 3

Viewpoint

UCLA's top guns:

1992 resoliitioiis

Assistant Viewpoint Editor

Dan Saffer discloses the results

of weeks of research into

finding the New Year's resolu-

tions of some of UCLA's head
honchos.

See page 19

Arts & Entertainment

Wimon
film
Acclaimed West German

director Wim Wenders sheds

light on his latest film. **Until

the End of the World." and the

future of the industry.

See page 21

Sports

iP

,^ HJ^^-^

Finally?

Coach Jim Harrick says

doctors will sobn decide

whether or not Ed O'Bannon
can play this week.

See page 40
<m#»
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Faculty uiiged to increase classload
' T—^-:-^

By Marina DundJerskI
Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA must take dramatic steps

— and offer more classes each
quarter— to help students gradu-

ate within four years to end the

common fifth-year senior pattern.

Chancellor Charles Young said

Tuesday.

Young told faculty members at

their quarterly senate meeting that

they must quickly come up with

ways to teach more classes, but

praised the excellence of their

teaching.

Last year, about 13 percent of
undergraduates spent Hve years in

college before they earned their

diplomas, according to the College

of Letters & Science.

*The number of courses that we

are providing is not currently

sufficient,** Young pointed out to

professors in a raised voice. "We
ought to be. and should be in the

future, very responsive to student

concerns.**

Young said UCLA has an
"obligation** to be more responsive

to students as they are paying more
and more for their education.

*There are students who are

spending five years or five and a

half years to graduate who could
graduate in four years if we were
able to provide them with more
classes.** he added.

Recently, the California Legis-

lature has examined the issue of
faculty commitment to undergra-

duate education, said Michael
Granfield. vice chancellor of
academic planning and budget

"The students of th is

university are being I^^^^HMk . t.0K

asked increasingly to

pay for the quality of

this university."

Charles Young
UCLA Chancellor

Since 1990. UCLA students

have paid $120 million in student

fees for the university's operating

cost, he said.

'The students of this university

are being asked increasingly to pay
for the quality of this university,**

Young told professors. "And they

are going to be paying for the merit

increases of the faculty.**

If professors taught one more
course every three years, this

change would alleviate the situa-

tion. Young said.

Fewer professors means

change ry^^=
By Marina DuncVerekl

Dally Bruin Staff

The positions of almost 40
UCLA professors who left the

College of Letters & Science last

year will probably not be refilled

this year, officials predicted Fri-

day.

About half of the 75 college

faculty spots — vacated for vari-

ous reasons, including early retire-

ment and death — may not be

filled because of a lack of money.

said Carole Hartzog, the college*s

vice provost

**This is definitely time for

reflection, replacing and rebuild-

ing within the departments.** she

said "We are clearly feeling the

loss of the individual faculty

members, but we are doing the best

we can.
f*

Various steps have been taken

on campus to reduce the impact on
undergraduate education. Hartzog

Faculty Releases and Appointments
Atx)ut half of the College of Letters & Science faculty who left

during the 1990-1991 school year for various reasons,
inrJiidinQ ftarty rfttirftmftftf. may not he replaced this year.

Humanities

Sodal
Sciences

Ufe
Sciences

su
See FACULTY, page 14 I source: UCLA Provost's Office

Physical

Sciences

FACULTY
RELEASES

27

22

11

15

FACULTY
APPOINTMENTS

13

11

KEVIN BALLUFF/Daly Bruin
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Terry Donahue's
salary in t
UCLA football coach is state's

highest-paid public employee

Daly Bruin fU photo

UCLA's football coach Terry Donahue tops the state's public

employee payroll list this year, making a total erf $359,000.

By Louis Freedberg
San Franciscx) Chronicle

The highest-paid public
employee in the state is not the

governor, the president of the

University of California or the

chief justice.

Taking home the biggest pay-

check on the public payroll is

Terry Donahue, UCLA's veteran

football coach.

Oonahue, one of the most
successful coaches in college
football, earns a total of $359,000.
University of California president

David Gardner, who heads a nine-

campus, $7.5-billion university

system, makes $243,500 a year.

By comparison, former UC
Berkeley coach Bruce Snyder
earned $200,230 before being
lured by Arizona State University

with a package deal totaling close

to $600,000. Keith Gilbertson,

Snyder's successor, will receive

$160,000 a year.

Coaches at universities with

big-time football teams earn more
than the salaries of elected offi-

cials in most states. They are paid

largely with funds raised specifi-

cally by their schools' athletic

departments, not tax dollars.

But critics worry that soaring

football salaries give undue

"Football coaches may

be overpaid in general,

but that is how much a

coach gets paid."

Lee Butterfleld

UCLA Alumnus

importance to frills and detract

from the central mission of the

university.

Donahue, who has a record of
124 wins and 54 losses during 16
seasons, led UCLA to eight suc-

cessive postseason victories, a feat

unrivaled by any other coach.

His paycheck is made up of a
"salary" of $108,000, a "talent fee"

of $201,000 and $50,000 for

"endorsement activities" of shoes
and other apparel arranged by the

university.

The **talent fee," a common
feature of compensation packages
at UC campuses, is supposed to

cover time spent at press confer-

ences and for making television

appearances.

But designating most of
Donahue's paycheck as a "talent

See SALARY,
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Community Service Commlaskso
RecTuitment Fair

Utestwood PIftza

Animal IRclfare Asaocladoa
General Meeting

Uw School Rm. 2357

See ad for future meeting dates

IJ \()0\

Orientation Meeting

KerdchGff411

Project Mac
Orientation Meeting

AU2412

UCLA Envtnmmental Coalition

General Meeting

AGSM2250

Filipinos for Cotnnaunity Health

Informational Meetirig

AU350e

Muslim Students Association

Special Speaker: Jerry Leviite, first American hostage in Lebanon
AU 2nd floor lounge

Cultural AfEalrs Commlssioo
"Selena Sol* and 'Spot'

The Cooperage

Cultural Affairs Commissioti
Short fiction reading

Kerdthoff Art Gallery _____

S:(K» l»M

<• I

S: iO l»M

(>:(M) |»M

«eii1 Lebanon

- >(> I'M

Thursday, January 16, 1992
ij \<)( )\

Pro|cctMac

Orientation Meeting

AU 3520

Senior Citizens Project

Orientation Meeting

Kerdthoff 411 — :
. .

".
' .- T

Kbrldtig for immigrant Literacy Devdopmcnt (WILD)
Orientation Meeting

AU 3508

«:(»0 l»M

Tree Project

General Meeting

AU2412

Campua Events

"The Commitmerus*

AGB

Cultural Affairs Commission
The Kaitalian Jazz lYlo

Kerckhoff Coffee House

Campus Events
^

This is Spinal Tap"

AGB

') IS I'M

Friday, January 17, 1992 Wednesday, January 22, 1992

Tree Project

General Meeting

AU240e

IJ \( X )\

lor

.' N( )( )\

IRM-ldng for Immigrant Literacy Dcvclopmem (WlLO)
Orientation Meeting

AU350e

Campus Events
"This U Spinal Tap"

AGB

UCLA Orientation Coun
Information Meeting

LuViUe Commons Boardroom
S«e ad for more meeting dates

General
Peer Health Counselor
PHCServkM
See ad for details

8AA
Dinner for Twelve Stiangen

ApplicatkmB due at the James Wett Alumni Center by

Prklay. January 17 at 5 pm.

^<^^f<y

•;-x;-:v
y.-yyyy.

New details on Cuban
missile crisis revealed
By Martlfi Tolcliln

The New York Times

WASHINGTON — The Soviet

Union had 43,000 troops in Cuba
during the 1962 missile crisis, not

10.000 as reported by the CIA,
Robert S. McNamara said Tuesday.

McNamara, who was secretary

of defense from 1961 to 1%7
under Presidents John F. Kennedy
and Lyndon B. Johnson, said in an

interview that Soviet officials also

disclosed that they had sent Hava-

na short-range nuclear weapons
and that Soviet commanders there

were authorized to use them in the

event of an American invasion.

Correction
In the Jan. 13 issue of The Bruin, the article **Freshman falls to his

death from 30-foot retaining wall" incorrectly identified the group

that transported the student to UCLA. The fire department drove

Mark Edler to the Medical Center. Also, the £>epartment of

Community Safety's Emergency Medical Technicians arrived at the

scene of the accident.

The Bruin regrets the errors.

1992 prfnilSes to be an excKlifi|pirforthe BiJili^^^^^^

Art artiiisiip staff, iivoii^nfi greater use of

electronic art and design as welTas traditional

I illustratiorvs and cartoons; We aire now se«kinp

l^iified artists and dfiiQi»^ tor internship positions^
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Survey studies HIV patients' treatment
By RoMn Dong
Dally Bruin Staff

While most UCLA physicians

treat people who are infected with

the virus that causes AIDS, ahnost

halfof all Los Angeles doctors turn

these patients away, according to a

UCLA professor's survey.

Forty-eight percent of the physi-

cians in the county refuse to treat

anyone carrying the human inmiu-

fiodeficiency virus (HIV). They

48 percent ofLA- county

physicians turn them away
fear homophobia, infection and
losing their other patients, said

professor Charles Lewis, who
recently coordinated a survey of
202 full-time doctors.

An estimated one million

Americans carry the virus that

destroys the body's immune sys-

tem and more than 200,000 have
AIDS, forcing some doctors to

choose between their health or that

of their patients.

Although UCLA doctors were
excluded from the survey because

AUDREY LEE

An artist who goes by the name displays his "universallst art' Bruin Walk on Tuesday. The
works were inspired t^ M.C. Escher and CNN. "It nnight be art, nr)lght not be," says.

End in sight for booic refund iines
New automatic scanning system

expedites book buyback process

By Blrglt Ratmussen
DaMy Bruin Staff

With a new scanning system

installed during winter break, the

student association hopes to shor-

ten the time students spend in line

while returning books for classes

they drop.

The scanning system is part of

the bookstore's effort to com-
puterize all operations and will

ensure faster and more accurate

processing, officials said.

'The ease of transactions is just

incredible,** said Lane Jantzen,

manager of the used textbook

buyback program. *'It literally cuts

in half the time each student has to

wait in line.**

At that moment, the line totalled

about 20 students, but according to

Jantzen, that was the longest line

this quarter.

In die past, students returning

books at the beginning of the

quarter or selling them back at the

end of the quarter have had to face

long waits and slow-moving lines.

In the future, the scanning

system may help alleviate both of

those busy periods. But in the

meantime, the scanning system

will only be used during the first

tlffee weeks of the quarter, when
students can return books for a fiiO

refund.

Some students waiting to be

served agreed that the scanners

have made a difference.

'*The line has been moving
steadily,** said junior Jeff Pratt

But others were not so impress-

ed.

'I waited in line for 40 minutes*<i

they only practice part-time, the

majority of them treat HIV-
infected patients to set an example
for their counterparts.

*'I don't distinguish between
patients with HIV or any other

disease,** said John McStene, a

UCLA clinical instructor. **rm a

physician and my charge is to care

for patients who are ill.**

An estimated 761 physicians

and 53 surgeons have acquired

AIDS since 1981, raising concern

Disabled

"I use the same

precautions as I would

for any other patient—
gloves and a mask.'*

Frank Uicatorto
UCLA Dentist

among health care professionals.

But many doctors wear protec-

tive clothing to ensure their safety

T See SURVEY, page 15

munHy
cheers new law that

allows easier
By Sally Kim
Daily Baiin Staff

UCLA's disabled students and
staff are praising a federal law that

will soon provide people with

disabilities greater access to all

public places and jobs.

The Americans with Disabili-

ties Act, which became law in July,

1990, requires owners of public

buildings, such as theaters and
restaurants, to accommodate peo-
ple with disabilities by providing

wider doorways and rsnps
AUDREY LEE

Jan. 26.

And beginning this summer, the

law will protect disabled people

against job discrimination by
offering them legal recourse and
imposing stricter penalties on
offending employers. Today, 70
percent of the 43 million disabled

Americans are unemployed.
People with disabilities will be

able to enter mainstream society

when both sections of the law go
into effect, according to attorney

Paul Miller, who taught a UCLA
course fall quarter about the rights

of disabled people.

Martiir

*This will allow people with

handicaps to go shopping, to get

out of their houses, to live indepen-

dentiy and with dignity,*' he said
An existing law already requires

federally funded institutions such
as UCLA to accommodate disab-

led people, so the time has come
for privately owned entities to do
the same, said EkHiglas Martin, a

UCLA compliance officer who
tries to prevent campus discrimi-

nation against people with disabil-

See DISABLED, page 15

UCLA faculty boast
9 FUlbright scholars

See page 14

By Christine Strobel

Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA earned nine Fulbright

scholarships last year, making it

the top recipient of the prize in the

University of California system.

University faculty meml)ers
won more awards than UC Berke-

ley and UC Davis, who each

received six. A total of 28 scholar-

ships were granted to the UC
system.

Most of theUCLA awards were
given to faculty members in the

College of Letters & Science, but

faculty members and administra-

tors in the School of Law and the

Graduate School of Education
were also granted awards.

The Fulbright scholarship is

given to university professors,

researchers and students who work
at least one month abroad each
year to study and expand mutual

understanding between foreign

cultures and the United States.

The prizes, which are distri-

buted by the Council for Interna-

tional Exchange of Scholars in

Washington, D.C. pays for

research and teaching costs.

One Fulbright scholar said she is

using her money for a seven-

month trip to Zambia to further her

research on gender perspectives in

storytelling.

**I wouM say (the award) is

absolutely essential to successftilly

doing my work because I have to

be (in Africa) to keep up-to-date

UC Fulbright Awards

UCLA leads the nine

Universities of California In the

number of Fulbright Scholarships

awarded in 1991-1992

UC BERKELEY 6 AWARDS

UC SANTA BARBARA 2 AWARDS

^UClAfillEGO'^' ' I
UC IRVINE 1 AWARD

UC SAN FRANCISCO 1 AWARD

UC SANTA CRUZ PAWARD^

SOURCE: UCLA Public Info. Office

JOHN GILDRED/Daily Bruin

with the research.** said Rachel
Fretz, a lecturer in the English
department.

•*I think I was given the award
because there \% very little research
done in the area and it has
historical depth,** she said.

The findings from Fretz*s study
in Africa will be incorporated into
her book, "A Storytelling Vision:
Performances Among the Chokwe
People.**

The other eight Fulbright win-
ners finom UCLA have left the
university to conduct their
research projects around the globe.
One scholar is studying the

See FUURIQNT, page 16
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Briefs
World

Yeltsin defends
economic reforms
MOSCOW— Russian President Boris

Yeltsin went on the defensive Tuesday,

defending the nation's plunge into the free

market against mounting criticism from
his own government and from consumers.

Yeltsin said he would not slow his

radical economic refomis and that his

government would not resign. He asked
consumers to bear with him.

**A government is not an old pair of
socks that you throw out Come to think of

it, you donH throw out old pairs of socks

anyway these days," he said, referring to

the fact that everything old here must be

used because there is nothing in the stores

to replade it

On a trip to the Bryansk region of
southern Russia, Yeltsin accused state

suppliers of sabotaging his firee-market

reforms by producing luxury goods when
basic goods are scarce.

Chinese premier
pims to visit U.N.
BEUING — Premier Li Peng is

scheduled to visit the United Nations in

New York at the end of this month.

Western diplomats and the official New
China News Agency said. The visit will

mark the first time a top Chinese leader

has been in the United States since the

democracy movement in 1989.

Li*s one-day visit, to take part in a

summit noeeting of the five permanent

members of the Security Council, will

coincide vrith a five-nation European trip

that is seen as a sign that China is slowly

restoring normal relations with much of

Europe.

Mideast peace tallcs

resume in WashingliMi

WASHINGTON — Arab and IsraeU

negotiators resumed talks at the State

I>epartment, but the results seemed to be
mixed. The brightest spot was provided
by Jordan, which appeared quite forth-

coming in offering the Israelis a vision of

peace that would include direct diploma-
tic relations. But Israelis and Syrians and
Israelis and Palestinians made little

substantive progress and used their

briefmgs after the talks to shower insults

and contempt on one another.

Israel's chief negotiator, Yossi Ben-

Aharon, said Tuesday that the Israeli

negotiating teams were still scheduled to

leave on Wednesday evening, and he

dismissed criticism by the chief Palesti-

nian spokeswoman, Hanan Ashrawi, for

Israel's insistence on keeping to that

schedule. Israeli officials argue that they

have been sitting in Washington for a

week waiting for the Arabs to arrive and
now they have to get back to their other

jobs in Israel.

Shamir's parlament
mi^fority thieatened

JERUSALEM — The shift from
procedural matters to substance in the

peace talks between Israel and the

Palestinians threatened to bring down the

government of Prime Minister Yitzhak

Shamir.

Two far-right parties with enough seats

between them to deny Shamir his par-

liamentary majority said Tuesday they

were ready to quit the governing coalition

because of reports that Israeli negotiators

in Washington on Monday offered a plan
for Palestinian self-rule in the occupied
West Bank and Gaza Strip.

Nation

Ihomas' first dedsloii

aids veterans' riglits

WASHINGTON — A Supreme Court
decision. Justice Clarence Thomas* first

since joining die court, increased the

federal government's potential liability

for damages caused by the negligence of
government employees.

The unanimous opinion rejected the

government's legal ailments for limited

damages in a case brought by the widow
of a man who suffered irreversible brain

damage as the result of an accident at a

Veterans* Administration hospital.

Bah on tuna imports

may raise prices
WASHINGTON — A federal judge

has ruled that the Conunerce Department

must ban much of the nation's tuna

imports to protect dolphins.

The ban will cover $266 million woith
of impoits from about 30 countries, or
slightly more than half of the 266,000
metric tons oftuna imported each year by
the United States, Roddy Moscoso, a
spokesman for the Co^imeice Depait-
ment, said Tuesday.

David G. Bumey, the executive direc-

tor of die U.S. Tuna Foundation, a trade

group in San Diego, said prices could rise

g to IQ ccptg a can over the nCTt m
iwonui8.~

The ruling last Thursday by Thelton E.

Henderson, chief judge of the federal

district court in San Francisco, is based on
1972 legislation, toughened in 1988, that

bars the United States from importing
products that involve the killing of nuuine
manmials.

State

McMarUn defendant
can sue prosecutw
Former McMartin Pre-School defen-

dant Raymond Buckey will be allowed to

sue a former prosecutor for defamation
although Los Angeles television station

KABC, one of its former reporters and
others will be barred from the claim, a

judge ruled.

Top Ten

TOP TEN QUOTES MODERN^D
FOR 1992:

10. Calvin Coolidge: I do not choose

TV renins.

9. Franklin Roosevelt: We have
nothing to fear but another simpliflcation

of the income tax form.

8. Leo Durochen Nice presidential

campaigners finish last.

7. Will Rogers: I never met an

economist I believed.

6. John Paul Jones: I have not yet begun

to regain my consumer confidence.

5. William Faulkner I decline to watch

the end of my savings & loan.

4. Agatha Christie: Dan Quayle's job is

completely unimportant That's why it is

so inteiesting.

3. William Shakespeare: It is the East

— and Yeltsin is the sun.

—2,-Oclctt Burgess: fNe neycf wcipg
purple Red. I never thought I'd see one.

But I know Gorby would rather see than

be one.

1. Adm. George Dewey: You may be
fired when ready, Gorby.

Compiled from Bruin wire services

Bruins Score ^J*"'

You get supermarket prices and the Great Grocery Giveaway,
_______— so everyone wins at Breadstlksl

f^^ r1
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Steve
UCLA English Junior

won SI4.93 p^^j

Dave
UCLA Law School

won $4.68
lat Winnerl

Roy
Visiting Professor

won $2.21

R. Lundy and Family
A Happy Mom
won $109.56

Susan
Steiny Electrical

won $13.11

LE CONTE

These people entered and won our Great Grocery Giveaway. You could, tool Just write your
name and phone nunfiber on your Breadstiks receipt, drop it in the jar, and you could find yourself

on this page, alsol No purchase necessary. Remenfiber, if you don't play, we can't pay I

FRlfPARKING!

in rear

Open til 11pm

UCLA

{JCiA Community Directory^
(R>iTneity ihe UCLA SlUienf Dfiedbry)

UCLA^s favorite Campus Phone Boole is Bacic!

The 91-92 UCLA Community Directory v/\\\ be available

FREE to all Students, Faculty and Staff as of

' Monday, January 1 3 at 8am.__ „.=_
in front of the ASUCLA Students' Store

1057 Gavlev Ave 209-1111
KINROSS

. WILSHIRE

•Comprehensive phone cvd ciddress tsfings of Stixlenls, Faajhy oikJ Sl^
'•Complete islii^ of UCLA& depailmenis and the UOAMecM

•Complete, in-deplh infbmiation about UQASs campus otgonoxri^^

•Thorough yelDw page fislingswHh the best student deals in townl^
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UCLA student fondly remembered
By Reglna Ravetti

Daily Bruin Staff

Three days after ' his death,

UCLA freshman Mark Edler is

fondly remembered by friends and
family as an energetic young man
with a larger-than-life personality.

"He was a lover of hfe/* said

father Richard Edler. **He was
deeply loved and deeply loved

back."

Edler died Saturday morning
after falling from a 30-foot retain-

ing wall. He was 18.

Raised in Palos Verdes, Edler is

survived by his father, his mother
Kitty, and his 22-year-old brother

Rick.

The approximately six-foot-

Family, friends recall Edler

as philosopher, lover of life*

threc-and-one-half-inch Edler was
an athlete, scholar and philoso-

pher, who friends say stood head
and shoulders above the crowd.

"(Mark) was big in stature, but

also in personality,** said Darin

I>eRenzis, a freshman at UC Santa

Barbara and one of Edler*s close

friends. "He made a big impress-

ion on a lot of people.**

Others friends echoed DeRe-
nzis* sentiments. "(Mark) had an

incredible presence about him. If

you were in a room with him, you

immediately knew that he was
there,** said Edler*s best friend

Greg Shapiro.

Since becoming friends at the

beginning of sixth grade, Shapiro

and Edler have remained best

friends throughout high school and
college,

A 1991 graduate, of Palos

Verdes High School, Edler was
captain of the men*s volleyball

team, athlete of the year nominee
and a National Honor Society

member. He maintained a 4.0GPA

throughout high school and at

UCLA, where he received an

academic scholarship.

"(Mark) was the smartest person

I've ever met Ultra intelUgent, I

can*t emphasize that enough/*

Shapiro said.

Though his older brother

attended the University of South-

em California, Edler chose to go to

UCLA.
"He could*ve gone to a lot of

other schools, but he wanted to go
to UCLA. He thought it was a

better school,** Sh^iro said.

His father Richard fondly

recalled the fact that Edler and his

older brother attended rival univer-

sities. "We were the true Southern

California family.**

Daily Bruin WMneeday, January 15, 1992 7

Mark Edler

"(Mark) loved being a Bruin/*

he added. "He was so proud of it**

Edler quickly made his presence

known during the short time he

was at UCLA and joined Signia

See , page 14
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START YOUR NEW YEAR
OFFRIGMT!

Right Now,jfou Can Keep
Both New Year's Resolutions.

^~^'Right Now *' Promotion Prices and the new Apple Computer Loan Program make this a terrific time to

buy a Mac! See our price listfor ''Right Now'' prices on the LC, Classic, .and Classic 11, as well as:

Mac Ilsi Mac Ilci
The most affordable Mac II is now more affordable than ever!

Fast 68030 processor (20 MHz), expansion slot, built-in video

adapter, electret microphone. About 53% faster than a Mac LC.

3 Mb RAM, 40 Mb hard disk, one SuperDrive .

Reduced from $2,499 Now $1,799
5 Mb RAM, 80 Mb hard "disk, one SuperDrive .

Reduced from $2,999 Now $2,099
Keyboard and monitor must he purchased separately

AtU S

A real bargain on a powerful Ilci with room to expand! Fast

68030 processor (25 MHz), three expansion slots, built-in video

adapter. About 37% faster than a Ilsi.

5 Mb RAM, one SuperDrive
rh

Reduced from $3,299 Now $2,399
5 Mb RAM, 80 Mb hard disk, one SuperDrive .

Reduced from $3,699 Now $2,849
5 Mb RAM, 160 Mb hard disk, one SuperDrive .

Reduced from $4,099 Now $3,1 99
Keyboard and monitor must be purchased separately

rr^ ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B-Levei Ackerman Union/ 825-6952/ Mon-Thurs 7:45-7:30, Fri 7:30-6; Sat 10-5; Sun Noon-5

PAYMENT: These low prices are ASUCLA c^sh prices and require payment made by currency, cashier's check, University Credit Union Withdrawal Check, Apple Computer Loan or
personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCLA Money Orders are not accepted These products are available only to full-time students, faculty, and staff, with current UCLA ID. and to
UCLA departments Purchase must be for the personal, academic or research use of the eligible person, and the number of purchases is restricted Please inquire about additional
details regarding eligibility Quantities are limited. Prices are subject to change without notice All sales are final. '

,
.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15th
tf

1d AtM.

WESTWOOD PLAZA .^

Sponsored by USAC, your Student Gov't, and
the UCLA Community Resource Center.

1

For more information, contact:

Shirly Lee or Minal Moorjant
— - at 825-2333 = —

—
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FIND OUT WHAT YOU CAN DO
TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
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Magic uiges Bush to take bigger AIDS role
By IMIchaei Wines
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — Magic
Johnson, the newest member of the

National Commission on AIDS«
met privately Tuesday with Presi-

dent Bush and said afterward that

the president needed to exercise

greater personal leadership in the

battle against the disease.

**If he speaks out and says that

it*s out heie and he cares and he

cares about our nation in terms of

this epidemic and then people will

listen, whether it'll be old, young,

black, white,** said Johnson, who
recently disclosed that he had

tested positive for HIV.

Johnson told reporters shortly

after a 25-minute meeting in the

Oval Office, "I am going to try to

do my part, but I think that the

higher source — and that*s the

president — can have a better

effect than I can.**

Bush later said Johnson "had
some gobd, constructive sugges-

tions,** but he did not elaborate.

Johnson said he would return to the

White House in about a month to

offer detailed recommendations on
the role the White Housp should

play in educating the public about

the disease.

Asked later whether Johnson
had been critical of his AIDS
policies in their meeting, the

president responded: "If he was.

well, he didn*t tell me that**

Bush interrupted a day of

political fence-mending and feder-

al budget deliberations to meet
with J(%nson, the former basket-

ball player for the Los Angeles

Lakers.

Marlin Fitzwater, the White

House spokesman, said Bush had

largely nailed down the framework

of his proposed budget for the

fiscal year that begins next Oct 1,

and had also decided on a proposal

to revise the national health care

benefit^ system.

Both are to be announced when
the president delivers his State of
the Union Message to Congress on
Jan. 28, he said.

Fitzwater also said that the

White House had decided "fairly

well** on a package of economic
measures to rouse the nation from
recession and that it would also be

disclosed in the president*s

address.

OURWORKSnUONS HBP YOU MASIHl
EVHmHMG FROMMAm TO SCBKE TO MUSK.
-^—BUT COME FEBRUARIUMIR

WUBEHBIORK
NeXTstation "computers are extremely fast and powerful workstations. But you'll

have to be fast yourself to take advantage of our special holiday savings, tDecause they

end January 31st. '

Even without savings, the price/performance of these workstations is unequaled

anywhere in the industry. They offer features like an easy-to-use graphical interface,—

8MB of RAM, enormous disk storage, a standard UNI)f operating system, true multi-

tasking, and a 15MIPS CPU. They also have built-in Ethernet networking, a large

monitor with true display PostScriptf and a built-in DSP chip for

CD-quality sound.

They're ideally suited to every kind of academic work- from

computation-intensive math and science projects to report

writing, complicated research, in depth analysis-and yes, even

composing music.

That's partly because the best versions of many industry-

leading software products are the ones written for NeXTstations.

These products include WordPerfectr Adobe Illustrator^ Lotus®

Improvr Soft PCf and a great many more. Mathematica'^ the

acclaimed numeric-prxessing software, is even included free.

Given all this, about the only way we could improve the price/performance

of a NeXTstation is to make the price lower. Which is just what these

special savings do.

We recommend you visit your campus reseller today- before

this offer becomes ancient history.

©199/ NfXT Computfr. hi, All ngfils mervfd. A>.V7. the SeX'l-hf^ ttuH SfX'l\i<iti„„. „rr tradmarti ofSfXT Compulrr. Im

.

A II olhrr Initirmarks mentionrd lirhtig, to their rrspertwe ovnen.

RMtridions: Avaiiabie to full-time UCLA Students. Faculty. Staff an<j Departments only. PorohaM must be fof the personal academic, educational . or
research use of the eligble pecfon. Students must show a current Registration Card and Photo I.D.; Faculty and Staff must show a p^rotl number and
photo l.D. No more than one system unit may be purchased every other year, limN nwo for students. Ohter restrictions may apply. PaymeiH: ASUCLA
Cash Price requires payment by currency. caahiWs checK, University Credit Union WHhdrawal Check. Apple CredH or personal check (up to $300) made
payable to ASUCLA. Money orders are NOT accepted PHoee are eubtect to chattge wHhoul nolke. AM aiiee «« Inal.

SAVE $150
NeXTstation

4mMR HD

SAVE $200
NeXTstation Color

200 or 400MB HD

SAVE $100
NeXT40Ci'iniLdSer

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B-Level Ackermin Union/ 825-6952/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Svo 12-5

I

Acapuko^

Two-For-OiK

Combo Deal!

Just brias tMs ad to your fwwHc Acapidco,

order any of our Soaora, Baja, Duranfo,

or H Coaqaistador coBil)inatioas and fcl

a Mcond conbinatioa of equal or

ksstf valot absohrtriy free!

Si
Mexican Restaurant& Cantina
PtayaDtlRcv

8360 W. Manchcsteir Ave
8S»-4031

3360 Ocean Parle Blvcl.

450-8665

i JTSi

1109GleiidonAvt.
908-3884

iHcW, cacT'Oi^ ortaoqn^
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Software Design Engineers andProgram Managers
Full-time andSummer Positions
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Where else?
The towering, snow-covered peaks of the Cascade

Mountains never fail to impress you on your daily

commute to the world's leading software company.

And, this weekend, it's good to know you can

take your pick of cosmopolitan nightlife, deep sea

fishing, or maybe kayaking through white water
rapids.

Where* else could you be but in Seattle? And
where else would you be working but at Microsoft?

Here, housing is plentiful, the people are gen-

uinely friendly, and the standard of living is

exceptionally high.

Fine arts, exquisite dining, professional

sports, spectacular outdoor recreation. .*the

choices are virtually endless.

Best of all is the work. Nobody in the software

industry can match Microsoft's unique professional

environment, industry accomplishments, or plans

for the future.-- -~

—

^
As a Software Design Engineer or Program

Manager, you'll enjoy full creative authority. And
the freedom of our unique, unstructured environ-

ment. You'll be involved with products that will

revolutionize the future of personal computing.

See. Life in the real world isn't so bad after

all. . .now that you're at Microsoft, that is.

If you are pursuing a Bachelor's, Master's or PhD
degree in Computer Science, Electrical Engineering

(with software emphasis). Math, Physics or a related

discipline, and have programming experience, design

skills and/or exposure to project management, we'd

like to talk with you at our On-campus Interviews.

We are an equal opportunity employer and are

working toward a more culturally diverse workplace.

NSavsoH ©

On-caiiipus Interviews

Wednesday, February 12, 1992

Full-time and Summer Software Design Engineers

and Program Managers
See v«uir Phiceiiieiit and Career Planiiiii^ Ceiiler for more details.
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Museums to create traveling AIDS exhibits
By Denlse Blackwood
Cox News Service

WASHINGTON— Eight of the

nation's leading science museums
and the American Medical Associ-
ation announced Tuesday they

would create a series of traveling

exhibits to teach young Americans
about the AIDS epidemic.

u
Education efforts must be

forceful, direct and interactive-

said Dr. C. Everett Koop, a former
U.S. surgeon general who is

advising the National Aids Exhibit

Consortium. "We must reach the

public with messages about AIDS
in ways they will understand.'*

With a $1.5 million grant from
the Centers for Disease Control in

Atlanta, the consortium has the

funding to create such a program,
said Koop.

Examples of interactive AIDS
exhibits were on display at Tues-
day's press conference. One,
developed bjj the New York Hall

of Science, ' allows visitors to

explore the biology of AIDS.
The exhibits should begin

appearing by early 1993, the

consortium said. They will appear
first at the eight major museums
that are consortium members, and
eventually at more than 300

museums across the country.

"Science museums have the

potential to reach a large diverse

audience of young people and
adults across the country with

AIDS prevention information,**

said Bonnie VanDom, executive

director of the Association of
Science-Technology Centers.

In addition to the AMA and the

CDC, consortium members

include California Museum of
Science and Industry in Los
Angeles, The Exploratorium in

San Francisco, The Franklin Insti-

tute in Philadelphia, the Maryland
Science Center in Baltimore, the

Museum of Science in Boston, the

Museum of Science and Industry

in Chicago, the National Museum
of Health and Medicine in

Washington and the New York
Hall of Science.
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MAKING LOVE BETTER
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CONTRACEPTIVES
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Available for purchase in the PHC office at low costs. Contraceptive
sponges (3/$3.50). condoms (10/$2.50), foam ($3.50). jelly ($3.00).

and applicators ($2.00).

INFORMATION LINE

M ]

DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

Call us with any questions or concerns at>out contraceptives.

Wednesdays & Thursdays 6-8 pm (31 0)206-381 9.

C.A.R.E. CLASSES
Contraceptive awareness, resources, and education. Learn
about various contraceptive methods and th^effectiveness.

Sexual Dating Game.

COUNSELING
Personal, One-on-One counseling. Talk with specially trained

Sexual Health counselors.

FREE SERVICE TO UCLA STUDENTS!

S

s
UIU 1093BroxtonAve. #218 824-3991 fft

Westwvood VHIage. above the >X^herehouse W$15
• UCLA & AU. STUDENT DISCOUNT
• TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
- CONVENIENT LOCATION

1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 824-3991
Westwvood VHIage, above the Wherehouse

TT ^r
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FOR MORE INFO CALL OR VISIT:

410 Kerckhoff Hall 825-8462 M-F 9-5
JUST FOR THE HEALTH OF IT!

sponsored by SHS

UCLA

ANIMAL WELFARE
ASSOCIATION

An action oriented group dedicated to
caring for our resident animal

population,

1992 MEETING SCHEDULE,,,

WEDNESDAYS
JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL'

MAY
Law School rm. 2357

clip and save!

Ziofi^

12 NOON

Dr. Marten's

Studio 2000 Clogs

Minnetonka
Moccasins

Rockport

Travel Fox

Laredo

Buffalino

0' Harley

Davidson

'•'Keds

'- "Champion"
$23.95 20*:^ off w/
student ID

• Mention this ad
for a tree j^ift

1055 Broxton Ave.
(3 Doors So. of Strattons)

CJIO) 208-2890

(

•
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Califomia's anthsmoking drive big success
By Sabbi Rutsall

San Francisco Chronicle

A California anti-smoking program
slated for big cuts by Gov. Pete Wilson's

administration has been dramatically suc-

cessful in persuading Califomians to try to

quit, according to a study commissioned by
the state Department (k Health.

Called the **largest anti-smoking cam-
paign in the world** by study co-author John

Pierce of the University of California at San

Diego, the amtntious public education

program is credited by researchers with

cutting the number ofCalifornia smokers by
17 percent over three years.

The study also found that almost half of

California's smokers attempted to quit last

year, but about 90 percent of those started

smoking again.

*The tobacco industry arguments that

people freely choose to smoke do not hold

up,** said Dr. Robert Bums, a UCSD
researcher who also wrote the report.

Pierce released data from the report on
Tuesday at a meeting of the American Heart

Association in Galveston, Texas. The full

report, the product of a $3 million research

effort, is expected to be released this week.
Financed by a 25-cents-per-pack tax on

cigarettes imposed by Proposition 99 in

January 1989, the anti-smoking program
included a $16 million mass-media cam-
paign that depicted fictional tobacco execu-

tives as callously indifferent to the health

effects of their products.

Those ads will be cut under a Wilson
proposal that would shift a total of $60
million in Proposition 99 funds this year
from health education and research prog-

rams to Medi-Cal, the state and federal

health insurance program for welfare
recipients.

Also slated for cutbacks next year are

allotments for university research on tobac-

co, which will be halved to $11.8 million,

and $24.2 million in tobacco education

money.
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The Women's Resource Center
(Rape Prevention otkI EducaHon Services)

arKi ttie Student Welfare Commission present

When Boys Stop

How
oys:

en Can
Stop Rape

tt»«i88S888888888888S8888S^

a workshop facilitated by

Horry Mersmonn _
former director of educatior^

Orange County Sexual Assault Network

Si>fi»»i»SS»ii»aS»BBiSSS»B^^

CAN
STOP

Wednesday
January 15

12:00- 1:30 p.m.

ifk^i^i^î 351 7 Ackermang^jfcfjf^fjj
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Thursday, January 16th, 1992
4 to 6 p.m. in 2412 Ackerman Union
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Friday, January 17th, 1992

11 am to 12pm in 2408 Ackerman Union

The simple act ofplanting trees will help:
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• conserve energy

• purify the air

• increase environmental & community awareness
• give volunteers & the community a real sense of
empowerment (yes, you sAAroake a difference!)
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Winter Quarter events: ,' '

educational presentation for Amigos del Barrio children-

urban tree plantings

planting at Ume Festival

^we need volunteers to tielp organize and create
environmental events for kids and to plant tre^^

X : . : : :
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Funded by the Community ActMties Committee of the ProoKxns ActMty Board
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Thursday, January 16, 1992

12pm-lpm, Kerckhoff Hall 411
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FUNDED BY THE COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE OF
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Final peace accord reached in Ei Saivador
The New York Times

UNITED NATIONS — After
three weeks of negotiations, the

government of El Salvador and
rebel leaders agreed early Tuesday
on the final details of an accord to

end the 12-year civil war.
With the peace settlement

expected to be formally signed in

Mexico City on Thursday, the

U>J. Security Council on Tuesday

afternoon ai^xoved the sending of

1,000 UJ^. peacekeq)ing troops to

El Salvador to monitor the accord.

Secretary General Boutros Ghali

recommended the dispatch of the

peacekeepers in a report last week.
The Salvadoran government

and commanders of the rebel

Farabundo Marti National Libera-

tion Front reached a broad agree-

ment Dec. 31, moments before

Javier Perez* de Cuellar ended his

tenure as UJ^. secretary general.

Many details were left to be
worked out, like demobilization of
the rebels, reduction of the military

and land redistribution.

**A11 remaining unresolved
issues firom Dec. 31 — many
having to do with the calendar of
implementation — were wrapped
up,** said Juan Carlos Brandt,

spokesman for Ghali.

One of the main obstacles to an

accord was the proposed demobili-
zation of the rebels and a reduction

in the U.S.-backed Salvadoran
military and security forces, esti-

mated to have mox than 60,000
members.

According to U.S. officials, the

force will be reduced to 31,000
over two years, including elimina-

tion of five counterinsurgency
battalions.

The members of the rebel front

will be guided by the government
and the United Nations peacekeep-
ers in rejoining civilian and politi-

cal life in El Salvador.

The main mission of the peace-
keq)ing forces will be to verify the

cease-fire, whk:h begins on Feb. 1,

and to help supervise the Salvado-
ran security forces, which are

being phased out while a new
national civil police force is

created.

Saturdays 6:^oam
=ick Up At: Lot 6 Turnabout

Rieber Hall

Dykstra Hail

Strathmore and Gayley

Where?

10 Freeway - > East

Garvey Ave

><

=Qanwy imermediale School

^v'a

*i,-"*^**

2720 N Jackson
Rosemead. CA 91720

What?

WILD is a student-run organization

that provides English tutonng

services for immigrant children

in the Monterey Park/Rosemead
area This project tnes to ease
the chikjren's transition into a
new culture by helping them

attain basic language skills that

are essental for academic success.

Phone Numbers
ORIENTATION

THUUDAT.JAN. U
AU 3301 AT NOON

PIIDAT.JAN. 17

AU 3301 AT NOON

Wild Office

CSC Office

Sylvia

Ban Ban
T^e
Jeff

206-8025

825-2333

824-2610

888-1043

473-5562

824-1450

Working for Immigrant Literacy Development
'^unded bv the Communities Actv/Uies Committee -^^ the Prooram Activities Board

,-t-

if/MM^^

Teach Someone
lo Read

JOIN UCLA'S LITERACY PROJECT
MNCAKE

People Assisting Non-reading Children and Adults with Knowledge and Education

}

INTRODUaORY MEEHNGS:
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15,4-6 P.M., 3530 AU
THURSDAY, JANUARY l'6, -12-2 P.M., 3530 AU

FRIDAY, JANUARY 1 7, 4 - 6 P.M., 35 1 7 AU
SATURDAY, JANUARY 18, 1 - 3 P.M., 3508 AU

CALL 206-1366

Now forming men's
* groups & women's groups •

LOW COST THERAPY BASED ON ABILITY TO PAY

(213)839-9340

13274 FIJI WAY. MARINA DEL REV

Here are all
the excuses you
need to eat out.

VALID EVERYDAY

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

INCLUDES ALL'YOU-CAN-EAT
BUFFET COURT AND DESSERT BAR

Served with cheese toast and choice of potato.

OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN PARTY
NOW THRU: 2/6/92

Offer good only:
at Si2Zkr-Westwood Village ^"

922 Gayley Ave.
208-6788

COUPON
BUFFET COURT* QIMLLI

STEAK & HIBACI
CHICKEN $6.99
INCLUDES ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT

BUFFET COURT AND DESSERT BAR
OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN PARTY

NOW THRU: 2/6/92
Oflfcr good only: — _

at^ Sl2Zler*WcstWood ViUage C^I——l^-
922 Gayley Ave. OlZZIGr

208-6788
^^ffcfciWI.

CX)UPON
(BUFTFT COURTJQWU.) . I

LOWEST
AUTO

INSURANCE
RATE

•UABIUTY
•COMPREHENSIVE & COLUSION
•SR-22 RUNG
•MANY TICKETS/ACaDENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS
•LOWEST RATE FOR ANY DRIVER
•SINCERE SERVICE
•HOME APPOINTMENT O.K.

WE ALSO HANDLE HEALTH AND
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE FOR BUILDINGS,

BUSINESS, AND AUTOS.

CALL: (213) 477-8455

ALLIANCE NETWORK
INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.

(formerly Mervat Insurance Agency)

11540 SANTA MONICA BLVD #203, WEST LA
(ATCOLBYABOVE SECURITYPACIFIC BANK)
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CSU tniatees vote to increase
student fees by nearly 40 percent
By Carman Ramos Chandlar
Los Angeles Dally News

LONG BEACH — California State University

trustees have voted to raise student fees for next
school year by nearly 40 percent, but still projected a
$50 million shortfall from the amount needed to

maintain current service levels.

Trustees sai^ Tuesday that without the increased

revenue expected by hiking 1992-93 fees by $372—
from $936 a year to $1,308 a year— the quality of
education provided by the system*s 20 campuses
would suffer dramatically.

"If anyone discusses cutting quality, then it can
only lead to the demise of one of the greatest

university systems in the country," said Trustee J.

Gary Shansby.

But student leaders said that they were incensed

trustees had not consulted with them about the 39.7

percent increase.

•They don't even know what type of students they
are talking about and how this will affect them,** said

Kim Williams, president of the California State

Student Association, which represents student
governments at the various campuses. *'I know the

state is in trouble and I know that there has to be some
soft of fee raise. But 40 percent is ridiculous.**

Williams, a student at California State University,

Los Angeles, vowed to lead a student delegation to

Sacramento to oppose the increase, which must still

be approved by the state Legislature.

Gov. Pete Wilson recommended the increase last

week as part of his state budget proposal. The
spending plan allocated $1.66 billion for the CSU
system, even though system officials requested more
=ton $1.79 biffioir

'

growth in enrollment at the campuses.
But Louis V. Messner, acting vice chancellor of

business affairs, said that more money will be needed
just to maintain services for the university's current

270,000 students.

Messner said that because of inflation and other
increased costs, the university system will need more
than Wilson allocated if it is going to continue
providing the services it is this year.

The board of trustees vote Tuesday is subject to

ratification by its finance committee, which is

scheduled to meet in February. In the meantime.
Chancellor Barry Munitz said that he would meet
with students and the system*s various unions to see
if they could come up with alternatives.

**We*ve got monumental issues to confront,**

Munitz said. **If there were no fee increase, then $40
million to $50 million woukl have to be cut from
everything in order for us to go legally into the next
year.**

Munitz said that he plans to meet with state

legislators over the next couple of months as they
prepare their own state budget proposal and ask them
to make up for the CSU's financial shortfall.

But some increase in student fees is likely, he said.

Last year, the CSU board voted to raise student

fees 20 percent, or $156 a year in response to

spending cuts made by Wilson to try deal with a $14.6
billion state deficit.

At that time, the CSU*s budget was cut by 3.2

percent to $1.6 billion.

In addition to raising fees, the CSU cut more than

4,000 classes and laid off more than 1,000 faculty

members. Additionally, more than 2,000 part-time

teachers were not rehired.

The governor's proposal also gave the system
more flexibility in controlling its budget and included

$17 million above this year's budget to provide for

The cuts meant somelGidents couldn't get into

classes they needed. In addition, classroom mainte-
nance was reduced, and replacement of equipment
was delayed.

AT&T to expand to Ukraine; deal is

first witli a former Soviet repubiic
By Edmund L Andraws
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — AT&T announced Tuesday
that it would team up with the Ukrainian government
and the Dutch telephone company to build and
operate a new long-distance telephone service in the

newly independent refxiblic.

The deal marks one of the first big business

agreements between an American company and a

former Soviet republic since the official dismember-
ment of the Soviet Union last month. It is also the first

-time that the American Telq)hone & Telegraph Co.
will own part of a long-distance network in a foreign

country.

As part of the deal, AT&T will own 39 percent of a
new long-distance telephone company thiat will link

cities wit^iin Ukraine, as well as provide direct

connections between Ukraine and outside countries.

The Ukrainian State Committee of Communications
will own 5 1 percent of the venture, and PTT Telecom
of the NetherlaiKis will own 10 percent

AT&T officials refused to say how much they

were investing in the new venture. But under the

agreement, AT&T will supply 13 large electronic

switches that it said were worth **in the tens of
millions of dollars.**

These switches, the bulk of its investment, will be
used to route calls over a new nationwide network
that will reach about 60 percent of Ukraine's
population, company officials said.

Once installed next month, the first switch will

make it possible for the first time to dial telephone

numbers directly in Ukraine, without having to first

be connected through Moscow's antiquated and
overloaded telephone system.

"We are looking at a market where there is a great

deal of pent-up demand," said Randall Tobias, vice

chairman of AT&T. With a population of 52 million

in Ukraine, he said, "we are dealing with a market
here, in terms of geography and population; that is

just about the size of France."

Industry analysts said AT&T's gamble was small,

relative to its size, and a good one on balance.

"The significance of this lies not in its immediate
financial impact, because neither the investment nor

the possible profits are likely to shift earnings much
in either direction," said Gregory Sawei's, a

telecommunications analyst at Sanford C. Bernstein

&Co.

'The significance is that this is the first concrete

step by AT&T outside the equipment business to

globalize its business."

Tobias made it clear that AT&T was eager to

attract similar business with other parts of the former
Soviet Union and said his company had been in

discussions "for a long, long time" with other

republics, and both the old and new central

governments. Asked if other deals were possible,

Tobias said, "I certainly wouldn't rule that out."

Although AT&T is one of the world's biggest

providers of international telephone service to and
finom the United States, it has thus far had little

presence as a service provider within other countries.

In large part, that is because most countries have until

recenUy controlled their telephone industries through

"We are looking at a market where

there is a great deal of pent-up

demand."

Randall ToMas
AT&T Vice Chaimian

state-owned monopolies.

Increasingly, however, the regional telephone

companies in this country and foreign telephone

companies, like Cable and Wireless PLC of Britain

and BT, formerly British Telecom PLC, have begun
investing in cellular franchises, long-distance ser-

vices and newly privatized telephone companies
being soki in Eastern Europe, Asia and Latin

America.

AT&T has long been eager to move into those

markets. Last October, it signed a deal with die

government of Armenia to supply a switch that will

let people make international calls direcUy into and
out of the rq}ublic. The company is also building a

similar switch in Poland for the Polish telephone

company.

In addition tb^^viding 16hg-<fistance service,

AT&T said it hoped to provide much of the

equipment that the Ukrainian government had said it

wanted to buy to expand its local telephone network.

The government wants to double the number of

tc^hone lines in the country over the next several

yeiars, from 7 million to 13 million.

Stop smoking.
Your heart, lungs and friends will thank you.
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•Bikini* .,:.-/ $10
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$10
• EyebroM^g^^ $ 6

Also providiqHBpi^^uising facials,

~^ located abovip§Wh8i^|K>use in'^ ^
Ali's Hair Sa^^OSS V^\an Ave.

Skin & BocSca^by Inga
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ail day is your idea of
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dont read this ad

Apply now for an exciting advertising
Internship with the Dally Bruin. Learn
how the third largest dally newspag^r m
LOS Angeles operates.

All we ask for Is dedication and
enthusiasm.

Applications for internal Display
Internships are available now at the Daily

Bruin Classified window (112 Kerckhoff
Hall) and are due Tuesday January 21St.—

Any questions?
Call Marni or Michelle at 206-0905.

CASH FOR COLLEGE
Continue your college education:
get your share of over 28 billion dollars in

scholarships and Hnancial aid programs!

• Learn how to win grants and cash awards.
• Improve your chances for a Pell Grant.
• Increase the amount of your Guaranteed

Student Loan.

We GUARANTEE that you will receive $$ . .

.

Not just a list of scholarship sources!

For more information and a FREE copy of

THE SECRET TO GETTING
FINANCIAL AID

Call 1-800-944-0066 ext. 9480
or-fiil out and mail tHe attached coupon TODAY!

t

Send for FREE Information

Name

Address

City State Zip

Phone C -)

Mail Coupon To: College Success Services
P.O. Box 4112

Foster City. CA 94404
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From page 3

last week,** said freshman Shannon
Kim.

Because the scanning system
automates the whole return pro-

cess, it reduces the usual two-to-

three-minute transaction time by
up to 50 seconds, Jantzen said.

Register woikers used to have- to

look up the prices of books being
returned, manually write a return

slip and add prices and tax in their

heads.

Now, all price information is

coded into the scanner and updated
daily.

However, students will still

have to walk inside the student

store to get their refund vouchers
cashed. That routine faciUtates

accounting, minimizes fraud
oppoitunities and increases safety,

officials said.

Costs for the new systeh) were
minimal because spare registers

and scanners were used, said Book
Division Manager Carole Zaima.

Eventually, the scanners will

also be used at the end of the

quarter, when students sell back
their used books. But for now, the

students association is uncertain

when the software required to

handle buyback transactions will

be installed, Jantzen said.

ASUCLA employee Mike Smith, a senior majoring In history, uses
the new scanner to scan Typhanye Pennlman's meteorology
book.

FACULTY
From page 1

said.

Some of thes^ measures include

reducing courses that have below
normal enrollments, professors

taking on extra teaching assign-

ments, hiring temporary faculty

meml)ers and not offering as many
graduate seminars.

UCLA deans have worked with

the department chairs to reduce the

effects of the vacancies and to

preserve the quality of programs.

she added.

For example, the English
department is functioning with a

much smaller number of faculty

members, said Jonathon Post,

chairman of the department.

While the number of English

course offerings and the student-

teacher ratio have remained about
the same, there have been some
side effects.

"(The number oO graduate
courses are down slightly in

response to the need of the

undergraduate program," Post
said.

Throughout UCLA, there will

be a high rate of retirement until

the end of the century because of
faculty demographics, Hartzog
said.

*'It's a loss. No question about it

But it's a time for reflection within

and between departments, time for

taking stock, reviewing the prog-

ram and looking toward the

future,** Hartzog added.

Within the University of Cali-

fornia system, the early retirement

program — which doubled the

number of faculty members who
left in the 1990-91 academic year

— has also created many vacan-

cies.

However, the UC retirement

program, which was instituted last

year, was a one-time effort to

eliminate positions to save money,
UC spokesman Mike Alva said.

The move saved the UC about

$75 million, he said.

In the next couple of years,

retirements should be down
because the early retirement prog-

ram will have cleared out faculty

members in the age range of

retirement

From page 6

Chi fraternity.

**(Mark) really stood out in the

pledge class and the house,** said

Shapiro, also a Sigma Chi mem-
ber. *'Had he lived, he was the one
person who had the power to

change the world. Not that he

hadn't already, but he could've

done' so much more.**

Edler's brother fondly remem-
bered the two sides of Mark: the

serious philosopher who thought

deeply about the meaning of life

and the happy-go-lucky kid

brother who would pick up his

older brother with one arm.

Taking drives together, the two
brothers would engage in deep
talks about life. During these

conversations, Mark would
express his desire to live life to its

fullest

Edler*s commitment to these

ideals became especially clear to

Rick when he read over his

brother* s college application

essays, enhanced with quotes such

as, *T6 rather bum out than fode

away.**

According to Rick, Edler would
want others to live life as he did.

**He would want people to

remember how he loved life and
for diem to love life: to spend
another minute to hug a friend or

enjoy a sunset**

And Mark Edler loved sunsets.

^e used to call me in Sanor
Bart)ara, ask me to look out the

window to the sunset, aiKl then ask

me to describe it to him,** DeRe-
nzis said.

(Mark) loved watching the

sunsets. He enjoyed the beauty,**

brother Rick added. "He would
want people to stop and appreciate

them more.**

Although Edler lived only 18

years, people close to him agree

that his life had a lasting impact on
others.

He learned like he was going to

live forever, but he lived like he
was going to die tomorrow,** said

DeRenzis, quoting one of Edlcr*s

WHAT:

^m^~m^m^ ASUCLA

RECYCLING
PROGRAM

Sunday, January 26 1 1 :00 am-4:00 pm

Ackerman Union Loading Dock* (Drive or walk in from

the bus turnaround at Westwood Plaza).

Newspapers

Without string, wire, rubber bands or sacks, and no

glossy magazines, please.

Aluminum Cans

Without side seams (most soft drinks), but please, no

tin cans, glass or plastic bottles.

Ifyou have otheritems to recycle, please callour office

fora community recycling centerinyourarea.

UPCOMING COLLECTIONS:

February 23 • March 15^ April 12 • May 17 •June 14

For more information about the ASUCLA Recycling Program call 206-7589.

SpecialRecycling Siteavailable foronedayonly.

"(Mark) would want

people to remember

how he loved life and

for them to love life: to

spend another minute

to hug a friend or enjoy

a sunset.
>»

Rick Edler
Mark Edler's Brother

Please Recycle this Newspaper

own favorite phrases. DeRenzis
said that Edler had taught him a
priceless lesson.

'(Mark) showed me how to live

a lot for today. He really didn't

worry about what was going to

happen to him.**

Recounting that Edler was
president of The Groovy Club
while in high school, I>eRenzis

said that Edler's good nature was
contagious. ^'It was really hard to

be with Mark and not have fun.**

Even while at different colleges,

the two friends continued to l^q)
in touch.

Though the sense of loss is ever
present, Edler funily members say
they appreciate the support that

they have received.

"We've received wonderful
support, we're surrounded by good
friends and family. It helps, but the

pain is terrible,** they said.

"We*re terribly proud of him."
said Richard Edler. "We wouldn't
trade the 18 years we had with him
for anything.**
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Police commissioners criticize Daiyl Gates
By Patrick McQreevy
Los Angeles Daily News

Police commissioners have
sharply criticized Chief Daryl F.

Gates for not telling them about his

plans to directly supervise com-
munity-based policing, and have
said they might delay implemen-
tation of the program while they

review it

During an angry exchange with
the chief, commissioners said that

they had strong concerns about
Gates* plan to bypass two levels of
command at the five Los Angeles
Police Department divisions
where he has told commanders he
will take personal charge of put-

ting community-based policing

into effect on Jan. 26.

They also questioned his selec-

tion of the divisions — nearly

one-third of the LAPD's 18 sta-

tions— and his plans for involving

the community in the program,

which was a key recommendation

of the Christopher Commission
that found mismanagement, brut-

ality and racism in the LAPD in the

aftermath of the Rodney King

beating last year.

**Pairt of the problem here is an

attitude of keeping the commission

out of the loop as long as possible,**

said Police Commission president

Stanley Sheinbaum. 'That*s what

happened here.

"You run the department, but
the board sets the policy,** Shein-

baum added. **With a policy of this

magnitude you have to come to

us.**

Replied Gates: '*! was going to

bring it to you.**

Said Sheinbaum, **With a dead-
line of Jan. 26?**

Gates conceded that the general

concept of the plan requires com-
mission approval, but he ques-
tioned the commission's interest in

determining which of the stations

would be selected for the pilot

program. ^

'

"It seems to me you*rc trying to

run the Police Department, not set

policy,** Gates said.

Responded Sheinbaum, 'Tick-

ing the area stations is policy."

Commissioner Ann Reiss Lane
said she is concerned that the

Police Department will impose its

idea of community-lyased policing

on the community — without
consulting people in the commun-
ity.

Joseph Duff, president of the

Los Angeles chapter of the Nation-
al Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People, agreed
with Lane and said that the

program must be developed in

partnership with community mem-
bers.

*Tt will not happen if it is

directed on us by the chief of

police," Duff said.

The Police Conmiission ordered
Gates to report back to it next week
with more details on his plan, and
commissioners expressed doubts
that the program could be imple-
mented by Jan. 26.

*This is a major step for this

Polk:e Dq>artment," said Com-
missioner Jesse Brewer, a retired

LAPD deputy chief. "Because it is

so important, I think it is important

for a detailed plan to be presented

to this commission so we have
time to analyze it I don*t know
how long it*s going to take for the

commission to evaluate it but we
may have to move that Jan. 26
(date)."

SURVEY
From page 3

against any kind of infection— not

just HIV.
*T use the same precautions as I

would for any other patient —
gloves and a mask," said UCLA
dentist Frank Lucatorto.

As many as 30 percent of

Lucatorto*s patients are infected

PI8ABi£P
From page 3

with HIV, and the dentist says he
will continue treating them.

There are no laws that prohibit

doctors from refusing patients,

Lewis said. Only the Hippocratic

Oath — the code of ethics for

physicians — requires medical

practitioners to care for all patients

who need treatment.

'T interpret (the oath) to mean
that physicians are supposed to

care for people and put their

patients* well-being at least as

important as their own," he said.

Members of the gay and lesbian

community agree, saying physi-

cians are not upholding that oath

when they deny sCTvice to HIV-
infected patients.

*The Hippocratic Oath becomes
the hypocritical oath when doctors

turn away patients," said Alex
Zaphiris, a member of the UCLA
Gay and Lesbian Association.

ities.

*Tt's an extension of awareness
to the rest of society," said Martin,

who lobbied for the bill on Capitol
Hill.

When the U.S. Congress over-

whehningly approved the bill in

July, 1990, some lawmakers
blasted the equal job opportunity
clause, saying employers will be
forced to hire disabled people only
to avoid lawsuits.

Sometimes, there is a fine line

between people with disabilities

and people without them, said Paul
Mero, a spokesman for Rep.
William Dannemyer, R-Fullerton,

who voted against the bUl. *The
definition involved includes
almost every American."

But disabled people cannot fully

assimilate into society until they

have full access to the job market,

according to some UCLA stu-

dents.

The bill recognizes that disabled

people need a job to be totally

independent, said UCLA senior

Ramin Tab«n, who is president of
the Union of Students^^th Disa-

bilities.

'This law enables us to become
equal with non-disabled persons,"

Taban said. "It opens us to the

opportunities of this country,

encourages us to work harder, to

study better, to try different

careers."

The job discrimination against

people with disabilities is on the

same level as gender or race

discrimination, Martin said.

*They*re going to be judged on
the basis of their abilities to

perform theirjob functions and not

on the fact that they have a

disability," he said.

And for the first time in Califor-

nia, people with mental and emo-
tional disabilities — such as

depression— will also have equal

job opportunities under the law.

'The bill is recognizing (mental

and emotional disabilities) as

common disabilities," said UCLA
junior Leslye Sneider, who is a

member of Union of Students with

Disabilities. "It will take away
some of the stigma of having a

mental illness."

"(The doctors*) actions perpetuate

fear, which perpetuates hate and
violence."

But doctors who treat HIV-
infected patients are inaeasing
their patient load by treating

people who have been turned away
by other physicians.

HIV-infected and AIDS
patients can use the referral num-
ber of the Los Angeles County

Medical Association to find a

physician willing to treat them.

Many doctors are specializing

only in AIDS cases and are seeking
to help patients who have enough
insurance, said Bob Calveriey,

spokesman for the association.

And some physicians have gone
so far as to advertise free HTV
testing to increase their patient

load, he said.
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THE COMMITMENTS
&

This is Spinal Tap

Goons, Girls, and
Guitars!

(xudl^ifCfSM

village

photo

A chance for sweeping savings en aii

kinds of mercliandise. Mostiy floor

demosand discontinued models.Com^
puters, printers, modems, and otiier

peripherals. Primarily Macintosh; also

Toshiba. Zenith, and a few odds and

ends. Wnen we say our computers are

down, we mean it!

V

• Don't be a dingbat! Get here early! Linriited

quantities on selected items!

• Stop by the Computer Store for a detailed

price list of all sale merchandise.

• Due to popularity of this sale, priority

—numbers will -be-4istributed outside the

Students' Store main entrance at

7:30 am, Wednesday, Jan. IS,.

All sales are final.

AN US OUT I

WINTER SALE

1, 8:00 AM-3:00 PM

0% ON COMPUTERS.

iilPHERALS. & MUCH MORE.
These products are available only to full-time students, faculty, and staff with current UCLA ID and to UCLA departments. Purchase must be for
the personal, academic or research use of the eligible person, and the number of purchases is restricted. Please inquire for additional details
regarding eligibility. Quantities are limited. Prices subjects to change without notice.

'\
'

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B-Level Ackerman Union/ 825-6952/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

Quayle comes
to Califbniia
By Jerry Roberts
San Francisco Chronicle

Thrust l)ack into the national

spotlight. Vice President Dan
Quayle today begins a four-day
trip to California that combines
politics, policy — and a golf date

with Bob Hope.
Quayle *s visit comes as his

profile has suddenly been raised,

both by the vivid images of
President Bush collapsing during

his trip to Japan and by a lengthy

series in the Washington Post that

provided the most detailed look yet

at the vice president's personal

background, political record and
management style.

**For Quayle, the two factors are

working in opposite directions,**

said William Schneider, political

analyst at the American Enterprise

Institute.

"If you were inclined to believe

Quayle was a nincompoop, the

Post series certainly dispelled that

(and) showed him to tie a savvy
political actor who should not be
discounted by his rivals," Schneid-
er added

"But Bush*s collapse immedi-
ately refocused attention on the

broader question: Is Dan Quayle
qualified to be president? And
there, the American public con-
tinues to have substantial dout)ts.

Arriving ifi^SflCf&ffl^tO >Sted

M

nesday morning, Quayle is sche-

duled to appear at the state

university campus, participate in a

civil justice reform panel near the

Capitol and have lunch with Gov.
Pete Wilson l)efore flying to

Redding.

Thursday, the vice president

will address agriculture issues at

several stops in Fresno and, on
Friday, he will tour defense and
aerospace facilities in Southern
California.

On Saturday, he plans to play in

the Desert Classic golf tournament
at Palm Springs in a foursome
including comedian Hope, former
President Gerald Ford and pro
sensation John Daly.

RIIBRIGHT
From page 3

music and culture of an aboriginal

tribe in northern Japan while
another is studying the effect of
law on the role and status of
women in Germany.
And another scholar is teaching

about problems of civil society and
the state in Hungary.
One UCLA lecturer has

returned to her Islamic roots by
joining the faculty of Azerbaijan

State University with the funding

from her award
Nayereh Tohidi said she was

excited to be the first to teach about
the psychology of gender in

Azerbaijan, a newly independent

state which broke away last year

from the now-defunct Soviet
Union.

"I have both a personal, emo-
tional interest and an academic
research interest, and hope my stay

will have impact in terms ofraising

women's issues and gender issues

in an Islamic society,** Tohidi said

UCLA faculty members are also

doing work in Poland and New
Zealand.

The Fulbright Scholar Program,
created in 1947, is named after

U.S. Senator J. WiUiam Fulbright

of Arkansas, who served as chair-

man of the Senate Foreign Rela-
tions Committee.
More than 5^40 Americans were

granted the Fiilbright scholarship

this year.

Last year. UCLA won 10
Fulbright awards.
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fee** apparently allows the univer-

sity to avoid submitting Donahue's
compensation package to the UC
Board of Regents for approval.

According to university regula-

tions, all salaries of more than
$1 13,000 must be approved by the

regents.

University officials defended
Donahue's paycheck by pointing

ctu that most of it comes from
nioney earned by the football

program itself.

*T would be aghast if the money
was coming out of state funds,**

said UC Regent Roy Brophy. "put
I believe athletics are good for

universities.**

But after a moment's reflection

Brophy added, "It makes you think

about what is important on most
people's minds."

. llie disclosure of Donahue's
salary, comingjust days beforeUC
Regents will consider a (Hoposal to

raise student fees by 24 percent

(after a 40 percent increase last

year) has ranlded some professors.

. *The minute profit becomes the

reason to pay the football coach
m(xe than a professor of distinc-

tion, then you know the values
have gone from learning and
teaching to commercialism," said

Laura Nader, an anthropologist at

UC Berkeley. *That is not what the

people of the state are paying for."—UC Regent lercmiah Halliscy

said that Donahue has turned
UCLA's football program into a
lucrative business that has helped
underwrite most of UCLA's intra-

mural sports programs, including

baseball and women's sports.

"When you consider Lee lacoc-

ca made $20 million while running
a near-bankrupt Chrysler Corpo-

"I would be aghast if

the money was coming

out of state funds. But I

believe athletics are

good for universities."

Roy Brophy
UC Regent

ration, I don't think Donahue's
salary is excessive," he said.

Lee Butterfield director of the

University of California Students

Association, which usually attacks

high administrative salaries, also

was sympathetic. "Football coach-

es may be overpaid in general, but

that is how much a coach gets

paid," said Butterfield, who con-
fessed that he is a UCLA alumnus.

Yet anthropologist Nader is

bothered with the preoccupation

with football at a time when the

university is going through an
unprecedented fiscal crisis.

"We want people to attend this

university not as audiences in

football stadiums, but as students

in classrooms," she said

OBSERVE THE

WARNING SIGNS.

If you have chest pain lasting two

minutes or more, see a doctor.
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Viewpoint
Letters
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SINinFESTed
Editor:

In an age of '^political cor-

rectness** and equality of

viewpoints for all, it is clear

that religion has now become
the arena in which people are

allowed to vent their hatred

and closed-mindedness. The
Sinfest comic strip of Ftiday,

Jan. 10 is a perfect example of
the hypocrisy that is prevalent

at this university and in this

paper.

In the strip, a Christian is

portrayed as close-minded, elit-

ist, stupid and bothersome.

Siire sounds like church bash-

ing to me. The author's por-

trayal of Christians. shows that

he is as close-minded and rude
as the people he claims to be
correcting.

Chris Kuhlman
Senior

Microbioiogy

In the Stalls

Who knows why this woman
wrote this? I have a few
hunches but I guess 1*11 never

know. Perhaps her white boy-

friend ousted her for an "ugly

chink.** Or maybe she is just

sick and tired of seeing so

many damn Asians on this

campus. UCLA is now offi-

cially considered the acronym
for University of California

Loaded with Asians — right?

I hope I can speak for many
Asian Americans and non-
whites who grew up in the

United States when I ask: Of
all the painful experiences

which occur within a span of
a person's childhood, how
many of those were the results

of racism directed at you? I

am recalling those memorable
days in grammar school when
I came across racism such as

this graffiti and the pain I felt

inside when somebody called

me a "chink** or began taunt-

ing me with that litany that

went like this: "Chinese, Japan-

ese, dirty knees, look at, these
t*

ZicMiism is not a racist I • licy;

it's just a form of natJonaiism
By RaM Chaim Seidler-Feller

The notion that Zionism is
^

racism (Daily Bruin, "Zion-

ism *s racism is not too far

from that of David Duke,** Jan

8) is a bit of vacuous propa-

ganda that has been used over
the years as a rod for bashing

Israel. This calumny persists

despite the fact that Zionism
took root as a response to the

virulent anti-Semitism of the

Czarist pogroms and the Die
fus Affair. In other words,
Zionism is itself a Jewish

rejoinder to anti-Jewish racism.

In essence, Zionism is the

expression of Jewish national

aspirations. These are feelings

d»2ply held by many Jews ~
whose self-understanding has

historically been that of a

nation. Speaking for myself,

Zionism is no mere ideological

appendage but an essential

feature of my Jewishness.

Therefore, when Mr. Smith
depicts Zionism as racism he
is impugning a fundamental
dimension of my Jewish iden-

tity, in effect implying that to

be Jewish (and hence define

oneself as part of the Jewish

people and its national dream)
is tantamount to being a racist

The insidious result of this

type of thinking is evident on
many campuses where Jewish
groups are consistently

In essence, Zionism is

the expression ofJewish

trarioni

"TTiese are feelings

deeply held by many

Jews whose self'

understanding has

historically been that of

a nation.

wmt'i
Ls thcror spjTiclhing thai

gets your provctbial goat,

ruffles your proverbial

leathers, or just pi$$e$ ypu
c|f? I| 30, get 1^

cj^jstind onto our pages

by sending in a sentence

or two to "Whai'$ Your

Beef," care ofThe Bruin;

excluded from student protests

against racism on the grounds
that by virtue of embracing
Zionism, Jewish organizations

are avowedly racist

Mr. Smith's argument is

further marred by a lack of

historical perspective. After all,

his quarrel with Zionism is (at

base) an argument contra all

nationalism, since all national-

isms are particularist (i.e.

expressions of the spirit of a
specific people). And each
group and every nation ven-

erates its own traditions and
history. Israel is thus a Jewish
state, the home of the Jewish
nation, in the same way that

France is French and Russia is

Russian.

Therefore, to affirm other

nationalisms, as does Mr.
Smith who supports Palestinian

nationalism, and simultaneously

to deny Jewish nationalism

must be viewed as anti-Semi-

tism. Moreover, in this period

of resurgent nationalism our

struggle ought no longer be

with the idea of nationalism,

which appears to be an ele-

mental human tendency that

will not simply disappear, but

it should engage in a broad

^ffort at humanizing national

ideologies. This means deve-

loping an enlightened concq>-

tion of particularism which ^"

instills a high degree of toler-

ance for other particularisms.

Thus, as a 2^onist, I have
learned to support Palestinian

nationalism because of my
Zionism.

Flawed reasoning is further

exhibited by Mr. Smith in his

confusion of what is a historic

political conflict with a human
rights confrontation. I>espite the

dismal lack of democracy on
the West Bank under military

occupation, the issue dividing

Israel and the Palestinians is

not race or religion but politics

and power.

In fact, those who insist on
framing the dispute in ideologi-

cal terms are responsible for

prolonging the strife, as ideolo-

gy is not given to compromise.

It is only by laying aside

ideological and religious con-

cerns and pursuing a pragmatic

political process, as is presently

being attempted, that both

Israelis and Palestinians may
indeed enjoy the fruits of a

future peace.

Seidler-Feller is the director of
Hillel at UCLA.

Editor:

This letter is in response to

a piece of graffiti "art** written

in the women's restroom in

Kerckhoff Hall. This particular

piece of graffiti stated in

immehse ball-point letters:

**How can white guys go out

with those butt-ugly chinks?**

This was followed by a ste-

reotypical caricature of an
Asian (slanted eyes, blunt

straight hair, etc.).

I suppose some people con-

sido* me hypersensitive and
even hyper-conscious, but I

have a theory about graffiti^n^

bathroom^ walls and human
thought processes. This theory

of mine says that there is

hidden underlying truth beneath

these usually homophobic, por-

nographic, sexist, and racist

scribblings. And I guess that's

why this particular racial slur

disturbed me so much.

-My xynicism and 4hi^ lettSF:

are the only weapons I have
against the pain inflicted on
me by somebody who doesn't

know me but hates me.
I am making a plea to

whomever wrote this. Your
racism has hurt people; I hope
you realize you need to change
your opinions and preconceived

ideas about Asians, or if you
are unwilling to do so, please

refrain from writing in public

restrooms on campus. You
have a hatred of a whole
group of people of whom you
don't understand.

Your racism hurts not only—
your-but Asian Americans like

me who come across yoiu*

hatred and are confused and
hurt by the ferocity of it As
the cliche goes — I suppose

ignorance is bliss.

Ajoan A. Lee
Junior

Fine arts

Daily Bruin
112 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Weetwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 825-9898
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Some New Year's resolutions from those at i i

We did it

Not many people
know this, but The

Daily Bruin Viewpoint section

has a Special Projects depart-

ment, of which I am the

leader. The Special Projects

department is in charge of
organizing covert operations

throughout campus. We have
agents everywhere.

For several weeks — nay,

months — the Special Projects

department has been gathering
information that may shock and
disturb you. Be forewarned.
The Special Projects depart-

ment has uncovered the 1992
New Year's resolutions from
some of UCLA*s highest rank-
ing officials. We*ve uncovered
journals, flowery diaries, com-
puter files, post-it notes and
hidden memos from trash cans,

bottom desk drawers, recycling
bins and strong boxes buried
deq) in UCLA*s underground
tunnel system.

What you are about to read,

ladies and gentlemen, is infor-

mation that has cost at least

two reporters their academic
lives. This is information that

can only be found in The
Bruin — because you
demanded it! •

Memo. To: Charies

Photo Not Available

_, ^RanceMor. Frwir~~
Charies Young; Chancellor.
Re: New Year's Resolu-
tions, 1992.

/, Charles Young, resolve to

buy no more $3 million gate-
ways.

I am committed to stop

I JV$T WOf^K HERB.

•avMapain ^^"

Ceasofire
Editor:

The planet screams;

parents mourn;
soldiers limp;

babies starve;

the ground bums;
the sky chokes;

waters gag on thick, black,

precious oil.

But here, at five

they will talk of scandal and
sports,

and people will love

America,

and forget

Nicole Ellis

Junior
English

Chri^anily
Editor:

It seems that this year there

has been quite a bit of discus-

sion and debate in the

Viewpoint section over Christ-

ianity and the part it plays in

society.

The letters have ranged from
mere apologetics to pointed

rejections of the faith; howev-
er, the willingness of the

students to discuss a topic that

touches on so many areas of

staring at my reflection off
Murphy Hall's marble walls.

This year, I am determined
to move even farther away
from campus.

I am firmiy resolved to

bring more Nobel Prize physi-
cists to this/ny campusjn order
to figure out more ways to

st^lf students onto campus
without increasing parking.

And my final resolution is to

raise funds to increase scholar-

ships and financial aid so that

more students of color will

have incentive to enroll (Spe-

/, Terry, resolve to use more
than the three plays that have

been my standbys for the past

ten years.

Furthermore, I resolve to

convince the administration that

one use victory really does
make up for a string of losing

seasons.

Assembled from the dic-

tated memos of Jason
Reed, ASUCLA Executh^e
Director.

/, King of Velveta Cheese,

resolve to double my efforts to

wring every last penny out of
hungry students.

I will make sure that the

Treehouse runs out of Tater

Tots just in time to armoy The
Bruin's Arts and Entertainment

Editor, Jason Stewart.

I want to throw holiday

employee parties that people
will actually go to.

From the assembled notes
of David Gardner, UC Presi-
dent. (Special Projects depart-

ment note: These notes were
compiled from scribblings on the

backs of cocktail napkins from the

cial Project's department note:

This final resolution was
crossed off.)

From the notebook of
. . . Raymond Ort>ach, Pro-
vost.

/, Big Ray, promise to find
newer, better ways to weasel
out of my promises.

I resolve to find a new hair

stylist, one who'll do my coif

right.

And, I firmly intend to hock
the university's old copy
machines in order to divert

more money into research.—^rom the^ notes of Terry
Donahue, Head Football
Coach. (Special Pmject's

department note: These notes

were found doodled in the

margins of a sweaty playbook.)

Go-Go Lounge in San Jose.)

Number one resolution of1992:
Try to lose the "figurehead" image
that has plagued me.
Number two: See if I can sneak

in afee hike before I trip the light

fantastic.

Thirdly: Burn the tapes. (Spe-

cial Projects department note: This
last was underlined.)

From the flowery Journal of
Danette Martin, USAC Presi-
dent. (Special Projects depart-

ment note: These entries were
written in crayon.)

Resolutions for 1992:
I resolve to hire a speechwriter

to make me appear more literate.

I am determined to squash
rumors that I am incompetent and
ineffectual.

1 am committed to try tofind—
and destroy — old issues of The
Bruin (that rag) where I might
have actually said what 1 felt.

I will attempt to do something—
anything!

From the desk of: Davkl
Lee, GSA President.

Things to do in '92:

Procrastinate more by having
more office hours out on Bruin
Walk.

Publish another smart-ass
guide to graduate student life.

From the drug-Induced
mmblingsj
Occask>nai. (Special Projects

department note: These were all

written on rolling paper.)

We resolve to think of new and
better attacks to use against The
Bruin.

We resolve to get twice as
wasted as last year (if possible).

We resolve to spread around as
much biased, not researched and
inane theories about the uses of
hemp as possible, including the

fact that it's a better source offiber
than oat bran.

From the computer files of
Terence Hsaio, Publicatk>ns
Director.

Memo to myself: No new newsma-
gazines!

From a taped recording of
Matthew Fordahl, The Bruin's
editor in chief. (Special Projects

department note: This was yelled

at the Viewpoint editors early

yesterday morning.)

/ will never, ever give the two of
you free reign to do anything you
want in this section again! That is

my New Year's resolution for
1992!

Sqffer, the Assistant Viewpoint
Editor, is a senior majoring in

theater and dramatic literature. -

Letters

life has been remarkable. There
is no one subject that seems to

stir up more controversy than

the issue of God and Christ-

ianity and I find this to be a
good thing, especially since

Jesus claims to be the ultimate

reality and the key to man's
existence. I fmd it difficult to

dismiss such a man as easily

as most people seem to with-

out satisfying myself about the

truth of his existence and
claims.

I am reminded of a state-

ment made by Oxford and
Cambridge literary scholar C.S.

Lewis who wrote, "If Christ-

ianity is untrue it is of rx)

importance, but if true, it is of

infmite importance. The one
thing Christianity cannot be is

moderately important"
With that in mind, I would

challenge the UCLA student

body to wrestle with the

claims of Christ when Cliffe

Knecktle arrives on campus
during third and fourth weeks
to answer people's questions

concerning Christianity. After

all, if Christ is who he claims

to be, then we would all do

Sorr^ to bo4Ke.r ^ou> t>u+ uoulJ ^oo Kapptn

"tht comLino^iioA to +ka. 5^•fe <iovJ»\S+«w\rS?

+ K Ave

well to listen to him; if he is

not, we should desire to rid

ourselves of Christianity and
anything having to do with it.

Mike Duenes
\ Senk>r
)^k>k>gy

Sighiificaiit

Editor:

I was saddened after reading
about the death of a fellow

student (Daily Bruin, *Tresh-
man falls to his death from
30-foot retaining wall," Jan.

13). Also of concern, however,
was the significantly greater

importance The Bruin placed
on our basketball team's win
over Arizona.

To me, nothing could be
more tragic or important than
the loss of a fellow community
ntember. I am tired of hearing
UCLA students complain about
how the administration and
faculty treat them like cattle.

Maybe before asking the admi-
nistration and faculty to do so,

UCLA students should begin
thinking of each other as

human beings.

Csaba Linsky
Sentor

Bk>k>gy

I

'
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Music

to showcase
UCIA bands
By Scott Phelpt

The UCLA Cultural Affairs Commission
is chaiging up for this quarter's first

Underground Concert Series show tonight

in the Cooperage.

The series, which showcases UCLA
student bands, is an effort *to start a UCLA
music scene,** according to CAC member
Mari^ Chamberiin, who along with Shilpa

Wali and Jesse Mills organized the series.

The series* first show last quarter rocked the

Cooperage and tonight's show promises the

same with two different bands.

The first of the two bands playing tonight

is Selena Sol, whom bassist Eric Tachibana
describes as a "Brand New Heavies fuhk^
wound with sounds ranging from Black
Flag to the Cowboy Junkies.

Tachibana and the band*s three other

members, Bamaby Hazen (vocals), Cort
Fritz (guitar) and Marcus Haley (drums),

have been playing Scwct Su ip ctebs for tlig

past two years. The band has decided to start

Club Next (opening February 13 at the

Hungry E>ragon International Club) so that

bands have **a place to showcase their

stuff,** said Tachibana. Club Next wiU
feature up-and-coming bands and DJs
without the pay-to-play plan most of the

Sunset clubs have adopted.

See CONCERT^ page 23

Film

Melnitz to show
AfricaiFAifieriraii

filin votfosDOctivo

By Greg Srisavasdl

Dally Bruin Staff

African-American filmmakers started

making their mark in movies far before such
directors like Spike Lee ("Do The Right
Thing**), Robert Townsend ("Hollywood
Shufne*0 and John Singleton ("Boyz in the

Hood**). The UCLA Film and Television

Archive will present a retrospective through
Feb. 8 on two men that made important
contributions to African-American film-

making: Oscar Micheaux and Spencer
Williams.

Micheaux and Williams were tvo 20th-

century black filmmakers whose careers

started in the 1920s and eventually spanned
three decades. Although most films during
this period ignorantly pigeonholed African
Americans in, one-dimensional roles,

Micheaux and Williams* movies aaempted
to give a deeper picture of African-Ameri-
can life, fleshing out a culture that Holly-
wood failed to bring out truthfully.

Micheux started his career as a novelist

before founding the Oscar Micheaux
Corporation in 1918. producing short

features while later directing and producing
full-length features, funded by exhibitors

that showed his films to black audiences.

_ pn Jan. 15 the Archive will present

Underworld** (1936), a mob picture written

produced and directed by Micheaux; and
"Bronze Buckaroo** (1930). an all-black

musical western starring Williams. The
screenings begin at 7:30 p.m.
Micheaux *s films were not centered in

poverty-stricken areas that reflected decay
or misery. Rather, they focused on the

difficulties that working people faced in

their daily lives.

See ARCHIVE, page 27
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Wonderful 'Wtirid' ofWim Wonders

Claire (Soh^elg Dommartln), a disenchanted young French woman, finds Intrigue In Sam Farber (William Hurt) In -Until the End of the World.

InnovatQr Wenders explores complex society of

•W|B

By Michael Mordler
Daily Bruin Staff

Wim Wenders continues to build on
his reputation as one of cinema's
true innovators with the fasci-

natingly complex "Until the End of the

World." In the best sense of the word, the

picture is virtually indescribable. It*s about
family, passion, dreams and obsession; it*s

an action-adventuie piece, a morality play,

and, perh2^ above all, a love story. Quite
simply, it is the best movie of 1991.

Set in 1999, one of the plot elements is

that an Indian nuclear satellite is spinning

out of control in space. While the world
hangs in the balance, however, human
beings thrive in a futuristic society that

includes video faxes and cars that look more
like airplanes. Characters seemingly "dance
around the planet,** travelling from one
continent to the next at the drop of a hat
To create this swirling effect, the director

shot "Until the End of the World** in 15
cities, eight countries and five continents.

Smartly, though, he resists the temptation of
photographing monuments and landmarks.
If he and cinematographer Robby MuUer
had made the picture look like a postcard, it

would have defeated the purpose. The goal
is to show how sightseeing is no longer in

vogue (it has become rather pass6). Every
place looks a little like everywhere else.

Russia thrives on capitalism, America on
violence. When a Moscow hotel becomes
overbooked it begins selling couches in the

lobby at outrageous prices; a San Francisco
car dealer refuses to take cash from a
customer because he says he*ll be robbed
He then pulls a gun and, ironically enough,
proceeds to rob the customer of his cash.

Each society has moved one level to the

left, creating a chaotic full circle in which
nothing ever really cha/lges — except
temporarily. People may appear to be living

in a faraway land of excess, but perhaps
they're only a heartbeat away from begin-
ning the evolutionary process again.

Obviously, one of the questions raised in

the movie is whether all this technology and
sophistication does more harm than good.
It*s all very subtle, though, because Wen-
ders is too expert a filmmaker to let any of
the messages get in the way of entertaining

his audience.

The protagonist, Sam Farber (WiUiam
Hurt), is a man travelling around the world
to collect images of family members. He
carries a device made by his scientist father

(Max Von Sydow) which records pictures

that can be transmitted to the brain in such a
way that blind people, such as his mother
(Jeanne Moreau), can see.

He is chased by a series of government
people who want the invention and detec-

tives who want the reward money. It*s in

Italy that he meets an equally mysterious
French woman. Claire Toumier (Solveife

Dommartin). She*s a person so bored yet

fascinated with life that she wears a wig to

take on another identity. It allows her to

experience things in a new way. Only with

Solveig Dommartin, left, and Max Von Sydow and Joanna Moroau star In Wim
Wenders' futuristic road nfX)vle.

Sam does see truly come to life.

The picture can be divided into two

'halves, each approximately 90 minutes. Part

one is a road movie on an epic scale,

wherein the characters jot around the globe

chasing after one another. The soundrack,

which features interesting woik from many

of the world's most interesting musicians,

adds atmosphere and mood to this segment

of the film.

The second section is rather primitive, set

exclusively around a cave in the middle of

the Australian desert The characters are

forced to live a restrained lifestyle and
confront their emotions; there is nowhere to

run. At first !they*re ensconced in the

monumental experiments being held on
Sam*s mother, but slowly a sense of insanity

See 'WORLD/ page 22

uses big sc

transition

Lgemakei

By Michael Mordler
Dally Bruin Staff

Nowadays, the number of international film

auteurs working on a consistent basis can
easily be counted on one's Angers. Kurosa-

wa and Kubrick aren't what they once were,
Truffaut is dead, Godard seemingly gone. Berg-
man has retired and Polanski's last picture was
the rather tame **Frantic.** But the diminishing
stoek of visionaries doesn't mean —as some
critics have asserted — that great films aren't

being produced.

In fact, Martin Scorsese and Wim Wenders are
experiencing personal renaissances. They*re creat-

ing unique and unusual pictures that will stand
the test of time and come to be regarded as
classics.

The last three narrative features from Wenders
Germany's prized pi^ amoeg^ the film-making

elite — have been virtual masteipieces: **Paris.

Texas,** "Wings
^

of Desire** and "^"^i^^^^m^mmii^^iii^
his latest, *Xlntil

The End of the

World." The
triumvirate have
taken movie-
goers into

another realm,

displaying a

world seen

through the eyes
of one of cine-

ma's true visio-

naries.

Last month at

the Bel Age
Hotel I met
with the soft-

spoken director

to discuss his

work. What —
evcrived was the

portrait of a

man whose
ideas about life

are as personal

and important

as his films.

Michael
Mordler: Didn't

the fint idea

for *XrntU the

End of the

World" come in

1977? '—
Wim Wenders: That was the very first

element, yeah. But I could never pull it off the

ground. Then I tried again right after "Paris,

Texas." It was still out of my reach. After three

years, I decided to do "Wings of Desire" on the

spur of the moment. And nine months later we
started making "Until The End Of The World."

MM: Gradually the ideas you had for this fihn

in 1977 must have become less and less removed
from the 1999 setting?

WW: In the initial project the nuclear catasux)-

phe w^ much bigger. But as time went by I felt

^t wasn't so much the preoccupied anxiety

anymore Worldwide. And that the true nuclear

bombs were actually in (people's) heads. So it

really changed it

MM: That's interesting. And the picture is

really two fihns. The first half is the ultimate

road movie and as far as road movies go, you're

really the best

WW: Oaughs) I've done my share.

MM: But they're beautiful pictures. And there's

something about the genre that's exciting because

you put characters in this situation and just . .

.

WW: Sec what happens.

"But maybe it's just a

"Hifferent approach tl^n

most of the mainstream

American filmmaking. I

mean, as soon as you

have a recipe or

foraiula, you're out of

this searching business."

wim Wenders
Film Director

See WENDERS, page 24
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""* Por^ays Sam Farber, a man who travels the world to

collect images of family members, In Wim Wenders' new film.

WORLD'
From page 20

pervades many of the characters.

Sam, his father Hem^ and
Claire begin living a death-in-life

state, hypnotized by the possibili-

ties Henry*s invention has given
them. It has the potential to record
dreams and soon they become
addicted to these images of the
past Words and people— human
communication — are no longer
important to them. All that matters
is their subconscious mind.
Because they have lived in a world
where anything is possible, it is the
most simple of human emotions
that fascinates them.
They react to their dreams in a

yfty-thftf*a pmhfthfyjnot too dtffe:

representative of how Sam and
Claire feel when watching them.
The story*s culmination and

rebirth of society parallel the effect

that making this film will have on
Wim Wenders* career. While the
road movie has been part of his
repertoire for almost 20 years now,
he had not really explored the
possibilities of a stationary drama
before. Perhaps it is the beginning
of a new chapter in his work.

But it's a quality that Wenders
has long since possessed that
makes "Until the End of the
World** so special. It seems that no
matter how epic or small the film,

Wenders is incapable of making it

anything other than personal.
That's one of his greatest virtues.

••••
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Student musicians

to perfonn conceit

of dark fantasies

By Marjory Weese

In a production unrestrained by
faculty, staff, or administrators,
what else can you expect but that a
group of talented undergraduate
composers will unleash their dark
fantasies for all to hear?
Mike Stanley, the organizer of a

series featuring eight UCLA stu-
dent composers, comments,
"Expect the unexpected. There's
no restrictions on what you can do,
so it opens a Pandora's Box of
different styles of composition. It

won't be conservative at all. For
some reason everyone seems to be
in a dark mood this quarter."
The concert will take place

today at noon at Schoenberg Hall.
The style of the composers' origi-
nal compositions range from
moody innocence to the wickedly
bizaire.

march to a dlfrerent beat
Composer Iris Gross will contri-

bute what she describes as "a
moody combination of jazz
rhythms, and Japanese melodies
flowing in a mediution-like
sound." This form of music,
relying on the ocarina and recor-
der, wiU play on tape while Gross,
silhouetted by a misty blue light,

improvises on flute.

Also on the transcendental side
of the spectrum is David Parme-
ter's **Prelude for String Octet"
Parmeter has combined two quar-
tets to capture what he describes as
"the dark timbre of Barber's
*Adagio for Strings.'"

Parmeter won second prize at
the Atwater Kent annual competi-
tion for '^Prelude," a piece which
works through the gliding motion
of the two quartets until they come
together in a haunting combination

.

of repeating themes to form an
octet

Johnathan Stockhammer keeps
with the mood of the conceiV^>r^

woman who captures Poe's heart
on her wedding day. Stockham-
mer, who admires Poe, says, *Thc
poetry is very musical. It has its

own original rhythm to it that I

have tried not to disturb."
The wildly bizarre end of the

program's musical spectrum will
be occupied by Tom Connd^^r^
statement about the rise of fascism.
A soprano will sing a historic

speech by Adolph Hitler through a
megaphone while Connor accom-
panies heron a modified bass. This
is meant to be a reminder against
what Connor describes as "the Big
Brother within."

At a time when "anything goes,"
in terms of modern classical

composition, it can be veiy diffi-

cult for new composers to come up
with their own structures and
techniques for composition. This
concert will feature the latest

attempts to trailblaze new paths in

the field of music.

setting to music a bittersweetpbem MtJSIC: Undsrgraduat* Composers
by Edgar Allan Poe. ••For ^" fUliULJ^^iHSfi^^' •'•"• ^*t •«

was ^tten for an unnamed ?2£rMr„"*'°~^'"~""-

Bidders may flush away big iMidcs for toilet

rent than how film audiences felt at

the beginning of this century when
moving pictures were shown in

theaters for the first time. Wenders
uses HDTV to give the dreams a
powerful yet simple feel. The
effect is beautiful and hypnotizing.

RLM: "Until the End of the World

"

Screenplay by Peter Carey and Wim
Wenders. Directed by Wim Wenders.
Produced by Jonathan Taplin. A War-
ner Bros, release with William Hurt and
Solveig Dommartin. (Rated R: lan-
guage, nudity, videnoe; 1 70 min.) Now
playing at the Nuart in West Los
Angeles.

By Lindsay Qnison
The New York Times

NEW YORK— Is a used toUet
seat worth $1 million? Or even a
couple hundred thousand dollars?
The owners of one seat think so.

Thai's because it's a three-holer.
And notjust any three-holer, but an
Abstract Expressionist three-hol-
er.

And it was painted for a croquet
party by WiUemde Kooning,
whose canvasses have sold for
more than $3 million, possibly

with the help of one of his East
Hampton, Long Island, roommates
at the time. Jackson Pollock,
whose work is even more valuable.

- The seat is executed in a style

typical of the two masters. But is it

^WOECZ lIWt^-miirfJLIvlfl n2ts jiWIICTT
furious debate and fistfuls of
treatises in the seven years since
the privy was bought on Long
Island for $50 by Charles Van-
derveer III, a Bridgehampton
auctioneer and South Fork
archaeologist, and authenticated
by the artistes wife, Elaine de

Kooning.

Well, what is it? Art or artifact?
Or simply, as the late Mrs. de
Kooning had claimed, a joke.
The argument is CCTtain to begin

again with renewed vigor as the
^Bntided Ihree-hofer, tfie largest
known original de Kooning in
private hands and possibly the only
work done with Pollock, is being
offered along with the more than
400 other pieces by artists in the
Hamptons on Feb. 27 at the
Lexington Avenue Armory in
Manhattan.

^'-;Apreluder
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Start the New Year
Fresh & Fabulous!

SPECIAL 25% OFF
ALL SERVICES!

Cut Manicure
Color Pedicure
Highlights Facial

Makeup

Cafl PARIS at SALON 1015
for an appointment ~^

(310)824-5006
1015 GayleY Ave. #105 in Westwood Vfflage

Oust halfa btock south ofWeybum)
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Available Only At^ lE[f

Restaurant and Bakery • Westslde Pavilion
Wco & Overland (310) 475-7557

FRENCH NON-FRIED POTATOES
taste like fried but:

Regular

French Fries

525
Calories

2-3

grams fat

28
gi;ams fat'

for a basket

• MONDAYS: Enjov any
entree for only $6.95

• SUNDAYS: Champagne
brunch for $8.95
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From page 20

Selena Sol's name comes from
the name of vocalist Bamaby
Hazen*s sister, who was
kidnapped about five years ago
when she was twelve and has not

been seen since. The word means
'*moon'* in Greek, while Sol is

Latin for the sun. The two put

together gives us a band well worth

seeing. **The more active the

audience, the better time everyone
will have," said Tachibana.

• The second act in tonight's

show is a **Hair band," according

to the members of Spot, who
played on campus last year in

Kerckhoff Coffee House. The
members of Spot describe their

music as a *'hard and groovy** style

of alternative music **with a pinch

of paprika."

Spot's members, made up of
Mott Smith (wall of bass), JG
(guitar), Larry Casey (pipes-voc-

als). Bill O'NeU (Lestor — his

guitar's name) and Jason Berkman

See CONCERT, page 25

'.* -n Ih* Hair Salon

Bilcini Wax $8
Eyelash Tint $10
Lip/Chin, Eyebrows Wax... $5

y Underarms ...$8

) ^^^^^^^^^^ _ju.ji... 11vJ I i ^v7^Jd iiifl«tff«tiflt<fltf«ttitaitft V Iw

Arms ,. $12
1007 BROXTON AVE Upper Legs & Bikini $15
WESTWOODVILLAGE

p^i. Legs & Bikini.... $20

Hiowdoyou tdU a 4-year-old
shemayneverbe5?

Blood.Give a litde so someone can live.

^NmmmI Hrjn. l»m% t

National Blood Resource Educauon Prognun
w; Ntmmd hu ll—t al HmMi. PuMk HMkk Vn-xx US Dtpwuium oi Heihh md Huhmu Senxn.

Amencan AMOciation ot Blood E^anka

UCLA/ ASIX3A EMPUyVEES Forytmr apfouumtiu, eaiL

receive our gift of 4 houis leave ¥ T|^¥ \ Biood)!ood Donor

IXXA SIVraNn receive our gift

of an ASUCLA meal ticket each
time you donate.*

with pay each time you donate.

at (310) 825-0850

COMPLETE EYE CARE

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
iNCi^DfS tv^ tXAV \A'0\ f vFG.ASS

CONTACT LENS PACKAGE
\C. ..DFS t Vt :XA'.' •'A ^ Of DA.v ;/FAi?

• '. ^i CA^'-v • A\3 fQ ,07/ ..0 CA!?t

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

-< VO'.-

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

viding Great Care

ForAll Women

REE PREGNANCY TESTING
•Pregriancy Termination

General or Local Anesthesia

Affordable Birth Control

Line

lATES

GREEN SNOW?
Come play in the snow with other green people at the V^ Annual

UCLA —
^ ^ ENVIRONMENTAL
^ SUMMIT

JANUARY 17-20,1992

r R I X

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE. O.D. Inc.

Carpools will leave Friday evening and Sahirday morning for

the James Reserve, a UC forest reserve in the mountains near Idyllwild. There are plenty of
bunks in a comfortable lodge surrounded by snow-blanketed pines. All you need to bring is

a sleeping bag or linens, a pillow if you want, warm clothes and the desire to talk about
environmental issues. No prior knowledge or involvement necessary!

Contact the UCLA Environmental

Coalition at 206-4438 for

more information aiid

to reserve a space.
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WESTWOOD VILLAGE
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WENDERS
From page 21

MM: Exactly. And the second

half of the film seems like new
territory for you. It's rigid in the

sense that it*s predominantly one
location, which is unusual in your
films. And some of the themes also

seem to be unchartered waters^ so

to speak.

WW: Oh yeah. Tvc never
touched the subject of a family

before. Vaguely, but I never really

went into the inside of a family.

And the structure of father,

mother, son in a relationship. And
of course I've never really touched
the subject of dreams.

MM: You did confront it head
on, although I would say there's

always been a dream element and a

poetry in your films. With this film

did you feel like, "This is some^
thing I've dealt with before, but not
in such a concrete fashion?"

WW: Yeah, sure. Some of my
films have definitely started with
the dream, but the dreams had not.

improvise all of that?

WW: A lot of it And a lot of it

we sort of tried to improvise the
evening before in the hotel room.
And then I had some sort of a stock
of ideas that we went into the shoot
with. But Peter came up with a lot

of true improvisation on camera.
Actually, that wa^ his first reaction

when I called him. I said, •'Peter,

I'm looking for a former angel and
I don't have a script" And his

initial reaction was, **I did my best

work this way. So where do you
want me?" It's funny.

MM: How attracted are you to

improvisation?

WW: Not all that much when it

comes to runiung the camera and
not knowing what you're doing.

Because you only very rarely get it
But with Peter. . .for instance, the
scene where he's trying on the
hats. That was truly improvised. I

mean, we just had a whole bunch
of hats. He looked at them before

Discover the convenience of Westwood Village's 24-hour
express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the
essentials (and the goodies) you or your party might need
Convenient parking, too! So, if it's 3 PM. or aA.M., come in

10 me Villages fast and friendly market, and find whatever
you need—whenever you need it.

d*
Village
xpressmart

Always Open at the corner of Gayley & Le ConteFOODS TORE
1 0974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (213) 209-9111

Open 24 hours • 7 days a week • CONVENIENT FREE PARKING

"IVe never really believed that much in the

heroic person. People are stniggling, even very

amazing people. Actually, the truly amazing

people IVe met were probably struggling more

than anyone else."

WImWenders
Rim Director

PROOKCX Jl/LAG

SENDING A CIRCLE OP LOVE

TO ABUSED AND NEGLECTED CHILDREN

PROJECT MAC VISITS MACLAREN CHILDREN'S CENTER IN EL
MONTE ON THURSDAYAFTERNOONS AND SATURDAY MORNINGS.
WE INTERACT WITH THE CHILDREN IN SPORTS ACnVlTIES, ARTS
AND CRAFTS MAKING. AND TUTORING IN ACADEMIC SUBJECTS.

IF YOU HAVE SOME FREE TIME THIS QUARTERAND WOULD LIKE
TO PUTA SMILE ON A CHILD'S FACE AND HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY
TO MAKE SOME NEW FRIENDS. PLEASE COME BY ONE OF OUR
SCHEDULED ORIENTATIONS THIS WEEK.

ORIENTATION DATES:

JANUAR7 15TH WBDNB8DAT ACKERliAN UNION 2412 4:00-6:00
JANUAHY16TH THURSPAT ACKERMAN UNION 3520 12:00-1:00

RETURNING VOUMTEERS: PLEASE STOPBYAN ORIENTATIONAND
SIGN UP TORESERVE YOUR SPACEFOR
VOLUNTEERING THIS QUARTER.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL US
AT 825-4724 OR DROP BYTHE OFHCE IN KERCKHOFF 411.

A PROJECTOFTHE COMMUNITY SERVICE COMMISSION
ia7C«X> BY THE COMMUNITY AClWrnES COMMITIEE OF ITS PROGRAM

I think, become a thematic center

of them. I mean, "Wings of
Desire** was almost done in a
dreamlike fashion in so far as I

never really thought twice (about

things) and strictly went with

whatever subconscious intuitions I

had. So it felt like moving in a
dream. But of course it wasn't
dealing with dreams as such.

MM: Do you remember your
dreams?

WW: Very much so.

MM: Every night?

WW: Yeah. Tve sort of
gathered some experience because
when I was, not your age but a little

older, I did classic Freudian
analysis for seven years. It was
very much based on dream
analysis. At the time I got into the

habit of writing down my dreams
and of always having a little

notebook ty the sideof the bed. So
it*s something you can actually

learn from. If you're in the habit,

even if you're just half-awake in

the middle of the night, you can
think, "God, that was amazing."
But normally you right away think,

**Wcll, I can write it down tomor-
row." And by tomorrow it's

always gone. So at the time I really

started to force myself to write it

down. And then in the morning
you would read a lot of the

scribble, but you had no more
memory of it

MM: Do you think most film-

makers remember their dreams?
WW: I think poets are probably

working more with them then

filmmakers. And also writers I

think have sometimes a stronger

link to their dream world.

MM: Speaking of writing, I

agree with you that it's possible to

overprqiare on a movie. I love how
you spontaneouslyjumped into the

making of"Wings of Desire." But
it must be hard to know when you
are overprepared. Is it just intui-

tive?

WW: It's like flying without
instruments. And you do have to

rely a tot on intuition. But a lot of
American filmmakers did that too.

And I think — eveii inside the

studio system — a lot of them
really went out very far. Like, let's

say, Nicholas Ray or John Cassa-

vetes. ^
MM: Peter Falk was amazing in

"Wings of Desire." Did you two

and sort of made an order of the

hats. And then he just went into it

You need an actor with a lot of
confldence in order to truly impro-
vise.

MM: Do you like to have
guidelines of how you're going to

do it and then, after you've got
something in the can, you're more
willing to improvise?

WW: I feel you can't even
improvise if you have nothing to

play against So it's always good to

have something written in order

not to use it If you have nothing
and it's wide open, then very often

you just lose yourself.

MM: I love what Charlie Parker
said. It was something like, 'Ixam
your chords. Learn your chords
and then you can forget your
chords."

WW: And then you can forget

them. Exactly. That's the whole
thing. Improvisation needs a lot of
craft in order to foiget the craft

MM: Can you compare how
you are on the set now as opposed
to how you were eariier in your
career?

WW: Early on I was work-
ing much more with — not

storyboards — but precon-
ceived angles. For instance, I

remember when we started

shooting 'The American
Friend" I had this idea that the

film would have almost no
camera moves and would be
very rigid. And we shot for

the first three days and then

we saw the rushes. And I

realized nothing's going to

happen in the film because of
that concq>t the rigidity. So
we started all over again. And
more and more if I look back
from die beginning I think I've

been able to come to the set and not
have the firames in mind.
MM: Do you consido* yourself

a storyteller?

WW: I didn't when I started.

When I started making movies I

strictly thought I was an
imagemaker. (Uughs) And it was
slowly that I realized storytelling

was becoming more and more
important to me. Because, in a
way, as much as I thought it was a
compliment in the beginning if

people liked the images, I feel now

See WENDERS, page's
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WENDERS
From page 24

that I've failed if people say,

**Great images."

MM: What are your thoughts on
classical beginning, middle and
end story structure?

WW: The beginning/end
problem, ofcourse. Gaughs) That's
why I've always insisted that I

would shoot my films in a
chronological order. Because you
cannot possibly know the end of
your story when you write it I truly

disbelieve in scripts that are written

conclusively until the end. I don't
think that can possibly exist

MM: The protagonists in your
films continually seem to be
antiheroes, as opposed to
traditional heroes.

WW: I've never really believed

that much in the heroic person.

People are struggling, even very

amazing people. Actually, the truly

amazing people I've met were
ivobably struggling more than
anyone else. And I think it's only
the struggle or the pursuit of
something that could turn
somebody into a hero. But never in

an unbroken way because, I mean,
that never happens. And those

people are probably saints if

they're really heroes.

MM: Yes, I agree.

WW: It's also that flawless

people are really completely bor-

ing. And flawless movies are just

the same. I like films that take

risks, and most are the ones that

have heavy flaws. But that appeals

to me, too. And they're very

trudiful.

MM: And I think a lot of those

great yet flawed films have
moments where they're able to

create real poetry onscreen. I see

some of your early films in this

way. Filmmakers, unlike writers or

painters, don't have the option of

throwing away their early drafts or

sketches.

WW: You expose yourself to so

much mere, probably. And I don't

know whether it's a principle or a

rhethod, but there's different

approaches to making a movie.
One approach is that you know
what you're thinking about and
you've defined it before you go
into your shoot Then the fihn is

the execution of something you
might have thought was daring

before, but the Him itself is not

daring anymore. And I really

believe that you cannot make a
nim that goes to whatever in the

world or in the mihd if the film

itself doesn't completely expose

See WENDERS, page 26

From page 23

(percussive storm), have been
playing for over a year now and
collaborate on all of their song
writing.

The members of Spot say that

**cops let us play and come to all of
our shows. (The police) love us in

Santa Barbara," where the band
plays on occasion. Spot decided on
their name because it offers **no

preconcq}tions about our music."

Their Jan. 27 performance at the

Whisky has been rescheduled, and
the new date will be announced
soon.

The series starts tonight at 7:30
in the Cooperage, and will con-

tinue showcasing new bands every
other week this quarter. Mark
Chamberiin invites everyone to

"come and get involved, support

local student bands and come jam
with your classmates.'

»

MUSIC: The UCLA Underaround Con-
cert Series. Tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the
Cooperage. Sponsored by the UCLA
Cultural Affairs Commission.

comaiMSEs
Look and see

your best with

same day

service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Vill^e
208-3011

Monday Special: 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

HOMELESS JOBLESS
LACK OF TRANSPORTATION
UCLA FACULTY/STUDENT
HOUSING SHORTAGE

/^

You can help by petitioning for:

1) 14 mile length of now vacant land between
Exposition Park and Santa Monica be used
for housing

2) Airspace above Santa Monica Frwy

be used for truly rapid transit

Create Opportunities by Transportation Alternative

For More Info. Call ALEX COTA 208-8553

TANNING
5 Sessions For $25*
CD Sound Systems
»Air Conditioning

•10 Wolff Beds
Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCLA! Call 824^2TAN

(Itttime

M-F: 9am-8pm
Sat & Sun: llanrv6pm:

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undbrook)

'coLponmqpiTM 1/23/92

- customer/imiitt

UnSURPASSED QUALITYBEST SUPPORT
286, 386, 486 Systems
Large Selection Available

2 Year Warranty
Financing Available @
(213) 852-1282

N

UNBEATABLE PRICES

GET A NEW

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTWOOD HEALTH CARE

ic Climes

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213)478-6869.
(818)988-0110

Tutor Chicano/LatSno elementary
school children through

AnfgDs del Barrio
and find out how much you

can learn from a child!

Come tutor with us either Wednesdays or

Thursdays from l:0O-4:30pm. Transportation is

provided, and knowledge of Spanish is helpful

but not required.

Please come to one of

our information meetings
this Wednesday or
Thursday or next Tuesday
(1/14) at 5:30 pm in .

Kerckhoff 411, or call

825-2217 if you have any
questions.

Funded by the Community Activities Commfttee of the Programs Activities Boofd

Deal of the Week!
Large Cheese or Pepperoni

Pizza ^,ee X

oe\\^

Only $6.99
plus tax

exp. 1/20/92

208-4348
10925 Weyburn Ave., Westwood.
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CHILD OF DIVORCE - GEHING MARRIED?
Are you a child of a broken marriage who is getting married yourself

in the coming weeks?

A major national news organization is seeking participants for an

important project concerning the changing dynamics in the

American family. If at least one of your parents have re-married and

you have younger step-siblings, we would like to hear from you.

Please send a brief description of your family and your telephone

number to:

Children of Divorce

P.O. Box 4683

NewYork, New York 10185

What Is PCH?

ilipinos forCommunity Health is

committed to improving the health

education and care provided to the

Filipino community and increasing the

number of Filipino culturally-sensitive

health care professionals. FCH sen^ices

Filipino communities in the greater Los

Angeles area by offering them health

screenings, health education programs

and health fairs. In doing so, FCH
attempts to bridge the gap between
students and the Filipino community.

Currently, FCH is working with the

Filipino American Service Group, Inc., the

Filipino Community of Carson Center, and
the Search to Involve Filipino Americans. _

In addition, FCH acts as a support

organization for pre-health students and
provides pre-health information for its

volunteers. Come by and check it out.

Come to our Winter
Quarter Informational
meeting to find out
about our programs;

Health screening dates

Training for blood pressure screenings

Community internships

Filipino Undergraduate Mentorship

Frogram
Various pre-health workshops

Find out about Filipinos
for Community Health.

TODAY
S:30 FM Wednesdays
January 1 5, 1 992
Ackerman Union 3508
Everyone Welcome

For more information, contact Annabel and Claire (310)
208-7268, Herb (310) 479-5157, or Leander (818) 990-9947.

Funded t^ the Community Activities Committee of the Program Activities Board
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From page 25

itsdf to that adventure. And you,

too. So maybe I think you just want

to find out something through the

fihn. And that may be a method.

But ihaybe it*s just a different

approach than most of the main-

stream American fihnmaking. I

mean, as soon as you have a recipe

or formula, you're out of this

searching business.

MM: That's too bad. Hdly-
wood puts these pressures on films

because so much money is

involved, and it prevents capturing

any sort of poetry or truth. You
can*t do that if you*ve got the

whole thing on storyboards. With

your films, you've really stuck to

your guns from the beginning.

You've just gotten better at con-

troling the scene and bringing the

most poetry out of it

WW: Actually, poetry is some-
thing that you probably cannot

even produce. You cannot say,

**Now I'm going to do a very poetic

Tm just afraid that

because of the endless

possibiUties high

definition will end up

being used more for

fantasy products and
—Wr for ^ different—
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approach to reality."

WIm Wonders
nim Director

shot." Then you'll never get it

(laughs) You'll never touch it

MnVfl: Let's talk about your time

at ZoetiDpe and woiking with

Coppola. How long were you
there?

WW: From '78 to '82.

MM: I'm curious. Did you feel

like your independence was
threatened by American filmmak-

ing methods?
WW: Well, of course, the whole

ballgame here is that the film exists

before you make it. So there's a

certain design, a script, all the

elements from the casting to the

dialogue. And then people think

they know the fOm, and because

they know the film, they let you do
it.

MM: Was the relationship

difficult?

.WW: As Francis (Coppola) was
a filmmaker himself the problem

for both of us was, of course, that

he had a movie in mind and I had a

movie in mind. And I just couldn't

get used to the idea that that was
the movie I had to make. . . But
still if I think back on it, it was
really a tremendous experience.

And the most positive thing that's

left over for me is the fact that

Francis and I never gave up on
each other. We actually kept a

mutual respect and even fiiendship

until the very end.

MM: You both seem beautiful

in that way. Maybe you two —
along with Scorsese— above any

other filmmakers seem so passion-

ate about cinema and so for the

filmmaker. For instance, how was

it you helped Jim Jarmusch on

Stranger Than Paradise?^—

—

WW: Well, Jim started shooting

''Stranger Than Paradise" on the

leftover footage I had from "State

of Things" ... Of course, as a

filmmaker Jim doesn't owe any-

thing to me. He is a great innovator

himself.

MM: Let's jump over to

HDTV. In 10 years, do you think

everybody is going to miake films

in that format? And, thus, will it

get cheaper to make movies?

til

See WENDCRS, page 27

I

ARCHIVE
From page 20

"To appreciate Micheaux's
films, one must understand that he
•was moving (as) far away as

possible from Hollywood's ten-

dencies to typecast blacks as
jesters and servants," said film

historian Donald Bogle.

Williams is another pioneer
filmmaker credited for promoting
a more positive image of African
Ammcans in Hollywood. Wil-
liams wrote, directed and starred in

"Blood of Jesus" (r942), and "Go
Down Death" (1944) showing on
Jan. 24 at 7:30 p.m. These films,

heavy with religion, black sym-
bolism and folk tales, were
inspired by Williams* youth in

Louisiana.

Other films by Williams
included in the retrospective are
"Dirty Gerty from Harlem" (1946)
and "Where's My Man Tonight?"

(1943), both showing on Jan. 31.

RLM: The film retroepective on Oscar
Micheaux and Spencer Williams runs
throuah Feb. 8. at Mehitz Theater. Tix:

$5. $3 (students and seniors). Tix
available one hour before showtime at
the Melnitz box office. For info, call

(310) 206-FILM.

WEI » 3

From page 26

WW: Right now the technology
is still very heavy and ver^
expensive. And maiiriy you shoot
on 35 (nrni filmstock) and do the

post-production or special effects

on high defmition. But it's still

very expensive to transfer back to

fibn. So rightnow it's still, I guess,

much more used for special
effects. And the special effect

HDTTV dream sequences we did
(for 'aJntil the End of the World")
are something you could never
dream of doing on film.

MM: But can you project into

the future?

WW: (HDTV) is definitely the

future. I think th^'s no two ways
about it that it will eventually

replace the rather obsolete photo-
mechanical process. And there are

incredible possibilities. I'm just

afraid that because of the endless

possibilities high definition will

end up being used more for fantasy

products and less for a different

approach to reality. Right now it's

mainly used for special effects so
I'm a UtUe afraid that it'll drift

towards the kind of filmmaking
where you use it more to manipu-
late instead of iiaving a direct

approach to reality.

MM: It does seem potentially

upsetting. Would you like to

always continue working on film?

WW: I'm going to continue to

work on film as long as it's

possible because it's such a war-
mer relationship. It is so much
more emotional and also more of a
link to storytelling. With all the

technology behind it, I don't think

that on any electronic image you'll

ever get a language that is as

complex and emotional as film-

making. And I just think we'll face

different stories and imagery in the

future. And I feel it's not going to

be as related to reality and to life

anymore.

Forget about the potential

hazards of HDTV for a moment
Instead, think about die passion

Wim Wenders displayed talking

about it Think about where the

cinema would be if we didn't have
filmmakers like him — filmmak-
ers who still care.
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Dinnersfor Twelve Stranger
On February 23 and March 1, 1992 (two Sundays in Winter Quarter) you will have the oppor-

tunity not only to cat a free, home-cooked meal, but also to meet and make new fiiends. By
attending a Dinnerfor Twelve Strangers, you can meet fellow students, talk with a professor or two

outside of class and network with UCLA alumni—possibly in a career that interests you.

This progran^, nowin itsiwenty-third year, makes a large university like UCLA seem hke a

smaller, frientilier place.. The Dinnersfor Twelve Strangers committee matches faculty and stu-

aents to these hosts, keeping in mind their hobbies and interests in order to create a fun, enter-

taining evening. Once 12 people are matched, a Dinnerfor 12 Strangers is formed. The partici-

pants are notified by mail of the time and location of their dinner (most begin at 5 p.m. and
last three to four hours) and all you have to do to have a great time is simply show up.

Placement in dinners for students is based on many factors: Each dinner hsis a balanced

female/male ratio, students with cars who can provide rides for others and a distribution of

undergraduate and graduate students as well as a variety of majors. Although care is taken to

match people with similar interests, you will not be attending a dinner of "your-clones**, but you
are also assured ofmeeting people with different ideas and backgrounds.

=.=^4-ast year, over 800 people enjoyed a Dinnerfor Twelve Strangers. You can join a 1992 Dinner
by completing the application below and returning it to the Information Desk located in the

James West Alumni Center by FridayJanuary 18. Keep the top portion of this page for refer-

ence. If you have any questions, please feel free to call the SAA office at 206-0524.
^i

Dinnersfor 12 Strangers Student Sign-up

Yes! I would like to attend a Dinnerfor Twelve Strangers'on :

[H Sunday, February 23 IH Sunday, March 1

You may choose to attend one or both dinners. Mark the date(s) on your calendar!

UCLAhmniAsaoei *i !•

Name

Locml Address

aty Zip

Eve Phone Day Phone

Class: FR SO JR SR GRAD Major,

Transfer Student? YES NO If YES, from where?

Hobbies Sc Interests

Genden M F Age Hometown

Do you have a ride? YES NO Can you give others a ride? YES NO If YES, how many?.

Have you ever attended a Dinners for Twehre Strangers before? YES NO SAA Member? YES NO

'' Return the bottom portion of thisform to theJames West Alumni Center by Friday, January 18,

mm mmmmmm im msm
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$1 beer & wine

Dress Code • LA. Style
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Alcoholics Anonymous

Meetings
Men. dieeuaaion, Thur. Bookstudy, Fri. Stap
Study. AU 3525 12:15-1:15. Fri. 12a>-1«)
Tuee. Difccuaeion. Wed. Discussion NPI

08538 12:15-1:00

For aksohoiics or individuali who
haws drinkk^g

|

Personal
^ $50 CHALLENGE. K you can prove my pollu-

]Q tlon solution unfeasible, I'll pay you $50._ 1 -600^88-2489.

Sports Tickets

LAKER FANS! Tickets for sale. Most games.
Loge section «36. ApproK. $25 each. Beth
472-7465. -^-^ -'

NEED U OF A AND DUKE TKIKETS. Student,

guest or othervtose. Will pay your price.

(310)301-1632.

TKXETS (for UCIA- Duke) wanted by UCLA
alumni. Top dollar paid for 2 tickets in better

section. (213)385-1203.

PH( KAPPA PS(

Final
Deadline!
Friday,Januaiy 24

is the absolute, nnal deadline forsenior poniaits in the Btuin

Life yeaibcok. So don't be left completely out of the pktuie.

It takes only a few minutes for a portrait that

lasts a lifetime. And ifs a snap to make an

appointment.JuststopbyCampus Photo
Studio in Kerckhoff Hall 150, Monday
through Friday.

PRESENTS

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or
don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

LOSE WEIGHT— up to 30 pounds in 30 days!

New Year's discount. (310)474-1415,
394-8557.

WINTER RUSH
——- I iii3£h~

WEDNESDAY. JAN. 15

M'scellaneous

tAOY ELVIS iri concert on VHS. Info.: DAX
Filn> Croup, t?23 N. 9th «201, Lincoln, NE
68506.

'

Personal

11:30-1 PM:
5 PM:

Lunch at Sepi's

Dinner at Kappa Alpha

Theta (763 Hilgard) w/a
slide show to follow

* ALL ACTIVITIES ARE
NON-ALCOHOLIC *

Rush Chairman
TODD ROYSE
477-2115

^Mf>W
Ii»'.^ O"*"' ,

9rM>.

@£OE

Come Join the Furirl

RUSH COUNSELOR |
Applications out Now!

Pick up at OFSR;
1 1 8 Men's Gym

Due Friday, January 24.
Paid for by USAC

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH: Subjects with mild to

moderate asthma ages 18—50. Able to per-

form brief periods of heavy exercise. Needed
for air pollution study. Call James at

(310)825-2739, Mon—Fri.

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 625-0392.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 19-49.

UrKier dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For info call (310)828-8887

HEALTHY MALES AND FEMALES, 18 and
older, r>eeded for position imaging of the brain

or heart. Injection of radioactive isotope.

Bloods will be taken. (310)825-1118
VSn-y^n or $25/hr.

INDIVIDUALS WITH A RED BUMPY RASH
OR ACHE around the mouth needed for

placebo-controlled study using an approved
tropical gel. PartipanU will be seen at UCLA
dermatol centre. Study last 1 2 weeks. Particip-

ant paid $100 upon completion of study. Mutt
be 18 years oif afi. For further info.

206-1074.
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ATTENTION WOMEN OF UCLA!!!

SIGMAKAPPA
PROUDLY INVITES YOU TO:

Informational Party: Tuesday, January 21, 1992, 7:00 p.m.
LATC Clubhouse (Behind Pauley Pavilion)

Open House: Wednesday, January 22, 1992, 7:00 p.m.
Sigma Kappa House
726 Hilgard Avenue

BRING A FRIEND!!! —

ZK

»
M
Pi

»
M

M

M
>5

M

M

ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME. Eaey
^workl Top pay! Guaranteed. 1-«0(M»}1-6000
ext 4150. Open 7 day».

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to asiemble
products from your home. Info.
504-646-1700. DEPT. P695.

BICYaE/PEDICAB DRIVERS (8) - Hn. Flex.,

P/T, Immediate, S5-S9. PAir. 20IMta98.

BOOKKEEPER FOR PROFESSIONAL LADY.
10-15 hrs. monthly. Very flexible hrs. Brent-
wood (310)472-4534.

for more information... call 208-7870
• SK • 2K • 2K • 2K • 2K • 2K • 2K • 2K • 2K • 2K • 2K • 2K • 2K • 2K • 2K • 2K
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Winter Rush 1992

Wednesday Evening:

5:30— Multicultural dinner catered by Wok Fast and
Olive Garden —

6:30— Volleyball, Basketball with the bros
649Gayley Any Questions?

Jon 824^840

Research Subjects 12

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for skin research
study. Must be able to tan. 4-visits.
Will be paid $150. For more inlbrmtfion

BOOKKEEPER, P/T, for attorney/investor. Ex-
perienced Macintosh, SOwpm, excellent
phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
557-2315.

CAMPUS POSmONS. Flexible PT hours. Will
work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Sen^ices. $6.63/hr. 206-7686. Contact Paul
(Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting
APPs for Winter Quarter.

CANVASSERS TO PROMOTE Balet DeUil
Sen^ice/Mobile Cv Wash. Walk 6 mileV4
hours. $5i/hr / commission. (310)453-4855.

CAREFUL DRIVER required 2-3hrs/wk. Refer-

ences. Reply in writing: 9255 Doheny Rd,
»1706, IA90069.

CASTING IMMEDIATttYI Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILDRENS GYM INSTRUCTOR- Must be
energetic and love kids. Experience teaching
children 6 months- 7 years required. Terrific

opportunity. Part-time (21 3)288-0258

Club House attendant. Duties include taking
resen^ations, enforcing rules, and some cleaiv
ing. Kr>owledge of exercise equipment help-
ful. M-F, 7-1 1am. $6^r. (310)475-7812.

COMPUTER WHIZ NEEDED. Can you teach
me Pagemakerf Newsletter experience?
Urgent. Please call (310)659-3534.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING —
$2,000f/nf>onth + world travel (Ha%vaii, Mex-
ico, theCarribean, etc.). Holiday, Summer and
Career Employment available. No experience
rwcetsary. For employment program call

1-2Q6-54S-454fl exL C234.

Wanted 15

WANTED; DUKE & AZ STUDENTGUEST TIX.
Will pay SSS. Call Adam. (310)208-7473.

WANTED1 Guest tickets for Duke arwi Arizona.

Wlll.£a^J;»tfLEg£gi!gj!L^l^ggB-0622.

ESTABLISHED COMPUTER SOFTWARE DE-
VELOPMENT COMPANY needs Micro-Dot
experienced individual. Flexible schedule &
hours. Convenient WLA location. Pay based
on experience. (310)315-9940.

FACTORY J06S-$6.22 TO $15.25. Now
hiring, your area. No experierx* necessary.
Call 1-900-98a-0678 ext. 2003. $12 fee.

Sperm Doruxs 19

UCLA FERTILITY CENTER oocyte (egg ceil)

donor program now open. Qualified donors
recent $2000. Need minority (especially
Asian) donors. Information: (310)206-8218.

Heoltti Services 22

Researcti Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12

PANIC ATTACKS?
SMOTHERING SENSATION?

CHEST PAINS?
DO YOU EXPERIENCE SHORT EPISODES OF

SMOTHERING SENSATIONS, DIZZINESS, CHEST
PAIN, NERVOUSNESS OR FEEL FEARFUL? YOU

MAY QUALIFY FOR A MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY
ON PANIC DISORDER. QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS

MAY EARN UP TO $770.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951

CALIFORNIA CLINICAL TRIALS MEDICAL GROUP

100 People
nee<led to lose
wei^tand

niakemon^.
Call 84 hour

hotline.

310-888-1833

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial skin rejuvenation and renrwvai of
acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consultation.Cail Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Group. (213)786-0636.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ couples/
laiiuiieSa Kei aiionsnip issues, setf-cstebTt proiK
leoH. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.
Pager (310)572-4092.

Help Wanted 30

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 yeart needed for LXIA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning
experience .825-0392.

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.

Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

EARN $420 or More.
Study ofdrug efTects

needs healthy males
Ages 21-40.

Ifyou use drugs
(cocaine, etc.) call to

see ifyou qualify.

(310)390-8483
ask for Theresa

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WITH DEPRESSION
SOUGHT. FEELING PERSISTENTLY SAD OR
HOPELESS WITH INSOMNIA, TROUBLE
CONCENTRATING OR LOW ENERGY?
UCLA RESEARCHERS CONDUCTING
STUDY ON PRAPID DEPRESSION TREAT-
MENT. CONTACT KARRON/EVA AT UCLA
(213)825-5493

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
wfTinta Pedis needed for new research study.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid for info. (310)82ft-8887.

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, NEEDED for UCLA
study of psycho-social factors in Bulemia
Nervosa. If you have recovered from B.N. or

are struggling with this problem »nd are

interested in participating, please contact Eli-

zabeth or Marcia. $30 compensation.
(310)206-5061

$200.$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2900 Copyright iCAIIKDH.

$4O,O0aVr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple "like/don't like* form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2925 Copyright iCAIIKEB.

$500-$1,00(yWK. PT, working weekends.
Erotic dancers and models needed. Will train,

call Ginger, (213)575-3634.

Administrative Assistant. Are you returning to
school after working for several years? Inter-

ested in assisting busy psychologist? Good
editing, proof-reading, writing skills? Mac or
IBM computer literate, independent, long
term, part time employment. Contact Dr.
Marion SolonrxMi, continuing education semi-
nars, (310)475-8300.

'

AAMAZING OPPORTUNITY! Manager/
assistant for combined Legal/Medical (Gyne-
cology) office. Great pay! Full-time. Strong
academic records. Vivacious and cheerful.
(310)281-8457.

APARTMENT RENTER. Weekends. $5A»r. +
conwnission. 476-1703.

LAW FIRM
neecjs motivaied peison to

do challenging legal and

cletical tasks

Great Expeiience to field.

Please send resume

w GPA. available times

for, interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

FILE CLERK, permanent PT, 4-5 hrVdaily. Busy-
rTMsdicai office. Vicki (310)659-7124.

FUNDRAISING FIRM SEEKS WRFTERS AND
RESEARCHERS to develop grant proposals.
Ed.A*ublic Health^ocial Work majors encour-
aged to apply. SerM^ resunr>e anchor writing
sample to P.O. Box 365, Santa Monica, 90406.

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you
—^ain. Morning,

afternoon
& evenina

hours availaole.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

GYMNASTK: coach, immediate opening
for girls and boys competitive teams in SM.
Knowledge of USGF system. Experience re-

quired. M-F afternoons, evenings. Sat. Wage
depending on experience. Call ASAP. M. Gates
(310)450-0012.

HASHERS WANTED for sorority house. Excel-
lenl food, $5/hr. (310)208-4008, leave
message.

IMMEDIATE PART—TIME position for cuZ
tomcr service in Westwood village. M-T-Th S
Sat Evenings. Call 206-2679.

IMPROV OUTSIDE SALES, Sell laughs after

class. Full-time or part-time. Excellent com-
mission. (310)651-2583

,

INDEPENDENT RECORD LABtL seeking
promotion person to work Mondays. Must
nave good phone manners arxi know college
music scene. $5A>r. Inyid (310)202-7432.

IRISH AMERKTAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posl-
tions available PTAT days/eveningi. Good pay
up to $3(Vhr. Call after 6pm. Kathlin^iU
(213)458-4427. — --

LEGAL ASSISTANT. Century City law finn
seeks highly motivated college graduate to
assist attornies. Must have superior writing
skills. Accounting background helpful. Will
train. $9^r. Call Donna (310)286-1700.

LIGHT CLERKIAL WORK NEEDED. $6.5(VHR.
(310)391-1557.

MAINTENANCE: Seeking foil-time mainte-
nance person for LA area apartment conv
plexcs. Must have experience In painting,
ger^eral repairs, and maintenance. $8— 1(Vhr
Buffy (310)659-1838.

MALH & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,
Attractive people wanted for nude photos.
Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

v>
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SPENDYOUR
NIGHTS

SAVING THE
EARTH

We're Hiring Committed
Telephone Activists

Earn $6-$9+ per/hr.

5-9:30pm, 3+ nights per week
Call Mon.-Pri. llam-4pm

(310)441-4162

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European nriagazincs. Call (213)732-5744.

MOTHER'S HELPER, cooking, babysitiing, etc.

Ideal for nursing student. Part-time weekly,

full-time weekends. Call Barbara
(310)203-3771

NEED DELIVERY drivers and Flower arrangers

week of Feb. 10. Will train call Jon at

WilshireFlorist. (310) 208-8747.

NEED EXPERIENCED Mac user to tailor soft-

ware for real estate firm. Dan (310)395-6400.

OUTSIDE SALES. Fast-growing marketing firm

representing Firestone. Looking for outgoingm
energetic people for day, evening & weekend
hrs. $15-30/hr. FT/PT. Comm. sis.

1-800-323-7559.

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST with medical In-

terest for busy Beverly Hills OtVGyn office.

Wednesday and Friday evenings 4pnrv10pm
and every other Sunday 9anv6pm. Call

274-8353. Ask for Cheryl between 9-12, 2-5.

PART-TIME ACTIVITY LEADERS. Work with

children in school/ daycare settings. Experi-

er>ce preferred. Positions available throughout

Westside. Bilingual English^ Spanish helpful.

Car necessary. $6^. Camp Fire Boys and Girls

(310)371-7744.

PART—TIME PHONES and filing. Tu and Th.

only, 9-5. $6/hr. (310)470-7111.

PART-TIME MS-DOS PROGRAMMER.
9 ' Mrnr^ %Mf9 iv to nni per ipvwr. \-stt^oovcv^

Williams at Pristine Sy»ten». (213) 852-0737.

PART-TIME POSITION. Earn SKVlw. Inter-

viewing imnr>ediately for tutoring poaHlorw in

all major courses. Must have minimum of 3.6

CPA arxi excellent communication skills.

(310)841-4438.

PERSON TO DRIVE 1 5-year-old to Moorparfc 4

time^week, Tues., Thurs. afterr>oons, SaL and

Sun. flexible. 4 hr^ day. Excellent driver and
cy. $7fiw. (310)552-4734.

-

PLACEMENT COMPANY looking for talent

scouts to help us find nrxxieis for print -f

commision work. Top commisions paid. Call

(213)883-1625.

POSTER-PLACER/PURCHASING REPRESEN-
TATIVE WANTED. Wanted to contract & place

posters. Must have car. Flexible hours. PA
15-20 hrs/nrxxith. $8Air.-»-gas+bonuses. Call

(310)822-8525.

t AKN .,p -o S'50 rx" -no -:"

BV HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD PLATELETS SAFELv

Fo' ifofrn.-^tion

(818.986 3883

Canco' Dat'cnts throuqUOii! LA
benefit Iroir vOvi- osriiCDaiion

.n=ij V<iii tJ.iys B vn ^Hof

PT COMMISSION SALES for audio video tape

duplication. Aggressive, motivated only exper-
ience needed. High earning potential. Call

(213)655-3031, ask for fR.

PT. FILE CLERK. Xeroxing and errands, hours
3-6, M-F. (310)870-3316.

PTA'T CASHIERS and food servers wanted for

busy LKXA retUurant plaza. Deli and Grill.

Ask for Marvin or Fania, 443-0437.

PT HELP, PERSONAL SECRETARY. Computer
experience & typing an asset. Flexible hours.

S7A)r. )ean (213)933-9121.

PT POSmON IN DERMATOLOGIST OFFICE.
20»-hr^«vk — flexible. Light office duties.

%6A>r. (310)826-5949.

PUBLISHER'S REP. FIRM is looking for energe-

tic person to fill P/T secretary as«t. trainee

position for TWTH 11:30-4:30. Contact Cher
(310)471-3630.

SECRETARY/EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT- Beveriy
Hills based real estate development company
seeking dynamic irxiividual for FT challenging

position. WordPerfect ar>d previous experi-

ence a must. $23K-H> commensurate w/ qual-

ifications. For interview. Call
(310)471-1413,859-0222 Fax (310)859-2806

RECEPTIONIST WANTED for Beverly Hills

Laws firm. ContactMichelle at (310)274-6683.

RESEARCH OFFICE ASSISTANT (PART-TIME).

10 min. from canrtpus. Computers helpful.

$7-a/^r. according to skill. (310)453-4464.

RESPONSIBLE + DEPENDABLE PERSON
needed in office. Must be able to type, file,

handle projects, and have good follow through
skills. PA 20.25hrs/week. Please call

(213)878-5558.

8 people needed
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RETAIL- P.T. SALES on Rodeo Dr.- Villeioy &
Boch. China & gifb. Mi. Hanley 858^522.

SALES. MONEY MOTIVATED? We arc looking

forpeoplewho enjoy a challenge. Set your o¥vn
limits. Call Freda NOW! (81 8)869-6358

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-

cially in San Femaryk) Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. SISA^r. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marlsa
(310)821-4343.

STUDENT WORK, Retail/Customer service.

$8.20 starting. Part time, schedule arour>d

school. Eves, weekends available. No door to

door, ect. Call (310) 396-1479.

VIDEO-LASER DISC STORE needs sales clerks.

Looking for birght adn motivated worker. Full

or part-time available. Call Ron for appoint-

ment. (310)558-3773

WANTED: SHARP, MOTIVATED PERSON
INTERESTED IN FLILL-TIME, GOOD COMMI-
SION HEALTH INSURANCE SALES. TRAIN-
ING PROVIDED. (818)713-1191

-

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
rrK>ve-in bonus. FumishecVunfumished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 A2 bedroom, walk to UCLA.
VC, pool, elevator, 555 Levering 208-7634.

Managed by Moss & Co.

WRITER-EDITOR PART-TIME. Knowledge of

computer industry arxi or international trade

(especially with Japan). Editing experience

necessary. For r>ew newsletter please write

giving experierKe and salary to GCS P.O. Box
90833 LA. 90009.

Job Opportunities 32

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS/
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES, Great entry level

positiorv, irHeresting industries, FT only. Call

(310)451-3001.

BUSINESS OR ACCOUNTING DEGREE RE-

QUIRED. Are you looking for a great job, but

lack necessary experierxx? We have an excit-

ing opportunity for a recent graduate. We will

train you to take full charge of our accounting

department. You will leam to apply the

knnM<irriy you^kamfri in irjw>< tn rral-life-

sltuations. You wilt be trair>ed in many areas,

including but rnit limited to, ger>erating finan-

d«ls, payroll, audits, cash management, profit

analysis, budgets, and supervising accounts

payable arxi accounts receivable. You must be

bright arxi energetic to «M>rk in this fast-paced,

fun envirorwnenC. If you ^rc interested in this

great opportunity in the LAX area, please give

us a call at (310)337-7003.

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR MESSENGER for

CPA Firm — Century Clty^ P/T. Duties

include:inventory control, knowledge of

Lotus 123, deliveries, sonr>e heavy lifting.

Must have own car. Hourly wage & ber>efits.

Call Lesley Davis (310)553-7880.

SALES-Enlry level, career. Salary + commis-
sion -¥ benefits. Degree required.
(310J823-2670 or TTC 2554 Lincoln Bkd.
#137. MOR 90291.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing all aspects of a
successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last charxre fo* interviews. Call

Triple "A" Student pairHers for information

now, 1(800)394-6000:

WOULD YOU STUFF ENVELOPES for

S100(Vweek7 Send self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Image Enterprises, P.O. Box 1 1 9,

Simi Valley, CA 93062.

Intemslilps 34

EXCITING NEW RECORD COMPANY needs
intern for publicity ddepartment. Must be able

to work 1 ShrsAwk. Class Credit Only. Call Leah
at (213)468-4218.

INTERN for film company. Creative arxi admi-
nistrative positions avail. Very
flexible hours. Call Steven (818)545-7931.

PAID INTERNSHIP for comnxircial real estate

company. $5.50/hr, 20 hnAvk, flexible. Call

Mark 824-3955, daytinr>e, 9am-6pm.

Ctilld Care Wanted 35

2 CHILDREN, AGES 9 & 1 0. Drive to my home
from U.E.S. at 3pm. Help with homework, etc.

App. 4hrVday, M-F. Call Dru. (310)271 -6600.

BABYSITTER with experience with toddlers.

Every Sat. evening. Call Nancy 557-6295
(work) or horr^e 558-3917

BABYSITTER afternoon, weekends, flexible

hours. ExperierKed background in child deve-

lopnr^ent. Provide own transportation. Mia
(310) 558-1703.

BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR 2-YR OLD GIRL.

M-W-F afterrxxMi. Own transportation. Near
UCLA. Salary based on experience.
(310)391 8784.

FACULTY MOM needs respor^sible person for

child care. Car arxi insurance required. Child

dev. courses or expericrxx required, refer-

ences. Flexible hours, 15-2G^k. $7A\r. Call

Sue (310)206-7528.

MOTHER'S HELPER: $7.00/hr. Tuesdays,

Thursdays, some Fridays, 3:00—8<X). 2 child-

ren (346), light housekeeping. Must drive.

Experience, refererxres. Call Kate:277-6988.

Nanny Live irVout, fluent English , most
mornings free. Work weekends. Prefer own
car, mutt enjoy kids, w,c>twood.
(310)472-1818.

PARTTIME NANNY wanted, flexible hours,

great pay, two «M>nderful children. Call Chcri

(818)769-7626

SITTER NEEDED for 2 girls in West LA. from 7

to 8:15am and can drive them to school.

Refererxxs required. $75 weekly. Susan (310)

478-5906.

Apartments for Rent 49

424 LANDFAIR. Available now. Single and
2-bec^-bath. Garden setting, pool, next to

UCLA. 459-1200.

$425 SINGLE APARTMENT. Palms area.

(213)837-9616.

$465 IN BEVERLY HILLS. Lg bachelor. Utilities

included. Newly decorated. 21 7 S.Tower Dr.

(21 3)652-088(V(81 8)789-5429. By appoint-

ment only.

AMAZING 2-BED/2-BATH •WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, enclosed patio. Brand riiew carpet,

shutters, appliarxies. Near eating pjices, trans-

portation A UCLA. (213)475-6^17.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT-I -bedroom each.

Private bath. Share kitchen. Utilities paid.

$45(ynrx). $200-deposit. 938-6330.

1 Ki:i' RI'N I

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

1>K()I ISSIONAI I V MA\A(,I I) HV MOSS & ( i).

Beautiful One Bedroom
Apartments
Now Available

$800 Per Month with Security Deposit

Fully Furnished
All Utilities Paid, including A/C
Available to persons 21 and up

This apartment is nestled in the beautiful Santa Monica
Mountains only fifteen minutes away from the UCLA campus

For more information call the University ofJudaism ^
KtouSlhfl Offt66 at 213-4/b-9 / // , 879-4114 ext. 259.

BACHaOR $45(VMO. Carpets, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(21 3)839-7227.

BEVERLY HILLS GUESTHOUSE - sir^e

$495, utilities included. New construction,

pool, serious student. (310)276-8797.
Furnished.

BEVERLY HILLS STUDIO w/ 4itchen.
$55Q^no. $550 security. Refrigerator, oven.

Nice yard. (310)278-4066

BEVERLY HILLS AD|. $1275. 2-BED + DEN.
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLEX.

FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD FLOORS, SERVICE
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PKIO BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)839-6294.

MAR VISTA , LARGE 2-bedroonV1 *A -bath,

2-story townhouse, own washerAiryer, 2-car

parking, security complex, new carpet^;>aint,

S875At>o. (310)83f2-8640.

MAR VISTA, 1 BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice

Blvd. (310)398-8579.

NK:E GUfST HOUSE lOAnln. from IXIA
3rooms, $575 -Hiepoiit 2810 Midvale Ave
(310)475-1576.

PACIFIC PALISADES, $815 up, 1 & 2-bed-

rooms, spacious, pool, parking. Call

shawn(31 0)474-9400.

PALMS. 2-bed/1-bath $725, hardwood floors,

mini-blinds, appliances, near bus. Cats okay.

(310)390-3076.

Large Newly
kemodelea

1&2 Bedroom Units
Beverfywood •

WLAArea
Receive Free
Microwave

~$575 ' $825^
Call 657 8756

i^tlge 2 Bedroom

$1450

• French Dooi^ • Sauna
• Jacuzzi • Heated Pool
• Gym __• Fireplace

+ Move- in Bonus

208^4868

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD
J''«*.M L.J L> I J L '-' I .V' UL'I .

(.AThL^ r,AHA<"-.E BAl C< \
POOL jACD/ZI hIRKPLACL
.VALK IN CLOSETS FULL
KITCHEN Dl-jH VVAoHER
REC ROOM PiJ'.n. TABil-
71 DEO (.A ME;.. LAUNDR
FACILITY r,AS 6 VVAIflF^ PAlL
' R ^' M -' 'i ? "> P R '

r.-

[.
• -MATE^. AVAll ABLb

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

^flTUAIME i276 up. 500 Unit

•tud«nt housing faculty. 8H^sd or
privato. Pool. Jacuzzi, rocpoatlon

room. 1/2 hour driva to UCLA.
Fraa Brochura. Norttirldo*

Campus Rasldanca, 0600 Zaizah,

Northrldoa.CA0132S
(aie)a80-i7i7

BRENTWOOD 1 -BEDROOM. Hardwood
floors, $775. Quiet neighborhood.
(310)204-4608 work. Home (310)476-8988.

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1BTH, 11651
CORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

CULVER CITY. $8.30. 2rbed/ 1% -bath. Nice
quiet building and neighborhood.
(310)826-6907.

FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED. 1 -bed-

room. $70(Vmo. Parking available. 2 blocks

walk west of UCLA. (310) 824-0532.

LC. SINGLE, within walking distance of cam-
pus. Utilities incld. $6O0/mo. Call Paul at

824-9754

LIVE ON A SAILBOAT in Marina del Rey. 25 ft.

Coronado. Security parking, utilities included.

$400 nH>nthly rent, |4,000, and it's yoursi

(310)395-2513.

PALMS, $1,050, 2-bed/2-bath, new security

building, dishwasher, stove, fridge, A^.
(818)867-0944.

Weekly Rentals
Guest l-lotchWesKvood Village

Cable TV«Microwave •Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk«w/KITCH $295/wk

1-bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

652 Veteran Ave

Single

and
1 BDRM

Starting at $550
move-In allowance

(213) 20B-3690 (818) 709-4284

Walk to UCLA
Private Room, Private Bath,

shared kitchen $500.

2 Bedroom/ 2 Bath $1000

633 Gayley 208-5920

PALMS — 1&2 BED. $59SAip. Near bus to

UCLA. (213)836-1529, 837-3900, 652-5590,
4-7pm only.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartnient.

VaKed ceilings, electronic access to building

and subterranean parking. $990 up. 1 nx>. free

w/year lease (213)842-9303

.

PALMS l-BEDROOM $685/MO,
^BEDROOMS-BATH $85(VMO. Fireplace,

private patios, dishwasher, refrigerator,

stove,security building,parking, pool, and
laundry. (310) 473-7860.

PALMS, $665-$645, 1&2 bedrooms. Extra

Near LICLA. 1 month fa—

^

(8f8y377-2(6687

PALMS. $765. Large 2-bedroom, upper, new
carpet/paint, bui It-ins, refrigerator, patio,

2-car parking. 476-6532

PALMS, $995At>o. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS, BEAUTIFUL 1 -bedroom, $800 2-1-2,

$975 up unfurnished, cathedral, high ceilings,

skylights, fireplace, patios, security build.,

rtear all, easy nxive-in. Friendly manager.
(310)815-8908.

PALMS VICINITY, 2+2, $950, spacious, cheer-

ful, upper, skylights, built-in electric range,

oven, dishwasher, fridge. Canfield, north of

National. Ask for Steve Sakurda.
(310)839-1075.

PICO^OBERTSON. Large 3-be<V2-bath. Up-
per w^tio. Hew carpet, paint, and drapes.

$1,150. (310)204-1339.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED. ACROSS FROM
UCLA. DISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR.
NEW CARPET/BLINDS. FIREPLACE. EXTRA
LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRV^
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING. LAUN-
DRY FACILITIES. LAST AVAILABLE APT. PR-

ICED TO RENT QUICKLY. CALL SOON
208-8685.

WEST LA, 2bed/1bath, 1409 Colby Ave,
$700/monih, itovc, fridge, (213) 258-1354.

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM UCLA. Beauti-

ful & new 2-bed/2-bath apt. designed for

ROOMMATES! 475 Gayley. Call
(310)824-3715. FREE ROOMMATE
SERVICEM!

WESTWOOD: Huge 1-bd. 3 parking spaces,

hardwood floor. (213)651-5552, 471-4417.

WESTV^/OOD 2 bed/ 2 bath, security, park-

ing,refrigeratos, microwave, dishwasher,
stove, balcorvy, fireplace, air cornlitioning,

pool, Jacuzzi, laundry room. $1100-1300.
(310)8240-0833

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD. LARGE 1-bed, $79Q^mo. Walk
to UCLVvillage, pool, security, view. 10966
Roebling Ave. (3 10)208-4 253,
(310)824-2595.

$200 OFF ISt
MONTH RENT

WLA
•Singles— $585—

1 737 Stoner
• 1 bdrm— $695

—

1 737 Stoner
• 1 bdrm— $750—

1 709 Westgate
•2bdrms— $995—

1 70& Westgate
•2bdrms— $995—

1 342 wellesley

(310)470-1581
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BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; l-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLI|SJDS. EXCELLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GRQUNO'"G>\ff& FARtttNC. tt6tt CHC^
NAULTST. (213)471-1340.

ACROSS

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX. 'A BLOCKTO PICO BUS. (310)
839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. %775-B75/MO. 2-BED^
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO «tit
(310)839-6294.

1 Staple food
6 Layer
10 Nerve network
14 Small
15 Proficient

16 Eager
17 Smart set

16 Superseding
20 Perform anew
21 "Oh — f"

22 Raised area
23 Steel piece
25 Remote state
27 Window covers
30 Blueprint
31 Pointed
32 Journeys
33 Wool weight
36 Stringy
37 Sounds out
38 Swamp
39 Individual
~40 War macht
41 Woody vine —
42 Ridicule
44 Made a surV^

of

45 Happy people
47 Mechanical

device
48 Virile guys

.

49 Fuel
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50 Dramatist's
work

54 Current
conductor

57 Unfastened
58 Fasting time
59 Completed
60 Gandhi's land
61 Allows to
62 A singer
63 Paradises

DOWN

Rabbit
-2 Regulation —
3 -— Bagnold
4 Lawyer
5 Change color

of

6 Holiday song
7 Do as told

8 Swiss peak
9 — Aviv
10 "Sport of

kings"
1

1

Serving to

.

prove
12 Ringing

sounds
13 Borders
19 Molding edge
21 Twice: pref.

24 Do a math
exercise

25 Senses
26 Is

inquisitive

27 Prefix for

meter
28 Pride member
29 Obstacle
30 Male bird

32 Looks after

34 French river

35 Passe
37 Couple
38 Water that

turns a wheel
40 Ontario river

41 Base.
43 Votes in

44 "— Joey"
45 Oyster's home
46 Brawl
47 Docks
49 Some verses
51 Mother —
52 "A*'

apple
53 Pro votes
55 Plunder
56 Eggs
57 Whopper

*Tf
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WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 1 -bed-
room junior. $75(Vmo. Utilities & parking
included (310)475-7533.

WLA 2BED. $92SAtk>, $97S/mo, $11S(VWio.
A/C, Di$h washer, fire place, secufily bulldlnr
(213)204-3970.

WLA. 2-BEDROOM APT. Spacious, Close to
UCLA. $85Q^mo. deposit. Call jcn 479-8506

WLA, $390-$950, singles, 2-bedroofm. Light,
spacious. Apartments to share also available.

(310)276-1671,(310)826-2818

VVL\ $450 SINGLE DUPLEX. Close to UCLA
fit transportation. Must see. Call 458-6859.

WLA. $625. Unfurnished single, refrigerator,

stove. Water, laundry, parking, A/C, first

security. Quiet. (310)473-5056.

WLA, $750, 1 -bed/ 1 -bath. Fireplace, balcony,
fridge, A/C. 1635 Brockton Ave. Days
(310)670-4233. Eves: (310)641-4162.

WLA. $900. 2Bd/2BatH. Built-ins. Air, stove &
refrig. Gated parking. Near Pico & Sepulveda.
829-2244/395-1103.

FEMALE TO RENT own room in 3-bedroom
apartment w/2 profosionals. Great location-

Brentwood. $435Atn>., $535 security. Avail-
able Feb. 1 (310)820-7515

LA CIENEGA/PICO area. Room to rent in large

3-bedroom apC. Alot of space, large Icitchen,

privacy. (213)836-1995.

LUXURY WESTWOOD APARTMENT. Own
bedroom in 2-bed apt. Non-smoker. Private
bath and garage. Jacuzzi, sauna, nautilus.

$740 value for $64(ymol (310)575-4501.

MALE/FEMALE Share 2-bedroom, 1-bath,
West LA, Largp deck, wood floors, $42Vmo. +
utilities. Mike (310)473-5419

MALE STUDENT TO SHARE APARTMENT, by
Veteran and Ohio, 1.2 miles from UCLA.
$287.5(ymo. 473-3523. _^
MALE STUDENT to share apartment, by Vet-
eran and Ohio. 1.2 miles from UCLA.
267.50/mo. 473-3523.

WLA AREA. $585Atk). Attractive furnished
single. Meal for students to share. Close to
UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (310)477-4832.

WLA. LARGE 2-bed/1 -bath. 2 miles. Ckise to
bus stop. 1725 Federal #2. $85QAt>o
325-5304

Apartments

650 LANDFAIR- SINGLE, kitchen supplies,

clean, bright, utilities paM. $800, Feb. free.

Available now 206-1542.

LARGE FURNISHED/ UNFURNISHED, single
w/ balcony, stove, refrigerator, full bathroom,
quiet 10-unitbuiMin^ pvkir^ laundry, 3500
Kelton, $485 Dl 0)4706655.

SANTA MONICA near beach $62Vmo.
Furnished, sunny 1 -bedroom apt. near
transpoftAion. (310)394-4105.

WALK UCLA. $1050 includes parking
spaoe,gas -- water, and full kitchen in a
2-be<y24>«lh. 624-2972.

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra
large single, 1 or 2 p«ople okay. 667-669
Levering Ave. (310)206-3215

r)ASS»yOOf>. Extra-targB one bedroom,
$70ajp. Pariting. Available now. 11069
Strathmore. Near UCLA, village.
(3100454-8211.

Apts, Unfurnistied 51

MAR VISTA $1025. 2BED/2BA. New security
building. Laundry hook-ups, fireplace, wet
bar, skylight, dishwasher, stove, tile. Near bus.
11723 Avon Way. 313-2824

1-BED/1-BATH. UPPER. 10745 La Grange.
Refrigerator. $795. Close to UCLA. 475-6165.

$740. 2-BED/ 1-BATH. Upper. Stove, refriger-

ator, near Pica— La Cienega. By appointment.
(310)279-2002.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $75O-$800. Near Wilshlre & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

LUXURY NEW BUILDING. 2-bccV 2-bath.

security, penthouse, high ceilings, wet bar,

fireplace, refrigerator, microwave, dis-

hwasher, W/D in unit, Jacuzzi, 2-car parking,
no pets. $1295. 1815 Purdue Ave. WLA.
1 -month free rent with 1-year lease.

(310)479-5279 manager/ (310)931-1160
office.

OHIO-SAWTELLE. $650. month to month
1-Bedrm, $tove,& fridge, carpeU, 1'A miles
from UCLA. Call (310)477-5758.

PALMS, $610, 1 -Bedroom, upper, new carpet,

appliances, pool, laundry, parking, ,3455 jas-

mine, no pets. (213)454-4754.

SPACIOUS SINGLE w/Full kitchen. Walk to

UCLA; only $60(yhw> plus FREE PARKING
SPACE. (310)206-5568. - ^

WEST L.A. $725/mo. Large 1 -bedroom, car-

pete, drapes, refrige, balcony, carport, lease,

no petsA<vaterfaeds. (310)551-5791.

WESTWOOD 2BD/2BATH. Refrigerator.

1 % mi to UCLA. Close to bus stop. Close to bus
stop. $995. 475-6165.

WLA $1 10(V95O. Large 2-be<V2-bath, in small
quiet building. GreenfielciOhio. Air Condi-
tioning, laundry. (310)438-9635, 433-9805

WLA. $725. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large

modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C
(310)637-0761.

NEED ONE MORE MALE ROOMMATE to
share bedroom in 2-becV2-bath Bel Air condo.
$425/mo. (310)824-9611.

OWN ROOM, & BATH in quiet, spacious, &
secure apt. w/ view. $47(ynru>. -f 'A utilities.

(213)936-5686

OWN ROOM IN 3-BEDROOM/2 BATH APT.
Brand-new plush gigantic condo. Own fire-

place, full security, $600. (818)330-7071.

PALMS. FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Pri-

vate room with balcony. U50/month, all

utilites included. Call Ginger 838-9691.

PARK/LA BREA TOWER 2bed/2bath. $45(Vmo
lAilities included. Kitchen privileges, maxi-
mum security, excellent transportation. No
swwking. Call after 5pm. (21 i)934-5537.

ROOM W/ PRIVATE BATH, KITCHEN IN
LUXURY APT. Near LA County Art Museum.
$500. (213)933-1161.

WEST L.A. SANTA MONCA ADJACENT.
2-bec^-bath. In excellent location. $450/mo.
+ utilities. Eric (310)620-8306.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Own room tfurZ
ished) & bath in wonderful, ^packHJS 2-be<^
2-bath. Norvsnrxiker. Private patio, fireplace,

cat. $575. 206-3335.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. Own Bed/Bath in

i tS5Q[»wo .

ROOMMATE WANTED for three bedroom
apartment. $36Q^tx> for your own room and
share bath with one other. Call Jason, Tom,
Qamar. 479-7150.

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE furnished
1 -bedroom apartment with one person. Next
to campus. $365/mo. Keith. 206-5894

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Brand new town-
house 2bd/1bth $4954utilitles. WLA, Venice
Blvd. Contact Christy (21 3)879- 191 9(D)

SANTA MONKIAr- Female. 5-block$ fwm
beach. Own bedroom. Furnished. Laundry,
parking. NonsnMjker. $31(VhrYO. 395-3451
(message.

SANTA MONKj\, htorth of Wllshlre,very nice
3bd/3ba,to share w/quiet person. Must get own
phone. 213-395-4699.

SHARE HUGE, studio apartment-size room.
New unit, spectacular view, marble finishes.

$375. (818)330-7071.

WALK UCLA- enornfHXis 2 bd/2 bath. Female
to share beautiful condo w/ 3 others. $395
each. (310)961-6695.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. SHARE large 2 bed/2
bath. S350/n\o. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.
(213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD, %272/mo. Female to share
clean very spacious, sunny apartment.
1 -bedroom/ 1-bath, w/ 2 other fiemales. Crii

(310)478-2046.

WLA $340/MONTH. Female to share large

bedroom, own walk- in doset. 3 bdt2 bath apt.

1-mi UCLA. (310)820-5039.

WLA. Luxurious 2-be(^-bath townhouse.

.

Fireplace, sun deck, cath^al ceilings. All

amenities. $625 -f utilHies. (213)470-1017.

Room for Rent 54

1 'A MILES To UCLA. Quiet private roonVbath.
Kitchen prhrileges, parking. $450 + 'A utilities.

(310)477-7831.

$30Qf^no. Across street from campus. Free
breakfast, utilities, and Housekeeping. Fully
furnished. Call Marie (310)824-4706

$425, WOMAN, NON-SMOKER. Private funv
i<h»ri mnm cKar« irit^4%^|r( anfj hath in home in

spa, rec. room, A<. (213)206-1976

WESTWOOD. USOfmo. Male, 1-bkxJ< to
canrtpus, townhouse (bed-up;living, dining,

kitchen down), fireplace, private patio, garage.
(213)206-7527, evening.

WESTWOOD, $255/hio. V4 mile to UCLA.
Female to share very large fully furnished

room. Huge 2bed apt. Bakony, rooftop pool,
security. (310)206-5619.

WLA- OWN ROOM, Spacious. Close to
UCLA. $425/hK>. -f deposit. Call Jen 479-8508

WLA, OWN ROOM in large 2-be<V 1-bath.

Share with recent PhD and cat. $445/mo
-$445 deposit. Leslie (310)207-5740.

YOUR OWN ROOM. WLA: 1 545 Granville.

Quiet, close bus stop. $425 monthly.
447-1257.

quiet Mar VisU residential area. No pets. Near
bus. Call Marsha, Sun-thurs, 4pm-9pm.
(310)390-9007.

ACROSS SUNSET from UCLA, room 4^bath,

walk-in closet, private entrance, garage.
%S50fmo. (310)472-7943, leave message.

BEAUTIFUL OWN ROOM, safe neighbor-
hood, w/ 3 others, 15-minutcs UCLA. Spa-
ckxjs, backyard. $525/mo. (213)441-5021.

BEL-AIR. Large room w/own bath. Laundry,
tennis, pool. Free UCLA shuttle. $50(ymo.
(310)470-0136.

ENCIf>40. LARGE ROOM+PRIVATI BATH.
Pool, spa, parking. Near 405^-1 01 Fwy. $395.
Marta. (818)784-5315.

RoomnrKstes 53

Apartments

$315/MO. SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM
APT. w/ male non-smoker & 2 cats. Security

bidg. & parking, quiet neighborhood, xint. bus
connections, I'A miles to UCLA. 575-1503.

$385, OWN ROOM in 2-bedn-om apartment.

10-minutes- from UCLA, W. Non-snDoker
only. (310)479-2296.

Ba-AIR SHARE 2 BEDROOMS BATH apart-

ment w/male grad student. Non-smoker. Great

neighborhood. $445/month. (310)471-1566.

BRIGHT ROOM/PRIVATE BATH in splendid

Santa Monica apt. 19th near Montana.
$625Ano. 453-0735.

Cute house, Westchester. Female needed,

own room, share bath. Storage, laurniry, $450.
Margaret (213)4100122.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share spa-

clous 1 -bedroom with two other females. Near
campus. $283.33Atx). (310)446-1657.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 2-bedroom/
2-bathroom apartnf>ent in Westwood with
professional career person. $60Q/mo.
474-8488.

FEMAU TO SHARE 2-be(V2-bath apartment

with elderly female lady, Brentwood. $500.
(310)626-7352.

2-BD IBB LUXURY APT WANTED FEi^^lALE

ROOMMATE: %2SO/mo., pool, Jacuzzi, ici-na,

parking available ASAP. 206-2796.

ASAP: Roommate needed to share 1 -bd/y -bath
Westwood apartment with two others.
$20(]^rTX)nth. Call Kris. 824-4591

aNTURY CITY, $31Q/MONTH, Female to
share large bedroom. Spacious, bright apart-

ment. Available 2/10 (310)474-6182.

PROFESSIONAL FEMALEA-AST YEAR GRAD
Student seeks female roommate. Brentwood. 2
bed/ 2 bath. Parking. $500+depostt.
(310)207-5398

FEMALE NEEDED- 2-bed/ 2-bath, Westwood
Chateau, fully furnished, parking, pool/ ja-

cuzzi, $390 -KJtilities, Tracy 824-2094.

FEMALE ROOMMATE. $26(Vh>o. Clean &
spacious. 2 blocks from UCLA.
(310)575-3530. Ask for Linda.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. iVtaster bed-
room to share. Gorgeous 2-bed/2-bath.
$312.50 + deposit. Walk to UCLA. Bellinda

(310)208-8090.

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share room
in 2bcV2bath. Walking distance to campus.
$412.5(ymo. 208-0784.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Non-
smoker. Own room. Parking available. For
more info call (310)826-7225.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in large 2-bed-
room, immediately. $350Ano. Hardwood
fioors. Parking spot. 5-minutes campus.
(310)208-8847, (310)693-3327.

FEMALE to share 2-be<y 2-bath apartment w/3
j;irls. 'A-block campus. $395/mo.
(310)624-0476.

FULLY FURNISHED APT. Master bedroom: to
share $300, alone $600. Walking disUnce
UCLA. Jennifer 477-7622.

HOLLYWOOD. VERY HKX. HOME. M/F.
Must like pets. 525 -f utilities. May trade dog
care for portion of rent. (213)874-9102.

MATURE PERSON SHARE ROOM. WLA 2
bedroom duplex. Furnished. Parking. 3 miles
campus. John, Keith, Alex:(310)207-6454.

OWN ROOM IN LARGE 2-bed/2-bath, Palms.
$445/mo. + *A -utilities. Non-smoker, no
doigs. (310)836-2210, Leave message.

OWN ROOM, share bath, near Barrington/

Wilshire, female norvsmoker. %AOolmo.
(310)473-1905.

PALMS, OWN ROOM in large, 3 bedroom,
TA bathroom apartment. $193.33 deposit,

$341.66/Wk). (310)397-1772.

FURNISHED ROOM, private house Pico &
Veteran (213)470-0597. iVtarilyn.

MAR VISTA. In house-Large room-fpovvder
room. Share bath&kitchen. Nonsmoker. $500.
398-1055.

MINI-MANSION, QUIET, mature male, $475.
Utilities/laundryAeiephone included. Great
deal. No last. 285-6686. WLA.

NEXT TO UCLA. Room with private bath,
limited kitchen, $470. (310)472-1592.

OWN ROOM, SHARE BATH in three bedroom
apt. in Palms. $350/monlh incl.
utilities.(31 0)204-6659.

PRIVATE ROOM with bathroom. Walking
distance to Mari'^ Del Ray. $36(Vmo. Silvana
(310)839-2038.

ROOM FOR RENT. Private room and bath.

GRETA view! $435/month. Call Jean
472-0149.

ROOM IN NK:E west L.A. HOME. Kitchen
and laundry facilities. Utilities paid. $50(Vmo
or $25QAno plus twelve hours a week work
assisting man in wheelchair. (310) 450-8719.

ROOMS FOR RENT, $400/month, 20-minutes
from campm. Call Layne (310) 274-3385.

WESTWOOD (UCLA)-LARGE FURNISHED,
Wonderful parking, private entrance, kitchen
privileges, male, $475 including utilities.

(310)473-5769 .

WESTEND HOTEL. Cable TV, phones, clean,

quiet, refrig., laundry, maid service, security

bIdg. $12QM( and up. 1538 Sawtelle Blvd.

(213)444-8990.

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across from UCLA
720HilgardAve

Crown House

2 person room $52S/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

WLA,. Close to UCLA. Large 1 bedroom,
kitchen, bathroom, very private, $35(ViT>o. Lis
(310)473-7639.

WLA HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced male
student: Microwave, refrigerator, weekly
cleaning. Near transportatk>n. References.
(310)270-4387. ^^^^
WIAA*ALMS Large room & bath, $450. Fum or
Unfcjm. Clean, quiet, pod, near park, non-
smoker. 397-2640

:7'
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Room for Rent 54 Guest House (or Rent 70 Services Offered
WESTWCXK) PRrVATt LARGE Quiet luxury
roorMMth, high celling, kitchen privelget .

Non-»nfK)kcr. $550 (310)444-5528.

WESIWCOO. OWN ROOM in large, bright

2be<Vlbath N/S. $505 or neg. Grad student

looking fc>f a roommate. 247-8922.

WESTWOOO. Central Village. Old World
channi C^e TV, fully furnished. $199Avk.
and up. Some w\th kitchens. (310»206-2241

.

96 Music Lessons 102 Autos
EXCaiENT AREA, close to campus. 1 -bed-
room. Beautiful backyard. Fruit trees.

$75(]^no. (310)204-6363.

Vocation Rentals 71

House for Rent 56

3 BEDROOM HOUSE in Mar VisU. 1 2/4 bath.

Walk to tenntsA golf course. 7 miles from
UCLA. Available now. $1500/month.
(310)474-3562.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. 2 BEDROOM,
private backyard. 1 min. to UCLA. Storage
space. $155(yOBO. (714)773-3023.

BRENTWOOD FAMILY HOME. 3be<V3bath
light, bright, private. Move-in S2,4O0/mo.
826-7444.

ENCINO. 3 bdrm house, 7 min. to UCLA. All

newly redecorated. Must See. $1800
(310)202-0130

SANTA MONICA PRIME AREA 3bed/bath
house. Large kitchen, backyard, $1 SOG/month.
Call 453-5067Anomings. 394-7667/evenings.

WESTWOOD. 2 people to share large room in

house. Walk to UCLA $375/mo.
(310)476-5715. /

WLA, KELTON, l-BED/l-BATH DUPLEX.
$74Q^mo. Large yard, parking, available.

(213)300-0073.

House to Share 57

PLEASAI^, AIRY, DECK, TREES, great neigh-

borhood, near UCLA. Private room, parking.

Share with professional father, delightful

daughter 1 3 yrs. Prefer female (310)828-61 33.

VENICE, OWN BEDROOM. Security, furn-

ished, laundry, quiet area, walk to beach.
Naomi 392-5258, Tokimi 452-0699

WLA, near school. 1 -bedroom in 2-bedroom
house. Share bath. Great yard, garage, etc.

$650 !• deposit, 820-5787.

Real Estate 61

VOU Nit PAV ING OVTO 1

W

FR
adjustable on your hon^e loan. Now is the time
to Refinance. Call Agent/ Bob H.
213-477-6488

Room/Board for Heip 62

PLEASANT HOME, AIRY, deck, trees, great

neighborhood. Near UCLA. Private room,
parking. Responsible drivers, house care,.

cooking. Professional father, delightful

daughter 13 yrs. (310)828-6133

Room for Heip 63

FREE ROOM & BATH IN EXCHANGE for help
with senior citizen. Possible dollars. 3-miles

from UCLA. Mr.Wood, days 285-4847, eves.

278-3935.

Towntxxjse for Saie 65

WLA: Ultra modem beautifully furnished

townhouse. 2-bd + loft, 2'A bath. Gourmet
kitchen, fireplace, roof garden, garage, W/D &
rrxxe. $2200. (310)444-0433.

Condos for Sale 67

U1 , TOP FLOOR. Nev marina and freewayT
Light and open. Lovely landscape. $149,000.
Tristan D10)641-1085.

1/2 BLCXX FROM UaA. LUXURIOUS 2
BED/1 1/2 BATH w/magnificent view & ter-

race; laundry in unit. Asking $345,000. Call

broker. (213)824-0453.

LOVELY HIOIRBE CONDO 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block ftwn LXIA. Doorman, pool, spa,

security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)824-0453.

PENTHOUSE 1 -BEDROOMS BATH, 1 -block

from UCLA, village view, doorman building

with pool. $289,000. Call Broker
(213)824-0453.

CULVER CITYCONDO . Why waste money on
rentr $149,500. 2-bed^.*A bath. Broker Ray
Williams. (310)559-4315 or beeper
(213)966-7433.

GREAT STARTER UNFT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-

urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276-6331

.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. WALK TO
UCLA. STUDIO $95K. 1BR/1BA $180K,
2BR/1BA $235. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1781.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR high rise, 2-bedroom,
2-bath, walk to village, doorman, pool, $233
anent ICaz (310) 822-6488.

CoTKlos for StKsre 68

WLA, sHare huge master bedroom in exclusive

fully furnished condo. All anr>enities, prime
unit. $375/hK). (310)820-5761

.

CorKlos for Rent

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING--FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!

Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

PROFESSIONAL EDfnNG, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long IXZLA »nd
professional experiernx. Speak French. Vlrgl-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
^TUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted
and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No ¥i^iting. (818)704^460.

Tutoring Offered 98

69

Ctiild Care 90

$1400, 2-bedroom, 1 3/4.bath, 1250 S. Be-
verly Glen, walk to Wilshire, split bedroom
plan, agent Nancy, (310) 822-6488.

CENTURY CITY, 2-bed/ 1 3/4 bath condo. On
top floor. $280Q/nr>o. No pets. Refrig, W/D
inlcuded. Additional storage space. Pool, ten-

nis court, spa, rec room, security complex.
471-1234

WESTWOOD 2bed/1%bath condo.
$1 1 SQ^fno. No pets, new carpets, fireplace and
balcony. (310)471-1234.

Licensed childcare in my home. Newtxim on
up. Hot meals, loving atmosphere.
(818)998-4407.

Licensed child care, Encino Hills home, flexi-

ble hours, great care, near 405 Freeway and
Mulholland. (818) 905-0508.

NANNY NEEDED P/T for 3 great kids. Call

C>ry 471-5171

START YOUR CHILD'S NEW YEAR IN A
PRODUCTIVE & FUN ENVIRONMENT. Run
by pre-school teacher, state- licensed daycare
home in WLA. Ages 18 mo - 4 yrs. Call

Stephanie. (310)473-2771

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,
economics, engineering, ESL, engllsh/
composition, finance, foreign languages,
humanities, mathematics, physics, political

science, statistics. STUDENT SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutoring Service.
(310)204-4656.

•AUMAR BEAU" FRENCH tutoring by phone
or one on one. (818)904-7891. En Francais
S.V.PI. Mercil

•••CARING TUTC)R*^*BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-
ERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE.
(818)545-0960.

GUITAR LESSONS. All levels, different styles.

$lMir. Call Michael Walsh (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

SINCI Vocal Technique - Carol
Tlngle;TeachinB Assoc/Nate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubc.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

109

Resumes 104

MAZDA RX7, '82. Air. power, AM/FM sterM
cassette. 5-speed, sunroof, clean, must sell,

runs good. Asking $2300. Leave message or
call after 7pm. (818)764-6582.

NISSAN STANZA '85, 88km, AM/FM/cass.
AC^»W, new tires, automatic, runs greati

$3250/obo. (310)825-2451 (D)
(31 0)398-7944(N) Ken.

NYC NO PLACE TO RAISE SYLVIA. 1991
silver Corolla. Immaculate. 10,000 miles,

alarm, air, automatic, folding rear seat, war-
ranty. $8,400. (310)576-0406.

PORCHE 924, '78. Original owner, good
condition. $4000, day (310) 474-7600, eves.

(310)390-9228.

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

suits. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSaOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

1 -owner, 35,000
tires, $5500.

RED SUBARU DL 1987,
miles, stereo. New
(310)273-0703

VOLKSWAGON FOX GL '88. 4-dr., 4 speed,
AM/FM cassette. Charcoal gray. A/C. Excellent

condition. $4395. (310)545-0399.

VW SUPER BEEUE, 1973, $1700. White,
custom rim, new tires, rebuilt engine. Great
condition. (310)558-8288.

Travei 105 Travei

insurance

Good Rates for

Motorcycles
with California-based

company. Also
available: Minimimi

=!iability tf Hccnsea
under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355

Mazatlan
Spring Break!
Malce a break for Sun and Fun in

Mazatlan-March 22-28, 1992!

Trip includes:

• 6 nights at beachfront resort

Costa de Oro
•Air transportation-Alaska Airlines

^""^'^^^fJSQ tin

Bicycies for Saie 113

UNIVECA Ladies 21 speed cross bike. 1 yr.

old, whiteA>lack marblized. Includ. Icrypto

lock, bottle, toolkit. (310)207-0665.

Motorcycles for Saie 1 14

NINjA 250, '87. XCLNT condition. Only 6500
mis. includes Bell helmet, cover and lod^

$2000. Call 473-1729 ask for Dave.
~

YAMAHA XT250, Great condition, runs great,

new tires, on/off road. $1000/obo.
(310)206-2961. Call Cus.

Scootors for Saie 115

Prices subject to change

-g-——-- • Travel Service, A-Level Ackennan Union
>flSUCLV^ M-F 8:30-6. Sat 12-4 Pall I in A.fi v

lutorfng Offered

86' HONDA ELITt 80 $740.00 Call Jon.

Mornings or Evenings (818)861-6476.

'87 HONDA ELITE 80. Blue. Excellcfft condi-
tion. Helmet included. $700. Call
213)824-3772.

DEPENDABLE, MINT CONDITION Honda
Flltrfl0,^a7, h3urmileage, fncludw coot motor:

Movers/Sforage 94

BEST MOVERS. Call (21 3)263-BEST. 24 ft

truck fully equipped for home or business

Excellent references. Cal T 186344.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-8688. LICLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRIXTKS. Professional, experienced.

Short^ong distarKe. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0628

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 MRS.
(213)301-0137.

Services Offered 96

AUTHORS. Had a nonHction book rejected?

Want a thesis published? Try Mascfield Books.

(816)347-5452.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate
school personal statements, other vltd written

material? Professional help from national ly-

known .iuthor/con>ultytf. (213)826-4445.

GET MORE FROM YOUR MAC! Personal

consulting arvl tutoring system & software

configuration, upgrades, faxing, communicat-
ingwith UCLA and more. kkJo (31 0)305-7578.

INSTALLING ANOTHER PHONE LINE? VW
charge you halfof GTEA'ac Bell for installation.

(310)305-7578.

ITALIAN LESSONS— native speaker for all skill

levels. $^5A\r. (213)268-0223.

ENGLISH TUTORING by English grad. Rea-
sonable rates, ESL welcome. Call Mike
(310)477-4735. ^

ENGLISH TUTOR: HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER
offers excellent tutoring. Tom (213)656-8750
Available day or night.

MATH TUTOR. IXTLA Math grad. available:

Cakulus, High school, SUtistics, slats, proba-
bility, etc. Gerry (310)274-4646

TUTLORING: ENGLISH, WRITING, GMAT,
LSAT, GRE, WordPerfect, etc. Yale grad,

4years experience. Mark, 652-1298.

STUDY ABROAD
Spring Quarter, study in

Spain or rrance. Earn credit

and learn Uie language. Call

(818)792-5732

— Tutoring Needed London
MATH TUTOR for Jr/Hg School Student.
Korean language preferred. Fee-negotij^ble.

829-6076.

MATH TUTOR NEEDED. Torrance, Pakj»_
Verdes. Call (31 0)644-7632.

Typing

BEAR*S EDITING
All subjects. Thcflcs/Dlsscrtatlons

Proposals and Books.
Fordign students welcome.

PAPOtS NOTRM SALE
SharoD Bear, PhJ>
(310>47»6<62

STUDY the Bible with honesty and common
•ense. Everyor>e who does that reaches the

SAME conclusions INDEPENOCNTIY on ALL
major ddttrines. (Mature faith rests on much
solid evidence that ACTUALLY AMOUNTS
TO PROOF.) '...Christianity is an educa-
tion....'-The late Prof. C.S. \jtw\s of Oxford.
No Pressure or obligation. Contributions NOT
requested. Choose your comfort level: corres-

ponderxx, phone, groups. Eventual goal: like

souls walking with the one, personal God,
form a congregation. (310)559-6267. (Current

Sun. Worship: Anaheim: (714)534-2199).

A-1 AARDVARK PROf^SSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING. 20 years exp., laser, spell-

check. (818)752-1980 7 days, 8am-10pm.
RUSHES OKAY.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7.DAY 8
A.M. -6 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0556.

ACCURATE, VERY ECONOMICAL, word pro-

cessing. WP51, Laserjet 3. Fonts, graphics,

equations, UbIes, O.K. Free pick-up^lrop off.

(618)989-3160

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLKIA-
TKDNS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2629.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Wcstside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470.1064.

Modern Secreterial Sen^ices: IBM & MAC.
Student discounU. Pick up/delivery. 24hrs
service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-6699.

PERFECT SPELLING for papersAheses etc. Mac
w/p, free campus pickup/delhwry. Michael
(310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)664-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup- Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (310)626-6939, Holly-

wood (21 3)466-2668.

$i7r

$899*

Tokfo $870*
*Fam are each way from Ux Anseles based on a
roundtnp purchase. RestrtctiorTSapply. Fares subject
to change without notice and taxes not included.

Ncwyork
Miami
New Orleans
Paris

cycle helmet. (714) 964-551 0/Krls.
$7f30/OBO.

.

ELITE 150. Runs great, looks good. Includes

helmet and lock. $1 000 OBO. 472-7465 leave

nf>essage.

ELITE 80 '67. New brake & tires. Helmet
included. $590. 478-0709. Call Clark
evenings.

HALIEN SCOOTER. 1986 PGO Electric start.

auto-dash transmission. Under 1000 miles on
O.D. Red. $70Q^BO. (61 8)646-0642.

HONDA ELITE 150, '66. Excellent condition.

Helmet, tock included. $1,050. 206-6206.

HONDA ELfTE 50, '86. Red, low mileage,

excellent shape. $395. (310)478-3694, after

5pm.

HONDA ELITE 80 '86. Red, registered and
runs well. $500/obo. Call Greg at

(310)837-4077. ^^
HONDA ELITE '80, Blue, great condition, plus
helmet and lock. $1 1 5(yobo. (310)454-6632.

HONDA ELITE 1 50 DRUXE. Mint condition,

3000miles, Red, lock and new battery. Eves
575-4107.

SCOOTER: 1985 Rive 180. XLNT CONDI
LOW Miles. Recent Tunc. Must See! New-
Helmet included. $1100 o.b.o. 476-1114 ^

VESPA P200E, 1961 . Recently rebuilt engine,
low miles, burgundy. $1200/obo. Mike
(310)794-3542.

YAMAHA RIV\ '69, $2000. 1,000 miles.

1-year xvarranty. (310)657-1793.

YAMAHA RIVA RAZZ SO, 1969. Excellent

condition. Red with lock. $500/obo.
445-0698.

YAMAHA XC 125 RIVA SCOOTER 1991.
Never been used. Best offer. (616)379-2616,
(310)276-3391.

CoundlTraud
1093 Broxton Ave #220
Los An9eles,CA 90024

Furniture Ibr Sale 126

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

310-208-3551 Misc. For Saie 128

Travel Tickets 106^

For Rent 101

Reflgerator Rentals
for dorins (fcJlernilK.'s

sororilics jnd co-ops

For FREE DELIVERY call

POLAR LEASING
'• 533-1500 anytime
Sofvincj UCl A sincp 1974

ROUNDTRIP TICKET anywhere Southwest
flics. Use by May 23, 1992. $25(Vobo Call

Rachel 824-4591

Autos for Sale 109

'63 VW RABBIT VERY CLEAN, Runs GreatI

Automatic, A^. AM^M^ass., $320(Vobo
(213)292-2045 Mikg/Angle.

'65 NISSAN SENTRA. Very good condi-
tion.4 door, automatic shift, power steer-

ing,AM/FM radio. Moving. $2950 o.b.o. Call

Tony AMI'M (213)825-16701616)761-4229.

DATSUN 260z, '76. Great condition, A^,
new tires, diAx^. $2,80(Vobo. (21 3)652-8683
(HelmuO.

DATSUN F1 0. 1 976. Fastback, 68,000 original

miles. Runs great. $1 lOCVobo. (310)839-6966.

HONDA ACCORD I Xi '87. A/C, AM/FM tape,

sunroof, 5-speed, one owner, great condition.

$7,70(VOBO. (310) 39a 1559.

HYUNDAI EXaL, '88, $6500. like new,
sunroof, a/c, S-doors, stereo. 1 -owner.
(310)206-5864.

EJ WHEELCHAIRS - 1 electric, 1 manual,
$2000 for both. 624-7158, leave message.

FOR SALE: DAT PREP TAPES; LSAT tapes,

books, and IBM yw disks. Like new.
(310)398-6354.

Sport Equip, for Sole 132

MOTORCYCLE HELMETS, five, $40 each.
Shoe!, Bell, medium and small.
(61 8)789-4662.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE MACINTOSH aASSIC with all discs,

manual, and complete software package.
Please call (310) 575-3457 and leave a
message.

IBM COMPATIBLE. 286/386, 1RAM, 1.2 FD,
1 .4 FD, 40 HD. Keyboard, monitor. New with
warranty. $62(y$950. (213)644-2612. _
IBM PC COMPUTER. Complete system witfT
keyboard, monitor^ floppings, 51 2K. $200
(616)789-4662.

PANASONIC KX-R535 Electronic typewriter.
New model. 15-character display. Spell-
Checker. 7,000-characler internal memoryl
$150. Call: Tina 478-4452.

"

'
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Sports weonseoBy,

STOUPAIVIIRE
From page 38

guards Jordy Lyden and Andre
Collier, but replacing all-confer-

cncc selection Terrell Brandon,
who jumped to the NBA, is

difficult

With the backcourt on the

injured list. Stoudamire has
emerged as the Ducks* leading

scorer, averaging 19.7 per game
with a season-high 26 against

LaSalle. In the six games t^ has

started. Stoudamire has led the

team in points five times, including

22 against conference foe Stan-

ford.

What Stoudamire brings to the

Ducks is deftly-needed versatility,

a valued asset on a team with major
injuries, and he has played off-

guard, point guard and small

forward. At Georgetown, Stouda-

mire was a fourth scoring option

after the likes ofDikembe Mutom-
bo. Alonzo Mourning and Mark
Tillman, but at Oregon. Stouda-

mire is not only the first option but

also second and third.

"I fe^l comfortable now playing

all three positions. They are all

keys in the offense." S4oudamire
said. "I like point guard because I

like to be in control, and I like to be

unselfish and set up my team-

mates. The numbo' two guard

shoots more, and I also feel

comfortable (loing that"

Stoudamire led the Oregon stale

in scoring (23.0) and rebounding

(14.Q) his senior year at PodlaDd
Jesuit High Schb^ and earned a

scholarship to Georgetown. In his

freshman campaign. Stoudamire
averaged 3.1 points per game with

a high of 24 against Florida

International, but he looked into

returning to his home state.

"After being there a year and a
half. I just thought Georgetown
wasn't the place for me.** Stouda-

mire said.

Georgetown, with num^us
Big East titles and a national

basketball title to boot, is big time
in the Northeast, especially with

the Big East's contract with ESPN
that televises weekly games. Stou-

damire was excited to join the

Hoya program and said his scho-

larship there is one of his most
memorable achievements.

•*Gn the Big East), we were
more visible up until this year. The
Pac-10 used to have just two
schools. UCLA and Arizona, but
in the Big East all the schools from
first to ninth place are visible,*'

Stoudamire said. **You could see

six Big East teams in the NCAA
tournament and only two from the

Pac-10. The visibility I got there

was a difference."

Despite the fact that Oregon
may not scare any Dukes or

Hoosiers or muscle any national

television invitations this season,

that's fine with Stoudamire. He
still gets his thrill simply stepping

on the hardwood.

"I realize that people look down
on our team and we're not that

good, but I see my friends and I

play basketball, which is most
important** Stoudamire said.

Growing up in a basketball

family provided Stoudamire the

genes and environment to excel at

the sport His father. Charies. and
uncle. Willie, both played at

Portland State, and Stoudamire
learned the sport by partly by
playing against his talented family.

In addition, television brought
him the skills of Magic Johnson.
Larry Bird and Michael Jordan up
close.

"I'm a TV basketball junkie,"

Stoudamire said. "I pick up little

things and try them playing with

my fiiends at the park. When I was
younger everyone watched Dr. J

and Magic, but I tried to take what I

saw and put them into my game."

4-

MASA-YA MON-FRI
10AM-9:30PM
SAT11:30AM-9:30PM
SUN12NOON-9PM ^

JAPANESE FOOD
NO MENU DISH OVER $6.00

•Delicious Teriyaki
• Beef and Chicken Bowls
•Fresh Variety of Sushi /
•Special Event Catering • "^ZTJ^""

Mmu •PARTY PIATTERS ^ 1834 Wt^wood Blvd

13 15 lo FREE PARHNG ^"" ^^*^ ^*" **°™** ^"^^
15 75 Look For Our Ads Every Other Thuiadays!

%\

/ C»U 475-6355
SPECIAL OFFER EXPIRES 1/31/92

FORSPECIAl DELIVERY
CAUSHAKEY'S!

irS FAST AND FREE!

^Cite ^CectroCysis
New Year's Coupon Special

'33% OFF ANY HOUR VISIT
'20% OFF 1ST VISIT (New clients only)

I

I

Private, Professional, & Renty of Parking . S
Day, Evening, & Weekend Appointments

Call 207-1945 12016 Wilshire Blvd. #9

One MediuPF) Pizza
with One Topping,

Five Pieces of Chicken

and Mojo Potatoes.

Large Pizza

Iwith Two Toppings

TUTORS NEEDED
UCLA PRISON COALITION

We provide tutorial

service to Imprisoned

1114 Gayley Westwood
Fax 208-7470 Hours Sun-Thurs IMam. Fri & Sat. ll-?am

V4TtPrC I-! 824-4111

youthis v\/R^ to
know thiat someone

cores.

VOLUNTEER NOW!
ORIENTATION:

Wednesday Jan. 15 AU 2408 3-4 pnn

Thursday ., Jan. 16 AU2408 3-4 pnn

Friday Jan. 1 7 AU 24 1 2 3-4 pnn

or call 825-2415

Paid for by the Community Activities Committee
of thie Programming Acltlvltes Board.

COMPUTER S
One Year Parts and Labor VVbn-anty

100% IBM Compatible lOUSI

286/386/486 Complete SuperVGA Systems

206-12 Mhz (52MB HD, Complete Mono System) $540

386SX-16 Mtiz (52MB HD. SVGA) ..$920

386SX-25 Mhz (52MB HD. SVGA) $960

386-25 Mhz (85MB HD. SVGA) $1140

386-33 Mhz w^64K Cache (85MB HD. made in USA) $1250

486-33 Mhz W/256K Cache (120MB HD. made in USA). $1730

Each SVGA System Includes
1MB RAM
1 2 MB or1.44MB Floppy Drive

14' Hyundai SVGA Monitor

(1024x766)28 2Bdf)

Trident SVGA Card w/1 M6-256 Colors

2FD/2HD IDE Controller

AT \IQ (2S/1P/1G} & 101 Keyboard

Upgrades:

1MB RAM. Add $45

1.2MB or 1.44MB FO M6 (S5

S2MB HD to 85MB HO Add $70

85MB HD to 105MB HD i^dd $50

85MB HD to 120MB HO Add $80

»«

Bring ad to James Cho
for a free mouse with any
system purchase

BEST QUALITY
BEST SERVICE
LOWEST PRICES

401 S. Vermont Ave. Suites 5&6 /OiQ\ QQ/i aan-i
Los Angeles. CA 90020 \^ ' ^^ 004-DDU

1

TONIGHT
Brought to you by the

Commission
Fresh Alternative Programming

What else is thereP
Funded by USAC- Your Student Government

c
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o UCLA REPORT CARD

Selection A

o
Service A

Location A

o
Price A

4.0

This year make the
Grade with I^AILLER

MILLER INFINITI.vbnNuys

MILLER MITSUBISHI, Van Nuys

Miller NISSAN, Van Nuys

MILLER TOYOTA, Culver CHy

818^782-1000

818-780-7'799

818-787-8400

213-550-3777

**'TAKE $100 OFFANY CAR, with valid UCLA Student ID presented on date of

purchase'
.**

EYEGLASSESI
Get the look
you want

quickly and
^

courteously
from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood \llU^e
208-3011

Monday SpeciaL 20% o£f

All products and services

Since 1971 UCIA Alum.

t)^*^

mess
^'ng downhill?

Our account executives will help your

business get back on its feet again.

The Daily Bruin will get your business

noticed.

Call 825-2161 today.

l^

Help newly admitted students by teaching them how to

survive and thrive at UCLA. Apply to become a

1992 UCU ORIENTATION COUNSELOR

Interested students should attend one of these Information meetings:
"Ki

"(.. Wednesday^ January 22, 12 noon
LuValle Commons Boardroom
(by the Students' Store)

Wednesday, January 22, 7 pm
James West Center Conference Room

Thursday, January 23, 1 pm
North Campus Room 22

Monday, January 27, 12 noon
James West Center Conference Room

Tuesday, January 28, 12 noon
2408 Ackerman Union

Applicants must:

- Be currently enrolled
y

- Have completed at least one year of college work
(not necessarily at UCLA, but with sophomore standing)

.** • —— - ' -JIM H ill I. . ,r~^—.
1 ' Mr -'

- •
;, , . •

- Have a preferred minimurrl 2.50 GPA.

Applications will be available at the above meetings.
For any otiier questions, please call the Orientation

Program office at (31 0) 206-6685.

VOLLEYBALL
From page 40

have to work on for Long Beach.**

A main feature of the Alumni
Game will be the appearance of
Partie, a two-time Olympic gold

medalist (1984 and *88X three-

year veteran of the Italian profes-

sional league and member of the

1992 Olympic team set to take on
the world in Barcelona, Spain this

summer.

Partie, an All-American middle

blocker/quick-hitter who led the

1979 and *81 Bruins to national

titles, will team with Salmons to

fonp the most potent 1-2 inside

punch to hit the Pauley floor since

the early *80s:

Scates called Salmons "the best

middle blocker I've ever had.**

Salmons manned the middle in

All-American fashion from 1977

to *8
1 , garnering two national titles

while playing on the same team as

Karch Kiraly and Saunders.

And Saunders will again team
up with Salmons on the alumni

squad, showcasing again the talent

that prompted Scates to brand him
as **one of the best passers Tve
ever seen."

Saunders manned the backcourt

on three NCAA champions
(1980-82), irtayed professionally

in Italy on Partie*s team (which

was onc-uppod by Kiraly *s squad
for the tit^), and is aiming for a

third gold medal this year once he

completes his graduate degree.

Teaming with Saunders in the_

backcourt will likely be Claik, a

member of four straight national

championship teams 1198 1-84).

Both will receive swing sets from
Sonnichsen, a 1992 Olympian and
the setter on the 1987 and 1989
national title teams. The cspt&in

from that '89 team, Curci, will play

opposite hitter, if all goes accord-

ing to Scates* plan.

Then again, with the personnel

the alumni boast, the lineup could

easily be completely different

*They even have depth,** Scales

said, mentioning setter Wally
Goodrick (setter of the 1982-84

teams), Ail-American Steve Gul-

nac (lS^9-83) and current assistant

coaches Mike Whitcomb (Ail-

American middle blocker from
1988-91) and Reed Sunahara, who
Scates said was the *'best outside

hitter in the country** in 1984,

when the Bruins went 38-0.

Even a pretty decent beach
player named Sinjin Smith is a
possibility, although Scates
believes his schedule won*t allow

it

It*s quite a roster, indeed. But
although Scates admitted that the

competition will be fierce on the

court he said his favorite part is the

contact with so many of his former

pupils.

With such a talented group of

opponents on the other side of the

court Scates realizes he can*t miss

this opportunity to see what the

1992 Bruins are really made of.

•*I want to look at everybody,**

Scates said. **(Mike) Sealy (will

start) for sure, and (Tim) Kelly,

too, because the only way for him
to get better is to keep playing.

Otherwise, (it*s a tough decision).

Both (Dan) Landry and (Rich)

Bland are at a high level. I like

(Mike) Diehl's aggressiveness and

how he calls for a set And all three

ofour (No. 2 quick-hitteis— Brian

Boone, Nygaaid and Chris Pliha)

looked good.

**ril use what I saw in the

(UCSD) match plus what hap-

pened in fall (practice) to hopeful-

ly set a lineup soon. As soon as

some players really come to the

front they*U have a chance (to

start). I know what everyone can

do, but if they*re not performing,

they won't start**

Beikeley
decides

'^.^

By Jake Curtis

San Francisco Chronicle

BERKELEY — University of
Washington offensive coordinator
Keith Gilbertson, a man known for

his innovative offensive mind and
for being a player's coach, became
Cal's new heid football coach.
Gilbertson barely beat out Univer-
sity of California offensive coordi-
nator Steve Mariucci, the
preference of the players, many
alumni and most of the media.

Ultimately, Gilbertson won out
over Mariucci because he had
head-coaching experience, having
been the head man at Idaho, a
Division I-AA school, from 1986-
88.

*That may have been the decid-
ing factor," said Cal athletic

director Bob Bockrath, "but it was
real close."

In fact many said it was nearly a
dead heat between the two offen-
sive coordinators, who, along with
San Jose State head coach Terry
Shea and Indianapolis Colts offen-

sive coordinator Milt Jackson,
were among the four finalists for

the job left vacant when Bruce
Snyder acc^tcd the Arizona Stafa-
job 10 days ago.

In the end, Bockrath chose the
guy with most impressive resume,
the man who constructed the
offense for the co-national
champions, and the man who, with
Dennis Erickson, helped develop
the one-back passing offense that

is so popular these days.

He was also the candidate with
some big names issuing eiKlorse-

ments. Besides Erickson, the Uni-
versity of Miami coach and a
longtime friend of Gilbertson,

Washington coach £>on James has
been high on Gilbertson.

In fact speculation around
Seattle was that Gilbertson would
become the Huskies head coach
when James decided to retire.

To keep Gilbertson .from
returning to Washington as its

head coach, Bockrath included a
clause in Gilbertson's five-year

contract preventing him fi-om

leaving to become a head coach for

another Pac-10 school.

That clause results partly from
~ die fact that Bockrath has been
burned twice by coaches moving
within the Pac-10.

Four years ago, when Bockrath
was associate athletic director at

Arizona, Larry Smith left the

Wildcats to become USC's head
coach. Then Snyder left to become
ASU's head coach.

Bockrath also wants to make it

tougher to leave than it was for

Snyder, adding a buyout clause.

That forces schools interested in

Gilbertson's services to pay Cal a
sum of money to buy out some of
his contract.

Bockrath said it doesn't amount
to much, and it probably wouldn't

have kept Snyder at Cal.

"It's just a nuisance factor," he

said, "but it says if you come
snooping around, you better come
with big bait"

Not that Cal will pay Gilbertson

an extraordinary amount His

package will be similar to Snyder's

Cal income — a little less than

$200,000 a year.

For that Cal will get a witty 43-

year-old coach who's gained
respect from his players every-

where he's been and who won't
drastically change the style that

earned Cal a No. 8 national

ranking, its best season-ending

finish since 1950.

DaHy Bruin Sports

Film Producing Seminar
Produce/Direct an entire feature film

for under $10,000.

Sat. January 1 8th, 1 99 1 2pm-3pm
Super 8 Sound

2805 West Magnolia Blvd. Burbank, CA91505
(818)848-5522

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

SCHOURSHIP INFORMATION
FOR STUDENTS WHO NEEDFREE

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student Is Eligible for Some Type of

Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We have a data bank of over 200.000 listings of scholarships, fellowships, grants,
and loans, representing over $10 billion in private sector funding.

• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic interests, career
plans, family heritage and place of residence.

• There's money available for students who have been newspaper earners, grocery
clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers ..etc.

• Results GUARANTEED

CALL For A Free Brochure nxT
ANYTIME (800) 283-8600 143

Interested in an MBA?

Take the first step and find

out about:

• The GMAT exam
•

Different MBA programs

• The application process

• and Much, Much More!

ff

Southen California MBA/GMAT Seminars:

Encino

16571 Ventura Blvd.

Wednesday, January IS

6:30 PM

Brentwood

11911 San Vicente Blvd. #230

Wednesday. January IS

6:30 PM

CALL I-80()-KAP- ILST lot lestrvations

and infonnatioii

1STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

WednatdBy, January 15, 1902 35

Copeland's Sports
rnp 1

JAM 16TH
1 0AM - 9PM'^

CURRENT PRICES
'Mall Hours Will Vary

EVERYTHING

EXCEPT GOLD MEDAL ITEMS
QUANTITY PRICING NOT IN EFFECT.
20% OFF CURRENT PRICES MAY
BE OFFERED IN FUTURE ADS.

JUST A FEW
ATHLETIC SHOES

CURRCMT
PlllCi

Convers*
All Star (Slight Bi«m.). 16.99
Special Group
Hiking Boots 29.99
Special Group
Baskett>all Shoes 29.99
Special Group
Running Shoes 29.99
Spacial Group
Running Shoes 29.99

Baseball Shoes EXTRA 20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

20%
wvRRCMT

Golf Shoes.

ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT & APPAREL
CURRENT

Spalding Executiva ^ ^ «»aa
8 Iron Golf Set 1 49.99 1 1 9
Spalding Exacutivo ^^^^^
3 Wood Golf Set 119.99 35
Grapliita Shafted ' ^ ^ ii^aA
3 Wood Golf Set »::Z:„.. 179.99143
Exercise Equipment

Sweatshirts & Pants

Warmup Suits

Rollerfolade In-Line Skates

,

20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

Exrm20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

SKI EQUIPMENT & APPAREL
CURRENT DCT
PRICE CO%

Ski« EXflU 20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

Ski Boots EXTRA 20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

Bindings EXTRA 20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

Ski Parkas EXTRA 20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

20%Ski Gloves

Thermal Underwear

••••«i»«••••••••••••

OFF CURRENT PRICES

EXTRA 20%
CURRENT PRICES

COLD MEDAL ITEMS NOT INCLUDED

COtD MWAL MNVICI ITtlM WN.LmTm OtMOUMTtO OOHWIG TMIIItAtt

Copeland's Sports
1 001 WESIWOOD BLVD

lltfESmVOOD .

HOURS; MON THURS 10 9. FRI-SAT laiO. SUN 10-7

c
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TIZIANA 80RGE
UCLA freestyler Scott Hubbard and seven other swim teann members will compete at the Dallas Morning News Invitational this
weekend.

r"
M,.^Uu sll ^vl

vn

presents

JERRY LEVIN

The first American liostage in Leiianon

LEVIN is theformer CNN Bureau Chief

stationed in Beirut

Also

SIS LEVIN author of Beirut Diary

MOHAMMADKHAN Muslim peace activist

SVWMMINO
From page 40

— from the short 50-yaitl-frce to

the medium range 500-frce.

Since the Morning News Class-
ic's first meet in 1983. 14 of its

participants have gone on to win
either Olympic gold or set world
records. This includes former
Bruin Tom Jager. who has held a
world record (in the 50-meter-
free) and is a gold-medal Olym-
pian.

*This is a very exciting meet,**

said Southern Methodist Univer-
sity head coach Eddie Sinnott
"Because the Olympic Trials are in

March, this meet becomes even
bigger this year. It'll show where
everyone stands.**

The teams participating in this

speed spectacle with the sixth-

ranked Bruins will be host South-
em Methodist University, fourth-

ranked Arizona, Florida, eighth-

ranked Tennessee and Texas.
Second-ranked Texas, the

four-time NCAA champion, will

try to defend its tide this year
against the likes of Florida and
SMU.

Florida, ranked third nationally

by Swimming World Magazine,
will look to 1988 Gold Medalist
Anthony Neste to help the Gators
upset UT. Seventh-ranked South-
em Methodist, which barely lost

the lead to Texas last year, would
like to impress home-town fans, so
it shouki be strong against both
ifiorida and the LoB^onis

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 1

5

6:00 P.M.

ACKERMAN UNION SECOND FLOOR LOUNGE
Refreshments will be served following the program

Paid for by BOD Programming Comm.

Last year the Mustangs saw
their lead slip away in the last race
of the meet, the 200-yard-free
relay, when Texas touched them
out at the finish. In that same relay

the Bruins saved themselves from
coming in dead last at the meet by
winning the relay. UCLA finished
in fifth place.

This year UCLA head coach
Ron Ballatore doesn*t expect his

team to finish much higher than
last year.

"I hope we do well, but the

competition is pretty tough this

year,** said Ballatore. "We'll be
competitve though. This meet
should give us a good indication

how our competition looks and
how we arc kx)king.**

Along with senior backstrokcr-"
Mark Thompson, senior sprinter

and team captain Byron Davis, the

Bruins will be led this year by
sophomore Michael Picottc, win-
ner of the 50 yard free at this year's
Pac-10 Championships. "Picotte

has been a real workhorse for us,"

Ballatore said.

Providing points in the specialty

events will be 100-yard-breasts-

troke champion Andrea Cecchi, as

well as breaststroker Greg Schaef-
fcr.

Dan Kutler will swim both
fieestyle and butterfly for UCLA,
while Scott Hubbard and Brian
Kurza will probably be called on to

swim the freestyle events.

Rounding out the group is junior

iliver Kort Borg, a transfer student

out of the University of Utah, who
is in his first year competing at

UCLA.
Ballatore said that while this is a

meet where speed is vit£d, it is also'

important to take swimmers that

are versatile, as the coach is only

allowed to bring eight swimmers.
"We're not necessarily taking

our fastest guys. The ones that are

going are our most versatile

swimmers,** Ballatore said.

"We're leaving some kids at home
that are very fast. But the ones
we're bringing can swim their

*ofr events almost as well."
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JOHN CHUNQ^Ddly Bruin

UCLA forward Don MacLoan scored a season-high 38 points In
the Bruins' 89-87 win over Arizona In Tucson on Saturday. —

^
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From page 40

center.

"Last year, that was the primary
goal for Don MacLean. Now,
MacLean doesn't have to guard a
guy like (Arizona center) Sean
Rooks.

"He may have to, but it won't be
—his primary goal. That takes a lot of
pressure off of MacLean.

—. "Also, Tracy Murray came back
from the Pan Am games with the

desire to be more of a complete
player. His defense has improved
tremendousl),** Harrick said.

The UCLA coaching staff has

-also received some defensive help-

from a couple of legendary basket-

ball coaches, as well as the newest
member of Harrick*s staff.

"(Former Cal coach) Pete
Newell came out and gave (the

UCLA coaches) a defensive clinic

in October,** Harrick said. "He,
along with John Wooden, came out
and watched us practice and then
we sat around and exchanged
ideas.

"(Volunteer Assistant Coach)
Steve Lavin has brought a new
drill to us from Purdue. We have
been working a k)t more on our
defensive stances, and that has
given us an overall maturity on
defense.**

Lavin joined the Bniin staff

after the departure of volunteer

assistant Ken Barone. Lavin came
to Harrick's attention this summer
during the Pan-American Games
workouts, where Lavin was
coaching and Bruin forward Tracy
Murray was playing.

Harrick also said that the Bruins
will be pressing on defense a lot

more in upcoming games.
*The No. 1 important thing is

putting pressure on the ball,"

Harrick said. "We haven't been
able to work on our press before

because we haven't been able to

get everyone together at practice.**

On Saturday, UCLA limited

Arizona to only one slam dunk and
no lob passes for dunks.

Last year against the Wildcats,

the Bruins did not shoot better than

42 percent from the field in either

game.

On Saturday, UCLA made 52.4
percent (33 of 63) of their shots

against Arizona.

"We were successfully running
our offense,** Harrick said. "We
got a lot of good, open shots out of
the framework of the offense.

-, "When we are patient and stay

with our offensive set, we wiU
always get a lot of good shots.**

Harrick also commented on the

state of his squad, which is off to its

best start since 1975.

*The hardest thing in college

basked)all is to go undefeated,**

Harrick said. **Our schedule might
catch up with us, we have some
tough games at Notre Dame and
Louisville.

"I like our persistence and
resiliency. We never panicked
when we were down against

Arizona. Also, we have got a lot of
flexibility and maneuverability.

When we started off slowly in the

second half against Arizona, I was
able to bring in three new guys to

turn things around.**

With neariy eight minutes to go
in the Arizona game and the Bruins

approaching foul trouble, Harrick

must have been tempted by the

sight of O'Batuion down on one
knee, asking to play.

"I'm looking and looking and
looking (around),** Harrick said,

"and I look over (at the bench), and
there*s Ed down on one knee,

staring me right in the face. He said

*I can go two minutes coach.***

And what was Harrick's

response to the injured forward?

"Sit down, Ed.-

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village

208-3011
Monday Special: 20% o£f

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

JUMPIN'JACK
PLAQUE

6ilft'

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTIST

For Appointment:
478-0363

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEAOflNG
•Fix Chipped, Stained, or Brolcen Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas. Estimates in Writing
•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (Between Wdshire & Santa Monica)

OH NOn I FO^OT TO

82I»I6I

FAST, FREE DEUVERr

207-5900
100% RmI MozaraUa

ft Fresh Ingredients

11628 Santi Monica #10
(1 Bik Est of Banington;

Sunday- Thursday
11-12am

Friday-Satuniay

11-2am

UCl-A'S
ENVIRONMENTAL

COALITION
*** GENERAL MEETING ***

Wednesday, January 15

5 - 6 p.m.

AGSM 2250

Come learn about and help plan UCLA environmental events, including;

• Earth Day 1992
• The United Nations Conference on
Environment and Deveiopment: Join students
nationwide in creating a student "Earthvoice"
to demonstrate our concerns

• UC Divestment from Georgia Pacific!

• Improving UCLA's recyciing program
.• Shades of Green, UCLA's environmental
newsletter

CALL 206-4438 FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Stoudamire follows fomlly
By Jay Ross
Dally Bruin Staff

Antoine Stoudamire has exper-

ienced some of the best basketball

competition in the country.

As a freshman at Georgetown,
Stoudamire played in the Hoyas*
clashes with rival Syracuse, which
are some of the best in the Big
East; and now as an Oregon
sophomore, he*s in the middle of

Pac-10 battles between the Ducks
and Arizona, UCLA and cross-

state rival Oregon State.

But some of his best competi-
tion comes right at home in

Portland with members of the

immediate family. Stoudamire
comes from a laige family, which
includes a father and uncle who
played major collegiate basketball

at Portland State, and cousin
£>amon, currently the third guard

on the seventh-ranked Arizona
WUdcats.

When the 6'5^ Antoine needs to

touch up on ball-handling or
practicing the trey, he can often
find £)amon, at a shorter 5* 10**, for
a game of one-on-one.

*;We don't really keep score. We
just play one-on-one until we get
tired,** says Antoine. "It gives him
a chance to play against a taller

guard, and it gives me a chance to

play against a smaller, quicker
guard.**

In 1992, Stoudamire is the
highlight — **the savior** some
have called him — on a below-
average Oregon Duck team (5-6,
1-1). To be fair, Oregon*s run to
the promised land and the upper
division of the Pac-10 has been
hampered by injuries to starting

if answering phones
aii day is your idea of
a great internship,
dont read this ad. ^

.VW^W.-f.flC-^^^SaSS
x¥<"

.4*:>

^;

Apply now for an exciting advertising InternJiJp
with the Dally Bruin. Learn how the third !iH|st
dally newspaper In Los Angeles operates^

;;;
.
;
MMAMJA^MAMMM

j!.!^^MAWA^''
i'i'j'*

All we ask for Is dedication and enthusHm.

Applications for internal Display Inlemsniniiii
available now at the Dally Bruin ciassiflld^Mpi
(112 Kerckhoff Hall) and are due Tuesday, January
2lst

^

Any questions?
Call MarnI or Michelle at 206-0905.

.5 ^]

a^let^^eel\tet
youcan do with these;

January 21st
10am - 4pm

Campus Interviews

That's when CIGNA Healthplan of

California will be on campus to interview

graduating Financial Analysts and

Accountants. As one of the largest Managed Care

Organizations in the nation, CIGNA will take good care of you and your

career. If interested, see your career placement counselor to schedule

an interview for January 21, and well talk more than numbers.

If you are unable to stop by for an interview and are interested in

a position with CIGNA, please send your resume and cover letter, stating

your area of interest, to: CIGNA Healthplan of California, 505 N. Brand
Blvd., Glendale, CA 91203. We are an equal opportunity employer.

aCNA Healthplan

Team with resultsr
CIGNA

See STOUDAMIRE, page 33
OraQOfi Sporti kifo

AnloiiM .Stoudamire
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in Daily Bruin

style

825-2161
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UCLA EXPO Center
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in 25 yaaf8 we*v« placed over 4,0eo Interns In the arees of
Media, Business, Government, IKibllc Relations, and more.

INFORMATION MEETINGS
In the EXPO Center, Ackerman A-21 3, 825-0831

TUESDAYS at 4 pm
WEDNESDAYS at 12 Noon -
THURSDAYS at 3 pm

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS JANUARY 17.' 1992
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Athletes of theWeek

/
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DonMadean
Don MacLean has been a

success ever since he first set foot
on the UCLA campus in West^
wood. He was named Pac-10
freshman of the year in 1989 as
part of coach Jim Harrick's first

recniiting class. He has improved
every year to the point where he is

now mentioned as a possible NBA
lottery pick.

MacLean has also matured over
his four years, and now when he
gets intense he gets focused,
instead of losing his cool, which a
younger MacLean may have done.
Evidence of that was his perfor-

mance last Saturday in Tucson
against Arizona.

Going into this season MacLean
was third on the UCLA all-time

scoring list, and if he keeps up his

scoring average he will surpass
Lew Alcindor as the Bruins' all-

time leading scorer.

Favorite sporls moment:
"Winning the CIF Championship
in high school. We worked hard all

year and it culminated in a champ-
ionship. This past weekend was
nice to win and to break (Arizo-
na's) streak, but it wasn't a
championship like in high schooir

Sports heroes: "There are a lot

of guys I admire for their work
ediic. Larry Bird is one, Nolan
Ryan is another. It's the guys who
put in tons of extra effort, guys

i=Wtlo go abpvc andbeyond in tenny^
of working after practice and when
they don't have to."

Hobby: "I play a tot of golf
when I have time. I'm OK. I shoot
in the 80s OT 90s. I haven't played
since the season started, so if I

played now I'd probably be in the

90s.-

Mark Brubaker

Don MacLean
Basketball Senior

Was named Pac-10 Player of the Week
for second week in a row.

Scored 38 points and nine rebounds in

win over Arizona, leading team in both

categories.

Passed Reggie Miller to become UCLA's

second all-time leading scorer.

Rehema Stephens
Basketball Senior

Ranks fifth in the Pac-10 in scoring with

18.8 points per game

Scored 25 points in UCLA's win over

Oregon State, 21 in the first half.

"tssixttrm the e^ftference in retHJimdrnff
^

with 8.8

Rehema Stephens
Rehema Stephens has been the

heart and soul of the UCLA
womens' basketball team for the

last three years, and continues to be
a star in her final campaign.

Stephens was fifth in the nation

in scoring last year and, gained
honorable mention All-America
honors. She has no peers^n Pac-10
scoring and has led the conference
for two years in a row. Not
surprisingly, she was named first

team all-conference for those
years.

Ranking on almost all of the

top-10 lists for Bruin scorers,

Stephens reached the 1,000 point

plateau quicker than any other

UCLA l)asketball player in history

t)esides Lew Alcindor.

Stephens has scored in double
figures in every game she has
played in for die Bruins.

Sports Illustrated payed her the

ultimate sign of respect when they
profiled her recently iq their

college basketball preview issue.

She is engaged to be married to

Mickey Pruitt of the E>allas Cow-
boys when her playing days at

UCLA arc over.

Hero: "I admire Magic Johnson
and the way he has taken the

adversity that has come to him and
what he's going through. He's
taken a big negative and tumed it

-into a tug positive.
Favorite sports moment:

"When I opened up Sports Illus-

trated and saw myself in it That
was a dream come true for me. I

think everyone dreams about that, I

know I have for a long time.**

Hobby: "I like to travel a lot. I

go to Dallas a lot in the off-season

to visit my fiancee.**

Aiark Brubaker

Where Can You

Get Naked
on Campus?
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Free Samples Today at

Country Store & Luvalle Commons
11:00-1:00

NAKED JUICE

NAKED SAIJIDS
So Convenient
So Nutritious
So Delicious

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE

IFYOU DONT HAVE THE NUMBERS,

You WONT Get THE LETTERS.

FUGLA

EDUCATIONU GROUP

11819 Wilshire Blvd.* Suite 205 • LA. 90025 • 213-3124900

Well Make Sure You Make It.

LSAT • GMAT • ORE • MCAT
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O'Bannon might
play on Thursday
By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

After becoming the first team to

win at Arizona in 71 games, the

UCLA men's basketball team has

turned its sights on the rest of the

long Pac-10 season.

While the win over Arizona was
a milestone for the team, proving

its No. 2 ranking is no fluke, there

are still two question marks going

into this weekend's game witti the

Oregon schools— the health ofEd
0*Bannon and Gerald Nfadkins.

The long-awaited debut of
freshman forward 0*Bannon may
not be too far off.

At his weekly media luncheon

Tuesday, UCLA basketball head

coach Jim Harrick said O'Bannon
might even play as early as

Thursday night against Oregon.

*'Ed will be doing some contact

work with us in practice this

-week^** Hflrrick Raid **Whf>n Fd i«

X)HN CHUNQ/Daily Bruin

UCLA forward Tracy Murray drives to the basket against Arizona State last Thursday In Tempe. Mur-
ray scored 14 points against the Sun Devils.

ready to J)lay, he will play."

0*Bannon is recovering from
three operations on his left knee,

which he injured last October.

Senior guard Madkins, who is

recovering from a broken left

hand, will still wear a hard cast for

the next ten days, according to

Harrick.

Madkins will not start until his

hand has completely healed, but he

will see significant playing time

this weekend against Oregon and
Oregon State. He will have his cast

removed the day of each game.

After ending Arizona's 71-

game home-winning streak the

Bruins are receiving quite a bit of

national acclaim. UCLA received

a vote for No. 1 in this week's

Associated Press Poll and are

solidly ranked at No. 2 behind

Duke.

Also, Sports Illustrated staff

writer Richard Hoffer was in

Tucson for Saturday's showdown
and was observed talking to

Harrick for a story after the game.

Perhaps the most improved
aspect ofUCLA this year has been

lheB^4efense. iterick commcmed-
on why the Bruins have been so

much stronger on defense this

year.

**Our defense starts with the

presence of Rodney Zimmerman,"
Harrick said. **Rodney's primary

goal is to guard the other team's

See HOOPS, page 37

UCLA
visits

Voileybali and aiumni set to spilce

By Andre Kell

Dally Bruin Staff

Take the fastest eight

swinuners on your team, add
your best diver, and swim
against five of the top 10

men's swim teams in the

country. The result: one of

the quickest and most excit-

ing meets before this year's

NCAA Finals and Olympic
Trials.

UCLA men swimmers
have again been invited to

participate in the tenth annu-

al Dallas Morning News
Swimming Classic, the high

profile meet that features

past and prospective olym-

pians, as well as several

NCAA champions.

Held this Friday and
Saturday, two days of fast-

paced action will boast only

swimming's fastest events

See SWIMMING, page 36

By Eric Blillgmeier

In establishing theUCLA men's
volleyball program as one of the

nation's most dominant, head
coach Al Scales has guided numer-
ous players to All-American status

as well as toward successful

professional careers.

Tonight, those efforts may come
back to haunt him. The reason?

The alumni are back in town.

Over 20 of Scales' most accom-
plished students from his three

decades at UCLA are scheduled to

be on hand for the annual Alumni
Match at 7:30 p.m. in Pauley
Pavilion.

The popular opinion concerning

alumni games in most sports is that

the old guys are coming back to

have a good time and reminisce.

The volleyball version is quite

different — these guys come to

win.

Consider the lineup of former

UCLA AU-Americans the 1992

Bruins could very possibly face.

Passing and swing-hitting are

Roger Clark and Dave Saunders.

The setter is Maa Sonnichsen. He
sets to the middle, manned by
Steve Salmons and Doug Partie, or

the outside, where Anthony Curci

hangs out.

*This is a world-class team,"

Scales said. **The alumni beat us

twp years ago, and this team (could

as well). Frankly, they will be one
of our strongest opponents."

Scales emphasized that this

match will not all be fiin and
games, especially for those players

fighting for their starting positions.

*T want to suit up and look at 13

players," Scales said. '*But I want
us to play well, and win, too. We
start league in a week, and we play

the defending NCAA champions
in two days. We need to keq)
playing better every game. Every
guy on t^e team will play as hard as

possible if they know what's good
for them."

Scates hoped to use Monday's
"intense" practice in combination

with Saturday's defeat ofUCSD to

come up with a starting lineup.

There was a casualty of the

difficult session, however. Quick-
hitter Jeff Nygaard badly pulled

his stomach muscle and this injury

will keep him out of action until (at

least) Friday's Kilgour Cup match
against Long Beach State.

^There's room for improvement
everywhere," Scates said. "We're
only in our second week of
practice. We need to continue to

work on our passing, certainly.

They (UCSD) didn't give us

anything to work on, because they

didn't expose our weaknesses. The
alumni should show us what we

See VOiXEYBALL, page 34

SUNNY SUNQ/Daly Bruin

Setter Ross Pier and the UCLA volleyball team will take on the vol-

leyball alumni tonight at the Wooden Center.

Pac-10 Men's Basketball Scoring Leaders ^^^^^^l^^^^M Pac-10 Men's Basketball Scoring Leaders
PLAYER

I.Harold Miner, use 12 101 319 26.6

2. Adam Keefe, STANFORD 11 99 275 25.0

3. Tracy Murray, UCLA 10 77 229 22.9

4. Don Maclean, UCLA^^ 196 21.8

S.AntoineStoudamire.OSU 6 39 118 19.7 O' the Page

PLAYER 6 ALLFG POINTS AVG

6. Terrence Lewis, WSU 14 89 259 18.5

7.NellDanick.WSU 13
Qtt^^s^Hmi 17.8

8. Rich Manning, WASH 11 80 196 17.8

9. Chad Scott, OSU 13 82 231 17.8

10. Sean Rooks, ARIZ 12 73
1

212 17.7

1^

University of Callfbmia, Los Angeles

80th Year, No. 56
arculation: 22,000

Fee hice piatesjt

in Sacramento
Any UCLA graduate or

undergraduate students inter-

ested in traveling to Sacramen-
to to protest the $550 fee hike

proposed by Gov. Pete Wilson
can do so by signing up on
Bruin Walk.
The lobby group for the

students of the University of
Califcmiia is combining with

the office of the undergraduate

external vice president to attend

a lobbying conference at the

state Capitol Feb. 22-24.

Students who are selected

will write a personal letter to an
assigned state legislator and
lobby that legislator for lower
registration fees.

Approximately 30 to 40
students will be selected to

attend the conference, but as

many as 60 may go if funds
alk)w.

Sign-ups are expected to be
open through mid-February,

but space is limited.

Inside

Search for UC
president begi
A conmiittee is beginning its

search for a replacement for

University of Califomia Presi-

dent David Gardner, who steps

down in October.

See page 9

Viewpoint

Si^yin^ prayers

in puiilic sdiooi
Colunmist Angela Beeley

takes aim at the controversial

issue of government-sponsored

religion.

See page 25

Arts & Entertainment

'Cradle' robs
its audience
Rebecca De Momay stars as

a psychopathic nanny who
loves to terrorize unsuspecting

households in **The Hand that

Rocks the Cradle.**

See page 26

Sports

MMb «*« J. i«taMMM

Duck season
opens tonight
Guard Shon Tarver and

UCLA host a battered Oregon
Duck team tonight in Pauley

Pavilion.

See page 52

Thursday
January 16, 1992

Police arrest WestW( III gunman
ByHeesunWoe
Daily Bruin Staff

After barricading himself in his

Westwood apartment for seven
hours, a 4Q-year-old gunman,
suspected of shooting a woman
earlier Wednesday nxxning, was
tear-gassed out of his apartment by
police and S.W.A.T. officers.

Larry Malbure was charged
with one count of attempted
murder, but was not charged for

kx±ing himself in his apartment
and refusing to surrender, said Los
Angeles police Capt Willie Pan-
nell.

The unidentified woman is in

*fair condition** at the County USC
Medical Center after she was shot

in her right arm, said UCLA
Medical Center spokesman
Ramon Aniyiag. PoUce would not

say whether the wounded woman
was Malbure*s girlfiriend.

The woman was initially **held

in the apartment for a couple of
hours before she escaped** around
7 a.m. Wednesday, Pannell said.

He added that she was then taken
rby police to the UCLA Mcdicat
Center Emergency Room.

She was later transferred to the

County-USC Medical Center,
Aninag said.

Police officers arrived at the

1441 Veteran Ave. apartment
complex after a Westwood resi-

dent called police and rqxxted
hearing gunshots, Pannell said.

When the gunman refused to

come out of his first floor apart-

ment, a Police Department crisis

negotiating team was called in.

After four hours of telephone

See QUNMAN, page 19
Police arrest a man after he locked himself in his apartment on Veteran Avenue and ?itlegedty shot
a woman in the arm. The incident ended when police sprayed tear gas to force the man out.

Police seal building, leaving

students trapped inside, out^

Police take aim and prepare to

force the gunman from his

apartment.

By Heesun Wee
Daily Bruin Staff

When second year UCLA
sociology major Segy Finkelstein

stepped out of her Veteran Avenue
apartment Wednesday for an early

morning jog, she was ready for

some hard-core aerobic activity.

However, she was not ready for

the yards of yelk>w police tape,

swarm of police and S.W.A.T. cars

and army of journalists and
cameramen in front of her building

when she returned.

For safety reasons, Finkelstein

and other Westwood Plaza tenants

were barred from entering or

exiting the building. A 40-year-okl

armed gunman had locked himself

in the apartment complex and
refused to surrender to the police.

So, Finkelstein was left stranded

in front of her apartment, unable to

get ready for her day of classes.

**rve been waiting here for three

hours. My mom was going to

throw me down some books so I

could go to tlass, but the police

wouldn't let her,** Finkelstein said.

*T*m hungry and I want a shower.**

Second year economics major
Tony Pang was also left stranded

on Veteran Avenue. Pang dropped
off a friend at UCLA early

Wednesday morning, and returned

^Tve been waiting here

for three hours. My
mom was going to ^

throw me down some

books so I could go to

class, but the police

wouldn't let her."
~~~

Segy FInltelstein

Second-year Sociology Major

to find himself blocked off from
his own apartment. **I came back

and they wouldn*t let me in,** Pang
said.

The sophomore had an 1 1 a.m.

Economics 101 course and

See DELAY, page 20

Retention gkoups will be ftinded by UCLA
By Latlsia IMarquez
Dally Bruki Staff

After more than six months of

negotiations with student retention

groups, UCLA officials will soon
approve f\inding for these groups

until the end of spring (j^uarter.

But the debate over the com-
mittee's hiring of employees who
are not UCLA students will con-

tinue long after university officials

earmark $)40,000 for the four

programs next week.

The retention programs are

designed to prevent underrepre-

sented students from dropping out

of college.

They include the ChicanoA-ati-

no Calmecac group, the Samahang

Controversy still exists about

hiring of noH'Student employees
Filipino Education And Retention
project, the African Student
Union's Academic Supports Prog-
ram and the Retention ofAmerican
Indians Now!

Since last May, group members
said they feared they would have to

cancel retention services such as
study halls and academic
counselling.

"We've been trying to keep our
heads above water all quarter

long,** said Mandla Kayise, chair-

man of the African Student

Union *s retention program.

His 18-member staff had to

work overtime and on weekends
' without pay to accommodate the

more than SOO students who use

the program.

Even smaller projects like

Samahang Pilipino*s had difficulty

coping with the delay in funding.

**Wc restructured our program
last quarter and had to deal with

negotiations problems at the same
time,** said Kristl Buluran,
counselor for the program which

services about 200 students

throughout the year.

But the negotiations are not

comptetdy over. Program leaders

will continue meeting with admi<^

nistrators this quarter to discuss

hiring of non-students.

*The fundamental issue now is

control of the programs,** said

Nyaniso RaHotep, chairman of the

Campus Retention Committee,*

which oversees the four retention

The committee wants to move
from the College of Letters &
Science into the student affairs

office to join the rest of the student

programs housed there.

^
See MIINIIONt page 20
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Senior CidaacfM Prefects

Orienuiion Meeting

Kerckhoff^ll

Women's Bcsource Center

*SUU KUling Us Softly*

2412 Ackcrman Union

AtlBfl

Communiiy Service Organization

Ackennan 3530

Graduate Art Lectures

Mkhad Joaquin Grey: Sculptor

Wight Gallery

POUA
Winter Quarter Orientation

102 Men's Gym

Student Welfare Commiasion
Adult CPR Training

Ackerman Union 3525

Ounpus Events

The Conunjunerus

AGO

Cultural Affairs

The Kantian Jazz Trio

Kerckhoff CofTee I louse

Campus Evenu
Spirud Tap
AGB

^):()(» I'M

FMDAY,JANUARY 17, 1992

Campus Events

Spinal Tap
AGB

Asian Pacific Coalition

Film and Forum: 1.000 Pieces of Gold

Mclniu Thraicr .. . . ^

Campus Evenu
The Commjunenu
AGB

\U I'M
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SATURDAY;JANUARY 18, 1992
l:(K» I'M

Student Welfare Commission

Adult CPR Training

Ackerman Uruon 3525

WEDNESDAY,JANUARY 22, 1992
I

' \( )( )\

UCIA Orientation Cx>unsclor

Ixvformational Meeting

tu VUle Commoru Boardroom

Ackerman 3506

THURSDAY,JANUARY 23, 1992
1 1 \i){)\

Women's Eesourcc Cciuer

Power Plays: A forum on sexual harassment

GENERAL
Spring Sing — ——-

—

Spring Sing T«lcr« and Company applications available at the James ^Msst Altimnl Center

Company applications due Wtxlnesday, January 22, 5pni

Talent applications due Friday, January 31| 5pin

Alumni AMOciatloo !"~~'^ ^~^~~

OutstarKiing Senior uvd Outstanding Graduate Student Awards nomination forms available

See ad for deuib
Center for i^erforming Arts

Kodo, Tuesday through Sunday, January 21-26 at Koyce Hall

See ad for more inforrriation

Scudent Alumni Association

Dirmer for Twelve Strangers

Applications due at the James West Alumrii Center by 5:00pm on January 17

yy>yy-
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• • ^Newspapers
in Douglas C41 facilities

By Rum Britt

Los Angeles Daily News

No stranger to adverse publici-

ty, Douglas Aircraft Co. in Long
Beach wants to literally distance

itself from the news.

An order issued Monday at the

firm forbids employees working

on the C-17 military transport

program from bringing newspap-

ers to woik.

The C-17 has been prominent in

the news recently for cost overruns

and schedule delays. Douglas, a

unit of St Louis-based McDonnell

Douglas Corp., also has been

featured in numerous stories on a

proposed deal in which Taiwan
Aerospace Corp. would buy 40
percent of its passenger jet build-

ing business.

Company officials say that the

newspapers litter restrooms and
other common areas. Workers are

allowed to bring magazines and
books into the plant in the Los
Angeles-area city of Long Beach.

But officials from United Aer-

ospace Workers Local 148, the

union representing 19,000 Dou-
glas workers, thinks company
officials just don't want the nega-

tive news to circulate around the

plant

Local president Richard Rios

said that the company may be
taking the action because of

numerous news stories regarding

the Taiwan deal. Maniy of the

stories have discussed work-force

reductions.

The union plans to challenge the

company's initiative.

1 992 proiises to be an exctlimjfftarior the EditoHal

Art aPiJesign startf, iiilm of

electronic art and design as well as traditional

illustrations and cait)dttsllNi|;^i^^^

qiialified artists and desianer$ for internship positions,

J^plicatioos are available at Kerckhoff imm call

Keviiiilf al 82ii888 for more infcwiiBon.
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Honey, I forgot to duct

X3HN CHUNQ/DaiV Bruin

Stelny Connpany ennployees Curtit Nelson, left. Tom Mapio, In tractor, and Dan Garrard, right, work on the 12.47-kllovolt duct
bank near the Life Sciences building on Tuesday.

New CPR
technique
praised by
pliysicians
By Christina Strobal

Dally Bruin Staff

A new method for p^orming
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, or

CPR, may increase a person's

chance of surviving heart failure^

according to a new study co-

authoied by a UCLA cardiologist

By alternately compressing the

abdomen and the heart— instead

of only the heart— the victim may
be revived more successfully, said

Jeffrey Sack, a UCLA researcher

and principal author of the study.

The technique, known as coun-

terpulsation, is based on what
cardiologists do during surgery

when they pinch the main artery in

the abdomen carrying blood to the

body and the heart This increases

the supply of oxygen to both the

heart and brain.

This new CPR method seems to

improve upon standard CPR,
which only uses compressions to

the heart until the heartbeat is

restored.

See CPR, page 21_

Business careers iiave

iess 1

1

i for today's

freslimen, survey finds
ByTonlRhfara
Daily Bruin Staff

American college freshmen are

less interested in pursuing a career

in business fields apparently

because of the U.S. recession,

according to a nationwide survey

conducted by UCLA researchers.

There was a 6-pefcent drop last

year in th^ number of freshmen

who said they intend to choose a

J)usiness career, the study found.

UCLA researchers link this

decline to students* concerns about

the slumping economy and the

"oversupply** of people in the

business field.

*T think they might want to shift

'their degrees (to what is more
marketable),** said Eric Dey, asso-

ciate researcher for the 26th-aimu-

al UCLA survey by the Graduate

School of Education. **The eco-

nomy definitely does have an

effect on people's career choices.**

*Teople look around and see

that we*re in sort of tough times,**

he said. **They want to give

themselves the best way at making
it**

Reflecting this trend at UCLA,
more students are now deciding to

enter the health profession —
careers which are generally

thought to be recession-proof, said

June Millet, a counselor at

UCLA*s Placement and Care^
Planning Center.

*'When these soiiors started at

See SURVEY, page 22

Campus planneis meet
wHh UCIA community
Construction to have wide-ranging

impacts: dust, noise, access, vibrations

By BriCKta Brady
Daily Bruin Staff

Campus plaimers met Wednes-

day with members of UCLA*s
community to discuss the impacts

of the many construction projects

scheduled for the upcoming
months.

UCLA*s construction and facil-

ities planners wanted to hear from

students, faculty and staff mem-
bers who will have to cope with the

inconveniences of the plans.

**We wanted to get building

coordinators together and other

people CGr.CCrr.Cd to pyt out infor-

mation on a project that will

severely iiuPSft the campus,** said

David Johnson, one of ulZ presen-

ters, who emphasized the impor-

tance of . cooperation.

The planners introduced build-

ing-improvement and energy-pro-

ducing projects, gave a

construction schedule and dis-

cussed the possible negative

impacts on the campus.

Questions raised by members of

the UCLA community included

dust, noise, handicapped accessi-

bility and vibrations from trucks.

Most visitors to the campus wil

feel the effects of construction,

whether through the soiling of

formal clothes or the disruption of

supersensitive laser beams.

**In the chemistry department,

they have micron laser beams,**

said Donald Simpson, facilities

an:»Iy5t for the College of Letters &
Science. **You need to walk
around with foam slippers in tha^

Area of the building. So the

See MPACft P^C? ^^

Gold in the
UCLA doctor

to treat Latvia

Olympic team
By Heather SklnazI

Daily Bruin Staff

A UCLA physician will travel

to Latvia this year to help the

Balkan nation *s Olympic team
compete in the winter and
summer games for the first time

in 56 years.

No longer under occupation

by the Soviet Union, the Latvian

people can now send 20 of their

best athletes to participate in

February in the winter Olympics
in France.

Karlis Ullis, UCLA doctor of

sports medicine, will care for

any injured athletes, set up
treatment rooms, provide daily

advice about nutrition and train-

ing and assist the team in getting

sponsors during the games.

Ullis accepted the job as team
doctor because he wanted to help

both the Olympic team and the

economy of his homeland.
*T have a serious interest in the

welfare and the land of Latvia

because my relatives live there,**

he said.

The last time Latvia competed
in the Olympics as an indepen-

dent nation was at the Berlin

summer games of 1936. Cpm-
peting as part of the Soviet

delegation in the 1988 winter

Olympics, the Latvians won
gold and bronze medals in the

bobsled competitions.

And Ullis says he now hopes
Latvians will win those medals
under theiir own flag. **Because

the same athletes who are also

World Cup champions in Europe
are competing again, there is a

very good chance they will win.**

The Latvians recruited Ullis

because of his previous experi-

ences 25 9 physician for Olympic

teams. He treated athletes during

the 19^ Los Angeles summer
games and the 1988 summer

nZIANZA SORQE

Dr. Karlis Ullis, who will help Latvian Olympic athletes, treats

senior Sean Yaag^r in Student Health Services.

games in Seoul, Korea.

But while Ullis treats Olymp-
ic teams in other nations, his

patients at UCLA have to cope
without him. "I'm sorry he*ll be
there and not treating me,*^ said

patient Bill Marcus.

Described as personable, fim-

ny and very relaxed, Ullis

encourages patients to fully

understand the nature of and
possible treatments for their

injuries, Marcus said. .

Although Ullis said he feels

obligated to his patients, he also

feels compelled to return to his

roots.

The doctor was bom en route

to Germany in 1944 when his

family escaped Latvia to avoid

living under Russian occupation.

He plans to reclaim 1 10 acres

of land that belonged to his

parents before they fled Latvia to

See lAIVlAv page 21
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World

Nations _
Slovenia, Croatia
BONN, Germany — All 12 members

of the European Community, as well as

Austria and Switzerland, recognized the

independence of the former Yugoslav
republics of Slovenia and Croatia.

Various European governments
asserted that the Belgrade government no
longer had a right to rule the two
republics. **Slovenia and Croatia have
held referendums, which showed clearly

that their people want independence,**

said a statement issued by the Danish
Foreign Ministry. "It is now time to fulfill

the desire their people have expressed.'*

The Serb-dominated government in

Belgrade denounced Wednesday's recog-

nition as "contrary to the sovereign rights

of Yugoslavia.**

India insurgents
to end rebeiiion

NEW DELHI — Leaders of an
insurgency in Assam State in northeast

India have agreed to end their four-year

rebellion, give up their weapons and abide

by the Constitution, after a secret meeting

here with Prime Minister P.V. Narasimha

Raa a senior official says.

Four leaders of the insurgent group, the

United Liberation Front of Assam,
attended ifae two-haur meeting oB^ufi;
day. The four had been freed from prison

and flown by special aircraft toNew Etelhi

for the talks.

Officials said the accord indicated a

split in the Liberation Front, with hard-

liners led by Paiesh Baruah, the military

commander, refusing to take part in the

peace negotiations.

Nation

Breast implant issue

trouliles Dow Coming
The Dow Coming Corp. suffered new

trouble from a government moratorium

on breast implants: the Standard & Poor's

Corp. lowered its ratings on the com-
pany's debt and said further reductions

were possible.

Standard & Poor's said -Wednesday its

major concern was the possibility of a

lai^ge number of costly lawsuits against

the company and Dow Coming Wright,

its wholly owned medical devices; subsi-

diary, by thousands of women claiming

they had been damaged by silicone

leaking from the implants or other hazards

associated with them. The credit agency

said the shutdown of production opera-

tions for the breast implants and the $25
million charge against fourth-quarter

earnings announced Tuesday by Dow
Coming would have minimal impact on

its financial condition.

States can aHar court

dacrees more easily

WASHINGTON — The Supreme
Court made it easier for state and local

officials to obtain changes in the federal

court decrees that now govem the

operations of prisons, hospitals and many
other public institutions.

=r fittt the court s oHO'x ntltng, in a iflBg*

running lawsuit over conditions in a

county jail in Boston, stopped well short

of the states' rights ruling for which

Massachusetts and dozens of other stales

had argued in a case that ^>peared to hold

the potential for sweeping change in an

important and politically sensitive area of

law.

1

Dyslexia can be
aneredy study says
A large study of Connecticut school-

children has found that dyslexia, a reading

problem in children, is not an unalterable

disability, as psychologists, educators,

and parents had assumed.

Instead, the study found, most of the

children who were considered dyslexic in

the flrst grade were no longer dyslexic a

few years later. The study ^so found that

dyslexia was not a discrete syndionie, but

instead included children who felf on the

lower end of a continuum of reading

abilities.

Hrst hypertension
gene diacoveffed

Scientists have discovered the gene
behind a rare and severe form of high

Mood pressure that strikes early in life,

often during childhood. Although doctors

have long observed that high blood

pressure can mn in families, the research

is the first to identify a gene that causes

hypertension, a potentially lethal condi-

tion that afflicts more dian 60 million

Americans. ,

The finding concerning the type of
hypertension known as glucocorticord-

remediable aldosteronism offers
researchers their first molecular grasp on
a baffling disorder that is thought to result

-fam a tangle of genetic flaws compli- U
cated by diet, obesity, lack of exercise and
certain environmental factors. And
although thagene detected is responsible

for only a few thousand cases nationwide,

researchers hope it will lead them to other

genes that play a role in high blood

pressure and allow them to better focus

treatments for the disease.

State

Cliavron Corp. to cut

2,500^jamployeea
SAN FRANCISCO — Hurt by weak

oil-and-gas prices and under pressure to

trim costs. Chevron Corp. announced

plans to cut its workforce by at least 2,500

workers, or 5 percent, and to scale back or

possibly close a crude-oil refinery in

Texas.
,

Before Wednesday's announcement.

Wall Street analysts had expected Chev-
ron to earn between $245 million (70) and

$300 million (85) for the fourth quarter.

As a result of the announcement, the

company instead is expected to barely

break even.

*There are not a lot of optimistic signs

on the horizon,** Chairman Ken Derr said

during an interview.

Top Ten

TOP TEN REJECTED COMMEMORA-
TIVE POSTAL STAMPS:

10. First kid to score 1 million points on
Space Invaders.

9. Stars of the Federal Witness Protec-

tion Program.

8. Thick, Coarse and Bland: A Celeb-

ration of the Cuisine of Akron.

7. Famous American composers with

Tattoos.

6. People who've slept with Madonna.
5. One-eyed drifters of the Interstate

4. Bookies: Respecting your right to

lose.

3. Our glorious roadkill heritage.

2. A tribute to Winter Olympic Drug
Testing.

1. Twenty-five years of cable piracy.

Compiled from Bruin wire services

«
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CPR/First Aid "nraining
Adult CPR

Thur 7-llpm Ackerman Union 3525 ^ ^

Jan. 16, 23, 30

Feb. 6, 13, 20, 27

Mar. 5

Sat

Jan 18

Mv^ Ackeliian Union 3525

Standard First A|4 (prerequisite: certificate in Adult CPR)
Sat 12iipii

Jan. 25

Feb. 8, 22

Infant/Child CPR
Sat Feb. 1, 15, 29 12-6pm Ackerman Union 352

Sign up^4et W'^TJicHyp on the bulletin board outside of the Student Welfare Commission Office,

Kerckhoff Hall 404A. Groups can also arrange for their own workshops. Call 825-7586 for more information.

Paid for by USAC

STVOtMT WtLfAm
commm§iom I

^PR & First Aid

Training Project

North
North and South Campus, that is.

For those of you who were unable to grab your

1 -92 UCLA Community Directory

§^yqgntgL_§tor0 jhts-on Brui

week, they will still be available next week. •

.

...At the following times:

Tues
J
• !• y, January 21 8am-3pm

and

Wednesday, January 22 8am-3pm

-I I
..

»

•••And in front of the following locations:

*

«

LuValle Commons
and

The Bombshelter

M
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Former hostqge says U.S., Israel

provoke Arab vfoience, not Muslims
By RoMn Dong
Daily Bruin Staff

The first American hostage

captured in Lebanon dispelled the

myth Wednesday that all Muslims
are terrorists^

In a UCLA forum, former CNN
bureau chief Jerry Levin said Arab
violence was provoked by Ameri-

cans and Israelis. The U.S. govern-

ment was partly responsible for his

approximately yearlong captivity,

he added
Levin was stationed in Beirut

when he was kidnapped by Shiite

Muslims in 1984. But although he

suffered tremendous hardships, he

says his captors are not the only

ones to blame for the hostage

crisis.

When then-President Ronald
Reagan refused to negotiate for the

release of hostages, he failed to

protect the rights of U.S. citizens.

Levin said.

Too many Americans failed to

see **that the hostage dilemma has

See IjEVIN, page 23

"For too long, too many
people have focused

condescendingly on

Middle Easterners."

Jerry Levin
Fomier Hostage

Daily Bruki ThurMlBy,Jarxiary16.19e2 7

Discover the convenience of Westwood Village's 24-hour

express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the

essentials (and the goodies) you or your party might need.

Convenient parking, too! So, if it's 3 PM. or 3 A.M., come in

to the Villaqft's fast and friftnrily market, and find whateven-

you need—whenever you need it.

d^Village
xpressmart

* Always Open at the comer of Gayley & Le Conte

FOODSTOR
10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (213) 209-9111

Open 24 hours • 7 days a week • COHVENIENT FREE PARKING
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JAZZ PICK OF THE WEEK

The
Kartalian
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Jazz
Trio

Co.

"You may have heard a lot ofmusic, but you aint heard
nothm hke this." -^regBurk

LA Weekly
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HOMELESS JOBLESS
LACK OF TRANSPORTATION
UCLA FACULTY/STUDENT
HOUSING SHORTAGE

You can help by petitioning for:

1) 14 mile length of now vacant land between

Exposition Park and Santa Monica be used

for housing

2) Airspace above Santa Monica Frwy

be used for truly rapid transit

Create Opportunities by Transportation Alternative

For More Info. Call ALEX COTA 208 8553

Home of,

Dr. Marten's

Studio 2000 Clogs

Minnetonka
Moccasins

Rockport

Travel Fox

Laredo

Buffalino

pr Harley

Davidson

'•'Keds

1
I

'''' "Champion"
$2;}.95 2iV( off vv/

student II)

• McMition Ihis ad
for a fit'o j^ift

1055 Broxton Avc».

C} Doors So. of Strattons)
(310) 208-2890

2575 W. Beverly at Rampart

Los Angeles .

(213)389-9060

Florence at Seville

Huntington Park

(213)582^763_

15745 Roscoe at 405 Fwy

Sepulveda

(818)893-1715

y

1310 N.San Fernando Rd
Burbank

(818)843.9150

^^\GW,

1315 W.Whittier Blvd.

LaHabra

(310)694-3681

806 S. Main

Santa Ana

(714)647-0423

7240 Topanga Canyon Blvd.

Canoga Park

(818)^340-8775

4315 E.Anaheim

Long Beach

(310)498-2867

14601 Victory Blvd.

VanNuys

(818)901-8260

1717 Colorado

Eagle Rock

(213)25^9146

9301 EWhittier Blvd.

Pico Rivera

(310)692-4719

7606 Foothill

Tujunga

(818)353-9954

3748 N. Peck Rd. at Ramona

El Monte

(818)442-7930

1627 Fullerton Road

Rowland Heights

(818)912-9939

1 591 1 Pioneer Blvd. at Alondra

Norwalk

(310)402-8502

9042 Recreation Circle,

Warner & Magnolia, Fountain Valley:

(714)842-6141

It's Not
HaixJTo

An Original!

7000 Westminster Ave.

Westminster

-<?W>e»t«20

If you're looking fa a burger that's anything but bogus, head for Tomnn/s Onginal World Famous Hamburgers

where you'll find a genuinely great-tasting burger fa $1 .30a a cheeseburger fa just $1 .50 (including tax)!

PEPSI salutes Tomm/s Original Worid Famous Hamburgeis now In its 45th year!
fm«id KPSK(XA« rcjMcnd tradBMrts of PcpiKo, he. niA Za-903 1 1/91

.
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Speaker protests Bush's environmental policy
By Reshma Shamasunder

A speaker from an international

environmental organization urged

UCLA students to rally together

against President George Bush*s

environmental policies at a meet-

ing of UCLA*s Environmental

Coalition Wednesday.
Jason Starr, the college coordi-

nator for Earth Day International,

criticized Bush for refusing to

attend the Earth Summit, a meet-

ing of world leaders to discuss

global issues and policies dealing

with the environment
The conference, which will be

held in Brazil this June, is present-

ly the main focus of Starr* s

campaign on the UCLA campus.

*This summit will deal with

important issues such as defores-

tation, technology transfer and the

reduction of nuclear testing that

affect all of us,** said Starr. "For the

U.S. not to participate is unaccept-

able."

Earth Day International, an

environmental organization with

four chapters around the world,

hopes to persuade Bush to attend

the meeting through the action of

students at UCLA and other

campuses across the country. Starr

plans to encourage students to

participate through rallies and
meetings held throughout the

quarter.

The goal of the Earth Voice

campaign is to unite students in

raising their voices for environ-

mental awareness. Through pro-

tests and letters to the White
House, Starr hopes to focus politi-

cal and media attention on the

environment.

Lisa McManigal, the director of

the UCLA Environmental Coali-

tion, hopes th^t Starr's efforts will

raise student awareness.
"^

"Jason wants to bring about

awareness in creative ways, and I

support that,** said McManigal. *T

have seen him affect change in a

small group of people, but not

really beyond that**

But Starr remains optimistic

about the Earth Voice movement
at UCLA.
"We have to start somewhere,**

said Starr. "We're all voices of the

earth, and we, at UCLA and in the

world, have to feel a common
identity and unity to bring
change.**

Applications are NOW available for

S7>i^'nu^ s^m^ 92
"Rhythm of the Mght"

Be in the Show!

Auditions to be a

part of ttie TALENT:

•Production

•Ctiorai/Ensemble

•Novelty

'Solo/Duet

Orientation Meeting regarding

the audition process for pro-

spective TALENT and COM-
PAMY memt)ers to be held

Wednesday, Jmraaiy K,

James West

Aluiliiii Center

Perform

Throughout
the Show!

Audition to be a part

of ttie COMPANY:

Separate Vocal and

Dance^umbling

—

teams ttiat open,

close, and perform

during ttie production.

Applications for TALENT due Friday, January 31.

Applications for COMPANY due Wednesday, January 22
Pick up applications at the James West Alumni Center infomiation desk.

If you tiave any questions, call tlie SAA office at 206-0524.

,
'
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The UCLA Alumni Association is proud to announce the

1992
Outstanding Senior

and
Outstanding Graduate Student

Awards

Recipients are presented with a Life Membership
in the UCLA Alumni Association, as well as the

Chancellor's Service Award. They are honored at

the Alumni Awards dinner and ceremony on
June 6 & 7, 1992.

To be eligible, candidates must expect to receive

a bachelor's, graduate or professional degree in

Fall 1991, Winter 1992 or Spring 1992.

Nomination forms are available at

GSA Office 301 Kerckhoff Hall

Graduate Division Office 1228 Murphy Hall

USAC President's Office - 304 Kerckhoff Hall

Center for Student Programming - 161 Kerckhoff Hall

James West Alumni Center - Information Desk

Paris

London
Rome

^^ ^i

ALWAYS

DESIGN HAIR CUT
NO APPOINTMENTS ^208 4447 NO GIMMICKS

STYLISTS fTAVT OV

HAIR COLOR
HIGHLITES

FRENCH PERM
ZOTOS PERM
SLiPER PERM

S15

$25
$1525
$35-*5

$66

^ M ARS rxpf Rir\CF

FOIL WEAVING COMPLETE
EYE LASH TINT '.

COLOR CORRECTION
SHAMPOO SET

MANICURE

SPECIAL FREE- fi.Mrcut stylr vv $35 pf-rni ($12 v,

SPECIAL FREE- h.nrcut moiissf' w $45 iiprrn f$17

1C78GAYLEV 'WL
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R^ente prepare to look for Gardner's replaoement
By Lorl Quinton
Dally Bruin Staff

The search is on for a new
president of the University of
California.

A selection committee will

convene today at the Board of
Regents meeting at UC Davis to

begin its nationwide hunt to

rq)lace David Gardner, the cuirent

president who steps down Oct 1.

A thorough list of criteria to

judge potential applicants is

expected to be discussed and
formalized at the regents meeting.

The committee is expected to

reach a final decision by mid-sum-
mer.

It will Judge applicants accord-
ing to their administrative experi-

ence and scholarly record, saidUC
Spokesman Ron Kolb. The com-
mittee will also be looking for

people experienced in handling

budgetary problems and processes

in a large organization like the UC,
he said.

During the nine years of Gard-
ner's leadership, the UC has
experienced remarkable growth
and development— characterized

by increases in enrollment and
advances in academic quality.

But in the past two years, major
state financial problems have led

to university budget cutbacks.

With tough times facing the

university, officials say the

requirements for picking the new
president will be more stringent

than ever.

In looking for Gardner's
replacement, the committee will

search nationwide and within the

UC system.

"It's important for the commit-
tee to make an effort to look
around the entire nation for candi-

dates. But the light shines in

California," said Regent Ralph
Ochoa. **We can search around.

but many are saying that we've got

what we need ri^t in our own
backyard."

The conunittee will be gathering

feedback from several advisory

committees comprised of student,

faculty and alunmi representatives

from each campus.
The new president will have to

take over the helm during a

prok)nged period of difficulty, said

See SCARCN, page 19
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THE ORIGINAL GOURMET
CINNAMON ROLL
Buy One Get One

IS

!

Reg $1.45

Good Only At:

1001 CayleyAve.
westwood village

(213) 208-4766

Exp.

1/31/92
I
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Investor Relations
at

The

Company©—

The Investor Relations department at The Walt

Disney Company is seeking a highly qualified

Bachelor's degree candidate with an excellent

academic record and demonstrated leadership

skills for a 2-3 year financial analyst position.

Investor Relations serves as the liaison between
Disney and the Wall Street community of

entertainment research analysts and asset

managers. The financial analyst will perform

quantitative studies related to Disney's stock

trends, financial results, and dividend policy, as

well as valuation analysis on the company
relative to comparable stocks. This person will

also work on various research projects and assist

in the preparation of the company's annual

report, Factbook, and financial speeches.

The financial analyst for Investor Relations will
~

work directly with the Director of Investor

Relations and will have exposure to Disney's

senior management both at the corporate level

and within the operating units. This position

provides an opportunity to learn about Disney's

diverse group of businesses, such as theme parks

and hotels, motion pictures and television, The
Disney Stores, and publishing. At the same time,

the financial analyst will become familiar with

the Wall Street community, while working for

one of America's premier entertainment

companies.

Candidates for this position should have proven

quantitative skills, outstanding writing abilities,

and a great sense of fun. While some back-

ground in economics or finance is preferred,

liberal arts majors are encouraged to apply.

Please send a resume and cover letter before

January 31, 1992 to:

Ms. Brandyn Criswell

Treasury Analyst

The Walt Disney Company
500 South Buena Vista Street

Burbank, CA 91521-0307

KNOWLEDGE IS THE KEY TO UNDERSTANDING

TODAY:
Film "Still killing Us Softly

ff

Examines the media's assault on self

Discussion fadlitated by Women's Resource Center Staff

241 2 Ackerman Union 1 2-1 :30 pm

SELF-DEFENSE WORKSHOP
With Maria Doest of KARATEWOMEN
Sunset Village B-5 Lounge 7:30-9 pm

?-call WRC 825-3945 or SWC 825-7586

paid for by USAC

\
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Final

Deadline!
Friday,Januaty 24

is the absolute, final deadline for senior portraits in the Bruin Life

yearbook. So don't be left completely out of the picture. It takes

only a few minutes for a portrait that lasts a lifetime.

And it's a snap to make an appointment.

Just stop by Campus Photo Studio in

Kerckhoff Hall 150, Monday
through Friday.

AStlClA Canipiui PhotoJ^dio
OifttM Phoiagruphent far Brnin W0 Ymtini^

iCen!khi>ll HnlllS^pia) 20^^33

I. .
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UCLA doctoral candidate wins national recognition
By Chris Wolowlec
Daily Bruin Staff

A UCLA doctoral candidate

won national recognition for her

dissertation on research trends in

the California State University

system.

The Association for the Study of

Higher Education awarded Fran-

coise Queval the Honorable Men-
tion award at its annual meeting.

Her dissertation was **very rich

in its detail and it displayed her

ability not only to conduct a

careful study but also to present it

in a very readable and insightful

way/* said Ann Austin, chair of the

association's Dissertation Awards
Committee.

Queval *s 550-page dissertation

focused on the CSU system and its

growing interest in research.

The state schools served as a

case study representing universi-

ties where professors concentrate

on teaching instead of research

projects.

**It*s a common trend that

American (and also international)

universities are converging towarr^

research/* said Burton Clarke, a

recently retired professor of edu-

cation at UCLA.
**The balance of commitments

to teaching and research is a basic

dilemma facing all universities,**

Clarke said.

Queval was second only to this

year's winner, Julie Ncururcr. who
researched the way various univer-

sities handled the issue of divest-

ment in South Africa.

For the past 10 years, the

association has annually spon-

sored a contest which commends
two dissertations on their quality

of research.

This year, the selection com-
mittee consisted of six professors

at various universities around the

nation. The committee read the

summaries of 34 submitted disser-

tations and chosej five or six to read

completely.

Besides the national recognition

gained with the award, Queval also

received^? gift certificate from ^^4t

Jasfey-Ba$s Publishers, which J^i

publishes hooks on administrative ^'

and leadership issues.

Queval is currently in Paris and

could not be reached. She will

return to Los Angeles in mid-

February.
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MICRO KNOWLEDGE
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• 86 33MHz P56K

'4MB RAM up to 32MB on Board

-60486 Processor

Buyt in 467 Malh
-1^& 1.44 HO Floppy Drives

-212MB Hard Drive

16ms Built in 64K Cache
-IDE with IAD (2S/P/G)

-Full Size Tower Case
-Super VGA Card w/1MB
-NON-IKTERFACED 14"

Super VGA Monitor 1 024/768

1024x768 0^8 Dot Pitch

-101 Enharxsed Keyboard

^ 'f;iH:

-1MB RAM
-12 8 1 .44 Floppy Drives

-40MB DE Hvd Drive

-17ms BuNt in 32K Cache

-DE FD^HD Controller

Al lO: 2Serial/PvaUei/Game

-8 Expansion Slots

-Real Time Clodi 8 Cateqd^ ^ ,f^^
-Malh Co-Processor Socket ' ^

-MniTowefCase
-16 Bit Super VGA Card w/51^(

-14' Super VGA Monitor

1024x766 0.28 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keytmard

-4MB RAM up to 32MB
-80387 Co-Processor Socket

-1 2 & 1 .44 Ftoppy Drives

-12SMB Hard Drive

17ms Built in 64K Cache
-IDE &IO (2S/P/G)

-Medium Tower Case
-Super VGA Cvd w/1M
-Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.28 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keytward

-1MB RAM up to 16MB
-1.2 8 1.44 Ftoppy Drives

-85MB DE Hvd Drive

17MS BuNt in 32K Cache
-IDE & I/O (2S/PyG)

-8 Expansion Sk>u

-IJni Tower Case
-Super VGA Card W/512K

-Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 028
-101 Enhanced Keyboard

-1MB RAM
-12 8 1.44 Ftoppy Drives

-40MB »E Hard Drive

17ms Built in 32K Cache
-K)EFDfHD Controller

Al \lO: 2Serial/PvalM/Game

-8 Expanakxi Stott

-RMi;nme CIttii & Calendar

'4«MSo-Mdbisor Socket

-Mkii Tower Case
-16 BH Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.28 Dot Rtoh

-101 Enhanced Keyboard

'•*^-ei
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COMPLETE SVGA SYSTEM

NAHID
SPECIAL
1/2 PRICE

Haircut
Hi-Lite or

Weaving & Style

Perm
Straightening

Tint & Style

By Appointment
477-2255

Antonio's Salon
1267 Westwood Blvd.

Westvy^ood, CA 90024
JUST ONE BLOCK
S. OF WILSHIRE

:xi5
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1/16/92 Bmbis by 7 over ^in/m
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$8.50
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Underrepresented freshmen receive schdarships
By Julia Aim SNva
Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA Alumni Association

has presented 24 freshmen with its

annual undenepiesented student

scholarships.

The Dr. Ralph Bunche Scholar-

ships are merit-based awards given

toUCLA freshman applicants who
exemplify outstanding scholastic

ability or strong leadership skills.

Bunche scholars are often

accepted to such prestigious

schools as Harvard and Stanford

Universities, said Lcrelie Olaes,

manager of the Bunche Scholar-

ship and Outreach Progra^.

The Bunche Scholarship and
Leadership awards are intended to

encourage students from underre-

presented backgrounds to choose

to attend UCLA, Olaes said.

Bunche was a UCLA alumnus

who served as undersecretary of

the United Nations. He was also

the frrst African American to win

the Nobel Peace Prize in 1950.

In recognition of his works,

Bunche became the namesake for a

UCLA building near the Murphy
Scu^ture Garden.

Entering freshmen are judged
according to their high school

grade point averages and Scholas-

tic Aptitude Test scores. They are

also judged according to an essay,

activities and hardshq) factors.

'The scholarships are recruit-

ment tools. We want these students

to know UCLA wants them too,**

she said.

"I had my heart set on UCLA.-
said Venxuca Villa, who won a

$4,000 scholarship. "(The scholar-

ship) made it affordable. It was the

biggest factor of my coming to

UCLA.-

The scholarship made on-cam-
pus housing possible for one
recipient

**Without it, I would have gone
to UCSD,** said Derek Coidova, a
native of San Diego who received

$5,000.

The various prizes range in

value between $1,000 and
$10,000. The Alumni Association

gives out about $46,000 annually

for the program.
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Poppa Pete's

^j
Kist;ii

^ 10759 PICO BLVD* LOS ANGELES

i (213)475-6158

|K 'More Selections Than Ever Before'
A'

(.

(213)475-6158

Unguine ChecKa $4.50
Fresh Rsh of Day $5.95
Fettucine Carbonara $5.25

M-Sat 6am-9pm

Stir Fry Chinese Chicken $4.75
Fettucine w/Chlcken
ganic creme sauce $5.25

Sun 8am-3pm
>S8;gSS!S8SSSSSSlS&0S8S=>S=>!S!SS8SS?>^^

YOUR ONLY BRUIN

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

osi;^
2^
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FROM NOW UNTIL 1-31-92 BUY
ANY SUB AT REGULAR PRICE
AND GET SECOND SUB OF
EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE
FOR 920.

1151 WESTWOOD BLVD.

WESTWOOD AT UNDBROOK

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPONS
OR PROMOTIONS

Help newly admitted students by teaching them how to

survive and thrive at UCLA. Apply to become a

1992 UCU ORlEIVrATIOlV COUNSELOR

Interested students should attend one of these Information meetings:

Wednesday. January 22. 12 noon
LuValie Commons Boardroom

(by the Students* Store)

Wednesday. January 22, 7 pm
James West Center Conference Room

Thursday, January ^, 1 pm
North Campus Room 22

Monday. January 27, 12 noon
James West Center Conference Room

Tuesday, January 28, 12 noon
2408 Acl^erman Union

Applicants must:

- Be currently enrolled

*

- Have completed at least one year of college work

(not necessarily at UCLA, but with sophomore standing)

- Have a preferred minimum 2.50 GPA.

Applications will be available at the above meetings.

For any other questions, please call the Orientation

Program office at (310) ^06-6685.

\\v\\mv9Vfim

mmm for tweive strangers

It's the perfect way to meet new people

and have a great time. Applications now
available in the James West Center.

•
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AUTO INSURANCE IS

A PAIN IN THE

.e.^-''"
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NECK! 'K
WE SPECIALIZE IN %.

• FAMILY DISCOUNTS •

• YOUNG DRIVERS •

• SUSPENDED LICENSES
MULTIPLE TICKETS OR ACCIDENTS

«>.

'^'9/
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AUTO • HOMEOWNERS • RENTERS • COMMERCIALAUTO • COMMERCIAL LIABILITY

CALL FOR A QUOTE 310-451-4943
KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1 433 SANTA MONICA BL. SANTA MONICA. CA 90404

Economy I : K • koy
issue in Bush campaign

cMSe^te^ cS^^^^cM.
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— Lately, it seems some hanks are trying to

impress you with how much bigger their customer

services have gotten, rather than how much better

When they talk about more ATMs, do they mention

how much more it could cost you? At most banks,

every time you use your ATM card at a bank other

than theirs, you get charged a dollar or more.

At Fidelity Federal

Bank, there's absolutely no

charge for using your ATM
card anywhere^ And while

saving a few dollars on your

ATM isn't big banking, to a

By Julia Malone
Cox News Service

PORTSMOUTH, N.H. —
President Bush launched his re-

election campaign here Wednes-

day with a contrite message but

few specific promises to New
Hampshire's recession-battered

voters.

'*I know Tve got big problems,

but we're going to take care of

those by demonstrating what I feel

in my heart,** he said on his one-

day fence-mending trip just five

weeks before the state holds the

nation*s first primary.

No region has been harder hit by

economic disaster than New
Hampshire, as the inesident was

told bluntly when Air Force Oqp
touched ground at Pease Air Force

Base. In a cold, drafty hanger at the

nearly deserted base shut down in

federal budget-cutting. Bush sat at

a table with a group of 90 business

leaders who poured out their woes.

Far from the usual hoopla of

campaign openings, this one began

on a solemn note. No band played

"Hail to the Chief." The only

mention ofmusic came after Debra

Giles, a Manchester real estate

agent, told him that home values

have plunged by neariy a third

since 1988.

Shex|uotedthclyricsotcoiintry

voters for another chance to focus

on their broken economy. Four

years ago, New Hampshire gave

him a crucial primary victory that

paved the way to the White House.

Winning over voters this year is

difficult for Bush, said Gary Orren,

a public policy professor at Har-

vard University, because this

president relies so heavily on
demonstrating his competence as a

Bush laocs the deep personal

popularity that former President

Ronald Reagan often rallied in

times of trouble, Onen said. **Bush

doesn't really have that kind of

base of support People don*t hate

him, but there is not a deep

affection Ux him.**

One resistant voter was Dennis

Crisp, a 33-year-old self-employ-

ed construction worker from
Qjping, who had a chance to tell

Bush directly about his worries.

Crisp voted for Bush in 1988, but

his finances have grown much
worse since then, and he now fears

he may lose his home.

*T just let him know I don*t think

the economy is going to come
around in time for me,** said

"When people are

hurting, we care. We
singer Bcbe Watson: ^There's a get the message."

Lisbeth Feldberg, Branch Manager

1460 Westwood Blvd. ,
-

Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310) 474-6084

Keith Meinen, Branch Manager

lot ofpeople it's certainly

better banking.

^3028 San Vicente BlvdT^

Los Angeles, CA 90049

(310)458-1708

light at the end of the tunnel, but I

hope it ain't no train.**

Picking up the theme. Bush

quoted back a country-western

song by the Nitty-Oritty Dirt Band:

**If you want to see a rainbow,

you've got to stand a little rain.**

Telling voters to watch his State

of the Union address on Jan. 28, he

vowed to outline a program for

recovery that night, which would

include many of the proposals he

has tried to pass before, including

coital gains tax cuts and other tax

breaks for business. But he vowed
to offer no **quick fix** tax reduc-

tions.

The president carefully avoided

sounding overiy cheery. **I*ve

known the cconomy*s in free-fall,**

die president said of the New
Hampshire, which slid from first to

50th in creating new jobs.

Voters here, fearful and angry

about their economy, are looking

for a way to send Bush a distress

signal. As many as 30 percent

according to recent polling say

they will do that by voting for his

feisty challenger, conservative

conunentator Patrick Buchanan.

Buchanan on Wednesday cam-

paigned in an unemployment
office in Manchester, the state's

biggest city. 'These folks are

economic casualties of Washing-

ton," Buchanan said. **He (Bush)

ought to talk to them. They all

think he's walked away from them

or he doesn't care or doesn't know
what to do.**

Bush never mentioned his

Republican opponent as he

traveled around the coastal region

of the state. But the president tried

to convince voters that he has been

aware of their problems although

he waited until this month to make

an extended visit

"When people are hurting, we
care.** he told a "town meeting**

organized in Exeter for his trip.

"We get die message."

For a president who seemed

unbeatable in the aftermaUi of the

Gulf War less than a year aga his

first campaign appearance started

almost humbly as he beseeched

George Bush

(••I
'Some tuwicial msWuttons ouJside CiWwnia may charge FxtolHy Fedeal cajstomers a Iransadion tee Iw using thoK ATMs

Epping, adding that he doesn*t

know how he*ll vote next month.
*1 want the person who*s going to

bring the economy around."

To counter such doubts. Bush
cannot depend on a loyal conser-

vative base to help lock up his

victory.

In this state where a substantial

number of Republk:ans preach a

gospel of low taxes. Bush com-

mitted a grave transgression when
he broke the **no-new-taxes" vow
he made while campaigning in

1988.

Buchanan has taunted Bush by

publicly signing a pledge never to

raise taxes and calling on the

president to sign too. Bush was
welcomed with his opponent's

full-page ad in the Manchester

Union-Leado^ •'Why don't you

take the tax pledge again, Mr.

President?"

As he traveled around the state.

Bush made no clear response,

except to point to his **responsibil-

ities" as president and to blame the

Democratic Congress for thwart-

ing his plans for the economy.

He assaulted Congress for

refusing to pass a capital gains tax

cut or tax credits to encourage

businesses to inv^t in research

and development

As the day progressed and the

audiences grew friendlier. Bush

heated up his attack on Democrats.

At tiie diriving Cabletron Corpo-

ration in Rochester, Bush called

congressional critics "harping

litUe liberal Democrats.** He
charged tiiat if Senate Majority

Leader George Mitchell, a Demo-
crat from neighboring Maine, had

his way on Uie Gulf War, Iraq's

Saddam Hussein would have

invaded Saudi Arabia and Ameri-

cans would have been paying $20 a

gallon for gasoline.

He also fired back at commen-
tators who had lambasted his trade

mission to Japan, calling them
**250 mournful pundits."

''letters POLICY: For letters, viewpoints or counterpoints to be con-

sidered for publication in the Dmiy Bniin, they must be typed or handwrit-

ten legibly. They should also include the student's full name, major, year,

home/work phooe number, and registration number.
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Shamir's government
on brink of collapse
By Loult J. Salome
Cox News Service

JERUSALEM —^Thc govern-

ment of Prime Minister Yitzhak

Shamir wobbled closer to collapse

Wednesday when an ultra-nation-

alist leader announced that his

party would withdraw suppwt
from Shamir's hard-line coalition

government
Shamir's government received a

second blow when the leader of

another ultra-nationalist party also

announced Wednesday that he

would recommend at a meeting

Thursday that his party quit the

coalition as well.

If both parties follow through

with their threats and formally

resign from the government at

Sunday's cabinet meeting, Sha-

mir's majority would fall from 64
votes in die 120-seat parliament to

59, a minority insufficient to

govern. Any decision to quit the

government would take e^ect 48

hours later.

If Shamir's government falls,

Israel's participation in Middle
East peace talks probably would be
placed on hold as the country gears

up for early elections before June,

instead of waiting until the planned

national elections in November.

The threat of early elections as a

brake on peace negotiations has

Always UU ill M MCkground
here as Shamir, who opposes a

setdement based on an exchange

of land for peace, was pushed

reluctantly into the Middle Eas|

talks.

The emerging political crisis

came as Israeli negotiators in

Washington cancelled their

planned Wednesday night dq)ar-

ture.so that talks could continue

Thursday. On Wednesday, Palesti-

nians negotiators continued to

pressure Israel to cease settling

Jews in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip, which Israel has occupied

since the 1967 war in the Middle

East

If peace talks become stalled

due to political events in Israel, the

government here believes the talks

will be sidetracked during the

second half of this year due to the

presidential election csimpaign in

the United States.

At an emergency meeting on

Wednesday, Shamir apparendy

failed to convince Tehiya Party

leader Yuval Neeman and Moledet
Party leader Rehavam Zeevi that

the government had not offered to

discuss autonomy with Palesti-

nians during the peace talks in

Washington earlier this week.

"We are leaving the government

in order to prevent the autonomy
which is, from the begirming,

actually a Palestinian state," Nee-

man said Wednesday night on
state-sponsored Israel Television.

Neeman is the government's sci-

ence minister and his Tehiya Party

has three seats in parliament

Neeman said Tehiya would
reconsider its decision to quit the

coalition oi right-wing and reli-

gious parties only ^'if the prime

minister says that he is stopping

the negotiations."

That prospect seems slim.

Foreign Minister David Levy said

Wednesday the government must

stick to its basic platform of

autonomy for the Palestinians,

which Shamir first proposed in

May of 1989. "Widiout diat diere

will be noUiing to talk about,"

Levy said.

But it's possible Shamir could

convince the mavericks to stay in

the government long enough for

Israel to receive some of the $10

billion in loan guarantees it is

seeking frngLfr? United States tQ

house Soviet Jews. If Israel pulls

out of the peace talks, officials

here believe the loan guarantees

won't be granted.

Zeevi, a former Israeli army
general and a minister without

portfolio in the govonment said

he woidd recommend at a meeting

on Thursday that his party, which

has two seats in parliament, also

leave the government over the

issue of Palestinian autonomy.

Shamir's Likud Moc, die center-

piece of his hard-line government,

has said it would not accept

support from the opposition center

and left parties, headed by the

Labor Party, in order to remain in

power as a minority coalition

government with 59 seats in

parliament

The opposition parties are will-

ing to back the remnants of

Shamir's govenunent as long as it

pursues peace talks with the

Palestinians, Jordan, Lebanon and

Syria.

Russia needs aid fromW^
for reformSy expert says
By T. Balne Carey
Cox News Service

MOSCX)W — Jeffrey Sachs,

the Harvard economist whose
theories are at the heart of Russia's

economic reforms, said Wednes-
day that the West must give die

struggling nation at least $15
billion in aid this year or its

attempts to create a free market are

doomed.

*The West should have more

empathy, and not just preach but

send goods," he said. *The govern-

ment (of Russia) can't solve diis

alone."

Sachs recommended the West

send about $6 billion in food and

medicine and another $6 billion to

allow Russia to import vital sup-

plies to keep industry running.

Several billion dollars more should

be earmarked as a stabilization

fund to give Russia some ability to

steady die ruble as a free market

rises out of the ashes of what he

called the Communist-dictated

-mess."

Sachs warned that the Russian

parliament and Central Bank must

keep tight control on the money
supply. The Soviet government

last year printed vast amounts of

money to alleviate the economic

crunch, but in doing so unleashed

rampant inflation.

Sachs was the architect of

Poland's "shock therapy" eco-

nomic reforms, which are being

undertaken in a more gradual way
in Russia.

At a news conference Wednes-
day, he dismissed criticism being

leveled at Russian President Boris

Yeltsin just two weeks after

economic reforms began with the

lifting of state price supports. The
price of goods has soared, and

some members of Yeltsin's own
government have blasted his

moves as too radicaL

Sachs vigorously defended the

reforms, saying the supply of

goods has "improved discemibly

and markedly for most commodi-
ties" since Yeltsin freed most

prices on Jan. 2.

"t^o miracle is going to solve

diis in two weeks no matter what

are the illusions of some people,"

Sachs said.

FAe/AcpMme

FREE COSMETIC CONSULTATfi
LASER SURGERY
COMPUTER IMAGING

STEVEN BURRES M.D.
DIPLOMATE OF THE AMERICAN BOARD OF

OTOLARYNGOLOGY/FELLOW, AMERICAN ACADEMY
OF FACIAL PLASTIC SURGERY
CLINICAL FACULTY - UCLA

Surgery of the

• NOSE & SINUS • LIPOSUCTION
• FACELIFT / EYELID • FOREHEAD
• COLI-AGEN /

'• UP ENHANCEMENT
CHEMICAL PEELS • ALSO EAR, NOSE &
•CHIN /CHEEK THROAT
IMPLANTS

WESTWOOD
MANHATTAN BEACH
BEUFLOWER

100 UCLA WED. PLAZA 522

509 N. SEPULVEDA
10230 E.ARTESIABL. 307

213 208-7806

OUR WORKSEKnOIIS HBP VOU MASIR
EVennHMG HMM MUni TO SOBKE TO MUSK.

WliBEH^IQIK
I >

' NeXTstation computers are extremely fast and powerful workstations. But you'll

have to be fast yourself to take advantage of our special holiday savings, because they

end January 31st.

Even without savings, the price/performance of these workstations is unequaled

anywhere in tiie industiy. They offer features like an easy-to-use graphical interface,

8MB of RAM, enormous disk storage, a standard UNIX^ operating system, true multi- •

tasking, and a 15MIPS CPU. They also have built-in Etiiemet networking, a large

monitor with ti'ue display PostScript^ and a built-in DSP chip for

CD-quality sound.

They're ideally suited to every kind of academic work- from

computation-intensive math and science projects to report

writing, complicated research, in depth analysis-and yes, even

composing music.

Thafs partly because tiie best versions of many industiy-

leading software products are tine ones written for N^stations.

These products include WordPerfect^ Adobe lllusb^tor® [jotus*

Improv," Soft PC^ and a great many more. Mathematical^ tiie

acclaimed numeric-processing software, is even included free.

Given all tiiis, about the only way we could improve ttie price/performance

of a NeXTstation is to make tiie price lower. Which is just what tiiese

special saving^do.

We recommend you visit your campus reseller today- before

this offer becomes ancient history.

SAVE $150

SAVE $200

SAVE $100

(S)/99f StXTC»mptiltr, Inc. All ng/kis rtsrrvtH. NtXT, tke StXT logp ami NeXTsMtwH an tm^rmarks ofNtXT Comfmttr, Iik.

AH otk*r tratkmarts mtHtioHttlMoHg to tknr mpertwe vtmen.

i: Available to hm-tirm UCLA Studwtt. FaouRy/ ^MR Iml D«paMlMi««i|P^MMMnMW1^ aducaiional. or

rasMrch UM of tho aNgt)!* paraon. Studantt mutt thaw a ourrsnt RagiatratlonCaftf andPtwtoi.D.:FacullyandStiif rrawtahowapayroNnurrbarand
photo LO. No mora than ona ayttam unit may ba purchaMd avary othar yaar. Imk two tor atudanla. Ohiar raatrtctiana may apply. PayaMnt: ASUCLA
C«Bh Prioa raquiraa paymant by ourrarK:y. cashiar^ chack. Univaralty CradN Union WNhdraMai Chack. Appla CradK or paraonal chacfc (up td $300) mada
payabia to ASUCLA. Monay ordart ara NOT aocaplad. Piloaa ara aub^ad te i

ASUCLA STUDENTS^ STORE
Computor Store/ B-LttrtI AcktmiM UiImV 82S-6952/ M-Tk 7:4^7:31; F 7:4M; Sat 1t-5; Sm 12-8
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ADVERTISE
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GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

off

20% off
thereafter for all UCLA

students, faculty and stafR

*No appointment necessary*

Welcome to

Jean Pierre Daniel!

Come and experience our
fast, professional service

while relaxing in our
high-tech, European style

salon. Meet with our
innovative stylist and select

from the latest in hair

creations. Find all this and
more at Jean Pierre Daniel.

FEMININ

SHAMPOO ^.,f &€% rn
CUT* STYLE >^^ ^O.DxJ

SHAMPOO
CUT*STYLE

COLOR

p4 $1 2-00

ONE PROCESS P^ $1 4.50 ONE PROCESS P^ $1 9.50
Additional Services Available

FIDELITY CARD
At Jean Pierre Daniel we honor our

faithful clients with a personalized

fidelity card. On w^yWftsyoa'r>^ ^^
will receive a 20% discount and on
biweekly visits you receive a 10%
discount cj-#^ r- -j

Fidelity Cam a/

TEENS/STUDENTS CARD
Teens/ Students will receive a 20%
discount on all jean Pierre Daniel's

servicies with this discount card.

ty Card and

• EhWlOl IIAPIDt
1143 Westwood Boulevard Los Angeles, CA 90024*3411 Phone: 310«824«7745
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questionable future
By Shlrl«y Christian

The New York TInnes

SAN SALVADOR— With the

gDvemment and guerrillas set to

sign a fonnal peace accord in

Mexico on Thursday, ending 12

years of civil war, Saivadorans are

looking to the future with a

mixture of great optimism and

fears about random violence and

the economy.
Leaders from President Alfredo

Cristiani, politicians across the

lx)ard and the guerrilla and army
chieftains have painted a rosy

picture of the political peace and

economic gro^ that they say will

fellow the cease-fire scheduled to

begin on Feb. L
Still; people are concerned

about whether the complicated

disarmament plan will wofk out

and, most of all, wwried aboutjobs
and prices and how the end of the

war might afifect them.

In a vast modem shopping

center in the lower-middle-class

neighborhood of Soyapango, a

woman with two adolescent sons

said she had difficulty believing

the war was coming to an end
because the army had continued

forced recruitment as recently as

last week.
*'If this is going to continue, I

worry about my boys when fhcy

are a few years older,** she said,

noting that the usual way of

obtaining army recruits for the war
had been for troops to stop put)lic

buses and check identification

papers and take those of recruit-

ment age.

The guerrillas are also accused

of forceable recruitment in the

more isolated areas, where they are

dominant, but under the accords

they are to be disbanded by the end

of October. The army will con-

tinue to exist, although it will

maintain only half or less of its

current manpower.

As a sign of the physical

insecurity that many Saivadorans

fear in the lengthy transition period

to a new police, force, a television

personality recently told of some-

one he Imew wIk) went to the

poik:e to report the theft of his car.

The policeman, after expressing

anger at ' plans to disband the

present force, recommended that

the man get a gun and take care of

any future thefts himself.

In a spacious house around the

comer fnom the presidential resi-

dence, Alex Alfonso Salaverria sat

by the swinuning pool as his pet

peacock strutted nearby and said

that after all the years of intense

combat, death squad killings.

kidnappings and economic sabot-

age people were ready for peace.

*T don't think there is any sector

that sees peace in a negative way,**

he said.

Still, he called the peace process

lying ahead **more complex than

what MacArthur faced in Japan."

Salaverria, a member of one of

the leading cofiTee-planting fami-

lies, fled to Miami in 1980, but

returned to El Salvador in 1983 to

resume fanning on family lands

sharply reduced by land redistri-

bution policies.

Despite what he saw as a

weariness with war and support for

peace, he expressed concem that

the guerrillas (once they convert

into a political party or legal

pressure groups) will continue to

punue the Marxist agenda they

had espoused until recently.

But, he added that most of the

countiy*s leading capitalists had

been gradually bringing money
back into the country for several

years (and could be expected to

continue doing so, nudged by
falling interest rates in the United

States).

A numbo- of Latin American
presidents and Secretary of State

James A. Baker IH are expected to

witness the signing ceremony in

Mexico City on Thursday aftff:-

%-i.

noon.

Then Cristiani and a large

delegation of politicians, officials

and other civic leaddiV will fly

home in time for an eariy evening

street celebration. Baker is also

expected to fly to £1 Salvador after

the signing.
"^ ^

The guerrillas* clandestine

radio station, which plans to move
into the capiul in the next few days

and become legal, proclaimed tlut

**a new nation has been bom,** one

without the political violence and
social and economic injustice of

the past

Both sides said they were
winners in the negotiations for the

complex peace pact, which covers

matters ranging from sharp reduc-

tions in the armed forces and
guerrilla disarmament to commit-
ments for economic and social

reform and creation of a civilian

police force.

Some doubt that the guerrillas,

determined Marxist-Leninists
until recent years, can really

become part of the politkal system
without throwing a wrench into it

Others question whether the

country has really seen the end to

the impunity of the 4inned forces

and the death squad activity that

dominated the early years of the

war.

Croatia, Slovenia refused

U.S. diplomatic recQgkiKlon

The New York Timet

WASHINGTON— The United

States stood firm Wednesday in its

refusal to join the European Com-
munity members and other coun-

tries in recognizing the
independence of Croatia and
Sk)venia.

A State Department spokesman
repeated the Bush administration's

position that the parties to the

Yugoslav conflict must first reach

a peaceful settlement through

negotiation (and with firm protec-

tions for minorities where ethnic

groupings are hopelessly
entangled).

Only then could the United

States take up the matter of

diplomatic recognition for new
entities emerging from the dissol-

ution of Yugoslavia, the spokes-

man, Richard A. Boucher, said.

Boucher indicated that for the

United States, implementation of a

cease-fire arranged by the United

Nations on Jan. 2 took priority,

followed by the peace negotiations

organized through the auspices of

the European Communi^.
**Wx believe that fiill obser-

vance of the cease-fire and cooper-

ation with the U.N. efifort is a

crucial opportunity to move for-

ward with genuine dialogue and a
political settlement in the context

of the E.C. conference," he said.

Boucher said Ambassador War-
ren Zimmerman would continue to

represent the United States toward
all six republics of the former
Yugoslav federation and federal

institutions.
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CIA diief says Iraq still

holds many weapons
By ioeeph Albright

(^x News Service

WASHINGTON — One year

after President Bush set in motion

the bombardment of Iraq, his CIA
director estimated Wednesday that

President Saddam Hussein still has

"perhaps hundreds" of hidden

Scud missiles, plus resources to

produce biological war agents **in

a matter of weeks."

CIA chief Robert Gates told a

Senate hearing that Iraq's secret

germ warfare projects sustained

considerably less damage from the

six-week allied onslaught than its

nuclear and chemical warfare

programs.

His estimate was the clearest

acknowledgement by the Bush
administration that Operation

Desert Storm did not knock out all

of Saddam *s potential for deliver-

ing horror weapons on Israel,

Saudi Arabia, Iran, Turkey and

other neighbors.

"We are having some difficulty

finding them," Gates said of Iraq's

remaining Scud missiles.

After the war. United Nations

inspectors found and destroyed a

snudl number of imused Scud
warheads already filled with liquid

nerve gas agent Similar hollow

warheads could theoretically be

launched atop some of Iraq's

Scud missilcs-4o disperse

estimates Saddam is capable of

rebuilding his nuclear weapons

program in a "few" yeara because

*1he technical expertise is still

there."

Gates said that prior to the allied

bombing campaign that began last

Jan. 16, Saddam's regime did have

an offensive biological warfare

program encompassing both the

manufacture of biological agents

and the design of weapons to

disperse them.

"The biological weapons prog-

ram also was damaged, but critical

equipment for it, too, was hidden

during the war." he said. "Because

only a small amount of equipment

is needed, the Iraqis could be

producing BW (biological wea-

pons) materials in a matter of

weeks of a decision to do so."

Viewing the risks of prolifera-

^on worldwide. Gates said that

"If U.N. sanctions are

relaxed, we believe Iraq

could produce modest

quantities of chemical

agents almost

immediately, but it

would take a year or

more to recover ihe-

the biological agents at such long

distance targets as Teheran,

Kuwait City, Riyadh, Tel Aviv or

the Israeli nuclear weapons com-
plex in the Negev desert

The CIA chiefs assessment

diverged sharply fix)m the judg-

ment Bush presented a few days

after he ordered a halt to the allied

air and ground attacks. In his

March 6 televised speech to

Congress, the president said:

'Tonight in Iraq, Saddam walks

amidst ruins. His war machine is

crushed.**

In his reappraisal Wednesday,

Gates said that while Iraq's

nuclear, chemical and biological

warfare factories were "severely

damaged," critical weapons-mak-

ing equipment survived — along

with Saddam's determination to

iNiild super weapons.

"In our opinion, Iraq willremain

a primary proliferation threat at

least as long as Saddam Hussein

remains in power," Gates said.

**The cadre of scientists and engi-

neers trained for these programs

will be able to reconstitute any

dormant program rapidly."

The CIA director said that much
of Iraq's "hard-to-get production

equipment" for making nerve gas

and other chemical warfare agents

was removed from their factories

and "hidden" before the alUed

bombing attacks began. He said

even though the allied bombers

heavily damaged Iraqi chemical

warfare factories, the chemical-

making equipment survived the

war and '"would be available for

reconstruction."

"If UJ4. sanctions are relaxed,

we believe Iraq could produce

modest quantities of chemical

agents'almost immediately, but it

would take a year or more to

recover the chemical warfare

capability it previously enjoyed,"

. Gates told a Senate Government

Operations Committee hearing

convened by Sen. John Glenn. D-

Ohio.

Gates testified that the allied air

attacks devastated much of Iraq's

secret complex for making bomb-

grade uranium, imposing a more

telling setback on Saddam's aspi-

rations to make nuclear bombs.

^ven so. he said, the CIA

chemical warfare

capability it previously

enjoyed."

Robert Gates
CIA Director

throughout the Middle East as well ^

as in India, Pakistan and North

Korea, nations are aggressively

pushing to develop mass destruc-

tion weapons and missiles to

deliver them.

He said Iran is stocking up by

purchasing long-range Scuds from

North Korea and turning to China

for cruise missiles and nuclear-

related technology.

"China, for example, is supply-

ing Iran with a miniature neutron

source reactor and an electromag-

netic isotope separator," Gates

said. "This equipment has legiti-

mate peaceful purposes, but Ira-

nian public statements that it

should have nuclear weapons

suggest they intend otherwise."

He said Iran "probably hopes"

to obtain advanced Soviet wea-

pons technology through its con-

tacts in Kazakhstan, a heavily

Muslim ex-Soviet republic to the

north that includes former Soviet

nuclear research labs.

But so far. Gates said, the CIA
has not confirmed any instance

where Soviet nuclear experts have

been hired to take their nuclear

expertise abroad.

Syria has also purchased long-

range missiles from North Korea

and "appears to be seeking assis-

tance from China and Western

firms for an improved capability

with chemical and biological war-

heads," Gates said.

Meanwhile, he said, Israel con-

tinues to invest in ballistic missiles

as well as its Arrow antimissile

defenses, while the Saudis are

expanding a "missile support

facility."

He said Libya has "cleaned up"

its suspected chemical warfare

production plant at Rabta, perhaps

in anticipation of opening it as a

civilian pharmaceutical plant But

in earlier operations the Rabta

plant produced "as many as 100

tons of chemical agents" which

Libya now has in storage. Gates

testified.
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CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam~
• Care kit

.

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care

• Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 hours a day!
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January 21st
10am - 4pm

Campus Interviews

That's when CIGNA Healthplan of

California will be on campus to interview

graduating Financial Analysts and

Accountants. As one of the largest Managed Care

Organizations in the nation, CIGNA will take good care of you and your

career. If interested, see your career placement counselor to schedule

an interview for January 21, and well talk more than numbers.

If you are unable to stop by for an interview and are interested in

a position with CIGNA, please send your resume and cover letter, stating

your area of interest, to: CIGNA Healthplan of California, 505 N. Brand

Blvd., Glendale, CA 91203. We are an eqw^l iJiPPPftymity employer.

aCNA Healthplan

Team with resyltsr
CIGNA
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The Community

Join Asian Pacific

Health Corps

and learn more about

Hypertension Screenings

Blood Glucose Screenings

CPR Administration

Who:
What:
Where:
When:

Asian Pacific Health Corps
Community Service Organization
Ackerman 3530

~

Thursday^ January 16 5:00 pm

Refreshments will be served

Funded by Communities Activities Committee of the Programs Activities Board

Rebels in Inda
to possibly end
4year revolt

By Sai4oy Hazarlka

The New York Times

NEW DELHI— Leaders of an

insurgency in Assam State in

northeast India have agreed to end

their four-year rebellion, give up

their weapons and abide by the

constitution, after a secret meeting

here with Prime Nfinister P.V.

Narasimha Rao, a senior official

says.

Four lead^^ of the insurgent

group, the United Liberation Front

of Assam, attended the two-hour

meeting on Sunday. The four had

been fi'eed from prison and flown

by special aircraft to New Delhi

for the talks.

Officials said the accord indi-

cated a split in the Liberation

Ftont, with hard-liners led by

Paresh Baruah, the military com-
mander, refusing to take part in the

peace negotiations.

The Liberation Front had

wanted to create a ''sovereign

socialist state** in Assam and had

undertaken a campaign of extor-

tion and killings that terrorized

wealthy tea estates, business fami-

lies, politicians, and police and

civilian officials.

From 1987 to 1990. it ran a

parallel administration in parts of
Aki^ attkie^ iuifCtlAik. rttflfUlffAfl "i^yttA^^"UlC SUIIC, SCtuItt]^ tStSpuVCilr, ViwU*."^

ing down on illicit liquor, drugs

and prostitution and campaigning

for independence, saying that

successive governments in New
Delhi had neglected the region.

Initially, it drew widespread

support from the Assamese, but

this turned to suspicion and fear as

the killings and extortions grew.

Baruah is reportedly at his base

in Bangladesh, near the IiKiian

border, where he and a handful of

supporters have set up training

camps.

His hold on the organization

suffered a setback when his deputy

was killed by Indian troops last

month. The killing occurred in

circumstances that are still unclear

and was widely condemned in

Assam because it came after the

victim's surrender.

As part of the informal accord,

Rao ordered the Indian Army to

suspend its six-month campaign

against the Liberation Front

Home Affairs Minister S.B.

Chavan, who with Chief Minister

Hiteswar Saikia of Assam State

also attended Sunday's talks, con-

firmed the move on Monday night,

saying that "a short suspension of

the special operations** was being

ordered.

Initially, military commanders
had resisted any easing of the

crackdown, citing an operation in

1990 that was blunted by the

army*s sudden withdrawal.

Negotiations between the gov-

ernment and the Liberation Front

had limped along for several

months. These talks took on new
life after the organization's chair-

man, Arobindo Rajkhowa, worn

down by months on the run,

announced a unilateral cease-fire

last month and declared his will-

ingness for talks.

The anny*s cessation of hostili-

ties is for two weeks. It is

scheduled to end on Feb. 1 and is

aimed at enabling rebel leaders to

move freely about the state to meet
with colleagues and followers, an

Assam government official said.

The official added that the leaders

had agreed to organize the surren-

der of weapons.

'They have sued for peace and
said they will accept a constitu-

tional settlement,** he said.

Algerian parties

demand second

round of voting

By Youssef Ibrahim

The New Ybrk Times

ALGIERS, Algeria— The three

political parties that won par-

liamentary seats in the first round

of Algeria's elections condemned
the military-backed government

Wednesday for canceling those

elections and demanded that the

second round of voting be
resumed.

The demands came as the

military officers and civilians who
seized power on Saturday after the

resignation of President Chadli

Benjedid tried again to legitimize

their cancellation of the elections

in which Muslim fundamentalists

won a major victory.

The criticism of the new rulers

included a sharp attack by an

official of the National Liberation

Front, which had ruled Algeria for

all its 30 years of indq)endence.

Abdlehamid Mehri, the secret-

ary general of the National Liber-

ation Front, accused his former

colleagues, many of whom are

running the present administra-

tion, of taking power illegally and

violating the Constitution.

The most scathing attack came
from Abdelkader Hachani, the

acting leader of the Islamic Salva-

tion Front, a fundamentalist party
imnn UotJCfistc in PtirlmiiiHfil m

the first round of the canceled

elections, who stated that "the

regime is now on the verge of

collapse.** The other two parties

that won seats in the first round of

voting are the National Liberation

Front, which won 15 seats, and the

Front for Socialist Forces, which

won 26 seats.

Hachani warned against any

attempt to dissolve the fundamen-

talist party. He called on the

Algerian army to stop taking

or^rs from "an oppressive clique

which is only interested on satis-

fying its hunger for power.**

After seizing power, the new
rulers dismissed the results of the

firat round of the elections and

canceled the second round, which

had been scheduled for Thursday.

But the new administration*s

attempts to present these actions in

a legal framework that fits with the

Algerian Constitution have failed.

Two separate attempts to form a

ruling council collapsed in the first

two days after the takeover. A third

attempt, in which a five-member

State Council was announced

Tuesday to take over the powers of

the presidency, appeared to be

failing as well.

An increasing number of Alge-

rian officials have distanced them-

selves from the takeover. And the

women*s associations, workers*

unions, and professional groups

that had clamored for intervention

to prevent Muslim frindamentalists

from taking a majority in Parlia-

ment have so far hesitated to

support the new rulers.

Hachani, 34, spoke at a news

conference in downtown Algiers.

There had been reports that he and

other leaders of the Islamic Salva-

tion Front were in hiding for fear of

arrest His presence at the news

conference indicated that the front

now believes the new council is

too weak to stage a major crack-

down on the fundamentalists, as it

vowed to do. Hachani said, howev-

er, that about 50 frindamentalists

have been arrested.

But it appeared now that the

primary adversaries — the new
military-backed council and the

Islamic fundamentalists — have

backed away from an imminent

showdown.
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COMPACT Billboard Top 30
DISC-COUNT . - -

p»}f most
discs

TRADE
1000's Of Used CD's

$TOFF
per title

ANY USED CO

SALES ITEMS EXaUDGO
OB

NEED
CASH?

USEDCD's

$1 OFF
per tide

ANY USED CD

SALES ITEMS EXaUDED

BUrmLO STYLE CHICKEN

OPEN 7 DAYS lOAM-iOPM PARK IN REAR

475-41 22
10741 W. PICO BLVD.

WLA {ACROSS FHOM WESTSIOE PAVILION)

1 ck)z^n $4.22 25... $7.95

50 $15.49 100 $28.63

Sauces: MlkJ, Hot. 'Suicide', Barbeque. Hot Bart)eque

ALSOTRVOUR:
• Hamburger • Chicken Sandwich • Potato Skins • Mozzarella

Sticks - Breaded Mushrooms and Zuchini • Steak Fries

• Chicken Salad • Potato Salad • Cole Slaw

UTTLE RED SAMPLER • BIG RED SAMPLER

MIVooCaBEat-$7«M*

i 1023 SantA Iv^loriioa Bflv<|^
.•.•.•.•^.•.» -.^F,-.-.%".'
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BOB FORGOT TO

ADVERTISEi

825-2161

5^

0^-
10K Gold

\

10K Gold

COLLEGE JEWELRY

V

Hurry! Sale ends January 24th!
On Sale from lOam-Spm in the Students' Store and Campus Photo Studio

:^;i^^

IJCLAj,
ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
BLevel Ackerman Union/825-7711/IVI-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5: Sun 12-5
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^Mc^mhj^ IRISH PUB^

•^ n^ HUGE Selection -f

of PUB GRUB ^
^ ^^1 fU^ Including: |l|Sl^^1 c\3tA Including:

cqOO *^ Indian Cuisine. British Specialties.

Pizza & American Favorites

T^ SurvThurs (excluding^ Mon)
mm 8pm to midnight

pM 5 Dart Boards and Gameroom

^ Sports channel on TV. all open hours

"S* 2615 WIISHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA (213) 828-9839

DAILY
ENTERTAINMENT

BEER SPECIALS
150 Imported &
Domestic Beers
16 Draught

7 Days a Week llanv2am

FREE Lunch or Dinner Entree
when you purchase a Lunch or Dinner Entree

(equal or lesser value) expires 1/23/92

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
(213) 828-9839 I

I

Shaker's.
Mo|o-Diiitk Deal

If the Bniins beat Oregon, get a

FREEorderofMOJOPOTATOES

with your ticket stub!

(band shiits are also valid)

^diiK-iDonly exp. 2/23/92

1114 Gaylev Westwood Fax 208-7470

Sun-Thurs 11- lam. Pri & Sat ll-2ani

^824-4111^

Shakeij's

PIZZA
Reslaurant

Did you hear the one about the Bear & the Mouse?

UK' Mou by Da Mare

of th0 ^A

Mouse

S^

Let Infinity showyou thepower ofthe mouse.

The mouse has revolutionized the way we see and use computers. Now with the click ofa

button, you can create beautifulpapers and stunning reports in no time at all. Come in to

Infinity and see the mouse in action. Also ask about ourfree introductory seminars

Starter Package
start offfor under $1,000.

Productivity Package
496Power& Speedatan IncredlMe Price.

Performance Package
Top ofthe Linefor under $2,000.

$899
Infinity 3S20 Mini Tower System

Intd 80386SX-20

2 MB RAM 85 MB Hard Disk

Teac 5M" 1.2 MB or 3H" 1.44 MB Floppy Drive

Enhanced 101 -key Keyboard

Microsoft MS-DOS 5.0

Microsoft Windows 3.0 Infinity Mouse

$1,099 w/MoMO Super VGA Graphics

f1,249 w/Colar Super VGA Graphics

$1,299
Infinity 4S20C Mini Tower System

Intel 80486SX-20 • 128KCadie

4 MB RAM 85 MB Hard Disk

Teac 514- 1.2 MB or 3V4" 1.44 MB Floppy Drive

Enhanced 101-key Keyboard

Microsoft MS-DOS 5.0

Microsoft Windows 30 Infinity Mouse

$1,499 w/Mono Super VGA Graphics

$1,649 u/Color Super VGA Graphics

$1,649
Infinity 433 Tower Workstation

Intel 80486DX-33 • 128K Cacke

4 MB RAM 120 MB Hard Disk

Teac 5M' 1.2 MB or 5W 1.44 MB Floppy Drive

Enhanced 101-key Keyboard

Microsoft MS-DOS 5.0

Microsoft Windows 3.0 • Infini^ Mouse

$1,849 u/Mano Super VGA Graphics

$1,999 u/Color Super VGA Graphics

The possibilities don't end here. Infinity can custom configure to meet all your needs.

Call Toll-Free 1-800-870-2232

INFINITY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES
1122 Westwood Blvd. bos Angeles, CA 90024 - Uon-Thur 10-7 Fri-Sat 10-10 Sun 12-6

L

Infinity
OAdvanced TechnologssO

Annlveffsary

of Gulf War
brings back
memories
By Pct«r Applabome
The New York Times

SAVANNAH. Ga. — The yel-

low ribbons, now frayed and
faded, are still wrapped around the

oak trees near the Hunter Army Air

Field here where hom-honldng,

flag-waving crowds lined the

streets in the early morning hours

last March to greet the first troops

returning from the Persian Gulf

War.

But here as elsewhere, the war
seems like something from another

era these days, and the talk is of

other things: the sluggish eco-

nomy, the dreary stretch of empty
buildings on Broughton Street

downtov^, the record-breaking

local murder rate.

A year after it began in fear and
ambiguity and ended in relief and
jubilation, the Persian Gulf War
has receded to a degree that few
people expected, replaced by fears

about the economy and doubts

about the country's ability to

handle problems at home as easily

as it dispatched Saddam Hussein's

overmatched military forces.

At the Raytheon plant in Andov-
er, Mass., where the Patriot mis-
-».-St —.» -*-* A •--<—- -• J - —t-M— -*-•- - - - - -
*lll -*. IIIMI M trA M m 'Am 1 1^^ Mriff IIM^ 11I2U Mil* _

manufactured, the talk is of possi-

ble layoffs.

For Charlie Bryant, a 51-year-

dd TYansit Authority bus driver in

New York, memories of service in

the Persian Gulfare overshadowed
by the 65-hour weeks he works to

niake up for the pension he lost

while he was overseas.

When war burst across Ameri-
ca's television screens on Jan. 16,

1991. Betsy Hoit-Thetford was
putting together a newsletter called

**nie Tunnel" for the families of
military officials overseas.

Now, she's wondering if her

husband, Richard, an Apache
helicopter pilot attached to Hunter

Field, v^ll be able to stay in the

military amidst the huge cutbacks.

"This seems to be the Andy
Warhol War." said John Shy. a

history professor at the University

of Mkhigan. "A quarter-hour of

fame and maximum attention and,

in retrospect, horrendous losses of
life on the other side, but remark-

ably trivial in its consequences

otherwise."

Of course, for those who fought

die war and for people in the region

it ravaged, the war is anything but

forgoOeiL It lingers like a pall over

Monessen, Pa., where people
mourn 13 Army reservists who
died in a Scud missle explosion in

the war's final days.

It will live forever for Hilbert

Potter, a 31-year-old Army
sergeant from Easton, Md., who
lost his right leg from the knee
dov^ when he was hit by an errant

shot from an American tank.

And some say the war had a

lasting effect at home in a new-

found respect for the military and

the healing of some of the wounds
at home from Vietnam.

*T think the war altered people's

perception sufficiently that they

wiU never again think of the

American military the way they

did before it," said Adrian Cro-

nauer, a communications lawyer in

Washington.

But the sense of the war as a

turning point for the nation has all

but evaporated, as .evidenced^ by
President Bush's descent from
triumphant commander in chief to

beleaguered steward of a sagging

econdny.
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negotiadons. police sent a second

crisis team into the building. One
psychologist, who is a member of

one of the two negotiating teams,

had previously treated the gunman.
Pannell said.

During the seven hours of

delicate conversations between the

gunman and teams* members via

portable telephone equipment.

Malbure talked about suicide and

was indecisive about coming out

of the four-story apartment com-
plex. Pannell said.

**(Malbure) said he may want to

come out, then he changes his

mind." Pannell said Wednesday
morning. Malbure's psychologk:al

history was unavailable.

During the telephone conversa-

tions, the gunman had at least one

weapon and asked for a pack of

cigarettes at about 2 p.m., Pannell

said.

Then after seven exhausting

hours, Malbure became "hostile"

while talking on the telq>hone.

'*We lost any hope of negotiations

being successful. It then became
necessary to use tear gas," Pannell

said.

Along with tear gas, about 20
shots were fired by West L.A.

Police and S.W.A.T. officers

beginning at about 2:30 p.m. None
of the shots were fired by the

gunman, PanneU said.

The suspect, a resident *Tor

some time" in the building, was

.fscQdfid out of the^jpadmfiOL
buikling 30 minutes later, hand-

cu^ed and flanked by two police

officers.

During the marathon telephone

negotiations, some tenants were
aUowed to freely enter and leave

the apartment complex. Because
of its large size, only a portion of

the builcSng was cut o^ Pannell

explained.

In addition to the two teams of

negotiators, 2^)proximately 20 to

25 West Los Angeles LAPD
officers and S.W.A.T. officers

were at the scene. The estimate

does not include police officers

who blocked traffic alongside

Veteran Avenue and the intersec-

tion of Veteran and Ohio avenues,

Pannell said.

The police are conducting an

investigation of Wednesday's
shooting.

CAMPUS COMPUTER
3 E FC NX 1 C E S
ACROSS KINKO'S

&
20% LESS TOO !

(WITH VAUD UCLA ID.)

Est 1970

GIANT SUBMARINES
10968 LeConte Ave.

(Across New Medk:al Building) 208-7171

UNLESS YOUR UNCLE
OWNS THE PLACE, YOU COULDNT
GET FOOD THIS GOOD, THIS CHEAP!

* APPLE / IBM HOURLY RENTALS
* LASER PRINTS
* TEXT & IMAGE SCANNING
* MANY, MANY MORE

50 cents

OFF I

Any Small '

Sepi's I

w/'cpn I

$1.00

OFF
Any Large

Sepi's

w/cpn

BUY
ANY
SEPIS
GET

ONE FREE
w/cpn

m m

(310) 477-2898
1539 WESTWOOD BLVD.

BaBWHIMlHiBBllllilllBliHWllHW^^

/^|. COORS LIGHT ON DRAFT
-/ 48 oz. Pitchers $2.95 (4-8 P.M.)

NUTS! free nuts during Happy Hour

SEARCH
From page 9

Ochoa, who sits on the committee

with six other regents.

"Whoever will be replacing

Gardner will be stq)ping into two

years of unexpected cuts," he

added. **We've trimmed the fat

from the budget and now we're

down to the bone."

**He or she will need to know
where to cut without damaging the

immediate future ci die university

and have the wisdom to say to the

government and the university,

*This is what we ought to be doing

and this is why.'"

Lobbying skills are not the only

characteristics that the committee

will be evaluating.

The UC— witii nine campuses,

166,000 students, 92,000 employ-

ees and a $7.5 billion budget— has

a multiplicity of interests Uiat

require a president with substantial

administrative exp^ence.
**The UC is a very unique

institution of higher education,"

said Elaine Yamaguchi, a member
of die student advisory committee

formed to advise the regents on

candidate selection. The new
president would have to be ftom

Uie multi-campus system and those

are difficult to find, she said.

**Even God would have a diffi-

cult time fitting all of die criteria,"

Ochoa said.

A Testament to the Strength of the

Human Spirit

FILM & FORUM

FREE
with Ticket

Seating will be assigned at the door

January 17, 1992

7:30 pm • Mi'lintz Theater

Featuring the following guest speakers:

Rosalind Chao

Dennis Dun
Nancy Kelley

Michael Paul Chan

Reception following the film and forum. Refreshments will be served*
•••v-.'wSNSS .

% 9

*

•

1
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^ cosponsored by Asian American Studies Center. Student Community Projects. Asian Pacific

Coalition USACs Cultural Affairs, and Melnitz theater. Funded by ASUCLA Board of Directors.

Call Wcsndy ai x57184 for further info.
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CRUSH THE COMPETITION!

ADVERTISE IN
THE DAILY BRUIN

825-2161

WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
We NowAccept

•HEALTH-NET • PCS • MEDI-CAL • BLUE CROSS •

PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
Fast Courteous Rx Service Available

mi^

mm

Offer VaUd
Open to Close ^IZ^ZMGL

PricM nifcyect to ckaf«e without notice. (^BUntl COURT&GRILLj
Ofi^r valid with coupon or UCLA id.

8M

Offer VaUd Only At:

922 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
MEN & WOMEN Bikini Wax $8$^^ Lip Wax
^^9 Eyebrow^^^ Full Leg &

Bikini Wax
Sculpture Nails $25

HILITE&
CUT & CONDITIONER

1007 BR0XTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
abOv Mario's Restaurant Expires 2/16/92

^''M^

CUP AND SAVf--------------f

J-^ :jj

8.05
njwj^ Tnp(:)|f\j(3

I

I

I

' I

I

I
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I
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LARGE
PIZZA v;

Froc Lite

of Sod.i

208-8671
Offer gocxj only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
•

TAX INCLUDED umit 3 pizzas per address

UP AND SAVS

LARGE
PiZZA v;

Frpp LilP'

(jt Sodd

ONb lOPPING

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
•

Limit 3 pizzas per address

CUP AND SAV^'

E'D^ 24 92

*Not valid on Sidrans or with any othar offer. Must mention ad.

8.05
orjF

LARGE
PIZZA .V

Ft Cm

of Sodii

'PING

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
'

TAX INCLUiDED Limit 3 pizzas per address

EYEGLASSES
Get the look
you want

quickly and
^

courteously
from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Vlll^e
208-3011

Monday SpedaL 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

THE WESTWOOD SIZZLER
$4.99 BRUIN DEAL

Enjoy your choice of Shrimp Fry, Chicken or Petite Sirloin Steak plus Potatoe,

Rice or Vegtables and a Green Dinner Salad. Or choose our new Buffet Court

which includes our All-You-(Jan-Eat Hot Appetizer, Make your Own Sundae

Dessert, Hot Pasta, Deli, Tostada, Soup, Fresh Fruit and Salad Bar.

GomcriMSES
Look and see

your best with

same day

service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Vilk^e
208-3011

Monday SpedaL 20% o£f

AU products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

VISION CARE
See the difference

qtiality and timely

service can make
from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Milage

208-3011
Monday Special: 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Introductory Offer

'TsIEWLY REMODELED''

Brentwood Only

Large Cheese Pizza

& Two Salads

$^795

Dine in and delivery

500
Draft Beers & Sodas

Dine in only

Toppings available at regular

price.This ofiler is available ci

Brentwood location only.Not valid

with any otl&er coupon or discount.

Expires 3/ 16/92

Limited

delivery

area.

4784650
11819WUthireBlv(L

(WiUhire and Granville)

BRENTWOOD
FREE UNDERGROUND PARK;NG

Geography
prof dies at
Med Center
By Bruce Lamtert
The New York Times

Robert B. McNee, a prominent

geography professor who once

headed the American Geographi-

cal Society, died Jan. 8 at the

UCLA Medical Center. He was 69

years old and lived in Los Angeles.

He died of complications of

lung cancer, his family said.

McNee helped expand the loca-

tion theory of geography, which

holds that things are where they are

because of natural and manmade
factors alike, including climate,

topography, natural resources,

transportation services and popu-

lation.

His research focused on inter-

national corporations* economic

influence on the development of

third-world nations.

He also studied urban develop-

ment and in that role was a

consultant to the Ford Foundation.

He taught geography at City

College ofNew York from 1952 to

1963 and then went to the Univer-

sity of Cincinnati, where he was
chairman of the geography depan-

mcnt from 1963 to 1973. chairman

of the faculty senate and faculty

representative on the board of

trustees.

1:3
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doubted that he would make it He
was also worried about his room-

mate, possiUy trapped inside.

While some UCLA students

were unable to attend classes,

others were unable to go to work.

One such student was seniOT

psychobk)logy major Steve Show-
ers. Like other UCLA students.

Showers could do nothing but

wait

Westwood Plaza tenants who
were trapped inside the building

loitered on their balconies and
surveyed the collection of police

cars and television cameras. One
tenant even recorded the scene

with a personal video camera.

Other tenants who lived closer

to the gunman's apartment were
ordered to leave the building

immediately before the police

fired a stream ofgunshots€nd used

tear gas. **I was sleeping at the time

and the officers told me to get out,**-

junior biology major Pam Honan-
dez said.

Aside from the Westwood Plaza

tenants, curious spectators
gathered near the scene. One
spectator pointed to the line of

television cameras and said, "I

thought it was a movie.**

REfENTlON
From page 1

However, some univCTsity offi-

cials say the commitee should not

move until it stops hiring people

who are not UCLA students.

These programs were created in

1988 to both serve and be staffed

by students, said Edward Alpers,

dean of the College of Honors and

Undergraduate Programs.

But retention group members

said their programs are more^

effective if they can hire non-stiH

dents who can relate to the

experiences shared by people of

color.

And non-student employees can

work full-time, which makes them

more accessible to students with

academic difficulties, Kayise said.

^'The administration doesn't want

to see that we really do have a need
for full-time employees.**
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CPR
From page 3

Regular CPR only produces a

fraction of the normal blood flow

through the body, Sack said.

••Obviously there's room for

improvement, because we're
dealing with a uniformly fatal

component," he said. •'Studies like

this one is what prompts change.**

Although the use of this new
technique has expanded to

emergency rooms, the procedure is

being recommended until the

impact of the method is more
understood, he added.

••We need to make sure that the

benefits outweigh the risks. We're
researching it further in terms of

trauma to the abdomen, vomiting

and (the effect oO gastral con-

tents.**

This study was published Wed-
nesday in the Journal of the

American Medical Association.

Animal research on the counter-

pulsation technique has been going

on for the last 15 years. But it has

taken several years to get permis-

sion to work on humans. Sack said.

••CPR research is logistically a

nightmare because there are ethi-

cal issues of experimenting on

humans that need to be dealt with,"

he said. •'Patient safety needs to be

taken into consideration."

The UCLA medical conmiunity

sees promise in this technique

eventually being implemented into

life-saving procedures.

••This is an exciting new
for CTR," said Jan

llUisch, director of the cardiology

unit at the UCLA Medical Center.

•Tt needs to be k)oked at from all

sides, but it shoukl make a real

difference in saving lives.**

Another UCLA researcher

agreed.

•*It*s probably a long way off

before the necessary changes are

made to ensure patient safety,"

said Lawrence Yeatman, an assis-

tant professor who specializes in

heart disease.

•T think when it can be applied

on a large scale, it could mean a

substantial increase in (a heart

patient's) return to functional life."

The method will be easy to

integrate into current CPR guide-

lines because one person can

perform the technique. Sack said.

_ '•The problem with other (CPR)
methods is that they require vests

or abdominal binders," he added.

••The beauty of this technique is

that it does.i't require any addition-

al equipment
>*

LATVIA
From page 3

spend six years in a German
relocation camp. They finally

immigrated to the United States in

the 1950s.

New Latvian laws allow people

who owned land before the Rus-

sian occupation to reclaim it

Ullis said he wants to use his

land for farming and reforestation

in a joint economic venture with

his relatives because he wants to

bolster the Latvian economy.

Because the laws also free the

medical practice from state con-

trol, Ullis hopes to establish

exchange programs for Latvian

scholars visiting America to learn

how to conduct sports medicine

and run private practices.

With that goal in mind, Ullis is

curremly training Ivars Aivars, a

prominent Latvian doctor of sports

medicine.

••In Latvia, doctors must be

creative and work with their mind

rather than with equipment,"

Aivare said.

Ullis is soliciting donations of

medical supplies and equipment

for the Latvian team. To make a

donation, call 829-1990.

BIG TOMY'S I

WORLD FAMOUS I

CHILIBURGERS • CHILIDOGS
|

Anytime Special:

Chili Cheese Burger + Lrg. Fries'

+ Med. Soft Drink for i^Q aq
Breakfast Special:

3 eggs + Hashbrowns + Toast
& Jelly for d^O H Q

. THE PRICE AND QUALITY CANT BE BEAT ipfc" W
Mon-Sun 6:30a.m.-3a.m. Breakfast Served till 2p.m.

936 Broxton Ave. QOA TOI^C
In Westwood 0^^-/»00

[Wostwood European F»ll Service

Beauty
»Haircut $9

Penn$28

^Highlighting $29

»Fullwax$17

•Bikini wax $7

•Underarm wax $7

(310) 474-8516 (310) 470-8698

J310) 446-1988

Parking in Rear For New Customers Only

'i'i'i'Xvi'!v?!'!r'!'irr'!r'

KNOWLBDaS IS THK KKY TO UNDKRSTANDINO

Rape Awareness Week '92 Presents the Film:

"Still Killing Us Softly"

This sequel to "Killing Us Softly" continues to examine

advertising's assault on the self-images of women, men,

_and children. Using examples of ads from magazines^
"newspapers, album covere and bnil)bards7 TRe filiir

explores the relationship of media images to actual social

problems like discrimination against women, sexual

violence, and pornography. Discussion to follow

facilitated by Women's Resource Center staff.

WW!W^vmi PiTiiii^wpiwiwff!^^

TODAY
12:00-1 :30p.»

241 2 Ackemig^fi Union

OWER

A FORUM ON
SEXUAL
HARASSMENT

•PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT
Debra Borys, Ph.D., Clinical Psychologist

•LEGAL ISSUES
Abby J. Leibman, Managing Director and

"founding board member of the CaJifomia

Women's Law Center, co-founder of the

Califomia Equity Council

CAMPUS PROCEDURES
AND RESOURCES
UCLA Campus Representatives and Sexual

Harassment Infom^ation Center staff

^WMAUMMMttWM

L

sponsored by the Women's Resource Center (Rape

Prevention and Education Services) and the Student

Welfare Commission.

Co-sponsored by
StMdest Psychological Services

aed llie Woaiee's Resource Ceeter

COMPUTER SALE
One Year Parts and Labor \Afarranty

100% IBM Compatible lOUSI

286/386/486 Complete SuperVGA Systems

286-12 Mhz (52MB HD, Complete Mono System) $540

386SX-16 Mhz (52MB HD. SVGA) .^.
$920

386SX-25 Mhz (52MB HD. SVGA) $960

386-25 Mhz (86MB HD. SVGA) $1140

386-33 Mhz n/m. Cache (85MB HD. made in USA) $1250

486-33 Mhz w^256K Cache (120MB HD. made in USA) $1730

Each SVGA SyHem Inckidas

1MB RAM
1.2 MB or 1.44MB Floppy Driv*

14- Hyundai SVGA Monitor

(I024x768).28 .280^

Trident SVGA Caid w/l MB-2S6 Cokxs

2FD/2HO IDE Controter

AT lA) (2S/1P/1G) & 101 Keyboard

Upgrades:

1MB RAM... JM $45

1.2MB or 1.44MB FD >dd$S5

S2MB HD 10 85MB HO .Add $70

8SMB HO to 106MB HO Add $50

6SMB HO to 120MB HO Add $80

Slwtem tVycfcotopcal Strnxt —4 the Wowiei't Rwowtc Ctmet it mrnen of the 4ivMiwi of Sto4el Dtvclaf—t m4 Hcallk

nterested in Med School?

Take the first step and find

out about:

The MCAT exam—
What to expect in Med School

The application process

and Much, Much More!

Bring ad to Jannes Cho
for a free mouse with any

system purchase

BEST QUALITY
BEST SERVICE
LOWEST PRICES

Southern California MCAT/Med School Seminars:

Culver City

Monday, January 13

6:30 PM

Brentwood Endno

Tuesday, January 21 Wednesday, January 22

6:30 PM

401 S. Vermont Ave. Suites 5&6
Los Angeles, CA 90020

CUJCI
(213) 384-6601

6:30 PM

CALL l-SOO-K.AF-TKST lor reservations

and infonnation

1STANLEY H, KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

T -H->~
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Ml AN

Annas
Rl SlAl RAM

Andy Cr Tony
invite you

tojoin them in

Lyht'Hearted
Roman Style Dining

(213) 474-0102

SPECIAL DINNERS MON. THRU THURS.

LUNCH • DINNER • COCKTAILS • FREE PARKING

10929 W PICO BLVD., WEST LOS ANGELES

Howdoyou tell a 4-^^ear-dd
shemayneverbe5?

jnQirs

SiimMA
tkt&HT

mil SAN VICENTE SLVIX, BflENT-WDOD, CA 90049 • 820-1516

Blood.Give a litde so someone can live.
Natiocud Blood Retouice Education Program

Nrnml Ht jn Luoft ml Maori kMORNt. NjoomI bmnM d Hnkh PuMk HmM Sm-wc. US DciaRincni oi HMkh jnd Humm Smim
Amencan Association ot Blood Banks

UCLA STUDENIS receive our gift

UOA/ ASUOAEMFIOm For fomr appouUHuiu, caU: of an ASUOA naeaJ tickei each
time you donate.*receive our gift of 4 houn leave |Tp| 4 Blood Oonor

with pay each time you donate.

at (310) 825-0850

m
FIRSri

^f^ SZECHV/AN
sj fii WOK
—ttaiWiytfetVoHrAmHos Angeles Sfyte Cuisine

1

0)

IliClAl 1

Lindbfook ^ ja_
WHshire o

Mr Fine Dining

^ Pleasant Atmospttere

i^ Reasonable Prices

10855 l-indb»\>ok 7^ve»^ue. Wesfwood Village

208-7785 o.- 208-7786

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY
FRe^ 10% OFF

COIVIPUTER
•\

\

m
Portion of fi*i«d ^Ica or cKow

»neiti wiH\ 4\e pMi'<::Kase of fwo
»nain diskes

«,pA/90/9a

I

I

Fo..

AAinimum order 510.0C

UCLA stud«nfs
HH\ valid 1p

mip6/30/9*

a

THE ROCKET 486 • 33MHz
190KCACHE*4MEG
RAM* 120 MEG HARD
DRIVE • 1.2 & 1.4MS
DRIVES • HI RESOLUTION 1024x765
VGA DISPALAY W/CARD •

2 SEC 1 PAR & 1 GAME
PORT • MOUSE & WINDOW

SPEED DEMON 386/33M
•40 MEG H.D.
•1 MEG RAM
•VGA MONITOR AND CARD
• MID SIZE TOWER • SOFTWARE AND MOUSE

•64K CACHE
•1.2, 1.4 FLOPPY

286 AT-TURBO DELUXE
includes software, mouse & serge protectors

• 40 MEG HO • VGA & CARD • 101 KEYBOARD
• 1 2 MEG HZ • 1 .2 DRIVE • CLOCK/CALENDA
• 1 MEG RAM UP-GRADES TO 4 MEG • S/P GAME PORT

286AT-16MEGMZ
• 1 MEG RAM
• 20 MEG H.D.
• MONITOR

•PROGRAMS
•1 YR. WARRANTY

FOBTRON DISCOUNT COMPUTERS

COIVIPLETE EYE CARE

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
'NCoJtS rVt cXAV \A" ON f "-^GlASS

CONTACT LENS PACKAGE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
/A','

• 1 '.'0\

• GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
. VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOIVIETRIX
an optometric center

''"'"'""' DR PATRICK DOYLE, O D Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

Shilte Muslim
writer kHled

Tht N«w York TImM

BEIRUT — A Shiitc Muslim
writer who had sharply criticized

fundamentalists and Iran*s spiritu-

al leader, Ayatollah Ruhollah

Khomeini, was assassinated here

Wednesday, security officials said.

The police said that unknown
assailants opened Hie on Mustapha
Jeha, 55, as he was leaving his

home Wednesday morning in the

Christian quarter of Sbtiye.

SURVEY
From page 3

UCLA, business was all the rage.

There was a tremendous interest in

financial analyst positions. But

with all the controversy and
scandals (like the Savings & Loan
debacle), interest has began to

decline,** Millet said.

The survey found the number of

American freshmen interested in

majoring in a health-related field

has almost doubled since 1987,

increasing for the fourth straight

year.

And UCLA has wimessed an

increase in inquiries into health-

related careers.

A life-science conference held

in fall quarter had a turnout of

ilKWt ttM 7? pftf^plp — an unusu-

ally high figure compared to pasT

years.

Furthermore, health-care fields

are projected to grow faster than all

,

other occupations, according to a

national Career Movement and

Management Rqx)it released last

month.

At the same time, corporate

budget cutbacks have led to a

decres^ in the number oi many
business-related companies visit-

ing campus to conduct interviews,

said Sharon Equihua, acting

director of the UCLA Student

Employment Unit.

Normally, this program gen-

erates a lot of student interest

because many firms offer entry-

level positions through on-campus

interviews.

'The number of companies

coming through here has

dropped,** Millet said. **Many

times, companies set up schedules,

then have to cancel them. Many
companies are going through a

hiring freeze, and have had to scale

back.** ^, ^ -
Now, some positions just aren't

being offered, she said, noting that

there is also a shift away from
full-time to part-time jobs.

But many students are still

pursuing business careers because

they are juniors and seniors who
chose their majors before the U.S.

economy turned sour, Equihua
said.

Nonetheless, UCLA*s econom-
ics-business 6epaitmeni still Onds
continued interest in the field.

Students still believe an econom-
ics-business major is safer than

other liberal arts majors, said

economics counsek)r Debra Froh-

man.
As a result, an increase— not a

decrease — in the number of

UCLA students entering the major

can be found.

But this trend can be partially

attributed to last year's easing of

requirements for staying in the

major, Frohman said. Students no
kmger need earn a 3.0 grade-point

average in upper division coursew-

ofk. A 2.0 is now needed to stay in

the major.
'*! hear a lot about job security

and stability,** she said. "(Stu-

dents) want to know how to get a

white-collar job and carry a brief-

case.**

1£VIN
From page 6

also been an indictment of acts of

foolish pro-active terrorizing vio-

lence committed by our govern-

ment,** he said.

UCLA*s Muslim students
invited Levin to speak before a

crowd of more thiui 50 people

because he is empathetic to

Muslims.

"For too long, too many people

have focused condescendingly on
Middle Easterners,** Levin said.

Muslim students said they face

hostility on campus for the actions

of Lebanese kidnappers thousands

of miles away.
'Teople say that Islam is a

hostage-taking religion, but it is

named after a concept of peace,**

said Mohammad Khan, a Muslim
peace activist

Muslims practice Islam, consid-

ered to be the world's fastest

growing religion. About 6 million

Muslims live in America.

"On TV you hear Muslim
extremists did this,** said Rushdi

Cader, a UCLA medical student

"It*s like the TV is trying to say

this is what you are.**

IMPACT
From page 3

vibration from trucks can throw off

an experiment like that by miles.**

Trucks traversing the campus
will be a common sight. Hiose
using the Placement and Career

Planning Center in future years

will have to skirt around construc-

tion in Moore HaU and pass near a

truck access load to get to int^-

views or check job boards.

Staff members are worried that

the noise and dust may interfere

with the center's activities.

*Tm certainly concerned that

the interviews that take place in the

building will still be able to happen

with a minimum of distracting

noise,** said Walta* Brown, associ-

ate director of the center. He added

he was concerned for interviewees

in formal attire who would have to

travel through a dusty area.

Plans to lessen the impacts of

construction may need more work,

but good communication is the key

factor, officials said.

- "We want to factor your con-

c^ns into the mix,** said Sarah

Jensen, associate director of Capi-

tal Programs, which oversees all

major cantpus construction.

To allay some concerns, plan-

ners described the earthquake

renovations taking place in the

next 15 years.

Five buildings will be under

construction before 1995. And
seismic work will close down parts

of Bunche Hall and Math Sci-

ences, most of Powell Library and

all of Moore Hall.

But workers will pave a new
road that stretches from Circle

Drive West past the south side of

the inverted fountain and the front

of Math Sciences, raising ques-

tions about the noise level.

An 18-whecler truck will drive

through the proposed access route

area next Thursday to test the

impacts of the vibrations and noise

on surrounding buildings, espe-

cially the music building.

'There was a talk about a dry

run,** said Walter Brown, associate

director of the center. 'That will

give us some sense of the distract-

ing noise that will occur when the

actual construction begins.**

Campus officials said it woukl

be difficult but worthwhile to

balance the much-needed con-

struction with daily campus activ-

ities.

"We have to do both and they

are not complimentary,** Simpson

said. "It*s something that we need

to work through together.** ^

•^'
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UGHT PEELS
SKIN REJUVENATION
• Sun Dams^ed Skin * Large Pores

• Wrinkles * Aging skin

FACE • NECK • HANDS • CHEST
Call ELENA • 208-7806 • 100 UCLA Medical Plaza

J

LONDON
CLEANERS
Westwood's Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

I ms toupoii is (iooci good for

S4 Off (I Miiiiinmn

$12 Dry CltNUiing Order

TANNING
S Sessions For $25*
CD Sound Systems
Air Conditioning

•10 \Atolff Beds
•Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCtA! Call 824-2TAN

M-F: 9am-8pm
Sat & Sun: llam-6pm:

^

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Bedween Kinross & UndbrooH)

'coupon «)«3irM 1/23/92

(1st tiine customen only/1 per cuitomer/most present coupon)

(pari beauty salon)
Remove your unwanted hair

with 1007o Natural Wax
Full legs waxing and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bikini $15
Bikini waxing ........$ 8
Half legs wax..... $*10

Underarm $ 8
Arm $12
Up wax or chin, or eyebrow.... $ 6
Eyelash tint ., , $10
European Facials $25

V
1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325

Open Sundays

Deal of the Week!
Large Cheese or Pepperoni

lOnly $6.99 ^l
exp. 1/20/92

208-4348—
10925 Weyburn Ave., Westwood.

m

SflJBB
(WELL ALMOST!!!)
EVERYTHURSDAY

SHOIS;

JACK DANIELS
SOUTHERN
COMFORT

JAGERMEISTER
TEQUILA

KAMIKAZIS

THE CHARTHOUSE
1097 GLENDON AVE. 208^34

M dSB

i>ANYAP^ EOEXIAA
IT'S THE RIGHT TUVEE TO l^TJUr...

ITEMS SYSTEMS
FREE MOUSE -•-

MX-216
MX-3165
MX-325S
MX-333
MX-420S
MX-433A

286-16 MHz $289.00

386 SX-16MHZ $376.00

386SX-25 MHz $415.00

MHz $585.00

MHz $689.00

MHz $936.00

(W/64K ISA)

486DX-33 MHz ......$1039.00

(W/256K ISA)

*MX-433E 486DX-33 MHz ......$1585.00

386DX-33
486SX-20
486DX-33

MX-433B

1 MB RAM MEMORY/ AMI BIOS
1.2(5.25") OR 1.44(3.5") FDD
SUPER IDE CONTROLLER
MINI TOWER CASE
SOCKET FOR OPTIONAL

MATH COPROCESSOR
REAL-TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR
101 ENHANCED KEYBOARD
ONE YEAR PARTS/ LABOR WARRANTY
COMPREHENSIVE 72-HR

BURN-IN TESTING
FREE DELIVERY IN DESIGNATED

AREAS

(W/ 256 EISA)

MONITOR: MONO 18*/MONO 14'*/MONO VGAATGA 14'*r640}Ma0>LYeA^Mr(1024X768)*^
$86.00 $90.00 $108.00 $295.00 $325.00

HARD DRIVE: 40^58/80/120 MB $170/$190/$265/$315 /
NOTE*: THIS SYSTEM CqMES WITH FULL-SIZE TOWER CASE
NOTE**: VQA/SVQA GONTROLLER MCLUDED

CALL DMS INTERNATIONAL POR details TEL: (818)908-iai6
S17 W. MAIN BTRBBfl^ 8U1TB 416. ALHAMBRA. GA 91801 FAX: (818)308-3844
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Viewpoint
Counterpoint

Not everyone can
afford a fee hike
By Melissa Vogel

I would like to respond to

Rex Savage's article (Daily

Bruin, **Stop complaining about

UC fees — it should be
worse," Jan. 14) about Gov.
Wilson's proposed $550 .

registration fee hike. Like Sav-

age, I am an out-of-state stu-

dent. Therefore, I too am
paying "only" $15,000 this

year for tuition, room and
board. However, for my family

this is quite an expensive

education.
""

I understand Savage's feeling

that in-state students have no
right to complain about the

^'bargain" of an education they

arc receiving here at UCLA.
But what I think he has

forgotten is that for many of

these students, $8,000-plus a

year is simply more than they

caa afford. Savage did not
mention his economic status or

if he is receiving financial aid,

but a large portion of UC
students would not be attending

these schools without it The
problem with the proposed fee

hike is that at the same time,

financial aid resources are

being cut, both on state and
national levels.

The California plan for high-

er education was designed so

that the best students could

afford to attend a high caliber

university, regardless of their

family's economic situation.

This three-tier system channels

students into junior colleges,

stale colleges and universities

based on their ability, not their

annual income. To raise fees

more than is absolutely neces-

sary in a recessed economy is

to turn a highly ranked but

public university into a private

institution that only the

wealthy, not necessarily the

deserving, can afford.

As far as those loans th|it <

Savage praises so highly, the

present job market is far too

uncertain to ensure that UCLA
graduates will be able to find

a job, much less pay off tens

of thousands of dollars in

loans.

I chose to leave my home
state for ccrilege because the

only highly competitive school

there was private and over

twice as expensive as my
parents could afford. Even
when (or if) I am able to

achieve resident status, much
of the cost of my years here

at UCLA will be up to me to

provide for. And I am unwill-

ing to sacrifice my little sis-

ter's education to finance my
own. Perhaps Savage does not

understand what it is like to

have limited financial resour-

ces, but many of those **sad

. . . disappointed . . . outraged"

i^tudfiBts that fae <xffldemas^=r:

probably do.

I must agree, though, that

the proposed salary freeze is

not likely to encourage our

high quality £aculty to stay at

UCLA. The United States

already values its educators

less than most nations of the

world, and something must be
done to improve their situation.

But these are tough times, not

just in California, but worl-

dwide. There are other ways to

reinstate faculty pay raises

without placing the burden on
the students.

If other alternatives are not

quickly sought, the UC system

may lose not only its excellent

faculty, but also some of its

brightest, less wealthy students.

And the diversity that makes
UCLA such a richly cultural

university will most definitely

be desDX)yed.

Vogel is an undeclared fresh-

man.
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I would like to say that the

Sinfest cartoon is the best

damn thing The Bruin has put

forth on a regular basis in the

almost five years I have been

here. I applaud Tatsuya Ishi-

da's work on the str^.

I would also like to com-
ment on Steven Ross' article

(Daily Bruin, **Sinfest portrayal

of Christianity is highly inaccu-

rate," Jan. 14). The cartoon in

question did not portray

Christianity in any way what-

soever, from my point of view.

What it did portray was the

obnoxious, intolerant few who
insist on cramming their pri-

vate ideology down your throat

whether you have invited them
to do so or not

James Bence
Graduate student

Mathematics

Idontl
Editor:

I would never expect to see

printed on the pages of the

Daily Bruin images of negative

stereotyping and narrow-min-

dedness written by the staff of

the Daily Bruin. That is why I

was so surprised, not to men-
tion offended, by the **Sinfest"

cartoon in the Jan. 10 Bruin

that depicts an unidentified

figure lecturing another indivi-

dual about God, Jesus Christ

and the Bible. It is one of the

most blatant occurrences of

negative stereotyping I have

seen. This figure was portrayed

as ignorant, self-centered,

insensitive and closed-minded,

and to any intelligent person it

was intended to represent a

Christian" viewpoint

Now, nomudly I don't think

of the editorial staff of the

Daily Bruin as having a nar-

row-minded view of the world
around them, desiring to per-

petuate negative stereotypes

to label groups of people as

behaving a certain way, and I

think that the contents of the

Daily Bruin published in the

past show it to be opposed to

racism, sexism and prejudice of

any form. So what's with the

**Christianism?? I balked at the

thought of accusing the editor-

ial staff of being intolerant, so

I won't However, I will

accuse you of a lack of
journalistic integrity.

To Tatsuya Ishida, the

author of "Sinfest,** I would
like to say, I believe God is

beyond all conceivable science.

I believe that he doesn't look

anything like us. I don't

believe in bashing anyone, and
I believe in hanging out with

cool people, of whom I believe

Jesus Christ to be the coolest

of all.

I believe in respecting other

people's privacy, and their

right to believe whatever they

choose without mockery or

disdain from myself. I believe

in your right to think that all

Christians are like the portrayal

in your cartoon. I am a

Christian, but I don't believe

I'm anything like the ste-

reotype you have presented. .

Tara Drozdenko
Junior

Physics

Compromise

It would be easy to continue

tfie defense of the Palestinians

the negative assault on~

Israel — but why support a

means of thinking that is

detrimental to both the Arabs

and Israelis?

As a Muslim, many people

feel I must be anti-Israel; this

is simply not true. Both the

Arabs and Israelis must under-

stand that the ongoing situation

in the Middle East is detri-

mental to both sides. There are

the politicians in both arenas

who acknowledge this fact but

unfortunately, we do not hear

their voices — it is the

minority right-wing hard-liners

who dominate the rhetoric.

Of course peace is not an

easy state to come by — only

through hard work and mutual

compromise can a settlement

be reached. It is much easier

to engage in hatred and ignor-

ance; perhaps it is the Arab
and Israelis' hatred of work
and refusal to truly learn about

their neighbors that keeps the

present situation thriving. Time
has come to dwell upon the

future, not the past It is only

in the interest of peace and
human survival that we must
stress peaceful coexistence —
no other solution is bene^ial
to both sides.

Ali Banki
Senk>r

Political science

It seems strange to have

read a letter defending Israel's

actions by pointing to the

ejection of Palestinians from

Kuwait (Daily Bruin, ••Unfair,"

Jan. 13). Nir Hoftman's k>gic

seems a bit skewed; the other

center piece of the argument

shoukl be the protection of

Palestinians — not the con-

demnation of Israel.

Is tbcm $£^elb|i||i||
m¥m

off? If so, get it off your

chcift and onto our pages

r>y sending in a sentence

Of two to " Wliai'$ Your

Beef," care of The Bruin.

Dally Brain
112 KerckhoH Hall

308 Weetwood Plaza
Los AncfMs, CA 90024

(213) 825-0898
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There should be a distinction betwe&i church arui state
Fasten your seatbelts. It*s

going to be a bumpy
ride. I want to talk

about something that Mummy
and Daddy told you never to

speak of in polite company, i

Please* please ... no more
politics! I hear you cry. No,
it's not entirely political. And
sorry, it*s not sex, either. I

want to discuss . ., . religionl

Time magazine recently

reported on the increasing fer-

vor of the debate between
sq)arationists, who wish to see

the Constitution strictly inter-

preted on this matter of the

separation between state and
religion; and accomodationists,

who wish to see an acknow-
ledgement of the spiritual herit-

age of our country through the

softening of the barriers

between religious and public

life.

Pardon me, but where do I

sign up to become a card-car-

rying sq)arationist?

It seems like it would be
simple enough, doesn't it? In a

country with approximately

1,200 religious groups, who in

the worid would even think of

suggesting that we allow such

homogenized activities as pray-

er in the schools? A decision

on Lee v. Weisman by the

Supreme Court could leave the

itoor open-fer «BC^ tis^

This case involves a young
woman, Eteborah Weisman, and
her parents. They were
offended by the prayer to God
that a rabbi gave at Weisman's
middle school graduation. The
distria court that heard the

casp ruled the prayer unconsti-

tutional. The school board

argues that because the prayer

was not coercive, it did not

violate the First Amendment
Herein the danger of accept-

ing this argiunent lies. Just

because thore are no crosses

burning doesn't mean someone
won't feel the heat It cannot

be denied, in the very presen-

tation of religion in the schools

and other aspects of public

life, the government would be

condoning it And govenunent

shoukl not be in the business

of either condoning or denying

any one religion or the exis-

tence of religious beliefs m~an

indivklual.

The decision of whether one

chooses to be religious and
which religion one chooses is

an intensely personal one. It

shoukl not be prompted by the

government

Why not? A homogenous,

generic religion as would be

presented in the schools would
serve no purpose excq>t to

alienate and estrange those

who do not choose to practice

it What good would it do our

country to subscribe to this

nondenominational, noncommit-

tal type of faith?

^ Some would have you

believe that oar nation is

cnimMing due to a lack of

religious guidance and spiritual

backbone. But this is not why
our nation is crumbling. Our
nation is crumbling because it

refuses to face the facts about

current situations and offer

viable solutions to solve these

problems.

On a personal level, religion

might solve any number of

these problems fw a certain

individual, but they must Ond
it for themselves. To speak of

installing some sort of personal

religKKis agenda, on a national

• level, is ignorant, self-congra-

tulatory and downright ridicul-

ous.

A teacho* leading her or his

class in prayer for two minutes

a day will not solve anyone's

problems. Prayer and reflection

must come from within. They
will never truly succeed when
they are mandated by an out-

side source. Blind fadth has its~

time and place. The time is

not when thousands upon thou-

sands will die from AIDS. The
place is not an America where

babies are giving birth to

batnes.

Come on, you're saying, a

prayer never hurt anybody.

Stop and consider what goes

along with that prayer. For

most people who accept the

klea of prayer in our schools,

it is probably an innocent

desire to stuure what they

believe has helped them. But
for many others, it is a chance

to promote their own political

agenda.

Chief Justice William

Rehnquist is a Catholk who
has written that die separation

between church and state is

*'based on bad history ... It

shoukl be frankly and expliciUy

abandoned." Yes, Mr.

Rehnquist, I can describe a lot

of bad history; several wars,

famines and innumerable deaths

that were caused solely

because the state did not know
its proper role in relation to

the church, which is to stay

the hell away.

Take Rehnquist and at least

two of his distinguished col-

leagues, for example. They are

members of the Catholic

church. Is their judicial vision

blurred by this fact? Does this

form their agenda for the

country? I have seen great

beauty in the Catholic religion,

as I worked with many won-
derful social programs at my
former Catholic college. I have

~idso seen greed and ^gina and
a patriarchal system that baf-

fles me.
I don't want anybody mak-

ing decisions about my life

based on their own religion. I

don't believe that women are

inferior, made of man to be

his servant I don't believe dial

every woman's true fulfillment

comes from bearing children. I

don't believe tfiat women are

not capable of leadership. I

don't believe that good people

who have not accepted Christ

as their savior will bum in

hell. I don't believe tiiat ignor-

ance of sex and birth control

is the way to solve our

nation's teen pregnancy crisis.

Ajid I don't know about

you, but I don't want to raise

my potential child in a country

that allows a single chmch's

or religion's ideas and concepts

to freeze the collective mind
of its people and doesn't

encourage her to discover for

herself what is right for her.

We must ask ourselves —
what gain would come from
the abandonment of this sepa-

ration? Would it outweigh the

disadvantages it would bring?

Would it be worth the infring-

ements upon the rights of

people of other religions or

those who have chosen not to

practice a religion? Do we
really need one more excuse

for children to taunt one
another, for adults to condemn
and kill each other, for our

country to be further divided?

Why mess with what has been_
basicatty working weH? People^

are already free to worship or

not worship as they please. For

the truly religious, that should

be enough.

Beeley is a senior majoring in

English,

Westwood Facilities

1100 Glendon Ave. 11th Fkx>r
W. Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 208-4240 / (213) 879^1533

Psychology

California Graduate Institute
Graduate School of Professional Psychology - Nonprofit, Nondiscriminatory

EstA968

Winter, Spring, & Fall Trimesters

Applications Accepted Throughout the Year

Oruige County Facilities

1122 E. Lincoln Avenue
Orange, CA 92665

(714) 637-5404

Marriage, Family, & Chiid Therapy Psychoanaiysia

For a oopy d ttM oorrpltl* prootdura. oonlMl ttw
PubikMiont omM «l 1 12 Karekhoff HA

Theories of Personality
^—

Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

Psychological Assessment I: Intelligence

Psychological Assessment II: Personality

Psychological Assessment III: Neurology

Group Process and Technique

Child Psychopathology

Social Bases of Behavior

Anatomy and Physiology

I^ychology of Religion

Professional Issues, Ethics and Laws
Human Sexuality

Advanced Human Sexuality

Case Consultation in Sexual Therapy

Developmental Psychology

Physiological Psychology

I^ychopathology I, II

Hypnosis I, II

Advanced Hypnosis

Family Systems Therapy

Transpersonal Psychology

Diagnosis and Direction: Mastering DSM-III-R

Qinical Practicum I-VI

Research Methods and Andysis I, II

Psychosomatic Disorders

Social Psychology

Industrial /Organizational Psychology

Learning and Cognition

History and Systems of Psychology

Psychotherapy with the Chemically Dependent

Sports Psychology

Applied Techniques of MFCT ::

Ethics and Laws for MFCTs
Theories of Human Communication
Psychological Assessment for MFCT's
Theories of MFCT
Psychopathology and Family Dynamics
Cross-Cultural Mores and Values

Child Psychopathology and Psychotherap)f

Adolescent Psychopathology and Psychotherapy

Special Tactics of Quinge in Family Therapy

Bihnidty and Cross-Cultural Psychopathology

Family Psychopathology

Conjoint Therapy
Psychotherapeutic Issues of Marriage; Divorce; Mediation

6t Family Reconstruction

Child Abuse and Domestic Violence

MFCT-Practicum I-III

Assertiveness Training

Metabolism and the Mind
Varieties of Healing
Psychology of Aging

Behavioral IMedicine

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
Behavioral Medicine and Health Psychology

Biofeedback Therapy
Qinical Consultation in Biofeedback

Psychoneuroimmunology

Acupressure for Psychotherapists——"?

"

Psychosynthesis

Altered States of Consciousness *

Guided Imagery
Psychopharmacology

Personality Development I, II, III .

Introduction to Psychoanalysis

Theory of Psychoanalytic Technique

Theory and Technique of Dream Analysis

Applied Psychoanalytic Technique

Freud I II

Theory of Self Psychology

Self Psychology: Current Writings

Self Psychology: Qinical Concepts

Ego Psychology and Object Relations

Object Relatk>ns I, II

Current Psychoanalytic Literature

Child Psychoanalysis I, II

Myth and Fairytales in Child Therapy
Borderline States and Narcissism

Primitive States of Mind: Bulimia

Perversions and Somatic States

Personality Disorders

Anxiety and Affective Disorders

Psychoses

Melanie Klein

Resistance and Countertransference

Qinical Empathy
Shame: Its Importance in Treatment

Schizophrenia and Other Psychoses

Qinical Case Conference I-VI

Qinical Hypnosis L II

Chemical Dependency

Drug Use and Abuse
Chemical Dependency Counseling

The Family and Chemical Dependency
Society and Chemical Dependency

I CQI offers the following degrees and certificate programs

:

r'Vi^i JMAinMFCT

rtiblnMFCT

PhD inPsychoaiuilysis

PtyD inPsychology vfith Ccitillcate in Psychoanalysis

Certificate in Psychoanalysis

StudenU learn in a clinical atmosphere from profeasotswho are therapists/teacher^; therefore, a graduate from the Institute

b always on the cutting edge of %vhat is occurring in the modem world of psychotherapy.

MA in Psychology

PhD inPsychology

P0yD in Clinical Psychology

Certilicatcs inPsychoanalytic Psychothctapy,

Behavioral Medicine, Chemical Dependency

Classes are offered days, nights & weekends; call

for a complete current schedule.

CGI is approved by the American Psychological

Association to offer Category I Continuing

Education for Psychologists. The APA Approved

Sponsor maintains responsability for the program.

CGI graduates meet the educational requirements

for Psychology and MFT licensure in California.
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It's
that time of year again.

The time when everyone

and their entire family com-
piles a list of the best films of the

previous year. Well, now it*s my
turn.

Unlike everyone else though,

Vm not doing a top 10. You see, a

certain critic for Los Angeles*

largest newspap^ who thinks he is

God*s gift to film said there were

so few good movies in 1991, he

could only do a top nine. I disagree,

so I*m taking his last slotand doing
a top 11.

First, though, I think it*s impor-

tant that you understand how a

movie makes the £>obbs List In

order for a picture to truly be

considered great, it must provide

the viewer with a certain feeling at

its conclusion — a **warm fuzzy**

as fellow columnist Michael
Wolffe would say. It*s something

that almost any film has the

potential to deliver, but few do.

So, here we go. "Aaron Dobbs'
"Top 1 1 ." This is it— the definitive

list of the best movies of 199 1 . Clq)

it, save it and use it for whatev^
you will— as long as it*s not in the

litter box; Tm allergic to cats!

1. JFK— Hands down the best

^picture of the year. Tm not a huge
Oliver Stone fan, and I definitely

do not treat this Him as a

documentary presenting the whole
truth and nothing but the truth. But
**JFK** is a piece of filmmaking

that has been unrivaled this year,

technically and storywise. Even at

its excessive length of three hours

and eight minutes, it is a thorough-

ly compelling film that more than

any other deserves to be film of the
year.

2. Grand Canyon— It may be
Lawrence Kasdan*s "Big Chill"

Jar the *90s, but *X}rand Canyon**

is another beautiful piece of

fihnmaking whk:h is even better

than die (Urector*s previous mid-

life crisis picture. Fantastic

screenplay, marvelous acting, a
winning score and an overall mood
which will touch your heait and
soul.

3. Hearts of Darkness: A
Filmmakers Apocalypse — This

documentary about the filming of

Francis Ford Coppola's epic

Vietnam film **Apocalypse Now**

is as fascinating as the film it wa.<^

based on. The story told in this

documentary will niake everyone

realize how amazing it is that, even

with over 230 days of shooting,

"Apocalypse now** was ever fin-

ished.

4. Beauty and the Beast — It

may just be a cartoon, but it*s also

one of the best pictures of the year,

and not because it was a bad year

for the movies either. "Beauty and
the Beast** is simply a magical

piece of work in every respect and
deserves to be recognized as such

even if all the characters are not

real flesh and bkxxL

5. Bojz N the Hood — John

Singleton*s directorial debut was a

powerful film which deserves to be

remembered as one of the year's

best "Boyz** is a thought-provok-

ing story from a young director

who was not afraid to take

chances.

6. Cape Fear — Some people

may not believe that I didn't put a

Martin Scorsese movie as the best

Out of Focus

of the year, but so it goes. Still, it*s

undeniable that his remake of this

classic thriller is a fantastically

terrorizing piece of work. Helped
by a strong script and an amazing
cast. iBChidiBS^ performance qL
the year from RobertDe Niro and a
great job by Juliette Lewis, "Cape
Fear** may not rate as high as

Scorsese*s **GoodFellas,** but not

many films do.

7. Thetana and Louise — More
than just a road picture, more than

just a buddy picture and more than

just an every-man-is-the-devil

picture, Ridley Scott* s film of

Callie Khourie*s intelligent

screenplay is the movie HoUy-
wood*s been needing — one with

strong, well-written female lead

characters who just don*t give a

damn.

8. Naked Lunch — David
Cronenbe^g's adaptation of Wil-

liam S. Burroughs* hallucinogenk:

novel is definitely the weirdest

picture of the year, but it is also one
of the best The screenplay alone is

a brilliant piece work.

9. Homicide — David Mamet*s
film about a Jewish cop in Balti-

nKMe is not only the writer-direc-

tor's most personal picture, it's

also his best Although the

screenplay is as fantastic as usual,

the amazing performance by Joe

Mantegna doesn't hurt

10. UntU the End of the World
— This visionary road movie by
Wim Wenders may not be as good
as the director*s 1988 masterpiece

"Wings of Desire,** but the strong

performances from William Hurt
and Solveig Donmiartin, along

with Wenders* visual briUiance, a

fantastic soundtrack and an extre-

mely creative story, make this film

a definite must see.

11. Paris Is Burning — Atfirst

glance, the world of tiansvestites

and transsexuals might not seem
that appealing. But as brought to

the screen in this documentary by_
Jennie Livingston, the drag and
voguing balls of New York City

prove to be a fascinating topic.

I can't leave this list without a

few honorable mentions for some
of the other fantastic films which

came out this year. "Sex, I>rugs,

Rock & Ron,** *The Commit-
ments," "Bugsy,- "Silence of the

Lambs," "The Rapture" and
'•Little Man Tate" each provided

some great times at the movies.

Let's just hope that even if '92 is

another bad year, we still get a
number of great pictures like we
did in '91.

Flash: Scofsese film

NOT the best of '91
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Emia Hudson, who plays a handyman In "Th* Hand that Rocks tho Cradia," Is the only character suspicious of RaDaoca Da Momay, who plays a supposedly perfect nanny.

'Cradle' thriller exploits, excites
Film explores themes of motherhood, jealousy

By Joanne J. Choi
Daily Bruin Staff

Wanted: beaut^d, neurotic

nanny interested in homewreck-
ing and seducing cute husband cf
friendly, naive mother of two.

Applicants and those interested

should see "The Hand that Rocks
the Cradter

Directed by Curtis Hanson
C'Bad Influence** and ''Bedroom
Window") and starring
Annabella Sciorra, Rebecca De
Mcmay and Matt McCoy, this

thriller exploits every nnodier's

worst nightmare. When whole-

some-looking-down-to-the-
fireckles Claiie Bartel (Sciorra)

hires seemingly perfect Peyton

Flanders (De Momay) as the

family nanny, she discovers too

late that the old adage is valid: if

it seems too good to be true, it

probably is. The picture-perfect

Bartel clan becomes the object of
Peyton's psychotic vendetta.

The stoiy opens as a pregnant

Claiie goes to visit the obstetri-

cian, who sexually assaults her

during the examination. She files

a report— which triggers similar

charges of sexual misconduct
from other women — and the

obstetrician commits suicide.

Months later, when Claire begins

searching for a nanny, it is the

obstetrician's widow — Peyton,

who has just suffered a miscar-

riage — that she unwittingly

hires. Peyton assumes Claire*s

role as the nurturer and syste-

matically destroys Claire's rela-

tionship with her husband
(McCoy), friends and children in

revenge for the decimation of her
own family.

'The Hapd that Rocks the

Cradle** is an effective film. Its

pacing and naive-heroine angle

share a similar tone and feeling as

last year's "Deceived," which
was also a Hollywood Pictures

release. However, the film's

ability to capture the audience is

actually a double-edged sword
— while Claire's assault is

shocking and highly effective as

a dramatic development, the

breach of the patient-doctor

relationship is fri^tening and is

sure to strengthen the fright and
doubts ofwomen who have never
gone into a ob/gyn office.

While theHxind between a

mother and her infant is, osten-

sibly, the focus of this film, an

undue amount of the camera's

attention seems focused on the

breasts of all die female charac-

ters. Claire's breasts are exposed
from the first scene in the

doctor's office while Peyton's

breasts gets more screen time

during infirequent breast-feeding

scenes and her near-successful

seduction of Claire's husband

while wearing a wet, revealing

nightgown. Even Julianne

Mo(He, who plays a ballbusting

real estate agent, (Ues with a stake

through her upper torso.

In addition, Ernie Hudson's

role as a mentally disabled

handyman is insensitive. When
Claire spots a furtive Solom(
(Hudson) in the background, she
immediately reacts as die ste-

reotypical white woman fright-

ened by the specter of a powerful
black nuui in her sanctum who
then screams to a white man to

come to her rescue. Solomon's
stuttering and eye-rolling when
frightened are blatantly ste-

reotypical. Although he is no
doubt one of the film's heroes,

the brief scene in which Peyton

beats him as he cowers before her

resonates painfully as antebel-

lum.

Despite the film's insensitivi-

ty, it delivers as an effective

thriller shoukl. While many of'

the films in the genre suffer from

unbearably slow beginnings and
catastrophk:final acts, this film

succeeds in ^ grabbing viewers

from the beginning and never

quite letting the aiidience settie

comfortably in dieir seats. ^^'

HUi: The Hand that Rocks the
Cradle.' Written by Amanda Silver.

Directed by Curtis Hanson. Produced
by David Madden. Starring Annabella
Sdorra, Rebecca de Momay and Matt
McCoy. Rated R. Contains inappro-
priatelanguage, sexual situations and
violence. A Hollywood Pictures
release. Now playing dtywide.

De Momay
departs from

usual roles

By Joanne J. Chd
Daily Bruin Staff

Rebecca De Momay hopes
that playing a psychopath is

going to pay. As the deranged
nanny in Hollywood Pictures'

"The Hand that Rocks the

Cradle," she hopes diat like

Glenn Close's slighUy unba-
lanced character in "Fatal
Attraction," Peyton (De Momay)
will mark the ascent of a strato-

spheric career.

De Momay adnuts she was
drawn to Peyton because of **aB

intuitive coimectioiu-_l-Jwas
moved by her obsession to take

care of a baby and to be in a
family. There was something
very pure about it and yet
deranged."

After one of his patients

(Annabella Sciorra) alleges sex-
ual misconduct, Peyton's hus-

band conunits suicide and her
world disintegrates — die shock
leading to a miscarriage. Peyton
vows revenge and subsequenUy
secures herself a nanny position
in the family of the woman who
first alleged sexual misconduct

In order to prepare for the
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Psychotic nanny Rebecca De Mornay easily wins the trust of
Madeline ZIma.

psychopathic aspect of Peyton,

De Momay discussed derange-

ment and obsession with a crimi-

nal psychologist

In one scene, Peyton humili-

ates and bullies a mentally

disabled handyman (Ernie Hud-
son), into keeping her evil inten-

tions a secret. De Moma)L notes

that Peyton's actions are reflec-

tive of the physical and vei1)al

abuse the character faced as a

child '*She responds to people
like when she is litUe. The diemes
she comes up with, like sexual

abuse, are things she knows from
her own life."

' -*^

De Momay was challenged to

show the audience **the humanity

that fuels this psychotic woman."
In order to immerse herself into

the character's psyche, I>e Mor-

See DC mornay/pagelo
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"...a group with such

virtuosity, humor and

emotional power that

it defies description!

Boston Sunday Globe

Kodo's 1992 One Earth Tour
ON SALE NOW! One Week Long!

Tuesday Jan. 21 -Saturday, Jan. 25

at 8 p.m.

Sunday, Jan. 26 at 2 p.m.

Come here the ejectrltying drummers
from the Sado Island'

All^ shows at Royce Ha il •Students;

<5Q nTon <^pt=. 01 ''f^* 825-9261

on rfijfik/p

.--dnesday, acq 1 1.

-t r->, . _,
• 825-3253

> »

. . »e otifuervilte Ghost
no doubt that you

aOi >^n of Oscar V 3 comic taic

Runr. . day at 7 p.m. anq) SuHv. .

^

Pit p - m. at the Wadsworth Theater'

\

The King s Singers

Oner of the most sought after groups

internationally!. These men of six can

and will sing tor one night oply! Sun-

day, Jan. 19 at 7 p.m. at Royce. (see

listing for more details)

i
HFIE.fl*

le Smillhg Liautanant

(0 p.m., MeNtz Theater •Students

1, General $5* 206-FILM

^ Austrian officerhas the fortune, or perhaps

He misfortune, of winning the love of two

HDmeri.

^e Commitments^ This is Spinal

P
:30 p.m., Ackerman Grand Ballroom

1.SO 826-1070

What's

•MUSIC*
e Kanallan Jazz TVIo

9 p.m. Coffeehouse rFree* 825-6564

This up and ooming jazz barnj is a

E^r

LA pick of the week.

•FILM*
Pieces of Gold (1990)

7:30 p.m., Melnitz Theater •(free)

passes required from CTO» 825-2345

This is a true story cibout Lalu Nathoy (aka.

Polly), a Chinesewoman sold into slavery and

prostitution in frontier America. The story de-

picts Polly's struggle as an Immigrant trying to

rise abovethe role of"China Dolf (or'Vhore")

.

The film is one of the few that features Asian

Americans in leading roles that depicts the

Asian American experience.

•DANCE*
Of Steel a Grace'

week •

r

•THEATER*
Fun tor all, family •nUfMlMMfil!

The Canlirvflie Ghost
7 p.m., Wadsworth Theater (see

prevkHJS listing, Saturdiay) •^Students

$9, Adults $16, 12, Chlkhen under 16

half price* 825-9261

Oscar Wilde's delightful tale about an encoun>

ter t)etween a bmsh American family and a
consen/ative British ghost points to the humor
and comk; situations of this culture clash.

MARTIN LUTHER KING DAY
(ho school)

byNois^occo
8 p.m. Schoenberg Hall (see also

Saturday)«Students $6, Gen. $8» 825-

2953
One of three emerging contemporary

dance artists, Rocco periorms her work in

three movements that speak of her

thoughts on America.

•FIL
An Age of Entertainments^
Pleasures and Pitfalls

7:30 p.m. Melnitz Theater ^Students

$3, Gen. $5» 206-FILM
These two fUqp programs record the time,

before Hollywood was Hollywood.

•DANCE*
'Of 9tMl & Grace'

by Nola Rocco
8 p.m. Schoenberg Hall (see previous

listing, Saturday)»Students $6, Gen $8»

825-2953

•T H E A T E R»
run TOr mH, (ROTy VflNnHnillfnCi

The Canterville Ghost
7 p.m., Wadsworth Theater (see also

Sunday) • Students $9, Adults $16, 12,

Children under 16 half price* 825-9261

Oscar Wilde's delightful tale at)out an en-

counter between a brash American family

and a consen/ative British ghost points to the

humor and comrc situations of this culture

clash.

•FILM*
Romeo and Julia of the Village fJU^

The Last Chance
7:30 p.m., Melnitz Theater ^Students

$3, General $5« 206-FILM
These Swiss Classics depict on the one hand

the Shakespearean dran^ aruj on the other a

Worid War II movie about two Allied soldiers

trying to avoid capture by German troops.

The King's Singers

7 p.m., Royce Hall •Students $9, Gen.

$27,22, 16* 825-9261

^feiey can sing It alMrcm Renaissance madri-

' ^Is to 19th-and-20th vocal masterpieces, to

JiK90]8jnu8ic.

•FILM*
Island of Hope, Island of Tears fJU^

Rose Kennedy: A Life to Remember
^ Lindbergh

8 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Students $3,

Gen. $5^ 206-FILM

These documentaries are timeless

examples of specific experiences: one

provides a glimpse at the twelve million

immigrants who passed through Ellis

Island between 1980-1924, another

takes a touching look at Rose Kennedy,

mother of a president and three sena-

tors, and champion of the mentally

retarded, and still another documents

the sudden rise to fame at the ensuing

kidnapping case of his baby son.

•FILM*
Ladyhawke^ The Fisher King

7 /9:30 p.m.t Ackerman Grand Ballroom

•$1.50» 825-1 070

Isaac Julian films: Looking for

Langston (1989), Territories (1984),

and The Passion of Remembrance
(1986)

8 p.m., Melnitz Theater -Free^ 825-

2345
Looking for Langston is a lyrical and

evocative exploration of the shifting

construction of Black gay male sexual-

ity since the Harlem Renaissance.

Tenitories takes a jaundiced look at the

commercialization of Afro-Caribbean

culture. The last feature film is an

allegorical drama about the identities

that transgress traditional configura-

tions of race, gender, and sexuality.

•MUSIC*
Eleven (funk/punk)

Noon, Westwood Plaza •Free* 825-

3253 _ ^ ^

•ART*
->" - .—

^

*ui cj'TM cii*ti|

Martin Luther King, Jr.: 24 Years

Later, Renewing the Commitment to

the Dream
Powell Library. 2nd Floor, Rotunda

•Free* 825-41 34

Theexhibit showsma terial aboutMa rt inLutl ir

.

King. Jr

Memory and Metaphor: The Art of

Romare Bearden, 1940-1987

Approximately 1 00 works represent >

Bearden's art and evolution in water-

colors, oils and the collages for which

he is best known . The exhibition

'e that evolves from cu'

figurative work of the 1940 s, to lyri;

abstraction ist wo rk!^ bt the mid- I 950
'

s.

to his signature collagefe that Incorpo-

rate photographs o' '-^ 1960's and

later.

r

^Ati-ERY-TALK : January 24 —
-T*^ ArthO^Roma te .Bearden >o

American Struggle for Civil Rights" w/

Dr. Paul Von Blum, from the Ctr for

AfrotAmericah Studies, UCLA.

5:30 p.m., The Wight Art Gallery •Free»

825-9345

"^'
• Q FolkMu^iuiaii^ . 1967 from the

current exhibition, Memory and

Metaphor: The Art of Romare
Bearden. 1940-1987

"What's Art this Week' featured every Thursday, is compiled by the UCLA Student Commitlee tor the Arts as part of the Arts and tntertainment section of the Daly Bruin.

^^r-^m^m^wmmttm mamxumttm^ ^•.p^.-Tr—-'
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Bluirad message:
Arrogant Brits issue denials

but have little else to say
By Rob WIfiflald

Dally Bailn Staff

Blur is a band that possesses all

the qualities of an interviewer's
worst nightmare. They're young,
arrogant, stubborn, rebellious and
cx)ndescending. And they're also
one of the biggest bands to debut
from England in the last year,
which makes them virtually
impossible to ignore.

Having released three import
ElPs, each serving up a sizzling hot
single to both the European and
American airwaves, and a debut
LP l-eisure" on SBK Records,
which instantly burrowed into the
top slots of the alternative and
college radio charts, the British

four-piece would seem the latest

and most obvious spokesperson
for the present state of progressive
pop music.

However, one interview session
with the band, as took place late

last year before their Los Angeles
debut at the Roxy Theater, was
erKNigh to shatter this presumptu-
ous notion.

Seenung vaguely sincere, but
mostly indifferent, to the fact that

yet another set of answers needed
to be provided for yet anocho- set

cf question!, lead vocalist Demoii

lariy comforting to one whose next
30 minutes were to be spent getting
the frontman, as well as his
cohorts, guitarist and vocalist
Graham Coxon. bassist Alex
James and drummer Dave Rown-
tree, to commit the very act they aU
claimed to be incapable of doing.

"I mean," Albam loosely ela-

borated, "if you ask us a straight-

forward question, you might get an
answer. But we really haven't got
any answers to give."

After Al|)am's inferred warn-
ing, it wasn'.t too surprising to find

"I meaii, if you ask us a

straightforward

question, you might get

an answer. But we
really haven't got any

answers to give."

Damon Albam
singer of Blur

the remaining members upholding
this ideology of feigned ignorance.
James preferred to spend the

vast majority of the interview in

Albam began the interview by
stating, "We're not very good at

analyzing ourselves, because we
haven't got anything to say about
anything in particular."

Not exactly a good omen,
Albam 's words weren't particu-

silence, recluuiig on a conch wldi
his eyes half closed. Rowntree
couldn't sit still, as he was often
magnetkally attracted to a cooler
full of beer, which contributed to
his lack of response. And Coxon,
hiding behind his black shades,
only spoke when some comment

Where Can You

Get Naked
on Campus?

i<^:J

aaaal

UbIob
fCMBhrtMM*)

Free Samples Today from 1 1:00-1:00

at Country Store

NAKED JUICE

NAKED SALADS
So Convenient

\

So Nutritious
So Delicious

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
>CLA

The enigmatic members of the band Blur are keeping their mouths shut.

irritated or offended him.

So what was one to do when
presented with an uncompromis-
ing dilemma such as this?

Well, after using every inteno-
gation technique in the book —
short of violent torture — to no
avail, the only solution was to piss

them off by pigeonholing their

music to a category they'd prefer

not to be associated widi, despite

the obvknis connections **Leisure**

presents — namely, the now-
defunct Manchester movement,
primarily recognized as the '90s

answer

But then, as if to douse the fire

ignited in Coxon*s mind, he added,
"It sounds bad to say that And I

know you're going to print it But
we're not Because when all that

Manchester stuffwas going on, we
were in an underground studio
writing madly. And with the songs
we were writing, we hadn't heard
anything like them before. So
obviously, by pigeonholing us like

that, you're going to get a strong
reaction."

After his firmness subsided,
Coxon felt fit to rq)imise himself.

to recapturing the '60s "I think we should say diat we're

gained since their fomation in '89

with the singles "She's So ffigh,"

*There's No Other Way" and
•*Bang,- the only response granted
was another indifferent phrases,
"We're not really concerned."

*1t's not something we really

analyze." Albam further com-
mented. "It's not something diat

makes us say, *Oh, great' It's

more like, 'Oh, it's nice.' But
that's about it Whether you have
money to eat or do the laundry—
those are the sorts of diings you
worry about The rest isn't very
tangible, really. I mean, it was a

^ Wiibottt ^mning, Coxon imme-
diately added his two bits with the

rather firm statement, "We're not
part of any fucking movement"
And witnessing the nods of

James and Rowntree, Albam made
clear his agreement, repeating

these words verbatim.

delighted for everyone that Man - good start Bm k'a aotaometfatns
Chester took place. But by labelling " "

us part of that, you're putting us in

quantities. And quantities really

aren't on the agenda at this time."
Curiously, though, when

quizzed on exactly what tr on the
current agenda, considering the
immehse popularity they've

we can talk about more than that'

Given this, one might wonder if

a topic exists that Blur coukl, or
more appropriately would talk

about— concerning their music—
that need not be incited through a

See LW, page 30

IFYOU DONT HAVE THE NUMBERS,

YOU WONT Get The LETTERS.

EOyCHIOIIU GROUP

11819 Wilshire Blvd.* Suite 205 • LA. 90025 • 213-312-4900

Well Make Sure You Make It.

LSAT'GMAT'CRE'MCAT
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PE MORNAY
From page 26

nay looked through Peyton's eyes
to connect with her emotional
distress. •*! (as Peyton) felt

wronged. I was happily married
and happily pregnant Then I lost

my husband, my baby and my
money due to one woman pointing

out that she thought my husband
sexually molested her. I was
destroyed, while her life went on
very happily.**

B^oie Peyton, her blond, blue-

eyed looks have led to a series of

sympathetic characters that
accentuate her innocent appear-

ance. In **Risky Business,** she
marked her motion picture debut
playing a seductive call girl. In

addition to her credits in **An

Inconvenient Woman,** **In the

Trip Bountiful** and **By Dawn*s
Early Light,** she played Kurt
Russell*s vulnerable ex-wife in

"Backdraft.**

However, playing characters

that are bkxKi and deadly is not De
Mornay*s highest ambition.
'Thankfully, I have a body of work
that shows Tm not a psychopath
for hire.**

From page 29

valid criticism.

After querying Albam about his

inspiration, he mumbled — with-

out elaboration — something
about a sheet of glass and viewing
through its transparent surface

either a desert landscape or two
people having sex.

And, after pointing out the 60s
influences in the band*s musk:,

Albam simply attributed it to

Coxon*s uplningii^, then passed it

off to him for an elaboration that

was not forthcoming.

Finally, while probing for what

"We're not very good at

analyzing ourselves,

because we haven't got

anything to say about

anydiing in particular."

Damon Albam
Singer for Blur

the future holds for die band,

Coxon stuck to the present, saying

"We've only just started. We*ve
Only actually arrived. We*ic only

now. We*ve been miles off the

beaten track. And now we're
officially the big thing.**

So it's safe to say that the only

thing to be learned from an
interview with blur is that they are

both straightforward and honest
In other wofds, they may not be the

most charisnuuic, cooperative or

enlightening individuals to have
achieved pop greatness, but at least

their music stands on its own. One
can be sure that's all they ever
wanted anyway.

They got soul in Dublin!

THE COMMITMENTS
^^^^^^mtD^^^^mmLA.

SISTERHOOD
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T Books T Music
Y Videos ^ Jewelry

By And About Women

1351 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 477-7300 Open 7 days 10-8pm
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Tonight at 7:00

Tomorrow at 9:00
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This is ... exploding drummers!

miniature Stonehenge!

jazz-fusion concepts!

groovy threads!

Tonight at 9:15

Tomorrow at 7:00

AbKUAUY
\^ COMMISSION FREE WifH THIS MD!\

France (franc) - .1 932 Japanese (yen) -.00821
4|

[British (pound) - 1 .867 Canadian (dollar)-.906

Italian (lire) - -OOOSya Australian (dollar)-.776

(aH currencies available) (rates as of 1/14/92)

• Foreign Currencies, Payments & Drafts
• Foreign & Domestic TYaveiers Checl(S

(j-Wri^^ 1-800-346-AFEX
Associated Foreign Exchange, Inc. Mailing Services Available
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UHSURPASSED QUALITY
B E S T SUPPORT
A»/!0
Teoktolofle*

286. 386, 486 Systems
Large Selection Available

2 Year Warranty
Financing Available —^—

€

(213) 852-1282

N

UNBEATABLE PRICES

BUY ONE

fHf^ifUSAe vilcige photo

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

SHOW UCLA ID AND GET $1 00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

•SUBWI1V*
COUPON VALII^ONLY AT

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
Comer of Sawtelle & Santa Monica

1 Block West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE. SUPERS EXTRA.

EXPIRES 1/23/92
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Cliristian Slater and IMIIIa Jovevlcli star as George and Maya a
troubled couple with differences to work out \n the Bruce A. Evans
film "Ktifli.''

'Kuffs' is one of the
year's worst films
Even with Slater's screen presence^

this movie is embanassing to watch
By Aaron Doblit
Dally BmIn Staff

Usually around this time of year,

Hollywood gives its audiences one
of the mms that ultimately
becomes known as one of the

year's worsL
Luckily for us, Hollywood has

not neglected its duty. They've
given us "Kuffs," a truly bad
movie which, even with the help of
Christian Slater in the title role, is

almost embarrassing to watch.
Slater plays Ge^e Kuffs, a

21 -year-old high school drop-out

who mooches off his brother Brad
(Bruce Boxleitner) instead of
getting a job. Brad owns some-
thing called a Patrol Special, a
privately owned security force in

San Franv:isco which is run with

the coopei'ation of the police force.

The Patrol Specials cover certain

districts of the city and are paid by
the businesses and occupants of
that district

Brad is murdered for not taking

a bribe, andl^ leaves his district to

Geoige, who has recently run
away from his girlfriend Maya
(MiUa Jovovich) after finding out

she's pregnant When the police

release Brad's killer, Kane (Leon
Rippy), Geoige decides to take

over the Patrol Special instead of
selling it to the wealthy Sam Jones
(George De La Pena). But he only
plans to run the Special temporari-

ly — until he captures Kane.
Bruce A. Evans uses "Kufifs" as

his directorial debut, and if there's

any justice in the world, he will

never be allowed to take the chair

again. Evans and partner Raynokl
Gideon, who earned an Oscar
nomination for their screenplay for

**Stand By Me." seem to have tost

their eye for quality when writing

this pk:ture.

Evans tries to make the plQ^UBi .j

almost cartoonish, having Slater

constantly speaking to the camera.

While some of the time he's able to

carry it off, most of the time it's

unnecessary and doesn't woric
Also, there's a scene when
George's shoit-term partner Ted
(Tony Goldwyn) is swearing at

George and .all the four-letter

words are bleeped out with stupid

sound effects.

Other examples such as these in

the film attempt to make a boring
story a little interesting, yet every-

thing backfires until the final 20
minutes, when 'ICuffs" becomes
marginally entertaining. Still, it's

too little too late.

Slater does the best he can with a
cliched role. While he defmitely

shows the charisma and screen

presence to carry a film, this is

definitely the wrong one.

Goldwyn is subjected to a
majority of die schtick relegating

him to one of the worse roles ever
created and a definite step down
from his character in 'tjhost"

Bruce A. Evans uses

"Kuffs" as his directorial

debut, and if there's any

justice in the world, he

will never be allowed to

take the chair again.

But the worst part of the picture

is the 16-year-old model Jovovich.

Afa^dy off to a great career start

with "Return To the Blue
Lagoon," the role of Maya is

totally wrong for her. On the one
hand, she looks older than she is,

but not old enough to say in the

first five minutes of die film,

**George, I'm pregnant" Also, she

is totidly unconvincing in every

sense of the word, and many of this

picture's towest points are when

she's onscreen.

It's going to be pretty difficult

for anyone to make a worse film

than "Kuffs" this year— a pkture

with virtually no redeeming enter-

4ainmant value whatsoever, i «

HLM: "Kuffs." Written by Bruoe A.

Evans «id RaynoM Gideon. Oireclsd

by Bruce A. Evans. Produced by

Raynold Gideon. A Universal Pictures

jelease of a Dino De Laurentis produc-

tion with Christian Slatsr, Milta Jovovich

and Tony Goldwyn. (Rated PG-13;

languaae and violence; 100 minulss)

HcfM playing dtywide.
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Big Bruin Bargain Coupon

Large 15-Inch Pizza With One Topping
•Free Pepsi* Six Pack* Fast, Free Delivery

99^1!
plus tax

Call 447-1000

11870 Santa Monica Blvd.

(3 Blocks East of Bundy)

Good For Carry-Out or Delivery.

Not valid with any other discount
PIZZA
PROMISE
You'll V it!

ThinkingAbout
MBAor

GradSdiool?
FREE 40-page

Graduate School Application

Primer. Call:

8iN)-777-EXAM

idbn

CRESCENT JEWELERS
Westwood's oldest and most respected ITif/T^Tf A A4.«»1a4.^«
jeweler, is proud to honor ^iJ V^ ii^dd AlIllClCS

of the Month

%^OVE for your fuvorite male and female

athletee eaob month. The athletee receiving the

moat votee will be honored by Cre&oent Jewelere
at a UCLA athletio event.

t*TA»>

Ya'V

> •^1

92

099
OFFOALTliCR

WIM a SEIKO U.S. OLYMPIC
COLLECTION watch. Each month a

random drawing will be held from the

ballots received. The selected winner
will receive a Seiko U.S.Olympic Team
Collection watch and four tickets to an

upcoming UCLA athletic event

THE FUTURE OF TIME

36 use 380

My selections for the January Croscent JewoUrs UCLA Athletes of the Month are:

(Male athlete). .and (Female athlete)

Tobe counted, and entered in the ctsMing, yourballot mustbe received by Feb. 12. 1992.

Bring in or mail your entry to: Please enter my name in your drawng.

^I^ry Name.

"i^teuj^HJlr^ Address-

leuuelers.i

1099 w*srwood blvd.
w»srwood villo9«

los onQ»l#s 90024

inc.

(310)206-3131

Phone (Day). .(Eve).

Ihe stMBids for the January Athletes of the Month ^11 be presented
at the UCLA-USC Women's Basketball game on f=ebuary22, 1992.

«!**«•

FAMOUS
NAME
BRANDS
FOR
MEN

WOMEN

• Timberland

• Cole Haan
• Sperry Topsider

• Zodiac

• Kenneth Cole

• Guess?

• Nocona Boots

• 9-West

Plus Many Others!

10938 Weyburn Ave. Westwood Village

Maurice Chevalier plays an Austrian officer who wins the affec-

tion of a violinist and a princess in ''The Smiling Lieutenant."

Lubitsch celebrated
UCLA's film archive honors

director with retrospective

By Greg Srisavasdi

Daily Bruin Staff

TheUCLA Film and Television

Archive begins the new year with a

100th birthday salute to filnimaker

Emst Lubitsch today at 7:30 p.m.

In celebfation ofLubitsch*s career,

the archive will show *Thc Smil-

ing Lieutenant,** (1931) a film he

produced and directed.

The celebration, entitled "Arc-

hive Treasures,** recreates the

atmosphere that attracted movie

audiences to the early yean of

Hollywood by showing old news-

reels and shorts taken from the

archive. Although they date back

many years, the prints remain in

mint condition.

Lubitsch was known for direct-

ing and producing musicals such

as 'The Love Parade** (1929), and

"Monte Carlo** (1930). In 1931,

Lubitsch made his third sound

film, 'TThe Smiling Lieutenant,**

which starred Maurice Chevalier

(•Xjigi**) and Claudette Colbert ("It

Happened One Night**). In the

film. Chevalier plays an Austrian

officer who wins the affection of a

violinist (Colbert) amL.4_cold-

hearted princess (Miriam Hopk-
ins).

ADCQfl^aayiflg^i^^Bft^ &Biling.

Lieutenant** will be three shorts

that will run at the beginning of the

program. One is a Betty Boop
cartoon — "Dizzy Red Riding

Hood** (1931) — and another

newsreel includes Jeanette Mac-
Donald and Maurice Chevalier

singing two fabiiious songs of the

period. MacDotold sings "Love
Me Tonight** and Chevalier sings

'Touis** from the film "Innocents

of Paris** (1929). The last newsreel

is a short that ran the same week as

*The Smiling Lieutenant** when it

premiered in New York.

With programs such as "Arc-

hive Treasures,** the Archive con-

tinues to convey that many
cinematic treasures can be found in

the past as well as the present

FILM: 'Archive Treasures." 100th

birthday ssriute to Emst Lubitsch. The
Smiling Ueutenanr (1931) along with

tfiree newsreels will t>e shown at

Mekutz Theatre. Thursday. Jan. 16 at

7:30 p.m. Tix $5, $3 lor students and
senioTB. Tix avaHabie one hour before

showtime at the Melnitz box office. For

more info. caH 206-FIL14.

Slow economy forces

Circus to cancel
By Suzan BIMsl

Los Angeles Dally News

Unable to juggle the cost of

production after a pratfall taken by
the American economy, the Mos-
cow Circus has canceled its U.S.

tour this year, including a March
date at the Forum in Inglewood.

After performances in Chicago

and a few other smaller cities this

year, the New York company that

produces the circus decided to

cancel the rest of the 10-city tour,

said Bill Franzblau, vice president

of Circus Production Inc.

"Based on the economic condi-

tions of the country, we decided to

tour next year inst^eul,** Franzblau

said. A projected diop-off in ticket

sales, and not the recent upheaval

in Russia, was the reason for the

cancellation, he added.

The news comes as a disap-

pointment to Southland school

groups and senior citizens who
already had purchased tickets for

the March 11-15 engagement, said

Brad Nuccio, advertising and
promotion director for the Forum.

"We're extremely disap-

pointed,** Nuccio said. "There arc

k)ts of kids who come to the show.

It also is a very weU-attended

senior citizen show.**

Nuccio said the Forum has

refimded circus tickets bought in

advance. The circus* March
appearance would have been its

fourth consecutive year at the

Forum.
The circus* trademark bears,

trained to walk on rolling balls, and

the flying Cranes acrobats, with

their intricate moves, are crowd
favorites, Nuccio said.

The troop that comes to the

United States, chosen from amoiig

the best of about 1(X) circuses in

Russia, is twice as large as the

Moscow Circus tour in other

countries, Franzblau said. Those
other tours still are performing this

year, he said.
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Rock 'n' roll Iioikms
ran musical gamut
By Sheila Rule
The New York Times

The hodgepodge of pop-music
legends inducted into the Rock *n*

R.0II Hall of Fame Wednesday
night offered raucous, soulful and
mellow testimony that rcx:k *n* roll

defies easy definition.

A planned I.M. Pei-designed
building in Cleveland to house the
music *s history, meanwhile, con-
tinues to defy construction.

The Rock *n* RoU Hall of Fame
inducts people in the categories of
artists, early influences and non-
performers. Artists honored at the

organization *s seventh annual
awards ceremony at the Waldorf-
Astoria Hotel included the Jimi
Hendrix Experience, whose inno-
vative leader expanded the bound-
aries of the electric guitar; the

country singer Johnny Cash, and
Bobby "Blue** Bland, one of the

most respected voices in rhythm
*n* blues.

They shared the spotlight with
the Yardbirds— the English band
of the *60s that included three of
rock*s best-known guitarists, Eric

Clapton, Jeff Beck and Jimmy
Page — and with Booker T. and
the MGs, the Isley Brothers and
Sam and Dave.
The two inductions, both post-

humous. in the early influences, or

II !
•-;'•
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pre-rock categcny, were of Profes^
sor Longhair, the New Orleans
pianist whose rolling style is still

echoed by such performers as Fats

Domino and Dr. John, and of the

Muesman Elmore James, a slide

guitarist who influenced a couple
of generations of rockers.

The non-performers, those hon-
ored for behind-the-scenes contri-

butions, included three
posthumous inductions: Leo Fen-
der, the inventor of the Fender
electric guitar, the songwriter Doc
Pomus, whose best-known hit was
the Drifters* "Save the Last Dance
for Me,** and the promoter Bill

Graham.
To be eligible for the hall, artists

must have released their first

recordings at least 25 years ago, in

1966 or before. About 6(X) perfor-

-mers, producers, writers, record

executives and broadcasters cast

ballots for nominees.

''Rock *n* roll has been around
since the i^arly 1950s and held
center court, the main ring,** said

Seymour Stein, the president of
Sire Records and a member of the

Hall of Fame board.

•*No other American music —
no other music — has been in the

spotlight, whether big bands, jazz,

torch singers of the 1920s or Latin

dance rhythms thatcame and went
X!ie reason is rock *n* roll is a

combination of all music.**

A museum and archive dedi-

cated to the culture and history of
Stein*s favorite musical fcnm have
been in the planning since 1985.

But ground has yet to be broken at

the site, along the shore of Lake
Erie in Cleveland, the city where
the disk jockey Alan Freed began
to popularize the term rock *n* roll

in the early 1950s.

The projected cost of the build-

ing has siHraled heavenward, from
an early estimate of $ 1 5 million, to

$65 million, of which $44 million

has been raised from a combina-
tion of state, city and ppvate
sources in Cleveland, and from
events sponsored by the Rock *n*

Roll Hall of Fame Foundation in

New York City.

Jann S. Wenner, the executive

vice president of the foundation,

said that corporate sponsors would
be looked to and a membership
drive possibly mounted to raise the

rest

Wenner, the editor and
publisher of Rolling Stone and Us
magazines, announced in early

1990 that after prolonged delays,

ground would be broken that year.

Now he says, with more caution,

that it could be "as early as this fall

}

or could stretch out to fall of *93.**

"Raising money for a non-profit

museum in the amount we're
talking about is not easy,** Wenner
&aid. "It*s never t)een easy.

To be eligible for the

hall, artists must have

released their first

recordings at least 25

years ago, in 1966 or

before. About 600

performers, producers,

writers, record

executives and

broadcasters cast ballots

for nominees.

*<i•We've been trying to do it right

and trying to do it right means
making mistakes and correcting

them. That takes time. No one has
ever done a museum of sound
before.**

The museum and archive are to

be part of a highrtech center that

covers about 135,000 square feet

and includes theaters, a prome-
nade, a restaurant and under-
ground exhilntion areas intended

to allow visitors to delve deeply
into the lives of artists, their music
and their eras.

The extaior pyramidal design,

by the architect I.M. Pei, is to be
dramatically lighted against Lake
Erie.

All of this sounds really good,
said Sam Moore, "if it is true.**

Moore was half of Sam and Dave,
the stellar soul duo of the 1960s
whose song "Hold On! Tm Com-
in*** made even people in a hurry
willing to wait In 1967, their hit

"Soul Man** was at the top ofcharts
in botii the United States and
Europe. Dave Prater, the oUier half
of die duo, died in a car accident in

1988.

Moore said that being inducted
into die Hall ofFame "says that we
have arrived and will go down in

history with some of our peers.**

But he speaks with less certainty

about die building itself.

**At first it was supposedly

going up,** said Moore, who was
battling chills and a fever so he

could attend Wednesday night*s

star-studded induction ceremony
and jam session, which had B.B.

King, Keith Richards, Aaron
Neville, Neil Young, Steve Crop-
per and Carlos Santana on the bill.

"Now it*s alleged that it is going
up. If diat is true — and I don*t

know because I can only go by
what they say— the museum will

teach the kids diat there is more to

music Uian rap. Your children *s

children might ask what did Sam
and Dave do and they could go
there and get a good history lesson.

If I have any pride, it won*t be for

Sam and Dave*s legacy but that

people have gone there to learn.**

whether it*s a presidential museum
or an art museum, particulariy in

these times. If this were an art

Inuseum, pe<^le would say they

understand what that is.

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY
(ClfARCOtSfp $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES {tm. tivfriy). $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENOED. $139 PR

BMdinI

EYE EXAMS15
fFree Bcuach n Lomb Rtnu Cans Kl (w/1mib)

M«d. Mgrm. Mnin.

#lwf#i)dl

213) 642-609.; SOU) 842-6094

DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL w
• UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT fSt
•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK |1J|
CONVENIENT LOCATION ^^

1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 824-399 1 fft
Westwood VHIage, above the Wherehouse |||

Bruin Rate
Now $65

Just mention this ad
when making reservations

All:«uitehotdlorBnibis and fitiends.

jttat uiuiuica xTunrInc uvxn Cflmpus, an all-' IBB kitclEiB, liw parking, pool & spa.

Rates from $$5 • $105 per night For reservations call:

(310)476-6255

Brentwood SuitesHOTEL
199 North Oiurch Lane, 1 block W. of San Diego Freeway, 1 block N. of Sunset

Limited nxms are avaiUbk at the Brain mte. Certain restrictions apply.

Princeton

Review
LSAT • GMAT • (,RE • MCAT
I he fastest i^nmini^ tcst-pirparatiini proi^rams

ill the fiatioN, bar none!

Could it be because of documented increases like these:

LSAT average increase: 12+ points

GMAT average increase: 110+ points

GRE average increase: 230+ points

MCAT average increase 3+ points

Or program inclusions which pur competitors don't have:

'"^ At least four proctored tests, each with computer analysis

-^ Two interactive classes per week, each with an instructor

"^ Maximum class sizes of twelve, each stratified to ability

"^ Academic review plus revolutionary test-taking techniques

^ii— WJJIlLi.
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If answering phones
all day Is your Idea of
a great Internship,
dont read this ad.

Apply now for an exciting advertising
internship with the Daily Bruin. Learn
how the third largest daily newspajler
Los Angeles operates.

All we ask for is dedication and ^

enthusiasm.

Applications for internal Display
internships are available now at the Daily

Bruin Classified window (112 KerckhofF
Hail) and are due Tuesday January 21st

Any questions?
Call Marni or Michelle at 206-0905.

TUTORS NEEDED
UCIA PRISON COALITION

We provide tutorial

service to Imprisoned

youths who need to

know that someone
cares.

VOLUNTEER NOW!

Thursday

Friday

ORIENTATION:

Jan. 16 AU2408 3-4 pm
Jan. 17 AU2412 3-4 pm

or call 825-2415

Paid for by the Community Activities Committee
of the Programming AcltMtes Board.»s Board. ^

Pork with the Central

Amei^aii: Refugee

Provide Legal
Services

INMI ANTES

REF

\Vbrk with the Coalition for

Humane Immigrant Rights of

Los Angeles (CHIRLA).
Inform Day Laborers of

Their Rights

Ir'

Work with La Clinif?^ Msr.

Oscar A. Romero. Provide
Health Services

AMERIC

A^

» J

Educate the community on the

critical issues surrounding Latin

Annerica and its Refugees and

Immigrants here. Organize
Educational Programs

WINTER QUARTER
ORIENTATION
TODAY!!! Tfiursaay, Jlffi. 16

5:00 pm 102 Men's Gym
If you can'l make it, please call 825-7843

OQ

» -^

Musidan brings

album Tommy'
to La Jolla stago

By Daryl H. Mlll«r

Los Angeles Daily News

Pete Townshend is working

with the La Jolla Playhouse on a

stage adaptation of the Who*s
legendary 1969 album *Tommy.**

Although the project is just now
being announced as part of the

theater's upcoming season,
Townshend and Des McAnuff, the

La Jolla artistic director, have been

working on it for several months.

McAnuff will direct the piece

during its July 12—Aug. 16

presentation.

"Tonuny* is like an icon —
almost a symbol of pop pulture,**

McAnuff said.

"It's a show that's been waiting

to be staged," he added.

For years, the story came alive

only in people's minds as they

listened to the album or the Who in

concert. Then, in 1975, Ken
Russell directed a movie version,

in which Townshend participated.

The album also was adapted as a

ballet and as a stage musical that

"Tommy' is like an

icon— almost a symbol

of pop culture.*'

Des McAnuff
La JgffgArtlsttePtrDotor

—

=
played on London's West End
Townshend, who wrote the

' album's music and lyrics, didn't

i

creatively participate in the 1978

West End musical. The La Jolla

project marks the first time he has

worked on a stage adaptation.

Townshend is taking a new look

at *Tommy'' because "I have

space, time and energy," he said

through a spokeswoman. *T was
greatly encouraged by the warm
response to 'Tommy*^ as a major

chunk of the Who's anniversary

material on their '89 tour of the

U.S."

A friend of McAnuff knew that

Townshend wanted to work on a

stage version and brought the two
artists together.

Townshend decided to work
with the theater because it has '*a

history of innovation and a good
musical backbone," he said in a

press release.

The musician, who lives in

London, will be in residence at the

theater this summer, participating

in rehearsals.

McAnuff won a Tony Award for

directing "Big River," another

project that involved a writer of

popular music (Roger Miller).

He anticipates that the stage

version of *Tommy" will remain

faithful to the album, about "a

deaf, dumb and blind kid (who)

sure plays a mean pinball," as one

of the lyrics puts it

- McAnuff said the show is

certain to contain such well-known

songs as **Pinball Wizard" and

"See Me, Feel Me."
The theater hasn't announced

the rest of its 1992 season. Season

subscriptions are now on sale, but

individual tickets to *Tommy" will

not go on sale until ApriL

If there's a pain In

your chest, be a

pain in the neck.

^Arnerican Heart
Associcrtion

I

TVnotworics
mako plans for

next season
By Bill Carter
The New York Times

Although the television season
has four months to run and each
network has a batch of new series

to introduce, the prevailing philo-

sophy among aU three big net-

works is: Wait until next year.

Several circumstances have
combined to shift the focus toward
next season.

The priniary reason is that this

season will belong to CBS.
Another is the prospect of signific-

ant changes in the prime-time
landscape next season. One of
television's longest-running pow-
er sources. Bill Cosby, has "con-

firmed that this will be the last

season for his NBC sitcom, 'The
Cosby Show."
CBS may drop its hit show

"Murder, She Wrote" in favor of
another vehicle for its star, Angela
Lansbury. The new show would be
a television version of "Driving
Miss Daisy."

And though NBC executives

said they expected their highest-

rated series, "Cheers," to be back
for an 1 1th season, programmers at

both the other networks questioned
whedier NBC would be able to

hang on to the show. Jeff Sagans-
ky, president of CBS Entertain-

ment, tried to deal NBC a blow
when he hired away the three head
writers and executive producers on
**Cheers" for a new Bob Newhart
comedy.

Both Robert A. Igcr, the presi-

dent of ABC Entertainment, and
Sagansky said they were consid-
ering assaults on NBC with new
shows in the 8 p.m. time period that

"Cosby" has monopolized for

eight years.

ButNBC is haidly ready to give

it up. Warren Littlefield, president

of NBC Entertaiiunent, said he
planned to create one and maybe
two series using stars from the

Xosby" cast. NBC has already

made a deal with the 6-year-old

actress Raven-Symone and hopes
to conclude one with Malcolm-
Jamal Warner, who plays Cosby's
son, Theo, on the series.

In an effort to maintain its

dominance of Thursday night,

NBC is likely to nK)ve its 8:30 hit.

"A Different WorW," to 8 in the

fall, followed by a new comedy
starring Raven-Symone.

NBC plans a special final

^isode for *TTic Cosby Show,'

Littlefield said, probably longer

than half an hour. He said the

details would be up to Cosby.

As for "Cheers," NBC does not

have a deal with the show for next

season, but network officials say it

can be produced without the

current executive-producing team
as long as the original creative

team of Glen and Les Charles and
Jim Burrows is involved.

During a news conference,

Littlefield said that "differences

are emerging" among the networks

in terms of the styles of shows they

are putting on the air and that NBC
was emphasizing series "the audi-

ence makes a connection to"

emotionally.

He denigrated some recent

stop-gap prograhnming by his

competitors, each of whom has

resurrected a series from the past

CBS now has old q)isodes of "AU
in the Family" ruiuiing on Satur-

day nights, and ABC is using old

"Columbo" ftiovies on Thursdays.

But programmers at other net-

works said these shows fill tough

time periods with programming
that costs much less than a new
series.
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CENTER FOR THE MCi.A PERFORMING ARJS

TUES.-SAI, JAN. 21-25 AT 8 P.M. & SUN., JAN. 26 AT 2 P.M.. ROYCE HALL

i^

u . . such virtuosity, humor
and emotional power that

it defies description!
— BosKiii Siiiuiu> (flobc

lOTH ANNIVERSARY
TOUR!

Celebrate the enthralling,

powerful and dramatic music of
KODO, the electrifying drummers from

Sado Island!

Tickets: $25,21, 16; 9*

CHARGE BY PHONE 31 m
(t13( m$-nU (714> 7«*-3

'Students with full-time ID. Rush at showtime for students & seniors (limited avail). Program, date, time and price subject to change.

PANDA
CAVE I \ •

SANTA MONICA BLVD.—'—
I

r~^
mm

Sunday - Thursday: 11:30 am to 10 pi

I
Friday & Saturday: 11:30 am to 11 pi

For delivery orders only cash acoeptc

all tips for delivery befong to driver

(310) 47a-3270
(310) 478-3492 ^^^

1767 Westwood Blvd. l^^*
Los Angdes, CA. 90024

on dinner

Jurchase over $15
for eat in or take out)

expires 3/13/92

I Itl I IM I l\l K^
•Panda Cave*

1767 Westwood Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA. 90024

(310) 478-3270

(310) 478-3492
valid with coupon \
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iVomen.urear Winter Sale

We DecideJ to DropSome Names.
GENERR

A

COLLECTION

LOSE WEIGHT— up to 30 pounds in 30 daysl
New Year's discount. (310)474-1415,
394-8557. '

Miscellaneous

Come Join the famt

i^^^^imi

LADY ELVIS in concert on VHS. Info.: DAX
Film Croup, 1223 N. 9th #201, Lincoln, NE
68508.

Personal 10

NJ^N E
W E ST

$50 OHAUENCE. K you can prove my pollu-
tion Mlulton unfeasible, fit pay you $50
1-800-488-2489.

RUSH COUNSELOR
]

Applications out Now!
Pick up at OFSR;
1 1 8 Men's Gym

Due Friday, January 24.
Paid for by USAC
i

*
i

'
i

'
i

'
i'r i f i r i r i f i fjrj ij >j )j >iijjj

ffl

A Man of Good Character.

A Student of Fair Ability...

with Ambitious Purposes

A Congenial Disposition

Possessed of Good Morals.......

Having a High Sense of Honor

and A Deep Sense of Personal

Responsibility.

The Brothers of Sigma Chi

25-75% OFF!
Sweaters, pants, knit tops, skirts, dancewear and
shoes from top-name manufacturers on sale in the
Center Aisle of the Students' Store.

Sale ends January 24th.

ng^ Bibles - Books
«SB Gifts.

M-Th 10 am - 9:20 pm;
Fr-Scrt 10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-6 pm

10664 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
208-5432

Miscellaneous

AlcohoHce Anonymous

Meetings
Mon. dwouMion. Thur. Bookttudy. Fri. Slip
Study. AU 3525 12:16-1 :15. Fri. 12a)-1 flO
TuM. DiMUMion. )Nud. OiMuswon NPI

0853812:15-1:00
For atoohoNn or individuab who

ha¥» drinkinfl
i

WRmNG. EDrriNG. RESEARCH
Phd gives expert help, Reasonable

Rates. No Papers for sale.

Overnight Service, All Subjects

(310)476-0114

presents the

'COME AS YOU ARE, BUT DON T LEAVE AS
YOU WERE - THURSDAY NIGHT - PRE ALL
GREEK SKI TRIP LITTLE SISTER BASH'

Come by and visit the biggest (titled) party
Thursday night - 9:00pm - 522 Landfair

Questions?
Robert Harper 824-5052 John Dowd

INVITE ONLY - UCLA ID REQUIRED

^ M
"^ ATTENTION WOMEN OF UCLA!!! "

s
—* -

s

^

STIGMA
K A P P A

M

»

Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous

Sports Tickets

INFORMATION
Ugd Pw»ciuii ProAirti m pltMi d ioimioduc» •»!» ni» ln> of Non Lethal
pi|rional PiMMlion dMioM

SSllt!i£?ilI?A*'S!!Sf"^ ^^ry.Pyf*? O C gm is curr^mv Mng UMd by tfi« U.S.
?'T*Ty^y* O-^-^. *»• PB •

.
»nd nrnty dOm Imt fionmimn aQtnom. It ia th* hmvmI and mo

RAPE - ROBBERY • MURDER

1.

BRUIN BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED f All

games, good seats. Please call Ray
(310)441.1576.

NEED U OF A AND DUKE TICKETS. Student,
guest or otherwise. Will pay your price.

(310)301-1632.

TCKETS (for UCLA- Duke) wanted by UCLA
alumni. Top dollar paid for 2 tickets in better

section. (213)385-1 203.

— , fiMfiy

Iwnporwy ImpaimMnt of oighl. ooughing,
(•yoo^noMMdttNDaO
2. inllan»TMkMy MM* ftol an MiMt (• IMTgM
3. Nofv4Mhal • Waited (

4. Quicfc aelng. poiant
5. InoapadMao both humana and animali for ao to ao ninuiaa, and ta
«M ban dalafrMit for videua dog oomrol

lan^moal

and awwang o« muooua mambnmat

> pamwnMM injury to ttta aMailant

•. EtacAva on Pfwna un^m ttto iiAianoa of aknhol or naroodca and tha amoiionaly diatuibad
ianulb«<4olatdy»gM<atayaontl>adWntipte72houfato«dinpo<ic>id7ni

> pwpalant and vftlda
• and non-«Dlakla

idanMcaion

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR! I We'll beat my price or
don't want your business. TickeU, accidenU,
sport cars, student discounU. Request Bruin
Plan. (213)673-3303 or (818)992-6966.

7.C«ntoinai
•. cnwranntoniBlllf i ^
•. PiOMialary formula ia L

10. WOW FIAMMA1C
FACTS:
In th« llmt i{ takes you to road this someone will be the vtetim of an assaultl In the next
hour there will be over 80 robberies. 12 iDrcible rapes, and 3 murderslVtolent alme is
^creeslng hourty and no community is Immune.Don'i think It can't happen to youl70%
!lzL*f!^^*^* ?°f"?^*"^^ IndivWuals within 1 50 yards of home or buslriess or
wtthm 10-15 feet of their car.

TIMESAND PLACES ¥¥HEN THEIR KEYSARE MOST LIKELY
TO BE IN THEIR HANDSMl

fiaw

PROTECT YOURSELF WTTH THE ULTIMATE
NON-LETHAL SELFPROTECTION DEVICES

FOR NON'VIOLENTPEOPLE

No Class or Permit Required fcBlfi^

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
PERSONAL DEFENSE PRODUCTS
5699 KANAN ROAD SUITE 313

AGOURA,CA91301
(818)991-2189

US

u:

I

PROUDLY INVITES YOU TO:

Informational Party: Tuesday, January 21, 1992, 7:00 p.m.

LATC Clubhouse (Behind Pauley Pavilion)

Open House: Wednesday, January 22, 1992, 7:00 p.m.
Sigma Kappa House
726 Hilgard Avenue

BRING A FRIEND!!!
for more information... call 208-7870

M

M
?»5

M
Pi

M

M

M

2K
M

CONGRATULATIONS
ALPHA cm

NEWINITIATESII
We are so proud ofyou!

LITB,
Your Sisters

laaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

qer psyched fok f\N inckbxble

TIHE ON THE f\LL CjKEEK SfCf

TKtP THfS SJHEEKEND!

jaaaaaaaaaaaaaaan

Research Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH: Subjects %vith mild to

moderate asthma ages 18—50. Able to per-

form brief periods of heavy exercise. Needed
for air pollution study. Call James at

(310)825-2739, Mon—Fri.

BED-WETTINC (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 arxi a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to^

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 1 9-49.

Urvler dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
wfll be paki. For info call (310)828-8887

HEALTHY MALES AND FEMALES, 18 and
oMer, needed for position imaging of the brain

or heart, kijectfon of radioactive isotope.

Bloods will be taken. (310)825-1118
S7V3-hrs or $25Ay.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WPTH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 arwi a free

developmental evaluation. •
t

INDIVIDUALS Wrm A RED BUMPY RASH
OR ACHE aixjund the mouth needed for

placebo-controlled study using an approved
tropical gel. Partipants will be seen at UCLA
dermatol centre. Study last 1 2 weeks. Particip-

arH paid $1 00 upon completion of study. Must
be 18 years of age. For further info, call

206-1074.

NORMAL- HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learning
experief>ce.825-0392.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
^A^ninea Pedis needed for new research study.

Under dermatologist supervisfon. Volunteers
will be paid for info. (310)828-8887.

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, NEEDED lor UCLA
study of psycho-social factors in Bulemia
Nervosa. If you have recovered from B.N. or
are struggling with this problem and are
interested in participating, please contact Eli-

zabeth or Marcia. $30 compensation.
(310>206>50B1

ACNE STUDY
Free treatment for Acne
Using a now Truit Acid"
solution to improve acne

and acne scarring.
Call (310) 670-3878

m^ •MMiiP mmmmimm 'tmm <mm^m
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Thanks for throitfing a wonderful

PA, even if it was an nyil ideal

Love,

Tlie Actives

PHI KAPPA PSI
Presents

WINTER RUSH 1992

Thursday. Jan, 16

ll-:^0-lpm: Lunch at Slzzler

5pm: Dinner at PI Beta Phi

(700 HIigard)

Congratulations to Kappa Kappa
Gamma's Incredible 1992-93

Chapter Council!

iBtVicePremident
2nd Vice Premident
ReconUng Secretary
Correipondino Secretary
Public RelatUmm
Panhelienic
Membership
ScholarshQt
Treaeurer
Fraternity Education
Social
Marshall

Ail Activities are non-alcoholic

Rush Chairman Todd Royse

477-2115

Houae
Pledge
PhiUuithropy

LawieSleep
ShaunaFbviie
ReneeLyaU
GabyT^rJung
HoUyTeal
EtinO'Neid
SherrlRumold
Amy Rush
Jamie Rico "^

Monica %Jfones
JfU Young
HoOyHart
Marianne Makelu
"^1tw ley Buntro^
AnnaSteding
Lyrui Seymour
JadeCHan

Thtmks to aU of last yecaS qjfficersfor
your unending enthusiasm and

dedication. It has been an amazing yearf

inhrfraiirnity
- council elections—
wednesday, january 22

(

Applications Now Available

in 118 Men's Gynn

(Fraternity and Sorority

Relations)

All Applications DUE NO
LATERTHAN 5PM ON
FRIDAY, JANUARY 1 7.

^

Research Subjects 12 Health Services 22 Health Services 22 Health Services 22

EARN $420 or More.
Study ofdrug effects

needs healthy males
Ages 21-40.

Ifyou use drugs
(cocaine, etc.) caU to

see ifyou qualify.

(310)390-8483
ask for Theresa

"You Don't Need To
Have Dental Insurance

To Have A Pretty Smile'

Dental Exam & Cleaning

$39 friig.|1M|

ymuLoaooo

(up to 4 X-rays)

475-5598
J4-H()ur Knicri^cru

)

Serxicc

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

latest technique to

"^•WhitehToCir wmh
easily & affordably

at home
Sid Soleimanlaa D.D.S.'

1 620 Westwood Blvd., ^fest Los Angeles

Open Evenings & Saturdays

Free Parking In Rear

CONGRATS
Michelle E! (AXQ)
Now we are Double

Sisters.

Get Ready To Party in

Tahoe!

L.I.T.B. YOUR
BLOOD BIG SIS,

Kris

Wanted 15

WANTID;IXJKE & AZSTUDENTGUEST TIX
Will pay $$$. Call Adam. (31 0)20B-747i

Lost and Found 16

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!
Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9662.

Salons 21

JACK SALON
Female models needed

for free haircut
Bob and Short hair styles

Call David at 652-0421

Health Sen^lces 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of-
acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Croup. (213)786-0636. ^^^^^
PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ couples/
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-
lems. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.
Pager (310)572-4092.

UCLA FERTILITY CENTER oocyte (egg cell)

donor program now open. Qualified donors
receive $2000. All donors %velcome. Asians
needed. Information: (310)2064)218.

Opportunities 26
We're looking for a top fraternity, sorority or
student organization that would like to make
$500-$ 1 500 for a one %veek marketing project
right on campus. Must be organized and hard

^ working. Call Kevin or Rich at (800) 592-21 21

.

Help Wanted 30

$200-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at
home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.
Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2900 Copyright iCAIIKDH.

$40,00(yyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple 'like/don't like* form. EASYI Fun,
relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801 .379-2925 Copyright #CA1 1 KEB.

$500-$1,00(yWK. PT, working weekends.
Erotic dancers and nf>odels needed. Will train,
call Ginger, (213)575-3634.

Administrative Assistant. Are you returning to
school after working for several yean? Inter-

ested In assisting busy psychologistr Good
editing, proof-reading, writing skills? Mac or
IBM computer literate, independent, long
teim, part tinr>e employn>ent. Contact Dr.
Marion Solomon, continuing education semi-
nars, (310)475-8300.

APARTMENT RENTER. Weekends. $5/hr. +
commission. 476-1703.

BKTYaE/PEDKIAB DRIVERS (8) - Hrs. Flex.,
P/T, Immediate, $5-$9. P/Hr. 208-8898.

.BOOKKEEPER, P/T, for attorney/investor. Ex-
perienced Macintosh, SOwpm, excellent
phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
557-2315.
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You can run, but you can't

hide during

THE MilRATHON
A Kevin "BOLO" Kwan production

At 8 run with BJ, Bluto, Linky, Baimer, Bardo,

Riceman, Thomas, Recto, Bergie, Fludrick,

Dandy, Youngren, Gary and Williems (they're

back together)

39 pm Little Sisters Gome
By and Go Nats!

'Hurrah for him who wins for I am
on his side.

'

Invite Only

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

SMOTHERING SENSATION?
CHEST PAINS?

DO YOU EXPERIENCE SHORT EPISODES OF
SMOTHERING SENSATIONS, DIZZINESS, CHEST
PAIN, NERVOUSNESS OR FEEL FEARFUL? YOU

MAY QUALIFY FOR A MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY
ON PANIC DISORDER. QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS

MAY EARN UP TO $770.

PLEASE CALL (21 3)854-4951
CALIFORNIA CLINICAL TRIALS MEDICAL GROUP

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono •
'

•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to$100/wl<ormore.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

MAKE MONEY NOW!
Dykstra Food Service has

Openings

Flexible Schedule,

On Cafiipus Work
$6.63/Hr. - APPLY TODAY

Call 825-5476

EAf?Niipio S'50f>
HV Hrif'INC. OFMLHS

DuNAfE mooi) PI All I ns <^Af nv

I \^ ^

;t.: v„ N. v f' •T-l • 0-it<

If answering phones
all day is your Idea of
a great Internship,
dont read this ad.

Apply now for an exciting advertising
Internship with the Dally Bruin. Learn
ho^ the third largest daily newspaper in
LOS Angeles operates.

All we ask for Is dedication and
enthusiasm.

Applications for internal Display
internships are available now at the Daily
Bruin Classified window (112 Kerckhoff
Hail) and are due Tuesday January 2ist.

Any questions?
Call Mami or Michelle at 206-0905.

12 Research Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experieticing these symptoms for at least I

—

month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam In order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

te^N-.'.•;•:•;•:•::

Help Wanted

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will
work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Services. $6.63y^. 206-7686. Contact Paul
Garcia or Wah Anderson. Also accepUng
APPs for Winter Quarter. ,

CANVASSERS TO PROMOTE Balet OeUil
S^ice/Mobilc Car W»h. Walk 6 milcs/4
Hours. S5^r / commission. (31Q)453-4a5S.

CAREFUL DRIVER required 2-3hrVwk. Refer-
ences. Reply In writing: 9255 Doheny Rd,
•1706, LA,90069.

CASTING IMMEDIATRYI Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.
Earn up to $200 per day! No experierKe
r>eeded. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHUDRENS GYM INSTRUCTOR- Must be
erwrgctic arwl love kids. ExperierKe teaching
children 6 months-7 years r?quired. Terrific

opportunity. Part-time (21 3)288-0258

Club House attendant. Duties include taking
resen^ations, enforcing rules, and some clean-
ing. Knowledge of exercise equipment help-
fiil. M-F, 7-1 1am. $6/hr. pi 0)475-781 2.

COMPUTER WHIZ NEEDED. Can you teach
me Pagemakerf Newsletter experience?
Urgent. Please call (310)659-3534.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING —
$2,00OWifrH)nth + world travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, the Carribean, etc.). Holiday, Summer and
Career Employment available. No experlerx*
necessary. For employment program call

1-206-545-4548 ext. C234.

30 Help Wanted 30

DATA ENTRY, PT, LONG-TERM, M-F, late

afternoons, 18-22 hr^ivk. TOwprm-. SMiU
Monica. $10^. (310) 453-6422.

EARN $1000 PER WEEK AT HOME stuffing

envelopesi For Informalion, please send long
•df addressed stamped envelope to CJ Enter-

pdies. Box 6706eW, Cuyahoga Falls, OH
44222.

^

FACTORY )OBS-$6.22^ TO $15.25. htow
hiring, your area. No experience necessary.
Call 1-900-988-0678 ext. 2003. $12 fee.

FILE CLERK, permanent PT, 4-5 hrVdaily. Busy
medical office. Vicki (310)659-7124.

FRENCH TUTOR for AP, 1 1th grade student
(213)472-8215, (213)472-2167.

FUNORAISING FIRM SEEKS WRFTERS AND
RESEARCHERS to develop grant proposals.

Ed.A'ublic Health/Social Work majors encour-
aged to apply. Send resume anchor writing

sample to P.O. Box 365, Santa Monica, 90406.

CYMNASTK: COACH; Immediate opening
for girls and boys competitive teanv in SM.
KnoM>1edge of USGF syitem. Experience r^
quired. M-F afternoons, eveningi. Sat. Wage
depending on experience.Call ASAP. M. Gates
(310)45a0012.

IMMEDIATE PART—TIME position for cus-

tomer service rep available at a new print shop
in Westwood village. M-T-Th & Sat evenings.

Call 208-2679.

MAINTENANCE: Seeking full-Ume mainte-
nance person for LA area apartment com-
plexes. Must have experience in< painting,

general repairs, and maintenance. $8—1(Vhr.

Buffy (310)659-1838.

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,
Attractive people wanted for nude pholoa.
Great Pay. Call Dertk (213)465-4586.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. QUICK CASH I

(213)664-2999.

MESSENGER: Beverly Hills accounting firm

needs PT messenger/light office wortc. Must be
dependable; have own car. M-F, 1-6pm.
(310)274-9922.

MODELS for 1993 Swinmjit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

MOTHER'S HELPER, cooking, babysitiing, Ac
kJeal for nursing student. Part-time weekly,
full-time weekends. Call Barbara
(310)203-3771

NEED DaiVERY drivers and Flower arrangers
%veek of Feb. 10. Will train call Jon at

WilshireFlorist (310) 206-8747.

OUTSIDE SALES FOR LAUGH FACTORY.
Make your own hours. Great commissions.
(213) 815-8130 jim.

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST with medicalllir
terest for busy Beverly Hills Ot^yn office.

Wednesday and Friday evenings 4pm-10pm
and every other Sunday 9anv6pm. Call
274-8353. Ask for Cheryl between 9-12, 2-5.

PART-TIME ACnvmr LEADERS. Work %»^
chikken In school/ daycare settings. Experi-
ence preferred. Pdsitkms available throu^KMJt
Westside. Bilin^al English/ Spanish helpful.

Car necessary. $€^. Camp Fire Boys md Girls

(310)371-7744.

PART—TIME PHONES and filing. Tu and Th.
only, 9-5. $€^. (310M7O-7111.

PART-TIME MS-DOS PROGRAMMER.
$10^, up to 18 hrs per week. Call Boyce
Williams at Pristine Systenrn. (21 3) 852-0737.

PERSON TO DRIVE 1 5-year-oM to Moorpark 4
timei/week, Tues., Thurs. aftemoorw. Sat. »id
Sun. flexible. 4 hn^ day. Excellent drh^ m\d- ^-<»miS5a.4y34.

PLACEMENT COMPANY looking for talent

scouts to help us find nrKxiels for print -»

commision work. Top commisions paid. Call
(213)883-1625.

POSTER-PLACER^tlRCHASING REPRESEN-
TATIVE WANTED. Wanted to contract & place
posters. Must have car. Flexible hours. PA
15-20 hn/month. $8^.-»-gas44x>nuses. Call
(310)822-8525. , ^l
FT/n CASHIERS and food senders w^ted for

busy UCLA resUurant plaza. Deli »id Grill.

Ask for Marvin or Fania, 443-0437.

PT HELP, PERSONAL SECRETARY. Computer
experience & typing an asset. Flexible hours.
%7/hr. lean (213)933-9121. '

PT POSITKDN IN IXRMATOLOGIST OFFICE.
204hr^** — flexible. Light office duties.

$6/hr. (310)826-5949.

SECRETARY/EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT-Bev^
Hills based real estate development company
seeking dyrumic individual for FT challcriging

position. WordP«rfiect »>d previous experi-
erKe a must. $23K-H- commensurate w/ qual-
ifications. For interview. Call
(310)471-1413,859-0222 Fax (310)859-2806

RECEPTK3NIST WANTED for Beveriy Hills

Laws firm. Contact Michelle at (31 0>274-66a3. -

RESEARCH OFFICE ASSISTANT (PART-TIME).
10 min. from campus. Computers helpful.

$7-9A)f. according to skill. D1 0)453-4464.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT, PART-TIME. Wbiking
hours flexible. Salary S7/hr. or more depeid-
ing on experience. Requirements: biology or
biochemistry background, ability to use woid^^
processing and spreadsheets. 01 0)821 -6456.

8 people needed no^ir

C4UCIU)4BS-1S17

i^YOUAFUll.miE

ENTRY lEVEl
Th« RadM Institat*

aBorden trdyenMadB students lor

entry level, morketimL sdes.

communicotion position. Pysdiology

major a plus. Port time, flexible hours,

potentiol counseling, dinicol

INDEPENDENT RECORD LABEL seeking
promotibn person to work Mondays. Must
have good phorw manners and know college
music scene. $5/hr. Inyid (310)202-7432.

IRISH AMERK:AN press NEWSPAPER. Ptast-

tlons available PT/TT day^evenings. Good pay
up to $30^. Call after 6pm. Kathlin^ill
(213)458-4427.

LIGHT CLERCAL WORK NEEDED. $6.5(VHR.
(310)391-1557.

SriRIOl S CASHl

tiUMim (oan siHvuL
^(>.(>S per hour

\i:r\ tlcvihU' >clutliiliiiii

opportiniiiN for .kI> niuitiuni

( all \n«4ii." or John m SiS osi.s

Cal ^Jj-J^JM^OOL3t Mt.M1.

MODELS

Call (818)508-8680

SPENDYOUR
NIGHTS

SAVING THE
EARTH

We're Hiring Committed
Telephone Activists

Earn $6-$9^ per/hr.

5-9:30pm, 34- nights per week
Call Mon.-Fri. llam-4pm

(310)441-4162

-X—

mtrm: ^mim »••
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Help Wanted

ManagMMMt
Hcxiala BfMdad, no acpariMMM nacmmmrj
for iwioHi^ eoBB«relftl A mask vMoo.

Call today fsr appolnUMutMay lor appol
(aiS)M7-M0

HiIk9QS10

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& evening

hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

J **RECEPTIONIST** ;

t-v '

\Mi are looMng forM MMrailic and poritfM
pmonvlBllMtoWkMttoplioai^ CmaL
triwdW. Itwif wMiDwmwL LJ^%^ Ful

timt. HouTK Tiim 4pw. Mondwr IWDurt Wdw.tima Hi>un:>inHpm.Mand9fM0UBhFfidni .X GrwtplMitowQrfL M^Mriodytf A
• 40-1117. ^

LAW FIRM
needs motivated pefson to

do chaHenging legal and

ciencal tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w GPA. available times

for, interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edv;ards

l925Centufy Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

RESPONSIBLE * DEPENDABLE PERSON
needed in office. MuA be able to type, file,

handle projects, and have good followthmuch
sklllt. P/T 20-25hrsAifeck. Please call
(213)878-5558.

RETAIL- P.T. SALES on Rodeo Dr.- Villefoy ir

Boch. China A gifb. Ms. Hanley 858^522.

REWARDING EXPERENCE HELPING OTHER
ALMJLTS with transportation^ companiorvhip.
M*T, S7-9/htr DOE. Honr>ec«e Unlimited
D10M73-61 98.

SALES. MONEY MOTIVATED?We are looking
forpeoplewho enjoy a challenge. Set yourown
limits. Call Freda NOW! (81 8)889-8358

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic
people wfth high SAT scores to tutor, cspe-

j^^cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Paios
Verdes areas. $1 5/hr. Flexible hours. Training
provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)821-4343.

STUDENT WORK, Retail^Customer service.

$8.20 starting. Part time, schedule around
school. Eves, weekends available. No door to

door, ect. Call (31Q) 396-1479.

STUDENT WORK. ReUil/ customer senrice.

$8.20 starting, part-time. Schedule around
school. Eves, weekends available. No door-to-
door, etc. Call (310)396-1479.

VIDEO-LASER DISC STORE needs sales clerkT
Looking for birght adn iriotivated worker. Full

or part-time available. Call Ron for appoint-
ment. (310)558-3773

WANTED: SHARP, MOTIVATED PERSON
INTERESTED IN FULL-TIME, GOOD COMMI-
SION HEALTH INSURANCE SALES. TRAIN-
ING PROVIDED. (818)713-1191

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
nrwve-in bonus. FumishecVunfumished, ba-
chelors, singles, 1 &2 be«koom, walk to UCLA.
AK, pool, elevator, 555 Leverir^ 208-7634.
Managed by Mom I, Co.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for crwtth«ly.
Uiented writers. Paperback novels, non-fictton

books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

Job OppodunWef 32

EDITOR OF BIMONTHLY MEDICAL |OUR-
NAL NEEDED. PhD Biochemistry/Nutrition or
equivalent. Writing Experience. Cynthia
Q10I3OS-9228. '^
IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR MESSENGER for

CPA Fkm — C««ury Oly— P/T. Duties
ificluderinvcntory control, knowledat of
Ulus 123, delhwio, tonte htavy lifting.

Mum have own car. Hourlyw^ 4 benefitf.
CaN Lesley Davis DlO|553-78aO.

30 Job Opportunmes 32 Job Opportunities

BUSINESS OR ACCOUNTING DEGREE RE-

QUIRED. Are you looking for a great job, but

lack necessary experience? We have an excit-

ing opportunity for a reoervt graduate. We will

train you to take full charge of our accountir^

department. You will learn to apply the

kiKiwIedge you learned in school to real-life

situatkyw. You will be trair>ed in many areas,

including but not limited to, generating finarv

cials, payroll, audits, cash management, profit

analysis, budgets, and supervising accounts

payable arxi accounts receivable. You must be

bright ind er>ergetic to work in this fast-paced,

fun environmerH. If you are interested in this

great opportunity in the LAX area, please give

us a call at (310)337-7003.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS/
MANAGEMENT TKAINEES, Oeat entry level
posittons, interesting industries, FT only. Call
(310M51-3001. '^^
SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now Uking place. Gain valuable
experience managing all aspects of a
successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call
Triple -A* Student painters for informatfon
now, 1(800)394-6000.

WOULD YOU STUFF ENVELOPES for
SIOOOAweek? Send self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Im^e Enterprises^ P.O. Box 1 19,
SimI Valley, CA 93062.

32 AportmcNits for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

IntemsNps 34 intemstiips 34

LEARN
ENTERTAINMENT/MUSIC

PUBLIC RELATIONS

Intern at nnajor P.R, firm in

Hollywood. Great opportunity
to learn and gain firsthand

experience for college credit

CALL GAIL

EXCITING NEW RECORD COMPANY needs
intem for publicity ddepartment JV4ust be ^e
to work 1 ShrsMc. Class Credit Only, Call Leah
at (213)468-4218.

Apartments for Rent 49

INTERN for film company. Creative and admi-
nistrative positions avail. Very
flexible hours. Call Steven (818)545-7931.

PAID INTERNSHIP for commercial real estate

company. $5.50^, 20 hcsAvk, flexible. Call

Markj24-395S^aytime, 9am-6pm.

g^ Care Wanted 35

2CHN.DREN, AGES9 & 10. Drive to my home
from XJJLS. at 3pm. Help with homework, etc.

App. 4hr^ay, M-F. Call Dru. (310)271 -6600.

BABYSIT BRENTWOqp TODDLER. Random
weekdays (6am-4pm). Approximately onc^
wk. 2 excellent references(wKhin California)

and reliable transportation essential. (310)
472-7662.

BABYSITTER afternoon, %ii«ekends, flexible

hours. ExperierKied background in chiM deve-
fopment. Provide own transportation. Mia
(310) 558-1703.

BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR 2-YR <XD GIRL.
M-W-F afkenrwon. Own transportation. Near
UCLA. Salary based on experience.
(310)391-8784.

FACULTY MOM r>eeds responsible person for

child care. Car and insurance required. Child
dev. courses or experierxx required, refer-

ences. Flexible hours, 15-2GM(. $7/hr. Call

Sue (310)206-7528.

MOTHER'S HELPER: $7.00/hr. Tuesdays,

Thursdays, sonr>e Fridays, 3«)—8«). 2 child-

ren (>»6), light housekeeping. Must drive.

Experience, references. Call Kate:277-6988.

Narmy Live irVout, fluern English , most
mornings free. Work weekends. Prefer own
car, must enjoy kids, westwood.
(310)472-1818.

PKX UP 2 GIRLJ at school rrwn-frl 5-7.

References •¥ car required. Near UCLA. DIO)
474-5346.

SITTER NEEDED for 2 girls in West L.A. from 7

to 8:15am ^tvi can drive them to school.

References required. $75 vveekly. Susan (310)

478-5908.

Apartments for Rent 49

424 LANDFAIR. Available now. Slngle^jma"
2-bed^-bath. Garden setting, pool, next to
UCLA. 459-1 200._

DIAMOND HEAD ARTS
Westwood

single-furn/unfurn from
^ $725

1-becJroom -furn/unfum
from $850

Security building, Security

garage, Hec
Room, Jacuzzi. Sauna

660 Veteran
206-2251

$465 IN BEVERLY HILLS. Lg bacheter. Utilities

•Included. Newly decorated. 21 7 S.Tower Dr.

(213)852-0080^18)789-5429. By appoint-
ment only.

.

AMAZING 2-BECV2-BATH •WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, ertcfosed patio. Brand new carpet,

shNJtters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

portation A UCLA. (213)475-6717.

BEVERLY HILLS STUDIO w/ kitchen.
$55Q^no. $550 security. Refrigerator, o^n,
Nice yard. (310)278^4066

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1275. 2-BED + DEN.
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLEX.
FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD aCXJRS, SERVICE
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS GUESTHOUSE - single -

$495, utilities included. New construction,

pool, serious student. (310)276-8797.
Furnished.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.
1.BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX. % BLOCKTO PICO BUS. (310)
839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-87VMO. 2.BED-
R(X)M. HARDWOOD FLCXDRS, FRONT
BALCONY. 1/2 BLCXTK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3.CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLCXX TO PKIO BUS. WOOSTER ST.
(310)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD 1 -BEDROOM. Hardwood
floors, $775. Quiet neighborhood.
(310)2044608 %vork. Home (310)476-8988.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCELLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 OIE-
NAULT ST. (213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1BTH; 11651
CORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPCMNT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

CULVER CITY. $8.30. 2-bed/ 1'A -b^. Nice
quiet building and neighborhood.
(310)826-6907.

FURNISHED OR LiNFURNISHED. 1-bed
room. $70(Vmo. Parking available. 2 blocks
walk west of UCLA. (310) 824-0532.

LIVE ON A SAILBOAT in Marina del Rey. 25 ft.

Coronado. Security par^gCuMiflfiKmdkkM.
$400 monthly rent, $4,000, and ifs yours!
(310)395-2513.

MAR VISTA SINGLE lower stove, rcp^ig, laun-
dry. No parking. $425;Awo. DIP) 451-4771.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEOR(X)M $600. Travel a few
miles Ir save $$$. Large pool & patfo v^.
Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 lr>glewood Blvd . Jurt north of Venice
Bhrd. (310)398-8579.

>J:
. f

Apartments
N6w Available

$800 Per Month with Security Deposit

Fully Furnished
All UlilitlGS Paid, including A/C
Available to persons 21 and up

This apartment is nestled in the beautiful Santa Monica
Mountains only fifteen minutes away from the UCLA campus

For more Infomriation call the University of Judaism
Housing Office at 213-476-9777, 879-4114 ext. 259.

I ri:f ri:m

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE .

2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP
FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

IMU)I I SSIONAI I V MAN A(,i:i) HV MOSS \ ( O.

WESTWOOD PLAZA
APARTMBUS

Directly across from
mid-campus UCLA

Fumished&Unfumished
Bachelors from $550

Singles fixxn $600 to $750

1 Bdnfnsfrom$700to$900

eBdnTis/2Bth from $1200

-Variable Lenghth Leases

SD1-5D5 GayieyAva

(213)208-8505

$200 OFF ist
MONTH RENT

WLA
•Singles— $585—

1 737 Stoner
• 1 bdrm— $695

—

1 737 stoner
• ibdrm- $750—

1709 westgate
•2bdrmS^ $995—

1 709 Westgate
•2bdrms— $995—
1342 Wellesley

(310)470-1581

/

Special Student
Discounts!

From$695*
**Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios, Is and 2s

,«Pool. Spa. Fitness Center. Sauna
'Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

OakifBod

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Modtis open Daily »-6. No Pets.

*0n Selectid Units

KLirnishcc

I. oil

n W'eslw'ooc

.-iOr> Cia\'lc\'

82 4-0830

^^^I'I'!W!fW'?Trf'T*T'!'!»*T'TTTTT»T"Tf»'TTT'!"!'!<

2''Bidlo€ift^^

^iii^Mitele
• French Doors • Sauna
• Jacuzzi • Heated Pool
• Gym • Fireplace

+ Move-in Bonus

208^4868

Large Newlv
Remodeled

1 & 2Bedroom Units
Beverlywood -

WLA Area
Receive Free
Microwoave

$575 • $825
Call 657-8756

MAR VISTA , LARGE 2-bedroofT>/TA -bath,

l-ttory townhouse, own washer/dryer, 2-car

parking, security complex, new carpet/|paint,

$e75ATio. (3tO)S32-e640.

MID WIL5HIRE, Single, loMfer, full kitchen

btove, refrig.^ parking, laurxiry. $385Ano.
010)451-4771.

NICE GUEST HOUSE IQAnin. from UCLA
3rooms, $575 -Kieposit. 2810 Micivale Ave
(310)475-1576.

PACIFIC PALISADES, $815 up, 1 & 2-bed-

roomt, spacious, pool, parking. Call

shawn(31 0)474-9400.

PALMS. 2-bec^-bath $725, hardvvood floors,

mini-k>lirHk, appliances, near bus. Cats okay.

(310)390-3076.

PALMS, $1,050, 2.be<V2-bath, new security

building, dishwasher, stove, frkige, A^.
(818)887-0944.

PALMS, 1-fl, lower, stove, refrig., parking,

laundry. $575fyno. D 10)45 1-4771.

PALA4S - 1&2 BED. $59S^p. Near bus to

LXIA. (213)836-1529, 837-3900, 652-5590,
4-7pm only.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM $685/MO,
2-BEDRC)OM^-BATH $850^^40. Fireplace,

private patios, dishwasher, refrigerator,

stove,security buikling,parking, pool, and
laundry. (310) 473-7860.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment.

Vahed ceilings, electronic access to buikiing

and subterranean parking. $990 up. 1 mo. free

w/year lease (213)842-9303.

PALMS, 2-»-2, upper, jtove, refrig., parking for

2, $785Ano. (310)451-4771. ^

PALMS, $665-$845, 1&2 bedrooms. Extra

large. New carpet. Near UCLA. 1 month free.

(818)377-2668.

PALMS. $765. LarfB 2-bedroom, upper, new
carpet/paint, buiJt-ins, refrigerator, patfo,

2-cy parking. 476-6532

PALMS, $995Ano. beautihjl 3-bed/2-balh, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antolne
(213)828-0740.
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Westwood Village
2bcl/2bth

SHORT TERM AVAILABLE

cnormoLis Aprs w/
separnre DR fDalconies,

FP Built ins Gated
parking Pool

LoiA/est rates in the Village

601 Levering Avenue
(213)208-3647

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel •Westwood Village

Cable TV«Microwave •Refrigerator

$19S-$235/wk«w/KITCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

Walk to UCLA
Private Room, Private Bath,

shared kitchen $500.

2 Bedroom/ 2 Bath $1000

633 Gayley 208-5920

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, v^et bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,
saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking in

secure garage, will allovy/

4 students per
apartment. -

From $12QQ - S 1 3QQ

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
IBDRM

Starting at $550
move-In allowance

(213) 20r-te90 (818) 709-4284

WALK TO UCLA. WSTWD

11 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

BRENTWOOD. 2.Bcdroom, $89 J. 1-

bedroom, $75O-$800. Near Wilshlre A UCLA.
Lcaic to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

HOLLYWOOD HILLS - Super studio $677,
opulent one bdrm $777, terifflc l«vo bdrm
$1057. Great choicei, fabulous city views,
pool fitness gym, gated paHting, EZ travel to

campus. 7400 Hollyvvood Blvd near Fairfax.

851-8620.

LUXURY NEW BUILDINC. l-bed/ 2-bath,
security, penthouse, high ceilings, wet bv,
fireplace, refrigerator, microwave, dis-
hwasher, W/D in unit, Jacuzzi, 2-caf pwfcing,
no pets. $1295. 1815 Purdue Ave. WLA.
1 -month free rent with 1-year lease.
(3U))479.5279 manager/ (310)931-1160
olBce.

OHO-SAWTELLE. $650. month to month
1-Bedrm, stove,& fridge, carpets, l!l miles
from UCLA. Call (310>477-5758.

PALMS, $61 0, 1 -Bedroom, upper, new carpet,

appliances, pool, laundry, parking. 3455 Jas-

mine, no pets. (213)454-4754.

SPACIOUS SINGLE wAjII kitchen. Walk to
UCLA; only $6O0ifmo plus FREE PARKING
SPACE. (310)208-5588.

WEST L.A. $725Atk>. Lvgel -bedroom, car-

pets, drapes, refrige, bakony, export, leaw,
no pet^vaterbeds. 010)551-5791.

WESTWOOD 2BD/2BATH. Refrigerator.
VA mitoUCLA.CkMetobusstop.CkMetobus
stop. $995. 475-6165.

WLA $1 lOG^SO. Large 2-becV2-b«th, in small
quiet buiMing. Gf«cnfiek^Ohk>. Air Condi-
tioning, launjry. (310)438-9635, 433-9805

WLA. $725. 1426 Byrin^on Ave. Large
modem 1-l|ed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C
(310)837-0761.

51 Apartmente to Shore 52

FEMALE ROOMMATE to shjve 2-bedroom/
2-bathroom apartment in Westwood with

professional career person. $600/mo.
474-8488.

FEMALE ROOMMATl needed to share spa-

cious 1 -bedroom with two other females. Niear

campus, $283.33^fw. (310)446-1857.

FEMALE TO RENT own room in 3-bedroom
apartment w/2 professionals. Great locatiorv

Brent¥M)od. $435Ano., $535 security. Avail-

able Feb. 1 010)820-7515

FEMALE TO SHARE 2-be(V2-bath apartment
with ekierly female lady, Brentwood. $500.
(310)826-7352.

LOWER YOUR RENT FOR 2 MONTHS. Ml
take the couch. $225 month limit. Sky (818)

761-4501

LUXURY WESTWCXX) APARTMENT. Own
bedroom in 2-bed apt. Norvsmoker. Private

bath ar>d garage. Jacuzzi, sauru, nautilus.

$740 value far $64C^tk>I (310)575^501.

MALE/FEMALE Share 2-bedroom, 1-bath,

West LA, Large deck, %irood fkxn, $425Ano. -i-

utilities. Mike (310)473-5419

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

NoirrHRiixiiE k^i up. sob Unk

1/2 hour driv« to IK^XT
Fr«» Broohurai Nor1hrldg#

Campus Hmtdmncm, 9500 Zsliali,

NorthrMo^ CA 91325
fete)aas-i7i7

WLA. Clean, quiet. 1 -beiVl -bath, stove, re-

frigerator carpet, drapes. Near UCLA and
bjglinet. Lease $650. (310)476-7116.

Apoftments to Shore 52

$31VMO. SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM
APT. w/ male norvsmoker fr 2 cats. Security

bk%. <r parking, quiet neighborhood, xlnt. bus
eenweeUoiM, 1% mHes to UCLA. 575-1!

PALMS, BEAUTIFUL 1 -bedroom, $800 2-»-2,

$975 up unfurnished, cathedral, high ceilings,

skylights, fireplace, patkis, security buiW.,

near all, easy move-in. Frier>dly manager.
(310)815-8908.

PALMS VICINmr, 2+2, $950, spacious, cheer-

ful, upper, skylights, buih-in electric range,

oven, dishwasher, fridge. Canfield, north of

National. Ask for Steve Sakurda.
(310)839-1026.

PICCVROBERTSON. Lvge 3-bed/2-bath. Up-
per w^io. New carpet, paint, and drapes.

$1,150. (310)204-1339.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED. ACROSS FROM
UCLA. DISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR.
NEW CARPET/BLINDS. FIREPLACE. EXTRA
LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
-UNDERGROUND QATED PARKING. LAUN-
DRY FACILITIES. LAST AVAILABLE APT. PR-
ICED TO RENT QUICKLY. CALL SOON
208-8685.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT AVAILABLE for

facuity^Ufr,1 and 2 bdrm, unfurnished, adj-

cent to UCLA. Call 206-1 947/206-3085, Mon-
Fri, 8AM-5PM.

»

VENICE, 1 +1 , lower, stove, refrig., laurvfry, no
parking, four blocks to beach, %575/rno.

(310)451-4771. • • .

WA&K TO IXXA/WSTWD
SPACIOUS
2 master suites

2 bath * balcony

Students/Roommates Welcome

$1100 negotiable w/ lease

• refrig •dishwasher*A/C«
•controlled entry*

•parking•elevator•

519 Glenrock 215-208-4835

$340^40. 1-MI. UCLA. Spackxjs Brentwood
34>e(V2-bath apartnwnL Patio. Fenf>ale. Share
master w^ath. Walk-in closets. (310)
820-5039.

$385, OWN ROOM in 2-bedrrom apartment.
10-mlrHJtes from UCLA. MAF. Norvsmoker
only. (310)479-2296.

BRIGHT RdOfvVf*RiVATE BATH In splcndM
SanU Monica apt. 19th near Montana.
$62SAtx>. 453-0735.

^

Cute house, Westchester. Female needed,
own room, share bath. Storage, laundry, $450.
Margaret (213)410-0122

MALE STUDENT to share apwtment, by Vet-
eran and Ohio. 1.2 miles from UCLA.
287.50^no. 473-3523.

MALE STUDENT TO SHARE APARTMENT, by
Veteran and Ohto, 1.2 miles from UCLA.
S2B7.50/mo. 473-3523.

NEED ONE MORE MALE ROOMMATE to
share bedroom in 2-be«V2-bath Bd Air condo.
$425Ano. (310)824-9611.

OWN ROOM, & BATH in quiet, spacious, &
secure apt. w/ view. $47C^no. + 'A utilities.

(213)936-5686

OWN ROOM IN 3-BEDROOM^ BATH APT.
Brand-new plush gigantk condo. Own fire-

place, fall security, $600. (818)330-7071.

PALMS. FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Pri-

vate room with bakony. $45C^nonth, all

utilites included. Call Qnger 838-9691.

PARKAS BREATOWER 2bed/2bMh. USO^mo
(Jtitittes included. Kitchen privileges, maxi-
mum security, girn>llgnt trat^ptwtatltw% f^p^ Xatt alter 5pm7Tn3)934-5537.

ROOM W/ PRIVATE BATH, KITCHEN IN
LUXURY APT. Near LA County Art Museum.
$500. (213)933-1161.

WEST LA SANTA MONCA ADJACENT.
2-bedin-bath. ki excellent focation. $45G^no.

utilities. Eric (310)820-8306.

WESTWOOD VMIACE: Own room (farrv

tshed) & bath in vMmderfal, spackMJS 2-be«V
2-bath. Norvsmoker. Private patfa, fireplace,

cat. $575. 208-3335.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. Own Bed/Bath in

2bed/2bath apt from $55(VhrK>. Parking, pool,
spa, rec. room, VC. (213)208-1976.

WEST LA. 1-bedrm $637. Gated, quiet, free

utilities. $700 moves U In. 3611 Motor Ave
near Venice Blvd. (310)828-2448 x344.

WEST L\ 2bednbath, 1409 Colby Ave,

$70(ynfX)nth, stove, fridge, (213) 258-1354.

WEST LA. Studio $697 »id l-bdrni $867.

Luxury, gated living. City views, rooftop pool

and spa. Quiet and friendly. VISA^^. Sedana
Vill^e. (310)280-0692.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 150/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839.6294.

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM UCLA. Beautl-

fal & new 2-be(V2-bath apt. designed for

ROOMMATES! 475 Gayley. Call

(310)824-3Z15. FREE ROOMMATE
SERVICE!H

WESTWOOD VIUAGE, top facation, 1 -bed-

room junior. $72S^o. Utilities & parking

included (310)475-7533.

WESTWOOD. LARGE 1 -bed, $790^mo. Walk
to UCLVvillage, pool, security, view. 10966
Roebling* Ave. (31 0)208-4253^
(310)824-2595.

WESTWOOD AREA, Single.lower. hot plate.

no parking, laundry, SSOCVhio. 451-4771.

WILSHIRE/ROBERTSON, Single, $475At>o.

New carpet, new small kitchen vnd bathroom,

2 big closets. (310)659-4806.

WLA 2BED. $925Atk>, $975Ano, $115(VWk>.
' «MC, DIkh %vaaher, fire placf, iecuritfblriMlr%.

(213)204-3970.

WLA. 2-BEDROOM APT. Spacious, Close to

UCLA. SBSC^no. deposit. Call )en 479-8508

WLA, $390-$950, singles, 2-bedroorm. LigK
spackMM. Apartments to share also available.

(310)276-1671,(310)826-2818

^A, $450 SINGU DUPLEX. Cfase to UOA
ft transportaftfan. Must see. Call 458-9859.

WLA, $575 & $595 singles, unique stylish

charming. $615 1 bedroom cottage, prh^ate

secure authentfc. (310)477-2777.

WLA. $625. Unfurnished single, refriger^or,

stove. Water, laundry, parkir^ A^, first

•Mecurity. QuieL (310)473-5056.

WLA. $900. 2B<V2Bath. Built-ins. Air, stove &
refrig. Gated parking. Near Pico & Sepulveda.
829-2244095-1103.

^fAA AREA. $58S^w. Attracthw furnished

single, kleal far students to share. Close to
UCLA. 11290 Ohto Ave. (310)477^4832.

WLA. LARGE 2-bed/1 -bath. 2 miles. Ckise to
bus stop. 1725 Federal #2. $85GAno.
325-5304

Aportments Furnished 50

650 LANDFAIR- SINGLE, kitchen supplies,

dean, brigK utilities pakJ. $800, Feb. free.

Available now 208-1542.

LARC^E FURNISHED/ UNFURNISHED, sir^
w/ bakony, stove, refrigerator, fiill bathroom,
quiet 1 (Ujnit bulMir^ parkir^ laundry, 3500
Kehon, $485 (310)4706855.

SANTA MONICA near beach $62Vmo.
Furnished, sunny 1 -bedroom apt. r>ear

tf»isportatkin. (310)394-4105.

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, tetra

large single, 1 or 2 people okay. 667-669
Levering Ave. (310)208-3215

WESTWOOD. Extra-large one-bedroom,
$700up. Parking. Available now. 11089
Strathmore. Near UCLA, village.
(310)454-8211.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

MAR VISTA $102$. 2BECV2BA. New security

buiMing. LaurWky hook-ups, fireplace, wet
b^ skylight.,4W^asber, stove, tile. I^ar bus.

VVW^.^;»WI> W#yinlM>2afl4

1-BECyi BATH. UPPER. 10745 La Grange.
Refrigerator. $795. Cfase to UCLA. 47S^165.

$740. 2-BED/ 1-BATH. Upper. Stove, refriger-

ator, near Pko— La Ciencga.,By appointment
(3101279-2002.

B.H. UNFURNISHED. SINGLE GUEST-
HOUSE. Kitchenette bath, laundry facllltkM.

One person. Available Feb. 1. $67S.

(310) 274-3935.

j^

Nil
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W HOLLYWOOD FURNISHED 2 be<V2 bath,

pod, jaoirzl, gym, gated-parking, security,

Dakony, no pets. Available immediately
(213)969-9373.

VAAr OWN ROOM, Spacious. Clow to

UCLA, $425AtK>. + depwit. Call Jen 47»<506

WL\ OWN ROOM in lar^e 2-be6/ 1-bath.

Share with recent PhD and cat. $44SAno
$445 depotJL Leslie (310)207-5740.

YOUR OWN ROOM. WLA: 1545 Granville.

Quiet, close bus stop. $425 monthly.
447-1257.

Roommates 53

ASAP1 Male student needed to replace resident

of Mira Hershey Hail (Graduate Residence

Hall, On Campus). Ask for lakovos. 824-7549.

ASAP: Roommate needed to share 1 -b(i/^ -bath

Westwood apartment with two others.

S20(ymonth. Call Kris. 824-4591

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury

apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,
fireplace, study-lounge arxJ much, much
more. Own roon^Mth, free HBO/Showttnf>e.

$525. (310)837-9509.

CENTURY CITY, $310/MONTH, Female to

share large bedroom. Spacious, bright apart-

ment. Available 2^0 (310)474-6182.

PROFESSIONAL FEMALE/LAST YEAR GRAD
Student seeks female roommate. Brentwood. 2

bed/ 2 bath. Parking. S500-»-deposit.

(310)207-5398

FEMALE NEEDEO- 2-bed/ 2-bath, Westwood
Chateau, fully furnished, parking, pool/ ja-

cuzzi, S390 -Kitilitics, Tracy 824-2094.

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share room
in 2bcV2bath. Walking distarxx to campus.

$412.5(ymo 206-0784.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Non-
smoker. Own room. Parking available. For

more info call (310)826-7225.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Master bed-

room to share. Gorgeous 2-bed/2-bath.

$312.50 •»- deposit. Walk to UCLA. Bellinda

(31Q)20CU«WO :

$425, WOMAN, NON-SMOKER. Private furn-

ished room, share kitchen and bath In home in

quiet Mar Vista residential area. No pets. Near
bus. Call Marsha, Sun-thurs, 4pm-9pm.
(310)390-9007.

ACROSS SUNSET from UCLA, room 4bath,

walk-in closet, private entrance, garage.

$55C0WD. (310)472-7943, leave mess^e.

BEAUrrUL OWN ROOM, safe neighbor-

hood, W 3 others, 15-minutes LKIA. Spa-

cious, backyard. $525^no. (213)441-5021.

BEAUTIFUL OWN ROOM, safe neighbor-

hood, w/3 others, 1 5 minutes UCLA, SpackxM
backyard. $525^no. (213)441-5021.

BEDROOM, BATH DEN in pdvate home,
near Sawtelle/National. $495/mo. (310)

39(M)707.

BEL-AIR. Large room w/own bath. Laundry,

tennis, pool. Free LXTLA shuttle. $50(^no.
(310)470-0136.

WLA, near school. 1 -bedroom in 2-bedroom
houK. Share bath. Great yard, gvage, etc.

$650 deposit, 820-5787.

House for Sale 58

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA, 3be(V2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (816)783-6875.

Real Estate 61

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across from UCLA
720HilgardAve

Crown House

2 person room $525/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

IF YOU ARE PAYING OVER 10% Fixed or 8%
adjustable on your home loan. Now is the time

to Refinance. Call Agent/ Bob H.
213-477-6488

WEST LA. 750 S.F. $1 1 25 and 185 S.F. $285,
neg. Retail use too. Garage avail. 361 1 Motor
near Venice Blvd. Call Veronica
(310)828-2448 x344.

Roonn/Board for Help 62

CHEVIOT HILLS GLJESTHOUSE FOR HaP
with 5 and 7 year old girls. Must drive and
swim. (310)202-0399.

LIVE- IN WANTID. Santa Monica, male or

female. Homework and childcare for 9-yr-old

twins. 3-7pm, M-F. Margaret (310)458-1951.

PLEASANT HOME, AIRY, deck, trees, great

neighborhood. Near UQ.A. PHvate room,

parking. Resporwible drivers, house care,

cooking. Professional father, delightful

daughter 13 yn. (310)8^8-6t33

Coed Rates for

Motorcycles
with California-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051, or

(310)475-8355

Movers/Storage 94

Roorh fbr Help 63

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

prhrileges, need car. $450, utilities included.

Leave mes»a«e. Abby (818)783-5151.

ENCINO. LARGE ROOM+PRIVATE BATH.
Pool, spa, parkir^ Nev 405-1-101 Fwy. $395.
Marta. (818)784-5315.

FURNISHED ROOM, prh^ate house Pico &
Vteter^ (213)4700597. Marilyn.

FREE ROOM & BATH IN EXCHANGE for help

with senior citizen. Possible dollars. 3-miles

from UCLA. Mr.Wood, days 285-4847, eves.

278-3935.

MATURE STUDENT, No smoke^rink, large,

room, view, patk>, private enterarwx. Avail-

able now. lyr. committment. Good refer-

ences, $300 -f 6hr. work week. Call 7-8am.

(310)271-9849.

BEST MOVERS. Call (21 3)263-BEST. 24 ft.

truck fully equipped for hon>e or businew.

Excellent references. Cal T 186344.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.
"

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.

ShortA.ong distance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,
economics, engineering, ESL, engllsh/

composition, finance, foreign languages,

humanities, mathematics, physics, political

science, statisUcs. STUDENT SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutoring Service.
010)204-4656.

'AUMAR BEALT FRENCH tutoring by phone
or one on tone. (81 8)904-7891 . En Francais

S.V.PI. Mercll

ENGLISH TUTOR: HIGH SCHOOL TIACHER
offers ejccdfent tutoring. Tom (213)656-8750

Available day or niit*-

ENGLISH TUTORING by English grad. Rea-

sonable rates, ESL welcome. Call Mike
(310)477-4735.

ENGLISH TUTOR, experienced (US Pteaoe

Corps), mature. Vocabulary buikling, promjrv

elation, reading comprehension, writing.

$2C»W. (213)393-0510.

MATH TUTOR. UCLA Math ^ad. availabfe:

Calculus, High school, SUtistics, stats, proba-

bility, etc. Gerry (310)274-4846

TUTUORING: ENGLISH, WRITING, GMAT,
LSAT, GRE, WordPerfect, etc. Yale grad,

4vearB experfence. Mark, 852-1296.

Tutoring Needed 99

MATH TUTOR for )rA^g School Student.

Korean language preferred. Fee-negotiable.

829-6078.

Typing 100

Services Offered 96

Condos for Sale 67

FEMALE to share 2-bed/ 2-baih apartment w/3
girls. *A-block campus. $395/mo.
Dl 0)824-0476.

''

FOURTH ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE
2-BD. APT. w/ 3 girls. 'A block from campus.

$36(Vmth. (310)824-0796.

FULLY FURNISHED APT. Master bedroom: to

share $300, alone $6O0. Walking distance

UCLA. Jennifer 477-7622.

GORGEOUS HILCARD CONDO. Share huge
master bedroom, $AO0/mo. FemaleAwn-
smoker. Lisa/April 624-3775.

HOLLYWOOD. VERY NICE HOME. IS^.

Must like pets. 525 + utilities. May trade dog
care for portion of rent. (213)874-9102.

MATURE PERSON SHARE RCX)M. WLA 2

bedroom duplex. Furnished. Parking. 3 miles

campus. John, Keith, Alex:(3 10)207-8454.

OWN ROOM IN LARGE 2-bed/2-bath, Palms.

$44S/mo. + 'A -utilities. Non-smoker, no
drugs. (310)836-2210, Leave message.

OWN ROOM, share bath, near BvringtorV

Wilshire, femafe non-smoker. $40G/mo.
(310)473-1905.

PALMS, OWN ROOM in large, 3 bedroom,
VA bathroom apartment. $193.33 deposit,

$341.6^mo. (310)397-1772.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Brand new town-
house 2bd/1bth $4954utilities. WLA, Venice
Blvd. Contact Christy (21 3)879- 191 9(D)

CLOSE TO UCLA: ROOMMATE NEEDED.
Own room or
share $700-$3S0/mo. -f security.
(213)824-3353. —^ v

'
' '

HOUSING AVAUKBLE W VLhAN FRAIkR- BeiVl 1/2 BA1
1/2 BLOCK FROM UCLA. LUXURIOUS 2

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE furnished

1 -bedroom apartment with ont person. Next
to campus. $365Ano. Keith. 208-5894

SANTA MONK>, North of Wilshire,very nice

3b<V3ba,to share w/quiet person . Must get own
phone. 213-395-4699.

SANTA MONKIAr- Female. 5-blocks from

beach. Own bedroom. Furnished. Laundry,

parking. Nonsmoker. $31Q^fTK>. 395-3451
(message).

SHARE HUGE, studio apartment-size room.
New unit, spectacular view, marble finishes.

$375.(818)330-7071.

SM: 2-bed/ 1-bath. Own room. Cabfe tv.

Non-smoker, clean, laurxiry. Ask for Daniel

(310)392-9483(h), 659-8540(w).

THREE GIRLS LOOKING FOR FEMALE
ROOMMATE. Spacious, clean, furnished

apartnrtent. $39SAno. Walk to UCLA. Sadie

D10)206-001 7.

TWO MILES FROM UCLA. 286.5(ymo. Two
bedroom, two bath. Luxury apartment, ur>der-

grourxl parking, r>ewcomplex. Available now.
Call Jeff (310207-8583.

WALK UCLA- enormous 2 bd/2 bath. Femafe
to share beautiful condo w/ 3 others. $395
each. (310)961-6695.

WESTWOOD, $272/mo. Femafe to share

clean very spacious, sunny apartnwnt.

1-bedroonV 1-bMh, W 2 other females. Ois
(310)478-2046.

WESTWOOCVUCLA. SHARE large 2 bed/2
bath. $35G|^no. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.
(213)20»1976.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR, professional athfetic

mafe seeks responsible comideraie mal^
fenufe. No srrwkir^ drug^. Large, sunny,

2-bdrm, 2-bath. .AmenHfes. 3-bfocks Wcst-
wood. $550 *A utilitfes. (310)568-1266.

WLA. Luxurious 2-be<V2-bath townhouse.
Fireplace, sun deck, cathedral ccilir^. Ail

ameniUes. $625 •*- uUlitfes. (213)470-1017.

NITY HOUSE. ALBERT 208-0984.

MAR VISTA. In house-Large room-t^xiwder

room. Share bath&kitchen. Nonsmoker. $500.
398-1055.

MIN^MANSON, QUIET, mature male, $475.
Utilities^aurKirys^elephone irxrluded. Great

deal. No last. 285-8688. WLA. _^
NEXT TO UCLA. Room with private bath,

limited kitchen, $470. (310)472-1592.

OWN ROOM, SHARE BATH in three bedroom
apt. in Palms. $350/month incl.
utilities.(31 0)204-6659.

PACFK: palisades room in 3-bedroom
house. Share TA bath. $485 plus utilities.

(310)454-9480, (310)454-4372.

PRIVATE ROOM with bathroom. Walking
distance to Marina Del Ray. $36C^tk>. Sikana
(310)839-2038.

ROOMS FOR RENT, $40(Vmonth, 20-minutes

frtim campus. Call Uyne (310) 274-3385.

WESTWOOD (UCCA)-LARGE FURNISHED,
Worxferful parking, private entrarwre, kitchen

privileges, mafe, $475 iruiluding utilities.

(310)473-5769 .

WESTEND HOTEL. Cabfe TV, phones, clean,

quiet* refrtg., laundry, maid service, security

bidg. $12(Wvk and up. 1538 Sawtelfe BK^d.

(213)444-8990.

WESTWOOD. OWN ROOM in large, bright

2bed/1bath N/S. $505 or neg. Oad student

looking for a roonwnate. 247-8922.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARC;E Quiet luxury

-fDonr^Mth, hi^ ceiling, kitchen privelges .

Non-smoker. $550 010)444-5528.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
chyml Cable TV, fully furnished. $199Aii^.

and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241

.

WLA, CkMe to UCLA. Large 1 bedroom,
kitchen, bathroom, very private, S350fmo. Lis

(310)473-7639.

WLA HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced male
student. Microwave, refrigerator, weekly
cl.<^aning. Near trarvportation. References.

010)270-4387.

WLA^ALMS Lyge room & bath, $450. Furn or

Unfum. Clean, quiet, pool, near park, norv
smoker. 397-2640

race; laundry in unit. Asking $345,000. Call

broker. (213)824-0453.

LOVaY HIOIRISE CONDO 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa,

security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)824-0453.

PENTHOUSE 1 -BEDROOM/1 BATH, 1 -block

from UCLA, village view, doorman building

with pool. $289,000. Call Broker
(213)824-0453.

CULVER CITY CONDO. Why waste money on
rent? $149,500. 2-bed/1-'A bath. Broker Ray
Williams. (310)559-4315 or beeper
(213)966-7433.

CXEAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-

urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,

276-6331

.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. WALK TO
UCLA. STUDIO $95K. 1BR/1BA $180K,
2BR/1BA $235. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1781.

PARK CITY, UTAH CONDO. Compfetely
furnished, built-lns, 1-bedroom/
2-loft/2-bathroonr«. Sleeps 8. Amenities irv

elude hot tub, sauna, pool, tennis courts. $87K
negotiable. (3 10)4 78^^71 04 leave message.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR high rise, 2-bedroom,
2-bath, walk to village, doorman, pool, $233
agent Kaz D10) 822-6488.

BEAR'S EDITING
AD subfccts. Theses/DIascrtations

Ptopoaals and Books.
FOfd^ students welcome.
MPOB NOTKM SAIiE

ShTon BcT, PhJ)
TW0H7a<ttr

A.1 AARDVARK PROFESSKDNAL WORD
PROCESSING. 20 years exp., I«er, spell-

check. (818)752-1980 7 days, 8am-10pm.
RUSHES OKAY.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. .8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ACCURATE, VERY ECONOMK^L, word pro-

cessing. WP51, Laserjet 3. Fonts, graphics,

equations, tables, O.K. Free pick-up/drop off.

(81 8)9W 3100

TV/VCR REPAIR
In Your Home (Day or Ntght)

Ccrtned Tedmldan • UCLA Student • (^uUly
njCLA Discounts

'Free Esdmates By Phone

MAMAUnn ELECntKyNK
CALLl (3I0)394^^399

Condos fbr Rent 69

$1 400, 2-bedroom, 1 V4-bath, 1 250 S. Be-

verly Glen, walk to Wilshire, split bedroom
plan, agent Nancy, (310) 822-6488.

CENTURY CITY, 2-b^ 1 3/4 bath condo. On
top floor. $2800/mo. No pets. Refrig, W/D
inlcuded. Additional storage space. Pool, ten-

nis court, spa, rec room, security complex.
471-1234

WESTWOOD 2bed/1'Abath condo.
$1 1 5(Vmo. No pets, new carpets, fireplace and
balcony. (310)471-1234.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate

school personal statements, other vital written

material? Professional help from nationally-

known author/ronsultant. (213)826-4445.

GET MORE FROM YOUR MAO Personal

corvulting and tutoring system & software

configuration, upgrades, faxinc, communkat-
ingwith UCLA and more. kkk> (31 0)305-7578.

INSTALLING ANOTHER PHONE LINE? I'll

charge you halfofGTE^ac Bell for installatton.

(310)305-7578.

ITALIAN LESSONS— nath/e speaker fbr all skill

levels. $15^r. (213)268-0223.

PROFESSONAL VyRITING, editing statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Urxler-

graduate. Masters, Doctorate. Any sufaject/

requirement. (213)671-1333.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertatiorw. Lor^ UCLA and
profetfional experience. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)8200150

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPttL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICA-
TKDNS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesi^doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

Modern Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up^lhwry. 24hrs

service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)44^-8899.

PERFECT SPELLING for papers/theses etc. Mac
w/p, free campus pickup/delivery. Michael

(310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup-Delivery Available.

For Rent 101

Rofigerator Rentals
lor dorms If jlcrnilics.

sororities jnd co-ops

For FREE DELIVERY call

POLAR LEASING
533-1500 anytime

Serving UCLA <;mce 1974

Travel 105

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING--FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

House (or Rent 56 Ctiild Core 90

BEVERLY HN.LS ADJACENT. 2 BEDROOM,
private backyard. 1 min. to UCLA. Stora^
space. SISSqOBO. (714)773-3023.

BRENTWOOD FAMILY HOME. 3bed/3bath

light, brigK private. Move-in $2,400^mo.
826-7444.

SANTA MONICA PRIME AREA 3bed/bath

house. Large kitchen, backyard, $1 8(XVHr>onth.

Call 453-5067ADomingi. 394-7667/evenin^.

SPACIOUS 2-»^2 AND DEN, formal dining,

built-ins, fenced yard, nice neighborhood in

Enci^no. $1,05G^mo. 2 min. Walk to UCLA.
Commuter bus. (818) 705-8318.

WESTWOOD. 2 people to share large room in

house. Walk to UCLA $375/mo.
(310M76-5715.

Licensed child care, Endno Hills home, flexi-

ble hours, great care, near 405 Freeway and
Mulholland. (818) 905-0508.

Licensed childcare in my home. Newborn on
up. Hot meals, loving atmosphere.
(818)998-4407.

NANI^ NEEDED P/T for 3 great kids. Call

rarv-»|1-5171

STARWYOUR CHILD'S NEW YEAR IN A
PROCjXTTIVE & FUN ENVIRONMENT. Run
by pre-school teacher, state- licensed daycare

home in WLA. Ages 18 mo • 4 yrs. Call

Stephanie. (310)473-2771

Laser Color Copies
8i/rxii'
irxir

Bubble Jet
24-X36"
24"x18"

T-SHIRT PRINTING
COMPLETE PRINTING

SERVICE
Binding- Velo & Spiral

Stationery - Fax - Passpdrt Photo

1648WMtwood
U.CA 90024
(310)47(M778

FAX» (310)475-8811

11755Wlahir*
LA.CA9002S
(310)478-1131

FAX» (310)473-8192

InsurofKe
*••»•»* ^]m

House to Share 57

PLEASANT, AIRY, DECK, TREES, great neigh

borhood, near IXLA. Private room, parking.

Share with professional father, delightful

daughter 1 3 yrt. Prefer female (31 0)828-61 33.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTVPROFESSORS. Computer-assisted
and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

STUDY the Bible ¥^th honesty and common
sense. Everyone who does that reaches the

SAME conclusions INDEPENDENUY on AU
major doctrines. (Mature faith rests on much
sdM evidence that ACTUALLY AMOUNTS
TO PROOF.) '...Christianity is an educa-

tion. ..'-The late Prof. C.S. Lewis of Oxford.

No Pressure or obligatkm. Contributions NOT
requested. Choose your comfort level: oorre»-

porxience, phone, groups. Eventual goal: like

souls walking ¥vith the or>e, personal Cod,
form a conB-egatk)n. (31(9559-6267. (Current

Sun. Worship: Anaheim: (714)534-2199).

STA TRAVEL

NEW YORK $298

BOSTON/WASH $318

LONDON $439

HAWAII $249

TOKYO
COSTA RICA $460

FRANKFURT $520

ATHENS $740

SYDNEY $998

FLIGHTS WORLDWIDE
• LOW COST ONE-WAY FARES AVAILABLE

REFUNDABLE. CHANGEABLE. FLE)aBLE

EURAIUH06TEL PASSES. ID CARDS
SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY

CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE

LOCAL DEPARTURES

r FARES SUBJECT TO CHA6E WITHOUT
NOTICE

h ADVICE FROM THE EXPERTS

310-824-1574
914 WESTWOOD BLVD.
LOS ANGELES
CA 90024 Siyj
120 OFFICES

—**/l
WORLDWIDE STA TRAVEL

'F
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From page 52

things (at UCLA).-
Baker will be working mainly

with the national goalies, which
include Craig Wilson and former
Bruin Chris Ehiplanty. Baker will

also woik with Hackett.
Baker, at 30, wUl be one of the

younger coaches working with the
team. Most of the water polo
players on the national team are
veterans, including Wilson and
Terry Schroeder.

"It's been a hell of a year.** said
first-year coach Baker. "And that*s

the understatement of the year.**

After recharging the new and
independenUy funded UCLA
water polo program last summer.
Baker managed to take his team to

the NCAA championship match,
which they lost 6-5 to Cal.

The honors came as a great
surprise to Baker, who attributed

last year*s success to his talented

players.

*The Coach of the Year honor is

really a credit to the team. You
have to have good players to be
named coach of the year,** Baker
said.

Baker surely had a talented team— over halfof his players received
national honors.

As captain of the squad. Bruin
goalie Hackett made over 220
saves in his last season at UCLA
and directed the defense to some
crucial wins that eventually led to

tlw match Jip ngninyir Otitfaraia in

this year*s NCAA Championship.

The German-bom Will led the

Bruins in scoring, amassing 54
goals going into theNCAA tourna-

ment last November. Also, senior

driver Will made 27 steals and had
31 assists.

-

(}o4H4Mtefi Sale

CP286-12MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono... $550

CP386SX-25MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) $975

CP386DX-25MHZ (80MB Hard Drive) $1170

CP386-33MHZ W/64K Cache (80 MB Hard Drive) ..$1285

CP486-20MHZ (120MB Hard Drive) $1450

CP486-33MHZ W/256K Cache (120MB Hard Drive).$1790

AH Systems Indude: .

•1 MB RAM Memory

•5.25" or 3.5" Floppy Drive

•HYUNDA1 14" Super VGA(.28) Colof Monitof

•Super VGA(1024768) W/1 MB^2S6 Colore

•101 Enhanced Keytx)ard

•AT I/O Card (2 Serial. 1 Parallel & 1 Game)

•2FD/2HD IDE Controller

•100% IBM Compatible Systems

•One Yaar Parts and Labor WarrantyFREE SUPER MOUSE II

I with purchase of system

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE, LOWEST PRICE
Please Call SCOTT for best deal at

•*.

Typing 100 Travel 105 Travel

WORDPRCXISSINC specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. SanU Monica (31 0)828-6939, Holly^

>Mood (213)466-2888.

105 Autos

Music Lessoru 102

GUITAR LESSONS. All levels, different styles.

SIS/hr. Call Michael Walsh (31 0)31 4-7700.

GUITAR lesMns by a profiessional teacher.
Near uaA. All bveis. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

London

STUDY ABROAD
Spring Quarter, study In

Spsun or Prance. Bam credit

and learn the language. Call

(818)792-5732

VOLKSWAGON FOX GL '88. 4.dr., 4 speed,
AW^M cassette. Charcoal gray. AAT. Excellent

condition. $4395. (310)545-0399.

VW CABRIOLET 1987. 5 speed, low miles.

White on white. MT, alarm, cruise control.

Excellent condition. $9000. (310)479-3231.

109 Stooters for Sale 115

VW SUPER BEETLE, 1973, $1700. White,
custom rim, new tires, rebuilt engine. Great
condition. (310)558-8288.

Travel Tickets

-\ SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
TIngleJeaching AssocyNate Lam, 25 yn.
experience. All levelsMyles. SanU Monica.
(310)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All level«^ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Hea^^ OCtA^. MtCH\fL BONPON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experierKed CAREER
COUNSaOR. Also college admission esuys.
Lee. (310)478-1090

WINNING RESUMES; 1 -hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Ncwyork
MiMii
NmrOrlcam
Paris

Tokyo
*Fanes are each vi«y from Los Angeles based on a
roundtr<p purchase. Itestrictioniappiy. Fares sutyect
to change without notice and tastes not included.

ROUNDTRIP TICKET anywhere Southwest
f^ics. Use by May 23, 1992. $25(Vbbo Call

Rachel 824-4591

i2^ Bicycles Ibr Sale 113

Autos for Sale 109

Gound Ihaud
1093BraKtonAve#«0
LosAn9clcs»CA9(X)24

310-208-3551
Travel 105

Discount Tickets on
a Major American

Airiine!

Lx)ndop--Nonstop

Paris

Frankfurt -t:

$432.00

$609.00

$62aoo
'»j»A'

'83 VW RABBIT VERY CLEAN, Runs Great!
Automatic, NC. AM^HCass., $3200^X1
(213)292-2045 Milce/Angie. _^
'85 NISSAN SENTRA. Very good condi-
tion.4 door, automatic shift, power steer-

ing,AMA^M radio. Moving. $2950 o.b.o. Call
Tony AKVPM (21 3)825-1 87(y(81 8)781 -4229.

DATSUN 2801, '76. Great condition, A^,
new tires, clutch. $2,80(Vobo. (213)652-8683
(HelmuO. __^^
DATSUN F1 0. 1 976. Fastback, 68,000 original

miles. Runs great. $1 1 OCVobo. (310)839-6966.

OOOCE CARAVAN 86. 8 passenger. Great
condition. Price is negotiable. Call David
Mon-Sat. 8-5, (310)202-8624.

FORD FESTIVA LT, '89. NC, AM/EM, mint,
13K. $3650. (310)457-3997. '

FORD MUSTANG HATCHBACK V6 AT, '83.

A/C, AM/FM cassette. 64,000 miles.
$3,20Q/obo. (310)478-6822, after 6pm.

HONDA CIVIC HATCHBACK SI '86. White,
moonroof. Mint condition. 73k. Original
owner. $430(yobo. (213)653-2810.

HYUNDAI EXCEL, '88, $6500. like new,
sunroof, a/c, 5-doors, stereo. 1 -owner.
(310)206-5884.

MAZDA RX7, '82. Air, power, AM/FM sterM
cassette. 5-spe«d, sunroof, clean, nrHMt sell,

runs good. Aaking $2300. Leave message or
call after 7pm. (818)764-6582.

NISSAN STANZA '85, 88km, AM/FM/caaa.
AC^»W, new tires, automatic, runs greati

$3250/obo. (310)825. 2451(D)
_

pi 0)398-7944(N) Ken.

UNIVEGA Ladies 21 speed cross bike. 1 yr.

old, whiteA>lack marblized. IrKlud. krypto
lock, bottle, toolkit. (310)207-0665.

Motorcycles for Sale 1J4

KAWASAKI NtNJA 250 1987. 9.5 m. only;

caib-jetted, clean, runs great. $1 40(Vobo. Call

eves. (310)479-8753.

NINJA 250, '87. XCLNT condition. Only 6500
mis. includes Bell helmet, cover and lock

$2000. Call 473-1729 ask for Dave.

YAMAHA XT250, Great condition, runs great,

new tires, on/off road. $1000/obo.
(310)208-2961. Call Gus.

HONDA aiTE 150 SCOOTER 1987, 8000
MILES, JUST SERVICED, $900, PALMS AND
MOTOR, (310)287-0614.

SCOOTER: 1985 Rive 180. XLNT CONDI
LOW Miles. Recent Tune. Must See! New
Helmet included. $1100 o.b.o. 478-1114

VESPA P200E, 1981 . Recently rebuilt engine,
low miles, burgundy. $120G/obo. Mike
(310)794-3542.

YAMAHA RAZZ. 1 988. $450. Excellent condi-
tion + helnwt included. (31 Q) 318-2346
evenings. __

YAMAHA RIVA 125, $2000. 1,000 miles.

1-year warranty. (310)657-1793.

YAMAHA XC 125 RIVA SCOOTER '991.
Never been used. Best offer. (818)379-2818,
(310)276-3391. i

Furniture for Sale- 126

Scooters for Sale 115

86' HONDA ELITE 80 $740.00 Call Jon.

Mornings or Evenings (818)881-6476.

'87 HONDA ELITE 80. Blue. Excellent condi-

tion. Helmet Included. $700. Call
213)824-3772.

DEPENDABLE HONDA ELITE 80 1985. Great
condition, new plastic, just tuned. White.

$475/pbo. 208-5438, Brian.

aiTE 150. Runs great, kxiks good. Includes

helmet and bck. $1 000OBO 472-7465 leave

BUNKBEDS, HEAVY DLTTY, SOLID WOOD
$90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK OR
WHITE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRESS,
SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (213)821-0729.

KING SIZE FUTON, bike, T.V., Ubie, chairs,

vacuum cleaner, shelving. Very good condi-
tion. CHEAP! (310)659-4806.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

TWO COUCHES FOR SALE. Good condition,
comfortable. Must sell AS.A.P. Price ncgoti-
able. (213)207-8088 or (21 3)479-5851

.

Misc. For Sale 128

JJJU.

I

Frequent Flier Mileage Applies!

Advance Seat Assignments!

Ratesjubjcct to change • Book directly wlASUCLA Travel-No

Middleman!

- ,,^^ ,' - Travel Service, A-Lcvel Ackciman Union
i48UCL4/* M-F 8:30-6, Sat 12-4 CaU UCLA-FLY

NYC NO PLACE TO RAISE SYLVIA 1991
sih^ Corolla. Immaculate. 10,000 miles,

alarm, air, automatic, folding rear seat, war-
ranty. $8,400. (310)576-0406.

PORCHE 924, '78. Original owner, good
condition. $4000, day (310) 474-7600, eves.

(31(^390-9228.

RED SUBARU DL 1987, 1 -owner, 35,000
miles, stereo. New tires, $5500.
(310)273-0703

ELITE 80 '87. New brake ft Uras. Helmet
Included. $590. 478-0709. Call Clark
evenirtgs.

HALIEN SCOOTER. 1986 POO Electric start,

auto-dash transmission. Under 1000 miles on
O.D. Red. $70CyPBO. (818)846-0642.

HONDA ELITE '80, Blue, great condition, plus

helmet and lock. $115(yobo.(310M54-6632.

HONDA ELITE 80 '86. Red, rceistefed and
runs well. $500/obo. Call Greg at

(310)837-4077.

HONDA ELITE 1 50 DaUXE. Mint condition,

3000miles, Red, lock and new battery. Eves
575-4107.

HONDA ELITE 150, '86. Excellent condition.

Helmet, lock included. $1,050. 208-6206.

HONDA ELITE 50, '88. Red. low mileve,
excellent shape. $395. (310)478-3694, after

5pm.

FOR SALE: DAT PREP TAPES; LSAT t^MS,
books, and IBM yA- disks. Like new.
(310)398-6354.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

BASEBAU CARD SHOW. Sunday, Januvy
19th 10AM-4PM. 30 t^es with all sports
cards. FREE ADMISSION. 333 South Baaing.
ton Ave in Brentwood.

'

MOTORCYCU HaMETS. five, $40 each.
Shoel, ieli, medium and small.
(818)789-4662.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE MACINTOSH CLASSC with all disc^
manual, and complete iplkware packv^.
Please call (310) 575-3457 and luvc a

IBM COMPATIBLE. 286/386, 1RAM, 1 .2 FD,
1 .4 FD, 40 HO. Keyboard, monitor. New with
Warranty. $62(y$950. (213)644-2612.

IBM PC COMPUTER. Complete system with
keyboard, monrtor, floppings, 51 2K. $200
(818)789^4662.

-^fif-M.
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mXiUmB Metier tiWETii — Goodrich omflnenlal* TTCvrono ^,.cM.t,H

WHERE THE FUTURE IS HERE TOOAY WITH PRICES OF YESTERDAY
NOW! THEALL NEW HI-TECH
COMPUTER DESIGN RKENTRE

IS HEREATAPOLLO TIRE!

10% DISCOUNT
TO UCLA STUDENTS

& FACULTY

riken, the #1 quality tire in america that will out-perform micheun goodyear
pireluordunlopwithupto5o%savings.satisfactionguaranSKappoiB

Riken Technology is a unique achievement in computer design that combines both the highest per-
formance characteristics and the longest wearing rubber compound In the Industry.

STEEL BELTED
RADIALS

PI55/80R1
P165/80RI
P175/80RI
P185/80RI
P185/75RI
PI95/75RI
P205/75RI
P205/75RI
P2I5/75RI
P225/75RI
P235/75RI

3 $30.95
3 32.95
3 35.95
3 35.95
4 34.95
4 35.95
4 36.95
5 38.95
5 40.95
5 42.95
5 43.95

RADIALS FOR
IMPORTS

40,000 MHc Warranty
15S/SR13 .....$22.95

165/^13 24.95
i757SRl4 .̂ Ergg^

(^^^
HI PTformanco

St««l Radial for Imports
PI95/50VR15 S 78.95
P205/50VRI5 100.95
P225/50VR15 152.95
PI95/50VRI6 129.95
P205/55VR16 167.95
P225/50VRI6 170.95
P245/50VRI6 183.95
P255/50VRI6 188.95
P205/55ZRI6 174.95
P225/50ZRI6 179.95
255/50ZRI6 198.95j

16S/8R15 28.95
175/708R13 32.95
185/70SR13 34.95
18B/70SR14 „.... 35.95
195/70SR14 . 38.95
.205/708R14 42.95

MICHEUN XH
PI75/80RI3 $60.95

PI85/80RI3, 62.95

P185/75R14. 68.95

PI95/75RI4 71.95

P205/75R14 76.95

P2I5/75RI4 8K95
P205/75Rf5 77.95

P2I5/75RI5 81.95

P225/75RI5 82.95

\P235/7SR15 86.95.

S9MlRadl9ltorOom§tlkCMn
60,000 MILES WARRANTY
PI55/80R13 $46.95
P165/80RI4 50.95
P175/80RI3 52.95
PI85/80R13. 53.95
PI85/75RI4 56.95
PI95/75RI4 58.95
P205/75RI4 61.95
P205/75RI5 65.95
P2I5/75RI5 67.95
P225/75RI5.. 71.95

\P235./75RI5 74.95

STEEL RADIAL FOR
TRUCKS & VANS

22S/7Qgl S.

255/70RI5. 1 1 1.95
LT2I5/85RI6 110.95
LT225/85R16 1 16.95
LT235/85RI6 121.95

'^^^. '

ff?:^
3I/I0.50RI5 122.95
3I/1I.50R15 129.95
875/R16.5 112.95
950/RI6.5 124.95

StemI Rmdial For Imports
St Domestic Cars

60,000 MILES \X/Ar?RAI\JTY

I55SRI2 $39.95
155SRI3 40.95
165SRI3...: 41.95
I75SR14 50.95
I85SRI4 53.95
I65SR15 50.95
PI75/70HRI3 52.95
P185/70HRI3 ...55.95
P195/70HR13 58.95
PI75/70HRI4 58.95
P195/70HRI4 58.95
P195/70HRI4. 61.95
P205/70HRI4 ;.... 66.95
PI95/65HRI4 88.95
PI85/65HRI5 91.95
PI95/65HR15 93.95
P205/65HRJ5 1 04.95
^l5/!65Hm 5 ... ;;;;^t04.^

.1
The # 1 Quality Tire \s here ... and

will save you 50% less than

Michelin, Goodyear & ?\re\\\\\

M^ber

Steel Radial For Imports & Domestic Cars

60,000 MILES \X/ARf?AMTY

THE "SPECIAL EDITION TIRE

185/60HRI3
205/60HRJ3
I85/60HRI4
195/60HR14
205/60HRI4
2I5/60HRI4
225/60HR14
235/60HRI4
245/60HRI4
I95/60HRI5
205/60HRI5
2I5/60HRI5
225/60HRI5
235/60HRI5
245/60HRI5
255/60HRI5
225/60VR16.

64.95
71.95
66.95
68.95
75.95
77.95
79.95
82.95
86.95
77.95
79.95
81.95
83.95
87.95
90.95
12.95
32.95

kimbi p(5) Is a Michelln Tire Corp. Subsidiary 60,000 Mile Limited Warranty
Trup to tneif r-iiyie>i »iand*(J Krtopr ha* devetaped the beu vikje fof youf CMi^orna drivtng cooditKxi w.th quatiiiei r* riceeOmg m ji cMrgorm Klfber l» * D te*n
haj proAxrt THE twe trwt wm (Jrt.ve» m e«c«i o* 60.000 milei of true comfort and pertcymance under the moit derrwindKig io*ci condil.oni APOLLO TllfC CO &KLEB€* wit deM^ you the best doAar vjiue per m*

I55/SRI2 S38.9S
>55/SRI3 W.95
I65/SRI3 40.95
1 85/SR 1 4 S3.95
I65/SI»t5- 48.9S
I75/70RI3 4«.9S
I8S/70RI3 49.9S
I85/70RI4 52.9S
I95/70RI4 S5.9S
205/70RI4 61.95

PI75/80RI3
PJ85/80RI3.
PI85/75RI4.
P»8S/70RI4r
PI95/75RI4.
J?205/7SRI5
P2 1 5/75RI

5

P225/75RI5
P235/75RI5

$47.95
50.95
54.95
60.9S
54.95
63.95
6*95
,46.95
69.95

I95/65TRI5 S82.95
I85/60HRI3 67.95
205/60HRI3.
I8S/60HRI4
I95/60HRI4
205/60HR

1

4
1 95/60HR» 5 .-.rfH^.-rrr..—
205/60HRI5 i..'..^.,

I95/50VRI5 : ...td3.95
205/SOVRI5 109.95

79.95
77.95
85.95
91.95
92.95

TRUCK & RV
750-16 $60.95
800-16.5 66.95
o ^ J- io»3.. 0/.95
950-16.5...., 74.95
1 2- 1 6. 5.. ..v^. 94.95
31X10.50-15 77.95
32X11.50-15 80.95
33X12.50-15 88.95

MICHEUN MXV T COOOfreAR
I95/60HRI4 $90.95

205/70HRI4 92.fS

205/60HRI5 104.95

205/65HRI5 121.95

P2I5/60VRI5 $141.95

P225/6*')VRI5 151.95

P205/50VRI5 171.95

P205/55VRI6 176.95

P225/50VRK6 181.95

EAGLFS GATORBACK
STFEl RADIAIS

P245/50VRI6 197.95

P255/50VR16 201.95
P275 40ZRI7 301.95
3I/I05RI5 111.95

23S/85RI6...... 141.95

205/70VR15 $146.95
215/70VRI5 161.95
205/55VR16 194.95
225/50VR1 6.^„«^ 207.95
I85/60HRI4....; 82.95
I95/60HRI4 89.95
I95/60HRI5.. 91.95

FRONT BRAKES
;
4 WHEEL BRAKES fMONROt?

Il 14995* MOST
I
*99^'

|l ^^ CARS |*R«(McrP4(]
ReplJcePads
• RepUce Grraie S«Jto

I*

Rrpack Whw< Bearings
• S«mi Mrtaftc Pads Extra

, Good MffCoupor Only

*N0SURPRISESI

MOST I

I'
WW - CARS

I
STRUTS CARTRIDGES i

• R«pijcr Padv Shoes • Re f f ^^j^0£ ^ ^^ . |

i

ptaceGfMse Seals' Repack 1 »HJYTa" Ty^ i

.SXr^v'SSles* y^* .NST5tl.ATK)N.NCL;ISD '

It^I^Lnfl^H \
•L'^fTlMf WARRANTY I

I ^Z .^STJ^ lOood \*//fouoon Or*y Thrui
I Thru 1/31/92 1 Thru 1/3/92 _1

We offer full service tune ups.

transmissions and air conditioning

We service BMW. Jaguar and
Mercedes. Our prices

are lower than dealerships.

RADIALS
27X8 50RI4 ..76.9S

. 78.9S
86.95
97 95
104.95
87.95
104.95

30)(9 50RI5 ....,..,'..... ,j

3IXI05ORI5
32x11. 50RI5
33x12 50RI 5.5

235/85RI6
950R165 ....Ik.

V33XI2 50R16 5...' }26.9SJ

FREE ESTIMATES because additional parts, service and labor are often needed at substantial extra cost

JOIM THE PERFORMAMCE GEWERATION THAT
BEATS THE COMPETITIOM IM PRICE, SERVICE & SELECTION

WEST LOS ANGELES
1756 Sepulveda Blvd.

(Vz Block South of Santa Monica Blvd.)

(213) 478-1412

m-^mi^ttXS^^

OPEN 6 DAYS 8 to 6
VMi 0[[[k' i ,ARY YAMAMO^O

q t

M

From page 48

But this game seemed diffe-

rent TYacy Murray and the

players were loose during

warm-ups, smiling and buigh-

ing. 1992 is making itself out

to be a "special senior season,

to repeat an oft-used phrase,

and three seniors in particular— MacLean, Martin and
Madkins — crafted the win.

A lot of new things worked
for the UCLA team on Satur-

day. First, the Bruins jumped
out to a 7-2 lead, forcing the

Wildcats to respond instead of

UCLA having to play inmiedi-

ate catch-up basketball as in

past losses. In 1989, Arizona

rolled out to a big lead that

for all intents and purposes

ended the game by the 15:00

mark of the first half.

Second, when Chris Mills

got hot and Arizona started to

pull away — a la Wildcat
center Brian Williams going
14-for-15 from the floor with

32 points last year at Pauley— UCLA responded. Down by
six points, 58-52, the Bruins
scored seven in a row to take

the lead, characteristic of a
team that has heart

One of UCLA*s heroes was
Gerald Madkins, whose defense
neutralized Chris Mills >in the

second half after seeing big in

the first Madkins is the only

fcmaintpg Brum srom the gory-
years of Walt Hazzard.

Madkins, a tenacious defen-

der, contributed on the other

end of the court as well. His
lay-up before halftime, which
gave UCLA the lead, along
with a three-pointer which
started a 7-0 run were keys in

maintaining the Bruins' confi-

dence.

MacLean was everything he
has been hyped to be. In the

first two minutes, he grabbed
four rebounds, two ofifensive,

and ended with nine total

boards. UCLA has had big

problems dealing with the

*Tucson Skyline** in the past— and succeeding the six-

fooc-eleven-inch Williams for

Arizona were 6-10 Sean
Rooks. 6-8 Wayne Womack
and 7-0 Ed Stokes — but

MacLean stood his ground.

Martin*s shot is one for the

ages. My peers in Westwood
say the entire village erupted

in exultation — similar to-

when the Bruins beat Kansas
in the 1990 NCAA tournament— as his shot swished the

hoop with tluee-tenths of a
second on the clock, enabling
UCLA to take the lead for

good.

But McKale was deathly

quiet I was used to insane
cheering after any Wildcat
game, but as the bucket fell, a
state of shock gripped the

crowd. No one knew what to

do. Although the unwritten rule

prohibits cheering on press

row, I gave some clandestine

high fives to Bruins fans who
had made the trip.

A record of 9-1 at this point

in the season would have been
nice, okay, that*s not the

greatest, but we'll live with it

But that's not the case.

UCLA is 10-0.

Lute Olson has called 1992
the best Bruin team he has

seen since coming to Arizona
in 1983, and Stevin Smith of
Arizona State said that UCLA
could definitely beat No. 1

Duke.

It's exciting, a good time to

be a Bruin. See you March 1

when the Blue Devils roll into

town for the next **Oame df
the Year**.

-**tr

W. • • s
From page 52

ning the Pac-10 championship,**

Moore said.

Rebounding is a Stanford
strength with a front line that is all

over six feet tall. UCLA's Natalie

Williams and Rehema Stephens
will be challenging the Cardinal
under the basket, as the leading
rebounders for the Bruins. Wil-
liams is averaging 10.3 rebounds a
game, while Stephens is grabbing
8.8 boards of her own.

^'Stanford's well-balanced, so
you can't key in on one player,"

Moore said. "What it boils down to

is that the team that will win is the

team that can basically control the

tempo of the game.
n

• • s
From page 52

tough, tough, task."

UCLA coach Jim Harrick has

some sympathy for Monson and
understands why the Ducks have
been struggling.

*They«are playing young kids

and they have a very young team,"

Harrick said. *They are starting

five kids who didn't start last year,

and they're still 5-6. 1 think that's

pretty good."

Harrick has none of the prob-

lems that face Monson. UCLA is

coming off a huge win over

Arizona last weekend — the

Wuinr aided flic Wfldcats' 7f^
game home winning streak.

UCLA forward Don MacLean
scored 38 against Arizona, a

performance that earned him Pac-

10 Player of the Week honors for

the second week in a row.
^ MacLean and frontcourt mate
Tracy Murray are currently the

third and fouith leading scorers in

the conference. The biggest prob-

lem forUCLA going into the game
is the potential for an emotional

let-down after the high of last

weekend.

Even Harrick expressed some
concern and said that 'Thursday

night will be a tough emotional

game.**

Normally a game against a 5-6

team would not be such a cause for

alarm, but when your team is

trying to keep up its best start since

1974-75, every game becomes a

bigger chaUenge.

UCLA still has not announced
whethtv or not redshirt freshman

Ed O'Bannon will make his debut

-against Oregon after missing more
than a year with a torn knee

ligament O'Bannon has been
going full speed in practice all

week.

With a potential court appear-

ance by O'Bannon and the

increasing popularity of UCLA
basketball, all student tickets are

sold out for the game, and few
regular tickets remain.

-.—i-

If you have chest pain lasting two

minutes or more, see a doctor.

^Amtrtcan Heart Assockstion
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WHEN YOU LOOK GOOD
YOU FEEL GOOD

Copeland's Sports

li.'LUSi-liJ'V
JAN 16TH

1 0AM - 9PM*

And when you feel gcxxl you look good.

That is our belief It's why we employ stylists

^O00 ^^^^ of haircutters. And

^/ -7 why those who go to Super-

cuts end up feeling just a little better about

themselves. No appointments necessary.

iMen, women, children welcome.

(B«hMMn SanlD Monica & Witshim Blvd.) .

470-1558
M-F 8-9 Saf 8-7 Sun 10-5

HAIR BY

SUPBiOJIS
®

CURRENT RRICES
*Mall Hours Will Vary

EVERYTHING
<x M CTAIUfl
111 dIUblti

\ !

FINALLY
CONTACT
LENSES FOR

^PEOPLE WHO
CAN'T SEE

EYE TO EYE

WITH SOFT
LENSES!

Find out about

FLUOROPERM
Gas Permeable Daily

or Extended Wear
Custorn Contact Lenses.

Daily Wear Soft Lenses-$1 75.00

Disposable Contact Lenses-$225.00

DR.

Just Call:

QUACKENBUSH,
10955 Weyburn Ave.
Corner of Weyburn & Broxton

208-4748

O.D

EXCEPT GOLD MEDAL ITEMS
QUANTITY PRICING NOT IN EFFECT.
20% OFF CURRENT PRICES MAY
BE OFFERED IN FUTURE ADS.

JUST A FEIIH EXAMPLES
ATHLETIC SHOES

CUfmCMT
PRICC S«% I

All Star (Slight Bi«mJ 16.99 1^
Special Group
Hiking Boots 29.99
Special Group
Basketball Shoes 29.99
Spocial Group
Running Shoes 29.99
Spocial Group
Running Shoes 29.99

Baseball Shoes EXTIUI 20%
OFF CUfmCMt FfllCCS

Golf Shoes EXTRA 20%
OFF CUWftgWT PRICCS

CUmiCNT
PRICE SO%

Spalding Exacutiva ' ^ ^ 0^,
8 Iron Golf Set 149.99 I I SI
Spakttng Exacutiva tf%IS
3 Wood Golf Set 119.99 SIO
Graphite Shafted H ilO
3 Wood Golf Set..*.««.......«»'.7r*««V« 179.99 l"v<9

Exercise Equipment EXTRJI £mM /O
OFF CUnSCNT PMICC8

Sweatshirts & Pants .'. EXTIUI bU /O
OFF CURRENT PRICES

Warmup Suits EXTRA 20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

Rollerblade In-Line Skates ...^ EXTRA €mMM /O
OFF CURRENT PRICES

ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT & APPAREL

SKI EQUIPMENT & APPAREL
CURRENT
PRICE «e% etv

Skis EXTRA 20%
^ OFF CURRENT PRICES

Ski Boots EXTRA 20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

Bindings EXTRA 20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

Ski Parkas EXTRA 20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

Ski Gloves ;..! EXTRA 20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

Thermal Underwear EXTRA ZO /O
OFF CURRENT PRICES

GOLD MEDAL ITEMS NOT INCLUDED
0«MintHi*m t •>!•« Hmll»4 !• ataeh mm luad. k4>,mt^9»4 HMrchmM** mail k« awaHaM* at aala pHea* \m

upcomlnf Ml* •wnt*. Waaalar. otWmI and currwtt prica* ara oHarifif prteaa aiily aiMl inay ar atay aa*
Kava rvMiNad In tala*. 20S diacouni aipiraa at claaa a/I buainaaa JAMJANY 16.
COLO MfDAL SINVICf ITEMS WILL MOT M DttCOUNTIO DUMNG THIS SALE.

Copeland's Sports
1 001 WESTWOOD BLVD
WESTWOOD .

HOURS: MONTHURS ia9. FRISAT 10-10. SUN 10-7

»"ai"«« ii " »'mi l«MM ^"Wi
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Thurtday, January 16th, 1992
4 to 5 p.m. in 2412 Ackennan Union

„ or
Friday, January 17th, 1992

11 am to 12pm in 2408 Ackennan Union

The simple act of plantinc tTBM will help:

• retluot Uu Oreenhoiue effect

• conserve energy

• purify tfu air

• incretue enuironmental A communiiy awarenen
• give volunteers A the community a real sense of
empowerment iym, you cab make difTerano*!)

Winter Quarter events:

educational presentation for Amigos det Bamo ct^Mdren-

• urtxjn tree plantings

* planting at Ume Festival

•»wo need voknteers to help Of0anbe and create jM
en\/lronmental events tor kids ar^d to plant tre^
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Dr. Nadar Dayatd

ORTHODONTIST SINCE 19SO

Speclalteing in Inraces for adults& cMMfcn

ft <? ftlo i^o l9 1 <?

Xroclff lortol
•StdffiicgMi

Orfltorlofi tiers

As low as $75 per month. No finance charges.
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Whaidoes
adate

rvrnmpp

It happens when a man fixices a wcxnan to have sex ag3inst her will

And even when it involves college students, ifs still considered a
criminal offense. Afekxiy. PumshaHe by prison. '

So ifyou want to keep a good time from turning into a bad one, try

to keq) this in mind

When does a date become a crime?

When she says "isJa" And he refeises to listea

Against her will is against the law.
O'SMR^w ItoilmerTt Center. Santa Monica Hospitai.
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Hie final

word on
numbers
Here ye» here ye, the official

UCLA Rally Committee Plan for

the Confused but Efficient £>istri-

bution of Priority Numbers for

Bruin Basketball Games is

announced.

For all the fair-weathered fans

who just jumped on the UCLA
baskedMdl bandwagon, especially

listen up. (Where were you when
the Bruins lost five in a row in

1990?)

Priority numbers will be given

out at every home basketball game
the remainder of the season.

Numbers will be passed out at 7
a.m. on the day of each game at

Students must have

their UCLA photo

identification card,

registration card and

game ticket to obtain a

priority number.

Pauley Pavilion gates 10 and 15.

Numbers will not be available after

8 a.m. Students must return to the

-Samg^^tc from which the^
number ho lata* than 1r.TnrTTi

hour and 15 minutes before game
time, or the priority numb^ will

become invalid.

Students must have their UCLA
photo identification card, registra-

tion card and game ticket to obtain

a priority number. ——^'—r—

Each student may obtain two
priority numbers with the follow-

ing restrictions: for one student

ticket and one guest ticket, you
may get two numbers with one
identification card and registration

card, but with both tickets. Fdr two
student tickets, students must bring

both photo identification cards,

registration cards and tickets to

obtain two priority numbers.
There are 288 seats on the Arena

level, and 144 priority numbers
will be passed out at each gate.

Students must have an Arena level

priority number to enter on the

Arena level. If students do not have
an Arena level priority number,
they will not be permitted to sit on
the Arena level.

Persons with student guest tick- ^

ets are not permitted to sit on the

Arena level because of the limited

number of seats. These people will

not be eligible for Arena level

priority numbers and will not be
allowed to enter on the Arena leve,

a decision of the UCLA Central

Ticket Office.

Official Rally Comminee sign-

up lists will be posted for Arena
and Concourse levels at both gates

by 8 p.m. the day prior to every
game. The first person to arrive at

each area will be in charge of
monitoring that particular list.

Once students sign in, they may
not leave the line before mimben
are given out or the monitor will

cross out their names.
The only exception for this is for

a community purpose, such as

getting blankets or food, and
students must first check in with

the monitor. If the official list is

gone by the time the Rally Com-
mltiee strives, no other lists will be
aeoepted. Students will be given
numbers in the Older they are lined

up.

For questions or more informa-

tion, call Scott at 206-8522.

AmsricanH^art
Association

Skiing to
raoetliis

weeicend
By Chris Schneider

The conference-leading UCLA
ski team hits the slopes this

weekend at Mammoth mountain,
with both the men's aiKi women's
clubs in action against teams from
all over Southern California.

The closest threat for the
women's team is UC San Diego,
which boasts the two top skiers in

the conference.

••Last yearUCSD beat us," team
captain Andrea Hillis said.

••(UCSD's) Lisa Samardich and
Michelle Annette win almost

"Last year UCSD beat

us. (UCSD's) Lisa

Samardich and

Michelle Annette win

almost every race, but

we have a deeper team.

We're five players deep.

Depth is one of our

strengths. If somebody

falls we have people

behind them."

Andrea HIINs

UCLA Ski Team Captain

every race, but we have a deeper
team. We're five players deq)."

The Bruins are led by Hillis and
Erica Donaldson. Barbara East-

wood helps fill out the roster on a

team where depth is a key to

success.

•Depth is one of our strengths,"

Hillis said. ''If somebody falls we
have people behind them."

The way a competition is

scored, teams can dominate, while

individuals do not need to place

high. For example, when UCLA
won a New Year's competition

against the same teams, they

placed first, although Donaldson
topped the Bruins with a third

place finish.

Tlie men's team also leads its

.respective conference, hut.wthe

margin is much greater. Cal State

San Luis Obispo and UC Santa

Barbara pose the greatest threat

•They're breathing down our

hecks," Team Captain James Van
den Bogaerde said.

Van den Bogaerde is one of the

conference's leading skiers. He is

pushed by Josh Piestrup of UCSD
and Chuck Parsons of San Luis

Obispo.

The weekend's matchup should

be interesting since in ttie New
Year's competition. Van den
Bogaerde won easily, but Parsons

did not compete, and Piestrup

crashed twice.

The ski conditions at Mammoth
are good, according to Van den

Bogaerde.

••Since they haven't Kaid showBi
a week (h* so, so it is pretty packed

down. We had a good race last time

on soft snow. I'm hoping we can

ski as well on the hard stuff."

Seniors Casey Taylor and Will

Forte help lead the Bruins iinlaith|S{

weekends races. With a victory,

UCLA has a good chance to

compete in regionals," he said.

••With our depth, we can prob-

ably compete for tliird in region-

als," Van den Bogaerde said,

noting that Stanford and UC Davis

pose heavy non-conference
threats.
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TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

$3.70

'"cHICKEN^SPiaAL",
""

• Chicken After 3:00pm to close

• Egg -Roll

• Gyoza
• Fried Rice

PLACE ORDERS BY pTioTjE^ORlp^^^
1121 Glendon Avenue (213)
Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

iL\( H \ DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

t^-'iu

ms\»^'' tiyia

Our account executives will help your
btisiness get back on its feet again.

The Daily Bruin will get your business

Call 825-2161 today.

I NTERNATIONAL MALE

•»*

SEMI-ANNUAL—SALE

—

SAVE UP TO 70%
OM THOUSANDS OF TODAY'S HOTTEST MEN'S FASHIONS/ '

HURRY! QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED. SHOP EARLY FOR BEST SELECTIONS!

TODAY THROUGH SUNDAY, JANUARY 19TH

SAN DIEGO 3964 FIFTH AVE. f619;294-8600

WEST HOLLYWOOD 9000 SANTA MONICA BLVD. (310)2750285

ESCONDIDO NORTH COUNTY FAIR (619)746-2537

mmt
.J~
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STAM LEY'S

HAIi< Fa\SHIOM
2918 Santa Monica Blvd In Santa Monica

828-9835 or 828-6986

The
Il2iil> ISriiiii

Back!

ADVUmSE
825-2161

GRADUATE ART IfCTURE SERIES PRESENTS THE FOLLOWING GUEST
J(ER. THE LECTURE SERIES PRESENTS A FORUM OF CONTEMPORARY

CONCERNS FOR ART STUDENTS AND ARHSTS.

/>

<d^

MICHAEL JOAQUIN
SCULPTOR

THURSDAY, JANUARY 1 6TH, 5:00 PM
WIGHT GALLERY, 2ND FLOOR
DICKSON ART CENTER

Big Science
He is an artist who is reinventing sculpture

- not with the kind of stylish ed^ticism
that characterized artists of the mid-80s
but by talcina it to a place that is familiar

to anyone who knows the sculpture of the

bte '60s and 70s. hie is also taking us to

an unknown and slightly mysterious pbce
because he deals so naturally and astutely

new forms of Thfoinxjlioi^ nwy kin^^
of materials, and timeless questions.

Joaquin Grey mokes sculpture into

something intricately coniplex. His is on
emotionally charged, hands-on woHd of

big ideas about little things.

Jerry Saltz

Arts Magazine
March 1991

FUNDED BY THE CAMPUS PROGRAAAS COMMITTEE OF THE PROGRAMS
AaiVmES BOARD

«!••< and altimlnu«n wl^ctum •iilcrMc«#«. a4' 4«' « 3«-.

Takingrevenge for

the bloo€ly Tucson
Massacre of1989
TUCSONf — As I

traveled into tlie valley

of deatti along Interstate

10 into Tucson, I somehow
knew — actually prayed on
my hands and kn^ — that

someone, somehow, would lead

me through wliat had become
the Brains' greatest ^htmare
over the past several years.

A storm was brewing over-

head in the great Arizona
desert with thunder crashing

and lightning flashing, and it
*

seemed ttiat two titanic gods
wcfe angry.

Maybe they were.

UCLA basketball, ranked
second in the nation behind
defending national champion
Duke, was heading to the

University of Arizona's

McKale Center to foce the No.
6 Wildcats. It was a classic

Pac-10 matchup.
On the line was an early

lead in the battle for the Pac-
10 crown, and the first seed in

the NCAA Western Regional
bracket that accompanies the
title. And someone had to fill

the void in the "Best in the

category mat wu
created when Nevada-Las Veg-
as' seniors entered the NBA
draft.

Arizona and its "home of
heartbreak" had been hardly

friendly to UCLA since Wild-
cat Lute Olson rolled into

town in the mid-eighties and
turned a doormat into a nation-

al j^contender.

With a Wildcat 71-game
home win streak on the line,

the game was even more
significant

In the days leading up to

the game, and especially after

an 83-62 destruction of Arizo-

na State two days prior, the

media badgered UCLA players

and coach^ about the streak.

Would this be the day the

Wildcats died? Let's take a
quick step back in history.

Feb. 18, 1!I89

TUCSON — I remember
sitting in McKale center the

day Arizona forward Sean
Elliott broke Lew Afeindor's

career Pac-10 scoring record

and tiie Wildcats beat UCLA
by 38 points, 102-64.

With Trevor Wilson guarding
him, Elliott hit everything from
inside and out. Elliott could

Batting Eighth

have ran for mayor that day
and won on sheer shooting

skills, but of courae, no one
mentioned to the Tucsonians

that Alcindor achieved his

mark in only 88 games where-
as Elliott needed 133.

(At least Don MacLean
broke the record in about one
4nonti^4»d

proper place — UCLA.)

UCLA was practically

laughed out of town tiiat day,

and I sat there in my powder-
blue and gold, vowing as a

Bruin that the embarrassment

would someday be returned.

In the past, Arizona has

always been able to pull out

the victory and UCLA has

faltered. Maybe it was lack of
heart, hustie or bad luck or

some combination of the three,

but Olson and die 'Cats knew
how to win with everything on
ttie line.

The frustration continued to

mount in the ensuing years.

In die 1990 and 1991 games
against the mighty Wildcats,

the Bruins have come close

only to unravel near the end.

Last season at Pauley Pavi-

lion, UCLA forced die WiM-
cats to overtime before an 18-

9 Arizona ran ended that

question, and at McKale, Tracy
Murray gave the Brains a late

lead with a gift-firom-God

three-pointer in the late stages

of the game before Sean
Rooks responded with the win-
ning iMisket

See DQimi, page 44

JOHN CHUNOMMly Bniln

UCl^ fon^ard Don MacLean scored 38 points In UCLA's 98-87
victory over Arizona on Saturday. The win snapped a 71-game
t)ome winning streak for the Wildcats.

Sports Thurtday,

After ii^uries last

season, Stoudt is

iiappy to be back
By Christian Schrelber

For the UCLA women's swim
team, die comeback atiilete of the
year may be somebody who never
really left.

Senior co-Captain Kristin
Stoudt has always been a member
of the team, at least in body, but in

mind and spirit her membership
sometimes wavered.

That was due in large part to a
nagging shoulder injury last sea-

son that kept her out of the water
and, at the same time, dampened
her will to continue swimming.

This season, Stoudt's health lias

returned, and with it an added
desire to return to the form that

made her an Ail-American in

1989.

*T'm a totally different swim-
mer than I was last year," she said
'T feel like I'm so much more a part
of the team this year. Last year, I

didn't even get into the pool until

mid-October, so I missed a lot of
the bonding that a team does at the

start of a season;

*The team never made me feel

like I wasn't a part, but I made

"Pm a totally different

swimmer than I was last

year. I feel like Pm so

ffiys^ifei ffle an outsider. My much more a paFt^«ie
team this year."

attitude just wasn't tiiere."

Her return to diat attitude of old

may have been a summer away
from the pressures of the pool.

Stoudt said she eased up on her

weightlifting program, and diough
she swam daily, it was under a
much more relaxed atmosphere.

Her shoulder problems began to

subside, and not coincidentally,

her desire to swim returned. A
change in her mental approach to

the sport, however, is what ulti-

mately turned her around.

*T was burned out on swim-
ming," Stoudt said. 'T wasn't
really committed to it I had a

whole different lifestyle when I

was away. Your life changes when
you don't have to wake up at 5 a.m.

every morning to swim l^ps.

*T had lost the competitive edge,

but I began to get it back when my
shoulder started feeling better. I

still have problems with it, but I

convinced myself diat the injury

wasn't going to control me— that

_I was going to take charge of it

Once I did that, my desire came
back."

Soon after her desire returned,

so did the results that she once took
for granted. She made a trip this

summer with the national team to

Sheffield, England for die World
University Games, which she says,

*^vas one of die best tilings to ever

happen to me."

She trained hard over the sum-
mer to get ready for her final

season at UCLA, and she got

mentally prepared for the sport diat

would dictate her lifestyle for at

least the next nine months.

The results have shown. In the

Brains' Jan. 11 meet against

California, Stoudt won die 100

butterfly by a full two seconds,

took first in bodi die 50 and die 100

freestyle, and was on the winning

200 medley relay team.

Head coach Cyndi Gallaghe^

Kristin Stoudt
UCLA Swimmer

team," she said. **The whole team
is more focused, and that helps me.
We have a powerful freshman
class, so the team is swimming
faster. The team is what keeps me
going."

Even amidst claims of"having a

whole different set of priorities last

year," as she puts it. 1990 wasn't

diat bad a season by most stan-

dards.

The 5-foot, 11-inch senior was
die Pac-10 champion in the 50 and
100 freestyle, and a member of the

winning 400 medley relay, 200
free relay, and 200 medley relay

teams. Stoudt then went on to take

diird in die 100 butterfly, nintii in

die 100 freestyle, and lOdi in 50
freestyle.

Stoudt was also a part of four

other NCAA relay teams that

placed third, fourth, fourth, and
10th. But all the apparent success

seems unimportant to her now.
*T'm focusing on this season,'

she said. **There are things I'd like

to accomplish that I did in the past,

but I have to concentrate on now."
The goals of **now" include

three top-eight finishes in the

NCAA championships, held in

Arlington, Texas, March 19-21,

and her dream, to swim on the

Olympic team in die 1992 games
in Barcelona, Spain.

*T wouldn't say it's unrealistic

for me to make the Olympic team,

but I wouldn't say it's unrealistic

for me to not to make it either," she

said.

Regardless if she makes the

team or not, Stoudt leaves quite a

reputation behind. She hold's

UCLA women's records in four

^dividual events and five relay

pointed to Stoudt as one reason for' -^ ^ents. widi half a season still left

success against Cal, which to ^prove on diat

defeated die Brains last yaar in «^
theBerkeley.

"Against Cal and Stanford

Kristin sworn ^^j j^ 200

medley relay was a key race,"

Gallagher said.

Stoudt is quick to point out diat

die difference in her approach is

largely the result of die team.

"We have such a supportive

'1^ have the goal of swimigyylDg

J perfect^ race." J;— J;

tiplmTicu. "I don't want to leave

swimming with any regrets. When
I hang up my suit, I want to be able

to say I did my best and swam as

fast as I could.

"With everything I've put into

diis year, I diihk anything is

possible."

CARLTON HAIR I
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UCLA Special I

Must be presented to receptk>nist before services |
are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 cur 8t BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS

Wilshire West Plaza ""St snow voa smxm id.

I
Valid Sunday - Thursday

' Exp. 1/21/92

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264

I

I

I

I
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THE RECONSTRUCTIONIST RABBINICAL COLLEGE
and THE FEDERATION OF RECONSTRUCTIONIST

CONGREGATIONS AND HAVUROT
present

CHODESH LIMUDIM"
A month of learning

DR. ARTHUR GREEN,
Pres. Reconstructionist Rabbinical College will speak on

"SPiRrrUALITY AND THE MODERN JEW"
at

.U.C.L.A. HILLEL - Jan. 27 - 8:00 EM.
•CLAREMONT COI I FGF HII I Fl - Jan. gfi - 7:00 RM.

Open To PuUk - No Charge

and

BEYOND SECULARISM: AMERICAN JEWS AND
THE RELIGIOUS QUESTION"

. at

•COUNCIL ON JEWISH LIFE MEETING - Jan. 27 - 12:00-2:00 P.M.

6505 Wilshire Blvd., LA - Board Room - call ^

(310) 852-7706 for information and reservations

A lecture series at the University ofJudaism
"BUSINESS, PERSONAL AND SEXUAL ETHICS - A RECONSTRUCTIONIST APPROACH"

— Ptesentation will be on 5 Tues. nights Jan. 21 - Feb. 18 at 7:45 p.m.

With Rabbis Lavey Derby, Jane Litman, Arnold Rachlis and Steven Carr Reuben.

For registration call (310) 476-9777 Ext 246

For general information call the FRCH Western Region Office (310)454-7439

viding Great Care

ForAll Women ...
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Ulrich returns to gymnastics team after layoff

Junior overcomes personal

problems to compete again

Carol mrlcfi wfll not compete this weekend for UCLA, but will see action soon.

Daly Bruin photo flto

By Zach Domlnltz

As a sophomore, UCLA gym-
nast Carol Ulrich reached AU-
Amencan status on the balance

beam and as an all-around p^or-
mer.

Looking ahead to her final two
years of competition, she was
emerging as UCLA's premiere

gymnast, the only All-Am^can
on the team, and the next in the line

of Bruin greats like Jill Andrews
and Kim Hamilton.

But then personal problems
outside of the gym changed her life

from \h^ regular routine. Her
tumbling turned to stumbling and
her road to success took a turn.

'The real problems had to do
with her own personal growth,**

co-Head Coach Valorie Kondos
said. **What she was going through

personally affected her attitude in

the gym and toward (co-Head
Coach Scott Bull) and L"

Ulrich was asked to leave the

gym this fall and told that her

situation would be reassessed at

the end of the quarter. In order for

her to return, she woiild have to

continue rehabilitating the two
wrists she broke over the summer
riding a horse and, according to

Kondos, "keep up a positive

attitude.-

'There was a conflict in the

gym,** Ulrich said. "And in a way it

was good. I learned a lot about
myself and whether I wanted to

continue the sport I had been

Because of the time

away from training,

Ulrich will only

compete in two events.

doing it for 15 years, and I really

missed if
OiFJan. 2, Ulrich met with her

coaches and was admitted back on
to the team. "She did everything

right.*' Kondos said. "We couldn*t

have asked more of her during that

period. She met with the girls of
the team one on one in evoy area

that she was having a problem.**

Because of the time away from
training, Ulrich will only compete
in two events this year, a change
from the past when she was an all-

around contributor. "It*s easier for

me to focus on just two events,**

Uhich said, "and besides, it gives

my body a break.**

The time offhelped Ulrich come
to terms with her private life and
helped her "grow personally .**

"I did everything for myself,

like the Olympic trials and the

All-America stuff,** she said.

*Wow i josTwait ttic tesn to <l9=

well.**

Ulrich has only been back in the

gym for two weeks, so she will

miss tomorrow*s season-<^3ening

meet at Oregon State, but expects
to participate next Saturday at the

team's home opener against Geor-
gia.

MEXICANAND DELI FOODWITH BIC PORTIONSANDA LOW PRICE...

»:v:v:-x-tl
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•.*••<

ALL SPECIALS:
NOCOUPON,
ALLTHE TIME.
ANYTIME*

HInil
2 soft tacos

(beef or chicken) ^^
Rice

Beans
Chips
AU-You Can Drink!

only $2.99 + tax

vr

Any Deli Sandwich
Potato Salad, Fries or

Coleslaw

Pickle

AU-You-Can-Drink

only $4.59 + tax

/

Beef CM" Chicken,

Beans and Ricc

Beans
Rice

Chips

AD-You Can Drink

ooly $3.69 + tax

&i^iii3 :^
»

MEXICAN-DELI RESTAURANT

»MEVISITTHE
2-HEApEP
MIKE&rGd
MONSTER!

935 BROXTON AVENUE, WESTWOOD VILLAGE (A<ross from Diddy Riese) (310) 208-4992

Bruin tennis to compete in Pao-10

1

Team depleted by injuries; Barber and
Bissell to plav in number one sindes

III

By DJ. Harmellng
Daily Bruin Staff

Seven players representing the

UCLA men's tennis team will be
venturing into the Pacific North-
west this weekend to compete in

the second annual Pac-10 Men's
Indoor Tournament.

The tournament, held in the

Nordstrom Tennis Center on the

University of Washington campus,
will feature players from five of
the nation's top 20 teams.

The top three teams — UCLA,
Southern California and Stanford

respectively— will send competi-
tors, as will No. 14 California and
No. 19 Arizona State.

The tournament format allows

four flights in both singles and
doubles, and each school is allow-

ed to place two singles players and
one doubles team in each flight

For various reasons, UCLA will

be without the services of four of

its top players. Bruin freshman

Robert Janecek recentiy suffered

an injury, and is questionable at

this point

Also missing from this

weekend's action will be Mark
Knnwka, the Bruins' to|X singlfA—

player. Knowles recenUy returned

to Los Angeles after competing on
the professional circuit and has

personal matters to attend to this

weekend.

Also looking to settle into

academic li^ is Jason Sher, who
on Monday returned from a holi-

day vacation in his native South

Africa. He will be out of action this

weekend, but he should be
expected to perform well in

upcoming weeks according to

UCLA head coach Glenn Bassett

"(Sher) looks real good," Bas-

sett said. **He came back tanned

and in good shape. He should be
ready to go."

Injuries still prevent Bill Beh-
rens and David Nainkin from
competing for UCLA.

Behrens, a senior, was recenUy
cleared to work out on his twice-

repaired foot, but he is out of shape

and his return is not imminent,

Bassett said.

"Behrens got the OK to work
out,** Bassett said, "but he's still

got a long* way to go."

Nainkin, a sophomore, is still

recovering from a second surgery

on his wrist, and there is no clear

timetable on when hq wiU return,

according to Bassett.

On the bright side, UCLA is

sending seven players up north.

Playing in the number one
singles flight for UCLA will be

senior Billy Barberandjunior Fritz

Bissell, who will also pair in the

-luimhisr £xd^ drMihlpR fl««Kt

Freshmen Robert Janecek and

Davide Sanguinetti are scheduled

to compete in the second flight in

both singles and doubles. Janecek

is coming off of an outstanding

performance in the Palm Springs

Invitational, but he injured an

Achilles tendon in that tourna-

ment, and his status is uncertain.

"Robert is dying to play,"

Bassett said, "but he will need to

get a note from the doctor before I

let him compete."
Playing in the third flight in both

singles and doubles forUCLA will

bejuniors Matt Quinlan and Darrin

Pleasant. Each is afforded the

oi^XMtunity to play as a result of
the Bruins' shortage of available

bodies.

Alone in the fourth flight for the

Bruins is sophomore Karl Pazder-
nik, who has seen limited action on
the varsity squad up to this point
The Pac-10 Indoors will feature

the nation's number one-ranked
player frx)m 1991, and also the

defending NCAA singles champ-
ion.

Stanford's Alex O'Brien enters

the tournament as the nation's

top-ranked player. He captured the

singles tide at this tournament last

year.

The defending NCAA singles

champion, Stanford's Jarred Pal-

mer, will also be competing in this

tournament

The Pac-10 Indoor Tournament
means litUe to the respective

schools in teims of team rankings;^

Bassett sees it as an opportunity to

showcase young players, while
enjoying a trip to the Pacific

Northwest

'This gives us a chance to see

our young players," Bassett said.

"It'll be fun to go up there and see

what happens."

UCLA tennis player Billy Barber will play In the nunnber one sin-

gles flight In the Pac-10 Indoor Tournannent this weekend at the
University of Washington.

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESlWpOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR.FREDKHALIU

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213) 478-6869
(818) 988-0110

Before the Bruins Battle the Oregons

Make a Beer Run to Breadstiks

Keystone

BREAKFAST
SERVED DAILY

OPEN
6am-10pm

20%
UCLA STUDENT
DISCOUNT
or

Miller Genuine Draft
Miller Genuine Draft Light

Miller Lite

+ CRV+tax

3 Friends = 1 FREE Meal
Daily after 4pnfi w/student ID

478-4017

2912 Scpulvcda Blvd. (north of National)

In.The Village!

FFtGfi^ARKING breadsti
In rear

Open til 11pm 1057 GayleyAve 209-1111
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Ducks limp into Pauiey to face No. 2 UCUl
Injuries to Lyden, Collier

dismantle Oregon lineup
By Mark Bnibaker
Daily Bruin Staff

When Oregon coach Don Mon-
son lost Terrell Brandon to the

NBA last year he knew he would
have problems rq)lacing the Pac-
10 MVP, but he thought Joidy
Lyden, Bob Fife, and junior
college transfer Andre Collier

could pick up the slack.

Unfortunately for Monson, none
of those three will be in uniform
tonight when the Ducks (5-6. 1-1)

take on No. 2 UCLA (10-0. 2-0) at

Pauley Pavilion.

Lyden is suffering from
sprained ligaments in his foot, Fife

is redshirting this year, and Collier

has a broken bone in his foot.

Before their injuries. Collier and
Lyden were leading Oregon in

scoring, and when they went down
Monson

"They are starting five

kids who didn't start

last year, and they're

still 5-6- 1 think diat's

pretty good."

Jim Harrick,
UCLA Basketball Coach

UCLA guard Gerald Madklns looks for an open teammate agai
Bruins host Oregon tonight at Pauley Pavilion.

nst Pepperdine last month. The

Baker
off to
Spain

Ndroll

Antoine Stoudamire. A Portland

native. Stoudamire transferred to

Oregon from Georgetown, and
leads the Ducks with 19.7 points a
game. And yes. he is the brother of
Arizona's Damon Stoudamire.

Because of the injuries. Monson
has gone to a very young lineup in

recent weeks, and the inexperience
has hurt the Ducks.
Oregon has lost four of its last

five games, but Monson sees the
possibility for improvement
"As inexperienced as they are

they're also resilient. They've
played very hard." Monson said.

**They hung in there for a while
with Stanford and managed to beat

•We're tiying to have kids fill in

and find their roles. We had to start

fineshman guards against both Cal
and Stanford."

But he also acknowledged that

*1rying to pull it all together is a

See HOOPS, page 45

await women's Hoods

By Andre Kali

Daily Bruin Staff
—

UCLA head water polo
coach Guy Baker, who was
recentiy named water polo
Coach of the Year in the

year-end coaches' poll, has
accepted an assistant coach-
ing position with the 1992
U.S. Olympic team.

Meanwhile, several Bruin
players were named All-

Amcricans.

Dan Hackett and Oliver
Will were named first-team

AU-Americans, Gary O'B-
rien was named a third-team

Ail-American, and Mike
Wilmink received Honor-
able Mention.

"Tm stiU in shock about
the whole thing." Baker said

of being asked to work with
the 1992 Olympic water
polo team. **But I'm really

happy. It's a great opportun-
ity, and it comes at a time
where it will not affect

See BAKER, page 43

By Heather Dufiy

Coming off a pair of conference
victories last weekend, the UCLA
women's basketball team will be
kx>king for more as it hits the floor

tonight againsf UC Berkeley and
Saturday night against nationally-

ranked Stanford.

The Bruins are enjoying a five-

"game winning streak and a 9-3

overall record after recently beat-

ing Oregon and Oregon State at

home.
UCLA has only lost once on the

road this season, to James Madison
University: Bruin head coach
Billie Moore said she is anticipat-

ing a strong performance from Cal.

after its upset win over Stanford

last weekend. 74-65.

"It will be our first road lest in

the conference. Cal had a great win
at home against Stanford." said

Moore. The Bears have a core of
experience in four returning star-

ters, including senior forward
Trisha Stafford, a member of last

season's All-Pac-10 Team who is

currently averaging 21.5 points

and nine rebounds a game.
*They are a very veteran team— they have four starters coming

back. Stafford. (Jennifer) Self, and
(Kesha) Martin all play a big role

for them. Monica Wiley has been
moved to the off-guard position

from point and is more comfort-

able there."

With the knowledge that the

Bears possess a strong running

game and have a tendency to shoot
three-pointers. Moore will be
calling upon the Bruin defense to

halt Cal's game.
•They like to dictate the tempo

of the game." explained Moore.
**Our game is dicuted by aggres-
sive half-court defense. We want
to attack and run the ball well. If

we can do that, I think the final

score will take care of itsdf." she
said.

UCLA will have one day to

regroup before facing No. 4
Stanford Saturday evening. The
Cardinal won the Pac-10 champ-
ionship last season and was an
NCAA semi-finalist Stanford's
present record is 10-1 overall, its

sole loss to region rival Cal.

"Stanford has been ranked in the
top five most of the year. They are
a very difficult team. I don't think
many teams have beaten them at

home," Moore said.

Stanford lost three starters from
last year's Final Four team, but
retained junior cent^ Val Whiting
and sophomore guard Christy
Hedgpeth. Whiting is averaging
18.8 points and 10.5 rebounds a
game for the Cardinal, and
accordmg to Moore, will be pro-
viding much of the leadership on
the court

"They're a young team, but with
Whiting, they have players who
have Final Four experience, who
have experience playing and win-

See W.HOOPS, page 45

UCLA center Natalie Williams drives inside for a layup against
Oregon State on SiKiday. The Bruins play California tonight at
Berkeley.

Back in the gym
Carol Ulrich has returned to the UCLA gymnastics team
after missing fall quarter.

See page 50

Faster than eveir

Swinmier Kristin Stoudt has recovered from a shoulder
injury and is now posting some of the best times of her
career.

See page 49

Tennis inddoiii?

The UCLA men's tennis team travels to Seattle fa the
Pac-10 indoor championships. .«

See page 51

80(h Year, No. 57
Circulation: 22,000

exiiibition
An exhibition of photographs

taken by^ix women will go on
display this weekend in Venice.
The photographs capture

provocative and vivid images of
women, ranging from wrestlers

fighting in a ring to a painter
studying herself in a mirror.

The exhibit, entitled "Com-
paneras de Mexico: Women
Photograph Women," will be
on display in the Social and
Public Art Resource Center
Gallery from Sunday through
FQb. 29.

That same day, there will be a
reception hosted by Beyond
Baroque, the literary art center
next door to the Venice exhibit.

The art center will feature

"Wordworks,** an exhibition of
posters about American life by
adults who are studying English
as a second language.

For more information, call

(310) 822-9560.

Inside

Cutbacks at
Yale University

Yale University is facing

budget shortfalls, and the Ivy
League school is considering

the elimination of some of its

teaching positions.

See page 3

Viewpoint

It's enough to
maice you barf
Columnist Marcus Hennessy

takes a critical look at Ameri-
ca's economic dealings with
Japan and at George Bush's lost

lunch.

See page 9

Arts & Entertainment

Encountering
'Daricness'
A new documentary film

brilliantly captures the making
of Francis Ford Coppola's
Vietnam epic, "Apocalypse
Now."

See page 10

Sports

Sitting Ducks
Rodney Zimmerman had a

career-high 13 points for

UCLA in a win over Oregon
Thursday night, but a man
named Ed stole the show.

See page 20
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luncheon honors Martin ijuther ICing
By Sandy Lee
Daily Bruin Staff

Although 29 years have passed
since the world first heard Martin
Luther King Jr.*s famous "I have a

dream" speech, his spirit still

inspires people to gather and find

new applications for his messages.
Commeilrioraring the giant

suides thatfeing made in his march
for freedom and harmony, the

Ecumenical Black Campus Mini-
stry invited UCLA faculty mem-
bers, staff, students and people of
the Los Angeles community to a
celebration luncheon Thursday.
King would have turned 63 on
Wednesday.
About 400 people gathered "to

celebrate the work and legacy that

Martin Luther King Jr. left," said

Joan K. Nelson, assistant dean of
students. King was "a man we
know not in person but who hves
historically and in our heart,"

added the member of the mini-
stry's board of directors.

In addition to celebrating King's
life and legacy, the ministry
awarded scholarships to four-
UCLA students based on their

essays about non-violence.

Senior Nimisha Ladva won the

first place prize of $1,000 and
junior Simone Simburg was given
$500 for second place. Sophomore
Effie Tumbull and graduate stu-

See LUNCHEON, page 2

^ RICHARD KIM
Assistant Dean Terence Roberts speaks at a luncheon held In honor of Martin Luther King Jr. In Ack-
erman Grand Ballroom on Thursday.

Only 1 7 percent of private employers give

employees the day offon MLK's birthday
The New York TInnes

ATLANTA— Only 17 percent
of 545 private employers (Ques-

tioned nationwide give their work-
ers the day off on Martin Luther
King, Jr.*s birthday, according to a
survey.

*T don't know if the corpora-

tions are quite that aware of their

dismal record," said Ronald Quin-
cy, executive director of the King
Center for Nonviolent Social

Change. "I think clearly that many
of the corporations do look for the

government to take the lead on
this."

The survey was conducted by a

Washington-based research and
publishing organization called the

Bureau of National Affairs.

The holiday next Monday hon-
oring the slain civil rights leader is

observed by governments in all

states but Arizona and New Hamp-
shire.

But the survey of 545 American

businesses shows that the King
observance ranks 14th out of 15
holidays.

It falls not only behind such
holidays as Christmas, New
Year's Day, Thanksgiving Day
and the Fourth of July, but also
behind Washington's Birthday,
Veterans Day, Columbus Day,
New Year's Eve, Christmas Eve,
the day after Thanksgiving and
Good Friday. It ranks ahead of an
employee's birthday, which 16
percent of the companies offer as a
holiday.

UCLA gfeant will taiget

of the elderly
By Samantha Lae ^

Because a growing number of
older adults live in nursing homes,
UCLA researchers will use a

federal grant to promote indepen-

dence in the elderly.

UCLA is one of three universi-

ties that received a five-year $5.2
million grant from the National

Institute on Aging to further

research in geriatrics.

Although the university already

has a geriatric division, this grant

will allow researchers to conduct
projects in several nursing homes

throughout Southern California.

Physicians will study how older

adults function and fmd ways to

help them live on their own.
As many as 43 percent of older

adults who turned 65 in 1990 will

spend some time in a nursing

home, according to UCLA physi-

cian John Schnelle.

"People are living to be a lot

older and living a lot longer," he
said. "However, they're not neces-

sarily living more independently

or living a very high-quality life."

Elderly people who become ill

and frail also face difficult, bur-

"We want to give (the

elderly) something to

live fot."

John Schnelle
UCLA Physician

dersome decisions concerning
health care. And researchers pro-

ject this problem will escalate in

the next 10 to 15 years.

"You can keep someone brea-

thing for a number of years, but
you cannot necessarily keep them
functioning," Schnelle said. "We

' want to do something more than

just keep these people living and
breathing. We want to give them
something to live for."

As part of the several projects,

researchers will assess the home

See ELDERLY, page 2.

Asian American Studies Center renovated
By RoMn Dong
Daily Bruin Staff

Now that the paint is dry and the
furniture is in place, UCLA's
Asian American Studies Center is

pushing ahead with its research
and outreach plans.

The center held an open house
Thursday to celebrate the comple-
tion of Campbell Hall renovations

that resulted in more office space
for the 23-year-old center which
houses Asian programs.

*The renovations are a ben-

chmark in the center's history,"

said director Don Nakanishi. "We
can use this as a symbolic spring-

board to go into new directions and
put more energy into goals."

The center's reading room,
which contains more than 3,000

books about Asians/Pacific Islan-

ders in America, also opened its

doors this quarter. It was closed for

more than six months during the

renovations, forcing students and
faculty to use other Hbraries.

The room ik>w has more space
for materials and new furniture,

including compact moveable
shelves, said coordinator Marji

Lee. "Everything is new, making it

easier to use the library."

Professors and project leaders

who were cramped together in

single offices also have more space
to carry out their work.
The project commemorating the

50th anniversary of the World War
II internment of Japanese Ameri-
cans deserves its own space

• i
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See CENTER, page 7
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If you're good with

nunfcrs let^ see vitot

youcan do with these.
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January 21st
10am - 4pm

Campus Interviews

That's when CIGNA Healthplan of

California will be on campus to interview

graduating Financial Analysts and

Accountants. As one of the largest Managed Care

Organizations in the nation, CIGNA will take good care of you and your

career. If interested, see your career placement counselor to schedule

an interview for January 21, and well talk more than numbers.

If you are unable to stop by for an interview and are interested in

a position with CIC^A, please send your resume and cover letter, stating

your area of interest, to: CIGNA Healthplan of California, 505 N. BrancT

Blvd., Glendale, CA 91203. We are an equal^pportunity employer.

CIGNA Healthplan

Team with resultsr
CIGNA

LUNCHEON
From page 1

dent Gary Miles tied for third,

receiving $250 each.

This ycafs theme, "Non-Vio-
lence: Saving Our Children . . .

Saving Ourselves." reverberated

in the words of the keynote
speaker, Terence Roberts, one of

nine black students who partici-

pated in the historic racial integra-

tion of Central High School in

Little Rock, Arkansas in 1957-

'Non-violence is not to offer

your body in sacrifice, but rather it

means to use reason and rational

thought in problem-solving,** he
said.

Roberts, assistant dean of the

School of Social Welfare, spoke
about the omnipresent hostility

and viofence to which children are

exposed and the need to teach them
to overcome the fighting nature of
the world.

The violence that Martin
Luther King Jr. encountered is the

same legacy of violence we see

erupting in 1992,** Roberts said.

*We continually wreak havoc on
one another in the form of words,
words sure enough to kill as an
AK-47.**

Roberts said non-violence and

honesty should be the method to

diffuse this tension. He adhered to

this philosophy after he met and
spoke with King in Little Rock.

Other notable guests at the event

included actor and Master of

Ceremonies Robert DoQui, who
starred in the two Robocop films.

And on behalf of Los Angeles

Mayor Tom Bradley, Rev. Leo-
nard Hamlet presented an edict

proclaiming Jan. 16 "Martin
Luther King Jr. Ecumenical Black

Campus Ministry Day.**

In conjunction with the Univer-

sity Religious Conference, the

ministry provides spiritual support

and counsel to African-American

students. 'Through the years, we
realized that students need our

support economically also, so we
came up with the luncheon to raise

money for scholarships,** said

Nelson.

With the goal of continuing

King*s dream of harmony fresh in

their minds, all the guests joined

hands and sang "We Shall Over-
come,** the spiritual sung during

King's historic march on
Washington.

ELDERLY
From page 1

life of newly released hospital

patients.

*We*fe sending nurse pracii- pmhlc.ms in the hnmf.. Other

The project is geared towards

detecting and correcting medical

tioners, social workers, and ther-

apists to actual homes to evaluate

patients in their home environ-

ment,** said UCLA physician
Albert Siu, who heads the study.

preliminary projects include

working with the older adults

living near UCLA and stroke

patients who were recently hospi-

talized.

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin*s policy to correct them promptly on
this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of the editors by
calling (213) 825-9898.
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Fkance honors UCLA achievement
By BIrgIt Ratmussen
Dally Bruin Staff

The director and acting chair of

the UCLA Film and Television

Archive recentiy received a medal
from the French government for

his woik in film restoration and
education.

Created by the French govern-

ment in 1957 to recognize excep-

tional achievement in cultural

endeavors, the medal of Officer of

Arts and Letters was given to

UCLA*s Robert Rosen as well as

Hollywood Director Martin Scor-

cese in a fcnnal ceremony in Paris.

"(The medal) was clearly given

in recognition of the role that the

UCLA Film and TV Archive has

come to play as a leader in the

international cause of rescuing our

moving image heritage/* Rosen
said. The decoration reflects on the

Rosfen recognized for film

restoration and education
entire preservation staff at the

archives, he added.

Surpassed only by the Copyr-
ight Repository in Washington, the

UCLA Film and Television Arc-
hive contains over 200,000 films

and televisions programs, as well

as 27 million feet of newsreel

footage.

In addition to preserving and
restoring film, the archives are

dedicated to furthering film edu-

cation and research and public film

screenings of movies.

What makes preservation and
restoration efforts so important is

that without it, all films made
before the 1950s would perish.

Rosen said. That is because from
the invention of film in the 1890s
until tiie mid-*50s all films were
made on nitrate film stock. That
material is extremely unstable and
flammable and will eventually turn

to dust— already the fate of fully

half of all movies made in the

United States before the '508,

Rosen explained.

While Rosen and the archive

staff have restored many important

French films in the past, the medal
was given in recognition of
Rosen's "international leadership

role in the area of film preservation

and in film and television educa-
tion," said Dominique Wallon,

Trick or trash

TIZIANA SORGE

FrIIJof Kro^old, a 16-year-old recent Immigrant from Norway, attempts a trash-defying stunt
on his skateboard In Westwood Plaza on Thursday.

director of the Centre National de
la Cinematographic in France.

Wallon presented the decoration to

Rosen at the ceremony.

In addition to his work at

UCLA, Rosen has membership in

the Library of Congress* National

Film Preservation Board and the

Executive Committee of the Inter-

national Federation of Film Arc-
hives. He is also a film critic for the

Los Angeles National Public

Radio station KCRW and chairs

the Archivists Advisory Council of
the Film Foundation.

Presidentpf that film foundation

is director Martin Scorcesc,
another activist in the cause of film

preservation who was honored
along with Rosen in the fall.

Scorcese typifies the grand
company that Rosen joins as a

recipient of the French medal.

Former recipients include direc-

Robarl Rosen

tors Milos Forman and Alfred

Hitchcock and comedian Groucho
Marx.

Rosen, who has been at UCLA
since 1974, initially approached
film as a historian and is acutely

aware of the historical importance

See ROSEN, page 7

USAC internal VP
works on promises
Coordination of student groups,

communication main concerns
By Reglna Ravetti
Daily Brutn Staff

—

the council's administrative inter-

nal affairs , Murdoff a4ids there-is-

Six months into his term as

internal vice president of UCLA*s
undergraduate student council,

Sherrick Murdoff says he is ful-

filling his campaign promises.

And some student representa-

tives say they are pleased he has set

up weekly meetings to increase

communication between the diffe-

rent groups and the council, but

they add that some improvements
can still be made.

Murdoff pledged in his May
1991 campaign to make the stu-

dent council more accountable to

the student body by improving

more to his job.

"I'm not just here to set tiie

agendas and distribute the minutes
of our meetings,*' he said. "My
office is responsible for gathering

recent information about meetings

of campus committees on which
students are members.'*

To improve communication
between these groups and the

council, Murdoff set up.a weekly
forum for the 19 student advocacy
groups sponsored by the student

government. Groups such as the

African Students Union and the

Union of Students with Disabili-

ties represent the diverse interests

"Pm not just here to set

the agendas and

distribute the minutes

of ourmeetings.
»

Sherrick Murdoff
InfefnalVice President

campus communication. And after

gaining about 60 percent of the

vote, the former president of the

InterFratemity Council, which
governs Greek fraternities, set out

to keep those promises.

So far, Murdoff has created a

discussion forum for campus com-
munity groups, revitalized the

council's newsletter, and imple-

mented a new computer system in

the student government's offices.

Although primarily in charge of

of the student body.

Every two weeks representa-

tives from the groups meet to

discuss current issues affecting the

campus community.
The forum provides a good

opportunity for groups to be heard

as a whole, representatives said.

"A major problem with (student

government) that I saw last year

was that there was absolutely no

See MURDOFF, page 6

Yale »- 1 siders stringent faculty, program relictions
By Anthony DePalma
The New York Times

In what could represent the most

substantial changes to Yale Uni-

versity in 40 years, a faculty

committee has recommended the

elimination or consolidation of

several academic departments and

a 10.7 percent reduction in faculty

positions. While most major uni-

versities are struggling to cut cost^,

,. Yale's proposed reductions would

be among the most stringent

The departments of linguistics

and of operations research, a

mathematics discipline, will be
closed outright if the recommen-
dations are accepted by the Yale
Corp., the university's governing
body, next month.

The sociology department's
faculty will be cut by almost 40
percent, three separate engineering

departments will be consolidated

into one, and the departments of
physics and applied physics will be
scaled back and then merged.

Administrators claim Uie cuts.

which would be phased in over

several years, are crucial if Yale is

to remain competitive. But many
faculty members worry that that

such deep cuts are unwarranted

and would damage the university.

"I'm outraged," said Deboi^h S.

Davis, a professor of sociology.

*This is unbelievable." Like nwst
other Yale faculty members. Pro-

fessor Davis saw a copy of the

committee's recommendations in

her mailbox Thursday morning,

although the contents had been

rumored for weeks.

The report was released a day
before Yale's contract wiUi 3,500
non-teaching staff members
expires. University officials said

the two actions were not con-

nected.

Faculty and staff have a month
to comment on the plan, written.by

the Committee on Restructuring

the Faculty of Arts and Sciences.

Yale President Benno C. Schmidt
Jr. and Provost Frank M. Turner
will consider any revisions, then

send final recommendations to

Yale C(yp^ which is exj[)ectcd to

accept them. A final decision is

expected by the end of February.

^ Turner, the university's provost,

said that Yale was running an $8.8
milhon deficit in its $799 million

budget for this fiscal year and
would have deficits for the next
few years.

But by reducing faculty size and
cutting other expenses, the univer-
sity would be able to support itself,

compete for tiie best faculty and
students and "let Yale be Yale,"

Turner said.
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Briefs
World

Seib leaders condemn
ECfbr

BELGRADE. Yugoslavia — Leaders

of Serbia and the Serb-controlled Yugo-
slav government denounced as illegal and
dangerous on Thursday the formal recog-

nition of Croatia and Slovenia by the

European Community, which effectively

closed the book on Yugoslavia (as it had
existed since the end of World War II).

"The presidency considers this an
intentional breakup of Yugoslavia and
stresses that it does not solve the Yugoslav
crisis but only wcM^ens it," a statement

issued by the Serb-controlled Yugoslav
presidency said. The statement said the

recognition of the independence of the

two former Yugoslav repubhcs was a

violation of the United Nations Charter

and other international accords.

Salvadoran foes
sign peace treaty

MEXICO CITY— The government of

El Salvador and its guerrilla foes signed a

comprehensive peace treaty here on

Thursday, formally ending a 12-year civil

war that turned their tiny Central Ameri-

can nation into the most violent theater of

East-West conflict in the hemisphere.

Under the, watch of world leaders,

whose presence reflected the shifting

forces that helped bring years of negotia-

tions to a close, the two sides pledged an

end not only to the fighting that has left

about 75,000 people dead, but also to the

hatred that has fed its sometimes unspeak-

able brutality.

Shamir says turmoii

wiii not affect tailcs

JERUSALEM — Prospects for early

Israeli elections increased Thursday with

the imminent departure of two right-wing

parties from the governing coalition, but

government officials insisted that the

political turmoil would have no effect on
Israeli's participation in Middle East

peace talks. *The peace process has to

continue even after the crisis," Foreign

Minister David Levy told reporters.

Aides to Prime Minister Yitzhak

Shamir took pains to argue that the

political uncertainty would have no effect

on Shamir's commitment to continue

peace negotiations with the Arabs.

Is Butch Casskly
buried in Bolivia?
A team of forensic experts and histo-

rians has exhumed a pair of skeletons in

Bolivia that may be those of two famous
American outlaws. Butch Cassidy and
"the Sundance Kid."

One of the expedition's members, Dan
Buck of Washington, said a trail of
documentary clues discovered in various

parts of South America led the group last

month to a cemetery in San Vicente,

Bolivia, a remote mining village where
the outlaws supposedly died in a 1907 gun
battle.

The scientific leader of the e.ypp^irion,

Nation

Busii tax cut proposal

Dr. Clyde Collins Snow, a forensic

anthropologist, has taken the skeletons to

his laboratory in Norman, Okla., where he
plans to subject them to \h& same
analytical techniques that he and other

scientists used in identifying the skull of

the Nazi concentration camp doctor Josef

Mengele.
""^

cfiallenges Democrats
WASHINGTON — The income-tax

cut President Bush plans to propose this

month would make families with incomes
of more than about $50,000 the biggest

winners, drawing a new line in his

election year battle with the Democrats
over who can develop the more attractive

tax breaks for the middle class.

The Democrats, in Congress and on the

presidential campaign trail, have not

found a tax policy they can all support, but

most of their proposals aim lower on the

income ladder than the president's.

On the heels of Bush's campaign trip to

New Hampshire on Wednesday, the first

of the election year and where he tried to

find a firmer footing on domestic and
economic issues, new details began to

emerge about the budget package he will

send to Congress Jan. 29.

Astronomers close to

proving black holes
ATLANTA — Astronomers believe

they are a measurement away from
definitive proof for the existence of black

holes, those central regions of some
galaxies where matter would be so dense
and the pull of gravity so strong that

-nothings not even4ight^ could escape from

them.

New observations reported here Thurs-

day at a meeting of the American
Astronomical Society were seen as the

strongest evidence so far for a supermas-
sive black hole residing at the center of a

galaxy, sucking in a whirlpool of sur-

rounding stars.

Bush seeks to defuse

gkilf policy criticism

WASHINGTON — Facing criticism

of a Persian Gulf policy that President

Bush hopes will help catapult him to re-

election, the White House on Thursday
offered new predictions of President

Saddam Hussein's downfall and pro-

claimed the war a "tremendous victory."

"We can all take pride in the results of
that effort," Bush said in a written

statement marking the passage ofone year

since he ordered the start of bombing
against Iraqi forces in Kuwait

In the statement, which his spokesman,
Marlin Fitzwater, also read before televi-

sion cameras, Bush vowed "to keep the

pressure on Saddam Hussein" and called

again on the Iraqi people to overthrow
their leader. Defense Secretary Dick
Cheney predicted that Saddam would be
removed "in the not-too-distant future."

Administration officials have long said

that Saddam was crippled by the war and
in danger of being overthrown, but there is

no indication that the administration is

taking concrete steps to topple him, other

than continuing economic sanctions.

Top Ten

TOP TEN MEN'S COLOGNE NAMES
THAT NEVER FOUND A SPONSOR:

10. Perpetrator.

9. Toxic Avenger.

8. Pit BuU.
7. Downwind.

'^ =
6. Chauviniste-Chauviniste.

5. Quayle Hunter.

4. Linger,

3. Male Bonding.

2. Football Widow.
1. Essence of Adolescence.

Compiled from Bruin wire services

JUMPIN'JACK
PLAQUE

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING •

•Fix Chipped. Stained, or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas, Estimates in Writing

•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)

1441 Westwood Blvd. (Between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

Kww

UnSURPASSED QUALITY
BEST SUPPORT

Teeliio1ojle«

286, 386, 486 Systems
Large Selection Available

2 Year Warranty
Financing Available €
(213) 852-1282

UNBEATABLE PRICES

GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
AT POINT MUGU, CALIFORNIA

(50 MILES NORTK OF UCLA)

««« MAKER OF THE R14 TOMCAT»»»
WE HAVE POTENTIAL CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR

1992 UCLA GRADUATES
BACHELORS & MASTERS DEGREES IN

** Electrical Engineering

Computer Science

Physics

Math/Connputer Science

Applied Mathematics41 4*

JOBS
-> Electrical Engineers

Software/Digital Engineers

COME TO OUR FORMAL
OPEN HOUSE

PRESENTATION & SLIDE SHOW
AT THE PENTHOUSE-

BOELTER HALL
ON THE UCLA CAMPUS
TUESDAY AFTERNOON,
JANUARY 21, 1992

Software Developnnent Engineers FROM 4:00 PM - 6:30 PM

Members of: ORUMMAN
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED!

Society of Women Engineers

SOLES
National Society of Black Engineers

Eta Kappa Nu
ARE ESPECIALLY INVITED TO ATTFNm

BRING RESUME & UNOFRCIAL TRANSCRIPT OR LIST OF COURSES TAKEN

APPLICAhfTS SELECTED WILL BE
SUBJECT TO A SECURITY

INVESTIGATION

AND MUST MEET ELIGIBIUTY

REQUIREMENTS FOR ACCESS TO
CLASSIRED INFORMATION. UNITED
STATES CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED.
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OFFICIAL NOTICES
RAPE AND OTHER FORMS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT

TO:

FROM:
RE:

ALL STUDENTS
DEAN OF STUDENTS
OFHCIAL NOTICES

OFFICIAL NOTICES SUCH AS THOSE PRINTED BELOW WILL
APPEAR IN THE UCLA DAILY BRUIN AT VARIOUS TIMES DURING
THE ACADEMIC YEAR. SUCH OFFICIAL NOTICES ARE IMPORTANT
AND ALL STUDENTS ARE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
INFORMATION IN THEM.

TO: ALL MEMBERS OF THE CAMPUS COMMUNITY
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: UCLA STUDENT CONDUCT POLICIES AND

PROCEDURES IN CASES OF RAPE AND OTHER
FORMS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT

UCLA will not tolerate sexual assault in any form, including

acquaintance or date rape. Where there is probable cause to believe

that the campus regulations prohibiting sexual assault have been
violated by a student, the campus will pursue disciplinary actions
which may include sanctions up to and including Dismissal from the

University.

A student accused of sexual assault can be prosecuted under
California criminal statutes iM disciplined under the campus student

conduct policies and regulations. Even if the criminal justice

aWtorfttes ctroose not to prosecute, the campus can pursue
disciplinary action.

DEFINITIONS:

A student who individually, or in concert with others, participates in

any of the following misconduct is subject to University discipline.;!.

The following language describes specific conduct which, at UCLA,
may subject a student to University discipline:

Physical abuse, threats of violence, rape, and other forms of

sexual assault or other conduct that threatens the health or

safety of any person on University property or in connection

With official University functions.

More specifically:

RAPE: For the purposes of this policy, rape refers to those

actions defined as rape by the California Penal Code. The
-
- following acts sumoiarized below are annong the behaviors

prohibited by the California Penal Code:

a. Sexual intercourse against a person's will accomplished by

force or threats of bodily injury.

.
b» Sexual intercourse against a person's will where the person

has reasonable fear that she (or he) or another will be

injured if she (or he) does not submit to the intercourse.

c. Sexual intercourse where the person is incapable of giving

consent, or is prevented from resisting, which includes, but

is not limited to, instances in which the complainant is

prevented from resisting due to alcohol or drugs

administered by or with the knowledge of the accused.

OTHER FORMS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT: The act of sexual assault

includes: forced sodomy (anal intercourse); forced oral

copulation (oral-genital contact); forced penetration by a foreign

object, including a finger; and sexual battery ( the unwanting

touching of an intimate part of another person for the purpose

of sexual arousal). These also include situations when the

accused sexually assaults a complainant incapable of giving

consent, including where the complainant is prevented from

resisting due to alcohol or drugs administered by or with the

knowledge of the accused.

NOTE: For the purpose of this policy, students should understand that:

a. Forced intercourse or other unwanted sexual contact is

defined as rape or sexual assault whether the assailant is a

stranger or an acquaintance of the complainant.

Intoxication of the assailant shall not diminish the

assailant's responsibility for sexual assault.

.

b.

IF YOU HAVE BEEN RAPED OR SEXUALLY ASSAULTED:

Take care of your safety and health needs.

• Immediately call the Police Department. If possible, call the

UC Police Department at (213) 825-1491 or 911.

• Get medical attention. Campus police will provide
transportation to the Santa Monica Hospital Emergency Room
for emergency medical treatment and evidence collection. A

' counselor from the Santa Monica Rape Treatment Center will

be available at that time, free of charge.

Utilize Campus and Community Support services.

• Contact a Rape Services Consultant. Rape Services

Consultants (RSC) are available through the Women's
Resource Center. RSCs have expertise in working with people

who have been raped or sexually assaulted. They can discuss

options and alternatives, help identify the most appropriate

support services, and provide information abdut medical care,

psychological counseling, academic assistance, legal options,

how to file a police report, and how to file a complaint through,

the Dean of Students' Office. RSCs are available to assist any

UCLA student regardless of where or when the assault

occurred. For assistance, contact the Women's Resource
Center at (213) 206-8240 or come to Room 2, Dodd Hall and
ask to speak to an RS^F
Contact the Rape Treatment Center at Santa Monica Hospital

at (213) 319-4000 for free emergency medical treatment and

counseling services.

CAMPUS DISCIPLINE PROCESS WHB< THE ASSAILANT IS A STUDENT:

Those who believe that they have been raped or otherwise sexually

assaulted by a student on University properties or in conjunction with

an official University function may file a complaint directly with the

Dean of Students' Office, 1206 Murphy Hall.

Cases referred to the Office of the Dean of Students will be treated

under the hearing procedures set forth in the UCLA Student Conduct
Code of Procedures.* If the allegation is of rape or other forms of

sexual assault and the case is referred to the Student Conduct
Committee, the following addit ional procedures shall also apply:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

The complainant shall be entitled, for support, to have up to

two persons of the complainant's choice accompany the

complainant to the hearing. A support person may be called

as a witness, and the fact that he or she is to act as a witness

shall not preclude that person's attendance throughout the

entire hearing. If a support person is also a witness, the

-Conwwittee Chair (or the Hearing Officer) may require him or

her to testify before the complainant. Neither of these

persons shall be entitled to represent or defend the

^complainant. Similar rights shall be afforded to the accused
^

student.

The complainant shall have the right to be present during the

entire hearing notwithstanding the fact that the complainant

is to be called as a witness.

Evidence of the complainant's past sexual history, including

opinion evidence, reputation evidence, and evidence of

specific instances of the complainant's sexual conduct, shall

not be admissible by the accused student unless the

Committee Chair or Hearing Officer makes a specific finding

of relevance after an offer of proof by the accused student.

Under no circumstances is past sexual history admissible to

prove consent. The offer of proof must be made and
resolved by the panel before the complainant testifies.

The hearing shall be closed to spectators.-—

*Universitv of California Policies APDlvina to Camous Activities.

Organizations, and Students. Part A, and the UCLA Student Conduct

Code of Procedures may be obtained in the Office of the Dean of

Students, 1206 Murphy Hall

CARING ASSISTANCE IS AVAILABLE IF YOU HAVE BEEN SUBJECTED TO RAPE OR SEXUAL

ASSAULT. YOU ARE ENCOURAGED IN THE STRONGEST TERMS TO MAKE A REPORT.

» i
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coordination of student groups/*

said Youram Nassir, president of

the Iranian Student Group. **What

(Sherrick is) doing is certainly

something major."

Others echoed his sentiment "I

know at least every two weeks I

can go in and get my questions

answered/* said Mandy Youses-
moradi, Iranian Student Group
representative.

But although many representa-

tives praised Sherrick* s intentions,

they added that the forum can be

improved.

"(Sherrick) nebds to meet with

each one of (the groups) and see

what needs to be done. One-on-one
is the best way«** said Kathy
Guyton, African Student Union
representative. "I think we're the

kind of organization that needs to

sit down and talk about what (each

group) wants.**

And each of the groups must be

more active during the meetings,

said Jonathan Farmer, a represen-

tative from the InterFratemity

Council. "I think that all groups
could be more encouraged to

participate. If you can't have
everyone there, nothing can be
done-

Student groups have high aspi-

rations for future forums. They are

currently working to revise the

student government's constitution

in order to increase the forum's

power as a governing body.

"If the forum is as it should be,

and has all the power that its

supposed to have, it will be very

good,** said Guyton.

To inform the UCLA commun-

ity about the undergraduate coun-
cil and its current issues, Murdoff
increased publication and distri-

bution of the student council's

newsletter throughout the campus.
He is now overseeing the instal-

lation of 10 new computers in the

student council's offices. The
Macintosh computers will allow

council members to interact more
easily with^graduate students, the

students association and faculty

members.

'That's a major step in having

(student council) work better with

each other. The communication is

faster, so we'll be much more
efficient as a body," said Vicky
Luce, Student Welfare Commis-
sioner.

A fifth-year business economics
major, Murdoff plans to graduate

in June. Until then, he says he will

continue to work at improving
communication among campus
organizations.

"It's challenging when you're

working with a lot of different

groups. It's exciting when there's a

chance to make a difference for

years to come."
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From page 1

because it is **the most ambitious

thing the center is doing/* Naka-
nishi said.

Project planners are coordinat-

ing year-long events that include

an exhibit of the art created by
Japanese living in the internment

camps.

And the researchers focusing on
public policies which impact the

Asian/Pacific Islander Ainerican

communities no longer have to

deal with hassles such as dust and
noise.

The office currently works with

community leaders on statewide

redistricting that will emjx)wer
Asian Americans by grouping
them into the same district

"Now we have our own unit so

we are more centralized and
coordinated,** said researcher
Tania Azores. "Before, individual

faculty did their own thing.**

ROSEN
From page 3

of the medium.
"For the 20th century, moving

images are our popular art form,

historical document, social force,

cultural artifact — in short a

repository for our collective mem-
ory,** he said.

As such, the archive has taken

an active role in bringing its wealth
of material to the public. The
archive presents a year-round
menu of more than 500 programs

which include retroactive as well

as contemporary productions.

For example, the archive is now
cooperating with the Mexican
government and movie industry to

put together a first-ever program to

show 100 Mexican films.

The UCLA archive has also

received recognition from the Los
Angeles Film Critics Association

and the New York Museum of
Modem Art.

Conspiracy?
The New York Times

BOCA RATON, Fla. — Open-
ing the files on President Ken-
nedy's assassination could calm
conspiracy theorists, but the attor-

ney who defended Jack Ruby said

he doubts they would change the

course of history.

**The first thing they ought to do
is release all that information that

they have and all of the exhibits,**

Melvin Belli said.
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Letters

European
worthy of celebration
By Jeffrey D. Fox

This is in response to Pei-Chi Chang's column of Jan. 14

(Daily Bruin, "Celebrrte Columbus discovering the New World?
Not!**)» a close-minded, racist article self-righteously accusing
others of racism. Chang was apparently dissatisfied with the

message sent by the Tournament of Roses committee in selecting

'its grand marshals.

The committee initially chose a direct descendent of Christo-

pher Columbus as the grand marshaU. The theme for the 1992
Rose Parade would be "Voyages of Discovery" in honor of

Columbus* voyage of 1492. This theme was an attempt to

celebrate the European discovery of the Americas, which cleared

the way for European contributions to our American culture.

After Columbus* discovery, many Eurq)eans were then able to

flee from oppression to this newly found continent and eventually

they declared independence and formed the United States, our
country. These people brought with them the traditions of
fteedom, democracy and the roots for the just and fair legal

system to which we all now subscribe to as Americans.
This celebration was quite understandably seen as one-sided

and disrespectful to the descendants of the people who were
already here before Columbus showed up and whose culture is

now all but wiped out. When this was pointed out to the com-
imttec^a-^^coiTipiowise^ warigacfacd whcr^ U.S. Representative

Some of our readers feel reg
fees are high enough, thanks
Editor:

I am writing in response to

Rex Savage's viewpoint in the

Jan. 14 Daily Bruin C*Stop
complaining about UC fees —
it should be worse**). It is

truly disheartening to read such

a detached and close-minded
point of view. In his article.

Savage is outraged at Pete
Wilson for raising our reg fees

only $550. In fact. Savage
sponsors an annual increase of
^1200 for the next four years

which also enables fees to be
increased in proportion to

annual inflation.

Why stop there. Savage?
Let*s just put it at a nice

nd number, say $20,000? Or
would that ruin a certain

someone *s chances of getting

that new car daddy had prom-
ised? It is hard to believe

someone could be so blind to

the world.

The state legislature is

known to target social groups
that are unable to represent

themselves, mainly the poor
and the young. Pete Wilson*s
latest reg fee increase appropri-

ately attacks both groups. The
rich and the business commun-
ity remain untouched because
the future poUtical careers of

the legislators rest in their

hands.

One could only estimate how
many potential students would
have to turn down their chance
at an education at UCLA if

Savage*s economic plan were
put into effect. This would
easily alienate the poor and the

minorities who studied hard to

be accepted at UCLA but

could no longer afford it.

Also, Savage does not know
that the average graduate of

UCLA today has a hard time

getting by on his income, not

to mention paying back that

$64,000 in student loans that

he was talking about Unlike

Savage, some students need to

work 20 to 30 hours a week
and couple that with their

financial aid just to survive.

This might come as a sur-

prise. Rex, but UCLA has

been providing a great educa-

tion for many years at afford-

able rates. Is it not Ihe point

of the UC campuses to provide
an affordable education up to

par with any university in the

nation? But if you are like our
friend Savage and have
$20,000 burning a hole in your
pocket, there is a certain cam-
pus across town that will

gladly help you out

Afshin Arzili

Junior
Poiiticai science

Editor:

While reading Rex Savage's
article (Daily Bruin, "Stop
complaining about UC fees

. .
.** Jan. 14), I became extre-

mely upset at his nonchalant,

apathetic attimde. He is willing

to stand aside and let the

California legislature bully him-
self and other students around.
I think we, as UCLA students

should stand up and fight the

ridiculous fee hikes that Sav-
age wants to let slide.

Twenty-five years ago, when
the fees per quarter were less

than $100, UCLA was an

incredible deal. But now, at

almost $1000 a quarter plus

other costly expenses, it is not
so incredible. Savage ridicul-

ously compares UCLA, a

public university to that of

Harvard, a private one. Public

means lower fees; much lower
fees. Period.

The present $550 fee

increase is not helping to pay
professors* salaries. What
makes Savage think a $1200 ;

raise will go to professors?

UCLA has managed over theT-
last 60 years to attract world-

class teachers without expen-
sive fees, but now, all of a
sudden Savage fears losing

such professors?
~^ The blame for the increase^"
lies in the California legisla-

ture. Yet Savage wants stu-

dents to pay the price, literally.

What was going on five short

years ago when ex-Governor
Deukmejian was thinking of
offering tax rebates to Califor-

nians because of the state's

budget surplus. Now, f\yt years

later, there is a $6.6 bilUon

deficit The legislature and
Gov. Wilson need to wake up
and realize that education

should not be made the scape-

goat for budget mismanagement
during the last half decade.

I say no to a $550 increase.

It*s time UCLA students said

no as well; we need to fight

this. Think about it: four years
ago fees were half what they

are now. TJiat is quite a bit

more than inflation for the

same time period.__ ^

Campbell, a Native American descendent, was chosen as an
event co-host to represent the Native American contribution to

our culture.

Despite this compromise, Chang characterizes the committee as

being close-minded and racist although he exhibits the same
qualities in the opposite direction.

Basically, Chang, without merit, labels the committee as anti-

Native Am^can. He refuses to consider that the committee
might have initially decided to celebrate our nation*s European
roots in a positive manner, with no intention of an anti-Native

message. In fact, Chang assumes the opposite with his assertion

that anyone who has the "gall** to commemorate the beginnings
of European heritage in America in any way must also mean to

celebrate "the atrocities that Christopher Columbus brought to this

country.** In this way, Chang labels any interest in European
heritage as inherently anti-Native.

However, the compromise can only fairly be characterized as

an attempt by the committee to correct its ignorance of the

Native American point of view; it was quite obvious that the

committee was i^ot interested in celebrating harm to Natives.

Nevertheless, Chang calls this compromise a "blatant slap to

the face of Native Americans,** because it "was not an apology.**__

Chang is concluding that the committee needs to apologize for

daring to consider a European point of view.

At the root of this opinion is Chang*s anti-European racism.
Quite frankly, the committee need not apologize any more than

one would expect a Native American descendent to apologize
that Rep. Campbell might symbolize violent resistance by the
Native Americans against the European immigrants.

If Chang exhibited the same understanding for European-
Americans* desires to remember their roots as he does for the

Native Americans* struggle, he might have seen the co-host
arrangement of the Rose Parade as a symbol of understanding
between cultures instead of a symbol of racism.

Fox is a junior in political science.

David Ginsburg
Freshman

History
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It's time to put an end to America's 'BarfDiplomacy'
After President Bush

blew chow into the lap

of Japanese Prime
Minister Miyazawa last week,
the world tried to find meaning
in the incident One Japanese
cartoon depicted Miyazawa
serving a bed-ridden Bush a
bowl of rice gruel with Bush
saying, **Make that American
rice." CNN wanted to

announce that Bush had died,

obviously to clear the way for

Ted Turner's presidential bid.

Personally, I think it was
something Bush had plotted for

months, an elaborate practical

joke on a par with that *'no

quid pit) quo** gag he pulled

on Oliver North.

In retrospect, though, that

whole barf thing never should

have happened because Bush
and his entourage of whining
American CEO*s never should
have been there in the first

place.

The president and his spin

doctors have declared the trip

a success and claim that it

will generate new jobs here at

home. But most analysts agree
that Bush came back with little

more than stains on his tux,

and that the Japanese agree-

ment to buy SlQ billinn worth

Notes from the Outside

Marcus
Hennessy

of U.S. auto parts over the

next five years was more of a
token gesture than anything
substantive. It may also mean
longer lines at Pep Boys.

Whether Bush's "managed
trade** agreement signified a

faltering first step towards
protectionism and trade sanc-

tions remains to be seen.

Sentiment is growing in both

thc^House and the Senate to

impose such measures, espe-

cially as America's economic
prognosis worsens. But more
importantly, the agreement may
now reinforce the notion that

the Japanese indeed control our
economic destiny, and that

only their mercy and compas-
sion can revitalize our stalled

GNP.
The trip may have also

agitated that swelling rank of

Japan-bashers who claim that

they're rekindling the same
imperialistic arrogance they

flaunted in the first half of the

century, and that are planning

some son of economic sneak-

attack that will plunge us into

a real depression.

I managed to find some
Irony in the NFC championship
game last Sunday, where the

Detroit Lions went to

Washington and got their butts

kicked. A&the Redskins ran -up-

the score, I tried to imagine

the Lions* quarterback Eric

Kramer going over to

Washington safety Daryl Green
and pleading for looser cover-

age on Lion pass receives. Or
Detroit coach Wayne Pontes

pulling Joe Gibbs aside at

halftime and asking for a

lighter pass rush and some
jnissed tackles on Barry San-

ders.

In a society that revels in

the spirit of fair competition as

we do, that*s a ridiculous

scenario. But that was precisely

the game plan of the "Big
Three" CEOs*^^ Messrs.

lacocca, Stempel and Poling —
as they traipsed around Tokyo
behind their fearless leader,

hoping that the Japanese gov-

emmetn might make it a little

easier for thert' toKCt^mpete on

the auto industry gridiron and
therefore shrink that embar-
rassing $40 billion trade deficit

(of which about $30 billion is

auto-related).

Did Lee lacocca really

expect his Japanese contempo-
raries to take him seriously

when he showed up looking
for handouts? Despite the fact

that Chrysler posted near-record

losses last year, lacocca made
over $4 million in salary, stock

options, and bonuses — more
than 16 times what President

Bush brings home. On the

average, top Japanese execu-
tives earn no more than 25
times the salary of their aver-

age worker. Yet Amoican
CEOs take up to 250 times the

income of their lay workers.

So why should the Japanese
make concessions in the face

of such overt greed at the

management level? Everyone
complains that the Japanese
maintain unfair trade policies;

that while we provide an
unlimited market for them,
they impose substantial restric-

tions on our exports. But at

least one American executive

doesn't see it that way.
According to James Morgan,

_CEO (^^Saelft CJ
semiconductor firm that has

competed successfully in Japan
for several years, "Japan is the

world's most difficult market
for any foreign firm. But
formal trade barriers in Japan

are beginning to disappear and
are no longer the leading

impediment to success. The
bigger problem is commitment
Too many American firms are

not sufficiently committed to

meeting the demands of the

Japanese market" He goes on
to say that "Japanese consum-
ers have more stringent defini-

tions of quality. American
companies need to learn to

compete in Japan because if

you can meet those high stan^

dards and sell to the Japanese,

you can sell anywhere."

Is it fair to fault the Japan-

ese for being better capitalists

Letters

Zealots
-r-r-

Editor:

This is in response to Steven
Ross* viewpoint (Daily Bruin,

"Sinfest portrayal of Christian-

ity is highly inaccurate," Jan.

14). I don't believe Tatsuya
Ishida's cartoon (Sinfest, Jan.

10) was portraying or attacking

all Christians as a whole, but

rather just those who push
their self-righteous behefs and
rhetoric upon others.

Why didn't Ishida draw a

cartoon containing another of

the countless religions in our
culture? Because representatives

of other religions don't stand

in the middle of school

screaming how we're all going
to go to hell for our sins, bug
us on the way to class in

order to talk to us about God,
or knock on our doors at 7

a.m. on Saturdays wanting to

talk about the Lord or

"enlighten" us.

I have an experience which
sticks in my mind and still

angers me. About a year ago,

I was sitting outside next to

Royce reading The Bruin when
two gentlemen approached me
and told me, not asked, that

they would like to speak to

me about God. I very kindly

said "no thanks," as I was
busy reading the"papCr.

Then one of them said,

"Well, don't you believe in

God?" At this point I was *^

becoming angry and said, "I

just said, I'm not interested!"

Finally they got out of my
face and went on to the next

virtim.

I don't care if thes6 guys

were trying to sell me ency-

clopedias or a subscription to

Playboy; I told them I wasn't

interested and they didn't

respect this. For all they knew,
I could have been the most

religious person on the face of

the planet, but at that time, I

just didn't want to be

bothered.

Ross, I don't think Ishida

was trying to insult all Christ-

ians with this cartoon. If you
are not a Christian who pushes

his beliefs on others like the

character in the cartoon, then

you should not take it to be
directed at you and other

Christians.

Chris Stewart
Senior

German

than we are? The Japanese got

where they are today because
we taught them how to be
competitive. After war devas-

tated their country, we spent
billions on helping them to

restore their industrial base,

and encouraged them to model
their companies after our own.
Being exemplary students, they

took what knowledge we gave
them and modified it to fit

their own cultural biases. Back
in the '60s and *70s, Japanese
government officials subsidized
their auto industry as compa-
nies accepted losses and sought
to establish market shares here
in America. At the same time,

Ford, Chrysler and GM were
more conccyned with how^^
car looked than how reliable

and economical it was. The
Japanese sold small, practical,

fuel-efficient cars that people
could rely on, and after the

fuel crunch of the mid-70s,
this determined, long-term

approach started to pay off.

The problem we face now is

not our inability to sell Ameri-
can pnxlucts to the Japanese— it*s our inability to sell

American products to ourselves.

The fact that Americans buy
roughly one third of their new
cars from Japan, and that the

Honda Accord is still the best
selling car in this country,

attests to the fact that the

Japanese are simply domg a
better job of giving us what
we want

Rather than consort with the

competition and hope that they

can do us a few trade favors,

American industry (and govern-
ment leaders) need to come up
with a new game plan — to

find that competitive spirit

again and attack the marketp-
lace with a renewed commit-
ment to giving American
consumers what they want

If we have the technology to

build spaceships and see atoms,

then we can surely build a
safe, comfortable, fuel-efficient

and affordable car that meets
or exceeds the standards set by
foreign competitors.

This new commitment might
entail government loans (like

the kind given to Chrysler

.back in the early '8Qs that

saved the company from bank-
ruptcy) and tax breaks to aid

torpid industry. At the same
time, take the money out of
the pockets of greedy CEO's
and put it back into research

and development, or into finan-

cial incentives for the line —'

worker to build a better pro-

duct. Reorient management
philosophy towards long-term

market-share, modernization and
reinvestment rather than the

short-term quarterly profit and
bonus plan. r

Let's stop blaming the

Japanese, the Germans, and the

Koreans for our ailing eco-

nomy. The only real cure is to

build a better, cheaper product
than anyone else.

Hennessy is a staffer at Exten-

sion.

Selloiits

Editor:

Congratulations on all the

money that ASUCI^A Commu-
nications Board made off this

year's UCLA Community
Directory. I'm sure Budweiser

paid a lot of money to put an

ad on the back cover, but the

ad's degrading portrayal of a
blond beach bimbo only

demonstrates the Comm
Board's irresponsibility and
insensitivity lo the UCLA com-
munity.

•'N

Was the woman in the

bikini put in the ad because of

her fascinating personality? Or,

more likely, was her body
used to sell beer?-

And about that third rate

imitation of a Lichtcnstein

print on the cover: It says

inside that Joyce Hirohaia's

portrayal of a blond woman
confused and sobbing over the

area codes changing was cho-

sen above dozens of enuies.

Why is that? How does this

image represent the UCLA
community?

As women students at

UCLA, we find it very offen-

sive that such an absurd ste-

reotype of women should be

put on the cover of our
community directory. Every
day we have to fight against

this bullshit in our own univer-

sity. We're here to deconstruct

these stereotypes and you
throw them right back at us on
both the front and back of the

community directory.

In your quest for the

almighty dollar, you cast aside

the dignity of women. What a

bunch of fucking sellouts.

Karia Zombro
Danette l^rtin
Sabrina Smith

i
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The King's Singers will perform Renaissance madrigals and popu-
lar songs in Royce Hall on Sunday.

for Brit singing Icings
By Peilin Chou

"Making the music and having it

received, that's the most reward-
ing thing about it all/* remarks Bob
Chilcott, tenor and seven-year
member of the six-man a cappella

singing group the world has come
to know and*love as The King's
Singers.

Founded at King's College,

Cambridge in 1968, The King's
Singers began as "six chaps who
got together to sing for fun," says
Chilcott, and have since become
one of the most highly respected

and sought-after vocal ensembles
in existence today.

The King's Singers have
delighted millions of fans all over
the world with their singing,

performing at Carnegie Hall and
the Hollywood Bowl in the States,

and at Windsor Castle before the

Queen of England. This Sunday,
The King's Singers make their

UCLA debut at Royce Hall.

The group has been hailed by
the English press as "defining the

art of ensemble singing." After
nearly a quarter of a century of
performing, their distinctive sound
and almost mystifyingly flawless

blend continue to keep people of
all ages coming back for more.
One of the group *s greatest

strengths, and most likely a signif-

icant factor in its success, is the

ability of the members to work
together very well.

"You need a group entity/'

explain* Chilcott. "It's like a

sports team. There's room for

individual excelling, but you can't

really have any ego about it or the

whole thing could fall apart."

The group spends six months of
the year together on the road.

Chilcott feels that this 'sense of

unity within the group is not only

crucial for their success musically,

but also for the personal mental

health of each of the group's

members. "It's like marriage with-

out sex," he quips. "You really

have to get along very well

See SINQEI^S, page 12

Pance

Dance creations:
Journey through

'steel and grace'

of Nola Rc5tco

By Laura Roman

The UCLA Dance Depart-
ment's Upstart Series continues

-this weekend with Nola Rocco's
"of steel and grace."

Based on Rocco's introspective

attempts to define "who 1 was in

America and who America was in

me/' "of steel and grace" resolves

Rocco's conflict by providing the

place where, she says, "both the

inner and outer reabties dwell
together."

Yet to label Rocco's work as

"modem dance" or "performance
art" would be misidentifying her

creative intentions. Rocco shuns

categorizing her work by such

cliches; instead, she thinks of her

work as a "theatrical odyssey with

dance."

By referring to her work as an

"odyssey," Rocco emphasizes the

structure of "of steel and grace."

"It is devised to give the

audience the sense of a journey,"

she says. 'The overall scope of the

piece conveys progression."

Though "of steel and grace" is

technically in three movements,
Rocco again emphasizes the "jour-

ney" aspect of her work: "It is a

continuous show— once you enter

it, you don't leave until it's over."

DANCE: UCLA Dance Department
Upstart Series, featuring 'of steel and
grace" by Nola Rocco Friday, Jan. 17
and Saturday, Jan. 18 at 8 p.m.
Schoenberg Auditorium. Tix: $8. 6
(students with 10).

'Hearts' follows

arduous making of

'Apocalypse Now'

By Rob WInfleld

Dally Bruin Staff

M y film is not a

movie," said director

Francis Ford Cop-
pola to a press gathering at the

1979 Cannes Film Festival con-

cerning his Vietnam War film

"Apocalypse Now."
"My film is not about Vietnam,"

he continued. "It is Vietnam. It's

what it was really like. It was
crazy. And the way we made it was
very much like the way the

Americans were in Vietnam. We
were in the jungle. There were too

many of us. We had access to too

much money, too much equip-

ment And little by little we went
msanc. =
More than a dozen years have

passed since the release of what
mahy now consider to be the most
telling and compelling psychologi-

cal and philosophical drama about
the effects of the Vietnam War on
mankind.

And even after numerous films

centered upon this topic, "Apo-
calypse Now" still remains a

classic study in what provokes a
man to go insane and commit the

very abominations he abhors.

However, upon its release,

Coppola's film was a misunder-
stood one in the eyes of the

American public. Although a

critical success for the most part,

many viewers were unsure of what
to make of this contemporary
militaristic rendition of "Heart of
Darkness," Joseph Conrad's his-

toric novel of 18th century British

imperialism.

Consequently, audiences didn't

cue into the film's deeper thematic

content, which proved to be more
autobiographical for Coppola than

anyone might have imagined.

Now, 12 years .later, after the

film finally went into profit and
ownership rights were granted to

Coppola, he and his wife Eleanor

have allowed filmmakers Fax Bahr
and George Hickenlooper to util-

ize numerous behind-the-scenes

footage and secretly taped conver-

sations for an in-deplh documen-
tary on the making of "Apocalypse
Now."

Titled "Hearts of Darkness: A
Filmmaker's Apocalypse," this

'The horror! The horror!'
shoot, then chronicling the 238
days of principle photography in

the Philippines from day one,

where appearances suggested that

everything would function
smoothly.

Yet, because Coppola wished to

retain creative control of his film

(as Eleanor reveals in one of her
taped diary entries), he found
himself in a position of needing to

raise the funding himself. Thus, he
offered his and Eleanor's personal
assets as collateral, which conse-
quently placed him in a position of

substance abuse by many of the

principle actors; an overweight
Marlon Brando who hadn't yet

familiarized himself with Con-
rad's work; and a script which, in

Coppola's mind, had no ending.

By offering a detailed account
of each of these discouraging

events, the documentary ultimate-

ly captures the psychological and
philosophical implications that

made the original film so compell-
ing to watch.

"Hearts of Darkness" makes it

''Hearts of Darkness: A Filmmaker's Apocalypse" is a look at Francis Ford Coppola's making of
"Apocalypse Now." Pictured above are Coppola, left, and Martin Sheen. Coppola and wife Eleanor,
right, both contributed to the making of the documentary.

one-and-a-half-hour look into one
of the greatest cinematic under-

takings of our time offers an
immense insight into how a direc-

tor and his film crew literally had
to make themselves vulnerable to

the same temptations responsible

for driving a man like Colonel
Kurtz to madness in order to

achieve the credible results Cop-
pola desired.

Although it was no secret that

Coppola's first project for his

newly formed Zoctrope Studios

was no minor task (the Hollywood
trades offered numerous reports on
its budget, which escalated from
$13 million to over $20 million,

and on its 16-week shooting
schedule that nearly doubled in

time), one really was incapable of
grasping the extent of rampant
insanity present on the film's set

without actually having witnessed

it.

Fortunately, through the skillful

compilation of assorted footage

shot by Eleanor, taped conversa-
tions that she made without her

husband's knowledge and updated
interviews with the director, crew
and cast, "Hearts of Darkness"
allows one to witness its making as

if it were a first-hand experience.

Beginning with the aforemen-
tioned statement from Coppola,
the documentary is structured on
the principle of escalation, fore-

shadowing the highly problematic

intense risk because not finishing

the film would mean the fate of
bankruptcy (and perhaps the end of
his filmmaking career).

Granted this, "Hearts of Dark-
ness" embraces this underlying

tone of conflict and desperation for

Coppola to complete the film. Yet,

Coppola could not have known at

the time that "Apocalypse Now"
would evolve into such an epic

undertaking, as well as a test of
physical and emotional endurance
for himself, his cast and his crew.
The film documents the various

overwhelming problems that Cop-
pola faced: the civil war in the

Philippines that threatened the

safety of the actors and crew; an
unforeseen hiuricane that destroy-

ed numerous sets; a heart attack

suffered by lead actor Martin

Sheen that delayed filming half-

way through the shoot; rampant

clear, however, that what occurred
behind the scenes for Coppola
wasn't reel life, but real life. And
the understanding of humanity's
dark nature that Sheen's Willard

encounters in "Apocalypse Now"
was actually a reflection upon a
filmmaker confronted with him-
self: •••• -.—-— ^

FILM: 'Hearts of Darkness: A Filmmak-
er's Apocalypse .' Written and directed
by Fax Bahr with George Hickenkx>pef.
Documentary footage directed bn/ Elea-
nor Coppola. Produced by ueorge
Zaioom and L.es MayfieM. A Zaloom-
Mayfield Productk>n in oooperatkxi with
Zoetrope and released through Triton
Pictures, with interview clips of Francis
Ford C<Mppola, Eleanor Coppola, John
Milius, George Lucas. Martin Sheen.
Robert Duvall. Dennis Hopper, Larry
Fishbume. Frederic Forrest. Albert Hall
and Sam Bottoms. (Rated R for lan-

guaoe; 95 minutes). Showing exclu-
sively at the AMC Century 14 in Century
City.

lies and 'Kafka Soderbergh is out of his element this time
By Michael Mordler

.

Dally Bruin Staff

"Kaflca" is Steven Soderbergh's

rather disappointing follow-up to

the phenomenal "sex, lies and
videotape." Where the first film is

personal and emotional, the latter

is cold and distant. The director

would have been wise to take

advice given to young writers:

"Write about what you know.** If

he*d applied this philosophy to his

current picture— as he did in "sex,

lies**— "Kafka** would never have
been produced. And everyone
would be better off.

But that is not to say "Kafka** is

awful; it just takes forever to get
started and never really goes
anywhere. The offhanded wit and
sinister mood Soderbergh spends
endless time setting up gets in the

way of the story he is trying to tell.

The movie is supposed to be a
suspense thriller, but It doesn't feel

like one.

The film is not based on any of
the author's literary efforts, but
rather on the themes his work is

about; it*s Kafka living a Kafk-
aesque nightmare. The protagonist
finds himself caught in the middle
of a shrouded mystery surrounding
the disappearance of his best
friend. He scrambles awkwardly

-*—

r

and naively around 1919 Prague
searching for answers. When the

surreal hunt is finally over, the

writer has gone through a process

of awakening that will be the^

sdmulus for his novels.

Jeremy Irons plays the 'Writer

with a deadpan wit that's been

featured in many of his perfor-

mances. Because he has seemingly

mastered the delivery. it*s now
sometimes difficult to triticizc his

acting. It*s a tribute to Irons that no

trace of theatrics is evident in his

performance. But the actor isn't

great in this role — just good.

Some of the humor works well, but

in most of the action and dialogue

sequences he is just mediocre.
The fault lies with director

Soderbergh. In direct contrast to

**sex, lies,** he seems out of his

clement here. He tries to mold the

thriller into a personal black-and-

white piece about a writer, but it

doesn't work. Perhaps his desire to

make a genre film just doesn't fit in

with the talents he possesses as a

filmmaker.

FILM: "Kafka." Screenplay by Lem
Dobbs. Directed by Steven Soder-
bergh. Produced by Stuart Cornfeld and
Harry Benn for Baltimore Pictures. A
Miramax Films release with Jeremy
Irons and Theresa Russell. (Rated PG-
13: vblence, language; 98 mirujtes.)

Jeremy Irons plays the writer Frani Kafka In Steven Soderbergh's
film of the sanne nanne. ^ . . . ^ . , V- f
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SINGERS
From page 10

together and love what you're

doing/*

The King's Singers have always
been praised for their innovative

and imaginative programming,
and Sunday's concert will prove

no exception. The program will

include a selection of English

Renaissance madrigals (a genre of

music traditionally sung by choral

groups), but from there it will

branch out into such diverse areas

as Japanese folk songs and Zulu

songs from South Africa. It will

even feature a comic interpretation

of some music by Johann Strauss.

**Our goal is to present choral

style singing to the highest possi-

ble standard we can, but also to

present an enormous variety of

music," explains ChilcotL

For Chilcott, communication is i

everything. **Music is a totally

living thing, and its strength in

conmiunicating is amazing. Politi-

cians talk a lot of nibbish, but it's

the musicians that are the ones that

are really doing the communicat-
ing. It's simple, but it's bhllianL"

*That's all we're really trying to

do." adds ChikotL "We're trying

to communicate, and with com-
plete sincerity. When you're
standing up on stage singing, it's

like taking your clothes off in

public. You can't hide anything.

4s^what ^we're 4i^

Director criticizes critics of new fiim
Kasdan counters *yuppie angst*

stereotype of *Grand Canyon'

about'

MUSIC: The King's Singers. Sunday,
Jan. 19. ate p.m.. Royce Hall. Tix: $27,
22. 16, 9 (students with ID). Sponsored
by the UCLA Center for the Perfomiir)g

Arts. A pre-perfomnance CenterStage
Lecture witn Or. Stephanie Henry.
UCLA Music Department, will take
place from 7-7:30 p.m.

By Bernard Welnraub
The New York Times

Happy. Aaron?
LawreiKe Kasdan should be one

of the happiest film makers in

Hollywood. But he's not.

A highly talented and successful

screenwriter and director, Kasdan,

who celebrated his 43rd birthday

on Tuesday, says he's delighted

that his latest movie, "Grand
Canyon," is stirring debate and
discomfort among audiences and
that the fihn seems to be moving
toward financial success.

But despite general pmisc for

the movie, which deals with the

precariousness of everyday life

among a group of disparate people

in Los Angeles, Kasdan remains

angry and disturbed about some of

the criticisms: specifically, that the

characters — successful, upper-

class white people and a handful of

poorer blacks — suffer from
nothing more than yuppie angst,

that they offer too many bromides

about how unendurable life is in

Los Angeles, and that Kasdan
presents a glib look at serious

urban problems.

'If you make a movie about_

some subject that's distant from

our lives, a movie about a space-

ship or a gangster or a serial killer,

something that people don't

experience on an everyday basis,

then nobody challenges that reali-

ty," said Kasdan.

"But there are certain subjects,

like everyday life in urban Ameri-

ca, where everybody is an expert

Suddenly your view is put up
against everyone else's view. So
you're open to criticism."

The chaos and unpredictability

of urban life shadows the film,

which opened strongly in N&^
York and Los Angeles on Dec. 25,

expanded last Friday to 42 major
cities and is opening across the

country this Friday. Tom Sherak,

executive vice president of 20th

Century Fox, said the film's

business so far was "very, very

hot"
Kasdan, who met his wife while

they were students at the Univer-

sity of Michigan, emphasized the

positive response to the movie
from most critics and audiences,

but made it plain that some of the

negative critical comments have
struck a raw nerve.

*Thc criticisms come from a
jaded, tired, bitter kind of response

to anything that dares to be
heartfelt," said Kasdan, seated in

the office of his production com-
pany in the center of the 20th

Century Fox movie lot

**Nolhing is derided more by the

critical establishment than
4Riddle-cla&& life. Any look^^U^

middle-class life is dismissed as

yuppie angst That's nonsense.

That does not mean a middle-class

person's circumstances are as

desperate as someone living in

south-central L.A., but the pain

can be as intense. I don't put a

value on one or the other. The
premise of the movie is pain hurts.

no matter what your circum-

stances.

*The favorite phrase of some of

the reviewCTj is yuppie," Kasdan
added. "It is a very superior,

derisive, derogatory, condescend-

ing phrase. Arc movie reviewers

not yuppies? Are they some higher

order of people? It would be great

lor me if the word yuppie was
ynevcr used again. I find it really

repellent It's often used by movie
reviewers to distance themselves

from middle-class life, as though

they weren't part of the middle

class."

Similar criticisms were express-

ed about his 1983 film *The Big
Chill," a look at the '80s reunion of

a group of 60's college friends.

The current film, depicting the

randomness of urban violence and
the chasm between the races, is

being promoted as "The Big Chill"

of the 1990s.

Kasdan wrote the film with his

wife, Meg, after years of discus-

sion about marriage, life in Los
Angeles, friendships and other

relationships.

"We had been talking for

years." Mrs, Kasdan said, "We
were initially going to write a

screenplay about marriage— we'd
been married 20 years — buriife

film sort of evolved into this other

thing. Once we started to focus on
the

four months.**

Kasdan said he and his wife

tried to raise, but not resolve,

certain questions, including what
kind of personal values to adhere

to in deteriorating cities, and how
to cope with constantjeopardy, the

fragility of relationships and, for

that matter, life.

The movie's cast includes

Kevin Kline as a successful

immigration lawyer in midlife

crisis; Mary-Louise Paiker as a

secretary with whom he has a brief

affair, Mary McDonnell as his

troubled wife; Danny Glover as a

black tow-truck operator in the Los
Angeles ghetto, and Steve Martin

"There are certain

subjects, like everyday

life in urban America,

where everybody is an

expert. Suddenly your

view is put up against

everyone else's view. So

you're open to

criticism.
»

Lawrence Kasdan
Director, "Grarxj Canyon'

as a producer of schlock fUms.

Kasdan, who grew up in West
Virginia and whose father, Clar-

ence, ran electronics stores in

several cities, may view himself as

middle class, but he is, most
certainly, a millionaire and one of

the more prestigious film malo^
in iDwin

—"—" ~~^—~

In the late l$60s and early *70s

he worked as an advertising writer

in Detroit and Los Angeles, all the

time writing screenplays. One of

them, "Continental Divide,"

caught the attention of Steven

Spielberg, who introduced the

writer to George Lucas.

PUT YOUR BEST FOOT FORWARD!

ADVERTISE IN THE DAILY BRUIN

MUSIC B V

Eric B. ft Rakim
Naughty By Nature
Big Daddy Kane
Too $ h

Salt & P e p a

CDs and Cassettes

""^m

If answering phones all

day Is your Idea of a
great Internship, dont
read this ad.

rfWft

ft

Apply now for an exciting advertising internship

with the Dally Bailn. Leam how the third largest

dally newspaper in Los Angeles operates.

All we ask for Is dedication and enthusiasm.

^applications for intprnai Display internships are

available now at the Dally Bruin Classified

window (112 Kerckhoff Hall) and are due Tuesday
January 21St

Any questions?

Call Mami or Michelle at 206-0905.

Howdoyou tdl a 4-year-old
shemaynever be5?

:^l

B
t^M

Ho^v rair i^ill you UT:, If?
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COMING TO THEATRES JANUARY 17

Blood.Give a little so someone can live.
Njtiond Blood Rescxuce Education Profvim

NjuumI H. j#i Lunt, md UobA tnmmm. ^ntanai Invmip <rf Hnhh PuNk Hwlth Vm^r US i)rr>»fTnirm H H-*lih uvl (lurn«n vr ,
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Amenc^ Asaocutum ot Blood Kinks

UCIA STUDENn reoeive our gift

UOA/ ASVCLA. EMnXDYSBS For your appouumtni. caU: °^ *" AiUCLA me^ uckct each

fcccive (Air gi/t of 4 houfs leave | T/^¥ \
with pay each tune you doiaie. U V^ l-</\ I Kt

tixne vou donate.
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Daily. 15 words or less

OaMy. each additionaJ wmrd
WMkly. 1 5 words or I«m
Waakly. 3ach additional word
Display ads - student raiarcoi. inch

Display ads local rate/cx>l. inch
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Campus Happenings 1 l^isceiianeous 9 Research. Subjects 12 Help Wanted

Alcoholics Artonymous

Meetings
Men. diecueaion, Thur. Bookstudy. Fri. Stap
Study. AU 3625 12:15-1 :15, Fri. 12a)-1 «)
Tuaa. Di&ouwion. W»d. OJMiissimi NPI _

C8538i2rn>-'rtJor~
For akx>hoiioa or indMduaii who

hav drinking problarm

WRITING. EOmNG. RESEARCH
Phd gives expert help. Reasonable

Rates, No Papers for sale.

Qvcfflight Scfvtcc, Att Stib|ccts

(310)476-0114

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 arxi a free develop-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

30 Help Wanted 30

Sports Tickets

BRUIN BASKETBALL TKXETS WANTED I All

games, good seats. Please call Ray
(3fD)441-1576.

NEED U OF A AND DUKE TKXETS. Student,

guest or otherwise. Will pay your price.

010)301-1632.

TIQCETS (for UCLA- Duke) wanted by UOA
alurrtni. Top dollar paki for 2 tickets in better

sectfon. (213)385-1203.

5 Researcti Subjects 12

Good Deals

ASIAN-AMERKIAN WOMEN NEEDED for re-

search study. Must have signs of hinging and
purging, (either by vomiting, over excercising,

or laxative abuse) or exessive weight loss due
to dieting. 30min questionaire, confideiHial

SlSpaid. Kari (818)281-6177.

ASTHMA RESEARCH: Subjects with mild to

moderate asthma ages 18—50. Able to per-

form brief perkxk of heavy exercise. Needed
for air pollution study. Call James at

(310)825-2739, Mon—fri.

INSURANCE WARft We'll beat any pric^^^
don't want your bu$lr>ess. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, studerH discounts. Request Bruin

Ply. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

LOSE WEIGHT— up to 30 pounds in 30 daysl

New Year's discount. (310)474-1415,
394-8557.

Miscellaneous

LADY ELVIS in concert on VHS. Info.: DAX
Film Group, 1223 N. 9th #201, Lincoln, NE
68508.

Persorxsl 10

EARN $420 or More.
Study ofdrug effects

needs healthy males
Ages 21-40.

Ifyou use drugs
(cocaine, etc.) call to

see ifyou qualify.

(310)390-8483
ask for Theresa

pw in-ip«e fn nair regiuwu i xuoy. Ages i v-#9.

Under dermatologist supervisfon. Volunteers

will be paid. For info call (310)828-8887

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTKDNAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 yeys needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 And a free

developmental evaluation.

INDIVIDUALS WITH A RED BUMPY RASH
OR ACHE around the mouth needed for

placebo-controlled study using an approved
tropical giel. Partipants will be seen at UCLA
dermatol centre. Study last 1 2 weeks. Particip-

ant paid $100 upon completion of study. Must
be 18 years of age. For further info, call

206-1074.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning
experierK».825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS needeed for blood pres-

sure study. Healthy students, 18-32, $40.00.

Call Zane, (213) 825-6475.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer

w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid for info. (310)828-8887.

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, NEEDED for UCLA
study of psycho-social factors in Bulemia
Nervosa. If you have recovered from B.N. or

are struggling with this problem and are

interested in participating, please contact Eli-

zabeth or Marcia. $30 compensation.
(310)206-5081

RECEPTIONIST
We are looking for an energetic and

positive person who likes to tnJk 00 the

phone. Casual, lively enviionmem. light

typing. Bin dme. Hfs: 7ani-4pm Mon-Fri
Great place to wock. Melody 453-1817

••••••••••••••••••
* -RECEPTIONIST** *
^ W> ITS looliinghy in ansfMtic and positive ^
i^ person who Mas to talk on re phons. Casual -^

-k throui^ FHdiy. QrwtplHotoworfc. if

if dniModyii 453-1t17. ^
•••••••••••••••••• 1'

Do you Like to Talk?

This is the perfect job for

you.Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. Evening -»- weekend

hours available.

Training provided.
Sharpen your

communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

1083 Gayley Ave. - 4th Kioor
|

LAW FIRM
needs motivated pefson to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume
vv GPA. available times

for, interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA'90067

$50 CHALLENGE. If you can prove my pollu-

tion solution unfeasible, I'll pay you $50.
1-800-488-2489.

Personal 10
Wanted 16

If answering phones
all day Is your Idea of
a great Internship,
dont read this ad.

Apply now for an exciting advertising
Internship with the Dally Bruin, leam
how the third largest daily newspager in
Los Angeles operates.

All we ask for is dedication and
enthusiasm. .

Applications for internal Display
internships are available now at the Daily
Bruin Classified window (112 Kerckhoff
Hall) and are due Tuesday, January 21 st.

Any questions?
Call Marnl or Mk:helle at 206-0^05.

UCLA BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED; non-
student, top $$$ paid. (310)473-1000.

WANTED; DUKE & AZ STUDENT GUEST TIX.

Will pay $$$. Call Adam. (310)208-7473.

BABYSHTER NEEDED FOR 2-YR OLD GIRL.
M-W-F afternoon. Own transportation. Near
UCLA. Salary based on experience.
(310)391-8784.

MOTHER'S HELPER: $7.0Q/hr. Tuesdays,
Thursdays, some Fridays, 3.-00--8.-00. 2 child-

ren (346), light housekeeping. Must drive.

Experience, references. Call Kate .277-6988.

Nanny Live ir^out, fluent English , mos\
nrKimingi free. Work ^weekends. Prefer own
car, must enjoy kids, westwood.
(310)472-1818.

PKX UP 2 GIRLS at school mon-fri 5-7.

References + car required. Near UCLA. (310)
474-5346.

SITTER NEEDED for 2 girls in West LA. from 7
to 8:15am and can drive them to school.

References required. $75 weekly. Susan (310)
478-5908.

OPEN HOUSE
Thursday Jan. 23 2pm - 6pm

Engineering Penthouse

Rooftop

Boelter Hall

Health Services 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation arxi removal of

acne, scars ar>d sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)786-0636.
,

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ couples/

families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-

lems; Liz Cjould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572 4092.

UCLA FERTILITY CENTER oocyte (egg cell)

dorxK program now open. Qualified dornxs

receive $2000. All doixxs welcome. Asiarv

nooded. Information: (310)206-8218.

^» •»• • •• *•• *.* "•

//Refreshments Served^^

If Your Major Is:

PhD in Chemistry, Biochemistry, Chemical
Engineering, Molecular Bidlogy

-9

BS/MS in Chemical Engineering, Mechanical
Engineering, Industrial Engineering, Applied

Mathmatics, Cybernetics, Electrical Engineering,

Computer Science

Come learn about exciting career

I opportunities at

Ptocter&Gamble

«••

*' "
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Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

$20(V$500 WEEKLY. Avembie produob at

home. Easy! No wiling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Reoordir^.

801-379-2900 Copyright •CAIIKDH.

S40,O0OfyT. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple -lik^don't like' form. EASY! Fun,

relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guararv

teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2925 Copyright iCAIIKEB.

Administrative Assistant. Are you returning to

school after vMxking for several years? Inter-

ested in assisting busy psychologist? Good
editing, proof-readir>g, writing skills? Mac or

IBM computer literate, independertt, long

term, part tinte employrrwrH. CorHact Dr.

Marfon Solomon, continuing education semi-

nars, (310)475-8300.

APARTMEIMT RENTER. Weekends. $5/hr. -»-

commission. 476-1703.

BOOKKEEPER, P/T, for attorney/investor. Ex-

perienced Macintosh, SOA^pm, excellent

phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
557-2315.

CAMPUS POSITKJNS. Flexible PT hours. Will

work around classes. Sunset Village Dining

Senrices. $6.63Av. 206-7686. Contact Paul

Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting

APPs for Winter Quarter.

CANVASSERVTELEMARKETERS needed to

promote valet detail service/mobile car wash.

4 hours daily. $5.2SAv -»- commission, (310)

453-4855, Danny.

CAREFUL DRIVER required 2-3hrsMc. Refer-

erx:es. Reply in writing: 9255 Doheny Rd,

#1706, LA,90069.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Eam up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

Club House atterxiant. Duties include taking

reservations, enforcing rules, and some clean-

ing. KrK>w1edge of exercise equipment help-

ful. M-F, 7-1 1am. $6/hr. (310)475-7812.

COMPUTER WHIZ NEEDED. Can you teach

me Pagemaker? Newsletter experience?

Urgent. Please call (310)659-3534.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING —
>2,00(>»/month yiforM travel (Hawaii, MeM-
ico, the Carribean, etc.). Holiday, Summer and

Career Employment available. No experierxx

necessary. For employment program call

1-206-545-4548 ext. C234.

DATA ENTRY, PT, LONG-TERM, M-F, late

afternoons, 18-22 hrsA*^ TOwpoH-. Santa

Monica. $1(3^r. DIP) 453-6422.

EARN $1000 PER WEEK AT HOME stuffing

envelopes! For Information, please serxl long

self addressed stamped envelope to C) Enter-

prises, Box 67068W, Cuyahoga Falls, OH
44222. ___^___
FILE CLERK, permanent PT, 4-5 hrVdaily. Busy

medical office. Vicki (310)659-7124.

FRENCH TUTOR for AP, 1 1th grade student.

(213)472-8215, (213)472-2167.

FT. MEDCAL OFFKIE POSITION. Front/back

office assistant. Private practice on campus.

Experience required. Full ber>erits. Geri

(310)824-0088.

GYMNASTK: COACH; lmn>ediale openings

for girls and boys competitive teams in SM.
Knowledge of USCF system. Experience re-

quired. M-F aftemooTK, evenings. Sat. Wage
depending on experience. Call /5AP. M. Cates

(310)450-0012.

IMMEDIATE PART—TIME position for cus-

tomer service rep available at a new print shop

in Westwood village. M-T-Th & Sat evenings.

Call 206-2679.

INDEPENDENT RECORD LABEL seeking

promotion person to work Mondays. Must

have good phone manners aryi krx>w college

nujsic scene. S5/hr. Ingrid (310)202-7432.

IRANIAN NATIVE needed to translate from

Iranian to English. (21 3)474-6351 , ask for May.

IRISH AMERKIAN PRESS NEWSPAPER Posi-

tioTYS available PTA^T day^evenings. Good pay

up to $30Air. Call after 6pm. Kathline/Bill

(213)458-4427.

8 people needed

CaU aiU)45S-1817

Bv HFIPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD PLATELETS SAFFLV

Fo' nlorm.'iitoii

Cfl i Aii'u't

i8ia;9fl6 3033

Cai'CP' patip'its throughout LA
tXMiotit froir voiif OHrlicioslion

495-; Van Nuys B'vcl Shcrma i Or-.k<

SPENDYOUR
NIGHTS

SAVING THE
EARTH

We're Hiring Committed

Telephone Activists

Eam $6-$9+ per/hr.

5-9:30pm, 3+ nights per week

CallMon.-Fri. llam-4pm

(310)441-4162

30 Job OpportunitiM 32 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments tot Rent 49

LAW OFFICE CLERIC, PART-TIME. Well-

organized person needed for compliciated

filing, errands and misc. Flexible hours. Santa

Monic». (310)395-544O-BuTt.

LIGHTCLERICAL WORK NEEDED. $6.5aNR.
pi 0)391 -1557.

MAINTENANCE: Seeking full-time mainte-

nance person for LA area apartment conv

plexes. Must have experience in painting,

general repairs, Mnd maintenance. $8—1 (Vhr.

Buffy (310)659-1838.

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,

Attractive people wanted for nude photos.

Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

Male Models urxler 28, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MEDKTAL RECPTK3NIST, Westwood, ^ ex-

cellent salary, benefits, bonus, experience a

must, (310) 208-3316.

MESSENGER: Beverly Hills accounting firm

needs PT messenger/I ight ofTice work. Must be

dependable; have own car. M-F, 1-6pm.

(310)274-9922.

MODELS for 1993 Swirmuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

MOTHER'S HELPER, cooking, babysitiing, etc.

Ueal for nursing student. Part-time weekly,

full-time weekends. Call Barbara
(310)203-3771

OUTSIDE SALES FOR LAUGH FACTORY.
Make your own hours. Great commissions.

(213) 815-8130 Jim.

PART—TIME PHONES and filing. Tij and Th.

only, 9-5. $Mv- (310)470-7111.

PLACEMENT COMPANY looking for Ulent

scouts to help us firtd models for print -f

commision work. Top commisions paid. Call

(213)883-1625.

POSTER-PLACER/PURCHASING REPRESEN-
TATIVE WANTED. Wanted to contract & place

posters. Must have car. Flexible hours. PA
15-20 hrsAnonth. $fl^r.-»-gas-fbonuses. Call

(310)822-8525.

P/T ASSISTANT MANAGER outgoing, self-

motivated, reliable irxJividual for children's

store In Brentwood, fRQNTRUNNERS KIDS.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS/
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES, Great entry level

positions, interesting industries, FT or^. Call

(31 0)451 -3001. ^

BUSINESS OR ACCOUNTING DECREE RE-

QUIRED. Are you looking for a great |ob, but

lack necessary experierxx? W^ have an excit-

ing opportunity for a recent graduate. We will

train you to take full charge of our accounting

department. You will learn to apply the

knowledge you learr>ed in school to real-life

situations. You will be trained in many areas,

including but noi limited to, generating finarv

cials, payroll, audits, cash managemer^ profit

analysis, budgets, and supervising accounts

payable and accounts receivable. You must be

bright ar>d energetic to work in this fast-paced,

fun environnwnt. If you are interested in this

greai opportunity In the LAX area, please give

us a call at (310)337-7003.

EDITOR OF BIMONTHLY MEDICAL JOUR-
NAL NEEDED. PhD Biodwmistry/Nutrition or

equivalent. Writing Experience. Cynthia

(310)305-9228.

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR MESSENGER for

CPA Firm — Century City— P/T. Duties

include:inventory control, knowledge of

Lotus 123, deliveries, some heavy lifting.

Must have own car. Hourly wage & benefits.

Call Lesley Davis (310)553-7880.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews rraw taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing all aspects of a

successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call

Triple 'A* Student painters for information

now, 1(800)394-6000.

WOULD YOU STUFF ENVELOPES for

S1000Av«ek? Send self-addressed, stamped

envelope to Image Enterprises, P.O. Box 1 19,

Simi Valley, CA 93062.

IntemsNps 34

Apply in person. 1 1 620 San Vicente Blvd. See

lulie.
•

PTAT CASHIERS and food servers wanted for

busy UCLA resUurant plaza. Deli and Grill.

Ask for Marvin or Fania, 443-0437.

PT HELP, PERSONAL SECRETARY. Computer
experierx:e & typing an asMt. Flexible hours.

$7Av. jean (213)933-9121.

PUBLISHER'S REP. FIRM is looking for energe-

tic person to fill P/T secretary aiit. trairiee

position for TWTH 1 1 :3a4:30. Contact Cher
(310)471-3630.

RECEPTIONIST WANTED for BeveHy Hills

Laws firm. Contact Michelle at (31 0)274-6683.

RESEARCH OFFKIE ASSISTANT (PART-TIME).

10 min. from campus. Computers helpful.

$7-8/hr. according to skill. (310)453-4464.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT, PART-TIME. Wbrking
hours flexible. Salary %7/^r. or more depend-

ing on experierxze. Requirements: biology or

biochemistry background, ability to use word

processing and spreadsheets. (310)821-6456.

RESPONSIBLE -f DEPENDABLE PERSON
r>eeded in office. Must be able to type, file,

handle projects, ar>d have good follow through

skills. P/T 20-25hrs/week. Please call

(213)878-5558.

REWARDING E)(PERIENCE HELPING OLDER
ADULTS with transportation, companionship.

F/PT, S7-9^r DOE. Homecare Unlimited

(310)473-6198. ,

SALES. MONEY MOTIVATED? We are looking

forpeople who enjoy a challenge. Set your own
limits. C^ill Freda NOW! (818)889 8358

^

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores lo tutor, espe-

cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. $15Air. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)821-4343.

STUDENT WORK, Retail/Customer service.

$8.20 starting. Part time, schedule around

school. Eves, weekends available. No door to

door, ect. Call (310) 396-1479.

STUDENT WORK. ReUil/ customer sen/ice.

$8.20 startir^g, part-time. Schedule around
school. Eves, weekernis available. No door-to-

door, etc. Call (310)396-1479.

VIDEO-LASER DISC STORE needs sales clerks.

Looking for birght adn motivated worker. Full

or part-time available. Call Ron for appoint-

ment. (310)558-3773

WANTED: SHARP, MOTIVATED PERSON
INTERESTED IN FULLTIME, GOOD COMMI-
SION HEALTH INSURANCE SALES. TRAIN-
ING PROVIDED. (818)713-1191

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback rx^vels, non-fiction

books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

EXCITING NEW RECORD COMPANY needs

intern for publicity ddepartment. Must be able

to work 1 Shr^fvk. Class Credit Only. Call Leah

at (213)468-4218.

INTERN for film company. Creative and admt-

wmfHve~posUton> av a t L vfy —
flexible hours. Call Steven (818)545-7931

PAID INTERNSHIP for conrwnercial real estate

comp»vy. $5.50A>r, 20 hn/wk, flexible. Call

Mark 824-3955, daytime, 9anfv6pm.

CtiHd Care Wanted 35

2 CHILDREN, AGES 9 & 1 0. Drive to myhome
from U.E.S. at 3pm. Help with homework, etc.

App. Ahnfday, M-F. Call Dm. (310)271-6600.

BABYSIT 2*A -year-old, 1 weeknight, 1

weekend night. References. Lisa

(310)459-2750 (310)390-6018.

BABYSIT BRENTWOOD TODDLER. Random
weekdays (6am-4pm). Approximately once/

wk. 2 excellent references(within California)

and reliable transportation essential. (310)

472-7662.

BABYSITTER afternoon, weekends, flexible

hours. Experierx:ed background in child deve-

lopment. Provide own tramportation. Mia

(310) 558-1703.

Apartments lor Rent 49

Weekly Rentals
Guest !Horel»WesUvood Village

Cable TV«Mirrowave» Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk»w/KITCH $295/wk

1 -bdrm suites available

213/208-2241

DIAMOND HEAD APIS
Westwood

single-furn/unfurn from

$725
1 -bedroom -furn/unfurn

from $850
Security building. Security

garage, Rec
Room, Jacuzzi, Sauna

660 Veteran
208-2251

ENTRY LEVEL
The Rader Institute
The nations largest provider of eating

disorders treatment seeks students for

entry level, marketina, sales.

communication position. nfschoK)gy

major a plus. Port time, flexible hours,

potential counseling, dinicd

opportunity. Sabry DOE.

Call 478-S238 ext.201'.

WESTWOOD PLAZA
APARTMENTS

Directly across from
mId'Campus UCLA

Furnished&Unfumished

Bachelors from $550
Singles from $600 to $750

1 Bdnnsfrom$700to$900

2Bdmris/2Bth from $1200

Variable Lenghth Leases

501^505 GayleyAva

(213)208-8505

Large 2 BedixKmi

Unit

:>^i

$1450

UMMUp

• French Doors 'Sauna
« Jacuzzi •

' • Heated Pool

• Gym • Fireplace

+ Move-in Bonus

208'4868

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
1 BDRM

Starting at $550
rnqve-ln allowance

(213) 20r-te90 (818) 709-4284

Large Newlv
Remodeled

1&2 Bedroom Units
. BeverlyuxHHl -

WlAArea
Receive Free
Microwave

$575 -$825
Call 657 -8756

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208 1976 I

Beautiful One Bedroom
Apartments
Now Available

$800 Per Month with Security Deposit

All Utilities Paid, including A/C
Available to persons 21 and up

This apartment is nestled in the beautiful Santa Monica
Mountains only fifteen minutes away from the UCLAcampus

For more information call the University of Judaism
Housing Office at 213-476-9777, 879-4114 ext. 259.

1 KIT. RI'N 1

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD,

550 VETERAN 213^08-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

l>Ki)l 1 SSIONAII Y MA\A(,i:i) HV MOSS vK CA>.
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Apartmwtft tor RwH 49 Aportmiitt for Rw>t 49 Apartm«nt» tor Rant 49 Apartm»nH tor R<nf 49 Apts. Unfurnished 51
424 LANOFAM. AvallabI* now. 2-bwin -bath,
also flngle. Canton Mttlr^ pool, next to
UCLA. 459-1200.

$465 IN BEVERLY HNJ.S. Lm tMchclor. UtHMm
included. Newly decorated. 21 7 S.Towcr Dr.
(21 3)852-0e8C]^1 8)789-5429. By appoint-
ment only.

AMAZING 2-BE[y2>BATH •>A€STWOOO*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, ttep^k^m liv-

ing room, enckaed patio. Brand new cvpet,
*H<!ef», appliances. Near eating placet, Irarw-

portation & UCLA. (213)475-6717.

BEVERLY HILLS STUDIO w/ kitchen.
$55Q^no. $550 iecurity. Rafrlyerator, oven.
Nice yard. (310)278^4066

BEVERLY HILLS GUESTHOUSE - lir^ .

$495, UiliUet included. New construction,
pool, serious student. (310)276-8797.
Furnished.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PtCO BUS. WOOSTER ST.
D1 0)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1275. 2-BED + DEN.
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLEX.
FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD FLOORS, SERVICE
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $7754J7VMO. 2.BED-
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
(310)839-6294.

MID WILSHIRE, Single, loM«r, full kitchen
(stove, refrig.,) parking, laundry. $3S5/mo.
(310)451-4771.

,

NICE GUEST HOUSE IQAnln. from UCLA
3room$, $575 4depo»it. 2810 Midvale Ave
(310)475-1576.

Northrldoe $275 up. 500 unit student housing
bdllly. Shared or privato units, wlin or withoul

Wlchens. Prtvale inlhs. Pod. Jacuzzi, recreation

room. 1/2 hour dri¥B lo UCU. Open year round.
Free brochure. Northrldoe Campus Itesidence. 9600

Zelzah. Noilhrldoe. CA 9132S

___^^ (aiiyiM-iTi?

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX. % BLOCK TOPICO BUS. (310)
839-6294. ^
BRENTWOOD-$675 SPACIOUS SINGLE,
parking, kitchen, fireplace, balcony, cable-
ready, near shopping, and water paid
(310)820-1717.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; l-BEDt $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WFTH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCaLENT LUXLJRY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. (213)471-1340. -

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1BTH; 11651
OORHAM AVE, SMAU, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CAU FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

CULVER CITY. $8.30. 2 bed/ 1'A -bath. Nice
quiet building and neighborhood.
(310)826-6907.

FLJRNISHED OR UNFURNISHED. 1 -bed-

room. STOQ^no. Parking available. 2 blocks

walk %Mest of UCLA. (310) 824-0532.

LARGE ONE-BEDROOM, separate dining

room, 5 miles east UCLA. North Wilshire.

$65Q^hrK). Call BpnvlOpm. (213) 859-0365.

MAR VISTA , LARGE 2-bedroom/1 *A -bath,

2-«tory townhouse, own washer/dryer, 2-car

parking, security complex, new carpet/paint,

%875/mo. (310)832-8640. __^_
PALMS. 2-bedn-bath $725, hardwood floors,

mini-blinds, appliances, near bus. Cats okay
(310)390-3076.

PALMS, 1+1, lower, stove, refrig., parking,
laundry. $575Ano. (310)451-4771.

PALMS — 1&2 BED. $595/up. Near bus to
UCLA. (213)836-1529, 837-3900, 652-5590,
4-7pm only.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment.
VaKed ceilings, electronic access to building
and subterranean parking. $990 up. 1 mo. free
w/year lease (213)842-9303.

WEST L\ 2be<Vlbalh, 1409 Colby Ave,
$70Q^wonth, stove, Mdm, (213) 25M354.
WESTWOOD. LARGE 1 -bed, S790/mo. Walk
to UCLA/villagB, pool, security, view. 10966
Roebling Ave. (310)208-4253,
(310^824-2595.

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM UCLA. Beauti-
ful & new 2-becV2-bath apt. designed for

ROOMMATESI 475 Gayley. Call
(310)824-3715. FREE ROOMMATE
SERVCEIII

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 1-bed-
room junior. $725^o. Utilities & parking
included (310)475-7533.

WESTWOOD AREA, Single,lower, hot plate,

no parking, laundry, $50(yhfw>. 451-4771.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 150/MO.,
2.BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD: Huge 1-bd. 3 paHcing spaces,
hardwood floor. (213)651-5552, 471-4417.

WLA 2BED. $925/mo, $975Ado, $115C/mo.
A^, Dish washer, fire place, security buildlna.

(213)2043970.
**

WLA. 2-BEDROOM APT. Spacious, Close to
UCLA. $85(ymo. deposit. Call Jen 479-8508

WLA, $390-$950, singles, 2-bedrporm. Light,

spacious. Apartments to share also available.

(310)276-1671,(310)826-2818

WL\ $450 SINGLE DUPLEX. Close to LJCLA
& transportation. Must see. Call 458-8859.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATK3N. Generous
nryjve-in bonus. Fumishec^nfumished, ba-
chelors, singles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to UCLA.
A^, pool, elevator, 555 Levering 208-7634.
Managed by Moss & Co.

MAR VISTA SINGLE lower stove, regrig, laun-
dry. No parking. $425Ano. (310) 451-4771.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles it savie $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 lngle%vood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (310)398-8579.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM $68S/MO,
2-BEDIlOOM^-BATH $8SQlMO. Fireplace,
private patioa, dishwasher, refrigerator,

stove,security buiMing,parkin^ pool, and
laundry. (310) 473-7860.

PALA4S, 1 BED, upper, quiet, date to freeway,
bus, shopping center, no pets, $6O0^no, (310)
479-8099.

PALA4S, 2+2, upper, stove, relHg., parking for

2, $785Am). (310)451-4771.

PALMS, $665-$845, 1A2 bedrtnms. Extra
large. New carpet. Near UCLA. 1 month free.

(818)377-2668.

PALAIS. $765. Larae 2-bedroom, u^iper,^
carpet/paint, built-ins, refrigerator, patfo,
2-car parking. 476-6532 '

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-be(V2-bath, un-
furnished large unit, by Beveriywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS, BEAUTIFUL 1 -bedroom, $800 2+2^^

$975 up unfurnished, cathedral, high ceiKnp,
skylights, fireplace, patios, security build.,

near all, easy nwve-in. Friendly manager.
(310)815-8908.

PALMS VKIINITY, 2+2, $950, spacious, cheerT
fiil, upper, skylights, built-in electric range,
oven, dishwasher, fridge. Canfield, north of
National. Ask for Steve Sakurda.
(310)8391026.

PICCVROBERTSON. Large 3-bed/2-bath. Up-
per w/patio. New carpet, paint, and drapes.
$1,150. (310)204-1339.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED. ACROSS FROM
UCLA. DISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR.
NEW CARPET/BLINDS. FIREPLACE. EXTRA
LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING. LAUN-
DRY FACILITIES. LAST AVAILABLE APT. PR-
K:ED TO RENT QUKXLY. CAU SOON
208-8685.

PALMS, $610, 1 -Bedroom, ufiper, new carpet,

appliances, pool, laundry, parking. 3455 Jas-

mine, no pels. (213M54.47S4.

SPAOOUS SINGLE w/liill kitchen. Walk to

UCLA; only UCC^mo plus FREE PARKING
SP^CE. (310)206-S5aS. ^ y^
VENICE. Modem Slr^e $575 Walk Stieet. Ist

block beach. Security buiMir^ Parking laun-

dry. Btock to direct bualine. 301-6559,
305-7117.

WEST L.A. $725Ano. Lvfs 1

pets, drapes, refHge, balcony, carport, Jease,

no pet^vaterfaeds. 010)551-5791.

WESTWOOD 2BD/2BATH. Refrigerator.

1% mi to UCLA. Close to bus stop. Ooae to bus
stop. $995. 475-6165.

WLA $1 10G/950. LargB 2-be(V2-balh, In small
quiet buildina. Gracnfiek^Ohio. Air Condi-
tfoning, laundry. 010)438-9635, 433-9805

WLA. $725. 1426 Bvrin^on Aye. Large

modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.
(310)837-0761.

WLA. Clean, quiet. 1-bec^-bath, stove, re-

frigerator, carpet, drapes. Near UCLA and
buslines. Lease $650. 010)476-7116.

$2 OFK-ts<^
MONTH RENT

WLA
•Singles— $585—

1 737 Stoner
• 1 bdrm— $695

—

1 737 stoner
• 1 bdrm— $750-

1 709 Westgate
•2bdrms— $995—

1 709 Westgate
•2bdrms— $995—

1 342 wellesley

(310)479-1581

Watkld iiCtA
Private Room, Private Bath,

shared kitchen $500.

2Bedroom/2Bath$1000
633 Gayley 208-5920

WALK TO UCIA/WSTWD
SPACIOUS
2 master suites

2 bath -•- balcony

Students/Roommates Welcome
$11(X) negotiable w/ lease

• refrig •dishwasher•A/C•

•controlled entry*

•p>arking•elevator*

519 Glenrock 215-208-4835

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,
saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking in

secure garage, will allow
4 students per
apartment.

From $1200 -$1300

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

SPACIOUS 1-BED. Furnished/unfurnished,
hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator. Wallc to

viiiagcAXTLA. Sleeps 3. (310)208-4478.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT AVAILABLE for

J and jj^^Ti. iinfiirni'***^, *'*{

-CBWJBXJdA. Call 206-1947/206-3085, Mo^
Fri, 8AM-5PM.

VENICE, 1+1, lower, stove, refrig., laundry, no
pariting, four blocks to beach. $57S^Wx>.
(310)451-4771.

WEST LA. 1 734 Brqcldon. Deluxe building.

Gated entries, refrigerator, 2-bed/2-bath.
$1075-$! 175. Call Marco. (3 10)838^1 046.

WEST LA 1 734 BROCKTON. Deluxe building,

gated entries, refrigerator. 2bed/2bath
$1075-$! 175. Call Marco (310)838-1046.

WLA, $575 & $595 singles, unique stylish

charming. $615 1 bedroom cottage, private
tecure authentic. (310)477-2777.

WLA. $625. Unfurnished single, refrigerator,

stove. Water, laundry, pariting, A^, first

4security. Quiet. 01OH73-5056.

WLA $680. Large 1-bed. Pool, laundry, ap-
pliances, BBQ, quiet upper. 1621 Wotgate
Ave. (310)820-1121.

WLA AREA. $585Ano. Attractive furnished
single. Ideal for students to share. Close to
UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (310)477-4832.

WLA. LARGE 2 bed^l-bath 2 miles. Close to
bus stop. 1725 Federal #2. $85QArK>.
325-5304

WIA: Large, beautikjl apartments, 2-».2, $950,
2+2, $795. Venice Beach single, $475. Renee
010) 550-7346.

WLA/ PALMS. Single & 1-bed. From $525.
Carpet, drapes, stove, refrigerator, pricing.
Freeway, bus, shopping. (213)479-8099.

Apartmenfs to Share 52

$31SA40. SHARE FLJRNISHEO 1-BORM
APT. W male norvsmoker & 2 cats. Security
bidg. & parking, quiet neighborhood, xint. bus
connections, I'A miles to UCLA. 575-1503.

$34(VMO. 1-MI. UCLA. Spacious Brentwood
3-becV2-bath apartment. Patio. Female. Share
master w/bath. Walk-in closets. (310)
820-5039.

$385, OWN ROOM in 2-bedrrom apartment.
lO-minutes firom LXILA. M/f. Norvsmoker
only. 010)479-2296.

3-BEDROOM apartment. Own room and
bath. Rent negotiable. Palms area.
010)842-4984.

APARTMENT TO SHARE. WLA. Responsible
norvsmoker fully furnished, modem, utilities

included, $25(VWio. Call and leave messatf."" 010) 3W.966J).
"icc-

BRIGHT ROCMWPRIVATE BATH in splendid
SanU Monica apt. 19th near Montana.
$625/mc. 453-0735.

CHARMING, SUNNY BEDROOM with
'A -bath available in pretty 2-bed West Hoily-
wabd apartment. Hardwood floors, courtyard,

parking laundry. $455. Female graduate stu-

dcnt seeking studious female.

Cute house, Westchester. Female needed,
own room, share bath. Storage, laundry, $450.
Margaret (213)410-0122.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share spa-
cious 1 -bedroom with two other females. Near
campus. $283.33/mo. (310)446-1857.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 2-bedroom/
2-bathroom apartment In Westwood with
professional career person. $600/mo.
474-6488.

LU)CURY WESTWOOD APARTMENT. Own
bedroom in 2-bed apt. Non-snrx>ker. Private
bath and garage. Jacuzzi, sauna, nautilus.

$740 value for $64<ymot 010)575^501.

MALE/FEMALE Share 2-bedroom, 1-balh,
Wert LA, Large deck, wood floors, $42^o. +
utilities. Mike (310)473-5419

HELPING STUDENTS
WITH THEIR HOUSING

NEEDS

Apartments Furnished 50

LARGE FURNISHED/ UNFURNISHED, single

w/ balcony, stove, refrigerator, full bathroom,
quiet lO^jnit building parking laundry, 3500
Kehon, $485 Ol0»47O-6855.

SANTA MONICA near beach $625/mo.
Furnished, tunny 1 -bedroom apt. near
transportation. (310)394-4105.

WESTWOOD. Extra-large one-bedroom,
$700up. Parking. Available now. 11089
Strathmore. Near UCLA, village.
010M54-«211.

CONVENIENTANDAFFORDABLE I
^- ""^"^^ 51

UNIYERSFTY APARTMENTS ON CAMPUS HOIISINn
Single undergraduates/graduates
*Furnished Apartments
singles, IBR, 2BR, 3BR
*Month-fo-inonth rental

agreements

^Walking distance to campus

PHONE: (310) 825^2293

Single undergraduates/graduates
*Halls. Suites, and
Sunset Village

*Full meal service

*Close to classrooms &
recreational facilities

*Academic support services

programs

PHONE: (310) 82S4271

MAR VBTA $1025. 2BE0^BA. New security
building. Laundry hook-ups, fireplace, %vet
bar, skylight, dishwasher, stove, Ule. Near but.
11723 Avon Way. 313-2824

1-BEQ/1-BATH. UPPER. 10745 La Grange.
Refrigerator. $795. Pose to UaA. 475-6165.

$740. 2-BED/ 1 -BATH. Upper. Stove, refriger-
ator, near Pico— La Cienega. By appointment.
010)279-2002.

^^^

B.H. UNFURNISHED. SINGLE GUEST-
HOUSE. Kitchenette bath, laundry facilities.
One person. Available Feb. 1. $675
(310) 274-3935.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-
bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. OlO) 826-8461

LUXURY NEW BUILDING. 2-bed/ 2-bath
security, penthouse, high ceilings, wet bv]
fireplace, refrigerator, microwave, dis-
hwather, W/D in unit, Jacuzzi, 2-car parking,
no pets. $1295. 1815 Purdue Ave. WLA.
1 -month free rent with 1-ycar lease.
(310)479-5279 manager/ (310)931-1160
office.

OHKXSAWTILLE. $650. mbnth lo mor^
l-Bedrm, stove,ar fridge, carpets, VA miles
from UCLA. Call (31QH77-57S6.

MALE STUDENT to share apartment, by Vet-
eran and Ohio. 1.2 miles from UCLA.
287.5Q^tio. 473-3523.

MALE STUDENT TO SHARE APARTMENT, 'jy

Veteran and Ohio, 1.2 miles from UCLA.
$287.50^0. 473-3523.

OWN ROOM, & BATH in quiet, spacious, &
secure apt. w/view. $47Q^tk>. + % utilities.

(213)936-5686

OWN ROOM IN 3-BEDROOM/2 BATH APT.
Brand-new plush gigantic condo. Own fire-

place, full security, $600. (818)330-7071.

PALMS. FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Pri-

vate room with balcony. $45(>*nonth, all

utilites included. Call anger 838-9691.

PARK/LA BREA TOWER 2bed/2bath. U50/nyo,
utilities included. Kitchen privileges, maxi-
mum security, excellent transportation. No
smoking. Call after 5pm. (213)934-5537.

ROOM W/ PRIVATE BATH, KFTCHEN IN
LUXURY APT. Near LA Coun> Art Museum.
$500. (213)933-1161.

WEST LA SANTA MONICA ADJACENT.
2-bed/2-bath. In excellent locatkxi. $45(]^no.

uUlities. Eric 010)82041306.

WESTWOOD VMIACE: Own room (fuov
ished) & bath in wor>derful, spacious 2-be<V
2-bath. Non-snwker. Private patio, fireplace,
cat. $575. 208-3335.

WESTWOOD, $255Atk). 3/4 mile to UCLA.
Female to share very large fully furnished
room. Huge 2bed apt. Balcony, rooftop pool,
security. (310)208-5619.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. Own Bed/Bath in
2bed/2bath apt. from $55«yhxU»ari<ing, pool,
spa, rec. room, A/C. (213)208-1976.

W HOLLYWOOD FURNISHED 2 bed/2 bath,
pool, Jacuzzi, gym, gated-paridng, security,

balcony, no peU. Available immediately
(213)969-9373.

WLA, OWN ROOM in large 2-be<V 1-bath.
Share with recent PhD and cat. $442^o
$445 deposit. Leslie (310)207-574a

WLA- OWN ROOM, Spacious. Close to
UCLA. $425Ano. deposit. Call Jen 479-8508

Roommates 63

ASAP1 Male student needed to replace resident

of Mira Hershey Hall (6'aduate Residence
Hall, On Campus). Ask for lako¥os. 824-7549.

7T rr
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Roommates 63 Room for Rent 54 Sublet 55

HOLLYWOOD. VERY NKI HOME. M/f.
Must like peti. 525 + utilities. May trade dog
care for portion of rent. (213)674-9102.

MALEA'EMALE NON-SMOKER WANTED to

share spacious 2bed cottage close to UCLA.
$497.5(Vmo. plus 'A utilities. Call Tom
(310)478-7565 or beep (310)206>8477 id«

13039.

MATURE PERSON SHARE ROOM. WIA 2
bedroom duplex. Furnished. Parking. 3 miles

campus. John, Keith, Alex :(310)207-8454.

NEED GIRL TO SHARE ROOM in 2bed^bath
apt. WLA great location to school, shoppingi

478-4131. i

OWN ROOM IN LARCX 2-bed/2-b4th, Palms.

$445/mo. + 'A -utilities. Non-snfK>ker, no
drugs. (310)836-2210, Leave message.

OWN ROOM, share bath, near BarringtorV

Wilshire, female non-smoker. $400/mo.
(310)473-1905.

PALMS, OWN ROOM in large, 3 bedroom,
TA b^hroom apartnr>ent. $193.33 deposit,

$341.6^nf>o. (310)397-1772.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Brand new t(mr>-

house 2bd^bth $49S4utilities. WLA, Venice
Blvd. Contact Christy (21 3)879-1 91 9(D)

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE furnished

1 -bedroom apartment with one person. Next
to campus. $365/rtTo. Keith. 206-5894

SANTA MONCA- Female. 5-blocks from

beach. Own bedroom. Furnished. Laundry,

parking. Nonsmoker. $31(]^o. 395-3451
(message).

SANTA MONKIA, North of Wilshire,very nice

3b(V3ba,to share w/quiet person . Must get own
phone. 213-395-4699.

SHARE HUGE, studio apartment-size room.
New unit, spectacular view, marble finishes.

$375. (618)330-7071.

SM: 2-bed/ 1-bath. Own room. Cable t.v.

Non-snr>oker, clean, laundry. Ask for Daniel

(310)392-9483(h), 659-8540(w).

THREE GIRLS LOOKING FOR FEMALE
ROOMMATE. Spacious, clean, furnished

apartment. $395Ano. Walk to UCLA. Sadie

(310)206-0017.

TWO MILES FROM UCLA. 286.5(Vmo. Two
bedroom, two balh.J

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across from UCLA
720HilgardAve

Crown House

2 person room $52S/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

BOSTON AREA, apt. to sublet, 1

mastert>edroonVl bath. Con>pietely furnished,

cable TV, all amenities, air cxyiditioning.

Located 1 block from ocean, near subway,
airport. Mass General Hospital, arKJ local

universities, $725/mo. •»- utilities. Ken. (310)

824-7863.

House for Rertf 56

ground park ing, new complex. Available noi^,

Call leff (310207-6563.

VAN NUYS professional couple seeks roonrv

mate for triplex condo, bath, walk-irvcloset,

furnished, pool, sauna, nautilus, $450. (618)

901-6432.

WESTWOOCVUCLA. SHARE large 2 bed/2
bath. S35Q^o. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.

^ (213)206-1976.

WESTWOOD, $272/mo. Female to share

clean very spacious, sunny apartment.

1-bedroonV 1-balh, w/ 2 other females. Cris

(310)476-2046.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR, professional athletic

^male seeks responsible considerate mal^
female. No smoking, drugs. Large, sunny,

2-bdrm, 2-bath. Anr>enities. 3-blocks West-
wood. $550 + 'A utilities. (310)566-1266.

WLA. Luxurious 2-be(V2-bath townhouse.
Fireplace, sun deck, cathedral ceilings. All

amenities. $625 ¥ utilities. (213)470-1017.

ASAP: Roommate needed to share 1 -bd/i -bath

Westwood apartment with two others.

$2O0/tnon&i. Call Kris. 624-4591

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury

apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,
•fireplace, study-knjnge and nnich, much
more. Own roon^ath, free HBO^howtime.
S525. (310)837-9509.

CENTURY CITY, $31Q/MONTH, Female to

share large bedroom. Spacious, bright apart-

Available 2/10 (310)474-6162.

PROFESSIONAL FEMALE/LAST YEAR GRAD
-Student seeks female roommate. Brentwood 2

bed/ 2 bath. Parking. $500-fdeposit.
(310)207-5396

FEMALE NEEIXD— 2-bed/ 2-bath, Westwood
Chateau, fully furnished, parking, pool/ ja-

cuzzi, $390 -Kitilities, Tracy 624-2094.

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share room
in 2bcV2bath. Walking distance to campus.
$412.5(yhno. 206-0764.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED Non-
smoker. Own room. Parking available. For

more info call (310)626-7225.

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED TO SHARE
3BEDRM/2BATH APARTMENT. Marina Del

Ray Area. $395/mo. Call (310)391-2142.

FEMALE to share 2-bed/ 2-bath apartnr>ent w/3
girls. *A -block campus. $395/mo.
(310)624-0476.

FOURTH ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE
2-BD. APT. w/ 3 girls. % block from campus.
$36(ymth. (310)624-0796.

FULLY FURNISHED APT. Master bedroom: to

share $300, alone $600. Walking disUnce
UCLA. Jennifer 477-7622.

GORGEOUS HILGARD CONDO. Share huge

master bedroom, $40(Vmo. Temale/rH>n-

smoker. Lisa/April 624-3775.

Room for Rent 54

VA MILES To UCLA. Quiet private roonVbath.

Kitchen privil^es, parking. $450 + 'A utilities.

(310)477-7631.

$425, WOMAN, NON-SMOKER. Private furn-

ished room, share kitchen and bath in home in

quiet Mar Vista residential area. No pets. Near
bus. Call Marsha, Sun-thurs, 4pm-9pm.
(310)390-9007.

ACROSS SUNSET from UCLA, room -»-bath,

walk-in closet, private entrance, garage.

$55(Vmo. (310)472-794^, leave message.

BEAUTIFUL OWN ROOM, safe neighbor-
hood, w/ 3 others, 15-minutes UCLA. Spa-
cious, backyard. $52S/mo. (213)441-5021.

BEAUTIFUL OWN ROOM, safe neighbor-
hood, w/3 others, 1 5 minutes UCLA. Spacious
backyard. $525/mo. (213)441-5021.

BEDROOM, BATH, DEN In private home,
near Sa%vte lie/National. $495/mo. (310)
3900707.

BEL-AIR. Large room w/own bath. Laundry,
tennis, pool. Free UCLA shuttle. S500/mo.
(310)4700136.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.

Leave nr^essage, Abby (818)783-5151.

FURNISHED ROOM, private house Pico &
Vetera (213)4700597. Marilyn.

HOUSING AVAILABLE IN aEAN FRATER-
NFTY HOUSE. ALBERT 206-0964.

MAR VISTA. In house-Large roorm-powder
room. Share bath&kitchen. Nonsmoker. $500.
398-1055.

MINI-MANSK)N, QUIET, mature male, $475.
Utilitie^aundryAelephone included. Great

deal. No l»t. 285-8686. WLA.

NEXT TO UCLA. Room with private bath,

limited kitchen, $470. (310)472-1592.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. 2 BEDROOM,
private backyard. 1 min. to UCLA. Storage

space. $155(VOBO. (714)773-3023.

BRENTWOOD FAMILY HOME. 3bed/3bath
light, bright, private. Move-in $2,4O0/mo.
626-7444.

SANTA MONKTA PRIME AREA 3bed/bath

house. Large kitchen, backyard, $1 60(VnrK>nth.

Call 433-5067/momings. 394-7667/eveninp.

SPACIOUS 2+2 AND DEN, fom^al dining,

built-ins, fenced yard, nice neighborhood in

Encino. $1,05(VnfK>. 2 min. Walk to UCLA.
Commuter bus. (618) 705-8318.

WESTWOOD. 2 people to share large room in

house. Walk to UCLA $375/mo.
(310)476-5715.

House to Shore 57

PLEASANT, AIRY, DECK, TREES, great neigh-

borhood, near LICLA. Private room, parking.

Share with professional father, delightful

daughter 1 3 yrs. Prefer female (31 0)828-61 33.

SHARE A FURNISHED, LUXURY, GATED
ENCINO HOME with full security. Use of
gourmet kitchen ar>d pool. $400 Charmian
(616)986-1 294.

VENICE. Quiet walk street. Own bedroom.
Cleaning lady. Furnished optional. Parking,

yard. $600. (310)627-1321.

WLA, near school. 1 -bedroom in 2-bedroom
house. Share bath. Great yard, garage, etc.

$650 + deposit, 6205787.

House for Sole 58

PACffiC FALf&i^&^iOGM IN 3-bedroom
house. Share 1% bath. $465 plus utilities.

(310)454-9480, (310)454-4372.

PRIVATE ROOM with bathroom. Walking
distance to Marina Del Ray. $36(Vmo. Silvana

(310)639-2038.

RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, INDIVIDUAL, to

share condo in SarHa Monica, own bath. $41
including utilities, (310) 829-4195.

ROOMS FOR RENT, $40(ymonth, 20-minutes
from campus. Call Layne (310) 274-3385.

WESTWOOD (UCLA)-LARGE FURNISHED,
Wonderful parking, private entrarKe, kitchen

privileges, male, $475 induding utilities.

(310)473-5769 .

WESTEND HOTEL. Cable TV, phones, clean,

quiet, refrig., laurxJry, maid service, security

bidg. $12qM( and up. 1536 Sawtelle Blvd.

(213)444-8990.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet luxury

roonr^ath, high ceiling, kitchen privelges

Non-smoker. ^550 (310)444-5528.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.
and up. Sonr^ with kitchens. (310)206-2241.

WESTWOOD. OWN ROOM in large, bright

2bed/1bath N/S. $505 or neg. Grad student

looking for a roommate. 247-6922.

WLA, Close to UaA. Large 1 bedroom,
kitchen, bathroom, very private, $35(Vmo. Lis

(310)473-7639.

WLA HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced male
student. Microwave, refrigerator, weekly
cleaning. Near transportation. References.

(310)2704387.
'

WLAA*ALMS Large room & bath, $450. Fum or

Unfum. Clean, quiet, pool, near park, norv
smoker. 397-2640

2012 MIDVALE, 3+2 + extras, $515,500, for

details on properties near UCLA please call

(310) _477-8291, Annie Szyil^yi. _
MAR VISTA Large 4bed/2-bath home plus apt.

Bringing in $425/rno. income. R3 zoning.
Great owner/user property or developn>ent
site. $399k. Sheri, Fred Sands (310)473-6156

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulhol land, 6 miles to

UCLA, 3bed/2ba&\, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (618)783-6675.

WESTWOOD, 2-story Spanish w/4-H4-»-family-

room and views! Sumptuous mastser suite.

Great yard. Over 2500 sq.ft. $675k Open Sat.

1/18 from 1-4 pm. 2081 Kerwood. Sheri, Fred

Sands (310)473-6156

Reol Estate 61

IF YOU ARE PAYING OVER 10% Fixed or 8%
adjustable on your home loan. Now is the time

to Refinance. Call Agent/ Bob H.
21 3-477-6486

Room/Board for Help 62

CHEVK5T HILLS GUESTHOUSE FOR HELP
with 5 and 7 year old girls. Must drive and
swim. (310)202-0399.

LIVE-IN WANTED. Santa Monica, male or

female. Horvfework and childcare for 9-yr-old

twins. 3-7pm, M-F. Margaret (310)458-1951.

PLEASANT HOME, AIRY, deck, trees, great

neighborhood. Near UCLA. Private room,
parking. Responsible drivers, house care,

cooking. Professional father, delightful

daughter 13 yrs. (310)628-6133

Room for Help

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Top exec
5 Canyon
10 Asian nurse
14 Quiet time
15 "Marry in —

,

repent ..."

16 Label
17 Lopsided
19 Increase
20 Mailing needs
21 Danish coin
22 "Miss —

Regrets"
23 i-leadstone

25 Next to Sat.
26 Expos or Reds
30 Conclude
31 Rio —
34 Attorney
36 Hindu garb
38 Part of India

39 "Anne of
^^ If

42 French city

43 Standing
44 Room: Fr.

45 Beetle
47 H of HRH
49 Unwanted

plant

50 Clear
51 Men and boys
53 Attaches
55 An evergreen
56 Showy
61 Coast city

62 Vivaciously
64 Ms. Adams
65 Entire

66 Boulder Dam's
lake

67 Fly high
68 Mode
69 Profound

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

B R E A D C A T

CI

E E T \e\

R U N T Y A B L E A V 1

E L 1 T E R E P L c 1 N Q
BIDE] [DEJa (DDJQSS

R A 1 LH F AJR N E as
B L 1 N DlS B E ? i Q N
A 1 M E (D R E K 8 T D
R P Y Q E A L 3 M 1 R E
O N E T A N K 8 L 1 A N A

D E R 1 D E P L L E D
8 M 1 L E R 8 P AlW L
H E M E N B 1 ! P L A Y
E L E C T R D E L 8 E
L E N T V E R 1 N D i A
L E T S B A 8 8 E D E N 8
1-22-92 <S> 1002 United Feature Syndlcet*

DOWN
1 Added to

2 Undersized
one

3 Isle of exile

4 Grand —
5 Pure
6 Chinese
dynasty

7 Description
of chilliness

8 Metric unit

9 Ancient
Persian

10 -- goat
1

1

Part of

horse's
harness

12 To me: Fr.

13 Chops
18 DJs' discs
24 Come after

25 Allen and
Astaire

26 Farewells:
=1 8m.

28 Egyptian city

29 Floor cover
31 Ike's rank
32 Holmes'

creator
33 Lightened
35 Canadian

export
37 Badger's kin

40 Sphere
41 Black bird

46 Sleeper
48 Entertain

51 North Dakota
city

52 Perched
53 Gibbons, e.g.

54 Bird of old
55 Some foods
57 German river

58 Notion
59 Refuse
60 — Park.

London

27 System of

values

63 Bad: pref.

FREE ROOM & BATH IN EXCHANGE for help

with senior citizen. Possible dollars. 3-nniles

from UCLA. Mr.Wood, days 285-4847, eves.

278-3935.

MAKE
OPPOT^TUNITY
KNOCK MOPE
THAN ONCE...

LADVEPTISE wiT^

TTc DAILY BPUIN

CLASSJFJED:
(213)825-2221

DISPLAY: _

(213)206-3060

we look in the
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section for

we need ll
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play in his first collegiate game.
"I was nervous out there, that's

why I was stumbling around,"
0*Bannon said. "My knee felt

good, but I was winded. If I can get
back in shape I would love to play
more minutes."

0*Bannon*s teammates were
excited to finally see him play.

"I thought it was great, this is a
dream we have all had." guard
Shon Tarver said. "He is like an
added weapon for us."

"I am just so happy for Ed,"
center Rodney Zimmerman said.

"He has always been there cheer-
ing for us and his heart is what got
him there."

»»

Condos for Sale

FREE DEUVERY

-5900
iteal Mozzaralla

Fresh Ingrtdients

11628 Santi Monica #10|
1 BIk Est of 8«rrington]

Sunday Thursday
11-12am

Friday-Saturday

11-2am

67 Insurance Tutoring Offered
1/2 BLOCK FROM UCLA. LUXURIOUS 2
BECVl 1/2 BATH w/magnificent view & ter-

race; laurxJry In unit. Asking $345,000. Call

broker. (213)824-0453.

LOVELY HICHRISE CONDO 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa,

secuiity. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)^24-0453.

98 Resumes

PEh fHOUSE 1-BEDROONVl BATH, 1 -block
from UCLA, village view, doorman building
with pool. $289,000. Call Broker
(213)824-0453.

CULVER CITY CONDO. Why waste money on
rent? $149,500. 2-bed/1-'A bath. Broker Ray
Williams. (310)559-4315 or beeper
(213)966-7433.

=Ji^bBEAt STnRTEft iJN!T» W^k tg tiCLA.
uHty building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276-6331

.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR/aOSE TO
UCLA. STUDIO $95K. 1BR/1BA
$137K,2BR/2BA $188k. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1781.

MAR VISTA Stunning penthouse with 2+loft+2
and viewl 18(t. ceilings. Bright. Quiet. All

appliances irx:iuded. Many upgrades. Newer
building. Impeccable condition. $225k. Sheri,

Fred Sands (310)473-6156

PARK CITY, UTAH CONDO. Completely
furnished, built-ins, 1-bedroom/
2-loft/2-bathrooms. Sleeps 8. Amenltief In-

clude hot tub, sauna, pool, tennis courts. $87K
negotiable. (310)478-7104 leave nf>essage.

SANTA MONICA Large assumable loan and
low down payments! Large beautiful town-
house with 2-be(V3-bath. Spacious living

room. Dining room seats 8 or more. Security.

Move- in condition. $289k. Sheri, Fred Sands
(310)473-6156

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR high rise, 2-bedroom,
2-bath, walk to village, doorman, pool, $233
agent Kaz (310) 822-6488.

Good Rates for

Motorcycles
with Callfomla-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,
economics, engineering, ESL, english/
composition, finance, foreign languages,
humanities, mathematics, physics, political

science, statistics. STUDENT SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutoring Service.
(310)204-4656.

•AUMAR BEAU- FRENCH tutoring by phone
or one on one. (818)904-7891. En Francals
S.V.PI. Merci!

104 Scooters for Sale 115

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
We all do but auio insiirnnce is

reiinired by Liw' So for .i

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852-7175 (818)342 1510

BEST PRICE IfJS AGENCY

Movers/Storage 94

ENGLISH TUTORING by English grad. Rea-
sonable rates, ESL welcome. Call Mike
(310)477-4735.

ENGLISH TUTOR, experienced (US Peace
Corps), mature. Vocabulary building, pronun-
ciation, reading comprehension, writing.

^2y>r. (213)393-0510. __

MATH TUTOR. UCLA Mith grad. available:

Calculus, High school, SUtistics, stats, proba-
bility, etc. Gerry (310)274-4846

TUTUORING: ENGLISH, WRITING, GMAT,
LSAT, GRE, WordPerfect, etc. Yale grad,

4yean experience. Mark, 852-1 29tf.

Tutoring Needed 99

MATH TUTOR for jrA^g School Student.

Korean language preferred. Fee-negotiable.

829-6078. "

CoTKlos for Shore 68

WESTWOOD, HIGH-RISE CONDO. Private

bed & bath. Small pets, $55(Vimo. & pet care.

(310)475-3049.

BEST MOVERS. Call (213)263-BEST. 24 ft.

truck folly equipped for home or business.
Excellent references. Cal T 186344.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The carefol

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.

Short^ong disUnce. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVKTE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Typing

Condos for Rent 69

$1 400, 2-bedroom, 1 3/4-bath, 1 250 S. Be-
verly Glen, walk to Wilshire, split bedroom
plan, agent Nancy, (310) 822-6488.

CENTURY CITY, 2-bed/ 1 V4 bath condo. On
top floor. $28O0Ath). No pets. Refrig, W/D
inlcuded. Additional storage space. Pool, ten-

nis court, spa, rec room, security complex.
471-1234

TARZANA. FURNISHED. $l,050Ano. $950
unfomished. 2 bedrooms, each with private

bath. Security building, pool, Jacuzzi. (310)

79»0646.

WESTWOOD 2bed/l*A bath condo.
$1 1 5QAtm>. No pets, new carpets, fireplace and
balcony. (310)471-1234.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING--FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!
Student discount. Static Line, Tandem arvi

AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Services Offered 96

BEAR*S EDITING
All subfecta. Theses/ENascrUtions

PtoposflLb and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPfSS NOTFOB SALE
Sharoo B«w, PhJO
(310)47a^€2

FRUSTRATED developing editing graduate
school personal statenr>ents, other vital written
material? Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

ITALIAN LESSONS— native speaker for all skill

levels. $1S/hr. (213)2684)223.

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSKDNAL WORD
PROCESSING. 20 years exp., laser, spell-

check. (818)752-1980 7 days, 8am-10pm.
RUSHES OKAY.

Al BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERSAHESES/TAPES.
EPrriNG. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ACCURATE, VERY ECONOMKIAL, word pro-

cessing. WP51, Laserjet 3. Fonts, graphics,

equations, tables, O.K. Free pick-up/drop off.

(818)989-3160

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICAr
TONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, fax 47a 1064.

Modem Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hrs

service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446^8899.

PERFECT SPELLING for papersAheses etc. Mac
w^, free campus pickup/delivery. Michael
(310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup-Delivery Available .

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptkxi, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (310)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

— CWId Core 90

Licensed childcare in my home. Newborn on
up. Hot meals, loving atmosphere.
(818)998-4407.

Licensed child care, Encino Hills home, flexi-

ble hours, great care, near 405 Freeway »nd
Mulhol land. (818) 905-05O\

NANNY NEEDED P/T for 3 peat kids. Call

Cary 471-5171

START YOUR CHILD'S NEW YEAR IN A
PR0DLX:TIVE & fun environment. Run
by pre-«chool teacher, state- licensed daycare

home in WLA. Ages 18 mo • 4 yrs. Call

Stephanie. (310)473-2771

PROFESSONAL writing, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

PROFESSKDNAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTSI^OFESSORS. Computer-assisted

and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

STUDY the Bible with honesty and common
sense. Everyorw who does that reaches the
SAME conclusions INDEPENDENTLY on ALL
major doctrirws. (Mature faith rests on much
solid evidernre that ACTUALLY AMOUNTS
TO PROOF.) '...Christianity is an educa-
tion... .'-The late Prof. C.S. Lewis of Oxford.
No Pressure or obligation. Contributions NOT
requested. Choose your comfort level: corres-

pondence, phone, groups. Eventual goal: like

souls walking with the one, personal God,
form a congregation. (310)559-6267. (Current
Sun. Worship: Anaheim: (714)534-2199) .

WORD PROCESSINGAND RESUMES BY THE
SECRETARIAL CONNECTION. 15% discount
to students, staff, and faculty (310)394-6933.

T- Music Lessons 102

GUITAR LESSONS. All levels, different styles.

SlSA^r. Call Michael Walsh (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. Ail levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154. ^^^
SING! Vocal Technique • Carol
Tlngle;Teachmg AssocTNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/rtyles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

VOKZE. 40 years teaching. Ail levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experierKed CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

WINNING RESUMES; l-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel Tickets 106

ROUNDTRIP TICKET anywhere Southwest
flies. Use by May 23, 1992. $25(Vbbo Call
Rachel 824r4591

'86 HONDA ELITE 150 Deluxe. Inc. trunk,

helmet, lock, gloves. Runs well, 16k miles.

S75Q/obo. Call Jonathan at (310)837-6654.

'87 HONDA aiTE 80. Blue. Excellent condi-
tion. Helmet included. $700. Call
21 3)824-3772.

Autos for Sole 109

'83 VW RABBrr VERY CLEAN, Runs Great!
Automatic, A/C. AM/FM/Cass., $320(Vobo
(213)292-2045 Mike/Angie.

DEPENDABLE HONDA ELITE 80 1985. Great
condition, new plastic. Just tuned. White.
S475/obo. 208-5438, Briai\.

ELITE 80 '87. New brake & tires. Helrrtet

included. $590. 478-0709. Call Clark
evenings.

HALIEN SCOOTER. 1986 PCO Electric sUrt,

auto-dash transmission. Under 1000 miles on
OP. Red. $700A3BO. (818)846-0642.

85 NISSAN SENTRA. Very good coodi^ ^40N0Af»T¥8P- %987Red:GoodcondTtlenT
tion.4 door, automatic shift, power steer-

ing,AM/FM radio. Moving. $2950 o.b.o. Calf
Tony AM/PM (21 3)825-1 87(V(81 8)781 -4229.

DATSUN Fl 0. 1 976. F/stback, 68,000 original

miles. Runs great. $1 1 0CVobo. (310)839-6966.

DODGE CARAVAN '86. 8 passenger. Great
condition. Price is negotiable. Call David
^^n-Sat. 8-5, (310)202-8624.

FORD FESTIVA L+, '89. A^, AM/FM, mint,
13K. $3650. (310)457-3997.

FORD MUSTANG GHIA '79. 5.0 V-8, white,
88,000 miles, runs perfectly. No accidents.

$1,700. (310)4735496.

FORD MUSTANG GHIA '79, 5.0 V-8, white,
88,OCio miles, runs perfectly, no accidents,

$1,700. (310) 473-5496.

FORD MUSTANG HATCHBACK V6 AT, '83.

A/C, AM/FM cassette. 64,000 miles.
$3,20(yobo. (310)478-6822, after 6pm.

HONDA CIVK: HATCHBACK SI '86. White,
moonroof. Mint corxiition. 73k. Original
owner. $Ayoo/obo. (213)653-2810.

HYUNDAI EXaL, '88, $6500. like new,
sunroof, a/c, 5-doors, stereo. 1 -owner.
(310)206-5884.

MAZDA RX7, '82. Air, power, AM/FM stereo

cassette. 5-speed, sunroof, clean, must sell,

runs good. Asking $2300. Leave message or

call after 7pm. (818)764-6582.

NISSAN STANZA '85, 88km, AM/FM/cass.
ACA*W, rH!W tires, automatic, runs great!

$3250/obo. (31 0)825-2451 (D)
(31 0)398- 7944(N) Ken.

'

NYC NO PLACE TO RAISE SYLVIA. 1991
silver Corolla. Immaculate. . 1 0,000 miles,

alarm, afr, automatic, folding rear seat, war-
ranty. $8,400. (310)576-0406.

PORCHE 924, '78. Original owner, good
condition. $4000, day (310) 474-7600, eves.

(310)390-92^8.

RED SUBARU DL 1987, 1 -owner, 35,000
miles, stereo. New tires, $5500.
(310)273-0703

VOLKSWAGON FOX GL '88. 4-dr., 4 speed,
AMA^M cassette. Charcoal gray. MI. ExcellerH

condition. $4395. (310)545-0399.

VOLKSWAGON FOX, 1989, $5,500. Low
miles, excellent condition, red, 2 door,
5-speed, sunfoof, a/c, cassette. (310)
575-9409.

VW CABRKXET 1987. 5 speed, low miles.

White on white. A/C, alarm, cruise control.

Excellent condition. $9000. (310)479-3231.

Only 1,800miles. $700. Evenings call Jeff

(310)453-4771.
'

HONDA aiTE 1 50, '86. Excellent condition.

Helmet, lock included. $975. 208-6206.

HONDA ELITE 150 SCOOTER 1987, 8000
MILES, JUST SERVICED, $900, PALMS AND
MOTOR, (310)287-0814.

HONDA ELITE '80, Blue, great condition, plus
helmet and lock. $115(yobo. (310)454-6632.

HONDA ELITE 80, '87, $675. Blue, runs &
looks great. Call Bill (310) 475-0929.

HONDA ELITE 80 '86. Red, registered and
runs well. $500/obo. Call Greg at

(310)837-4077.

SCOOTER: 1985 Rive 180. XLNT COND!
LOW Miles. Recent Tune. Must See! New
Helmet included. $1100 o.b.o. 478-1114

VESPA P200E, 1981 . Recently rebuilt engine,

low miles, burgundy. $1200/obo. Mike
(310)794-3542.

YAMAHA RAZZ. 1 988. $450. Excellent condi-
tion + helnr>et included. (310) 318-2346
evenings.

YAMAHA RIVA, 125, $2000. 1,000 miles.
1 -year wan-anty. (310)657-1793.

Off-Compus Poricing 120

ON-CAMPUS Parking, great location. For
Winter & Spring quarter. Contact Jeff

(818)591-7827.

Furniture for Sole 126

Bicycles for Sole 113

UNIVEGA Ladies 21 speed cross bike. 1 yr.

old, white^lack marblized. IrKlud. krypto

lock, bottle, toolkit. (310)207-0665.

Motorcycles for Sole 114

KAWASAKI NINJA 250 1987. 9.5 m. only,

carb-jetted, clean, runs great. $l40G/obo. Call

eves. (310)479-8753.

NINJA 250, '87. XCLNT condition. Only 6500
mis. irKludes Bell helrpet, cover and lock

$2000. Call 473-1729 ask for Dave.

YAMAHA XT250, Great condition, runs ireat,

new tires, on/off road. $1000/obo.
(310)208-2961. Call Gus.

APARTMENT SALE. Bed, T.V., lamps, tables,

shelves, miscellaneous. Barbara.
(310)476-6376.

BUNKBEDS, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID WOOD
$90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK OR
WHrrE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRESS,
SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (213)821-0729.

Extra-long Full Size Mattress with boxspring
and frame. One year old $60.00 O.B O
(213)207-6396

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

TWO COUCHES FOR SALE. Good condition,
comfortable. Must sell A.S.A.P. Price negoti-
able. (213)207-8088 or (213)479-5851.

Misc. For Sole 128

FOR SALE: DAT PREP TAPES; LSAT tapes,

books, and IBM 5% • disks. Like new.
(310)39a.6354.

Sport Equip, for Sole 132

BASEBALL CARD SHOW. Sunday, January
19th 10AM-4PM. 30 tables with all sports
cards. FREE ADMISSK>N. 333 South Ban-ir\g.

ton Ave in Brentwood.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE MACINTOSH aASSKT with all discs,

manual, arxi complete software package.
Please call (310) 575-3457 and leave a

Scooters for Sole 115

'85 HONDA ELITE 1 50, red, excellent condi-
tion, lock, 2 helmets, basket. $90(Vobo.
(310474-5365.

IBM COMPATIBLE. *86/3a6, 1RAM. 1.2 FD,
1 .4 FD, •!(> t*0. Kx/bovd, monitor. New with
warrtniy. $62(y$JS0. (213)644-2613.

|BM PC COMPUTER. Complete system with
keyboard, m.>riilcr, fKX»ing>, 51 2K. $200
IC 13)789-4662.

•mm I 'I* nil M
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DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

^Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.
WestWpod, CA 90024

(213) 478-6869
(818)988-0110

Start the New Year

Fresh & Fabulous!

SPECIAL 25% OFF
ALL SERVICES!

Cut Manicure
Color Pedicure
Highlights Facial

Makeup

Can PARIS at SALON 1015
for an appointment

(310) 824-5006
1015 Gayiev Ave. #105 in Westwood Village

Oust halfa bk>ck south ofWeybisn)

* AVEDA GOLDWELL DPI

.^T

PRODUCTIONS
Santa Monica Plao*, Santa Honlea CAStore II 255. 90401 <31«) 917-92SS

Far- the Total VnIbo

THEPO^aHUTIES

Invitations Pnomo^ons Business

find of counse the HoEdaus
Vou'll b* sui»pi»lsod how -^
inexpensive video can beT

Discounts available for- langen onder-s-
F^sk ton details.

In Place v

FTouuier:^

Bank flccounts:. Make This
The Vear- To Aykieotape
Vour Qixin P^sonalbLed

Valentine. Shar-e Secr-et^i
Fantasies:, And Remernbr anc

Never- To Be Fc^r^gotten.

CaK QtS) ^17 ^iZ^y^

Fon Information
Hnd Hppointn^ents.
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BUY ONE MEAL AT THE REGULAR PRICE
GET THE SECOND MEAL FOR Jj

mnMEMm
Bring UCLA ID with
This Advertisement

Valid Everyday After 4:00PM until January 31st

Not good with any other offer

Add $1 per person for the Daily Hot Special (One Serving Only on Hot Special)
Does not include Beverage

1360 Westwood Blvd. (310) 441-8840

FREE VALIDATED PARKEVG

Tennis will

« I

wvHhLMU
By Michael Klein

The road back to the NCAA
Championship match begins this

weekend for the UCLA Women's
tennis team as they host the Loyola
Marymount Lions today and the

Runnin* Utes from Utah tomor-
row.

After a gut-wrenching 5-1 loss

to the Stanford Cardinal in last

year's final, the Bruins will be
seeking to return to the Final Four
for the fifth consecutive year.

The season will be marked by a
new generation of women's tennis,

as the squad has lost All Ameri-
cans Stella Sampras, Kimberly Po,
and Kristen Dreyer.

"In many ways this will be a
rebuilding season, although we
have excellent prospects and
enough talent in singles and
doubles to contend for the national

championship," 1991 Pac 10
Coach of the Year Bill Zaima said.

This year's squad will be led by
three-time All American Mamie
Ceniza, who begins the season
healthy for the first time in her
career. All-American Iwalani
McCalla should be much
improved after spending the
attmmn months in Aqi;ualia. ;

Looking to today's matchup,
coach Jamie Sanchez's Lions arc
coming off of a 17-9 season and
return seven varsity players.

Leading the way for the Lions
will be Julie Oshiro, who boasted a
28-7 record in the top spot Jast

year. Junior transfer Vicki Cordo-
va, junior Kim Rorez, and fresh-

man Kelly Mc Millan will be
featured in the attack.

The No. 23-ranked Utes wiU
present a more formidable chal-
lenge on Saturday.

Today's match is at 1:30 at the

Los Angeles Tennis Center.

Tomorrow's match begins at 1:00.

From page 20 ^

61 .9 percent The Bruins, who lead

the Pac- 10 in field goal percen-

tage, had been averaging 51.9
percent going into Thursday's
game.

"I thought our first half waT
good, but in the second half, we
had no defensive intensity," Har-
rick said. "Wejust kind of played."

With the game decided midway
through the first half, all eyes
turned toward O'Bannon (see
related story). His mere presence
on the court brought the crowd to

its feet, although his impact in the

game was minimal.

"I don't think it's good to judge
(O'Bannon's) performance right

now," Harrick said. "He still hasn't
run a complete practice. I'd like to

see him get a couple of weeks of
fundamentals."

Including O'Bannon, Harrick
used 12 different players against
Oregon. Reserves George Zidek
and Steve Elkind both saw playing
time, while crowd favorite Mike
Lanier played for nearly 11

minutes.

Ultimately, though, the game
won't be remembered for its

individual performance, but will

instead be enshrined as O'Ban-
non's debuL Although it wasn't a
record-breaking performance.
Thursday may have been a sample
of what's in store for UCLA.

"I was nervous," O'Bannon
said. *That was obvious . . . But
tonight I played, and that's a step in

the right direction."
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Gymnastics teams vault into action
By LucI Chavez

The 1992 season opens up a
whole different can of worms for

the UCLA men's gymnastics
team.

Not only is it a chance to start

fresh and shake offold injuries, but
the Bruins are also setting their

sights on a national championship.
A national title is not out of the

question for a Bruin squad which
finished third at last year's NCAA
Championships and features nine
returning starters.

Head coach Art Shurlock,
entering his 28th year at the helm
of the program, said, "This year is

going to be exciting for everyone
because we have guys competing
in new events and some competing
for the first time."

Leading the charge for the
Bruins will be senior Ail-Ameri-
cans and U.S. National Team
meiribers Scott Keswick and Chai-
ney Umphrey.
Keswick was the top U.S.

finisher at the 1991 World
Championships with a tenth place
finish in the all-around competi-
tion.

>

"We're going to try to bring
Scott back a bit slower because
he's been through two years of
constant competition," Shurlock
said. "He needs time to regroup
and wQyK on improving his roii-

Womens- squad enters year

with championship dreams

MCHAEL LAN/Daily Bruin

Scott Keswick Is aiming for the Pac-10 overall championship.

unes."

Umphrey enters the 1992 coUe-
' giate season after some successful

international competitions.
Umphrey garnered a second place

finish at the 1991 U.S. Champion-
ships with Keswick finishing sixth.

Umphrey will see limited action

early in the season on the pommel
horse as he deals with a lingering

foot injury.

Other returning \eAie.rme.n

expected to make major contribu-

tions this season include seniors

Mike Sanders and Jason Garman,
juniors Brad Hayashi and Isidro

Ibarrondo, a member of the

Argentinian national team and
sophomores Steve Diem and Bran-

dy Prins.

"Basically we're trying to get
everyone healthy to make a big
push for NCAA's and these first

few mcjcJLa arc, impoi-tant tu estate"

hsh where we're at with our new
athletes to see how they perform,"
Shurlock said.

The Bruins open their season
this Saturday night at 7 p.m. in the

Wooden Center with a meet
against Cal State Fullerton.

By Zach Dominitz

When the UCLA womens'
gymnastics team's season starts

tomorrow night in Corvalis, Ore-
gon it will be looking to regain its

past championship form.

Tomorrow's dual meet will kick
off the 1992 season for UCLA,
which will be trying to get back to

the nationals after its first absence
in four years. Last year's team
placed 13th at regionals, missing
nationals by only five-tenths of a
point.

But disappointment is not on the
minds of co-head coaches Valorie
Kondos and Scott Bull this year.

"Our number one concern here
is the girls," Bull said. 'Through
their hves people have only cared
what they weigh and how they
look on tfie outside, but our priority

is to make sure their body fat is

down and that they are healthy."

Kondos agrees: "Winning isn't

the overall goal. Of course it is

what we strive for, but Scott and I

are more concerned that when the
girls leave here, through the
lessons they've learned through
the gpprt. they really rate better =

people.

Last year after regionals the
team gathered round and the
seniors, who had been to nationals
in each of their first three years at

UCLA, spoke.

"All the girls^werc crying, but
"the sentiment was the same,"

Kondos recalled. *The general
consensus was that for the first

Jtime in their lives they were really

proud to be athletes and they really

felt good to be a part of the team."
The outlook of Kondos and Bull

seems to be reflected in this year's

team spirit as well.

"Winning is really just a side

effect of doing your best," junior

all-arounder Paula Rasmussen
said. *The team seems to be a lot

closer, even outside of the gym. In

the past we were kind of factioned

off, but not now."

The blue and gold will be put to

the test today as they r vel to

Oregon State for a dual -^eet in

perhaps the toughest arena u) win
in the Pac-10.

"It's against our personal and
Pac-10 rules to comment on the

judges, Bull said with a smile.

"Let's just say that it is very
difficult to win there."

The Bruins will be counting not
only on Rasmussen but also on
junior Rhonda Faehn and fresh-

man Kareema Marrow.
"Rhonda is really setting the

tone gymnaslically for us right-
now, and Kareema will be doing
things here in her first year that no
Bruin gymnast has ever done,

ever," Bull said.

The match should be a great one,

as the pre-season coaches poll has
the Bruins, ranked ninth and the

Beavers ranked fourth.

BRUIN (^13)474-6267
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Can't Afford ttie new Nirvana?
Need Cash?

Trade In unwanted CD's, Cassettes, or LP's lor

cash or credit towards anything In the store.

ALL USED LP'S & CASSETTES

50% OFF WITH THIS COUPON

ALL USED COMPACT DISCS

$3.99 AND UP • $2.00 OFF
WITH THIS COUPON

VALID THROUGH JANUARY 20, 1992
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i 7 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!
2114 WILSHIRE BLVD.*SANTA MONICA-(213) 828-2887
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If answering phones
all day Is your Idea of
a great Internship,
dont read this ad.

Apply now for an exciting advertising Internship
with the Dally Bruin. Learn how the third largest
dally newspaper in Los Angeles operates.

All we ask for Is dedication and enthusiasm.

Applications for internal Display Intemslilps are
available now at the Dally Bruin Classlfleil«ndow
(112 Kerckhoff Hall) and are due Tuesday. January
21st.

Any questions?
Call Marni or Michelle at 206-0905.
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Brains down Ducks, but Big Ed steals tlie siiow

PT

By Scott Bloom
Dally Bruin Staff

Debutante balls are usually held

in the spring, but not at UCLA,
where 12,102 came out Thursday
night to celebrate the long-awaited

debut of forward Ed O'Bannon.
Coincidentally, the No. 2 Bruins

(11-0, 3-0 in the Pac-10) also

played a basketball game, defeat-

ing an undermanned Oregon
squad. 99-71.

Missing three key players, the

Ducks fell behind early and never
threatened UCLA. The Bruins

opened the game with an 8-0

scoring run, and by halftime had
stretched the lead to 48-28.

"(UCLA) just had too much
lirejpower,*' Oregon coach Don
Monson said. *They*re a very

good team. We were too tentative

out there. My teams are known for

being aggressive, not tentative.*'

Although UCLA guard Gerald
Madkins said the Bruin coaches
feared an emotional letdown after

UCLA upset Arizona in Tucson
Saturday, the Bruins dominated
the game in almest- gygiy area.

Tracy Murray bounced back
from a 14-point performance
against Arizona to contribute 21
points and six rebounds against

Oregon, but Thursday night
belonged to Rodney Zimmerman.
The sophomore center scored a
career-high 13 points and brought
down nine febounds.

CHARLES COOLEY/Daly Bruin

EdO^Bannon moves the ball down court against Oregon Thursday
night. He ftfttshed wtffr two pofnts and tfi ree rebouncfsT

"Rodney Zimmerman stepped
up and played the kind of game I

enjoyed watching,'' UCLA head
coach Jim Harrick said. "Zimmer-
man played his best game tonight I

thought he did a terrific job."

Forward Don MacLean fol-

lowed Murray with 16 points and

six rebounds, and guard Mitchell

Butler contributed 15 points.

Guard Antoine Stoudamire led

Oregon with 20 points, but the

Ducks only shot 41.8 percent from
the field, compared with UCLA's

See HOOPS, page 18

Volleyball facing tough test
By Eric Billigmeier

The two publications that pro-

vide the national rankings for

collegiate men's volleyball deliv-

ered a split decision in their

preseason issues. Tonight, the

score could get settled.

In an early-season showdown at

7:30 in Pauley Pavilion, UCLA
(No. 2 by VolleybaU Monthly and
No. 1 in the West by Volleyball

Magazine) hosts Long Beach State

(No. 1 and No. 2, respectively) in

-Jhe 15th annual Kilgour Cup. ^

.

"Anytime we get together with
UCLA, it's not real difficult to get
the lads up and ready to play," said

Long Beach Coach Ray Ratelle.

"Any time you play UCLA, with

the reputation they have, it's not

hard to get the guys ready.**

Although the 49ers haven*t
played a match and the Bruins
have officially played only one
(not including their four-game win
over the alumni Wednesday night),

the matchup promises to be the

most competitive of both squads*

non-conference schedules.

The 49ers return five starters

from last season's 31-4 NCAA
championship squad. The only
significant loss to graduation was
four-year All-American middle
blocker Brett Winslow. But it's

easy to forget last June's ceremo-

Al
UCLA Sporti info

nies with a talent like j^nior All-

American opposite hitter Brent
Hilliard still donning school col-

ors.

*The leadership and experience
he gives us is very, very helpful,"

Ratelle said about Hilliard, who
decided recently to take a break
from his starting role on the

Olympic team to re-enroll in

school and play in 1992. "We got a

hell of a lot better the first day he
showed up at practice."

A prime UCLA motivator in the

match will be the 49ers' current

six-match winning streak against

the Bruins. In addition to ending
UCLA's 11-match Kilgour Cup
winning streak. Long Beach came
back from two games down to ruin

UCLA's NCAA tournament hopes

in last year's wildcard selection

game.

"Winslow and Hilliard killed us
last year (in the selection match),"
said UCLA Coach Al Scates. "So
we're glad that Winslow's gone.
We match up great with Long
Beach position for position. The
just have an edge in that they have
the best hitter in the country. They
run the same offense as everyone
else. It's just that they have the best

hitter in collegiate volleyball.**

Scales said the Bruins have
-blocked "great" in their first two
coiut dates, including in Wednes-
day*s 11-15, 16-14, 15-13, 15-6
defeat of former Bruin greats.

But blocking the starting oppo-
site hitter on the Olympic team is a
different story. Scates said Dan
Landry will be counted on to make
plays against Hilliard, but empha-
sized that the Bruins will need a
total team effort to overcome the

one big strength of the 49ers.

"He (Hilliard) takes what you
give him and has all the shots."

Scates said. "He's extremely diffi-

cult to stop. We'll need a total

defensive effort.

."I don't really keep track of all

the streaks besides the NCAA
championships. But I know it's

been a while (since the Bruins beat

the 49ers). We'd just like to beat

these guys."

O'Bannon's stint is short, but

it was worth all the waiting
By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

The play only lasted for five or
six seconds, but it was enough to

make UCLA basketball fans sali-

vate.

Fifteen months after blowing
out his left knee. Bruin redshirt

freshman forward Ed O'Bannon
finally made his debut on the

basketball court Thursday night

against Oregon and gave the

Pauley Pavilion crowd a taste of
what they had been waiting for.

Midway through the second
half, O'Bannon moved across the
lane and pinned Chuck Patterson's

layup on the glass. He then drove
the length of the court before
making a perfect no-look pass to

teammate Gerald Madkins.
Etespite the fact that Madkins blew
the layup, a s|ar had been bom.

**This was beyond m^ wildest

dieaiiis," Q^Bannon satd^ after the
game. "My knee felt good and this

was a step in the right direction."

O'Bannon played only six

minutes and scored just two points,

yet he was unquestionably the hero
of UCLA's 99-71 win over the

Ducks.

With a little more than 10
minutes left in the first half.

O'Bannon peeled off his warmup
sweats and checked in to the game
to a standing ovation from the
crowd.

"I was just thinking about not

embarrassing myself," O'Bannon
said. "When Coach Harrick told

me that I was going in, I said to

myself that finally I could show-
case my talents. This has been a
long 15 months and I have said my
prayers every day and waited for

this."

UCLA head coach Jim Harrick
was pleased that he finally had a
chance to see O'Bannon play in a
Bruin uniform.

"Everybody has a great feeling
for Ed," Harrick said. "Some-
where along the line something
good will happen to Ed. I thought
he jumped well tonight and he ran
the break very well."

O'Bannon came to UCLA as the
top high school player in the_
country in 1990. However, just six

days before the start of practice for
the 1990-91 season, O'Bannon
tore the anterior cruciate ligament
in his left knee while making a
slam dunk at the Wooden Center.

Three surgeries and 15 months
later, O'Bannon was finally able to

See O'BANNON, page 17

Brains to host OSU
Saturday at Pauley
By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

Without the services of its

leading scorer and rebounder,
Oregon State will venture to

Pauley Pavilion Saturday after-

noon to face No. 2 UCLA in an
apparent mismatch.

Last week, the Beavers (9-7»

1-2 in the Pac-10) lost forward
Chad Scott for the rest of the

season after Scott was declared
ineligible for academic reasons.

"Oregon State would have
been tough, but they lost Chad
Scott," UCLA head basketball
coach Jim Harrick said. "He
was really a good player."

Oregon State head coach Jim
Anderson acknowledged that

the loss of Scott would greatly

hurt his team.

"Any time you take away
your leading scorer and
rebounder it is not a good
situation, because you weaken
yourself in an area (rebound-
ing) where you are not strong in

the first place," Anderson said.

"Physical strength is the area it

hurts the most because Chad

Mwas our strongest player.'

The Beavers do return three

other starters fixxn last year's

team, including six-foot-ele-

ven-inch center Scott Haskin.

Haskin is averaging more than

15 points per game to lead
Oregon State.

Junior point guard Charles
McKinney is averaging 12
points per game, having made
nearly 55 percent of his field

goal attempts. Freshman Brent
Barry, the son of fonner basket-
ball great Rick Barry, is aver-

aging four points per game as
the other starting guard.

The Beaver frontcourt is

anchored by senior Mario Jack-
son, who is averaging nearly

eight points and five rebounds
per game. Freshman Canaan
Chatman is the other starter at

forward.

Sophomore guard Earnest
Killijjn, who is recovering from -

a blood ,clot in his arm, is

averaging eight points per game
off the bench.

However, Oregon State
appears to be clearly over-

matched against the Bruins.

f

Pac-10 Womens Basketball Schedule

Saturday, 1/18 - Arizona at Arizona State, 7:00 p.m

Saturday. 1/16- Washi

Saturday, 1/18 - UCLA at Stanford, 7:30 p.m. 0' the Page

(

Pac-10 Mens Basketball Schedule

Saturday, 1/1 8 - Arizona at Washington St., 8:00 p.m.

Saturday, 1/18 - Oregon State at UCLA. 3:00 o.m.

k
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Internship fair

heM tomonow
For students interested in

working in Los Angeles,
Washington D.C. and abroad,

the UCLA Internship Fair will

be held Jan. 22 from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. in Ackerman Union's
second floor lounge.

Information about paid and
non-paid internships on and
off-campus starting now or
during the summer will be
available to all UCLA students.

For more information, con-

tact Dario Bravo at the Expo
Center, 825-0&31, or Andrea
Whitmore at the Placement artd

Career Planning Center, 825-

2981.

Inside

Prof lectures
on stereotypes
Media stereotyp)es are more

harmful than anti-Asian legis-

lation and hate crimes, a visit-

ing professor said.

See page 8

Viewpoint

Learn UCLA's
own lexicon
To really survive at UCLA,

you should know how to speak
the administration's version of
newspeak.**

See page 18

«i.

Arts & Entertainment

By 'Hook'
or by crook

Director Steven Spielberg

rediscovers his childhood fan-

tasies in his latest film.

See page 20

Sports

Basketball
beatsOSU
UCLA forward Don Mac-

Lean scored 31 points in UCLA
87-81 overtime win over Ore-

gon State on Saturday.

See page 40
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Regents approve 24% fee hike
By Michael Lawrence
Dally Bruin Staff

A crowd of students who took

control of a campus building

Friday^ the University of Califor-

nia, Davis to protest a registration

fee hike are expected to leave

today, police said.

About 1,500 students seized the

campus auditorium Friday, shortly

after the Board of Regents voted

UC Davis students take

.

over auditorium in protest
almost unanimously to approve the

24 percent fee increase. By Mon-
day, about 35 protesters remained,
campus police said. The protesters

pledged to march on the state

Capitol in Sacramento later this

week.

Five protesters were arrested at

the start of the demonstration

Friday, biit there have been no

incidents since then, campus
police said.

Police said they allowed the

protesters to remain in the building

because the students were peace-
ful.

Students seized the building to

protest the regents' approval of a

$550 annual fee increase, raising

annual student fees to $2,824, not

See REGENTS, page 17

Mardi Gras officials want to close the annual carnival at night this year because of past violence In Westwood Village following the

)wnPast violence may shut
Mardi Gras at night this year
By Christine Strobel

Dally Bruin Staff

The dazzling colors and brilliant

lights of Mardi Gras may not

illuminate the night sky over
UCLA this May, .

Mardi Gras Committee officials

decided not to hold the carnival at

night this year, disturbed by the

recent trend in violence that has

accompanied the annual event

when night falls.

Final approval to cancel Mardi
Gras night events still requires the

vote of a committee within the

student association, but an affir-

mative vote is expected.

As a result, UniCamp officials

say they are expecting a sharp drop

in funding to their charity program.

Because the evening hours are the

most profitable, UniCamp is

expecting trouble.

The official UCLA charity

receives one-third its income from
Mardi Gras.

And the Mardi Gras commit-
tee's decision akeady comes at a

dark time. UniCamp is suffering

from a $75,000 deficit caused by a

steep drop in donations because of

the recession.

"Our hope is that Mardi

Gras will come back to

its fonner self."

Tony Walker
UniCamp Executive Director

UniCamp sends about 1,100
underprivileged children from Los
Angeles to a summer recreation

resort in the San Bernardino
Mountains.

"Assuming that attendance

See MARDI GRAS, page 16

Rratemity sues city,

UCLA over mudslide

Daly Bruin fll* photo

Alpha Tau Omega Is suing the city of Los Angeles and UCU for a
mudslide that hit Its fraternity house last year.

By Heather Skinazl

Dally Bruin Staff

Last year a mudslide demol-
ished part of the Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity house, causing about
$60,000 damage and making the

35 residents homeless.

Today, the fraternity members
are back home, but they cannot
completely repair the house until a
flurry of complicated lawsuits
between their fraternity, the uni-

versity and the city of Lds Angeles

are settled in court.

A giant wave of mud tumbled
down the bank behind the fraterni-

ty last year and destroyed a retainer

wall bejweeh the house and the

university's Westwood Chateau
apartments* The mud then tore

down the fraternity's walls and
destroyed two rooms.

Fraternity members filed suit

against the university in May
because they said the wall —

See LAWSUITS, page 14
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Increase in infectious

diseases poses prolilem
By Lisa Belkin

The New York Times

Tuberculosis. Measles. Scarlet

Fever. Diphtheria. Syphilis. All of

these diseases were once thought

to be under control, if not eradi-

cated. Now some of them have

reached epidemic proportions in

the United States, and the others

are gaining.

Across the country, q)idemiolo-

gists, the detectives of disease, are

trying to figure out why.

*The ideal would be to find a

single cause of things,** said Dr.

Thomas R. Frieden, a New York-

based epidemiologist for the Cen-
ters for Disease Control in Adanta
and the keeper of statistics on most
infectious disease for New York
City. "But it*s not as simple as that

It*s multifactorial.**

One of the most significant

factors is the disintegration of
support systems for the poorest

Americans, those most at risk to

catch and spread disease in the first

place.

Poor people lack health insur-

ance, which prevents them from
seeing a doctor until they are too

sick to be easily cured, if at all. By
then they have probably infected

many other people. Transmission

of bacteria is spfifirif/l by aheltcra^^

for the homeless and households

cramped with two or three genera-

tions of family members. In addi-

tion, drug abuse, AIDS,
alcoholism and malnutrition lower
resistance.

The resurgence of tuberculosis,

for instance, which is at its highest

level in 23 years, is largely a result

of AIDS. The weakened immune
systems of people infected with

HIV, the virus that causes AIDS,
increase their susceptibility to TB.
Some studies show that 50 percent
of TB patients are also HIV
positive.

The tuberculosis bacteria can lie

dormant for decades. An otherwise
healthy person infected with TB
has a 5 to 10 percent chance of
developing TB in the course of his

life, according to Dr. Jay Dobkin,
director of the AIDS unit at

Columbia-Presbyterian Medical
Center.

However, Dobkin said, an AIDS
patient infected with TB has a 7
percent chance of developing TB
every year. In 1990 more than

4,000 new cases of TB were
reported in the city compared with
a 23-year high of 3,520 for aU of
last year.

If theTB epidemic can be linked

to AIDS, the increasing rate of
syphilis can be linked to drug
abuse. In 1981, the national

syphilis rate was less than 70 cases
per 100,000, Frieden said. By
1990, that rate had doubled to more
than 140 per 100,000. At the same
time, the number of cases of
gonorrhea decreased from 1 mil-

Uon in 1980 to 700,000 in 1990.

The best guess of epidemiolo-
gists is that these contradictory

statistics car te^ ^^eatpteined by:
crack. The use of that form of
cocaine, Frieden said, "increases

the number of sexual partners** a
person is likely to have, in turn

increasing the probability of
catching and spreading sexually

transmitted disease.

ThCTC is less gonorrhea, he said,

because its symptoms are more
easily noticed than those of
syphilis.
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Mysteries of dinosaurs examined
ByPhuongLe

UCLA Professor Charles Mar-
shall wants his students to do more
than just memorize words. He
wants them to observe, deduce and
"be like Sherlock Holmes.-

With fossils as clues, students

who take Marshall's new Earth &
Space Science class may have an
opportunity to unravel mysteries

about dinosaors and mammals
from long ago.

The course on dinosaurs and
their relatives, which satisfies a

general education life science

requirement, is being offered for

the first time atUCLA this quarter.

New GE class may draw
stnjdents into geology field
"(The course) is experience-dri-

ven," said Marshall, a professor of
geology. "I want students to look at

fossils and tell me what it*s about.**

Among the things that may draw
student interest is the vast collec-

tion of fossils specimens on loan

from the Natural History Museum
of Los Angeles County.

Fossil specimens available to

students include classic reproduc-

tions of dinosaur parts, including

skeletons, skulls and horns.

The high attendance in lecture

so far has been a good sign for the

course. About 90 percent of stu-

dents show up to lectures and pay
attention, said Mike Campbell, a

teaching assistant for the course.

Earth & Space Science depart-

ment officials hope the new course
— inspired by a similar course at

UC Berkeley — will not only

introduce students to dinosaurs.

but draw them into paleontology

and geology majors.

Marshall hopes the class will

eventually prove as popular here as

it has been at the school up north.

But he also has another idea.

Marshall's goal is to move
academics away from rote

memorization of names and dates

and to give students hands-on

experience in the learning process.

"I want students to find, puzzle,

understand and then assign"
words,** the professor said. "It's

more fun that way.'*

Students said this "Sherlock

Holmes** method forms the back-

bone of Marshall *s teaching philo-

ALEX DE ROBARTIS

Members of the Chess Qub Doug Ewright, Aura Castro and Jeff Triogoff, from left, play (what else?) chess on Bruin Walk.

WliinebagoliiiBiclenrediicates fraternity
By Reglna Ravetti
Daily Bruin Staff

Almost three months after

painting derogatory sexist mes-
sages on Winnebagos, Theta Xi
fraternity members are educating

themselves about women *s issues

as punishment for violating frater-

nity policy.

In addition to five weeks of

social probation, Theta Xi must
sponsor forums on women *s issues

and participate in philanthropic

events benefiting women*s causes.

The fraternity members appear

satisfied with the sentence.

Theta Xi must hold forums on
women's issues as punishment
"We*ve received our punishment.

It was fair. We*ve taken full

responsibility,** said Marc Buck-
hantz, Theta Xi president "I can
pretty much guarantee that you
won*t be seeing any comments on
Theta Xi Winnebagos.*'

The InterFratemity Council *s

judicial board created the punish-

ment to fit the crime, said James
Sun, chief justice of the board.

On Nov. 28, the board found the

fraternity guilty of violating a
policy which forbids any Greek
fraternity from displaying any
decoration, slogan, or writing that

is obscene, derogatory and
degrading to a rational observer.

The hearing and subsequent

sentencing was completed within a

day, Sun said.

"It*s a clear-cut case — these

guys screwed up — they wrote

offensive slogans on their Winne-

bagos."

The controversy first erupted

last November, when Theta Xi
fraternity members painted sexist

slogans on the sides of three or four

of their Winnebagos before
departing on a road trip.

Confronted by the co-editors

UCLA's feminist magazine
Together, Theta Xi*s actions were
denounced in the newsmagazine's
November editorial, entitled "Hey
baby can't you take a joke?"

According to Buckhantz and
Sun, social probation is the most

See THETA XI, page 15

Administration, students
for control of UCSD's campus store
By Chris Wolowlec
Daily Bruin Staff

A San Diego court granted

University ofCalifornia San Diego

students a temporary restraining

order last week to keep the

administration from interfering

with student businesl operations at

their General Store.

Members of the student-owned
cooperative asked for the restrain-

ing order after UCSD Assistant

Vice Chancellor Tom Tucker
unsuccessfully attempted to s^ize

the store by changing its locks

Wednesday at 1:30 a.m.. according
to store employees.

UCSD officials attempted to

close the stord to examine
accounting books which they said

contain evidence that cooperative

workers engaged in illegal busi-

ness practices during the 1990-91

school year.

See UCSD, page 13

"The 300 students

surrounding the store

started banging on the

windows and chanting

repeatedly, *We want

the cO'Op.
»>

Christy McQrath
UCSD Student

sophy.

"(Marshall's) lecture style is

such that he maintains a high

interest level (for students).**

Campbell said. "He's very enthu-

siastic and that helps enforce

student's interest in it**

Amber Crawford, an undeclared

freshman, thinks the class is so
intriguing, she said she is consid-

ering a geology major.

"I really like it because I think

dinosaurs are fascinating," she

said. "I enjoy the lab because we
get to play around with fossils.**

Freshman Arturo Docuyanan
agreed. "I think it*s interesting,**

the pre-economics major said.

"It's different from other science

courses. You have to make deduc-
tions from what you see."

Assailant

attacks UCLA
student with

water
By Heesun Wee
Daily Bruin Staff

A 33-year-old man was recently

arrested and charged with one
count of assault with a deadly
weapon after allegedly pouring a
cup of hot water on a North
Campus Student Center employee.
said campus police Sgi. Knii

Baguiao.

The suspect, whose name is

being withheld by police, will be
sentenced at Santa Monica Super-
ior Court on Jan. 29, and could face

a maximum sentence of life in

prison, DeL Chuck Bumham said.

The suspect is being held on
$5,000 bail.

The student employee was
treated at the UCLA Medical
Center for second degree bums to

the upper left arm area after the

Jan. 9 incident, Bumham said.

Police did not disclose the name
of the victim.

Because the suspect pleaded no
contest to one count of assault with
a deadly weapon at a Jan. 17

The other three charges

were one count of

mayhem, one count of

aggravated mayhem _
and one count of

receiving stolen

property in an

unrelated incident.

arraignment, the suspect's other

three felony charges were dis-

missed, Bumham said. The other

three charges were one count of
mayhem, one count of aggravated

mayhem and one count of receiv-

ing stolen property in an unrelated

incident

When the employee was first

approached by the suspect on Jan.

9, the two had an argument about

some change at the North Campus
center, Ll Jim Vandenberg said.

The employee was approached a

second time by the same customer
and was threatened with bodily

harm, Vandenberg said. Then
during a third encounter, the

suspect allegedly poured a cup of
boiling water on her arm. The
suspect then fled east from the

center.

A wimess to the assault spotted

the same suspect on campus on
Jan. 14 and contacted police.

The wimess assisted in the

identification, which resulted in an

arrest later that day.
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American professor

killed in West Bank
JERUSALEM — The American head

of the archaeology department at a

Palestinian university was shot to death

Sunday by a masked murderer in the West
Bank town of Bir Zeit, Israeli pohce said.

Albert Ernst Clock, who police said

was 66, was shot twice at close range

about 3 p.m. Sunday outside the home of
his female research assistant near Bir Zeit

University, about 20 miles north of
Jerusalem. The university, where Clock
had taught since 1976, has been closed

during nearly all of the four-year-old

Palestinian uprising, although its 2,000
students now lake classes off campus.

Bir Zeit President Cabi Baramki, who
called the lanky Clock a widely respected

"Palestinian nationalist,*' said the native

of Gifford, Idaho was murdered when he
stopped to deliver a package as he was
driving from Bir Zeit south to the nearby
town of Ramallah. Clock was driving to

Ramallah to meet his wife and Baramki,
according to Baramki.

Cheney foresees
Saddam's deposition

WASHINCTON— Defense Secretary

Dick Cheney on Sunday predicted Sad-
dam Hussein will be toppled, but he

declined to say whether the United States

lias contingency plans for assisting in

deposing the Iraqi leader.

Cheney's comments came as The New
York Times reported that Saudi Arabia is

pressing the Bush administration to

organize a covert allied campaign to

divide Iraq's army and supply arms to

-opposilioB group* so they can rise up
against Saddam.

Shiite glienriiias

bomb Israeli mayor
BEIRUT, Ubanon — A bombing by

Shiite Muslim guerrillas on Sunday killed

the mayor of a town in the Israeli-con-

trolled zone of southern Lebanon. Hours
later, Israeli troops and their Lebanese
militia allies shelled Shiite villages in the

vicinity. Two bombs exploded on Sunday
morning in the town of Tair Harfa in the

border strip of southern Lebanon that

Israel has declared its security zone. One
went off near the house of Mayor Selim

Ahmed Yousef, fatally wounding him and
less severely wounding his wife. The
other bomb, near the house of a school

principal, wounded members of the

principal's family. A branch of the pro-

Iranian Party of Cod, calling the two men
collaborators with the Israeli army, said it

had carried out the attacks. The Israelis

and militiamen of the Christian-led South
Lebanon Army later shelled Shiite vil-

lages.

Haiti president wants
to oust army chief

WASHINCTON — President Jean-
Bertrand Aristide of Haiti, whose elected

government was ov»thrown in a coup on
Sq>L 30, insisted on Sunday that there

could be no settlement of the Haitian
political crisis without the removal of the

army chief and a thorough leorganizatioo-

of the military.

Aristide, a populist priest who won
Haiti's first genuinely democratic elec-

tion 13 months ago with more than three-

quarters of the vote, was also guarded in

accepting the view of the Organization of
American States that naming a new prime
minister would be political solution to the

Haitian crisis.

Nation

Minority attendance
at colleges increases

WASHINCTON — Minority atten-

dance at colleges and universities

increased during the second half of the

1980s, but the proportion enrolled

remained below that of whites, according
to a report made public by the American
Council on Education.

The study, announced Sunday, showed
that of black high school graduates 18 to

24 years old, 33 percent were attending

college in 1990, up from 26.1 percent in

1985.

Of white high school graduates, 39.4

percent were attending college in 1990, up
from 34.4 percent in 1985. Hispanic

participation rates rose slightly to 29
percent in 1990. from 26.1 percent in

1985.

Sleeping pill may have

serious side effects

For two decades, the drug company that

makes Halcion, the world's best-selling

sleeping pill, concealed data from the

Food and Drug Administration showing
that it caused significant numbers of

serious psychiatric side effects, critics

contend.
^

The criticC who include drug and
psychiatric experts who have analyzed

State

Berkeley student
picked as new regent

The UC Board of Regents selected UC
Berkeley law student Alex Wong to serve

as student regent for the 1992-93 school

year.

A first-year student of Berkeley's Boalt

Law School, Wong will be the 18th

student regent since 1974.

Wong will have the same power and
privileges as the other 25 members of the

board, including having a vote in such
decisions as registration -fee hikes and
possibly choosing a site for the 10th UC
campus.
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case, say the data showed the pill was
more dangerous than other sleeping pills

and was more likely to cause symptoms
like amnesia, paranoia, depression and
hallucinations. The assertions have
prompted the FDA to begin an investiga-

tion of the manufacturer, Upjohn Co., and
persuaded Britain to t)an the drug outright

in October.

Top Six

TOP SIX REASONS TO BUY YOKO
ONO'S NEW SIX-CD BOXED-SET
RETROSPECTIVE:

6. Your neighborhood record store just

sold the last copy of Michael Bolton's

new album, "Time, Love, Tenderness,

Hugging and Sensitivity."

5. If not you, who?
4. Needed to complete your collection

of works by angst-ridden Sarah Lawrence
graduates.

3. Deep inner satisfaction in knowing
your $70 will help Yoko pay the bills on
her 30-room Dakota spread, her Montauk
Mansion, her Miami hotel, her Barbados

The Magic of Disney
is Coming to UCLA

The Walt Disney Studios is looking for Business Planners dedicated to
working in the entertainment industry, with strong analytical skills and
a record of outstanding academic achievement. The Studios operates
in a creative, unstructured environment that demands self-starting,
outgoing individuals who are team players.

company data produced in a recent courts— tax shelter, het iipsUite Dairy Parm, ttic

Talace Versailles aiid her goofy, oversize

sunglasses collection.

2. Guaranteed to get rid of unwanted
guests, vermin and the Avon Lady.

1. Sure, the Japanese make better cars

and microchips, but Yoko is OUR
national treasure.

Compiled from Bruin wire services

Now You Don't Have To Go To Von's Pavilion

To Get Supermarket Prices!
Grocery

breadstlks Von's

Produce
breadstlks

Kelk>ggs Raisin Bran 20 oz
Kelloggs Nut & Honey 16oz
Kelk>gas Com Flakes 1 8oz
G.M. Wheatles. 18oz
Best Foods light mayo 16oz
Kelloggs Pop tarts 1 1 0z
Camation breakfast bars (6)

Jif ex. crunch peanut butter 1 8oz
Aunt Jemima pancake, 32oz
Preao spaghetti sauce 30 oz
Kraft Mac & Cheese 7.25 oz
Del Monte lite slic. peaches 16oz
Del Monte green beans 1 6oz
Camp, chunky chicken noodle 19oz
Wishbone ranch lite dressing 8oz
Nabisoo chips ahoy 1 2oz
O.R. lite popping com lO.Soz

3.23
3.79
1.95
3.69
1.49
1.69

2.39
2.89
1.53
2.25
.65

1.05
.89

1.63
1.39
2.59
2.29

2.99
1.69
3.07
2.29
2.69
1.79

1.55
1.39

Frozen
Weight W. Chk:. Fettudni
Minute Makj O. J. 12oz
Sara Lee coffee cake 1 1 .5oz

Sara Lee pound cake 10.75oz
Haagen Dazs ice cream pints

Orelda hash browns 32 oz
Eggo waffles 1 1 oz
Ice. bagged. 7 lbs

Non-food
Scot Tissue 4 pk 2.45

Comet powder, lemon, 1 7oz 1 .05

Cascaoe Ik^. dishwash. 50oz 2.89

Downey fabric softner,33oz 1 .69

Tkle Ultra. 18 use 4.59

Fancy Feast cat food. 3oz .49

Kal Kan pedigree dog, 14oz .69

FREE PARKING!

In rear
Open til 11pm

COMPARE

SAVE!

MtM tititmtmm

Iceberg lettuce

Strawberries , box
Red Seedless grapes, lb

Carrots, 1 lb bag
New Zealand Bluet)erries. t>ox

Brown onions, lb

Fresh Orange Juice. 16 oz
32 oz

^aladbar, perlET

Von's
.79

2.49
1.99
.49

3.99
.49

1.99

3.59

Dairy

2.99
1.69
3.45
2.55
2.89
1.89
1.59
1.49

2.45
1.09
2.89
1.69
4.65
.49

.69

i5J!<::^S^W>ft^^;::>;:;??5;;A:;^:<:<>^:<^^

Theseare
presentati^

everyday prices,

not selected

exceptions.

HonfK>genized Milk 1 gal

HonrK>genlzed milk 1/2 gal

HonrK>genized milk quart

Skim milk 1 gal

SkimmUk 1/2 gal

Skim milk quart

Eggs. AA Ig 1
* doz

Eggs. AA ex Ig 1 doz
Imperial margarine 1 lb

Farmer John bacon 16oz
Oscar Mayer beef bok>gna 8oz
Farmer John beef franks 16oz
Contadina fresh fettucdni 9oz
Foster Farms Fresh chk:ken

boneless fillet breasts, lb

Drinks
Qatorade 32oz
Evian water 1 .5 L
/Arrowhead Mt. Spring 1 aal
Martinelli apple juice 1 .51
Ocean Spray Cranapple 48oz
Campbells V-8 juice 32oz
Miller Gen Draft 12pk
Ekjdweiser 1 2 pk
Coors light 6pk

3.59

1.25
1.59
1.05
2.39
2.49
1.69
7.99
7.99
4.29

LE CONTE

3.98

1.35
1.69
1.09
2.45
2.59
1.75
8.25

8.25
4.49

UCLA

A leader in the

filmed entertainment

industry. The Walt Disney

Studios produces and distrib-

utes motion pictures and

television products world-

wide. The Group is com-

prised of 20 operating units

including Touchstone, Holly-

wood and Walt Disney Pic-

tures, feature animation, network

and syndicated television. The Disney

Channel and home video. Fueled by

successes such as Beauty and the

Beast, The Little Mermaid, Pretty

Woman, Father of the Bride, The

Xjolden Girls, EmptyMist and

Business Planners work closely with oper-

ating management to develop fmancial

and business strategies for the Studios'

operating units. In addition to play-

ing a central role in the Studios'

' annual operating budget and

strategic planning pro-

cesses, a business planner

works within one of the

Studios' business units

managing a variety of pro-

jects. Recently, these have

included creating a business

strategy for the Hollywood Pic-

tures label, planning the introduc-

tion of The Disney Club in Eastern

Europe^ assislingin securing^jnajoiL-

Home Improvement, The Walt

Disney Studios has experienced

growth unparalleled in the

entertainment industry.

multi-year production deal involving

Japanese financing, and developing a

management strategy for the Studios'

expanding European op-

erations. Positions

are available in sev-

eral business units.

1057 Gayiey Ave 209-1111
KINROSS

Please mail or fax your resume and transcript by January 31

to Ann Anderson at The Walt Disnev Studios:

500 S. Buena Vista Street

Burbank, CA 9 1 52 1 -0895

FAX: (818)562-1905

Please look for us at the UBS Job Fair on February 5th.

/

\

^ '

WILSHIRE
^'1
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'Militant' MECliA

Daily Bruin News
- s

l^ • cation adviser reeiected
By Letlsia Marquez
Dally Bruin Staff

A clash of ideologies spurred

some members of UCLA's Chica-
no student group to demand the

recall of one of their coordinators

last week.

But the majority of MEChA
members voted to allow Marcos
Aguilar, one of the group's most
outspoken activists, to continue as

their educational coordinator.

"He has a very high work ethic/*

said member Rafael Avila. "Mar-
cos does things on his own, but he
does them in the interest of the

organization/*

Aguilar voted in despite recall

petition circulated last week
Some members had circulated a

recall petition last week accusing

Aguilar of holding meetings and
distributing a newsletter without

the consent of all members.
"One group believes that things

were done without their consent

while the other group believes that

if something has xo be done, it has

to be done right away/* said

MEChA coordinator Oscar
Basulto.

Although Aguilar would not

comment on the specific allega-

tions in the petition, he defended
his past activities, which include

organizing protests and meetings
for the creation of a Chicano
Studies department at UCLA.

Aguilar is considered a radical

member by some MEChA mem-
bers and some university officials

because he is confrontational with

administrators and the most vocal

in his demands for a new depart-

ment

"1 have no apologies for any of
my actions or beliefs as a militant

Mexican student activist,** the

fourth-year Chicano Studies stu-

dent said in a statement to The
Bruin. *The monumental changes

that (MEChA has) wrought over

the past two years have come about

because of two main things —
student militancy and community
mobilization.**

Although MEChA members all

want to create a department, they

take different paths to reach that

goal, Basulto said.

"Even though we are all Mexi-

can, we still attract peq)le with

different ideologies and ways of

"I have no apologies for

any of my actions or

beliefs as a militant

Mexican student

activist.
n

Marcos Aguilar
MEChA Coordinator
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Two suspects airested in string of Westw I • I III nes

doing things/* he explained.

Although the group faced per-

sonnel problems, members are still

optimistic about their future,

Aguilar said. *The meeting was
packed and that is a sign of
MEChA *s vitality, strength and
unity."

By Heesun Wee
Daily Bruin Staff

Two male suspects were recen-

tly arrested and charged in con-

nection with a series of robberies

in Westwood near a UCLApamily
Student Housing complex, campus
police said.

The stream of robberies began
on Dec. 31, 1991 and ended Jan. 6
with the arrests, Sgt. Phil Baguiao
said. "Within a week, there was a

rash of robberies, one right after

another."

The suspects are a juvenille and
a 19-year-old Los Angeles area

resident. Their names were with-

held by campus police.

The 19-year-old suspect faces

four counts of robbery and is still

being held at the Los Angeles

County Jail on $40,000 bail.

Charges against the juvenille were
not available.

Preliminary hearings for the two
suspects at the West Los Angeles
Municipal Court will begin on Jan.

29, Det. Chuck Bumham said.

"Living in university housing

does not insulate people or assure

them from being a victim of a

crime," said Barbara Melnyk,
manager of University Apartments

South. Melnyk oversees housing

for graduate students and students

with families.

Campus police received a call

on Jan. 6 about a robbery at 1 1 130
Rose Avenue, near several family

student housing apartments. When
police arrived at the scene, the

victim, a California State Univer-
sity Long Beach graduate,
reported that two males had stolen

cash from him and fled. Police

would not specify the amount of
money taken.

No weapons were seen during
the robbery, Bumham said. The
victim could not say he saw a
weapon, but feared the two sus-

pects had a weapon of some sort,

police said.

Later the same evening, the Los
Angeles Police Department
reported on the radio the capture of
two male suspects. Campus police

officials heard the report and
contacted LAPD "to see if there

was a correlation," Baguiao said.

The victim was then taken from
Rose Avenue to 3424 Sepulveda

Blvd., where the two suspects had
been captured and held. The victim

identified the two suspects as the

same people who had taken money
from him. Baguiao said. The
suspects were then taken into

custody.

From the Jan. 6 arrests, campus
police investigators recalled three

previous robbery cases that took
place near the university-owned

apartments and involved two sus-

pects, matching the description of-

the two males arrested Jan. 6.

University police contacted the

victims from the three previous

robbery cases. The victims, all

residents in the family student

housing apartments, identified the

two suspects as the same two men

who robbed them, Baguiao said.

To keep the aparunent residents

informed during the week of
robberies, fliers were posted and
distributed at the five family
student housing apartment com-^
plexes after each of the four
robberies, Melnyk said. "We are
very concerned about the security
of our residents."

There are approximately 3,000
men, women and children living in

the complexes, she said.

Although the family student
housing apartments do have a 24-

hour, 7-days-a-week police pre-

sence i»id for by the residents,

"crime is unfortunately a part of
life in West Los Angeles," Melnyk
said.
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WESTWOOD PUZA FREE
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You can get a lot more out of life when
you set your sights a little

nigher. Which
is what applying

for the American Express"

Card is all about. When you get the

Card, its easier to do the things you want

to do. AncLwith the student savings that

come along with it, you can do even more.

Fly roundtrip on Continental

for less than $100 each way.

Student Cardmembers receive four travel

certificates. They can be used to fly any-

where Continental Airlines flies in the

'48 contiguous United States. Two for the

school year, and two for the summer.*

Depending on where you fly, each

school year travehcertifi

cate is good for

$129 or $189 round-

trip—and each summer travel

certificate is good for $149 or

$199 roundtrip.

Savings that upgrade

your lifestyle.

As a student Cardmember you

get more than great travel sav-

ings. You also save money on everything

from clothing to long distance phone calls.

All for a $55 annual fee.

Obviously, savings like these say a lot

about the value of the Card. And having

Airfare examples
based on destination.

Roundtrip*

New York-Los Angeles

Boston-Oriando

San Francisco-Denver

the Card will say a lot about you. For one
thing it says you have a handle on what you
spend, so you don't have to carry over a bal-

ance. It also says you're smart enough not to

pay interest charges that can really add up.

So take a few minutes

now to call (have

your bank address

and account number
ready), and apply

for the American
Express Card.

With all that the Card offers you, not

even the sky is the limit.

THE CARD.
THE AMERICAN EXPRESS* CARD.

YourSckooi
Ycarhrc

$189

$129

$129

Get going, caU 1-800'967'AMEX.

^
If youVe already a Cardmember, there's no need to call.

School year is considered Sept I-June H, summer lune 15-Aug. 31. Complete terms and conditions ofthis travel offer will arrive with your certificatet.

Continental Airlines alone is resporuibie for fuUillment of this offer American Express assumes no liability for Contincnl^l Airlines' performance.
© 1992 American Express Travel Related Services Company Inc

77?AVEL
REIATED
SERVICES
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Asians stereotyped in media, prof says
By Samantha Lee
Dally Bruin Staff

American movies and television

programs never portray Asian
Americans as heroes or "good
guys/' according to a UCLA
professor. - - ^^ ^

Instead, images of evil geniuses,

mystics or socially inept intellectu-

als dominate the media and perpe-

tuate harmful stereotypes of

Asians, said Darrell Hamamoto, a

Film and television industries said

to perpetuate negative images
visiting film and television profejs-

sor.

In a faculty colloquium spon-
sored by the Asian American
Studies Center on Thursday,
Hamamoto expressed his anger
about the portrayal of Asian
Americans in the film industry.

saying the stereotypes are
designed to suppress Asian people.

"Many Asian Americans feel a

sense of frustration, irritation and
anger toward the entertainment

industry" because of these exag-

gerated representations, which
have been called "controlling

images," he said.

Asian-American men are either

stereotyped as violent crimelords

and evil geniuses like Fu Manchu
or as benign mystics like Pat

Morita's character in the television

series "O'hara." Morita portrayed

a policeman who constantly

quoted Confucius and practiced

martial arts.

More recently, the "Tonto"

See MEDIA, page 9

ALEX DE ROBERTIS

Darrell Hamamoto

PAID POUTICAL ADVERTISEMENT

FREE GIFT OF MUSIC & SONG
Compliments of: PHILIP ASHAMALIAH

Democratic Candidate for President in 1 992

iTTlilMl Words and Music by
PHILIP ASHAMALLAH

U at work or play, I wUl al- ways

stay, in the U. s. A.

blue,
^ ^

am thank- ful.

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY ^ _
(CLEARCOtOR) $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (• me «Mrfy) $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.

ASTIGMATISM, EXTENDED $138 PR

B«uMhnLoiiiblwM»

Bauach n Lomb Renu Care Kk (w/tem)

^lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

too, things we

IT'S A" MER. I- CA FOR ME. Peo- ple from

word or deed. Ev- ry sin- gle day

'.<.

will say "Hoo- ray, ft For

S. A. FC» ME.IT'S A- MER- I- CA
© 1963 by SOUTliEHN L^ALIFOHNIA RECORDS

Vote in 1 992 for either ASHAMALLAH, Brovym or Tsongas, because the Democratic Party needs all the help it can get.

Show your patriotism and vour love for our country bv ordering your favorite radio stations to play this beautiful song for you.
Better yet buy a few records from your favorite recorcl store and present them as fine artistic gifts to your friends, your
associates and your relatives.

For more sheet-music of songs and compositions by ASHAMALLAH, send one dollar to:

((S.CIL)) SOUTHERN CAUFORNlA RECORDS, 5478 WILSHIRE BLVD. #204, LOS ANGELES, CA, 90036, PH. (213) 937-8931

All proceeds from the sales of the records and sheet-music will benefit the Democratic Presidential Campaian.
We do not accept any campaign donations or contributions and consider them a disgrace and insult to politics and politicians
alike.

= USE IT. =

1 825-2161 1

fr
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From page 8
syndrome, wtiicti casts an Asian
American in Uie insignificant role

of "sidekick" to the stiow's star, is

prevalent in itie media, Hamamoto
said.

One example is the character of
Sam Fujiyama, who was the
sidekick to Jack Klugman*s
"Quincy.** The role of Sam should
have been more significant
because the famous real-life "cor-
oner to the stars" of Los Angeles
County for many years was a

Japanese American, he said.

Asian-American women also
face limiting stereotypes of the

"war bride"— the docile, submis-
sive wife of a European or Ameri-
can military man— and the exotic

"Suzy Wong" or Oriental doll.

Currently, Asian women are

portraying "helping profession-

als." They were the teachers in past

shows like "Diffrent Strokes" and
in the current series "Davis Rules."

These stereotypes arc harmful
because Asian Americans are

"cast in these social roles, which
can limit boundaries and define

UCLA PRE-LIW

SOCIETY
L.A. Junior Chamber

of Commerce

Come see what they
can do for you.

Tu. 8:00
2408 ACKERMAN

Grdnd Opening
Special

Copies
No minimum, no limit.
*8 1 /2" X 1 1" single sided. 20# bond,

auto feed originals

DESIGN, COPY PRINT

'Aesrwooc U..d

alpjiaoraphiGs
Printihop* Of The Future

IN THE VILLAGE

• Mon - Fri 7:00 - Midnight •

• Sat 9:00 - Midnight • Sun. 9t)0^.-00

I 1 091 Lindbrook Dr, > 310-208-COPY(2679)
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people's expectations," Hamamo-
to said

And fighting the stereotypes is

not easy for Asian-American
actors because they could jeopar-

dize their careers by speaking out,

he said.

Eventually, these stereotypes

can become a "self-fulfilling pro-

phecy.** Some Asians iiHemalize

these stereotypes because they fear

discrimination and failure in other

professions, he said.

•This type of symbolk: rep-

resentation is a means of wielding

politKal power," said Hamamoto,

who added that media stereotypes
arc more harmful than anti-Asiaii

legislation and hate crimes. *These
ways arc subUe, and they can
effect ways of thinking."

The stereotypes are generated to
suppress and neutralize the Asian-

American community, which has
been successful both inteDectiially

and economically, s^id Hamamo-
to, who was named a fellow by the

center last year.

The center gave him funds lo

conduct his research on Asian
Americans in the media, said
Enrique Dela Cruz, the center's

"(Asian Americans are)

cast in these social roles

which can limit

boundaries and define

people's expectations."

Doryl Hamamoto
Visiting Professor

assistant director. "The issue of
Asian stereotypes are very signif-

k:anL"

^r^
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Final

Deadline!
Friday,January 24

is the absolute, final deadline for senior portraits in the Bruin Life

y«iiL)ook. so don't be left completely out of the picture. It takes

only a few minutes for a portrait that lasts a lifetime.

And it's a snap to make an appointment.Just
stop by Campus Photo Studio in

Kerckhoff Hall 150, Monday
through Friday.

ASUCLA Campus Photo Studio
OHiciul Thoto^raphtrs far BrniA Itftf^iirh^ck

Kerckhoff Hall 150 (213) 20&«43S

•• h

Melnitz Movies
presents

the films of issac julien
Looking for Langston (1989)

Territories (1984)

The Passion of Remembrance (1986)
(co-directed with Maureen Blackwood)

Wednesday, January 22nd, 8:00 pm
Melnitz Theater Free No Passes Required

•;«^

Sponsored by the Graduate Students Association

1*
/ f w ^-«Pi*-
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Pellet glenades to quell nty jail riot
By Dan Boyle
Los Angeles Daily News

SAUGUS — Grenades that

explode rubber pellets were
thrown in a maximum-security jail

at the Peter J. Pitchess Honor
Rancho to quell a racially moti-

vated riot involving 129 inmates,

officials said.

Three inmates were hospital-

ized and 1 1 others were treated on
site for various injuries resulting

from the fight, which began at 8:45
p.m. Saturday, Los Angeles
County sheriffs Deputy Larry
Mead said Sunday. Three sheriffs

officers also were hospitalized

after they were hit by the stinging

rubber pellets that exploded from
the grenades, he said.

'The fight began between a

black and Hispanic inmate over
some stolen property," Mead said.

"Once the fighting began, it

divided along racial lines."

Officials believe 18 inmates

were prime instigators of the riot at

the honor ranch's East Facility,

said Operations Ll Wilma Findon.

Findon said the fight pitted

black inmates against Hispanic
inmates.

Eighty-nine inmates who parti-

cipated in the riot were transferred

to other county jails, and new
inmates were incarcerated Sunday
in the dormitory where the riot

occurred. Mead said.

At least 18 fights have erupted

since June at the honor ranch, 35
miles northwest of Los Angeles,

which houses nearly 40 percent of

the county's inmates at five sepa-

rate facilities. When a riot erupts,

an emergency response team from
all five facihties is sent to the scene

of the fighting. Mead said.

Twenty-two deputies wearing

helmets, face shields, vests and
batons arrived 10 minutes after the

fighting began. Mead said. The
fighting quickly ended when
"sting ball" grenades were
exploded in the dormitory, he said.

The grenades, which are consid-

ered non-lethal weapons, were
used in a previous riot at the East

Facility last November, Findon
said. The grenades are used only
when deputies determine that

inmates will not stop fighting even
when they notice the presence of
these weapons, she said.

SAA

IL

Career Network Workshop #P

Writing an Effective Resume

Wednesday, January 22 at 7p.m.
James West Alumni Center

For more information, call 825-UCLA.

SAA is a student group sponsored by the UCLA Alumni Association.

Additional funding for the Career Network is provided by the UCLA Foundation

to help you get the most from your UCLA experience.

AT UCLA, YOU LEARN WITH THE BEST

LOWEST
AUTO

INSURANCE
RATE

•UABILITY
•COMPREHENSIVE & COLUSION
•SR-22 RUNG
•MANY TICKETS/ACaDENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS
•LOWEST RATE FOR ANY DRIVER
•SINCERE SERVICE
•HOME APPOINTMENT O.K.

WE ALSO HANDLE HEALTH AND
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE FOR BUILDINGS,

m^tNESS, AND AUTOS.

UCLAkimniASSOC lAT I0>

CAU: (213) 477-8455

ALLIANCE NETWORK
INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.

(formerly Mervat Insurance Agency)

11540 SANTA MONICA BLVD «203, WEST LA
(AT COLBYABOVE SECURITY PACIFIC BANK)

1992-1993 Office of Residential Life

Resident Assistant & Community Development Assistant

Recruitment Information Meetings

£^*H4u(teft Sate

-wr

Students interested in learning how to become a Resident Assistant or a Community Development Assistant arc

encouraged to attend one of the informational meetings listed below.

Wednesday, January 15

Thursday, January 16

-Tuesday, Januafy^4

Sproul Entertainment Center

Pykstra Hall Fireside Lounge*

-Saxon Cow(4ir«nce Roont.

6:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

2i30 p.m*-

Tuesday, January 21

Wednesday, Januarys22

Wednesday, January 22

Friday, January 24

Monday, January 27

Tuesday, January 28

Canyon Point, House A-3 Lounge*
j

Ackerman Room 3508

Hedrick Hall Fireside Lounge*

LuValle Board Room

Rieber Multi-Purpose Room*

Delta Terrace House B-3 Lounge*

5:30 p.m. (CDA)
6:15 p.m. (RA)

9:00 a.m.

7:30 p.m.

1 1:00 a.m.

7:00 p.m.

9:00 p.m. (RA)

9:45 p.m. (CDA)

*Non-Residents must be accompanied by a Resident of thkt hall

Applicants must be enrolled at UCLA for the 1992-1993 Academic year, have a minimum

G.P.A. of 2.50, and have achieved a minimum of junior standing by Fall 1992.

Applications will be available at the meetings listed above, at the Office of Residential Life, and

in each of the UCLA Resident Director's Offices. If you have any questions, please call 206-

5588.

COME JOIN OUR QUEST FOR THE BEST

CP286-1^MHz (52MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono $550

CP386SX-25MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) $975

CP386DX-25MHZ (80MB Hard qrlve)..... $1170

CP386-33MHZ W/64K Cache (80 MB Hard Drive)....$1285

CP486-20MHZ (120MB Hard Drive) $1450

CP486-33MHZ W/256K Cache (120MB Hard Drive).$1790

All Systems Include: -<

FREE SUPER MOUSE II

with purchase of svstem

•1MB RAM Memory

•5.25' or 3.5' Floppy Drive

•HYUNDA1 14' Super VGA(.28) Color Monitor

•Super VGA(1024768) W/1 MB-256 Colors

•101 Enhanced Keyt)oard

•AT I/O Card (2 Serial. 1 Parallel & 1 Game)

•2FD/2HDIDEControllor

•100% IBM Compatible Systems

•One Year Parts and Labor Wan^nly

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE, LOWEST PRICE
Please CaU SCOTT for best deal at

;50Wi
LosM

m liiiis
Blvd. #104

IgA 90010
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Pepsi to unveil new campaign during
By Stuart Elliott

The New York Times

When Coca-Cola introduced a
completely new marketing cam-
paign for its Pepsi-like '^ncw**

Coke in 1985. exultant Pepsi-Cola

executives boasted that **the other

guy blinked.-

Now, as Pepsi readies a

revamped marketing campaign, it

is Coke*s turn to make the same
taunt

The new campaign for the

Pepsi-Cola brand, to be introduced
during the CBS telecast of the

Super Bowl next Sunday, replaces

the eight-year-old theme "The
choice of a new generation** with a

broader appeal, "Gotta have it.**

The campaign *s initial three

television commercials play down
Pepsi *s longtime yen for the young— the so-called "Pepsi genera-

tion,** which made its debut in

1962 — in favor of inviting

DAYS OF OUR TEETH'S LIVES
Dr. Bo has a thing for his

Patient. Carly, but risks

conviction for Unprofessional
Conduct in the "Dental Raider
charges! Nur$e Jennifer must
now call Receptionist Whitnoy
for help. And Dr. Roman has
a Dental Falling out with

Nurse Isabella whk^h affects

the Root Canal Treatment!

DENTAL SOAP
OPERA GUIDE

COSMETIC and
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING ^^^ 478-0363

•Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
•NitTCiis Oxide / Laughine Gas, Estimates in Writing
•Credit Cards, Checks, ana Insurance Forms Welcome

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 V/estwood Blvd. (belv/cen Wilshi/t and 5anta Monica)

II AMAN

M^
KhSTAl'RAM

Andy & Tony
invite you

to join them in

Li0bt'Hearted

Roman Style Dining

(213) 474-0102

SPECIAL DINNERS MON. THRU THURS.

LUNCH • DINNER • COCKTAILS • FREE PARKING

10929 W. PICO BLVD., WEST LOS ANGELES

nterested in Med School?

Take the first step and find

out about: .

• The MCAFexam
• What to expect in Med School

• The application process

• and Much, Much More!

Southern California MCAT/Med School Seminars;

Culver City Brentwood Encino

Monday, January 13 ^Tuesday, January 21 Wednesday, January 22

6:30 PM 6:30 PM 6:30 PM

CALL l-SOO-KAP-TEST for reservations

and intorinati(M)

f STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

^ •»>-'

consumers of all ages to pick Pepsi
over Coke.

**The one drawback of Pepsi

advertising in the past has been a
little too much focus on youth/*

said Philip B. Dusenberry, vice

chairman at BBDO Worldwide in

New York, the Pepsi agency. "We
could have made greater gains had
we expanded our horizons to cast a

wider net and catch more people
rather than kids only.**

Yet, Pepsi keeps tweaking Coke

Bowl
for presenting itself, particularly in

ads for Coca-Cola Classic by
McCann-Erickson Worldwide, as

all things to all people. And
previous departures from Pepsi *s

generational pitch — for instance,

"Pepsi Now!** (1983-84) and
*Taste that beats the others cold.

Pepsi pours it on** (1967-69) —
were short-lived.

During 1992, Coke plans an
extensive rejuvenation of its

advertising for brands including

Coke Gassic and Diet Coke.

Emanuel Goldman, an analyst

who follows the soft-drink indus-

try for Paine Webber Inc. in San
Francisco, was not as hyperbolic.

But he said: "Whenever you
change marketing thrusts, it*s

tricky. You have to be very careful

that what you introduce does not

have a feeling of discontinuity.**

"It*s a very fine line Pepsi has to

walk here,** he added. *That*s the

real Pepsi challenge.**

Help newly admitted students by teaching them how to

survive and thrive at UCLA. Apply to become a

1992 UCU ORBEIVrATION COUNSELOR

Interested students should attend one of these information meetings:

IV

Wednesday, January 22, 12 noon
LuValle Commons Boardroom
(by the Students' Store)

Wednesday, January 22, 7 pm
James West Center Conference Room

Thursday, January 23, 1 pm
North Campus Room 22

Monday, January 27, 12 noon^
-James West Center Corrference^oonr

Tuesday, January 28, 12 noon
2408 Ackerman Union

Applicants must:

Be currently enrolled
-4,

- Have completed at least one year of college work
(not necessarily at UCLA, but with sophomore standing)

- Have a preferred minimum 2.50 GPA.

Applications will be available at the above meetings.
For any other questions, please call the Orientation

Program office at (310) 206-6685.

Mardi Gras Committee

sign up deadline

Today, Tuesday,
January 21, 1992

Come in now to join! ,v

i
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Every pair of eyes is unique, too.

Fingerprints aren't the only hunnan mark of distinction Each pair of eyepnnts is also biologically different flom
another As we continue to develop advanced rigid ga.s permeable contact lens materials, we never lose sight

of this fact.

FluoroPerm
The Performance Lens

• Greater Initial and long term comfort

• Easy maintenance, longer lens life

• Optimum corneal health

• Dally or overnight wear
• Superior vision

• Corrects astigmatism
• Resists deposits

• Outperforms soft lenses

Daily Wear Soft Lenses •

$175.00

Disposable Contact Lenses
$225.00

CONTACT OUR OFFICE TODAY TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT
TO DETERMINE WHICH CUSTOM LENS IS BEST FOR YOU.

DR. J.R QUACKENBUSH, O.D.

10955 Weyburn Ave.

Corner of Weyburn & Broxton

208-4748

V «ydy>riwwy^wwww*»«.'.vwi^v^%

UIN
INTERNAL DlSPUVY

ERTISINS
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AT THE Daily Bruin
Classified Window,
1 12 Kerckhoff Hall.

• U H •plaza

a Japantown for many
By Allen R. Myerson
The New York Tlmes

EDGEWATER. NJ. — Atwut
once a month, when the selection

at the local Stop *N* Shop in

Warwick, R.I., just won*t do,

Masatomo Kobayashi gets into the

car with his 9-year-old son and
drives nearly four hours to Edge-
water and the Yaohan Plaza,

There he first buys the coopera-

tion of his son, Keiichiro, with a

couple of plastic Japanese toy

robots. Then he goes about filling

his shopping cart with enough soba

noodles, daikon radishes and the

like to save his family from falling

back on hamburgers.

Some 6,800 miles west of the

Ginza, the Yaohan shopping cen-

ter has become a hub for the 60,000
Japanese in the New York metro-

politan region and thousands more
from Washington to Boston.

Lacking an old, traditional

neighborhood— a Little Japan or

Japantown— to serve as the center

of their community, the Japanese,

courtesy of the Yaohan Group,
simply built one.

Yaohan reports that of the

35,000 people who visit each
week, 40 percent are Japanese, 30
percent are other Asians and 30
percent arc Westem^s. For the

Japane^, it is a mcciiag place an4-
an eating place, an oasis for the

lonely and an infirmary for the

homesick.

For other' Asians, it means
Oriental dishware and ingredients.

For Westerners, it means enlight-

enment and entertainment, a per-

manent Japanese World's Fair

Pavilion.

,
Yaohan Plaza sits at the foot of

the Palisades, across the Hud3on
from New York's Riverside
Church and Grant's Tomb. The
Hrst sign that this is no ordinary
shopping center is the pagoda-like

profile of Chinzan-so, a dining

establishment surrounded by a

delicate rock garden. If the sho-

guns had built an upscale suburban
restaurant, this would be it.

The parking lot, invariably full

on weekends, is mostly filled with
Nissans, Hondas and Toyotas,
with many license plates from
New York, Connecticut and New
Jersey, but also, one recent after-

noon, several from Pennsylvania,

Massachusetts, Maryland and
Ontario.

On a vestibule bulletin board,

hand-written notices of apartment
rentals feature the distance, in

minutes or miles, from Yaphan.
Then the astringent scent of Japan-
ese pickles and the din of serious

shopping transport visitors inside,

where store signs are in Japanese,

Korean and English.

Shoppers manage to balance
Igloo coolers and squealing infants

on their carts while inspecting

fresh meat, produce and fish

meticulously — from plain 89-

cents-a-pound apples to $29.95-a-
pound yellowtail fish caught the

day before in Japan.

For one shopper, Kazunori
Makino, it seems that anything still

not grazing, growing or swimming
is fresh enough. But then Makino
is the chef for the Japanese
ambassador to the United Nations,
shopping with two assistants for a
dinner party of 60.

"I want to get only Japanese-

style groceries," Makino said, as

his assistants finished piling their

cart with beef sliced to nearly

translucent thinness for sukiyaki,

red vinegared octopus and broad

shiitake mushrooms.

At the convenience foods aisle

^- the opposite pole of Japanese

gastronomy — stands Robert
Toyabe. Every month he drives
three hours round-trip from
Hamilton, N.J., to buy noodles and
microwave-ready beef dinners and
more noodles and more micro-
wave dinners.

"Since I'm living single, I buy
the cooked ones," he explained
with a mildly apologetic grin.

The Yaohan Department Store
Co., founded near Tokyo but now
based in Hong Kong, opened its

first American store in Fresno in

1979. By the time the chain arrived
in Edgewater in 1988, it had five

stores in California and a knack for

marketing to Japanese and Wester-
ners at the same time. Another
store opened in Chicago in

Noveml>er.

Yaohan plans to add a separate
cultural center, teaching Japanese

Sonne 6,800 miles west

of the Ginza, the

Yaohan shopping

center has become a

hub for the 60,000

Japanese in the New
York metropolitan

region and thousands

=

more from Washington

to Boston. J
n .

arts and language, in Edgewater by
1993.

At peak times on weekends and
before holidays, clerks and butch-

ers stand jn the aisles to shout their

wares in ^Japanese, deftly adding

English-anguage pitches. "Fresh

fish!" Mitsuru Yabufuchi cried in

Japanese on a recent weekend.
**No cholesterol," he added as an
English aside.

Sometimes, the appeal is price.

"Sale! Sale!" Kako Ishimura
called out in Japanese, standing

next to a cooler filled with plastic

tubs of Kyoto brand tofu, or bean
curd, reduced from $1.29, to 99
cents. "Check it out"

Confronted with a product label

indicating that the Kyoto brand

actually comes from Terre Haute,

Ind., Ishimura did not hesitate. In

Indiana, she said, "They have good
land and very good water. It's very

good to make soybeans. It's true."

A strip of stores separate from
the supermarket offers a broad
range of Japanese and Western
goods, including the luxury names
— Lagerfeld scarves. Royal
Copenhagen china — that are all

the rage in Japan.

The prices in the United States

cause the Japanese to buy up.

"Everything is less expensive,"

said Tomotoshi Kubota, deep in

consultation with a cluster of
friends on the matter of a new golf

club. **Even Japanese clubs are

cheaper here."

Many Westerners still approach
Yaohan Plaza with wide eyes but
timid tastes. *This is uniquely,.

Japanese," exclaimed Pam Sigal,

gazing at the diverse clientele and
the coolers stocked with sea
urchins and seaweed. She was
cradling a half-gallon of 2 percent
milk and a bottle of Newman's
Own olive oil and vinegar salad

dressing.
^

Her friend, Paul Kraszewski,
who came with her from West
New York, NJ., a few miles away,
said they were still exploring. "We
haven't really availed ourselves of
the full panoply of Japanese
offerings," he said.

/
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El Nino has airived,

weather experts say
By Jeff Nesmlth
Cox News Service

WASHINGTON — The wel-
fare of citrus growers in Florida,

subsistence farmers in west Africa,

fishermen in Peru and sheep
ranchers in Australia is sloshing

around these days in the unseason-
ally warm waters of an enormous
swath of the Pacific Ocean.

After following weather station

readings and satellite data for

several months, the National
Weather Service has confirmed
that an El Nino has now developed
over the tropical Pacific.

A naturally occurring phenome-
non, the El Nino is the result of a
periodic warming of the surface of
the ocean which disrupts weather
patterns on a global scale.

Meteorologists never know pre-
cisely what El Nino will do when it

arrives, but they can confidently

predict two things: first, the effects

will be dramatic on the weather of
many places, and second, the El
Nino will end.

According to Kevin Trenberth,
head of the climate analysis sec-

tion of the National Center for

Atrtiospheric Research, overall

conditions may favor one kind of
weathcr^over Sio^}^^

from Arizona to Florida, for

example, and there is a strong

likelihood that the recent Texas
floods were influenced by El Nino,
he said.

**It also tends to be colder in the

Southeast," he said, "and some-
times going along with that you get

these really cold outbreaks that

freeze the orange crop in Florida."

Australia is sometimes gripped
in drought, as are parts of Africa. It

is wetter in Peru and Ecuador and
the fish harvest off the South
American coast can fall drastical-

ly.

The aphorism that says if you
don't like the weather, just wait

because it will change is never

more accurate than when applied

to El Nino. Contained in the

complicated tangle of weather
forces that are triggered by each El

Nino are the seeds of that El Nino's

destruction.

The phenomenon, which occurs

every three to seven years, was
given its name by Peruvian fisher-

men who noticed years ago that it

usually appeared during December
and January, often along about
Christmas, when Christians cele-

brate the birth of Jesus, "the child."

According to Trenberth, the

Wetter conditions may prevail

across the southern United States,

-condition is^tpfodttcfoftr compB-~
cated, global-scale interaction of
the ocean and the atmosphere.

UCSD
From page 3

ft^

V .4,

When we glanced at the
accounts, we saw stuff that war-
ranted grounds for an audit," said

Jim Carruthers, director of the

University Center, an organization

which allocates student fees to

various student facilities on cam-
pus. "We saw things in the
accounts that didn't seem like

responsible business practices,

such as improper loans to employ-
ees and lack of documentation of
checks."

But some students say the

lockout was unwarranted.

^We believe the action taken by
the university administration by
changing the locks was reprehensi-

ble and inappropriate," said
Denise Fenton, president of the

UCSD Graduate Students Associ-
nition.

-^

A six-month series of delays in

handing over the stores accounts to

the auditing firm added to the

administration's suspicions that

the cooperative engaged in illegal

business practices, Fenton said.

Although the students had agreed
to hand over the books on Jan. 22,

officials chose to take action

earlier.

As the locks were being
changed on Wednesday morning,
the alarm was accidentally set off,

and the alarm company notified

the cooperative members of the

break-in. Cooperative members
rushed to the store.

The students tried to enter the

store, but had to break a window to

get in once their keys failed to

work. They regained control of the
store at about 4 a.m.

Then at 10:15 a.m.. Tucker
arrived with several policemen
who entered the building and
announced that the store was being
closed and cleared for auditing

purposes.

"We cleared th6 store of stu-

dents and employees and left four

officers there as a deterrent to keep
students from entering the store,"

said Jay Dyer, a$sistant chief of
UCSD police.

The group of employees and
customers cleared from the store

remained outside, where the crowd
quickly grew to number 300.

**The 300 students surrounding

the store started banging on the

windows and chanting rep)eatedly,
*We want the co-op, '" said Christy

McGrath, a student cooperative
member majoring in biology. "R
was one of the most empowering
and beautiful moments."

Despite the four police officers

stationed inside the store, about
200 students broke several win-
dows and crowded into the build-

ing, according to both store

employees and university police.

These students have remained in

control of the stwe ever since.

To ensure that they maintain
control, the students sought a

restraining order to keep UCSD
officials from attempting another
seizure of the building. In
exchange for the court order, the

students submitted the store's

accounting records to the auditing
firm Thursday.

The tension over the auditing

procedures is part of an on-going
struggle between the administra-

tion and the several student
cooperative buildings, students

said.

Because the General Store is

located on campus and has become
increasingly prosperous, the uni-

versity views the cooperative as a
rival, students explained.

"We are a threat to the universi-

ty now, because we are successful

now. If they found grounds to close

down the store, they could be

making money instead of us," said

McGrath.
Administrative officials claim,

however, that the audits are not

punitive and are being conducted
in a legitimate effoit to identify

any financial misconduct at the

student cooperatives.

"We want the students to be
there," Carruthers said. "They are
being offered two options — to

remain as a student cooperative as
an auxiliary of the university and
thus subject to audits or become an
independent organization without
student fee siibsidization.-

~~

—

LIGHTS, CAMERAS ...

Hey, wait a minute! We're on the wrong page!

Quick, go to page 35 to see Infinity!
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'Hot vaM on Sidrafw or with any othar offar. Must maotion ad.

UP AND MVE------^-------*

Exp 1 28 92

8.05
LARGE
PIZZA vv

Freo Liter

of Sod.1

ONE rOPPING

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

TAX INCLUDED umit 3 pizzas per address

UP AND SAVE

E'p 1 23 92

8.05
LARGE
PIZZA ;v

Free Liter

ot Sod.i

ONE TOPPING

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
•

Limit 3 pizzas por address

CUP AND 5AVP--------------

ExD 1 28 92

8.05
LARGE
PIZZA w
Froe Liter

of Sud.i

ONE lOPPING

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
'

TAX INCLUDED Limit 3 pizzas per address

SENIORS!

:^

trmmma

It's too soon to study!

Celebrate 3rd week.

Tonight

Mom's in Brentwood
11777 San Vicente Blvd.

9p.m,

Plenty o'specials ^

More fun than you should be
having in college.

For more information, contact the Senior Class
Cabinet in the SAA office at 206-0524.

• X

SAA is a student group sponsored by

UClAhmniAltOCIATIOM

.''#• %

'*..

' ' ^« "I
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If you're good with

nimiers let^ seeMialL
you can do with these.

January 21st
10am - 4pm

Campus Interviews

That's when CIGNA Healthplan of

California will be on campus to interview

graduating Financial Analysts and

Accountants. As one of the lai^est Managed Care

Organizations in the nation, CIGNA will take good care of you and your

career. If interested, see your career placement counselor to schedule

an interview for January 21, and well talk more than numbers.

If you are unable to stop by for an interview and are interested in

a position with CIGNA, please send your resume and cover letter, stating

your area of interest, to: CIGNA Healthplan of California, 505 N. Brand

Blvd., Glendale, CA 91203. We are an equal opportunity employer.

. CIGNA Healthplan

Team with resultsr
CIGNA

ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL SALES PROFESSIONALS

Success here is

measured by your
ability to move people.
The ^Hy to move ped{)ie has tiNays beiii thd haRmark of a great

leader. And for more than 1 17 years, ScNn<^r ha$ found more ways to

move people than pradically anyone else. As Europe's largest and the

world's second largest manufacturer of elevators, escalators, and moving
walks, we're currently searching for qualified people to tie^etlop and
market our latest lechnotogteal advances.

from ttie glass pyramid at the louvre in Paris, to the Sears Tower in

Chk^ago, SchincHer vertical transporteitkm systems are integi^l

components In some of the workfs most impressive structures:We'r«
currently expanding our capa^ for fil^-pertormance technotogy
devek>pment in the United States. This trartslates into growth
opportunities for engineering grads at our Morri^own, fii headquarters,

and lor technk»l safes trainees at tocattons nattonwide. ._. ,

By starting out at Schindler Elevator Corporatbn, you'll get the kind of

tralnoig that lets you emerge as a leader, too. We're one company that

knows afl at)out moving up in the world. Sign up for an interview at the

coHege placement ofUce. We are an equal opportunity ernpk)yer.

INTERVIEWS: FMniwry 20, 1992

SI0N4lt» bATES: Jdm«ify 27, 1992

p06^ M<iylng NopNi
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J0ffSoMe stands outside his room at the Alpha Tau Omega frater-

nity, which was damaged last year In a laridslfde!

lAWSUITS

o
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From page 1

which is located on university

property — failed to prevent the

mudslide because it was not

structurally reinforced.

But UCLA officials say the city

is responsible for the damage
because one of the broken sewer
lines belonging to the Department

of Water and Power induced the

flood.

/The university's wall was in

perfectly good shape/' said Hous-

ing Director Michael FOTaker. "It

was the city drainpipe (that) broke

first, saturating the hillside in

conjunction with the rain and then

causing the hill to give way onto

the fraternity house.**

Because fraternity members
want to receive compensation
from whomever is responsible for

* Ota

the mudslide, they are also suing

the city of Los Angeles.

The Bruin was unable to contact

city officials before press time. But
the city maintains that the univer-

sity's wall yielded, causing the

pipe to burst, said fraternity presi-

dent Neil Siecke.

Both UCLA and the city com-
missioned engineers to determine

the cause of the mudslide. But the

engineers reached conflicting con-

clusions, further complicating the

lawsuits.

And the lag in the county court

system may delay the case for

another three years.
* "We*d like to settle out of court

but the university and the city want
to drag it out,** Siecke said.

Until the lawsuits are settled,

fraternity members cannot fix their

house, but they have not lost their

sense of humor. They recently held

their second annual "mudslide'*

party to commemorate the one-

year anniversary of the incident.

But the costs for fixing the

house are nothing to laugh about.

The fraternity members have
already spent $35,000 on repairs so

they could move back in. And they

need another $20,000 to $25,000 to

fix the remaining damage.

The two bedrooms hit by the

mudslide are still boarded up,

electricity is running up through

the windows of the kitchen and the

house is sometimes cold and noisy
because the windows cannot be
closed, Siecke said.

But 11 months after the muds-
Ude, UCLA did finally build a

replacement for the part of the

retainer wall that fell, he said.

However, the remaining 75 feet

of the original wall that did not

topple was not r^laced. And
unlike the new sturdier wall, it

lacks holes to resist pressure from
another mud build-up, he said.

"(UCLA) should have rebuilt the

entire wall but (officials) didn't

want to pay for it They want the

city to pay for it.**
'

Some fraternity members are

angry that they have to wait so long
before the entire house is repaired.

"It ticks me off tiiat (the city and
the university) blame each other

and then nothing gets done," said

Jeff Soble, who left his room 30 to

40 seconds before uprooted trees

and branches came crashing
through his window.

After the mudslide ravaged the

house, city building inspectors did

not allow the 35 fraternity mem-
bers to live in the house for two
weeks because officials deemed it

unsafe.

Forced to live out of suitcases

and sleep on friends' couches, the

fraternity members eventually

rented out rooms at the universi-

ty's Landfair apartments. "They
charged us $15 to boot and they

might be to blame," said Soble.

And the city offered littie help,

according to fraternity members
who said they had called the

Department of Water and Powei^

several days before the mudslide to

report that one foot of water had
collected behind the house.

"There was literally a waterfall

behind the house, but they never
sent anyone." Soble said. Officials

at tl)e department have no record of
such complaints.

Soble and his roonhmate Jim
Slrommer lost about $5,000 worth
of personal belongings after five

feet of oozing mud and broken tree

branches filled their room.

'WTt'if.'

^'s-
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THETAXI
From page 3

severe of all three sanctions. For
the first five weeks of winter

quarter, Theta Xi cannot sponsor

events on or off fraternity property

where alcohol can be served.

*XTheta Xi) basically can't do
anything. No beer buses, no raids,

no exchanges," Sun said. "It's

proven to be a pretty effective

tool."

According to Buckhantz, the

social probation is already taking

its toll, as the first five weeks of

each academic quarter are usually

the most sociable times.

"It's one of the fun parts of

being in a fraternity. People
graduating are pretty bummed out

about it," Buckhantz said.

Theta Xi is currenUy in contact

with both the women's resoiu*ce

center and the UCLA chapter of

the National Organization for

Women to sponsor forums about

women's issues. One of the forums

is mandatory for all Theta Xi
members. And the other event is

open to all fraternity members of

the Greek system.

The forums could have a posi-

tive influence, Buckhantz said.

"I'm glad for the forums, but it's

kind of a shame it had to happen
this way. It's a good opportunity

for us to learn more," he said.

Sun said he was impressed with

the attitude of Theta Xi members,
di/h& he said wefe ti{> &om
violating the fraternity sponsored
advertising policy.

"Right away, peta Xi said,
*We're guilty, weVe responsible.

We're going to do everything we
can to educate our members,'" Sun
said.

Buckhantz added that the frater-

nity implemented internal discip-

linary within a week of the

"Right away, Theta Xi

said, *We're guilty,

we're responsible.

We're going to do

everything we can to

educate our members.
>»>

James Sun
InterFratemity Council

^v.

incident, placing the five Winne-
bago captains on immediate social

probation and decidin^uTspbnsor
forums on women's issues.

Both Buckhantz and Sun say
they hope that the controversy has

not portrayed the Greek system as

being against women, a stereotype

they say is untrue.

*That was one of our concerns

and the Greek systems concerns—
as being stereotyped as anti-

feminist, which is ridiculous,"

Buckhantz said.

Yet Theta Xi has still not

contacted the campus feminist

newsmagazine, although the

fraternity members had said in

November that they would for-

mally apologize to Together.

"We're still waiting for that

phone call," said Katrina Foley,

co-editor of Together.

The staff of Together is wel-

come to attend the Theta Xi
forums, Buckhantz said, adding

that the forums provide an oppor-

tunity to be enlightened about

women and women's issues.

"We have this opportunity —
and it should be seen as a

punishment — but also as an

opportunity to educate ourselves

on half the world's population," he

said.
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SlL you can EAT!*
Monday and Tuesday
are PASTA NIGHTS

^1 a^f%7 (includes garlic bread)

Wednesday is

CHICKEN
CACCIATORE NIGHT

$3.99
DAILY BEER SPECIALS

150 Imported &
Domestic Beers
16 Draught

ENTERTAINMENT
• SUN-THURS(EXCLUDING MON) 8PM TO MIDNIGHT
• 5 Dart Boards, and Gameroom

SPORTS CHANNEL TV. ON ALL OPEN HOURS

m^ 2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
t^ 7 Days a week I1am-2am (213) 828-9839

.^

7i

10K Gold

Fast and Free Delivery

207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd.

Sunday-Thursday 11 -12am; Friday and Saturday 11 -2am
Lowfat cheese availible upon request

10K Gold

^>^\

COLLEGE JEWELRY

Hurry! Sale ends January 24th!
On Sale from Wam-Spm in the Students' Store and Campus Photo Studio

CLA
ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
B-Level Ackerman Union/825-7711/IVI-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5
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STUDENTS
TERM PAPERS DUE? NEED A RESUME?
NO HELP& NO SERVICE BUG YOU?

WE SERVE YOV!

HOURLY RENTALS
* APPLE / IBM COMPUTERS
* DESKTOP PUBUSHING
* WORD PROCESSING
* TYPEWRITERS
* LASER PRINTS
* TEXT & IMAGE SCANNING
* TRAINING
* SALES,SERVICE & REPAIRS

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS MILL BE GRADUATING

INTODEBI

20% OFF
(WITH VAUD UCLA ID.)

CAMPUS COMPUTER SERVICES

(310) 477-2898 1539 westwood

Under the Army's

Loan Repayment
program, you could get

out from under with a

three-year enlistment.

Each year you serve

on active duty reduces

your indebtedness by one-

third or $1,500, which-

ever amount is greater.

The offier applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,

and certain other federally insured loans, which are not

in default

And debt relief is just one of the many benefits

youTl earn from the Army Ask your Army Recruiter;-

1-800-USA-ARMY
ARMK BEAUVOU CAN BE.

^aUCLA Ondergiaduate BusJness Society
presents

^
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Tuesday, January

7-8 pm
North Campus 22

6DESTS INCLUDE:
EU LiUy a Co.

« BusiiMM Forms
Practoi 8 Gamble
Xerox

.§'M'

nmded by: Tin CPC and the PAB and the ASDCLA BOD Pragrammming Ftind

UBS it sponsored by JIG8M

Gov. clarifies

embarrasing

staff mistake
By Robert B. Gunnison
San Francisco Chronicle

SACRAMENTO — Admitting

a "massive failure of communica-
tions,** Gov. Pete Wilson sought to

extinguish a major embarrassment

Sunday by presenting to reporters

three victims of the recession a

newspaper said he "concocted** for

his State of the State speech.

"I can't think of a better way to

prove that they exist than to

produce them/* Wilson said after

hosting a catered lunch of sandwi-

ches for the three men who were
thrust into the public spotlight

Friday.

*They are not allegorical. They
are quite real. They are not

composites,** Wilson said as he

introduced business executive

Wesley Seastrom, farm worker
Concepcion Meza and Shad Mur-
phy, a member of the California

Conservation Corps.

The unusual Sunday press con-

ference was precipitated by a San
Jose Mercury News story Friday

that said Wilson created the three

characters in his Jan. 8 speech to

the Legislature as he depicted the

plights of recession victims he had
met in recent months.

•» "P"

MARPI GRAS
From page 1

stays the same during the day,

we're expecting a significant

decrease (in income),** said David
Olson, executive director of Mardi
Gras.

But UniCamp officials say ^t
outlook for the upcoming Mardi
Gras is so disturbing, they do not

exepct Mardi Gras to raise any
funds for UniCamp.
The Mardi Gras committee

made its decision to shut down
evening operations in consultation

with the Los Angeles Police

Department, City Councilman Zev
Yaroslavsky and Westwood mer-
chants.

Last year, about 500 youths

leaving the carnival rioted in

Westwood Village, burglarizing

six businesses and vandalizing

dozens of others.

Violence at the 1987 Mardi Gras
prompted similar carnival closings

the following year, creating losses

of about $13,000.

Last year, sponsorship from the

Warner Brothers Corp. for Mardi
Gras helped raise $250,000 for

UniCamp, an all-time high.

To alleviate financial hard
times, the Associated Students of
UCLA*s Board of Directors for

UniCamp have voted to eliminate

one of the camp*s nine summer
sessions. But they said they want to

ensure that future cuts can be
avoided.

*The general feeling here is that

we don*t want to reduce the

program anymore, we want to

serve the kids," said Tony Walker,

executive director of UniCamp.
Walker said that directors will

cut all extras and focus on getting

more money from alumni to

stabilize the situation. But Mardi
Gras is still essential to UniCamp's
operation.

"Our hope is that Mardi Gras
will come back to its former sejf,**

he added, noting how Mardi Gras
once supported the majority of
UniCamp's expenses.

However, Preview night —
when UCLA students and faculty

and their families have exclusive
use of the carnival — will not be
affected by the decision to close
night operations.

4^

A

The New York Times

CfflCAGO — Federal investi-

gators have arrived here to deter-

mine the cause of a natural gas
explosion that killed at least three

people and devastated a 16-

square-block residential area.

Faulty equipment is being
blamed for the blast, which caused
21 fires and forced dozens of
people from their homes Friday.

Peter Munoz, a spokesman for

Peoples Gas Light & Coke Co.,

said his "initial guess** was that a
regulator, which is supposed to

limit the amount of gas pumped
into homes, malfunctioned.

REGENTS
From page 1

including room and board costs.

"We wanted to make sure the

legislature and the governor knew
that students will remember this,**

said Andy Gaytan, a student
participating in the protest "We*re
adults. We*re not children.**

She added, "Students are not

going to forget come election time.

We don*t care about prestige.

We*re here because we can't

ifford to go to a private sctioot

But, the state's fiscal uouble has

put strains on the university's state

funding.

UC officials originally
requested a 9 percent increase in

their budget for the 1992-93 school

year. But Gov. Pete Wilson offered

an increase of just 1.5 percent in

his budget proposal, saying the

modest increase was necessary in

light of the state's fiscal problems.

This would be the third conse-
cutive year that the university

budget has not kept pace with the

inflation rate.

But the regents said the fee hike,

the second-largest increase ever

approved in the university's 123-

year history, was necessary to

compensate for the reduced level

of state funding.

Last year, the regents approved
a 40 percent reg fee increase.

UC President David Gardner
defended the new increase as

necessar}^ because the state is

saddled with increasing costs for

welfare, prisons and secondary

education.

The regents voted 20-1 to

approve Wilson's budget, along
with the fee increase. Ll Gov. Leo
McCarthy, the only opponent, said

university officials took the easy
way out
"We are going to impact the mix

of people who attend this univer-

sity in very significant ways,**

McCarthy said Friday. "The dam-
age done to the public nature of
this university is hard to measure
in any one academic year.**

In comparison, the California

State University system was hit

significantly harder by Wilson *s

budget

CSU officials had asked for $ 1 .8

billion, but the govemor*s budget
recommends $100 million less.

The budget also proposed a 40
percent fee increase of $414 for

CSU students.

Unlike the UC budget, the CSU
budget must be approved by the

Legislature itself before the June
30 state fiscal deadline.

Now, one state campus in

Fresno is threatening to drop
students earning a C average or

less in order to offset classroom

overcrowding. Enrollment caps

and additional teacher layoffs in

other area&are other possibilities.
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Join the UCLA WATTS PROGRAM
The UCLA Watts Program is a new pilot project of the Community

Service Commission. We provide tutoring and mentonng services to

. youths in the Watts community.

We have two programs: Tutor and mentor a high school student in Watts on Tuesday or
Wednesday mornings. Or heip junior high school students from Nicl<erson Gardens housing

project at UCLA on Thursday afternoons.

Training is:

for High School program:
Jan 22nd (Wed) 6pm-9pm or

Jan 25th (Sat) 1 0am-2pm

for Jr. High program:
Jan 21st (Tues) 7pm-9pm
Jan 25th (Sat) 2pm-4pm

FOR MORE INFO:

CALL (31 0) 825-2600
paid for by USAC

Pfctur

SIGMA
KAPPA

- r

Develop lasting Friendships.

Commitment to Academic Excellence.

Personal Growth and Development.
Attain Leadership Skills.

Service to Others.

Informational ParryTONIGHT, Tbesday, January 21, 1992, 7:00 p.m.

LATC Clubhouse (Behind Pauley PaviUon)

Open House: Tomorrow, Wednesday, January 22, 1992, 7:00 p.m.

Sigma Kappa House
726 Hilgard Avenue *

B R I N G A FRIEND!!!
for more information... call 208-7870 1

T-
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Viewpoint

Our fine uhiversity's strange,
confusing 'newspeak' terms
By Rebecca Strong

During the five and a half

years I have spent at this

university, there have been
many changes. Half a dozen
new buttdiTTgs have popped up.

Others have been renovated.

Faculty have been cut. Fees
have climbed. However, none
of these changes has been
announced by university

authorities in such clear and
simple terms. Instead, we have
bpen informed of them in as

indirect and evasive terms as

possible. However, having

spent half a decade here, I feel

that I am now in^a position to

decode Murphy Hall's news-
peak for the benefit of those

who have had less experience

of it. Here, then, is a glossary

of some of the more interest-

ing terms originated by our
devoted administrators and their

real meanings.

Renovate: Applied to .

iawns, this means to dig them
up and replace them at enorm-
ous expense with new "wear-
resistant** grass. One of the

lawns **renovated** was between
Royce and Powell. Unfortu-

4)ately, tracks cutting across the

vestige of foliage to create a

modernist sticklike appearance.

Since they no longer bear

much resemblance to anything

in particular, trees which have
been "refurbished" could dou-

ble as art in the sculpture

garden if given titles such as

"Anger** or "Modem Dance
XXXVl.**
When apj3lied to buildings,

to **refurbish** is to appoint

them lavishly in marble as we
see when we step into Dodd
or Murphy Hall. It has recently

are merely **poorly adjusted**

rather than incipient death

U^ps.

Rebuild: Such a clear and
meaningful word, you may
well wonder why-this

comers of the newly renovated

lawn were soon in evidence.

Great minds in Muiphy Hall

are, no doubt, pondering this

distressing situation even now.
Cleariy, the grass must be
preserved. However, there

seems to be no way to prevent
students from trampling it.

Perhaps the solution to this

dilemma is to make a small

change in the definition of the

"mission** of the university.

This small change would elimi-

nate students entirely — I have
long suspected that the admi-
nistration views students as a

superfluous and inconvenient

aspect of the university system
anyway. Once the student
were gone, the lawns would be
safe.

Refurbish: A multi-func-
tional Hford. "refurbish** can be
applied either to trees or to

buildings. When applied to

U-ees, it means to cut off every

been revealed that the hand-

some marble flooring installed

not long ago in Murphy was
not properiy finished. Sharp
comers were left protruding

which could cause students to

trip and injure themselves.

What creative term will thc^r

apply when it comes time to

remedy this flaw?

Rehabilitate: Buildings

which are being overhauled to

render them safer in the event
of an earthquake are "rehabili-

tated** here at UCLA. This

creative use of the term "reha-

bihtate** manages to suggest

that the buildings in question

used instead of "refurbish" or

"rehabilitate.** The answer is

that at UCLA, "rebuild** has

another meaning entirely. Vice
provost Carole Hartzog, com-
menting on the fact that 40
faculty positions in the college

of Letters and Sciences will

not be refilled this year,

observed that now is "definite-

ly time for . . . rebuilding

within the departments** (Daily

Bruin, *Tewer professors means
changes for everyone,** Jan.

15). "Rebuilding** of depart-

ments, then, can be accom-
plished without adding faculty.

Newspeak is not, of course,

found only in the administra-

tion. The various departments

of UCLA are rife with jargon

as are the media. Nonetheless.

I think it is very important for

everyone to be aware when
words are being used in an
inaccurate or misleading way.
Otherwise, their understanding

could be **negatively impacted**
^^ newspeak for diminished or
harmed. If this phrase makes
sense to you, I suggest you
take a look at the word
"impact** in the dictionary

some time to see what an
impact newspeak has had on
you.

Strong is a graduate student of
ancient history.
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Counterpoint

The UC's problems
bywon't be solv(

raising our reg fees
By Grace Park, Karia Zombro and Neera Tanden

*

The only redeeming aspect of Rex Savage's article "Stop
complaining about UC fees — it should be worse" (Daily Bruin,
Jan. 14) is his acknowledgement of the importance of higher
education. Other than that, his arguments are simple, misguided
and based on assumptions which are simply wrong.

Savage obviously has no understanding of the concept of
public education. The UC was created by the state to offer

students a choice. Institutions of higher education had only been
available to the elite. Hence, the purpose of the UC was to offer

students of all classes opportunity to pursue degrees in higher
education. Therefore, in-state students have been obligated to pay
only for the costs of registration.

California's historic commitment to a public higher education
has enabled hundreds of thousands of students to attend world-
renowned institutions at an affordable cost. However, recent
actions by the state and the Regents have begun to destroy its

accessibility to students of all classes, races and genders.
As an entering freshman. Savage has no concept or

understanding of our anger and frustration. In 1989, the Regents
rtediy adopted ijte hQgî Mfah'a Inng-ictm iec poHcy; Sft=

1645. The reasoning behind the bill Was to provide predictability
in the costs associated with attending any one of the nine UC
campuses.

The bill also provided for action in case of a budgetary crisis— enact a maximum fee increase of 10 percent as a last resort
However, the year after the passage of SB 1645, the state and
the Regents slapped students with a 40 percent increase in fees
and a 20 percent increase in tuition. In committing this act, the
governor and the Regents demonstrated a complete disregard for
state laws and a total lack of concern for students.

Savage's article completely disregards the fact that fees have
actually increased 70 percent over the past two years. Serious
consequences have resulted due to such acts. A vast majority of
students have either been forced to increase their ah-eady
overloaded workloads, lapse to part-time status, or drqj out The
promise made by the Regents that no fee increases in 1992-93
would take place has aheady been broken. Obviously, the
continuing trend to increase fees will only exacerbate the
problems akeady in effect.

If Savage's plan for a $1200 fee increase is implemented, in
four years registration will cost almost $8000 per year; this

would amount to almost $16,000 for out-of-state and foreign
national students. Obviously, the concept of a public education
would be destroyed within the state of California. Students have
already been forced to bear the costs of education and our anger
stems from the fact that tfic university feelis as if increasing fees
is the only solution. There are other ways in which the UC
could redirect its funds. For example, if professors within the
university taught one more course every three years, the
university would save approximately $70 million.

The UC. California's gold mine, is being depleted at an
exponential rate. However, the blame cannot rest solely on the
Regents. In the past decade, the university has had to undergo
massive cuts in the hands of Republican governors. They seem
to have no understanding

, of the fact that unlike other programs,
the UC is essentially a risk-free investment For example, the
U.S. Census Bureau has revealed that an individual with a B.A.
or B.S. generates twice as much revenue for t{je state than a
high school graduate. Another fact that was obviously not known
to Savage is that for every state dollar spent on the UC. two
dollars are generated in private and federal funds.
Members of the student body realize the importance of higher

educaUon. We agree with you. Savage: "Let's all stand up and
do something about keeping the university top notch before it's

too late." Students at each of the nine campuses are instituting a
massive letter writing campaign to the Legislature for the week
of Jan. 21 and have ah-eady oi^anized to lobby Sacramento. Will
you help us, Savage, or will you continue to sit on your butt
and passively accept what the "adults" feed you? You arc
satisfied with the way things arc. We most definitely are not >

Park, the director of the UC and State Lobby, is a junior
majoring in political science. Zombro, the director of the
National Lobby, is a junior rhajoring in women's studies. Tanden,
the undergraduate external vice president, is a senior majoring in
political science.
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Vndemeveloped' countries aren't so underdeveloped
Before embarking on a

journey lo an "underde-

veloped" country, one
usually hears their share of

prejudices, and I heard my
share before leaving to study

in Mexico. The prejudices were
as subtle as "Eecw, Mexico
City?!" to "You're going to

need about six shots ..." to

*Their teaching style is . .

.

different?

During my montfisabroad, I

slowly saw almost all of these

perceptions of inferiority

reversed. Not only does Mex-
ico have a richer culUire than

the United States, in my opin-

ion, but superior public trans-

portation, greater national pride,

friendlier people . . . and a

better education system.

Let me paint a picture of

the Universidad Nacional Aut-

onoma de Mexico. Physically,

the campus makes UCLA look

ridiculous by comparison.

Three-hundred thousand stu-

dents attend the school, also

called Ciudad Universitaria

(**University City"), which has

three bus lines running only

within campus. Buildings are

separated by large expanses of

green lawn, and many are

decorated by gorgeous murals

by artists such as Siqueiros

and i^ppchs.^The^ feffgicst mosaie-

mural in the world, by Juan

O'Gorman, completely covers

the several-story central library.

Academic majors, or carrer-

as, are divided into some 30
or more general fields, each of

which are housed in their own
buildings. These facultades

Susan
Rinderle
operate independently of each

other, and a student takes all

classes within the same facul-

tad and building.

Despite the hugeness of the

campus and the student body,

classes arc rarcly larger than

40 students, and often less.

The instructors I worked with,

and heard about from foreign

and Mexican students, werc
highly knowledgeable and

effective teachers. Most werc
accessible and supportive of

students, and many werc
nationally reputed. However,
office hours are rare because

most instructors have multiple

"jobs (not ^ithiccessarily in

academia, mind you) and, as

one professor told a Mexican

friend of mine, they get paid

less for teaching one class than

the amount they spend on
transportation getting to the

university.

The students werc the most

amazing aspect of U.N.A.M.,
attesting to the fruits of Mexi-
can educational priorities. All

through their years of school,

Mexican children have to pass

exams to be promoted from
each level (from primary to

secondary to high school, etc.).

not only to pass each grade.
Being admitted to a prepara-
toria (high school) is almost a
surc admit to a university, and
work on the major begins in

high school.

Upon passing the admissions

test, new UJ*^.A.M. students

stand in line to fill out a few
papers and pay their yearly fee

of . . . 10 cents. What follows

next makes UCLA undergradu-

ates look like coddled seventh

graders.

Without the benefit of tele-

phone enrollipentTor even a

published! schedule of classes,

Mexican students go to their

facultad to find out when the

schedule will be posted. On
that date, they all crowd into

the same hallway, straining to

see the printout on the wall,

which gets changed by hand
periodically by a school offi-

cial. They have little choice of

classes, since they arc required

to take courses, or materias, in

a certain order according to

their class level. Students'

enroll by showing up to class

and having the instructor sign

their study list

Most students take at least

five or six classes, which
normally have as much class

time as UCLA courses, but

morc work. Instructors give

book lists to students at the

beginning of the semester.

Instead of being able to go to

the convenient campus book
store and grabbing whatever

text is sitting under the card

displaying the course name,
students raid the hundreds of

nearby book stores, searching

for their materials until the

stores run out and students

have to go downtown. Some
opt to xerox entire books from
a friend's copy, or to wait

patiently in line for hours to

xerox library copies, since

book checkout cards arc too

expensive.

Somehow, through rcsource-

fulness, perseverance and net-

working, U>J.A.M. students get

a hold of their readings every

semester, and actually rcad

them. Many read English or

French besides Spanish, which

aids their ability to read a

wide variety of international

works. In class they demons-

trate critical thinking skills, an

interest in the material and a

thorough ibowledge of history.

Students incorpOTate new infor-

mation with previous learning

in their fields, and express

themselves willingly and elo-

quently, often giving summaries
lOl^the assigned readings

request of the instructor, refer-

ring to notes they've taken.

Campus life at UJ>I.A.M. is

very different from that at

UCLA. Students live at home,
with relatives or in one of a

handful of apartments. There

are no fraternities or sororities.

and few clubs.^

After five years of year-

round instruction, those who
graduate from UJ4.A.M. are

channeled into a job by their

facultad, thereby eliminating

the need for a job board.

However, many try their luck

abroad, contributing both to the

leak of rich rcsources out of
Mexico and my deep frustra-

- tion.

Undergraduates at U.N.A.M.
in a so—called "underdeve-
loped" country are, to a great

deg?-ee, superdeveloped in com-
parison to students at UCLA.
They do without many of the

luxuries and conveniences that

we have herc, and yet they

leave their university experi-

ence with an incredible wealth
of academic knowledge and
practical resourcefulness. I'd

say they get their 50 cents

worth of fees, wouldn't you?

At the end of my four

years, will I have gotten my
$8,000 worth of fees? You bet

I will, in comparison to the

$80,000 some folks pay else-

wherc. However, in a global

sense, I have lost out

There arc many places wherc
knowledge and students are morc
important than alumni donations,

iny new buildings, national dcb^
and football coaches. However,

this place is not where the amber
grain waves, or where the purple

mountain majesties rise from
once-firuited plains.

Rinderle is a senior majoring in

socioloj^.
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Rhythm of the Night-—

—

Orientation IVIeeting for all interested in Spring Sing (competition or company)

TOI\/IORROW - WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 22 at 7 PM V
in the James West Alumni Center.

For more information, call the SAA office at 206-0524.

All applications available at the info desk of the Alumni Center.

2 ways to perform:
Groups and individiiais may compete
in five musical categories:

•Production •Choral/Ensemble

•Novelty •Quartet •Solo/Duet

Applications due on

Fridiy, Januaiy 31

.

SAA
Is a studant group

•ponsorad by

UCLAhimni
A ri H O C I \ T I <» N

The Spring Sing Company needs
performers throughout the show
who can •Sing OR •Dance/Tumble.

e

Applications due TOMORROW -

Wednesday, January 22.
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k' captures Spielbeig's dreams
By Jason Stewart

,

Dally Bruin Staff

While he may not be the top

choice among film school stu-

dents, Steven Spielberg is probab-
ly the most widely known and best

loved American filmmaker.

His most popular film. "E.T.

The Extra-Terrestrial/' remains
the top-grossing film of all time,

with an estimated $360 million in

domestic box office receipts alone

(not to mention international box
office and home video, where it

has also achieved astronomical

success). And while he has suc-

ceeded both critically and finan-

cially as an adult filmmaker
("Jaws." "The Color Purple") and
as a producer — his Amblin
Entertainment has produced
everything from "Back to the

Future" to "Cape Fear" — he is

still best known as the quintessen-

tial family adventure movie direc-

tor.

His latest offering, the $70-mil-

lipn adaptation of J.M. Bflfrie *a :

"Peter Pan." fits right into that

category. It has all the action and
adventure a kid could ask for, none
of the profanity or blood a parent

would object to and the big-name
stars — Robin Williams,- Dustin

Hoffman. Julia Roberts and Bob
Hoskms — and adult themes the

big people in the audience want.

And, not surprisingly, it is

already shaping up as ihe most
popular film of the holiday season
— as if there were any doubts.

In the following interview, the

celebrity director talks about
"Hook," filmmaking and the price

of popularity.

Daily Bruin: Is this movie really

a dream come true for you?
Steven Spielberg: Yeah, it is.

It*s not the only dream — Tve got

other dreams. But it is the current,

and one of the most fun. dreams
come true Tve ever had.

DB: Would "Hook" have been a
differentfilm ifyou had more time?

SS: No. not really. It would have
been a lot more fun if Fd had one
more month, because I wouldn't

have had to work so hard to make
Christmas. But it would have been
the same film.

DB: How do you know when a

film is done?
SS: How do you know when

you're ready to give birth? You get

j)ains. I guess. I love to make that

comparison, because I pretty much
just know when it*s lime to go to

the movie hospital. Years later I

will look back and see "Hook" like

I saw "E.T.** on television last

week and see things I wanted to do
and kick myself for not doing
them. But as far as any filmmak-

er's objectivity goes — it only

goes so far, then it stops. And it's

best to jump off once the objectiv-

ity goes away.
DB: Is it anticlimactic now that

it is all over?

SS: I stick with it until the end.

with the color correction and the

publicity and everything else, so it

will only hit me (when the movie
opens). I usually go through the

most sense of loss when (the

movies) get to the theaters,

because that's when I can't do
anything about it — it's over, it

belongs to the country, it doesn't

belong to me. Then I usually take a

long vacation and go on to some-
thing else.

Robin Wlllianfts as Peter Pan battles Dustin Hoffman as Captain Hook at the cllnnax of "Hoolt."

DB: Didyou grow up with Peter

Pan?
SS: I grew up with Peter Pan

being read to me at night by my
mom. I think it was a part of all of

our growing up. but I think it was
especially important to me,
because I always loved to dream
about flying. A lot of my movies
are about flying— I have airplanes

Pan really isn't just a sweet,

carefi-ee kid ... Peter Pan was
afraid to grow up because he didn't

want to grow old and die. It was as

simple as that. He really didn't

have that much fun in Neverland
— he was troubled, he was jealous,

he was mean-spirited. There is a

lot of the Devil in Peter Pan that

people don't really realize!

"Pjeter Pan really isn*t

just a sweet, carefree

kid . . . (he) was afraid

to grow up because he

didn't want to grow old

and die."

Steven Spielberg
Director
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in all my films. E.T. flew, and if I

could have made "Superman" I

probably would have made that

filrn^ too. But I didn't make
"Hook" because of the flying. I

made "Hook" because of that

interesting twist on the character,

the whole concept of what if he
grew up? . .

.

DB: Hoyv do you feel about

being called a modern-day version

of Peter Pan? Do you feel like

Peter Pan?
SS: They call me a modem-day

Peter Pan based on the superficial

knowledge of who he is. I think if

they really knew Peter Pan.

according to J.M. Barrie. they

^-^_^_jitouldn't be calling me that. Peter

DB: But the film is not called

"Peter Pan." Why is it called

"Hook" ?

SS: Because Hook is the catal-

yst for everything that happens—
he kidnaps the kids, he causes

Peter Banning to be hijacked by

Tinkcrbcll and taken to Neverland.

he forces I^eter to confront him and

fight him for his kids ... (It was
also called "Hook") to not confuse

the audience into thinking they

were going to see a live-action

version of the cartoon or the Mary
Martin (TV) special.

DB: Could there be a continua-

tion of "Hook" ?

SS: I'm kind of interested in

certain movies having sequels, like

I think the "Indiana Jones" films

lend themselves to sequels— and
that's a lot of fun to do. I did three,

and that's enough. But I don't see

myself making a sequel to this,

even if it was something war-

ranted. There are a lot of other

adventures and stories I want to tell

without going over the same
territory.

""""^ ' '^~^

DB: Did you identify with Peter

("Pan"} Banning' s pull between
career and parent?

SS: Yeah. I did. I really

respected his wife for confronting

him and telling him he's missing it

I felt that in my own life. When
you're making movies you're

working 12 hours a day, and when
you come home the kids are asleep

and sometimes you leave in the

morning before they wake up ... I

became so guilty making "Hook"
and directing those scenes, that I

began to call the house and say,

*Look. when school's out, bring

the kids to the set. I'll be there for

them!'

DB: You have said this is the

biggest project you've ever done.

Was there ever a time you worried

that it might be too big?

SS: Every day I came onto the

set, I thought, *Is this flying out of

control?' It was only because there

was so much to do to make the

movie. There were so many
stories, with the Tink story, the

Peter story, the Lx)st Boys story,

the Pirates story, the Hook story—
everybody had a story. And it was
just a lot of scenes. We had seven

or eight sound stages on the (Sony)

lot, and (I would have to go back

and forth from one stage to

another). In that sense it was very

difficult for me— I had no second

unit director, I did all the second

unit myself. So it was just bicy-^

cling from stage to stage, until

sometimes I felt I was just spinning

out ofcontrol. The movie never got

out of control, but sometimes I felt

my mind was spinning in that

direction.

DB: With that in mind, would

you do another film of that

magnitude again soon?
SS: Yeah, I would if the story

was as intoxicating as (screenwri-

ter) Jim Hart's was when I first

read it. I'm not afraid of it — it

doesn't daunt me. It's just that I'd

like to do something small before I

do something big again. I'd like to

have a little rest.

DB: Why do you make films?

SS: Why do any of us do what

we do? Presumably because we
love it And I just love it so much
that I can't imagine doing anything

else. I've never sat myself down
and asked, *Why do I do this?'

because I'm afraid if I could

answer that question I wouldn't

want to do it anymore. I would
have discovered something, and

would move on to something else

I've always wanted to do, like

composing music, which I've

never done . .

.

DB: You've had much less

success with your more adultfilms.

Is that difficult for you?
SS: First, the reality is that when

you make an adult picture, you're

automatically not going to get the

young teens or the kids, so you

See SPIELBERG, page 26

Bob Hoskins Is Captain Hook's sidekick Smee (n Steven Spielberg's "Hook."

Hoskins in Never-Never Land
By Aaron Dobbs
Daiiv Bruin Staff

Bob Hoskins' career as an actor has provided him
with a collection of memories. And as is the case with
most actors, he loves to translate these recollections

into fantastic stories. Working on "Hook," Steven
Spielberg's latest fantasy extravaganza, gave him
much to talk about.

"(*Hook') was extraordinary," Hoskins says in his

heavy Cockney accent. "Of course, all of my stuff

was with Dustin (Hoffman). And as soon as we got
together we were like two old vaudeville queens. We
couldn't stop being funny. And Steven said, *Wait a
minute. Hook is supposed to be frightening; he's

supposed to be wicked. You two are like Laurel and
Hardy.'"

Hoskins speaks about "Hook" very fondly. He
loved working with Spielberg because although the

director always seemed to know exactly what he
wanted, he allowed Hoskins and Hoffman ^o
improvise. And being allowed to work with Hoffman
was something he looked forward to even before

production began.

— "I met Dustin in London and we s^id, *We have to

work together. We're two actors who are the same
height We can see each other eye to eye," he says,

laughing.

Hoskins also found the character of Smee, Hook's
jssistant, too good not to play, and in fact he clearly

"(describes how much he wanted the part
~

"If (Spielberg) had given it to somebody else I

would have killed him," Hoskins jokes. "Dustin and I

decided that I should play Smee like Captain Hook's
auntie, his auntie Smee. You know, one of those

fussy aunties who'll say, 'Go on. Put your coat on.

Hurry up.' They're sweet old ladies, but they'll drive

you batty."

Hoskins found that the best thing about working on
"Hook" was all the talent that surrounded him,

particularly that of Robin Williams.

"Robin has got this stfeam of consciousness which
is just amazing. You find yourself like, 'Robin, stop.

Robin, I'm missing bits. Robin. . . Robin slow down.
Where are we?' ... I used to go home at night and I

was absolutely exhausted, not from work but from
laughing.

'That's one of the biggest treats about being an

actor," Hoskins continues. "Working with great

talent."

Hoskins' role in 1988's "Who Framed Roger
Rabbit?" may have been the first time the actor

became well-known in America, but he's been acting

for much longer. In 1987, he was nominated for a best

See HOSKINS, page 25
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Julia Roberts portrays Tinkerbell in Steven

Spielberg's "Hook." -

'
'

By Jason Stewart
Daily Bruin Staff

Julia Roberts says she's "intensely happy, smiling

and perfectly fit."

So why doesn't anyone believe her?

Don't ask her— as far as she's concerned, that's

the media and the public's problem. It is the media

that turned a broken engagement into the gossip event

of the year, turned her flu into drug addiction and her

irritation at nonstop photographers stalking her day

and night into signs that she is a Hollywood recluse in

the tradition of Greta Garbo and Marlon Brando.

"The media (Julia) is someone who is created.

That's not me." Roberts remarked in a recent

interview. "The only expectation I put oQmyself is to

do my job as best I can. And that is the only expecta-

tion anyone should have of me. Beyond that,

anything personal or anything public is a false

expectation . . . That's not what I do for a living, and

therefore, it's not my concern. And people c^n write

whatever fables they choose to write, if it suits their

needs or their purpose, and if they can sleep at night

with that, then so be it." .

It sounds like a reasonable philosophy. In practice,

however, the more she stays quiet, the more intense

and absurd the qiedia pressure seems to become. Talk

of drug addiction and difficulty on the set of "Hook"
had become so widespread that Roberts felt

compelled to request Steven Spielberg's help in

clearing it up— which he tried to do with a press con-

ference on the Sony lot that received considerably

less attention. Meanwhile, the nonstop presence of

See ROBERTS, page 23
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CUtture: Japanese monks drum and dance
By Scott Phelps

The KODO monks aren*t Uke
the monks portrayed in most
history books. This Japanese per-
cussion company resides on the
isolated and unindustrialized Sado
Island in the Sea of Japan, where
they take part in a communal
hfestyle which includes studying,
practicing and exercising for their

physically and mentally challeng-
ing form of musical art.

Beginning tonight at Royce
Hall, UCLA students will have a
chance to hear and see what the
modem day drumming monks
KODO are reaUy like.

According to the percussion
company^s manager Atsushi Suga-
no, "The playing of the drum on
stage and as a musical instrument
has been developed by KODO."
Before, Sugano explains, the
"tradition of Japanese drums" had
been primarily used for ceremo-
nies and performing arts.

KODO is not a group that limits

itself to the performance of tradi-

tional Japanese music and art
They also compose their own
music, and have performed pieces
composed for them by others,

including American jazz drummer
Max Roach. The group has also
performed with the Berlin Opera
and the Boston Symphony.
What KODO wants to do more

than anything is tocfeale theirQmt=

Howlln' Wolf
retrospective

KODO, the electrifying drummers from Sado {^and. return to Royce Hall beginning today.

tradition in music and perfor
mance. In an effort to extend their

musical experience, some of
KODO's members visited Africa
to "spontaneously interact" with a
diffrtrt-ni culture, says Sugano.

^ en though KODO's goal is to

create their own tradition, their

Japanese roots are evident.
KODO*s main instrument, the

taiko, or traditional Japanese
drum, is the thrust of their perfor-

mance and is accentuated by other
instruments including the bamboo
flute, xylophone^ ggj^^and^^^e^^

sound of K(X)0, a pounding
melody beautiful and extraordin-

ary in its origin. The second
embodies the freedom and desire

of a newborn tradition.

KODO*s 1992 "One Earth
Tour** holds sttongJotetbof

massive 880-pound "o-daiko'
drum.

KODO*s name translates into

"heartbeat" and "children of the
drum," which in all respects is seen
and felt by the audience. The first

translation centers around the

translations, intertwining the
beauty of their art with the beauty
of a unified or single Earth.

*The company envisions its tour

as a reminder that we are all

members in that larger and more
important village called the

Earth.** says manager Dennis
Letzler.

This year, KODO will also
include two dance pieces as part of
their repertoire of percussion,
dance, mime and costumes. This
:^minute choreogra^bfid theatob

By Bruce Britt

Los Angeles Dally News

Perhaps the most important
boxed set release of the holiday
season was **The Chess Box," a
Howlin* Wolf retrospective
detailing the singer's output for the
legendary Chess Records label.

Wolf (real name Chester Bur-
nett) was a profound influence on
Eric Clapton, the Rolling Stones.
Jimi Hendrix and other seminal
blues-rock acts, and this three-
disc, 71 -song assemblage indi-
cates why the broad-shouldered
singer was so popular with the
musical youth of the 1960s.
Where peers like Muddy

Waters. B.B. King and Albert
King steeped their songs in peni-
tent sentiment. Wolf was more
perverse. His vocal style, which
was later appropriated by radio
personality Wolfman Jack, was
more befitting a crazed murderer
than a lovelorn romancer. Indeed,
there's nary a trace of regret in his
sinister baritone.

Though most of Wolfs albums
are available on compact disc, this

musical chronology sheds more
light on the singer's versatility. For
instance "Mr. Highway Man."
which was recorded years before
JElvis Presley surfaced on the pop

piece promises to tap your heart as

well as your feet

MUSIC: KODO's "One Earth Tour at
Royce Hall. Tonight through Saturday
at 8 p.m. Tix: $16-25, $9 (for students).
Available at the Central Ticket Office
For more Info caH (310) 825-9261

-music scene, sounds like the
blueprint for rockabilly.

The collection follows Wolf
through an r&b-influenced period,
with songs like 'Three Hundred
Pounds of Joy** and "Built for
Comfort.** featuring a blazing horn
section.

ALPHA Pm ALPHA Fraternity Inc.,

Gamma Xi Chapter
Invites you to join us celebrating the life of Dr. Biaitin Luther King

_KING WEEK '92 Jan. 21st-24th

ALL W]EEK: ART EXHEBITION-'ReflecUons" on Dr. King
Jitop by A-level Ackerman and enjoy^

Tues. 2l8t: CANDLEUGHT VIGIL-Remembering Dr. King please come Join us.
Meet at comer of Westwood and LeConte at 5:30 p.m. (we will walk
to Westwood Plaza)

Weds. 22nd: -GO TO fflGH SCHOOL...GO TO COLLEGE** Part of Alphas
nationwide education program. This year we will be Joined by
students from Jordan High School

Tfaun. 23rd: 4TH ANNUAL 'BCLK' ORATORICAL CONTEST
Please come Join us. Rieber Hall P8L at 7:00p.m.

»

"HOUSE PARTT" Exchange y

(Look for invitations/flyers)
t,
,

.

Frl.24th: T-SHIRT SALEI Come out by the walk and get your Paraphernalia,
featuring Dr. King, Bfalcolm X., and others (we will also be out on
Tuesday)

Brian Davis 558-3072
King

(Funded by USAC BOARD OF DIRECTORS PROGRAMMING FUND)
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ROBERTS
From page 21

photographers and reporters is

equally hard to ignore.

"Is it frustrating? Yes. Is it

tiring? Yes. Does it bother me? At
times, yes, it does, because Tm a

person like anybody else. If some-
one was chasing after you in the

dark with a camera, would that

worry you? Would that scare you?
Probably. You* re a person too. So I

don't know why Tm supposed to

be different in reacting to it than

anybody else ... i

"But the fact of the matter is that

I am forced to deal with it Period.

So I do that, I deal with it"

It would seem that everything,

absolutely everything, Roberts
does somehow gets warped. Even
a few months before this interview

marathon for "Hook," Entertain-

ment Weekly reported that those

interviewing Roberts would be

required to sign a contract promis-

ing not to ask or print any details

about her private life. No such

document ever materialized,
though she did politely remind us

UliSURPASSED QUALITY
BEST SUPPORT

286, 386, 486 Systems
Large Selection Available

2 Year Warranty
Financing Available ^
(213) 852-1282

A»/50

UNBEATABLE PRICES

BENJAMIN EDWARDS
Figures

On exhibit in Kercichoff Art Gallery
Until January 31 (FREE)

COMEDY at the Coop!

THE IMPROV-ABLES
a. ^—^—w »M I I I !

8 pm, Cooperage

Improvisation's goin' down, so show up and
participate! FREE.

CHRIS PROCTOR
Contemporary Guitar

9-11 pm, Kerclciiofff Coffee House
FREE, from the Cultural Affairs Folk Series.

THURSDAY

JazZy BlueSy Funk & Such Series

DEBBIE DAVIES
and her Band

9 pm, Kerckhoff Coffee House

Hear the blues guitarist and her band
at this FREE concert.

All above events are presented by the
UCLA Cultural Affairs Commission.
—Funded by USAC, your student government.

she was here primarily to promote
her latest film.

Not that her latest film needed
much promoting. Who hadn't

heard about Steven Spielberg's

$70-million reentry into the family

adventure genre? With an adapla-

tion/modemization of the Peter

Pan fable that cast Robin Williams

as Pan, Dustin Hoffman as Captain
Hook, Roberts as Tinkerbell and
Bob Hoskins as Hook's sidekick

Smee, "Hook" was the most
anticipated film of the year, with
its ultimate victory over the holi-

day box office cited as a given.

So what did Roberts think of her
enviable cast? "Well. I met Bob
Hoskins once in the parking lot,

and he seemed like a very nice

man," began Roberts, jokingly.

"And I met Dustin a couple of
times

. . . and I read off-camera for

him once, and his back was to me,
but I felt like it went really well."

Ultimately, for Roberts, "Hook"
became practically a one-woman
show, with, of course, the support

of her director and an entire crew
of s[)ecial effects experts from
Industrial Light and Magic. As a

seven-inch pixie, very little of

Roberts' moments on screen were
literally played on the set. Instead,

blue screens, oversized props and
an uncomfortable set of wires used
for flying became her constant
companions.

It sounds like a nice role to visit— she admitted some of the flying

was fun— but not to live. Roberts
agrees it was difficult, but has no
regrets.

"I just wanted to make a family
movie, a movie for kids," Roberts
revealed. "I think that's what

See page 26

THE GRADUATE ART LECTURE SERIES PRESENTS THE FOLLOWING GUEST SPEAKER. THE
LECTURE SERIES PRESENTS A FORUM OF CONTEMPORARY CONCERNS FOR ART
STUDENTS AND ARTISTS.

MAY SUN
VIDEO INSTALLATION

WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY 22ND, 5:00 PM
ROOM 7230
DICKSON ART CENTER

The medium of installation has
become a didactic vehicle for many
artists. It is almost as if history painting

has been revived in a contemporary
form. Influenced by film, the

theatricality of this kind of work makes
It the perfect medium for a kind of

poetic poHttcs;

—

3^hfotigh reveaiing=a

different configuration of past events,

artists like Sun create new readings of

the present. The personal significance

of these revised texts to their

discoverer/inventor (in this case, Sun's

maternal grandfather was one of the

generals in Dr. Sun Yat-sen's army)
foregrounds the importance that a
more inclusive, less appropriate history

can have for our lives.
,

Maria Porges

Art Forum
November 1991

FUNDED BY THE CAMPUS PROGRAMS COMMPTTEE OF THE PROGRAMS ACTIVITIES BOARD

*•»

FEEL THE MAGIC
"OUTSTANDING...
ONE OF THE YEAR'S

. BEST FILMS."
-Jcflfiry Lynns. SNEAK PREV1EW»^

RqmnWilliams ^X JeffBridges

-^

A TriStar Release

WITH LADYHAWKE AGB, $1.50
Tomorrow, January 22

Thursday, January 23 '

Friday, January 24

Paid for by USAC

Ladyhauice at 7:00pm
Fisher King at 9:30pm
speakers • actress Mercedes Rhuel
9:00pm producer Linda Obst
Fisher King at 7:00pm
Ladyliawke at 9:30pm
Ladyliau^e at 7:00pm
Fisher King at 9:30pm

viHage photo

w-

1
\

1
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Exhibit

Columbus' 'new worid' not so new, exhibit siiows
By Danya Joseph
Dally Bruin Staff

When Christopher Columbus
landed on the shores of North
America, what he discovered was
not a new worid waiting to be

settled, but one of flourishing

civilizations, historians now say.

Proof of these communities
exists in the cartography of both

the American and European
societies. Maps from the periods

before and after 1492 can be seen

in *The Columbian Encounter**

exhibit through Jan. 27, in the

rotunda of the College Library.

The display was brought to

UCLA by the Center for Medieval
and Renaissance Studies* 1992
Quincentenary Programs and acts

as a tribute to the marriage
between the European countries

and the American empires that

roSulted from Columbus* moment-
ous trip.

*The quincentenary is important

because it marks the Hrst time the

lands of the world became one, the

first time when globalization took
place,*' said UCLA professor Nor-
man Thrower, who is heading the

Quincentenary Programs on cam-
pus.

However, "the Columbian
Experience** focuses on many of

the different consequences of

Columbus* journey. Disputing the

traditional European notion that

the outcome was the discovery of a

"new world,** the exhibit stresses

that Columbus found a civilization

full of rich cultures that had been
dwelling there for hundreds of
years.

According to the exhibit, maps
play an important role in under-

standing the values of both Euro-
pean and American societies. It

provides many examples of how
the cultures used maps to propel

the myths they espoused. Euro-

pean maps, for example, often

included references to scenes from

the Old and New Testament. Many
of the maps manipulated geogra-

phy to justify claims to the land.

In addition, the maps are impor-

tant because they demonstrate how
societies communicated informa-

tion, especially how the different

peoples received Columbus*
voyages, Thrower said.

"The Columbian Encounter**

was put together at the University

of Wisconsin, Milwaukee depart-

ment of geography. It comes to

Powell as part of a tour that has

included the University of New
Mexico, Arizona State University

and the University of Arizona.

Thrower brought "The Colum-

bian Encounter** to UCLA as one
of the many programs being

coordinated to mark the quincen-

tenary. Other programs include

symposia, including 'The Colum-
bus Paradox,** a seminar hosted by
the UCLA Center for Medieval

and Renaissance Studies, The
1992 Quincentenary Programs and
the Latin American Center.

EXHIBIT: The Columbian Encounter."
Organized by the Amertcan Geographi-
cal Society Collection, University off

Wisconsin. Milwaukee. Funded by a
grant from the National ErxJownient for

me Humanities. Brought to UCLA by the
1992 Columbus Quincentenary Prog-
rams. Featured at the College Library
until Jan. 27.

^ Infinity has been infested by mice!
bme andgetyours today!

to page 35 to see our great computer deals.

INFINITY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

tmmmoQ(iBiv(i.^i^^^
<rCi=SS=

Call Toll-Ff 1•800-870-2232 ^ 4 '.U'^

CARLTON HAIR
t;':

*M}

<71 L

UCLA Special
|Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 CUT 6f BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

in
I

Valid Sunday - Thursday

]££££ • :i]iW^rvir

Exp. 1/21/92

Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264

1 PROCESS

MUST snow UOA STUDEm ID.

OR EMPLOYEE ID. WTTti COUFON

cfiail wkme JUir u\

w. /

^%

Princeton

Review
LSAT • GMAT • ORE • MCAT
I he fastest i^nmini^ test-preparation proi^rams

in the nation, bar none!

Could it be because of documented increases like these:

LSAT average increase: 12+ points

GMAT average increase: 110+ points

GRE average increase: 230+ points

MCAT average increase 3+ points

Or program inclusions which our competitors don't have:

' At least four proctored tests, each with computer analysis

' Two interactive classes per week, each with an instructor

' Maximum class sizes of twelve, each stratified to ability

Academic review plus revolutionary test-taking techniques

^ .1
i'Ki\('i;i()\

ki;\ii:\\

310 -474 -0909
Lei our unprc'ccdeiitod success

insure \()ur siic*cc's'>-

Howdoyou tdl a 4^'ea^old
shema^ nevira*be5 ?

Blood.Give a litde so someone can live.
National Blood Resource Education Profrim

NjuwMl tU jw Lut «nJ tiaai )Munm. Nmwl hww— <rf Htakh Pubht HmWi Srmcc U & C>r«Tiwni u« Htukh «id Hunwi Srnxr^

Amencan Assocution ot Blood Banks

UOA STUDENTS reoeive our gift

UOA/ ASUCIA EMPIOTEES For fomr apfouumem, caU: °^^ AiUCLA meai Uckct each

receive our gift of 4 hours leave -w T/^¥ a Biood

nnth nav #>9rh rinw. wmi rirwiai^ '-^ V^X^x\ d:
Donor

time you donate.*

with pay each time you dooaie.

at (310) 825-0850

ronagift «

.........M^

The goal Of the Caiifornia Cryobank

fs#prt3viii high qui|ti' sperm for

artificiaWPiiiiiination . Requirements

Irliide |iiiWilfiMiiiiilM

9 to 1^irraritt^i||pim}iiii(^

Oaliliiii^p«^:lnforiilion: 824-994t

::::§;*

CC^^tETE MEDICALS£»H<£^il€<
'X«*:-:-?:-:-x.:o

•.VA'.*.*.*.'.;.*.*.

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.
Westwood, CA 90024

(213) 478-6869
(818)988-0110

:'V4.«>—.^»,i

V
».<.'««i4iM
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HOSKINS
From page 21
actor Oscar for his role in "Mona
Lisa."

*Tm sitting in the theater (at the

awards), and of course there were
five nominees," recalls Hoskins.
"Well, I said, *0h, fuck this, I'm
going downstairs for a drink.* And
sitting down there were James
Woods, Dexter Gordon and Wil-
liam Hurt who said, *Sit down,
Bobby. Here's to Paul Newman."
(1987 was the year Newman won
the Oscar for the role of Fast Eddie
in **The Color of Money.")

Hoskins also appears in *The
Inner Circle," a new film starring

Tom Hulce and directed by Andrei
Konchalovsky. which was filmed
entirely on location in the former
Soviet Union and inside the walls

of the Kremlin. Hoskins plays
KGB chief Beria, and he spent two
weeks in Moscow working on a
film he says he wouldn't have
passed up no matter what.

'They have incredible talent

there in Russia," he says. "The guy
who plays Stalin (Alexandre
Zbruev) was amazing. We're
doing this scene— and this is the
first time I've met him — and we
started filming it, and (Zbruev)*s
amazing. He's wonderful as Stalin.

And we came to the end of it and
he's doing all these subtle nuances
of language. When we came to the
end of it, I kept talking to him and
he said, *Bob, I can't speak

lish.' HeHngli wasjiifit leamiBg his

mirim$Hmm^$

lines like a parrot, but he had
enough soul to be able to play."
One of Hoskins' true talents is

his ability to mimic any accent
perfecUy, whether it be American,
Russian, English or Irish. Unlike
most people, who might struggle
with syllables, phonetics and voice
training, Hoskins doesn't find this

talent that difficult to work with.
"My job is to make you forget

that I'm an actor. So I could give
you a brilliant accent and show you
how clever I am as an actor, but
that's bullshit Or I could give you
a lousy accent and make you forget
you're even listening to an accent
That's better. I just get into a
character's psyche and different

characters 'speak different ways."
Although most of his recent

work has been in film, Hoskins has
- also worked extensively on the

stage, appearing with the National
Theater and the Royal Shakes-
peare Company in shows ranging
from "King Lear" to "Guys and
Dolls" to "True West"

Last year, though, Hoskins
expanded his range even further as
he journeyed into the realm of film
writing and direction. Although he
had a lot of experience directing
for suge, directing film was
something he hadn't yet done.
Unfortunately, the film — *The
Raggedy Rawney." which he also
wrote — barely saw the light of
day in theaters, though he says it

was an enjoyable experience.
"It didn't even get a chance to be

reviewed," Hoskins says. "It was
out for a week. There was abso-
lutely no money from anywhere to

sell the film. In Europe it did very
well, and it was the film of the year
at a few small film festivals, but it

never got the chance to attract a
public."

It seems as if Hoskins has been
very busy recently, having com-
pleted two other films — "Passed
Away" and "The Favour, the
Watch and the Very Big Fish." But
his plans now are to take about six

months off and head back to his

home in London, where he looks
forward to cooking, one of his

favorite pastimes, and spending
time with his family!^

"I don't like working too much
because I'd miss my kids growing
up," he says. "I like to spend time
with my kids."
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ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

Shakey
•^

says

You

SAK's TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food fc;r.t>:V;.v

I HAPPY PLATE

I
•Chicken
•Beef Stick

I
•Fried Rice

I •Green Salad

Alter 3:00 pm to close
|

with coupon

ii<

PUCE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

Make The Call...

Thick or Thin
Crust?

(Your choice, no extra charge)

FREE & FAST DELIVERY -
Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken
and mojo potatos Only $ 10.95
Large two topping pizza

Qnly $8.99
2 slices, 1/2 order of mojos and all you
can drink Qnly $2.99

1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470

iQnri

I
:1121 Glendon Avenue (213)
Westwood Village. CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

L^ J Sun-Thurs 1 1-1 am; Fri & Sat 1 l-ZamjlSh^keqs

824 PIfza
Knuuranj

'.. '

. . o. "/.'

.-**

* .•-

^4/y
'A'

DAILY BRUIN ADVERTISING

WORKS FOR YOU.

\L..

Introducing the reckless funk-rock of

ELEVEN
proudly present the storm of
the L.A. underground scene.

NOON Westwood Plaza
Wednesday , January 22

Co-sponsored by USAC absolutely FREE\ !

iiii wm mm ^'^ immtmm M|^»«>V*M»««fnM»*r«flM »ilii » % I ir
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ATTENTION GUITAR ENTHUSIASTS!

Winner ofthe 1982 U.S. National

Fingerstyle Guitar Championship

CHRIS PROCTOR
is giving a FREE CONCERT TONIGHT

9-11 pm, KerckhoffCoffee House

4<Ta.9
It's rich in texture, tightly, almost classically designed, and

difficult in execution... the only baroque fingerpicker."

' —Los Angeles Times
^ I

Part of the Cultural Affairs Folk Series; presented by UCLA Cultural Affairs Commission
Cultural Affairs is funded by USAC —your student government.

BENJAMIN EDWARDS

FiQures
-je

JANUARY 19 through 31, 1992

wf

— KERCKHOFF GALLERY

Reception for the Artist

Monday, January 20, 1992
7-9 pm

Funded by USAC— your student government

START OFF THE QUARTER LAUGHING
WITH

D¥ AT THIE
TONIGHT at 8:00, featuring THE IMPROV-ABLES

*AKA the Cooperage.
A presentation of

UCLA Cultural Affairs

Commission, funded
by USAC—your

student government.

w^ s

SPIELBERG
From page 20

accept that going in. But by the

same token, I made those movies
not because I wanted to grow up or
prove anything; 1 made "The Color
Purple" and "Empire of the Sun"
because I simply wanted to make
those movies — for no other

reason than I read two books, and
loved them, and wanted to make
those films.

Also, the audience has sort of
typecast me. So when they see

something like "Empire of the

Sun" they say, *We're not going to

see that one, because we know why
he*s making that. He*s experi-

menting in making an adult film.*

So in a way Tve been typecast, and
it's a little harder for me to break
out of that, than (someone like a)

Jonathan Demme, who's never
been typecast and can pretty much
stay mildly eclectic and make
interesting movies.

DB: You started with home
movies. Do you see home video as
the training ground for the next
great generation of directors?

SS: I hope so. I hope that the

video generation is going to
explode out and create some really

great Scorseses and Coppolas and
even some old-fashioned direc-

tors, like Michael Curtiz. It's

certainly much more accessible

than when I was (growing up). I

had to whitewash trees to raise the
money to buy film, because film

w» expensive in 8mm. Then
Super-8 came along, and that was
even more expensive. So I had to

actually take odd jobs to finance
my little amateur productions.

Kids today can just take the video
camera and make movies. It's

great,
,

DB: How do you fiel about
being one of the few celebrity

directors? ^,

SS: I never orchestrated the
recognition I have today. It hap-
pened because of the movies . ;

ROBERTS
From page 23
inspired me the most ... A lot of

movies are date movies, and this is

sort of a date movie for families,

and I like the idea of that."

In fact, despite what might seem
like a very carefully calculated

career thus far — with virtually

every role increasing her popular-

ity, power and income (to the point

where she is now the best-paid

actress in Hollywood) ^^Roberts-
claims she usually approaches
picking her next assignment very

basically.

"I don't look specifically for

(any kind of role). I think if you
look for one particular thing — a

drama or a comedy (etc.) — that

you close yourself off to what else

might be out there. So, I just look at

whatever comes my way and just

wait for something to strike me
• • •

Along those lines, and typical of
her understandable defiance of the

media, Roberts insists she will

continue to pick her work instinc-

tively, rather than second-guessing
what is expected of her.

"I'm going to do my job the

same way, as best I can, for

anything (I do). I still work as hard

at what I do now as I did when
nobody gave a shit that I was doing
it. So it's still the same for me. I

think pressure (to make the right

move) is something other people
decide must be there, and I don't

really take it on."

it could be that the media just

doesn't like private celebrities. If

so, at a rcpoi^ $5 million a
movie, Julia Roberts may have a

hard time convincing the public

her loss of privacy is not part of the

price of fame.

-•*-
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onicn.iivear W'^lntcr Sale

We Decided to Drop
Some Names.

GENERR

A

COLLECTION

NINE
WEST.

MEET
YOUR

MATCH
Vitesse Semiconductor Corporation, the world's leading supplier of cutting edge VLSI GaAs
integrated circuits, is seeking talented, self-assured graduates who are motivated by the

opportunity for real contribution, recognition, and responsibility. This year Vitesse is hiring

EE and CS majors for the following positions:

25-75% 01< I !

Sweaters, pants, knit tops, skirts, dancewear and
shoes from top-name manufacturers on sale in the
Center Aisle of the Students' Store.

Sale ends January 24th.

iXS\ ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
IMMaMI11»nTA-MK Fr««M 1M:•1M

CAD ENGmEERS

PROCESS ENGINEERS

PRODUCT ENGNEERS

TEST ENGINEERS

DESIGN ENGINEERS

PROCESS

DEVELOPMENT

ENGMEERS

Where youll be in Tne years depends on where youll be next year, so meet with our
representativeaour presentation on Piutsday.January 30, 1992. in #8500 Boelter Hall from
4:00 p.m. -6:00 p.m., and sign-up lor our interviews being conducted on Thursday, February
6andFriday,Feb(uary7. Takethisopportunitytoexplorethepossibilitiesandyourpotential

with Vitesse. Ihe GaAs Company.

VitMM

Alcoholics Anonymous

Meetings
Mon. dwcuMbn. Thur. Bookttudy. Fri. Stap
Study. AU 3625 12:15-1 :16. Fri. 12=00-1 «)
TuM. DiMUMbn, WM. Oboussion NPI

08638 12:15-1 A)
For aloohoiiot or individuali who

h«v dfinkinfl probtorm

Sports Tickets

J

NEED GUEST TICKET for Duke and Arizona
games. Will pay. Dour (818)904-0686.

NEED UX5F A AND buKE TICKETS. Student,
guest or othen^se. Will pay your price
(310)301-1632.

CorpgraieHemximrtbis

741 Calie Piano

Camarillo.CA 93012

Information Forum:

1/30/92

Interviews:

2/6/92 & 2/7/92

VTTESSE
SatKOMDUCTOK OaVOHAnON

Equl Opportune Employv

jritNi*:

Pwnua OrmorwNr Centbi

470A Lateside Drive

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Campu$ Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recmitment 3

UNDERGRADUATE INFORMATION SESSION
Wanted: People who can eat, drink, and breattie Nestl6 Brands

wittiout getting consumed by ttieir work

Morgan Center Press Room
Tuesday, January 2 1st^ ~^:00-6:30pm

Nestl§ Brands
THE FOODSERVICE COMPANY

OnCampusInternets
PleaseContacttheHaoem^

Sports Tickets 5 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

^

BRUIN BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED I All

games, good seats. Please call Ray
(310)441-1576.

TKXETS (for UCLA- Duke) wanted by UCLA
alumni. Top dollar paid for 2 tickets in better

section. (213)385-1203.

UCLA BASKETBALL TIX WANTED. Top dollar
paid, call now (213)933-8499.

You don't need dental insurance to have a pretty smile

SMILE SPECIAL
FAMILY 0£l«riSTRy (2133475-5598

24 hour •margency Mivica

Complete Dental Exam. Chock Up. & Cleaning

V.I.P.

WANTED: 4 DUKE TKXETS; Need great

section. Call Barry at (310)781-9100 or

(31 0)832-301 0(Mess).

(r«g. $180)

ntw patiwtt Witt) ttiii coupon only
«M tin aooommodrt* patienlt

will dMrtai ooMraoM
offw«pimM3-«2

'""indilldr
SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.included)

^ ggo Westvvood Blvd.
*open evenlnas & Saturdays*

Free parrang in fi

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to individuals

and families witti no
dental insurance.

'Vur Patients an Special'

WANTED: Student ticket for Duke and Arizona
games. Will pay top $$$. Call Craig
(310)397-7357.

^

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or
don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,
sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin
Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

LOSE WEIGHT— up to 30 pounds in 30 days!
New Year's discount. (310)474-1415
394-8557.

Miscellaneous

LADY ELVIS in concert on VHS. Info.: DAX
Film Croup, 1223 N. 9th #201, Lincoln, NE
68508.

WRITING. EOrriNG, RESEARCH
|

Phd gives expert help. Reasonable

Rates, No Papers for sale.

Overnight Service. All Subjects

(310)476-0114

Personal 10

$50 CHALLENGE. If you can prove my pollu-
"*

tion solution unfeasible, I'll pay you $50.
i-a(3Q-4aa-24fi9

Research Subjects 12

ASIAN-AMERKTAN WOMEN NEEDED for re-

search study. Must have sigr>s of binging ar>d

purging, (either by vomiting, over excercising,

or laxative abuse) or exessive weight loss due
to dieting. 30nin questionaire, confidential

$15paid. Kari (818)281-6177.

ASTHMA RESEARCH: Subjects with mild to

moderate asthma ages 18—50. Able to per-

form brief periods of heavy exercise. Ne»ded
for air pollution study. Call James at

(310)825-2739, Mon—fri.

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11
years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 1 9-49.
Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For info call (310)828-8887

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation.

INDIVIDUALS WITH A RED BUMPY RASH
OR ACHE around the mouth receded for

placebo-controlled study using an approved
tropical gel. Partipants will be seen at UCLA
dermatol centre. Study last 1 2 weeks. Particip-

ant paid $1 00 upon completion of study. Must
be 18 years of age. For further info, call

206-1074.
^

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CRONHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD
research study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatnr>ent. Dissertation study. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or
(310)471-3672.

Earn $250 or more
Research Institute needs
healthy males/ females

(18-40) with diagnosed
allergies, to measure

effects on psychomotor
skills. Must have had a

positive skin test. Ask for

Susan (310)390-8483

4fm

^**

t
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Penonoi 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

Sigma Nu Presents The Following
Candidates For The

1992 White Rose Court

~~Vij.

Quinn Fox
Gretchen Kaughman

Corj Wellins

Kate Lind

Wendy Thurston

Paula Oberg
Melissa Halme
Heather Helm
Beth Nicholson

Alysa McCornock
Jenny Kissel

Christi Clark

Ally Sedan
Jeanne Sperry

Danielle Watson
Lisa Grundy
Laurie Jones
LisaO'lea

Lisa Pollit

Mary Tuck
Elly McCarthy

Cammie Foley

Sharon Tollner

Heather Shelley

Darby Gaunt
Stephanie Schluender

Wendy Gottlieb

Robin Puckett

Stacy Smith

Sarah Newcomb
Aimee Suter

Jen LaRocque
Kelly Bryant

Holly Snow
Jenny Kelleher

Staci Getz

Nkx)le Donahue
C.J. Smuckler
Kristen Carter

Susannah Thrasher

Amie Lopez-Gallego

Annushka Bermeo
Natalie Brltton

Anne Dewitt

Juliandra Hamilton

Keri Kulper

Nikki Lampe
Laura Miller ^

Libby Jaynes

Jennifer Cooper
Carrie Donahue
Andrea Rice

Marianne Makely

Erin Crockwell

Jen Wayman
Lynn Healy

Maurie Tayk)r

Devon Tatboy

Kristy Valverde

Heather Vaicek

Renee Lyall

Dru Nielsen

Carey Edmeades
Jen Fontius

Jeremy Kashian

Pam Ghan
Deborah Neuheisel

Amy Rush
Holly Teal

Jenna Pascover

Cristol Barrett

Karina Stevenson

Allison Lange
Korre Hartiing

Megan Mank>n
Natalie Shukov
Hilary Speriing

Shannon Westphal
Megan Brown

Kathleen Thrasher

Jeanne Meyer
Amy Mickel

Jane Ojanp>era

Kim Soderling

Julie Sadlier

Meg Boardman
Kammi Geneva
Jamie Gunn

Marilyn Kik^rease

Hayley Lutes

Kelly Metz
Vk^ki Nielsen

Tfffany Treanor

Nkx)le Diguerre

Molly Boardman
Amy Kasarda
Shannon Kelley

Kristin Bell

QUESTION
WHAT DO AAA'S HAVE TO
GET EXCITED ABOUT?

vw oes ® NAvoa-iis nviAidOd

ll3NNia ASNVd
Hii/y\ iHDiNoi SNiDaa nv ii

i>i33A\ vnaa
ll3iViSNV

799999?77999?9999'?9999999?97999999'?7

Sigma Nu requests your presence for dinner
Wednesday, January 22 at 6:00pm

' aemi-Formal

Research Subjects

- Th« scisp«ns« «nds tQnIght...

^ And th« **M|IDNESS" begins

9 Wh«n we show you th« lightl

9 Wecan't waiti
? IKffX %•
?999999999999999999997799997999999999

9

9

9

9

9

9

UCLA Daily

ATTENTION UCLA WOMEN:

SIGMA KAPPA
X INVITES YOU TO AN A
<* INFORMATIONAL PARTY QL^ TUES. JAN. 21 , 1 992. 7:00PM ^^ LA TENNIS COURT. CLUBHOUSE Q,

(BEHIND PAULEY PAVILION) \K
TONIGHT

^

^ HEY KAPPA
KKT KKT KKT KKT KKT KK]

>LEDGES! ^u It's finally here... u

^ BVSPO WEEK 1992
^ Get excited for an amazing week!
KKT KKr KKT KKF KKT KKF K

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

Research Subjects - 12

MALES AGE 18-40 needed for antibiotic

pHarnr>acology study on three separate days.

G>nUct Drs. Holt or Barrlere at UCLA.
206-4952 or 825-801 7.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
w/Tlnea Pedis needed for new research study.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid for info. (310)828-8887.

Wanted 15.

^
^
^
^

1
mm

UCLA BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED; non-
student, top $$$ paid. (310)473-1000.

WANTED; DUKE & AZ STUDENT GUEST TIX.
Win pay $$$. Call Adam. (310)208-7473.

x: f

*v ^ .-.^

^ AEO PLEDGES
PSYCH UP
FOR AN
AWESOME
INSPO WEEK
WE LOVE YOV

LML,
THE ACTIVES

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to $1 00/wk or more.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

Salons 21

Free Haircut
European stylists needs
female models for Bob &

Short haircuts
Call David at 652-0421

•*•

Health Senrices 22

ACNE
lSTY FOTIR

JITTERWORn

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

1

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a icicntlfic learning
experience.825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS needeed for blood pres-
sure study. Healthy students, 18-32, $40.00
Call Z»n€, (213) 825-6475.

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, NEEDED for UCLA
study of psycho-social factors in Bulemia
Nervosa. If you have recovered from B.N. or
are struggling with this problem and are
Interested in participating, please contact Eli-

zabeth or Marcia. $30 compensation.
(310)206-5061

Ifyou had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our
Skin Care Information
Line,

800-435-3533 |

Daily BruHi aaselfled Tuesday, January 21, 1902 29

?
Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Help Wonted

OBSESSIVE CON
DI^IRDERS

—

:%

PKE^OCCUplED lifH RECURRENT OR
PERSISTENT THOUGHTS? REPETITIVE
owmES THAT D^iPiii iiPi i^^
FUNCTIONS? PERSONS 18+ N^OED FOR

MMfmmmmm
TESiiwPiiiiiiiNiii^:

€54^
|(ji4iJiw^^iiiiiiiUi!i!iU^

^iMa'HkMMMMMbW^MM

Health Services 22 Help Wanted 30

NON-SURCICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acne, scans and sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Croup. (213)786-0636.

UCLA FERTILITV CENTER oocyte (egg cell)

donor ^ogram now open. Qualified donors
receive $2000. All donors welcome. Asians
needed. Information: (310)206-8218.

^

PICK UP 2 GIRLS at school mon-fri 5-7.

References -f car required. Near UCLA. (310)

474-5346.

Help Wanted 30

$200-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

Home. Easy! No selling. You're paM '^'^rrt

FDtty Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recordfng.
801-379-2900 Copyright »CA11KDH.

$40,00(yyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple "lik^don't like* form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at honr>e, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2925 Copyright #CA11KEB.

Administrative Assistant. Are you returning to
school aftfr working for several yearsf Inter-

ested in assisting busy psydxilogist? Good
editing, proof-reading, writing skiTlsf Mac or
IBM computer literate, independent, long
term, part tirT>e employment. Contact Dr.
Marion Solomon, continuing education semi-
nars, (310)475-8300.

ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company needs
help. Work from your home, doing various
jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

BOOKKEEPER, P^, for attorney/investor. Ex-
perienced Macintosh, SOwpm, excellent
phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
557-2315.

BOOKKEEPER NEEDED ASAP w/a bachelor's
degree in accounting or related major. Cur-
rently studying for MBA. Experience in Lotus
123 and bookkeeping. Will train. 25-3(Vhour5
per week. Wilson or Lashon. (310)209-9337.
$12-13/hr deperviing on experience.

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will
work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Sen^ices. $6.63/hr. 206-7686. Contact Paul
Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting
APP's l.y Winter Quarter.

CANVASSERS/TELEMARKETERS needed to
promote valet detail service/nr>ob«le car wash.
4 hours daily. $5.25/hr -•- commission' (310)
453-4855, Danny.

SPENDYOUR
NIGHTS

SAVING THE
EARTH

We're Hiring Committed
Telephone Activists

Earn $6-$9+ per/hr.

5-9:30pm, 3+ nights per week
CallMon.-Fri. llam-4pm

(310)441.4162

LAW FIRM
neeas motivatecj person to

60 challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w GPA, available times

for, interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.
Eam up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING —
S2,000+/month + world travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, theCarribean, etc.). Holiday, Summer and
Career Employnr>ent available. No experience
necessary. For employment program call

1-206-545-4548 ext. C234.

DATA ENTRY, PT, LONG-TERM, M-F, late

aftemoons, 18-22 hr^wk. 70wpm^. SanU
Monica. $1QAir. (310) 453-6422.

EARN $1000 PER WEEK AT HOME stuffing

envelopes! For Information, please send long
self addressed stamped envelope to Cj Enter-
prises, Box 67068W, Cuyahoga Falls, OM
44222.

INJOYWORK TAKIN<5 PHOTOSI Great pay!
For more information send stamped envelope:
YKP Photo Offer, P.O.Box 19310-\ LA, CA
90019.

FILECLERK, P/F, needed for doctor's officce.
208-2442.

MOTHER'S HELPER, cooking, babysitiing, etc.

Ideal for nursing student. Part-time weekly,
full-time weekends. Call Barbara
(310)203-3771 .

NEED DELIVERY drivers and Flower arrangers

week of Feb. 10. Will train call jon at

WilshireFlorist. (310) 208-8747.

NEED RELIABLE PERSON with van or pick-up
truck to deliver and retrieve equipment for

children's parties. $1(Vhr. (310)399-2482 .

OUTSIDE SALES FOR LAUGH FACTORY.
Make your own hours. Great commissions.
(?13) 815-8130 |im.

PLACEMENT COMPANY looking for talent

scouts to help us find models for print -•

commision work. Top commisio^te paid. Call
(213)883-1625. \^
P/T, 9-1 pm, Mon-Fri, Home schooling super-
visor for 2 boys, ages 10 & 12. Call
(310)641-7607. ^
Pn ASSISTANT MANAGER outgoing, self-

motivated, reliable individual for children's
store in Brentwood. FRONTRUNNERS KIDS.
Apply in person. 1 1620 San Vicente Blvd. See
Julie.

PT HELP, PERSONAL SECRETARY. Computer
experience & typing an asset. Flexible hours.
$7/hr. lean (213)933-9121.

PUBLISHER'S REP. FIRM is looking for energe-
tic person to fill P/T secretary asst. trainee
position for TWTH 1 1 :30-4:30. Contact Cher
(310)471-3630.

RECEPTIONIST WANTED for Beveriy Hills

Laws firm. Contact Michelle at (310)274-6683.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT, PART-TIME. Working
hours flexible. Salary STA^r. or more depend-
ing on experience. Requirements: biology or
biochemistry background, ability to use word
processing and spreadsheets. (310)821-6456.

RESPONSIBLE + DEPENDABLE PERSON
needed In office. Must be able to type, file,

handle projects, and have good follow through
skills. P/T 20-25hrs/week. Please call
(213)878-5558.

REWARDING EXPERIENCE HELPING OLDER
ADULTS with transportrtion, companionship.

Dot. Henrwcai e Unfimrted

30 Halp Wanted

Part - time

VALETS
Immediate opportunities!

Graveyard and other

shifts. Great for

students! $5/hour plus

tips. Call Lehel at

213/395-1147. EOE.
ACE Parking

30 Job OpportunWes 32

Gel a Summer Job
on a Salmon Fishing

Boat in Alaska

Make up to $80,000 in 3 months.
70-page illus. guide wAraluable

employment info & list of 1,600
contacU. Must hurry!!! Boats hiring
now!!! Send $16.96 •- $3 mailing to:

King Salmon Publishing, Box
2942, Dept. #B, Soal Beach, CA
90740. Allow 2-3 wks.

Modela naaded, no «Kp«rianc« imtmmi
for modoHng commercial A muk idao.

Call today for appoiauneat
(213)247-^1

Bavarly Hilla 90210

EAHtJ i.p to S 30 po' '•nonir'

BV HELPING OTHEHS

DONATE BIOOD Pl.ATEl F TS SAFEL^

^

' ^fu .

'3-; \,':i- U y Bvo Sierra OriKS

FAST FUNDRAISINC PROGRAM— Fratemi-
ties, sororities, student clubs. Earn up to

$1000 in one week. Plus receive $1000 bonus
yourself. And a FREE WATCH just for calling

1-800-932-0528, ext.65.

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR MESSENGER for

CPA Firm — Century City— P/T. Duties
include:invenlory control, knowledge of
Lotus 123, deliveries, some heavy lifting.

Must have own car. Hourly wage & benefits.

Call Lesley Davis (310)553-7880.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable
experience managing all aspects of a
successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call
Triple "A' Student painters for information
now, 1(800)394-6000.

WOULD YOU STUFF ENVELOPES for

$1000/Weekr Send self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Image Enterprises, P.O. Box 1 19,
Simi Valley, CA 93062.

FILE CLERK, permanent PT, 4-5 hrVdaily. Busy
medical office. Vicki (310)659-7124.

FRENCH TUTOR for AP, 1 1th grade student.

(213)472-8215, (213)472-2167. -

F.T. MEDICAL OFFICE POSITION. Front/back
office assistant. Private practice on campus.
Experience required. Full benefits. Ceri
(310)824-0088.

GYMNASTIC COACH; Immediate openings
for girls and boys competitive teams in SM.
Knowledge of USGF system. Experience re-

quired. M-F afternoons, evenings. Sat. Wage
depending on experience. Call ASAP. M. Cates
(310)450-0012.

IMMEDIATE PART—TIME position for cus-
tomer service rep available at a new print shop
in Westwood village. M-T-Th & Sat evenings.
Call 208-2679.

INDEPENDENT RECORD LABEL seeking
promotion person to work Mondays. Must
have good phone manners and know college
music scene. $5/hr. Ingrid (310)202-7432.

IRANIAN NATIVE needed to translate from
Iranian to English. (2 13)4 74-6351, ask for May.

IRISH AMERICAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posi-

tions available PT/FTdayVeveningj. Good pay
up to S30/hr. Call after 6pm. Kathline/Bill

(213)458-4427.

(310)473-6198.

SALES MONEY MOTIVATED? We are looking
forpeople vA\o enjoy a challenge. Set your own
limits. Call Freda NOW! (818)889-8358

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic
people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas, $15^r. Flexible hours. Training
provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)821-4343.

STUDENT WORK, Retail/Customer service.

$8.20 starting. Part time, schedule around
school. Eves, weekends available. No door to
door, ect. Call (310) 396-1479.

STUDENT WORK. Retail/ customer service.

$8.20 starting, part-time. Schedule around
school. Eves, weekends available. No door-to-
door, etc. Call (310)396-1479.

US MAIL JOBS $1

1

.77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-
sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

VARSITY TRACK COACH. February 3-May 9,
M-F 3-5 pm. $1 40Q/season, experierKe neces-
sary. VARSITY GIRLS SOFTBALL COACH.
February 3-May 9, MF 3-5 pm, $1400/scason,
experience necessary. CHEERLEADING/PEP
SQUAD MODERATOR. Two days/week, 3-5
pm, ASAP. Maureen: (213)461-3651; call for

appt.

RECEPTIONIST
We are looking for an energetic and

positive penon who Uket to talk on the
phone. Casual, lively environment Light
typing. Rzfi time. Kn: Tam-fpmMbn-Fn
Great place to work. Melody 453-1817

Jobs Wanted 33

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR WORK?
Distribution looking to build quality
sale and management team. F/T or P/T.

$15-$45Air. or commission deperwiing on
ewpefier»ce. Mu«l be Id. Day or Migfn
Contact Randy Ruben.(3 10)474-2488.

Internships 34

ENTRY LEVEl I

The Rader Institute
Itie fialion$ largest pravidar of aofing

disorders treofment s«eb students Iw
entry level, morketina^ saks

convnunicotlon position. Pysdioiogy

major a plus. Pbrt time, flexible hours,

potentiol counseling, dinical

opportunity. Salary DOL
Coll4!rs-8i3SMf.20I.

IVIODELS
iMt'^dl).' f^litf. s., ilMpll.

If in: 111 n

Pio^ fJ('fi-Pr. •'
I -MtMl'^

Call (818)508-8680

MAINTENANCE: Seeking full-time malnte-
nance person for LA area apattment com-
plexes. Must have experience in painting,

general repairs, and maintenance. $8— lO/hr.

Buffy (310)659-1838.

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,
Attractive people wanted for nude photos.
Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MESSENGER: Beverly Hills accounting firm

needs PT messenger/light office work. Must be
dependable; have own, c^r. M-F, l-6pm.
(310)274-9922.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

8 people needed 110^7

Housecleaiiers

C«U(SU)4n-lS17

VIDEO-LASER DISC STORE needs sales clerks.
Looking for birght adn motivated worker. Full
or part-lime available. Call Ron for appoint-
nr>ent. (310)558-3773

WANTED: SHARP, MOTIVATED PERSON
INTERESTED IN FULL TIME, GOOD COMMI-
SION HEALTH INSURANCE SALES. TRAIN-
ING PROVIDED. (818)713-1191

EXCITING NEW RECORD COMPANY needs
intern for publicity ddepartment. Must be able
to work 1 5hr^(vk. Class Credit Only. Call Leah
at (213)468-4218.

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

2 CHILDREN, ACES 9 & 1 0. Drive to my home
from U.E.S. at 3pm. Help with honr>ework, etc.

App. 4hra/day, M-F. Call Dru. (310)271-6600.

BABYSIT 2'A -year-old, 1 weeknight, 1

weekend night. References. Lisa
(310)459-2750 (310)390-6018.

BABYSIT 2% -YEAR-OLD, 1 week night, 1

weekend night. References. Lisa
(310)459-2750, (310)390-6018

BABYSIT BRENTWOOD TODDLER. Random
weekdays (6am-4pm). Approximately once/
wk. 2 excellent refefences(within California)

and reliable trar^portation essential. (310)
472-7662.

BABYSITTER afternoon, weekends, flexible

hours. Experienced background in child deve-
lopnr>ent. Provide own transportation. Mia"
(310) 558-1703.

BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR 2-YR OLD GIRL.
M-W-F afternoon. Own transportation. N»ar
UCLA. Salary based on experience.
(310)391-8784.

Nanny Live in/out, fluent English , most
morriings free. Work weekends. Prefer own
car, must enjoy kids, westwood.
(310)472-1818.

Egg Donors
Needed

Are you interested in

helping an infertile couple
in achieving their dream of
having a cmld and also be

financially compensated?
If SO, we are in need of
women from all ethnic
backgrounds age 24-34.

For details please call

Pacific Fertility Center

—

Torrance

310/539-9100
800^89-9890

Do you Like to Talk?

This is the pe.iect job for

you.Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. Evening + weekend

hours available.

Training provided.
Sharpen your

communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

1083 Gayley Ave. - 4th Ftoor

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move-in bonus. Furnished/unfurnished, ba-
chelors, singles, 1 42 bedroom, walk to UCLA.
AK, pool, elevator, 555 Levering 208-7634.
Managed by Moss & Co.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback novels, non-fiction
books, screenplavs. 962-1557. Vernon.

— Apartments for Rent 49

Norlhridge $275 up. 500 unH student tKMJSing

facility. Stared or prtvale units, wltn or wittnut

Wtcfiens. Prtvale tattts. Pod. jacuzzt. recreation.

roooi. 1/2 tiour drive to UCLA. Open year round
Free t)roctiure. NorttirWoe Campus Residence. 9600

Zelzati, Norttvidoe. CA. 9132S

(S1t)la6-1717

Job Opportunities 32

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS/
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES, Great entry level
positions, interesting industries, FT only. Call
(310)451-3001.

EDITOR OF BIMONTHLY MEDICAL KXJR-
NAL NEEDED. PhD Biochemistry/Nutrition or
equivalent. Writing Experience. Cynthia
(310)305-9228.

Walk to UCLA
Private Room, Private Bath.

shared kitchen $500.

2Bedroom/2Bath$1000
633 Gayley 208-5920

Job Opportunities 32

AlE YOU A FULL-TIME
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Security Pacific Bank
10731 W. I^ico Blvd. WLA

NOW HIRING PART-TIME TELLERS
EXCELLENT FUTURE JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FOR INFO CALL

SHIRLYEBROX 552-4360
OR

SHAHRIAR DAHESH 552-4348
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**

Special Student
Discounts!

From SesS""

Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios, Is and 28

•Pool, Spa, Fitness Center, Sauna
•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

Oohiod
-oanrrerB

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

'On Selected Units

112 DAVISON. SHARP CABIN WALK TO
WARMING HUT, 3 bdrm, 1 bath, fireplace.
$130K David (310)376-8871 540-0602.

424 LANDFAIR. Available now. 2-bet<n -bath,
also single. Garden setting, pool, next to
UCLA. 459-1200.

$465 IN BEVERLY HILLS. Lg bachelor. Utilities

included. Newly decorated. 21 7 S.Tower Dr
(21 3)852-088(Vt81 8)789-5429. By appoint-
ment only.

AMAZING 2-BED/2-BATH -WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, enclosed patio. Brand new carpet,
shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-'

portation & UCLA. (213)475-6717.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-87VMO. 2-BED-
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
(310)839-6294.

B6V6RLY H*H^ AfltAf-f

f

BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. WOOSTEI? ST
(310)8396294.

H.UCLA
OUSING

HELPING STUDENTS
WITH THEIR HOUSING

NEEDS

CONVENIENTANDAFFORDABLE

UNIVERSITY APARTMF.NTS
Single undergraduates/graduates
*Fumlshed Apartments
singles, IBR, 2BR, 3BR
*Month-to-nionth rental

agreements
•Walking distance to campus

JSING
single undergraduates/graduates
*HalIs, Suites, and
Sunset Village

*Full meal service

**Close to classrooms &
recreational facilities

*Academic support services

programs

PHONE: (310) 825-2293 PHONE: (310) 825-4271
BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX.V, BLOCK TO PICO BUS (310)
839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1275 2-BED -.- DEN— 1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPXnISH STYLE 4-PLEX
FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD FLOORS, SERVICE
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD-$675 SPACIOUS SINGLE,
parking, kitchen, fireplace, balcony, cable-
ready, near shopping, and water paid
(310)820-1717.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCELLENT LUXURY BUILDING
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. (213)471-1340.

CULVER an. $8.30. 2-bed/ 1V» -bath. Nice
quiet building and neighborhood
(310)826-6907.

FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED, l-bed-
room. %7QO/mo. Parking available. 2 blocks
walk west of UCLA. (310) 824-0532.

MAR VISTA
, LARGE 2-bedroom/1 'A -bath,

2-story townhouse, own washer/dryer, 2-car
parking, security complex, new carpet/paint
$e75/mo. (310)832-8640. '

MAR VISTA SINGLE lower stove, regrig, laun-
dry. No parking. $425/mo. (310) 451-4771.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.
Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglcwood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (310)398-8579.

MID WILSHIRE, Single, lower, full kitchen
(stove, refrig.,) parking, laundry. $385/mo
(310)451-4771.

>^i«bi> .

—>'A

I

NICE GUEST HOUSE IQ/min. from UCLA
3rooms, $575 4deposit. 2810 Midvale Ave
(310)475-1576.

PALMS. 2-bed/1-bath $725, hardwood floors,
mini-blinds, appliances, near bus. Cats okay
(310)390-3076.

PALMS, U1, lower, stove, refrig., parking,
laundry. $575/mo. (310)451.4771.

PALMS 1-BEDROOM $685/MO
2-BEDROOM/2-BATH SBSO/MO. Fireplace,'
private patios, dishwasher, refrigerator'
$tove,security building,parking, pool, and
laundry. (310) 473-7860.

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTIVD

WALK :N
KITCHEN
REC ^<':d.}\:.

VIDE.!' (iAf/r
FACIl:TV c ,a

F R O f,'

ROOMf.1ATt:'.Av.\uAt'.t

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213);?08-1976

$200 OFF 1st
MONTH RENT

WLA
•Singles— $585

—

1 737 Stoner
• 1 bdrm— $695—

1 737 stoner
• I bdrm— $750—

1 709 Westgate
•2bdrms— $995

—

1 709 Westgate
N •2bdrms— $995—

1 342 Wellesley

(310)479-1581

Westwood Village
ll)(l/l-blli. 21)(l/2hlli

1 Hionlli Irrr rcnl

Short term available

('-Iioiinnns ;ip|s w

/

Scp.ir.iU- I)I\. h.ilfonirs,

I'l'. I)lllll Ills.

(liiU'd |)jrkinii. |)<>'>1

U^) 1 Ia'\ I'liiiu Am-iiih'

(:>i:^)2()s ;•;(, \7

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment.
Valted ceilings, electronic access to building
and subterranean parking. $990 up. 1 mo. free
w/year lease (213)642-9303.

PALMS, 2+2, upper, stove, refrig., parking for

2. $785/mo. (310)451-4771.

PALMS. $620. One-bedroom. Appliances,
pool, covered parking, laundry. 3455 Jasmine.
Nk) pets 454-4754.

PALMS, $665-$845, 142 bedroorm. Extra
large. New carpet. Near UCLA. 1 month free.

(818)377-2668.

PALMS. $765. Large 2-bedroom, upper, new
carpet/paint, built-lns, refrigerator, patio,
2-caf parking. 476-6532

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed^-bath, un-
furnished targe unit, by Beveriywood. Ckxxi
rei. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PAUV4S, BEAUTIFUL 1 -bedroom, $800 2+2,
$975 up unfurnished, cathedral, high ceiling,
skylights, fireplace, patios, security build.,
near all, easy move-In. Friendly manager.
(310)815-8908.

PALMS VICINITY, 2+2, $950, spacious, cheer-
ful, upper, skylights, built-in electric range,
oven, dishwasher, fridge. Canfleld, north of
National. Ask for Steve Sakurada.
(310)839-1026.

PICCVROBERTSON. Large 3-bed/2-bath. Up-
per w/patio. New carpet, paint, and drapes.
$1,150. (310)204-1339.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED. ACROSS FROM
UCLA. DISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR.
NEW CARPET/BLINDS. FIREPLACE. EXTRA
LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING. LAUN-
DRY FACILITIES. LAST AVAILABLE APT. PR-
ICED TO RENT QUICKLY. CALL SOON
208-8685.

SPACIOUS l-BED. Furnished/unfurnished,
hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator. Walk to
village/UCLA. Sleeps 3. (310)208-4478.

STOP LOOKING! Great 1 -bedroom apart-
ment. Stove and refrigsrator. Near Ralffl&.abd.

land. J595-$62Vmo. EZ move-in terms.
Days (310)206-1193, eves (818)981-2304.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT AVAILABLE for
faculty/staff,! and 2 bdrm, unfurnished, adj-
cent to UCLA. Call 206-1947/206-3085, Mon-
Fri, BAM-5PM.

VENICE, 1+1, lower, stove, refrig., laundry, no
parking, four blocks to beach. S575/n\o.
(310)451-4771. .

WEST LA. 1 734 Brockton. Deluxe building.
Gated entries, refrigerator, 2-bed/2.bath.
$1075-$1175. Call Marco. (310)838-1046.

WEST LA 1 734 BROCKTON. Deluxe building,
gated entries, refrigerator. 2bed/2bath
$1075-$1175. Call Marco (310)838-1046.

WEST LA. 1-bedrm $637. Gated, quiet free
utilities. $700 nvwes U in. 361 1 Motor Ave
near Venice Blvd. (310)828-2448 x344.

WEST LA, 2bed/lbath, 1409 Colby Aye,
$70Q^month, stove, fridge, (213) 258-1354.'

WEST LA. Studio $697 and 1-bdrm $867.
Luxury, gated lining. City views, rooftop pool
and spa. Quiet and friendly. VISA/MC. Sedana
Village. (310)280-0692.

WALK TO UCIA/WSTWD
SPAQOUS
2 master suites

2 bath + balcony

Students/Roommates Welcome
$1100 negotisijble w/ lease

• refrig •dishwasher•A/C •

•controlled entry*

•parking«elevator*

519 Glenrock 213-208-4835

FREE REN I

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hdcl'Weshvood Villags

Cable Py»Microwave« Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk«w/KITCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

l»l<OI I SSION Al 1^ MAN \(,I r) HV MOSS cK ( ().

Luxury Living At
Student Prices!

• Spaciout, hMt«d and air oor>ditior)«d roomal
• Privata Bathroom and Shovvarl
• N«v»r mora than two studanto par roomi
• Safa, quiat anvironmant
• Naw laundry and vending maohinaal
• Separata study and TV loungaa with odblal

• 9f? ^'^^^ apartmanta avaiUbia
• Walght Room and Qama RoomI
•PlarrtyolFraaParkinQl
• Danoaa. paitiaa. rrxavTaa. atoapa tr^aa,
bart)aooaa. oonoafta, lacturat and moral

It's ail waiting foryou In beautiful Bel Air. only twelve minutes from UCLAI

The University of Judaism Residence Halls
310-476-9777. ext 259
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WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM UCLA. Beauti-
ful & new 2-be<i/2-bath apt. designed for

ROOMMATESI 475 Cayley. Call
(310)824-3715. FREE ROOMMATE
SERVICEIM

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 1-bed-
room junior. $72S/mo. Utilities & parking
Included (310)475-7533.

WESTWOOD. LARGE 1 -bed, $790/mo. Walk
to UCLA/village; pool, security, view. 10966
Roebling Ave. (310)208-4253,
(310)824-2595.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRM72-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD: Huge 1-bd. 3 parking spaces,
hardwood floor. (213)651-5552, 471-4417.

WESTWOOD AREA, Single,lower, hot plate,

no parking, laundry, SSOO/mo. 451-4771.

WLA 1+1, gated, furnished/unfurnished, 1

ojonth free with lease. 5 min UCLA. $725.
(310)312-3638.

WLA, 1-BDRM, bike or bus to campus, new
carpet, stove, refrigerator. $695. 1850 Colby.
477-0725.

'

WLA 2BED. $925/mo, $975/mo, $115(ymo.
A/C, Dish washer, fire place, security building.

(213)204-3970.

WLA. 2-BEDROOM APT. Spacious, Close to

UCLA. $850/mo. + deposit. Call Jen 479-8508

WLA, $390-5950, singles, 2-bedrooms. Light,

spacious. Apartments to share also available.

(310)276-1671,(310)826-2818

LUXURY NEW BUILDING. 2-bed/ 2-bath,
security, penthouse, high celling*, %vet bar,'
fireplace, refrigerator, microwave, dis-
hwasher, W/D In unit, Jacuzzi, 2-car parking,
no pets. $1295. 1815 Purdue Ave. WLa!
1 -month free rent with 1-year lease
(310)479-5279 manager/ (310)931-1160
office.

OHIO-SAWTELLE. $650. month to month
l-Bedrm, stove,& fridge, carpets, 1% miles
from UaA. Call (310)477-5758.

SPACIOUS SINGLE wAull kitchen. Walk to
UCLA; only $60Q/mo plus FREE PARKING
SPACE. (310)208-5588.

VENICE. Modem Single $575 Walk Street. 1st
block beach. Security building. Parking, laun-
dry. Block to direct busline. 301-6559
305-71 1 7.

WEST LA. S725/mo. Large 1 -bedroom, car-
pets, drapes, refrige, balcony, carport, lease,
no pets/waterbeds. (3 1 0)55 1 - 579 1

.

WESTWOOD 2BD/2BATH. Refrigerator.
1 % mi to UCLA. Close to bus stop. Close to bus
stop. $995. 475-6165.

WLA $1 100/950. Large 2-bed/2-bath, in small
quiet building. Greenfield/Ohio. Air Condi-
tioning, laundry. (310)438-9635, 433-9805

WLA. Clean, quiet. 1 -bed/1 -bath, stove, re-
frigerator, carpet, drapes. Near UCLA and
buslines. Lease $650. (310)476-7116.

WLA, $450 SINGLE DUPLEX. Close to UCLA
8t transportation. Must see. Call 458-8859.

WLA, $575 & $595 singles, unique stylish

charming. $615 1 bedroom cottage, private
secure authentic. (310)477-2777.

WLA. $625. Unfurnished single, refrigerator,

stove. Water, laundry, parking, A/C, first

fsecurity. Quiet. (310)473-5056.

WLA $680. Large l-bed. Pool, laundry, ap-
pliances, BBQ, quiet upper. 1621 Westgate
Ave. (310)820-1121.

Apartments to Stiare 52

$315/MO. SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM
APT. w/ male non-snrH)ker & 2 cats. Security
bidg. & parking, quiet neighborhood, xint. bus
connections, I'/i miles to UCLA. 575-1503.

$34<yMO. 1-MI. UCLA. Spacious Brentwood
3-bed/2-bath apartment. Patio. Female. Share
master w/bath. Walk-In closets. (310)
820-5039.

PARK/LA BREATOWER 2bed/2bath. $45(Vmo
utilities included. Kitchen privileges, maxi-
mum security, excellent transportation. No
smoking. Call after 5pm. (213)934-5537.

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury
apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,
fireplace, study-lounge and much, much
more. Own rocKM)ath, free HBO/ShowtirDe.
$525. (310)837-9509.

BRENTWOO0:2 FEMALES TO SHARE
ROOM. 2 bed/2 bath. $426/month or own
roorn/balh $687/month. Brand new, security,
alarm, parking. (310)207-1994. '

CENTURY CITY, $310/MONTH, Female to
share large bedroom. Spacious, bright apart-
ment. Available 2/10 (310)474-6182.

PROFESSIONAL FEMALE/lAST YEAR GRAD
Student seeks female roommate. Brentwood. 2
bed/ 2 bath. Parking. $500-»-deposit
(310)207-5398

FEMALE NEEDED— 2-bed/ 2-bath, Westwood
Chateau, fully furnished, parking, pool/ ja-

cuzzi, $390 -KJtilities, Tracy 824-2094.

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED TO SHARE
3BEDRM/2BATH APARTMENT. Marina Del
Ray Area. $395/mo. Call (310)391-2142.

FEMALE WANTED: non-smoker, clean
roommate to share huge room in a classy
apt. Full amen., in-unit W/D, $350 call
445-5315.

FOURTH ROOMMATE NEEDED TQ SHARE
2-BD. APT. w/ 3 girls. V, block from campus.
$360/mth. (310)824-0796.

FURNISHED BEDROOM in beautiful quiet
Beverly Hills adjacent 2-bedroom apartment.
$425/mo. Ron (818)888-9 307
1(800)649-9307.

qORCEOUS HILGARD CONDO. Share huge
rtiaster bedroom, $40Cymo. Female/non-
smoker. Lisa/April 824-3775.

HOLLYWOOD. VERY NICE HOME. M/F.
Must like pets. 525 + utilities. May trade dog
care for portion of rent. (213)874-9102 .

MALE/FEMALE NON-SMOKER WANTED to
share spacious 2-bedroom cottage close to

^^^^^
UCLA. $49 7.50/mo. plus'/, utilities. Call Tom SuUet
(310)478-7565 or beep (310)206-8477 id# ^^^^
13039.

^^^^

^ Room for Rent ^ Condos for Sale 67

PACIFIC PALISADES ROOM IN 3-bedroom
house. Share 1% bath. $495 plus utilities.

(310)454-9480, (310)454-4372.

RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, INDIVIDUAL, to
share condo in Santa Monica, own bath. $410
including utilities, (310) 829-4195.

ROOMS FOR RENT, $400/month, 20-minutes
from campus. Call Layne (310) 274-3385.

WESTWOOD (UCLA)-LARGE FURNISHED,
Wonderful parking, private entrance, kitchen
privileges, male, $475 including utilities.

(310)473-5769 .

WESTEND HOTEL. Cable TV, phones, clean,
quiet, refrig., laundry, maid service, security
bIdg. $12(Vwk and up. 1538 Sawtelle Blvd.
(213)444-8990. ^

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet luxury
roonrVbath, high ceiling, kitchen privelges
Non-smoker. $550 (310)444-5528.

WESTWOOD, BEAUTIFUL 2-bed/2-bath.
Share room, female only. All amenities.
$400/mo. No pets. Call Michele
(310)475-9359.

WESTWOOD, HIGH-RISE CONDO. Private
bed & bath. $550/mo. -»- pet care 3 small pets.

(310)475-3049

1/2 BLOCK FROM UaA. LUXURKXJS 2
BEiyi 1/2 BATH w/magnificent view & ter-

race; laundry in unit. Asking $345,000. Call
broker. (213)824-0453.

LOVELY HIGHRISE CONDO 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa,
security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)824-0453.

PENTHOUSE 1 -BEDROOM/1 BATH, l-block
from UCLA, village view, doomian building
with pool. $289,000. Call Broker
(213)824-0453.

CULVER CITY CONDO. Why waste money on
rentr $149,500. 2-bed/1-'A bath. Broker Ray
Williams. (310)559-4315 or beeper
(213)966-7433.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec
urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778.
276-6331.

WESTWOOD. OWN ROOM in large, bright
2bed/1bath N/S. $505 or neg. Grad student
looking for a roommate. 247-8922.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2 241.

WLA, Close to UCLA. Large 1 bedroom,
kitchen, bathroom, very private, $35(ymo. Lis
(310)473-7639.

WLA HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced male
student. Microwave, refrigerator, weekly
cleaning. Near transportation. References
(310)270-4387.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR/CLOSE TO
UCLA. STUDIO $95K. 1BR/1BA
$137K,2BR/2BA $188k. Call Bob/Aeent
(213)470-1781.

MAR VISTA Stunning penthouse with 2+loft+2
and view! 18ft. ceilings. Bright. Quiet. All

appliances included. Many upgrades. Newer
building. Impeccable condition. $255k. Sheri,
Fred Sands (31Q)473-6156

PARK CITY, UTAH CONDO. Completely
furnished, built-ins, 1 -bedr'oom/
2-loft/2-bathrooms. Sleeps 8. Amenities in-

clude hot tub, sauna, pool, tennis courts. $87K
negotiable. (310)478-7104 leave message.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR high rise, 2-bedroom,
2-bath, walk to village, doorman, pool, $233
agent Kaz (310) 822-6488.

Condos for Rent 69
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WUA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive ftirnlshed *^'^ ^^ PRIVATE BATH, KITCHEN 11*4 \£1}»^L^^

OWN ROOM, share bath, near Barrington/

yy.'!!!.^-'.!^'.i-?''^
non-smoker. $400/mo>

BOSTON AREA, apt. to sublet, 1

masterbedroonrVl bath. Completely furnished,
-CablcL TV,, all amamtieft,-a^ conditioning

'

single. Meal for students to share. Close to
UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (310)477-4832.

WLA. LARGE 2-bed/1 -bath. 2 miles. Close to
bus stop. 1725 Federal #2. $850/mo.
325-5304

WLA: Large, beautiful apartments, 2+2, $950,
2+2, $795. Venice Beach single, $475. Renee
(310) 550-7346. . . ,. \

WLA SINGLE, gated, furnished, unfurnished,
quiet, refrig, parking. 5-min. LXILA $525.
(310)312-3638.

Kurnishec
Loft

In Westwood

5^)5 Gayley
824-083(V

}

LUXURY APT. Near LA County Art Museum.
$500. (2)3)933-1161.

SUNNY BEVERLY HILLS APARTMENT TO
SHARE. Female only, own room, share bath,
laundry. SSOO/mo. (310)271-3225.

WANTED MALE ROOMMATE to share room
in 2bed/2bath Brentwood apt. Gabe
(213)472-8672 $283+deposit.

WEST L.A. SANTA MONICA ADJACENT.
2-bed/2-bath. In excellent location. $45(Vmo.
+ utilities. Eric (310)820-8306.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. Own Bed/Bath in

2bed/2bath apt. from SSSC/mo. Parking, pool,
spa, rec. room, A/C. (213)208-1976.

W HOLLYWOOD FURNISHED 2 bed/2 bath,
pool, Jacuzzi, gym, gated-parking, security!
balcony, no pets. Available immediately
(213)969-9373.

WLA- OWN ROOM, Spacious. Close to
UCLA. $425/mo. + deposit. Call Jen 479-8508

WLA, OWN ROOM in large 2-bed/ 1-bath.
Share with recent PhD and cat. $445/mo
+$445 deposit. Leslie (310)207-5740.

PALMS, OWN ROOM in large, 3 bedroom,
I'A bathroom apartment. $193.33 deposit,
$341.66/mo. (310)397-1772.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Brand new town-
house 2bd/1bth $495+utilities. WLA, Venice
Blvd. Contact Christy (21 3)879-1 91 9(D)

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE furnished
1 -bedroom apartment with one person. Next
to campus. $365/nrK}. Keith. 208-5894

Tbcated 1 block from ocean, near subway,
airport. Mass General Hospital, and local
universities, $725/mo. + utilities. Ken. (310)
824-7883.

$1400^ 2-bedroom, 1 3/4-bath, 1250 S. Be-
verly Glen, walk to Wilshire, split bedroom
plan, agent Nancy, (310) 822-6488.

CENTURY CITY, 2-bed/ 1 3/4 bath condo. On
top floor. $2800/mo. No pets. Refrig, W/D
inlcuded. Additional storage space. Pool, ten-
nis court, sp^ rtt room. Mturify rnm'plex^
471 - 1 234

House for Rent 56

Roommates 53

SHARE HUGE, studio apartment-size room.
New unit, spectacular view, marble finishes.

$375. (818)330-7071.

SM: 2-bed/ 1-bath. Own room. Cable t.v.

Non-smoker, clean, laundry. Ask for Daniel
(3lO)392-9483(h), 659-8540(w).

THREE GIRLS LOOKING FOR FEMALE
ROOMMATE. Spacious, clean, furnished
apartment. $395/mo. Walk to UCLA. Sadie
(310)208-0017.

TWO MILES FROM UCLA. 286.50/mo. Two
bedroom, two bath. Luxury apartment, under-
ground parking, new complex. Available now
Call Jeff (310207-8583.

VAN NUYS professional couple seeks room-
mate for triplex condo, bath, walk-in-closet,
furnished, pool, sauna, nautilus, $450. (818)
901-8432.

BRENTWOOD FAMILY HOME. 3bed/3bath
light, bright, private. Move-in $2,9O0/mo
826^7444.

SANTA MONICA PRIME AREA 3bed/bath
house. Large kitchen, backyard, $180(ymonth.
Call 453-5067/momings. 394-7667/evenings.

SPACIOUS 2+2 AND DEN, fonnal dining,
built-ins, fenced yard, nice neighborhood in
Encino. $1,05(ymo. 2 min. Walk to UCLA.
Commuter bus. (818) 705-8318.

VAN NUYS. Beautiful, custom home. Remod-
eled, 3bdrnV3bth, studio Pool/gardener, A/C
extras. $}25Q/mo. (818)782-0335.

TARZANA. FURNISHED. $1,050/mo. $950
unfurnished. 2 bedrooms, each with private
bath. Security building, pool, Jacuzzi. (310)
798-0646.

WESTWQOD, $139Vmo, 2-bed/ 2-bath lux-
ury condo. Gorgeous mountain view. Includes
3-tennis courts, pool, gym, Jacuzzi, 24-hour
security, party facilities, parking. Call Lori
or Steve Hawkins (310)626-6070.

WESTWOOD 2bed/V^ bath condo.
$1 1 5Q/mo. No pets, new carpets, fireplace and
balcony. (310)471-1234.

Vacation Rentals 71

House to Stiare 57

r

Veteran

Single

and
1BDRIVI

Starting
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

Apartments Furnistied 50

LARGE FURNISHED/ UNFURNISHED, single
w/ balcony, stove, refrigerator, full bathroom,
quiet 10-unit building, parking, laundry, 3500
Kelton, $485 (310)470-6855.

Apts. Unfurnistied 51

1-BED/1-BATH. UPPER. 10745 La Grange.
Refrigerator. $795. Close to UCLA. 475-6165.

$740. 2-BED/ 1-BATH. Upper. Stove, refriger-

ator, near Pico— La Cienega. By appointment.
(310)279-2002.

B.H. UNFURNISHED. SINGLE GUEST-
HOUSE. Kitchenette/ bath, laundry facilities.

One person. Available Feb. 1. $675.
(310) 274-3935.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $75a$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461 .

HOLLYWOOD HILLS - Super studio $677,
opulent one bdrm $777, teriffic two bdrm
$1057. Great choices, fabulous city views,
pool fitness gym, gated parking, EZ travel to

campus. 7400 Hollywood Blvd near Fairfax.

851-8620.

Cute house, Westchester. Female needed,
own room, share bath. Storage, laundry, $450.
Margaret (213)410-0122.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share spa-
clous 1 -bedroom with two other females. Near
campus. $283.33/mo. (310)446-1857.

INDIAN LOOKING FOR non-smoking male
roommate. $30(yutilities included. No parties.
Colby Ave. 479-8232.

MALE/FEMALE Share 2-bedroom, 1-bath,
West LA, Large deck, wood floors, $425/mo. +
utilities. Mike (310)473-5419

MALE STUDENT TO SHARE APARTMENT, by
Veteran and Ohio, 1.2 miles from UCLA
$287.50/mo. 473-3523.

MALE STUDENT to share apartment, by Vet-
eran and Ohio. 1.2 miles from UCLA.
287.5Q/mo. 473-3523.

OWN ROOM, & BATH in quiet, spacious, &
secure apt. w/ view. S470/mo. + % utilities.

(213)936-5686

OWN ROOM IN 3-BEDRC)OM/2 BATH APT.
Brand-new plush gigantic condo. Own flre-

place, full security, $600. (818)330-7071.

PALMS. FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Pri-

vate room with balcony. $450/month, all

utilites included. Call Ginger 838-9691.

3-BEDROOM apartnr>ent. Own room and
bath. Rent negotiable. Palms area.
(310)842-4984. -

APARTMENT TO SHARE. WLA. Responsible
non-snH>ker fully furnished, modern, utilities

included, $25(Vmo. Call and leave message,
Rene (310) 398-9669.

BRIGHT ROOM/PRIVATE BATH in splendid
Santa Monica apt. 19th near Montana.
$625/mo. 453-0735.

CHARMING, SUNNY BEDROOM with
*A -bath available in pretty 2-bed West Holly-
wood apartment. Hardwood floors, courtyard,
parking, laundry. $455. Female graduate stu-

dent seeking studious female.

ASAP! Male student needed to replace resident

of Mira Hershey Hall (Graduate Residence

Hall, On Campus). Ask for lakovot. 824-7549.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. SHARE large 2 bed/2
bath. $35Q/mo. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.
(213)206-1976.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR, professional athletic
male seeks responsible considerate male/
female. No smoking, drugs. Large, sunny,
2-bdrm^ 2-bath. Amenities. 3-blocks West-
wood. $550 + V» utilities. (310)568-1266.

WLA. $388.50/mo. Own room, share bath.
Mature, responsible female preferred. Laun-
dry, share parking. (310)474-0373.

WLA. Luxurious 2-bed/2-bath townhouse.
Fireplace, sun deck, cathedral ceilings. All
anpenities. $625 + utilities. (21 3)470- 1 01 7.

FEMALE. No pets. Non-smoking. Free utilities.

$400/mo. Near Santa Monica airport
(310)396-8151.

PLEASANT, AIRY, DECK, TREES, great neigh-
borhood, near UCLA. Private room, parking.
Share with professional father, delightful
daughter 1 3 yrs. Prefer female (310)828-61 33.

SHARE A FURNISHED, LUXURY, GATED
ENCINO HOME with full security. Use of
gourmet kitchen and pool. $400 Charmian
(818)986-1294.

VENICE. Quiet walk street. Own bedroom.
Cleaning lady. Furnished optional. Parking,
yard. $600. (3 10)82 7-T321. -^

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING. -FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!
Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Child Care 90
Licensed child care, Encino Hills home, flexi-

ble hours, great care, near 405 Freeway an J

Mulholland. (818) 905-0508.

NANNY NEEDED P/T for 3 great kids. Call
Cary 471 5171

Insurance 91

House for Sale
- M HATE AUTO INSURANCE
58

Room for Rent 54

TA MILES To UCLA. Quiet private room/bath.
Kitchen privileges, parking. $450 + 'A utilities.

,

(310)477-7831.
^

ASAP! WESTWOOD HOME: $475. Minutes to
UCLA-fully furnished. Quiet luxury, kitchen,
private entrance. MALE. (310)473-5769.

BEAUTIFUL OWN ROOM, safe neighbor-
hood, w/ 3 others, 15-minutes UCLA. Spa-
cious, backyard. $525/mo. (213)441-5021.

BEAUTIFUL OWN ROOM, safe neighbor-
hood, w/3 others, 1 5 minutes UCLA, Spacious
backyard. $525/mo. (213)441-5021.

BEDROOM, BATH, DEN in private home,
near Sawtelle/Natlonal. $495/mo. (310)
390-0707.

2012 MIDVALE, 3+2 + extras, $515,500, for
details on properties near UCLA please call

(310) 477-8291, Annie Szyilagyi.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to
UCLA, 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great
view. $549,000 Dave (818)783-6875.

We .111 do t)iit auto mstjrnnce is

reiiiiirert by Lt.v' So for n

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852-7175 (818)342 1510
BEST PRICE ins AGEHCY

Housing Needed 60

BEL AIR. Female prefened. Own room in
2-bdrrT\/1V» -bth townhouse. Huge closets,
pool, laundry, parking, storage. Close to
UCLA. No smoking. Must like cats. Sunny,
ocean view. $575-60(ymo. negociable. Move
in Feb.15. (310)471-3560.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen
privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.
Leave message, Abby (818)783-5151.- '

CULVER CITY. 2-bed apt. Own room, share
bath. Security. $450 Including utilities. Fe-
male. (310)204-3844.

MINI-MANSION, QUIET, mature male, $475.
Utilities/IaundryAelephone included. Great
deal. No last. 285-8688. WLA.

IRISH GIRL requires room/ bath or guesthouse
to rent. Please call jenni (310)396-2044.

Real Estate 61

IF YOU ARE PAYING OVER 1 0% Fixed or 8%
adjustable on your home loan. Now is the time
to Refinance. Call Agent/ Bob H
213-477-6488

WEST LA. 750 S.F. $11 25 and 185 S.F. $285,
neg. Retail use too. Garage avail. 361 1 Motor
near Venice Blvd. Call Veronica
(310)828-2448 x344.

Room/Board for Help 62

CHEVIOT HILLS GUESTHOUSE FOR HELP
with 5 and 7 year old girls. Must drive and
swim. (310)202-0399.

LIVE-IN WANTED. Santa Monica, male or
female. Homework and childcare for 9-yr-old
twins. 3-7pm, M-F. Mar|^aret (310)458-1951.

PLEASANT HOME, AIRY, deck, trees, great
neighborhood. Near UCLA. Private room,
parking. Responsible drivers, house cafe,
cooking. Professional father, delightful
daughter 13 yn. (310)828-6133

Good Rates for

Motorcycles
with California-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
liabiUty if licensed
under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)4777051, or

(310)475-8355

Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Call (213)263-BEST 24 ft
truck fully equipped for home or business"
Excellent references. Cal T 186344

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

r'Vlnfo'-c^o-
^'"'**'"' discount. Friendly

(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful
movers. Free estimates, experienced, and rell-
able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

«• ^^
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THRIFTY THUCICS. Professional, experienced.
Shoft/long distance. No job too small. Call for
best quote. (310MS3-Oe2e

TOM'S MOVING SERVia. DEPENDABLE.
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 MRS.
(213)301-0137.

Sendees Offered 96

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate
school personal statements, other vital written
material? Professional help from nationally-
known authorAansultant. (213)624-4445.

ITALIAN LESSONS— native speaker for all skill

levels. $15;^. (213)268-0223.

MICRO LEAGUE COMPUTERS. Computer
upgrade & repair $45 (plus parts). Printer
repair $35 (plus parti). Networking ($65 per
node; NovcM authorized). 1S44 Lincoln Blvd.
(310)450-2706.

PROFESSIONAL EOmNG, rewrite: theses,
term papers, dissertations. Lor^ IXIA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgl-
nia. Papers not for sale. (310)620-0150

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, MasteK, Doctorate. Any subject/
requirement. (213)671-1333.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTVPROFESSORS. Computer-assisted
and library research, retrieval of articles,
etc. No writing. (618)704-6460.

STUDY the Bible with honesty and common
sense. Everyone who does that reaches the
SAME conclusions INDEPENDENTLY on ALL
major doctrines. (Mature faith rests on much
solid evidence that ACTUALLY AMOUNTS
TO PROOF.) -...Christianity is an educa-
tlon....'-The late Prof. C.S. Lewis of Oxford.
No Pressure or obligation. Contributions NOT
requested. Choose your comfort level: corres-
pondence, phone, groups. Eventual goal: like
souls walking with the one, personal God,
form a congregation. (310)559-6267. (Current
Sun. Worship: Anaheim: (714)534-2199).

WORD PROCESSING AND RESUMES BY THE
SECRETARIAL CONNECTION.J^3t^d»counU-

ACCLIRATE, VERY ECONOMICAL, word pro-
cesslng. WP51, Laserjet 3. Fonts, graphics,
equations, tables, O.K. Free pick-up^rop off
»16)989-3160

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TVPING. WP, SPELL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICA.
TONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

DOCTOR WORD. The»i*^doctoral, resumes'
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside
(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

Modern Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick uf^delivery. 24hrs
service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-6699.

PERFECT SPELLING for papervAheses etc. Mac
w/p, free campus pickuo/deiivery. Michael
(310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)664-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup-Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSING specialiaing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resunf>es. Santa Monica (31 0)628-6939, Hoi ly-

wood (213)466-2866.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call
jean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingle;Teaching Assoc/Nate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All level%^ styles.
N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

to stixienis, slaff, and faculty (310)394-6933.

TV/VCR REPAIR
In Ybur Home (Day or Nl^t)

Certlfled Technician • UCLA Student • Qudlty
'UCLA Discounts

•Free Estbnates By Phone

AMMMOIlf ElECnrOMIC
CALLI (310)394^399

(3ESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional
service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that brin^ re-
su its. Expet t Jyw rmL'n by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays
Lee. (310)478-1090

WINNING RESUMES; 1-hr service. Our clients
get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

BEAR'S EDITl...
All subjects. Thcscs/EMsscrtaUom

Proposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPESS NOTFOR SALE
Sharon Bear, PhJ>

.
(310)470^62

Tutoring Offered

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,
economics, engineering, ESL, english/
composition, finance, foreign languages,
humanities, mathematics, physics, political

science, statistics. STUDENT SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutoring Service.
(310)204-4656.

-AUMAR BEAU- FRENCH tutoring by phone
or one on one. (818)904-7891. En Francais
S.V.PI. Merci!

—CARING TUTOR—BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-
ERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE.
(818)545-0960.

ENGLISH TUTORING by English grad. Rea-
sonable rales, ESL welcome. Call Mike
(310)477-4735.

ENGLISH TUTOR, experienced (US Peace
Corps), mature. Vocabulary building, pronun-
ciation, reading comprehension, writing
$2Q/hr. (213)393-0510.

MATH TUTOR. UCLA Math grad. available:

Calculus, High school. Statistics, stats, proba-
bility, etc. Gerry (310)274-4846

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru
Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study
skills. Work with a tutor who knows the
subject well and who can patiently
present the material in a variety of ways
to become

' confident and self-reliant. For
FREE in fc, call jim Madia (213)662-0599.

TUTUOf.ING: ENGLISH, WRITING, GMAT,
LSAT, GRE, WordPerfect, etc. Yale grad,
4year5 experience. Mark, 852-1298.

Wholesale Prices on
Airline Tickets!

Major UJS.&
International Airlines!

+ Athens $609.00

f Bangkok $890.00

^ Tel Aviv $989.00
+ Johannesburg...

$1750.00
Rates subject to change

Travel Service
A-Level Ackerman

AOitru ATl ^-^ 8:30-6. Sal 12-4

STUDY ABROAD
Spring Quarter, study In

Spain or rrance. Earn credit
and learn the language. Call

(818)792-5732

Tutoring Needed
SPANISH TUTOR WANTED in Pacific Pali-

sades area. Fee negotiable. (310) 454-3292.
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Typing 100

A-l AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORB,
PROCESSING. 20 years exp., laser, spell-

check. (818)752-1980 7 days, 8am.10pm.
RUSHES OKAY.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. ^8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.
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You could have greater opportunities
than ever before in the year ahead to
operatwrnan 4ndeperKJe«l , ervlerprtsmg^
manner. There's a chance several of
your endeavors will turn out to be
something quite grand.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) Take ad-
vantage of any opportunities you get at
this time to meet new people. There is a
strong possibility you'll t>e introduced
to someone with whom you'll PTave an
instant, dynamic affinity. Know where to
look for romance and you'll find it. The
Astro-Graph Matchmaker instantly re-
veals which signs are romantically per-
fect for you. Mail $2 plus a long, self-ad-
dressed, stamped, envelope ta
Matchmaker, c/o this newspaper, P.O.
Box 91428. Cleveland. OH 44101-3428
PISCES (Fab. 20-March 20) This is a
good day to launch a new endeavor, es-
pecially if it is creative and artistic. It

could turn out to have greater ramifica-
tions than you initially expected.
ARIES (March 21-April 1^) You'll have
a marvelous faculty today for being
frank with others without being offen-
sive — if something negative has to be
stated. However, don't push it too far
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Your luck
could be transitional at this time, so you
must take full advantage if something
opportunistic develops for you today.
Don't make the mistake of thinking that
good things last forever.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) You might be
required to make a decision on an im-
portant matter today. Your alternatives
are likely |o be more positive than nega-
tive, and just because they're easy
doesn't mean they're wrong.
CANCER (Juna 21-July 22) Whether
you're working for yourself or for some-
one pise, doing your best today could
yield higher dividends than usual, so try
to do a bit more than what's expected
of you.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Even if you as-
sert yourself and take charge of things
today, co-workers aren't likely to resent
it -^ provided your ideas are better than
theirs.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Your possi-
bilities for success will be substantially
enhanced today — if you look out for
the interests of those you're involved
with and not merely your own.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) You're now in
an excellent cycle for the fulfillment of
your hopes and expectations. Don't let

your negative thoughts or those of as-
sociates dampen your enthusiasm
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Both your
career and financial prospects look very
encouraging today Your probabilities
for desirable results look good in each
area.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dac. 21) If you
want to be one who receives today, than
you must b6 prepared to give. Benefi-
cial developments are likely when you
prime the pump with generosity.
CAPRICORN (Dae. 22-Jan. 19) A favor-
able change is likely today regarding
something you've been fearfully antici-
pating. After the dust is settled, the re-
sults should brighten your spirits.
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From page 40
together.

In the next 5:01. the Bruins
outscored Oregon State by 12
points, taking a 59-54 lead.

Later, with five minutes left and
a four point lead. Harrick yelled to

freshman point guard Tyus Edney,
to take time off the clock and slow
down the UCLA offense. The
Bruin offense stagnated and allow-
ed Oregon State to regain the lead
with two minutes to go.

Four Don MacLean free throws
put UCLA up by two. but OSU's
Karl Anderson hit two free throws
of his own. The Bruins had a final
chance in regulation but Edney
committed another turnover to
send the game into overtime.
UCLA's depth was too much for

Oregon State in the extra period.
Two Beaver players fouled out, as
had Haskins in regulation, and an
undermanned OSU could not hang
with UCLA.

I>On MacLean hit a 22-foot
three points-, his first of the year,
to give the Bruins a five point lead
with 91 seconds to play. The shot
came with the 45-second clock
winding down.

"It was a big three, but he*s been
hitting them in practice, so we
knew he could do it," Murray said.

Murray watched the play unfold
fix)m the bench after fouling out
with 14 points.

After the game. MacLean said

he was surprised at how flat his

tfam came out.
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"We really didn't play well until

overtime." he said. **The only
positive that came out of all this is

that we played terrible and were
flat, but we still got a win."

Tracy Murray looked for an
explanation of OSU's improbable
performance.

*They played that way because
we're No. 2," he said. "Just having

UCLA across our chests means
everybody is going to play their

best, especially in the Pac-10,

where they all know us and know
what we do."

In the middle of all this. Ed
O'Bannon played in his second
game as a Bruin. Despite only
playing seven minutes. O'Bannon
scored his first field goal, dished an
assist, and garnered three steals.

Again O'Bannon received a

heart-warming welcome from the

crowd, and assistant coach Steve

Lavin said after the 6*8" freshman
was taken out of the game to a

standing ovation, he cried, over-

whelmed.

l/lfe WantOur Teeth Straight!

Ur. Nadar Dayani
ORTHODONTIST SINCE l9eo N

Spectolhing in braces for adnlti& cliildrcii

IttMjisitfic Cosmetic
Pofccleiin

Stsr^icgMl
€Prtfto€iontics

As low as $75 per month. No finance charges.
X)iippro«Bdaidit ThiolfviiiniMtopiienka«moifiDlNlBMbiim2l2^ RMORklratiMnnotiMiiM.

Travel 105 Autos for Sale 109 Autos

London

HewYoifc^^llTr
MiMnl $llf*
NcwOrteam lltf*
raris $99f*
Tokyo $S70*
*faics are each way from Los Angeles bated on a
roundtrlppurchase. Restrictionsapply. Faressut^
to change without notice and taMes not included.

Comdlkaud
1093 Braxton Ave #520
Los Angela, CA 90024

310-208-3551

1 990 HONDA ACCORD EX/COUP, new con-

dition, 1 owner,a\\ available options, black

w/saddle interior; $12,900A)BO. Alan
(310)447-1788.

'83 'VW RABBIT VERY CLEAN, Runs Great!

Automatic, A/C. AM/FM/Cass., $320(Vobo
(213)292-2045 Mike/Angle. ___^_
DODGE CARAVAN '86. 8 passenger. Great

condition. Price is negotiable. Call David
Mon-Sat. 8-5, (310)202-8624.

FORD FESTIVA L+, '89. A/C, AM/FM, nnint,

13K. $3650. (310)457-3997.

FORD MUSTANG HATCHBACK V6 AT, '83.

A/C, AM/FM cassette. 64,000 miles.

$3,20(yobo. (310)478-6822, after 6pm.

FORD MUSTANG GHIA '79. 5.0 V-8, white,

88,000 miles, runs perfectly. No accidents.

$1,700. (310)473-5496.

FORD MUSTANG GHIA '79, 5.0 V-8, white,

88,000 miles, runs perfectly, no accidents,

$1,700. (310) 473-5496.

HONDA CIVIC HATCHBACK SI '86. White,

moonroof. Mint condition. 73k. Original

owner. $430(Vobo. (213)653-2810.

NISSAN SENTRA, 1988, stick, AM/FM stereo

cassette. Excellent condition. $3875/obo. Call

Susan (310)476-0502.

NISSAN STANZA '85, 88km, AM/FM/cass.
AC/PW, new tires, automatic, runs great!

$3250/obo. (310)825-2451(0)
(31 0)398- 7944(N) Ken.

NYC NO PLACE TO RAISE SYLVIA. 1991

silver Corolla. Immaculate. 10,000 miles,

al'T., air, automatic, folding rear seat, war-

ranty. $8,400. (310)576-0406.

PORCHE 924, '78. Original owner, good
condition. $4000, day (310) 474-7600, eves.

(310)390-9228.

VOLKSWACON FOX, 1989, $5,500. Low
miles, excellent condition, red, 2 door,
5-speed, sunfoof, a/c, cassette. (310)
575-9409. ,

VOLKSWACON FOX GL '88. 4-dr., 4 speed,
AM/FM cassette. Charcoal gray. A/C. Excellent
condition. $4395. (310)545-0399.

VW CABRIOLET 1987. 5 speed, low miles.

White on white. MT, alarm, cruise control.

Excellent condition. $9000. (310)479-3231

.

Bicycles tor Sale 113

UNIVEGA Ladies 21 speed cross bike. 1 yr.

old, whiteA>lack marblized. Includ. krypto
lock, bottle, toolkit. (310)207-0665.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

KAWASAKI NINIA 250 1987. 9.5 m. only,
'•arb-jetted, clean, runs great. $140(Vobo. Call
eves. (310)479-8753.

YAMAHA XT250, Great condition, runs great,
new tires, on/off road. $1000/obo.
(310)208-2961. Call Cus.

Scooters for Sale 115

'85 HONDA ELITE 150, red, excellent condi-
tion, kick, 2 helnr>et$, basket. $90cyobo.
(310)474-5365.

'86 HONDA ELITE 150 Deluxe. Inc. trunk,
helmet, lock, gloves. Runs well, 16k miles.
$75Q/obo. Call Jonathan at (310)837-6654.

^

««i

V

fum

niM. i.MaiM

•1*^

GET A NEW
'DO FOR '92!

109 Scooters for Sale 115 Off-Campus Parking 120

'87 HONDA ELITE 80. Blue. Excellent condi-
tion. Helmet included. $700. Call
213)824-3772.

DEPENDABLE HONDA ELITE 80 1985. Great
condition, new plastic. Just tuned. White.
$475/obo. 208-5438, Brian.

HONDA ELITE 80, '87, $675. Blue, runs &
looks great. Call Bill (310) 475-0929.

HONDAELITE 80- 1987 Red. Good condition.
Only 1,800milet. $700. EveninB call Jeff

(310)453-4771.

HONDA ELITE '80, Blue, great condition, plus
helmet and lock. $1 ISCVobo. (310)454-6632.

HONDA ELITE 150 SCOOTER 1987, 8000
MILES, JUST SERVICED, $900, PALMS AND
MOTOR, (310)287-0814.

ON-CAMPUS Parking, great location. For
Winter & Spring quarter. Contact Jeff

(818)591-7827.

Furniture for Sale 126

HONDA ELITE 150, '86. Excellent condition.
Helmet, lock included. $975. 206-6206.

HONDA ELITE 80 '86. Red, registered and
runs well. $500/obo. Call Greg at
(310)837-4077.

APARTMENT SALE. Bed, TV., lamps, tables,
shelves, miscellaneous. Barbara
(310)476-6376.

BUNKBEDS, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID WOOD
$90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK OR
WHITE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRESS,
SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (213)821-0729.

IMPORTED LEATHER COUCH. 6 ft. long.
Good condition. Price negotiable.
(310)470-7755.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

TWO COUCHES FOR SALE. Good condition,
comfortable. Must sell AS.A.P. Price negoti-
able. (213)207-8088 or (213)479-5851

%*

SCOOTER: 1985 Rive 180. XLNT COND!
LOW Miles. Recent Tune. Must See! New
Helmet included. $1100 o.b.o. 478-1114

VESPA P200E, 1981 . Recently rebuilt engine,
low miles, burgundy. $1200/obo. Mike
(310)794-3542.

WANTED: Honda Passport. Call Kevin
(310)208-4410.

YAMAHA RAZZ. 1 988. $450. Excellent oondl-
tion + helnrwt Included. (310) 318-2346
evenings.

YAMAHA RIVA 125, $2000. 1,000 miles.
1-year warranty. (310)657-1793.

J.:

Sport Equip, for Sale 132 —
H20 SKI BOAT, 15', 65hp, with trailer , IK
Takes It. Jim (310)395-0161.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE MACINTOSH CLASSKT with all discs,
manual, and complete software package

'

*•
Please call (310) 575-3457 and leave A
message.

IBM COMPATIBLE. 286/386, 1RAM, 1.2 FD,
1 .4 FD, 40 HD. Keyboard, nH)oitor. New with
warranty. $62(y$950. (213)644-2612.

'*]
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SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION
FOR STUDENTS WHO NEEDFREE

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of

FinaiKial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

'
^^ri^^^L^

"^^ ^®"!' °' °''®' i^'^^ "^''"95 Of scholarships, fellowships grantsand loans, representing over $ 1 billion in private sector funding
*

ISJfnc loHSl^ K
^'?^ ^'®

9!y®r '° students based on their academic interests careerplans, family heritage and place of residence.
^a,w,

'

Iiol'!'® ;r*^^®y
available for students who have been newspaper carriers grocery

clerics, cheerleaders, non-smokers etc.
k k" »— wia. yrucery

• Results GUARANTEED

CALL For A Free Brochure nvx
ANYTIME (800) 283-8600 U3

Dragfon Express
Chinese Fast Food

Free
Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area

CO] [BO PI^TTR! JiLl RR Includes fried rice or chow main I^^vr JTA^i^AlL ^^,00 plus any two «U carte iteme. |

• ^- •••^» •^•^•••.•.•k MM )iM- -M^ Htlr ittk MM iM MM MM MM Mife MM MM MM MiT
"«*"=

o .
1147 Wertwood Blvd.

Monday-Sunday llam-llpm (Acroa* from McDonald^)
208-4928

ri/ Hilk Acne-Skin Care Clinic

Acne-A Treatable

I dcMTcd up the acne tn

just 10 weeka with B.H.
Acne Skin Cftre. I dklnt
have any harmful
chenUcalaor
medkxtlona either
becBuae I had ckanlngt
the natiiral viav. | ^
reoommend B.H. Acne r^
Skin Care for anjroae
who wants quality
reaulta done the right

SJirtSSSLwiiibe ACIIE-A TREATABLE = CL«AH8iaH = DIUiIAGnC RESULTSm 2 MOirraSOUARAN^
aatlafied with the acne /«> « «w»oa a^««
treatment (21S)2«8-97SS 999 9. RobcrtMii BlTd. *204
Daniel Lee (Cnaaroada High School) OIVN TUB8-aAT (Olympic ft RobertSOIl)

The new big word in skin care
•Deep pore cleaning
•We carry the most effective pnxlucts
for problem skin

B««w« 9ciirt9 to B.H. Aonv^Mn Onri I

WM SMlng a tfwmalal09luAlK•
prwcrib•d mInooJMwMehWM
•kongw tian lita oydbw witf • If dai
oinkMnt TMalMtodtorevwayoar.
Tho raatito www imr ari4 Mty dow in

*f)PM>*)g. OnoalatwMcoingto
B.H. Aon««ilR Car*. p««f& bagan to
noioa my ridh ctaaring up «Kl»iln a
montt. idMnrtnMdtoWiaan/
wiadtoMlon wiWch watoaw any
and B H. Aen««iin Car* gav* ma
9ood kaaanam to atoek avMy
pfenpto. «Meh inauraM twy would 90
away So now my aldn la m-xh
otaarar ttian whan I waa aaains a
darmalalo^ I NgNy racommand
tMrtaranyona wWt any lypa ol aena
pfOblMII.

bntyn BrfaMvM (UCIA tlxknO

I* '

ARCO PRODUCTS COMPANY
A Division of Atlantic Richfield Company

Is recruiting B.A. 's for

ACCOUNTING/FINANCIAL ANALYSTS
(Position descriptions afe on file in the Placement & Career Planning Center)

MEET BEVERLY THELANDER
ARCO Products Co.Controller

7 P.M.. WEDNESDAY, 3fiN(JfiRy 22

acLfi FficaLTy center

OTHER IMPORTANT EVENTS:

INTERVIEWS
Monday, Tuesday, & Wednesday, January 27,28, & 29

UCI7V Placement & Career Planning Center

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

Tuesday , February 1

8

UCLA Placement & Career Planning Center

ARCO is interested in all employment candidates regardless of race, color, religion, age,
national origin, sex, physical handicap, veteran status, or marital status.

UBS to sponsored by AQSM

EDNEY
From page 40

pressure on the ball.'*

Edney finished the day shooting
two-of-three from the field, and he
hit seven-of-eight free throw
attempts. All 11 of Edney*s points

came in the final 14:22 of action.

Edney assisted Ed O'Bannon on
his first field goal as a Bruin, a
reverse lay-up at 12:41 in the
second half. That dish also led to
the first basket of a 10-0UCLA run
that erased Oregon State's game-
long lead and put the Bruins up.
52-49.

"When we're running around in

a zone, we just try to get the best
possible shot If I get the assist or
basket, it doesn't matter to me,"
Edney said.

"(Edney) takes good, open
shots." Harrick said "He's very
coachable. That's what we
preach."

Edney is very patient when he
shoots the basketball. His two field

goals came when he was not
covered, in control of his speed and
balanced properly, and important-
ly, Edney did not force his shots.

At one point late in the game
with the score tied, Edney found
himself with the ball in the paint
with two Beavers quickly con-
verging on Mm. Rather than throw
up a hurried shot from the close
range, he passed the ball into

backcourt to reset the play.

E^ta^^Kbo was Qoe of top potnt=
guard prospects on the West Coast
last season at Long Beach Poly, fits

Harrick's needs for a point guard
well.

I like my point guard to get the
ball in the operational area, don't
turn it over." Harrick said. "(They
should) be the best-conditioned
athletes on the team and make their
free throws. I like them to pass the
ball to the right spot, to the right

man at the right time — hit the
right pass.

**Get in your offense, get every-
body involved in the game, play
great defense. Be the point of your
defense. The point guard's job is

tremendous. It takes a lot of
experience to really leam to do it

^good."

Experience is one factor which
Edney does not have on his side. A
true freshman, Edney has jumped
straight from high school to
UCLA's rotation in a year.

Edney 's need for further
crunchtime experience showed on
the last possession of regulation
when, with the game tied 72-72, he
turned the ball over to the Beavers
as UCLA was trying to set up a
final shot

But defense, another of Har-
rick's prerequisites for the point,
did eam Edney an *A' against the
Beavers. Edney was matched
against Oregon Slate's Pat Strick-
land and held him tojust two points
the second half when Edney
committed a foul and Strickland
converted the two free throw.

Strickland scored five points the
entire game, all coming from the
charity stripe.

"(Strickland) didn't get any
baskets, but he really ran (Oregon
State's) offense well," Harrick
said. "Edney did a goodjob putting
pressure on him."

Madkins. Edney's backcourt
partner for most of the second half
and overtime, felt comfortable
playing next to the freshman.

"(Edney) is going to be the
team 's leader next year so he might
as well start now." said Madkins,
the Bruins' captain. "He's quick,
smart and heady. He made a poor
decision— in my opinion— down
the stretch, but young guards do
that. But other than that he's a
really mature guy for his age."

Dally Bruin Sports

TENNIS
From page 38

one doubles match.
In the top spot for the Bruins,

three-time Ail-American Mamie
Ceniza had no problem in defeat-
ing highly-regarded freshman Lisa
Salvatierra, 6-3, 6-1.

"It felt good to get going again
and to play a good match." Ceniza
said.

Iwalani McCalla had a more
difficult time in defeating Allison
Bradford. After dominating the
first set. McCalla let up slightly

and had to rally for a 6-1. 1-6, 6-4
victory.

"After you win a set easily, you
sometimes lose j^ur concentra-
tion. After the first set, I lost mine
and started looking around the

stadium, but luckily I got it back in

the third set," McCalla said.

Cammie Foley said she felt less

nervous in defeating Heidi
Chincholo, 6-2, 6-1, in the third

spot.

Another promising freshman
debuted in the fourth spot Paige
Yaroshuk from Miami rallied from
a break and a match point down to
defeat Jennifer Jensen, 4-6, 7-5.
6-2.

•This was the kind ofmatch that

gives me gray hairs," said UCLA
Assistant Coach Henry Hines.

In the final two singles spots,

Jenny Hilt beat Ruth Ann Stevens
6-A 6-4, and Lee Ann Rostovsky
defeated Stephanie Ball 6-1, 6-4.
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TRAFFIC
SCHOOL
FKKK l'.\KKI.\(. C( SII1().\|.;|) CHAIRS

SAT, SVN, & EVENINCiS
CLASSES

Copeland's
Sports

%v

Special Group
MIKE A CONVERSE
BASKETBALL

COIVIPUTER

THE ROCKET 486 • 33MHz
190KCACHE*4MEG
RAM • 120 MEG HARD
DRIVE • 1.2 &1.4MS
DRIVES • HI RESOLUTION 1024x765
VGA DISPALAY W/CARD •

2 SEC 1 PAR & 1 GAME
PORT • MOUSE & WINDOW

SPEED DEMON 386/33M
•40 MEG H.D.
••• MEG RAM
•VGA MONITOR AND CARD
• MID SIZE TOWER • SOFTWARE AND MOUSE

•64K CACHE
•1.2. 1.4 FLOPPY

In the doubles Cdrtipetition, the
team of Ceniza and McCalla easily

defeated Salvatierra and Stevens
6-1, 6-4. In the second spot,

however, the team of Kristin

Longson and Allison Bradford
surprised the Bruin duo of Hilt and
AllegiB MilhoUand 6-1.6-4 for the
Utes* only victory of the after-

noon. In the last spot, the team of
Baker and junior Helen Tu had no
problems in defeating Chincholo
and Jensen 6-2, 6-1.

The Bruins now have a week off
before they play host to UC Irvine
on Friday.

VOU£YBALL

286 AT-TURBO DELUXE
Includes software, mouse & serge protectors
• 40 MEG HD • VGA & CARD • 1 01 KEYBOARD
• P.EG H? • ^2 DRIVE . CLOCKAJALENDA
• 1 MEG RAM UP-GRADFS TO 4 MEG • S/P GAME PORT

^8fr AT-1^ MEGtMz
• 1 MEG RAM
• 20 MEG H.D.
• MONITOR

•PROGRAMS
•1 YR WARRANTY

STMIIIJUIO
MfncNTPums
AMY COMBINATIOM WtHi stendard ca««

irom^plal**, 5' chrow
'^

hnutimd bar

MfnCNTSCT
45lb. chro<n«

l^bar. a^n loch
coNars.

UFTIMG
GLOVES

Ov«rsis« laatHar
i^AA *- ^- --»- f1^

Ooutol* sMtctMd in all

•trass mr»m».

FOBTRON DISCOUNT COMPUTERS
L08ANQELES LOCATION
'0840W 01 YMPICBIVD ^10) Aid CQOQ
Ai vj\ --iw;.-^n(^i '..-^ (310) 474-6542

3^0i 769-5677

From page 40

Hilliard and hard-swinging Knipe.
But Scales' insertion of backup

setter Ross Pier provided exactly
the spark the Bruins needed, as the
5'9" sophomore led an 8-1 Bruin
charge that just barely fell short

In the end, as advertised, Hill-

iard was just too much, recording
the momentum-turning side-out
kill at 12-10, then completing the
job with two point-winners.

All things considered, UCLA's
showing was not a negative one to

say the least. Practically speaking,

the Bruins just ran into a buzzsaw— the combination of a Brent
Hilliard on top of his game and a
superb all-around defensive effort

Aiaarican
MaarMda.12 inch •>*•,
douMa "T" o^an wab.

cMvo^R vocnwao
pockat, gapir flai

0) 769 5678

«*i*We base our team on good
defense, because we believe that

defense wins championships,"
said Long Beach Coach Ray
Ratelle. *This is what we basically

did to win the (NCAA) title last

year, and we wprk on it all the

time."

The win extended Long Beach
State's winning streak over UCLA
to seven games, including the past

two consecutive Kilgour Cup
meetings. Despite the streaks,

however. Scates was optimistic

after the game about future meet-
ings with the 49ers. including the

conference clash March 10 at Long
Beach.

"It's important to play them
early in the season," Scates said. "I

know tactically how to beat them,

and the boys will know (soon)

what they have to do."

DIFFERENT DEGREES OF SUCCESS

' I kept my
promise, Enterprise

kept theirs.

KtisH Samples

BS, Political Science

UCIA 1988
Regional Insurance Supervisor, LA Metro

To enter our nrKinagement training program, KrisH promised
to work hard and leam every facet of our fast-paced busi-
ness ''from the ground up." We promised recogniHon, pay
raises, promoHons, and something that really surprised her:
friends.

Today, KrisH is a rising executive in one of America's fastest

growing and largest privately heU companies. And
Enterprise is searching for more bright, nx>tivated college
graduates who keep promises.

Sales Management Trainees
$23,000

To share in our success throughout the Southhnd, you'll
need:

* A BS/BA degree
* Shwg comnumicaHon skills, enthusiasm and drive
* Retail/sales experience a plus

You'll leam aH aspects of running a business inckiding sales,
moriceting, personnel management and room— v<hile enjoy-
ing full pay and benefitsi Interested? Please call Jill at (21 3)
390-5595. An equal opportunity empbyer.

GLOVE
Trtpla -T" opan
wida. round pockat.
W« 13 inch ^*».
Nui lit Amarican

laarhida.

LimHad cellaetors
commantoratinf

Moian Ryan's SOOtli
victory. AH laattMr

GLOVE
Palm pad.

fastbach wiMi Holstar
dasi9n. all taatbar

^-

SPECIAL GROUP

^ INSULATED
SKI PANTS

SPECiilL GROUP FOR
MEM « MfOMEM

Water r»*l«tafit owtwr •h«ll fobrtc.
lightly in*ul«««d for wamith. F»«twr««

inclu4* fln<»li*d waist with front
•ippor cloaowro. 2 front pockats and

ataatlclsad tag cuffs to h—p otA thm ftnew.

QuMHitia* t (iiat HmMai t» Mack <hi Mad
mW* avMta. Th* prica* i« IM, ad a«r cur«ant tiar;d>|> prica*

cKM<«*allMl'lt/M.

Cppeland's Sports
1 GDI IMES1WOOD BLVO
WESTWOOD

HOURS MON THURS 10-9. FRI SAT 14)- 10. SUN 10-7

hM

_v_ .&.
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Workload?
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Don 't know what to do?
""^i
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o

Infinity has some suggestions!
.-j_^^

Starter Package
Start offfor under $1,000.

$749
Infinity 3S20 Mini Tower System

Intel 80386SX-20

2 MB RAM 85 MB Hard Disk

Teac 5W" 1.2 MB or 3V4" 1.44 MB Floppy Drive

Enhanced 101-key Keyboard

Infinity Mouse

$949 w/Mano Super VGA Graphics
$1,099 w/Colar Super VGA Graphics

"Productivity Package
486Power & Speed at an Incredible Price.

M )

$1,149

Performance Parkagp
Top ofthe Linefor under $2, 000.

Infinity 4S20C Mini Tower System

Intel 80486SX-20 • 128K Cache

4 MB RAM • 85 MB Hard Disk

Teac 5V4" 1.2 MB or ^W 1.44 MB Floppy Driw
Enhanced 101 -key Keyboard

' Infinity Mouse

$1J49 w/Mono Super VGA Graphics
$1,499 w/Colar Super VGA Gravies

$ 1,499
Infinity 433 Tower Worl«tation

Intel 80486DX-33 • 128K Cacke

4 MB RAM- 120 MB Hard Disk

Teac 5W 1.2 MB or 3V^" 144 MB Floppy Drive

Enhanced 101-key Keyboard

Infini^ Mouse

$1,699 w/Mono Super VGA Graphics
$1,849 w/Colar Super VGA Graphics

Portable Packa|

Big things come in smallpackages.

$1,799 -
Infinity 3S20N Noteboolc Portable

Intel 80386SX-20

4 MB RAM • 40 MB Hard Disk

3V4" 1.44 MB Floppy Drive

Supertwist LCD VGA Display (640x480/16 grayscales)

DOS 5.0 • Carrying Case Infinity Mouse • 6.5 Pounds

$1,899 uf/60MB HardDisk
$1,999 w/80MB HardDisk

The possibilities don't end here. Infinity can custom configure to meet all your needs.

Ask about Free Introductory Seminars!
Free Delivery in Westwood, UCLA & most of West LA

Call Toll-FreeJ-800-870-2232

Infinity
OAdvanced TtoiNOLOGiEsO

INFINITY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES
/ 122 Westwod Blvd. • Los Angeles, CA 90024 * Mon-Thur 10-7 Fri-Sat 10-10 Sun 12-6

Infinity's Customers include: ^~

Over 50 Fortune 1000 Corporations

Over 35 Schools & Universities (incl. UCLA)

Over 25 Government Agencies Borland
S C H I A I

f K C I 1 M

MFC
MultimediaPC

•--V.-.

Mp^OSOFT©
WINDOWSh
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Bruin gymnasts fall to Orsgon State In first meet
»\

By Zach Domlnitz

Power Memorial High Schoors
gift to UCLA didn't dominate the
hardwood until his sophomore
season and he wasn't called
Kareem until after college.

Twenty-five years later, fresh-
man Kareema Marrow carved a
niche in gymnastics history in her
first collegiate meet Friday during

Oregon State's 191.75 to 189.10
over the Bruins.

During her floor routine. Mar-
row became the first collegiate

woman to execute a full-twisting

double-back flip in the pike posi-

tion. The performance helped her
to a second-place finish in the all-

around and according to co-Head
Coach Scou BuU "established her
as one of the top all-arounders in

Tap m to the market.

The UCLA population

spends an average of

$8,578,680
per month on groceries.

Data: Market Opinion Research,
June 1989.

Advertise
in the

uCLADaiiiiBniiQ,

825-2161

Summer of '92 ..T^
a summer to remember.
Summer Session in Cambridge, England is your ticket to

the social, academic and cultural experience of a lifetime.

Take in the history, culture and majesty
of England, while earning eight units .^^^^ ^ , ^
of credit directly applicable to your
UC degree. Fascinating courses

will focus on British art, architec-

ture, history and conunerce.

Mark your calendar and make
the Summer of '91

... a summer to

remember. To receive a brochure
caU the UCI Sununer Session

office at (714) 856-5493.

/

^%f^
.^ OY

COMPLETE EYE CARE

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
S fV: t X/."/ '.A'

CONTACT LENS PACKAGE
* VA .

• S '

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE. O.D. Inc
O P 1 o f^ I r H I X

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

w
the country.'

Marrow finished third on the

floor and tied for first on the vault

with Oregon State University's

Chari Knight.

Co-Head Coach Valoric Kon-
dos agreed that Marrow's perfor-

mance was exciting but was more
impressed with her attitude. "She's
usually very quiet at practice,"

Kondos said. "I thought there

'might be a problem because once
you get to college, gymnastics is a
team sport, but she was unbelie-
vably supportive. She was up,
enjoying herself, and right there to
support every one else."

Another su-ong performance
was turned in by junior Paula
Rasmussen, who successfully
returned from the back surgery that
sidelined her last year.

"She competed on Friday like it

was half way through the season,"
Kondos said. "Most girls have to

get out first-meet jitters, and here
comes Paula after being out for a
year and she was better mentally
than most of the team."

Rasmussen finished fifth in the
all-around, just behind UCLA's
Rhonda Faehn in fourth and
OSU's Amy Durham in third.

•^.^

Sales
Accessories

SCOOTER TECH
Service
Parts

HONDA & YAMAHA REPAIR SPECIALIST

50 €C iii^iiiH
W^tMiomi

itliiif!»^s«„.j isni^j^iiii il^iliSSiiili PilpHPlii

^ ^ FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
Free Damage Estimates-Insurance Coverage Accepted

We Also Repair All Makes & Models of Motorcydes
""""

Westwood Hours w Log Angeles

inaJi^VJ^J^JJl r^s
Mondav- Friday 10422 Santa Monica Blvd. ,

^^9?i^^^l^2?°'y^ ^ (less than 2 miles from Campus)
(213)824-2040 ^^ (213) 47(M745

'

10% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

10% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

AUTO INSURANCE IS

PAIN IN THE
^^c

'^^
NECK! '\

WE SPECIALIZE IN

• FAMILY DISCOUNTS •

• YOUNG DRIVERS •

• SUSPENDED LICENSES
MULTIPLE TICKETS OR ACCIDENTS

^/A

<?
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AUTO • HOMEOWNERS • RENTERS • COMMERCIALAUTO • COMMERCIAL UABILITy'

CALL FOR A QUOTE 310-451-4943
KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE. 1433 SANTA MONICA BL. SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

Great Care

ForAll Hi

REE PREGNAN|^ TESTING
Pregnancy Tenmnation

eneral or Local Anesthesia

Affordable Birth Control
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824-1449
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Baker, Rostovsky debut as Brains,

Sports

By Michael Klein

Lions and Bruins and Utes, oh
my!

Actually, the Loyola Mary-
mount Lions and the Utah Utes
said 'X^h my!" as the UCLA
women's tennis team pounded
them both this past weekend by a
combined score of 17-1.

Friday

In this 1992 season opener, the

unranked Loyola Marymount
Lions (17-9 last year) served as
mere cannon fodder as the Bruins
tamed them with a team score of
9-0.

Senior All-American Iwalani
McCalla wasted little time in

defeating Julie Oshiro 6-0, 6-0. In
the second spot for the Bruins,
junior Cammie Foley downed
Vicki Cordova 6-3, 6-2.

"I was kind of nervous since this

was the first match of the year, and

I had a hard time getting intoSt,**

Foley said.

In the strangest match of the
day. junior AUegra Milholland
dropped the first set to Kim Florez,
6-1. but she then woke up and
captured the final two sets. 6-2. 6-

2. The final veteran Bruin, sopho-
more Jenny Hilt, did not drop a
game to Jenny Knotts at the sixth
spot.

The match also marked the
successful debut of two highly-

touted Bruin freshmen. Jenny
Baker, an Ohio native playing in

the fourth spot, defeated Kelly
McMillian by a score of 6-3. 6-3.

"I was a little nervous. I was
really thinking that if I lost, then I

would be jinxed for the rest of the
season, so I was glad to win.**

Baker said.

In the fifth spot, Lee Ann
Rostovsky made an impressive
debut as she demolished Lara
Labetich 6-1, 6-0.

matdies
In the doubles competition, the

Bruin teams of Milholland-Hilt,
Baker-Rostovsky, and Foley with
freshman Paige Yaroshuk all post-
ed convincing wins.

Saturday

The No. 23 Utah Utes presented
a more formidable challenge but
nonetheless managed to win just

See TENNIS, page 35
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FIESTA

Low Fat
Beef Steak ALWAYS

Paris

London
Rome

^a'^
Htttt^^

Skinless
Chicken

Veeetable
Oil

DESIGN HAIR CUT
NO APPOINTMENTS ^208 4447 * NO GIMMICKS

STYLISTS HAVE OVER 3 YEARS tXPERIENCE
HAIR COLOR $15 FOIL WEAVING COMPLETE $45
HIGHLITES $25 EYE LASH TINT sio
FRENCH PERM $1525 COLOR CORRECTION $35
ZOTOSPERM $35^5 SHAMPOO SET $10
SUPER PERM $66 MANICURE $9

SPECIAL FREE- h.nrcut style vv/$35 perm ($12 v.ilue free)
SPECIAL FREE- h.nrcut mousse w $45 perm ($17 vnlue tree)

*fUII IIMt MANICUMISI X/. I IJIl I IM( I lAll^SIYl is I s VAfJ (
1

l",

^ J078
GAYLEY -WESTWOOD VILLAGE 'NEXT TO PENNY I ANf

ALL YOU CAN CAT
BREAKFAST BUFFET

7- 11amPancakes

Sausage & Bacon
Vegetables

Fruit

Omelettes free coffee with buffet through February 1992
&More! FREE DELIVERY

(minimum order) 1 1 04 Gayley Ave

20% Discount

with student I.D.

two

^ . ^ MICHAEL LAN/Daly Brulft

Guard Detra Lockhart. shown against Oregon State, and UCLA
lost to No. 4 Stanford 95-92 on Saturday.

(310)443-4321 Westwood Village

Bruin Rate
Now $65

JiLst mention mis ad
when making reservations

Billiard Club
Restaurant & Bar

/In,

'.''S>

AO^uile hotelforBruins and fiiends.

soccer

TEAMOUTmrCR
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS

QRCCK JACKETS, HATS, LCTTCRIMQ.
OFFSIDE

1 1710 Suita Noirica BviL VJJI.
,^ (OmetoVCLAi
(213)207-4226 820-6631

LOOK GOOD
:L GOOD

TONIGHT!
STARVING STUDENT 1

1

NIGHT!
$1.99 O

Just minutes firom the UCLA campus, an all-suite hotel with full kitchens, free parking, pool & spa.

Rates from $85 - $105 per night For reservations call:

-^ (310) 476-6255

Cheeseburger, Fries & Soft Drink
or

Pasta Salad, Garlic Bread & Soft Drink
990 Draft Beer & Soft Drinks

'*''*''**~'''''~^*»~>»«>*»^^*w^^

? * ?! !!!!•!! !j f'yw'W'**

Brentwood SuitesHOTEL
199 North Church Lane. 1 block W. of San Diego Freeway. 1 block N. of Sunset

Limited foomt« avMkbk tt the Bniin rate. Cwuin lestrictioni apply.

Dally Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet
Drink Specials

1 1835 WilshlrcBlvd
Just West of Barringtdn

477-7550
MINIMUM AGE 2 1

#

$9

And when you feel good you look good.

That is our belief. It's why we employ stylists

QQ instead of haircutters. And

why those who go to Super-

cuts end up feeling just a little better about

themselves. No appointments ne:essarv.

iVfen, women, children welcome.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(BatWMn SaniD Monica & Wilshin Blvd I

470-1558
M-F 8-9 .: Sof 8-7 Sun 10-5

HAIR BY

SUPOOLflS
®

By Heather Duffy

Even though the UCLA
women's basketball team did not
return from its Bay Area road trip

with victories against Cal or
Stanford, the Bruins played a pair
of heart-stopping games and
proved to be serious Pac-10 con-
tenders.

UCLA spent Thursday night
wrestling with the Golden Bears of
Cal, but finished on the short end
of a 74-71 score. Pac-10 champion
Stanford fought the Bruins Satur-
day to the final seconds, during
which UCLA's Rehema Stephens
tied her career-high point total of
39 points and Natalie Williams
established a new career-high of
28 points. But time ran out on
UCLA and the Cardinal won, 95-
92.

The Bruins, now 9-5 overall and
2-2 in conference play, met the
Bears on the heels of Cal's recent
upset victory over Stanford. Cal
Head Coach Gooch Foster
described the win over the Bruins
as being "as sweet as Stanford."

"It wasn't a pretty game," Foster
said. "I think UCLA is really good.
I think they're the best team we
have played this year." This is the
first year Cal has beaten both
UCLA and Stanford in the same
season since the inception of the
womeft*is ftc- 10 conference in

1986.

The story of the first half was
frequent turnovers, with both
teams practicing tight defense. Cal
had committed 12 turnovers by the
end of the first half, to UCLA's
nine.

The Bruins were down by nine
points at halftime, but reclaimed

the lead with 10 minutes left in the
second half. Nine lead changes
followed, before the teams tied at
70 apiece with 3:00 left UCLA
could not stop a final drive by the
Bears, punctuated with a three-
pointer by Cal junior Melica
Vukodinovic. The Bears finished
on top, 74-71.

Senior Rehema Stephens led the
Bruins with 26 points and five
assists. Dominating the boards

"^

were senior Lynn Kamrath, with
11 rebounds, and sophomore
Natalie Williams with another 10.
UCLA Head Coach BiUie Moore
said she was pleased with the
Bruins' game.

*T thought we played a good
game. We dug a hole early, but I

was proud of our fight," Moore
said. "We had strong games from
Rehema and Amy Jalewalia. I was
disappointed that some others
were not as strong."

"We had a lead and a chance to
win, but they shot well. They shot
their threes well, and when two or
three players can shoot the three, it

really su-etches your defense,"
explained Moore.

With only one day to refocus its

energies on Stanford, UCLA came
out swinging, scoring six unan-
swered points to begin the game. A

.close first half saw the Bruins
frequently driving past ihe Stan-
ford defense, a situation which
gave UCLA a two-point halftime
lead, 49-47.

Stanford returned with explo-
sive offense, outscoring the Bruins
24-8 in the first seven minutes of
the half. Undaunted, the Bruins
closed a 13-point deficit with the
help of Stephens, who scored 23 of
her 39 points in the second half

alone. With 2:37 left, a WiUiams
free throw tied the game at 86-86.
The 3,000-plus crowd provided

a deafening background to the
final minutes of the game, during
which Stanford jumped ahead with
sophomore Christy Hedgpeth's six

points. UCLA's Stephens and
Amy Jalewalia chased the Cardi-
nal, with Stephens hitting a three-
point jumper with 12 seconds left
Bruin point guard Nicole Ander-
son fouled out when play resumed,
and the Cardinal free throw was
good, ending the game at 95-92 as
time expired for UCLA.

In addition to Stephens' 39-
point performance, Williams
tossed in a career-high 28 points
and grabbed 15 rebounds, includ-
ing 10 offensive rebounds. For the
Cardinal, senior Val Whiting tied
her career-high of 35 points.

Despite Stephens' performance,
she expressed disappointment at
losing such a close game.

"I wanted this game so bad. We
played a heck ofa game," Stephens
said, "In other years, we would
have fallen by the wayside and
gotten beat by 10 points or so."

"I'm a senior, and I want (to

beat) this team bad before I

graduate." Stephens added.
Stanford Head Coach Tara

VanDerveer cited disappoinunent
in the Cafdiftftf'f^ performanceron

—

the boards.

"It's hard going up against
Natalie and her 30-inch vertical,"

VanDerveer said. "UCLA is Uadi-
tionally a great rebounding team. It

is a credit to them."

"I am very proud of how we
played," Moore said. *The only
way I would have been prouder
would've been had we won."

^

A NEW YEAR-
HONDA SCOOTERS
A GREAT START

SCOOTER
SALEI

UCLA Discounts on Accessories

Low Monthly Payments

We Buy Used Scooters

Trades Welcome

SALES•SERVICE PARTS•ACCESSORIES

1804 Lincoln Blvd^ Santa Monica
open 6 Days

Mon-Fri 9-7 Sat 9-5

(310)450*4643
See our ad in the UCLA DIRECTORY

Just 3 miles

from UCLA
lUCLAl
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Bruins survive scare from Oregon State
Freshman ^^Hi^Hi^Hlil^^H MacLean's three-pointer

Edney ties

it together
By Jay Ross
Daily Bruin Staff

In the Jim Harrick school of

point guards, UCLA freshman

Tyus Edney is quickly becoming a

prized student

Edney scored a career-high 11

points in the Bruins* 87-81 over-

time victory against Oregon State

on Saturday, and during the crucial

last minutes of regulation and

overtime, he was often directing

the offense.

Although seniors Gerald
Madkins and Darrick Martin and

sophomore Shon Tarver have

more experience, it was the first-

year Edney who was on the court

the most when it counted.

Edney played 21 of the game's

final 25 minutes, more than any

Bruin other guard, and he was
often the point guard while Madk-
ins or Tarver played off-guard.

"I thought (Edney) really played

well, and that's why I'^sed him like

that," UCLA Head Coach Jim

Harrick said. "I thought he played

tremendous basketball. He was
quick, and he was putting good

See EDNEY, page 34

keys 87-81 overtime win
By Mark Brubaker
Daily Bruin Staff

Many were surprised that

UCLA didn't have a big letdown

against Oregon on Thursday night

after an emotional win over Arizo-

na last weekend.
"Where did it go?" they asked.

It went to Oregon State.

The Bruins looked, in their own
words, **terrible*' but still managed
to squeak out an 87-8 1 win over the

Beavers in overtime at Pauley

Pavilion on Saturday. With the

victory, UCLA remained one of

three undefeated teams in the

nation, moving to 12-0, 4-0 in the

Pac-10.

On paper the game looked to be

a blowout. Last week the Beavers

lost their leading scorer and
rebounder, Chad Scott, to

last week before the stroke.

Killum suffered a mild stroke

last summer while playing pickup

basketball, but the recent episode

was much more severe.

Bruin coach Jim Harrick said

that Killum's medical status would
either rally the Beavers or cause

them to lay down in an obviously

difficult situation. Oregon State

rallied around their teammate and

almost pulled off a major upset

With a small, quick lineup

Oregon State darted out to a

surprising 8-0 lead, and didn't

relinquish that lead for. Qver 30
minutes. Playing aggressive

man-to-man defense; the Beavers

forced UCLA into 12 first half

turnovers in a comedy of errors.

Errant Bruin passes bounced off of

hands, backs and noses, and
allowed OSU to maintain the lead

Darrick Martin dribbles by Oregon State's

ingthe Bruins 87-81 overtime win Saturday

CHARLES COOLEY/Daily Bruin

Charles McKinney dur-

ftCdd^niC Ifleiigibility.

Also, OSU*s Earnest Killum

suffered a stroke at the team hotel

on Friday and remains at Daniel

Freeman Hospital. According to

the Los Angeles Times, Killum

fell into a coma early Sunday
morning, and is now hsted in

critical condition.

A graduate of Lynwood High
School near Los Angeles, Killum

attended a ceremony in which his

high school 'number was retired

lOfie half, 36-34.
'

Oregon State's six-foot-ten-

inch center Scott Haskins went on
a rampage early in the second half,

scoring nine points and having his

way with UCLA*s big men. He put

the Beavers up by seven with a

little over 13 minutes to play.

UCLA needed a spurt badly, just

as they did in the seaspn-opener

against Indiana, they put one

See OSU, page 33

Hilliard leads Long Beach
past UCLA in Kilgour Cup
^ Eric BllUgmeler ^^—^^

If nothing else, the Kilgour Cup
match between No. 1 Long Beach

State and No. 2 UCLA last Friday

night lived up to expectations.

After splitting a pair of emotion-

al games to begin the match, the

49ers (1-0) finally struck gold in

games three and four, defeating

UCLA (1-1), 16-14. 14-16, 15-7.

15-10 in front of about 2,000 noisy

fans in Pauley Pavilion.

Thoe was no doubt who led the

49er charge, it was junior Ail-

American opposite hitter Brent

Hilliard. The 1992 Olympian was

roofed consistently by tenacious

blocking in game one. But he

eventually found the holes in the

defense (due in part to the absence

of UCLA*s six-foot-eight-inch

middle blocker Jeff Nygaard, out

with a pulled stomach muscle) and

started clearing those same blocks

in the deciding games.

"We stuffed him (Hilliard)

repeatedly and did everything we
could to keep him out of the

game," said UCLA Coach Al

Scates. "But he*s resilient. You
can*t keep him down all game.**

Long Beach setter Jason Stimp-

fig set up Hilliard an astonishing

69 times, and the lanky 6*5*' spiker

came through with 42 kills. His

totals (.493 hitting average)

boosted the 49ers* match hitting

average to .414, quite lofty consid-

ering HiUiard called UCLA the

"best blocking team in the nation.**

That blocking talent was evident

early in game one as three bloclcs

of Hilliard pushed the Bruins in

front by as much as 12-5.

But Long Beach stormed back

to take eight of the next nine points

behind the overshadowed front

line of angle-hitter Matt Lyles (28

kills, .340 average for the match)

and straight-down-crusher Alan

Knipe (19, .438). The comeback

was completed at 13-13, and

Zachery Small finished the job

with a kill on game point.

It was a hard act to follow, but

game two did its best to equal the

opener*s intensity. Control of the

second game shifted back and

forth among the superb 49er

defense (44 digs, 15 blocks for the

match) and strong hitting by

UCLA quick hitter Tim Kelly (15

kills) and swing-hitting mates

David Swatik (18) and Erik Sulli-

van (17).

Down 12-14, Sealy began find-

ing the hot hands of Swatik in

side-out situations and Sullivan in

the scoring offense. With the score

14-14 and the crowd in a frenzy,

Swatik finished the job with two

scoring kills.

*They (Swatik and Sullivan)

were working well together,**

Scates said. *They passed and hit

well. Maybe they're the ones (who

should start), I don't know yef
Apparently drained by an emo-

tional comeback victory, the

Bruins, as Scates feared, came out

flat in the crucial third. Hilliard*s

crafty hitting led the 49ers to an

early 5-0 lead. Long Beach kept

the pressure on, not letting strong

side-out hitting by Rich Bland and

freshman quick hitter John Speraw

offset a continuous rally that

culminated in a quick 15-7 win.

After their dominance of game
three, the Beach duplicated the feat

in the early stages of the final

game, jumping to leads of 5-0, 6-1

and 11-2 behind the high-hitting

See VOLLEYBALL, page 35

Daly Bruin file photo

Outside hitter David Swatik had 18 kills in No. 2 UCLA's loss to

No. 1 Long Beach State on Friday at Pauley Pavilion.

NewMgh
Natalie Willianris scored a career record 28

points in UCXA's 95-92 loss to No. 4 Stanford.

See page 39

Firsttime
'^~'

UCLA freshman gymnast Kareema Marrow
executed a move that had never been seen in

competition before, but the Bruins still lost their

meet at Oregon State.

See page 37

Trivia time
'I

Since John Wooden* s retirement as head

coach in 1975, UCLA has had only four

selections as first-team All Americans. Name
the last Bruin basketball star to be named a

consensus first-team All-American. Call (310)

825-2095 with your answer.

• « « I I

80th Year, No. 59
arculation: 22,000

Children of
Partdnsonians

Adult children of people
suffering from Parkinson *s dis-

ease can join a support group in

the West Los Angeles area.

Children of Parkinsonians is

a group which comes together

the first and third Thursdays of
every month, with the upcom-
ing meeting on Jan. 23.

The group addresses ongoing
emotional issues affecting

Parkinson's families and also

provides health and respite care

information.

The disease is a degenerative

illness of the neurological sys-

tem characterized by hand and
foot tt^mors and a shuffling

walk. About 1.5 million Ameri-
cans of all ages suffer from the

disease, including former
heavyweight champion
Muhammed Ali.

For more information, call

Bobbi Gillman at (310) 559-

2141.

Inside

Minorities in

wfiite<collarjol>8

While African Americans
and Latinos combine to make
up more than 30 percent of
California's population, they

only account for 10 percent of
the state's whitcrcollar jobs.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Ben Wexier, an
authority on PC?
Our very own Viewpoint

editor will be a guest speaker at

a forum on political correctness

tonight in Rieber Hall.

See page 17

Arts & Entertainment

Beaftty, Boning
and 'Bugsy'

Rekindling romance on the

set of Barry Levinson's gang-

ster epic.

See page 18

Sports

Texas falls

to swimming
Mark Thompson swam a

lifetime best unshaved in the

100-meter backstroke for sec-

ond place as UCLA uphended
the Longhoms.

See page 33
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Officials stop noxious cleaner use
Janitors and faculty complain

about cans with double labels

By Brigltte Brady
Dally Bruin Staff

Cans labeled "insect spray*'

were used to clean campus chalk-

boards until facilities officials took
them out of circulation last week in

response to complaints from jani-

tors and staff members.
The cans, which had another

label covering the insecticide

label, actually did contain the

proper cleaner, according to Jack
Powazek, director of facilities

management
*This was a case of double-

labeling," he said. 'The cans were
earmarked for cleaning.*'

But janitors who cleaned with

the mislabeled cans and those who
use the chalkboards said the

solution smelled hke noxious bug
spray and left an oily film on the

boards if it was not diluted with
water.

"It didn't smell hke cleaner and
the key was that if you went by the

directions on the can, the board
would be too oily to write on," said

Louis Barnes, a custodian at

Boelter Hall.

The cleaner the janitors used,
"So-Cleane 20." was powerful
enough that they were able to kill

insects with it. The product was
much more toxic-smeUing than the

product they had used in the past,

janitors said.

Facilities officials, who said the
mislabeled cans contained only

See SPRAY, page 15

SUNNY SUNG/0«rily Bruin

Erica Price, a senior majoring In psychology, participates In the candlelight vigil Tuesday night to connnDemorate the birthday of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. The event was sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.

Vigil commemorates King
By Heather Sklnazi

Dally Bruin Staff

About 20 UCLA students sang

spiritual hymns and carried can-

dles as they marched down
Westwood Boulevard to comme-
morate Nfartin Luther King Jr.'s

birthday Tuesday evening.

Members of Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity, of which King was a

member, sponsored the candle-

light vigil to remember that King
was a religious leader and a

Fraternity sponsors candlelight

inarch to honor African leaders
symbol for the unity of all races.

"We're making sure he gets

the respect and remembrance that

he deserves," said Larry Hinkle,

president of Alpha Phi Alpha,

which is the first African-Ameri-

can fraternity ever created.

The solemn group proudly

marched from the comer of

Westwood Boulevard and Le
Conte Avenue to Westwood
Plaza, singing "We Shall Over-
come" and the African national

anthem "Lift Every Voice and
Sing."

Rev. Dan William^ of the First

Missionary Baptist Church
repeated King's message of

harmony and love through relig-

ion but said that the goal has yet

to bp achieved.

"Dr. King wanted to sec
freedom ring, but as I listened for

the bells, I failed to hear them
from blacks, whites, Hispanics or

Asians," he said. "We won't hear

them until we come together as

God's people."

The students echoed the same
sentiments, saying King's trust in

God allowed him to demand
social equality for all people.

"He represents the struggle

and how far we've come and yet

See VIGIL, page 12

U.S. may face professor cranch
By Anthony DePalma
The New York Times

The nation could run short of
researchers and college professors

in the arts and sciences in the next
several years unless graduate
programs at American universities

are strengthened by new financing

and greater attention to students,

according to a study on graduate
education.

The heart of the problem is that

the number of recipients of docto-

rates in the six areas covered by the

study — economics. English,

history, mathematics, physics and
political science — has sharply

declined in the last decade. The
doctoral degree is almost always a

requirement for appointment as a

professor or researcher.

While enough programs exist to

produce more doctoral degree

recipients, many are so small or so

poorly organized that students,

hard pressed to find the time or

energy Ji^ complete a course of
work that can last 12 years, often

drop out before receiving docto-

rates, according to the study,

which was made public on Mon-
day.

"Unless something is done to

improve the effectiveness of these

programs," said WiHiam G. Bow-

en, co-author of the study, "there
will continue to be a waste of
human energy, resources that are
not used effectively and, quite

possibly, an inadequate response
by graduate education to the
pressures that are going to be felt

by the end of tlie 1990s."

The study, "In Pursuit of the
Ph.D.," (Princeton University
Press) was conducted by Bowen, a
former president of Princeton who
""now heads the Andrew J. Mellon

'""

See QRADS, page 12
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Today, January 22, 1992

10:00 JIH

Expo Center
Internship Fair

Ackerman Union, Second Floor Loui

12:00

Student Committee for the Arts ft UCLA Campus
ELEVEN
Wcstwood Plaza

:()() i^m

Si¥>

Spring Sing Comfsany ap>plication deadline.

Due in the James West Center.

;00 pin
Campus Events
"Ladyhawke"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
9:'>0 ()in

Campus Events
'

"The Fisher King*

Ackerman Grand Ballroom,
Thursday,January 23, 1992

1 2:00 noon
Women's Resource Center
Power Plays- A Fomm on Sexual Harassment

3506 Ackerman Union

WM.

:00 |)in

Campus Events
"The Fisher King* with special guests producer Lynda Obst and actress Mercedes Ruehl

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Campus Events
"Ladyhawke"
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

9:.>0 |>in

Friday, January 24, 1992
:00 |)1U

j«

Campus Events
"Ladyhawke"
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Campus Events

"The Fisher King"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

9:.>0 |)in

Tuesday, January 28, 1992
(>:.->() pin

Student Health Services

Kaleidoscope Theatre

Ackerman Grand Ballioom

General
Orientation Program
Become a 1992 UCLA Orientation Counselor.

See ad for more information.

Office of Residential Life

Resident Assisunt and Community Development Assistant recnjitment information meetings

Please see ad for dates and times.

Asian Education Project

Winter Orientations

See ad for details

Asian Pacific Islander Law Students Association

Volunteer opportunities available.

See ad for details.

Peer Health Counselors
Body Image programs available

See ad for details

Student Alumni Association

Talent applications for Spring Sing arc due Jan. 31 in the James West Center.

Alpha Phi Alpha
^'~~~—

T

King Week '92

See ad for the week's events

Peer Health Counselors
Recjuitment '92

Please sec ad for detaib

Student Health Advocates
Recruitment meetings

See ad for details.
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Commentary

Open up, It's time to

yawn in Tecimicolor
The humorist Sam Levenson

used to tell of a little boy

who rqxxted that all the

children in his class had been

asked to stand up and do a turn on
their first day at school. **And what
did you do, Johnny?" asked his

parents. Replied the boy: **I vom-
ited."

This homely anecdote con-

vulsed audiences because (a) chil-

dren do it all too often in real life,

and (b) the verb "to vomit" packs

such a punch.

When George Bush, during his

state visit to Japan, was afflicted

with **stomach flu," as White
House aides called it, or **intestinal

flu" as it was called more formally,

or "gastroenteritis" as preferred by
Lawrence K. Altman, medical

correspondent for The New York
Times, many tadio and television

news readers shied away from the

distasteful verb to describe what
the president did. First reports

were that he "was taken ill and
collapsed" or "became sick to his

stomach and fainted"; later, the

broadcasters added that he had
thrown up.

Print reporters were more
inclined to come up with the hard

word. When Marlin Fitzwater, the

White House press secretafyT
announced that the president "was
feeling weak and was helped to the

floor by Secret Service agents," a

reporter introduced the V-word:
"Was the president nauseous when
he slumped to the floor, or was
there any vomiting?" Fitzwater,

who was led to the truth by
inquiring journalists, said, "Yes,

he was nauseous. He did vomitjust

William
Satire
before he slumped to the floor."

But he adopted the questioner's

use of nauseous, which most
dictionaries say means "causing

nausea or disgust; sickening."

(Pronounce it NAW-shus, not

NAW-zee-us.) Nausea is rooted in

"seasickness," from the same
Greek root as nautical; for years,

good usagists have insisted that the

feeling you get before vomiting

should be nauseated, not nauseous.

As a card-carrying lexicogra-

pher and self-styled usagist, I

always say "I am nauseated"

befwe clapping a handkerchief

overmy mouth and racing to talk to

Ralph on the big white phone, but I

don*t know anybody else who says

that They all say, "Gawd, I feel

nauseous," or offer a telegraphic

"Nauseous, gonna go whoops.**

and they actually take offense

when I correct them with "No, you
are nauseated." In one instance,

my lap then became the target of a
power boot

Since that time, I have accepted
THuseous as a synonym tor nau-

seated, and when I need a word to

denote "causing nausea," I rely on
disgusting. I realize this caving-in

to common usage is permissive

and descriptive — nauseous to

prescriptivists — but it has saved
me from the fallout of upchucking
friends.

See LANGUAGE, page 10
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Steel Pele Bathtub New survey

finds di

Drummer Darren Mor-X and guitarist Mike Morasky of Steel Pole Bathtub play in Westwood Plaza on Tuesday.

SIBVW MAL'AgLCY?PtfV VrUB^

Geography department cyffers new nuijor
ByReshmaShamasunder " EnViTOIimental StudiCS ficld

first of its kind inUC system
For someUCLA students, being

environmentally conscious takes

more than just recycling old
newspapers. It is an academic
pursuit which may lead to a career

in the fiekL

Freshman Darcy Greenfeld is

one of 75 students who have

chosen to major in geography/

environmental studies, the first of

its kind within the University of

California system.

"I chose this (major) because I

want to know what*s really going,

on with the environment," said

Greenfeld, whose interest with the

environment caused her to found
an environmental organization at

her high school.

She wants to do more than rally

for environmental issues in her

free time, she added.

And this new major will give

Greenfeld and others like her the

chance to study the environment in

a cultural, geographical and global

context, said Gerry Hale, an
associate professor and an under-

graduate advisor in geography.

The new environmental studies

major started within the geography
department this year and offers

students the option of concentrat-

ing on a variety of fields dealing

with the environment

"We are training students to

have a broad knowledge about

environmental matters because the

world is changing and people are

becoming more environmentally

aware,** Hale said.

Geography and environmental

studies replaced the geography/

ecosystems major, which offered a

smaller selection of courses in

environmental policies and human

See ENVIRONMENT, page 14

in drug use
Lack of time

and availability

may be reasons

By Ton! Rivera

Daily Bruin Staff

American college freshmen are

drinking less beer and smoking
less marijuana, according to

UCLA researchers who recently

completed a nationwide study.

But while some UCLA students

agree these findings hold true here,

many others take exception to the

idea that alcohol and marijuana use

is declining on campus.
The 26th annual UCLA study

found that the numb^ of American
college freshmen in the last 10

years who said they drank either

"frequently or occasionally**

dropped 25 percent. It also found
that the number of freshmen who
said they approved of marijuana

use — which had peaked in the

mid-1970s — has also declined.

**I see (freshmen) going out
every single night, and they drink a

tot.** said Tanya Cohen, a fourth-

year student who is in a sorority.

"It*s the first time that they arc not

living with their parents and they

are taking advantage of the oppor-
tunity to stay out late and party,**

she said.

Beer drinking is common, said

Nora Lavelle, a third-year student

Marijuana is also used, but its use
is less visible, she said. __

**I see marijuana used at parties,

but people go into a back room to

do it,** Lavelle said. "It went
through a period in which it was a

*coor thing. Now it*s not as

socially acceptable. People still do
it, but it*s hidden.*'

Other students agreed with the

UCLA survey, saying acceptance

of drinking alcohol and smoking

See SURVEY, page 13

Study reveals minority

underfeDreseiitation In

state ¥fhlt( »-

1

ir I I

By Patrick McGreevy
Los Angeles Dally News

California's African-American and Latino workers are underrepre-

sented in white-collar jobs, according to a state study.

While Latinos comprise 25 percent of the state's population, they

account for only 5.6 percent of the professionals in major California

corporations, said the state Senate Office of Research study, which was
released Monday.

African Americans, who make up 7 percent of the state's population,

appear to be making inroads into white-collar jobs but still account for

only 4.4 percent of the state's managerial positions, the study found.

*Too many Califomians of color are falling through the cracks, (are)

unemployed or underemployed, with little hope of advancement," said

state Senate President Pro Tem David Roberti, I>-Hollywood.
Robert! and state Sen. Diane Watson, D-Los Angeles, released the

report at a news conference at the Security Pacific Plaza in downtown
Los Angeles.

"We are quite concerned about how (minorities) are faring," said

Watson, chairwoman of the Senate's Health and Human Services

Committee.

Roberti and Watson said that the study is evidence of the need for eco-

nomy-stimulating proposals, which includes a$6 billion bond package
for state construction projects that would create thousands of new jobs.

The two legislators said that they also will make sure that state contrac-

tors arc aware of goals for hiring minority residents and that the contrac-

tors' employment records are made public.

"If they want to share in the largess of the state, they're going to have to

make sure they have their hiring practices in order," Roberti said.

Watson also said she is drafting a bill thatwould create community ser-

vice jobs similar to the Work Progress Administration program started at

tbG federal level .during the. Great. Depression. *

New Powell exhibit honors MLK
Retrospective

aims to reflect

leader's dreams
By Samantha Lee

An exhibit honoring the life

and achievements of Martin

Luther King, Jr. opened in

Powell Tuesday in the hopes of
**refreshing students with his

philosophy and message," said

exhibit researcher Alva Steven-

son.

Currently housed in glass

cases in the East Roninda, the

display contains several books,

photographs and newspaper ani-

clesabout King's life. The books

and newspapers were opened to

show the various speeches,

demonstrations and rallies that

refiected his message of peace
and nonviolence.

"Many people have strayed

from his principles," Stevenson

said. The exhibit aims to, "renew

our own commitments to Dr.

King's ideals and dreams."

The exhibit, which included

several foreign language biogra-

phies based on King's life,

focuses on the global aspects of;

AUDREY LEE

Powell Library has an exhibit on the second floor commemor-
ating Martin Luther King, Jr.'s birthday.

King's influence, Stevenson
said.

"(King's) influence was felt

not only in the United States, but

all over the world," said Steven-

son, who is an administrative

assistant with the Oral History

Program. "It is often forgotten

that he was one of the only

African Americans to receive a

Nobel Peace Prize."

Also highlighted in the exhibit

are photographs and past Daily

Bruin articles about his well-

remembered visit to campus in

1965. Stevenson says she felt it

was significant that a "man of his

stature" took the time to visit

UCLA. This section of the

exhibit **really brings it home,"
she added.

*The College Library likes to

See EXHIBIT, page 15
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Briefs
World

Communist files to be

onmicrafilm- [i*:^, :t

LONDON — The first batch of
milhons of secret documents culled from
the Communist Party*s archives in Mos-
cow are to be released this fall, beginning
with the files collected by the party on
major leaders of the Bolshevik Revolu-
tion, a British publishing company said

Tuesday.

Among the,/eams of materia[l, to be
made available on microfilm, are personal

corresix)ndence, police reports and bio-

graphical details meticulously collected

by party archivists on Leon Trotsky,

Vyacheslav M. Molotov, Andrei A.
Zhdanov and other key members of
Lenin's inner circle, said officials of

Chadwyck-Healey of Cambridge, Eng-
land, a publisher of uniyerMty and
research databases.

Usov says Gorbachev

didn't encourage coup

MOSCOW— The men who organized

the unsuccessful hard-line coup in Mos-
cow last August had counted on Mikhail

S. Gorbachey*s_cventually joining their

conspiracy to put the country back under

authoritarian rule, Russian prosecutors

said Tuesday. But after a four-and-a-

half-month investigation, Deputy Chief

.Prosecutor Yey^sny_Lisov said aLA-Pews
"conference that there was no evidence that

Gorbachev had done anything to encour-

age the conspirators in this behef.

"We can say categorically that Gorba-

chev gave no hint, either directly or

indirectly that he was with them,*' Lisov

said.

Libya says it won't
turn over agents
UNITED NATIONS — Libya gave no

indication Tuesday that it will ever turn

over agents accused of blowing up two
civilian passenger aircraft with the loss of
44 1 lives for trial by Britain, France or the

United States as the United Nations
Security Council effectively ordered it to

do.

The Council on Tuesday unanimously
approved a landmark resolution that in

effect tells Libya to cooperate with the

investigation these three countries are

conducting into the downing of Pan Am
flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, in

1988 and of Union des Transports Aeriens
flight 772 over Niger in West Africa a
year later, by surrendering Libyan offi-

cials indicted for these acts of terrorism.

israe^io
West Banic forces
JERUSALEM — A day after Prime

Minister Yitzhak Shamir vowed to con-

tinue building controversial Jewish settle-

ments among the Palestinians, officials

said Tuesday that the Israeli army would
increase its forces by 20 percent in the

occupied West Bank.

Since the number of troops Israel

deploys in the West Bank is a state secret,

the number to be added will not be
divulged.

The reported increase would come at a

^-year-old PnlftstiniflR

Nation

uprising against Israeli occupation has

been declining as a mass movement.
The increase is designed to offer Jewish

settlers more protection from attacks by
Palestinian extremists, according to mili-

tary sources who spoke on the condition

of anonymity.

High court to iiear

abortion iaw case
WASHINGTON — The Supreme

Court agreed to decide whether a Pennsyl-

vania law that restricts access to abortion

is constitutional, an action that virtually

ensures a ruliri| on the politically explo-

sive abortion issue by early summer of

this presidential election year.

It is by no means certain that the

justices will use the case as a vehicle for

flatly overruling Roe v. Wade, the 1973
decision that established a constitutional

right to abortion. That step is among
several options available to a court on
which support for Roe v. Wade was
already paper-thin, at most, even before

President Bush*s two Supreme Court
appointees replaced two of the court's

strongest supporters of abortion rights.

Protesters arrested

at medicai ciinic

WASHINGTON — Police arrested

more than 350 anti-abortion demonstra-

tors outside two downtown medical

clinics on the eve of the 19th anniversary

of' Roe V. Wade, the Supreme Court

decision that made abortion a constitu^

tional right

Hundreds of chanting, hymn-singing

anti-abortion demonstrators began two
days of marches and protests on Tuesday^

State

sweeping under yellow police tapes that

cordoned off the entrances to the

Washington Surgi-Clinic and the nearby

Capitol Women's Center.

At each clinic, hundreds of abcHtion

rights activists linked arms in a counter-

protest

Paridng patrol claims

dearth <yf helmets

ALAMEDA — Alameda*s parking

patrol officers have been grounded,

slowing the torrent of parking tickets to a

trickle, because the city's Police Depart-

ment does not have enough helmets for its

motorized parking enforcers.

Instead of whizzing up and down such

thoroughfares as Park and Webster streets

in their three-wheeled Cushman scooters,

writing tickets for expired parking meters,

the meter officers are on foot patrol,

marching along from meter to meter.

Top Ten

TOP TEN WAYS TO KNOW THAT
YOU ARE POLITICALLY CORRECT:

10. Anita Hill and Clarence Thomas
both despise you.

9. Gloria Steinem and Tommy Tune
find you irresistible.

8. Norman Mailer and Mike Tyson
have threatened to punch you out

7. You own an American car but have a

Japanese chauffeur.

6. You drink designer water out of

Dq)ression glasses.

5. You use Styro-foam cups but
remember that the name is a trademark.

4. You wear a Male Chauvinist Piglet

tie under your sweater.

3. You play golf but only on public

courses.

2. You wear fur but only from
unpopular animals.

1. You admire David Duke's plastic

surgeon.

Compiled from Bruin wire services

c.

Bruins Score Big!
You get supermarket prices and the Great Grocery Giveaway,

so everyone wins at Breadstilcs!

*&

Kash
UCLA Boon Junior

won $52.56

Joshua
UCLA Eoon Freshman

won $22.15
I

Christine
UCLA Qrad Student

won $1 2.41

Jenna
UCLA Grad Student

won $12.31

These people entered and won our Gr«at Grocery Giveaway. You could, tool

^Just write your name and phone number on your Breadstiks receipt, drop it in the jar,

and you could find yourself on this page, also! No purchase necessary.

Remember. If you don't play, wa can't pay!

FREE PARKING!

in rear

Open til 11pm

breadsti

I
I
I

I

1057 Gayley Ave 209-1111

Acapuko's

Tw»-For-One

Combo Deal!

Just brills (lii atf to irMr IliNfItA^^
•rdcrMv of mir Sokmi, t^la, Dwiaso^

AT 11 CMMuytfadttr mMhhirtiiiiit mad Mrt

Hiitrnim abwiltlylrtf!

iMtexican Itestaurant& Cantiiia
MayaDalftty SamaWaniai

8360 W. ManchesterA^ 3360 Ocean Park BM;
^^'^^^

Xiutmoua
450-8665

1l09GlendonAve«
Si08-3884
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Software Design Engineers and Program Managers
Full-time andSummer Positions

OurW^idows
have opened a lot ofdoors.

The phenomenal successes of our Win-

dows products have opened a lot of

doors.

iCreated the need for more and
more software engineering profession-

als willing to share our vision of the

future. And to keep our momentum
going strong.

You'll find that Microsoft is a com-
pany like no other. No suits or ties here.

No corporate red tape. Only the freedom

to be yourself. To do your very best.

Our working environment is a portal

to the future of high technology. A

mecca for all kinds of people from all

kinds of backgrounds. Each lending his

or her unique perspective and extraordi-

nary skills to producing tomorrow's lead-

ing software.

We invite you to share our vision of

how personal computing will provide

"Information at Your Fingertips" to the

world. You'll find that our doors, like

our minds are always open. Come talk

with us at our On-campus Interviews.

We are an equal opportunity
employer and are working toward a

more culturally diverse workplace.

K/Baosoft
®

On-campus Interviews

Wednesday, February 12, 1992

Full-time and Summer Software Design Engineers and

Program Managers
See your Career Center for details.

1
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Hanoi admits it let KGB question U.S. prisoner
By Barbara Crossette
The New York Times News

WASHINGTON — The gov-

ernment of Vietnam has confirmed

that it allowed at least one U.S.
prisoner ofwar to be questioned by
the Soviet KGB.

In a radio announcement in

Hanoi on Monday and a statement
Tuesday by Vietnam's United
Nations mission in New York, the

Vietnamese said the interrogation

look place in January 1973.

The Vietnamese announcement
that a U.S. prisoner was intenx)-

gated shortly before prisoners

were returned to the United Stales

as part of the cease-fire agreement
was meant, in effect, to rebut the

assertions made by a former KGB
official who has said Americans
were still being held by Vietnam as

late as 1978 and were interrogated

by the KGB.
The official. Gen. Oleg D.

Kalugin, who says he was head of
the KGB*s counter-intelligence

operations, testified Tuesday
before the Senate Select Commit-
tee on POW-MIA Affairs.

In his testimony, Kalugin
repeated his assertions that the

KGB interviewed several Ameri-
cans in Viemam as late as 1975-78,

after the war had ended and all

U.S. prisoners were reported

released.

Kalugin, in more than three

1992-1993 Omce of Residential Life

Resident Assistant & Community Development Assistant

Recruitment Information Meetings

Students interested in learning how to become a Resident Assistant or a Community Development Assistant are

encouraged to attend one of the informational meetings listed below.

Wednesday,. January 15

Thursday, January 16

Tuesday, January 21

Tuesday, January 21

Wednesday, January 22

Wednesday, January 22

Friday, January 24

MnnHay, l:4imary ?7

Sproul Entertainment Center

Dykstrti Hall Fireside Lounge*

Saxon Conference Room

Canyon Point, House A-3 Lounge*

Ackerman Room 3508

Hedrick Hall Fireside Lounge*

LuValle Board Room

Richer Multi-purpose Room*

6:00 p^m.

8:00 p.iQ.

7:30 p.m.

5:30 p.m. (CDA)

6:15 p.m. (RA)

9:00 a.m.

7:30 p.m.

11:00 a.m.

7:00 p.m.

Tuesday, January 28 Delta Terrace House B-3 Lounge* 9.00 p.m. (RA)

9:45 p.m. (CDA)

*Non-Residents must he accompanied hy a Resident of that haJI

Applicants must be enrolled at UCLA for the 1992-1993 Academic year, have a minimum

G.P.A. of 2.50, and have achieved a minimum of junior standing by Fall 1992.

Applications will be available at the meetings listed above, at the Office of Residential Life, and

in each of the UCLA Resident Director's Offices. If you have any questions, please call 206-

5588.
,

COME JOIN OUR QUEST FOR THE BEST
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Deadline!
/ i.

Friday,January 24
is the absolute, final deadline for senior portraits in the Bruin Life

yearbook. So don't be left completely out of the picture. It takes

only a few minutes for a portrait that lasts a lifetime.

And it's a snap to make an appointment.Just

stop by Campus Photo Studio in

Kerckhoff Hall 150, Monday
through Friday.

ASUCIA Campus Photo Studio
OmcM Phtftogrmphen Fitr Bruin We Y&QrbiH^

Kean^ott lUAl 150 (213) 20eM$3
i:.:.:^:.^:.;.:^.:.:.;.:!.;^!:.:.:.:.:.:.:^^

hours of testimony that was often

vague on detail, told the committee
that the KGB*s intent in meeting a

few of **a handful** of Americans

held by Vietnam after the war was
not primarily to gather intelligence

but to recruit spies for the Soviet

Union from among the prisoners.

On the whole, the effort was a

failure, he said.

He also said that the Soviet army
intelligence agency, known as the

GRU, its initials in Russian, was

more interested than the KGB^ in

gathering technical information

from U.S. prisoners about
advanced equipment and proce-

dures. Americans in Hanoi's pos-

session might have been subject to

GRU interrogation, Kalugin said.

Vietnam's admission that it had
turned over an American to Soviet

interrogators in 1973 came after an
invQ|tigation requested by the U.S.

MLA-POW liaison office in Hanoi,
which was established last year.

GIVE YOUR TEETH
A REAL TREAT

SEE DR. FRIEDMAN
GENERAL AND

COSMETIC DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

• TOOTH BONDING
• Nitrous Oxide
• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape)

• Please mention this ad
• Credit Cards, Checics, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1442 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire &. Santa Monica)

Home of,

Dr. Marten's

Studio 2000 Clogs

Minnetonka
Moccasins

Rockport

, Travel Fox

Laredo

Buffalino

or Harley

Davidson

''Keds

'•' "Champion"
$23.95 20^ r offw/
student ID

• Mention this ad
foi* a fi'oe j^ift

1055 Broxton Ave.
(3 Doors So. of Strattons)

(310) 208-2890

L
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An Open Letter to the Students of the University of California

. I hope you will take a few minutes to read this letter, which seeks to explain the basis

for the 1992-93 student fee increase approved by The Regents last week.

As you know, California is experiencing an economic and fiscal crisis. This candies

special significance for the University of California and the California State University

because these institutions are in the 15 percent of State-funded programs and services

subject to budget reductions, the remaining 85 percent being mostly protected by law

against budget reductions.

The Governor, therefore, has proposed a budget increase of 1.5 percent in State

General Funds for UC's nine campuses in 1992-93. While this falls well short of the 10

percent needed to cover such things as increased costs resulting from inflation and

enrollment growth, 1 believe the Governors budget proposal is the best we can hope for

given the States fiscal problems.

This increase in State funds, however, cannot sustain both the quality of your

education and access to the University for all eligible undergraduate students. Accord-

ingly, The Regents acted last week to ensure student access and maintain the University's

capability, and to do so in ways which distribute the burden as equitably as possible across

the IJC community For example: 1) UC faculty and staff will receive no cost-of-living

increase for the second year in a row; 2) salaries will be frozen for the University's most

senior executives for the second consecutive year; 3) State General Fund support for the

Office of the Presidents administrative budget will be reduced by 25 percent through a

combination of charges to non-State funded activities and reductions in operations, and

4) student fees will be increased by $ 183 per quarter ($275 per semester), or $550 a year,

an increase of 22 percent over the current year. \

I realize that this increase represents a significant additional burden for large

numbers of students. Thus, financial aid—in the form of grant and/or loan assistance

—

will be provided to cover the fee increase for all needy students, including middle-income

students. For students who are not eligible for need-based financial aid but nonetheless

have difficulty financing their education, every effort will be made to inform them about

other financing options, especially about underutilized loan programs: And finally the

fee increase will be fully covered for teaching and research assistants.

Even with this increase in fees, UC students next year will be paying fees

comparable to those at the 23 public institutions UC uses for fee comparison purposes.

And comparing fee levels adjusted for California per capita personal income, you will be

paying about the same as UC students paid in 1971-72.

I am keenly aware that the cost of attending UC has gone up dramaticajly but as

fees increase next year so too will the number of courses and sections offered sc),that you

will be able to enroll in the classes you need to make timely progress toward your degree.

As the budget is reviewed by the Legislature ih the coming months, we will be

working with student leaders in what I hope will be a common commitment to prevent

any further cuts in our budget, any further increases in student fees, and to preserve the

quality of our University.

_.r

rr:.:^r>

David Picrponi Gardner

»a« Picsidcni

\

Paid for with private funds
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Gay Irish banned from St. Patrick's Day Parade

• • •

By Dennis HevesI

The New York Times

NEW YORK — An attempt by

Mayor David N. Dinkins to assure

a gay organization the right to

march in this city's St. Patrick's

Day Parade hit a major snag

Tuesday when the group that the

mayor recently turned the parade

over to announced that it, loo,

planned to bar the gay group.

Leaders of the New York state

chapter of the Ancient Order of

Hibernians said that they would
follow the precedent set last year

by the Manhattan chapter, the

parade's traditional organizers, in

t)arring the Irish Lesbian and Gay
Organization, citing what it called

the group's "outrageous" Ix^havior

during the parade last year.

The state group's decision,

backed by the national organiza-

tion, put the mayor in the embar-
rassing position of having to take

up again a controversy that had
appeared resolved.

Dinkins declined to say Tuesday
if he was surprised by the decision

of the state Hibernians. "We arc

still hopeful; we are still discussing

things" was all he would say.

His spokesman, Leland T.

Jones, said, "We are committed to

making this as inclusionary a

parade as possible." He added that

no decision had t)een made on the

possibility of now taking the

parade permit away from the state

board.

But a spokeswoman for the Irish

Lesbian and Gay Organization,

Anne Maguire, called the Hiber-

nians' charges a he. She said that

over the last few months, officials

of the state and national Hiber-

nians organization have expressed

their willingness to rcsolve the

issue of her group's participation,

both privately and publicly.

*These statements now appear

to have befen misleading at best,

outright lies at worst," she said.

Last year's parade produced one
of the most dramatic moments of

Dinkins' term. After his efforts to

force the Manhattan chapter of the

Hibernians to allow the gay group

had failed but another Irish group

offered them a place, Dinkins

decided to forgo the mayor's
traditional place at what has long

been New York's largest and most
celebrated ethnic celebration.

t SAA

t

Audition now for

I

SPRING SING
Rhythm of the Night

Orientation Meeting
for all interested in Spring Sing (competition or company)

TONIGHT at 7 PM in the James West Alumni Center.

For more information, call the SAA office at 206-0524.

All applications available at the info desk of the Alumni Center. .

2 ways to perform:

NAHID
SPECIAL
1/2 PRICE

Haircut
Hi-Lite or

Weaving & Style^

Perm
Straightening

Tint & Style

$10

$30

$25

$?S

$20

By Appointment
477-2255

Antonio's Salon
1267 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
JUST ONE BLOCK
S. OF WILSHIRE

•
*
•
*
*
*

t
t

t

Groups and individuals may compete
in five musicai categories:

•Production /
•Chdrai/Ensertibie

•Noveity

•Quartet '

•Soio/Duet

Applications due on
Friday, Januaiy 31

.

Tlie Spring Sing Company needs
performers tliroughout tlie sliow

who can
•Sing

•Dance/Tumble.

Applications due
TODAY at 5 PM!

SAA is a student group
sponsored by

UCUUumiy
* « < II i: t * T I i» 1^

fTTf??ff?f???ffffTf?ffTffTf?T?ff?fTf?fff

Ik-

WESTWIND
UCLA's Journal of the Arts

Volume 35

FINAL DEADLINE:
JANUARY 31

Submit your prose, poetry, 372 Kinsey Hall

photography, plays, visual Honors Commons
art, and sheet music with a 395-3375
cassette

,

The Bonalo Hl^
2 DouHt Irtey BurgiPS

2 lipgi Fries, 2 Cokn

$8

^ "^SUn SpecW
Mngs

2 Large ontaps of suns,

$17

BefoN Om Hg giae give lit a can. neseSupep
Bewi SiMCiait wii eniy lie availaliie IMs

nmpsday ttpu Sunday

80 epdep new tor yon* party iiefope it is overi

6 wings, fipies and

ilUcanDpinii

$8J)0

tMdcen Sandmridi,

Fpies & al U 01 dPM
S8.50

FreeDelvepy
208^484

MOM-WED/ vm*a
11:80-11:80 11:80^2:80

ITScmqr an. • NMHNi
11-8
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In Russia, long lines belle bread abundance
By Louis Uchlteile

The New York Times

MOSCOW— Few bread stores

anywhere are as well-equipped as

the Australia Shop on Piatnitskaya

Street in downtown Moscow.
Automated equipment, a recent

gift from Australia, mixes dough
and bakes bread 18 hours a day,

and as fresh loaves come out of the

stainless-steel ovens, they are

stacked in wiie-mesh trays, wait-

ing to be sold. But despite this

abundance, anxious customers

form a Une half a block long

outside the shop.

Lines like these, televised

abroad, give the impression of a

bread shortage in Moscow, an

impression that by all accounts is

erroneous. Bread sales have risen

to record levels in recent months,

as people substitute bread for

meat, cheese, milk and eggs, all of

which have grown much too

expensive for many consumers.

But the city has enough grain

and flour to carry eight million

people through the winter, inter-

views with industry experts and

^ith managers of bread stores,

bread factories and flour mills

make clear.

The bottlenecks that make Mus-
covites and the residents of other

major cities anxious about bread

shortages are not, so far, in the

supplies of grain and flour. The
problem instead lies in the

methods used by the state-owned

industry to make and distribute

bread. It is a system that encour-

ages retailers to order less bread

than they can sell, and to discard

day-old bread as too stale for

Russian tastes.

Vasily Doroshin, deputy direc-

tor of the Moscow Retail Bread
Committee, a city agency that

regulates bread stores and keeps
their accounts, noted, "We don't

want to have any negative social

consequences connected with old

bread."

COMPLETE EYE CARE

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
JClUDES EVE EXAM:MAriON EVEGLASS

FRAME 4 ORFSCRiPTiON LENSES

CONTACT LENS PACKAGE
iNClUDES EVE EXAM PA'ff OF DAiLV WEAR
LENSES CARFK • AND FOiiOWUP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
••INCLUOES EXAM FlHiNG & FQlLO'// up

3 MONTHS lENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EVE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

O P T M t T R I X

An Ofor-.tli'L C«'!e'

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

'nterested in Med School?

Take the first step and find

out about:

The MCAT exam

What to expect in Med School

The application process

and Much, Much More!

Southern California MCAT/Med School Seminars:

Culver City

Monday, January 13

6:30 PM

Brentwood Encino

Tuesday, January 2 1 Wednesday, January 22

6:30 PM 6:30 PM

CALL l-80()-KAP.TKST for reservations

and information

£ STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

Discover the convenience of Westwood Village-'s 24-hour

express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the

essentials (and the goodies) you or your party might need.

Convenient parking, too! So, if it's 3 PM. or 3 A.M., come in

to the Village's fast and friendly market, and find whatever

you need—whenever you need it.

V-Village
l^xpressmart
^^^^^^ ' Always Open at the corner of Gayley & Le Conte

FOODSTOR
10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (213) 209-9111

Open 24 hours • 7 days a week • CONVENIENT FREE PARKING

GMAT Pr^p?

Th^ Frinceton Keview
• Cljiee size id m mjKimum of 12 sftuderrto

strtiUf\ed by ability to insure itfvd

3pecif\c lectures «nd mjximum score

mcrc33<i3.

• 4 proctoned teste and computer analysts

v\*iich dissects pcrhrmance in a/er 50

catcqohcA.

• Instruction with highly cjualffied

instructors ( all have scored In thcrtop

95% on the C5MAT) yMo have also been

trained with Fhnceton Review's nationally

renowned testing strategies

• \ndependent {documentation reports

increases of o^er 110 points.

Other Coureee
• Class size of ^5 to 40
students wtth no stratification;

• 1 to 3 tests With only 1 analysis^

if any!

• Teachers may be c^ualified but tack

specific instruction crucial to excel on

the GMAT. They are not tramea \n

effective test strategies.

• No documentation, no verification, no

guarantees. As for average score

improvements, your answers may vary

dependina on whst dsy you call.

-*-::*. ConcluBiOi

Obviously, my time and career arc too Important

to trust to anyone b%t TFK.

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT

MSI 3101^7^

4WIMIMMM «n
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INTERNS
"EARN WHILE YOU LEARN"
Universal Studios Hollywood, America's third largest

visitor attraction, has immediate openings for interns in

our employment office. You will gain valuble work

experience while interviewing and recruiting during our

busy season. If a job in the entertainment field peaks

your interest, please call Scott at (81 8) 777-6882.

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS
HOLLYWOOD

DO THE HEALTH THING-BE A PHC!
YOU'LL BE TRAINED IN:

FITNESS*NUTRrnON*EATING DISORDERS*AIDS'SUBSTANCE ABUSE'STRESS

MGMT.*CONTRACEPTION*SUICIDEPREVENTION«HYPERTENSION
AND MORE!

YOU MUST ATTEND AN ORIENTATION TO RECEIVE AN APPLICATION

ORIENTATION MEETINGS:

Monday. January 27 Thursday, lanuary 30

12-1 pm AU 3517

Tuesday, January 28

lM2pm AU2408
1-2 pm North Campus 20

Wednesday, January 29-

11-12 pm North Campus 20

2-3 pm AU 2408

6-7 pm Sproul Entertainment

Center (tentative)

Friday, January 31,

12-1 pm North Campus 20

1-2 pm AU 2408

6:30-7:30 pm FOB 616 HUgaid

1-2 pm North Campus 20

6-7 pm Dykstra Fireside Lounge

QUESTIONS??
401 Kerckhoff Hall 825-8462 M-F 9-5

spon«ored by SHS

Help newly admitted students by teaching them how to

survive and thrive at UCLA. Apply to become a

1992 UCU ORIElVrATION COU]\SELOR

Interested students should attend one of these ipformation meetings:

Wednesday, January 22, 12 noon

LuValle Commons Boardroom

(by the Students' Store)

Wednesday, January 22, 7 pm
James West Center Conference Room

Thursday, January 23, 1 pm
North Campus Room 22

Monday, January 27, 12 noon

James West Center Conference Room

Tuesday, January 28, 12 noon

2408 Ackerman Union

Applicants must:

- Be currently enrolled

- Have completed at least one year of college work

(not necessarily at UCLA, but with sophomore standing)

- Have a preferred minimum 2.50 GPA.

Applications will be available at the above meetings.

For any other questions, please call the Orientation

Program office at (310) 206-6685.

Cong^pessman seeks
release of JFK files
By CHfford Krauss
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — The chair-

man of a congressional commiaee
that investigated the assassination

of President John F. Kennedy said

Tuesday that he would ask Con-

gress to order the release of all

government documents on the

slaying in an effort to dispel public

suspicions that the government

was involved in a conspiracy to kill

Kennedy.

Rep. Louis Stokes, D-Ohio,

chairman of the former House

Select Committee on Assassina-

tions, said the release of the

documents, including intelligence

agency files, could, however,

strengthen evidence that nK)b

figures were involved in the

assassination.

The committee's files could be

released if the House votes to do

so, and Stokes* support would be

influential in such a vote. But

secret material held by other

government agencies can be made
public only with the approval of

the House, the Senate and the

president, and prospects for such

approval are unclear.

The former House assassina-

tions committee sent 848 boxes of

iinpiihlished documents it had.

Kennedy, D-Mass.

Stokes said recently that he was

leaning in favor of releasing the

committee's documents, although

he added that he ttelieved they

would add nothing important to

public knowledge of the case.

But Tuesday he said documents

assembled by the CIA and FBI
should be released, too. These

documents are not part of Stokes*

committee's files, although the

panel saw some of them in the

course of its inquiry.

These files include transcripts of

conversations among prominent

members of organized crime that

were secretly, and in some cases

illegally, taped by law enforce-

ment authorities in the sue months

before the assassination, said G.

Robert Blakey, a Notre Dame
University law professor who
served as counsel to the House
assassinations committee.

•Tn the interests of everything

being disclosed,** Stokes said in an

interview, "let*s get everything out

that is sealed anywhere.**

While a House vote could

release the committee* s files, there

are concerns that the files, and the

intelligence agencies' informa-

tion, could reveal intelligence

sources and methods

collected to the National Archives,'

where they were to be sealed until

the year 2029. But the idea of

unsealing the files has picked up

momentum with the recent

endorsement of Sen. Edward M.

LANGUAGE
From page 2

The slightly green reader will

note my use of such modem
euphemisms as boot, upchuck and

talk to Ralph on the big white

phone, as well as the Shakespea-

rean favorite puke; I might have

turned to a dignified-sounding

regurgitate or reverse peristalsis,

tried the latest hurl, or added

tossing your cookies, blowing your

doughnuts and losing your lunch.

More modem power hooters use

driving the porcelain bus and

laughing at the carpet; my personal

choice in describing the embar-

rassing act when it happens to me
is yawning in Technicolor.

The preferred slang verb to

describe the evacuation of the

stomach was probably used by

Johnny Carson just after the

episode involving the president

*Tf you had to eat raw fish while

you looked at Lee lacocca, you*d

barf too."

A senior aide to Sen. George J.

Mitchell of Maine, the Senate

Majority leader, said Mitchell

supported the fullest disclosure

possible of government documents

related to the assassination.

Layering

Layering is in. This locution—
not to be confused with lawyering,

or **making it h^d to sue and

impossible to understand** — has

taken hold in several industries.

Vidal Sassoon, the London
hairdresser, sent ripples through

the barbering dodge with his

geometric, layered hair styles in

the 1960s. We still see people with

that organized shagginess shaping

their heads today. The description

soon dropped from the head to the

body: since 1976, when News-
week reported that Sonia Rykiel

"continued her layered sweater

look over Bermuda shorts,*' the

layered look — big skirts with

tight pants, tiers of fabric, one

color on top of the other, men's
shirts over women's blouses over

children's pajamas — has been a

fashion staple.

Lately, according to my New
York Times Magazine colleague

Carrie Donovan, the layered look

has been overtaken by a put-

together look — which is less

rumpled and not as defiant a

statement as in the old hippie-

reminiscent days. Although layer-

ing continues, it is not all that chic.

Ah, but it is becoming the hot

new locution in another world. In

the mid-1970s, a different sense of

the temi appeared in Business

Week. "Because of the layered

organizational design, it is hard to

get feedback,** complained a lum-

ber company executive, fmstrated

at the impenetrability of govem-
ment trade regulators. That mean-

ing of layering — bureaucratic

buffers — lay dormant under a

layer of feminist fashion until

recentiy.

A White House official was
quoted by Ann Devroy of The
Washington Post as saying that a

new communications director was
going to be chosen by the new
chief of staff, Samuel K. Skinner.

But **the same official cautioned

that l)ecause someone new is

coming in *does not mean David

Demarest is going out'** Devroy

explained that "David F. Demarest

Jr. is the current communications

director and is likely to leave— or

*be layered,* as one source put it

yesterday — given lesser duties

and a different title.**

I had heard of such layering in

political circles but had never seen

it in print. "I first heard it in tiie

Reagan administration,'* Devroy

recalls. *They never fired anyone

either. They just put a super-what-

ever on top. When they put

somebody else in below, they call

it sandwiching."

Despite Uie indignity, execu-

tives or bureaucrats being deprived

of an in-box arc happy to keep at

least the shadow of their jobs in

tight times. Keep your^eye on

layering, an important new
bureaucratic management tool.
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Lend me your ears

MICHAEL LAN/Daily Bruin

Cllffe Knechtle speaks on Christianity in Meyerhoff Park on

Tuesday. He will be here ail week.

Violence forces pupils

to wear safer clothes
By Katharine Bishop
The New York Times

OAKLAND — In many urban

schools today, wearing a blue

bandana, red stitching on a base-

ball cap, a Raiders* jacket or

expensive athletic shoes can be

enough to set off a fight and even a

killing.

Violence by and against stu-

dents — whether related to the

stealing of coveted clothing or

J^HClry or to the flaunting oL
clothing or colors associated with""

gangs — has become such a

concern in California that public

schools are increasingly adopting

dress codes for safety's sake.

The Oakland Board of Educa-

tion, after months of study and

planning, is among the latest to do

so.

"It is our belief that youngsters,

parents, teachers and the com-
munity have a right to come to a

sanctuary that is free from mes-

sages of violence,** said Toni

Cook, a board member who spon-

sored the dress code.

Some New York City schools

and the entire public school system

of Detroit have banned expensive

clothing and jewelry, believing

that fights are caused by disparities

in income among students. But

-here, dress codes are aimed mainly

at eliminating symbols of gang

affiliation.

Many students oppose the ban,

saying it violates their right to

dress as they choose. The Ameri-

can Civil Liberties Union has also

expressed concern, fearing that the

dress code could potentially censor

students* political opinions or treat

any clothing fads, particularly

those of African-American and

Latino students, as gang-related.

But increasingly, parents and

educators see dress codes as one of

the few concrete means at their

disposal to combat the violence

threatening many young people.

As Pat Gray, the mother of a high

school student, told the Oakland

board: "I am alarmed. I feel that

my child is not safe at school. If it

takes a dress code, by God, let*s try

it."

In California the problem is no

longer isolated in big cities. The
farming community of Modesto,

known nationally as the setting for

the 1973 teen-age cruising movie

"American Graffiti,** has barred

students from wearing hats and

headgear in response to attacks by

gangs from Los Angeles.

Roaming the state's central

freeway, the gangs have assaulted

young people wearing opposing

gang colors, like blue for the Crips

and red for the Bloods.

In instituting the Oakland dress

code, which took effect this month,

the board cited that part of the state

constitution guaranteeing the right

to "safe, secure and peaceful*'

public schools. The board has

banned clothing and jewelry

denoting identification with a

gang, expensive jogging suits

frequenUy worn by gang members
and drug dealers, and all hats and

headgear and clothing designating

membership in non-school organi-

zations.

The ban also covers T-shirts

with wording that incorporates

profanity, approves of drug use or

violence or denigrates people

because of their fSce, eihnlcliy,

religion, sex or sexual preference.

Before voting unanimously to

adopt the dress code in November,

the nine-member board heard

students from several schools

argue at a hearing that they should

have the freedom to wear what

they want and be judged on the

basis of their individual behavior.

As Kyla Ginsberg, a student at

Sequoia Elementary school said,

"It doesn*t depend on what you

wear; it depends on what's in your

mind."

But the students were followed

by waves of parents, teachers,

ministers and concerned citizens

who spoke of drugs and violence

devastating the community.

"When clothing becomes an

excuse to kill and destroy, then

something must be done,** said one

minister. "When what the students

want puts them in jeopjardy, adults

must step in."

While many students view the

ban as severe, it is less restrictive

than others in California and

elsewhere.

In central Los Angeles, for

example. Dr. Robert Bamer, prin-

cipal of the 2,500-snident Manual

Arts High School, said the volu-

minous, brightly patterned pants

popular with young men have

recently been added to the list of

banned clothing. The pants, along

with colored shoe strings, are often

associated with gangs.

Bamer said the dress code had

diminished thenumber of fights on

campus.

In Oakland, some students and

parents expressed concern that the

dress code might ban certain

images or colors that make a

political and cultural statement,

like pictures of Malcolm X or

Nelson Mandela, or the black,

green and red associated with the

South African anti-apartheid

movement
Jason Williams, a 17-year-old

junior at Castiemont High School

in southeast Oakland, said he

planned to keep wearing his

baseball cap with "Malcolm X"
printed on the front despite the ban

on all forms of headgear. "I*m a

Muslim and I believe in what

Malcolm believed in," Williams

said. "I'm not taking this hat off."

Cmon. .

.

ADVERTISE

825-2161

STUDY FRENCH IN THE FRENCH RIVIERA
July 24th - Auguct 22nd 1992

STUDY PORTUGUESE IN RIO
June 26ih - July 2Sth 1992

MODERN LANGUAGE CENTER
EngUsh(ESL), Pbitoguese, Spaniah. French. ItalUn

Instruction - Translation - Inteipretation

Small groups and individual tutoring

Credendaled instructors

REGISTRATION ALWAYS OPEN
Monday-Friday 3pm-9pm

Saturday Mornings A Afternoons

Pitrf.NydisdsSUvs (310)139-8427

Volunteer
at the

Asian Pacific American Legal Center

The Asian Pacific American Legal Center is a non-profit organization in Downtown

Los Angeles dedicated to providing legal services to low-income Asian Pacific

Americans. Services provided include family relations, domestic violence, housing, and

immigration, and others. The Legal Center also directs many independent outreach,

education, and advocacy projects on issues critical to the Asian Pacific community.

THURSDAY NIGHT CLINICS
Every Thursday night, UCLA's Asian Pacific Legal Center Project car-pools student

volunteer^ to the Legal Center. Volunteers meet on the Law School steps to go to the

Legal Center at 4:30 PM, returning by 8:30 PM. Volunteers assist in the intake

interview ofnew clients. In addition to helping the community, volunteers get hands-on

experience with clients and learn about fundamental legal issues.

Since most of the Center's clients are limited English-speaking, there is a special need

for volunteers fluent in Asian Pacific languages.

OTHERVOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
Besides the Thursday night clinic, the Legal Center welcomes volunteers who are

interested in working during weekdays. Volunteers are needed in all areas:

• Direct client assistance

• Clerical
.,

^--. :-.

• Research
• Outreach/education —

For more information, please call Student Project Directors Alice Choi (310-478-3415) or

Winnie Louie (213-888-9388).
<-

Project of the Asian Pacific Islander Law Students Assocation

Funded by the UCLA Community Activities Committee of the Program Activities Board

Tutors from all backgrounds wanted;

Make new friends...

Learn more about yourself.,.

Make a difference in a child's life...

Come tutor elementary school children in Chinatown.

WINTER ORIENTATIONS
Come and learn more about us:

f^ Week 3
Wednesday, January 22 12 noon Ackerman 2412

Wednesday, January 22 4 pm Ackerman 2412

Thursday, January 23 11am Ackerman 2412

Thursday, January 23 5 pm Ackerman 2412

Thursday, January 23 8 pm Dykstra 7th Fl.

Friday, January 24 12 noon Ackerman 2412

I Friday, January 24 3 pm Ackerman 2412

=^

FOR MORE INFORMATION STOP BY
411 KERCKHOFF OR CALL 208-4806 OR 470-2814

TUTORING BEGINS SATURDAY. JAN 25

BE AT CASTELAR ELEMENTARY BY 9:15 AM
VANS LEAVE DYKSTRA AT 8:15 AM

BRING A FRIEND, AND WE'LL SEE YOU THERE!

!

Funded by ihfc Community Activilies Commiuee of the Programs Activiiics Boaid.

wiii*>
. t

-m. 'J3^'
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^^^^ ^ttWaTe or Anf/ocA,^
\\0 Now forming men's

_-* groups & women's groups •

^e,
'»/;>

LOW COST THERAPY BASED ON ABILITY TO PAY

(213)839-9340

13274 FIJI WAY, MARINA DEL REY

THE ANNUAL
(QHJIESir W(Q)R TTIEIIE IBIESIT

SHA RECRUITMENT 1992

Apply to be a SHA...
Student Health Advocates are specially trained to provide self-help care

for cold, first aid and emergencies. Student Health Advocates also

provide counseling and referrals in the area of nutrition, fitness, weight

management, stress management, contraception and emotional concerns.

TO RECEIVE AN APPLICATION, YOU MUSTATTEND
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING MEETINGS:

Wednesday, January 22

1 1 :00 a.m., NcHth Campus, Room 22

8:30 p.m., Sigma Phi Epsilon

Thursday, January 23

1 1 :00 a.m.? North Campus, Room 22

2:00 p.m., Ackerman 35 17

7:00 p.m., Hedrick Fireside Lounge

Friday, January 24

10:30 a.m.. North Campus, Room 22

12:00 p.m., Kcrckhoflf400

1:00 p.m., Ackerman 2412

7:00 p.m., Dykstra Fireside Lounge

For more information, talk to a SHA or call 825-4730

Wednesday • Jan 22 • 10-2 PM
2nd Floor Lounge • Ackerman Union

Groups Participating Include:

UCLA EXPO Center • USAC • Asian-American Studies

Placement and Career Planning Center • AIESEC
Center for American Politics and Public Policy

Community Resource Center • Field Studies

Student Conservation Assocation

Community Service Commission

Sponsored by UCLA EXPO Center

and USAC
»r»**» • • • • • r •

New Jersey gevemor
sigkis welfare package
By Wayne King

The New York Times

PENNSAUKEN, NJ. — Gov.

Jim Florio signed a legislative

package Tuesday that mandates

sweq}ing revisions in the welfare

system, among other things mak-
ingNew Jersey the only state in the

nation to deny additional payments

to welfare mothers who have more

children.

If they are approved by the

federal government, the changes

would remove any possible finan-

cial incentive for a welfare mother

to have additional children. They
would also encourage family sta-

bility by allowing welfare mothers

to marry without losing their

benefits and reward employment

by allowing them to earn as much
as 50 percent of their total welfare

payment without having their

benefits cut.

The New Jersey revisions have

attracted national attention, even

coming up in the debate among
Democratic presidential candi-

dates on Sunday.

Gov. Bill Clinton of Arkansas,

the acknowledged Democratic
frontrunner, said, **l would not sign

that bill.'* Instead, he said, he

would spend more money on
education for welfare mothers and

"make sure they have child care.**

*There is no point in hurting the

mothers,** he said during the

debate. "What you want to do is

liberate the kids.**

Florio disagreed with the Ark-

ansas governor Tuesday, saying,

*This ought to be a policy nation-

ally.**

In fact, the New Jersey package

does encourage education and job

training.

VIGIL
From page 1

how Car we have to go to end

racism,** said UCLA senior

Michelle Reid. "What he repre-

sents is a struggle for all— not just

for blacks to be thought of as

individuals.**

^And peqide should remember
him on more than just one day a

year, the students said.

**One heyday is not enough, two

sentences or a paragraph in a

history book is not enough to

describe the man who allowed me
to sit on a bus and drink out of a

faucet,** said UCLA alumna Latri-

cia Warren.

However, the studcants marched

not only to commemorate King*s

contributions but those of all

African leaders.

"Commemorating Dr. King

today is my way of commemorat-

ing all black pioneers, including

Rosa Parks, Harriet Tubman,
Frederick Douglas, W.E.B.
Dubois and all inventors,** Warren
said.

The vigil was part of the Alpha

PM Alphn fmtemity'g ninth amiual-

Martin Luther King Jr. week.

- The week's activities include

placing a photo mural of King on
the A-level of Aclerman Union
and playing a documentary on an

Ackerman television screen all

day.

Alpha Phi Alpha is also inviting

students from Jordan Hig^ School

to UCLA today to encourage them

to attend college. The fraternity is

also sponsoring an oratorical con-

test Thursday with the theme "I

have a dream.**

GRADS
From page 1

Foundation, and Neil L. Ruden-

stine, who was executive vice

president of the foundation before

being named president of Harvard

University last year.

Despite its importance to the

nation, graduate education has

received scant attention and com-
paratively little study, Bowen said.

American colleges and universi-

ties grant approximately 1 million

bachelor's degrees a year, com-
pared with about 300,000 master's

degrees and 34,000 doctorates.

Enrollment in graduate schools

grew slowly but steadily beginning

in the 1920s, then more rapidly in

the 1960s until it peaked before

graduate-student deferments for

the Vietnam War were ended in

1968, the report said.

More recently, the number of

doctoral recipients in the humani-

ties dropped to 3,600 in 1988 from

5,400 in 1973. By contrast, the

number of engineering and science

degrees has remained steady

because of an influx of foreign

graduate students who have offset

a drop in the number of American
students in those areas.

The study also found that as

many as half of all doctoral

students in many programs drop

out before finishing.

*The low completion rates and
long time-to-degree that often

prevail now mean that even mod-
est improvements would increase

markedly the number of recipients

of doctorates," the authors wrote.

"Working to improve the effec-

tiveness of current programs is by

far the most sensible way to begin

to prepare for the faculty staffmg

problems that are anticipated by
the end of the decade.**

A related study co-written by
Bowen in 1989 estimated that the

nation would have to increase

overall production of doctorates by
two-thirds to meet anticipated

demands for faculty members and

to avert a shcHiage. The study,

**Prospects for Faculty in the Arts

and Sciences,** projected that by
the end of this decade there might

be only 30,934 new faculty mem-
bers to fill 37.091 positions.

The study recommends that

universities and graduate depart-

ments take several steps to

increase the number of doctorates.

Among the suggestions:

— Avoid creating more gradu-

ate programs that will be so small

and specialized that they cannot

meet a minimum standard of

excellence.

— Advise graduate students

more closely and foster a sense of

coUegiality among them, espe-

cially in the trying period when a

student is writing a dissertation.

— Limit positions as teaching

assistants to about two years.

Otherwise the positions — which
provide fmancial aid to graduate

students in exchange for part-time

teaching duties — can interfere

with the student's ability to com-
plete a degree program.

The study also recommended
that a national fellowship program
for the humanities be established,

tailoring it after a program being

run by the National Science
Foundation.

7^

/

Stronger ties

found between
family, suicide

The New York Times

One out of every four people

who attempt suicide has a family

member who also tried to commit
suicide, a study sponsored by the

National Institute of Mental Health

has found. The number is higher

than previous estimates.

In previous studies, about one in

14 people who attempted suicide

had relatives who had also tried to

kill themselves. The new study

involved 2,304 Los Angeles resi-

dents; the earlier estimates were

based on interviews with mental

patients and their families.

The chief investigator in the

new study, Dr. Susan Sorenson, a

psychologist at UCLA, said she

believed that the new study offered

a more realistic view of the

incidence of suicide attempts

because it looked at the general

population. She said previous

studies were limited in scope.

Sorenson said that having a

family history of suicide was not,

in itself, a predictor of suicide. But

mental illness can promote clusters

of suicide attempts in families, she

said.

Suicide studies have consis-

tenUy found that women have a

higher rate of suicide attempts than

Trfen. In the new study, women
were four and a half times as likely

as itien to attempt suicide. Dr.

Sorenson said. Unmarried women
with a history of suicide in the

family were at a higher risk for

suicide attempts than men or

married women.

SURVEY
From page 3

pot is waning. Students attribute

the declini^ to UCLA's increas-

ingly striiigent academic stan-

dards.

"It used to be that you could

have come out of high school with

a 3.5 grade-point average, have

done a littie partying, and still

make it to UCLA,** said Doug
Robinson, a third-year student.

"Now it's harder to get in here,

and (freshmen) are definitely

having to be study oriented,** he

said. *This leaves litUe time for

partying. Freshmen still drink, but

they are definitely drinking less

then when I was a freshman.**

Entering freshmen are working

harder to get into college so they

are less likely to indulge in

drinking, other students said.

Backing up the students*

viewpoint, the UCLA study found

about 25 percent of U.S. college

freshmen earned either an *A* or

*A+* grade-point average in high

school.

The national survey compiled

questionnaires completed by

210,000 freshmen at 431 U.S.

colleges. This number represents

about 13 percent of all first-year

students.

"In the past year, among the

guys who have entered my (frater-

nity) house, you find a lot more

people who don't drink at all,*' said

John Wank, a third-year student

"(Freshmen) have a different atti-

tude, a more serious attitude about

school."

Of course, the declining availa-

bility of alcohol has influenced

attitudes, said UCLA researcher

Eric I>ey, an associate director for

the survey.

"I think that the legislation has

fmally caught up with the students,

where in the past, the legal

drinking age was 18 and over.

Now, it*s 21 and over, and alcohol

is probably not as accessible," he

said.
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TRAFFIC (

SCHOOL "

FRKK l'.\RKI\(. CI S1I1()M:1) CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & i:vi:MX(is
CL/\ssi:s

IMIIIIIM

ADVERTISE
JIM

WOULD
HAVE

WANTED
IT THAT

WAY.
825-2161

5ltat»t)'s.
says

You Make The Call...

Thick or Thin
Crust?

(Your choice, no extra charge)

FREE & FAST DELIVERY
Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken

and mojo potatos Only $ 10.95

Large two topping pizza
q^j $8.99

2 slices, 1/2 order of mojos and all you

can drink Only $2.99
1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470

Sun-Thurs 11-lam; Fri &. Sat 11 -2am

824-4111 '""
L ^ J

ShakEMS

Rnuiuuii

4

Introducing the reckless funk-rock of

ELEVEN
'oi^rpr'?!^ proudly present the storm of

the L^.i\* underground scene.

NOON Westwood Plaza
~ i Today, January 22

absolutely FREEl !

Co-sponsored by USAC

'k
\v

T=\
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ALPHA PHI ALPHA Fraternity Inc.,

Gamma Xi Chapter

Invites you to join us celebrating the life of Dr. Martin Luther King

KING WEEK '92 Tan. 21st-24th
ALL WEEK:

Tues. 21st:

ART EXHIBn'IOiy-"Rafl«ctions" on Dr. King

stop by A-loyol Aekorman and onioy

CANDLELIGHT V»IL4tomomboring Dr. King ploaso ooma loin ua.

Moat at comar of Waataiood and LaConta at 5:30 p.m. Imia aiill walk to WtetMiMd
Plazal

^^ -^

Weds. 22nd: "00 TO HIGH SCHOOL...OO TO COLLEGE" Part of Alpha'a nationwida aducation

program. Thia yaar Mia wvill ba Joinad by atudanta from Jordan High School

TTlurs. 23rd: 4TH ANNUAL 'MLK' ORATORICAL CONTEST
Plaaaa coma join us. Riabar Hail FSL at 7:00p.m.

"HOUSE PARTY" Exchanga w/ Lambda Chi Alpha 10:00p.m.

ILook for invitations/flysrs)

Fri. 24th: T-SHIRT SALE! Corns out by ths wslk snd gat your Psraphamalla, faaturing Dr.

King. Malcolm X., and othara (vva Miili also bs out on Tuaaday)

If you have Questk>ns about King Week or Alpha Phi Alpha call Briar. Davis 558-3072

I (Funded by USAC BOARD OF DIRECTORS PROGRAMMING FUND)

N

- Nowav:

on
instdlmeit-plan.

Here's a way to leam faster and work smarter

without putting a lot ofcash down. It's called

the Aj3ple Q)mputer Loan.

Right now, qualifying students, parents

bomowing on behalfofstudents, and faculty

and staffmembers with an annual income of

at least $15,000, can purchase an Appl^

Macintosh* computer system using a special

financing plan set up jast for you.

Apply to bonx)w firm $1,500 to $10,000 for

a Macintosh computer, otherApple products—

including the A{ple(2/r6^ extended service

plan, and up t(3 three software packages.

Ifvou're a student, vou'll be able to defer

Restrictions: Available to full-time UCXA Students. Faculty, Staff and I>partments only. Purchase must he for the personal academic, educational, or research use of the eliKihIe person.

>tudtTirs must show a currt^ ReyistratitH^-ard and Ph«H<^ I.O.; Faculty arul Staff must show a payroll ntunher ami |-4>oto I.H. No nK>re than 4>ne dt*.sktop and one notchiK)k unit may he

^purchased every other year, limit two for students. Other restrictions may apply. Prices are subject to change without notice. All sales are final.

•
rh.' mUTcy tJk'ix tik' m^afic .>/ tik- hifihi-r (./ t/w V-(ir» KWimtT, wJ /w/mt roU's .in rc/xflnJ oi i/k WJ Str.'i't iin<nkJ. /)ks u sJiriW ../ 4 .<.VV A/ut Jiiw .k\ \^1 ^ -^natii in<i\ itkTi'osf i/pr.iji.'rujn ikiCn itkTcuw, hM uili ii.K .'Xirt'd 5 6')(.. i-nsJitig hr/rr.Mi'.'n utiuiil K' niKi/k-d

M I'aM V liiw m ddiwkv Tht- twn mtx\ W fnclniutal im\ mrw uit/iout l\tuiir\ F.^ i/k' mmuh i^ ( Vi/M 1^1 . t/k raw uas 10 Ot)H%. uM*i (in annud fxTuiiu^f nif n/ 1 1 40.^^% This rau' wtmU rouli m m,mthi\ /mmmu iif$lHHI f,n i-^xry $/ ,iXXl hmiAitd 7V touJ

jimivt i/wT«t j<n cokh $/ ,CXV h,fnilu^.^d u.-uU h' U4l Hj Ij^,^ cL\i (.. Jf/.-r |m>ki(xii /xivm.'ms jm /.*ur yctm. i/u- Ai'K .m v.iur trtn wi/ hi' I / 0<27'>;' V«ut m.<mW\ pawwiMs dumn t/k- dt-Zi-mkiii /vnnj u«(l K' $«7«. unJ yintr first (tubicWv fxrynuw (^ /imk i/wi <nuf mUffW

Ml/ he $2V 67 /XT rt«Ty $/ AX^ K-niiutd 77w «*ii /nwikv iW' 'J" ««rv |l .OX' v.im /»«t.<4 «i11 K- $647 24 J»k' mtw« rufc- h ^«4^^•lf U< i»kTi-dw j/ut vm /ww nvi-wtd rfk- Iwn Ea* <if)f>U.nii tins a $20 a^ rwrn-n'/urkii/i' ii/)f4,ui.*i /.v .Afipf-ni-ii hnrouiT-i mil K'

i /i<ii(!.'d J 4'';. turi iirxj^miUun] /i\' LuJi ii/if)ti<m(»ii\ ii/ut /unc <(\ I'WJ rrki> K' ^uhteil tn ti /ufihcr Uoi (iri^TUinmi jcc 'i\ Uirt <rri),iikm.>ti /ic uiU K' dtiiii-il i/' t/k rii^4f sU'c/ tun ijmi>uiii linJ rc/uki mn liu ii^' <</ i/k- Uin

't I'NI Appit ( .>iiipuiir, liK Appli'. the An'l< If", ^mJ M.Kiniii«l\ ;iri' nyiMiTal tr.klciii.(rLN .'( Appli- ( (itnpiiur, Inr AppM arc in .i nyiMinJ MrMif m.irL .»• Applt- (,i>inpuiir. Iiu

principal payments for up to 48 months

while in school, making interest-only pay-

ments until 30 days after you graduate or

leave sch(X)l. Interest rates ane surprisingly

low, and you can take up to eight years

tonepay.*

So stop by tcxiay and fill out a loan

application.

Because this is one way to afford a

Macintosh, even ifyou can't afford
^

a Macintosh.

ft.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Stort/ B-Lav«l Ackerman Union/ 825-6952/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6: Sit 10-5; Sun 12-5

Paridng tickets

down 43 percent

By Patrick McGreevy
Los Angeles Daily News

The number of traffic tickets

written by Los Angeles police

officers dropped 43 percent last

year compared to 1987 — costing

the city $6.9 million in revenue,

according to a report

The report, delivered to Mayor
Tom Bradley at the opening of

annual budget revenue hearings

and released Tuesday, showed
officers wrote 301,617 tickets for

moving violations in the first 10

months of 1991 — compared with

525,273 for the same period in

1987.

*This is perplexing in light of

the increase in the last five years in

the number of police officers,*'

said Bradley, referring to an

increase in the LAPD*s authorized

strength from 7,119 to 8,205 over

that period

"It*s an indication of productiv-

ity— or lack of it,** Bradley added.

Police Chief Daryl F. Gates

refused to discuss the reasons for

the decline but took issue with

Bradley *s assessment that it was a

productivity issue.

"What does he want, quotas?"

Gates said.

City Controller Rick Tuttle,

whose staff prepared the report,

said that GatCS^'- Qffice_ Ms.
explained die drop in part to a rise

in serious crime and a shift in

priority to handle more emergency
calls.

Tuttle* S report to Bradley said

Los Angeles Police Department

officials also said that fewer
citations have been issued since'

the March 3 videotaped beating of

motorist Rodney King by LAPD-
officers last March. Los Angeles

Police Department officials

blamed the reduction on declining

officer morale since negative

publicity arose out of the King
incident, said Deputy Controller

Timothy Lynch.

Tuttle said that he does not buy
that argument, noting that the

number of traffic tickets written by
officers was declining long before

the King beating.

m. • ' .ik. al»».' •.«'«

ENVIRONMENT
From page 3

geography. Students already

majoring in geography and
ecosystems will not have to change

majors.

**We*ve always done environ-

mental studies within the geogra-

phy major, but now it has a new
name and it encompasses all kinds

of environmental . matters in

depth,** he said.

Members of the geography
department hope interest in the

new major wiU grow.

One problem with the major,

however, is the small number of

classes offered each quarter.

"We have a problem offering

enough environmental courses at

the upper division level evefy

quarter,** Hale said. "We have a lot

of staff on leave, and although

there are many new courses, not all

of them are fully developed.*'

But Greenfeld, who plans to

dedicate her life to improving

environmental policies, is opti-

mistic. "I think this major offers a

lot of interesting classes, and it

seems like new classes are being

added all the time.**
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New York earns

high court win

on cigarette tax

By Linda Greenhouse
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — New Vork

state won a victory in the Supreme
Court Tuesday in its long-running

effort to collect taxes on cigarettes

and other goods sold on Indian

reservations to non-Indian custom-

ers.

In a unanimous order, the

justices set aside a state appellate

court decision invalidating a state

plan to collect cigarette taxes from

the non-Indian wholesalers who
provide cigarettes to the Indian

retailers.

While the state court could

reinstate its ruling after the recon-

sideration that the justices ordered

Tuesday, that result is considered

unlikely.

SPRAY
From page 1

chalkboard cleaner, collected all

the cans last Monday to ease any

confusion.

"rve been assured that these

cans contained cleaner and that at

no time did these cans have bug

spray,** Powazek said. "We took

the cans out of circulation because

=of the potential confusion that thi$^

situation would cause.**

Three mislabeled cans were first

discovered in November. And
another was found last Monday
when janitors turned in all their

cans, said Powazek, who added

that all the mislabeled cans should

be removed by this time.

And although janitors have not

yet received a replacement clean-

er, UCLA will be reimbursed for

the faulty cans, according to

Powazek.

Vernon Distributors purchased

the cans and then put a new label

on them before selling them to the

UCLA Storehouse, he said. The
storehouse sells office and clean-

ing supplies to campus depart-

ments including facilities

management

EXHIBIT
From page 3

choose exhibits that will stimulate

thought and research,** said refer-

ence librarian Diane Zwemer. The
exhibit has ah-eady begyn to serve

its purpose by generating interest

among students, she added.

"We hope a lot of people come

to see the exhibit, to remember

who (King) was and the effect he

had on all of us, as we continue to

move towards his dream,** Zwem-
er said.

"Martin Luther King worked so

hard to make people aware of

racism, yet it still exists,** said Lisa

Chen and Thao Dang, two students

discussing the exhibit. "He helped

to change a lot of things,** they

added.

"I thought it was interesting to

see the newspaper article about

Martin Luther King Jr.*s death,

knowing he was a leading propo-

nent with nonviolent ways of

achieving equality,** said UCLA
film and television major Ben

Sztajnkrycer. The article on King

— placed next to a ROTC recruit-

nlent ad— was "indicative of the

times,** he added.

The exhibit will continue to be

expanded to show other aspects of

King*s life. Included in these plans

is the possibility of a video format

to replay many of King's famous

speeches. The exhibit will replace

the current Christopher Columbus

display and highlight Black His-

tory month in February.

Thinking
I I

LawSdMol?
FREE 34-page Law School

Application Primer. Call:

800-777-EXAM

vbn

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY ^^^^
(Cl£A»*COLO«) ~ $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (emoMVPiyV $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.

ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED .$139 PR

ml W DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL •»

$15

UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT
• TRAFFIC SCHCXDL 7 DAYS A WEEK
CONVENIENT LOCATION

1 093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village, above the >X^herehou$e

Watch for an Important
Informational Brochure

W© \LIh
ENERGY
SYSTEMS

Tomorrow, January 23
in the Daily Bruin.

ARCO PRODUCTS COMPANY
1

A Division of Atlantic Riclifield Company

Is recruiting B.A/S for

ACCOUI^TING/FINANCIAL ANALYSTS
(Position descriptions are on file in the Placement & Career Planning Center)

MEET BEVERLY THELANDER
ARCO Products Co.ControlIer

7 P.M.. WEDNESDfiY. JfiNOfiRY 22

aCLfi FfiCaLTY CENTER

OTHER IMPORTANT EVENTS:

INTERVIEWS

Monday, Tuesday, & Wednesday, January 27,28, & 29

UCLA Placement & Career Planning Center

QN-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

Tuesday, February 18
' UCI^ Placement & Career Planning Center

r

ARCO is interested in all employment candidates regardless of race, color, religion, age,

national origin, sex, physical handicap, veteran status, or marital status.

— UBS to sponsored by AQSM
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Viewpomt
Letters
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tmSUYA IS IIIPir Sellouts?
Editor:

WE'RE REAaysoRpy.

Counterpoint

Columbus' legacy is not
something to be proud of
By Marcos Aguilar

and Minnie Ferguson

This is a response to two Viewpoint articles

that were recently published. Firstly, we want

to congratulate Pei-Chi Chang's attempt

understand and outline the political ramifica-

tions of this year's Rose Parade (Daily Bruin,

"Celebrate Columbus discovering the New
World? Not!" Jan. 4). The parade's theme of

"Voyages of Discovery" is a clear ideological

statement emanating from the European histori-

cal need to invade and conquer.

Secondly, we thank Jeffrey Fox (Daily Bruin,

"European roots^ are worthy of celebration,"

Jan. 17) for his pitiful rantings on the "values"

of European heritage. It is interesting to see

this individual regurgitate the false history

taught to him in kindergarten — as a junior in

political science.

Let it be clear that despite Fox's assertion

otherwise, the Native people of Ixachilan (the

western hemisphere) are far from "all wiped

out." In fact, we can see millions of Native •

people working in UCLA, Westwood and Los

Angeles as the Mexican migration to Aztlan

increases to new heights. As a Native nation,

the Mexican people have persisted despite

European barbarism called "Western Civiliza-

tion" by its descendants.

While protesting the selection of a direct

descendant of Columbus at the Rose Parade

this year as members of the MEChA Los
Angeles Central and a coalition of Mexicans,

Gabrielinos and other Native people, we were

given a taste of popular gringo culture. As we
prayed to the Spirits of this land throughout

the night before the parade, several "civilized"

middle-class Euro-Americans resorted to what

mdard tactic employed by v

gabachos: They threw tortillas and beans at our

group. On the day of the parade, between one

and two hundred fully armed sheriffs and L.A.

police were present to intimidate the protestors

and assure gringos of control.

This must be the "democracy" Fox was
writing about!^—
To be sure, Columbus' arrival did bring

several aspects of European Civilization to

Ixachilan: disease, domination and pursuit of

capital. The "Colombian Encounter" was char-

acterized by the annihilation of the Caribs and

Arawak of the Carribean islands. This was
followed by the massacre of over 20 million

Mexicans within 50 years. These "encounters"

with European barbarism do not even begin to

tell of the atrocities committed against the rest

of the Native Nations.

The "European roots" of domination and
violence in Ixachihan persist and its Euro-

American descendants still benefit from the

j-oots of its political economy.
The only European voyage wt would cele-

brate would be the Euro-Americans' voyage

back to Europe.

Aguilar is ajunior in Chicanalo Studies. Ferguson is

a graduate student of urban planning.

While the author^ of the

Jan. 17 letter "Sellouts" man-
aged to make some valid

points regarding the UCLA
Community Directory's portray-

al of women, I must take issue

with the maliciousness of their

attack, not only in their rather

mean-spirited jab at Joyce Hir-

ohata, the cover artist, but in

their criticism of the Comm
Board staff. ^^

I have always taken CiSh-

tenstein's woik as a parody of

the same attitudes which the

authors attack. Lichtenstein's

comic book style and use of

exaggerated confUct mock a

society which insists on perpe-

tuating a rigid system of sex

roles.

Given that Lichtenstein's art

is not exploitative, the real

question becomes whether or

not Hirohata's adaptation of

that art still qualifies as a

jjarody in its new context For
an image to retain its originaT

meaning when placed in a

radically different context, the

viewer must be familiar with

that image in its original con-

text. If, therefore, UCLA stu-

dents had never seen a

Lichtenstein before, then the -

directory cover would simply

represent to the community
another negative portrayal of

women.
I believe, however, that the

Comm Board chose to assume
that UCLA students tend to be

intelligent as well as literate in

pop culture. Clearly, if the

readers of the directory possess

even a passing familiarity with

Lichtenstein's work, they will

regard the cover merely as a

play on a major cultunil icon,

and not as a perpetuation of a

negative stereotype.

There is good reason to

believe that UCLA students

have been widely exposed to

Lichtenstein, and that they

readily recognize it as parody.

Therefore, if the Comm Board

is guilty of anything, it is of

overestimating the cultural

sophistication of the student

body. I, myself, do not believe

that it has done so.

Furthermore, I am not sure

whether I am more
embarrassed by the biJdni-clad

woman on the back cover of

the Community Directory, or

the sophomoric rhetoric of the

letter-writers who protested it.

I particularly regret that

Danette Martin, the elected

president of the Undergraduate

Students Association, chose to

express herself in this manner.
.

Calling the Comm Board "a

bunch of fucking sellouts" only
inflames an already delicate

issue and demeans the position

which she, holds. I believe that

the student body president of a

leading university has the

responsibility to conduct her

pubhc affairs with some digni-

ty, and in taking part in this

three-paragraph rant Martin has

compromised the respect with

which students will regard her

arguments and her position as

president

Chris Ulbrich

Junior
Communications studies

Foul langMage
Editor:

Congratulations to Karla.

Zombro, Danette Martin and

Sabrina Smith for writing in to

complain about the negative

image of women used to sell

beer and attract the public's

attention on the covers of the

UCLA Community Directory

(Daily Bruin, "Sellouts," Jan.

17). I applauded your efforts

until I read the fourth and

fifth paragraphs.

I am incensed at the use of

offensive and inappropriate lan-

guage such as "bullshit" and

**fucking." Your lack of dignity

-and "insens itiv ity to the UCL^P
community" is just as outra-

geous, especially you, Martin,

the president of the Undergra-

duate Students Association

Council.

All three of you are intelli-

gent women; you are, after all,

students at one of the top ten

universities in the country. I

am sure that each and every

one of you could have used

language that was powerful,

shocking and to the point

without offending anyone.

You have only succeeded in

making yourselves look ridicul-

ous and have shown an inabil-

ity to communicate your anger,

not to mention the negative

image of women that the three

of you have created.

KImberly Fernandez
Alumna

English/Women's studies

Muckrakiiig
Editor:

I am writing in response to

Dan Saffer's article on New
Year's resolutions (Daily Bruin,

"Some New Year's resolutions

from those at the top," Jan.

15).

While I was reading all the*

resolutions of the higher cam-

pus employees. I began to

wonder — are all these people

worthy of this criticism?

Given, parking is a drag, but

are things going that wrong at

UCLA? While I agree that

some muckraking might keep

the system a httle cleaner, I

don't think we need to "rip"

on the people that are giving

us the greatest chance of our

Uves.

Chris Pearson
Freshman

Undeclared

Daily Bruin
112 Kerclchoff Hail

308 Westwood Plaza
1^8 Angeles, CA 90024
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What more can be said about political correctness?
At 7 p.m. this evening. I

will be a guest speaker

at a forum on political

correctness. Although this state-

ment sounds shamelessly self-

promoting,* this is not why I

mention it now.
Tonight's engagement will

mark my first-ever appearance

as a guest speaker, and this is

in large part because there's

never anything I know enough
about to actually be invited to

speak at somebody's forum.

Evidently the organizers of

tonight's little PC get-together,

which is to be held in cozy
Rieber Hall, felt that since I'm
supposedly the Viewpoint edi-

tor, I ought to have viewpoints

on stuff like political correct-

ness . . . you know, the real

hard-driving issues on campus
today.

This is where the current

quandary commences. The
exceedingly simple question

becomes: What the heck do I

know about political correct-

ness? Granted, last quarter I

did a major research paper on
the subject for one of my
classes, but it was one of the

worst papers I've ever written.

I don*t remember my conclu-

sions in that particular work; if

I'm not mistaken, my research

icd~iTie^tg-g stiglJK vslation ^n-

Ben
Wexler

the grassy knoll theory.

And now I have to pretend

to be knowledgeable, not under
the pressure of a letter grade

like I've always done, not with

the safety net of footnotes to

make me look intelligent, but

mano-a-mano with a group of

hve people, most of whom
likely graduated from high

school in the '90s, many of

whom likely believe that my
title should mean something.

I probably should have

thought about this when I

agreed to the thing in the first

place, but I personally feel that

PC, at least as a movement, is

a non-issue. You don't see

people carrying banners at a

rally in support of PC; in fact,

it seems as if nobody even

supports PC. We ran a poll

"right here in the Viewpoint

section, which I happen to

know for a fact is read by at

least fiv& people, and ^mly
person responded favorably

about PC.

This is not to say that tne

basic concepts behind a notion

such as PC are faulty. Political

correctness says, in effect, that

we should call people what

they want to be called, and to

this I imagine we can all

relate. I can point to a friend

who for years let the fact that

he was impotent hinder his

dealings with women, not to

mention his overall self-confi-

dence. No psychological

counseling could help his spir-

its, nor could the support of a

few close friends.

Then PC came along, and

soon after, so did he. Now, as

a young man who is merely

"erection challenged," he is the

life of every party.

And the list goes on. The
former **teachcr's pet" who is

now an "instructional sym-
pathizer," the former **religious

fanatic" who is now **theologi-

cally intense," the former

"bleach blonde" who is now
"follicle altered" all are able to

live their lives on their own
terms, free from the oppression

of those who, if they had their

way, would call them whatever

they felt like.

This, however, is where
most people have a problem

with PC. and rightfully so.

While names are important,

and people most certainly

should be able to choose their

own labels, the thing that so

many people overlook is that

they are just that: only labels.

What a person is should not

depend on what other people

call them, and if it does, the

problem goes much deeper

than can be solved by any
altering of terms.

I still think, however, that

political correcmess is over-

blown as a movement, but

rather is more of a set of

similar things happening con-

currently, not coincidentally.

but still not coordinated by
some central architect.

Ironically. I'd imagine that,

were there no name given to

"PC," but rather it was simply

acknowledged that the terms

applied to groups were becom-
ing an issue as part of a

larger effort toward sensitivity

in general, people would have

much less of a problem with

it. However, you tell people

that it's either this way or

"incorrect," they're bound to

have a problem.

Now, some people just have

a problem with anything they

perceive as fOTcing diversity on
the unwilling masses. To illus-

trate this, I'm afraid I must

use the example of my father,

a man whom 1 deeply respect,

but a man who has also been

known to wake up in the

middle of the night screaming

one of Eisenhower's inaugural

addresses.

My dad was confronted with

PC full force last summer
when attending my sister's

orientation at the University of

Michigan. As he tells the story

(I say this because it will

always be questionable as to

whether he actually said

something this offensive), the

topic of discussion had turned

to the Women's Studies curri-

culum when dad mad^ a

comment concerning something

to the effect of the valuable

material learned in a Women's
Studies class would have to

include how much time it

takes to soft boil an egg.

Admittedly, I've given the

"milkman theory" some consid-

eration on more than one
occasion.

Wexler, the Viewpoint editor, is

a senior majoring in communi-
cation studies.
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Trekkingsnowy slopes

in land ofsun, Bob
Keep that red-hot bikini in

the drawer and your
sunblock in the cabinet,

and take out your hiking boots and
a warm wool scarf instead . . . it*s

time for a winter weekend in Palm
Springs.

It's January, you say? Yes, I

know. And none of us need to be

reminded that spring break is still

eons away. The purpose of our

adventure, however, was to uncov-
er the wonders of Palm Springs

that lie beyond the millions of oily

pool decks and the loud, crowded
nights on the strip. What we found
was a dreamy myriad of winter-

time adventures rarely seen by
sunglassed visitors.

I've driven to Palm Springs

almost a million times now, but I

never manage to get over the

breathtaking details of the land-

scape. Within an hour, civilization

was left in the dust, hterally.

High-rise buildings were trans-

fnrmed intfrfoeky , jyownlnttsand-

#;#

chilly day. So here's a bit of advice

-r if you don*t want the winter

warlord nibbling on your finger-

tips, bundle up. This ain*t no
stinkin* sauna.

After a short spell of being lost

in the woods, we stumbled upon
the Nordic. Ski Center. E)on*t be

confused, however, by the words
"Ski Center." Rather, it's a small,

one-room hut with a row of

wooden benches filled with
adventurers enjoying hot cider and
warming their feet This is the only

place in the area to rent ski

equipment— or in our case, to rent

a pair of antique snow shoes. Open
daily until mid-April, the center

rents skis and snow shoes at very

reasonable prices — $8 and $6,

respectively.

The Road
Less Traveled

'Bugsy' co-stars turn up the heat

plateaus. At this point I started

dodging tumbleweeds that spun
willy-nilly across the road. Planes

descending on LAX metamor-
phosed into silent hawks and
colorful gliders. The smog blanket

dissipated, and we were left with

an endless stretch of open road and
blue skies.

After a speedy two-hour drive

east on Interstate 10, the car purred

quietly off the freeway onto
Highway 1 1 1 and into the northern

edge of town^ We made a discreet

right turn onto Tramway Road and
began a slow, windy trip through
cracks in the mountain to the base
of the Palm Springs Aerial Tram-
way.

Unless you enjoy weekend lines

at Disneyland, I would strongly

recommend making this trip mid-
"week. Since it was Friday, my
friends and I were almost alone at

the mountain station and stepped
immediately through the turnstile

and onto the cable-strung tram car.

We all peered out of the glas^

sides and down to the fading desert

floor as the tram climbed smoothly

over two miles of cable to the

snow-capped evergreen forest in

the San Jacinto Mountains.

At the top, our trusty tram driver

Raul jokingly promised to return

for us the next morning and them
disappeared back down the moun-
tain. We made our way through the

sunlit lodge and out the back door
into a pristine snow-covered play-

ground.

Cross-country enthusiasts
zipped by on spaghetti-thin trails

and disappeared into the forest. A
troop of Boy Scouts marched by,

headed for a weekend of snow
camping. The 54 miles of hiking

trails in the Mt. San Jacinto State

Park and Wilderness and adjoining

national forest are more than

sufficient to satisfy the appetite of

the most avid outdoor adventurer.

If you aren*t the type to spend an

afternoon trekking through snowy
trails, the park also offers guided

horseback riding — there's some-
thing for everyone.

Most people, however, just

stayed close by, letting out little

yips 9nd squeals as they vroomed
along icy trails in their Nike Airs.

Although Tm sure we didn't look

that stupid Q hope), we were

slightly unprepared for such a

Bening finds

another love

By Michael Mordler
Daily Bruin Staff

Annette Bening 's rise from John

Hughes fare to one of Hollywood's
leading actresses has come more
quickly than most Two summers
ago, she stole her one scene from
Meryl Streep in "Postcards From
The Edge"; in December of the

same year she gave a stunning

performance in *The Grifters,"

which earned her an Oscar nomi-
nation.

Since that time, Bening has

starred opposite the likes of Robert

DeNiro, Harrison Ford and War-
ren Beatty. While the newfound
stardom has not been a nuisance at

wcHk, the actress admits that it has

affected her private life.

*This feeling of adjusting to

Jennifer
Petree
With our tennis-racket shoes in

hand, we set out into the great

white unknown. I never quite

understood how those crazy con-

traptions worked until I was
strapped into them myselfand took

a step into the soft, deep powder.

At first you sort of feel like a duck
walking on flypaper but after a few
minutes we all became quite

competent snow hikers and aban-

doned the trails to find small peaks

of craggly snow to leap from and
peer out over the expanding
horizon.

When our hour was up, we sadly

gave up our tennis-racket shoes

and slipped back to the lodge.

While we waited for the tram to

return, we all sprung open a snow-
chilled Foster's Lager. Instead of

lounging on rubber sun chairs

smothered in tanning oil, my
comrades and I ended the after-

noon in the quiet company of two
curious raccoons on the sun-

drenched wooden deck of the

lodge, staring out over 13,000
acres of ML San Jacinto wilder-

ness.

After such a fantastic day, we
had all forgotten about L.A. and
were a little disappointed when
Raul returned to pick us up and
carry us back down to the warm
desert sand. With the top down on
the car, we zoomed back to

Highway 1 1 1 and made our way
into the town of Palm Desert,

where the Red Onion hosts their

weekly Happy Hour buffet After a

long day in the great outdoors,

some habits are hard to break.

Petree is a senior majoring in

political science.

bemgapuTOc person is stiH new to

me," Bening says, "because I've

acted for quite a few years and I

was just as immersed in other

things. But nobody knew who I

was and no one took my picture or

asked me what I thought about

anything. But I was essentially

doing the same thing Tm doing

now."

Bening is talking about her days
in the theater. She studied at the

American Conservatory Theater in

San Francisco and then starred on
Broadway in "Coastal Distur-

bances." She received a Tony
nomination for her performance.

She also guest-starred on such

television shows as "Miami Vice"

and "Wiseguy" before making her

film debut in John Hughes' awful

*The Great Outdoors." But the box
office bomb did not slow her

career. Instead, acclaimed director

Milos Forman cast her as the lead

in "Valmont."

When an actor jumps to the A-
list, it isn't unusual to be over-

whelmed. 'That's the first feel-

Beatty talks,

, sort ofum
By Michael Mordler
Daily Bruin Staff

**Uh . . . um . . . so uh, I-I think

uh, you-you-you uh . . . you do uh
. . . you do what the umm, well you
know it's the, that thing about

acting. That it allows you to ... to

do things like that." Warren Beatty

says, sort of. "And umm . . . umm
. . . Bugsy's a psychopathic per-

sonality and . . . and uh, very split

. . . uh very split. I-I did I . . . uhh,

I guess I gave you the veneer wrap
before. Did I?" Huh?

Well, it's true. He does stutter.

He does stammer. He does start

new sentences before finishing old

ones. But he's also very intelligent

And Warren Beatty adso happens

to be a Hollywood legend.

The actor/director/writer/pro-

ducer sat down with members of
the press last month at a Beverly
Hills hotel to discuss his latest

acting endeavor. He stars in Barry
Levinson's "Bugsy" as gangster

Ben Siegel. The performance
garnered Beatty the Best Actor
award from the National Board of
Review.

Jt is a role the actor has wanted
to play for quite some time. Beatty

commissioned screenwriter James
Toback to write the script for him
seven years ago. It wasn't ready to

be produced until last year, though.

Annette Bening portrays Virginia Hill in ''Bugsy.'

ing," Bening says, "but you very

quickly become immersed in the

work at hand. There's a part of me
saying, *Oh my God, Harrison

Ford.' (laughs) And the other part

of me says, *He's an actor, I'm an
actress.' You just start focusing on
the work because that's what
you 're being paid to do and at some
point you have to come up with the

goods."

Bening's working methods are

rather simple. "I do whatever is

useful. That's what I'm trying to

learn more and more as an actress.

And to be as economical as I can,"

Bening says. "You can do a ton of

research but if it doesn't serve you
at the moment— ifyou don't get in

front of the camera and feel

when Beatty approached Levinson
about directing the picture.

"I usually try to get somebody
else to direct a movie," says
Beatty, "unless I feel the concept
of it is oblique enough or the

structure of it is such that it would
take twice as much time to have
someone else direct it . . . It's a lot

more fun to just perform.

"(But sometimes) I have been
turned down by enough people that

I've conceptuahzed the picture so
thoroughly it's no longer fair to

impose it on somebody else. So V
go ahead and direct it myself."
The actor's attachment to the,

role of Bugsy stems from the often

brutal gangster's unusual preoccu-
pations with being respectable,

with being a celebrity and with
being a visionary. By substituting

sex and politics for the violence,

the themes that dominated Siegel's

life seem to correlate well with
Beatty's own fascinations.

"I've always been interested in

(S icgei) faccaasc he's basically~g~

comfortable — it doesn't mean a

damn.

"What you try to do in prepara-

tion is consciously feed your
unconscious so that when you are

working, you're not thinking.

You're just doing it"

"Bugsy" director Barry Levin-
son explains Bening's talent for

making the performance natural.

"She's like a chameleon in a way.
And she has a good sense of what's
funny. Inherently, she just sort of

gets it. Her intelligence is what
allows for that to happen."

Bening returns the compliment
by saying of Levinson, "He was
wonderful. When something's not

working, he has a way of Roins, TT, « ^^ ""^
, ^

'

S
J e, b Warren Beatty stars as Infamous gangster Benjamin "Bugsy"

See BENINQ, page 23 Siegel in Barry Levinson's latest film.

guy with an idea," Beatty says.

"You might say I have an interest

in the psychopathic hero as a
central figure, (one) who is inter-

esting enough to be explored and
who has a love affair at the root of
his life.

"When I did *Bonnie and Clyde'
and we were kind of accused of
glamorizing gangsters, it struck

me that Bugsy was a guy who
really wanted to glamorize him-
self. And he used Hollywood to do
it," Beauy says. "He did his own
screen test He actually wanted to

kill Mussolini. And this guy began
what we know as Vegas today."

Beatty cleariy admires many of
the wants and desires of Ben
Siegel. He finds the ambition that

drove this man to create a city in

the desert quite impressive; and his

ability to do it more for the idea

than for the money rather charm-
ing. But he stops short ofendorsing

the means by which Bugsy's
ultimate dream came to fruition.

See BEATTY, page 22

By Jason Stewart
Daily Bruin Staff

The ads read: "From the

producer of *Alien' and Total
Recall.'" If you've seen the

latter, you've basically seen
**Freejack" one better.

The structural similarities

between 'Total Recall" and
"Freejack" are almost over-

whelming. Both are action-

adventure, sci-fi thrillers center-

ing on innocent men running

from jx)werful, corrupt leaders of
industry that seem to run the

world in the future. Both films

revel in high-tech special effects

at the expense of all the little

details that add up.

The major difference is that

•Total Recall" starred the gen-

re's king — Arnold Schwar-
zenegger — in prime form, and
was directed by one of Europe's

hottest directorial exports, Paul

Verhoeven. Schwarzenegger's
charm and Verhoeven *s style

seemed to make up for the

interesting, but unexceptional
story. Alternatively, Emilio
Estevez is out of his element in

Flawed, ffoigettable future fable 'Fkeejack' falls flat
"Freejack," and director Geoff
Murphy seems to have lacked the

inspiration to make any more of
the story than what was already

there. The result is a highly

watchable, but easily forgettable,

addition to the growing genre.

Estevez plays a present-day

professional racecar driver, Alex
Furlong, who supposedly dies in

a driving accident only to wake
up 1 8 years later in the year 2009.

Furlong is a "freejack," a desir-

able body snatched from the past,

at the point of certain death, to

serve as a replacement for the

dead or dying bodies of rich and
powerful people who seek
immortality. Inexplicably,
though. Furlong's mind seems to

have survived the time-traveling

process, and before he can be
lobotomized, he escapes.

Furlong soon discovers his old

girlfriend Julie (Rene Russo), but

is constantly being tailed by
Vacendak (Mick Jagger), the

man commissioned to deliver his

body. Throw in a ' couple of

corrupt corporate goons (includ-

ing Anthony Hopkins) whose
involvements remain shadowy
until the very end, and you have

an excuse for a lot of chase

scenes, fights, shoot-outs and

explosions. Interestingly, the

only piece of the typical formula

that the movie doesn't have

(which also was missing from
"Total Recall") is the sex scene. I

guess the producers thought it

would deuact too much from the

exciting stuff.

Estevez and Russo are com-
petent, but they're working with

one-dimensional characters and
lack the presence to overcome

Emillo Estevez plays time-traveling Alex Furlong in ''Reejack.'

that considerable handicap.
Hopkins is hard to judge, first

because his role is much smaller

than his billing would suggest,

but also because all of his

moments are so overshadowed
by special effects that his perfor-

mance is lost

The surprise jewel of the film

is Jagger's deadpan delivery as

Vacendak. One might accuse him
of almost underplaying the part,

but that would be naive — his

cold, reserved performance is

masterful, engaging and enter-

taining. Even people who hate

the Rolling Stones will find it

hard not to be charmed by his

appearance in this movie.

Another small but noteworthy

role is that of Amanda Plummer
("L.A. Law," "The Fisher King")

as a well-adjusted nun in the

tough times of the future. Her
part is as well-written as it is

performed, and it makes for some
of the picture's most amusing
moments.

The film's handling of futuris-

tic elements certainly breaks no
new ground. The sets, vehicles,

costumes and props seem terribly

uninspired and amateurish (albeit

high-budget amateurish). And
even the concept of the post-

industrial Get's face it, it might as

well be called the "Blade Run-
ner" future) world doesn't strike

one as terribly original.

But even if it's nothing new,
gloomy projections of the future,

while depressing, are always
fascinating. Perhaps this is

because they tend to reveal so
much more about the state of the

society at the time in which they

were made than the world they

suppose. In this case, it is an
America where gang violence

has become the norm, the reces-

sion gave way to a decade-long

depression, the trade war was lost

and renewed conservatism has

forged a gap between the upper
and lower classes so wide that the

middle class has disappeared.

"Freejack" is no work of art,

but in the end it does deliver

where it really counts: It's loaded

See 'FREEJACK/ page 23
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MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
HATIONAL
10025 Lindbrook

20M366

8lir Trek VI (PQ)
2:15-5:00-7:«-10:30

VILUQE
M8 Broxton

208^76

hm Juk (R)

1 1:30-2:15-6 «O-7:45-10:3<}

Fri-Sat late show 1:00an

BRUIN
946 Broxton

206-8996

TYit iMt Boy Scout (R
:1$

WESTWOOO
1060 Gaylty
206-7664

2:45-6:15-7:46-10:

JFK
1:00^.-00-9:30

4:00-6:00

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytoy

206-7664

Tho Prtnoo of TMot M
1:00-4.-00-7:00-10«0

WESTWOOD
1060 Qj^toy
206-7664

t

' Tfw Doctor (PQ13)
1:46-450-7:15-10.00

TT-
REQENT
1045 BroKton

206-3259

Tht Princi o( Tidoo (R)

1:30-4:30-7:30-10:30

PLAZA
1067 GUndon
206-3097

BiMty and lit BomI (Q)
12:45-3:00^:15-7:30^.45

Santa Monica
CRITERION JFK (R)
1313 3rd St««t Promenade 4:00-600
396-1599

CRrrERKM
1313 3rd Sfreet Promenade
396-1599

Qnnd CMiyon (R)

1:45-4:35-7:3O-10i0

CRITERKM
1313 3rd St Promenade
396-1599

My Orl (PQ)

THX
200

CRTTERKM Tho AOduno Family (PG13)
1313 3rd St Promenade 2:15-710
396 1599 Stir Ink VI (PG13) 4:30-930

CRTTERKSN
1313 3rd St Promenade
396-1599

Lunch
(

2:10-4:45-7:20-10

CRITERKM
1313 3rd St Promenade
395-1599

2:00-450-7:45-1020

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beveriy Hills

ROYAL
11523 SM. BM.
477-5581

Sat-Sun mat

Rhapootfy in Au
5:15-7:30^:40

Wed only: 5:15-940

1:00-3:00

HUSK HALL
9036 WitNre
274-6869

Haar My Song
5:00-7:10-920

Sat mat 2:30; Sun 2:30-6:30

RNE ARTS
floOO WnTM
662-1330

5:157!i-10O5
Sat-Sun 12:30^50

Santa Monica

1332 2nd St
394-9741

500-7:30-9:45

Sal A Sun 12:15-2:30

MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
3944741

Chldran of Panidiao

7JO; Sat^un mat 100
Trutti or Dart

5:00

MONICA
1332 2nd St
394-9741

Rwio i« Bumino 5:15 <My
Proapa#o'« Booka

8:30 daly, Sal-Sun mat 1O0
Anionia A Jma

7:00 daly; SaKSui mat 3:30

MOMCA
1332 2nd SL

V. 394-9741

Tha DouMa Uto of Varoniqua
5:00-7:15-9.30; Sal-Sun 2:45

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronal

10680 Welltrartti

4754441

BUB«y (R)

Dolly SlM«o
1:15-4:10-7:15-10:15

UA CORONET
10689 WeNwciti
475-9441

Hook (PQ)
1.00-400-7:00-1000

UA CORONCT
10680 imHOit\
475-M41

MM ilwao efflgMf

1:IM:M-7:30-1020

I

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES ~

Westwood
AVCO CMEMA Credl ovd pur<«iaeaa bf phona
WMi. al Waafevood ^7-4GEN
4754711

Ool>y SiMeo Ku(li(FQiai
1200-2:30-600-7:30-1006

Dot>y SiBfao FMiar of tm BrMi (PQ)
12:15-2:36^00-7:36-1000

THX Dol>y Stereo Cmm Fa«
2:00-4:45-7!5o-10:15

Beveriy Hills

BavMty Connaclion
, CradH Card

La Oeneoa al Bavwiy Blvd. PurotWMt by
-Free 2 1^ hour vM»U6 parking Phona: Cdi
669^911 (213)757-4GEN

SMrao Al Fhqr In (• Raldo of ft* LoN (R|

Stereo
- >k

Bawty and iM Boaal (Q)
1.00-3:00-5:00-706

THX Dal>y Slareo JFK(R)
12:3(M:30-8:30

SR THX Ddb, Friod Gtoan Tomloaa (PQ13)
1:15-4:10-7:00-950

THX nol>y Stereo FMher of Ha Bridi (PQ)

12HX>-2:30^OO-7:30-10oi)

Slareo Grand Ganyon (R)

1:15-420-7:»-1020

12:1V2:46-6:15-7:45-10:

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Cantuiy City 14

10250 Santa Monica Blvd

Century O^ Shopping CentM
Frca ParWrig:

4 Hours Fr»e Vaiidalion

WIti Purchase ot ^heafee Tickets

(213) 553-8900

RUMI (R)
•^

1:46-450-7:45-10:l5

Haoria of Dvknaaa
2:00^00-750-10:10

Friad Ctoan Tnwiioii (PGi3)
2:00-6:10-750-10:30

Hook (PQ13)
100-4:15-7:20-1020

1:00-400-7>-73EloS

100-4:10-7S5Klo3

JFK(n
230-7:00-10:30

Kaln (PQ
1304:35-7:

1:36-430-7:30-10

Friad GNan TnaiMpii (PQia
1O0-4OO-7.06-10:M

2:30600-7
Kalui (PQia

:36-10:l5

Tha Hand dial Rocka M» Cra«a (A
100-4:10-7:30-1030

1204:15-7:10
Lunch (R

1-950

At Play in iM PWda af Ha Lord (R)

1:15^:00-8:40

LANDMARK
THEATRES,

West LA.
NUART UnIR Iha End of Iha World (PQi3)
11272 SanU Monica Bl. 1:45-5:00-8:15

4706379teirit of 76: Fri 12 mdnt
RKky Horror PIctura Show: Sal 12 mdnl

WESraOE PAVIUON
QOLDWYN
4750202

Madama Bowary (FB

150-4:30-7:10-950

QOLDWYN
475-0202

ThI OouMa Ufa o( Vwetd^ua
11:46-1:40-720

QOLOWVN
475-0202

Lite la Bwaol (PQia
11:36-3:46-550-7:56-1000

QOLOWVN
4754202

High Haaia (fB

12KX>-22iX50-7: 15-030

QOLOWVN

475-0202

Ntfl m» Board ot

1125-1:30-335-6:40-7:40-9>40

>

;
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Between the numbers:
By Rob WInfleld

Daily Bruin Staff
,,.

Whenever the niembers of Los

Angeles-based rock trio Eleven

feel their musical career is suffer-

ing from stagnation, they turn to

the examples of fellow local

bands-gone-national Faith No
More and the Red Hot Chili

Peppers as a reminder to remain

persistent in their endeavors.

Because these two groups have

released albums — "The Real

Thing" and "Mother's Milk"

respectively — that have taken

anywhere from six months to a

year to experience a breakthrough

on a nationwide level. Eleven

hopes their debut LP "Awake in a

Dream," released last August on

Morgan Creek Records, will fol-

low in these somewhat slow, but

favorable tracks.

"It*s just a matter of connecting

with an audience," explains voc-

alist and guitarist Alain Johannes,

hinting at hopes for a response

from their upcoming performance

at UCLA*s Westwood Plaza today

at noon. "Every band has an

audience that's out there. We just

have to find ours."

Having been together as Eleven

for the past 18 months, members
Johannes, vocalist/keyboardist/

bassist Natasha Schneider and

drummer Jack Irons are no new-

comers 10 the Los Angeles music

scene. Rather, their presence has

been felt throughout the Southern

^California circuit for the last

decade.

One might remember Irons*

distinctive drumming on the

widely heralded Chili Peppers

releases, the "Uplift Mofo Party

Plan" LP and the "The Abbey
Road" EP. Or one might recall

Johannes and Schneider in the

alternative outfit Walk the Moon,

which released the widely aired

single "Daddy's Coming Home."

And for those whose thoughts go

back to the early '80s, two albums

from a band called What Is This,

featuring Eleven's frontman and

drummer along with deceased

Chili Peppers member Hillel Slo-

vak, might come to mind.

Yet, despite the prestige

attached to these past accomplish-

ments, it wasn't until the formation

of Eleven that these three musi-

cians began to feel a distinct

maturation in their songwriting

ability, along with a firm enough

foundation upon which to develop

these ideas.

"Eleven is a band that is

definitely very recent and still in

the baby stages," says Johannes.

"But it's got quality. And it's

allowed to understand the nature of

the beast. In other words, we've

come to realize that we can't do

anything but play music. Because

for us, existence means being

musicians. It's what we do. It's

what we've done since we were

little kids. And by coming together

as Eleven, it's sort of solidified

that notion and pushed us to take it

even farther and work ^ven hard-
n

, ,
—

The Los Angeles-based group Eleven will perform today at noon at Westwood Plaza.

"connection" with a widespread

audience.

Roughly two weeks ago. Eleven

received word from the first annual

L,A. Music Awards, to be held

next month, that "Awake in a

Dream" was nominated for Best

nationally, featuring their song

"Break the Spell" in a prominent

scene.

"You know," says Johannes,

"it's a very tricky thing. Because

these days, talent has become so

small compared to the luck factor

:er;

Their patience and persistence

in dealing with a debut album that

has remained virtually unnoticed

for the past five months is a direct

result of this belief. And now,

they're beginning to see the fruits

of such labor in what appears to be

a second opportunity at finding a

Album, and Johannes and invohrcd. And cxciiifjgQtt'vefaeeft

Schneider each for Best Vocalist

Also, they learned that Morgan
Creek had decided to give their

debut a second promotional push

on radio and MTV. And just last

Friday, the motion picture division

of Morgan Creek released the big-

budget sci-fi film "Freejack"

doing music your entire life,

reaching an audience can hinge

solely on what the record company
decides lo do with your record at

that particular time. And strangely

enough, owr record company has

decided to give *Awake in a

Dream* a second breath right now.

five months after it was released."

"But I guess that's the business

side of it," he adds. *They try to

minimize potential losses by tak-

ing out all the uncontrollable

factors, so that an artist is tailored

for the situation, rather than just

being some cniz3^r^reatxvc person

that says to hell with everything,

and just goes out and does what

they want Hopefully, there's still

room for some of that."

CONCERT: Eleven at Westwood Pla-

za. Today at noon. Sponsored by the

Student Committee for the Arts.

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

IFYOU DON'T HAVE THE NUMBERS,

You WON'T Get the letters.

EDUCUIONU GROUP

11819 Wilshire Blvd.* Suite 205 • L.A. 90025 • 213-312-4900

Well Make Sure You Make It.

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT
» * » T i S ' ^^T^^^^?*u^^P^^^^^*^**^^^^<^«!^^^*

LOWEST
AUTO

INSURANCE
RATE

•UABIUTY
•COMPREHENSIVE & COLLISION

•SR-22RUNG
•MANY TICKETS/ACaOENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS
•LOWEST RATE FOR ANY DRIVER
•SINCERE SERVICE
•HOME APPOINTMENT O.K.

WE ALSO HANDLE HEALTH AND
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE FOR BUILDINGS,

BUSINESS. AND AUTOS.

CALL: (213) 477-8455

ALLIANCE NETWORK
INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.

(formerly Mervat Insurance Agency)

11540 SANTA MONICA BLVD #203, WEST LA
(AT COLBYABOVE SECURITY PACIFIC BANK)
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Larry FIshburne, left, and Cynthia Martells star in August Wil-

son's "Two Trains Running." The play is showing at the James A.

Doolittle Theatre through March 29.

'Two Trains' a tale

of triumph, tragedy
By Sarah Hsieh

Welcome to a small diner in

Pittsburgh's Hill District The year

is 1969, and the walls are brown
with age. In the comer stands an

old wooden telephone booth,

where a numbers runner banters

endlessly. Behind a stained silver

counter, a waitress cleans at an

unbearably slow pace. The owner
shouts orders as he stands stiffly by
the cash register. The waitress

ignores him.

This is the set of *Two Trains

Running,*' August Wilson's latest

play, now running at UCLA's
James A. Doolittle Theater. Yet
again, Wilson chronicles the

triumphs and tragedies of the

African-American experience in

the 20th century with the warmth
and ^sensitivity characteristic of his

work.

Wilson's "Two Trains Run-
ning" manages to capture the

essence of everyday Ufe in all its

glory. The audience joins locals in

a small restaurant on the comer of

Kirkpatrick and Wylie, where the

turbulent civil rights struggle is

only a distant rumble. There, we
gain a brief look at the daily

routine of the characters as they

spend hours gossiping, telling

stories and debating philosophy

and politics.

The appearance of Sterling

Johnson d-arry Fishbume), recen-

tly released from prison for rob-

bery, provokes new debates and
stories from the play's two main
characters, Memphis (Al White)

and Holloway (Roscoe Lee
Browne). Both men are distrustful

of the new civil rights movement
that is sweeping the nation. While
the debates and arguments go on,

life in the small restaurant also

continues at its slow and reassur-

ing pace.

In each of his plays, Wilson's

characters need to reclaim what
has been taken from them —
whether real or symbolic. In *Two
Trains Running," like his other

works, each character accomp-
lishes this through communication
with the supernatural. Those seek-

ing answers are sent by a supersti-

tious Holloway to a red door at

1839 Wylie Street to talk to a

woman called Aunt Ester, who is

rumored to be 322 years old. She
offers them the choice of remain-

ing passive or taking action to

direct their fate. Though she never

appears, her presence is felt

throughout the play.

Although *Two Trains Run-
ning" does not contain a conven-

tional plot, climax or resolution,

Wilson is able to maintain the

audience's interest through dia-

logue ^between the play's seven

characters. Unfortunately, he has a

tendency toward long, drawn-out

monologues that often break the

flow of the play. These overex-

tended speeches sound preachy

and bring to mind an old-fashioned

father lecturing to his child.

Despite this weakness, Wilson

is able to create convincing char-

acters. Moving performances by

the entire cast give his characters

depth and feeling. Roscoe Lee
Browne is excellent as Holloway,
one of the diner's regulars. His

performance is one which leaves

the audience in quiet contempla-

tion, as he delivers his lines with an

incomparable soul. Larry Fishbur-

ne adds unpredictability as

strong-willed Sterling Johnson, an

ex-convict hoping to hit it big by
playing the numbers. Al While is

notable as Memphis, the restaur-

ant's owner, but his performance

lacked the substance that Browne
and Fishburne create in their

charaj^ters.

Every detail of Wilson's *Two
Trains Running" feels authentic

and real. Aside from being a slice

of life in the late '60s, 'Two Trains

Running" is a great tribute to the.

African-American experience as a

whole.

STAGE: "Two Trains Runnina." Writ-

ten by August Wilson. Directed by Uoyd
Richards. Produced by Benjamin Mor-
decai. A Yale Repertory Theater pro-

duction in association with Center
Theater Group and Ahmanson Theater.

Runs until March 29, 1992. Staning

Roscoe Ljee Browne, Lany Fishburne

and Al White. At the UCUk James A.

Ooolittle Theater. Tickets are available

at the Doolittle Theafeor, Mark Taper
Forum and aH Ticketmaster kx:atk>n8.

For more informatk>n call (213) 365-

3500.

Don't be left out in the cold!

Advertise in the

Daily Brain

825-2161
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HILLEL THIS WEEK
Starting Thurs. Jan. 23 7:90 pm.
"Back to the sources: A guided introduction to

classical texts" with Rabbi CFiiaim Seidler-Feller Six

weeks - available with dr without credit.

Franz Hall Rm A2Z9 >-^>^>fT^;;Ht^^'.<^^>^^•*^'^^w,•ii;^;w

This Shabbat-Reform Chavorah's famous
Pot-Luck Shabbat

Call Steve 2(B-6441 J
-*>1s^v

Jan 31 -Feb 1 JSU's Shabbaton in Bel-AiK

Includes food, room and great fun for only $10.00

Call 208-3081 to reserve now!

Stop at our table on Bruin Walk any Monday or

Wednesday and say Hi-Bring lunch and hang out

awhile. ? ?
«
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LYNDA GBST
producer of the FISHER KING

MERCEDES RUEHL
"Anne" in the FISHER KING

PROFESS ALL IN AGB
THURSDAY, JANUARY 23
FOLLOWING THE 7PM SHOWING OF.

YOU GUESSED IT!!

THE FISHER KING
AND BEFORE THE 9:30 PM
SHOWING OF LADYHAWKE
$1 .50 ADMISSION FOR FILMS PER
EVENING (DONT MISS OUT!)

PAID FOR BY usAc vlllago photo
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Music

King's Singers delight, mystify Royce
A capella group

melds tradition

with rock music

By Peflin Chou

With astoundingly beautiful

intonation and mystifyingly flaw-

less blend. The King*s Singers, a

six-man a capella singing group
from England, shared a program of

enormous diversity with an ecsta-

tic Royce Hall audience Sunday
night.

The program, arranged in five

sets, began with a set of Japanese

folksongs. These q)ening pieces

were performed with such sensi-

tivity and care that one quickly left

Royce Hall behind and began to

see visions of the Japanese coun-
tryside.

From the opening chord
onwards. The King's Singers

exhibited total control over the

music. From the rapidly changing

^ dynamic levels to the differing

complex rhythms and tonalities,

the group consistently held com-
manding authority over every

aspect of the music.

The program continued with a

set of English Madrigals, in which
The King's Singers expertly

demonstrated how playful and
witty choral singing could be.

Contrasting lyrical forte passages

with soft staccato passages, a

wonderful style of innocent flirta-

tion was achieved.

The King's Singers then turned

to a more.serious topic, presenting

a set of pieces from South Africa

which contrasted the exuberance

and sense of fun in a Zulu tribe

with the hardships and cruelties in

their everyday lives. Despite the

fact that the pieces were not sung
in English, they were still extre-

mely communicative. In the pieces

depicting exuberance, the group

made the music, as welK as

themselves come dancing to life.

And in the pieces depicting hard-

ships, the group's musical
expression was so poignant and
sincere one could not help but feel

the pain and the sorrow conveyed
by the tender voices. It was truly a

moment of brilliance.

The second half of the show
began with a delightfully playful

and comic medley of Johann

Strauss melodies. The group's

incredible abilities continued to

shine through, as The King's

Singers — now taking on instru-

mental as >yell as vocal sounds —
continued to deliver complex

The group's ability to

effectively pull off even

pieces from such a

totally different musical

genre shows without a

doubt that there is no

limit to the talent of

The King's Singers.

arrangements with carefree
effortlessness. Perfectly harmoni-

ous entrances seemed to come out

of nowhere and pin-pointedly

accurate cutoffs occurred with

such synchronized precision it was
hard not to gawk in enchanted

disbelief.

The final segment of the concert

offered a set of "lighter" pieces

consisting of choral style arrange-

ments of compositions by such

artists as The Beatles, Phil Collins,

and (believe it or not) Queen.

A definite highlight of this last

set was a touchingly beautiful

jazz-style arrangement of Billy

Joel's "And So It Goes." The piece

was performed with so much inner

feeling and depth that the emotion-

ally moved audience was para-

lyzed in a moment of awed silence

at the song's conclusion and
needed a moment to recover before

it burst into uproarious applause.

This evidence of the group's

ability to effectively pull off even

pieces from such a totally different

musical genre shows without a

doubt that there is no limit to the

talent of The King^s Singers. They
really can do it all.

For their final encore. The
King's Singers paid tribute to

Martin Luther King by sharing a

chillingly beautiful rendition of

U2's "MLK." And with the final

tantalizing chords of the song

fading to a perfect ending, a deeply

moving experience of unbeliev-

able musical bliss came falling

softly to an end. ****
f

MUSIC: The King's Singers at Royce
Hall. Sunday, Jan. 19, at 7 p.m.
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Ifeitherofthese
makes yourpulse race,

talkto us.Having to get a real job

isn't so bad.

Not when there's a place where the

people get as pumped up about technol-

ogy as you do.

A place where you work on real stuff

right away. And red tape and bureaucracy

are kept away.

Of course, there Is a catch. We only want

software and hardware professionals who like

to be on the leading edge of high technology.

That's because our business Is help-

ing other high tech companies develop

and produce tomorrow's

products.

We're Involved in electronic design

automation, automatic test equipment,

telecommunications test, and custom
connections. All four of our businesses

are market leaders.

Our work environment is, well, colle-

giate. And among other great benefits,

we offer an educational assistance plan

with 100% reimbursement—up front.

So talk to us. Or settle for a job that

may turn out to be just work.

Corporal* Hoadquartert: Boston. MA Mtfor Locations: Nashua. NH • Daarfiakl, IL • Agoura Hnis. CA • Santa Clara. CA • Tokyo • Unitad Kingdom

We'll be on campus: February 5

BEATTY
From page 19

"When you explore a character

it does not necessarily mean you
advocate his behavior/* Beatty

says. "When we did *Bonnie and
Clyde* people seemed to be afraid

to praise the movie because they

didnH want to praise the people.

That doesn't seem to be happening

this time around. The picture's

taken as a work. And Tm quite

surprised that people don't seem to

be doing a lot of moralizing about

it. And Fm happy about that.

"For me it's impossible to deal

with this kind of character without

finding him funny. To me, Clyde is

funny and Bugsy's funny. I think a

lot of their predicaments are

funny."

Clearly, Beatty draws a parallel

between his roles as Clyde Barrow
and Ben Siegel. Their attraction to

danger and adventure adds an
element that the actor relies on to

fuel his performance, and to

strengthen the overall story.

"An outlaw gives you intrinsic

drama because he's breaking the

law. Somebody's out to get him
and there's a conflict So that gives

you some dynamic to the story,"

explains BeaUy. "(But) at the

center of it, I think what *Bonnie

and Clyde* and *Bugsy' have in

common is a sort of doomed love

affair. They're both tragic figures.

And they both had a high level of
intctiMt-in whatever l^end thca^

were accumulating around their

name."

Whether Beatty is concerned
with his own reputation is inconse-

quential. But it's interesting that a

man regarded (perhaps falsely) as

a womanizing playboy and as

someone who makes very few
movies is still one of the most
sought after actor-directors in

Hollywood. How long this will last

is uncertain.

Beatty is faced with the chal-

lenge of establishing himself to a
new generation of moviegoers.

Most of them are unfamiliar with

his roles in "Splendor in the

Grass," "Bonnie and Clyde,"

"Shampoo" and "Reds." To them,

he is just the guy who played Dick
Tracy.

He has made two films in two
years— a fast pace for him. But he
became a first-time father two
weeks ago, with girlfriend Annette

Bening. Parenthood could slow his

pace to a halt
^ However, Beatty sounds upbeat
when asked about a potential film

of eccentric recluse Howard
Hughes. "I've been working on a

picture about Hughes for a long

time," Beatty says. "And I'm
going to make it pretty soon."

Unfortunately, his track record

has conditioned one to take such
remarks at half value. Beatty's

dedication to perfectionism often

means he aborts films before they

are produced.

It would be nice to think the

Hughes project will reach theaters

by next year, though. Class is a

word that cannot be used to define

most current movies, and it's

something that Beatty automati-

cally brings to a production. As a
performer, he has qualities that

actors of younger generations
don't seem to possess.
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^FREEJACK
From page 19

with action! Maybe not quite as
much as **Total Recall," but
enough to keep fans of the genre
awake. Better still, awake and
usually laughing at the right

moments.
And in the larger scheme of

things, that's not all that bad. ^^

FItM: "Freejack." Screenplay by Ste-
ven Pressfield, Ronald shusett and
.Dan Gilroy. Based on the novel
"Immortality, Inc.," by Robert Scheck-
ley. Directed by Geoff Murphy. Pro-
duced by Ronald Shusett and Stuart
Oken for Morgan Creek. A Warner
Bros, release with Emilio Estevez. Mick
Jagaer, Rene Russo and Anthony
Hopkins. ]Rated R: brief nudity, lan-
guage and violence; 105 minutes) Now
playing citywide.

From page 18

right to the heart of the dramatic
problem. He doesn't complicate
his own process very much and
that*s part of his brilliance. He
doesn't get in his own way."

But Levinson isn't the only
filmmaker on "Bugsy" with whom
Bening saw eye to eye. She has
been in a relationship with co-star

Warren Beatty since the movie
was made, and the couple's baby
girl was bom two weeks ago.
"She's my candidate for presi-

..dent," Beatty says admiringly.

/ i

^atrtlc office aside, thoughr
Bening faces tough decisions
regarding her career. She ah-eady
had to turn down one role she had
originally accepted— the Catwo-
man in Tim Burton's "Batman
Returns." But the actress doesn't
see motherhood as a problem.

"It's been a real joy to *check
out' and not be involved in the

business for a while. I've really

enjoyed it. (Industry people) send
me scripts and I forget where they
are. I don't read them. Ijt*s nice.

"I've always felt sort of guided
by whatever role I was working on.

Relationships I was in were very
much channelled through the
work. So when I was between jobs
it was kind of an odd feeling as an
actor. But now I don't feel that

way. It's liberating. I'm doing
something that seems much more
important."

'Juice' brings

in the dough
By David Kronke
Los Angeles Dally News

Scattered reports of violence

around the coundy at theaters

showing "Juice" failed to sway
audiences from seeing the gritty

urban drama, which marked the

directorial debut of Spike Lee's
cinematographer Ernest Dicker-
son.

"Juice" squeezed $8 million out
of moviegoers in its holiday
weekend opening, with a strong

$7,425 per-screen average.

"The Hand That Rocks the

Cradle," the psychological thriller

from Walt Disney's Hollywood
Pictures, retained its grip on the

box-office lead, scaring up $11.8
million in its second weekend.

The weekend* s other new
offering, the Mick Jagger sci-fi

vehicle "Freejack,*' found only

moderate satisfaction with a $6.7

million opening, good enough for

fourth place.

"Hook" brought in $6.9 million,

latching onto third place with a

total take of $98.9 million. It

should break $100 million this

week, as should Disney's multiple

Golden Globe winner "Beauty and

the Beast," which came in ninth by
adding $5.3 million to its overall

carrnTfgT*

Discover
Birlcenstocic
Step into Birkenstock footwear,
and find a remarkable blend of
comfort and style. Contoured
footbeds provide cushioning
and support, wfiile your feet

remain tree to move naturally.
You'll find colors
that range from
basic to

brilliant.

Fast and Free Delivery

207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd.

Sunday-Thursday 11-12anfi; Friday and Saturday 11 -2am
Lowfat cheese availible upon request

O

c
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o
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Blilwniiock
FCX>TPRINT COMFORT SHOES

Sherman Oaks
14447 Ventura Blvd.

at Van Nuys Blvd.

818/788-8443

COUPON GOOD
Wm^SHOE
PURCHASE ONLY.

EXP. 3/1/se

^WESTWOOD VILLAGE^
W. Hollywood

.^.^ . ^ .
^29 Melrose Ave.

10910 Le Conte Ave. Near U Cienega Blvd.

at UCLA Westwood Blvd.
213/855-0744

Main Entrance gift coupon

213/208-7307 ^1 QS^
BIG CANVAS
TOTE BAG

A S U C L A
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RECYCLING
PROGRAM

Sunday, January 26 1 1 :00 am-4.00 pm

Ackerman Union Loading Dock* (Drive or walk in from
the bus turnaround at Westwood Plaza).

Newspapers

Without string, wire, rubber bands or sacks, and no
glossy magazines, ^please.

Aluminum Cans

Without side seams (most soft drinks), but please, no
tin cans, glass or plastic bottles.

Ifyou have other items to recycle, please call our office

fora community recycling centerinyourareaT^

UPCOMrNG COLLECTIONS:
February 23 • March 15 • April 12 • May 17 • June 14

For more information about the ASUCLA Recycling Program call 206-7589.

SpecialRecycling Site available forone dayonly
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Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings l Sports Ticlcets

TO COMMEMORATE THE 19TH AND PERHAPS LAST, ANNIVERSARY OF ROE V. WADE
THE GREATER LOS ANGELES COALITION FOR REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM PRESENTS A

WANTED: 4 USC ticlcets. Need great sectipn.

Call Torr). Days: (818) 593-6116, Evening^:

(213) 666-5733

WANTED: Student ticket for Duke and Arizona

eanf>es. Will pay top S$$. Call Craig

(31 )397- ySST:

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your busir^ess. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

LOSE WEIGHT— up to 30 pounds in 30 days!

New Year's discount. (310)474-1415,
394-8557.

Research Subjects 12

Today, January 22, 1992

Meyeroff Park, Outside of Kerckhoff Hall

Scheduled Speakers:
Ramona Ripston, Executive Director of the American Civil Liberties

Union of Southern California

Robin Schneider, Associate Director of the California Abortion

Rights Action League

and severatPro-Choice Student Activists.

'TAKE CHOICE TO THE BALLOT BOX LET YOUR VOICE FOR CHOICE BE HEARD
REGISTER & VOTE'' BEFORE ITS TOO LATE

Sponsored by Bruin Now, V\bmenist, ACLU Bruin Qub, Bruin Democrats, Republicans for Choice

ASIAN-AMERICAN WOMEN NEEDED for re-

search study. Must have sigr>s of binging and
purging, (either by vomiting, over excercising,

or laxative abuse) or exessive weight loss due
to dieting. 30min questionaire, confidential

SISpaid. Karl (818)281-6177.

ASTHMA RESEARCH: Subjects with mild to

moderate asthma ages 18—50. Able to per-

form brief periods of heavy exercise. Needed
for air pollution study. Call James at

(310)825-2739, Mon—fri.

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEIXD to

participate in hair regroM4h study. Ages 1 9-49.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For info call (310)828-8887

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation.

UCLA DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
AND BIOCHEMISTRY

8TH ANNUAL BLACET LECTURES IN
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

PROFESSOR RICHARD P. TURCO
DEPARTMENT OFATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES, UCLA

//CLIMATE AND CHEMISTRY
FRIDAY, JANUARY 24, 1992

4:00 PM 2250 YOUNG HALL

'//

^CHEMISTRY ON ICE: THE OZONE HOLE''
MONDAY, JANUARY 27, 1992

4:00PM 3083 YOUNG HALL
Professor Tlirco is an expert in the study of the Chemistry and Physics of
the earth's atmosphere. He is one of the group of scientists who raised the
possibility of "nuclear winter", the catastrophic climatic change that might
be produced by a nuclear winter. He and his coworkers identified and

elaborated the physiochemical processes that lead to the formation of the
Antarctic ozone hole. Professor T\irco was awarded the Leo Szilard Prize
for physics in the public interest and was the recipient of a MacArthur

Foundation Fellowship.

BRUIN DEMOCRATS
Gcncicil incclins4 tonight

7pni in Pcnvcll 1 1 1

For more intoniKilion:

Mail cS24'059^ lohn 794-^507

Earn $250 or more
Research Institute needs

healthy males/ females

(18-40) with aagnosed
allergies, to measure

effects on psychomotor

skills. Must have had a

positive skin test. Ask for

Susan (310)390-8483
J

Alcoholics Anonymous

Msetlngs
Mon. diacuMion, Thur. Bookstudy, Fri. Stap

Study. AU 3625 12:15-1 :15. Fri. 12O0-1 :00

TiMt. DibouMion, WM. Dboussion NPI
08538 12:15-1:00

For alooholict or ImthfUuak vvho

hav drinking prabhrrm

Sports Tickets

Sports Tickets

BRUIN BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED ! All

games, good seats. Please call Ray
(310)441-1576.

NEEb GUEST TICKET for Duke and Arizona

games. Will pay. Doug (618)904-0666.

TICKETS (for UCLA- Duke) wanted by UCLA
alumni. Top dollar paid for 2 tickets in better

section. (213)365-1203.

UCLA BASKETBALL TIX WANTED. Top dollar

paid, call now (213)933-6499.

WANTED: 4 DUKE TKIKETS; Need great

section. Call Barry at (310)7819100 or

(310)e32-3010(Mc$8).

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CRONHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD
research study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatment. Dissertation study. Ages
16-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or

(310)471-3672.

MALES AGE 18-40 needed for antibiotic

pharmacology study on three separate days.

Contact Drs. Holt or Barrlere at UCLA.
206-4952 or 825-801 7.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

520 and have a scientific learning
experience.625-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS needeed for blood pres-

sure study. Healthy students, 18-32, $40.00.

Call Zane, (213) 825-6475.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer

w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid for-info. (310)828-8887.
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Send Someone You Love

Something Special

For

JJafeniine s T)ay!

UCLA
Procter&Gamble
Science & Technical Divisions

OPEN HOUSE
Thursday Jan. 23 2pm - 6pm

Engineering Penthouse

Rooftop

Boelter Hall

^^Refreshments Served^^

If Your Major Is:

PhD in Chemistry, Biochemistry, Chemical Engineering,

Molecular Biology

BS/MS in Chemical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering,

Industrial Fng^ieering, AppliedMathmatics, Cyberneti€Sr^

199a Daily Bruin
Ualeniine 3 c/ssue

I

^ Electrical Engineering,

Computer Science

Come learn about exciting career

opportunities at

ProderAGambie

Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

Personal 10 Personal 10

I.

LADIES OF UCLA:

SIGMA KAPPA
cordially invites you to our

OPEN HOUSE
TONIGHT

Weds., Jan. 22, 1992, 7:00pm

SIGMA KAPPA HOUSE
726 HUgard Ave.

Researcti Subjects 12

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, NEEDED for UCLA
study of psycho-social factors in Bulemia
Nervosa. If you have recovered from B.N. or

are struggling with this problem arKJ are

interested in participating, please contact Eli-

zabeth or Marcia. $30^compensation.
(310)206-5081

Wanted 15

UCLA BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED; norv
student, top $$$ paid. (310)473-1000.

Heoltti Services 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial skin rejuvenation and renxivaj of
acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Croup. (213)786-0636.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ couples/
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-
lems. Liz Gouid 010)578-5957, sliding scale.

Paner (310)572-4092.
'
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Personal 10 PersoTKil 10 Personal 10 Personal
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WEST LJL MUSIC

PROUDLY PRESENT THE 1 ANNUAL

BATTLE
of the

BANDS
TosuppoRTTOE AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATIONi

ON

FRIDAY JANUARY 24, 1992

6 - 11 PM, AT 555 GAYLEY
i^' FEATURLNG:

trroftMitnata,
onottmiWHMnm

-i - <%

6Nie??ope'P

THE
O-UITAR
CENTER

talismen
MAD TEA PARTY
WHICH IS WHAT?
DIE LORIELLE

d/TTArcs

BYOB • INVITE ONLY • ID REQUIRED

ANY UUliS'l IONS? CALLANDYPRYOITOID) 8

PINE DINNER
TONIGHT AT 5:30

WEAR GREEN!

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

Hey Pi Phi Piedges..
Inspo. i$ herel—

Get ready for lots of fun!

Be at ttie tiouse by 5:30pm
Mysto! Mysto!

rMlmlml,ilmfm!m!,ilmilmlm!mlml»!m:>m!m!m:»i

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and

65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1

month and in relatively good health are needed.

Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

.vvo^.vhv,•.-rf•crt^«Y.%vAV'oftv»-rt^vll".%,v-vw^i%^v^vv^v.%.^v.viiV^v'^.«tfvvvvJ'-vy^.'.

Hey Ar Pledges

Initiation is almost here so...

because we can't waltl

, The Actives

s
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DISORDERS— ADULT
pRiiCfCci^BEDmmmammn:<m
PERlStSIIEfITIIIDOGHfB? IREPE^Pr^^
LilViiliS? lilAi u^lW^EJiM^WilHuAiLj
FUNCTIONS? PERSONS 18^ NEEDED FOE

Mmma^mmmrm^CALEKAM, lab
TESTSANP MAY EAim UP TO 1480. CALL

310-854h49ii

Health Services 22 Health Services

100 People
needed to lose
wei^t and
make mon^.
Call 84 hour

hotline.

310-888-1833

UCLA FERTILITY CENTER oocyte (egg cell)

donor progrann now open. Qualified donors

receive $2000. All dorwrs welcome. Asians

needed. Information: (310)206-8218.

22 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted X

ARE YOUA FDIl^TIME

Help Wanted 30 ifii^tLsiJ

$200-5500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyright #CA11KDH.

$40,OOQ^r. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple "lik^don't like" form. EASY! Fun,

relaxing at honr>e, beach vacations. Guaran-

teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2925 Copyright #CA11KEB.

u//:m:n foan siHvni
^%i^.b^ ptT hour

vcrv HoxihU schcdiilin)i

oj)p()iiiinit\ for iulvniuttncm

( aJI Anpi- or John at NiS OJS-iS

ENTRY LEYEl
The Rad«r Institute
The nations largest provider of eotinfj

disorders treatment seeks students for

entry level, morlcetincL sales.

communication position, ryschology

major a plus. Port time, flexible hours,

potential counseling, clinical

opportunity. Solary DOE.

Coll 478-8238 ext-lOI.

r. *^mfm^*irt tp vt^mm- t. ^ mfm0ttm

10 Healtti Sen^lces 22

mm

ACNE
A NASTY FOUR
LETTER WORD
Ifyou haci starteci on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

mecjications work Call our
Skin Care Information

Line,

800-435-3533

Help Wanted 30

NEEDED
Southbay and Westside

families need
playmates / nannies /sitters

to watch over their children.

All schedules,

all days,

Ba^)lt-f you decide.
C A f> c

Earn $5-8 per hour.

Have to be fun, loving and
have references.

Call Linda at BOOMLET CARE
(213)545-5181

ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME. Easy

work! Top pay! Guaranteed. 1-800-881-6000

ext 4150. Open 7 days.

ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company needs

hdp. Work from your honr>e, doing vartour

Jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

BEVERLY HILLS. Medical office/clerical. P/T

hours flexible, ilflnr. Word processing, MS
word hflpful. (310)474-5747.

BOOKKEEPER, P/T, for attorney/investor. Ex-

perienced Macintosh, SOwpm, excellent

phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
557-2315.

BOOKKEEPER NEEDED ASAP w/a bachelor's

degree in accounting or related major. Cur-

rently studying for MBA. Experierxre in Lotus

1 23 and bookkeeping. Will train. 25-30^ours
per week. Wilson or Lashon. (310)209-9337.

$12-13A^r depending on experience.

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Wll
work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Services. S6.63/hr. 206-7686. Contact Paul

Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting

APPs for Winter Quarter.

CANVASSERS/TELEMARKETERS needed to

promote valet detail service/mobile car wash.
4 hours daily. $5.25/hr + commission, (310)

453-4855, Danny.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, arKi television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experierKe

needed. Call today (816)563-2021.

Part - time

VALETS
Immediate opportunitiesi

Graveyard and other

shifts. Great for

studentsi $5/hour plus

tips. Call Lehel at

213/395-1147. EOE.
ACE Parking

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING —
$2,000+/month + world travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, theCarribean, etc.). Holiday, Summer and
Career Employment available. No experience

necessary. For employment program call

1-206-545-4548 ext. C234.

DATA ENTRY, PT, LONG-TERM, M-F, late

afternoons, 18-22 hr^k. 70wpm+. Santa

Monica. $10/hr. (310) 453-6422.

EARN $1000 PER WEEK AT HOME stuffing

envelopes! For Information, please send long
self addressed stamped envelope to CJ Enter-

prises, Box 67068W, Cuyahoga falls, OH
44222.

ENJOY WORK TAKING PHOTOS! Great pay!
For more information send stamped envelope:
YKP Photo Offer, P.O.Box 19310-A, LA, CA
90019.

FILE CLERK, permanent PT, 4-5 hrs/daily. Busy
medical office. Vicki (310)659-7124.

^»«OT
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LAW FIRM
iioo(Js motivated peison to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

• Please send rcsuine

w GPA. available times

for, interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwaids

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

FILECLERK, P/T, needed for doctor's ofHcce.

208-2442.
-

FLOWER SHOP TEMPORARY HELP, for Val-

entine's, SALES, needed 10th-14th, DRIVERS,
needed 14th only. For information call

272-4143. '

FRENCH TUTOR for AP, 1 1th grade student.

(213)472-8215, (213)472-2167.

F.T. MEDICAL OFFICE POSITION. Front/back

office assistant. Private practice on campus.
Experience required. Full benefits. Ceri

(310)824-0068.

GERMAN SPEAKING marketing student
needed to make phone sales calls to German
department stores. Contact Mr. Rowen, phone
(310)278-1070, fax (310)278-1048.

IMMEDIATE PART—TIME position for cus-

tomer service rep available at a new print shop
in Westwood village. M-T-Th & Sat evening.
Call 208-2679.

INDEPENDENT RECORD LABEL seeking
promotion person to work Mondays. Must
have good phone manners ar>d know college

music scene. $5/hr. Ingrid (310)202-7432.

IRANIAN NATIVE Biology major needed to

translate from Iranian to English.
»1 3)474 635T, ask for May.

EARN i.p to Si SO (XT rT^o'Mh

Bv HFLPINC OTHERS

DONATE UIOOl' PIATFI f TS SAFELV

f o' (
o' 'T\:\\ ton

Ci'i A I "1.1

Crvico' pat'onif, tnro.iqhn,/t I A

495J Vsii Nuys Blvd Shprmpn 0?ks

IRISH AMERICAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posi-

tiorw available PTAT dayVevenings. Good pay
up to $3(^r. Call after 6pm. Kathlim^ill

(213)456-4427.

LIGHT CLERICAL WORK NEEDED. S6.5(>HR.
(310)391-1557.

MAINTENANCE: Seeking full-time mainte-

narKe person for LA area apartment com-
plexes. Must have experience in painting,

gerwral repairs, and maintenarKe. $8—IG/hr.

Buffy (310)659-1636.

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,
Attractive people warded for nude photos.

Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4566.

Male Models under 26, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. QUICK CASHl
(213)664-2999.

MESSENGER: Beverly Hills accounting firm

needs PTnf>essenger/light office work. Must be
dependable; have own car. M-F, 1-6pm.
(310)274-9922.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

MOTHER'S HELPER, cooking, babysitiing, etc.

kiealjor nursing student. Part-time weekly,

full-time weekends. Call Barbara
(310)203-3771

NEED DELIVERY drivers and Flovver arrangers

week of Feb. 10. Will train call )on at

WilshireFlorist. (310) 206-8747.

NEED RELIABLE PERSON with van or pick-up

truck to deliver and retrieve equipment for

children's parties. $1(Vhr. (310)399-2482.

OUTSIDE SALES FOR LAUGH FACTORY.
Make your own hours. Great commissions.

(213) 615-6130 Jim.

PART-TIME REAL ESTATE assistant needed.
Hours flexible. Call Rich (310)470-6200.

PLACEMENT COMPANY looking for talent

scouts to help us find models for print -f

commision work. Top commisions paid. Call

(213)883-1625.

P/T ASSISTANT MANAGER outgoing, self-

motivated, reliable individual for children's

store In Brentwood. FRONTRUNNERS KIDS.
Apply in person. 1 1620 San Vicente Blvd. See
Julie.

PT HELP, PERSONAL SECRETARY. Computer
experience & typing an asset. Flexible hours.

$7/hr. Jean (213)933-9121.

PUBLISHER'S REP. FIRM is looking for energf
tic jMrson to fill-P/T secretary asst. trainee

position for TWTH 1 1 :30-4:30. Contact Cher
(310)471-3630.

RECEPTIONIST WANTED for Beverly Hills

Laws firm. Contact Michelle at (310)274-6683.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT, PART-TIME. Working
hours flexible. Salary $7/hr. or rTH>re depend-
ing on experience. Requirenr>ents: biology or

biochemistry background, ability to use word
processing and spreadsheets. (310)821 6456.

30 H«lp Wonted

RECEPTIONIST
We are looking for an energetic and

positive penon who likes to talk on the

phone. Casual, lively environmenL Light

typing. Bill time. Hn: 7ani-4pm Mon-Pri

Great place to wofk. Melody 453-1817

RESPONSIBLE + DEPENDABLE PERSON
needed in office. Must k>e able to type, file,

harKile projects, arKi have good follow through

skills. P/T 20-25hrs/week. Please call

(213)878-5556.

REWARDING EXPERIENCE HELPING OLDER
ADULTS with transportation, companionship.

F/PT, $7-9/hr DOE. Homccare Unlimited

(310)473-6198.

SALES. MONEY MOTIVATED? We are looking

forpeople who enjoy a chal lenge . Set your own
limits. Call Freda NOW! (818)889-8358

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-

cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. $1 5A»r. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)621-4343.

SECRETARY/ FULL-TIME; detail oriented,

MUST know WordPerfect, good phone skills.

Contact: Fred (213)934-5000, salary open.

STUDENT WORK, ReUi I/Customer service.

$6.20 starting. Part tinr>e, schedule around
school. Eves, weekends available. No door to

door, ect. Call (310) 396-1479.

STUDENT WORK. Retail/ customer service.

$8.20 starting, part-time. Schedule arourni

school. Eves, weekends available. No door-to-

door, etc. Call (310)396-1479.

• MANAGER TRAINEE *

Earn top $$$ with National

Marketing Co!! Professional

appearance and good verbal skills.

For Interview call Gail Delia 399-7956

Part Time Full Time

ingual, wordprocessing experience, good typ-

ing skills. Flexible hours, Wilshire & West-

wood law office/ Sid Diamond.
(310)475-0481.

US MAIL JOBS $1 1 .77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-

sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

VARSITY TRACK COACH. February 3-May 9,

M-F 3-5 pm. $1400/season, experience neces-

sary. VARSITY GIRLS SOFTBALL COACH.
February 3-May 9, M-F 3-5 pm, $1 40(Vseason,

experience necessary. CHEERLEADINC^»EP
SQUAD MODERATOR. Two days/week, 3-5

pm, ASAP. Maureen: (213)461-3651; call for

^EEL
VIDEO-LASER DISC STORE needs sales clerks.

Looking for birght adn motivated worker. Full

or part-time available. Call Ron for appoint-

nr>ent. (310)556-3773

WANTED: SHARP, MOTIVATED PERSON
INTERESTED IN FULL-TIME, OOOD COMMI-
SION HEALTH INSURANCE SALES. TRAIN-
ING PROVIDED. (61 8)71 3-1 1 91

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATKDN. Generous
move-in bomjs. FumishecVunfumished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to UCLA.
A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering 208-7634.

Managed by Moss A Co.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback r>ovels, non-fiction

books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

DUE TO MURPHY'S LAW, writer who is blind

still needs an assistant for the academic year.

(213)396-5062^
8 people needed vkxav^

anoptoiMir.
Hoiweoleaiieiv

CaU CIU)4BS-1817

Job Opportunities 32

WOULD YOU STUFF ENVELOPES for

SlOOO^veekf Send self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Image Enterprises, P.O. Box 119,

Simi Valley, CA 93062.

Medical asst/feceptionist, sharp individual

needed for multi-specialty office in Encino,

front and back office, must have 2 yrs exper.

Bilingual, computer skills are pluses, fax

resume to Susan (310)475-8294.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing all aspects of a

successful business. Average gross profit

$11,267. Last chance for interviews. Call

Triple "A* Student painters for information

now, 1(800)394-6000.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSITA^ISTC)RIAN, sharp

Individ needed for WLA medical office for

patient services, front office organizations,

patient, history, word processing, and

clerical,bilingual a plus, fax resume to Susan

(310)475-6294.

EDITOR OF BIMONTHLY MEDKIAL JOUR-
NAL NEEDED. PhD Biochemistry/Nutrition or

equivalent. Writing Experience. Cynthia

(310)305-9226.

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR MESSENGER for

CPA Firm — Century City— P/T. Duties

include:inventory control, knowledge of

Lotus 123, deliveries, some heavy lifting.

Must have own car. Hourly wage & benefits.

Call Lesley Davis (310)553-7680.

30 Job Opportunities 32 Job Opportunities 32 Apartments for Rent 49
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Security Pacific Bank
1 0731 W. Pico Blvd. WLA

NOW HIRING PART-TIME TELLERS
EXCELLENT FUTURE JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FOR INFO CALL

SHIRLYE BROX 552-4360

OR
SHAHRIAR DAHESH 552-4348

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

Jobs Wanted 33 Apartments for Rent 49

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR WORK?
Distribution looking to build quality
sale and management team. F/T or P/T.

$15-$45^r. or commission depending on
experience. Must be 18. Day or night.

Contact Randy Ruben.(31 0)474-2486.

Child Core Wanted 35

BABYSIT 2% -year-old, 1 weeknight, 1

weekend night. References. Lisa
(310)459-2750 (310)390-6018.

BABYSIT BRENTWOOD TODDLER. Random
weekdays (6am-4pm). Approximately once/
wk. 2 excellent references(within California)

and reliable transportation essential. (310)
472-7662.

BABYSITTER WANTED afternoons to care for

3 children. Must have car. (31 0)473-61 1 7 after

7pm

PK:K up 2 GIRLS at school nrwn-fri 5-7.

References -f car required. Near UCLA. (310)

474-5346.

LXILA PROFESSOR AND WIFE need sitter for 2
children ages 6 arwi 9. Looking for reliable

irxiiviual with a car who enjoys children and
has some experience, 1:30-5:00 M-F,
$6.5(Vhr. Contact Liz or Michael (310)

A7^UA7 ateutrings

WLA 3-4—AFTERNOONS/WEEK. 1—child.

Must have car. Aid with schoolwork.
References required. $6/hr. Kathleen
'->inM39-600e eves, after 6«)pm.

Apartments for Rent 49

112 DAVISON. SHARP CABIN WALK TO
WARMING HUT, 3 bdrm, 1 bath, fireplace.

$130K David (310)376-6671 540-0602.

424 LANDFAIR. Available now. 2-bed/1 -bath,

also single. Garden setting, pool, next to

UCLA. 459-1200.

$465 IN BEVERLY HILLS. Lg bachelor. Utilities

included. Newly decorated. 21 7 S.Tower Dr.

(21 3)8S2-088QA81 8)769-5429. Wf appoint-

ment only.
'

AMAZING 2.BED/2-BATH "WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, efKlosed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

portation & UCLA. (213)475-6717.

BEACH 1 -block from this large 2-bedroom in

traditional Venice duplex. UCLA buses,

% -block. Stove, refrigerator, washer/ dryer,

parking. $1075. 399-1639.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1275. 2-BEO + DEN.
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLEX.
FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD FLOORS, SERVICE
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)639-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-675/MO. 2-BED.
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX. 'A BLOCK TO PKTO BUS. (310)
839-6294.

BRENTWC>OD-$675 SPACIOUS SINGLE,
parking, kitchen, fireplace, balcony, cable-

ready, near shopping, and water paid
(310)820-1717.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury

apartment, fireplace, intercom, built-ins, pa-

tioo and morz. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicente.

11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

$200 OFF ISt
MONTH RENT

WLA
•Singles— $585—
-»

1 737 Stoner
• 1 bdrm— $695

—

1 737 stoner
• 1 bdrm— $750—
j 709 Westgate

•2bdrms— $995—
1 709 Westgate

•2bdrms— $995—
1 342 Wellesley

(310)479^1581

NK:E guest house lO/mln. from UCLA
3roonf>s, $575 -fdeposit. 2810 Midvaie Ave
(310)475-1576.

EXTRA LARGE BACHELOR, private entrance,

patio, refrigerator, HOT place, fH>n-smoker,

$595, utilities included, Bundy south of

Sunset. (310)476-1815.

MAR VISTA SINGLE lower stove, regrig, laun-

dry. No parking. $425/mo. (310) 451-4771.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCELLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. (213)471-1340. .

CULVER CITY. $8.30. 2-bed/ 1V» -bath. Nice
quiet building and neighborhood.
(310)826-6907.

f]|

ACROSS

1 Sorrow
-6 ikatottaymboL

PREVKMiS PUZZLE SOLVED

10 Use a knife
on

14 Sicilian

peak: var.

15 Svviss river

16 Bread type
17 Iron alloy

18 Valued highly

20 Possessivs~—word ^~"
21 Permits to

23 Casts
24 Be concerned
25 Youngster
26 Middle East

waterway
30 Curves
34 Lightens
35 Jail features
37 Chance
38 Adjacent to
39 Run off to

wed
41 Pro —
42 An explosive
43 Stimulate
44 Damsel
46 Tete
48 Opposers
SO Plunder
52 Italian name
53 Promises
56 El — . Tex
57 Musk^al job:

slang
60 Church feast

62 Gaucho gear
64 Not often
65 Split City
66 Small bay
67 Tobacco
68 Paradise
69 "What's in

?••
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DOWN
1 Deep cut
2 Anatomical
network

3 Road to Rome
4 Cfiemical

suffix

5 Error in

reasoning
6 Wood strip

7 Corn units

8 100 square
meters

9 Lower than:

p)oet.

10 Jets
11 BullrSp.
12 Once more
13 Bunks,

perhaps
19 Recoils

22 Pencil part
24 Dictator

25 Applaud
26 — Ana
27 Full of:

suff.

28 Gladden
29 Domk;ile
31 Absence of

sun
32 Food consumer
33 Reaches

across
36 Negligent
40 Nobleman
41 Ceremony
43 Gem
45 Oregon city

47 Swapped
49 Fall. e.g.

51 French river

53 Barge's kin

54 Decrease
55 Noun ending
56 Window part
57 Festive

58 Bit of news
59 Attendance
61 Teacher's

deg.
63 Tavern
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BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PKOI I SSION \I I V MAN VC.II) HV MOSS ^ ( ().

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel •WesUvood Village

Cable TV^MIrrowave* Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk»w/KITCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm suites available

213/208-2241

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just r>orth of Venice
Blvd. (310)398-8579.

MAR VISTA , LARGE 2-bedroofT>/1 'A -bath,

2-story townhouse, own washer/dryer, 2-car

parking, security complex, new carpet/paint,

$875/mo. (310)832-8640.

MID WILSHIRE, Single, lower, full kitchen

(stove, refrig.,) parking, laundry. $385/mo.
(310)451-4771.

Single

and
1 BDRM

Starting at $550
move-in allowance

(213)208-3690(818)709-428

PALMS $650 Superdupcr 1 bedroom. $475,
furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, and
carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3258
C>verland.(21 3)837-301 3.

^

PALMS, 1+1, lower, stove, refrig., parking,

laundry. $575/mo. (310)45^4771.

PALMS 1-BEDROOM' $685/MO,
2-BEDROOM/2-BATH $85a'MO. Fireplace,

private patios, dishwasher, refrigerator,

stove,security building,parking, pool, and
laundry. (310) 473-7860.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment.
Valted ceilings, electronic access to building
and subterranean parking. $990 up. 1 mo. free

w/year lease (213)842-9303.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom, unfurnished $565 or
furnished $580. Near bus to LXTLA. 837-7755,
4-7pm only.

PALMS, 2-»-2, upper, stove, refrig., parking for

2, $785/mo. (310)451-4771.

PALMS 2-BED/2-BATH. Security alarm, fire-

place, new carpet. $895/mo. (31 0)839-8862.

L jQnc-bnitiHiin AjuiHj i i i fv

WEST LA 1 734 BROCKTON. Deluxe building,

gated entries, refrigerator. 2bcd/2bath
$1075t$1175. Call Marco (310)838-1046.

WEST LA. 1734 Brockton. Deluxe building.

Gated entries, refrigerator, 2-bed/2-bath.
$1075-$1175. Call Marco. (310)838-1046.

«

WALK TO UCIA/WSTWD
SPAQOUS

f
2 master suites

2 bath + balcony

Students/Roommates Welcome
$1100 negotiable w/ lease

•refrig»dishwasher«A/C«

•controlled entry

•

•p>arking*elevator«
I

*^

\

519 Glcnrock 215-208-4835

1

Large Newly
Remodeled

1&2 Bedroom Units
Beverlywood -

WLAAna
Receive Free
Microwave

$575 $825
Call 657 8756

pool, covered parking, laundry. 3455 jasmine.
No pets 454-4754.

PALMS, $665-$845, 1&2 bedrooms. Extra

large. New carpet. Near UCLA. 1 month fr«e.

(818)377-2668.

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath,-un-

fumished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
rei. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)82ft-0740.

»__

PALMS, BEAUTIFUL T -bedroom, $&00 2+2,
$975 up unfurnished, cathedral, high ceilings,

skylights, fireplace, patios, security build.,

near all, easy move-in. Friendly manager.
(310)815-8908.

PALMS VICINITY, 2+2, $950, spacious, cheer-
ful, upper, skylights, buik-in electric range,
oven, dishwasher, fridge. Canfield, north of
National. Ask for Steve Sakurada.
(310)839-1026.

PICO/ROBERTSON. Large 3-bed/2-bath. Up-
per w/patio. New carpet, paint, and drapes.

$1;150. (310)204-1339. •

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED. ACROSS FROM
UCLA. DISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR.
NEW CARPET/BLINDS. FIREPLACE. EXTRA
LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING. LAUN-
DRY FACILITIES. LAST AVAILABLE APT. PR-
ICED TO RENT QUICKLY. CALL SOON
208-8685. ^_^_
SPACIOUS 3-BED/ 2-BATH duplex, $1275,
Olympic/ Flairfax, 1-year lease, no pets,

washer/ dryer, porch, (310)207-2490.

$885 SPACIOUS 1-BED. Furnished/
unfurnished, hardwood floors, stove, refrigera-

tor. Walk to village/UCLA. Sleeps 3.

(310)208-4478.

STOP LOOKING! Great 1 -bedroom apart-

ment. Stove and refrigerator. Near Palms and
Overland. $595-$625/mo. EZ move- in terms.

Days (310)206-1193, eves (818)981-2304.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT AVAILABLE for

faculty/staff,! and 2 bdrm, unfurnished, adj-

cent to UCLA. Call 206-1 947/206-3085, Mon-
Fri, BAM-5PM.

VENICE, 1+1, lower, stove, refrig., laundry, no
parking, four blocks to beach. $575/mo.
(310)451-4771.

WC5T LA,~2bcci/l bath, 1 409 Co lby AVCT
$70(Vmonth, stove, fridge, (213) 258-1354,

WESTWOOD: Huge 1-bd. 3 parking spaces,
hardwood floor. (213)651-5552, 471-4417.

WESTWOOD. LARGE 1 -bed, $79(ymo. Walk
to LXTLA/village, pool, security, view. 10966
Roebling Ave. (3 10)208-4 25 3,
(310)824-2595.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 150/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 1 -bed-
room junior4«$725/mo. Utilities & parking
included (310)475-7533.

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM UCLA. Beauti-

ful & new 2-bed/2-bath apt. designed for

ROOMMATES! 475 Gayley. Call
(310)824-3715. FREE ROOMMATE
SERVICE!!!

WLA, $750, 1 -bed/ 1 -bath. Fireplace, balcony,
fridge, A/C. 1635 Brockton Ave. Days:
(310)670-4233. Eves: (310)641-4182.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished
single, kieal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290.C>hio Ave. (310)477-4832.

WLa: Large, beautiful apartments, 2+2, $950,
2+2, $795. Venice Beach single, $475. Renee
(310) 550-7346. .

WLA SINGLE, gated, furnished, unfurnished,

quiet, refrig, parking. 5-min. UCLA $525.
(310)312-3638.

Apartments Furnished 50

LARGE FURNISHED/ UNFURNISHED, single

w/ balcony, stove, refrigerator, full bathroom,
quiet 10-unit building, parking, laundry, 3500
Kelton, $485 (310)470-6855.

ONE BEDROOM: WILSHIRE/ROBERTSON.
Newly decorated. For one person. $650 jn-

cluding utilities. (213)652-7576. _^
WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

large single, 1 or 2 people okay. 667-669
Levering Ave. (310)208-3215

WESTWOOD AREA, Single,lower, hot plate,

no parking, laundry, $500/mo. 451-4771.

WLA 1+1, gated, furnished/unfurnished, 1

month free with lease. 5 min UCLA. $725.
(310)312-3638.

Apts. Unfurnistied 61

Nodhridoe $275 up. 500 unit student housino

(adllty. Shared or privale units, wfin or withoul

Ulchens. Prtva;c talhs. Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation

room, 1/2 r»ur driw lo UCLA Open year round.

Free tvochure. Norttirtdge Campus Resfdenoe. 9600

Zel2ati,Northrldge.CA.9132S

(t11)116-1717

Furnishec
Loft

In Westwooc

565 Gayley
824-083(V

Luxury Living At
Student Prices!

• Spaciouc, h«at«d and air oondition«d roomtl
• Privata Bathroom and Shovviarl
• Navar mora than two ttudanto par rooml
• Satfa, quiat anvironmant
• h4aw laur)dry and vanding maohinaai
• Saparata study and TV loungaa with cdbial

• Ona badroom apartmantt availabia
• Waight Room and Qama Rooml
• Planty of Fraa PaifcingI
• Danoaa. partiaa. moviaa, ascapa trips,

bart>acuaa, conoarta, lacturaa and moral

It's all waiting for you in beautiful Bel Air, only twelve minutes from UCLA I

The University of Judaism Residence Halls
310-476-9777. ext 259

WLA, 1-BDRM, bike or bus to campus, new
carpet, stove, refrigerator. $695. 1850 Colby.
477-0725.

WLA 1-BR. Built-ins, patio, laundry, parking.

1412 Brockton. (618)368-6732.

WLA 2BED. $925/mo, $975/mo, $1150/mo.
AJC, Dish washer, fire place, security building.

(213)204-3970.

WLA, $390-5950, singles, 2-bedroom$. Light,

spacious. Apartments to share also available.

(310)276-1671,(310)826-2818

WLA, $450 SINGLE DUPLEX. Close to UCLA
it transportation. Must see. Call 458-885».

WLA, $575 & $595 singles, unique stylish

charming. $615 1 bedroom cottage, private

secure authentic. (310)477-2777.

WLA, $595/mo + utilities. Small, private,

1-bdrm. Appliances, parking, side-yard. Pet?

559-1560 Of 474-3111. ^
WLA $680. Large 1-bed. Pool, laundry, ap-

pliances, BBQ, quiet upper. 1621 Westgate
Ave. (310)820-1121.

1-BEI^I-BATH. UPPER. 10745 La Grange.
Refrigerator. $795. Close to UCLA. 475-6165.

$740. 2-BED/ 1-BATH. Upper. Stove, refriger-

ator, near Pico— La Cienega. By appointn>ent.

(310)279-2002.

B.H. UNFURNISHED. SINGLE GUEST-
HOUSE. Kitchenette/ bath, laundry facilities.

One person. Available Feb. 1. $675.
(310) 274-3935.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

OHIO-SAWTELLE. $650. nwnth to month
1-Bedrm, stove,* fridge, carpets, 1% miles
from UCLA. Call (310)477-5758.

SPACIOUS SINGLE wAull kitchen. Walk to
UCLA; only %bOOfmo plus FREE PARKING
SPACE. (310)208-5588.

UNFURNISHED LARGE SINGLE available
within walking distance of campus, $625
utilities included, call Paul at (310) 824-9754.

VENICE. Modem Single $575 Walk Street. 1st

block beach. Security building. Parking, laun-

dry. Block to direct busline. 301-6559,
305-71 1 7.

WESTWOOD 2BD/2BATH. Refngerator.
1 % rhi4o UCLA. Close to bus stop. Close to bus
stop. $995. 475-6165.

WLA. Clean, quiet. 1 -bed/1 -bath, stove, re-

frigerator, carpet, drapes. Near UCLA and
buslines. Lease $650. (310)476-7116.

Apartnnents to Share 52

$315/MO. SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM
APT. w/ male non-smoker & 2 cats. Security

bidg. & parking, quiet neighborhood, xint. bus
connections, Vh miles to UCLA. 575-1503.

$34(VMO. l-MI. UCLA. Spacious Brentwood
3-bed/2-bath apartment. Patio. Female. Share
master w./bath. Walk-in closets. (310)
820-5039. ^
3-BEDROOM apartment. Own room and
bath. Rent negotiable. Palms area.
(310)842-4984.

APARTMENT TO SHARE. WLA. Responsible
non-smoker fully furnished, modern, utilities

included, $25(ymo. Call and leave message,
Venc (310) 398-9669.

BEACH— close large traditional Venice du-
plex apartment w/yard and upper deck. UCLA
buses 'A -block. Stove, refrigerator, washer/
dryer, parking. $475-$525. 399-1639.

CHARMING, SUNNY BEDROOM with
'A -bath available in pretty 2-bed West Holly-
wood apartmerH. Hardwood floors, courtyard,

parking, laundry. $455. Female graduate stu-

dent seeking studious female.

Cute house, Westchester. Female needed,
own room, share bath. Storage, laundry, $450.
Margaret (213)410-0122.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share spa-
cious 1 -bedroom with t¥Vo other females. Near
campus. $283.33/nrH>. (310)446-1857.

INDIAN LOOKING FOR non-smoking male
roommate. $30(Vutilities included. No parties.

Colby Ave. Suresh (310)479-8232.

MALE/FEMALE Share 2-bedroom, 1-bath,

West LA, Large deck, wood floors, $425/mo. +
utilities. Mike (310)473-5419

MALE STUDENT TO SHARE APARTMENT, by
Veteran and Ohio, 1.2 miles from UCLA.
$287.50/mo. 473-3523.

MALE STUDENT to share apartment, by Vet-
eran and Ohio. 1.2 miles from UCLA.
287.5(ymo. 473-3523.

NVF ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2-BED/ 2-BATH
IN WESTWOOD W/ PROFESSIONAL PER-
SON. $60(yMO. PRIVATE BEDROOM, PRI-

VATE BATH. 474-8488

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share
spacious master suite in a 2-»-2, luxury
building,Westwood, near UCLA, security

pai-king, pool,
month-to-month $310, security $440,
288-6572.

OWN ROOM IN 3-BEDRC)OM/2 BATH APT.
Brand-new plush gigantic condo. Own flre-

place, full security, $600. (816)330-7071.

PALMS. FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Pri-

vate room with balcony. $45(ymonth, all

utilites included. Call Ginger 836-9691.

PARK/LA BREA TOWER 2bed/2bath. $45(Vmo
utilities included. Kitchen privileges, maxi-
mum security, excellent transportation. No
snwking. Call after. 5pm. (213)934-5537.

SUNNY BEVERLY HILLS APARTMENT TO
SHARE. Female only, own room, share bath,

laundry. SSOCVmo. (310)271-3225.

WANTED MALE ROOMMATE to share rtjom
in 2bed/2bath Brentwood apt. Gabe
(213)472-8672 $283^.depnsit

WESTWOOD/UCLA. Own Bed/Bath In

2bed/2bath apt. from $550/mo. Parking, pool,
spa, rec. room, A^. (213)206-1976.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Own room (furn-

ished) it bath in wonderful, spacious 2-bedJ
2-bath. Non-$nrK>ker. Private patio, fireplace,

cat. $575. 208-3335.

W HOLLYWOOD FURNISHED 2 bed/2 bath,
pool, jacuazi, gym, gated-parking, security,

balcony, no pets. Available immediately
(213)969-9373.

WLA, OWN ROOM in large 2-bed/ 1-bath.
Share with recent PhD and cat. $445/mo
+$445 deposit. Leslie (310)207-5740.

Roommates 53

ASAP! Male student needed to replace resident

of Mira Hershey Hall (Graduate Residence
Hall, On Campus). Ask for lakovos. 824-7549.

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury
apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,
fireplace, ^udy-lounge and much, much
more. Own room/bath, free HBO/Showtime.
$525. (310)637-9509.

BRENTWOOD:2 FEMALES TO SHARE
ROOM. 2 bed/2 bath. $426/month or own
roomA)ath $687/month. Brand new, security,

alarm, parking. (310)207-1994.

CENTURY CITY, $310/MONTH, Female to
share large bedroom. Spacious, bright apart-
ment. Available 2/10 (310)474-6162.

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED TO SHARE
3BEDRM/28ATH APARTMENT. Marina Del
Ray Area. $395/mo. Call (310)391-2142.

FEMALE WANTED: non-smoker, clean
roommate to share huge room In a classy
apt. Full amen., in-unit W/D, $350 call

445-5315.

FURNISHED BEDROOM in beautiful quiet
Beverly Hills adjacent 2-bedroom apartment.
$425/mo. Ron (818)888-9 30 7,
1(800)649-9307.

GORGEOUS HILGARD CONDO. Share huge
master bedroom, $40(Vmo. Female/non-
smoker. Lisa/April 824-3775.

HOLLYWOOD. VERY NICE HOME. M/F.
Must like pets. 525 -»- utilities. May trade dog
care for portion of rent. (213)874-9102.

MALE/FEMALE NON-SMOKER WANTED to
share spacious 2-bedroom cottage close to
UCLA. $497.50/mo. plus 'A utilities. Call Tom
(310)476-7565 or beep (310)206-8477 id#
13039.

MALE ROOMMATE TO JOIN 2 guys in

1 -bed/1 -bath. $30(ymo. Close to campus. Call
joe (310)208-6699.

OWN ROOM, share bath, near BarringtorV
Wilshire, female non-smoker. $400/mo.

. (310)473-1905.

PALMS, OWN ROOM in large, 3 beJroom,
r/i bathroom apartment. $193.33 deposit,

$341.66/mo. (310)397-1772.

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE furnished
1 -bedroom apartment with one person. Next
to campus. $365/mo. Keith. 206-5894

SHARE HUGE, studio apartment-size room.
New unit, spectacular view, marble finishes.

$375. (818)330-7071.

BEVERLY HILLS Female roommate wanted,
own room & bath. Greta area, quiet, parking,

new place. $600/mo/obo. Christy
(310)276-7282.
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Roommates 53 House to Share

SM: 2-bed/ 1-bath. Own room. Cable t.v.

Non-smoker, clean, laundry. Ask for Daniel
(310)392-9483(h), 659-6540(w).

THREE GIRLS LOOKING FOR FEMALE
ROOMMATE. Spacious, clean, furnished
apartment. $395/mo. Walk to UCLA. Sadie
(310)208-0017.

TWO MILES FROM UCLA. 286.5(Vmo. Two
bedroom, two bath. Luxury apartment, ur>der-

ground parking, new complex. Available now.
Call ieff (310207-8583.
I

'

^——i^—^—^—i

^

VAN NUYS professional couple seeks room-
mate for triplex condo, bath, walk-in-closet,

furnished, pool, sauna, nautilus, $450. (818)

901-8432.

V̂ENICE BEACH, private room, phone,
parking, W/D. Safe area. Busline. Studious,

friendly, non-smoker. $420/mo.
(310)452-7272.

WANTED: female to share great 2-bed/2-bath
near LICLA. Non-smoker. $540 ¥ V» -utilities.

Tara (310)447-2133.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. SHARE large 2 bed/2
bath. $35G/mo. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.
(213)208-1976.

WILSHIRE CORRI(X)R, professional athletic

male seeks responlsible considerate male/
female. No smoking, drugs. Large, sunny,
2-bdrm, 2-bath. Amenities. 3-blocks West-
wood. $550 ¥ % utilities. (310)568-1266.

WLA. $388.5Q/hrK). Own room, share bath.

Mature, responsible female preferred. Laun-
dry, share parkir>g. (310)474-0373.

Room for Rent 54

1 'A MILES To UCLA. Quiet private roooVbath.
Kitchen privileges, parking. $450 + 'A utilities.

(310)477-7831.

ASAP! WESTWOOD HOME : $475 . Minutes to

UCLA-fully furnished. Quiet luxury, kitchen,

private entrance. MALE. (310)473-5769.

BEAUTIFUL OWN ROOM, safe neighbor-
hood, w/3 others, 1 5 minutes UCLA, Spacious
backyard. $525/mo. (213)441-5021.

BEAUTIFUL OWN ROOM, safe neighbor-
hood, w/ 3 others, 15-mlnutes UCLA. Spa-
cious, backyard. $525/mo. (213)441-5021.

BEDROOM, »ATH, t3tN tn prtvate tiomc,'

near Sawtelle/National. $495/mo. (310)
^90-0707.

BEL AIR. Female preferred. Own room jn

2-bdrnVl'/i -bth townhouse. Huge closets,

pool, laundry, parking, storage. Close to

UCLA. No smoking. Must like cats. Sunny,
ocean view. $575-60(Vmo. negociable. Move
in Feb. 15. (310)471-3560.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.

Leave message, Abby (616)763-5151.

CULVER Cmr. 2-bed apt. Own room, share

bath. Security. $450 including utilities. Fe-

male. (310)204-3844.

HOUSING AVAILABLE IN CLEAN FRATER-
NITY HOUSE. ALBERT 208-0984.

MINI-MANSION, QUIET, mature male, $475.
Utilities/laundryAelephone included. Great
deal. No last. 285-6688. WLA.

PACIFIC PALISADES ROOM IN 3-bedroom
house. Share 1% bath. $485 plus utilities.

(310)454-9480, (310)454-4372.

ROOMS FOR RENT, $400/month, 20-minutes
from campus. Call Layne (310) 274-3365.

WESTEND HOTEL. Cable TV, phones, clean,

quiet, refrig., laundry, maid service, security

bIdg. $12G/wk and up. 1538 Sawtelle Blvd.

(213)444-8990.

WESTWOOD. OWN ROOM in large, bright

2bod/1bath N/S. $505 or neg. Grad student

looking for a roommate. 247-6922.

WESTWOOD, HIGH-RISE CONDO. Private

bed & bath. $550/mo. ¥ pet care 3 small pets.

(310)475-3049.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet luxury

roonVbath only, high ceiling, to some kitchen

priviledges. Non-smoker. $550
(310)444-5526.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199Avk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

WESTWOOD, BEAUTIFUL 2-bed/2-bath.

Share room, female only. All amenities.

$400/mo. No pets. Call Michele
(310)475-9359.

Sublet 55

BOSTON AREA, apt. to sublet, 1

masterbedroorrVl bath. Completely furnished,

cable TV, all amenities, air conditioning.

Located 1 block from ocean, near subway,
airport. Mass General Hospital, and local

universities,'^725/mo. utilities. Ken. (310)

824-7883.

FEMALE. No pets. Non-smoking. Free utilities.

$400/mo. Near Santa Monica airport.

(310)398-8151.

PLEASANT, AIRY, DECK, TREES, great neigh-

borhood, near LXTLA. Private room, parking.

Share wHh professional father, delightful

daughter 1 3 yrs. Prefer female (310)828-61 33.

SHARE A FURNISHED, LUXURY, GATED
ENCINO HOME with full security. Use of

gourmet kitchen and pool. $400 Charmian
(618)986-1294.

VENK:E. Quiet walk street. Own bedroom.
Cleaning lady. Furnished optional. Parking,

yard. $600. (310)827-1321.

House for Sale 58

2012 MIDVALE, 3+2 + extras, $515,500, for

details on properties near UCLA please call

(310) 477-8291, Annie Szyilagyi.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

LXILA, 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (618)783-6875.

Housing Needed 60

IRISH GIRL requires roorrV bath or guesthouse
to rent. Please call lenni (310)396-2044.

Real Estate 61

IF Y(3U ARE PAYING OVER 10% Fixed or 8%
adjustable on your home loan. Now is the tin>e

to Refinance. Call Agent/ Bob H.
213-477-6488

Room/Board tor Help 62

CHEVIOT HILLS GUESTHOUSE FOR HELP
with 5 and 7 year old girls. Must drive and
swim. (310)202-0399.

LIVE-IN WANTED. Santa Monica, male or

female. Homework arKJ childcare for 9-yr-old

twins. 3-7pm, M-F. Margaret (31Q)458-1951.

PLEASANT HOME, AIRY, deck, trees, great

neighborhood. Near UCLA. Private room,
parking. Responsible drivers, house care,

cooKin^i Hrofcssio^af f^m^r, Qcu^htfui
daughter 13 yrs. (310)628-6133

TowntK>use for Sale 65

WLA: Ultra modern beautifully furnished

townhouse. 2-bd -f loft, 2'A bath. Gourmet
kitchen, fireplace, roof garden, garage, W/D &
more. $2200. (310)444-0433.

Condos for Sale 67

1/2 BLOCK FROM UCLA. LUXURIOUS 2
BED/1 1/2 BATH w/magnlflcent view & ter-

race; laundry in unit. Asking $345,000. Call

broker. (213)824-0453.

LOVELY HIGHRISE CONDO 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, sp^a
security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)624-0453.

PENTHOUSE 1 -BEDROOM/1 BATH, 1 -block
from UCLA, village view, doorman building
with pool. $289,000. Call Broker
(213)824-0453.

CULVER CITY CONDO. Why waste nKMiey on
rentr $149,500. 2-bed/l-*A bath. Broker Ray
Williams. (310)559-4315 or beeper
(213)966-7433.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UaA. Sec-

urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276-6331.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR/aOSC TO
UCLA. STUDIO $95K. 1 BR/1 BA
$T09K,2BR/2BA $188k. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1761.

PARK CITY, UTAH CONDO. Completely
furnished, buHt-lns, 1-bedroom/
2-loft/2-bathroonr». Sleeps 8. Amenities in-

clude hot tub, sauna, pool, tennis courts. $67K
negotiable. (310)478-7104 leave message.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR high rise, 2-bedroom,
2-bath, walk to village, doorman, pool, $233
agent Kaz (310) 822-6486.

Condos for Rent 69

$1400, 2-bedroom, 1 3/4-bath, 1250 S. Be-

verly Glen, walk to Wilshire, split bedroom
plan, agent Nancy, (310) 622-6486.

TARZANA. FURNISHED. $1,050/mo. $950
unfurnished. 2 bedrooms, each with private

bath. Security building, pool, jacazzi. (310)

7960646.

WESTWOOD, $1 395/mo, 2-bed/ 2-bath lux-

ury condo. Gorgeous mountain view. Includes

3-tennis courts, pool, gym, Jacuzzi, 24-hour
security, party facilities, parking. Call Lori

or Steve Hawkins (310)626-6070.

House for Rent ^ Vacation Rentals 71

BRENTWOOD FAMILY HOME. 3bed/3bath

light, bright, private. Move-in $2,90G/mo.
826-7444.

SANTA MONICA PRIME AREA 3bed/bath

house. Large kitchen, backyard, $180(VrTK>nth.

Call 4S3-5067/mominy. 394-7667/evenings.

SPACIOUS 2+2 AND DEN, formal dining,

built-ins, fenced yard, nice r>eighborhood in

Encino. $l,05(ymo. 2 min. Walk to UCLA.
Commuter bus. (616) 705-6318.

VAN NUYS. Beautiful, custom hon^e. RenrK)d-

eled, 3bdrrTV3btli, studio. Pool/gardener, hK,
extras. $125(ymo. (818)762-0335.

VENia. 2-BED/l-BATH. $1035/mo. All utili-

ties intluded. 5 blocks to beach. Parking,

private yard, pets ok. (213)300-0073.

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PII^ES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING--FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABjLE RATES. (818)785-1026.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!

Student discount. Static Line, TarKJem and

AFF.-Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

57 Child Care 90 Travel 105 Travel id5

Ctiild Care 90

Licensed child care, Encino Hills home, flexi-

ble hours, great care, rwar 405 Freeway and
Mulholland. (818) 905-0506.

insurance 91

HATE AUTO INSURANCE
, - We :ili (lu uiii auio in'wjr.ince is

re(|iiire(l by law' So for a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852 7175 (818)342 1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

Good Rates for

Motorcycles
with California-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(316)475-8355

Discount Tickets on
a Major American

Airiine!

London-Nonstop

Paris

Frankfurt

$432.00

$609.00

$620.00

Rates subject to change

I

• Frequent Flier Mileage Applies!

• Advance Seat Assignments!

• Boole directly wfASUCLA Travel-No

Middleman!

- ,,_. -- ^ Travel Service, A-lxvel Ackeiman Union
yflSUCM/^ M-F 8:30-6. Sat 1 2-4 Tall I in A-R Y

•r.»

Movers/Storage 94

BEST MOVERS. Call (213)263-BEST. 24 ft.

truck fully equipped for home w business.

Excellent refererxies. Cal T 186344.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-6688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, 4nd reli-

ab'e. ien7 (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.
Short^ong distance. No job loo small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0628

fOftirs taovnac 4EKVic£.

EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HR5.
(213)301-0137.

Tutoring Offered 98

-AUMAR BEAU' FRENCH tutoring by phone
or one on one. (816)904-7691. En Francals
S.V.PI. Mercit

ENGLISH TUTOR, experienced (US Peace
Corps), mature. Vocabulary building, pronun-
ciation, reading comprehension, writing.

$2C^r. (213)393-0510.

ENGLISH TUTORING by English grad. Rea-
sonable rates, ESL welcome. Call Mike
(310)477-4735.

MATH TUTOR. IXTLA Math grad. available:

Calculus, High school. Statistics, stats, proba-
billty, etc. Gerry (310)274-4646

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study
skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently
present the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. Fi

^f^ft info, can Jim Madia (273)662-0599

STUDY ABROAD
Spring Quarter, study In

Spain or France. Earn credit

and learn the language. Call

(818)792-5732

Services Offered 96

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate
school personal statements, other vital written

material? Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)626-4445

ITALIAN LESSONS— native speaker for all skill

levels. $15A>r. (213)266-0223.

MICRO LEAGUE COMPUTERS. Computer
upgrade & repair $45 (plus parts). Printer

^repair $35 (plus parts). Networking ($65 per

)de; Novell authorized). 1844 Lincoln Blvd.

(:>^1 0)450-2708.

PRbFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Re^arch papers, proposals, studies. Urxier-

graduate. Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871.1333.

TUTUORING: ENGLISH, WRITING, GMAT,
LSAT, CRE, WordPerfect, etc. Yale grad,

4year5 experience. Mark, 852-1296.

Tutoring Needed
SPANISH TUTOR WANTED in Pacific Pali

sades area. Fee negotiable. (310) 454-3292.

m Typing

BEAR'S EDITING
All subfccta. Thcaes/DlascrtaUoiM

Proposals and Books.
Fordgn students welcome.

PAPfaS NOTFOB SALE
Sharon Bear, PhJ)
CS10)47»4—

2

Teacher of Piano If '

Singers Coached • Preparation

for Auditions & Recitals

310-271-1939

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long LICLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)620-0150

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS^ROFESSOKS. Computer-assisted
and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

STUDY the Bible with honesty and common
sense. Everyor>e who does that reaches the

SAME conclusions INDEPENDENTLY on ALL
major doctrines. (Mature faith rests on much
solid evidence that ACTUALLY AMOUNTS
TO PROOF.) '...Christianity is an educa-
tion... ."-The late Prof. C.S. l^ewis of Oxford.

No Pressure or obligation. Contributions NOT
requested. Choose your comfort level: corres-

pondence, phone, groups. Eventual goal: like

souls walking with the one, personal God,
form a congregation. (310)559-6267. (Current

Sun. Worship: Anaheim: (714)534-2199).

WORD PROCESSING SERVICES, LOTUS
1,2,3 tutoring. Word Perfect 5.0 tutoring.

Reasonable rates. Private lessons. Steven

(310)769-1527.

WORD PROCESSING AND RESUMES BY THE
SECRETARIAL CONNECTION. 15% discount

to students, staff, and faculty (310)394-6933.

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING. 20 years exp., liser, spe
check. (818)752-1960 7 days, 6am-10pm.
RUSHES OKAY.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M: LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICA-
TK3NS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2629.

AFFORDABLE, expert wordprocessing. Term
papers, reports, theses. Laser. Student dis-

counts. Professional editing. No papers for

sale. Marge (local): (818)786-8742.

•••CARING TUTOR'^'BASIC MATH THRU
,
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM
MISERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE. (818)

' 545—0960. ^
DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(213)470-0597 , fax 470-1064.

Modern Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hrs
service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899.

PERFECT SPELLING for papersAhescs etc. Mac
w/p, free campus pickup/delivery. Michael
(310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Vi sa/Mas-tercard Accepted.
Pickup- Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts^,
resunf>es. Santa Monica (310)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2686.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingle;Teaching AssocyNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Resumes

Tutoring Offered 98

NANNY NEEDED P/T for 3 great kids. Call

Cary 471-5171

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,
economics, engineering, ESL, english/

composition, finance, foreign languages,

humanities, mathematics, physics, political

science, statistics. STUDENT SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutoring Service.
(310)204-4656.

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES it COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.
Lee. (310)478-1090

WINNING RESUMES; 1-hr service. Our clients

get resulU. Open 7 days. (213)287.2785.

ViH»V»iHHHH«»WWi»»<

Valentine's

Read the Classifieds for

more details on how
you can place your

i)ersonal for the

1992Valentine's Issue

Feb. 14, 1992

AIRLINE

TICKETS
Exciting Winter

Destinations!

^ Phoenix $68.00

+ Las Vegas.—$68.00

+ Reno $98.00

^ Salt Lake City$233.00

f New York .....$298.00
Prkci subject to change

^<^. Travel Servke
r ^S A-Level Ackerman
Liu^ In M-F 8:30-6. Sat 12-4
^SXXXAr Call UCLA-FLY

104 Autos for Sale 109

1 990 HONDA ACCORD EX/COUP, new con-
dition, 1 owner,all available options, black
w/saddle interior; $12,900/0BO. Alan
(310)447-1768.

'83 VW RABBIT VERY CLEAN, Runs Great!
Automatic, A/C. AM/FM/Ca$s., $320(Vobo
(213)292-2045 Mike/Angie.

DODGE CARAVAN '86. 8 passenger. Great
condition. Price is negotiable. Gall David
Mon-Sal. 8-5, (310)202-8624.

isammmiM

^C^^^^^^C
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MATADOR PARTY SERVICE
F.^^ -

One S^Ul V9€A ^ /ta"

Beach Party
Western Days
Mystery Night
Mardi Gras

PARTY THEMES
Hawaii Luau Lobsters & Libations
Casablanca Casino Night
Snow Party Clam Bake
Gangbangers Valentine's Day ViOV^^^

WE HAVE IT ALL, FROM: Locations, music/entertainment, transportation, food and
beverages, pictures and video. FROM 50 TO 5.000. WE
TAKE CARE OF IT ALL FOR YOU!

PLUS: We <:arry liability insurance for any location...and we
require NO advance deposits to be refunded later!

AND: We can work with your budget...even saving you nrwney.

MORE: We can arrange away trips to P.S.. Mountains. Las Vegas
and morel

PHONE 310-375-1331 FAX 310-375-2870

L.^cH^u4^ and 'D^cuu^c^ ^an t '7/fcx

l^^jiO UCLA PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS

Do you worry about your

BODY IMAGE?
What do UCLA Men & Women really
think about the way they look? Peer
Health Counselors recreate common
scenes & discuss

Body Image Distortion

Eating Disorders
Self-esteem

^ Referrals

BRUIN WEIGH
Weight Management Series

* Six Week Session

* Leam how to eat right and shape up
* Behavior Modification

^ Individualized Attention

Session #1: TODAY!I10-I2pm
Kerckhoff 400

Sesslon#2: WED 3-5 pm
Kerckhoff 400

To schedule a presentation or find out

the date and time of an upcoming
presentation

Call or Visit M-F 9-5 pm 401 Kerckhoff
825-8462

Free to Registered UCLA Students

SPONSORED BY STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES

VOLLEYBALL
From page 33

As a result. Scales will have
more on his mind than figuring out

how to push the Bruins to overtake

that next level— the level ruled by
Long Beach State.

In last Friday's four-game loss

to the No. 1 49ers» Scates was
impressed by some excellent Bruin
blocking early as well as superb
passing all match long. After a
weekend ofevaluation, he believes

he has found an aspect of the

formula that will move his team
into Long Beach's echelon.

"As a group, we served weak,"
Scates said. "We had zero aces.

We didn't put the other team into

difficult passing situations. We
(also) need to defend against

back-court hits. We sided-out well

but couldn't stop their back court

hitting to score."

That is the shot that 49er star

hitter Brent Milliard thrived on in

TENNIS

recording 42 kills and ultimately

providing the fmal nail in the

Bruins' first coffin of the season.

The main shifting around
remaining for Scates involves the

backcourt. David Swatik is the No.
1 starter presently at swing hitter.

The No. 2 position was manned
ably by Erik Sullivan Friday, and
Scates said the pair "worked well
together." But Scates is still

looking for the perfect lineup that

would include his best swing hitter

on the more involved right side,

and is not counting out either
Kevin Wong or Mike Denver as a
possible starter.

"We've got to find six guys who
can beat everybody," Scates said.

"I don't want a lineup that can beat
the bad teams. I want one that will

beatLong Beach. Once I find those
six guys, I won't have to change it

around anymore."

From page 31

prevented Janecek from traveling,

although Janeced was anxious to

go, Bassett said.

Early last week Janecek was
lobbying to go, but Bassett said it

would take a doctor's note to clear

Janecek. The note never material-

ized.

Re-aggravated injuries pre-
vented two bruins from playing in

Washington, which may have
influenced the Bruins' decision not
to send Janecek.

Senior Bill Behrens recently

received clearance to work out, but
is out of shape and will take some
work before he is ready to play
again, Bassett said. He is recover-

SWIMMING
From page 33

Thompson, who finished second
in the 100 and fourth in the 200
back, also swam the 200 butterfly,

winning the consolation heat in

1:50.74. the fourth-best time over-

all at the meet
Cecchi won the 100 breast in

56.44, while placing fourth in the

200 breast. Meanwhile, Greg
Shaffer finished third in the con-

solation heat of the 100 breast, and
second in the 200 breast consola-

tion.

In the 100 butterfly UCLA's
Dan Kutler went up against gold-

medalist Anthony Nesty of Flori-

da. Kutler finished third in the race

(49.75). coming within less than a
second to Nesty's 48.86. UCLA
sprinter Davis won the consolation

ing from a second foot operation.

Sophomore David Nainkin is

rehabilitating after two surgeries
on his left wrist He was also

unavailable in Washington, and
there is no definite date set for his

rettim, Bassett said.

Junior Jason Sher recently
iTRfurnfid ftom his holiday vacation
to his native South Africa, and
although he did not o^vel to

Washington he is healthy and
available, Bassett said.

Plane fares necessitated that

Sher remain in South Africa for

one month, causing him to return
late for the beginning of Winter
Quarter.

heat in 49.48. .

The brightest spot for UCLA
was in the freestyle sprints, where
Picotte, Kurza and Davis domi-
nated. Davis won the 50 free in

20.45, while Kurza won the con-

solation heat in 20.73.

In the 200 free, both Scott

Hubbard and Picotte placed sec-

ond in both the final heat and
consolation heat In the 1(X) free

Picotte swam a 46.23 to earn fifth

place, while Davis went 46.10 to

get second place in the consolation
heat.

!

Rounding out the Bruin nine-

man roster was diver Kort Borg,

who finished fourth in both the

one-meter and three-meter board.

Autos 109 Autos 109 Scooters for Sole

FORD FESTIVA L+, '89. A/C, AM/FM, mint,

13K. $3650. (310)457-3997.

FORD MUSTANG, 1966, red, 6-cylinder,

looks good, runs vi/ell. Moving. Must sell. Best

offer. (310)475-8027.

1 1 5 Scooters for Sole 115 Furniture for Sale 126

FORD MUSTANG GHIA '79, 5.0 V-8, while,

88,000 miles, runs perfectly, no accidents,

$1,700. (310) 473-5496.

FORD MUSTANG HATCHBACK V6 AT, '83.

A/C, AM/FM cassette. 64,000 miles.
$3,20C/obo. (310)478-6822, after 6pm.

FORD MUSTANG GHIA '79. 5.0 V-8, white,

86,000 miles, runs perfectly. No accidents.

$1,700. (310)473-5496.

_HONDA CIVIC HATCHBACK SI '86. White,
moonroof. Mint condition. 73k. Original

-owner. $430G/obo. (213)653-2810.

SPORTY RED 5-SPEED Isuzu Impulse, '85.

New paint, stereo, excellent condition, a steal

at $3,250. 914-9314.

VOLKSWAGON FOX, 1989, $5,500. Low
miles, excellent condition, red, 2 door,
5-speed, sunfoof, a/c, cassette. (310)
575-9409. ^
VW CABRIOLET 1987. 5 speed, low miles.

White on white. A/C, alarm, cruise control.

Excellent condition. $9000. (310)479-3231.

VW SUPER BEETLE, 1973, $1700. White,
custom rim, new tires, rebuilt engine. Great
condition. (310)558-8288.

'86 HONDA ELITE 150 (Deluxe. Inc. trunk,
helmet, lock, gloves. Runs well, 16k miles.

VSO/obo. Call Jonathan at (310)837-6654.

DEPENDABLE HONDA ELITE 80 1985. Great
condition, new plastic. Just tuned. White.
$475/obo. 208-5438, Brian.

HONDA ELITE 150 SCOOTER 1987, 8000
MILES, JUST SERVICED, $900, PALMS AND
MOTOR, (310)287-0814.

WANTED? H
(31 0)208-441a

a Passport. Call Kevin

HONDA ELlfE 80
mornings, evenings,

1986. $740. Call

(818)881-6476.
Jon

NISSAN SENTRA, 1988, stick, AM/FM stereo

cassette. Excellent condition. $3875/obo. Call
Susan (310)476-0502.

NISjAN stanza '85, 88km, AM/FM/cass.
AC/PW, new tires, automatic, runs great!

$3250/obo. (310)825-2451(0)
(31 0)398- 7944(N) Ken.

PORCHE 924, '78. Original owner, good
condition, $4000, day (310) 474-7600, eves.

(310)390-9228.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

HONDA C8350 1 974. Low miles, good condi-
tion, new tires, brakes, classic-looking
chromc^lack. $50C/obo. (310)961-3935.

KAWASAKI NINJA 250 1987. 9.5 m. only,

carb-jetted, clean, runs great. $l400/obo. Call

epes. (310)479-8753.

Scooters for Sale 115

'85 HONDA ELITE 1 50, rc6, excellent condi-
tion, lock, 2 helnMsts, basket. $90C/obo.
(310)474-5365.

HONDA ELITE 80, '87, $675. Blue, runs &
looks great. Call Bill (310) 475-0929.

HONDA ELITE '80, Blue, great condition, plus
helmet and lock. $1 150/obo. (310)454-6632.

HONDA ELITE 80- 1 987 Red. Good condition.
Only l,800miles. $700. Evenings call Jeff

(310)453-4771.

HONDA ELITE 150, '86. Excellent condition.
Helmet, lock included. $975. 208-6206 .

HONDA ELITE 150, i987.Silver blue.
Excellent condition. Less than 400 ml.
$1550 (213)654-9705.

SCOOTER. 1985 Rive 180. XLNT CONDI
LOW Miles. Recent Tune. Must See! New
Helmet included. $1100 o.b.o. 478-1114

VESPA P200E, 1981 . Recently rebuilt engine,
low miles, burgundy. $1200/obo. Mike
(310)794-3542.

YAMAHA 1 80, 3 >00 miles, new battery, $985
firm. (213)824-42;

YAMAHA RAZZ. 1 988. $450. Excellent condi-
tion + helmet included. (310) 318-2346
evenings.

YAMAHA RIVA, 125, $2000. 1,000 miles.

I'-vear warranty. (310)657-1793.

Off-Campus Parking 120

ON-CAMPUS Parking, great location. For
Winter & Spring quarter. Contact Jeff

(816)591-7827.

MATTRESS S^TS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

RUGS— Oriental— Indian, 5x8, $350. Al
652-7576.

TWO COUCHES FOR SALE. Good condition,

comfortable. Must sell A.S.A.P. Price negoti-

able. (213)207-8088 or (213)479-5851.

Furniture for Sale 126

APARTMENT SALE. Bed, T.V., lamps, tables,

shelves, miscellaneous. Barbara.
(310)476-6376.

BUNKBEDS, HEAVY DUT^, SOLID WOOD
$90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK OR
WHITE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRESS,
SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (213)821-0729.

IMPORTED LEATHER COUCH. 6 ft. long.

Good condition. Price negotiable.
(310)470-7755.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

H20 SKI BOAT, IS', 65hp, with trailer , IK
Takes It. lim (310)395-0161.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE MACINTOSH CLASSIC with all discs,

manual, and complete software package.
Please call (310) 575-3457 and leave a
message.

BRAND NEW IN BOX. Tl 286 lap top. Mini
laser printer. WP 5.1 . Loaded. Paid $1 900. Sell

$1500. (213)826-2280.

IBM AT CLONE. Runs perfect. 40MG drive,

3'A • & S'A " drives, nwnitor, keyboard, soft-

ware. $500/obo. Call 310-829-5957.

IBM COMPATIBLE. 286/386, IRAM, 1.2 FD,
1 .4 FD, 40 HD. Keyboard, monitor. New with
warranty. $62{y$950. (213)644-2612.

1
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R< I • kie
leads
Bruins
By D.J. Harmeling
Dally Bruin Staff

For the second weekend in a
row, it was a freshman who stood
out in what otherwise were disap-

pointing performances for the

depleted UCLA men's tennis

team.

Last week, freshman Robert
Janecek reached the semifinals of
the 32-man Palm Springs Invita-

tional Tournament before losing to

the eventual singles champion,
Tony Bujan of Texas Christian.

This week,, competing in the

Pac-10 Indoor Championships! at

the University of Washington,
freshman Davide Sanguinetti was
the standout athlete for UCLA.

Sanguinetti reached the semifi-

nals of the flight two singles

competition before losing to

bracket champion David Ekerot of
use. 6-7. 7-6. 6-3.

All five of UCLA's other
competitors were through for the

weekend by the second round of
their respective flights, a result of
being overwhelmed as opposed to

playing poorly.

-The tournament format ^lowo^
that each of the Pac-10*s nine

competing schools could send
eight players, placing two athletes

in each of the four singles and
doubles brackets.

Five regulars were unable to

travel for various reasons, mean-
ing the Bruins had to dig to the far

reaches of the varsity roster to find

enough bodies to fill the first three

flights of the singles competition.

Junior All-American Fritz Bis-

sell and senior captain Billy Barber

competed in the No. 1 singles

flight for the Bruins. Mark Know-
les, who usually competes in the

top spot for the Bruins, had
business to attend to in Los
Angeles and did not make the trip.

Bissell and Barber were both

second round victims. Bissell

perished in the second round to

Arizona State's Ross Matheson,
5-7, 6-1. 6-4. while Barber fell to

Stanford's Alex O'Brien. 6-4. 6-4.

O'Brien, the nation's top-ranked

singles player, went on to win the

No. 1 flight

In doubles play, Bissell and
Barber fell in the second round to

Stanford's O'Brien and Chris

Cocotos, 7-6, 6-4.

Sanguinetti and junior transfer

Darin Pleasant competed in flight

two for the Bruins. Pleasant lost in

the first round of singles play to

Arizona's Mike Klein, 6-2, 6-3.

They fared a bit better in

doubles action, losing in the

semifinals to bracket champs
Ekerot and Andras Lanyi of USC,
6-4, 4-6. 7-6.

Junior Matt Quinlan lost in the

second round of flight three singles

play to bracket winner Vimal Patel

of Stanford. 7-6. 6-4. Sophomore
Karl Pazdemik did not fare as well,

falling in the first round to

Washington's Tim Brown, 6-1,6-

2.

In flight three doubles, Pazder-

nik and Quinlan lost to Stanford's

Billy Wright and Jason Yee, 7-5.

7-6.

Janecek, coming off what head
coach Glenn Bassett called a

"super" performance in the Palm
Springs Invitational, did not make
the trip to Washington.

An injured Achilles tendon

See TENNIS, page 30

2 for 1 Haircuts
or

$10,00 OFF All

Hair Services
* our servicgs

Cut Manicure
Color Pedicure

HighUghts Facial

Makeup

Can PARIS at SALON 1015
for an appointment

(310) 824-5006

1015 GayleY Ave. #105 in Westwood 'WDagc
(lust halfa block south ofWeybum)

Copeland's
Sports

*AVEDA GOLDWELL OPI

Special Group
'NIKE&COMVERSE
BASKETBALL

Special Group
LJL GEAR,

NI-TEC A RIDGE

HIKING
Special Group
ALJLGEJIR

WOMEN'S
(So«n* •Ii9ht M*«n*.)

A

i
i?

il

Billiard Club
Restaurant & Bar

Tonight!

(^

Night!
$3 Yards

of Budweiser

$2 Half-Yards

of Budweiser

$lJello Shots

i

I

i

iig

^ ^—
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Daily Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet
Drink Specials

1 1 835 Wilshire Blvd.
Just West of Barrlngton

477-7550
MINIMUM AGE 21 QuanliHM I %int limilwl lo ilock on han4 A4v«rti««d m«rc»MHi«M iMy b« a»illa>li M tal* pricM m ufcomin«

mIm tvvntt Th« pric** in Itiii ad nfrt»nt our current. •««ry4ay phct unlvM oMwfwt** nili<
^rkvt may cttattfl* alter 1'M/U.

Copeland's Sports
1 001 WES1WOOD BLVD

iniESTWOOD
HOURS: MON THURS 10-9. FRI-SAT 10-10. SUN 10-7

i*l"

!•-' > I
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CECCHI
From page 35

I \ r^oo i/Ni * • -. ^ .
NELsJR'QREEN/DaiJy Bruin

In 1988, UCLA swimmer Andrea Cecchi set the Italian national short-course record In the 200-meter breast. That same year h^ made
the Italian Olympic team, but couldn't swim because of arrhythmia.

ALLLll^LH.^^^mi.i.i.i.i.i.i^^^i^i.i.i.i.i^i^i.i.i^i^^.m^i.^,.^f-^^ LLi^^^. ^, ,.,.^^^^ Ll>S.S.l.l^S.S>S.S.S.^^H^S^^,S^^^^^^^^^^^t^l.^

•

I

Last year's two shows completely SOLD OUT.
. Don't miss your chance this year!

I

KALEIDOSCOPE
THEATRE

presents

a

because it created a kind of
homogeneous atmosphere where a
group would share similar goals—
a litUe like college." Cecchi said.

Cecchi came to UCLA because
here he could also swim with a
group that had similar goals to his,

while at the same time he could get
an education.

"I looked to the U.S. because it

is probably the only place where
you can do both (swim and study),

and do them well," Cecchi said.

A mark of Cecchi's ability to

perform well as both a swimmer
and a student came in the form of
the prestigious GTE First-Team
All-Academic Ail-American hon-
or last summer. Cecchi, who wants
to be a chiropractor and is studying
kinesiology, was among the top of*

the nation*s best scholar-athletes

chosen for this award.
Before the senior will graduate,

however, Cecchi has this year
again set his sights on the Olympic
games, held this summer in Bar-
celona, Spain.

Cecchi*s main Italian competi-
tor in his premier event will likely

be Giovanni Minervini, a four-

year All-American at UCLA from
1985 to 1988. Minervini*s 100-

yard breast time ranks third on
UCLA*s all-time best swimming
times, just .25 seconds behind
Cecchi*s 53.50.

"He's very good," Cecchi said.

rAHfaemoment his times arc fasi^f—

PROVOCATIVE
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Tuesday, January 28
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than mine. Fortunately, just two
swimmers go (to the Olympics) in

each event Anyone that can swim
below 1:02.50 (in the 100-meter
breast) would make it, and there

shouldn't be anyone that is doing
that right now. But you never
know."

After Cecchi manages to make
the Italian national team, he would
have a chance to win a gold medal
at the Olyippics. However, the

Italian stayed away from making
any predictions.

"If I make the Olympics, and if I

make the finals, then I will have a
shot. But probably the two most
difficult things are making the cut

(for the Italian team) and getting

into the finals," Cecchi said.*!

UCLA head coach Ron Balla-

tore said Cecchi has a realistic

chance to make it to the Olympics,'
but would be strongly challenged
for the gold medal.

"He's going to have to go 1:01

or better to win gold. But he's been
1:02.5 so he will definitely have an
opportunity to be in there when the

time comes," Ballatore said.

"It's going to be very hard,"

Cecchi continued. "Right now my
time is 1:02.57. I think I can
improve on that, but you see,

winning is something that you
have to feel that day. I can't say
what I'm going to do (until then)."

It was Cecchi's attitude about
winning that helped him upset the

highly touted Barrowman at the
NCAA championships last year.

"I don't believe in a favorite,"

Cecchi said. "The day of the race
itself makes a lot of difference.

When (the times are) that close
favorites don't really mean too
much."

Cecchi said that he would
probably continue swimming no
matter if he went to the Olympics
this time or not.

"I want to keep swimming in

either case for a few more years,

probably until 1 996. 1'U do it until I

stop enjoying it — and I enjoy it

now," Cecchi said.

Does Your Heart Good.

Ij^Am«ncan Heart Association
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Brian Kurza
UCLA Sports Info

Brains

mess up
Texas
By Andre Keil

Dally Bruin Staff

The UCLA men's swim team
upset second-ranked Texas en
rdute to a second-place finish

behind host Southon Methodist
University at the tenth Annual
Dallas Morning News Classic last

Friday and Saturday.

The Bruins exceeded head
coach Ron Ballatore's expecta-
tions, who thought his team would
finish closer to second to last than

sficnnd nvprall

While SMU won the meet with

302 points, UCLA's 293 points

edged out UT's 290 points for

second. Florida finished fourth

with 276 points, Tennessee fifth

with 268 points, and Arizona last

with 234 points.

"I was very surprised," Balla-

tore said. "We were real tired when
we left, and I thought we'd battle

for last place. But we got there and
the guys swam hard the fu^t night,

and we were right in the middle of
it from the (start)."

Although UCLA has finished

second or better at the Classic three

times in its ten-year history, the

Bruins had posted poor piarfor-

mances in recent years.

Last ,year, the team barely
finished fifth out of the six teams
that compete at the Classic by
winning the 200-yard free relay—
the meet's final race.

Ironically, the meet came down
to the final relay again this year,

and again the Bruins managed to

win it. Byron Davis, Dan Kutler,

Brian Kurza and Michael Picotte

swam the 200 free relay in 1 :22.48,

edging out Tennessee by .14

seconds as well as Texas, which
swam the relay in 1:23.10.

*The meet came down to the

relay between (UCLA) and Texas
for second. We had to win the relay

to get second," Ballatore said.

**The guys were really tough and
held on."

'^

The freestyle sprint relays were
UCLA's stronghold at the meet, as

the team won the 4(X)-free relay as

well. In the 400 medley relay the

Bruins placed second behind Ten-
nessee in 3:21.55, and in the 800
free relay they placed fifth.

*The relays really performed
well," said Ballatore. "Our guys
are great team swimmers, they

really get fired up for the relays.

We have pretty damn good relays

this year."

Individually, UCLA swimmers
fared well also.

"Our sprinters were great, our

backstroker was great. (Mark)
Thompson went his lifetime best

unshaved in the 100 back stroke, a
50.4. Andrea Cecchi won the (100)
breastroke, Davis and Kurza won
their races in the 50 free," said

Ballatore.

See 8WIMMINQ, page 30

Volleyball set to
claw the Cougars
By Eric Bllllgmeier

Five days after playing only its

second official match of the year,

the UCLA men's volleyball team
is being faced with the real season.

The real season is the matehes
involving Western Intercollegiate

Volleyball Association opponents.

For the Bruins, that schedule
begins tonight at 8:00 p.m. (note

the time change) in Pauley Pavi-

lion when they host BYU.
Making the mateh even more

pressing is the fact that the

Cougars also lay claim to the

Degroot Division, of which UCLA
is the defending champion.
"We're definitely coming on

and improving every game," said

UCLA Coach Al Scates. "But
we've got to win diis one."
The only information Scates had

readily available — prior to the

scouting report on their season
opener last night at UC Irvine —
was BYU's 1991 record (2-27, 1-

15 in league, worst in the WIVA)
and the fact that they played tough

against Degroot rival Pepperdine
in a fall scrimmage.

Still, Scates emphasized that the

Bruins can't afford to take the

Cougars lightly and that the team
needs to get the league schedule
off on the right foot

Presently, they won't be taking

that step injury-free. The coaching
staff is likely having flashbacks

this week to last season's rash of
illnesses and injuries, as both
swing hitter Mike Denver (temper-
ature of up to 104 degrees) and
quick hitter Rich Bland (stomach
muscle pull) were held out of
practice Monday.
The loss of Bland (who had a

team-leading 20 kills Friday after

recovering from off-sea?on
surgery for a herniated disk in his

back) could be quite consequen-
tial, considering fellow quick
hitter Jeff Nygaard was "really

rusty*' in his first practice Monday
after missing over a week with a
stomach pull.

See VOLLEYBALL, page 30

MCHAEL LAN/Daly Bruin

Middle blockers Dan Landry and Tim Kelly go up for a block
against UC San Diego. The Bruins face BYU tonight at Pauley
Pavilion.
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THEO NCHOLAS/Daily Bruin

UCLA forward Tracy Murray drives for two of his 14 points against Oregon State on Saturday In Pau-
ley Pavilion.

• • S
From page 36

*This year we arc a lot better at

finishing the play and making
layups/*

After nearly two years without
basketball, Ed 0*Bannon finally

made his debut as a Bruin this past

weekend against the Oregon
j'Schools.

0*Bannon played only six

minutes against Oregon and seven
minutes against Oregon State.

However, the swelling in his knee
was minimal after both games.

This week against Gal and
Stanford, Harrick said that O'Ban-
non's playing time will be
increased to approximately 10-15
minutes per game.
"0*Bannon played well against

Oregon State," Harrick said "He
has almost no fundamental skills

right now and his conditioning is

really poor, yet he gave us a shot in

the arm when he came in."

O'Bannon had three steals in

seven minutes against the Beavers
to go with his first field goal in a
UCLA uniform.

UCLA's current 12-game win-
ning streak is its longest streak

since the 1982-83 season, when the

Bruins also won 12 in a row. The
last time UCLA had a longer streak

was in 1973-74, when the Bruins
were in the midst of their NCAA
record 88-game winning streak.

UCLA's 12-0 start is their best

start to a season since the 1974-75

team began the season 12-0. The
1973-74 Bruins won their fu-st 13

games of the year. The last UCLA
team to win their first 14 games of

the season was the 1972-73 Bruins,

which went 30-0 and won the

national championship.

According to the Central Ticket
Office, there arc currently student
tickets available for the Washing-
ton and Arizona State games only.

At this time, there are no student
tickets left for any other games.
General public tickets arc also sold

out for the USC game, the
Washington Stale game, the Duke
game and the Arizona game.

KILLUM
From page 36

waiver freeing the university of
any liability.

Killum told the Los Angeles
Daily News Thursday that he "felt

»«

"I know that there's a risk

pla:^ with my condition but I'm
not afraid," KiUum said. "I don't
fear dying. I know I'll be fine."

An autopsy was performed
Tuesday to determine the specific

cause of death, but those results

were jinayail^ble at pre§s^ Umc. ^

Killum, California's 5-AA play-

er of the year, had his number
retired in a ceremony at Lynwood
Wednesday.

"I think everyone is in shock,"
Beaver center Scoa Haskin said.

"We'd all seen him a few minutes
before (the stroke) and he was

Dally Bruin Sports
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Live from Torino
Bruin swimmer Cecchi
a champ in two countries
By Andre Kell

Dally Bruin Staff

Poolside at the Men's Gym,
inside the small, blue and gold
locker room used by the UCLA
men's swim team, there is a wall
covered with plaques and pictures

of the most outstanding swimmers
in Bruin history.

Legendary athletes fill the wall,

like two-time Olympian and gold-
medalist Tom Jager, who won four
NCAA titles while at UCLA.
Brian GoodcU, who set two world
records at the 1976 Montreal
Olympics and won three NCAA
titles, is on the wall. So are Bill

Barrett and Robin Leamy. also
former Olympians and NCAA
champs.

"More than winning itself, the
thing I liked best about winning the

100 breast was getting on that

wall," said Andrea Cecchi,
UCLA's latest locker room hero
who won the 100-yard breast at

last year's NCAA championships.
"I looked at that wall for three

years— and now I'm on it That's
a very good feeling," Cecchi said.

The Italian-bom Cecchi, who
has only been in the United States
for three years, certainly deserves
to have his picture among the
UCLA greats. During his years as
a Bruin, as well as prior years,

Cecchi has been going stroke for

stroke with the world's best swim-
mers. -^

Last season he beat out Eric

Wunderlich and Mike Barrow-
man, two of the nation's top

breaststrokers at the NCAA
championships, to win the 100-

yard breast. His time. 53.50. made
him the second fastest Bruin ever,

only .05 seconds behind former
Bruin and Olympian Bill Barrett.

Cecchi has never finished worse
than third for UCLA in the 100-

yard breast at the NCAA's. He is

among the elite breaststrokers in

college swimming and has been in

the world-rankings since 1988.
' In 1988 Cecchi set the Italian

national short-course record in the

200-meter breast. That same year
he made the Italian Olympic team,
but couldn't swim because of
arrhythmia— which causes him to

sometimes have an irregular heart-

beat.

"It was an opportunity that I lost
But what's lost is lost I'm bitter

about it but it doesn't do any good
to think about it too much," Cecchi
said.

Cecchi is massive in stature,

standing 6-0 and weighing 190
pounds — without a single ounce
of fat on him.

On the starting Mocks he sparks
fear in his opponents. But the soft-

spoken Italian is anything but
intimidating, especially when he
talks about home— Torino, Italy.

*Torino is in the Northwest (of

Italy), about 80 miles from the

French border. It's right at the

bottom of the Alps," Cecchi said

affectionately.
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LAl/RA LEE SWAN
Last season UCU swimmer Andrea Cecchi beat out Eric Wunderlich and Mike Barrowman, two of
the nation's top breaststrokers at the NCAA championships, to win the lOayard breast. His time.
53.50, made him the second fastest Bruin ever.

"I miss my family very much, ber their home, Torino, where
and I have a few friends over there Giorgio skied during the cold
that I miss. Having a couple of winter months for Club Bicoca in
g)Qd friejids is nice, Ypy go putt the fieafby A^ and where 4ie=
talk to them, maybe go see a
movie," Cecchi reminisced.

"I miss the whole thing. I don't
know, thinking about it gives me a
kind of blue feeling," Cecchi said.

Cecchi shares an apartment near
UCLA with his brother Giorgio,

who is also on the swim team.

Perhaps some nights they remem-

swam together with Andrea on
local club teams.

"Having my brother here is

great, really terrific. It helps a lot,"

Cecchi said.

In'^Italy. the 23-year old Cecchi
also belonged to a swim team that

was part of the Italian Army. He
enjoyed this experience enough to

stay a year-and-a-half longer than
the mandatory year of service the

government asks from its citizens.
' **I was on the Kwim liuun Af »=^—^^r^»^ XF»« JmW%^ tf TT Mill vCTCCns \J\ C»

special army corps. There are
different typeis of police within the
Army, and I was in the one that

checked tax (fraud) or drug deal-

ing. Every single one has a sports
team," Cecchi said.

"It was a really good experience

See CECCHI, page 32
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OSU guard
Killum (fies
Los Angeles Daily News

Three days after suffering the

second stroke of his short life,

Oregon State guard Earnest Kil-

lum died Monday in Los Angeles.

Killum, who played prep basket-

ball locally at Lynwood High
School, was 20 years old.

Killum suffered the stroke one
day before the Beavers were
scheduled to face UCLA at Pauley
Pavilion. Killum was discovered

^emi-conscious in a hotel hot tub

Friday, after failing to report to the

team bus before a scheduled
practice.

He was admitted to Daniel

Freeman Memorial hospital in

Inglewood, where doctors had
listed him in fair condition until

Killum lapsed into a coma early

Sunday. He had been partially

paralyzed and unable to speak.

Killum *s suffered his first stroke

in July, but doctors reported that

Friday's stroke was far more
wnuu^.

I>octors advised Killum to sit

out the season after the first stroke,

but prescribed Coumadin, a drug
that prevents blood clotting. Kil-

lum 's dosage was reduced after

testing and he was cleared to play

Dec.27. He and his family signed a

See KILLUM, page 34

improves
on fundamentals

7HEO NICHOLAS/Daay Bruin

Center Jiri Zidek dives for a loose ball in the Bruins' 99-71 victory
over Oregon on Thursday at Pauley Pavilion.

By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

For the second consecutive
season the UCLA basketball team
is off to an excellent start

This year, however, the No. 2
Bruins appear to be a much
stronger team than last year's

squad, which lost eight of their

flnal 18 games.

At his weekly media luncheon
Tuesday, UCLA head coach Jim
Harrick cited three key areas

where his team has improved from
last year.

"We weren't quite good enough
last year," Harrick said. "Our
rebounding is much better this year
and we have better foul-shooting,

and we are a lot better at finishing

plays.**

The Bruins* rebounding has
greatly improved this season, as
they have employed a much bigger
lineup in the frontcourt

Lak^t^arUCLA started Mitch-
ell Butler, who is six feet five

inches, at forward when Ed
0*Bannon missed the season as a
result of a knee injury. This season
Zimmerman, who is 6*9**, has
moved into the starting lineup at

center, making the Bruins taller up
front As a result UCLA is tied for

the conference lead in rebounding

margin per game.
Free-throw shooting hurt the

Bruins several times last year in

games which Harrick hasn*t for-

gotten.

"If Butler makes both of his free

throws against Arizona at home
last year, instead of making only
one, we win that game,** Harrick

said, referring to Butler missing a
free throw with six seconds left in

UCLA's overtime loss to the

Wildcats. "If (Darrick) Martin
makes both of his free throws at

Oregon State instead of making
only one, we win that game too."

Against the Beavers, Martin
missed a free throw with five

seconds left in regulation, enabling

Oregon State to score the tying

basket at the buzzer.

This season, six of the eight

Bruin regulars are averaging better

than 73 percent from the free throw
line and free throw shooting has

yet to cost undefeated UCLA a
^amc^ ———

—

The thiiy area of improvement
Harrick cited was finishing off

layups.

"Last year at Cal we could have
had 16 points off of layups and we
wound up with only two, and we
tost by three points," Harrick said.

See HOOPS, page 34
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Men's gymnastics ns season with victory
By Ltici Chavez

With strains of modem heavy
metal music in the background, the

John Wooden Center was the site

of a good old-fashioned tail whip-
ping for the UCLA Men's Gym-
nastics leanr iWs^~pasl Saturday"

. night. _
Going up against an under-

manned Cal State Fullerton squad,

which suited up only five gym-
nasts, and with the help of a
partisan Bruin crowd, UCLA
cruised to a 267.05 to 177.40
victory in its first meet of the

season.

The Bruins' Jason Garman was
the man of the hour as he domi-
nated the all-around competition

with a total score of 55.35. Garman
beat out his closest competitor,

teammate Steve Diem, by three

and a half points.

Fullerton 's Kari Nove turned in

a solid all-around performance to

finish third at 50.55.

"That was fun," Garman
remarked. "No really, I think I had
an advantage at this point in the

season because I just competed
two weeks ago in an individual

qualifying meet so I came in more
confident than some of the others."

Apparently confidence was the

determining factor as Garman
placed no lower than third in any
event and took firsts in the floor

exercise, rings, vault and high bar.
I ifi

Head coach Art Shurlock was
pleased with the outcome of the

meet and especially impressed
with the large crowd which
included former Bruin gymnasts
Chris Waller and David St Pierre.

"I liked the team spirit," Shur-

kx:k said, '^I told the guys that

^there's been a lot of meets where
we've had higher scores, but I'm
happier for this one because we
were better as a team.

"We have a lot of young guys
who are just getting their feet wet,"

he continued. "But it was a good
team effort under the circum-

stances."

The most exciting part of the

meetcame during the final rotation

which saw Fullerton on the parallel

bars and UCLA on the high bar.

With shouts of encouragement
coming from the sidelines from
both competitors and fans, you
could feel the vibrations of the

fkxx* get stronger as the crowd
voiced its approval for the solid

performances of Bruins Scott

Keswick, Steve Diem, Jimmy
Olsen and Garman on the high bar.

Garman and Keswick pulled out
all the stops in landing triple

somersault dismounts to place first

and second with scores of 9.65 and
9.55 respectively.

Teammates Diem (9.35) and
Olsen (9.10) completed a Bruin

sweep of the high bar competition

finishing third and (ourth. —

ALEX DE

The UCLA men's gymnastics team easily defeated Fullerton State. 267.0&—177.40 Saturday at
the Wooden Center.

Shurlock was pleased with the

strong finish. "Diem was excellent

on the high bar and that can only
help later on in the season,** he
said.

Shuriock is looking forward to a

successful season as well as

keeping the level of performances
consistent in preparation for reg-

ionals and the NCAA*s.
The future success of the Bruins

has a lot to do with the health of
Chainey Umphrcy, Isidro Ibarron-

do and Keswick. According to

Shurlock, when they return, the

squad can only get stronger.

"I think if we can carry the team
spirit on the same way, we*ll be

where we want to be in time for the

nationals. We've got a good team
to be going for an NCAA title,"

Shurlock said.

The Bruins next travel to Albu-
querque for a meet against BYU,
Air Force and their host, the

University of New Mexico this

Saturday, Jan. 25 at 7:00 p.m.

Check out Cecchi
Get to know UCLA's Italian Stallion of

swimming. Fresh from Torino, Italy, Andrea
Cecchi also won the 100-meter breaststroke in a

swim invitational in Texas.

See page 35

Trivia winner
David Cooper of the Westwood CPA firm of

Alder, Green and Hasson, correctly answered
yesterday's trivia question. I>avid Greenwood
was UCLA's last consensus first-team All-

American. He was honored in 1979.

lacrosse update
- \

The UCLA lacrosse team began the season

with a victory over Occidental Saturday, earning

a 13-8 decision. Jeff Elkun turned in seven goals

for the Bruins, while Doug Baxter and Andrew
Washburn scored two goals. UCLA faces Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo Saturday at 1:00 p.m.

80th Year, No. 60
arculation: 22,000

Briefly

Cancer victims'

family
Friends and family of cancer

patients can attend meetings to

share their experiences and
receive support from others in a
similar plight

The American Cancer Soci-

ety is sponsoring six weekly
support groups to help relatives

of cancer patients take care of

their own needs.

The group meets Monday
evenings from 7-8:30 p.m. in

Culver City. Although the ses-

sions are free, participants are

required to pre-register and
undergo a brief phone inter-

view. For more information,

call (310) 390-8766 or t310)
670-2650.

Inside

UCmaydiarge
iihstate tuitloii

The University of California

may be forced to charge tuition

for in-state residents unless the

state budget exeriences a dra-

matic upswing in the next few
years.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Fee increases
and minorities
Columnist Brian Smedley

thinks reg fees are high enough,
thanks.

See page 23

Arts & Entertainment

Ruehling
thescreen

"Fisher King** co-star Mer-

cedes Ruehl talks about roles

and role models.

See page 24

Sports

ii.^ •( i«i*i

BaslcetlMiil

treicstoCal
UCLA forward Tracy Mur-

ray will lead the Bruins in an

imporunt conference game
tonight against the Golden

Bears.

See page 48
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UniCamp faces closure
Water purity problems
violate federal regulations
By Christine Strobel
Dally Bruin Staff

Facing closure of its camp
because of tainted water, Uni-
Camp was granted Wednesday the
right to begin digging additional

wells on its site for a new water
source.

UniCamp, which has not kept up
with increasingly stringent federal

regulations, unsuccessfully
searched for an alternative water
supply. If the organization fails to

find a new source of water, the

camp will be forced to shut down.
A previous effort failed to

produce enough water to run the

camp.

The federal government, which
owns the land UniCamp uses,

granted the drilling.

"I don*t honestly feel that

(UniCamp officials) would allow
(the closure of the program)," said

Tony Walker, executive director

of UniCamp. "Even if we find

ourselves in an alternative prog-

ram, we will have sessions for the

kids this summer."
Unicamp, which is UCLA's

official charity, provides summer
camp sessions in the San Bernardi-

no Mountains for about 1,100

underprivileged children each
year.

For the last 57 years, UniCamp
has used the water from the south

fork of the Santa Ana River, but

new U.S. regulations on water

purity levels mean that the camp's
w^ter no longer meets accepted
levels.

The UniCamp water problem
comes at a time when the charity is

facing financial problems.
Already, UniCamp has been hurt

by a steep drop in donations due to

"The idea of the well is

a new venture, the most

cost-efiFective and the

most reliable source of

water.
n

Tony Walker
UniCamp Director

the recession. And, there is a threat

that the organization will get no
money from Mardi Gras this year
if plans go through to halt its night

operations — the carnival *s most
profitable hours.

But an official with the San
Bernardino Department of Envir-

onmental Health is optimistic that

See WATER, page 20

Crowd decries speaker
who denies Holocaust
By Letlsia Marquez
Daily Bruin Staff

Membcia of UGLArSr^to

Ethan Friedman, left, discusses David Cole's controversial view

of the Holocaust with Berky Nelson in Westwood Plaza on Wed-
nesday afternoon.

community and the militant Jewish
Defense League gathered at West-
wood Plaza on Wednesday to

protest a Jewish youth who said the

World War II Holocaust never
occurred.

The speaker represented Brad-

ley R. Smith, an outspoken histori-

cal revisionist who denies that 6
million Jews died in Adolf Hitler's

Nazi Germany. Tempers flared as

he tried to present his cause to the

crowd of more than 100 people.

"I realize my presence stirs up
debate/' said David Cole, a mem-
ber of Bradley's Committee for

Open Debate on the Holocaust
"I have been reading revisionist

books since 1988 . . . and I am
convinced there were no gas
chambers."

s^commemi^^Bw jeers fronr
audience members, who called

him a "Nazi" and asked "Are you
evil or just stupid?" One woman
threw chunks of meat which hit

Cole in the head.

**This is a front for a neo-Nazi
group," said Matt Kreiger, presi-

dent of UCLA's Jewish Student
Union. "Holocaust revisionism

equals modem anti-Semitism."

Because the crowd's anger
soared. Cole was quickly escorted

off campus. But three organizers

remained behind for more than an
hour to answer the crowd's angry
questions about why the organiz-

See HOLOCAUST, page 19

UCLA to be quake-safe by 2007, officialss^
By Brigltte Brady
Daily Bruin Staff

Constmction workers will soon
make campus buildings earth-

quake-safe using several methods
designed to preserve the integrity

of each building and save money.
UCLA launched a $96 miUion

dollar program to reinforce cam-
pus buildings in the event of large

iemblors that would threaten lives

if they tumbled the campus.
The program, which is UCLA's

effort to bring its buildings up to

current safety standards by 2007,
has drawn praise from engineering

Quake Safety Methods

Weekly Series

This story axplores tht many histhods used
to make campus buildings earthquake safe.

UCLA will use three different methods to reinforce campus buildings
against a major earthquake.

SHEARWALLS
Reinforcement made of

rebar and gunite arid

installed within the
building frames.

Example; Powell Library

Base Isolators
Composed of

hundreds of

interspaced layers

of lead and rubber.

Example: Kerckhoff Hail

SOURCE: UCLA Capital Planning

Moment
Frame

Original

structure

Strengthened
Frame

Example: Math
Sciences Building

experts.

"Many of the problems that we
found here are not unique but the

difference is that they're doing
something about it," said -Tom
Sabol, vice president of Robert

' Englekirk. Inc. *They are doing it

in t methodical and thorough way— something I have not seen in

other organizations.**

The methods used to protect

buildings from excessive damage
include placing steel and concrete

walls inside the structures, encas-

ing the buildings* exteriors with

metal and concrete frames or

installing underground anchors

that will allow structures to sway
whenever a quake strikes.

The structure of UCLA*s build-

ings required these particular

methods.

"Most of the UCLA buildings

^ ---—

are typically stiff, short buildings.

Even the hospital is not considered
a tall structure/*^ said Cynthia
Ingham, assistant director of
UCLA's Capital Planning Office.

The shear walls, which are made
of concrete and steel cables, will

be installed within the frames of
buildings like Moore Hall and
Powell Library.

These internal walls are hidden
within the structure so the aesthetic

and historical aspects of the build^

SETON KIM/Daily Bruin

ing remain untainted, she said.

The walls are a relatively inex-

pensive technology that have been
used for at least 20 years.

But the nature of the construc-

tion dictates that buildings be
evacuated during the work, said
Ingham, who added that the inter-

nal damage to the building will

also be extensive.

But a moment frame, which is

See MNOVATlONt, page 18
r .
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Winter Orienlation

Ackerman 2412

Ccntar^—«-i Psycboloslcal \ .

"Power PUys' - a Pbcum on Sexual HaraMment

Ackerman 350B
WkMBcn'a Eeaooroe Center
When No ta Not Enou^' Sexual Aoreaakn and Dadng Rdatlonahlpa

2Do(klHall

Asian
Winter Orienlatlan

Ackennan24l2

»»Xv

KalekkMoope Theatre
AGB

The Ftahcr King-

AGB

Speakers Lynda Ob* (produoer of The PlAer KkigO

& Mcroedes RueH CAnne" of The Piaher Klng^

to veak foUowing the showing of "The PIrfier Kkig"

Offloeof RnklenUal life. Maldc«ltaral and Iflicrnational Profraaamlnt

Alpha Phi Alpha
4lh Annual Oratorical Coniett honoring the late Dr. Martin Lulher King, jr.

Riri>er Fireside Lounge

AaUn Education Project

Winter ONentatkxi

Dykaira 7lh Floor

Cahurml Affaln Commlask>n
Etebble I>avies arxl Her Band
KerckhofT CofTee House

Evcnta
-LadyHawke*
AGB

FRIDAY,JANUARY 24, 1992

Asian Eifaicarion Pio^ect
^(Inter Orientatkyi

- Ackerman 2412 _

AsUn E<hic«tfc>n Project

Winter Orientatkxi

Ackerman 2412

a Events
-LadyHawke-
AGB

UCLA Danoe DcfMUtmcnt
"Not Avaflk>le ki Storesr

Choreography by Laura Olson

Schoenberg Hal

Ihe Fliher Kkig-

AGS
SATURDAY,JANUARY 25, 1992

DCLA
"Not Available in StoresP

Choreography by Laura Olson

"^^^^^^^^ "" MONDAY,JANUARY 27, 1992

j>.—«=»j Commlttcr/C—pns Bi>eais

CollageHip^arKi<omk^ Los Angdes-bued acoustk: rockets

^""•^"^ "*"*
TUESDAY,JANUARY 28, 1992

m

«*W:

Xhooskig Chfldren"

2DoddHaU

9CA-nncArls
Prkiceton University Ordtestra

Nttdiad Pratt, Conductor

RoyceHall

t Ahuanl Association

Dont f<brget talent appikatkxw for

Spring Sing are due Jart 31st ki the

James "West Center

Help yourself recover from s minor oold

or flu by vWtk« the PHC Cold Qkik:.

CaD or visk PHC'ii

M-F 9-5, 401 Ketckboff. 825-8462

Student Welfare Coaamlsslon

Blood Drive

Sl^ up to donate blood on Bruki l^lk -

from January 23rd through January 31«t

l^er Beakh CoonsckMs
ntness Inventory A llestkig CUnic

See ad for more kiformatkxi

SHA
Orkntatkm meetkigi IhurKlay and Mday
See ad for dates srtd tknes ^

GENERAL
UCLA Alumni Assodatkm
1992 OuMandkig Senkv and Outstandkig

Graduate Student Awards nomkiation

forma avalafale _

Due Rkky, Pebniary 7

See ad for more kiformatkin

UMNenllr BHlenafen
Courstt for the GMAT. GRE, LSAT. and MCAT
See ad for more kifonnatkxi

Offloe ofKeaUenllal life

Reakient Aastotant A Community Devekipment

Aaaklant Recruitment biformstkin Meetingp

See ad for dates and tekes

USAC
VITA voluntoers needed
See ad for training dates srtd times

UCLA Mortar Board
Applkatkxw for 1992-93 Mortar Board are

avaflable

Due mday, February 18 by 4:30 pm
Sae ad for more kifoimatkin

mmttt

LA. school I •

sweepinig
By Cheryl W. Thompson
Los Angeles Daily News

The Los Angeles board of

education has narrowly approved a

sweeping AIDS eoucation prog-

ram that calls for issuing condoms
to senior high school students

whose parents voice no objection

to the program.

After a public debate that lasted

more than six hours Tuesday, the

school board voted 4-3 to approve

widespread condom distribution.

Board members Jeff Horton, Mark
Slavkin, Julie Korenstein and

Roberta Weintraub voted in favor

of the proposal, with Warren

Furutani, Leticia Quezada and

Barbara Boudreaux dissenting.

"Students who are sexually

active rarely have permission to be

sexually active,** Horton said. "To
deny them the opportunity to get a

condom at school is to put the

wrong value on their life.**

But Boudreaux and others said

the district is overstepping its

bounds with the program and

would better serve students by

concentrating on education.

"I feel we have taken over

completely the role of the parent,**

she said, "We now are going too

far. When do we start passing out

needles?-

Quezada agiced — - =

• "^ i^!j

*This board of education lacks

credibility.** she said. "We*re

doing a dismal job of doing the

business that belongs to us.**

The board appointed a 78-mem-
ber panel in 1989 tp study the

AIDS issue. The panel proposed a

12-point program to educate stu-

dents about AIDS and try to

prevent the spread of HIV, which

causes AIDS.
Though some proposals were

modified, the board supported

portions of 10 recommendations

outlined by the panel, including

calls to train employees about

AIDS and establishing a commit-

tee to monitor progress of AIDS
education in the district

The board did not consider two

parts of the plan, which called for

considering extending benefits to

unmarried "domestic partners** of

employees and for lobbying law-

makers to i)ass legislation man-

dating HIV-AIDS education in

schools.

Board members made clear that

even as they voted to endorse

proposals to try to reduce the

spread of acquired immune defi-

ciency syndrome among students

that some of their decisions Tues-

day were subject to review— and

subject to the availability of funds.

:8ee AIM^ page^2:

Correction
In the Jan. 21 issue ofThe Bruin, the article *Tast violence may shut

down Mardi Gras at night this year** incorrectly identified the group

that decided to cut one of UniCamp*s summ^ sessions. It was the

Board of Directors for UniCamp.

The Bruin regrets the error.

Daily
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K< • II tirammers bring the I L^«

The Kodo percussion company
came to share the sights of the

ancient Japanese taiko drums with

hearing-impaired children from
UCLA*s Design for Sharing.

In Japanese, Kodo means both

••heartbeat** and "children of the

drum** and expresses the sound of a
mother's heartbeat as heard and
felt from the womb. It also means
the desire to play the drums purely,

with the heart of a child.

And the students from several

schools in the Lx)s Angeles UniHed
School district did get the chance

to play with the emotions of

children.

The children made their own
music Wednesday afternoon when
they beat on the drums* the most

majestic of which is an 800-pound
instrument carved from the trunk

of a single tree and played by two
men.

The students also felt the beat of
the Kodo drummers, a company
celebrating its 10th anniversary

with a concert i^ Tokyo and tours

in North America. The troupe *s

next performances, will be before

Royce Hall crowds later tliis week.

Design for Sharing is the com-
munity outreach program by the

UCLA Center for the Performing
Arts. It sponsors demonstration

performances specially designed

to educate and entertain children

from such organizations as the.

Braille Institute and Free Arts for

Abused Children.

A Kodo percussionist performs
at Royce Hall, above. Seven-
year-old Vail Mowell keeps up
the drumbeat while his teacher
Lori Moseley and fellow stu-

dent Jesus Castro cheer him
on, left.

Photos by Sunny Sung

Kodo drummer Yoshlkazu Fujimoto, far left,

has nrK)re than 20 years of performing experi-

ence. Hearing-impaired children from Los
Angeles-area schools watch raptly as the troupe

performs, above. Performers tighten a drum
after the group's second number, left.

wfmm
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Briefs

Israel foreigki minister

visits CMna for talks

BEUING — Foreign Minister David
Levy of Israel has arrived in Beijing for a

four-day visit that is expected to lead to

the establishment of diplomatic relations

between China and Israel.

IsraeFs four-decade-long pursuit of ties

with China is likely to end Friday, when
Levy and Foreign Minister Qian Qichen
sign a joint communique to mark the new
ties.

While the two nations still have their

differences over Middle East issues —
China recognizes the state of Palestine

that was proclaimed by the Palestine

Liberation Organization— the speed with

which relations have warmed reflects a

new pragmatism, particularly on the part

of China.

Levy*s visit, which began Wednesday,
comes immediately before the Moscow
round of the Middle East peace talks,

which China is expectibd to attend now
that it has recognized Israel.

Egypt bans certain

iddney transplants
CAIRO, Egypt— In an effort to end the

sale of human organs by the country's

poor. Egyptian doctors have announced a

ban on all kidney transplants from living

"dftnofH Ttfaat are not-done tetwccir rcla'-

tives.

The ban, to take effect in July, was
estabhshed by the Egyptian society of
kidney specialists. It applies to all of
Egypt's doctors. The society is moving to

set up an organ bank and for the first time

begin to transplant kidneys from cadav-
ers, rather than live donors.

Germany sets limit

on export assistance

BONN, Germany — Worried by the

rising fmancial and political risks of doing

business in the former Soviet Union, the

Bonn government decided Wednesday to

set a limit on export assistance to the

Commonwealth of Independent States

and established tighter criteria for the aid.

The action was a clear signal that

Germany, which has been the primary

source of financial assistance to the

former Soviet Union, no longer feels it

can bear the brunt of providing the aid to

the successor states and would like an

increase in assistance from other indust-

rial nations.

The government said Wednesday that it

was putting a cap of $3.1 billion on credit

guarantees for German exports to the

commonwealth states. That is about half

the level of export credit guarantees that

Chancellor Helmut Kohl's government
provided in 1991.

Islamic official

arrested in Algeria

PARIS — The acting leader of the

Islamic fundamentalists in Algeria was
arrested Wednesday by Algerian security

officials.

The official, Abdelkader Hachani, had
been jailed twice before, in 1985 and
1988, but was released and ran for

Parliament in the first round of elections^

which took place on I>ec. 26. The 35-

year-old petroleum engineer, in numerous
interviews in the last few days, had
anticipated that he would be arrested in a

crackdown by the new ruling Algerian

council that began when the council

forced President Chadli Benjedid to

resign on Jan. 11.

Nation

Bush commends
prcHife protesters
WASHINGTON — Preparing for a

campaign in which abortion could

become a powerful issue. President Bush
Wednesday delivered a speech that

showed no sign of flexibility in his

position and the Republican Party named
a strong anti-abortion advocate as chair-

man of its platform committee.

One day after the Supreme Court

agreed to hear a Pennsylvania case that

could prope) the abortion issue into the

center of the presidential campaign. Bush
addressed thousands of anti-abortion

demonstrators by telephone from the Oval

Office and commended efforts to overturn

the Supreme Court decision. Roe vs.

Wade.

Ijos Angeles cancels
Japanese ccmtract

In the most dramatic economic back-

lash yet against Japan, Los Angeles

County on Wednesday canceled a con-

tract to buy $122 million woith of rail

transit cars from a Japanese company.
At the same time, in a move that was

likely to be as controversial as the original

award of the contract to the Japanese

company, Sumitomo Corp., the county

began to carve out its own industrial

policy.

Transportation officials voted to build

their own $49 million factory to build the

cars and keep thejobs in Los Angeles with

the hope of making Southern California

the national center of a reinvigorated

American mass transit ^idustry, produc-

ing 600 rail cars and 6,000 buses over the

next 30 years.

State

Space shuttle makes
successful launch

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — Seven

astronauts from three countries sailed

flawlessly into orbit aboard the space

shuttle Discovery and began a busy week

of medical and scientific experiments.

The Discovery bolted from the Earth on

a column of cream-colored smoke at 9:52

a.m., EST, on Wednesday. The flight was
delayed for an hour because of concerns

about weather, an arrant warning about a

problem with a fuel cell, and remote

sensor readings indicating a potential

problem with lightning.

Adm. Richard Truly, the administrator

of the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration, called the liftoff a miles-

tone because it marked the 20th space

shuttle flight since launchings resumed 40
months ago.
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Top Five

TOP nVE LIST OF REASONS TO
BELIEVE.IN GLOBAL WARMING:

5. Fred the Fuirier is treated for

depression.

4. Franklin Stove Company in Chapter

11.

3. Bottled water is now sold in liquor

itorcs with v imagr years fetching igMcd:
pnces.

2. Santa Claus quietly enters behavior

modification program to cope with loss of

snowy hillsides.

1. "Frosty the Snowman" dead of heat

stroke.

> i»

Compiled from Bruin wire services

UCLfl
EXTEMSION

_-t Why settle for less than the best,

end paymore? —

—

UCLA Extension offers preparation courses

for the GMAT ($285), GRE ($260), LSAT ($285),

and MCAT ($395). Our programs feature

experienced iTistructors teaching proven test-

taking techniques using only the best currently

available materials. All classes are offered

on the UCLA campus.

For morQ information, call UCLA Education

Extension at (310) 825-4191 or stop by the

UCLA Extension building at the corner of

Gayley and Le Conte.

o
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8500 Boelter Hall, The Penthouse

Please bring 5 resumes

Interview scheduling for February 4

Thbk wayforyou
i i i I t U,

#f

m

iain first-hand information

See if we're the Company for you
Tell us about yourself

Save your bid points

We're seeking gmduates In:

Electrical Engineering

Computer Science

Systems Science

lechanical Engineering

Engineering

If never know how far your

can take you until you
that first step.

ni:i

Equal OpportuniAmpioyer. Proof of U.S. citizenship may be required.
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lihstate UC students may pay tuition in 1993 See related story,

page 12.

By Nanette Aslmov
San Francisco Chronicle

Less than one week after boost-

ing student fees 22 percent. Uni-

versity of California president

David Gardner said the threat of a

first-ever tuition for students

remains in the coming years unless

dramatic changes happen in state

^nances.

**We barely escaped tuition this

year,** Gardner said, refeiring to

Plan threatens UC*s status as

public institution, says Gardner

his successful effort to win a 1.S

percent increase in money from

Gov. Pete Wilson.

^Unless the state finds a way of

getting more money to the Univer-

sity ofCalifornia, then it is obvious

that tuition will necessarily be

imposed if we are to maintain

quality and ensure access,** he told

the San Francisco Chronicle's

editorial board Wednesday.
The way it is now, UC students

pay fees, but no tuition. Fees are

paid to cover the cost of student

services, such as fmancial aid and

tutorial and recreational programs.

Tuition pays directly fpr the cost of

instruction.

In the fall, students who are

California residents will pay fees

of $3,036 per year. Nonresidents

will pay $10,735.

Gardner, who is retiring in

October, said tuition could be

imposed as early as the fall of 1993

unless more money is taken from

programs such as prisons. He said

prisons **cost half again as much as

the state spends on the university.**

Other academics agreed with

Gardner's assessment.

*That is a very realistic possi-

bility,** said Sheldon Rothblatt,

director «f UC Berkeley's Center

for Studies in Higher Education. "I

don't think he's making a threat

He's talking about a very likely

See TumONy page 12

THIS MAY BE
THE PROGRAM
FOR YOU...

rlu- 1 ( I A Alumni Assoc i;iti()ii is proiiii to .innouiuc* iIk-

1992
Outstanding Senior

and
Outstanding Graduate Student

Awards
Kct'ipicnts ;irc' prc'sc*ii(c*(l with a lifi* Mcinhi rship in llu- 1(1 A

Alumni Association, as well as ilic* ( hanccllor s Sc rxicc* Award. I Ir\

arc honoi'c'cl at the \lumni Awards dinnc r and ccrcmonN on

June- (^ cK ". \')')2.

lo he c'li.uii>l<^ . candidalcs must c \|)cc I lo rcccixc a hachclor s,

graduate t)i prokssjoncd decree in

fall 19^)1. Winter I 992 or S(^rinj; 1992.

Nomination forms are available at

(.SA Ollicc >()! Kcrc khoM Hall

Cradualc DJNision onicc liiSMurpIn Hall

I s \< Preside nis Of Ike >() i Kcre kholi Hall

( enler lor Muele ni Ti v)ui auiuiinj; l(>l Kerckholl Hall

lames Wesi Alunuii ( eiile r Inlormalion Desk

( ()ni[iU'ti' nominal ions are diu* I rida\, lehruary 7. UCLAJumni

lor more inloiinalion. call ihc Alumni Awards OMlce* al 2()(v()()S*.

p||P^W^P^^*P^•^^^•^P^P^p^P^

IRISH PUB

UCLA Masters/Credential Program or Tbacher Credential Program

The Teacher Education Laboratory of the UCLA Graduate School of

Education is pleased to offer a program during 1992-93 in which students

may simultaneously earn a Masters Degree and a Teaching Credential in

four quarters of study.

The Teacher Education Latx>ratory also offers a Teacher Credential Program

in which students may earn only a teaching<credential in three quarters.

The Teacher Education Laboratory is seeking a diverse group of applicants

from a variety of backgrourxte and fields of study, interested senior and
graduate students are invited to submit applications for either the Masters/

Credential Program or the Teacher Credential Program before the Apnl 15.

1992 deadline. The Graduate School of Education also offers financial aid

packages -including the pre8tigk)us $6,000 Dean's Scholarships-for

TEL students.

For more informatk>n and to receive an applk^ation form please contact:

The Office of Student Services

(310) a25-a32e

Beer Specials
$2.25 jT^i

(12ozboMe) CtH^

1 50 Imported & Domestic Beers m^
16Draughtl "^

. 2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA ^
llfSl 7 Days a Weak 11am-2am (310)828-9839 ^

94ozofbeer$17-$21

Yard
—4aozof t)eftr$8,95

A (German) Romantic

evening with the

PRINCETON
UNIVERSITY
ORCHESTRA

MICHAEL PRATT,
CONDUCTOR

WEBER: CX^ertureto
'Der FrBischiitz'

WAGNER: Prelude and
Liebestod from
Tristan and Isolde'

R. STRAUSS: Four Orchestral Songs
MARTHA ELUOT,
Soprano

S01UMANN : Symphony No. Sin
E-flat. 'Rhenish'

TUESDAY JANUAFY 28
8:00 PM

ROYCEHALL
\JCLK

Admission $10, Students $5
For tickets call UCLA Central Tiduit OfTios

(310) 825-0261

^wmw^^mm^^w m w ^ w

ChlckcnS;
FrI
fS.

IS

Chlck«iiWlngs
$4.00

Taces
$1

urgcr,
Frl«s
$2.99

T2iUSCREEM TV DOWNSTAIRSl
52" SCREEM TV UPSTAIRS!

Pick Your Team at the D
S0« Kamakasis with

fumble or I

or and Win as They Do!
ry score and recovered
terceptlon

ft«4.00PitchersoffLlte,andGenulneDr
$7.00 Pitchers off Fosters, Molson, or Michelob Dark

Introducing Strattons
"

l^ew" Line off Draft Beer•

•MicholobDark* •MolsonOoldJen*
• Miller Geniiino Dr«ft •

• Milior Light • • fosters Lafor •

• Bass Ale*
efewiesen*

Mike & Rob ThaniclTov.

/ /

a

I

ly.i

MM^^pHMMBa^M*! fff^-'^'f^^mmnmmmimimimim^ I ll ''"» "
'

"
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Students rally for freedom of choice
on 19th anniversary of Roe v. Wade
By Heather Skinazi

Dally Bruin Staff

Hundreds of UCLA students

flooded Meyerhoff Park on Wed-
nesday to celebrate the 19th

anniversary of a woman's right to

an abortion.

About 700 people chanted "One
Voice, Vote Choice" and waved
pictures of President Bush saying

"Gag me with a Coat Hanger.**

Many speakers urged them to vote

and woik for pro-choice political

candidates before the 1973 land-

mark Roe y. Wade decision is

overturned.

"By the 20th anniversary next

year, you can bet your bottom
dollar that Roe v. Wade will no
longer be in existence,** said

Ramona Ripston, executive direc-

tor of the American Civil Liberties

Union. "We*re at a turning point

where all women will suffer.**

In several states, pro-life activ-

ists are waiting for Supreme Court

decisions on cases that may make
abortion illegal. If the high court

chooses to outlaw abortion in one

of these states, then the Roe vs.

See ABORTION, page 14

"Don*t let them fool

you with the

Pennsylvania case. . . .

The issue is one of

control. This is our

female Vietnam, a war

on our bodiles.
))

Gloria Allred

Feminist Attomey

"^ UCLA PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS

HELP YOURSELF RECOVER FROM A MINOR
COLD OR FLU BY VISITING THE PHC:

FREE Rim

ALSO AVAIIABLE:

• CONTRACEPTIVES
« FITNESS CLIN IC APPOINTMENTS ^

FREE COMPUTERIZED NUTRITION ASSESSMENTS
BLOOD PRESSURE SCREENING
ONE-ON-ONE COUNSEUNG
INFO ON OUR MANY OTHER FREE SERVICES

CALL OR VISIT US TODAYl
M-F 9-5 401 Kerckhoff 825-8462

JUST FOR THE HEALTH OF ITI

Sponsored by the SHS

Are Your Teeth
Snow White of

the 7 Dwarfs?

See Dn Friedman

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

•TCHDTH BONDING
•Fix Chipped, Stained or Broken Teeth

•Nitrous Oxide/ Lavighme Gas
•Estimates Given m Writing

•Credit Cards, Checks and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Wesrwood Blvd. (between Wilshire 6l Santa Monica)

#<<«*«W -^-w^*-*-'!****'*

t V

c/:^

THORNE HALL
ROCK

IVEWANTTOU
to be a SHA!

Student Health Advocates are specially trained to provide self-help

care for colds, first aid, and emergencies. SHAs also provide

counseling and referrals in the areas of nutrition, fitness, weight

management, stress management, contraception, and emotional

concerns.

TO RECEIVE AN APPLICATION, YOU MUST ATTEND ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING ORIENTATION MEETINGS:

Thursday, January 23
1

1

am, North Campus Room 22
2 pm. Ackerman 351

7

7 pm, Hedrick Fireside Lounge

Friday, January 24 \

10:30 am, North Campus Room 22

1

2

noon. Kerckhoff 400
1 pm, Ackerman 2412
7 pm, Dykstra Fireside Lounge

For more information, talk to a SHA or call 825-4730

Sponsored by SHS

DANCE
OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE
1600 CAMPUS ROAD,

FRIDAY 1724 8PM
Ron Brown; DJIMBE West African Drummers
& Dancers; Garth Pagan; Forces of Nature;

Joanna Haigood; Lula Washington's

Contemporary Dance Theatre; Dianne Mclntyre;

Qui Geometer; Philadanco; Rod Rodgers

SATURDAY1/25 8PM
April Berry-Burkey; Donaljd Byrd; Dayton

Contemporary Dance Theatre; Dimensions;

Jubilation Dance Theatre; Lines Contemporary

Dance Theatre; Lula Washington's

Contemporary Dance Theatre (in a work by

Donald McKayle); Northwest Afrikan Ballet
\

Tickets: $15 general/$10 students & seniors

$1 2 groups of 1 or more
On Sale Nowl

Also at OcciderTtal College and Los Angeles Contemporary

Dance Studios. INFORMATION (213) 936-6591

MASTER DANCE CLASSES DAILY
Jan. 23, 24 & 25 at LA. Contemporary

Dance Studios. Call for schedule.

January 25 - Noon
^ Luncheon

with dance pioneer /Catherine Dunham
Los Angeles Hyatt Regency Hotel

Tickets: $35

Tickets Available Through Ticketmaster at 1 800 480 3232
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UCLA hoMs seminar on breast implants
By Robin Dong
Dally Bruin Staff

Even the short walk from a

campus parking lot to a UCLA
breast implant seminar Tuesday

night proved tiring for Mary Jo

Everingham.

Everingham, who has suffered

headaches, flu-like symptoms and

muscular and skeletal pain for the

past six years, joined 50 other

women and their husbands to hear

Physicians discuss link between

silicone, autO'immune disorders
UCLA physicians discuss the link

between silicone gel implants and
auto-immune diseases like arthri-

tis.

The physicians held the seminar

to allay the fears of women like

Everingham. She worried she had

bone cancer or rheumatic arthritis

but never suspected her breast

implant was the cause of her
disorders until the recent con-
troversy over the implants.

The Food and Drug Admi-
nistration decided in early January
to temporarily ban the sale and use
of the implants. The agency will

reconvene next month to review
new data and decide if the link

between silicone gel und diseases
such as breast cancer and arthritis

warrants a permanent ban.

But UCLA physicians have
considered the possibility of a link

between the diseases and the

implants since the 1970s.

"The chances are that 99 out of
100 women will not get an auto-

immune disorder," said UCLA
rheumatology professor Steven

Weiner. "But out of 2 million

women who have implants, there

will be 20,000 women who will get

(the disorder). I am concerned for

them.**

Several patients have h^d prob-

lems stemming directly from their

silicone gel implants, said Weiner,

who added that more than half of

the women felt better after their

implants were removed.

"Everything seemed
improved," said Janie Cruise, who
had her implants removed in 1990.

See IMPLANTS, page 14

Pari Waxing Salon
Remove your unwanted hair

with 100% natural wax.

Full leg and Bikini $20
Underann $ 8
Half legs $10
Bikini Wax $ 8
Lip or Chin or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint $10
Dieep Facial Cleaning $30

1435WestwoodBlv(L,We8twood 473^66 or 479^9325

Walk-in Welcome

STUDENT WELFARE
COMMISSION

«;r7^'

f3#^—

^

APPUCATIONS FOR
UCLA MORTAR

BOARD 1992-1993
ARE AVAILABLE!!!!

II

DURING THE PERSIAN GULF WAR
WE COLLECTED 96% OF OUR

BLOOD DRIVE GOAL

WE NEED ANOTHER
WAR TO GET YOU TO

SIGN UP TO DONATE BLOOD ON BRUIN
WALK FROM JANUARY 23rd THRU

^ JANUARY 31st
^

THE BLOOD DRIVE WILL BE HELD MONDAY THRU
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 3rd TO THE 6th

IN THE LA TENNIS CENTER

' PAID FOR BY USAC

ATTHE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE
AT 1206 MURPHY HALL

MORTAR BOARD ISA NATIONAL
HONOR SOCIETYWHICH REQUIRES

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE,
LEADERSHIPAND CAMPUSAND

COMMUNITY SERVICE

Qualifications:

(1) at least 90 units completed at end of Fall *91

(2) cumulative college G.PA of 3.0 or above

(3) graduation not sooner than Fall 1992

(4) demonstrated leadership and service

APPUCATIONS ARE DUE
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18 BY

4:30 P.M.

ILlSTlOOyiS l^ieilPTIlOM r

ATTHE JAMESWESTALUMNI CENTER
TUESDAYJANUARY 28TH AT 6:30 PM

k^ \

^'_
ô

/\

Final

Deadline!
Friday,January 24^

is the abvSolute, final deadline for senior portraits in the Bruin Life

yearbook. So don't be left completely out of the picture. It takes

only a few rninutes for a portrait that lasts a lifetime.'

And it's a snap to make an appointment. Just

stop by Campus Photo Studio in

Kerckhoff Hall 150, Monday
through Friday.

ASUCLA CampiM Photo Studio
Official Fhotngmpherm For Bruin Life Yearbook

Ki»x!khoff Hall 150 (213) 20^^$^
.A.>aa*M*M**M*M

^^m w^m -..a.

-/.

^
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UCIA student kidnapped, raped; suspect still
By Heesun Wee
Daily Bruin Staff

A UCLA student was kidnapped
and raped at gunpoint near Mul-
holland E)rive while on her way
home tp Westwood Village last

weekend. West Los Angeles
police said

Although police would not

reveal the specifics of the incident,

some general information was

available, said E>et. Paul Richard-

son.

The attack, which occurred

Saturday at about 3 a.m., began
when the suspect made the victim

drive to the "valley side** of

Mulholland Drive, Richardson
said. The suspect raped her and
then fled, Richardson said.

The student, who is in her 20s,

was taken to a nearby hospital for

treatment and was released.

Richardson said.

The suspect is described by
police as a black male, 25 to 35
years old, 6 feet tall and weighing

approximately 175 pounds. The'

suspect, who used a blue-steel

colored handgun during the

assault, was wearing a denim
jacket and a black and white t-

shirt

Although the rape victim was a

UCLA student, the alleged rapist

probably did not intentionally seek

out a college woman, campus

police officer Helen Citrano said.

**He happened to be in a parti-

cular area, and she drove into that

area,** Citrano said.

Anyone planning to be outside

late at night or in the early hours of

the morning should exercise cau-

tion, she added. **Have someone
meet you at the car, if you*re

apprehensive about walking.**
'

Anyone planning to be

outside late at night or

in the early hours of the

morning should

exercise caution.

CRESCENT JEWELERS
Westwood's oldest and most respected

I?]? /^ T? A * x«^« a.
jeweler, is proud to honor . . ^^ -ll^d^ AtlllCteS

of the Month
^V^M Kd for your favorite mmle Mnd femMle

Atbletea eaoh month. The athtotow receiving the
most votee will be honored by Creeoent Jewelers

«i « UCLA Mthletio event.

*» > ^--.1^' v^ ^^

-J'
.* <

w it:
^J

•s>.' K

w

OFROAL TIMER

->»
'A

WIM a SEIKO U.S. OLYMPIC
COLLECTION watch. Emoh month u

random drawing will be held from the
bAllote received. The selected winner
will receive m Seiko U.8.01ympio Team
Collection w»tch snd fbur tickets to sn

upcoming UCLA sthletio event

THE FUTURE OF T I.M E

36 use 380

My selections for the January Crescent Jewelers UCLA Athletes of the Month are:

(Male athlete). .and (Female athlete)

To be counted, and entered in the dtaving. your ballot mustbe received by Feb. 12, 1992.

Bring in or mail your entry to: Please enter my name in your dtaving.

Name.

Address

eiiieiers.inc.
Phone (Dayi.

1055 w*srwood blvd.
w*srwood villo9*
los onQ»l»s 90024 ,

(310)206-3131

Ihe awards for the January Athletes of the Month will be presented
at the UCLA-L^ Women's Basketballg^ on Febuary22, 1992.

%7nromSTAND\NG..:

KoBl\

ii.i.iwb ^^ Bkiik.

Get Lost in a World
of Red Knights,

Holy Grails, and
plenty of MAGIC !

iK-z^'

WITH LADYHAWKE
• AGB • $1.50

TONIGHT•THE FISHER KING AT 7:00 PM

followed by speakers; actress Mercedes Rhuel
"

producer Linda Obst

LADYHAWKE AT 9:30 PM
TOMORROW, JANUARY 24 LADYHAWKE AT 7:00 PM

THE FISHER KING AT 9:30 PM

Paidfor by USAC
vlog* photo

»Tli# Wamen^s Resouree CenUr
and GALA presenL.. .

I award'wuinnitig film ahouti
leOfians heconUng parents.
Theme song written and[
performed ky Holly Near.

i<-:r4

12:00 - 1:30 p«iii«

2 Dodd Hall

'Choosing Children" is an emotionally powerful film that
challenges our society's ideas about 'family'. It is an

intimate look at the issues faced by women who
become parents after coming out as lesbians.

tWMfctp*

Hie WDmcn's Reaource Center Is a senioe of I

k, Cajr Mid Bl MWiil Coltaral
hf UGLA*t »taM-«altnral

Mon ofSludent Devdopment and Heahh.

(?^4H4utten^ Sate

CP286-12MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono $550

CP386SX-25MHZ (52MB Hard Drivef $975

CP386DX-25MHZ (80MB Hard Drive) $1170

CP386-33MH2 W/64K Cache (80 MB Hard Drive)....$1285

CP486-20MHZ (120MB Hard Drive) $1450

CP486-33MHZ W/256K Cache (120MB Hard Drive).$1790

An Systems Include:

FREE SUPER MOUSE II

with purchase of svstem

•1 MB RAM Memory

•5.2S' or 3.5" Floppy Drive

•HYUNDA1 14* Super VGA(.28) Color Monitor

•Super VGA(102476e) W/t MB-256 Colors

•101 Enhanced Keyk)oard

•ATI/0 Card (2 Serial, 1 Parallel & 1 Game)

•2FD/2HD IDE Controller

•100% IBM Compatible Systems

•One Vtar Parts and Labor Warranty

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE, LOWEST PRICE
Please CaU SCOTT for best deal at

WILSHIRE a
1

|B I

\ \
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In recession, UCLA students
By TonI Rivera
Dally Bruin Staff

Facing an increasingly compe-
titive job market and a national
economy mired in recession,
UCLA students arc turning to

internships in droves, according to
the campus Placement and Career
Planning Center.

The number of students choos-
ing internships -- rather than jobs— as a way to gain experience has

grown rapidly ovct the last few
years, officials said.

"An internship is a way to get

practical, hands-on experience for

students who can't translate

academics into real life,** said Meg
Thornton, a speaker at Wednes-
day's UCLA Internship Fair, held
in Ackerman Union.

The fair, which attracted about
200 students, was organized by the

career center and the Extramural
Programs and Opportunities Cen-

for internships
ter — the two largest internship

agencies on campus. These groups
were joined by undergraduate
student government and theUCLA
Field Studies Office, in addition to

smaller agencies.

"It*s important for students,

especially ones attending a

theoretical-based school like

UCLA, to get a valuable internship

to add to their resumes,** said

Andrea Whitmore of the career

center.

All the organizations stress the

idea that an internship can give a
student "a foot in the door,** and
think that students can use it as an
important networking tool, she
said.

Students are more concerned
with making themselves market-
able, and these positions are a way
to explore career interests, she

said.

At the fair, the various agencies

provided students with informa-

tion about the different internship

opportunities available.

The career center provides local

internships to University of Cali-

fornia students in several areas like

education, marketing and the

media.

The popularity of internships

has grown enormously, said the

career center's acting director,

Sharon Equihua.

See INTERNSHIPS, page 15

COMPLETE EYE CARE

EYEGLASS PACKAGE CONTACT LENS PACKAGE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

o t' r n M I r H I X

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE. O D Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

OWER

A FORUM ON

SEXUAL
HARASSMENT
•PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT
Dtbra Boryt. Ph.D., ainical Psychologist

•L£GALAND ETHICAL ISSUES
AMy J. Lilman, Managing Director arKi founding

board niember. Califomia ^bmen's Law Center and

cofounder, California Equity Council

•CAMPUS PROCEDURES
AND RESOURCES
TkMSfemwm, EnnployGe Relations Consultant,

Campus Human Resources

KattqfRot^Modgy, Diiector. UOAWonfien's Resoufoe

Center and Sexual Harassnfient Inlbfmalion Counselor

•AU STUDENTS, SUFF AND
FACULTY WELCOME

C^-sponsoTMl liy

StudenC Piycliologlcal Sarvlcas

Ilia WomM't Rtsowrct CanCar

ofdwdivMaiofftBdMtDwilgpwMMdHMMt

asian education

^ MiwiMMMMMttliuililttl^^ ikuUkliliuiliMitUuliikU^^

Tmiora from M baekgromndls wmmUi:
Mmkf m(sw frUnds*..

Ejg(Brm mom (oJbowt yomrsflf...

ComiB tutor tkmemtdtry school chiMren in chimeiowtL

WINTER ORIENTATIONS
Come and learn more about us:

rF
WEEK 3

^
Thursday, jAnuary 2J
Thursday, January 23

Thursday, January 23

Friday, January 24

Friday, January 24

11am
5 pm
8 pm
12 noon

3 pm

Ackerman 2412

Ackerman 2412

Dykstra 7th Fl.

Ackerman 2412

Ackerman 2412

^
FOR MORE INFORMATION STOP BY

4 1 1 KERCKHOFFOR CALL 208-4806 OR 470-28 14

TUTORING BEGINS SATURDAY, JAN 25
BE AT CASTELAR ELEMENTARY BY 9: 15 AM

VANS LEAVE DYKSTRA AT 8:15 AM
BRING A FRIEND, AND WE'LL SEE YOU THERE! I

FiBided by the Commanity Acdvitiet Committee of the Progmns Activities BoenL

1992-1993 Office of Residential Life

Resident Assistant & Community Development Assistant

Reciliitment Information Meetings

Students interested in learning, how to become a Resident Assistant or a Community Development Assistant are

encouraged tp attend one of the informational meetings listed below.

Wednesday, January 15

Thursday, January 16

Tuesday, January 21

Tuesday, January 21

Wednesday, January 22'

Wednesday, January 22

Friday, January 24

Monday, January 27

Tuesday, January 28

Sproul Entertainment Center

Dykstra Hall Fireside Lounge*

Saxon Conference Room

Canyon Point, House A-3 Lounge*

Ackerman Room 3508

Hedrick Hall Fireside Lounge*

LuValle Board Room

Rieber Multi-Purpose Room*

Delta Terrace House B-3 Lounge*

6:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

5:30 p.m. (CDA)
6:15 p.m. (RA)

9:00 a.m.

7:30 p.m.

11:00 a.m.

7:00 p.m.

9:00 p.m. (RA)

9:45 p.m. (CDA)

f

*Non-Residents must he accompanied by a Resident of that hall

Applicants must be enrolled at UCLA for the 1992-1993 Academic year, have a minimum
G.P.A. of 2.50, and have achieved a minimum of junior standing by Fall 1992.

Applications will be available at the meetings listed above, at the Office of Residential Life, and

in each of the UCLA Resident Director* s Offices. If you have any questions, please call 206-

5588.

COME JOIN OUR QUEST FOR THE BEST
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and the NERD FACTOR

There is indeed a Top Rated Domestic Insurer right here in Wesiwood Village that has exceptionally

low rates for you even if you are under 25. If you have a good tiriving record and reasonable licensed

experience you will be pleasantly surprised at the savings. If you also have a B average, you will be

positively shocked.

You sec, we truly appreciate nerds (or those with nerdy tendencies). We applaud your commitment to do

well in school because this means that you will most likely dcJ well in life. Let us show you first hand

that your pursuit of excellence can bring immediate rewards. Call us for a quote today.

InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd., #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024 208-3548

UCLA Peer Health Counselors

"THE BRUIN WEIGH"
^7. . .A WEIGHT MANAGEMENT SERIES

Join the Peer Health Coionselors lor a 6 week series

designed to provide pcaHcipants with socicd support.

Topics disciossed include: Nutrition, Fitness, Body Image,

Behavior Modification and Eating Disorders/Fad Diets.

To participate in the series, you must attend the

1st meeting

TIME ; -TODAY and every foUowing Tuesday, Jan.21 - Feb.25

10 12pm
Wednesdays, Jan.22 r Feb.26

3:00—5:00pm

LOCATION: Kerckhoff Hall 400

FIT or FAT?
Find out bv visiting the

Fitness Inventdrv & Testing Clinic

Peer Health Counselors provide

Fitness assessments free to any registered

UCLA student, which includes testing of:

Skin Caliper Testing to test body

fat percentage

Measure of Strength & Endurance

Measure Cardiovascular Fitness

Measure Flexibility

Nutritional Information

Help you start or Improve an

Exercise Plan. Geared for your

level or fitness

F.I.T Clinic
Open Tuesdays & Wednesdays

9:30 am-4:00 pm
„ Men's Gym 13

AVAILABLE BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Visit or Call

P.H.C. Office 401 Kerckhoff Hall

825-8462

SPONSORED BY SHS

Hundracte of students

protest fee hike at

steps of state Capitol

By Lori Quinton
Dally Bruin Staff

About 400 college students

marched on Sacramento on Tues-

day, calling on the Legislature to

reject the governor *s recently

proposed registration fee hike.

The protesters — mostly from

the University of California, Davis
— gathered at the steps of the

capitol on a chilly, overcast day to

criticize the 24 percent fee

increase proposal.

They were joined by several

state legislators, who vowed to

support the students* cause when
the bill eventually comes up for

vote.

"It was so cold you could see

your breath. I don*t know if the

legislators got the message, but

they sure heard it,** said Lee
Butlerfield, the executive director

for the UC Student Association, a

student lobby group. "It was really

remarkable to see 400 students

standing around in 40-degree

weather chanting against fee

increases.**

The $550 increase in annual reg

fees brings in-state UC fees to

$2,824. Tlis would msk a ^
percent climb in two years.

UC officials originally
requested a 9 percent increase in

the budget for the 1992-93 school

year. But Gov. Pete Wilson offered

an increase of just 1.5 percent,

along with a fee increase, saying

this action was necessary in light

Nof the stat&*s fiscal problems.

California faces a $6.6-billion

deficit

The student rally was the latest

in a string of protests by Davis

students against the fee increases.

On Friday, a large crowd of

Davis students stormed a campus
auditorium to protest the UC
Board of Regents* approval of the

fee increase.

The students occupied the

J)uilding throughout the long

weekend, with the consent of the

administration and campus police.

According to UC Davis police,

all remaining students vacated the

auditorium Tuesday morning.
They boarded buses and headed

for Sacramento to attend a legisla-

tive hearing on the fee increases.

The students were joined by the

state legislators, who declared

their opposition to further fee

hikes.

*The budget of this state does

not need to be balanced on the

backs of students, nor does it need

to be balanced by destroying this

highly successful university sys-

tem,** said a press secretary for

state Rep. Barbara Boxer*s, D-
Greenbrae, who read a prepared

statement by the legislator.

Another legislator entreated the

protesters to fight the proposed

increase.

"We need to turn around the

priorities of the state of Califor-

nia,** Assemblyman Tom Hayden,

D-Santa Monica, told the Califor-

nia Aggie, UC Davis* student

newspaper.

"Higher education is at a cross-

roads, and the destiny of the

"It was really

remarkable to see 400

Students standing

around in 40'degrre=

weather chanting

against fee increases."

Lee Butterfleld

UC student Association

students is at stake. Get in that

building and tell each and every

legislator that you want a commit-

ment from them that there will be

no budget for the state of Califor-

nia if (the fee increase) goes

through,** Hayden said.

Student protesters hope to con-

vince the Legislature to increase

the budget so fees will not be

raised.

So far, response to student

protests has been mixed» with

some legislators promising soli-

darity with students in negotia-

tions, and others urging more
student lobbying.

The Legislature is expected to

vote on the state budget by July.

TumoN
From page 6

possibility in this decade.**

Gardner warned that shifting the

cost of instruction from taxpayers

to students would turn the public

university into a semi-private one.

"It*s regrettable,** he said. "One
of the great triumphs of our state

has been the creation of this

university, which has been open to

people of talent regardless of their

socio-economic circumstances.**

A tuition plan was considered as

recently as November for the

current academic year.

Originally, state budget officials

offered no increase for the Univer-

sity of California. But Gardner

said he told the governor that

without enough money to cover

growth — nearly 3,000 new
students are expected next year—
he would have to recommend an

even greater cost hike in the form

of tuition.

He also said he would have to

turn away more students either by

restricting the numbers who apply

"Unless the state finds a

way of getting more

money to the

University of

California, then it is

obvious that tuition

will necessarily be

imposed. ..."

David Gardner
UC President

or by turning away eligible stu-

dents. The university's master plan

says the top 12.5 percent of

California students qualify for

enrollment

Eventually Wilson revised his

budget proposal to include a $31

million increase, or 1.5 percent,

which included no salary increase

for faculty and senior ^^ecutives.

Fv^^P^c^iJ
KLA s Mobile Disc

Jockey Service

825-9107
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Hong Koqg-based hotel

chain proves interesting

project for students
By Gwen Goldbloom

Sitting in the lobby of the

Regent International Hotel in

Hong Kong, UCLA student Eric

Miller revelled in the beautiful

view of the harbor.

But Miller's journey to Hong
Kong in December was not a

fanciful vacation.

Instead, it was the culmination

of a six-month study of Regent
International Hotels conducted by
students in the Fully Employed
MBA Program at UCLA's Ander-
son Graduate School of Manage-
ment

Miller was among 50 other

graduate business students who
were in Hong Kong to present their

findings to Regent executives.

The three-year business prog-

ram, founded in 1988, is designed
for fully-employed junior execu-
tives.

**Il was a great experience,*' said

Miller, who is a vice president at

the investment banking fimi of

Kidder and Peabody.

The Regent International Hotel

chain was chosen as the subject of

the field study to givcsludeois the^

opportunity to analyse ari industry

Willi inieniailonai exposure, said

John Buckley, the director of the

management program.

"The hotel industry is very
interesting and a hotel chain based
in Hong Kong provides a very
exciting business environment,"

said faculty coordinator Dennis
Schorr. And Regent hotels are

often rated as the best luxury hotel

chain in the world, he added.

The focus of the study was to

help determine how a hotel chain

can comp)ete effectively in the new
industry environment, Schorr said.

**There are many changes in the

industry and this project gave
students the chance to analyze an
industry in transition.**

In order to gather data for the

study, eight of the 60 students

involved travelled in August to

Regent Hotels around the world. In

addition to its Hong Kong location,

the corporation also has hotels in

major cities in Asia, Australia and
the United States. The study also

analyzed the Regent*s Beverly

Wilshire Hotel in Los Angeles.

Although the students paid for

airfare, the Regent corporation

provided students luxurious
accommodations in their five-star

hotels while students conducted

research.

'The students found that the

services being offered by the

Regents are excellent, truly top of

the line and among ilie best in the

worid," Schorr said.

Buckley agreed, adding that

Regent officjals v/crc equally

^^cosed with the student ^ludy.

"Regcnl was very generous antl

HELP WANTED LIGHTS, CAMERA
Wait a minute guys! We're on the wrongpage!

\ Quick, go to Page 29. ^k^
l

1 Would you like to work for

yourtalf?

2 Would you like to set your own

hours?

3 Are you self-motivated?

4. Are you a bit of an entrepreneur?

If you answered YES to all of the above,

you are just the person we re tooking for*

As an American Passage Campus Reih

rasentalhm, you will be responsible for

placing advertising on bulletin boards

You will also have theoppo ft unity to work

on nrtarkating programs for such chents

as American Express. Ford and IBM There

are no sales involved Many of our reps

stay with us long after graduation. For

more information, call or write us at the

following address:

AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWORK

1^8iiiii2434
215 West Harrison

Seanie.WAQtl 19-4107

INFINTY ADVANCED TECHNOLOG ES

1122 Westwood Blvd. • Los Angeles, CA 90024

Call 208-RUBB or 1•800-e70-2232

they seemed very, very pleased

with the quality of work done by
the students,*' Buckley said.

While Buckley said that most of

the students* recommendations
were "fine-tuning enhancements*'

of an already "well-managed
hotel/* they also created a mathe-

matical model to select the 10 best

and 10 worst future locations for

the corporation's hotels.

AIDS
From page 2

But it was the condom issue that

most deeply divided the board. The
proposal ultimately approved was
modified considerably from the

original recommendation, which
-called for condoms to be made
available on-demand for both
senior and junior-high school
students.

Weintraub proposed the amend-
ment to limit distribution to seniors

and to send a note home to parents

advising them of the program. If

parents don't return the letter

raising an objection, their children

would have a right to obtain

condoms.

"If we don't seek and encourage
parental consent, then we will have
taken on an issue that will never be

resolved,** Weintraub said. "If we
want to see this work, then the

parents must be involved. What
better way than with parental

consent?

*To do this without parental

consent is unacceptable to me,"
she added.

Though making condoms avail-

able was a part of just one of 10
recommendations taken up Tues-

day, it was clearly on the minds of

most speakers who addressed the

board.

The board*s meeting room was
filled with people on both sides of
the issue. They applauded speak-

ers whose views they agreed with

in a spirited debate. At least two
people were escorted from the

meeting room.

"You don't need to make gift

condoms available to anyone.
Instead, teach AIDS education and
how to resist peer pressure," said

Gregory Millikan, a member of an
AIDS hospice group.

Others said they strongly sup-

ported the program, including

Jennifer Michelle, a student at

Hollywood Adult School, who
said she has tested positive for

HIV.

"Kids are having sex, please

teach them how to do it safely," she

told board members. "Maybe if I

had known the consequences of
my actions, I wouldn't be HIV
positive."

Several speakers urged the

board to go forward with the plan.

*This is about saving the lives of

our children. We must teach every

child to behave in a sexually

responsible manner," said Phill

Wilson, the city*s AIDS coordina-

tor, who spoke on behalf of Mayor
Tom Bradley.

Robert Gross, president of the

suburban Woodland Hills Home-
owners association, also supported

the plan. He told the board that his

29-year-old son contracted the

AIDS virus through a blood

transfusion.

"We must take some steps to

stop this proliferation," Gross said.

Jackie Goldberg, a former

school board member and current-

ly a teacher in the district, also

backed the plan and challenged

board members to approve it.

*This is a time to put the

children first," she told the board.

*Ten years from now, if kids have

AIDS it will be on your heads

because you will have protected

yourselves but failed to protect the

children."

Others disagreed, including Jim
Trinity, a resident of nearby

Glendale and candidate for the

U.S. Senate.

"By distributing condoms in our

schools we will only be distribut-

ing the idea that having sex is

acceptable," he said.

i)iM^

'^

FITTING
CONTACT
LENSES IS NOT
CHILD'S PLAY
W liy Jo some ili-» ( 'Uik; V
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NX hen irti
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DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS

SPECIAL $175.00
includes exam, lens, care kit & follow up cnre

- DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES $225.00

ALL STUDENT & EMPLOYEE VISION CARE PLANS ACCEPTED

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH, O.D. -:-b
10955 Weyburn Ave. • Corner of Weyburn & Broxton • 208-4748

WA SHINGTOM DC

National Center for Communication Studies
IN CONJUNCTION WITH

The Graduate School of Political Management

invites qualified college juniors and seniors to apply to the

Summer Institute in
National Campaign Politics

June 1 -July 24, 1992

• Explore the evolution of the presidential nomination process

• Attend seminars with party leaders, political consultants,

campaign managers and political journalists

• Enrich internship experiences through academic study

• Receive 6 college credits in Political Communication

• Live on GWs campus with selected group of

future campaign managers/leaders

Application Deadiine, February 15, 1992.

For additional informatUin and application write or caU:

The GeorgeWashington University

Office of Summer Sessions

2121 Eye Street, N.W
Rice Hall Suite 503

Washington, DC 20052

(202)994^360

GW it an aquol opporlunity iruMMion.
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WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
We NowAccept

•HEALTH-NET • PCS • MEDI-CAL • BLUE CROSS •

PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
Fast Courteous Rx Service Available

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 CUT & BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS

JDl • :• I

I
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. 1/21/92

Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264

MUST snow UCLA STWSm ID.
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ORGANIZATIONS

BOOTH APPUCATIONS MARDI GRAS
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DUE FRIDAY JANUARY 31

RUN
Discover the convenience of Westwood Village's 24-hour
express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the

essentials (and the goodies) you or your party might need.

Convenient parking, too! So, if it's 3 PM. or 3 A.M., come in

to the Village's fast and friendly market, and find whatever

you need—whenever you need it.

/" ^r^Village
t

/^xpressmart
^^^^^A ' Always Open at the comer of Gayley & Le Conte

F O O D S T O R E
1 0974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (213) 209-91 1

1

Open 24 hours • 7 days a week • CONVENIENT FREE PARKING

Conglress may rewrite

laws on student loans
By Jeanne Cummlngt
Cox News Service

WASHINGTON — Geoffrey

Petrie spent last summer caring for

Haitian children in a Miami day-

care center and working alongside

fonner President Jimmy Carter to

build homes for poor families.

Although the summer was per-

fect for an idealistic college stu-

dent, Petrie, 20, now wonders
whether he made a mistake. He
should have been making money
— a lot of it

Like thousands of other
middle-class college students

across the country, Petrie, a stu-

dent at Atlanta's Emory Universi-

ty, expects to graduate next year

with a diploma in one hand and a

coupon book to pay back more
than $20,000 in loans in the other.

Congress is expected this spring

to substantially rewrite the

nation's laws on student loans and
grants.

Although some version of the

Higher Education Act is expected

to pass, the rewriting effort already

has become biaer and political—
with a House committee writing a

law strikingly different from the

Senate's, and the Bush admi-
nistration threatening to veto both

of them.

Some education officials wony
that an incomplete or watered-

down version of the Higher Edu-
cation Act could do more harm
than good, by pitting low-income
students against their middle-
income classmates in a struggle for

precious few dollars.

"It's an election-year theme,

and both parties are vying to cater

ABORTION

to the middle class," said Larry

Gladieux, executive director of the

College Board. "But the neediest

population and the most disadvan-

taged, I'm afraid, may be traded

off in that effort, and that shouldn't

be."

Currently, the government dis-

tributes about $13 billion a year in

aid, primarily to low-income stu-

dents through Pell Grants and
Stafford Loans.

No one disagrees with the

premise that the five-year reau-

thorization of the act should also

include some relief for middle-

class families.

A dislike for going deeply into

debt keeps some students from
getting degrees, said Brian Fitz-

gerald, staff director of the biparti-

san Advisory Committee on
Suident Financial Assistance.

"It also alters many career

decisions," he said. "People with

$18,000 in debt can't go out and
become teachers, because they

can't afford that level of indebted-

ness."

The real question before Con-
gress and the White House is how
much to increase assistance and

how fast to make it available.

When the Higher Education Act

was first passed in the 1960s, the

goal was to provide grants to

^few-income students and low="

interest loans to the middle class.

Until the mid-1980s, any family

that applied for a loan could

receive one.

In the past decade, however,

tuition costs have skyrocketed

while the maximum federal aid per

student has remained relatively

stagnant

From page 8

Wade decision will be overturned

for the entire nation, said Ripston,

who encouraged people at the rally

to register to vote.

But if Califomians register to

vote, they can elect politicians who
will fig^t to preserve a woman's
right to obtain an abortion, speak-

ers said.

"We must send a message to

Washington," said Steve Daetz, an

undergraduate general representa-

tive. 'This country needs to feel

your passion. We need to show
respect for women by voting and

supporting the choices they make."

Members of the crowd were

worried the latest Supreme Court

decision to review a Pennsylvania

law requiring a 24-hour delay

before a woman can receive an

abortion may limit women's
rights.

"Don't let them fool you with

IMPIANTS

the Pennsylvania case," said

feminist attorney Gloria Allred.

**The issue is one ofcontrol. This is

our female Viemam, a war on our

bodies."

The delay requires doctors to

discourage women from seeking

abortions and force them to tell

their husbands before undergoing

the procedure.

"If you don't trust me with a

choice, how can you trust me with

a child," said Rachel Chapman, a

UCLA graduate student and mem-
ber of

^ the Radical Student
AUiance.

The rally was sponsored by a

coalition of UCLA groups that

included the Bruin chapter of the

National Organization for

Women, Womanist, the American
Civil Liberties Union club. Bruin

Democrats and Republicans for

Choice.

From page 9

"I immediately was relieved of a

heaviness on my chest." '

Any skilled surgeon can remove
an implant, but the process is more
tedious. And sometimes there are

complications.

Cruise's surgery, which was
only supposed to last two hours,

took much longer after her surgeon

discovered he ftad to remove the

green gel that had seeped out of its

pouch. *

Many women at the semin^f
agreed that they worried about

their implants rupturing in their

breasts.

But ruptures occur only after the

implants have been in the body for

a long time, said William Shaw,

UCLA's chief plastic surgeon. He
added that) the silicone gel

implant's average lifespan is about

15 years.

"Silicone implant ruptures is an

issue not mentioned much, but

maybe it should be," Shaw said,

adding that ruptures can be easily

identified with imaging devices.

At this time, the FDA only

recommends that women remove

their implants if they are exper-

iencing discomfort.

"I'm afraid to have them
removed and have to be put on
antibiotics," said Sylvia Gross, a

reconstructive surgery patient who
does not agree with the FDA's
temporary moratorium.

"It should be like abortion— up
to the individual," she said. "First

women need to be told about all the

side effects."

\
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Chile I : I- • III

pot for drag ranners
By Nathaniel C. Nash
The New York Times

ARICA, Chile — After two
hours of driving along desert

roads, trekking through vaulting

canyons and climbing rock
embankments, Antonio Cubillo

and his group of seven narcotics

agents came to a small emerald-

green valley.

On one side, almost out of view,

was a hut with mud walls and a

straw roof. A grimy sheepskin lay

on the dirt floor. Greasy pots and
pans were stacked under a piece of

tin, evidence of recent use.

The team confirmed that this

was a stopping point for Bolivian

Indians transporting cocaine to

Chile, just the most recent sign of a

disturbing trend in this northern

border town.

Isolated from the rest of the

country by desert and close to

hundreds of miles of uncontrolled

border with Peru and Bolivia,

Arica has become one of the

newest and perhaps easiest transit

routes for refined and unrefined

cocaine intended for the United

States and Europe.

**Northem Chile is a paradise for

drug runners," Commissioner
Cubiilo said, struggling up a rock

^siding, ^fom^ 4iere. he said, the

cocaine is carried by car to

southern Chile for refining and
then shipped to European and
American markets. ^

Arica illustrates how hard it is

for Chile, often considered the

showcase of South America
because of its open and thriving

economy, to cope with two neigh-

bors that have chronic problems
with poverty, drugs and terrorism.

Police officials say that so far

the Shining Path, the Maoist group
in Peru, has not begun attacks in

Chile, though it has distributed

literature and painted revolution-

ary slogans on buildings in Tacna,

Peru, a city 20 miles north of here.

But they concede there is so

little control over the border that

the only thing limiting such incur-

sions are the rigors of the desert

Thousands of illegal immigrants

vie for jobs in the area, but the

biggest problem produced by the

lack of border controls is the

unhindered drug trade.

While most of the cocaine
leaves the region, much of it stays

in Arica, creating the highest

addiction rate by far in the country.

The preferred drug of local youths

is cocaine base paste, an unrefined

product similar to crack.

Every night in the poor sections

of this city of 170,000 people, as

many as 11,000 youths smoke
monos, or monkeys, cigarettes

made of cocaine paste and tobac-

co.

More disturbing for the rest of

the country is that in the last few
years Chile has become a vital link

in the ^¥»ld^ ^oeame businessr-

United States Customs agents

recently intercepted a ship in the

Caribbean carrying more than a

ton of cocaine. The 28 crew
members were Chilean. The ship,

under a different name, had left

Valparaiso, Chile's main port,

only weeks before.

RICHARD KIM

MeeLaChon gives information about the international internship

program to Tiffany Wu at Ackerman Union on Wednesday.

INTERNSHIPS
From page 11

In Oct. 1990, about 18,000

students entered the center. But

last October, about 56,000 people

passed through the doors.

This increase may be related to

the fact that students want to

strengthen their work skills out in

the field, Equihua said.

While internships at the career

center are primarily located in Los
Angeles and Orange County, the

EXPO center offers public service

and private internships in New
York, Sacramento, San Francisco

and Washington, D.C.

International programs, which

have grown in popularity among
students, are also provided.

Many students are choosing to

go abroad for economic reasons,

said EXPO'S acting director, Dario

Bravo.

"Sometimes (students) think
that the economy is really bad here,

and that they might want to go to

Japan to teach," he said. "So, they

can establish themselves in a

foreign market, where things

might be better."

i«^

Both UCLA agencies offer

internship programs that last for

several weeks or even months.

They also offer programs in

business, government agencies,

media or international organiza-

tions.

But students generally receive

no salary, although some positions

may lead to a job offer after

graduation. In an ideal situation,

students wiU get paid for their

internship, Equihua said, noting

they must sometimes forgo one for

the experience.

The Field Studies Office, which
provides hundreds of internship

listings, offers class credit along

with the work experience.

"Our students often do more
than one internship. Many times,

after they graduate, they are

working for these same compa-
nies, and they call us looking for

interns," said administrative

assistant Diane Larsen, an admini-

strative assistant for the Field

Studies Office. "It's like a circle

that's being fulfilled."
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Looking For The Key To Success?

'•^Try Advertising in the Daily Bruin.

825-2161
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for elevated bike path
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By Chris Wolowlec
Dally Bruin Staff

Leaders in the transportation

industry met Tuesday to discuss

plans for the Velloway, an ele-

vated bike path which would
stretch from Santa Monica to the

UCLA campus.

The discussion was led by Ryan
Snyder, president of Ryan Snyder

Associates Inc. Transportation

Planning, and included topics

ranging from the automated bicy-

cle parking structures outside of

Tokyo, Japan to the current status

of the West Los Angeles Velloway
Bicycle project.

The proposed path is an elevated

bikeway consisting of four lanes,

each four feet wide, extending one

and a half miles in length. It is

designed to allow bicyclists to

bypass the busiest and most
dangerous intersections in West
Los Angeles.

"It would demonstrate to city

planners that bicycles are not just

for recreation but also for trans-

portation,** Snyder said. "It would
also be internationally recognized

as the first structure of its kind.**

The Velloway would stand at a

Jicight of 17 fecUover Wihhirc,

Santa Monica and Sepulveda
boulevards and would reach a

height of 23 feet over the Wilshire

Boulevard and Veteran Avenue
intersection — rated by the L.A.

Department of Transportation as

the bbsiest intersection in Los
Angeles.

"It*s death,- said Alex Meyer-

hoff, a graduate student of
architecture and uiban planning, in

reference to the intersection. "It*s

probably the most dangerous

intersection because five lines turn

into three and two lanes merge
onto the freeway.**

The Velloway project will cost

about $8 million which will come
from the state, the City of Los
Angeles, and UCLA.

But the money being spent to

develop the Velloway has been

misdirected, some people say.

"If the (bicycle and transporta-

tion planners) really cared about

cyclists then they would fmance
road improvements and expan-

sions for bicyclists and not waste

money on a 17 foot high white

elephant,** said James Papp, chief

of staff for the Graduate Students

Association.

The $8 million cost of the

Velloway, however, could be

covered if it eliminated the need of
about 230 automobile parking

spaces at $35,000 per spac^,

Snyder said.

But no one knows exactly how
many people will use the Velloway

once it is built

"When we do ridership fore-

casts, we have to study prior

experiences. We have no prior

experience with a Velloway.*'

Snyder said.

"I can't think of any other

bicycle expenditure that would
accomplish nearly as much for

bxcydists. You could desxgxr bike

lanes but that doesn*t get rid of

problems at major intersections,**

he said.

The Velloway project was con-

ceived more than 10 years ago by
Paul Boyer, a UCLA professor of

molecular biology. The project

was to be completed in time for the

1984 Summer. Olympics.

"Optimistically, we might finish

the Velloway in three years,**

Snyder said. "We might finish the

environmental impact report by
the end of this spring, spend one

and one half years on plans and one
half'to one year on construction.**

By L.A. Chung
San Francisco Chronicle

SAN FRANCISCO — Forget

the water cooler debate over palm
trees on the Embarcadero.

San Franciscans may have a

chance to weigh in at the voter* s

booth on a real gut-level issue:

whether the state should be split

formally in two.

Supervisor Bill Maher, acting

on the request of state Assembly
Speaker Willie Brown and other

legislators, has introduced such a

ballot measure, and it could be

ready for the June election if a

majority of the Board of Supervi-

sors approves.

"I am delighted,** said state

Assemblyman Stan Statham, R-
Redding, who is spearheading a

bill to divide the state in two.

The question revives a debate

not as old as Northern California

redwoods but perhaps as durable.

If, Maher asked, there is a North

Dakota and a South Dakota, a West
Virginia and Virginia, why not

North California and South Cali-

fornia?

If San Francisco voles on the

question, it could "create a domino
effect** for his quest to get the

question on the ballot in every

county in the state, Statham said.

Under Statham's original prop-

osal, the division would slice off

27 counties north of San Francisco.

Most of the Bay Area, including

1 San Francisco, would be in South

California.

But Maher said no firm dividing

line has been established, so it is

not clear which cities would end up
in which state.

More than 24 counties have

agreed to put the issue to the

voters, mostly Northern California

counties with small populations.

Two months ago, Los Angeles
supervisors considered putting the

issue on the ballot and then

dropped iL Statham predicts that

will change if San Francisco takes

the matter seriously.

"In San Francisco, we're talking

big boys and girls,** Statham said.

"When San Francisco puts its

opinion on the table, I think L.A.

will put their opinion on the table.**

Statham said he will soon make
his case to supervisors in Solano

and Sonoma counties. He said

many counties have been frus-

trated with the mandates of a

remote state government.

Kevin Starr, a native San Fran-

ciscan now teaching California

history and culture at the Univer-

sity of Southern California, called

the proposed split folly.

*The fourth largest metropolitan

region in the country is going to

detach itself from the state of

California to creep off and be the

hobbit of an L.L. Bean state?** he

asked. "Give me a break.
M

But Supervisor Maher insists

that the question is worth asking

voters.

V

Officials H • sidering

pian to cut missiles
By Eric Schmitt
The New York TInnes

WASHINGTON— In prepara-

tion for President Bush*s State of

the Union address next week, the

White House and the Pentagon are

considering plans to sharply

reduce or eliminate long-range

nuclear missiles with more than

one warhead, administration offi-

cials said Wednesday.
Some of the cuts, most likely in

American land-based multiple-

warhead missiles, would be made
without conditions, while others;

would hinge on the response of the

four former Soviet rq}ublics with

long-range nuclear weapons.
These republics, which operate

under a unified command, are

Russia, Belarus, Ukraine and
Kazakhstan.

Several senior administratioiT

officials said the plan to be
presented was still being refined

but it was expected that Bush
would be able to announce the

broad proposal in the State of the

Union speech, which he will

deliver on Tuesday. The White
House refused to comment on
Wednesday. Multiple-warhead
missiles, introduced in the early

1970s, have been the core of both

the American and the Soviet long-

rangc mtcfear forces, and at the^

time they were introduced, were
considered the greatest obstacle to

arms reduction efforts.

Thus, their elimination or

reduction now would be a signific-

ant step in controlling the growth

of nuclear arsenals. It is made
possible by the recent collapse of

the Soviet Union and its military

power.

These missiles carry as many as

10 warheads each. The weapons,
known as Multiple Independently

Targetable Re-entry Vehicles, or

by the acronym MIRVs, were
extremely difficult to keep track of
with normal surveillance tech-

niques.

The multiple warheads were
placed on missiles in underground

silos or on missiles carried aboard

nuclear-powered submarines.
They could hit as many targets as

there were warheads, and were
considered extremely threatening

because an all-out first strike using

such weapons could, in theory,

destroy or severely damage all or

most of a country*s land-based

missiles and prevent it from
retaliating.

Among the proposals now under

consideration are removing some
or all long-range ground-based

missiles with multiple warheads,

either eliminating them or replac-

ing them with single-warhead

missiles. This would include the

Minuteman 3 and MX missiles. In

addition, the administration for the

first time is considering cuts in the

number of warheads on submar-

ine-based missiles, which have

:^ecttxtm&ideied untouchable, and
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constraints on D-5 missiles, the

Navy*s most advanced

The plans go beyond earlier

proposals by President Bush, who
said in September that reductions

in land-based, long-range missiles

with multiple warheads would
require negotiations.

High-speed space plane

gNMinded by budget woes
By Russ Britt

Los Angeles Daily News

Barely a week after the space

shuttle Challenger exploded in

1986, President Reagan told the

nation of a proposed "Orient

Express," a high-tech, high-speed

space plane.

Reagan envisioned an orbiting

plane that could travel 17,000 mph
— 25 times the speed of sound—
and go from Washington, D.C., to

Tokyo in two hours.

Designers call the National

Aero-Space Plane (NASP), also

dubbed the X-30, the next great

leap in aerospace technology, and

some even compare its importance

to the Apollo moon missions of the

1960s.

The X-30 was expected to be the

missing link between conventional

airplanes and spacecraft like the

shuttle, able to take off from a

conventional runway, blast into

orbit and then land back on Earth

on a runway.

"We always need, in technolo-

gy, something new to focus our

attention on,** said Jerry Gregorek,

a professor of aeronautical engi-

neering at Ohio State University.

But Gregorek may have to look

elsewhere. Like some of its con-

temporaries, the joint National

Aeronautics and Space Admi-
. nistration-Defense Department
project is hkely to fall victim to the

new budget realities of the *90s.

The government has spent $1.6

billion on the project thus far, with

a consortium of five aerospace

contractors contributing an addi-

tional $700 million. An X-30 plane

is several years — and possibly

$10 billion — away from being

built, and reahzing its benefits may
be even farther down the road.

Program officials say that while

there is no plane, the money spent

thus far has been used to develop a

number of new technologies. They
also maintain that further develop-

ment will boost technology in air

and space transportation and help

ensure U.$. dominance in aeros^

pace over the next century.

The tug-of-war over what to do
with the National Aero-Space
Plane typiHes the dilemma facing

budget planners at a time of

recession and rising deficits.

Although the long-term potential

of the X-30 is generally acknow-
ledged, the political environment

makes any further investment a

doubtful prospect.

House and Senate appropria-

tions committees nearly elimi-

nated NASA*s share of X-30
funding for the fiscal year, reduc-

ing it from $72 million to $5
million. Reductions in Pentagon

funding left it with a total of $200
million this year, $100 million less

than what originally was
requested.

As a result, program officials

will delay until at least September
1993 a decision on whether to go
forward with building the plane.

Further cuts next year could force

more delays, program officials

said.

"The committees strongly

believe that while the (X-30)

program has much merit, given the

current budget climate, some prog-

rams must be 'removed from the

plate,*
•* wrote Sen. Barbara

Mikulski, D-Md, and Rep. Robert

Traxler, D-Mich. to NASA Admi-

nistrator Richard Truly.

The two lawmakers oversee

NASA funding for their respective

appropriations committees.
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RENOVATIONS
From page 1

made of cement and steel cages,

will be bolted to the outside, of

buildings like Math Sciences

whose architectural integrity is not

as important.

Although this method allows

people to occupy the . building

during construction and is rela-

tively inexpensive, it drastically

changes the building's exterior

surface and reduces the number of

windows.

But engineers who recom-
mended the frame say it is the best

solution for Math Sciences, which

is not architecturally distinct

"A moment frame lent itself best

to Math Sciences," Sabol said. "I

wouldn't call it an architectural

gem, so the moment frame is the

best solution to that building.**

The best solution for Kerkhoff

Hall is the most expensive of the

three methods.

The base isolation method
reduces the temblor's impact, the

toss of lives and damage to the

buildings, but costs three times

more than shear walls.

This method creates a bsmcr
between the building and the earth,

and that technique allows the

building to sway with the force of

an earthquake.

Base isolators are composed of

hundreds of interspersed layers of

rubber and lead that move against

each other to allow the building to

Bu/ttv rfiiriniy a niialcp

'What it amounts to is putting

the building on ball bearings,**

Sabol said. **In a historical building

such as Kerckhoff, it is a good
alternative.**

Kerckhoff is the only building

slated for the rubber-and-steel-

anchor technique l)ecause it will be^

co-financed by UCLA*s student

association.

Currently, UCLA does not have

enough nuHiey to put base isolators

under its other campus buildings,

according to Ingham.

**It would be nice if we could

convince the state of California to

spend the money on something like

that for our buildings,** she said.

"But the reality is that we have

very limited resources.**
.

Although the entire earthquake

rehabilitation project will cost $96
million, the cost of tearing the

buildings down and rebuilding

them to code would cost about

one-third more than the renovation

costs and destroy some of the

university*s most historical build-

ings.

"It's a lot cheaper than tearing

buildings down and putting in new
ones," said George Housner, pro-

fessor of civil engineering at

Cahfomia Institute of Technology.

"You are improving these build-

ings to save lives."

Saving money to retain building

structures is not as important as

preserving lives, according to

UCLA planners.

"We had the choice between

making more buildings survive the

quake or saving more lives — we
chose to save more lives," Ingham
said.

UCLA's costs will be more
expensive than those of other UC
campuses because it has the most
"old buildings" — buildings built

before 1933, when earthquake

safety codes were implemented,

she said.

Moore Hall will be the first

building to undergo a complete

seismic upgrade. And Bunche
HaU, PoweU Library, Math Sci-

ences, Ackerman Union and Kerc-

khoff Hall are expected to be

completed by the summer of 1995.
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Narcotics work
often doady
forTexas

By Lydia Lum
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

FORT WORTH, Texas —
Wednesday's fatal shooting of a

. Dallas police officer differs in

some respects from the shooting

death of another Dallas officer last

month, but both fatalities occurred

during what officials say is one of
the most dangerous kinds of police

work: pursuing drug suspects.

Statistics were not immediately
available, but "a good majority" of
law officers killed in the line of
duty died in drug-related opera-

tions, said Gerald Arenberg,
executive director of the American
Police Hall of Fame in Miami.

•That's a very common thread,"

Arenberg said. "Situations
involving drugs and law enforce-

ment . . . everybody has got guns!

Wednesday, a Dallas officer

was killed when a shotgun acci-

dentally discharged. According to

police, an officer holding the

shotgun was jostled as a third

officer struggled with a suspect
whom police were trying to serve

with a drug warranL

On Dec. 12, Dallas narcotics

DeL Lawrence Bromley was killed

during an undercover dng buy
ii^when he was mistaken for^drtig

suspect by fellow officers.

»»

Authorities dechned to specu-

late on how Wednesday's shooting

could have been prevented.

But police departments routine-

ly re-examine procedures for

(irug-related work in light of such

killings.

At the federal level, the U.S.

Drug Enforcement Administra-

tion's training academy in Virginia

devotes more than 200 hours

during its 13-week program to

teaching rookie agents weapons
skills and self-defense.

HOLOCAUST
From page 1

en invited such a controversial

figure to UCLA.
The crowd accused members of

the National Traditionalist Caucus
— a conservative youth group that

opposes abortion and gay rights—
^i being Nazi supporters.

But the membea^ denied spon-

soring the speech. They said they

had originally planned to debate

Cole themselves, but the over-

whelming response from the

UCLA community prompted them
to open the debate to the Jewish

Sbident Union.

"We are presenting a discusslion

and have no affiliation whatsoever

to Bradley Smith's group," said

Robert Morrisey, chairman of the

California branch of the group,

which he said has 2,000 members
nationwide.

But many Jewish people in the

audience said the group has ties to

anti-Semitic organizations and is

just trying to appear credible.

'They're not really acting out of

interest in rejecting the position of

Bradley Smith but as agents to lend

him legitimacy and a fbrum," said

Rabbi Chaim Seidler-Feller of

UCLA's Hillel Council. "Bradley

Smith's group acts as a constant

pain to the Jewish community."

Other Jews agreed that such a

debate causes a rift in the Jewish
community.

*They shouldn't have brought

(Smith's representative) on cam-
pus," said James Bratter, a member
of the Jewish I>efense League.

*This just incites hate and anger

even though he has nothing of

value to say."
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Junior high

teacher dies

of 0in wounds
By Baanor Blau

The New York Times

NEW YORK— A junior high

school teacher who was caught in

crossfire at a Bronx intersection

two weeks ago died of her wounds
Wednesday morning at Lincoln

Hospital, and two suspects in the

case were charged with second-

degree murder.

At Junior High School 22 in the

Bronx, where the 53-year-old

teacher, Audrey Chasen, had
taught since 1979^ a team of

psychologists and social workers

was called in to help the children

overcome the trauma over the

news.

"Fm sad,- said 13-year-old

Nestor Sanchez, who studied

English with Chasen and who said

he did not feel safe in the neighlx)r-

hood. 'They killed her on my
block next to my home. I could see

things happening through the

window. There were police,

ambulances and a lot of people but

I didn't know it was her. The next

day I came to school and saw
everyone crying and I said,

*What?'

*'I couldn't believe it. But I

didn't expect her to survive. I

really loved her."

-Tte suspects , Xjotii Bronx icsi«-

dents, were said to have been

arguing over a woman before the

shooting. Each was charged with

murder in the second degree and

criminal possession of a weapon.

WATER
Fronfi page 1

the water will turn up in the new
well.

He suggested UniCamp reno-

vate its water treatment system.

"It behooves (UniCamp offi-

cials) to design a system that isn't

out of date^" said water-hygiene

program leader Steve Landrus,

noting the camp's treatment stan-

dards have violated health codes

for five years.

InsteacC UniCamp operated th^
faulty system each year by using

costly water filters.

Installing a new water treatment

plant to purify the river water

would cost about $100,000 and

additional annual charges in the

tens of thousands of dollars.

'The idea of the well is a new
venture, the most cost-effective

and the most reliable source of

water," UniCamp's Walker said.

So far, the Board of Directors

for Unicamp has put up $64,000

from its reserve fiinds to solve the

water problems.

But Walker said that UniCamp
officials do not want to use too

much of the reserves — which

currently stand at $644,000 —
because this could advo^ly affect

the camp in the fiiture.

"We're in a good position

because reserves are at an all-time

high, but a couple more years of

bad luck coukl deplete that quick-

ly," he said.

Unicamp's kxig-range planning

includes rehabilitation and expan-

sion of thecamp site and doubling

the amount of kids who attend

UniOunp by 1995.

If the new well does not produce

enough water, UniCamp could fidl

back on other options. It may look

into operating the camp at UCLA
instead or leasing another moun-
tain site.

"We have a lot of students that

are concerned about the situation,"

Walker said. "We're working day
and night to ensure that we have an

excellent program for the kids."

New York
careless in

protecting

cliiidren
By Cella W. Dutfer
The New York Times

NEW YORK — Seven chil-

dren, whose families had been
previously identified by New York
City's child protection system as

abusive or neglectful, died in 1990
after they were repeatedly beaten

over a period of time, a city report

has found.

The report, by a panel of experts

who examined confidential city

records, also disclosed that at least

three children were taken from
their parents for their safety only to

die at the hands of their foster

mothers.

The 32-page report, which has

yet to be officially released,

portrays an array of weaknesses in

the system, from poor evaluations

of troubled homes to inadequate

screening of foster parents.

The yearly report is the only

public accounting ofhow the city's

Human Resources Administration

handled the cases of 44 children

who died in 1990 and whose
families had a troubled history

known to the agency. Another 73
^ity chilcfaen died ^ s«g?ect€di

child abuse that year, but were not

known to the agency.

Human Resources Administra-

tor Barbara J. Sabol appointed the

panel of 12 child welfare experts,

including doctors, social workers

and child abuse researchers, to

review the agency's performance

in cases that ended in a child's

death.

One panelist. Dr. Eli Newberger
of Children's Hospital in Boston,

said the panel had detected prob-

lems with the training, competen-
cy and supervision of child welfare

caseworkers. Too often, he said,

caseworkers, the police, doctors

and others with crucial informa-

tion about a family failed to talk to

one another.

"The cas^ are often every-

-body's iMisi^s but nobody's,

"^responsibility," he said. 'There

needs to be a wholesale reorgani-

zation of sepfices that brings to

bear the wisdom of many discip-

lines."

The Human Resources Admi-
nistration said it would not com-
ment on the panel's findings until

the report is released to the public.

But in the final report, the agency

said it was addressing each of the

panel's concerns, including
improved training and oversight of

caseworkers.

The agency acknowledged the

lateness of the report, completed

13 months after the year when the

children died. Linda R. Fisher,

executive deputy administrator of

the agency, said staffing problems

and the detailed research the panel

requested had delayed the process.

The report, in keeping with state

confidentiality laws, provides only

sketchy details of cases. It does not

say whether any city caseworkers

or supervisors, or private foster

care agencies were disciplined.

From 1989 to 1990, the number
of children who died of natural

causes stayed almost the same (24

and 22), and the number who died

of accidental causes dropped from

10 to 5, but the number who were

victims of homicide increased

sharply from 7 to 16.

Panel members were unsure

how much importance to attach to

the rise in homicides. The number

has fluctuated over the last five

years: 14 in 1986, 8 in 1987 and 15

in 1^88.
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Here's a way to leam festerand work smarter

without putting a lot ofcash down. It's called .

the Appte Computer Loan;

Right now, qualifying students, parents

ix)mowing on behalfofstudents, and feculty

and staffmembers with an annual income of

at least $15,000, can purchase aTfApple^

Macintosh* computer system using a special

financing plan set up just for you.

Apply to bonuw Sum $1,500 to $10,000 for

a Macintosh computer, otherApple prrxluas—

including the Apple(2if^i^ extended service

plan, and up to three software packages.

Ifyou're a student, you'll be able to defer

Restrictions: Available to fulltime UCLA Students, Faculty, Staff and Departments only. Purchase must he for the petMrnal academic, educational, or research use oi the elijiihle person.

Students must show a current Registratit>n Card and Photo I.D.; Faculty and Staff must show a payroll number and photo ID. No more than one desktop and one notebtx)k unit may he

purchasetl every other year, limit two for students. Oher restrictions may apply. Prices are subject to change without notice. All sales are final.
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principal payments for up to 48 months

while in school, making interest-only pay-

ments until 30 days afteryou graduate or

leave school. Interest nates are surprisingly

low, and you can take up to eight years

to repay*

So stop by today and fill out a loan

application.

Because this is one way to afford a

Macintosh, even ifyou can't afford

a Macintosh.

fk.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computtr Stori/ B-Ltvtl Ackerman Union/ 82S-e952/ M-TIi 7:45-7:30; F 7:46-6; Sat 10-6; 8«n 12-5
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Viewpont
Roe V. WadeMlie final anniversary?
Conservative court Upcoming cases threaten Roe

is leaving the nation

with no choice at all

By Neera Tanden

.The right to choose is

threatened today more than

ever. This week is likely to be

the last anniversary of Roe v.

Wade because the Supreme

Court will probably overturn

Roe by next year. For col-

lege-aged women, this means
that a right they have assumed

to be theirs will be taken

away. For those of us who
have grown up after Roe, we
do not know what it is like to

live without it

That may be one of the

reasons why we do not feel an

urgency in acting — we simp-

ly assume that we will always

be free to determine for

ourselves what we will do
with our awn bodies. I put

Roe and the abortion debate in

these terms because that is

simply how 1 look at abortion:

simply as the right to be free

from govemmem regulation of

one*s own body. I do not

ignore the fact that there exist

numerous other reasons to sup-

port the right to choose; how-
ever, lapse sometimes cloud

the real arguments.

Because the Supreme Court

deems itself fit to take away
this right that many of us have

assumed to be ours, we must

now look to the state and

federal government to protect

it. This will not be an easy

task. There is a vocal (some

would call fanatical) minority

in this country, the **pro-lifers"

who target pro-choice candi-

dates for deifeaL They have

been active in even presidential

politics, ensuring that our

Republican presidents toe the

"pro-life** line, and will pick

conservative justices to sit on

the Court

However, these justices, like

Souter and Thomas, have

stated that they had not made
up their minds on abortion

before their appointment, which

makes them obviously very

qualified to sit on the Court.

Yet the "pro-life" movement's

abortion politics has become
ridiculous.

Our right-wing Supreme
Court, thinking that chipping

away at the First Amendment
was justified in order to take a

swipe at Roe, upheld a Rea-

gan-Bush order that doctors at_

federally funded clinics could

not discuss abortion with their

patients. So that although

abortion is completely legal, a

clinic could be punished by a

withdrawal of all federal fund-

ing if a patient asks her doctor

about abortion and he or she

gives an adequate answer. Such

a threat to withdraw funding is

obviously a' punishment for

speech ^- it is censorship of

ideas that the government docs

not like, in this case abortion.

Until this decision. I was

not exactly convinced that Roe

was threatened. But if the

Court is willing to sacrifice

our First Amendment to get at

_Rqc» than nothing will stop it

Tfoiii^ing completely ovcr-

tumed. That is why it is

imperative that we concentrate

our efforts on state legislatures

and Congress. There have been

attempts to protect reproductive

rights in Congress, such as the

Freedom of Oioice Act, but

there are not enough pro-

choice members of Congress to

pass it

That is why we not only

need to vote but to vote pro-

choice. I have often heard it

said that we should vote for

women; however, women can-

didates are not automatically

pro-choice. Thwe are many
men in Congress who have

actively supported reproductive

rights, and there are some
women who have opposed

them.

That is why we need to

make educated decisions on

candidates, to understand their

stands and vote accordingly.

Now more than ever, a sena-

tor's, representative's or even a

president's position on choice

is crucial to the now tenuous

position of reproductive rights.

For years now the pro-

choice position has been in the

majority, yet we continue to

hear politicians spout off

"pro-life" rhetoric; it's high

time for the pro-choice majori-

ty to be represented in the

House of Representatives, the
'

Senate and the White House.

Unless this happens, reproduc-*

tive rights will remain only for

the wealthy, who can travel to

states where they can still

obtain a safe, legal abortion.

For everyone else, there will

be no recourse to unwanted

pregnancies other than the back

alley. To that, I say, never

again.

'Tanden, a senior majoring in

political science, is the under-

graduate external vice presi-

dent.

Dally Bruin
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By Joel Weinstein

Wednesday marked the 19th

and perhaps final anniversary

of Roe V. Wade, the landmark

Supreme Court case protecting

the right to an abortion. Final-

ly the barrage of legislation at

the local, state and federal

level that has attempted to

weaken the principles in Roe
since its victory in 1973 is

taking its toll. With the Clar-

ence Thomas nomination

(anckher slap in the face to

women of this country), the

Reagan-Bush era has placed

the final brick in the wall

they've been building to block

a woman's choice to an abor-

tion in the United States^ The
question is no longer if Roe
will be overturned, but when.

^Cufrently ^SBfe are five

eral court cases pending that

direcdy challenge the Roe prin-

ciples, including this one:

In Pennsylvania the Third

Federal Judicial Circuit upheld

restrictions approved by the

Pennsylvania legislature that

includes husband notification,

informed parent consent, biased

patient counseling, mandatory

delays, onerous reporting

requirements and an overly

narrow definition of medical

emergency. A petition for cer-

tiorari seeking Supreme Court

review of the decision was

filed on Nov. 7, 1991.

The presence of this and the

other four cases in the federal

courts and a conservative

majority in the Supreme Court

make it safe to assume that

the decision whether a woman
has a right to an abortion will

be left to the states. The pro-

choice battle is now forced to

move its primary fociis to the

islative arena on a federal —
and state level.

Here in California, severe

restrictions will be placed on

women, in a state whose

support for Roe once seemed

impenetrable if a full scale

legislative effort by pro-choice

activists does not succeed. The
battle will be even more com-

plex when the State Supreme

Court releases its set of redis-

tricting lines on Jan. 28,

because the state legislature

and the governor were unable

to agree on a plan.

The time to act on a state

legislative level is now. The
proposed district lines raise the

very real possibility that our

pro-choice majorities in both

the State Assembly and the

State Senate could be reversed

in 1992. What that could mean
to California women is a scary

thought: the absence or restric-

tion of rights that have been

taken for g^nted by many
-tincc H^Br

Weinstein, a senior majoring in

political science, is co-founder

of the ACLU club on campus.

Many Republicans support choice
By Lorraine Gunfipert

It is hard to beheve that in the year 1992,

the U.S. government and a portion of this great

country's population would be working to

minimize individuals* freedom. We, as Ameri-

cans, as part of the human race, pride

ourselves as being a people that learn from

history. We study the result of our actions in

the past and work to improve our future. We
are a society that has evolved, but in the case

of abortion rights we are regressing.

What may be the last anniversary of the

landmark ruling of Roe v. Wade was celebrated

yesterday by pro-choice groups. There have

been rallies, candlelight vigils and marches all

over the nation forcing the pro-choice majority

to wake up and mobilize to assure that the

individual rights of women are not stripped

away. But it cannot end today. The fight

continues and the support we receive this week

must remain active.

If Roe V. Wade is overturned, states that

have already started to restrict abortion protec-

tion, like Pennsylvania, Louisiana, Utah and

Missouri will be able to outlaw abortions

altogether. Back alley abortions will begin

again; women traveling to other states to have

the procedure performed will begin again. The

casualties of unwanted pregnancies will rise.

Why must the United States learn this lesson

twice?

Republicans for Choice would like to make

sure everyone remembers this day, for it may
be a sad day next year. For our part, we work

to elect pro-choice Republican candidates to

office on both the federal and state levels. Our

ultimate goal is to change the Republican Party

platform. To achieve these goals, we need

numbers and people willing to give time to a

cause that affects everyone's life.

The pro-choice movement needs your support

whatever your party affiliation. Your vote is a

major contribution. The Roe v. Wade decision

brought a sigh of relief to women throughout

the country iii 1973; it will be a scary day for

women in 1992 if this decision is overturned.

We, as Americans, have worked too hard

toward a better way of life for us to give up

now and let a minority decide our fate, but to

be counted we must organize and work toward

the preservation of our individual rights.
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Fee Increase directly affects minority students
Last Friday, the 19 mem-

bers of the UC Board
of Regents bowed to

Pete Wilson's lamentations and

agreed to institute a leg fee

increase of $550, to be imple-

mented next year. Combined
with the 10 percent fee

increase imposed in 1990, and
the 40 percent hike levied this

year, UC fees will have

increased $1,348 in the past

two years.

As you might expect, UC
students are overwhelmingly

against the fee increase. But
there was one puzzling letter

published within these pages

that seemed to rile many
readers. This letter, written by
freshman Rex Savage, came
out in support of Wilson's

proposed reg fee hike and
indeed, begged for (can you

believe it?) an even larger reg

fee increase.

Savage argues that despite

]flie reg fee increase, "UCLA is

still' an incredible bargain for

me and everyone else here,"

and that **in-state students (who

pay lower fees than non-Cali-

fornia residents) are getting

away with murder.**

Speak for yoursdf. Rex.

Viewpoints such as this

serve as one of the best

arguments for the need for

multiculturalism and pluralism

in the university. Financial

problems are one of the big-

gest reasons why minority and
lower-income students drop out

of the university at higher
,

rates than whites and take

Brian
Smedley
longer to earn degrees. Stu-

dents who find themselves

working one or more part-time

jobs to finance their education

have less time to study. Many
simply cannot take out more
student loans in order to meet
educational expenses, as Savage
suggests. Student loans are

risky ventures, contingent upon
a student's good credit rating,

successful completion of school

and landing a well-paying job

after graduation. And in the

midst of our ciurent recession,

these are all chancy proposi-

uons.

In addition. Savage fails to

recognize that despite Wilson

and Gardner's pnHestations, the

UC is failing badly at one of

its most important missions:

keeping a low price tag on a

quality education. As UC fees

increase, fewer and fewer of

the California high school stu-

dents who qualify for a UC ^
education will be able to

attend any of the UC cam-

puses. The result of this will

be an increasingly homoge-

neous student population, one
that is largely white and upper

class.

Savage also implies that a

price tag may be placed on an

education. He offered an exam-
ple of a friend of his who
attends a private university on
the East Coast, and must
borrow $16,(XX) each year to

meet expenses. Of his friend.

Savage writes, **Jim is confi-

dent that once he graduates,

his degree will be worth much
more than the $64,000 he will

have to pay back.**

As an undergraduate, I

attended the university of

which Savage writes. I, too,

have student k)an debts still

outstanding from those days.

But I ctidn't collider my
undergrad educa^tion "a bar-

gain." Come to think of it, I

don't consider the UC to be
an education liquidation, either.

Because of the high cost of

our undergraduate years, most

of my classmates have gone
into high-paying corporate jobs,

but theyTl be well into ihctr

40s or so by the time their

student loans are paid off. Talk

about a big chill generation.

What's even worse is that

many of these committed,

well-educated minds have had

to reject lower-paying jobs in

human services and the public

sector, in order to pay off

their college debt. These stu-

dents of the early '80s were
also influenced by the fast-

money stock market and gener-

al greed that characterized this

period. The result of these

trends was that some of the

best-trained minds in this

country put their brain power
and training towards self-

enhancement, rather than social

gain.

Despite the dollar-drenched

mentality of our society, we
simply cannot place a monetary

value on education. Access to

a quality education should be
considered a right, not a pri-

vilege. If this were possible,

however, I've got a solution to

the UC reg fee hike. Let's

have Rex's parents pay for all

those students who can't afford

the $550 increase in reg fees

that we face next year.

In other news, while 98
percent of the nation celebrated

the birth of Martin Luther

King on Morxlay, most of

Arizona went to work. Busi-

ness as usual.

Most polls in Arizona sug-

gest that a bare majority

(about 55 percent) of Arizo-

nans think the state should
reinstitute the hohday, which

was rescinded by former Gov.

Evan Meacham in 1987. The
rest of Arizonans are opposed

to the holiday, either because

they think it will waste state

tax dollars, are upset by out-

side pressure to conform, or

are racist Or some combina-

tion of the three.

What almost all Arizonans

resent, however, is the impli-

cation that the desert state is

the only place in the nation

hostile to African-Americans,

civil rights or the ideals that

Martin Luther King stood for.

And resentful they should

be. Arizona has lost the chance

to host 152 conventions since

Meacham rescinded the holi*

day. When the NFL withdrew

the 1993 Super Bowl from
Phoenix, an estimated $2(X)

million in revenue was lost

The fact is, Arizona is being

singled out as '*the racist

state,** when similar attitudes of

disrespect for Dr. King and his

ideals can be heard all across

the nation. The oiily difference

is that Arizona happens to

have a political structure that

allows a governor to rescind

an act of his or her predeces-

sor. Gov. Meacham was ignor-

ant and racist enough to do so.

It*ll be interesting to see if,

by this time next year, Arizo-

nans take a day off to reflect

on the life and teachings of
Dr. King. Even if they don*t,

the 45 percent of Arizonans
who th&ik the state should not—
have a paid holiday serve as a

reminder that there are still

large numbers of people across

'the nation who ne^ to learn

more about E>r. king's dream.

Smedley is a graduate student

in psychology.
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How to see Europe on
just five tapes a month
Summer trip is

a musicoholic's

dream come true

For two months in the sum-
mer of 199(n backpacked

across Europe. Before
leaving I packed ten tapes, selected

with great care. They included

greatest hits from Elton John, Bob
Dylan, the Rolling Stones, Journey

and Queen (all but one of them
double albums), and regular

albums from Led Zeppelin, Faith

No More, Guns N* Roses and

Bruce Springsteen. The tenth had

Meat Loaf on one side and my
friends Sound & Fury on the other.

Kind of my "Desert Island" picks.

G was sick of the Who at the time.

Sorry to you Who fans.)

And the song that came the most
in handy? Undoubtedly GN*R*s
*Nightrain,** as my hmther (with

i>

whom I traveled half the time) and
I got quite accustomed to traveling

on them.

Anyway, Tm devoting this

column to the highlights of the trip,

as heard through the ears of a

musicoholic.

Hannover, (at the time West)
Germany: Home of the Scorp-

ions. Not that they're bragging or

anything.

Berlin: Yes, I could not get

*The Wair' out ofmy head. But we
were also a month early for Roger
Waters* benefit concert at the real

Wall.

Vienna, Austria: We met two
French girls who wanted to know
what David Bowie was saying in

"Let's Dance." They knew the

words phonetically, but not what
they nieant: "If you should fall into

my arms, Ide trem-bull like uh
flooow-UHR!"
We had nowhere to sleep and

planned to take an early train out,

so we ended up in a plaza with a

few dozen other backpackers who
were listening to an acoustic guitar

duo. ril always remember their

version of "Knockin* on Heaven's

Door." The words lost their indivi-

dual meaning and became part of a

mantra the crowd chanted over and

over. It seemed to last all night. In

fact, I think it did.

Greece: For four nights we
stayed at the Pink Palace, a

fraternity-style hangout on the

island of Corfu. On the Tirst night

we had dinner with hundreds of

other young travelers, then

gathered into a circle as Don
McLean's "American Pie" came
on over the speakers. Suddenly

everyone was singing along: "Bye
bye. Miss American Pie . .

.**

Then I got a plaSe broken over

my head. But the point is, the song

brought all the different nationali-

ties together. (That and all the

alcohol.) Everybody speaks music.

Geneva, Switzerland: It's not

really musical, but dammit, it's a

funny story. I was sleeping in a

hostel (12 to a room) at two in the

morning when suddenly I heard

banging on the wall next to my
head. Someone in the next room
was shoutii^g, "Help us! Some-
body please help us!**

Everyone in my room woke up,

but nolxKly looked too eager to go
anywherejust then. I got out of bedi

and went next door alone, scared

and half-expecting to find the

room awash in blood and dead

bodies.

Instead I saw a bunch of guys

wide awake but still in bed. One of

them had been having a nightmare

and banged on the wall in his sleep.

His so-called "friend," sleeping

above him, thought he was being

beaten up and was too frightened

to get out of bed. So he had begun

yelling for help.

I went back to my room, told

everyone it was a bad dream and

went to sleep.

The next morning, two of the

guys from next door thanked me
fcM" coming over. I was the only

person in the hostel who had, even

though people up and down the

hall had been woken up.

"Yeah," one of them told me,

"We kept saying to each other, *If

it had been a real robber, that guy
in the Queensryche shirt would
Jiave saved us!

I
»w

France: The year before I had"

met Jean MicheC who was seeing

Songs of Experience

Michael
Wolffe-
the United States much as I would
sec Europe. (Though for him, the

United States meant Los Angeles
and New York.) I stayed with him
in Toulon on the Cote d*Azur, near

Nice, Cannes, Monaco and all

those other nifty beach cities.

Jean Michel, his brother Marc
and Marc's fiancee Karine played

lots of French songs for me. They
were surprised that America hears

just about zilch popular music
from France, because the French

love American music. I had never

even heard of Jacques Brel, who is

sort of the French Elvis. His song

"Ne Me Quitte Pas" is every bit as

tender as . . . well, "Love Me
Tender."

The song I loved the most was
Canada's "Mourir Les Sirenes," a

power ballad similar to American

ballads. But this one overwhelmed
me with its sincerity and the

beautiful imagery of its lyrics, and

I played it so much they gave me
the single when I left Unfortu-

nately it got stolen in Marseilles.

London, England: I couldn't

get inside, but "A Day in the Life"

made the Royal Albert Hall a

required stop. Now I know how
many steps it takes to get to Albert

Hall.

I also found two Meat Loaf

tapes I'd never seen in the United

States, which made me a very

happy camper.

But after 67 days on the road, I

was ready to go home.

'Ghost' charms with WiMe wit
By Grace Hong

Oscar Wilde's short story *The Canterville

Ghost" was written over a century ago, but last

weekend's stage adaptation by The Children's

Theater Company at Wadsworth Theater
proved that wit, charm and whimsy never go
out of style.

Style was exactly what was on Oscar
Wilde's mind, both in real life and in the play.

Carl Beck, playing Oscar Wilde, introduced

and ended the play, ultimately presenting a
moral that gloriHed individual style and non-
conformity. He also turned out a wonderfully
witty performance in his dual role as Simon de
Canterville, the hapless ghost who meets his

match when he faces off with a dauntless and
resourceful American family, the Otises.

Even in such an accomplished cast— all of
whom, even the children, are stricdy profes-

sional — several characters stood out. Aside
from Beck, Adam Kolman Marshak and Dustin
Weil, playing the incorrigible Chip and Charlie
Otis, give very funny performances as obnoxi-
ous brats who make the Canterville Ghost's

-

afterlife a living (?) hell. John Kunik played to

perfection the irrepressible Professor Hirum
Otis, who has a miracle cure for everything, at

Oscar Wilde's "The Canterville Ghost" will be presented at the Wadsworth Theater on Saturday.

one point.even offering the ghost some oil for
his squeaking chains.

Because Wilde's short story was originally

written for adults, this adaptation seemed a
slight compromise of the original. Some of the

cuttingly ironic commentary on the obnoxious

-

ness of American tourists was definitely lost,

whether intentionally or not, as were some of
Wilde's snide remarks on the stuffiness of the

upper-class English. No doubt these aspects

were lessened to make the play move at a
quicker pace — an absolute must when
performing in front of antsy 5-year-olds.

The costumes and staging, however, were
spectacular enough to make up for any flaws in

the script. The stage perfectly conveyed the

dark gloom of a crumbling Enghsh manor. The
ornate decorations and overstuffed furniture

perfectly complemented the Victorian parlor

and each detail was perfect, including the suits

ofarmor and marble bust, which moved of their

own volition.
~~

The costuming, especially that of Oscar
Wilde, was original and very funny. Wilde's
robe resembled a door, complete with knocker
and doorknob. His suit underneath started off

with flowers at his neck, leaves across his

chest, a vase on his stomach and pants painted
to look like a table.

If holding both parents and children alike in

rapt attention is any kind of indication, the

performance of *The Canterville Ghost" was a
definite success. ***/4

'Fisher' queen:
Actor Mercedes Ruehl to speak her mind tonight in AGB
By Danya Joseph
Dally Bruin Staff

For Mercedes Ruehl, acting provides an almost

priestly role in society.

**I have this theory that actors are much more
important in society than people acknowledge," says

Ruehl, explaining that the public sees actors as icons

— role models on which to base its behavior.

Therefore, she says, actors have the responsibility to

be honest and true in their portrayals.

Her theory must be working. With a Tony Award
for her role in "Lost in Yonkers," an American Film

Critics Award for Best Supporting Actress for

"Married to the Mob" and recent Golden Globe
Award lor Best Supporting Actress for "The Fisher

King," it's clear. diat Ruehl is doing something right

liic New York-based actress will share her

insights when she addresses an Ackerman crowd
after tonight's Campus Events screening of *The

Fisher King," in which she plays Jeff Bridges'

girlfriend.

Ruehl hopes students will give her their honest

responses to the film. "I think it will be fim to talk to

students because they still have a pure approach to

life — their ideals are still intact," she says.

It was at college where Ruehl first tfecame

fascinated by the legend of the Fisher King when the

literature majors performed a dramatization of T.S.

Eliot's *The Wasteland," which is based on the myth.

*The idea of romantic love came . . . from the

whole idea of knighthood. (Through *The Waste-

land,') a door opened for me (about the myth)," she

says.

Years later, Ruehl read the script for *The Fisher

King" and was instanUy attracted to it "I felt like (my
role in) the script was written by someone who knew
me.**

Although Ruehl spent more than an hour discuss-

ing the myth with the film's director, Terry Gilliam,

she did not hear whether she had been cast for six or

seven weeks.

During Uie filming "we were always laughing,"

Ruehl remembers. The cause, of much of this mirth

resulted from co-star Robin William's comedic

antics. **As soon as there's two or three people

around, he's off. It's as if he's channeling the humor
of the universe, and he lets these rifts rip ahnost to

relieve himself of them," Ruehl says of him, noting

though that Williams also has a serious, pensive side.

Ruehl's acting roots stretch far back. She has been
interested in acting "since I was five.

*1 had a sixth sense that I would be able to do it well

and have people recognize that I could do it well," she
says, adding that perhaps one of the things that made
her stick to it, even when woik was slow, was that "I

loved it too much (to quit)."

Even when she was pursuing other goals, Ruehl
stayed attached to the theater. For instance, when her

parents insisted she attend "a good Catholic girls*

institution." she chose the College of New Rochelle
"because it was Uie closest one to New York City,"

she says.

Although many of her credits have been for the

stage, Ruehl refutes the idea that theater is superior to

film. "You can have great characters on stage or fihn

or banal characters on stage or film. There are certain

See RUCHL, page 28

A piano, a bit

of warmtli and
moilow Muzalc
By IMarJory Weese

Going to a George Winston concert is an
extremely relaxing experience— so relaxing that the

endless series of compositions based on basic

harmonic progressions lulls you into a numbing
mindset similar to the effects of watching TV for six

hours straight

Last Saturday night at Royce Hall, Winston
managed to hypnotize the audience into a zombie-
like daze, leaving a dull impression of what his music
was like.

Winston is the master of Hallmark cuteness. The
tides of his compositions bear such adorable names
as "Car Chase," "The Moon" and "Colors," each of
which he first describes as fitting intp a category of

either "early fall," "late winter" or "summer."
He has revived the '70s-style piano Muzak that

relies heavily on simple chord progressions, romanti-

cally blurred by the heavy use of the piano pedal. His

idea of a musical climax is to work his way up to the

highest register of tfie piano and alternately bang the

two highest keys in a fancyLlbythm.
Winston takes pride in announcing the influenceT

he had for each piece. He has sampled from a variety

of artists including classical composer Steve Reich,

rock and blues greats Pete Segar, Stride pianist Fats

Waller and Teddy Wilson.

Most of his pieces are folksy elaborations from
these composers' works. Winston knows how to take

a simple melody and « unfold it into a thousand

different forms of varying rhythms and chord

combinations. In essence, though, it was a more
elaborate version of shopping mall/barroom pianistic

drivel.

Winston really knows how to sell his au naturel

image to an audience. He pads out on stage in his

socks and bows awkwardly, as if he's too humble to

bear the applause. To add to this image of eccentric,

down-home simplicity, he won't allow his picture to

appear on the program or in the paper. Ironically

though, he's not too humble to aUow the handout

program to be completely devoted to adds selling

everything from calendars to various CDs and videos

from his record company. Dancing Cat Records.

The most enjoyable part of the concert was when
he played music from the Peanuts animation series.

His style is especially suited for this music so his

rendition of the theme song 'T-inus and Lucy," as

well as the "Great Pumpkin Waltz," was especially

vibrant.

Winston plays a mean twelve string guitar too. His

solo performance of [Heces in the Hawaiian Slack

See WINSTON, page 31

IMercedet Ruehl, who plays Anne In "The
Fisher King", will be speaking In Ackerman
Grand Ballroom after the movie tonight.
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•FILM*
52 Pick-up

7:30 p.m , Melnitz Thealer •Students

$3, General $5* 206-RLM
Three extorttontsta. kidnap a corporate

executh/e'emtolrm.hoMng Nirlora$62.000

ransom. Meanwhile, the executive's wit

campaignefbr publk: office.

Kodo-
.8 group with such

virtuosity, humor and

emotional power that

it defies description! -

Boston Sunday Globe

Kodo's.1992 One Earth Tour

ON SALE NOW! Time is running out!

Thursday, Jan. 23 -Saturday, Jan. 25

at 8 p.m.

Sunday, Jan. 26 at 2 p.m.

Come here the electrifying dmmmers
from the Sado Island!

All shows at Royce Hall ^Students

$9, Gen. $25, 21 , i6« 825-9261

an on-campu

this week

9 a.m. SUteanbe
20^30^
Hard bop pianist

lectures in Ton
\: Jazz class. Open to

Debbie Davlas (blues guMrtiil)

9 p.m. Kercl<hoff Coffeehouse •Free*

825-6564

•Other On-goinge*
Guest Lecturer: Joe Hickarecm, Head

of the Archive of Folic CuHuie at the

Library of Congress

4 p.m.. 1023 AGSM •Free* 206-3033

•MUSIC*
Collage (reck)

Noon, Westwood Plaza •Free^

L.A.-based acoustic rodcers are grab-

LA-based band, Collage plays a no-

glitz, back-to-the-baslcs blend of

intense, socially conscious, magnetic

music. Monday January 27 at Noon in

Westwood Plaza..

•FILM*
Blood of Jesus fl^

In person: Teshome Gabriel (UCLA).

Phyllis Klotman (Indiana Univerefty).

Mile Sharon Larldn (Independent

fitmmalcer)

.30 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Students

I. General $5* 206-FILM

Its melocirama draws upon Southern Black

^ilgious traditiofis and folkk>re A wonrmn

:athryn Caviness) has visions of Heaven,

lell, and the future after being critically

rounded. Tlie guest speakers will discuss

^arfy black ck\ema in a panel"discussion

niat.

baci(4o-tKH?asics blend of Intense,

socially coniBcious lydcs and tight,

classic grooves.

The Volgar String Quartet of BaHIn

8 p.m
,
Schpent)eiaHall •Students $9.

General $25* 15^5-926

Since Ha formation In II

group, {Tim Voli

vtoHns,
' on eel

itscommiiment to lively ar

of classteal worlds.

Beethoven's Sthng<

No.1 . Webem's {Five Mt

Schubert's Quintet in C

on

Winner by the international music

critics, The Volger String Quartet of

Berlin continues its commitment to

lively and new interpretations of

classical works. Monday, January 27

Schoenberg Hall at 8 p.m. (See listing)

$8»825-

fjU* The Rsher King

p.m./9:30 p.m., AGS •$g|||^2S-

1070 ^^

fD A N C E^

'Not Available In Stores"

>y Laura Olsort ^^
p m. Schoenberg ^^i^^B also

iturday) •Students$W^
>63

[An emerging contemporafy dance artists.

)lson performs a coNaigie of gsomstric, ath-

)tic, and often humorous dances whk:h

bomment on human nature.

jA#%i«^i^2S

^ I L M*
Program title: America In Transition

:30 p.m. Melnitz Theater •Students

Gen. $5» 20e-FltM

total ofnine short fHms will be shewn that

Pflnoess NIoollne: Or. the Smoke
'air/, "A Tin-Type RomsnosTjUfid Tirst MaH

by Aeroplarte.- AW the films were

en or before 1912

The Pffineeton Unlvei

8 p.m.. Royce Hall^Sti

General $10« 825-826

1

Enjoy an evening of German Romantic wofk^'

to Indude Wsgner's Prelude and Liet^estodj

from Tristan und Isolde." The Princeton Uni

verslty Orchestra was founded in 1896

today, consists of over 100 students andl

members from the Princeton community.

•ART*

Martin Luther King, Jr.: 24 Years

Later, Renewing the Commitment to

the Dream
Powell Library, 2nd Floor, East

Wing*Free» 825-4134

The exhibit shows material about Martin

Luther King, Jr.

Maps and the Columbian Encounter

Powell Ubraiy. 2nd Floor. Rotunda _
•Free* 825-4134

Consider the political and social statements

maps make while seeing this exhibit.

Memory and Metaphor: The Ail of

Romare Bearden, 1 940-1 987

Approximately 100 works represent

Bearden's art and evolution in water-

colors, oils and the collages for which

he is best known. The exhibition

identifies his characteristic, idiosyn-

cratic style that evolves from cubistic

figurative work of the 1940's, to lyrical

abstractionist works of the mid-1 950's,

to his signature collages that incorpo-

rate photographs of the 1 960's and

later. Simply a must see;
—

ft/$m^^*/i ^M^U4^

Youi

JMbil

8 p.m.T

2345
Young
D.J.S,

beth

murderouegahgoifl

In London duringIhei

tlon

GALLERY TALK: January 23

Dr. Elizabeth Alexander (English

Dept. at the Univ. of Chicago) will

present a lecture titled {Collage: An

Approach to Reading African American

Literature and History"

5:30 p.m., The Wight Art Gallery •Free*

825-9345.

GALLERY TALK: January 28

Joan Fishman, ( Doctoral Candidate

in Theater at UCLA) will present,

"Paint to Paper: Bearden's Influence

on August Wilson."

56-

pir^

EMza*

jubHee

^
The Princeton University Orchestral

under the direction of Michael Pratt

(pictured above), will present an

evening of Gemrian Romantic works at

Royce Hall, Tuesday, Jan. 28 at 8 p.m.

(see listing for more details)

« A N C E*

Not AvattaMe in Stores"

LaimQIaon
Hail (sea pnivious

•Students $6, Gen

lings*

r-1070

miss this opportunity'

Miss Bertha and Mr. Seth . 1978 251/2

X 18 1/2 from the current exhibition.

Memory and Metaphor: The Art of

Romare Bearden, 1940-1987

_
What's Art this Week" featured every Thursday, is compiled by the UCLA Student Committee for the Arts as pert of the Arts and Entertainment section of the Daily Bruin.
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Sunday night live:

Hollywood theater company presents new
weekend improvisational comedy series

By Danya Joseph
Dally Bruin Staff

For those who enjoy "Saturday Night Live'*

humor, the Groundlings Theater offers a great new
show Sunday nights that is sure to tickle the funny
bone.

With "Sunday Side Up," a mix of skits, songs and
improvisations, the 17-year-old company entertains

and amuses with a show that starts and ends slowly,

but provides plenty of laughs for the ride.

Parodying everything from TV dramas and talk

shows, to Vegas magicians, childbirth, cops and the

L.A. district school board, the Hollywood theater's

production finds humor in almost every aspect of life.

Considering that the show is performed by recent

graduates of the Groundlings school — whom the

company calls its "brightest new talents," "Sunday
Side Up" is certainly a worthy effort that, for the most
part, goes right.

Unfortunately, the program has quite a few flaws

that prevent it from completely hving up to its format
Director Melanie Graham, who leads the improvisa-

tions, coaches the actors with sometimes mentor-like

instructions which detract from the actors* credibility

and force them to come across more as students than

as professionals who are worth paying to see.

Yet the biggest problem arises in the way "Sunday
Side Up** is arranged. The show starts slowly; the

audience and the actors take a while to warm up to

each other. The skits come across corny and
gimmicky, especially in the beginning, and some are

simply tasteless.

However, once the show gets going, it brings laugh

Composed of keyboards and drums, the band plays

too loudly for such an intimate space.

But there*s no getting around that some of the skits

are hilariously funny, and this fact rescues the show
from its flaws. Any doubt that many of these actors

are the brightest new talents vanish before the end of
the show.

Even with its problems, "Sunday Side Up" is a
great place to go for some chuckles and giggles to

finish off the weekend.

Scaleddown version of
classic opera Iceeps flavor

STAGE: "Sunday Side Up." The Groundlings Theater
Sunday show. Directed by Melanie Graham with an
ensemble cast. Performances run Sundays at 7:30 p.m. at
the Groundlings Theater. TIX: $11 . For more info, call (213)
934-9700.

"BSre to the eyes

—

but unfortunately these laughs are

not maintained. "Sunday Side Up" ends with a series

of improvisations, almost as slowly as it begins. This
segment, the least structured by nature, is weaker
than the rest of the performances, lowering the

energy level and humor of the show and leaving the

audience not quite satisfied.

A live band also distracts from the show.

"Sundsy Side Up" Is now appearing at the
Groundlings Theater.

By Peilin Chou

Last Saturday evening, the

Bel Canto Opera Company,
under the Direction of Bill di

E)onato. performed Giuseppe
Verdi*s "U Traviata," the

opera known perhaps lo many
non-opera connosieurs as the

one that almost made Julia

Roberts "pee in her pants** in the

film "Pretty Woman."

In the story, the main char-

acter, Violetta (played here by
Edrca Vorsal) must sacrifice

being with her lover Alfredo

(Lynn Bell) whom she loves

deeply because her affair with

him is lowering his family*s

nobility. Violetta must leave

Alfredo so that Alfredo's youn-
ger sister can marry a noble-

man.

The production's forte lay in

the talents of its leading lady

and man, Vorsal and Bell.

Vorsal performed the role of

Violetta with convincing
believability, taking us through

such intense emotional stages

as love, happiness, torment,

grief, and death.

Most notably impressive in

Vorsal *s vocal ability was her

execution of the high soprano
line at a piano dynamic level. It

was at these moments where
Vorsal' s character was most
convincing. Her ability to deliv-

er such lines effortlessly allow-

ed one to be at ease with the

singing so that the focus could
be on feeling what her character

was going through.

Beirs portrayal of Alfredo

was believable as well,
although occasionally briefly

interrupted by Beirs need to

turn to catch a glimpse of the

conductor for musical cues. He
did, however, deliver some
very fine musical moments,
particularly the performance of
Alfredo's love melody, in

which he shared with us the

sounds of sincerity and sensi-

tivity as he caressed each note

with heartfelt affection.

The orchestra, under the

direction of Sonia Marie
Delson, was also one of the

production*s assets. The
ensemble effectively supported

the production with a profes-

sional sound which was both

musically precise as well as

expressive.

Tffe production's strategic

use of sets was also quite

effective. In each scene, simple

sets were used to produce
greater iUusions of grandeur,

achieving the desired effect

without having to invest all the

time and money into elaborate

scenery and props. This was
especially so in the ballroom
and party scenes.

The production did seem to_

experience some difficulties,'

however, with the ensemble
numbers, as the singers and the

orchestra occasionally missed
each other*s cues. Also, ensem-

See 'LA TRAVIATA,' page 31

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESllVOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213) 478-6869
(818)988-0110

loJ7al

$55 Spiral Perm & Cut

men
cut & blow

Schwarzkopf f
coloring

women
cut & blow

Exp. 2/16/92

$15

$3 shampoo

1419 Westwood BlnL OPEN 7 DAYS
479-8625/47S-9316

\\c olTcr over 15 lines ol liair Products!

OPEN
6am-10pm

20%
UCLA STUDENT
DISCOUNT

3 Friends = 1 FREE Meal
Daily after 4pm w/student ID

478-4017

2912 Scpulvcda Rlvd (north of National)
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differences in creation of characters. On the
stage, we have to reach people in back. The
process is same but the focus of thp audience
is different"

Enumerating the advantages of both
media. Ruehl claims that film, with the
cameras so close, is more naturalistic, while
stage, in reaching a farther audience,
sometimes brings out deeper emoUons.
Ruehl considers herself lucky to have

been able to alternate between theater and
film in recent years. She is currently looking

into performing off-Broadway before she
starts work on a film version of "Lost in
Yonkers" in May.

Although Ruehl is partly relying on the
"surprise factor** to help determine the path
her life takes, she "would like to think that
through the acting I did. I had salutary affect
on others. I also hope that I will be
surrounded by femily and friends.'*

Consistent to the notion of having a
positive effect on people through the roles
she chooses. Ruehl looks for good material

with weli-writlen characters — something
fascinating to play. "Characters can have
large roles but remain two dimensional
throughout a movie or they can have
beautiful cameos. Length is not important as
long as the character is able to develop.** she
says.

While Ruehl admits that men in film tend
to be more powerful role models, she claims
that there have been plenty of women —
like Katharine Hepburn and Bette Davis—
especiaUy in the *30s, who have had a

similar effect "My mother, to this day.
answers the phone like Myma Loy.** Ruehl
says. Even today*s actresses, such as Julia
Roberts, act as behavior models, she says.

With her own strongly positive image, it

wouldn*t be surprising if Mercedes Ruehl
soon finds herself in a similar position.

SPEAKER: Mercedes Ruehl. Sponsored by
Campus Events. Speaking tonight after the Tb.m.
screening of The Fisher King" at Ackerman
Grand Ballroom. Admlsston $1.50.

JcVST WHEN YOU THOUGHTIT
WAS GOING TOBEANOTHER
BORINGAFTERNOON...

•>^»^-.^

C>»MPUS EVENTS
WELCOMES

r

Monday, January 27
1 2noon, Westwood Plaza

UCIA STU»IN1
COMMITTII

CAMPUS

EVENTS »"«

Paid for by USAC
P'':^:i'5ik>-V-«l^y^v/.<t ' Vtt -

FREE!
X"

I ired of going to the movies? Bored with T.V.? Sick of renting
_vldeos? Why not try something /VEIV,^OTtrethlng^t/VE;^=
something ARTISTIC, something...

"Not Available in Stores!"
Choreography by LAURA OLSON

Presented by the UCLA Dance Department - UPSTARTS Performance Series

FRIDAY, JAN. 24 & SATURDAY, JAN. 25
- SCHOENBERG HALL, UCLA -

Tickets: $6 students, $8 gen, adm. Available at UCLA CTO (310) 825-2953

«/S$$$$$$$$$$$SS$$S$$SSS$SS$$$?>

I TRAVELING ABROAD? I
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^ COMMISSION nUK WHH THIS MDl\

France (franc) -j1 929
British (pound) - 1 .876

Italian (lire) - .000873

(aN cunencies available)

• Foroign Curroncles,
• Foreign & Domestic

Associsilod Foreign ExclmigB. he.

Japanese (yen) -.0084

Canadian (dollar)-.902

Australian (dollar)-.781

(rates as of 1/21/92)

Payments & Drafts

TYavelers Checks
433N.Bevei1vDr.
Beverly Hills. CA

1-800-346-AFEX
Mailing Services Available

(III

Such Series
_, Presents

—Blues GuiUuitt—

AND HER BAND
WIPM T®:

FREE
Brought to You By The

COMNilSSION
Programming With Natural Regularity
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Heavy Workload?

ma

Don 't know what to do?
jj

InflnityJbas some suggestions!

Bruin Package

$999

Ŝtarter Package

Infinity 333C Mini Tower System

Intel 80386DX-33-64K Cache

_ 2 MB RAM 85 MB Hard Disk

-Teac 5M" 1.2 MB or3W" 1.44 MB Floppy Drive

Enhanced 101 -key Keyboard

Infinity Mouse

$1,U9 w/Mano Super VGA Display
$ly299 w/Coior Super VGA Display

Productivity Package

$1,149
Infinity 4S20C Mini Tower Systeui

Intel 80486SX-20 128K Cache

4MBRAM 851!BHardIWsk

-teac 5W 1.2 MB or 3M" 1.44 MB floppy Drive"

Enhanced 101-key Keyboard

Infinity Mouse

flJ49 w/Mono Super VGA Display
$1,499 w/Coior Super VGA Display

$749
Infinity 3S20 Mini Tower System

Intel 80386SX-20

2MBRAM-85MBHardDisk
Teac 5V<" 1 .2 MB or 3Vi" 1 .44 MB Floppy Drive

Enhanced 101 -key Keyboard

Infinity Mouse

$949 w/Mamo Super VGA Display

$1,099 w/Color Super VGA Display

Oil the Go Packate

$1,799
lofinitr 3S20 PMiMe Notebook

loki 80386310 • 4 MB lAM • 40 MB HafdIM . 3MM.44 MB Ploppf Oriie

SupoMM LCD VOyk Diq% (640 1 48Qa6 gray tote) . 6.5 pouMb
MkmMft llBdofm 3.0 > MS-DOS $.0 IiiailfMouM • Carnte CMC

$tS99mm5MBHm4EMtk

Performance Package

$1,499
Infinity 433 Tower Workstation

Intel 80486DX-33 128K Cacke

4 MB RAM 120 MB Hard Disk

fTeac 5V4" 1 .2 MB or 3M" 1 .44 MB Floppy Drive

Enhanced 101 -key Keyboard

Infinity Mouse

$1,699 u/Mano Super VGA Display
$1,849 u/Colar Super VGA Display

Infinity can custom configure to meet all your needs.

Ask about Free Introductory Seminars!

Call 208-RUBB or 1-800-870-2232
Free Delivery in Westwood, UCLA & most ofWest LA WTNDC^VS™

INFINITY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES
imWeBtm

Intinity's Customers include:

Over 50 Fortune 1000 Corporations, 35 Schools & Universities (incl. UCLA) & 25 Government Agencies

Creiin Cari Same As Cash

Infini
ADVANt^ED rsrHNOLOGIE

MasterCard
• •r>
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Buy One Dinner Entree & Receive the
Second of Equal or Lesser Value FREE!
W9 Offer a Complete Selection of:

Pastas-Fresti Flsh-Steak-Burgers-Turkey

Burgers-Salads-Sandwiches

472-3287
1 1714 Barrington Court (Barrjngton & Sunset)

in Brentwood
' Bring In Ad For Offer

^^1!!t^"' Parking in Rear

»<

k\^

Home of.

Dr. Marten's

Studio 2000 Clogs

Minnetonka
Moccasins

Rockport

Travel Fox

Laredo

Buffalino

g Harley

Davidson

'•'Keds

= "Champion"
$23.95 20^ offw/
student ID

• Mention this ad
for a fVoo j^ift

1055 Hi-ox ton Avo.
(3 Doors So. of Strattons)

(310) 208-2890
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Theatrespom is a comedy group that mal<es improvisation a competitive sport.

On your marics
'All Star' cast Improvs on cue
By Danya Joseph
Daily Bruin Staff

Los Angeles Thealresports. the local chapter of an
international improvisational troupe, has come up
with an entertaining new show, one that other
chapters will want to emulate.

categories.

During the rest of the evening, the cast members
try to mcorporate as many of these catchwonls into
their skits as they can. so that by the end of the 90-
nunute show, they have attempted and often succeed
at utilizing all of them.

In addition to the group's improvisational com-
petitions. Theatresports has added an All Star Show
to its Saturday nights. .

Comprised of seven Theatresports veterans, the
show offers a fneeform format iii which each of its
seven members lead the group on an improvisation of
his or her choice.

Yet the improvs still maintain the utmost
spontaneity. The group begins the show by eliciting
suggestions from the audience, topics that range from
the bizarre u) the mundane, such as the style of a
book, movie genre, or type of clothing. All in all.
about 30 topics are chosen from within five

GMug it all for

Because of its k)osr format, tfie-sfiow does tiot
employ the same smooth orchestration as the usual
competition format. The sense of uncertainty about
what will come next brings the energy down and also
makes it more difficult for the audience to follow
what is happening.

However, this problem does not prevent the show
or the actors from keeping the audience smiling.
The actors continuaUy impress the audience with

their spontaneous interpretations of the scene
unfolding, displaying their talent for following the
acuon and providing witty and clever scenes.

See AU STAR, page 31

By Danya Joseph
Dally Bruin Staff

Driving through Hollywood on
a Saturday night, one seems to find
a comedy club on almost every
comer — the Improv and the
Laugh Factory to name a few.

Yet one of the most entertaining
and impressive comic formats
comes under the guise of theater.
Performing at Theatre/Theater
(just north of Hollywood Boule-
vard) is an improvisation group
whose energetic antics rival few
with their weU-timed wit
Wefcomc to Theatresports.
Here improvisation is no longer

just an art form, but also a sport,
complete with judges, an emcee
and the national anthem. Founded
m the late 1970s, Theatresports has
teams all over the world, with

I members who are masters of

improvisation. The L.A. group is

no exception.

Divided into teams. Theatres-
ports members compete for the
most entertaining improvisations
using audience suggestions.
Judges score the imprpvs --
holding up placards ranging from
one to five a la the Olympics —
based on the narrative, technical
and overall entertainment qualities
of the skits.

Once an audience suggestion is

given, team members delve in
immediately, grabbing a chair and
their fellow teammates. Their skits
are so smoothly orchestrated, witty
and precisely timed that if an
audience member hadn't just made
the suggestions being employed,
one would be convinced that the
scenes had been rehearsed.
One of the highlights of the

performance is the music, directed

by Alex Axelrod. Axelrod's sound
effects and music perfectly match
the action going on onstage. It is a
delight to see the teams break out
in song, complete with harmony
and accompaniment to themes that
have just been determined. Even
though the melodies to skits may
have been rehearsed and planned
beforehand, the words have not

Unlike its cousin organization.
Comedysportz. Theatresports is
not a true competition. Members of
the opposing teams participate in
scenes to help improve the impit)-
visations.

Theatresports has about 75
members, in the categories of
Rookies. JV and Varsity. During
the 90-minutc show, two competi-
tions take place. The first is

comprised mainly of Rookies.

See IMPROV, page 32

i

WINSTON

rt>

From page 25

Key guitar style were much more
melodic and colorful than his

piano pieces. He also displayed

virtuoso talent on his solo harmo-
nica piece, effortlessly switching

between three different harps in his

elaborate rendition of a Yiddish
folk song.

It's true that Winston has a large

following (the concert was sold out

and a few desperate patrons were
buying tickets from scalpers in

front of the auditorium). Despite
the simplicity of his music, it's

almost hard to complain about
such a positive influence on
society, one who leaves his fans

with a smile and makes hefty

contributions to the West Side
Food Bank after every concert

MUSIC: George Winston. Saturday,
Jan. 17 at Royce Hall. Sponsored by
UCLA Center for the Performing Arts.

'LA TRAVIATA'
From page 27

entrances were often quite shaky,

if not missed altogether.

As a whole though, the Bel
Canto Opera Company's "La
Traviata" held together quite well
and director di Donate should be
applauded for achieving a produc-
tion of this caliber in his first

directing effort

Altfioiifh not iiawicM, "Br
Traviata" is worth seeing. Playing
in a small-sized auditorium at the

John Adams School in Santa
Monica, the show was a very
personal one. particularly suitable

for those not very well acquainted
^with opera but curious to find out

MUSIC: 'La Traviata' presented by the
Bel Canto Opera Company. Saturday,
January 25 at 8 p.m. Directed by Bill di

Donato. Musical Direction by Sonia
Delson. John Adams School Auditor-
ium in Santa Monica. For tickets and
info caH (310) 201-0749.

ALL STAR
From page 30

Unlike the earlier competition,

-the continuous stream of improvs
in the AU Star Show comes across

like a marathon of impromptu
skits. As with all marathons,
completion of the race provides

great satijfaction to all those who
follow it to the end. This is the

mood when the late night show
ends.

Theatresports* All Star Show
sacrifices some of its tight-fitting

organization, but gains the
impression of stamina and endur-

ance. This is definitely improv by
the best in the business. i^ifiK

STAGE: Theatresports All Star Show.
Musical direction by Alex Axelrod. With
an ensemble cast. Running at Theatre/
Theater Saturdays at 10:30 p.m. Tix:

$10. For more info, call (213)469-9689.
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BIG TOMY'S
OPEN: 6:30 am - 2:30 am Sufi-Thurs

6:30 am - 3:30 am Fil A Sat
BREAKFAST SERVED 6:30 am - TKX) pm

NEW! '1^ ^^^ ^^"^ C'^ili Cheese
Burger + Fries + Med. Soda

J

$3.99
Breakfast Special

2 Eggs + Homemade Hashbrowns
-I- Toast & jelly for ^ } ^99
Chinese Chicken Salad
(oil free dressing) $3.99

(31()lS24-7966
{

I
936 Broxton Ave Fresh Chicken Breast |h ^ r%r% 1

|^JnUtertwogd^_Sandwich ^„„J

TANNING
5 Sessions For $25*
CD Sound Systems
Air CorKlitioning

•10 Wolff Beds
Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCU! Call 824'2TAN
M-F: 9anr>-8pm

Sat & Sun: llanfv6pm:

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undbrook)

* coupon expiret 1/30/92

(1ft tone caitomen only/1 per custfomer/muft preient coupon)

^'ng downfii//?

Our account executives will help your
business ^x back on its feet a^ain.

The Daily Bruin will get your business

noticed.

Call 825-2161 today.

Office of Residential
Miilticulturai audfnten M •JIHI

and

nignuimiiiig cmmmittee

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.

present

The Fourth Annual
ORATORICAL CONTEST

honoring the late

•1
J <

Thursday, January 23, 1992
7:00 p.ni.

RieberHall
Fireside Lounge

•*! HAVE A DREAM

'
\

•••

~ Contest rules and entry forms available at:

Residence Halls Front Desks • FSR, 118 Men's Gym
• Dean of Students Office

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF ENTRIES:

JANUARY 13, 1992
Pftkl I^ By USAC Board of Diiectors Programming Fund

I 11 III I
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COLLEGE
STUDENTS

MAJORING IN
AUlcd Health

Professions

BloodGive a litde so someone can live.

f^Knaial Hijti Im^ «m m^'H

/

UCIA/ ASUOA EMPUyrSES
receive our gift of 4 houn leave

with pay each time you donate.

National Blood Reaounx Educauon Prognm
- ^'MMl kin«M<rf HmM. PuMk HmMi Smioe US OrpMim ol Heakh <nd MumM ««xx»^

American Aaaocution ot Blood Ranks

UCLA STUinNn reoehe our gift

ForyomrafpouumtHi, caiL °^^ ASUCLA meal ticket each

B!cxxl iXjnor

Discover a challenging,

rewarding future that puts
you in touch with your skills.

Today*s Air Force offers ongoing
opf)ortunities for professional

development with great pay and
benefits, normal working hours,

complete medical and dental care,

and 30 days vacation with pay per
year. Learn how to qualify as an
Air Force health professional. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF

at (310) 825-0850 mA,

ADVERTISE
, i

2 Golden Globe Nomineesll

LYNDA
producer of THE FISHER KING

X

1

-^

•

*

(she's teaching here next quarter,

so earn some early brownie points!)

MERCEDES RUEHL
"Anne" of THE FISHER KING

(nominated for BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS)

THURSDAY, JANUARY 23
FOLOWING 7PM SHOWING OF

THE FISHER KING
$1.50 PER EVENING OF ENTERTAINING FILMS

PAID FOR BY USAC vOlage photo

Useas<Hig,
go to jail?

By Fred Shuster
Los Angeles Dally News

In the Ten Commandments, the
issue of "sampling" is addressed
only indirectly: **Thou shalt not
steal.**

A federal court judge recently
made it even clearer when he ruled
that unless prior pennission is

received, sampling equals theft,

plain and simple.

The practice, which involves
using a previously recorded piece
of music in the creation of a new
track, rarely has been the subject of
court action. It has not been
decided, for example, how much
of a sample in a new track
constitutes "fair use." A system of
compensation has yet to be deve-
loped.

But, according to U.S. District

Court Judge Kevin Duffy's land-
mark decision, unless authoriza-
tion is given by the copyright
owner, the resulting new recording
is against the law.

The Dec. 16 ruling fanned the
fires of a music world debate that

has raged since sampling emerged
in the 1980s as one of the
foundations of rap and hip-hop.
The practice ranges from the
elaborate sound created by Eric
Sadler and Hank Shocklee for
Public Enemy to the straightfor-

ward use of Rick James* "Super
Freak** as me musical bed for M.C.
Hammer's "U Can't Touch This.**

"If you're using a small piece as
one element in something you*re
creating, you shouldn't have to
pay," artist-producer David Cole
of C-i-C Music Factory told the
New York Daily News. "Artists
have always used old material to
create something new."
The recent federal decision

stems from rapper Biz Markie's
use of eight bars of the old Gilbert
O'Sullivan 1972 hit "Alone Again
(Naturally)" on his new "I Need a
Haircut" album. Lawyers for
O'Sullivan sued.

Markie didn't first get the
sample "cleared," Duffy found,
and the case ended with an out-of-
court agreement between Markie's
label. Cold Chillin'AVamer Bros.,
and lawyers for O'Sullivan. Tenns
reportedly include a financial
setdement and an injunction to halt

sales of the "I Need a Haircut"
album. A trial for damages was set
for March 19 in Manhattan federal
court.

**Their only aim," Duffy said,

"was to sell thousands upon
thousands of records."

Dan Charas, director of hip-hop
artists and repertoire and promo-
tion at Burbank-based Def Ameri-
can Records, said Duffy's decision
could have a chilling effect on the
practice.

IMPROV
From page 30

while the group following inter-

mission is made of Theatresports

veterans. Both groups give funny
and creative performances, but the

more experienced groups take
more risks, making a more cli-

mactic show.
If you find yourself on a

Saturday night cruising Holly-
wood, looking for quality improvi-
sations in a theater setting, pass up
the clubs and head to Theatres-
ports. ***i4

STAGE: "Theatresports." Musical
Director Alex Axelrod. MC Dan O'Con-
nor. With an ensemble cast. Running at
Theatre/Theater Saturdays and Mon-
days at 8 p.m. Tix: $6 on Mondays, $10
on Saturdays. For more info, call (213)
46&-9680. '
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Claaamad LIna Ada
1 worMng day m advanca ty noon

ClaaaWad DIaplay Ada:
2 worMng days in advanoa ty noon
Ma««Jwoiip«^iftothiUQ>Daiv»\*»
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M-Th 10 am - 9:X pra*
Fr-Sat 10 am - n pm; Sun 2-6 pm

10884 WeylDum Ave. LA 90024
208-5432

$75 Q-iALLENCE. Prove nny plan to stop green
house affect is unworkable, I'll pay $75. Copy
$15 refundable. 1 -600-486-2489.

TENNIS PARTNER NNEDED for any of these

tinDes M 1-3, T 3-5, Th 3:30-5:30, F 8-10 AM,
Sat AM. Kash 208-7235.

PersoTKil

Alcoholics Anonymous
— Meetings
Mon. dwouMion. Thur. Bookstudy, FH. St«p
Study. AU 3S2S 12:15-1:15. Fri. 12«>-1X)0
Tuea. Di&ouMion. Wad. Ovcutsion NPI

C853812:15-1X)0
For aloohoHca or individuali who

hawa dfiriking probtems

NATIONWTOE COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIP GROUP
guarantee's scholarships

up to $5000/yr.

Evenr student is eligible

for some type of
financial aid reganlless

of grades or parental income

Don't Delay Apply Today
Call l-800447-7§77 ExtJO

for free details

10

KAKAKAKAKAKAKA
< CATHERINE & KAREN, ^

You are the ^
greatest! We can't ^

wait until ^
initiation! <

^ Your Lil sisters

Michele & Zee

KAKAKAKAKAKA

SHIPWRECKED
Catch the Island ^-

PHI VER /Ty

FLEDGE ACTIVE
Jan. 23rd 1992

5\<D

Buses leave at 8:30^pni
from the corner oF"
LeConte and Gayley INVITE ONLY

Party coordinated
by the

Party Connection

Sports Tickets

BRUIN BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED ! All

games, good seats. Please call Ray
(310)441-1576.

NEED GUEST TICKET for Duke arxJ Arizona

games. Will pay. Doug (818)904-0886.

UCLA BASKETBALL TIX WANTED. Top dollar

paid, call now (213)933-8499.

WANTED: 4 USC tickets. Need great section.

Call Tom. Days: (818) 593-6116, Evenings:

(213) 666-5733

WANTED: Student ticket for Duke and Arizona

games. Will pay top $$$. Call Craig

(310)397-7357.

KA
KATEI

For the greatest big
sis. Thanx for always
being there for me.
You are the greatest.

LVLS
Heather

iii^ Kim, Jenn
& Stephanie

love our awesome
ICA big 8i8^

Jady^ Diella

& Erica

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)673-3303 or (818)992-6966.

KAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKA
^ To the best Kappa Delta big sisters K
^ LESLIE & LESLIE ^

Manuel UoMiitt
K "^" ^YLS K
^ Nioole & Sharon aKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKA

HEY ... PLEDGES!
I^d^ TONIGHT iS

^^^"^TRIDENTDEGREE
AT 6:30PMAND THEN...

DESTINATION: UNKNOWN

ffITTITIIIIIITHT»T«HtTTTTTTllIH tTTrTT « T»tTTT
j

Good Deals 7 Good Deals
lAlph

"You Don't Need To
Have Dental Insurance

To Have A Pretty Smile"

Dental Exam & Cleaning

$39 >it.tlMi

dMUl

(up to 4 X-rays)

475-5598
J4-H()ur hncri^cru v

S('r\i( (»

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

latest technique to

whiten your teeth

easily & affordably

at home
Sid Soleinruiniarv D.O.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd., VStest Loi Angele*
Open Evenings & Saturdays

lurking In Rear

Po
4
4

presents their

Pledae-Active

fTTTTT;

FLASHBACK
. to the sixties

Get ready to RAGE!
Invite Only P

IMHMia iM
•ini..r.' " Ui ii .^-.

i*"—"iBP" iii^
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THE

Experience

9:30 Party (door prizes)

10:00 (sharp) IX Band Runkle

Any Questions? Come to the party and ask
Invite Only I. D. Required

LiWWWWilMWtllliitVMwmtittt^yy^P^

AF Pledges-

Tonight is the evening to reflect upon
The fact that your pledge timejis almost gone.

You've made memories together and would he ^iad to know

Be at the house at 6:30 (Actives at 6:00)

WOOHOO riA!
JIJJIIJffnJlJjJlllllJlJJiJjfiJJiJiiirf>rjjtiiMitM*i,jji,,tj,i ,j,,jj, j^^

Congratulations

m^
DELTA DELTR DELTR

IIIIIIIII111¥ I I
PRESIDENT . J.MKi Gr.it-.-iu

CHAPLAirs|T. Sn. i|. / H.iftti^'ki

EVP St.ii, / S; .-;,M,iri

TREASURER Ki'st.-n |

V P FltMNCE Kfsti MuMu.fM-i

SOCIAL EVENTS K-rliy M- !/

SOC DEVFI OPMFNTV Ah Tikirjr

SCHOLARSHIP M i V -s,,:^/

PLEDGE EDUCATOR Kii/ K.:
•

REFERENCE CHAIR J Ai-x ,

RECORDING SEC Juh- J.liiis',!

PANHELLENIC REP L -i^i/ \\'n\i

TRATERNITV ED An, Citt.tli-i

RUSH CHAIR ..K.ithi n N.-I.s(;fi

PUBLIC RELATIONS Ali>.- S(.;i!i<-

ACTIVITIES S.ir.ili P •»>
•

!
I

t ) • • t

PHILArUHROPV
HOUSE MANAGER J- i; H-

MARSHALL C nrjy Gi/t-.n

LIBRARIAN J •inif.-, K n

MUSIC M..,i / B^..K'i" ••'

HISTORIAN K; • S.'i-t

CORRESPONDING SEC K,i

TRIDENT COR, Ni .i.- Gitp

COLUMNAE J- Hni.rj.rf

# Pi Phi Pledges t

^ FoIIote the Arrow— t

\ Be at tlie liouse hy ^

I 5:30 pm ^

1 Ml \il \ii \ii \ii \i2 \ii \(.i \(_2 \(._) \ij

Chi Omei^a would like to say

good job and thank you to its

1991-92 Executive Officers

ru'sulrnl

\'l( ('
I 'l( 'Si

Src U'LhA

In MsLllct

Plcduc \1(

Rush ( h.-

.Monk d Sli

.\ iji ni I nt;('iin.ii

\jn( \ \ci;i()n

( hi lss\' ( i.iK ij

li/.il)clh M.iitiM

I
)( 'thi Kcf 11 1\

KjIi IMJ \\ uIiIs( )M

I 1^.1 f hi! \( \

\ l\ I I )lMll( ( I

\ \

\1> \li \ii \i) \ii \0 \( )

Mil \ t < \ If

) \ ( ) \ ( )

KAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKA

]«nny, ]«nii, )aml«, )«nl and Lisa

You guys are awesome
big sis'! Can't wait for
Sunday!

We love you!

— §P Qino- Miclieiia.

<

<

<

^— Allison, Rebocco & Lisa

KAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKA

69th Annual
phi kappa sigma

^ant€f<
The chlorine starts flowing at 9:30

Party Hotllna 208-8885 Invlta Onlir

'7/ hiid to hapi)en sooner or later"

|QMA_P| FR/^TERNITY PRESENTS J

VoocnMi

ThurgJay

BI6WHI7FHMSE
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MAUCEINWONDERLAND

XOE &
-JlN'Oc

fu6x:

PROUDLY PRESE>JT THE 1^^ANNUAL

w BATTLE
WEST LJV. MUSIC of the

BANDS
TOsuppoFTTHE AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION

ON

FRIDAYJANUARY 24, 1992

6 - 11 ?M, AT 555 GAYLEY
Mrrojrt nnviofA

anoMi nii wtvM nraM

FEATURING:
*=.•«.

Qm^Q?ev

THE
GUITAR
CENTER

tallsmen
MAD TEA PARTY
WHICH IS WHAT?
DIE LORIELLE

BYOB • INVITE ONLY • ID REQUIRED

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL ANDY PRYOR (310) 824-7505

Congratulations to

Kera Glazer (abp)

and

Kerry Rosoff
on your

beautifulpromise

^LML your

A^^sisters

Research Subjects 12

ASIAN-AMERICAN WOMEN NEEDED for re-

search stixiy. Must have signs of binging arxi

purging, (either by vomiting, over excercising,

or laxative abuse) or exessive weight loss due
to dieting. 30m in questionaire, confidential

SISpaid. Kari (818)281-6177.

ASTHMA RESEARCH: Subjects with mild to

moderate asthma ages 18—50. Able to per-

form brief periods of heavy exercise. Needed
for air pollution study. Call James at

(310)825-2739, Mon—Fri.

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11
years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 1 9-49.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For info call (310)828-8887

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTKDNAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CRONHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD
research study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatment. Dissertation study. Ag«_
l«-45. €aft tind» Levee (3 1 0)277-9422 Of
(310)471-3672.

MALES ACE 18-40 f>ee6e6 for antibiotic

pharmacology study on three separate days.
Contact Drs. Holt or Barriere at UCLA.
206-4952 or 825-801 7.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive r

$20 and have a sci entific learning £[
experience.825-0392. ^
RESEARCH SUBJECTS needeed for blood pres-

sure study. Healthy students, 18-32, $40.00.
Call Zane, (213) 825-6475.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
w/Tlnea Pedis needed for new research study.

Under dermatologist supervision. VolurHeers
will be paid for info. (310)828-8887.

Earn $250 or more
Research Institute needs
healthy males/ females

(18-40) with diagnosed

allergies, to measure
effects on psychomotor
skills. Must have had a

positive skin test. Ask for

Susan (310)390-8483 j

Wanted 16

SWATCH WANTED old/new model 83' to 9 1

'

Wtll buy or trade. (714)846-9152 MIKE.

UCLA BASKETBALL TKTKETS WANTED; noo-
student,_top_$$$ paid. (310)473-1000.

Lost and FourKi 16

$ REWARD. Lost brown wallet-Important
cards-Personal value. DANY D.
310-392-3482.

Sperm Donors ]<?

BEVERLY HILLS. Female roommate wanted,
own room & balh. CreU area, quiet, parking,'
new place. $600/mo/obo. Christy
(310)276-7282.

'

Salons 21

Free Haircut
European stylist needs female

model with shoulder-length hair
for bob haircut by Wednesday

caH David at 652-0021

Heoltti Services 22

• »r

NON-SURGICAL L^OTHERA^ITlir
less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cort. Fr«e
consultatlon.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Group. (213)786-0636.

^
f

<i

,

^.,. ..V ?a-~
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Research Subjects 12 Research SubJe|Cts 12 Health Services 22 Help Wanted

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to$100/wkormore.

MD Labs
21^-618-8873 213-650-4880

ACNE
A NASTY FOTTR
LETTER WORn
Ifyou had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our
Skin Care Information

Line,

800-435-3533

DATA ENTRY, PT, LONG-TERM, M-F, late

afternoons, 18-22 hn/wk. 70wpm+. Santa
Monica. $1Q/hr. (310) 453-6422.

EARN $1000 PER WEEK AT HOME stuffing

envelopes! For Information, please send long
self addressed stamped envelope to Cj Enter-

prises, Box 67068W, Cuyahoga Falls, OH
44222.

ENIOY WORK TAKING PHOTOS! Great pay!
For more information send stamped envelope:
YKP Photo Offer, P.O.Box 19310-A, LA, CA
90019.

30 Help Wanted 30

PSYCHOTHERAPY- Individuals/ couples/
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-
lems. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.
Pager (3 iuj5 72-4092.

UCLA FERTILiry CENTER oocyte (egg cell)

donor program now open. Qualified donors
receive $2000. All donors welcome. Asians

'•needed. Information: (310)206-8218.

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT/Westwood sought by
Attorney/Producer. Must be a recent graduate
who is intelligent, organized, personable,
trustworthy, self starter, chic, style conscious
and creative. This unique job entails challeng-
ing, fun and interesting duties in a fast-paced

environment. Macintosh and office skills

needed. $1 2.5(Vhr., bonus and benefits. Avail-

able immediately. Please fax resume with
cover letter to Ingrid at (310)475-9966.

FILECLERK, P/T, needed for doctor's officce.

208-2442.

FLOWER SHOP TEMPORARY HELP, for Val-

entine's, SALES, needed 10th- 14th, DRIVERS,
needed 14th only. For information call

272-4143. _^
FRENCH TUTOR for AP, 11 th grade student.

(213)472-8215, (213)472-2167.

^tfi^^^^mmmmmmmm

DISORDERS— ADULT
f^KK-OCCUPIKD WITH RFOURRENT OR
1 uioijTENT THOUOn jc>; REPETITIVE

ACTIVrriES THAT INTERFERE WITH DAILY

Help Wanted 30

FLfNC T10N51' PEl<i>0Nt3 iH> NhtDElJ FOR=

MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY. QUAUBED
MAY RECEJVE FREE PHYSICAl!TO!it^^
TEST? AND MAY EARN UP TO $480. GALL

1 310-854-4^51

$200-$500 WEEKLY Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct

Fully Guaranteed -FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyright tCAIlKDH.

$^0,(>OCVyr READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

"17\ Mmp!o "like/dop'i like" form. EASY! Fun,

axing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed . k FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-3 r ^j/j Copyright tCAIIKEB.

ART/OFSIGN STUDENTS. SANTA MONICA
liii l ii' i

'

fiaii i r'i fMi' i
'

i K iJli'w'funii' ili'il^icac:

FT. MEDICAL OFFICE POSITION. Front/back
office assistant. Private practice on campus.
Experience required. Full benefits. Geri
(310)824-0088.

GERMAN SPEAKING marketing student
needed to make phone sales calls to German
department stores. Contact Mr. Rowen, phone
(310)278-1070, fax (310)278-1048.

IMMEDIATE. PART—TIME position for cus-

tomer service rep available at a"new print shop
in Wcslwood village. M-T Th & Sat evenings.
Call 208-2679. j

IRANIAN NATIVE Biology major needed to

translate from Iranian to English.
(213)474-6351, ask for May.

IRISH AMERICAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posi-

tions available PT/FT days/evenings. Good pay
up to $3Q/hr. Call after 6pm Kathlim./Hill

PANIC ATTACKS?
SMOTHERING SENSATION?

CHEST PAINS?
DO YOU EXPERIENCE SHORT EPISODES OF

SMOTHERING SENSATIONS, DIZZINESS, CHEST
PAIN, NERVOUSNESS OR FEEL FEARFUL? YOU

MAY QUALIFY FOR A MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY
ON PANIC DISORDER. QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS

MAY EARN UP TO $770.

F'^l'eASE CALL (213)854-4951

CALIFORNIA CLINICAL TRIALS MEDICAL GROUP

P/T. 3 afternoons and Sat. (310)828 6866.

ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company rpeeds

help. Work from your home, doing various

jobs. Call (213)964-2943.
.

BEVERLY HILLS. Medical office/clerical. P/T
hours flexible. $7/hr. Word processing, MS
word helpful. (310)474-5747.

.BOOKKEEPER, P/T, for attorney/investor. Ex-

perienced Macintosh, 50wpm, excellent

phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
557-2315.

BOOKKEEPER NEEDED ASAP w/a bachelor's

degree in accounting or related major. Cur-
rently studying for MBA. Experience in Lotus

1 23 and bookkeeping. Will train. 25-3(Vhours
per week. Wilson or Lashon. (310)207-9337.

$12-13A^r depending on experience.

BRIGHT, ENERGETIC, self motivated indivi-

dual needed for bed and breakfast in Venice.

Flexible hours. (310) 823-1966. Call Betty

Lou.

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will

work around ciasses. Sunset Village Dining
Services, $6.63^r. 206-7686. Contact Paul

Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting
APPs for Winter Quarter.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING —
$2,000+/month -f world travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, the Carribean, etc.). Holiday, Summer and
Career Employment available. No experience
necessary. For employment program call

1-206-545-4548 ext. C234.

(2 I J)4,S8-4427

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,
Attractive people wanted for nude photos.

Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MASSEUSE FOR BUSY PRACTICE. Afternoon
and evening hours. Flexible. Chris
(213)558-6875. _^
Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. QUICK CAShH

—

(213)664-2999.

MESSENGER: Beverly Hills accounting firm

needs PT messenger/light office work. Must be
dependable; have own car. M-F, l-6pm.
(310)274-9922.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

MODELS NEEDED. $1 50/Ur. For upcoming
shows ar>d print ads. No height or experience
needed. (818) 301-9545.

NEE6 DELIVERY drivers and f\ower an^angers

week of Feb. 10. Will train call )on at

WilshireFlorist. (310) 206-8747.
'

NEED RELIABLE PERSON with van or pick-up
truck to deliver and retrieve equipment for

children's parties. $1(yhr. (310)399-2482.

OUTSIDE SALES FOR LAUGH FACTORY.
Make your own hours. Great convnissions.

(213) 815-8130 jim.

PART-TIME REAL ESTATE assistant needed.
Hours flexible. Call Rich (310)470-6200.

PART TIME, 10-15 hrs/week, bookkeeper for

real estate company. Must have knowledge of
Macintosh computers, and bookkeeping soft-

ware, (i.e. Dollars and Sense.) Hrs. Flexl-

ble.$8-l Q^r depending on qualifications. Call

Greg Pearlman. (213) 478-7922.

PLACEMENT COMPANY looking for talent

scouts to help us find models for print -f

commision work. Top commisions paid. Call

(213)883-1625.

P/T ASSISTANT MANAGER outgoing, self-

motivated, reliable individual for children's

store In Brentwood. FRONTRUNNERS KIDS.
Apply in person. 1 1620 San Vicente Blvd. See
Julie.

PT RECEPTIONIST with medical interest for

busy B.H. Ob/Gyn office. Tues + Thurs eves,

4-1 0pm. Every other Sunday, 9am-6pm. Call

274-8353, ask for Cheryl, 9-12 or 2-5.

PUBLISHER'S REP. FIRM is looking for energe-
tic person to fill P/T secretary asst. trainee

position for TWTH 1 1 :30-4:30. Contact Cher
(310)471-3630. '

RECEPTIONIST WANTED for Beverly Hills

Laws firm. Contact Michelle at (31 0)274-6683.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT, PART-TIME. Working
hours flexible. Salary $7/hr. or more depend-
ing on expedience. Requirements; biology or

biochemistry background, ability to use word
processing and spreadsheets. (310)821-6456.

RESPONSIBLE -^ DEPENDABLE PERSON
needed in office. Must be able to type, file,

handle projects, and have good follow through
skills. P/T 2 0-2 5 hrs/week. Please call

(213)878-5558.

REWARDING EXPERIENCE HELPING OLDER
ADULTS with transportation, companionship.
F/PT, $7-9/hr DOF Homorare Unlimited

(310)473-6198.

.•SAT TUTORS WANTED, Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palbs
Vcrdes areas. $1 Mir. Flexible hours. Training
provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)821-4343

SECRETARY/ FULL-TIME: detail oriented,

MUST know WordPCi-fWI, good phone skills.

Contact: Fred (213)934-5000, salary open.

STUDENT WORK, RctaiVCustomer service.

$8.20 starting. Part time, schedule around
school. Eves, weekends available. No door to

door, ect. Call (310) 396-1479.

STUDENT WORK. Retail/ customer service.

$8.20 starting, part-time. Schedule around
school. Eves^ weekends available . Nod<x>f-tQ-
door, etc. Call (310)396-1479.

VMM M«del A TmUmi,

.Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

m
n

K¥HW:S^::
mmmrmm
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ENTRY LEVEL
The Rader Institute
The nations largest provider of eating

d'Borders treatment seeks students for

entry level, marketina, sales.

communication position. Pyschology

major a plus. Pbrt time, flexible hours,

potential counseling, dinical

opportunity. Sabry DOE.

Cali47S-si3aMt.201.

EARN up to S150 (X?' monin
BV HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD PLATELETS SAFELY

for mformflliod
Call Anna

(818)386 3083

Cancer paitonts throughou! LA
Ocncfit from your oarticioaiion

^ ^{^^ . .

' i 1. M A V '£,<:£ " 1

•V
4954 Van Niiys Blvd Sherman Oaks

m

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

RECEPTIONIST
We are looking for an energetic and

pootive penon wtio likes to talk on the

phone. Casual, tively environmenL Light

typing. niD tinte. Hn: 7ani-4pm Mon-Pri

(jTBrt place to woik. Melody 453-1817 |

8 people needed no'vir

HouseelMUMrs

Cmn (SlSMSS-ltlT

LAW FIRM
ineeds motivated person to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

' Please send resume

w GPA. available times

for, interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

Egg Donors
Needed

Are you interested in

helping an infertile couple
in achieving their dream of
having a cmld and also be

financially compensated?
If so, we are in need of
women from all ethnic
backgrounds age 24-34.

For details please call

Pacific FertiUty Center—
Torrance

310/539-9100
800/989-9890

TOPIARY CO. looking for reliable, enthusias-

tic salespeople to work at our cart at Century
city Plaza. S(>-7A^^. Call M-F. (818)305-1 191.

TWO POSITIONS: one requires Spanish bil-

ingual, wordprocessing experience, good typ-

ing skills. Flexible hours, i/Vilshire & Wetf-
wood law office/ Sid Diamond.
(310)475-0481.

US MAIL JOBS $11.77 to $14.90. $12.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-
sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

VARSPTY TRACK COACH. February 3-May 9,
M-F 3-5 pm. $1 40G/Mason, experience neces-
sary. VARSITY GIRLS SOFTBALL COACH.
February 3-May 9, M-F 3-5 pm, $1 AOO/season,
experience necessary. CHEERLEADINCVPEP
SQUAD MODERATOR. Two dayVweek, 3-5
pm, ASAP. Maureen: (213)461-3651; call for

'PP^

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move-in bonus. Fumi$he<Vunfumished, ba-
chelors, singles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to UCLA.
A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering 208-7634.
Managed by Moss & Co.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback novels, non-fiction

books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

DUE TO MURPHY'S LAW, writer who is blind

still needs in assistant for the academic year.

(213)396-5062.

Do you Like to Talk?

This is the perfect job for

you. Earn $7/hr. plus
kx)nus. Evening + weekend

hours available.

Training provided.
Sharpen your

communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

1083 Gayley Ave. - 4th Floor

MAKE MONEY NOW!
Dykstra Food Service has

Openings

Flexible Schedule,

On Campus Work
$6.63/Hr. - APPLY TODAY

Call 825-5476

(^
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Part - tinne

VALETS
Immediate opportunities!

Graveyard and other

shifts. Great for

students! $5/hour plus

tips. Call Lehel at

213/395-1147. EOE.
ACE Parking

Job Opportunities 32

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIT/HISTORIAN, sharp
Individ needed for WIA medical office for

patient services, front office organizations,

patient, history, word processing, and
clerical,bilingual a plus, fax resume to Susan
(310)475-8294.

EDITOR OF BIMONTHLY MEDICAL JOUR-
NAL NEEDED. Phb Biochemistry/Nutrition or

equivalent. Writing Experience. Cynthia
(310)305-9228.

]

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR MESSENGER for

GPA Firm — Century City— P/T. Duties

include:inventory control, knowledge of

Lotus 123, deliveries, some heavy lifting.

Must have own car. Hourly wage & beriefits.

Call Lesley Davis (310)553-7880.

IMMEDIATE OPENING. National marketing
firm expanding tn South Bay. Seeks career

motivated ind'rviduals. Will train. Miss
Perkins, (310)536-9197.

Medical asst/receptionist, sharp individual

r^eeded for multi-specialty office in ErKino,

front and back office, must have 2 yrs exper.

Bilingual, computer skills are pluses, fax

resume to Susan (310)475-8294.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
iwtefviews now taking. pLice^^Gain vaiuable
experience managing all aspects of a
successful busir>ess. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call

Triple 'A' Student painters for Information

now, 1(800)394-6000.

WOULD YOU STUFF ENVELOPES for

S1000/week7 Send self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Image Enterprises, P.O. Box 1 1 9,

Simi Valley, CA 93062.

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR WORK?
Distribution looking to build quality

sale and management team. F/T or P/T.

$15-S45/hr. or commission depending on
experience. Must be 18. Day or night.

Contact Randy Ruben.(31 0)474-2488.

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSIT 2Vi -YEAR-OLD, 1 week night, 1

weekend night. References. Lisa
(310)459-2750, (310)390-6018

BABYSIT 2Vi -year-old, 1 weeknight, 1

weekend night. References. Lisa
(310)459-2750 (310)390-6018.

BABYSIT BRENTWOOD TODDLER. Random
weekdays (6am-4pm). Approximately once/
wk. 2 excellent references(within California)

and reliable transportation essential. (310)

472-7662.

BABYSITTER/DRIVER FOR 8-YR-OLD. Tu-Th
afternoons. Own car. Responsible, good
driver. 818-788-9965.

BABYSITTER WANTED afternoons to care for

3 children. Must have car. (310)473-61 1 7 after

7pm

CHILDCARE FOR 8 A 3yr/old. 2.t)0-1 1 :30pm,
M-F. Call Vicki, 478-1682, before 2pm. In

Westwood.

PICK UP 2 GIRLS at school mon-fri 5-7.

References -f car required. Near UCLA. (310)

474-5346.

UCLA PROFESSOR AND WIFE need sitter for 2

children ages 6 and 9. Looking for reliable

indiviual with a car who enjoys children and
has some experience, 1:30-5:00 M-F,
$6.5(yhr. Contact Liz or Michael (310)

470-4467 evenings.

WU 3-4—AFTERNOONS^WEEK. 1—child.

Must have car. Aid with schoolwork.
References required. $6/hr. Kathleen
(310)839-6008 eves, after 6:00pm.

Apartments tor Rent 49

112 DAVISON. SHARP CABIN WALK TO
WARMING HUT, 3 bdrm, 1 bath, firepU

Get a Summer Job

on a Salmon Fishing
Boat in Alaska

Make up to $30,000 in 3 months.
70-page illus. guide w/vahiable

employment info & list of 1,600

contacts. Must hurrylll Boats hiring

now!!! Send $16.95 •»- $3 mailing to:

King Salmon Publishing Box
2042, Dopt. iB, Soal Beach, CA
90740. Allow 2-3 wks.

424 LANDFAIR. Available now. 2-bed/1 -bath,

also single. Garden setting, pool, next to

UCLA. 459-1200.

$465 IN BEVERLY HILLS. Lg bachelor. Utilities

included. Newly decorated. 21 7 S.Tower Dr.

(21 3)852-088(V(81 8)789-5429. By appoint-

ment only.

AMAZING 2-BED/2-BATH •WESTWOODt*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, st-p-down liv-'

ing room, enclosed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

portation tt UCLA. (213)475-6717. "

BACK HOUSE STUDK) for rent. $50Q^mo.
931-7628.

BEACH 1 -block from this large 2-bedroom in

traditional Venice duplex. UCLA buses,

% -block. Stove, refrigerator, washer/ dryer,

parking. $1075. 399-1639.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX. % BLOCK TO PKIO BUS. (31 0)

839-6294. ^

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)839-6294.

Security Pacific Bank
1 075l W. Pico Blvd. WLA

NOW HIRING PART-TIME TELLERS
EXCELLENT FUTURE JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FOR INFO CALL

SHIRLYE BROX 552-4360

OR
SHAHRIAR DAHESH 552-4348

Aportmenh for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

Luxury Living At
Student Prices!

• One bedroom apartments availdbie

• WWgM Room and Q«me RoomI
• Plenty 0* Free Paikingl
• Denoee. peitiee. rTW«rtee, eeoepe t*e.

baibeouee. oorMertt, lecture* und morel

> apectoue. heated and air oondtttoned roomtl
> PrWale Bathroom and Showarl
• Never more than two ttudenls per roomi
• Safe, quiet environment
• New laundry and vending maohineel
• Separate study and TV bunQee with aabM

lt'8 all waiting foryou in beautiful Bel Air, only twelve minutes from UCLA I

The University of Judaism Residence Halls

310-476-9777, ext 259

33 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

BEVERLY HILLS STUDIO w/ kitchen.

$550/n>o. $550 security. Refrigerator, oven.

Nice yard. (310)278-4066.

BEVERLY HILLS ADj. $775-875/MO. 2 BED-
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839 6294.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCELLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. (213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD-$675 SPACIOUS SINGLE,
parking, kitchen, fireplace, balcony, cable-

ready, near shopping, and water paid

(310)820-1717.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury

apartment, fireplace, intercom, built-ins, pa-

tion and rrwre. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicente.

11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

EXTRA LARGE BACHELOR, private entrance,

patio, refrigerator, HOT place, non-smoker,

$595, utilities included, Bundy south of

Sunset. (310)476-1815.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (310)396-8579.

MAR VISTA SINGLE lower stove, regrig, laun-

dry. No parking. $425/mo. (310) 451-4771.

MID WILSHIRE, Single, lower, full kitchen

(stove, refrlg.,) parking, laundry. $385/mo.
(310)451-4771.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,
furnished bachelor. New paint, bliruis, and
carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3258
Overland.(21 3)837-301 3.

PALMS. 2-bec|/1-bath $725, hardwood floors,

mini-blirnis, appliances, near bus. Cats okay.

(310)390-3076.

PALMS, 1+1, lower, stove, refrig., parking,

laundry. $575/mo (310)451-4771.

PALMS, 2+2, upper, stove, refrig., parking for

2, $7B5/mo. (310)451-4771. _^
PALMS 2-BED/2-BATH. Security alarm, fire-

place, new carpet. $895/nrH). (310)839-8862.

PALMS. $620. One-bedroom. Appliances,

pool, covered parking, laundry. 3455 Jasmine.

No pets 454-4754.

PALMS, $665- $845, 1«f2 bedrooms. Extra

large. New carpet. Near UCLA. 1 month free.

(818)377-2668.

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-

fumished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS $950, 2-bed/2-bath, A^, 4-years

new, 9-minutes UCLA by bus. 10737 PALMS
(213)838-5039. -

PALMS, BEAUTIFUL Ibedroom, $800 2+2,
$975 up unfurnished, cathedral, high ceilings,

skylights, fireplace, patios, security build.,

near all, easy move- in. Friernily manager.
(310)815-8908.

PICO/ROBERTSON. Large 3-bed/2-bath. Up-
per w/patio. New carpet, paint, and drapes.

$1,150. (310)204-1339.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED. ACROSS FROM
UCLA. DISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR.
NEW CARPET/BLINDS. FIREPLACE. EXTRA
LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING. LAUN-
DRY FACILITIES. LAST AVAILABLE APT. PR-
ICED TO RENT QUKTKLY. CALL SOON
208-8685.

SPACIOUS 3 BED/ 2-BATH duplex, $1275,
Olympic/ Flairfax, 1-year lease, no pets,

washer/ dryer, porch, (310)207-2490.

LMS 1 -BEDROOM $6B5/MO,
2-BEDROOM/2-BATH $85G/MO. Fireplace,

private patios, dishwasher, refrigerator,

stove,security building,parking, pool, ar>d

laundry. (310) 473-7860.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom, unfurnished $565 or

furnished $580. Near bus to UCLA. 837-7755,
4-7pm only.

DIAMOND HEAD APTS
Westwood

slngle-furn/unfurn from
$725

1 -bedroom -furn/unfurn
IXuZTTSZSZSu ~

If^1 rt ^^^FVT^r^

Security building, Security

garage, Rec
Room, Jacuzzi. Sauna

660 Veteran
208-2251

I RF.r RFJ\ r

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415^X>AYLEY 213-208-6755

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703
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$885 SPACIOUS 1-BEO. Furnished/
unfurnished, hardwood floors, stove, refrigera-

tor. Walk to village/UCLA. Sleeps 3.

(310)208-4478.

STOP LOOKING! Great 1 -bedroom apart-

ment. Stove and refrigerator. Near Palms and
Overland. $595-$62S/mo. EZ move-in terms.

Days (310)206-1193, eves (818)981-2304.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT AVAILABLE for

faculty/staff,! and 2 bdrm, unfurnished, adj-

cent to UCLA. Call 206- 1 947/206-3085, Mon-
Fri, 8AM-5PM.

VENICE, 1 +1 , lower, stove, refrig., laurviry, no
parking, four blocks to beach. %57S/mo.
(310)451-4771.

Vy/EST HOLLYWOOD AREA: 1 bed. Charm-
ing, r>ew gray carpet, vertical blinds, ap-

pliances, parking, laundry. $590.
(213)653-3112.

WEST HOLLYVy/OOD AREA: 1-bed, charm-
ing, brite, HARDWOOD FLOORS, ap-

pliances, laundry, parking. $650.
(213)653-3112.

WEST LA 1 734 BROCKTON. Deluxe building,

gated entries, refrigerator. 2bed/2bath
$1075-$1175. Call Marco (310)838-1046.

WEST LA. 1734 Brockton. Deluxe building.

Gated entries, refrigerator, 2-bed/2-bath.

$1075-$1175. Call Marco. (310)838-1046.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 -1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD AREA, Single,lowcr, hot plate,

no parking, laundry, $500/nf>o. 451-4771.

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM UCLA. Beauti-

ful & new 2-bec|/2-bath apt. designed for

ROOMMATES! 475 Gayley. Call
(310)824-3715. FREE ROOMMATE
SERVKIE!!!

WESTWOOD: Huge 1 -bd. 3 parking spaces,

hardwood floor. (213)651-5552, 471-4417.

WESTWOOD 2 bed/ 2 bath, security, park-

ing,refrigeratos, microwave, dishwasher,
stove, balcony, fireplace, air conditioning,"

pool, jacuzii, laundry room. $1100-1300.
(310)824-0833

4Aaj^. :U<4^, gated. <i»hed , 1

month free with lease. 5 min UCLA. $725.
(310)312-3638.

WLA, 1-BDRM, bike or bus to campus, new
carpet, stove, refrigerator. $695. 1850 Colby.
477-0725.

WLA 1-BR. Built-ins, patio, laundry, parking.

1412 Brockton. (818)368-6732.

Northridge $275 up. 500 furnished unit student

housino fxlUly. Stared or privaie unNs. with or

without Ulchens. Prtviie talhs. Pool, Jacuzzi,

recrBaMon room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA. Open year

round. Free brochure. Northildge Campus
Residence. 9600 Zeizah. Northridge. C^ 91325

(•1I)MI-1717

WAUK TO UOA/WSTWD
sPAaous
2 master suites

2 bath -*- balcony

Students/Roommates Welcome

$4100 negotiable w/ lease

• refrig •dishwasher*A/C»
•controlled entry*

•parking•elevator•

519 Glenrock 213-208-4835
V

WESTWOOD PLAZA
APAFnMENIS

Directly across from
mid-campus UCLA

Fumished&Unfumished

Bachelors from $550
Singles from $600 1p $750

1 Bdrmsfrom$7501o$900

2Bcimis/2Bth from $1200

Variable Lenghth Laases

501-505 GayleyAva
011)208-8505

,_M3->V0V>'«1KtW-

Kill Your

Roommate??
NO! C.LTA NLU
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2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,
saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking in

secure garage, will allow
4 students per
apartnnent.

~ From $1200 -$1300

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD

VIDF
AC I.

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

westwood Village
2bci/2bth

SHORT TERM AVAILABLE

Enormous Aprs, w/
separate DR balconies

FP Buiit-ins Cared
parking Pool.

Lowest rates in the Village

691 Levering Avenue
(215)208-5647

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
1BDRM

Starting
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

Special Student
Discounts!

From $895*^

**Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios. Is and 2s

•Pool, Spa, Fitness Center, Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

dliW
oanrPBTB

Large Newlv
Remodeled

1 & 2 Bedroom Units
BeverlywDood -

WLAArea
Receive Free
Microwave

Call 657 -8756

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

*0n Salactod Units

Apartments Furnished 50

2-BEDROC)MS, 1% -BATHROOMS, security

parking, balcony, fireplace, livihg room, di-

ning room, refrigerator, laundry. 1 1 789 Mon-
tana Ave. $1200. (310)453-2902 or
(310)47&-5380.

ONE BEDROOM: WILSHIRE/ROBERTSON.
Newly decorated. For one person. $625 in-

cluding utilities. (213)652-7576.

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

Urge single, 1 or 2 people okay. 667-669
Levering Ave. (310)206-3215

$200 OFF 1st
MONTH RENT

WLA

Apts. Unfurnistied 51

•Singles— $585—
1 737 Stoner

• 1 bdrm— $695—
1 737 stoner

• I bdrm— $750—
1 709 Westgate

•2bclrms— $995—
1 709 Westgate

•2bclrms— $995—
1 342 wellesley

(310)479-1581

1 -BED/1 -BATH. UPPER. 10745 La Grange.
Refrigerator. $7^5. Close to UCLA. 475-6165.

$740. 2-BED/ 1-BATH. Upper. Stove, refriger-

ator, near Pico— La Cienega. By appointmerU.
-(310)279-2002. —
B.H. UNFURNISHED. SINGLE GUEST-
HOUSE. Kitchenette/ bath, laundry facilities.

One person. Available Feb. 1. $675.
(310) 274-3935.

WLA, $390-$950, singles, 2-bedrooms. Light,

spacious. Apartments to share also available

(310)276-1671,(310)826-2818

WLA, $575 & $595 singles, unique stylish

chamiing. $615 1 bedroom cottage, private

secure authentic. (310)477-2777.

WLA, $595/mo + utilities. Small, private,

1-bdrm. Appliances, parking, side-yard. Pet?
559-1560 or 474-3111.

WLA $680. Urge 1-bed. Pool, laundry, ap-

pliances, BBQ, quiet upper. 1621 Wotgate
Ave. (310)820-1121.

WLA, $750, 1 -bwU 1 -bath. Fireplace, balcony,
fridge, A/C. 1635 Brockton Ave. Days:
(310)670-4233. Eves: (310)641-4182.

WLA AREA. $585Ano. Attractive furnished
single, kieal for students to share. Close to"
UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. DlO)477-4832.

>M^: Large, beautiful apartments, 2+2, $950,
2+2, $795. Venice Beach single, $475. Renee
(310) 550-7346.

WLA/PALMS, 2bed/1bath. $850, Security
building. 2bed/2bath $975, air, dishwasher,
fireplace, newly decorated. 3bed/2bath,
$1 145, air, dishwasher, large closets, security

building. (310) 471-0683.

WLA SINGLE, gated, furnished, unfurnished,

.quiet, refrig, parking. 5-mln. UCLA $525.
(310)312-3638.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshirc & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

SPACIOUS SINGLE wAull kitchen. Walk to

UCLA; only $60(ynK) plus FREE PARKING
SPACE. (310)208^5588.

UNFURNISHED LARGE SINGLE available
within walking distance of campus, $625
utilities included, call Paul at (310) 824-9754.

VENKIE. Modem Single $575 Walk Street. 1st

block beach. Security building. Parking, laun-
dry. Block to direct busline. 301-6559,
305-7117.

WESTWOOD 2BD/2BATH. Refrigerator.

1 V» mi to UCLA. Close to bus stop. Close to bus
stop. $995. 475-6165.

WESTWOOD ADj^ENT. 2-3 bedrooms.
$795-1 295/nfH). 5 minutes to UCLA. Gated,
luxurious, refridgerator, dishwasher, parking.

(310)477-8189.

WLA. $725. 1426 Barrington Ave. Largp
modern l-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.
(310)837-0761.

WLA. Clean, quiet. 1 -be<Vl -bath, stove, re-

frigerator, carpet, drapes. Near UCLA and
buslines. Lease $650. (310)476-7116.

Apartments to Share 52

$315/MO. SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM
APT. w/ male non-snrK)ker & 2 cats. Security
bidg. & parking, quiet neighborhood, xint. bus
connections, VA miles to UCLA. 575-1503.

$34Q/MO 1 -Ml. UCLA. Spacious Brentwood
3-bed/2-bath apartment. Patio. Female. Share
master w/bath. Walk-in closets. (310)
820-5039.

APARTMENT TO SHARE. WLA. Responsible
non-snr>oker fully furnished, modern, utilities

included, $25(VVno. Call and leave message,
Rene (310) 398-9669.

BEACH— close large traditional Venice du-
plex apartfT>ent w/yard and upper deck. UCLA
buses 'A -block. Stove, refrigerator, washer/
dryer, parking. $475-$525. 399-1639.

CHARMING, SUNNY BEDROOM with
% -bath available in pretty 2-bed West Holly-
wood apartment. Hardwood floors, courtyard,
parking, laundry. $455. Female graduate stu-

dent seeking studious female.

Cute house, Westchester. Female needed,
own room, share bath. Storage, laundry, $450.
Margaret (213)410-0122.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share spa-
cious 1 -bedroom with two other females. Near
campus. $283.33/mo. (310)446-1857.

INDIAN LOOKING FOR non-smoking male
roommate. $30(Vuti titles included. No parties.

Colby Ave. Suresh (310)479-8232.

KEYSTONE: MALEA^EMALE. Your own bed-
room with bath in distinctive 2beclA>ath apart-

ment. Security building with parking. Nice top
floor with spectacular view. Call Johnny
(310)559-4280. WoH< 825-1 441

.

M/f ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2-BED/ 2-BATH
IN WESTWOOD W/ PROFESSIONAL PER-
SON. $60iyMO. PRIVATE BEDROOM, PRI-

VATE BATH. 474-8488

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share

spacious master suite in a 2+2, luxury
buildlng,Westwood, near UCLA, security

parking, pool,
month-to-month $310, security $440,
288-6572.

OWN ROOM IN 3-BEDRC)OM/2 BATH APT.
Brand-new plush gigantic condo. Own fire-

place, full security, $600. (818)330-7071.

PALMS. FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Pri-

vate room with balcony. $45(Vhx)nth, all

utilites included. Call Ginger 838-9691.

SUNNY BEVERLY HILLS APARTMENT TO
SHARE. Female only, own room, share bath,

laundry. $50(ymo. (310)271-3225.

WES7WOOD/UCLA. Own Bed/Bath in

_jB?*v2betn apL from S iiSQftnu. ftitkJii^
spa, rec. room, MT. (213)208-19767

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Own room (ftjnv

ished) & bath in wonderful, spacious 2-be<y
2-bath. NorvsnrH>ker. Private patio, fireplace,

cat. $575. 206-3335.

W HOLLYWOOD FURNISHED 2 bed/2 bath,

$550, pool, Jacuzzi, gym, gated-parking, sec-
urity, balcony, no pets. Available immediately
(213)969-9373.

WLA, 2-BED/ 2-BATH, to share w/ 3 others. Air

conditioning, cable, patio and all amenities.
Near UCLA. On comer of Hilgard and Westh-
oime. (310)208-3933.

WLA- OWN ROOM, Spacious. Close to

UCLA^$425Ano^+deposit. Call )en 479-8506

$375! WESTWOOD CONDO. Share room in
2bd/2% bt. Female. All luxuries.' Parking!
Walk to bus Knet. 575-4120/479-7797. V«-
eran Avenue.

3-BEDROC)M apartment. Own room and
bath. Rent negotiable. Palms area
(310)842-4964.

Roommates 53

ASAP! Male student needed to replace resident
of Mira Hershey Hall (Graduate Residence
Hall, On Campus). Ask for lakovos. 824-7549.

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury
apt! Two pools, two jacuizis, new gym,
fireplace, study-lounge and much, much
nrKxe. Own room/bath, free HBO/Showtinrw.
$525. (310)837-9509.

BRENTWOOD:2 FEMALES TO SHARE
ROOM. 2 bcd/2 bath. $426/month or own
roorM>ath $687/month. Brar>d new, security,

alarm, parking. (310)207-1994.

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED TO SHARE
3BEDRM/2BATH APARTMENT. Marina Del
Ray Area. $39S/mo. Call (310)391-2142.

FEMALE WANTED: non-smoker, clean
roommate to share huge room in a classy

apt. Full amen., in-unit W/D, $350 call

445-5315.

FURNISHED BEDROOM in beautiful quiet
Beverly Hills adjacent 2-bedroom apartment.
$425/mo. Ron (818)886-9 307,
1(800)649-9307.

GORGEOUS HILGARD CONDO. Share hugp
master bedroom, $40(ymo. Femalc/non-
smoker. Lisa/April 824-3775.

HOLLYWOOD. VERY NKIE HOME. M/F.
Must like pets. 525 + utilities. May trade dog
care for portion of rent. (213)874-9102.

MALE/FEMALE NON-SMOKER WANTED to

share spacious 2-bedroom cottage close to
IXTLA. $497.50/mo. plus V, utilities. Call Tom
(310)478-7565 or beep (310)206-8477 id«
13039.

MALE ROOMMATE TO )OIN 2 guys in

1 -bed/1 -bath. $30Q/mo. Close to campus. Call

joe (310)208-6899.

WALK TO UCLA: ROOMMATE NEEDED.
Own room or share $700-$35(Vmo. + security.

(213)824-3353.

SANTA MONKIA. NEED MATURE FEMALE,
own bedroom, quiet, clean, kitchen, next
beach. $450 (310)314-7616.

SHARE HUGE, studio apartnr>ent-size room.
New unit, spectacular view, marble finishes.

$375. (818)330-7071.

SM: 2-bed/ 1-bath. Own room. Cable t.v.

Non-smoker, clean, laundry. Ask for Daniel
(310)392-9483(h), 659-8540(w).

THREE GIRLS LOOKING FOR FEMALE
ROOMMATE. Spacious, clean, furnished
apartment. $395/mo. Walk to UCLA. Sadie
(310)208-0017.

TWO MILES FROM LXZLA. 286.5Q/rTH). Two
bedroom, two bath. Luxury apartment, under-
ground parking, new complex. Available now.
Call Jeff (310207-8583.

VAN NUYS professional couple seeks room-
male for triplex condo, bath, walk-in<loset,
furnished, pool, sauna, nautilus, $450. (818)
901-8432.

VENICE BEACH, private room, phone,
parking, W/D. Safe area. Busline. Studious,

friendly, non-smoker. $420/mo.
(310)452-7272.

WALK TO UCLA, share bedroom in 2br/2ba.
Security bIdg, Jacuzzi, fireplace, balcony.
51 2 Veteren 824-4032-Anyone $331 .25^th).

WANTED: female to share great 2-bed/2-bath
near IXTLA. Non-snx>ker. $540 + 'A -utilities.

Tara (310)447-2133.

WANTED MALE ROOMMATE to share room
in 2bed/2bath Brentwood apt. Gabe
(213)472-6672 $283+deposlt.

WESTWOODAJCLA. SHARE large 2 bed/!
bath. $350^110. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.
(213)206-1976.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR, professional athletic

male seeks responsible considerate malc^
female. No smoking, drugs. Large, sunny,
2-bdrm, 2-bath. An»enitles. 3-blocks West-
wood. $550 + % utilities. (310)566-1266.

WLA. $36B.50/mo. Own room, share bath.
Mature, responsible female preferred. Laun-
dry, share parking. (310)474-0373.

Room for Rent 54

VA MILES To UCLA. Quiet private roonVbath.
Kitchen privileges, parking. $450 + 'A utilities.

(310)477-7831.

3-BEDROOM HOUSE, 1»A -BATH IN MAR
VISTA. Walk to tennis & golf course. 7 miles
from UCLA^ Available now. $1500/mo.
(310)474-3562.

BRENTWOOD FAMILY HOME. 3bed/3bath
light, bright, private. Move-in $2,90(yhf^o.

826-7444.

SPACOUS 2+2 AND DEN, formal dining,

built-ins, fenced yard, nice neighborhood In

Encino. $1,05<ymo. 2 mln. Walk to UCLA.
Commuter bus. (818) 705-8316.

VAN NUYS. Beautiful, custom home. Remod-
eled, 3bdrnV3bth, studio. Pool/gardener, MI,
extras. $125(Vmo. (61 6)782-0335.

VENKTE. 2-BED/1-BATH. $1035/mo. All utili-

ties included. 5 blocks to beach. Parking,

prlyate_^d, pets ok. (213)300-0073.

57

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE in a 4-bed house. 15
mln. from UCLA. $378/mo. + util.

(213)931-4542 or 965-1994.

FEMALE. No pets. Non-smoking. Free utilities.

$400/mo. Near Santa Monica airport.

(310)39^-6151.

SHARE A FURNISHED, LUXURY, GATED
ENCINO HOME with full security. Use of
gourmet kitchen and pool. $400 Charmlan
(818)986-1294. ^
VENICE. Quiet walk street. Own bedroom.
Cleaning lady. Fumished optional. Paricing,

yard. $600. (310)627-1321.

House to Stiare

House for Sale 58

ASAP! WESTWOOD HOME: $475. Minutes to

UCLArfiilly fumished. Quiet luxury, kitchen,

private entrance. MALE. (310)473-5769.

BEAUTIFUL OWN ROOM, safe neighbor-
hood, w/ 3 others, 15-mlnutes UCLA. Spa-
cious, backyard. $525/nrw. (213)441-5021.

BEAUTIFUL OWN ROOM, safe neighbor-
hood, w/3 others, 1 5 minutes UCLA, Spacious
backyard. $525Ano. (213)441-5021.

BEL AIR. Female preferred. Own room In

2-bdrrr\/rA -bth townhouse. Huge closets,

4, faurwry, pancing, storage. Ciose to~
UCLA. No sntoking. Must like cats. Sunny,
ocean view. $575-60(VryH>. negociable. Move
in Feb.15. (310)471-3560.

BEVERLY HILLS fumished room in large house
with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.

Leave message, Abby (818)783-5151.

CULVER CITY. 2.bed apt. Own room, share
bath. Security. $450 including utilities. Fe-

male. (310)204-3844.

LARGE FURNISHED room, wAelephone, 1/2

mile to UCLA, excellent area. $400, (310)
553-5752.

MATURE STUDENT, No s(TK)ke-drink. Large
room, view, patio private entrance. Available
now. 1-yr committment. Good references.

$350 + 7hr work week. Call 7-8am,
(310)271-9649.

PACIFK: PALISADES ROOM IN 3-bedroom
hquse. Share 1'A bath. $465 plus utilities.

(3 i 0)454-9480, (310)454-4372.

ROOM FOR RENT. Female, non-smoker. In a
secured condo. $400/mo. Levita
(310)836-3170.

WESTEND HOTEL. Cable TV, phones, clean,
quiet, refrig., laundry, maid service, security

bIdg. $12QMc and up. 1536 Sawtelle Blvcl.

(213)444-8990.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet luxury
roonrVbath only, high ceiling, to some kitchen

prlvlledges. Non-smoker. $550
(310)444-5528.

WESTWOOD, BEAUTIFUL 2-bed/2-bath.
Share room, female only. All amenities.

$400/mo No pets. Call Mlchele
(310)475-9359.

WESTWOOD, HIGH-RISE CONDO. Private

bed & bath. $550^0. + pet care 3 small pets.

(310)475-3049.

WbSTWOOD. Central Village. Old Worid
charm! Cable TV, fully fumished. $199/wk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)206-2241.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. Non-smoking female
wanted. $450, own room. Kitchen, telephone,
and laurKiry privileges. 475-9253.

2012 MIDVALE, 3+2 + extras, $515,500, for

details on properties near UCLA please call

(310) 477-8291, Annie Szyilanyi.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA, 3becV2bath, dining, den, pool, great
view. $549,000 Dave (61 8)783-6875.

Housing Needed 60

IRISH GIRL require* roonV bath or guesthouse
to rent. Please call Jenni (310)396-2044.

Estote =CT

IF YOU ARE PAYING OVER 10% Fixed or 8%
adjustable on your home loan. Now is the time
to Refinance. Call Agent/ Bob H.
213-477-6486

Room/Board for Help 62

CHEVIOT HILLS GUESTHOUSE FOR HELP
with 5 and 7 year old giris. Must drive and
swim. (310)202-0399.

LIVE-IN WANTED. Santa Monica, male or
female. Homework and childcare for 9-yr-old
twins. 3-7pm, M-F. Margaret (310)458-1951.

Condos for Sale 67

LOVELY HIGHRISE CONDO 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa,
security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)824-0453.

CULVER CITYCONDO. Whywaste money on
rent? $149,500. 2-bed/1-'A bath. Broker Ray
Williams. (310)559-4315 or beeper
(213)966-7433.

,,

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Scc=_
urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276-6331

.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR/CLOSE TO
UCLA. STUDIO $95K. 1 BR/1 BA
$109K,2BR/2BA $188k. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1761. _^
PARK Cmr, UTAH CONDO. Completely
furnished, built-ins, 1-bedroom/
2-loft/2-bathrooms. Sleeps 8. Amenities in-

clude hot tub, sauna, pool, tennis courts. $87K
negotiable. (310)476-7104 leave message.

Condos for Rent 69

TARZANA. FURNISHED. $1,05(Vmo. $950
unfurnished. 2 bedrooms, each with private
bath. Security building, pool, Jacuzzi. (310)
798-0646.

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across from UCLA
720 Hilgard Ave

OommHouse
2 person room $52S/ino.

3 & 4 person room S^^mo.
paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

WESTWOOD, $139S/nrH), 2-bed/ 2-bath lux-
ury condo. Gorgeous nr>ountaln view. Includes
3-tennis courts, pool, gym, Jacuzzi, 24-hour
security, party facilities, parking. Call Lori
or Steve Hawkins (310)626-6070.

WLA: Ultra modem beautifully fumished
townhouse. 2-bd + loft, 2'A bath. Gourmet
kitchen, fireplace, roof garden, garage, W/D &
more. $2200. (310)444-0433.

Guest House for Rent 70

MAR VISTA. Large room + powder room.
Private entrance. Share bath & kitchen.
Nonsmoker. $500. 398-1055.

Sublet 55

BEAUTIFUL SPACK)US YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING-FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

BOSTON AREA, apt. to sublet, 1

masterbedroonVl bath. Completely fumished,
cable TV, all amenities, air conditioning.

'

Located 1 block from ocean, near subway,
airport. Mass General Hospital, and local
universities, $725/mo. + utilities. Ken. (310)
624-7883.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!
Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

mfm
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Insurance 91 Services Offered 96 Travel

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
.into insiir.ince

( I.T.v' So lor .1

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852 71/5 (818)342 1510

BEST PRICE IfJSAGEfJCY

BEAR'S EDrriNG
All •ubfects. Thcaes/DUMcrtalioiui

Propoaab and Books.
Foreign students wcloome.

PAPOB NOTR« SALE
Sharoo Bear, PhJ)
(S10>47a4Si2

Good Rates for

Motorcycles

with California-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
liabiUty if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,
economics, engineering, ESL, english/

composition, flnarKe, foreign language;^,

humanities, mathematics, physics, political

science, statistics. STUDENT SOLlJTlONS.
The Superior Tutoring Service.
(310)204-4656.

•AUMAR BEAU- FRENCH tutoring by phone
or one on orw. (818)904-7891. En Francals

S.V.PI. Mercll

•••CARING TUTOR*^*BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-
ERY TO MASTERY!
(818)545-0960.

CALL RENEE.

Movers/Storage 94

BEST MOVERS. Call (213)263-BEST. 24 ft.

truck fully equipped for home or business.

Excellent references. Cat T 186344.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(310)285-8668. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierxxd, arxJ reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRLXIKS. Professional, experienced.

ShortA-ong distarKe. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

ENGLISH TUTOR, experienced (US Peace
Corps), mature. Vocabulary building, pronun-

ciation, reading comprehension, writing.

$2(Vhr. (213)3930510.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study

skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently

present the material in a variety of ways
to becoPDe confident and self-reliant. For

FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

TUTLIORING: ENGLISH, WRITING, GMAT,
LSAT, GRE, WordPerfect, etc. Yale grad,

4years experience. Mark, 652-1296.

Tutoring Needed 99

Services Offered 96

SPANISH TUTOR WANTED in Pacific Pali-

sades area. Fee negotiable. (310) 454-3292.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate

school personal statements, other vital written

material? Professional help fi^om nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

MICRO LEAGUE COMPUTERS. Computer
upgrade & repair $45 (plus parts). Printer

repair $35 (plus parts). Networking ($65 per

node; Novell authorized). 1844 LirKoln Blvd.

(310)45a2708.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and

professional experierx:e. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assikted

arvi library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (816)704-6460.

STUDY the Bible with honesty arKi common
tense. Everyone who does that reaches the

SAME conclusions INDEPENDENTLY on ALL
major doctrines. (Mature faith rests on much
solid evidence that ACTUALLY AMOUNTS
TO PROOF.) '...Christianity is an educa-

tion....*- Fhe late Prof. C.S. Lewis of Oxford.

No Pressure or obligation. Contributions NOT
requested. Choose your comfort level: corres-

pondence, phone, groups. Eventual goal: like

souls walking with the one, personal God,
form a congregation. (310)559-6267. (Current

Sun. Worship: Anaheim: (714)534-2199).

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our

new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type temi papers.

Student discounts.

Typing 100

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING. 20 years exp., laser, spell-

check. (818)752-1980 7 days, 8am-10pm.
RUSHES OKAY.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLKIA-
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

AFFORDABLE, expert wordprocessing. Term
papers, reports, theses. Laser. Student dis-

counts. Professional editing. No papers for

sale. Marge (local): (818)786-8742.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Weststde;r

—

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

Modern Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hrs

service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-6899.

NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop

publishing word processing. Resumes, legal/

medical transcription, manuscripts.
(310)472-0405.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup- Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, trarwcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (31 0)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

WORD PROCESSING AND RESUMES BY THE
SECRETARIAL CONNECTION. 15% discount

to students, staff, and faculty (310)394-6933.

WORD PROCESSING SERVICES, LOTUS
1,2,3 tutoring. Word Perfect 5.0 tutoring.

Reasonable rates. Private lessors. Steven

(310)769-1527.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique • Carol
Tingle;Teaching AssocVNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

VOKIE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Laser Color Copies
8i/rxii'
irxir

Bubble Jet
24"x36"
24"x18"

T-SHIRT PRINTING
COMPLETE PRINTING

SERVICE
Bindinfl- Velo & Spiral

Stationery - Fax - Passport Photo

1646WMtyvood
LA. CA 00024
(310)47(M778

FAXf (310)475-8611

11756Wil«Nr«
LA. CA 00025
(310)478-1131

FAXf (310)473^102

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

WINNING RESUMES; 1 -hr service. Our clients

get resulU. Open 7 days. (213)287-2765.

Travel 106

New Orleans

Paris

Tokyo

Mazatlan
Spring Break!
Make a break for Sun and Fun in

Mazatlan-March 22-28, 1992!

Trip includes:

6 nights at beachfront resort

G>stadeOro
Airiransportation-Alaska Airlines

^"°""'
f™, $489.00
Prices subject to chaige

- - « Travel Service, A-Lcvel Ackennan Union
iflSUCM/* M-F 8:30-6. Sat 12-4 CaU UCLA-FLY

*Fsies arc each ws/ from los Angeles based on a
roundthp purchase. Restnctionsappiy. Fares sut^ect

to change wfthout notice and tstes not included.

CoundlTRaMel
1093 Braxton Ave #920
Los An3el€S,CA 90024

310-208-3551

STA TRAVEL

NEW YORK $298
BOSTON/WASH $299
LONDON $439
HAWAII $249
TOKYO -
COSTA RICA

FRANKFURT
ATHENS
AUSTRAUA

Autos 109 Scooters for Sole 115

$460
$520
$740
$798

•FUQKrSWORLJ)WIDE
. LOW COST ONE-WAY FARES AVAILABLE

• REFUNDABLE. CHANGEABLE. FLE)aBLE

• EURAIUHOSTEL PASSES. 10 CARDS

ISSUED ON THE SPOT
• SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY

•CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE
• LOCAL OERARTURES
• FARES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT

NOTICE
i ADVICE FROM THE STUDENT EXPERTS

120 Offices worldwide

310-824-1574
914 WESTWOOD BLVD.
LOSANGELK8
:A90024

STA TRAVEL

Autos for Sole 109

1970 VW BUG. Good condition. Runs well.

Some body wofk. Must sell quickly. $1200
obo. (31 0)479-2703/eve.
(310)553-8349/days.

1984 SAAB 900 TURBO. Black leather,

5-speed. Sunroof, a/c, alarm, low miles.

$5,800 OBO. 206-6227.

1986 TOYOTA aLICA ST., air, stereo, mint
condition, original owner. (805) 255-9317.

1 990 HONDA ACCORD EX/COUP, new con-
dition, 1 ownef,all available options, black
w/$addle interior; $12,900A)BO. Alan
(310)447-1788.

DODGE CARAVAN '86. 8 passenger. Great
condition. Price is negotiable. Call David
Mon-Sat. 8-5, (310)202-8624.

FORD FESTIVA L+, '89. A/C, AM/FM, mint,

13K. $3650. (310)457-3997.

FORD MUSTANG CHIA '79, 5.0 V-8, white,

88,000 miles, runs perfectly, no accidents,

$1,700. (310) 473-5496.
,

FORD MUSTANG, 1966, red, 6-cylinder,

looks good, runs well. Moving. Must sell. Best

offer. (310)475-8027.

FORD MUSTANG HATCHBACK V6 AT, '83.

A/C, AM/FM cassette. 64,000 miles.

S3,20(Vobo. (310)478-6622, after 6pm.

HONDA CIVK: hatchback si '86. White,
moonroof. Mint condition, 73k. Original

owner. $430(yobo. (213)653-2610.

NISSAN SENTRA, 1988, stick, AM/FM stereo

cassette. Excellent condition. $3875/obo. Call

Susan (310)476-0502.

SPORTY RED 5-SPEED Isuzu Impulse, '85.

New paint, stereo, excellent condition, a steal

at $3^250. 914-9314.

VOLKSWAGON FOX, 1969, $5,500. Low
miles, excellent condition, red, 2 door,
5-speed, sunfoof, a/c, cassette. (310)
575-9409.

VW CABRIOLET 1987. 5 speed, low miles.

White on white. AJC, alarm, cruise control.

Excellent condition. $9000. (310)479-3231.

VW SUPER BEETLE, 1973, $1700. White,
custom rim, new tires, rebuilt engine. Great

condition. (310)558-6288.

Motorcycles for Sole 114

HONDA CB350 1 974. Low miles, good condi-

tion, new tires, brakes, classic-looking

chrome^lack. $50(Vobo. (310)961-3935.

KAWASAKI NINjA 250 1967. 9.5 m. only,

carl>-jetted, clean, runs great. $140(Vobo. Call

eves. (310)479-6753.

YAMAHA 1 80, 3 200 miles, new battery, $985
firm. (213)624-4256.

YAMAHA RAZZ. 1 966. $450. Excellent condi-

tion -I- helmet included. (310) 316-2346
evenings.

Off-Compus Parking 120

ON-CAMPUS Parking, great location. For

Winter & Spring quarter. Contact Jeff

(616)591-7627.

Scooters for Sole 1 1 5 Furniture for Sale 126

1986 HONDA 50cc scooter. Rebuilt engine.

Runs great. $325/obo. Call Juan
(310)824-5505.

'85 HONDA ELITE 150, red, excellent condi-

t lon, lock, ^ halmatt, "totk^. S9O0f^keh
(310)474-5365.

'86 HONDA ELITE 150 Deluxe. Inc. trunk,

helmet, lock, gloves. Runs well, 16k miles.

$75(yobo. Call Jonathan at (310)637-6654.

DEPENDABLE HONDA ELITE 80 1985. Great
condition, new plastic. Just tuned. While.
$475/obo. 206-5438, Brian.

FRENCH MOPED FOR SALE. Runs and looks

great. Perfectfor Westwood and school. $350
470-6154.

HONDA ELITE 80- 1 987 Red. Good condition.

Only 1,800mile$. $700. Evenings call Jeff

(310)453-4771.

HONDA ELITE 150, '86. Excellent condition.

Helmet, lock included. $975. 208-6206.

HONDA ELITE 60, '67, $675. Blue, runs &
looks great. Call Bill (310) 475-0929.

HONDA ELITE '60, Blue, great condition, plus

helmet and lock. $1 1 50/obo. (310)454-6632.

HONDA ELITE 80 1986. $740. Call Jon
mornings, evenings, (818)861-6476.

HONDA ELITE ES, '6C. Mint green, great

condition, low miles. $500. Call Nancy Scott,

day:(21 3)972-7278 or eves:(818)568-0633.

HONDA aiTE 150 SCOOTER 1987, 8000
MILES, JUST SERVICED, $900, PALMS AND
MOTOR, (310)287-0814.

HONDA ELITE 150, 1987.Sllver blue.
Excellent condition. Less than 400 mi.
$1550 (213)654-9705.

WANTED: Honda Passport. Call Kevin
(310)206-4410.

APARTMENT SALE. Bed, T.V., lamps, tables,

shelves, miscellaneous. Barbara.
(310)476-6376.

BUNKBEDS, HEA>pr DUTY, SOLID WOOD

WHITE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRESS,
SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (213)621-0729.

IMPORTED LEATHER COUCH. 6 ft. long.

Good condition. Price negotiable.
(310)470-7755. ^

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$65, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

RUGS— Oriental— Indian, 5x6, $350. Al

652-7576.

TWO COUCHES FOR SALE. Good condition,

comfortable. Must sell A.S.A.P. Price negoti-

able. (213)207-6066 or (213)479-5851.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

EXCERCISE BIKE- PRO FORM 'AIR CYCLIST-
RECUMBENT BIKE with computer. Was $300.

Like new. $135. (310)551-3035.

H20 SKI BOAT, 15', 65hp, with trailer , IK
Takes It. Jim (310)395-0161.

Typewriter/Computer 134

BRAND NEW IN BOX. Tl 286 lap-top. Mini
laser printer. WP 5.1 . Loaded. Paid $1 900. Sell

$1500. (213)626-2280.

IBM AT CLONE. Runs perfect. 40MG drive,

3*A ' & 5^A " drives, monitor, keyboard, soft-

ware. $50(yobo. Call 310-629-5957.

IBM COMPATIBLE. 266/366, 1RAM, 1.2 FD,
1 .4 FD, 40 HD. Keyboard, monitor. New with

warranty. $62(y$950. (213)644-2612.

ACROSS

1 Giant
6 Motd

1 1 Card gam«
14 Type of brtck

15 Soviet hero,

once
16 Conceit
17 Returned to

one's country
19 — Moinee
20 Hammer pert

21 WofttsooTV.
perhaps

22 Unlatches
24 A European
26Co(d
27 Lab vessel

30 Garment
32 Praying

figure

33 Royal
reception

34 Tear
37 Responsibility

38 Hswkins or

Thompson
39 Metal source
40 Chef's qty.

41 Ate
42 Brag
43 Makes

corrections
in (s text)

45 Teases
46 Monks'

superiors
48 Per -
49 Actor Greene
50 Holiday time
52 Bowters. e.g.

56 Spanish gold
57 Men's evening

dress: slang
60 In whmx way
61 Shakespfiare s

"- of '

Athens"

k62 Video s

partner

63 Bey State

cap*
64 Informal

languaga
65 Not spicy
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1 Oropcloth
2 — fixe

3 Small shartt

4 Leaves alone

5 Bottom line

6 Cut
7 Warmth
8 Picnic pests

9 A dessert
10 Approve
11 Walker
12 Broker
13 Covered with

tufted plants

18 — snd rsve

23 American poet
|

25 Museum itenti

26 — aruJ eesy
27 Tree pan
28 Sea birds

29 Neutral color

30 Handa over
3

1

Roman poet
33 Alight

35 Current mo.
36 Smooches
38 Misdeeds
39 Big b<te

41 Loathes
42 Prohibit
44 Next to Sun.
45 Ten and:

suff

46 Hawaiian word
47 Soap

ingredient

48 Jangle
50 Arizona aty
5

1

Informed of

53 Opara sisve

54 Chineae
dyr>asty

55 With feet

covered
58 Alberta

resource
59 Fish
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BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

SHOW UCLA ID AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

^UBiunv*
COUPON VALID ONLY

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
Comer of Sawtelle & Santa Monica

1 Block West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE SUPERS EXTRA.

EXPIRES 1/30/92

The lar^st sperm bank in the United
::-:¥l

iS

The goal of the Calilomia Cryobanki
is to provtcle high qiallty spPJi^

artjijiialiiisipiiai««i. liiiiiirieii

include good hiijiii>^»ii©iigiii

ag0$ of 1 9 to 34 ana a

9 to 1 2 month commitment
iHB for more Information: 824-9041

%

Daily Bruin ffle photo

Gerald Madkins

• • s

BOB FORGOT TO

ADVERTISE
825-2161

tllPtil

From page 48

Roberts (7.2 points and 4.2 assists

per game) and starting forward Al
Grigsby (9.6 points and 6.4
rebounds per game) are true

freshmen. Two key reserves for

die Golden Bears are also fresh-

men.

**They ^re a very capable team/*
Harrick said. "Any team that is that

young will tend to be up one night
and down another."

Cal starts three guards in its

lineup, as it relies on outside

at Nestle USA.
We invite you to learn mofrtout the oppommities we have for undergraduates

in our brand management marketing development program, by joining us at:

The Nestle USA Presentation and Reception

AllMajors Welcome

"(The Golden Bears)

are a very capable team.

Any team that is that

young will tend to be

up one night and down

Tuesday, January 28, 1992
The WestwoodMarquis Hotel & Gardens

La VentanaRoom

Attire: Business Casual

Time: 5:00p.m. to 8:00p.m.

On Campus Dates:

February 2&^ & 27/^ 1992

- j'A.^.F-rr—-i-

.y
-Jl-e '

j;.
-^l

USA, INC.
-•p—*

another."

Jim Harrick
UCLA Basketball Coach

shooting to carry the team.
Senior guard Bill Elleby is

averaging nearly 14 points per
game and is second in the confer-
ence in three-point field goal
percentage, behind Tracy Murray.

Junior guard Billy Dreher is

averaging 8.2 points and 4.5 assists

per game, despite being mired in a
shooting slump. Dreher is making
only 36 percent of his field goal
attempts, after leading the confer-

ence in
, three-point shooting last

year. ;

UCLA will be looldng to recov-
er from its letdown against Oregon-
State Saturday, when the Bruins
were forced into overtime to win.
"A performance like (Oregon

State) helps you step up and play
better the next week,*' Hairick
said. *This will be an interesting

game.**

Harrick has not yet decided on
his starting backcourt for tonight's

game. Darrick Martin and Shon
Tarver have started the last eight

games for UCLA, but senior guard
Gerald Madkins appears to have
fully recovered from his broken
hand and Harrick has previously
said that a starter shouldn't lose his

starting position because of an
injury.

Redshirt freshman forward Ed
0*Bannon is expected to see
increased playing time this

weekend, as he continues his

recovery from major knee surgery.

Harrick said that 0*Bannon could
play as much as 10 or 15 minutes
tonight against Cal.

Tonight's game is not being
televised in the Los Angeles area,

but it is being televised in the Bay
Area by Sports Channel Pacific.

Daily Bniin
is printeo on

recycled paper
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Howard to
Michigan:
later, dude
By IMalcoim IMoran
The New York Times

Desmond Howard ran his first

predictable reverse Tuesday.
After maneuvering through

weeks of questions as if he were
running through a punt-coverage
team, Howard, the Heisman
Award winner from the University
of Michigan, said he would give up
his one remaining year of eligibil-

ity to enter the National Football
League draft

Howard, the fourth Heisman
winner to leave school early and
the third in the last four seasons, is

on schedule to earn a degree in

May.
Throughout the season and

afterward, he maintained that he
would play next season at Michi-
gan and take graduate level
courses.

But his comments always left an
open space.

"As of now." Howard said soon
after the Heisman presentation,
"my thought process is to get a
degree at Michigan, beat
Washington in Uie Rose Bowl, and
at least start on my Ph.D. in social

work."

A little later that evening, he
acknowledged that a:^onun}tmem
to another year at Michigan was
simple to make, despite reports of
interest from the Canadian Foot-
ball League. "I guess it's easy for

me right now," Howard said then.

Tuesday, at a news conference
at Ann Arbor, Mich., Howard said

that his past comments had been
sincere. He intends to ask that

tuition for graduate school be
included in his contract, and insists

(hat the decision to leave was not
easy.

"I've had four great years at the

University of Michigan," Howard
said. "The football tradition is so
rich here that you don*t want to up
and leave."

Yet the more ^Howard consid-

ered his options, the more it

—became obvious that with a degree

_ and a Heisman, there was litUe left

to do. 'There was nothing new 1

could have done," he said. "Maybe
break a few new records. Once
you've won the Heisman, many
people in college football think

you've done it all."

The NFL draft will be die third

that has allowed underclassmen to

apply routinely. Before tiien,

exceptions were made on a case-

by-case basis.

But under current National
Collegiate Athletic Association
rules, football and basketball play-

ers who make themselves avail-

able to the draft must give up any
remaining college eligibility

before establishing their place in

the draft or their possible worth.

As the Jan. 31 application

deadline approaches, juniors from
coast to coast were making deci-

sions. Chris Hughley, a tailback at

the University ofTulsa who gained

1,326 yards this season,
announced Tuesday that he would
apply for the draft.

Also, in recent weeks Rorida
State running back Amp Lee and
defensive back Terrell Buckley

have announced their intentions to

leave school early.

Steve Emtman, the imposing

defensive tackle at the University

of Washington and the winner of

the Lombardi Award ancTbuUand
Trophy, has still not made a public

commitment, although The Seattie

Post-Intelligencer has reported

that Emtman has told teammates
he is leaving. .
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BUFMLO STYLE CHICKOI WiHGS
1 dozen $4.22 25... $7.95
50 $15.49 100......$28.63

Sauces: Mild, Hot, 'Suicide*. Barbeque, Hot Bart^eque

ALSOTRVOUR:
• Hamburger • Chk*en Sandwfch • Potato Skins • l^zzarella

Stk:ks • Breaded Mushrooms and Zuchini • Steak Fries
• Chicken Salad • Potato Salad • Cole Slaw

UTTLE RED SAMPLER • BIG RED SAMPLER
All Voa CM eat • Sf.95*

m

•
• 13.92.3 .^«m»u>. i^ Bl:v<S.

2 for 1 Haircuts
or

$10.00 OFF All

Hair Services
* our sgn^gs

Cut Manicure
Color Pedicure

Highlights Fadal

Make up

Call PARIS at SALON lois
for an appointment

(310) 824-5006
1015 GayleY Ave. #105 in Westwood Wlage

(just halfa block south ofWcybum)

*AVEDA GOLDWELL OPI

GETA SECOND OPINION!

The Fnnceton Review
• Claee elze ie a maximum of 10

etudente etrat\f\ed by ecore laval, verbal

skill, ar\d ecience aptitude.

• 4 proctored taete and computer ar]a\^e\e

,

which dleeecte performance in o/er 50
-^cate^orie^. — — ^-

Other Courses
• Qaee e\ze of 20 to 50
etudente with no

etrat\f\cat\on.

• One tast and maybe one

ana\ye\e.

Instruction with highly C[ua\if\ed

instructors ( a\\ have ecored in tha top

957o on the MOAT) who have a\eo been

trained with Frinceton Keviewe nationally

renowned tasting stratagias.

• Independent documentation reports

\ncreaeee of 3+ points.

• Over 1 million doWare a year on

teet-breaklnq R&D.

• Teachere may be c\ua\lfled but lack

specific Instruction crucial to excel on

tha MCAT. Thay are not trained In

effective tast stratagias.

• No documentation, no verification, no

guarantees. As for averac^e score

Improvements, your answers may vary

depending on what day you call.

• Over 1 million dollars a year on glitzy ad
campal(^ns.

PRINCETON
REVffiW

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT

Call us at 310/474-0909.
Winter term starts

February IsL

^"
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Pop pel WW's
U Ui st;ili|-;in|

8 10759 PICO BLVD* LOS ANGELES

|,
across (rc-n fne V.'estsids Povilhon

I
(213)475-6158

M 'More Selections man Ever Before'

4^ dUy^m, »iVu ti <Ul #M <M4 to tOUf mm. Us imOimi -pptlili
sh Specials

Linguine Checka $4.50 Stir Fry Chinese Chicken $4.75^
Fresh Fish of Day $5.95 Fettucine w/Chlcken 8
Fettucine Carbonara $5.25 garlic creme sauce $5 25 «

M-Sat 6am-9pm Sun8am-3pm |:

IB ilnS-«s>,;:iii„..».->^—in Q
DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

$15
UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT
TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A \X^EK
CONVENIENT LOCATION

1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 824-3991
Westwood VNIage, above the Wherehouse

YOUR ONLY BRUIN

WESTWOOD

CELEBRATE 1992

^-

«,.

FROM NOW UNTIL 1-31-92 BUY ANY
SUB AT REGULAR PRICE AND GET
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSEI
VALUE FOR 920.

1151 WESTWOOD
WESTWOOD AT LINI

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPONS OR
PROMOTIONS

SV"*' 1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991 «k
Westwood VNIage, above the Wherehouse ill
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COIVIPUTER

THE ROCKET 486 • 33MHz

\

190KCACHE«4ME6
RAM •120 MEG HARD
DRIVEN 1.2 &1.4MS
J??!yS?ooW PESOLUTION 1024x765
VGA DISPALAY WA^ARD •

2 SEC 1 PAR & 1 GAME
PORT • MOUSE & WINDOW

SPEED DEMON 386/33M
MO MEG H.O.
*\ MEG RAM
•VGA MONITOR AND CARD
• MID SIZE TOWER • SOFTWARE AND MOUSE

•64K CACHE
•1.2. 1.4 FLOPPY

286 AT-TURBO DELUXE
includes software, mouse & serge protectors
•

?2 ^^ t!9 'yS^S-fi^ • ''Ol KEYBOARD
• 1 2 MEG HZ • 1 .2 DRIVE • CLOCK/CALENDA
• 1 MEG RAM UPGRADES TO 4 MEG • S/P GAW^ TORT

•1 MEG RAM
• 20 MEG H.D.
• MONITOR

•PROGRAMS
•1 YR. WARRANTY

FOBTRON DISCOUNT COMPUTERS

We are the ONLY individualized test prep
program in the country!

Small classroom settings
with dynamic teachers

A flexible approach where you can review
material and listen to instructors as many

times as you need
Live Classes • Private Tutoring

Computerized Diagnostics
Test-Taking SUategies

Solid Skill Review • Extra Resources
Permanent Centers • Convenient Hours
Scholarship assistance (if qualified)

And Much, Much More!

-KAP-TEST

TEST PREP

Swimmers
pumped for

use meet
By Christian Schrelber

If you listen to the UCLA
women's swimming team, they'll

say Saturday's meet against USC
at the Men's Gym Pool is just
another meet
Take one look at the new swim

caps on their heads, adorned with
"BEAT SC." and listen as the
coaches and swimmers talk
excitedly about the meet, and the
idea of this being "just another
meet" quickly vanishes.

"I'm not changing anything,"
Head Coach Cyndi Gallagher
insists. "We're doing the same
workouts as we had planned at the
beginning of the season.
"We look at this meet as a

chance for a competitive situation,

and as a stq)ping stone for the
Pac-10 champk)nships. NCAAs,
and Olympic Trials."

But even Gallagher doesn't hide
all the excitement sun-ounding this

weekend's meet
"It's a fun week," she said. *Thc

bigger the rivalry, the better the
swims. It'U be a fun meet and it

should be close."

That may be understating the
point. Last year's meet came down
to the final race of the day, as the
Tim ins Xoric fircf anH cAr>/xnrl iJT^^3niins took first and second inW^
400 freestyle relay to narrowly
squeeze out a victory.

This year's meet should be no
different

"Anything can happen," said
Assistant Coach Jenny Susser, a
swimmer for the Bruins from
1986-89. "Rankings don't mean
anything because it's close no
matter what"

Susser should know. She was a
20-time All-American in her
tenure atUCLA, and has never lost

to the Trojans in a Pac-10 dual
meet, going 4-0 as a swimmer and
2-0 as a coach.

Those six wins make up the
Bruins current win streak against
USC, and according to Susser, that
gives the Bruins a "big mental
advantage/^

This year's t«im wants to make
sure the slreak continues.

"We're very excited." says
sophomore backstroker Kristin
Heydanek. "It's a ra& for race
meet, and it's always a great
rivalry. We swim better against
them and they swim better against
us."

Gallagher, a 1982 UCLA gradu-
ate, said each race will be impor-
tant, but the Bruins' loaded roster
may prove too much for USC.
"We have more depth, but I'm

counting on our distance swim-
mers to come through for us." she
said.

Those swimmers should be
freshman Mary Petry in the 400
individual medley, and freshmen
Natalie Norbcrg and senior Kristin
Stoudt in distance freestyle events.
They will be countered by the

Trojans' Terra Shrincr and Christ-
in Grant in the breaslstrokc, and
Sherrie White in the backstroke.
For Stoudt and fellow senior

Chandy Gooding, this will be their
last college dual meet, and their

last shot to beat USC.
"On paper, this meet doesn't

mean anything," Stoudt said. "But
as a Bruin, there is nothing more
you want in the world than to beat
USC."

Stop

smoking
J
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From page 46

leads her team in scoring, with
Leslie averaging 20.S points a
game and Stephens turning in 20.7
points on an average night Ste-
phens is coming off a 39-point
performance against Stanford,
which tied her career-high point
total.

Leslie, at 6 feet 5 inches,
anchors a tall firontline that also
includes 6-0 sophomore Jualeah
Woods and 6-3 junior Kim Gessig.
But Moore said that there should
be no matchup difficulties with the
Jpcyans,

•We match up well with them as
far as starters go. But when the^

"We can't focus too

much on Lisa (Leslie)

and let somebody else

get going on us. Lisa

has a very strong

supporting cast."

Blllle Moore
UCLA Women's Basketball Coach

have to go to their bench, they will

have a problem. We have more
depth on our bench and we can go
big or small, whatever we want,
Moore said, =

"We can't focus too much on
Lisa (Leslie) and let somebody
else get going on us. Lisa has a
very strong supporting cast"
The Bruins have split the 20-

year series with USC, 17-17. In

last year's games, the Trojans took
the first meeting in Pauley Pavilion

and the Bruins avenged the loss at

the Lyon Center in March. Both
teams are returning nearly all their

personnel from a year ago. But
playing the Trojans is not like

playing any other team, according

to Moore.

"There's no way you can be a
part ofUCLA orUSC and consider

this just another game. We never
need extra incentive to play this

game. We could be playing for

ninth and tenth in the conference
but there would still be a high level

of intensity. It's always high-ener-

gy. It becomes a game of another

magnitude," Moore said.

The Bruins, led by Stephens and
sophomore Natalie Williams, have
recenUy been giving lessons in

scoring with an average of 79.6

points a game. But tfiey may nin
into a tough opposition with USC,
whose scoring defense is the best

in the Pac-10 and No. 3 in the

nation, allowing only 59.6 points a
game.

"We seem to do well when a
game is uptempo." said Moore.
"We like to be efficient with our

possessions. USC has a stingy

defense, but our defense can be a

key for us as well. It has helped us

get some easy shots in die past."

|jf??e dffly availai#i*i

()omixr
nmnsDiiivs

W-. %

|I|P479

$1 .50
JACK DANIELS KAMI KAZIS
TEX3UILA JAGERMEISTER

SOUTHERN COMFORT

PATIO BAR NOW OPEN
THE CHART HOUSE

1097 GLENDON AVE. 208-8034
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EYEGLASSESI
Get the look
you want

quickly and
courteously

from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village

208-3011
Monday SpedaL 20% ofif

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

'J^ //fllH"

TERIVAKI
Japanese Fast Food

INTRODUCING

CHICKEN SPECIAL
• Chicken After 3:00pm to close
• Egg -Roll

• Cyoza
• Fried Rice

PLACE ORDERs'fiYl'TioNElDRl'TcKUp"
1121 Glendon Avenue (213)
_Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

$3.70

^DELI
^GRILL

l^ e LA

UCLA'S HOTTEST

NEW LUNCH SPOT

100 UCLA MedicaiPlGZQ

on Westwood Blvd.

(Km> bioda Souff) of Ackermcr)

(310)443-0437

(310) 794-7470

lL\( H \ DINNER AT THE SAME I'KK f

STUDENTS
^TERM PAPERS DUE? NEEDA RESUME?
NO HELP & NO SERVICE BUG YOU?

WE SERVE YOV!

LOW
HOURLY REIVTALS

Introductory Offer

;"NEWLY REMODELED";
Brentwood Only

|

Large Cheese Pizza
I

& Two Salads ;

$'795
j

Dine in and delivery i

APPLE / IBM COMPUT
DESICTOP PUBLISHING
WORD PROCESSING
TYPEWRITERS
LASER PRINTS
TBCr & IMAGE SCANN
TRAINING

500
Draft Beers & Sodas

Dine in only

^mk
Toppings available at reg-jbr I

pricc.This offer ^ available u i

Brentwood location only.Noc valid
]

with any od^r coupon or discount i

Expireg3/16/92
I

Daily Baiin Sports

Knowles, a 2 1 -year-old

junior from the

Bahamas, recently

returned to UCLA after

competing on the pro

circuit during the fall

quarter.

TENNIS
From page 48

19th-ranked Fritz Bissell.

Nainkin, a sophomore recover-
ing from a second operation on his

left wrist, is progressing slowly for
the Bruins. He is unable to return
serve with his backhand at this

point, he said, but expects that he
should be ready soon.

Bissell, an All-American in both
singles and doubles for the Bruins
in *91, compiled a 22-6 record in
singles play for the Bruins last

year. He was 15-0 in theNo. 4 spot,

but only 7-6 when competing in the
top three positions.

While Bassett lists singles play
and singles depth as the Bruins*
best assets, he lists doubles play as
his team's chief weakness.

"Right now our biggest area of
concern is doubles play," Bassett
said. "We're going to juggle
combinations to see who plays

SALES,SERVICE ft REPAIRS 20% OFF
(WTTH VAUD UCLA ID.)

(310) 477-2898 1539 westwood

^.
Limited

delivery

area.

With whom.
"I haven't been real happy with

any ofour doubles play," he added
The Bruins have two doubles

teams in the national Top 20, led
by third-ranked team of Knowles-
Bissell. Ranked 19th is the team of
Nainkin and senior Bill Barber.

Barber enters an unprecedented
third year as team captain, and was
outstanding in fall workouts,
according to Bassett.

In addition to the players who
have garnered preseason honors.
UCLA adds to the mix a pair of
veterans and a pair of rookies.

Senior Bill Behrens returns after
achieving a 22-3 mark in singles
nnatches in 1991. Behrens com-
peted last year in the three, four
and five singly positions for the
Bruins.

Junior Jason Sher had the best
record (32-7) ofany Bruin in 1991.
Playing primarily in the five and
six singles positions. Sher accu-
mulated a 26-3 record in singles
play.

Rounding out the upperclass-
men on UCLA's varsity roster are
juniors Darin Pleasant, a transfer
from UC Riverside, Matt Quinlan
and sophomore Karl Pazdemik.
Two rookies, each of whom has

fared well in recent weeks for the
Bruins, round out what is most
likely the deepest team in the
nation, and have given UCLA an
extra stimulus in recent weeks.
Bassett said.

*These guys have a lot ofenergy
and a lot of talent," Bassett said.

*They should contribute in singles,

but the jury is still out on their

doubles play."

Freshman Robert Janecek, a
member of the Canadian Davis
Cup Team, two weeks ago reached
the semifinals of the 32-man Palm
Springs Invitational before losing
to tony Bujan of Texas Christian,
the nation's 12th-ranked player

and tournament champion.
Janecek won three matches in that

tournament, defeating two players
who had defeated seeded players
in their previous matches.
Davide Saguinetti, UCLA's

other talented freshman, is an
Italian who performed well for the
Bruins in the Pac-10 Indoors last

weekend. Sanguinetti reached the
semifinals of the flight two singles
bracket before being ousted by
use's David Ekerot. 6-7, 7-6, 6-3.

Ekerot, a junior, is one-fourth of
the quartet of returning players
who form the foundation for USC.
The Trojans are ranked second in
the preseason.

Joining Ekerot are junior
Andras Lanyi and sophomores Jon
Leach and Brian MacPhie. Mac-
Phie is the nation's fifth-ranked
singles player.

use's team strength lies not
only in their singles play, but also
in their doubles play. It is the
strength of their doubles players
that has Coach Bassett worried.

"I think USC should have been
ranked number one in the presea--
son," Bassett said. "To be honest,
they're better in doubles play than
we are."

USC*s doubles strength comes
from having two teams ranked in

the national Top 20. The fifth-

ranked combo of Leach and
MacPhie, along with die 15th
ranked team of Ekerot and Lanyi,
comprise the strongest one-two
doubles punch in the nation.

The Pac-10 places Stanford in

the top three nationally with
UCLA anS' USC. Stanfonl head -
coach Dick Gould thinks that the -

No. 3 ranking is overly generous.
"At this point in the season that

ranking is quite gen^ous," Gould
said.

Although Alex O'Brien, the
top-ranked singles player in the
nation, returns from last year's
team, Stanford's squad has lost

what could be considered its heart
and soul.

"We tost two of our top three
players (Jonathan Stark and
NCAA singles champion Jared
Palmer), and are expecting sopho-
mores who either didn't play or
played in the four through six

positions to step up and play in the
two through six slots." Gould said.

Gould feels that UCLA has the
strength to go all the way.
*'UCLA is primed for a good

year." Gould said. "(UCLA) has a
lot of experience and good depth."

UCLA's experience and depth
has placed them first in the
preseason polls. Now, as the
season begins, they must take to

the courts to prove themselves
worthy of a No. 1 ranking.

478-1650
1 1819 Wilthire Blvd.

(Wilshire and Granville)
BRENTWOOD

FREE UNDERGROUND PARI'.iNG

IMPROVE YOUR

LOOKS, HEALTH

AND POPULARITY.

QUIT

SMOKING.

American Heartm^
Association^^
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Arizona forward Ed Stokes takes a shot against Southern California. The Wildcats are 2-2 In the con-
ference with losses to UCLA and Washington.

Hey, America, UCLA is 12-0
and first in tlie Pao-10 race

Stanford

Wildcats
By Greg Jones _
Dally Bruin Staff ^.

Following the first two
weekends of Pac-10 basketball

play, it's obvious that this confCT-
ence season may produce some
very unexpected results.

After all. who would have
expected defending conference
champion Arizona to be 2-2 and in

fifth place in the Pac-10. or the

undermanned Stanford Cardinal to

be 11-1 and in the Top 25?
However, the seemingly impos-

sible can sometimes become reali-

ty in the wild world of the Pac-10,
where almost any road game can
become a struggle for strong
teams.

Such was the case for Arizona,
which lost to an upstart Washing-
ton team in the hostile confines of
the Hec Edmundson Pavilion.

Most expected that the Wildcats

)yould come out sutmg following
their loss to UCLA.

But, the Cats were flat, and fell

when Husky center Rich Manning
hit a 15-foot jumper with time
running out to give Washington a
shocking 62-60 win.

The success of the Stanford

Cardinal is as shocking to some as

the dilemmas in Tucson. Stanford

is tied with No. 2 UCLA for first

place in the conference, and
appears to be a serious contender
to -make the NCAA tournament

"(Stanford head coach) Mike
Montgomery has done a terrific

job. They are a pretty good club."

UCLA head coach Jim Harrick

said.

~~ The Cardinal have been led by
senior forward Adam Keefe, who
leads the conference in rebounding
with 13.4 a game. Keefe is also
second in the Pac-10 in scoring at

25.2 points a game and third in

free-throw percentage at 86.2%.
"Adam Keefe is having a big-

time year. He's done a great job.

and he is such a tough player."

Harrick said. "He has also added
an outside jump shot this year,

which makes him even tougher."

Other conference coaches are in

agreement with Harrick.

"I consider him the best player
in the league. That's because of his

consistency and what he has done
to us over the past years. He's
steady, has size, athletic skills and
is a great competitor," Oregon
State coach Jim Anderson said.

"He just keeps coming at you."
The resurgence in Palo Alto

involves others besides Keefe.
however. Guard Peter Dukes and
forward Brent Williams have also

contributed to the success of the
team thus far.

USC is another team that could
threaten the Bruins for the confer-
ence championship. The Trojans,
who are third in the Pac-10, have
an 11-3 overall record that
includes impressive victories over
Ohio State. Arizona State and the
Oregon schools.

Despite unimpressive losses to

Notre Dame and Arizona, the

Trojans are still a team to contend
with, especially with the explosive

play of junior superstar Harold

Miner.

Miner, considered to be one of
the best guards in the country, is

scorching the nets once again, as
he leads the conference in scoring
with a 27-point average.

In fact. Miner has scored so
many points in his three years at

Soutiiem Cal that he will break the
all-time Trojan scoring record in

the next couple of weeks. Miner is

only 91 points shy of die record,

which is held by 1991 graduate
Ronnie Coleman.

Speaking of scoring records,

UCLA's Don MacLean is still on
pace to break the all-time Pac-10
scoring record held by Sean
Elliott

MacLean, who is averaging 22
points a game this year, would only
have to average 21.6 points a game
fCfr the rest of the regular season to

be the conference's most prolific

scorer ever.

CurrenUy. MacLean (2,190
points) is behind Elliott (2,555
points), Stanford's Todd Lichti

(2,330) and UCLA's Lew Alcin-
dor (2,325 in three seasons).

In die 1980s, die Pac-10 was
often considered a weak confer-
ence that paled in comparison to

the tough teams of the ACC, Big
East, Big Ten. or SEC.

However, the times have
changed. CurrenUy. the Pac-10 is

78-26 against non-conference
competition this year, which is

good for a 75 percent winning

percentage.

There are only eight non-confer-
ence games left this season, and
with an impressive showing, the

Pac-10 can break the 76.1 percent
non-conference record set last

year.

Pm ETA SIGMA

FRESHMAN HONOR SOCIETY

f ATTENTIONML UNDERGRADUATE f
• PHI ETA SIGMA MEMBERS *

THE 1992 NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP
APPUCATIONS

ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT
THE DEAN OF STUDENTS' OFFICE,

1206 MURPHY HALL, 825-3871

$2,000 FOR SENIORS ATTENDING GRADUAL
SCHOOL FALL, 1992

$1,000 FOR CONTINUING UNDERGRADUATES

DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 1, 1992

We WantOur Teeth Straight!

Dr* Nadar Dayani
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980

Spedalfalng in braces for adolti& chUdrcn

Tra€i4t.i €9 ft €Mi

Porcelain
Stirfiicai

€>rtft€>€iotttics

As low as $75 per month. No finance charges.
'aijfffowd credit Thiifl<hriiiBilK<lDpaienfc«<iwBi<8^hihBftbeiare2/2a^ RecDnfciretwinotiicludKl
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Discover
Birkenstock
Step into Birkenstock footwear,
and find a remarkable blend of
comfort and style. Contoured
footbeds provide cushioning
and support, while your feet
remain free to move naturally.
You'll find colors
that range from
basic to

brilliant. ^m£m
/

Bliliensiock
FOOTPRINT COMFORT SHOES

Shemian Oaks
14447 Ventura Blvd.

at Van Nuys Blvd.

818/788-8443

COUPON QOOO
wrmsHOE
PURCHASE ONLY.
EXP. 3/1/Q2

•WESTWOOD VIllAGE*

10910 Le Conte Ave.

at UCLA Wesniood Blvd.

Main Entrance

213/208-7307

W. Hollywood

8629 Melrose Ave.

Near La Cienega Blvd.

213/B55-0744

GIFT COUPON

»10£«
Bia CANVAS
TOTE BAG

%
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Leslie and USC on tap for the Bruins
By Heather Duffy

Dally Bruin Staff

The legendary rivalry between

USC and UCLA continues Friday

night» as the UCLA women's'
basketball team challenges the

Trojans at USC*s Lyon Center.

The Bruins arc 9-5 overall, and
2-2 in Pac-10 play after returning

empty-handed from a trip to No. 2

1

Cal and No. 3 Stanford this past

weekend. The Trojans also

dropped their two weekend games
against the B^y Area schools,

giving them a record of 8-5, and 2-

2 in conference games.
UCLA Head Coach Billie

Moore said that it is important for

the team to concentrate on USC
now and put last weekend's games
behind them.

**The challenge for every team
that is playing near the top of the

conference right now is to go into

each game being focused," Moore

said. "We need to put behind the

disappointments from last

weekend because USC presents a

new, separate task.

**It would be a big lift for us to go
and be successful away from
home, especially against a team
like USC that wiU be right there

with us in the thick of things in the

Pac-10."

Having faced six common
opponents this season, UCLA and
use have identical records against

those teams: wins over Oregon,

Oregon State and Cal State North-

ridge, and losses to nationally-

ranked Cal, Stanford and Virginia.

Vying for the spotlight Friday

will be two of the nation's most
highly touted players — USC's
sophomore center Lisa Leslie and
UCLA's senior guard Rehema
Stephens, both consensus pre-sea-

son All-Americans. Each currently

See W.HOOPS, page 43 Nicols Andeisoii
UCLA Sporii Info

A Few
Volunteers
are Needed

Paris

London
Rome

* ^.

ALWAYS

DESIGN HAIR CUT
NO APPOINTMENTS '208 4447 'NO GIMMICKS

STYLISIS HAVE OVER 3 YEARS EXPERIENCE

VITA (Volunteer Income Tax Assistance)

provides free tax help in the community.

Volunteers will be trained by the-

Franchise Tax Board and the Intemal

HAIR COLOR $15

HIGHLITES $25
FRENCH PERM $15-25
ZOTOS PERM $35-45
SUPER PERM $66

FOIL WEAVING COMPLETE $45
EYE LASH TINT $10
COLOR CORRECTION $35
SHAMPOO SET $10
MANICURE $8

SPECIAL FREE- h.iircut style w $35 perm ($12 v.Hue free)

SPECIAL FREE- h.iircut mousse w $45 perm ($17 v.ilue free)

i ui 1 I ir.li MANK_ ijt^isi ,K -: t 111 ; [inf mmm ,;v; -'A:.! > .

107'n HAV FV "WPSTWOOD \/\> i r\r\f -Nrx"^ "^O A' [ ANL

For more information cail: MIKE (824-5316) or TAE (473-5562)

Sponsored by the Financial Supports commission, 825-7806
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Help newly admitted students by teaching them how to'

survive and thrive at UCLA. Apply to become a

1992 UCU ORIEIVrATIOIV COUNSELOR

Interested students should attend one of these information meetings:

Wednesday, January 22, 12 noon
LuValle Commons Boardroom

(by the Students' Store)

Wednesday, January 22, 7 pm
James West Center Conference Room

Thursday, January 23, 1 pm
North Campus Room 22

Monday, January 27, 12 noon

James West Center Conference Room

Tuesday, January 28, 12 noon
2408 Ackerman Union

Applicants must:

- Be currently enrolled

• Have completed at least one year of college work

(not necessarily at UCLA, but with sophomore standing)

- Have a preferred minimum 2.50 GPA.

Applications will be available at the above meetings.

For any other questions, please call the Orientation

Program office at (310) 206-6685.

Tie Bunalo Bll^ ^ ^^Sklns Special

2 Unt Mm. 2 Gikis 2 Lvge tpdara tl ndn.

S8 $17
Belora ttt HiHM givi US a cH. TImmSuimp

Bowl Specials Mil Miy be avanable froa

Tlnrsday thpn Sunday

So ontap now tap yaii* papty miope It Is ovepi
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UCM
$8.00
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FPiot aH U c» dPl*

S8.50

11:80-11:80

RwiDoivepy
208^484
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11:80-2:80
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Swimmeis take to III I in Arizona dual meets
By Andre Kelt

Daily Bmin Staff

Out of all the places to go, the

blazing UCLA men's swim team
will travel to the Arizona dbsert

this weekend, where both Arizona

and Arizona State will try to cool

the Bruins down in a pair of dual

meets.

Coming off a second-place

fmish at the Dallas Morning News
Classic, UCLA, ranked 11th in a

recent national coaches* poll, will

swim long-course meters against

ninth ranked Arizona on Friday

and short-course yards against

Arizona State Saturday.

Arizona, which Hnished sixth at

the Classic, defeated the Bruins

128-110 last year at the Men's
Gym Pool after the final UCLA
relay was ruled ineligible.

The Wildcats are led by senior

All-American distance swimmers
Mariusz Podkoscielny and Steve

Herron, and junior All-American

sprinter Seth Pepper.

In their last dual meet the Cats

lost to Southern Methodist Univer-

sity 131-105. Herron and Peppo"

were double winners at that meet,

winning the 1000-yard freestyle

and the 500-yard freestyle, as well

as the 50-yard and 100-yard
freestyle.

*They*re going to give us a lot

of problems at the 1000, 500 ani

Junior Greg Scffiaffer practices his butterfly technique for this weekend's meets.

"200 (yard freestyles) if PodRoaT
ciehiy s^ims those," UCLA Head
Coach Ron Ballatore said of the

Polish Olympian and NCAA
champion, adcting; **But he can't

swim everything."

At the Dallas Morning News
Classic last weekend, won by host

SMU, UCLA went head to head

with the Wildcats in the 400
individual medley relay, edging

Arizona out at the wall.

*The individual medley will be

a good race. It was real close in

Julias. They have a good 400
medley (relay)," Ballatore said.

*They l)eat us in that relay at the

(Pac-10) conference meet"
As for the sprint events, Balla-

tore expects Arizona's 50 and

100-yard freestyle specialist Seth

Pepper to be competitive against

UCLA's Chris Mann, Byron Davis

and Michael Picotte.

"Pepper will be right there,

although we have guys that are a

little quicker than him," Ballatore

said. **He's at his (home) pool so

he'll be tough to beat. Sprinters

have a strong advantagfilsgini=-
ming in their own pool."

Against the Sun Devils the

Bruins will also have to deal with a

pack of feisty sprinters. Last year

ASU was led by Olympic freestyle

sprinter Troy Dalby, and the team
beat UCLA 124-119.

Although this year ASU has

been hampered by injuries eariy in

the season, Ballatore said that the

Sun Devils always get up for dual

meets in the regular season.

"(ASU) gets real fired up for us

in the dual meets," Ballatore said,

jniiey get excited for alLtbeir dual

"We haven't had a chance to

race since Jan. 6 (against Michigan

State and Nebraska)," said Balla-

tore. "I'ni looking to see what the

guys can do that didn't swim at the

Dadlas Morning News Classic."

meets. They have a good breasts-

troker and have some fast sprin-

ters. I know they'll be ready for

us."

The meets give Ballatore a look

at how well his swimmers have

been training in the last three

weeks.
""^

—
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Although the Bnrirg havcr4)ectt:

training intensely since school

started last September, Ballatore

hopes his team will swim to win in

Arizona.

"We're tired, we're swimming
hard, but we're not going down
there to lose," Ballatore said.

The first 2(1 customers at The V\ herehouse on Broxton

\\e., Thursday, .hnHiar\ 23r(l, nill reeeiu' free sereeninj*

passes to the premiere and entr> into the premiere

dinner part> at Santo's West on (ia>lev Ave. afternards.

They're all looking for

adventure, romance, happiness, friendship, success.

But they'll settle for gyeat sex.
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Brains ready f6r a
young Cal squad
Bears sell out Oakland Coliseum

for tonight's UCLA-Berkeley game
By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

The No. 2 UCLA basketbaU
team will face a familiar exponent
tonight in an unfamiliar setting.

When the Bruins (12-0, 4-0 in

the Pac-10) square off with Cal
(6:7, 0-3) at 7:30 p.m., they won't
be playing at Harmon Arena, the

traditional home of the Golden
Bears.

The Cal athletic department
chose to move the game to the

Oakland Coliseum Arena, which
has a seating capacity of more than

15,000, compared to Harmon's
seating capacity of6,578. A sellout

crowd is expected for tonight's

game.

"It's probably to their advan-
tage, becausg^ftc Oakland C^^
seum is bigger," UCLA Head
Coach Jim Harrick said. "But it

won't be that much of a difference.

Besides, I kind of liked playing at

Harmon."
Injuries will have a much bigger

impact than the site on the outcome
of the game. Two of Cal's best

players, Brian Hcndrick and

Lamond Murray, both are recov-

ering from ankle injuries and their

playing status is questionable.

Wednesday morning Golden
Bear head coach Lou Campanelli
said that both Hendrick and Mur-
ray would probably play tonight,

although neither of them would be
100-percent healthy.

Hendrick, who missed last

week's game against Stanford
because of a sprained ankle, is the

leading scorer and rebounder for

Cal. He is averaging 15.3 points

and 10.4 rebounds per game.
Murray, the first cousin df

UCLA star Tracy Murray, is

coming off the best game of his

freshman season. Murray scored a

career-high 26 points and pulled

down 10 rebounds against Stan-

ford last week . However, Murray
sprained his ankle late in the game,
which will limit his abilities

tonight

Cal is an extremely young team,
having started as many as three

freshmen this season. Aside from
Murray, starling point guard KJ.

University of California^ Los Angeles

See HOOPS, page 40 Mitchell Butler eyes two points last week against Oregon.

Y/DaJly

Trojan netters ranked 1 and 2 preseason
By DJ. Harmeiing .

D^ily Bruin staff

Preseason No. 1.

Six out of the top-seven players

returning from a team that was
ranked No. 1 for much of the 1991
season. ;

.Two highly recruited and infi-

nitely talented freshmen looking to

come in and make headlines.

In short, the 1992 UCLA men's
tennis team is loaded.

Under Glenn Bassett, now in his

26th year as head coach at UCLA,
the Bruins retain everyone from
last year's team except two-time,

All-American Jason Netter.

Depth is the key element for this

year's team, with six returners and
two freshmen giving the Bruins a
squad eight-deep in talent

The Bruins hiave three singles

players ranked in the national Top
20, led by All-American Mark
Knowles at No. 6.

Knowles, a 2^-year-old junior

from the Bahamas, recently
returned to UCLA after competing
on the pro circuit during the £all

quarter. He will compete this year
at the No. 1 singles position for

UCLA, after struggling with a 3-6

record at that spot in 1991.

Rounding out the Bruins' addi-

tions to the national Top 20 are

16th-ninked David Nainkin and

See TENNIS, page 44 bin Bahrens returns to the tennis team after achieving a 22-3 mark In singles matches last year.

Men's SMfiinmi^g
The Bruins head back into the thick of Pac-10 action

when they head off to Arizona to face the University of
Arizona and Arizona State.

See page 47

Volleyball results Pao-10 race continues
Results of last night's UGLA-Brigham Young volley-

ball game will appear in Friday's Daily Bruin.

With the first two weekends of action already gone, the
Pac-10 race is now in fiill swing. It's a typical season—
full of suiprises.

See page 45

^i

80th Year, No. 61

arculation: 22,000

Briefly

Be a student
Health Advocate
Anyone interested in

becoming a Student Health

Advocate can come to an
orientation meeting at various

times today.

Commonly known on cam-
pus as the SHAs^ these students

receive special training to pro-

vide others with self-help care

for colds, first aid and emergen*
cies. SHAs also provide
counsehng and referrals in such

areas as nutrition, fitness,

weight management, con-
traception and emotional con-

cerns.

SHAs live at the residence

halls, the university apartments

and in the nearby fraternities

and sororities.

Today's meeting times are

10:30 a.m. in 22 North Campus,
noon in Kerckhoff 400, 1 p.m.

in Ackerman 2412 and 7 p.m. in

Dykstra Hall's fireside lounge.

For more information, con-

lact a SHA nr call 825-47^

Inside

Reaction to
civil war

Students and professors from
El Salvador were both optimis-

tic and skeptkal about the

recent end to that nation's 12-

year-old civil war.

See page 3

Viewpoint

The King alive?

I'm all shook up
Assistant Viewpoint Editor

and gatherer of Elvis lore Dan
Saffer lakes a look at *The Elvis

Conspiracy." And there's no
gras$y knoll.

See page 10

Arts & Entertainment

Modem dance
that's 'Available'

The last installment of the

UCLA dance department's

"Upstart Series" comes to

Schoenberg Hall this weekend.

See page 12

Sports

Beartraclcs
The second-ranked UCLA

men's basketball team faced off

against the Bears of Berkeley in

a showdown at the Oakland

Coliseum.

See page 24
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UCIAforecast sees slow recoveiy
By Lorl Quinton
Dally Bruin Staff

There's some good news and
some bad news for graduating

students.

The U.S. economy is going to

rebound in about six months, but

the Golden State's economy will

continue to sputter even longer,

according to a UCLA economic
forecast.

The quarterly report, released

last month, predicted the state's

recession will not end for at least

another 12 months.

"California still has another hit

Study predicts state economy
needs another year to rebound
to take this year," said David
Hensley, director of the UCLA
Business Forecasting Project.

"People should be prepared to wait

until 1993 for recovery."

California suffers from its own
underlying economic problems, he
said. Predictions for the state are

dismal because the main thrust of
cutbacks in defense and banking
arc yet to come. ^

Cuts in defense have been
expected for some time as the

government scales down on mili-

tary forces, he added. And with the

collapse of the Soviet Union and
this year's upcoming presidential

election,^ more cuts are expected.

"California has been hit harder

than the U.S. as a whole," Hensley
said. "It's in a different boat. This

recession is the longest recession

we've had since the Great
Depression of the 1930s."
The state economy showed

some signs of life last quarter, but

they were feint and did not last, he
said. "We don't see any signs of
that turning around," Hensley
added.

Although the UCLA report
predicted tough times ahead,
Hensley added a hq)eful note for

students graduating this spring.

"Recovery is not that far off for

students coming out of school in

June. Just remember, you're lucky

See ECONOMY, page 9

SancHaden tnick roams UCLA campus
Experiment tests

its effects upon

campus activity

By Brigitte Brady
- Daily Bruin Staff

—
An 18-wheel truck filled with

69,000 pounds of sand rolled

through campus Thursday morn-
ing so UCLA planners could

observe the effects of its vibration

and noise on laboratories, lecture

halls and offices.

While some professors com-
plained that vibrations could dis-

turb their experiments, some
students worried about traffic jams
and walkway closures.

The planners scheduled the

truck test to receive feedback from

"This truck pathway is

an unusual solution.

WeVe keeping our

fingers crossed that the

test will be successful."

Wesley HIronaka
UCLA Architect

users of buildings located near

construction sites before workers
begin building a water chiller/

power plant project Feb. 3.

"A number of projects have to

happen at the same time," said

Wesley Hironaka, a UCLA senior
'

architect "And this truck pathway
is an unusual solution. We're
keeping our fingers crossed that

the test will be successful."

The 18-wheeler, which was
weighed down with sand to simu-
late a truck carrying heavy con-

SUNNY SUNQ4)aily Bruin

An 18-wheeier drives through campus Thursday to test hbw vibrations affect science experiments,
music and office worl<.

stniction materials, drove back and
forth near Schoenberg, Knudsen
and Moore Halls for three hours.

In the meantime, sound experts

took measurements on extremely

sensitive instruments in Knudsen
Hall. They also asked UCLA
researchers to conduct research in

their labs to see how projects will

be affected by truck travel.

Some professor? said they wor-

ried about the impact of vibrations

on their delicate experiments as

about 50 trucks will drive past the

buildings from 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

daily.

"My concern is that the test is

going to be no approximation of

reality," said Seth Putterman, a
physics professor who conducts
experiments in Knudsen Hall.

"What do we do once the

construction begins and we find

the vibrations to be much more
powerful?" Putterman asked plan-

ners at a meeting after the test

And although the noise level in

offices and classrooms seemed
minimal, traffic jams and closures

of walkways could pose problems,
according to Mau Nix, UCLA's
undergraduate facilities commis-
sioner.

"The problem will be with
traffic flow and the effect the

trucks will have on the look of the

campus," he said. "Sound and
vibrations will not be a problem, at

least from the student's point of

view."

Besides waving away exhaust
fumes and raising their voices over
the noise, some students seemed
impressed by the size and unusual
location of the pathway.

"I don't mind the truck coming
through," said UCLA student

Janet Alvarado. "But if I were in a

classroom I would mind."
The planners will review all

these concerns and alter projects

accordingly. The final results of
the vibration tests will be available

in two weeks.

Recruiters promcte
gtfad geology program
By Phuong Le
Daily Bruin Staff

Student enrollment in the

much-touted UCLA Earth and
Space Sciences graduate program
has dropped off significantly dur-

ing the past five years because
fewer U.S. undergraduates are

choosing geology majors, depart-

ment officials said.

*There is a lack of good (under-

graduate) students available," said

John Christie, UCLA geology

professor and faculty graduate

adviser. "The nationwide pool of

graduate students follows this

cycle. We are not able to make as

many offers as we would hke to."

UCLA's program has observed

a 32 percent enrollment drop since

1986 primarily due to a decline in

the number of qualified students

applying to geology programs
around the country.

If fewer seniors graduate in this

See GEOLOGY, page 8

Enrollment of Graduate Students in ESS Program

The number of graduate students in UCLA's

department of Earth and Space Sciences

hasdeclined in the past 5 years.

'86 '87 '88 '89 '90
SOURCE: Department of Earth and Space Sciences

•91

OLIVER CHAN/Daily Bruin
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PARIS DISCOVERIES
SUMMER PROGRAM 1992
Intersession: May 25 - June 12

Summer Session: June 15 - July 24

Mora than 50 regular offarings from the

University's lit>aral arta curriculum.

A three-week French language immersion
program, featuring cultural wailcing tours and
conversation sessions

.

A A short course on the new Germany
culminating in a five-day study trip to Beriin.

A Weel(end excursions: Normandy,
Champagne, Loire Valley chAteaux, and
Givemy.

A Seminar tours with the University of

Texas & the University of New
Hampshire.

Send for our 1992
Summer Program Brochure:
The American University of Parie

Summer ProgramaAJ.S. Office

80 East 11th Street, Suite 434

New Yoric New Yortt 10003
Tel. (212) 677- 4370 Fax. (212) 47S-5205

THE
AMERICAN UMVERSITY

OF PARIS
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Campus Events

"Ladyhawkc"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
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UCIA Ehuicc Department
"Not Available in Stores"

Choreography by Laura Olson
Schoenbeig Hall
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Campus Events
The Fisher King"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Saturday, January 25, 1992

N:<M) pin

y.-y.-.-n

UCLA Dance Department
"Not Available in Stores"

Choreography by Laura Olson
Schoenberg Hall

Monday, January 27, 1992

;()(»pin

Tuesday, January 28, 1992

(y.U) pin

Placement and Career Planning Center

Is Advertising Right for You?

Ackerman Union 2nd floor lounge

Student Health Senrlces

Kaleidoscope Theatre

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

General

Peer Health Counselors
Apply to be a PHC
See ad for deuils

Student Health Advocates

Last day for recruitment

See ad for orientation times
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Commentary

To discourage abortion,

encourage responsibility

Like most Am^ncans, I want
to see abortion remain

legal. And like most
Americans, I am disgusted with

those women who view abortion as

just another surgical procedure—
a back-up measure if you don*t

bother with birth control.

So I figured I would agree with

Roger Rosenblatt*s book "Life

Itself."

Rosenblatt also falls into the

category of Americans who want
to "permit but discourage** abor-

tion.

Agree with Rosenblatt I did, in

principle. But when it came to his

tone and his insistence that govern-

ment an^ society must do more to

make "abortion less necessary,"

we parted company.

Too frequently, government
gets blamed for people*s personal

decisions concerning procreation.

Spend more on family planning,

the critics say. And while such

spending often makes sense, the

underlying belief — that the

burden of personal decisions lies at

the doorstep of government — is

troubling.

Truth be told, if you want to

discourage abortions, sooner or

later you have to do the one thing

Rosenblatt didn't do — criticize

Debrd
Saunders
nia, birth control is available to all

and free for women who are on Aid
to Families with Dependent Chil-

dren or are otherwise eligible for

Medi-Cal.

"We know the information is

out there, people just aren't using

it," Kassy Perry of the Health and
Welfare Agency said.

Despite outreach efforts to

inform women of the availability

of family planning, Medi-Cal paid

for 97,271 abortions in 1989— ata

cost of $37 million to taxpayers,

according to the Health and Wel-
fare Agency. Most could have

been avoided with birth control (an

Alan Guttmacher Institute study

reveals that oral contraceptives

have a failure rate of one-tenth of
one percent and diaphragms a 6
percent failure rate when used
properly).

But the standard do-gooder
reaction to such numbers is to

bemoan the fact that government
didn't do more to [x-event these

abortions. This belief presupposes

that Medi-Cal recipients aren't^

people for having them. Until savvy enough to figure out thar
pundits are wilHng to note that too they can get free birth control —
large a number of abortions occur

because aware people don't bother

with birth control (or to use it

correctly), society won't really be
discouraging abortion.

Forget the hand-wringing about
how society does nothing to help

young women in their reproduc-

tive years. Face facts. In Cahfor-

even though they were able to

figure out how to get free abor-

tions.

The same government-happy
thinking is behind the move to get

schools to hand out condoms to

prevent AIDS.

See ABORTION, page 7
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Bonus faces
cuts, suspension
af%er fiveyear ran
By Birgit Rasmussen —. : -^—L-
Dally Bruin Staff

Next year may be the last time stiidents can collect green receipts from
book store purchases and get money back ftom the student association.

The five-year-old Book Bonus Program may no longer remain the
number one priority of the student association, who funds the program
out of total net revenue.

But because the program has already been funded for this year,

students need not throw out their collection of green book store receipts.

When the association's board of directors last met. Vice Chairman
David Gungner pointed to the program as one possible source offunds for
a planned expansion of Ackerman Union.

Currently in the planning stages, the expansion would add student
space to the southwest comer of Ackerman Union, space badly needed
for student activities, according to Undergraduate Students Association
President Danette Martin.

Although the association has already spent $25,000 on researching and
planning the project so far, the total cost of such an expansion has yet to

be determined, as does the source of funding for the project.

Because an expansion of student space would not generate any
revenue, the association will have to pay for it by earning more money,
cutting other programs or levying fees on students.

Citing current annual sales, which are traiUng more than a million
dollars behind budget, Gungner called an increase in income unrealistic.

Since board members vehemently oppose student fees, they could instead
reprioritize current projected spending such as the Book Bonus Program,
Gungner said.

However, odier board members think it will be unnecessary to cut any
programs.

"I don*t think we*ll have to touch the Book Bonus Progiam. Net earned
revenues is the bes t option (for financing the expansioi^X" said Mafljn^
who also chairs die association board. Despite the bleak flnancial outlook
for this year, Martin remained optimistic about increasing association
income.

Business expansions on Ackerman *s A-level are already generating
revenue and the recession will end eventually, Martin said.

Sinc^e the Book Bonus Program's inception in the 1985-86 school year.

See BONUS, page 9

students redefine
'liomeless people'
Living on campus helps save

money, time, inconvenience
By Sandy Lee

~

Dally Bruin Staff

•^='^r

Every day Arnold wakes up at 6
ajn. to run the UCLA perimeter.

He showers at the Men*s Gym,
pulls freshly laundered clothes

from his car and eats a free

breakfast at the Cooperage through
the employee meal allowance
plan. He works at the Cooperage
kitchen, attends class and studies

in the evening.

But when it*s time for Arnold to

go to sleep, he has only to walk as

far as his car.

Arnold, who asked diat his real

name not be used, represents a
different kind of homeless person.

He is a full-time registered student

who has taken advantage of the

campus facilities to save money.
"I don't think of myself as

•homeless.* Transient is a better

word. I have a home. It*s just

inconvenient because I work so
much and spend so much time on
the campus,'* he said.

Arnold's story is not so unusual,

said Alan Cueba, assistant chief of

university poUce. "(Homeless stu-

dents) are mostly Students who
have been at school a few years,

and know the system pretty well.

They know what kinds of resour-

ces they can i!^e on the campus."

**Living like, this is much
easier," said Arnold, who used to

take the bus to school each

morning from Carson. "I have

everything I need on this campus."

A senior math and computer

science major, Arnold works 40
hours a week and has been living

on the campus ever since he
returned from the military two
years ago. He usually sleeps in one
of the parking structures on the

reclined seat of his Ford Probe.

"It's uncomfortable, but I'm
used to it, although I miss my bed
quite often."

And although Arnold and stu-

dents like him violate penal codes
prohibiting people from sleeping

in their car on public 6r private

property without permission, uni-

versity police Lt. Alvin Brown
said the department is more con-

cerned with the students' safety,

"I don't think of myself

as ^homeless' ... I have

a home. It's just

inconvenient because I

work SO much and

spend SO much time on

the campus."
"'

"Arnold"

UCLA Student

especially if they may be sleeping

in cars.

Administration officials are

unaware of the issue, said Assis-

tant Vice Chancellor Allen Yar-

nell. "We have heard nothing

officially or unofficially of this

problem."

The students he finds are not

reported to university officials,

See STUDENTS, page 6

Higher education

STEVE MACAULEY/DaJly druin

Cindy Smith, a fifth-year senior majoring In anthropology, cllnnbs the stalnvay to success In the
University Research Library on Thursday.

Salvi I I n treaty bittersweet /O

Despite civil war's end, professors,

students see continuing problems

By Letisia Marquez
Dally BruIn Staff

UCLA professors and student
rejoiced when El Salvador's
bloody 12-year civil war ended
earlier this month, but they worry
the peace treaty will not solve that

nation's economic and social

problems. ^

"El Salvador has sunk to terrible

destruction, poverty and death,**

said professor E. Bradford Bums,
who specializes in Latin American
history. "And the institutions that

hold society together are extreme-

ly hard to change or eradicate.**

The peace treaty signed last

week by government officials and
an opposition group called for an
end to fighting and a cut in each
group*s military forces. But it does
not mention changes to the coun-
try *s faltering economic and politi-

cal system.

"Chances for peace are better

now than at any other time,** said

Jose Mdya, a UCLA history

professor. "But it will not solve

great inequalities.'* X
The Central American natibn*s

elite control the land. And
although all other Latin American
countries plan on land reforms, not

one has fully implemented them.

Bums said.

And in order for land reform to

flourish in El Salvador, the gov-

emment also needs to improve
U"ansportation and irrigation sys-

tems, he added. "I don*t think the

Salvadorean government is going

to support this.**

Some students were also skepti-

cal about the peace treaty because

they said the govemment will not

follow the conditions of the treaty.

"It*s a sad thing because i)eople

are hoping that things will change
now,** said Gloria Hernandez, a

UCLA history student

When Hernandez *s family left

"El Salvador has sunk

to terrible destruction,

poverty and death. And
the institutions that

hold society together

are extremely hard to

change or eradicate."

E. Bradford Burns
History Professor

El Salvador in 1979, a leftist

guerilla group wanted to over-

throw the right-wing govemment
and create a regime that would
redistribute economic and social

power among the counU7*s lower
classes.

But 12 years later, the struggle

between the guerrillas and the

U.S.-supported Salvadoran troops

has killed about 75,000 people,

displaced I million and drastically

hurt die nation's already-crum-
bling economy.

r
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World

Soviet humanitarian

aid conference ends
WASHINGTON — The 47-nation

conference for aiding the former Soviet

Union ended Thursday with some very

general proposals on how to expand and
accelerate humanitarian assistance to

Russia and other republics, but with few
new commitments of funds.

In an effort to spur other donors, the

Bush administration announced Thursday
that it will fly 54 shipments of emergency
food and medical supplies to former

Soviet republics, beginning Feb. 10, to

help Russia and its neighbors through the

winter. Money for the U.S. airlift will

come from funds urged on the admi-

nistration by congressional Democrats

last year. While the administration did

encourage the money at the time, it is now
taking advantage of it

Gunmen idii three,

wound 40 in India

LUDHIANA, India — Gunmen dis-

guised as police officers opened fire with

AK-47S just north of here Thursday

afternoon on several busloads of political

workers, killing 3 jx^ople and wounding

40. The buses were part of a caravan, led

by the leader of India's right-wing

opposition party,. that was headed for the

strife-tnm Kashmir Valley.

After a group of buses passed through

the town of Phagwara, two men dressed in

police uniforms sprayed the lead bus with

rifie fire, K.P.S. Gill, inspector general of

police, said in an interview Thursday

night. The driver of the bus, a Sikh, and

two parly workers, both Hindus, were
killed. Both gunmen escaped, Gill said.

Israeli iianel cancels

deportation order

JERUSALEM — An army panel

Thursday recommended canceling the

deportation of a suspect Palestinian

militant, revoking one of 12 expulsions

ordered this month by the government It

was the first cancellation of a deportation

order by the military since 1979.

The panel of military judges reviewing

deportation orders against five Palesti-

nians from the West Bank advised that

one should be allowed to stay and the

recommendation was accepted by the area

commander, a military spokesman said.

The Palestinian whose expulsion was
overturned was identified as lyad Jodah,

28, of El-Bireh. The army said he had

been detained without trial since April.

Evidence for second
mass extinction found

New geological evidence in Italy

suggests that impacts of extraterrestrial

objects, like asteroids or comets, could

have been the cause of a mass extinction

of life like the one in which the dinosaurs

died out

Scientists report in Friday's issue of the

journal Science the discovery of shattered

quartz crystals embedded in shale dating

back some 200 to 213 million years, at the

end of the Triassic geological period. The
shocked quartz, as they call it, is

oonsidered one of the most distinctive

clues left by impacts of large meteorites or

comets in the vicinity.

The scientists said the patterns of

shocked quartz and their relation to other

geological and fossil evidence in the

Northern Apennines in Tuscany indicate

that three closely spaced impacts seemed
to occur at the end of the Triassic period.

Nation

Democrats on warpath

over unemploymeiit
WASHINGTON — Defnocrats went

on the offensive over another extension of

unemployment benefits and dared Repu-

blicans to delay the measure with objec-

tions over its financing.

Rep. Dan Rostenkowski of Illinois, the

chairman of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee, appeared as a witness before a

subcommittee of that panel on Thursday

and said that another 13 weeks of benefits

for the long-term unemployed were

essential now while the jobless waited for

the economy to recover.

Secretary of Labor Lynn Martin

declined to appear at the hearing and state

the Bush administration policy before the

president's State of the Union message

next Tuesday.

13 states hit with

tuiiercuiosis outbreaic

ATLANTA — Particularly dangerous

forms of tuberculosis have struck in 13

states and the spread of the disease is out

of control, federal health officials said

here on Thursday.

Strains of the bacterium that are

resistant to the standard anti-tuberculosis

drugs have caused deadly outbreaks in

five states and at least one case in eight

.others. The moie common form of tho.

infection, which responds to drug treat-

ment, is also spreading rapidly.

"At no time in recent history has

tuberculosis been of such great concern as

it is now, and legitimately so, because
tuberculosis is out of control in this

country," said Dr. Dixie Snyder, the

government's top expert on tuberculosis.

state

GM toclose Van Nuys

plant for two weeks
General Motors Corp. says it wiU idle

its suburban Van Nuys auto assembly

plant for two weeks because of sagging

sales, raising fears that the timetable for

closing the facility permanently might be

moved up.

The temporary shutdown affecting the

plant's 2,500 workers will begin Monday.

The latest shutdowns have fueled

speculation among analysts and union

members that the plant will close before

August, when it is scheduled to shut down
for good.

Top Nine

Top nine ways to know that. you have
moved up in the netherworld hierarchy:

9. John Gotti mentions your name twice

on one wiretap.

8. Two sinister looking guys in an

unmarked Chevy wave to you every time

you leave the house.

7. Al Sharpton calls your behavior

outlandish.

6. Storekeepers accept your personal

check without ID.

5. Frank Sinatra and Ted Kennedy
refuse to be photographed with you.

4. Guys named Tony leave cryptic

messages on your answering machine.

3. You answer all yottf phOBft €^Us mz
the third person.

2. A delicatessen names a sandwich
after you and then removes the item from
its menu.

1 . Three major religions claim that you
are a convert.

Compiled from Bruin wire services

Westwood Facilities

1100 Glendon Ave. 11th Floor
W. Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 208-4240 / (213) 879-1533

California Graduate Institute
Graduate School of Professional Psychology - Nonprofit, Nondiscriminatory

Est, 1968

Winter, Spring, & Fall Trimesters
Applications Accepted Throughout the Year

Onnge County Facilities

1122 E. Lincoln Avenue
Orange, CA 92665

(714) 637-5404

t^sychology -—Marriage, Family, & Child Therapy Peychoanalyeie

Theoriea of PereonalHy

Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy -

Psychological Assessment I: Intelligence

Psychological Assessment II: Personality

Psychological Assessment III: Neurology

Group Proces6 and Technique

Child Psychopathology

Social Bases of Behavior

Anatomy and Physiology

Psychology of Religion

Professional Issues, Ethics and Laws
Human Sexuality

Advanced Human Sexuality

Case Consultation in Sexual Therapy

Developmental Psycholoj^

Physiological Psychology

Psychopathology I, II

Hypnosis I, II

Advanced Hypnosis

Fam ily Systems Therapy

Transpersonal Psychology

Diagnosis and Direction: Mastering DSM-III-R

Qinical Practicum I-VI

Research Methods and Analysis I, II

Psychosomatic Disorders

Social Psych<^ogy

Industrial /Organizational Psychology

Learning and Cognition

History and Systems of Psychology

Psychotherapy with the Chemically Dependent

Sports Psychology

AppliedTecHhlqucs dTMFCT
Ethics and Laws for MFCT's
Theories of Hum 2m Communication
Psychological Assessment for MFCT's
Theories of MFCT
Psychopathology and Family Dynamics
Crosft-Cultural Mores and Values

Child Psychopathology and Psychotherapy
Adolescent Psychopathology and Psychotherapy

Special Tactics of Qiange in Family Therapy
Bhnidty and Cross-Cultural Psychopathology
Family Psychopathology
Conjoint Therapy
Psychotherapeutic Issues of Marriage, Divorce; Mediation

& Family Reconstruction

Child Abuse and Domestic Violence

MFCT-Practicum Mil
Assertiveness Training

Metabolism and the Mind
Varieties of Healing

Psychology of Aging

Behavioral Medicine

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
Behavioral Medicine and Health Psychology
Biofeedback Therapy
Ginical Consultation in Biofeedback

Psychoneu roimm unology

Acupressure for Psychotherapists

Psychosynthesis

Altered States of Consciousness

Guided Imagery
Psychopharmacology

PereonalifyDevHopmcntT, H, HT
Introduction to Psychoanalysis

Theory of Psychoanalytic Tedinique

Theory and Technique of Dream Analysis

Applied Psychoanalytic Technique
Freud I II

Theory of Self Psychology

Self Psychology: Current Writings

Self Psychology: Qinical Concepts
Ego Psychology and Object Relations

Object Relations I, II

Current Psychoanalytic Literature

Child Psychoanalysis I, II

Myth and Fairytales in Child Therapy
Borderiine States and Narcissism

Primitive States of Mind: Bulimia

Perversions and Somatk States

Personality Disorders

Anxiety and Affective Disorders

Psychoses

Melanle Klein

Resistance and Countertransference

Qinical Empathy
^uime: Its Importance in Treatment
Schizophrenia and Other Psychoses

Qinical Case Conference I-VI

Qinical Hypnosis I, II

Chemical Dependency

Drug Use and Abuse
Chemical Dependency Counseling
The Family and Chemical Dependency
Society and Chemical Dependency

CGI offers thefollowing degrees and certificate programs

:

1'

MA in Psychology

PhD in Psychology

PsyD in Clinical Psychology

Certificates in Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy,

Behaviotal Medicine, Chemical Dependency

MA in MFCT
PhD inMFCT
PhD in Psychoanalysis

PsyD in Psychology with Certificate in Psychoanalysis

Certificate in Psychoanalysis

Students learn in a clinical atmosphere from professors who are therapists /teachers; therefore, a graduate from the Institute

is always on the cutting edge of what is occurring in the modem world of psychotherapy.

Classes are offered days, nights & weekends; call

for a complete current schedule.

CGI is approved by the American Psychological
Association to offer Category I Continuing
Education for Psychologists. The APA Approved
Sponsor maintains responsability for the program.

CGI graduates meet the educational requirements

for Psychology and MFT licensure in California.
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58 students receive Alumni sdioiarsiiips
By Julie Ann SHva
Dally Bruin Staff

The UCLA Alumni Association

awarded 38 UCLA students for

their academic and extracurricular

achievements.

The association's Distinguished

Scholar Award was given to 23
students, and 35 commimity col-

lege transfer students received

similar honors.

**The Alumni Association real-

izes that, overall, being a student is

more than just studying,** said

Neera Tanden, who received

$2,500. The scholarship money
has enabled her to devote more
time and energy to continue

working as undergraduate vice

president and an English composi-

tion tutor.

The UCLA scholarships, which
were first presented in 1936,

recognize students who participate

in extracurricular activities and

community involvement while

also earning top marks in school.

The association handed out

$562,000 in scholarships — with

awards ranging in value from

$1,000 to $5,000.

Robin Keith, who won a $1,500
scholarship, said that the money
was not the most important part of
the scholarship.

*The most important part (of

winning the scholarship) was the

recognition,** said the transfer

ThinkingAbout
MBAor

Graft Sdiool?
FREE 40-page

Graduate School Application

Primer. Call:

800-777-EXAM

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY
(CLEARCOLOfl) $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES {tm.wMt& $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $1S5 PR
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED. $139 PR

ml

student "The fact that (the Alumni
Association) thought I was worthy
of the award has made me work a
little bit harder."

Other scholarship recipients

said their awards inspired them to

continue with graduate coursew-
ork.

"Receiving the scholarship has
given me a real boost Somebody
has noticed and given me credit for

what I've been doing," said Debor-
ah Raupp. a graduate student of

education.

To qualify for the Distinguished

Scholarship Awards, undergradu-
ates must meet the academic
criteria and participate in non-
academic activities. They must
have at least a 3.5 GPA and have
earned a minimum of 36 UCLA
units.

Despite these stringent stan-

dards, competition for nomina-
tions is fierce, said V.C. Powe, the

scholarship program manager.
The number ofapplicants for the

alumni scholarships has more than

doubled since last year, she added.

Hiofwdoyou tdl a 4-year-old
shemaynevCTbe5 ?

Blood.Give a little so someone can live.
NatiooAl Blood Rcaouioe Education Program

iauoMl hiB iwi «rf HmMi, PuMk HhMi Sm-n. US Ofwimni ol HmMi aid Hunwi Smint
American AMociation ot Blood Banks

UCIA STUDENTS reodve our gift

rorytmr affouumtiu. colt ^ *" ASUCLA meai ticket etch

receive our gift of 4 houn leave |Tp| 4B!~«*r»«~w t*™* y«» dooaie.'

SnoMt Hijft. Lw« Mid Hood

UOA/ ASUOA EMFIXITEBS

with pay each time you donate.

Hood Donor

at (310)825-0850 •-*•
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They're all looking for

adventure, romance, happiness, friendship, success.
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STARTS TODAY
AT A THEATER NEAR YOU

Final

Deadline!
Friday,Janiiaiy 24

is the absolute, final deadline for senior F>ortraiLs in the Bruin Life

yearbook. So dent be left completdyiDut of the picturc. It tc^^^

only a few minutes for a portrait that lasts a lifetime.

And it's a snap to make an appointment. Just

stop by Campus Photo Studio in

Kerckhoff Hall 150, Monday
through Friday.

mmXlA Campus Photo Studto
Omdul Fhotngmpherm fur Bntin iMYearbo^k^

K«rckbi>(r Ifoll 150 013) 20&M3:|
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MICRO KNOWLEDGE
436 33MHz 256K

-4MB RAM up to 32MB on Board
-60486 Processor

BuUt in 487 Math
-1^ & 1 .44 HO Floppy Drives

-212MB Hard Drive

16ms Built in 64K Cache
-IDE with I/O (2S/P/G)

-FuN Size Tower Case
-Super VGA Card w/1MB
-NON-INTERFACED 14"

Super VGA Monitor 1 024^68
1024x766 0.26 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhar>Ged Keytx>ard

386SX 25MH7
-1MB RAM
-1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Drives

-40MB IDE Hard Drive

-17ms BuMt In 32K Cache
-IDE FD/HD Controller
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-6 Expansion Slots

-Real Time Clock & Calendar

-Math Co-Processor Socket
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-16 Bit Super VGA Card W/512K
•14- Super VGA Monitor

1024x766 0.26 Dot Pftch

-101 Enhanced Keyboard

386 33MHZ 64K

-4MB RAM up to 32MB
-80367 Co-Processor Socket

-1.2&1 44 Fksppy Drives

-12SMB Hard Drive

17m8 Built in 64K Cache
-IDE &I/0 (2S/P/G)

-Medium Tower Case
-Super VGA Card w/1M
-Super VGA Monitor

1024x766 0.26 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keytx}ard

. Ob uU
-1MB RAM
-1.2 & 1.44 Ftoppy Drives

-40MB IDE Hard Drive

17ms Built in 32K Cache
-IDE FD^HD Controller

Al I/O: 2Serial/Paralle(/Game

-8 Expansion Stots

-Real Time Clock & Calendar

-Math Co-Prooessor Socket

-Mini Tower Case
-16 Bit Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.28 Dot Pitoh

-101 Enhanced KeytxMrd

386 25MH,

-IMBRAMuptolQMB
-1 .2 A 1 .44 Roppy Drives

-85MB OE Hard Drive

I^MSBuHt in 32K Cache
•KDE A lO (2S/P/G)

-8 Expartaion Skxs
•Mk^i Tower Case
-Super VGA Ctfd W/S12K
-Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.28

-101 Enhanced Keyboard

COMPLETE SVGA SYSTEM
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viding Great Care

ForAll Women

REE PREGNANCY TESTING
•Pregnancy Termination

General or Local Anesthesia

•Affordable Birtti Control —
Call

ANN!
ICAL

CIATES

QOTE DEAD TIIE9R
>x "OUTSTANDING...

ONE OF THE YEAR'S
BEST FILMS."

-Jcffrry Lyons. SNEAK PREVIEWS

RobinWilliams ^% JeffBridges

A TriStar Release ISfXR«^.

WITHLADTHAWKE
AGB»$1.50 —

—

TONIGHT! LADYHAWKE AT 7:00 PM
THE FISHER KING AT 9:30 PM

Paidfor by USAC village photo

Rocky road

SUZANNE STATESADaily Bruin

Geoff Grace, a freshman biology major, and right, Thomas
Olson, a junior English major , climb a cliff of dirt Just south
of Hitch Suites last Saturday.

STUDENTS
From page 3

said Lt. Brown. "We just want to

help them, so we refer them to

housing officials.*'

Arnold does not blame the

university or his parents for the

circumstances under which he

lives. During his first two years at

UCLA, he lived in Hedrick HaU
and received financial aid. "It*s

nobody's fault," he said. "I just

wish I hadn't wasted so much time

going to parties and getting djuok.

I should have paid more attention

to my grades then."

Arnold says he is unsatisfied

with his 2.081 GPA. "Working
full-time wears me out and I can't

study as much as I'd like to," he
explained.

With rising registration fees on
the horizon, Arnold says he is

fortunate to be graduating, but he

regrets that more students may fall

into a predicament similar to his.

"I know some students who are

doing the same thing," he said.

"And I imagine there are probably

others out there. Sometimes I can
tell by just looking at them."

Last year police received a

report of a woman seen repeatedly

in a bathroom in the Math/Science

building. When he investigated.

Brown discovered a full-time

student who had been living in the

restroom. She was "clean and
appeared healthy," Brown said.

And, like Arnold, she received free

meals for working at the campus
food service.

"I imagine (these students) are

in small numbers. It's interesting.

They have no regular domicile yet

they are able to survive on the

campus," said Jack Rothman, a

professor in the School of Social

Welfare and author of the book
"Runaway and Homeless Youth."

"I once had a graduate student

who decided to just sleep here and
there, around the campus or with

friends. He did not seem like the

typical homeless." said Rothman.
"He was a serious student and a

very stable guy who just happened
to be short on money, so he was
innovative in managing his

money."
In the past, Arnold relied on

campus lockers, storing some
clothes in the Men's Gym and
putting books and other miscella-

neous items in Royce Hall.

When he wants to watch an

occasional television program, he

goes to the Mercy William Wait-

ing Room in Uie university's

medical center, where he has slept

sitting upright more than once.

l*Where I study dictates where 1
will sleep." said Arnold, who has

occasionally slept in the Kerckhoff

study lounge.

He may also stay over at a

friend's apartment after studying

late at night, but he leaves early so

as not to "take advantage of them,"
he said. Most of his friends do not

know that he usually sleeps on
campus, he added.

One student, a fifth-year student

in the School of Fine Arts who
refused to be identified, told

friends that he was once awakened
by the ]X)Uce asking him to show
UCLA identification during a

period when he spent three nights

in Kerckhoff Hall.

Like Arnold, his family home i«

less than an hour away, but he finds

it more convenient to stay on
campus. With the help of a fiiend

living in Rieber Hall, he often

sleeps and showers in the dorms.

No one knows for certain how
many students like Arnold live on
campus. "It'^a hard thing to gauge
because if^a student appears

homeless we would ask to see his

student ID. If he shows it to us,

then no questions are asked,"

Cueba said. Arnold chooses to

live in his car. He says he could

afford to live in an apartment if he
gave up the car that he bought two
years ago.

"It's difficult Sometimes it's

cold," he said, "But I can't get

down on myself, that's worse than

low self-esteem. I just make the

See STUDENTS, page 8
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Estonia renews costly dream of independence
By Serge Schemann
The New York Tinnes

TALLINN. Estonia — Freshly minted
trappings of statehood are in evidence
immediately on arrival here: Two Soviet-

made planes proudly emblazoned "Esto-
nian" stand on the tarmac, fuzzy-cheeked
customs agents order arriving Russians to

buy visas, youthful police officers wear new
uniforms.

But there is no fuel to fly the planes or to

run the police cars, or to heat much of the

city. Estonians who long dreamed of
resuming the independence intennpted by
the Soviets 50 years ago are finding, along
with their Baltic neighbors in Lithuania and
Latvia, that their triumphs carry higher costs
than generally anticipated.

Food shops are bare. The faction-riddled

Parliament is paralyzed by internal dispute,

and the government is in disarray.

Prime Minister Edgar Savisaar and his

government resigned on Thursday, the

Estonian news agency ETA reported.

Savisaar, under attack for weeks for what
his foes described as an authoritarian style,

saw his efforts to gather emergency powers
blocked. He proposed that the head of state,

Arnold Ruutel, the country's most popular
politician despite a past as a Communist
functionary, be named as successor.

ABORTION
From page 2

An 18-year-old graduate of the

IjOS Ange.les Unified School Dis=L.

trict said as much just before the

Board of Education voted for

condom distribution Tuesday. She
told the board that high school kids

know about condoms and where to

get them, but they don't know how
to solve a calculus problem. So
why, she asked, is the boaid
spending its limited resources

distributing an item you can get at

any drugstore^ when it should be

focusing on giving children some-
thing they can't just pick up
anywhere — an education?

Good question, but as any cynic

(read: taxpayer) knows, Los
Angeles Unified School District

believes only in doing the impossi-

ble. That way it has an excuse for

failure.

AFDC subsidizes illegitimate

J)irths. California's high AFDC
payments subsidized single fami-

lies so well that unwed births

accounted for 169.913 of the

569.308 births in 1989.

And what about men? The
nation's abysmal record at making
fathers pay for their children

enables some men to be selfish and
irresponsible.

But make the fathers of AFDC
kids pay for their children's sup-

port, instead of dumping their

obligation onto the taxpayers, and
you just might see more men
finding religion about birth con-
trol. I'm sure that approach would
work better than pricey outreach

programs that plead with men to

engage in practices they don't

want to. or in their minds have to.

engage in.

The doctrine of personal respon-

sibility isn't for touchy-feely

types. It requires the making of
harsh judgments — that focus on
real people instead of faceless

government
But you can't preach personal

responsibility without getting per-

sonal.

Too often public schools and
bureaucracies opt for treating

people as if they can't be expected

to take responsibility for their

actions, or even be smart enough to

figure out what is best for them.

With that non-judgmental
approach, and government's
everything*s-on-the-house spon-

sorship of irresponsible behavior,

it's no wonder they often are

proven right

The contrast between the brash symbols
of national sovereignty 'and the crisis of
government and the economy are hardly

unique to Estonia, which occupies 17.410
square miles on the shore of the Baltic Sea.

Many other former Soviet republics have
had similar rude awakenings in trying to

break away from an empire which stunted

or subjugated their development
But Estonia was always the envy of other

republics — a little surrogate Europe with

nicely restored Gothic arches. Hanseatic
gables and polite waiters. It was a small

pocket of small luxuries and relative plenty

and even a peephole to the real West
Tallinn could watch Finnish television, and
Finns would hop over the Baltic by the

thousands to swap jeans for vodka.
That' relative prosperity, coupled with

stories of alternating Soviet and German
repressions that every family carefully

passed down, fed a national faith that

Estonia, once freed, would again become
what one journalist described as "essential-

ly a diligent, well-functioning Scandina-
vian-style Protestant culture."

It is another question whether the two
brief decades of independence between
1920 and 1940. when parliamentary gov-
ernment gave way to authoritarian pres-

idential rule, were as idyllic as the national

memory has it. What is important is that

when the abrupt collapse of the Soviet

empire in August set Estonia free, its head
was still in the cloudl

"I am an optimist" said Minister of

Economics Jaak Leimann. "Fm convinced
that our location, bur history, will enable us

to pull out by the next century.

"But how do we get out of this kasha
now? We're like inmates being released

from prison: We argue, we talk of how it

was before prison and of getting back what
we had. all instead ofjust geuing a wife and
going to work."

Leimann finds nothing mysterious in

Estonia's current plight. For 50 years under

Moscow. Estonia got cheap oil and cheap
grain, and in exchange supplied "the

empire"— as everyone here calls it— with

meat consumer goods, textiles and fish.

With independence, heating oil went
from 83 rubles a ton to 12,0(X) rubles (about

$100). nearer the world price, and the

imported grain dried up. The young country
failed to secure any oil supplies for January,

so most apartment buildings have been cold
all month. Prospects improved somewhat
this week when Finland agreed to sell some
oil on credit

"We lived on cheap oil and cheaper
grain," Leimann said. "Now we have no oil,

no money, no meat no medicine and no
cash. The question is what to do next.

"But how do we get out of this

kasha now? WeVe like

inmates being released from

prison: We argue, we talk of

how it was before prison and

of getting back what we had."

Jaak Leimann
Minister of Economics

"Many want to restore everything to the

way it was before 1940. But what does that

mean? We had 142,000 small farms then,

and ifwe gave it to the heirs they would split

it even smaller, and that would be entirely

inefficient And what do we do with the

large industrial complexes the Soviets built

the textile factories, the food processing?"

And it is here, in mapping the future, that

practical economics collide with national

politics (otherwise known here as "the

Russian question").

As in many other republics, Estonia's

drive to independence was fueled by the

national idea. Every Estonian politician

drew on feelings of threatened and injured

nationhood. In so small a nation it was not

hard.
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PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS

Peer Health Counselors are specially trained students who work In various campus clinics providing

health promotion information, counseling and referrals for a variety of topics. Peer Health Counselors

are trained in the areas of self-help cold care, nutrition, weight managment, hypertension screening,

stress management, fitness, substance abuse, contraception, suicide prevention, and health risk

appraisals, jq apply for the Peer Health Counselor program, you MUST attend one
of the following orientation meetings:

Mon., Jan. 27

12-1 pm
Tues., Jan. 28

11-12 pm
1-2 pm

Wed., Jan. 29

12-1 pm
1-2 pm

AU 3517

AU 2408

North Campus 20

Thurs., Jan. 30

11-12 pm North Campus 20

2-3 pm AU 2408

6-7 pm Sproul Entertainment

Center (tentative)

Fri.,Jan. 31

1-2 pm
6-7 pm

North Campus 20

Dykstra Fireside

North Campus 20

AU 2408

6:30-7:30 pm FOB 6l6 Hilgard

For more information, please telephone 825-8462 or stop by the

Peer Health Counselor Office at 401 Kerckhoff Hall.

Sponsored by Studcsit Health Service
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Last year's two shows completely SOLD OUT.

Don't miss your chance this year!
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KALEIDOSCOPE
THEATRE

presents

a

PROVOCATIVE
&

ENTERTAINING
play about

SEXUALITY
&

RELATIONSHIPS

in the

90s

Tuesday, January 28
6:30 & 8:00 PM

Ackerman Grand Ballroom—^

(

*** * ADMISSION FREE * • **

Call 825-3020 for show information

A UCLA/SHS Production

Cosponsored by the UCLA Student Welfare Commission

Diners' rigiit to

sue redefined

by California

By Harriet Chiang
The San Francisco Chronicle

SAN FRANCISCO — The
California Supreme Court gave
consumers for the first time in 56
years the right to sue restaurant

owners over bones and other

objects left in their food.

In a unanimous pinion on
Thursday, the court said that

consumers can sue over bones and
natural substances in their food if

they can show that the food was
negligently prepared.

The ruling overturned part of a

1936 decision that allowed suits

ov^r glass, wire and other **fore-

ign** objects left in food but not

over bones and other natural

substances.

The justices did offer some
protection for restaurant Owners.

On a 4-to-3 vote the court ruled

that consumers cannot sue for

strict liability, in which a restaur-

ant owner would be automatically

at fault if the food is defective.

STUDENTS
From page 6

best with what I have and get by
because Tve got a positive atti-

tude.-

:^^se students is=¥^

SSSCCCS3SBBC ^SCSS^SC
Ad paid for by UCLA Student Health Service 1

tragedy, said Amy Goldner, super-

visor of the social service unit at

Student Health Services. "It's

disheartening that there are stu-

dents who live like this,** she said.

But she added that no students

have approached her for advice or

assistance.

GEOLOGY
From page 1

field, UCLA must then compete
with other top schools, like Har-

vard, MIT, Cal Tech and UC
Berkeley for the limited number of

outstanding applicants.

But with a graduate program
ranked among the nation *s top

five, department officials are try-

ing to stay ahead in the student

recruitment race. Recruiters prom-
ote the program on the basis of the

deparunent^s reputation.

UCLA recruiters are also offer-

ing top students full financial

support, usually given in the form
of fellowships, grants and research

assistant positions even in an age
of a funding freeze.

Graduate student Bill Ackers
said he chose UCLA because of

the department's top faculty and
research equipment.

*Th©y flew me out here to see

what it was like,'*'Aickers said. "If I

had any doubts, they were defi-

nitely cleared.**

The first-year geology student

rejected Cornell University
because he considered UCLA to

have "one of the best departments

in the world.**

Ackers, who did his undergra-

duate study at Vanderbilt Unver-
sity in Tennessee, said he was
reluctant to come to Los Angeles
until he visited the campus.
However, UCLA recruiters

hope to see a rise in enrollment

numbers within the next few years.

They want to draw more students

into the Earth and Space Science

program on the undergraduate
level. In this way, department
officials can attract offers to

potential applicants.

"We offer the best of both

worlds,** said geology professor

Jon Davidson. UCLA offers stu-

dents opportunities for research

and to work with a diverse teach-

ing faculty, he said.
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more than $3.6 million has been
paid back to students. That means
an average of about half a million

dollars annually, which could go a

long way in repaying loans for the

Ackerman expansion project,

Gungner said.

Next year would be a good time

to discontinue or temporarily sus-

pend the Book Bonus Program,
Gungner argued in statements to

board members. He added that

because the association's income
this year could be almost nonexis-

tent, the program would be dra-

matically reduced anyway.
As for the upcoming school

year, board members emphasized
that suspending or reducing the

Book Bonus Program remains as

one of several options.

The board deferred the matter to

various subcommittees for further

discussion and will continue to

review it before making any
decisions.

ECONOMY
From page 1

you were in school. You could
have graduated last year.

**The U.S. economy is either

stalled or declining, but a federal

aid package is likely in the future

and is bound to do a little bit of
something.**

President George Bosh's public

5.00 Off
I

I

I

On Any Size Cake!
I (Not good with any other coupons or

disoounts. Expires 1/31/5)2)

We Now DeUverl
Mon-Sat: 2pm-5pm
BasMii(^Rolibins

Ice Cream & ibguri

I 208-8048 Westwood Village i

acknowledgement that the nation

is suffering from a recession may
open up the way for more active

federal assistance to stimulate the

economy. People may be reas-

sured because they perceive that

_^the government is doing some-
thing to fix the situation, Hensley
said.

"For a while, it looked like the

president was not in touch with
reality. People were saying *this

looks and feels and smells like a

recession.* The president had to

act concerned," he explained.

"Now that the president has

given in on the *R* word, there may
be room for open debate and
action. If the problem is one of
perception and confidence, any
federal action taken should help to

improve growth.

Yet, some local economists
disagree about the severity of the

nationwide recession.

*'Some people may look at their

small regions and think that the

things are going to hell, but the

media has made this out to be much
bigger than it actually is. The
nationwide slump is nowhere near
the size of the one that gripped the

nation in the 70s,*' said USC
economist Selo Imrohoroglu.

In retrospect, the Persian Gulf
war may have been the reason for

the short, fitful economic recov-

ery, Hensley said. After the war
ended, people went out and pur-

chased what they had wanted. This
gave the economy a slight push,

making it look like a recovery.

**The crisis created a pent-up
rally in the summer months.
Consumers made purchases they
hadn't made during the winter,**

Hensley added. "Unfortunately,

the rally carried itself through
summer and ran out of gas in the

faU.**
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BURT HERMAIMMV Bfuin

"Pfotestgfs &3thet^tx Wednesday to confront tte thsorvthatthe Hninrmnrt nrnrrr tifmrv^noH

Ads and the First Amendmeiit
In November, the Daily Bruin received a

request to advertise an on-campus debate

involving the Bradley R. Smith group,

which argues that the death of 6.million Jews
in the hands of Nazi Germany is historical

fiction.

That group's debate over the Holocaust
was held Wednesday, inciting everything

from interest to alarm. But publicity leading

up to that event was limited to flyers posted
around campus. The Bruin declined to

publish the group's ad.

It was an act not uncommon for this

newspaper, although this^ recent instance

-again raises the issue regarding the public's

right to free speech through this publication.

Time and again, groups have sought to

publicize their views by lobbying for

editorial attention or by paying for ad space.

It is a fact of life, exercised in circles of pow-
er under the label of public relations.

The Smith group is only the latest

example. There is a wide range of interests— to all extents of worthiness— that seek to

pay then- way into the paper. Undergraduate
government has bought ad space to publish

its own newsletter in the pages ofThe Bruin.

Animal rights groups have paid for space to

publicly shame UCLA researchers who use

animals in medical experiments.

The Smith group probably found paid

advertising a sensible way to freely express

its theories in the public forum. But they

wouldn't be the first to feel The Bruin

abridged their free speech rights when the

paper denied their money.
The way The Bruin makes its decisions is

guided more by practicality than ideal

philosophies.

The issue at hand isn't merely the public's

right to free expression in this paper. It has

more to do with who holds the responsibility

of how that right is exercised.

—

The decision lies with The Bruin's editors

and managers, not with the people who have

money to pay. No doubt decisions made by a

committee will always bear inconsistencies.

Some readers who find rejection of the

Smith ad appropriate may also find impro-

priety with the frequent publication of other

ads that, for instance, can be viewed as

visually offensive to women.
The only honest response is that the

decisions being made at this paper come out

of group accord, a mix of perspectives and

interests, and not a singular agenda.
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Commentary

The King and I, Part II

After writing what I

thought was the defini-

tive Elvis article for

The Bruin *s reg issue, along

comes more evidence that

refutes my claim that Elvis

might actually be. well, dead.

Last Wednesday, another

television show from the crea-

tors of *The Elvis Files" aired,

hosted by none other than the

Incredible Hulk himself. BiU
Bixby. The show, "The Elvis

Conspiracy," which was broad-
cast hve from the Imperial

Palace Hotel and Casino in

Vegas, set out to prove —
with "startling new evidence"
— that Elvis is in fact alive

and is living under ail assumed
name, Jon Burrows.

By now, almost anyone
could put together an Elvis

special. All you have to do is

assemble a "team of experts"— eye wimesses who have
seen him post-rigor mortis,

handwriting experts to examine

On the Trail of Elvis

notes that were supposedly
written by him recently, sound
engineers who examine tapes

made of phone calls where
Elvis says that he's been in

hiding, an Elvis investigator

who has been following a

**paper trail of clues" and even
an academic who gives semi-
nars on Elvis* contributions to

American society.

Then show some grainy

photos that look like the

Shroud of Turin and then have
eye witnesses teU^f their

encounters with ifie E man.

off a photo? It just doesn't
make sense. Td like to think

that Elvis was smarter than

that.

I needed to get the official

word on the subject, so I

called mv contact with The

(On *The Elvis Conspiracy,"

one woman, who claimed to

have seen Elvis as recently as

Aug. 23, 1991 in Clyde, Ohio.
said that she "had a dream this

would happen.")

After that, recreate these

sightings with simulated

documentaries using an Elvis

impersonator to play The King.

Just as a side note, if Elvis

was alive, would he really still

be fat, wear those same glasses

and have the same muttonchop
sideburns?

It's funny, but Elvis has

only been spotted in small

towns — small midwestern
towns like Grand Blanc, Kala-
mazoo, Clyde and Ft. Worth.
Wouldn't Elvis flee to South
America or something? Why
stay where he'd be recognized?
Why go out to public restaur-

ants where anyone could snap

An aubmHlad imiaHal muat baar tha author'a
nama, addraai^ talapliona numbar. ragiatration
numbar ar afTHMian with UCLA. Namaa wlU nat
bawtthtwM axoapt In axtrama caaaa. Tha Bniln
wll puMiah anonymoua latlaia on a oaaa-by-
caaa baala N tha lattar la daamad to ba a( a
aanalUva natura. but tha abova Information la

raqulrad for purpoaaa of varifloation. IT a Mtar
la printad anonymoualy, all biographical
Information wIN ba kapt confMantlaL

King, lodd Morgan, Director

of Communications for Grace-
land. Naturally, when I was
put on hold while his staff got
in touch with him, "Love Me
Tender" played as background
music over the phone. When
Morgan finally got on the ,

phone, he was clearly tij^ed.

"Every time something like

this happens, our phones light

up," he told me. "People
calling with sick jokes. People
who are angry. People who
want to know if it's true. All

we have to say is that Elvis is

gone."

*The sad part," he continued,

"is that all this stuff doesn't

remotely resemble Elvis the

man or Elvis the artist. And
when things like that show air,

we risk losing the real Elvis.

These rumors are not what's
important about him."

But, for whatever reason, it

is important for the believers

that Elvis is alive, important

that the myth continues. A
model Graceland has even
been built in Northridge by an
Elvis impersonator. Five

hundred thousand of the faith-

ful make a pilgrimage to

Graceland every year.

"Nothing like this," said

Morgan, "has ever happened
before. At least not on this

scale." I would disagree. Look
at Jesus, Mohammed. Religious
figures. Makes you wonder,
doesn't it?

Elvis, for our spiritually void
country, has started to take on
a type of religious mantle.

After all, don't many religions

have major figures that have
come back from the dead?
How long will it be before

churches of Elvis start spring-

ing up?

The search continues . . .

Sqffer, the Assistant Viewpoint
Editor, is a senior majoring in

theater and dramatic literature.

Whan muK^ authoni aubrnN
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Can a columnist solve the world's problems? Read on
I

had this really odd dream
the other night. I'm on a

beach, naked of course,

running. As best as I can
figure, about a hundred people
in black hooded robes are

chasing me. They all have
rolled-up Daily Bruins and are

waving them violently in my
direction. Strangely enough,
some of them even look like

other Viewpoint columnists.

As I reach the end of the

beach, I see this decrepit old
man with a cane waving in

my direction. Naturally, I run
towards him. Then I notice it's

the Chancellor. He, unlike the

others, is wearing a Georgio
Armani suit. Nice one, too.

He walks over to me, takes

his cane in both hands and
smacks me one across my jaw
sending me face first into the

sand. Then he says, rather

defiantly, "No more Chancellor
jokes. Do it again and I'll

bury you. Got it, kid?"

Stunned, I scramble to my
feet, only to find the mob I

was trying to avoid surround-
ing me, except now, they're

armed with semi-automatic

weapons and apparently a bad
attitude. Suddenly I realize,

much to my chagrin, that they
are, in fact, my fellow

lyiewpoifit columnins. -

He Said What?!

Damon
Dean
version of the twilight zone.

True story. Sort of.

What does it all mean any-

way? It probably means I've

been having far too much fun

writing this column and this is

my conscience's way of telling

me I should take a more
vested interest in the troubling

issues of our time. Then again,

maybe, just maybe, we've got

enough people battling each

other on "the issues of our

time" and what we need to do
is laugh at ourselves a little bit

more. =

The issue: Breast
. implants

The Problem: Somebody
finally figured out that putting

silicon gel sacs under your
skin might actually be danger-
ous.

My Perspective: Now, maybe
I'm a bit uninfomied on the

topic. I don't have breast

implants myself, nor do I

know anyone who has shoved
silicon sacs under their skin. I

also understand that makes me
a rarity in southern California.

As a result, I should have no
opinion on the topic, correct?

Correct

The Issue: Political Cor-

rectness
The Problem: Transparent

spies (because if they had a

color, they'd be part of a

power structure) from some
unknown origin (because if

they had an origin, they'd have
an identity to preserve) are

trying to make this the most
socially and culturally bland
place in the universe.

My Perspective: I'm white.

I'm not allowed to have one.

The issue: Abortion
The Problem: If you don't

know the problem by now,
then you probably never will.

But, in the interest of com-

you do and damned if you
don't. Take a stand and wait
for the death threats to just

come piling in. No thanks, I'll

just wait for the supreme court
trial on CNN.

The issue: The Recession
The Problem'. It's still here.

My Perspective: Actually, I

believe that if we were to

reappropriate less useful funds
from the budget while simulta-

neously working to expand
government spending in the

private sector to promote
growth of small businesses and
new businesses . . . we'd prob-
ably still be screwed up. Let's
face it We need another war.

The Issue: Paper versus
Plastic

The Problem: 1960s retro-

hippie eco-freaks from Berke-
ley are convinced that using

paper bags is causing heavy
deforestation of the rainlands

in Brazil, but, much to their

discontent, plastic won't break-

down in a landfill for 300
billion years or something like

that.

My Perspective: Into every
life a little acid rain must fall.

Until somebody invents a shop-
ping cart that folds nicely into

the palm of your hand, we'll

probably continue to have the

One by one, each of the

them walks over to me, tells

me that they loathe me
because I never seem to take a

stand on any issue, and then

plug a few rounds into my
stomach. It was like being

trapped in Brian De Raima's

But I understand that as a

writer, my responsibility is to

my audience. Therefore, I too

will attempt to globalize our

happy little world and tackle

what I feel are some of the

more pressing issues of the

day.

pfeteness, here's tfic George choice of paper or plastic. "T

professional athletes
The Problem: They're too

damn high.

My Perspective: They're too
damn high*

The Issue: IMasturbation
The Problem: Behold, the

single largest taboo in the

history of the world.

My Perspective: Try this.

Get a group of friends

together, then take a stroll

down Bruin Walk while having
a conversation about "it."

Make stuff up if it makes you
feel better. Talk loudly enough
so that others can hear you.
Then count how many people
look at you with sheer aston-

ishment. Those are the Cathol-
ics (I'm Catholic; I can say
that). Those who giggle at you
probably do it most and those
who pretend like they don't
hear you probably did it the
night before.

Last Issue: The Chancellor
My Problem: He still refuses

to grant me the interview.

My Perspective: OK, if he
were the highest paid employee
of the state of California, then
maybe I could understand him
not giving me an interview.

But he isn't, so I'm still

waiting patiently. I'm serious

Mr. Young. Are you?

Bush version. Right to Lifers:

abortion — bad; life — good.
Pro Choicers: bodily control —
good; conservative right to

lifers — bad.

My Perspective: Come on,

you've got to be kidding me.
Talk about being damned if

say go with paper. Why? Well,
putting plastic bags over your
head every time you go to see
a Rams or an Angels game
(granted, that doesn't happen
very often) could be kind of
dangerous to your health.

The Issue: Salaries for

"SQ, that^s it I hope "we
finally put this issue thing to

rest once and for all. If not,

too bad, because I'm not
baring my soul like this again.

It's up to you next time.

Dean is a senior majoring in

political science.
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'Shaking the Tree*

Fourguyswho hove baan best friends since

high school find that what was once fun

and gomes 's now a matter of Tife and

deoth. Storring Arye Gross ond Courtney

Cox.(MichoelMordler)

INFO: Rated R (now playing citywide)

'Upstart Series'

Hie UOA Donee Defnrtment offers its lost

inslolhnent of dance thesis concerts on

Soturdoy ond Sundoy, feoturing Loura

rOison's Hot AvoloUe in Skuts.' (LuiflL

lomon)

INFO: Jan. 24 and 25 at 8 p.m. in

SdioentKro Hall. TIX: $8. $6 (students)

The Shamen

From the people who brought you 808

Stole thh summer comes another holo-

grophic groove production, featuring the

Shamen ondspec'ialguestMoby,tbiswiMk-

end at the Spruce Goose Dome in bng

Beoch. Grab onto your hots and whistles,

y'a| 'cause this one's gonna be a bumpy

ride. (Nick Roberts)

INFO: Saturday, Jan. 25 from 10 p.m. -

6 a.m. TIX: Available througti

'Love Crimes'
SeoR Young stors os on ossistont dbtrict

attorney working on o cose involving on

oleged seriol kiler (Pbtrick ierfii). She

finds tier tfe in danger and choos when

personoi invokement intertwines with oc-

cupational hozords. (Aoron Dobbs)

INFO: Rated R (now playing citywide)

KOEX) Drummers

KODO's't)fte brthloor/feoturingoneof

the worU's most dynomk percussion en-

senMes, continues through Soturdoy at

Royce HoL (Scott Phelps)

INFO: Jan. 24 -26 at 8 p.m. TIX: $25-16.

$9 (students)

'Stores' provides dance therapy
UCLA thesis concert

explores 'human nature'

By Laura Roman

Tlie UCLA dance department's

"Upstart Series** will feature the

last of its thesis concerts this

weekend with Laura 01son*s "Not
Available in Stores.**

The piece promises to t>e an
eclectic arrangement of dance
sequences that "comment on
human nature and other curious

relationships,** Olson explains.

Unlike the evening-long concerts

of the past weeks, "Not Available
in Stores** will adhere to what
Olson deems a "traditional** for-

mat.

"I don*t want to alienate an
audience that may not be too
familiar with modem dance. By
presenting mv work in the familiflr

format ot 'Oance sequence, inter

mission, dance sequence,* the

audience will feel more comfort-
able in knowing what to expect,**

Olson said.

The format may be all that the

audience can expect, as Olson *s

work draws from many aspects.

"Sideshow** emphasizes the visual

aspect of dance. Done under a

blacklight, the dance— a satire of
magic tricks — is of moving

"Some ofmy dances are

very visual, some poke

fun at human nature

and still others are a bit

more abstract."

Laura Olson

shapes. Otson says, "Some of my
dances are very visual, some poke
fun at human nature and still others

are a bit more abstract. By pre-

senting such different pieces, if at

least one or two people walk away
feeling like they*ve gotten some-
thing out of the dances — in any
way — VU be happy,

** —
"Not Available in Stores** is

composed of solos, duets and
group pieces, and the dance sequ-

ence "Underwhere** will be^h^last

piece presented in the ;evQnjnK*s

show.

DANCE: The-^JptA dance depart-
ment's "Upstart Series," featuring "Not
Available in Stores" by Laura Olson.
Jan. 24 and 25 at 8 p.m. in Schoenberg
Hall. Tickets: $8 general public, $6
students. 'Jigsaw" Is part of Laura Olson's thesis "Not Available In Stores." The concert will be presented Jan. 24 and 25 at Schoenberg Hall,

L.A. Rock For Choice to feature Fugazi, L7

L7 will be perfornning tonight to benefit L.A. Rock For Choice. The concert will also feature FugazI,

Pearl Jam, the Lunachlcks and Torture Chorus.

By Lisa Rebuck

Sonic Youth's Kim Gordon and actor Alex
Winter will be the emcees tonight at the second
L.A. Rock For Choice benefit concert featuring

Fugazi, L7, Pearl Jam, the Lunachicks and local

band Torture Chorus.

Tonight's show is one ofabout 10 such shows to

be held across the U.S. witl\in two weeks of the

anniversary of the important Roe vs. Wade
Supreme Concat decision regarding abortion. All

proceeds from the event go to support the Feminist
Majority Fund in pro-choice and abortion rights

work.

Rock For Choice, started by the members of L7
in conjunction with the Feminist Majority Fund,
has organized and developed this series of
concerts in order to reach members and fans of the
alternative rock community.
"We wanted to turn (the Feminist Majority

Fund) on to the whole alternative crowd that

wasn't being reached by any pro-choice groups,"

says Suzi Gardner, guitarist of L7.

"When L7 first approached us with the idea for

Rock For Choice, they were very committed and
focused," comments Shelly Cryer at the Feminist
Majority Fund. "While we provided the backing,

they worked to get other bands involved and to

organize the shows."
^

The Rock For Choice shows have taken on a life

of their own in the six months since their

inception. "There's been a great response all

around the country," Cryer adds.

"We want everyone, both young and old, to get

involved," says Dee Plakas, L7*s drummer.
Because of the recent restrictions of legal

abortiohs in such states as Louisiana, Pennsylva-
nia and Utah. Plakas hopes that people will

support pro-choice movements before individual

choices regarding abortion arc restricted.

The Supreme Court has agreed to hear and
reach a decision by July concerning the Pennsyl-
vania abortion law that limits legal abortions and
stipulates conditions for women to obtain medical
information regarding abortion.

"People should realize that their

—individual decisions regarding -

their body may be restricted. And
once such a personal freedom is

limited, other restrictions on

choice can more easily follow."

Suzl Gardner
Guitarist in L7

*ThJs is going to be a big year for us," Cryer
says, *The Feminist Majority Fund and Founda-
tion (two separate groups) are going to be very

active in raising support and awareness of the

pro-choice position."

"Young people do not believe that their right to

choose legal abortion can. or will, be taken away
within the next year. It is imperative that those of

us of reproductive age. (hose of us who can be

personally affected by the Court's decision, speak

out and arc active in the struggle to retain legal

abortions," comments Katherine Spillar of the

Feminist Majority.

At tonight's Rock For Choice concert, atten-

dees will be able to register to vote^ volunteer and
sign pro-choice petitions, besides hearing some of

the top alternative bands in the U.S. More
information can be obtained from the Feminist

Majority Foundation and Fund at (213) 651-0495.

"People should realize that their individual

decisions regarding their body may be restricted."

Gardner adds. "And once such a personal freedom

is limited, other restrictions on choice can more
easily follow. Don't be apathetic."

MUSIC: Rock For Choice benefit concert featuring

Fugazi, L7. Pearl Jam. the Lunachicks and Torture
Chorus. Tonight at 8 p.m. at the Hollywood Palladium.

Sponsored by the Feminist Majority Fund. Show is sold
out
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THEATRES

Westwood
NAT10MAL
1002S Undbrook
20M366

Star Ti«k VI (PQ)
2:15-6:00-7:46-10:36

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES ~

Westwood
AVCO CMEMA CrsdK card purchaoM by phorw
WM). It WMlraod 757-4GEN
475-0711

Ool>y SlirM

VILIAQE
948 Broxtan

208-6576

Rw JmIi (M
11:30-2:15^.-00-7:46-10:30

Kufb (PQ13I
12:00-2:30-6.«0-7:3d-10.«6

Obbf StofM Mhtr or IM BridB (PQ)

12:15-2:36-6:00-7:36-10:00

BRUM
948 Broxicn

2084996

Th» iMt Boy Bcflut (HI

2:45-6:15-7:45-10:l5 THX Odby SIkm
2:0(M:45-10:15

WE8TWOO0
1050 Gaytoy
208-7664

JFK
1:00-5:00-9:30

4:00-8:00

WESTWOOO
1060 Gaytoy

208-7664

Tl» Prinot or mm (R)

1:154:15-7:15-10:15

Beverly Hills

BMWiy Coflnodkn OodH Card
La Qanaga at Bavafty BM. PurohHoa by
ft— 2 \h hour vaMaM parking Ptwna; Ctk
669-5911 (213)7S7-4GEN

WESTWOOD
1060 Gaytoy

208-7664

Low* CriiiMt (R)

1:30-3:30-5:30-7:30-9:45

REQBrr
1045 BroKto)

208-3259

RM ftoan ToMOtooa (PQI^
11:30-2:15-6 .00-7:45-10:30

PLAZA
1067GI«ndon
208-3097

Boauly and •« BomI (Q)
12:46-30^5:15-7:30-9:45

Santa Monica

Slarao Lovo Crimoo (R)

12:46-3:00-5:15-7:36-10.00

Starao BaMity and ttw BomI (Q)
1:00-300-5:00-700-900

THX Ddby Slarao

1^.304:30-85

SR THX Dntiy FrM Ctaw ThhUoii (PQ1»
1:154:10-700-950

THX Doby Starao FMmt of Iw BrMa (PQ)

12:00-2:30^00-7.30-10.00

CRTfERKM
1313 3rd Sftaat Promanada

J96-1599

JFK(R)
4:00-8.00

Starao Qrand Canyon (R)

1:15-420-7:20-1020

CRTTERKM
1313 3rd Staat Promartada

396-1599

Qrand Canyon (R)

1:454:35-7:30-10^0

CRfTERION
1313 3rd St Promanada
396-1 S99

Lovt CriiMO (R)

2:45-5:00-7:15-9:35

CRTTERKM Tha AddMM Faniiy (PQIA
1313 3rd St Promanada 2:15-7-l3
396-1599 Star Trak VI (PG13) 4:30-9-J0

AMC
THEATRES

Century City

CRrrERION
1313 3rd St Promanada
396-1599

Nakad Lunch (

2:104.45-7:20-105

Oantoy CHy 14
10250 Santa Morto Blvd. -

—

CamunrOi^ Shopping Cantor

4 Hours Fraa VaMiicn
WMh Purdma of Thaafea Tiokato

(213) 563-8900

CRITERION
1313 3rd St Promanada
395-1599

R« JMfc (R)

2:00450-7:45-1020

Ruah (R)

1100-1:46450-746-10:35

llaaita of IMumm
1120-2:00-5.OO-750-10-.30

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

FrM (toan TonwIOM (PQi3)
11 00-200-6:1 04t06-1055

Hooii (PQ13)
1000-12504:10-7:20-1020

10OO-1250400-7:-TlWO:10

ROYAL
11523 SM. Blvd.

477-5581

Europa Europe
4:45-7:15-945

Sat-Sun mat 2.O0

Qrmd CMyon (R)

10^)0-1.004:10-7:30-10:45

MUSIC HALL
9036 Wislwa
274-6860

Hear My Sono
5:00-7:10-9:20

Sal-Sun mat 2.30

^ JFK(R»
10:40-230-7:00-1050

Kate (PQia
11.06-1554:36-7:10-9:40

RNE ARTS

662-1330

Higli Haaia

5:15-f46-10.O5

SafSun 12:30-250
I(PQ13)

10:30-1:35430-7:30-1030

Santa Monica Friid Otaan Towntoaa (PQ13)
10:00-1:004.00-706-10.05

MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
394-9741

Rhapaody in AuauM
5.45-8:00-10.00

Sal I Sun 1:00-3:30

IMm(PQ13)
11:56-2:30.600-7:35-10:11

MONICA Chldran of Pwadiao
1332 2nd SL 730; Sat-Sun mat 1.O0
394-9741 Tho CommHnwnIs

Dally 4:45

Dm HMd tat RMfcs ttw Cradto (R)

I1O012:15-2:50-6:30-8:25-110

NaiNd Lunch (R)

10:30-120-4:15-7:10-950

MONICA
1332 2nd SL
394-9741

Paria la Burning 10:30 d^
Truth or Oara 4:45 daly

Hair My Song 8:30 daly

Anionia A Jarw
7:00 daly, Sal-Sun mat 330

Low* Crimoa (R)

1100-1:15-3:30-6:45-8:00-10:10

MONICA
1332 2nd SL
394-9741

Tha OoiMa LNa of Vwonlqu*
5:00-7:15-9:30; Sal-Sun 2:45

SafSun 12:15pm

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

LANDMARK
THEATRES

<

West LA.
NUART UnM Via End of Iha World (PQ1»
11272 Santa Hlpnica B. 5:00-8:11
478*379fcM! Of 76: Fri 12 mdnt

Rocky Horror Plctura Show: Sat 12 mdnt

Westwood

WE8T8I0E PAVIUON
QOLOWYN
475-0202

Midama Bowvy (R)

1504:30-7:1^50

UA Coronal
10880 WaNivalh
475^441

Dolly Storao

1:154:10-7:15-10:15

QOLOWYN
475-0202

Th» OouMa LNa of ¥«on(9ut
11:46-1:40-720

UA CORONET
10889 WaHwalh
475-9441

Hook (PQ)
1:004.00-7:00-10.06

QOLOWYN
475-0202

, LNa la 9mm (PQia
/ 11:36-3:46^50-7:56-1000

UA CORONET
10880 WaNwati
475-0441

Shaking Vw Traa (R)

TOmm dk|ltoi ttorao sound
12:4S-m5.OQ-7:3O-05O

OaOWYN
475-0202 12:00-2

Hnh
254:550-7:15-9:30

QOLOWYN

475-0202

mn FNm Board of CMvda'a
Foaival of Animation

1125-1:30-335-5:40-7:40^:40

wti^m mta

V
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Archive delves into film's past
Pre-Hollwood

era is focus of

retrospective

By Greg Srisavasdi

Dally Bruin Staff

Through Feb. 2, theUCLA Film

and Television Archive is show-
casing silent films that represent

the first two decades of American
cinema (1895-1915). The retros-

pective, "Before Hollywood:
Tum-of-the-Century Film from
American Archives,*' includes

works that have been recently

found and successfully preserved.

Most of these films, which range

from a few seconds to 90 minutes,

have not been seen by the public

since their first release. Now
audiences can gain a more com-
plete appreciation of the evolution

of the silent film.

In the beginning stages of

cinema, filmmakers brought a

plethora of experimental works to

4he movie screen. The exhibition

features movies that were shot in

studios at New York, Pennsylva-

nia and New Jersey. Other films

were shot in the West Coast,

paving way for the age of Holly-

wood.

''The Girl of the Golden West" is one of the rediscovered and
newly preserved films Included In a new UCLA Rim and Television

Archive retrospective.

The quick & easy way
to break into showbiz

PrmecLs from innovative dircc-

tOTS uke Cecil B. DeMille and
D.W. Griffith will be presented at

the exhibition, while early film

stars Mary Pickford, Mabel Nor-

mand and William S. Hart will also

be featured.

"Before Hollywood** covers

issues that were significant during

that period, most notably the life of

American immigrants and the

changing role of women. It also

delves into the evolution of the

different genres of movies, rang-

ing from comedies (chase films

and animations), melodramas and
"socially conscious** films. By
viewing the retrospective, audi-

ences can gain insights to Ameri-

can values at the turn of the

century.

The UCLA Film and Television

Archive has been dedicated to

preserving motion pictures that

have been neglected over time.

More than half of the films made
before the 1950s have disappeared

and deteriorated, and it is the

Archive's goal to salvage the

remaining films and save them as

important documents of cinematic

culture.

Retrospectives such as "Before

Hollywood** help today *s audience

view the films as they were

originally seen many years ago.

FILM: "Before Hollywood: Tum-of-
the-Century Film from American Arc-

hives." ShowingJan. 25, 26 and Feb. 1

,

2 at 7:30 p.m. TIX: $5, $3 for students
and seniors. Available an hour t)efore

SnOWBfDO ~€n' TnO' MOinitZ t nOQlOf . Alt

films shown at the Melnitz theater,

more info call (310) 206-FILM.
For

By Joanne J. Choi
Daily Bruin Staff

Auditions are never easy.

And as Hollywood faces the

recession it seems that starving

actors are everywhere. Fortu-

nately, prior to an audition for a

musical, I got some coaching

tips from Noelle Nelson's video

series "Cold Reading Made
Easy.**

While my competitors were

seasoned students of acting

schools and various acting

coaches, this reporter forged

into the great unknown armed
with little more than a few
hours of tips from a video and a

lot of beginner's arrogance.

When I arrived at the open call

audition, I was struck by the

spectrum of age, race and
gender that had come for a

moment in the spotlight

While others fretted over just

the right amount of lipstick or

the angle with which to hold

one's head, I immediately

plunged into the most important

thing— staying cool. When my
name was finally called from

the bowels of the dimly Ut

stage, 1 practiced Lamaze brea-

thing technique while reciting

my Tic Tac breath.

The three-part video is taught

by Nelson, a professional acting

coach, and intended to help

actors audition for dramatic

roles in film and television. In

the video. Nelson covers the

basics of auditioning and leads

the student through beginning,

intermediate and advanced cold

readings.

Often when auditioning,

actors are given a unfamiliar

script and asked to perform
almost on the spot While I was
given the reprieve of two
minutes in which to adorn and
cast myself into the role of a

struggling waif, I remembered
the approach Nelson *s video

presented — Alors, the detec-

tive.

In the first video. Nelson
advises that actors have an
understanding of the entire

scene instead of concentrating

on the one role. She advises,

"make sense out of the scene.*'

This means asking the five

basic questions: who, what,

where, when and why. In

addition, she also teaches actors

to "create a set up.** Much like a

story analyst, the actor needs to

iNeison's simple pnccpis under =gee XOLD/* page 15

EDUCATION

FORM
REALWORID
Graduate degree programs

(MA, Ph.D) in International

Affairs with an emphasis on

contemporary policy-relevant

issues.

Area and
Functional Fields:

Q Interamerican Studies

(U.S.-Latin American

Relations)

Soviet and East

European Studies

Middle East Studies

International Relations

Q International Business

Management

International Security

and Confikt

Q Comparative

Devetopment

International Economics

Apply by February 1 for

assistantships and other

financial aid.

&North-South Center

StiJdents who are interested

in Interamerican issues are

particularly encouraged to

apply for North-South Cenlcr

Graduate Assistantships.

GRADUATE SCH(X)L OP
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Admissions, Room # 353

Coral Gables, PL 33124-3010

(305) 284^173

Maim

(
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There's no Rush
to see this band
By Bruce Britt

Los Angeles Daily News

Death, taxes and Rush albums:
These are the certainties of life.

Each year. Canada*s premier rock
trio. Rush, releases a new album;
more often than not. the offering is

as frustrating as it is ambitious.

Watching Rush's energetic but
oddly uninvolving show at the

Forum Wednesday night, one
couldn't help but wish the band
would deemphasize the virtuosity

and pay more attention to convey-
ing moods with its music.

The overkill was disappointing,

because Rush is a tremendously
smart and talented band. Unfortu-
nately, its members seem incap-

able of composing simple,
emotional songs. Dramatic musi-
cal excursions are fine, but what
good are they without soul?
They are nothing, as Rush so

ably proved Wednesday. The trio

tossed bits of classical, pop. rock,

funk and fusion jazz into the
musical blender — they even
inserted a rap into the title track of
their new album. "Roll the Bones."

Rush's unique songwriting for-

mula has resulted in two hard-rock

masterworks: the early- 1980s
epics "Permanent Waves" and
"Moving Pictures."

TOI
D^

From page 14

have a sense of what the character

has gone through.

While I didn't reconstruct day
one for my lonely waif, I did

conjure images of Little Orphan
Annie and Oliver Twist to sate my
artistic urges. Thus, when it came
to the all-important line in my
audition, "Alas, can no one help

me?" I tried to give the line a

reading weighed with the oppres-

sion and defeat my character

experiences, which also helped to

enhance my presentation while
delivering that crucial confident,

professional image.

While Nelson's subsequent vid-

eos expand on the foundations
presented in the first video, I found
that at my amateur stage, **perso-

nalizing your reading" was worth
the time spent in front of the boob
tube. Sure, factors such as pace,

pitch and physicalization become
key to making the casting director

believe in the actor's ability to

translate the character, but these

developed methods of interpreta-

tion are bit beyond the novice
actor.

For those who have left the days
of being a greenhorn. Nelson
differentiates the demands of the

medium, whether episodic televi-

sion or science-fiction type film. In

addition, she also presents advice
for actors about the demands
between playing the lead or a
supporting part as well as the

importance of understanding
moments of conflict and transition.

Compared to the hundreds and
even thousands of dollars that

actors pay for ooaching lessons

and actings schools, this video
course is a relative bargain at under
$100. Perhaps the video's greatest

truth comes from its instructor.

Nelson explains. "Getting the part

is not about whether or not you can
act . .

." While she wasn't specifi-

cally referring to the politics of
Hollywood, it is a perspicacious

statement, at least.

By the way. I was invited for a

second audition.

VIDEO: "Cold Reading Made Easy."
Taught by Noelle C. Nelson. Ph.d.
Volumes 1-3. Available from Video
Information at $99.95 total or $33.95
Individually. For more information call

(800) 383-8811.

Tired of going to the movies? Bored with TV.? Sick of renting videos? Why not try something
NEW, something LIVE, something ARTISTIC, something...

"Not Available In Stores!" lauOTlson

TONIGHt!!!
Jan. 24th

8:00 p.m.

TOMORROW
Jan. 25th

8:00 p.m.

Schoenberg
Hall

Tickets: $6 students

$8 general admission

UCLA CTO 825-2953
Presented by the UCLA Dance

Department

Advertising is a fast-paced, creative, "razzle-dazzle" business. It's also hard
work, and hard to break into. Come and network with agency and media
professionals, learn about intemships and entry-level jobs, and see if you have
what it takes to pursue a successful career in this field-

JANUARY 27, 1992 ACKERMAN UNION
2ND FLOOR LOUNGE 7 RM. ^ 9 RM.

PANELISTS
Lois Hommai Executive Recruiter
Watts Group

G Jo Musei Chairman
Muse Cordero Chen

Q Mavis Cordero, Managing Partner
Muse Cordero Chen
Katie Marin, Advertising Director
L.A. Magazine

Bob Packham, Vice President
Admarketing

TOPICS
Breaking In &. Moving Up: Jobs to get your foot

in the door, prospects for climbing the career

ladder

Beyond The Classroom: Getting experience

through intemships

Who Will Do Well, And How Well: Skills,

experience, and personality traits of successful

professionals

Pitching Youc»elf : Resume writing, interviewing,

and job search strategies

Talking $$$: Salary expectations, -now and later

O Making Connections: Organizations that

encourage student participation

MM
PLACEMENT & CAREER
PLANNING CENTER
U • C • L • A
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UCLA DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
AND BIOCHEMISTRY

8TH ANNUAL BLACET LECTURRS IN

AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT ATATATAT

t . .

'' 'A T— ^
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

PROFESSOR RICHARD P. TURCO
DEPARTMENT OFATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES, UCLA

W

M

^CLIMATE AND CHEMISTRY— FRIDAY, JANUARY 24, 1992 — "

4KX) PM 2250 YOUNG HALL

CHEMISTRY ON ICE: THE OZONE HOLE"
MONDAY, JANUARY 27, 1992
4«)PM 3083 YOUNG HALL

Profeaaor TUrco is an expert In the study of the Chemistry and Physics of
the earth's atmosphere. He is one of the group of scientists who raised the
poMibiUty of "nuclear winter", the catastrophic climatic change that might
be produced by a nuclear %vinter. He and his coworkers identified and

elaborated the physiochemical processes that lead t^ the formation of the
Antarctic ozone hole. Professor Turco was awarded the Leo Szilard Prize
for physics in the public interest and was the recipient of a MacArthur

Foundation Fellowship.

5g

This evening we embark on a cliapter retreat,
A time of sisterliood tliat could not be beat
We'll watch movies, play games and have a picnic besides, >
With lots of food and laughs, we'll be holding our sides. >
After our weekend is through come Saturday night,
Our house will have new initiates that are out of sight!

See you at 5:30

^
^
^

AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT ATAT AT

NATIONWIDE COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIP GROUP
guarantee's scholarships

up to $5000/yr.

Evenr student is eligible

for some type o?
financial aid regardless

of grades or parental income

Don't Delay Apply Today
Call l-8(XM47-7§77 Ext30

for free details

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or
don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,
sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin
Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

$75 CHALLENGE. Prove my plan to stop green
house affect is unworkable, I'll pay $75. Copy
$15 refundable. 1-800-488-2489.

TENNIS PARTNER NNEDED for any of these
times M 1-3, T 3-5, Th 3:30-5:30, F 8-10 AM
Sal AM. Kash 208-7235.

'-

L

Alcoholict Anonymous

MMtings
Mon. diMUJMion. Thur. Bookstudy. Fri. Stip
Study. AU 3625 12:16-1 :16. Fri. 12300-1300
T\tm. DifrouMion, WW. D»ou««on NPI

C8638 12:15-1.-00

For aloohoiics or individuali «vho
h«v drir>king probl>fm

Sports Tickets

BRUIN BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED f All

games, good seats. Please call Ray
(310)441-1576.

I HAVE TWO DUKE STUDENT guest tickets!!

'Serious offers only. Sheila 208-0784 evenings
only.

NEED GUEST TICKET for Duke and Arizona
games. Will pay. Dou^ (818)904-0886.

UCLA BASKETBALL TIX WANTED. Top dollar
paid, call now (213)933-8499. ^-^-

WANTED: 4 DUKE TICKETS; Need great
section. Call Barry at (3T0)781-9100 or
(31 0)832-301 0(Mess).

WANTED: 4 USC tickets. Need great section.

Call Tom. Days: (818) 593-6116, Evenings:
(213) 666-5733

WANTED: Student ticket for Duke and Arizona
games. Will pay top $$$. Call Craig
(310)397-7357.

Personal lo

KeUie (KA)—
Thanks for bdng the
best big sis! You're a

cool DUDE!
^ YLS Wendy

rOB pledges
Gongratulations on a fantastic inspo week

Initiation is just around the comer
See ya tonight

TDOAY'STII[DAY
Stop Smoking

%PAmerican H*art Association

V your big sisters

Ura & Alice Elise A Etis$4f

Megan & Mariana Jac^uie & Melissa
Sage & Carolyn —^ Melanie A Kimberly
Darci & Jenny Pearl A Cynthia

Becky & Lori

Aya A Carrie

'Amy i Maria

Julianne A Laura

Susan A Tina

Joanne & Lori

Linnea A Melissa

Allison A Kerrie

THE GROUNDHOG is coming...

8 days until it's back, and bigger than ever!
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Erica (KA),

You are the best!

YLS, Laurel
P>ggggggTTgT»«»g»TTg»«Tg»Tf
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SUZI (KA)
You atB the best big sisi

Thanks for everything and morel

YLS

Julie

Krishn LowmcQ
The Best Big Sis!

Thanks far

eifergthinq!

SmysaBrainI

KAPPA SIGMA
Alumni vs. Actives

SUPER BOWL
SUNDAY

Game at 10:00 at

Veteran Park followed
by The Big Game back

at the house

miiiaiBtt! Pearl ^xnntx
formal, ^it-habm at 5:30 pm

<^tarB nnh Crcacent Jcgrcc
fotil follflfo

AX.Q AXft AXQ AXQ AX£i AXQ AXfl AXQ AXi2 AXii

I
Lefs do the

I
TIME WARP...

^ party at Santo^s begins at 9:30 >

< invite only D
AXfl AXn AXQ AXil AXQ AXQ AX« AXQ AXQ AXQ
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PANIC ATTACKS?
SMOTHERING SENSATION?

CHEST PAINS?
DO YOU EXPERIENCE SHORT EPISODES OF

SMOTHERING SENSATIONS, DIZZINESS, CHEST
PAIN, NERVOUSNESS OR FEEL FEARFUL? YOU

MAY QUALIFY FOR A MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY
ON PANIC DISORDER. QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS

MAY EARN UP TO $770.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951

CALIFORNIA CLINICAL TRIALS MEDICAL GROUP

ASIAN-AMERICAN WOMEN NEEDED for re-

search study. Must have signs of binging and
purging, (either by vomiting, wer excercising,

or laxative abuse) or exessive weight loss due
to dieting. 30m in questionaire, confidential

nSpaid. Kari (616)281-6177.

ASTHMA RESEARCH. Subjects with mild to

nr>oderate asthma ages 16—50. Able to per-

form brief periods of heavy exercise. Needed
for air pollution study. Call James at

(310)825-2739, Mon—Fri.

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 19-49.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For info call (310)628-6887

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 arvi a free

developmental evaluation.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CRONHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD
research study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatment. Dissertation study. Ages

16-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or

(310)471-3672.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDCO-Caucasian arxi Ja-

panese male and female ages 25-35 to study

the effects of UV on human skin, 6 nfK>nth

study. Volunteers will be paid $1200. For

more infbrmaUon call (310) 828-8887.

MALES ACE 18-40 needed for antibiotic

pharmacology study on three separate days.

Contact Drs. Holt or Barriere at UCLA-
206-4952 or 825-801 7.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning
experience .625-0392.

OVERWEIGHT WOMEN AGED 20-50: Lose

up to 2 lbs. per week. If you are 20-70 lbs.

overweight & able to make a commitment for

2'A years, you may be eligible to participate in

a free LXTLA research project. Call Janice at

(310)206-0290.

i5Ufii£CrS needeed for bkxxl pres. .

INTERN WANTED for motion picture produc-
tion company. Outgoing personality & inter-

estlng industry. College credit.
(310)281-0706.

NEED STUDENTS to make basic math word
problems. WordPerfect 5.1 . Home/office. Call

(213)365-8006.

PERFECT SPELLING for paperVtheses, etc.

Mac, \NI?, free campus pickup/delivery. Ml-
chael (310)477-4735.

SWATCH WANTED old/new rrnxiel 83' to 91

'

Will buy or t^ade. (714)846-9152 MIKE.

UCLA BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED; non-
student, top $$$ paid. (310)473-1000.

Health Services 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pairv

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acr>e, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)786-0636.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ couple^
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-
lems. Li2 Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

UCLA FERTILITY CENTER oocyte (egg cell)

dorxy program now open. Qualified donors
receive $2000. All dorxxs welcome. Asians
needed. Information: (310)206^218.

CHILDCARE, 15-25 hrs/week. One child.

WLA. English and references required.

(310)476-1833, after 4pm.

CHILDCARE FOR 8 & 3yr/old. 2:00-1 1 :30pm,
M-F. Call Vicki, 478-1682, before 2pm. In

Westvwod.

UCLA PROFESSOR AND WIFE need sitter for 2
children ages 6 and 9. Looking for reliable

Indiviual with a car who enjoys children arxJ

has some experience, 1:30-5:00 M-F,
$6.5(Vhr. Contact Liz or Michael (310)
470-4467 evenings.

WLA 3-4—AFTERNOONSAVEEK. 1—child.

Must have car. Aid with schoolwork.
References required. $6/hr. Kathleen
(310)639-6008 eves, after 6:00pm.

BOOKKEEPER, ?fj, for attorney/Investor. Ex-

perienced Macintosh, SOwpm, excellent

phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
5572315.

BOOKKEEPER NEEDED ASAP w/a bachelor's

degree in accounting or related major. Cur-

rently studying for MBA. Experience in Lotus

1 23 and bookkeeping. Will train. 25-30^ours
per week. Wilson or Lashon. (310)207-9337.

$12-13A»r depending on experience.

BRIGHT, ENERGETIC, self rriotivated indivi-

dual needed for bed and breakfast in Venice.

Flexible hours. (310) 623-1966. Call Betty

Lou.

CAMPUS POSITK)NS. Flexible PT hours. Will

work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Sen^ices. $6.63/hr. 206-7686. Contact Paul

Garcia or Walt Arxierson. Also accepting

APPs for Winter Quarter.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, comnf>ercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today (ft18)563-2021.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING —
$2,000+/nx>nth * worM travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, the Carribean, etc.). Holiday, Surr>mer and
Career Employment available. No experierxre

necessary. For employment program call„

1-206-545-4546 ext. C234.

DATA ENTRY, min. SSwpm Tenr>porary^art

Time. Call between 10-2. Mrs. Griffin

(310)559-8823.

ENK3Y WORK TAKING PHOTOS! Great pay!

For more information send stamped envelope:

YKP Photo Offer, P.O.Box 19310.A, LA, CA
90019.

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT/Westwood sought by
AttomeyA'roducer. Must be a recern graduate

who is intelligent, organized, personable,

trustworthy, self starter, chic, style conscious

and creative. This unique job entails challeng-

ing, fun arid interesting duties in a fast-paced

environment. Macintosh and office skills

needed. $1 l.SO/hr., bonus and benefits. Avail-

able immediately. Please fax resume with

cover letter to Ingrid at (310)475-9966.

FILECLERK, P/T, needed for doctor's officce.

208-2442.

sure study. Healthy students, 18-32, $40.00.

Call 2ane, (213) 825-6475.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer

w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.

Urxier dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid for info. (310)828-6687.

IXILA ANXIETY DISORDERS BEHAVIORAL
PROGRAM. AnrHXjrHzing treatment for panic,

ogoraphobia, generalized anxiety, animal
phobias & clauslrophobias. Also, studies for

persons who wake out of sleep with feelings of

panic. Prof. Kraske, (310)625-8403.

Help Wanted 30

Earn $250 or more
Research Institute needs

healthy males/ females

(18-40) with diagnosed

allergies, to measure

effects on psychomotor

skills. Must have had a

positive skin test. Ask for

Susan (310)390-848a-

$200-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyright iCAIIKDH.

$40,00(Vyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple "like/don't like" form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2925 Copyright »CA11KEB.

ART/DESIGN STUDENTS. SANTA MONKIA
picture fran>er. Needs sale^ran>e designer.

P/r. 3 afternoons and Sat. (310)828-6666.

ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company needs
help. Work from your home, doing various

jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

BEVERLY HILLS. Medical offJce/clerical. P/T
hours flexible. S7/^t. Word processing, MS
word helpful. (310)474-5747.

Research Subjects 12

"FtDWER^HOP TEMPORARY HELP, for Val-

entine's, SALES, needed 10th-14th, DRIVERS,
needed 14th only. For information call

272-4143.

F.T. MEDKTAL Of FKTE POSITION Front/back

office assistant. Private practice on campus.
Experience required. Full benefits. Geri
(310824-0088.

GENERAL OFFKIE & GOFER. Nonsmoker.
Mon, Wed, Fri. nwmings, 6-6 hrsAveek.

(310)820-4292.

GERMAN SPEAKING marketing student

needed to make phone sales calls to German
department stores. Contact Mr. Rowen, phone
(310)278-1070, fax (310)278-1048.

IRANIAN NATIVE Biology major needed to

translate from Iranian to English.
(213)474-6351, ask for May.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research

and make $$ P/T. Distribute condoms. Perfect

Health. (805)655-5624.

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,
Attractive people wanted for nude photos.

Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4566.

J

IbBSESSIVE CDMIHltiitE
DISORDERS— ADULT
PRE^XrCWPIEDWITN KECURRENT 01
PEHStSU©^ TBOUGHTS? REPETmVE

AcnvmEsniATmtmFEmmmbmlh

310-SPI-4^I
y^^»^l^^^^^^d^MM^U^i^Wi MMM*MMiiMUMUUMMM*^iMMU^*MriM

fcARtJ uO !0 S'SO OC' -rO'^'^

BV HELPING OTHEKS

DONATE BLOOD PLATELF TS SAFELv

,813)906 36(33 |

CarcCf pai'Cnfs th'Oiighoiit LA

V A I'. I

N v'' B vn S'

ENTRY lEYEL
Th« Radtr Intrinitt

^ inlmB lorgast providir q( Mfeig

Mnbn Iraalmiat smIo dwimk for

wiky Hvil, nMHiMlinL soIk,

conniunkafoa position. FysdMHogy

major plw. hirt lim^ floidUi hows,

potmNoi counsotng, dmd
opportunH]^ Salary DOE.

Mi 47t4i3t •xt.201.

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Wdfried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and

65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1

month and in relatively good health are needed.

Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854^951
California Clinical Trials Medfcal Group.

^
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MASSEUSE FOR BUSY PRACTICE. Afternoon

and evening Hours. Flexible. Chris
(213)558-6875.

Male Models under 28, slim. For ho( head,

torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MESSENGER: Beverly Hills accounting firm

needs FT messenger/ light office work. Must be

dependable; have own car. M-F, 1-6pm.

(310)274-9922.

MODELS for 1993 Swirmuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

MODELS NEEDED. $1 5(0v. For upcoming
shows arxl print ads. No height or experience

needed. (818) 301-9545.

MUSIC/ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY IN-

TERN NEEDED. Production/management
company near campus. Meet recording artist^

celebrities. Make great contacts in film, TV.

Flexible schedule. Class credit.
(310)470-5970.

NEED DELIVERY drivers and Flower arrangers

week of Feb. 10. Wilt train call Jon at

WilshlreFlorist. (310) 208-8747.

NEED RELIABLE PERSON with van or pick-up

truck to deliver and retrieve equipment for

children's parties. $1Q/hr. (310)399-2482.

OFFICE HELP for attorr>ey, some typing, com-
puter, messengering, ger^eral office. 10+hr^
wk. S7-S8/hr d.o.e. Iris (310)273-2248.

PART-TIME REAL ESTATE assistant needed.

Hours flexible. Call Rich (310)470-6200.

PART TIME, 10-15 hrsAveek, bookkeeper for

real estate company. Must have knowledge of

Macintosh computers, and bookkeeping soft-

ware, (i.e. Dollars and Serve.) Hrs. Flexi-

ble.S8-1Cl^r depending on qualifications. Call

Greg Pearlman. (213) 478-7922.

PLACEMENT COMPANY looking for talent

scouts to help us find models for print -f

commision work. Top commisions paid. Call

(213)883-1625.

P/T ASSISTANT MANAGER outgoing, self-

motivated, reliable individual for children's

store in Brentwood. FRONTRUNNERS KIDS.

Apply in person. 1 1620 San Vicente Blvd. See

lulia.

VARSITY TRACK COACH. February 3-May 9,

M-F 3-5 pm. $1 400/Mason, expener>ce r^eces-

sary. VARSITY GIRLS SOFTBALL COACH.
February 3-May 9, M-F 3-5 pm, $1 40(Vseason,

experience necessary. CHEERLEADINCVPEP
SQUAD MODERATOR. Two dayVvveek, 3-5

pm, ASAP. Maureen: (213)461-3651; call for

'PP^

WANTED:TO WORK ON A US. SENATE
CAMPAIGN. PT evenings, 3-4 hours, 1-3

days/week. $5/hr. Contact Pamela.
(310)478-6602.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATKDN. Generous
rrxjve-in bonus. FumishecVunfumished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to UCLA.
^C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering 208-7634.

Managed by Moss A Co.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback novels, non-fiction

books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vemon.

DUE TO MURPHY'S LAW, writer who is blind

still r>eeds an assistarn for the academic year.

(213)396-5062.

TWO POSITIONS: one requires Spanish bil-

ingual, wordprocessing experience, good typ-

ing skills. Flexible hours, Wilshire & West-

wood law office/ Sid Diamond.
(310)475-0481.

US MAIL JOBS S1

1

.77 to $14.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No ExperierKe Neces-

sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. Q214.

8 people needed

Hoiueeleaners

Call (SU)45S-1817

PT/FT RETAIL. S8.20 start. Scholarships—

Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

PT RECEPTIONIST with medical interest for

busy B.H. Ob/Cyn office. Tues + Tburs eves,

4-10pm. Every other Sunday, 9am-6pm. Call

274-8353, ask for Cheryl, 9-12 or 2^5.

PUBLISHER'S REP. FIRM is looking for energe-

tic person to fill P/T.. secretary asst. trainee

position for TWTH 11'*30-4:30i Contact Cher
(310)471-3630.

RECEPTIONIST WANTED for Beverly Hills

Laws fimn. Contact Michelle at (310)274-6683.

REWARDING EXPERIENCE HELPING OLDER
ADULTS with transportation, companionship.

F/PT, $7-9/^r DOE. Homecare Unlimited

(310)473-6198.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-

cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. $1 5/hr. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)821-4343.

SECRETARY/ FULL-TIME; detail oriented,

MUST know WordPerfect, good phone skills.

Contact: Fred (213)934-5000, salary open.

KARI MICHAELSEN
'Katie" from the NBC series

^GIMME A BREAK*
land former Bruin)

seeKing: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or fulKime.

(818)3600760

ATHLETIC TYPES
AGGRESIVE. COMPETITIVE
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO
HELP RUN NEW COMPANY.

P/T and F/T positions

available. Positive attitude

and neat appearance a must.

(818)3600760

STUDENT WORK, Retail/Customer service.

$8.20 starting. Part time, schedule around

school. Eves, weekends available. No door to

door, ect. Call (310) 396-1479. -

STUDENT WORK. Retail/ custon^er service.

$8.20 starting part-time. Schedule around

school. Eves, weekends available. No door-to-

door, etc. Call (310)396-1479.

TOPIARY CO. looking for reliable, enthusias-

tic salespeople to work at our cart at Century

City Plaza. $6-7/hr. Call M-F. (818)305-1 191

.
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ADMINISTRATIVE ASSITA^ISTC)R^AN, sharp

individ needed for WLA medical office for

patient services, front office organizations,

patient, history, word processing, and
clerical,bilingual a plus, fax resume to Susan

(310)475-8294.

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR MESSENGER for

CPA Firm — Century City— P/T. Duties

include:inventory control, knowledge of

Lotus 123, deliveries, some heavy lifting.

Must have own car. Hourly wage & benefits.

Call Lesley Davis (310)553-7880.

IMMEDIATE OPENING. National marketing

firm expanding in South Bay. Seeks career

motivated individuals. Will train. Miss
Perkins, (310)536-9197.

Medical asst/receptionist, sharp individual

r>eeded for multi-specialty office in ErKirx),

front ar>d back office, must have 2 yrs exper.

Bilingual, computer skills are pluses, fax

resume to Susan (310)475-8294.

RETAIL SALES, PART-TIME. Childrens clothing

store. Westside Pavilion #229. Monday-
Thursday 3:30-9:30. Call (310)441-1896.

SAVE A LIFE! UCLA EMS hiring EMTs for

transport ambulance. F/T students only
$662^r. (310)206-8886.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews rH>w taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing all aspects of a

successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call

Triple "A" Student painters for information

now,' 1(800)394-6000.

WOULD YOU STUFF ENVELOPES for

$1000/week? Send self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Image Enterprises, P.O. Box 119,

Simi Valley, CA 93062.

Security Pacific Banic
10731 W. Pico Blvd. WLA

NOW HIRING PART-TIME TELLERS
EXCELLENT FUTURE JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FOR INFO CALL

SHIRLYE BROX 552-4360

OR
SHAHRIAR DAHESH 552-4348

MODELS

Call (818)508-8680

Jobs Wanted
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR WORK?
Distribution looking to build quality
sale and management team. F/T or P/T.

S15-$45Air. or commission depending on
experience. Must be" 18. Day or night.

Contact Randy Ruben .(31 0)474-2488.

Internships

EXCITING NEW RECORD CO. Zoo EnterUln-

ment needs an A&'R intern. Are you interested?

Call Shari at (213)467-4201.

GET YOUR FOOT IN THE DOOR! Film

production co. seeks bright, motivated interns.

School credit, some pay. Jackie 820-6733.

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

BABYSIT 2*A -year-old, 1 weeknight, 1

weekend night. References. Lisa
(310)459-2750 (310)390-6018.

BABYSITTER/DRIVER FOR 8-YR-OLD. Tu-Th
afternoons. Own car. Responsible, good
driver. 818-788-9965.

BABYSITTER WANTED afternoons to care for

3 children. Must have car. (31 0)473-61 1 7 after

7pm

Apartments for Rent 49

TTi

nUiE lOiNT

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD,

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PKOI ISSIONAIJ V MANAdll) HV MOSS cK ( ().

$200 OFF ist
MONTH RENT

WLA
•Singles— $585—

1 737 Stoner
• I bdrm— $695

—

1 737 stoner
• 1 bdrm— $750—

1 709 westgate
•2bdrms— $995

—

1 709 westgate
•2bdrms— $995

—

1342 Weiiesley

(310)479-1581

H.UCLA
OUSING

HELPING STUDENTS
WITH THEIR HOUSING

NEEDS

CONVENIENTANDAFFORDABLE

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS
Single undergraduates/graduates

*Furnished Apartments
singles. IBR, 2BR, 3BR

— *Month-to-inonth rental -.

agreements

^Walking distance to campus

PHONE: (310) 825-2293

ON CAMPUS HOUSING
Single undergraduates/graduates

*Halls, Suites, and
Sunset Village

- *Full meal service

*Close to classrooms &
recreational facilities

*Academic support services

programs

PHONE: (310) 82S4271

r
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112 DAVISON. SHARP CABIN WALK TO
WARMING HUT, 3 bdrm, 1 bath, fireplace.

S130K David (310)376-8871 540-0602.

424 LANDFAIR. Available tyow. 2-beci/l bath,

also single. Garden setting, pool, next to

UCLA. 459-1200.

$465 IN BEVERLY HILLS. Lg bachelor. Utilities

included. Newly decorated. 217 S.To«¥«r Dr.

(21 3)852-0e8(V(81 8)789.5429. By appoint-
ment only.

$650, 1 bedroom, 1/2 block to bus to UCLA,
international students welcome, nice area,

(310) 450-2655.

AMAZING 2-BED/2-BATH -WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, enclosed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

portation t, UCLA. (213)475-6717.

BEACH 1 -block' from this large 2-bedroom in

traditional Venice duplex. UCLA buses,
'A -block. Stove, refrigerator, washer/ dryer,

parking. $1075. 399-1639.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS STUDIO w/ kitchen.
$55Q/mo. $550 security. Refrigerator, oven.
Nice yard. (310)278-4066.

BEVERLY HILLS. Female roommate wanted,
own room & bath. Great area, quiet, parking,

new place. $600/mo/obo. Christy
(310)276-7282.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1275. 2-BED »- DEN.
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4.PLEX.
FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD FLOORS, SERVKIE
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX.'A BLOCKTO PKTO BUS. (310)
839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-87S/MO. 2-BED.
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury

apartment, fireplace. Intercom, bui It-ins, pa-
tion and ww^^J^r VVfi lshire ad|. Sjw^ Vicente .

11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

BRENTWOOD-$675 SPACIOUS SINGLE,
parking, kitchen, fireplace, balcony, cable-

ready, near shopping, and water paid
(310)820-1717.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful sunny 2-bedroorTV
2-bath apartment. 2 parking spaces. Laundry.'
Quiet building. $895. 550-6755.

BRENTWOOD, $550 bachelor, $675 single,

free utilities, $1250 2bd/2ba, New security

building, prime area. Best Deals, 508 Barring-

ton (310) 934-5000.

EXTRA LARGE BACHELOR, private entrance,

patio, refrigerator, HOT place, non-smoker,

$595, utilities included, Bundy south of
Sunset. (310)476-1815.

FURNISHEDAJNFURNISHED. 1 Bed. Older
building. 2 Blocks West of UCLA.
$70(ynrK>nth. 824-0532.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (310)398-8579.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,
furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, arxJ

-carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3258
Overland.(21 3)837-301 3.

PALMS. 2-bed^.bath $725, hardwood floors,

mini-blirxJs, appliarxres, near bus. Cats okay.

(310)390-3076.

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
1BDRM

Starting at $550
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

WESTWOOD 2 bed/ 2 bath, security, park-

ing,rcfrigeratos, microwave, dishwasher,

stove, balcony, fireplace, air conditioning,

pool, Jacuzzi, laundry room. $1100-1300.

(310)824-0633

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM UCLA. Beauti-

ful & new 2.be(V2-bath apt. designed for

ROOMMATESI 475 Gayley. Call

(310)824-3715. free roommate
servk:ei!!

WLA 1-fl, gated, fumishe<Vunfumished, 1

month free with lease. 5 min UCLA. $725.

(310)312-3638.

WLA, 1-BDRM, bike or bus to campus, new
carpet, stove, refrigerator. $695. 1850 Colby.

477-0725.

WLA l-BR. Built.ins, patio, laurwlry, parking.

1412 Brockton. (818)368-6732.

WLA, $390-$950, singles, 2-bedrooms. Light,

spacious. Apartments to share also available.

(310)276-1671,(310)826-2818

PALMS 1-BEDROOM $685/M0,
2-BEDROOM/2-BATH $85Q/MO. Fireplace,

private patios, dishwasher, refrigerator,

stove,security building,parking, pool, and

laundry. (310) 473-7860.

PALMS, l-bedroom, unfurnished $565 or

furnished $580. Near bus to UCLA. 837.7755,

4-7pm only.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 -1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD: Huge 1-bd. 3 parking spaces,

hardwood floor. (213)651-5552, 471-4417.

PALMS 2-BED/2-BATH. Security alarm, fire-

place, new carpet. $895/nrw>. (310)839-8862.

PALMS, $495, bright spacious single. Upper.

Parking. Most utilities included.
(310)397-8058.

PALMS. $620. One-bedroom. Appliances,

pool, covered parking, laundry. 3455 Jasmine.

No pets 454-4754. ^^
PALMS. $765. Large 2-bedroom, upper, new
carpet/paint, built-ins, refrigerator, patio,

2-car parking. 476-6532

PALMS $950, 2-bed/2-bath, A/C, 4-years

new, 9-minutes UCLA by bus. 10737 PALMS
(213)838-5039.

PALMS, BEAUTIFUL 1 -bedroom, $800 2+2,
$975 up unfurnished, cathedral, high ceilings,

skylights, fireplace, patios, security build.,

near all, easy rDove-in. Friendly manager.
(310)815-8908.

PICO/ROBERTSON. Large 3-bed/2-bath. Up-
per w/patio. New carpet, paint, and drapes.

$1,150. (310)204-1339.

SANTAMONKA NEW GARDEN STUDK) in

private house. Utilities/garage included. Quiet
person. $650. (310)338-2825.

SPACIOUS 3-BE(y 2-BATH duplex, $1275,
Olympic/ Flairfax, 1-year lease, no pets,

washer/ dryer, porch, (310)207-2490.

Large Newlv
Remodeled

1 & 2Bedroom Units
BeverfywDOod -

WLA Area
Receive Free
Microwave =

-, .

$575 . $825
Call 657 '8756

WESTWOOD PLAZA
APAFTIMBITS

Directly across from
tnld-campus UCLA

Fumistied&Unfumistied

Bachelors from $550
Singles from $600 to $750

1 BdmfisfrDm$750to$900

2Bdmfis/2Btti from $1200
Variable Lenghtti Leases

S01-S05 GayleyAva
(111)208-8505

$885 SPACIOUS 1-BED. Furnished/
unfurnished, hardwood floors, stove, refrigera-

tor. Walk to village/UCLA. Sleeps 3.

(310)208-4478.

STOP LOOKING! Great l-bedroom apart-

merrt. Stove and refrigerator. Near Palms and
Overland. $595-$62Vmo. EZ^nove-in terms.

Days (310)206-1193, eves (818)981-2304.

VENICE, $635, l-bedroom, % -block beach,

parking included. (310)397-8058.

VENICE BEACH, charming single. Walk to

beach. Unfurnished. Refrigerator. Call now for

lowest rent. 550-6755.

WEST HOLLYWOOD AREA: 1-bed, charm-
ing, brite, HARDWOOD FLOORS, ap-

pliances, laundry, parking. $650.
(213)653-3112.

WEST HOLLYWOOD AREA: 1 bed. Charm-
ing, new gray carpet, vertical blirKls, ap-

pliances, parking, laundry. $590.
(213)653-3112.

WEST LA 1 734 BROCKTON. Deluxe building,

gated entries, refrigerator. 2bed/2bath
$1075-$1175. Call Marco (310)838-1046.

WEST LA. 1734 Brockton. Deluxe building.

Gated entries, refrigerator, 2-bed/2-bath.

$1075-$1175. Call Marco. (310)838-1046.

WEST LA. 1 -bedrm $637. Gated, quiet, free

utilities. $700 moves U in. 361 1 Motor Ave
near Venice Blvd. (310)828-2448 x344.

WEST LA. Studio $697 and 1-bdrm $867.
Luxury, gated living. City views, rooftop pool

and spa. Quiet and friendly. VISA/MC. Sedana
Vill4Ke. Dl 0)280-0692.

WLA, S595/mo •» utilities. Small, private,

1-bdrm. Appliar>ces, parking, side-yard. Pet?

559-1560 Of 474-3111.

WLA $680. Large 1-bed. Pool, laundry, ap-

pliances, BBQ, quiet upper. 1621 Westgate
Ave. (310)820-1121.

WLA, $750, 1 -becV 1 -bath. Fireplace, balcony,

fridge, A/C. 1635 Brockton Ave. Days:

(310)670-4233. Eves: (31 0)641 41 82.

WLA AREA. $585/nfH>. Attractive furnished

single. Ideai for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (310)477-4832.

3.BEDROOM apartment. Own room and
bath. Rent negotiable. Palms area.
(310)8424984.

APARTMENT TO SHARE. WLA. Responsible
norvsmoker ful^ furnished, modem, utilities

included, $25C^no. Call and leave message,
Rene (310) 398-9669.

BEACH— close large traditional Venice du-
plex apartment w/yard and upper deck. UCLA
buses 'A -block. Stove, refrigerator, washer/
dryer, pariting. $475-$525. 399-1639.

CHARMING, SUNNY BEDROOM with
'A -bath available in pretty 2.bed West Holly-
wood apartmern. Hardwood floors, courtyard,

parking, laundry. $455. Female graduate stu-

dent seeking studious female.

Cute house, Westchester. Female needed,
own room, share bath. Storage, laundry, $450.
Margaret (213)410-0122.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
large 2.bed apt in Westwood laundry facility

and covered parking. Nofvsn>oker preferred.

Must love cats. $537.5(yhf>o. (310)479-7076.

INDIAN LOOKING FOR non-smoking male
roommate. $30(Vutilities included. No parties.

Colby Ave. Suresh (310)479-8232.

KEYSTONE: MALE/FEMALE. Your own bed-
room with bath in distinctive 2be(^ath apart-

ment. Security building with parking. Nicetop
fkxx with spectacular view. Call Johnny
(310)559-4280. WoH< 825-1441

.

M^ ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2-BED/ 2.BATH
IN WESTWOOD W/ PROFESSIONAL PER-
SON. $60(yMO. PRIVATE BEDROOM, PR I-

VATE BATH. 474-8488

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share
spacious master suite in a 2-»-2, luxury building,

Westwood, near UCLA, security parking,
pool, rYK)nth-to-nfH)nth $310, security, $440,
(310)473-9342.

OWN ROOM IN 3-BEDRC)OM/2 BATH APT.
Brand-new plush gigantic condo. 0¥vn fire-

place, full security, $600. (818)330-7071.

PALMS/WLA 2 BEDROOM to share with
single professional. Great location. Washer/
Dryer. $45(ymonth. (310)559-0684.

WLA: Large, beautiful apartments. 2-t-2. $950. SUNNY BEVERLY HILLS APARTMENT Ta
2+2, $795. Vfcnia Beach Ilngte, $475. Renee SHARE. Female only, own room, share bath7
(310) 550-7346

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel -Westwood Village

Cable TV«Microwave •Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk*w/KITCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm suites available

31 0/208-2241

Northrtdge $275 up. 500 furnished untt student

housino tadllly. Shared or private units, wilt or

wllhcut hflchens. Prtvale baths. Pool. )acuzzi,

recreation room, 1/2 hour drive to UCLA. Open year

round. Free brochure. Northrtdge (Campus

Residence. 9500 Zeizah. Northridge, C^ 91325

(•H)iW-1717

WALK TO IX3A/WSTWD
SPACIOUS
2 master suites

2 bath •- balcony

Students/Roommates Welcome
$11(X) negotiable w/ lease

• refrig •dishwasher•A/C•

•controlled entry*

•parking«elevator«

519 Glcnrock 213-208-4835

DIAMOND HEAD APTS
Westwood

^

single-furn/unfurn from
$725

1 -bedroom -furn/unfurn

from $850
Security building, Security

garage, Rec
Room, Jacuzzi, Sauna

660 Veteran
208-2251

WALK TO UCLA WSTWD

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208 1976

^

Luxury Living At
Student Prices!

' aptitoiw. hMtod and air oondltionad rooiml
• PrWato B«lhioom and Showrl

• Navar mora than t«MO atudarti par roomi
• 8afa. quial anvlfonmant
• N«w laundry and vanding maohinaal
• Sapanrta atudy and TV bungaa wMh oablal

< Ona badroomapartmante avaitafata
'

iht Room and Qama RoomI
of Fraa Paikinal

Oanoaa, partiaa, nvMaa, aaoapa tripa,

kMubaouaa. conoartt, laoturaa and moral

in all waiting for you in beautiful Bel Air, only twelve minutes from UCLAI

The University of Judaism Residence Halls

310-476-9777, ext 259

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,

saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking In

secure garage, will allow

4 students per

apartment.
From $1200 -$1300

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

Kill Your

Roommate??
NO! (.LI A \LW

()\l!

\lo\ (.' to "(•>"
C .a\ k'\'

824-0S3b

WLA/PALMS, 2be<Vlbath. $850, Security

building. 2beci/2bath $975, air, dishwasher,

fireplace, r^wly decorated. 3becV2bath,

$1 145, air, dishwasher, large closets, security

building. (310) 471-0883.

WLA SINGLE, gated, furnished, unfurnished,

quiet, refrig, parking. S-min. UCLA $525.

(310)312-3638.

Apartments Fumished 50

2-BEDROOMS, VA -BATHROOMS, security

parking, balcony, fireplace, living room, di-

ning room, refrigerator, laundry. 1 1 789 Morv
tana Ave. $1200. (310)453-2902 or

(310)476-5380.

ONE BEDROOM: WILSHIRE/ROBERTSON.
Newly decorated. For one person. $625 in-

cluding utilities. (213)652-7576.

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

large single, 1 or 2 people okay. 667-669
Levering Ave. (310)208-3215

Apts. Unfurnished 51

IBEOn-BATH. LiPPER. 10745 La Grange.

Refrigerator. $795. Close to UCLA. 475-6165^ ,

$740. 2-BED/ 1 -BATH. Upper. Stove, refriger-

ator, near Pico— La Cief>ega. By appointnf>ent.

(310)279-2002.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2> Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

HOLLYWOOD HILLS - Super studio $677,
opulent ofTe bdrm $777, teriffic two bdrm
$1057. Great choices, fabulous city views,

pool, fitness gym, gated parking, EZ travel to

campus. 7400 Hollywood Blvd near Fairfax.

851-8620.

SPACIOUS SINGLE wAull kitchen. Walk to

UCLA; only %6O0/mo plus FREE PARKING
SPACE. (310)208-5588.

UNFURNISHED LARGE SINGLE available

within walking distance of campus, $625
utilities included, call Paul at (310) 824-9754.

VENICE. Modem Single $575 Walk Street. 1st

block beach. Security building. Parking, laurv

dry. Block to direct busline. 301-6559,
305-71 1 7.

WESTWOOD 2BD/2BATH. Refrigerator.

1 *A mi to UCLA. Close to bus stop. Close to bus
stop. $995. 475-6165.

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. 2-3 bedroonrw.

$795-1 29S/mo. 5 minutes to UCLA. Gated,

luxurious, refridgerator, dishwasher, parking.

(310)477-8189.

WLA. $725. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large

modem 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.
(310)837-0761.

Apartments to Share 52

1847 BARRINGTON, masterbedroom needes

female in rose garden to¥^house. Cats, many
extras, $64(yrno. (310) 478-5811.

1 -FEMALE ROOMMATi with 3 other females.

2-be(V2-bath, pool, Jacuzzi, security pairking.

$35Q/mo. Kim 208-2796.

$315/MO. SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM
APT. w/ male non-sn>oker & 2 cats. Security

bidg. & parking, quiet neighborhood xint. bus

connections, I'A miles to UCLA. 575-1503.

$375! WESTWOOD CONDO. Share room in

2bd/2Vi bt. Female. All luxuries. Parkingi

Walk to bus lines. 575-41 2(y479-779 7. Vet-

eran Avenue.

laundry. SSOO/nrw. (310)271-3225.

WEST HOLLYWOOD, SPACIOUS, SPANISH
STYLE, hardwood floored apart/Dent with
balcony, only $395. Call (213)852-0972.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. Own Bed/Bath ^In
2bed/2bath apt. from $550/nr>o. Parking, pool,

spa, rec. room, A/C. (213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Own room (fijm-

ished) & bath in wonderful, spacious 2-be<V
2-bath. Non-snrH)kef. Private patio, fireplace,

cat. $575. 208-3335.

W HOLLYWOOD FURNISHED 2 bed/2 bath,

$550, pool, Jacuzzi, gym, gated-parking, sec-

urity, balcony, no pets. Available immediately
(213)969-9373.

WLA; 2-BED/ 2-BATH, to share w/ 3 others. Air

coryJitioning, cable, patio and all anr>enities.

Near UCLA. On corner of Hilgard and Westh-
oln>e. (310)206-3933.

WLA- OWN ROOM, Spacious. Close to

UCLA. $425/mo. + deposit. Call Jen 479-8506

Roommates 53

BRENTWOOD:2 FEMALES TO SHARE
ROOM. 2 be<V2 bath. ;$426/month or own
rooa^>ath $687/month. Brarxi new, security,

alarm, parking. (310)207-1994.

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED TO SHARE
3BEDRM/2BATH APARTMENT. Marina Del
Ray Area. $395/mo. Call (310)391-2142.

FEMALE WANTED: non-smoker, clean
roommate to share huge room in a classy

apt. Full amen., in-unit W/D, $350 call

445-5315.

FRIENDLY FEMALE NEEDED TO SHARE
ROOM. VERY NK:E 2bed/2bath close to

campus. Parking $375/mo. (310)824-5722.

FULLY FURNISHED BEDROOM. Own bath,

telephone. In a security building, pool, Ja-

cuzzi, sauna, gym room. 4 miles from UCLA.
$475/nrH). (310) 654-6320.

FURNISHED BEDROOM in beautiful quiet

Beverly Hills adjacent 2-bedroom apartment.

$425/mo. Ron (818)888-9 307,
1 (800)649-9307.

HOLLYWOOD. VERY NICE HOME. M/F.
Must like pets. 525 •»- utilities. May trade dog
care for portion of rent. (213)874-9102.

MALE/FEMALE NON-SMOKER WANTED to

share spacious 2-bedroom cottage close to

UCLA. $497.50/mo. plus 'A utilities. Call Tom
(310)478-7565 or beep (310)206-8477 id«

13039.

MALE ROOMMATE TO JOIN 2 guys in

1 -bed/1 -bath. $30(Vmo. Close to campus. Call

Joe (310)206-6899.

MALE to share large 2-bedroom w/3 others.

2-blocks UCLA. $407.5(Vnf>o., includes park-
ing. Pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, workout room.
Arnold, Greg (310)824-9876.

VERY NK:E 3BED/3BATH IN SM TO SHARE
WITH quiet ar>d clean female. Must get your
own phone. (310)395-4699.

SANTA MONKIA. NEED MATURE FEMALE,
own bedroom, quiet, clean, kitchen, next

beach. $450 (310)314-7616.

SHARE HUGE, studio apartment-size room.
New unit, spectacular view, marble finishes.

$375. (818)330-7071.

VAN, NUYS professional couple seeks roonv
male for triplex condo, bath, walk-in-clo«et«

fumished, pool, sauna, nautilus, $450. (818)
901-8432.

^f
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Roommcrtes

WLA. $388.5G^TK). Own room, share bath.

Mature, responsible female preferred. Laun-
dry, share parking. (310)474-0373.

VENICE BEACH, private room, phone,

parking, >AVD. Safe area. Buslir>e. Studious,

friendly, non-smoker. $420/mo.
(310)452-7272.

WALK TO UCLA, share bedroom in 2br/2ba.

Security bidg, Jacuzzi, fireplace, balcony. 51

2

Veteran 824-4032-Anyone $331.25/mo.

WANTED: female to share gre^ 2-bed/2-bath

near UCLA. Non-smoker. $540 + % -utilities.

Tara (310)447-2133.

WANTED MALE ROOMMATE to share room
in 2bed/2bath Brentwood apt. Gabe
(213)472-8672 $263-Kdeposit.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. SHARE large 2 bed/2

balh. $35(Vmo. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.

(213)208-1976.

Room for Rent 54

VA MILES To UCLA. Quiet private roonrVbath.

Kitchen privileges, parking. $450 + 'A utilities.

(310)477-7831.
___^

ASAP! WESTWOOD HOME: $475. Minutes to

UCLA-fully furr>ished. Quiet luxury, kitchen,

private entrance. MALE. (310)473-5769.

BEL AIR. Female preferred. Own room in

2-bdrnVl'A -bth townhouse. Huge closets,

pool, laundry, parking, storage. Close to

UCLA. No snr>oking. Must like cats. Sunny,

ocean view. $575-60(Vmo. negociable. Move
.n Fcb.15. (310)471-3560.

BEST OF THE WEST-Sharc furnished, luxury

apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,
fireplace, study-lounge and much, much
more. Own roonVbath, free HBO/Showtime.
$525. (310)837-9509.

CULVER CITY. 2-bed apt. Own room, share

bath. Security. $450 including utilities. Fe-

male. (310)204-3844.

LARGE FURNISHED room, wAelephone, 1/2

mile to UCLA, excellent area. $400, (310)

553-5752.

MATURE STUDENT, No snfH>ke-drink. Large

room, view, patio private entrar>ce. Available

menL Good zeferencg.

"f 7hr work week. Call 7-8am,
(310)271-9849.

ROOM FOR RENT. Quiet, clean student for

private bedroom and bathroom in 4-bedroom
house. WLA. Bus access. $450. Bianca and
Richard (310)559-5170.

ROOM FOR RENT. Female, non-snr>oker. In a

secured condo. $400/mo. Levita
- (310)836-3170.

WESTEND HOTEL. Cable TV, phones, clean,

quiet, refrig., laundry, maid service, security

bIdg. $12Q/wk and up. 1538 Sawtelle Blvd.

(213)444-8990.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199A«vk.

and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet luxury

roonr^ath only, high ceiling, to some kitchen

priviledges. Non-smoker. $5.^0
(310)444-5528. ^

^

WESTWOOD, BEAUTIFUL 2-bed/2-bath.

Share room, female only. All amenities.

$400/mo. No pets. Call Michele
(310)475-9359.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. Non-smoking female

wanted. $450, own room. Kitchen, telephone^

^Ind lauTxfry privileges. 475-9253.

Sublet

BOSTON AREA, apt. to sublet, 1

mastert>edroonVl bath. Completely furnished,

cable TV, all amenities, air corxiitioning.

Located 1 block from ocean, r>ear subway,
airport. Mass General Hospital, and local

universities, $725/mo. -f utilities. Ken. (310)

824-7883.

House for Rent 56

3-BEDROOM HOgSE, IV. -BATH IN MAR
VISTA. Walk to tennis & golf course. 7 miles
from UCLA. Available now. $1500/mo.
(310)474-3562.

BRENTWOOD FAMILY HOME. 3bed/3batr
light, bright, private. Move-in $2,40(ymo.
826-7444.

VAN NUYS. Beautiful, custom honDc. Remod-
eled, 3bdrnV3bth, studio. Pool/gardener, A^,
extras. $1250/mo. (818)782-0335.

VENKTE. 2-BED/1-BATH. $1035/nx). All utili-

ties included. 5 blocks to beach. Parking,

private yard
, pets ok. (21 3)300-0073.

i

3-BEDROOM •1-BATH

HARDWOOD FLOORS

FIREPLACE • LARGE YARD

REMODELED • NEAR

WESTSIDE PAVIUON

STUDENTS WELCOME
$1,575

CALL 213/827-0156

House to Shore 57

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE in a 4-bed house. 1

5

min. from UCLA. $378/mo. -»- util.

(213)931-4542 or 965-1994.

53 House to Shore 57 Room for Help 63 Condos for Rent 69 Child Core 90

FEMALE. No peU. NorvsnrK>king. Free utilities.

$400/mo. Near Santa Monica airport.

(310)398-6151.

SHARE A FURNISHED, LUXURY, GATED
ENCINO HOME with full security. Use of

gourmet kitchen and pool. $400 Charmian
(818)986-1294.

VENICE. Quiet walk street. Own bedroom.
Cleaning lady. Furnished optional. Parking,

yard. $600. (310)827-1321.

PACIFIC PALISADES, small guest house in

exchange for driving & garden watering. Single

occupancy. Mon-Fri 3.-00-6:30. Must have

reliable car with four seatbelts.
(310)454-3879.

TARZANA. FURNISHED. $1,050/mo. $950
unfurnished. 2 bedrooms, each with private

bath. Security building, pool, Jacuzzi. (310)

7984)646.

BABYSITTER, $1 00 guaranteed. About 4 times
a week. After few weekdays, one day on
weekends. Angelique (310)472-1765.

Condos for Sole 6?

House for Sole 58

2012 MIDVALE, 3+2 + extras, $515,500, for

details on properties near UCLA please call

(310) 477-8291, Annie Szyilagyi.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

IXLA, 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (818)783-6875.

Housing Needed 60

IRISH GIRL requires room/ bath or guesthouse

to rent. Please call Jenni (310)396-2044.

Real Estate 61

IF YOU ARE PAYING OVER 10% Fixed or 8%
adjustable on your hon^e loan. Now is the time

to Refinance. Call Agent/ Bob H.
213-477-6488

WEST LA. 750 S.F. $1125 and 185S.F. $285,

neg. Retail use too. Garage avail. 361 1 Motor

near Venice Blvd. Call Veronica
(310)828-2448 x344.

LOVELY HICHRISE CONDO 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa,

security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)824-0453.

CULVER CITY CONIX). Why waste money on
rentr $149,500. 2-bed/1-% bath. Broker Ray
Williams. (310)559-4315 or beeper
(213)966-7433.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-

urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276-6331.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR/CLOSE TO
UCLA. STUDIO $95K. 1 BR/1 BA
$109K,2BR/2BA $188k. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1781.

PARK CITY, UTAH CONDO. Completely
furnished, built-ins, 1-bedroom/
2-loft/2-bathrooms. Sleeps 8. Amenities In-

clude hot tub, sauna, pool, tennis courts. $87K
negotiable. (310)478-7104 leave message.

WESTWOOD, $139Vmo, 2-bed/ 2-bath lux-

ury condo. Gorgeous nwuntain view. IrKludes ^^^^^^^^^
3-tennls courts, pool, gym, Jacuzzi, 24-hour

^^^^^^
security, party facilities, parking. Cail Lorl InSUrOnCe
or Stevg Hawkins (310)826-6070. —^^mbuhm
WLA: Ultra modem beautifully furnished

townhouse. 2-bd -i- loft, 2% bath. Gournwt
kitchen, fireplace, roof garden, garage, W/D &
more. $2200. (310)444-0433.

91

HATE AUTO INSURANCE

Guest House for Rent 70

MAR VISTA. Large room > powder room.
Private entrance. Share bath & kitchen.
Nonsmoker. $500. 398-1055.

We .III do Ijiil jiito msiir:inue is

reiinirficl by l.rv' So tnr ;i

FREE LOWER QUOTE cnll

2131852-7175 (818)342 1510

BESr PRICE IfJSAGEfJCY

Vocotion Rentals 71

Condos for Stiore 68

WESTWOOD LUXURY HIGH-RISE CONDO.
Wilshire. Private bed & bath. $550/mo. + pet

care. Valet parking. (310)475-3049.

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING-FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving AdventuresI

Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price List

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Good Rates for

^ Motorcycles
with California-based

. company. Also
available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355

CELEBRATE LOVE CELEBRATE lOVE C f 1 (- B R A T F L (J
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From page 24

and five rebounds, including three

on the offensive end of the court.

"I really hit the board well

tonight," Tarver said. "It was good
to go out and jump on (Cal)."

Butler scored 13 points and
grabbed four rebounds to comple-
ment a sterling defensive effort.

Cal was led by junior center

Brian Hendrick, who finished with

22 points and 17 rebounds.

UCLA captain Gerald Madkins
made his first start since breaking

his left hand on Dec. 14. Madkins
replaced Darrick Martin in the

starting lineup.

Redshirt freshman Ed 0*Ban-
non continued his rehabilitation

from knee surgery, as he played
eight minutes and > scored two

points.

California struggled with its

outside shooting throughout the

game, despite making 12 lay ups.

The Bears connected on only 40
percent of their field goal attempts.

*They were really inconsistent

in the first half." Harrick said. "We
were able to put good pressure on
the ball, and we defended them
well."

Conversely, the Bruins made
58.8 percent of their field goal

attempts in the first half (20 of 34)

as they opened a 23-point lead at

the intermission.

However in the second half,

UCLA struggled, as it made only
36.4 percent of its shots (12 of 33).

"We had a big letdown in the

second half," Harrick said.

The decisive stretch of the game
came during the final four minutes
of the first half. Leading 38-27. the

Bruins scored 12 consecutive
points to close out the half.

Slam dunks by Murray and
Tarver highlighted the run, which
also featured four free throws by
MacLean.

Early in the second half, UCLA
upped its lead to 24 on a lay up by
Murray, which extended the Bruin
advantage to 60-36. The Bears
countered with a 9-2 spurt,

momentarily bringing the crowd to

life.

.

However a jump shot by Mac-
Lean and a lay up by Tarver put the

game out of reach.

The Bruins are now the only
undefeated team in Pac-10 play
after Stanford*s loss to Southern
California last night.

On Saturday, UCLA will face
the Cardinal (11-2, 3-1), which is

coming off a 82-72 loss to the

Trojans.

M.TENNIS
From page 23

is concern over freshman Davide
Sanguinetti. Sanguinetti came
down sick after participating last

weekend in the Pac-10 Indoors and
was unable to practice Tuesday or

Wednesday.

UCLA head ooach Glenn Bas-

sett is hoping the depth of his team
will prevail over two improving

teams.

"UCSB is going to be pretty

good. Their top three players are

excellent," he added.

Within their top three, UCSB
boasts two players in the national

Top 20.

Fifth-ranked David Decret and
18th-ranked Laszio Markovitz join
Bill Pham, who played in the

number one slot for Cal State Long

Beach before its program folded,

to form a solid foundation for the

UCSB lineup.

Still, it might not be enough for

the Gauchos.

"We have to have victories from
our top three positions if we hope
to win," UCSB head coach David
Lowery said. "Clearly, it*s asking
for a lot."

While the Bruins know that they

will have a tough match on Friday

against the Gauchos, they are

unsure what Saturday will bring

when they oppose UNLV.
UCLA, although depleted, still

boasts a formidable squad.
Fritz Bissell, dual All-American

in 1991 in both singles and doubles ^

play, leads the Bruins into action.

^our
<%irtliday

Several secret ambitions of yours have
excellent chances of being fulfilled in

the year ahead. The methods you'll use
to achieve your goals could be a tad pe-
culiar, though.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) Today is

likely to be a better day for achieving
material objectives than tomorrow will

be. Oon't limit yourself to just one goal;
you're capable of attaining several. Ma-
jor changes are ahead for Aquarius in

me ooming year, send for Aguarius As-
tro-Graph predictions today. Mail $1.25
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Astro-Graph, c/o this

newspaper, P O. Box 91428, Cleveland.
OH 44101-3428. Be sure to state your
zodiac sign.

PISCES (Feb. ZO-March 20) You have a
marvelous way of packaging your com-
ments today. Because your critique will

be both constructive and kind, even
criticism may sound like a compliment.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) Subtle
changes could transpire today that

might put you in a position to achieve an
elusive objective. It pertains to both
your finances and your career.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) If there is an
important matter you want to resolve
today, deal directly with the principle

party involved, not intermediaries. Suc-
cessful negotiations are possible.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Kind words
or deeds today toward fellow workers
could inspire them to put a new spin on
a task that has t>ecome routine. It will be
a productive alteration.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Sharing
tinw today with one who takes life a bit

too seriously won't pose problems for

you. You'll know how to make this indi-

vidual aware there is much for which to

be grateful.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) If you feel cre-

ative or inventive today, find time and
ways to express your ideas. Your inrr^gK

nation isn't running amuck, it's working
for you.
vmcn
be involved with today will remember
your actions and behavior more than
your words. Fortunately, you're more of

a doer than a talker.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Be alert for

strange developments today that could
add to your resources or earnings. If

you're perceptive enough to analyze
conditions accurately, your gams could
be substantial.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) The natural

magnetism and charisma you use so ef-

fectively could t>e your greatest assets

today. You're able to attract the right

people fot the right reasons.

SAQITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Oec 21) If

you're in need of a special favor today,

go to friends who have a compassion-
ate nature. They'll try to grant your
wishes where hard hearts won't.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19) Your
greatest asset today is your ability to

deal with large organizations, be they of

a social or commercial nature. Good
things could happen for you in either

instance.

Services Offered 96 Typing

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate
school personal statements, other vital written

materials Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

MICRO LEAGUE COMPUTERS. Computer
upgrade & repair $45 (plus parts). Printer

repair $35 (plus parts). Networking ($65 per
node; Novell authorized). 1844 Lincoln Blvd.

(310)450-2708.

NEED $$ FOR COLLEGE? Free info, on the

secret to getting ftnarK:ial aid. Call National

Education Network, 1-800-310-4497.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

-Professional writing, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

Modern Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hrs
service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899.

100 Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

HONDA CB350 1 974. Low miles, good condi-
tion, new tires, brakes, classic- looking
chromeA>lack. $500/obo. (310)961-3935.

Scooters for Sole 115

NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop
publishing/ word processing. Resumes, legal/

medical transcription, manuscripts.
(310)472-0405.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup- Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSINC specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. Santa Monica (310)828-6939, Holly-
wood (213)466-2888.

1986 HONDA 50cc scooter. Rebuilt engine.
Runs great. $325/obo. Call Juan
(310)824-5505.

'85 HONDA ELITE 1 50, red, excellent condi-
tion, lock, 2 helmets, basket. $900/obo.
(310)474-5365.

'85 Honda Elite 80, white, great condition, low
mileage, lock, cover, $700. Call (310)
794-381 2.

'86 HONDA ELITE 150 Deluxe. Inc. trunk,

helmet, lock, gloves. Runs well, 16k miles.)

-V>n/obo. Call ionathan at ii;niftl7 6^\A I

requirenf>ent. (21 3)871-1 333.

,

$7'>n/obo. -Caii Jonathan at (.110)837-66»4;

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjecta. Theaea/Disscrtatioiut

Proposals cmd Booka.

Foreign students welcome.
PAPDB NOTFQK SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D

CS10)47a.6662

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingle;Teaching AssocyNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100. :

—

FRENCH MOPED FOR SALE. Runs and looks
great. PerfectforWestwood and school. $350
470-6154.

HONDA ELITE 150, '^6. Excellent condition.

Helmet, lock Included. $975. 208-6206.

HONDA ELITE 80 1986. $740. Call Jon
mornings, evenings, (818)881-6476.

Teacher of Piano 'If

Singers Coached • Preparation

for Auditions & Recitals

310-271-1939

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

e
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Movers/Storage 94

Valentine's i

Issue....

Coming
SOON!
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BEST MOVERS. iCali^- (21 3)263-BEST. 24 ft.

truck fully equipped for home or business.

Excellent references. Cal T 186344.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, ar>d rell-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTy TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.
Short/Long distance. No job loo small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 MRS.
(213)301-0137.

Services Offered 96

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,
economics, engineering, ESL, english/
composition, finance, foreign languages,

humanities, mathematics, physics, political

science, statistics. STUDENT SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutoring Service.
(310)204-4656. - -

-AUMAR BEAU" FRENCH tutoring by phone
or one on one. (818)904-7891. En Francais

S.V.PI. Mercit

ENGLISH CONVERSATION TUTOR. Help
with pronur>ciation, grammar, dialogue. Guar-
anteed results. Call Jennifer (310) 824-0842.

ENGLISH TUTOR, experienced (US Peace
Corps), mature. Vocabulary building, pronun-
ciation, reading comprehension, writing.

$2Q^r. (213)393-0510.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study
skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently
present the material In a variety of ways
to beconr>e confident and self-reliant. For

FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

TUTUORING: ENGLISH, WRITING, GMAT,
LSAT, GRE, WordPerfect, etc. Yale grad,

4years experience. Mark, 852-1298.

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional
service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

WINNING RESUMES; 1-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

HONDA ELITE 80, '87, $675. Blue, runs &,
looks great. Call Bill (310) 475-0929.

HONDA ELITE ES, '88. Mint green, great

condition, low miles. $500. Call Nancy Scott,

day:(21 3)972-7278 or eves :(8 18)568-0633.

HONDA ELITE '80, Blue, great condition, plus
helmet and lock. $1 150/obo. (310)454-6632.

HONDA ELITE 80 1987. Blue. Perfect running
condition. Includes helmet and lock. $780.
Call 471-5698.

HONDA ELITE 80- 1 987 Red. Good condition.

Only 1,800miles. $700. Evening call Jeff

(310)453-4771.

HONDA ELITE 150, 1987.Silver blue.
Excellent condition. Less than 400 mi.
$1550 (213)654-9705.

SCOOTER: 1985 RIVA 180. XLNT COND!
LOW Miles. Recent Tune. Must See! New
Helmet included. $970 o.b.o. 478-1114 ^

Trovei i*«««»\ 105

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL, R/T airfare to any-
where, $125 p/p. Limited quantity. CALL
now!!! 24 hrs. (404)349-9551.

Autos for Sole 109

Read the Classifieds for •

more details on how
you can place your

personal for t])e

1992yalentine's tssue

Feb. 14, 1992
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RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted

and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

STUDY the Bible with honesty and common ^ammm^m
sense. Everyone who does that reaches the _
SAME conclusions INDEPENDENTLY on ALL Typing
major doctrines. (Mature faith rests on much ii^
solid evidence that ACTUALLY AMOUNTS
TO PROOF.) "...Christianity is an educa-
tlon....''-The late Prof. C.S. Lewis of Oxford.
No Pressure or obligation. Contributions NOT
requested. Choose your comfort level: corres-

pondence, phor>e, groups. Eventual goal: like

souls walking with the one, personal God,
form a congregation. (310)559-6267. (Current

Sun. Worship: Anaheim: (714)534-2199).

Tutoring Needed 99

SPANISH TUTOR WANTED in Pacific Pali-

sades area. Fee negotiable. (310) 454-3292.

100

$1.75 PER PAGE. TYPING/
WORDPROCESSINC. Term papers, re$unf>es,

charts, laser printer. RL services.
(310)306-2648.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

eeeeeeeeeee«eeeeeee
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TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our
r>ew computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

WORD PROCESSING AND RESUMES BY THE
SECRETARIAL CONNECTION. 15% discount

to students, staff, and faculty (310)394-6933.

WORD PROCESSING SERVICES, LOTUS
1,2,3 tutoring. Word Perfect 5.0 tutoring.

Reasonable rates. Private lessons. Steven

(310)769-1527.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICA-
TK)NS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

AFFORDABLE, expert wordprocessing. Term
papers, reports, theses. Laser. Student dis-

counts. Professional editing. No papers for

sale. Marge (local): (818)786-8742.

•••CARING tutor'^^bask: math thru
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM
MISERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE. (818)

545—0960.

1970 VW BUG. Good condition. Runs well.

Some body work. Must sell quickly. $1200
obo. (310)479-2703/eve.
(310)553-8349/days.

1984 SAAB 900 TURBO. Black leather,

5-spced. Sunroof, a/c, alarm, low miles.

$5,800 OBO. 208-6227.

1986 TOYOTA CELKIA ST., air, stereo, mint

condition, original owner. (805) 255-9317.

1 990 HONDA ACCORD EX/COUP, new con-

dition, 1 owner,all available options, black

w/saddle interior; $12,900/0BO. Alan
(310)447-1788.

FORD FESTIVA L+, '89. A/C, AM/FM, mint,

13K. $3650. (310)457-3997.

FORD MUSTANG GHIA '79, 5.0 V-8, white,

88,0(X) miles, runs perfectly, no accidents,

$1,700. (310) 473-5496.

FORD MUSTANG, 1966, red, 6<ylinder,

looks good, runs well. Moving. Must sell. Best

offer. (310)475-8027.

HONDA PRELUDE, 2.0, '87, blue, 5-speed,

AM-FM-cass., looks great. Asking $5995/obo.
(310)285-9250.

NISSAN SENTRA, 1988, stick, AM/FM stereo

cassette. Excellent condition. $3875/obo. Call

Susan (310)476-0502.

SPORTY RED 5-SPEED Isuzu Impulse, '85.

New paint, stereo, excellent corKiition, a steal

at $3,250. 914-9314.

TOYOTA CELICA GT CONVERTIBLE, 1988,
white/ black-top, low mileage, ^C, 5-specd,
excellent condition, original owner. $12,500.
(310)854-7787.

VOLKSWAGON FOX, 1989, $5,500. Low
miles, excellent condition, red, 2 door,

5-speed, sunfoof, a/c, cassette. (310)
575-9409.

VW SUPER BEETLE, 1973, $1700. White,
custom rim, new tires, rebuilt engine. Great
condition. (310)558-8288.

WANTED: Honda Passport. Call Kevin
(310)208-4410.

YAMAHA 1 80, 3 200 miles, new battery, $985
firm. (213)824-4258.

Off-Campus Parking 120

ON-CAMPUS Parking, great location. For
Winter & Spring quarter. Contact Jeff

(818)591-7827.

Furniture for Saie 126

APARTMENT SALE. Bed, T.V., lamps, tables,

shelves, miscellaneous. Barbara.
(310)476-6376.

BUNKBEDS, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID WOOD
$90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK OR
WHITE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRESS,
SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (213)821-0729.

IMPORTED LEATHER COUCH. 6 ft. long.

Good condition. Price negotiable.
(310)470-7755.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

RUGS— Oriental— Indian, 5x8, $350. Al
652-7576.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

EXCERCISE BIKE- PRO FORM "AIR CYCLIST-
RECUMBENT BIKE with computer. Was $300.
Like new. $135. (310)551-3035.

H20 SKI BOAT, 15', 65hp, with trailer , IK
Takes It. Jim (310)395-0161. .

Jypewriter/Computer 134

BRAND NEW IN BOX. Tl 286 lap-top. Mini
laser printer. WP 5.1 . Loaded. Paid $1 900. Sell

$1500. (213)826-2280.

IBM AT CLONE. Runs perfect. 40MG drive,

3'A " & 5% " drives, monitor, keyboard, soft-

ware. $500/obo. Call 310-829^5957.

IBM COMPATIBLE. 286/386, 1RAM, 1.2 FD,
1 .4 FD, 40 HD. Keyboard, monitor. New with
warranty. $62(y$950. (213)644-2612.
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Volt^ball heads to USCB tourney after BYU win
By Eric Billigmeier

After disix)sing of pesky BYU
in its conference opener Wednes-
day night in Pauley Pavilion, the

UCLA men*s volleyball team
travels today to the prestigious

28th annual Collegiate Invitational

Tournament at UC Santa Barbara.

Round-robin pool play begins

today in the 24-team event (spon-

sored by UCSB and Bud Light)

and continues through Saturday

night's finals. The No. 2 Bruins

(1-1, 1-0 in the Western Intercolle-

giate Volleyball Association) face

stiff challenges from teams like

No. 1 Long Beach State and No. 5
Pepperdine on the road to the

championship. But the stiffer

challenge may be for Coach Al
Scates, who mustjuggle 14 players

successfully in the early rounds in

order to have a rested and compe-
titive team on Saturday.

"We have to play everyone

equally/* Scates said, "rd like to

win it, (but) it*s also my last chance
to look at everybody. I want to play

all 14 players and win. Most times

those two goals are not too

compatible.*^

"rd love to play (Long Beach)
again,** Scates said. "I want to play

them with different people. I want
to see who plays well against

them.**

Wednesday night, the Bruins

opened WIVA and I>egroot Divi-

sion play in style, combining
strong serving (10 aces) and hitting

(.364 average as a team) to put
away the enthusiastic BYU Cou-
gars (1-1), 15-12, 15-8. 15-9.

"They (BYU) were vastly

improved,** Scates said. *They*ll

surprise some people in their gym.
Their attitude and confidence was
real high. (But) our side-out
scoring was fantastic. We*re going
to work on our scoring situations

now, (using the block to score

better when we serve).**

Technique hitter Dan Landry
played possibly his best all-around

game of the year, recording a
team-leading 21 kills and eight

digs, hitting .472 and serving three

aces. Setter Mike Sealy (59 assists,

seven digs) played "great,**

according to Scates, and the junior

All-American captain *s rhythm
with quick hitter Tim Kelly (18
kills, .625 average) provided a
major weapon.

R IESTA'

Low Fat
Beefsteak

.a-T^
c^^^

Skinii

Chicken

ALL YOU CAN FAT
BREAKFAST BUFFET

Pancakes

Sausage & Bacon

7 - 1 1 am
• A~^0% Discount

with student I.D.

after 1 1 am
FREE coffee with buffet through February 1992

FREE DELIVERY
(minimum order) 1 1 04 Gayley Ave

(310)443-4321 Westwood village

Vegetables

Fruit

Omelettes

& More!

eKSrDAY!
IStudent Health Advocate Recruitment ends today!

Student Health Advocates are specially trained to

provide self-help care for colds, first aid, and
emergencies. Student Health Advocates also provide

counseling and referrals in the areas of nutrition fitness,

weight management, stress management, contraception,

and emotional concerns.

TO RECEIVE AN APPLICATION, YOU MUST AHEND ONE
OF THE FOLLOWING ORIENTATION MEETINGS:

Friday, January 24:

10:30 am, North Campus Room 22
12 noon, Kerckhoff 400
1 pm, Ackefman 2412

7 pm, Dykstra Fireside Lounge
«

For more information, talk to a SHA or call 825-4730

Sponsored by SHS

PROMISE
You'll

®

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

BRUIN SPECIAL
•Large 1 5-Inch Pizza With FREE Topping

. 'FREE Pepsi • Six Pack
•FREE, Fast Delivery ^flM

Call 447-1000 =:=^ ^ ^=^
^

$q99
plus tax

YouMI V It!

11870 Sania Monica Blvd.

(3 Blocks East of Bundy)

Good For Carry-Out Or Delivery.

Not vaBd with any other discount

I

I

I

I

r

I

I

STUDENTS
TERM PAPERS DUE? NEED A RESUME?
NO HELP & NO SERVICE BUG YOU?

WE SERVE YOU!

LOW
HOURLY RE]\TALS
* APPLE / IBM COMPUTERS
* DESIOOP PUBUSHING
* WORD PROCESSING
* TYPEWRITERS^
* LASER PRINTS
* TEXT & IMAGE SCANNING
* TRAINING
* SALES,SERVICE & REPAIRS 20% OFF

(WITH VAUD UCLA ID.)

CAMPUS COMPUTER SERVICES

(310) 477-2898 1539 westwood

V
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Gymnasts vault into regular season
Men head to

New Mexico
invitational
By LucI Chavez

The first road trip of the season
will be a homecoming of sorts for

two current Bruins, when Albu-
querque natives Chainey and Greg
Umphrcy travel with the rest of the

UCLA men's gymnastics team to

the University of New Mexico for

the 1992 Lobo Invitational.

This year's field consists of top
teams from the Western Athletic

Conference— including Brigham
Young University. Air Force and
New Mexico — along with
UCLA, which posted its first

victory of the season over Cal State

FuUerton in a dual meet last

Saturday.

"We're expecting very stiff

competition from BYU because
this is probably their best team
ever." UCLA head coach Art
Shurlock said. "They have the

highest team score (279.45) in the

nation to date."

Competition in the all-around

will be tight as BYU Cougar Laing
Jing-Wei (who notched a 57.65
score at the Spartan Open in San
Jose) and Lyle Scoa (the top Lobo

Georgia on tap for women

Art Shurlock
UCLA Sports Info

Carman, last week's all-around

champion in the dual meet against

Fullerton. and continued improve-
ment from junior Brad Hayashi.

Hayashi. a University High
School graduate from Irvine,

injured his knee last season on his

second vault in the NCAA indivi-

dual finals after scoring 9.825 on
his first attempt. Ironically.

Hayashi was defending his 1990
NCAA vault title, which he won as

a freshman.

"Everyone was holding their

breath on Saturday to see if Brad
would land his dismount on the

vault," Shurlock said.

Bruins Brandy Prins and Steve
Diem are fighting off minor
injuries that may hold them to

more conservative routines, but

they will still play major roW in

Saturday's outcome of the team
Xini^hcf ^ a^ xhcd meet with competitioig
Oklahoma last week) return to

action against a solid Bruin squad.

"I think ifwe can score over 270
(points) we'll be in good shape,

especially for this point in the

season." Shurlock said.

Shurlock is lodging for a con-
sistent performance from Jason

Chainey Umphrey, coming off a
foot injury, will add the rings to his

repertoire this weekend after being
limited to pommel horse against

Fullerton. Also, injured junior

Isidro Ibarrondo will compete on
the vault, in addition to parallel

bars, for the first time this season.

By Zach Domlnitz
Dally Bruin Staff

It won't be Ray Charles or an
old-fashioned love song, but Geor-
gia will be on the minds of the

women's gymnastic team .this

weekends
Saturday night at the John

Wooden Center will mark
UCLA's home opener as the team
hosts heavily-favored Georgia in

what is expected to be a showcase
of some of the best gymnastics in

the nation.

*They have depth like no other

college team has ever had." co-
Head Coach Scott Bull said. "They
have kids that are All-Americans
that are not even making lineup

(because only six gymnasts per-

form each meet)."

And if anyone knows (jeorgia's

talent, it's Bull. Before returning

to UCLA last year (he coached
here from 1984-87). he was an
assistant coach at Georgia for three

years.

"I'm looking forward to seeing

the team." he said, "because except
for the three freshmen they have. I

recruited the entire squad."

.
But you don't need to be an

Ihsider to see the talent of the

Bulldog squad. Currently ranked
=8BC0IH! in the nation, the team is

money.

"As Scott (Bull) keeps telling

me. it doesn't matter how many
tricks they throw because in this

sport, you can only start from a
10." she said.

And in college gymnastics (until

the nationals) a won-loss record,

according to Kondos. "is only for a
coach's ego and nothing more." In

order to qualify for nationals, a
school will take its top three home
scores, its top three away scores,

an optional score, and double its

score in the regionals and then total

them. The top 12 schools then
proceed to the national competi-
tion.

"I'm extremely confident in the

team." Kondos said. "The girls are

hungry from last weekend (at

OSU) and know what they need to

work on. If we hit. we should go a

good two to three points higher

than last week (189.10)."

UCLA will also benefit from the

return of All-American Carol
Ulrich. After personal problems
kept her out of the gym during the

fall, Uhich is ready to rejoin the

team after missing last week's
meet

"I'm nervous, but not in the
jittery sort of way," she said during
Wednesday's practice. "Usually I

come in wHh about two and a IraifF

favored to win this year's national

championship.

"If Georgia hits (their events),

nobody should be able to touch
them," co-Head Coach Valorie

Kondos said. "They have unbe-
lievable talent on their team, but

we should give them a run for their

months' preparation and now Tm
going on 15 days, but I don't think

Sie coaches would put me out there

if they didn't think I could do the

job."

And she's right. "We're extre-

mely confident in Carol," Bull
said.

BigWest
tennis to

lace UCLA
By D.J. Harnneling

Dally Bruin Staff

The Big West rolls into

UCLA this week as teams
from UC Santa Barbara and
Nevada Las Vegas come to

Westwood to challenge the

top-ranked UCLA men's
tennis team.

UCLA faces the Gauchos
Friday at 1:30 p.m. and the

Runnin' Rebels Saturday at

noon. Both matches are at

the Los Angeles Tennis
Center.

While UCLA handily
defeated both opponents in

1991, the matches this

weekend could prove more
difficult for the Bruins.

The Bruin team will be
operating this weekend
without three (possibly four)

of its top players.

Senior Bill Behrens and
junior All-American Mark
Knowles arc competing in

the Adidas Intercollegiate

Championships in Palm
Springs this weekend, and
will be unavailable for

UCLA's matches,

Sophomore DavTcT
Nainkin is still recuperating

from surgery on his left

wrist, and is not yet available

to the Bruins.

Adding to UCLA's woes

See M.TENNIS, page 21
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Your Party Won't Be Officiallf the

Beer Isn't Bought Here
Diracfon Express

Chinese Fast Food
Free
Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area

CO PLATE $4.66 Includes fried rice or chow mein
plus sny two s la carte itenm 3

Hours:

Monday-Sunday llam-llpm
1147 Westwood Blvd.
(Across from McDonaldls)

208-4928

2 for 1 Haircuts
or

$10.00 OFF All

Hair Services
* our SCTvicgs

Cut Manicure

Color Pedicure

HighHghts Fadal

Make up

ZaU PARIS at SALON 1015
for an appointment

(310) 824-5006

1015 GayleY Ave. #105 in Westwood Wlage
(|ust halfa bk>ck south ofWeybum)

*AVEDA GOLDWELL OPI

Miller Genuine Draft
Miller Genuine Draft Light

Miller Lite

$

11.
• •

a + CRV + tax

In The Village!

FREE PARKING breadsti
in rear

OpentiMlpm 1057 GayleyAve 209-1111

-^ •I" -T-
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Bruins blow out Bears, still in first

CHARLES COOLEY/Daly Bruin

UCLA guard Shon Tarver shoots against Oregon last weekend.

Tarver scored 11 points and dished four assists in the Bruins'

86-66 win over California last night.

Waves, Anteaters to

face women's tennis
By Michael Klein V
Daily Bruin Staff

The No. 4 UCLA women's
tennis team (2-0) will take on the

calm before the storm this

weekend, as they will host UC
Irvine today before the 11th-

lanked PepperdineWaves roll into

town tomorrow.

The Anteaters (18-12 last year)

come in as the ninth-ranked team

in the region but without one of

their top players, Gina Garcia.

"We are ready to play and have

nothing to lose. We won two points

from UCLA last year, and
although on paper they have the

advantage, we are looking forward

to the competition,** head coach

Doreen Irish said.

The most intriguing thing about

the match will be the season clebut

of highly touted Bruin freshman

Anne Mall. The 16-year-old from

Laguna Niguel, who opted for

college tennis instead of immedi-

ately heading out on the profes-

sional circuit, will play in the top

spot today and somewhere in the

top four on Saturday.

"Anne is a strong baseliner who
is coming in with increasing

success, which will make her that

much tougher,** Bruin assistant

coach Susie Keane said.

The Bruin bench will be cleared

against Irvine, as veterans Mamie
Ceniza, Iwalani McCalla and

Cammie Foley will all get the day

off. Mall will be joined by fellow

freshmen Paige Yaroshuk, Lee
Ann Rostovksy and Jenny Baker.

Rounding out the hneup will be

sophomore Jenny Hilt and junior

Helen Tu, who will also be niaking

her first appearance of the season.

The Waves (3-0. 23-5 last year)

will be the first real test of the 1992

campaign for the Bruins.

"I watched them play Utah and I

was impressed with their depth.

All six of their singles players are

solid,** head coach Bill Zaima said.

Leading the way for the Waves
is senior two-time-All-American

Noelle Porter, who has recovered

completely from arthroscopic

shoulder surgery last year. ^

"Noelle is just about the same
caliber of player as Mamie is, so

she should be very tough,** Zaima
said.

Porter is the only senior on what

is a very young Pepperdine teatti.

Playing at the second and third

spots are sophomore Nina Eriks-

son and junior Kirsten Smith. The
remaining singles players, Pam
Wallenfels, Natasha Pospich, and

Nerete Stockmann, are all fresh-

men.

The youth of the Waves may be

a factor in doubles, as the three

freshmen will team with the three

upperclassmen to form solid, but

inexperienced teams.

By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

OAKLAND — If defense wins

championships, UCLA would
have won another national

championship Thursday night

The No. 2 Bruins (13-0. 5-0

Pac-10) used a smothering defense

to shut down California, 86-66. in

front of a sellout crowd of 15,039

at the Oakland Coliseum Arena.

Playing at the Coliseum for the

first time since 1982, the Golden
Bears (6-8, 0-4) shot only 40.4

percent from the field (23 of 57) as

UCLA led throughout the game.

**^'We really defended them
well,** UCLA head coach Jim
Harrick said. "Defense has been

the key to our success this year.**

Don MacLean, a pre-season

All-American. led UCLA with 28

points, 17 coming in the first half.

"We played really well in the

first half,** said MacLean, a senior

from Simi Valley, "Our defense

was great in the fu^t half, and our

offense carried us in the second

ioAtu.

California made several brief

runs in the second half, but the

Bears never reduced the deficit

below 14 points.

. *They are not the second-ranked

team in the country for nothing.**

California head coach Lou Cam-
panelli said after the Bears* loss.

"(The Bruins) are a really fine

team.**

UCLA was able to silence the

largest home crowd in California

basketball history with a pair of

early of three-pointers by junior

forward Tracy Murray.

*The big key to the game was
that we were able to keep the

crowd out of it.** said Murray. "We
talked about keeping the crowd out

of it, and we did just that**

Murray, who fmished the game
with 14 points, spent much of the

game guarding his first cousin

LaMond Murray, a freshman for-

ward for California.

"It was a lot of fun playing

against LaMond,** Murray said.

"We stuck to each other like crazy

glue.-

The DnxinA—

r

ecciYcd ciutch

The outcome of the game was
basically decided by half time, as

the Bruins scored the final 12

points of the period to open an

impressive 50-27 lead at intermis-

sion.

performances from guard Shon
Tarver and forward Mitchell But-

ler.

Tarver finished with 11 points

See HOOPS, page 21

JASON ERLICH

Cammie Foley and the UCLA women's tennis team will meet UC
In/ine today and Pepperdine Saturday.

Bfniins visit

Stanford at

Palo Alto
By Greg Jones
Daily Bruin Staff

The last time the UCLA basket-

ball team travelled to Palo Alto,

they were victorious in a must-win

situation without the services of

prolific scorer Don MacLean.
Circumstances aren*t as harsh

this time around, but the Bruins

will be facing a surprisingly strong

Stanford team that will be sure to

give them a tough test

The Cardinal (12-1. 4-0 in Pac-

10 at press time) is currently tied

with UCLA for first place in the

conference, and is riding a six-

game win streak. Mike Montgom-
ery's squad has gotten off to its

best start since 1941-42, when they

began the season 15-1 and eventu-

ally won \i\& NCAA title.

"I am a little surprised that

Stanford is 11-1 now, (but) Mike
Montgomery has done a terrific

jo& w!^ ^s leam,** UCLA head=

coach Jim Harrick said. *This

game will probably be for the

conference lead, and Maples Pavi-

lion is a tough place to play.**

In order for the Bruins to win.

they will have to attempt to

neutralize senior forward Adam
Keefe, who is emerging as one of

the top big-men in the country.

Keefe, who averages 25.2 points

and 13.4 rebounds a game, is the

only player in the nation who is in

the top ten in both scoring and
rebounding.

"Adam has carried their team,**

Harrick said. **Zimmerman will

start on Keefe, and maybe Butler

and Madkins will also guard him.**

Stanford will also be relying on

the play of junior guard Peter

Dukes and sophomore forward

Brent Williams.

Dukes, who is third in the-

conference in three point field goal

percentage, has been a scoring

threat throughout the season. He
has hit 27 three-pointers in his last

seven games, and is averaging 12.8

points a game.

Williams has also been a pleas-

ant surprise for Montgomery, and
has helped to take some of the

pressure off of Keefe by scoring

10.9 points a game and tallying 4.6

rebounds a contest

The other two Cardinal starters

have been solid, as well. Point

guard Marcus Lollie leads the

conference in assists with 6.3 a

game, and has averaged 1.4 steals a

game, while junior center and

Pacific Palisades native Paul Gar-

rett is averaging 5 rebounds a

game.

Along with all of this offensive

firepower. Stanford has won
games with good defense. The
Cardinal has held opponents to a

40.7 percent field goal percentage

and has out-rebounded the opposi-

tion nine out of 12 games.
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Briefly

Play explores
sex In the '90s
UCLA's Kaleidoscope

Theatre will present a play

about sexuality and relation-

ships in the 1990s on Tuesday
night.

The performances, which
were completely sold out last

year, are free and open, to

everyone.

The shows will begin at 6:30

p.m. and 8 p.m. in the Acker-

man Grand Ballroom.

For more information, call

825-3020.

The performance is a UCLA
Student Health Services pro-

duction and is cosponsored by
the UCLA Student Welfare

Commission.

Inside

Eyeglasses for

Two UCLA honor societies

are collecting eyeglasses to

give to people of less-deve-

loped countries.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Is it sexist or

Is It art?

Readers respond with a combi-
nation of bitterness and satire

over the ongoing debate about

UCLA's Community Directory

cover.

See page 18

Arts & Entertainment

Spanish
~~

heavy metal
Tonight's "Rock en

Espaftol" series features two
prominent L.A. bands.

See page 24

Sports

Brains defeat

Stanfonl
Mitch Butler and the UCLA

basketball team downed Stan-

ford, 83-77, on Saturday for an

important road victory.

See page 40
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UCLA leads state efforts to
revitalize iiistory teadiing
By Lorl QuInton
Dally Bruin Staff

History can't be rewritten, but it

can be retaught

And that is exactly what UCLA
and the state of California are

trying ta do.

In conjunction with the state, a

project spearheaded by UCLA
researchers is training teachers in

public schools to be more creative

and lively when teaching history.

The program — which has five

sites around the state— will teach

teachers how to talk about history

without putting students to sleep.

"History is at best a story. With
these changes we're trying to put

the story back in history," said Ed
Berenson, the UCLA history pro-

fessor who directs the statewide

California-Social Science prog-

ram. "We're trying to make it more
real — to bring it to life."

The project holds three-week

seminars for teachers of all grade

levels. At the meetings, some of

the best teachers in the state show
their colleagues diffeiicnt and
interesting ways to make the facts

of history come alive.

Some teachers use pictures of

slave quarters and families when
teaching students about slavery.

Others turn historic events into

plays for the class to act out.

One teacher shows students

pictures of >yhat their town looked
hke when it was rural and later

through its development.

"By looking at the pictures,

students could visualize history,"

Berenson said. "They could under-

stand what forces shaped the times

and how things have changed over

time."

The project also encourages

"With these changes

we're trying to put the

story back in history."

Ed Berenson
UCLA History Professor

teachers to use "cooperative

learning." This type of approach

breaks students into groups and
then gives them a task to work on
together. Many times the students

are given a debate or a speech to

read together or act out in front of

the class.

"We're trying to get away from
the teachers standing in front of the

room to lecture and boring the

students to death," he explained.

See HISTORY, page 17

Mogul man Survey shows dr
In university traffic
More commuters are relying

J Commuting at UCLA
An increase in the number of

alternatives have shifted more
people from commuting alon^ to

other means of transportation.

SUZANNE STATES/Dai»y Bruin

During the recent three-day weekend, a Mammoth Moun-
tain skier tackled the nrx>guls.

iCf

k^

1990 1991

— ^>nve Alone

44% 38%

Car Pool

10%11%

Van/Bus Pool

3% 4%
Walk/Motorcycle/Bicycle

on alternative transportation

By MImi Nguyen
Dally Bruin Staff

More UCLA commuters are choosing to leave their cars at homc,-

according to a campus survey.

An increasing number of people rely on UCLA*s transportation

alternatives to get to campus than in previous years, the survey reported.

While the number of people jdriving alone has decreased by about 5

percent, the number ofcar pool, bus and van pool users has rispn by about

1 percent.

Because of their low cost an

convenience, bus and van pool us

will probably become the most
popular alternative to driving

alone, said Mark Stocki, director

of UCLA's Business and Trans-

portation Services.

"Other programs have fluc-

tuated, but we have had straight

increases year to year," he said.

Since its inception five years

ago, the van pool program has

increased at a rate of about one van
per month. Each van can accom-
modate six to eight people.

Similarly, the bus pool program,

which began with only one route in

1984, now has four to five routes,

he said. Each bus holds 30 to 40
people.

Bus and van pool riders are

UCLA staff and faculty members
or student volunteers who live in

the same community. The pickup

points vary between the homes of

the riders and other designated

places.

"We try to accommodate the

riders as much as possible," said

Stocki, who drives a van pool from Simi Valley.

Riders use the van pool because they say it is more convenient.

*The van pool service takes the trouble out of finding parking," said

ri%13%
SOURCE; Business & Transportation Services

SETON KIM/Daily Brum

See DRIVINQ, page 16

Asian-American studies nuyor to lie

By Robin Dong
Daily Bruin Staff

With an ever-increasing number
of Asian students, UCLA will have

to recognize the ^ needs of the

community and create an under-

graduate major in Asian-American
studies, students said at a recent

meeting.

"There are so many Asian-

American students here who want
to learn more about themselves.

without being questioned if it's

valid or realistic," said Emily
Lawsin, a graduate student of

Asian-American studies.

UCLA only offers a graduate

degree in the field. And because

there is no undergraduate major,

many students have opted for the

Asian-American studies speciali-

zation, which is designed to give

them a general introduction to the

study of the Asian community.

But a specialization in Asian-

American studies is not enough,

the students said Thursday.

They added that a new major

would be an important addition to

the curriculum of a university

dominated by Asian-American
students.

The number of Asian-American

students at UCLA has continued to

grow, and admissions statistics

reveal that Asian students com-
prise almost 40 percent of this

yearns entering freshmen.

"If Asian-American studies was
a major, I would have jumped at

it," said Quynh Nguyen, a UCLA
senior majoring in history and
specializing in Asian-American
studies. "In Asian-American stu-

dies classes, I'm learning about

myself."

And establishing a major would
legitimize Asian-American stu-

dies, some students said.

See MAJOR, page 15
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Today, January 27

Student Committee for the AMs
Collage

^Hfescwood Plaza

UCIA Orientaitlon Counselor
Infonnation Meeting

tOT ronfrfmrr Bnnm

:•:•::•:•:<

rifeiSieSfi

Placement A Career PUnnlns Center

Is Advertising Ri^ for You?

Adcennan Union 2nd Floor Lounge

S:(M> |)in

Cukund Afialrs

\bz D Mano and Maria Fatal

Cooperage
Hlllel

Dr. Arthur Gieen
Hillel. 900 HUgard

Tuesday,January 28

\1 NODIl

chancellor** office

Open House
Faculty Ccntcr/Playa Room
IKHA Orientation Counselor
Information Meeting •

2408 Ackerman Union
Women's Resource Center

"Choosing Children"

2DoddHaU

Kaleidoscope Theater
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

(v>n pm

S:()() pin

Cultural Affairs

Comedy at the Coop
Cooperage
Student Committee for the Arts

Princeton University Orchestra

Roycc Hall

Wednesday, January 29

\1 Noon
Women's Resource Center
"Women in Leadership" Wo<-kshop

North Campus Room 22
(^^.^{) pill

Hillel

The Image of Jews in Film and Television

GSM 2250
8:00 pin

Cultural Affairs

GALA Poetry Reading

Kerckhoff Coffee House ^, ,
General

Chancellor's OfHce
Conference: Multiple Tdngues: CerUering Discourse by People of Color

January 30 - February 1

UCLA Humanities Conference Room
314 Royce Hall

Peer Health Counselors
"^

Recruitment "92

Orientation meetings are this week.

See ad for dates, times, and location

Student Welfare Commission
Sign up this week on Bruin >Jfelk from 10 am - 2 pm to donate blood

Unlcamp

.

UCLA Unkamp Week
January 27-31

See ad for Unkamp Week Events

Unlcamp
Become a volunteer Unicamp counselorl

See ad for Information Meeting dates and times

USAC
A new funding source is available

See ad for more deuils.
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Papers gN>wiing over

iiaifiiage'
By Keith L. Thomas
Cox News Service

Whoa. Hobbes!

Whafs this?

Has your rambunctious pal

Calvin once again taken the nnagic

elixir that causes him to grow
"bigger and bigger, higher and

higher?"

It certainly looks that way.

When the first new installment

of "Calvin and Hobbes** appears

Feb. 2 — after a nine-month

sabbatical by cartoonist Bill Wat-
terson — the colorful Sunday
adventure of the rampaging 6-

year-old and his faithful tiger (a

stuffed animal to everyone but

Calvin) will take up half a page in

most newspapers across the

nation.

Holy Spaceman Spiff.

Watterson. 33, has decid^tf to

offer his Sunday strip only in two
half-page formats — one for

standard-size papers and one for

tabloids. Daily strips won*t be

affected.

*This (size rule) is something

I've been advocating for a number
of years, although I never expected

it to happen,** Watterson said in

one of the quotations furnished by
his distributor, Universal Ptms

Watterson is demanding more

space at a time when newspapers

say they have less.

Cartoonists around the country

are split over the issue. Some fear

his stand will force newspapers to

drop other strips. But others

applaud his courage in standing up

to the industry, which they say has

so shrunk their strips that people

can't see the finer details in their

drawings.

"As a kid, I remember strips that

ran for a half page,*' says Mell

Lazarus, 64, president of the

National Cartoonists Society and

creator of "Miss Peach" (1957)

and "Momma" (1970).

"My style, personally, doesn't

require a whole lot of space,"

Lazarus said. "I learned to accom-

modate the shrinking space issue a

long time ago."

But. he said, *There are some
cartoonists out there who draw
very well and really deserve more
space than they're getting."

For many newspapCTS. Wattcr-

son's demand has created a Calvi-

nosaurus-size headache. The strip

— ranked nuQfiber-one on most
reader and critic polls — appears

in 1,800 newspapers, from The
Washington Post and the Atlanta

Joumal-ConstitutiGQ to the Los
Syndicate. "As my strip evolved, I

grew increasingly frustrated with

the size restrictions and rigid

format rules that newspapers
imposed."

Angeles Times and The Montgom-"
ery (Ala.) Advertiser.

So far, eight papers — mainly

See HOBBES, page 12
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UniCamp kicks off fund-raising events
By Christine Strobei

Daily Bruin Staff

UniCamp officials hope to sec

Royce Quad draped with money.
Charity officials are kicking off

UniCamp Week today with Mira-

cle Mile, a fund-raising event

where students are asked to put

their spare change on long strips of

tape in front of Royce Hall. The
donations help pay for operating

the summer camp.

While UniCamp Week is a

Focus ofUniCamp Week is to

inform and recmit volunteers

decades-old fund-raising tradition,

another focus is to inform students

about the charity as well as recruit

them to work at the camp, said a

UniCamp official.

"We want to raise conscious-

ness (about UniCamp) and let

people know how they can get

involved," said Robert Frackelton,

student chairman of development
"Everyone in the community

will be hearing about UniCamp
this week," he said.

Unicamp serves about 1,100

underprivileged children each
summer by treating them to a free

eight-day camp in the San Bernar-

dino Mountains.

In the late 1930s and early *40s
— before Mardi Gras — the

operating expenses for the camp
were covered by donations col-

lected during UniCamp Week.
Today, UniCamp has a budget

of more than $600,000, and so.

outside fund raising has become
increasingly important in main-
taining the charity.

Donations this year are particu-

larly vital to the organti^ation.

Frackelton said, noting how the

charity is facing financial prob-

lems. Currently, UniCamp is run-

ning a $75,000 deficit.

"Lately, Unicamp Week has

been informational, but we're

going to bring (fund raising) up
this year," he said. "We want to get

the word out and get people to

volunteer, but we also want people

to dig into their pockets."

UCLA students should know
that when they give, the money
goes directly to serve a child, he

explained.

"It's kind of intimidating

See UNICAIMP, page 13

UCLA profs tell abc
oiFcampus dorm life

Faculty-in'Residence program

brings students, faculty together

By IViimi Nguyen
Daily Bruin Staff

Every September for the past

20 years, Jules Zentner has
hauled his suitcases up to a room
in the UCLA residence halls.

He's not a typical dorm dweller,

he's a Scandinavian language

professor.

But just like everyone else,

nsicr 1ias=^dined 4ff=^€mwded^

renting their own apartments or

buying a house. They say they

joined the university's Facul-

ty-in-Residencc program
because they wanted to learn

more about student life and
bridge the gap between college

students and faculty members.

"Students tend to stay away
from faculty because we look

older and different," said Zent-

flfit^ whQ-ii¥fis in Dyksfia-HalL

dorm cafeterias, waited hours to

use washing machines, awa-
kened to the noise of people

banging on walls and shared a

bathroom with 50 others living

on his floor.

All these hassles aside, Zent-

ner and seven other UCLA
professors chose dorm life to

'And since most are incoming

freshmen, they tend to be intimi-

dated by the faculty."

He said he enjoys both the

convenience of living near his

workplace and the companion-

ship of students. "You see the

See DORM PROFS, page 1

1

AUDREY LEE

Above, Jules Zetner, a Scandinavian languages professor who

lives on the second floor of Dykstra Hall eats and talks with

George Theodorou, a resident assistant of Dykstra. Right, Ver-

onica Cortlnez, assistant professor in the Department of

Spanish and Portuguese, takes a moment to read in her apart-

ment in Sunset Village on Thursday night.

BURT HERMAN

Muslim women don the veil for Islam
But some feel that U.S. society

is hostile to the traditional ^hijab'

By Sally Kim
Daily Bruin Staff

A man once asked UCLA
graduate student Alya Badawi if

she worshipped 100 gods because

she covered her hair with a scarf.

She only worships one God. But
sometime later, the nuclear engi-

neering student stopped wearing

the Muslim head covering —
called "hijab" in Arabic —
because she grew tired of sticking

out in a crowd and answering

questions about her religion.

"People were looking at me like

I was some sort of a freak,**

Badawi explained.

But she later resumed covering

her hair because it had become a

natural part of her life. "If you
change your life just because of

somebody else, it won*t ever feel

right.**

Today, Badawi is one of several

Muslim women at UCLA who
cover their hair with a scarf to

show modesty and pride in the

religion of Islam.

Acting and dressing in a modest
manner is very cenunal to Islam.

And Muslim women often don the

veil and other modest clothing

when they are in the presence of

men outside their immediate fam-

ily so that men will not gawk at

"I don't see (the veil) as

hiding ipyself. I see it as

coming out and

showing I am a

MusUm."

NishaDev
Medical Student

their outer beauty but respect their

minds.

"It says to a woman that you*re

not supposed to be judged for your

physical characteristics,** said Nis-

ha Dev, a first-yearUCLA medical

student. "You should be able to

interact with men and sbciety at

See VEIL, page 14

JIM ANTONY

NIsha Dev, a first year nnedical student, and Juman Rsji Kubba, a

biology researcher, are two Muslim women who choose to keep
their heads covered as part of their devotion to Islam.
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Wilson's initiative sui>stitutes ambition for ieadersliip

Welfare cuts will hurt the

people with the least defense

By Mark P. Petracca
Los Angeles Daily News

IRVINE — In the name of

rescuiilg California, Gov. Pete
Wilson is trying to rescue his

political future by proposing a

headline-grabbing initiative to cut

the state*s welfare benefits. Wil-

son's initiative would cut welfare

benefits by as much as 25 percent,

tie the receipt of benefits by teen-

agers to staying at home and in

school, deny extra money for

additional children, freeze the

benefits of new arrivals to the

entitlement in their state of origin

and link the provision of future

benefits to the state's financial

health.

' This initiative is neither much of

a response to the state's budget

problems, nor is it a carefully

designed solution to California's

perceived welfare crisis. Wilson's

welfare reform initiative is flawed

public policy, designed to regain

squandered political turf by
encouraging the politics of resent-

ment, fear and hate.

Gov. Wilson spent his first year

in office disappointing, alienating,

and/or offending a wide variety of

organized constituents. State

employees, fiscal conservatives,

motorcyclists, gays and lesbians

and consumers of snack food werc
all stunned and stung by Wilson in

1991. Wilson is now intent on
recapturing his front-runner status

for the 1996 GQP presidenUal

nomination by doing whatever it

takes to stop his precipitous

decline in the opinion polls. Wel-
fare reform miglit even be jwpular

enough to derail the active recall

movement. Make no mistake,

whatever it's effect on Wilson's

political future, this initiative is

about political advantage, not good
public policy.

Unfortunately, there's no
ignoring the governor's initiative,

even if it ignores the state's budget

woes and the growing number of

impoverished citizens.

As public policy, Wilson's
initiative has three major goals: (1)

Reduce the incentive of citizens

from other states to migrate to

California for the purpose of

receiving enhanced welfare bene-

fits; (2) Prevent California's wel-

fare system from encouraging or

perpetuating able-bodied individu-

als to stay on the public dole; and

(3) Link the state's ability to

support the welfare system to the

stale's ability to pay.

Nothing's wrong with any of

these goals. There's no good
reason for California to be a

magnet for welfare recipients from

other states (assuming it is). By
perpetuating dependence on state

support, most major studies agree

that something is seriously wrong
with America's current welfare

system. And. there's nothing

untoward about tying future wel-

fare benefits to the health of the

economy. That's the way private

industry allocates a number of

major benefits such as health care.

Indeed, Wilson's policy isn't

Hawed for what it might accom-
plish, but for what it doesn't even

attempt Without a plan to break

the dependence of current welfare

recipients on state benefits, the

governor's initiative will only

further impoverish the truly disad-

vantaged. (This is, after all, a

convenient group of citizens to

victimize, since unlike wealthy

builders and landowners, the truly

disadvantaged are neither well-

organized nor easily mobilized.)

In order to achieve the afore-

mentioned goals there needs to be

a commitment of resources and
programs at least as strong as the

governor's reform-inspired rhe-

toric. Given current policy priori-

ties in California, this is as unlikely

as a quick fix to the national

recession.

California is a state without

meaningful sex education in its

schools and without adequate

resources for family planning

See WILSON, page 14
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Watch for an Important
Informational Brochure
Tomorrow, January 28
in the Daily Bruin.

Make
SALES
Grow!

ADVERTISE

Now You Don't Have To Go To Von's Pavilion

To Get Supermarlcet Prices!
Grocery Produce

breadstiks Von's breadstiks Von's

Keiloggs Raisin Bran 20 oz
Kelloggs Nut & Honey 1 6oz
Kelloaos Com Flakes 1 8oz
G.M. Wheaties, 18oz
Best Foods light mayo 1 6oz
Kelloggs Pop tarts 11 Oz
Camation breakfast bars (6)
JIf ex. crunch peanut butter 1 8oz
Aunt Jemima pancake. 32oz
Preao spaghetti sauce 30 oz
Kraft Mac & Cheese 7.25 oz
Del Monte lite slic. peaches 1 6oz
Del Monte green beans 1 6oz
Camp, chunky chicken noodle 19oz
Wishbone ranch lite dressing 8oz
Nabisco chips ahoy 1 2oz
O.R. lite popping corn 10.5oz

Frozen
Weight W. Chte. Fettucini

Minute Makl O. J. 12 oz
Sara Lee coffee cake 1 1 .5oz

Sara Lee pound cake 10.75oz
Haagen Dazs ice cream pints

Orelda hash browns 32 oz
Eggo waffles 1 1 oz
Ice. bagged. 7 lbs

Non-food
Scot Tissue 4 pk .

Comet powder, lemon,v7oz
Cascaoe \V\. dishwash, 50oz
Downey fabric softner,33oz

Tide Ultra. 18 use
Fancy Feast cat food, 3oz
Kal Kan pedigree dog, 14oz _—-u_

3.23
3.79
1.95
3.69
1.49
1.69
2.39
2.89
1.53

2.25
.65

1.05
.89

1.63
1.39
2.59
2.29

2.99
1.69
3.07
2.29
2.69
1.79

1.55
1.39

Strawberries . box ^-—

-

Mangoes, ea
Carrots, 1 lb bag
Red or Yelbw Bell Peppers, lb

Kiwi, each
Jumbo Brown onk>ns. lb

Fresh Orange Juk%. 16 oz
32 oz

Salad bar. per lb

Dairy

_ 1.98
.98

.47
1.98

3/1.00
.47

1.79
2.89
3.29

2.49
1.59

.49

2.98
3/1.00

.59

1.99
3.59
3.49

2.99
1.69
3.45
2.55
2.89
1.89

1.59
1.49

These are

representative

Iveryday prices,

not selected

exceptions.

Homogenized Milk 1 gal

HonrK>genized milk 1/2 gal

HonrK>genized milk quart
Skim milk 1 gal

Skim milk 1/2 gal

Skim milk quart

Eggs. AA Ig V doz
Eggs, AA ex Ig 1 doz
Imperial margarine 1 lb

Farmer John bacon 16oz
Oscar Mayer beef bok)gna 8oz
Farmer John beef franks 16oz
Contadina fresh fettucdni 9oz
Foster Farms Fresh chteken

boneless fillet breasts, lb

Drinks
Qatorade 32oz
Evian water 1 .5 L
Arrowhead Mt. Spring 1 gal
Martinelli apple juice 1 .5 L
Ocean Spray Cranapple 48oz
Campbells V-8 Juice 32oz
Miller Gen Draft 1 2pk
bJdweiser 1 2 pk
Coors light 6pk

3.59

1.25
1.59
1.05
2.39
2.49
1.69
7.99
7.99
4.29

FREE PARKING!

In rear
Open til 11pm

&

LE CONTE

3.98

1.35
1.69
1.09
2.45
2.59
1.75
8.25
825
4^
UCLA

1057 Gayley Ave 209-1111
KINROSS

MULTIPLE TONGUES:
CENTERING DISCOURSE

BYPEOPLE OF COLOR

A CONFERENCEAT UCLA
JANUARY 30 - FEBRUARY 1/1992

UCLA HUE^?iNfff£S CONFERENCE ROOM, 314 ROYCE HALL

SPONSORED BY UNIVERSnY OF CALIFORNIA
HUMANITIES RESEARCH INSTITUTE MINORITY DISCOURSE INITIATIVE

AND UCLA CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE - ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT

M']. 1 1 «/•</ [-:4hl'ii :4' \ 'i'.^iK'lii ffConference Schedule -

THURSDAY, /ANUARy30 FRIDAY, JANUART31

8m-830 ConHnental Bnakfast 10.45 -USO _ . ^ . . ^ ..._ . „ _., t. a _^ X ,« ^1. ft D ^n J PANEL V' Redefining TradiHonal Discourse ThrougfiEthmc Studies
830-845 ' Opening Remarks by Associate Vice Chancellor RaifmundParedes ' « *

^.45-10:30

PANEL I ' Multiple Ethnic IdentiHes and the Effacement ofDominant

Discourse
"^ "

Moderator G. Reginald Daniel, UCLA

Panelists:

G. Reginald Daniel, University of California, Los Angdes

"From 'EithtrlOr' to 'Both/And' Multiethnic Identity and the

Effacement of DonuTumt Discourse"

Paul Spidatrd,Brigham Young University, Hawaii Campus

"What Must I Be?: Asian Descent Americans and the Problem of

the Multiethnic Identity"

Cookie White Stephan, New Mexico StaU University, Las Cruces

"Multiethnic Identity: Asian Descent and Latino Descent

Americans"

Paule Cruz Takash, University of California, San Diego

"Latinos ofMixed Heritage Mestizaje Reconsidered"

Moderator: Cherie Francis, UCLA
Panelists:

1230 - 2i00

Sharon Nelson Barber, Stanford University \
"Accounting for Cultural Context in the Education of Native

American Students"

Shirley Hune, Hunter College

"Towards the Reconstruction of Knowledge and Scholarship: The

Discourse ofAsian-American Studies"

VUma Ortiz, University of California, Los Angeles

"Curriculum Transformation in Chicana and Chicano Studies"

Selase WUliams, Col State University, Northridge

"Developing an Afrocentric Discipline: Intdlectual, Cultural and

Political Issues"

Lunch break

1045 ' 1230
PANEL II " CDis)Placing Minority Discourse: The Question of Context

Moderator: Jose Amaya, UCLA

Panelists:

Virginia Fields, Los Angdes County Museum ofArt

"Nonwestem Art in Western Museums"

Michael Heisley, Southwest Museum
"
Corrida Singing in the United Farm Workers'Movement, 1965-

1975: Local Songs and the Limits of 'Pluralism' in the United States'

Raymund Paredes, University ofCalifomia, Los Angeles

"Minority Discourse and Context: A Theoretical Approach"

12-30 - 2M Lunch break

WILSHIRE

2i00 - 4d5
PANEL III - US, Women of Color: Feminist Theory as Counter Discourse

Moderator: Sonia Saldivar-Hull, UCLA
Panelists:

Norma Alarcon, University ofCal^omia, Berkeley

"T(r)opographies of Hunger: Disclocation of Chicana Feminism"

Angda Davis, University of California, Santa Cruz

"Cultural Histories of Women of Color: Conceptualizing Points of

Departure for Feminist Theory"

Rosa Linda Fregoso, University of California, Davis

"The Vanguard of Chicano Cinema: Reclaiming Reality'^

Lisa Lowe, University of California, San Diego

"Contradictions for Asian American Feminism"

ins ' 6!00 Reception - Faculty Center Hacienda Room

FRIDAY, JANUARY31

8,15-845 Continental Breakfast
—

8,45 - 1030
PANEL IV'The Racist Speech Controversy

Moderator: Richard Yarborough, UCLA
,

Panelists:

NeU Gotanda, Ykstem State University

Richard Ddgado, University of Colorado

^ Man MaiswL, Ur.iVT^^^ of California, Los Angtles

Kimberle Crenshaw, University of Califomta, Los Afi^dfS

2i00'4d5
PANEL VI - Multiple Tongues, Multiple Transmissions:An Exploration into the

__^ Jitaching ofMulti-tongued Literatures Across Groups '

Moderator: Russell Leong, UCLA

Panelists:

,
N.VM. Gonzalez, University of California, Los Angeles

"Languages of Colonization and Decolonization"

May Joseph, lUinois Urbana Champaign

"New Asian American: Postcdonialism and Theatre"

Gloria Romero, California State University, Los Angeles

"A Latina Perspective on Multiadturalism

"

Stephan Sundda, University of Michigan

"Multilingualism:Piginarui Politics"

4:15 -6i)0 Reception ' Faculty CenterHacienda Room ^

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1

8H5 ' 845 ConHnental Breakfast

8,45 ' 1030
PANEL VII' A View of One's Own: Minority Discourse and Postmodernism

Moderator: Jose B. Monleon, UCLA
Panelists:

Herman Grey, University of Califonia, Santa Cruz

"Afro-American Identi^: Postmoderism, Essentialism and Diversity"

Wahneema Lubiano, Princeton

"'Blackness' on the Ground of Postmodernism"

^
Jose Saldivar, University of California, Santa Cruz

*

"At the Bridge on the Postmodern Border"

10.45 - 1230 — • -
PANEL VIII- (EnKountering Columbus

Moderator: Clifford Trafzer, University of California, Riverside

Panelists:
L

1230

Dorudd Grinde, University of Odifomia, Santa Cruz ^ -

"Deconstruction of the Columbus Myth"
^

Greg Sarris, University of California, Los Angeles

"Bowie-Marie: A California Indian's Response to European Invasion'

Ron Takah, University ofCalifomia, Berkeley

"The Errand Into the Wilderness"

Conference Adjourns

fMm0
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Honor societies distrilMite eyeglasses
By TonI Rivera

Daily Bruin Staff

Two UCLA honor societies are

bringing a new vision to needy

people in less-developed coun-

tries.

The societies are not bringing

political ideology or economic aid

— they are donating eyeglasses.

UCLA's Alpha Lambda Delta

and Phi Eta Sigma National Hon-

ors chapters kicked off their

donation campaign on campus

Thursday. The drive is scheduled

to end Feb. 27.

"It's an important medical

supply for these countries where

health care is very bad," said Dan

Spectacles will go to needy

in less-developed nations

Smith, medical supply coordinator

for Direct Relief International.

"Eye care is less of a priority and is

often neglected.*'

Direct Relief International is a

Santa Barbara-based volunteer

group that gathers eyeglasses

collected by other organizations,

and sends them abroad for redistri-

bution.

Started by a Long Beach doctor,

the volunteer group began its first

eyeglass drive more than 20 years

ago.

"Student response to the prog-

ram has been good," said UCLA
adviser and Dean of Students Joan

Nelson. "We collect about 300

eyeglasses with each drive, and it's

a good way to provide medical aid

to those not as fortunate."

As a way to stimulate more

contributions this year, tax deduc-

tions will be available to students,

but they must pick up a receipt for

their donation from the dean of

students' office in 1206 Murphy
Hall.

Before the glasses can be distri-

buted to hundreds of hospitals

around the world. Direct Relief

must put each pair through a

processing period.

Bifocals are sorted out from

other eyeglasses while defective

glasses are discarded.

Coding machines determine the

prescription of each pair of glas-

ses. Then, each pair is labeled and

put into boxes for shipping to

Africa, South America, Southeast

Asia and other parts of the Far

East.

"Our facilities and the hospitals

in these countries don't have labs

"Eye care is less of a

priority and is often

neglected."

Dan Smith
Direct Relief International

to grind the "glasses down. So, we
can't give people their own unique

prescription. Instead, people in

these countries are matched up as

close as possible with a particular

prescription," Smith said.

Eyeglasses at UCLA can be

deposited in boxes at the dean of

students' office. University

Research Library, Powell Library

reference desk, UCLA Blood

Donor Center and campus resi-

dence halls.
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laiveJustBeenQeared

IbrmeOfE
You can get a lot more out of life when

you set your sights a little

higher. Which
is what applying

for the American Express*

Card is all about. When you get the

Card, its easier to do the things you want

to do. And with the student savings that

come along with it, you can do even more.

Fly roundtripon Continental

for less than $100 each way.

fudent Cardmembers receive four travel

certificates. They can be used to fly any-

where Continental Airlines flies in the

48 contiguous United States. Two for the

school year, and two for the summer.*

Depending on where you fly, each

school year travel certifi

cate is good for

$129 or $189 round-

trip—and each summer travel

certificate is good for $149 or

$199 roundtrip.

Savings that upgrade

your lifestyle.

As a student Cardmember you

get more than great travel sav-

ings. You also save money on everything

from clothing to long distance phone calls.

All for a $55 annual fee.

Obviously, savings like these say a lot

about the value of the Card. And having

Airfare examplei
based on destination.

Rouiuitript

New York-Lo« Angeles

BoMon-Oriando

San Franciica-Denver

the Card will say a lot about you. For one

thing it says you have a handle on what you

spend, so you dont have to carry over a bal-

ance. Italso says youVe smart enough not to

pay interest charges that can really add up.

So take a few minutes

now to call (have

your bank address

and account number

ready), and apply

for tne American

Express Card.

With all that the Card offers you, not

even the sky is the limit.

___ THE CARD.
THE AMERICAN EXPRESS* CARD.

Your School
YcttFve

$199

$129

$129

r *1l

Get going, call 1-800-967-AMEX.

^f"

If VGu'rcilfeaay a Cardmember. there'* no need to call
, ^ •• ^^ r

•School year uconsioered Sept 1-june M. summer lune IS-Auf 31 Complete terma and condittona of thtttr«e.v-.erwiiiarrive«i|hyou^

, Continental Airiinei alone is responsible for fulhllment of thu offer American Expreaa aMCHiea no liability for Continental AiriifiM performance.

4 © 1992 American Expreas Travel ReLied ServkeaCompany Inc
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Business scIkmI creates new award
Honor will recognize lifetime

excellence in business reporting

By Julie Ann Sllva

Dally Brufn- Staff

A new lifetime achievement

award has been added to the list of

categories to be recognized by the

Gerald Loeb Award for excellence

in journalism — an award pre-

sented by UCLA.
The Loeb award, established

independently from the university

in 1957, recognizes outstanding

business, finance, and economics

rqx)rting. It is awarded by the John

Anderson Graduate School of

Management.
The Lifetime Achievement

Award was established to recog-

nize exceptional careers in busi-

ness journalism, said Susan Osa,

the Loeb award coordinator.

The judges of the Loeb award

said it was time to create an honor

for those whose lives are filled

with journalistic achievement, Osa

explained.

The award is named after

investment analyst Gerald Loeb,

who once served as a vice-chair-

man at E.F. Hutton. He was also a

best-selling author of investment

books.

Recendy, Loeb Awards have

been presented to top journalists

like 1988 Pulitzer winner James A.

Stewart, author of the best—sell-

ing novel, "Den of Thieves."

But the awards are as much
about journalism as they are about

business, said Bryan Burrough, a

reporter at the Wall Street Journal

and winner of a 1991 Loeb Award.

"Among the (nation's top) busi-

ness awards, the Loeb Award is the

most prestigious,** Burrough said.

The UCLA business school has

presented the awards since 1973.

Previously, the awards were

awarded by the University of

Connecticut.

UCLA's involvement is a public

service, said former business jour-

nalist Randolph Bucklin, a mem-
ber of the preliminary judging

panel and a UCLA assistant

professor.

**UCLA does this for the com-

munity," Bucklin said. "The

awards are a long-run investment

in good reporting."

The public benefits when
reporters are encouraged to

explain complex issues in a clear

language, he said.

The Loeb awards are a "positive

association" for the Graduate

School of Management, said

George Geis, a UCLA adjunct

associate professor. "UCLA is

involved in the evaluation and

judging process and also adminis-

ters the award."

Several faculty members from

the business school serve as a

panel of preliminary judges along

with the dean of the school and J.

Claybum La Force, the chairman

of the G: and R. Loeb Foundation

and the final judge of the awards.

Winners of the Loeb Awards

receive $1000 and a trophy.
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This Tuesday, January 28

top administrators and the campus community in an openforum
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Executive \wt Chancellor Andrea L. Rich

•:•:•::•. ife-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.
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Administrative Vice Chancellor Raymond G. Schultzc

Vice Chancellor Michael E. Granfield

will make a special appearance at the

W:¥S
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^^^ Transforming Administration at UCLA
Administrative Resource Center

OPEN HOUSE
12:00 noon-3:00 p.m.

Faculty Center/Playa Room
xWAWrW: ,^m&mmmmm^mfiimmi^^

The weekly Administrative Resource Ceruer Open Houses offer varied opportunities:

Forum for discussion regarding administration

Opportunity to present your own ideas & suggestions

Videotapes of the Chancellor's "State of the Campus" Speech

Reference materials available for check out

Friendly environment 2nd IJcht refreshments

.^^VA^v.;.v.;.•.;.;.^^^:.^v.^:.>:.^:.^>v.:•v.:•^X•^:•^t>^^^•:•VX<^':^^<•W^^

EaprtM company

PREVIEW: Next week's Open House will be held in the Faculty CenterAI^alifomia Room and will focus on

''Telecommuting and Technology". Open houses arc held weekly, every Tuesday from noon until 3. To confirm

location and topic, or for more information, please call Cathi Teeter @x61243.

We look forward to your visit!
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Research scandal auditor wants wider duties
By Bill Workman
San Francisco Chronicle

PALO ALTO — In a letter

sharply critical of his own bosses,

whistle-blower Paul Biddle has

urged the Navy to make him West

Coast director of a special team of

government auditors to probe

other schools for research financ-

ing scandals like the one he

uncovered at Stanford University.

His brash bid for creation of the

new high-jx)wered post he prop-

oses has the backing of Rep. John
Dingell, D-Mich., whose House
subcommittee staff released Bid-

die's eight-page letter.

"A rovmg team headed up by a

driven and capable individual will

uncover more instances of abuse/*

Biddle wrote to his superior. Rear

Admiral William Miller, chief of

the Office of Naval Research,

whose office monitors federal

research financing at 39 universi-

ties and colleges.

"I have reason to believe that

such abuse is pervasive throughout

many of the major research univer-

sities in the country," Biddle

added.

Boasting of his achievements in

ferreting out what he has claimed

maybe as much as $480 million in

Stanford research cost over-

charges to the taxpayers, Biddle

told Miller — who has balked at

his past requests to give Biddle a

A

Sign Up All

This Week On
Bruin Walk

From

PM

The Red
Cross Will Be
Here Next

Week Mon.

Thru Thurs.

Fph r^-R At ThP

LA Tennis

Center From
11:00-3:45 PM

Give Blood
commtssiom

Paid for by USAC

Dr. Arthur Green
President - Reconstructionist Rabbinical Collage

Author of: The Tormented Master. Jewish Spirituality. YOUf Word IS Fire

A leading teacher and expositor of contemporary Jewish thought and spirituality.

speaks on:

"Seek My Face,

Speak My Name;
Spirituality and ihe Modern Jew"

Time: Monday, Jan. 27, 8:00 p.m.

Place: Hlllel, 900 Hilgard

208-3031

Co-Spom 0. e:"* t}y:

Hlllel Jewish Student ^A^^Qg^jQp ^^^ Sclco! of Traditional Jewish Meditation, the Von

Crunebaum Center, the University Religious Conference, and the UCLA Bookstore.

Books will be available at the bookstore and at the event.

The Imaqe of Jews in Film and Television - Wed. 6:30 in room 2250

Graduate School of Management

higher-profile job — that the

Office of Naval Research has

"neglected for too long its critical

function as a watchdog" for the

U.S. Treasury.

He recalled that his Stanford

audits led to his discovery of

similar research over-billing prac-

tices at 42 other universities,

which have since come under

scrutiny by congressional and

administration investigators.

Biddle proposed that he l)e

named to a newly created post of

Western Regional Inspector Gen-

eral for the Office of Naval

Research.

Norman Hansen, spokesman for

the Office of Naval Research, said

the admiral had not yet seen the

letter but would not comment
anyway because "what Paul is

asking for calls for a major change

in the organization** that would

have to be decided by Navy
higher-ups.

(IRNITZ CREATlV
WRITING AWARDS
Open to full-time students

(F-1 or J-1) at UCLA, whose
native language is

not English.

Prizes of $750. $450, & $300

Entry Deadline:

FRIDAY MARCH 6

For application and information contact:

OISS

Office of international Students and Scliolars|

105 Men's Gym 825-1681

YOUR ONLY BRUIN

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

CELEBRATE 1992

,^^

FROM NOW UNTIL 1 -31 -92 BUY ANY
SUB AT REGULAR PRICE AND GET
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER
VALUE FOR 920.

1151 WESTWOOD BLVD.

WESTWOOD AT LINDBROOK
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPONS OR

' PROMOTIONS

DA'S ethics reveals potential campaign vioiatlons
By Patrick McQreevy
Los Angeles Dally News

The district attorney's probe of

the Los Angeles City Attorney's

Office includes potential viola-

tions of campaign financing and

conflict-of-interest laws in addi-

tion to allegations that employees

did political work on city time,

court documents say.

The investigation was opened as

the result of a confidential com-

plaint received July 17, 1991, on

the city's whistle-blower hot line

concerning "employees in the city

attorney's office being paid by the

city of Los Angeles for time they

had been spending on political

activities," according to a declara-

tion by Benjamin Bycel, executive

officer of the city Ethics Commis-
sion.

The complaint was "potentially

related to all of the substantive

areas that the Ethics Commission

is charged with investigating:

campaign financing, government

ethics, and conflicts of interest,"

Bycel said in his statement filed

Thursday in Superior Court
The documents provide new

details about the probe and, for the

first time, confirm that Charles

F4ientes, chief administrative

officer of the city attorney's office,

is a target of the investigation.

Fuentes won a temporary order

Jan. 7 blocking the commission's

participation in the case. He
claimed that the panel had
exceeded its authority in launching

the probe.

With a hearing on Fuentes'

motion scheduled for today, the

Ethics Commission argued in

court papers that it has acted

legally in investigating Fuentes,

who the panel asserted is trying to

derail the probe.

"The improper goal of his

(Fuentes') petition is to hinder and

delay the lawful and duly author-

ized investigation of petitioner's

activities by the Los Angeles

County district attorney's office in

cooperation with the Los Angeles

Ethics Commission," the panel

says in the court papers.

Neither Fuentes, nor his attor-

ney, Neil Papiano, returned tele-

phone calls.

Fuentes' attorneys had argued in

See PROBE, page 16
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Fast and Free Delivery

207-59 • I

11628 Santa l\/lonica Bivd.
Sunday-Thursday 11 -12am; Friday and Saturday 11 -2am

Lowfat cheese availible upon request

Grand Opening
Special

Copies
No minimum, no limit.
*8 1/2" X 11" single sided. 20# bond,

auto feed originals

DESIGN COPY PRINT

!!Attention! !
Undergraduate Student Organizations:
A New Funding Source is Now Available

'AesrvfKV B.'d

Bipnagraphica
Prtntihop* or The Future

IN THE VILLAGE

alphaQrapniosX

//
Gaviev Axe

N

• Mon - Fri 7:00 - Midnight •

• Sat 900 Midnight • Sun. 9 <X>-8 00

•

10910 Lindbrook Dr. » 310-208-COPY(2679)

ASUCIA BOARD OF DIRECrORS STUDENT
INTERACTION FUND/

Undergraduate Students Association

Community Service Mini-Fund

Eligible Organizations:
(1) Must be an undergraduate student organization involved in community service programs which
contribute to the elimination of poverty amd social problems; and/or provide services such as the

enhancement of education and health to disadvantaged groups.

(2) Must be registered with the Center for StudetU Ptogrammit>g (CSP) office.

Information/Applications available at:

UCLA Community Resource Center
Community Programs OfBceCCPOX

203 Men's Gym
10?. Men's Gym

Community Service Commission (CSC) office '- ^8 KH
The USA President's office 304 KH
The USA Community Service Mini-Fund Office 312B KH

If you have any questions, Hyon Cho and Young Kwak are available to assist you at

312B Kerckhoff HaU, extension 55017.

Calendar 1992

Application Due Pate Hearing Pate Mandatory
Training Session

Jan. 30 Feb. 5

Feb. 20 Feb. 26

Apr. 9 ^pj^ Apr. 15

Apr. 23 ^fc%^ Apr. 29

May 7 f^feR May 13

Session

Winter #2

Winter #3

Spring #1

Spring #2

Spring #3

Feb. 6

J'eb. 27

Apr. l6

Apr. 30

May 14

nityDiscover a world o

at Nestle USA.

We invite you to learn more about the opportunities we have for undergraduates

in our brand management marketing development program, by joining us at:

The Nestle USA Presentation and Reception

MMajors Welcome

Tuesday, January 28, 1992

The WestwoodMarquis Hotel & Gardens

La Ventana Room

Attire: Business Casual

Time: 5:00p.m. to 8:00p.m.

On Campus Dates:

Februan' 2&^ & 27,"' 1992

USAJNC
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^Tired of Binging? • Finolly, address the real problem!

Call for info

CENTER POR EATING DISORDERS
1 100 Glenden Ave. #914, los Angeles 90024

310/208-7330
InsuroiKe Accepted

t^G.) STUDENTS*
TERM PAPERS DUE? NEED A RESUME?

COME SEE US !

AND REGISTER TO WIN A LAPTOP COMPUTER

* APPLE / IBM COMPUTERS
* DESKTOP PUBUSHING

•TYPEWRITERS
* LASER PRINTS
* TEXT & IMAGE SCANNING
* TRAINING

DIFFERENT DEGREES OF SUCCESS

I kept my
promise, Enterprise

kept theirs.

Kristi Samples

BS, Political Science

UCLA 1988
Regional Insurance Supervisor, LA Metro

To enter our management training program, Kristi promised

to work hard and leam every facet of our fast-paced lousi-

ness ^from tfie ground up." We promised recognition, pay

raises, promotions, ai^d something that really suqprised her:

friends.

Today, Kristi is a rising executive in one of America's fastest

growing and largest privately held companies. And
Enterprise is searching for more bright, motivated college

grcxluates who keep promises.

Sales Managonent Trainees

$23,000
To share in our success throughout tfie Southkmd, you'll

need:

* A BS/BA degree
* Strong communication skills, enthusiasm and drive

detail/sales experience a pkis'

You'll leam all aspects of running a business inckiding sales,

marketing, personnel management and more— while enjoy-

ing full pay and benefits! Interested? Please call Jill at (21 3)

390-5595. An equal opportunity empbyer.

HOURLY RENTALS !

Banner f 1

1

KRIS RICH

Jennifer Arnold of the Women's Rights Movement helps to prepare a banner for the Free

Speech Movement.

m maintaining iron grip
Shiites, Kurds, army cannot

topple regime, obser^

ctiain the steering wheel and

disable the engine when they park

their vehicles downtown.

stitution is reported on the

ii III 111

By Marcia Kunstel

Cox News Service

BASRA, Iraq — Soldiers with

AK-47S and jeep-mounted
machine guns haunt every major

intersection in this raw and wound-

ed city.

Rubble from the Gulf War
mingles with rubble from the

rebellion that followed it, when
Shiite Muslims across the south of

Iraq tried to topple the regime of

Saddam Hussein.

Basra is a city on tenterhooks,

where gunfire rings out at night

and people plod through seeping

pools of sewage by day. But it is a

I city under control.

American officials talk these

days about a weakening, splinter-

ing Iraqi government that is losing

its grip. They promise rafts of aid

to anyone who finally succeeds in

removing Saddam.

But interviews with more than a

dozen diplomats, United Nations

officials and common Iraqis found

no one believing the AK-47s and

machine guns of Saddam would be

swept away any time soon.

Even some government officials

here privately say the United

States passed a gaping window of

opportunity when it failed to

buttress the two postwar rebellions

— Shia in the south and Kurds in

the north — that rocked this

country.

"Maybe from Washington it*s

easier to count (Saddam's) days
' than it is here. I see no sign of it,"

said a European diplomat who has

spent nearly a decade in Baghdad.

'The style of his life is to challenge

or be challenged by someone.**

There are plenty of challenges,

in all quarters of the country. In all

quarters they are being addressed.

One of the most threatening has

been Shiite Muslims, a majority of

Iraq's population who have fought

rule by Muslims from the rival

Sunni sect

Strongly religious and largely

poor, Shiite rebels get support

from the neighboring Shiite

regime in Iran, which ended an

eight-year war with Iraq in 1988.

Saddam's army relentlessly

snuffed out the Shiite uprising that

exploded immediately after tiic

Gulf War in major cities through-

out southeast Iraq, and authorities

hold the area in an iron grip so it

will not reignite.

Military fortifications line a

main road from here for 100 miles

north to Amara. Soldiers are

everywhere, manning tanks,

armored personnel carriers and

antiaircraft guns. Mounds of

brown earth bump up from flat,

waterlogged terrain, hiding more
armaments.

In Basra, as in Baghdad, United

Nations workers report controls

have tightened in recent weeks.

They also say this area suffers

more than others fronv^e war, the

uprising and international eco-

nomic sanctions. -^

War reconstruction is not nearly

as evident here as in Baghdad, the

capital city, which looks almost

normal. Malnutrition is more per-

vasive.

"People are busy thinking of

ways to make money. They don't

have the energy to do anything,**

said a spokesman for the world

food program, when asked if he

expected a replay of the march
uprising.

Like the Shia here, Kurdish

rebels in the north have been

neutralized as a short-term threat

to the life of Saddam's regime.

The Kurds retained control of

some areas that the United States

and other members of the Gulf

War alliance secured for them
after their rebellion, but they are

isolated by a ring of Iraqi military

and not likely to spill any violent

opposition into the heart of the

country.

The center of Iraq, the Strong-

hold of the government, also is

U-oubled by a discontented popu-

lation. It is reeling under economic
dislocations from the war and

international trade sanctions that

have boosted prices and created

unemployment.

One result is a crime wave that

has led the ruling Revolutionary

Command Council to extend the

death penalty for car theft and

robbery.

A diplomat in Baghdad said IS

cars have been stolen from embas-

sies in the last month. It is not

uncommon to see drivers both

rise. Stores and restaurants rou-

tinely check for counterfeit Iraqi

dinars with black Ught machines

most have installed in recent

months.

Conversations with Iraqis, from

students to engineers, suggest the

government has succeeded in

diverting anger from Iraq's leaders

to president Bush, as chief instiga-

tor of the sanctions.

'The Iraqi people clapped for

Bush before, but not now," said

one young student who com-
plained the embargo is punishing

the wrong people.

Diplomats likewise say that

sanctions in some ways serve the

government, because it has enough

cash reserves to assure that groups

important to its survival enjoy

higher pay, more food, better

housing, clothes and cars than the

average citizen.

"Sanctions may be a trap," said

one East European envoy. 'The

regime can provide the army, the

police, secret services with pri-

vileges for a very long time. The

leadership is one of those that

doesn't care too much how many
citizens die of hunger and dis-

ease."

Even if elements of the army
wished to stage a coup, remove
Saddam and bring Iraq back into

the bosom of the international

community, it would be more

difficult here than in many coun-

tries, this diplomat said.

The military is kept administra-

tively divided, with no direct lines

of communication and rivalries

encouraged between commanders,
he said. The aim has been precisely

to keep a military coup from

succeeding.

*Ttiis situation can last quite a

long period of time," said another

European diplomat, asked if Sad-

dam was ripe for a fall.

"Saddam failed to see what this

war would do to his country. But

internally he is smart," he said.

**Now maybe he has become more
vulnerable, but it does not mean he

has. lost his power.**

NELSON QREENA)aiiy Bruin

Debora Parks, a professor in the Graduate School of Education, works at her desk in her two bed-

room apartment in Delta Terrace at Sunset Village. Parks is one of the faculty In residence.

DORM PROFS Village residence halls.

'\ have the bc8i situation*«i

*The Spanish-speaking table

go on with Spanish.*^

From page 3

students in the dining hall, which

serves as a great place to talk."

The professor of Scandinavian

languages and literature organizes

seminars that teach students time

management And as a pre-med

adviser, he also teaches seminars

at the residence halls on the

requirements needed for getting

into medical school.

About eight years ago, a student

living in a residence hall asked for

Zentner's help because he feared

his applications would be rejected

by medical schools.

*The student was fiiom Asia and

had suffered from war experiences

before he came to this country,"

Zentner recalled. "He had wanted

to be a doctor, but he was having a

lot of difficulty due to the language

barrier."

Zentner wrote letters of recom-

mendation to the medical schools

to explain the student's unique

circumstances. As a result, the

University of Utah accepted him.

And the two have kept in touch for

the past eight years, Zenmer said.

But living among students is not

always a rewarding experience, he

said. "The students tend to stay up

longer than I do and they play their

stereo louder than I play mine."

Zenter — who usually goes to

bed at midnight and wakes up

around 7 a.m. — said the students

are **up at all hours" of the night,

playing music with a heavier beat

than he can tolerate.

Other professors, however, have

no reservations about living in the

dorms because they have theirown
secluded rooms in the Sunset

because I have my own entrance,"

said education professor Debora

Parks, who added that her first year

with the program has been
rewarding. "A neat thing about the

program is that it allows a lot of

flexibility for the faculty to use

their forte."

Parks, who trains elementary

school teachers, helped some dorm
residents with their applications to

the UCLA Graduate School of

Education.

"Debora helped me with my
letter of intent, told me about the

program in general and the daily

routine of an elementary school

teacher," said UCLA senior Karen

Crowley. "I would call her late at

night, and she was always avail-

able."

Besides helping students apply

to graduate programs, these pro-

fessors turn the dorms into infor-

mal classrooms.

*The students benefit from the

professors being in the halls, and

the professors can keep in touch

with the students' needs, thus they

can keep their teaching current,"

said Jack Gibbins, associate direc-

tor of the Office of Residential

Life.

Every Thursday night, Spanish

professor Veronica Cortinez sits at

a table where students can only

speak Spanish during dinner. Its

purpose is to help students leam

the language in a casual environ-

ment, she said.

A regular participant is UCLA
.senior Christie Platis, who has

taken Spanish courses for about

five years but was unable to

continue with her studies this year

because of scheduling conflicts.

Platis said, "It doesn't let me slack

off."

But the relationships are not

one^^ided because the professors

said they also leam from the

students.

Some dorm residents introduced

Georgiana Famoago to college

football during the English profes-

sor's first year in Hedrick Hall. As
part of a floor activity, Famoago
accompanied the students to the

Rose Bowl to watch her first

football game.

"It was great to see how excited

the students were," Famoago said.

'They explained the game to me.

Tm not sure if Tm a football fan

yet, iHit I am an admirer of the

discipline and hard work that goes

into the game."

Because she is a visiting profes-

sor from Bucharest University in

Romania, Famoago decided to Uve

in the dorms to immerse herself in

American students* lives.

Although her room is located in

the basement of Hedrick and she is

awakened every morning by the

sound of chairs moving in the

dining hall above her room, she

calls her dorm life "a funny

experience.**

"Everything here is new to me,"

said Famoago, who intends to

share what she has leamed through

the program with students and

colleagues back in Romania. She

hopes to one day implement such a

program in her own homeland.

"Students, whether here or in

Romania, are the same," Famoago
said. 'They all have the same
needs." ^_

ITS NCfT WORTH THE WEIGHT.

S5») xn Vv <5.

For better health and fitness,

exercise.

American Heart
Association^

LIGHTS, CAMERA
Wait a minute guys! We re on the wrongpage!
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INFINITY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

1122 Westwood Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90024
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Come andgetyours today!
Go to page 23 to see our great computer deals.

INFINITY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

1122 Westwood Blvd. • Los Angeles, CA 90024

Call 208-RUBB or 1-800-870-2232
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CP286-12MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono $550

CP386SX-25MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) $975

CP386DX-25MHZ (80MB Hard Drive) $1170

CP386-33MHZ W/64K Cache (80 MB Hard Drive)....$1285

CP486-20MHZ (120MB Hard Drive) $1450

CP486-33MHZ W/256K Cache (120MB Hard Drive).$1790

All Systems indude:

^
•5 25* or 3.5* Floppy Drive

•HYUNDA1 14' Super VGA( 28) Color Monitor

•Super VGA(1 024-768) Wn MB-256 Colors

•101 Enhanced Keyboard

•AT I/O Card (2 Senal. 1 Parallel & 1 Game)

•2FD/2HD IDE Controller

"— ^ '100% IBM Compatible Systems

FREE SUPER MOUSE II

with purchase oi system

•One Year Parts and Labor Warranty

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE, LOWEST PRICE

Please CaU SCOTT for best deal at

Computer Plus
3850WiishircBlv€L #ld4

Los Artgdbs,CA 90010

(213) mMHTI
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MONEY
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ITIm y/omen*s Resource Center

^
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an auMrA-oAnnlng fflm about i

lesbians becoming parents.

Theme song written and[
performed by Holly Near.

V January 28
- 1:30 p*iii«

Z Dodd Hall

"Choosing Children" is an emotionally powerful film that

challenges our society's ideas about family'. It is an
intimate look at the issues faced by women who
become parents after coming out as lesbians.
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Rest is not always best

remedy for back aches
By Lynn Bulmahn
Cox News Service

WACO, Texas — Sometimes,

even the most routine movements
cause back pain.

But it*s usually reaction to pain,

not the pain itself, that determines

whether someone will live an

active life or become an invaUd.

"A lot of people around here

pull out their backs pulling on their

cowboy boots,*' said Dr. Brett

Bolte. director of physical medi-

cine at Hillcrest Baptist Medical

Center here.

"One day, you do something

youWe done for the last umpteen

years — such as pull on your

cowboy boots,** he said. "It never

hurt you before but it hurts you

now.**

Bolie said such accidents can

result from simply aging.

"When you live, you start to

degenerate,** he said. "You may
develop bone spurs or your discs in

your spine dehydrate or your

muscle tone goes down.**

When people htut their backs

from such accidents, they often do

the worst thing for it — get too

much rest

"It hurts every time you move,

so you quit moving,** Bolte said.

The problem here is that by just

lying in bed, a person will lose 20

percent of muscle strength within

two weeks.

Bolte said people in 'Third

World countries typically don*t

suffer long bouts of back pain

because they must keep working.

Instead of going to bed with a bad

back, they go about their daily

ti^sks, keeping their backs exer-

cised.

••Exercise is what will carry you

through the year 2000,** he said.

"As long as you want to feel

healthy, exercise.**

He said walking is an excellent

way to get enough exercise with-

out undue strain. He recommended
wearing a good pair of athletic

shoes, with thick, spongy soles that

will absorb the shock.

From page 2

small dailies — have decided to

drop ••Calvin and Hobbes** on

has urged Universal Press to

reconsider the size requirement.

Barbara Schuler, AASFE presi-

dent, said the decision comes at a

•We just don't believe that the

syndicates can dictate to us how
we should display something

we're paying for,** says Joe Sulli-

van, executive editor of the Tope-

ka Capital-Journal in Kansas City,

Mo. ••We*ll keep running it during

the week, unless Univereal comes
up with a size requirement for it**

Sullivan says the paper, with a

Sunday circulation of 80,000, has

informed its readers about the

decision and received only three

calls.

••What I can*t believe is that so

many pap^^ are just rolling over

on this issue,** Sullivan said. "It*s

something we should all be

alarmed about.**

In general, the new Sunday
formats are forcing papers to make
some serious decisions about the

funny pages. Their options: drop

"Calvin and Hobbes** altogether,

make other comics smaller, elimi-

nate one or two strips, redesign

sections or add extra pages.

Newspaper executives blame
Watterson*s syndicate, more than

the cartoonist himself, for the size

regulation.

"If every syndicate did this,

there would be total chaos,** said

Rosalie Muller Wright, assistant

managing editor of features for the

San Francisco Chronicle. **I just

think it's cavalier of syndicates to

think newspapers can go along

with the whims of whomever.**

Because the Chronicle has a

special border around its comic
section, the paper informed Uni-

versal it would reduce the standard

format slighUy. At least 12 stan-

dard-size newspapers — mainly

those with space limitations —
have figured out a way to use the

smaller of the two formats, usually

running a vertical strip down the

side.

••We were going to drop it,** says

WilUam Brown, executive editor

of The Montgomery Advertiser,

which will use the smaller format

instead.

••I mean, our readers might have

tarred and feathered me, but I just

don*t think syndicates should

dictate editorial content**

The American Association of

Sunday and Feature Editors (AAS-
FE), widi more than 100 members
in the United States and Canada,

"CffiCivhen most newspapers ar^
struggling with shrinking news
holes and frequently being forced

to reduce or eliminate popular

features.

••We did not undertake this

lightly,** says Lee Salem, editorial

director at Universal Press Syndi-

cate. "We talked with Bill at great

lengths. He is a man who is very

dedicated to his craft, his readers

and his principle.**

•Tapers have been shrinking

Sunday comics for years, long

befwe Bill Walterson was even

doing 'Calvin and Hobbes*,** he

says. ''We're not forcing anyone to

run the strip.**

It*s certainly not the first time

Universal has squared off with

newspapers over size. In 1984,

Universal cartoonist Garry Tru-

dcau issued a width rcquirement-

for **E)oonesbury.** Most papers

complied, running the strip wider

or moving it to the editorial page.

Word around the industry is that

some papers might retaUate by
dropping a Universal strip to make
room for •*Calvin and Hobbes."

"I guess we*rc all in a sort of

wait-and-see situation,** says Chip
Dunham, a Universal cartoonist

whose two-year-old strip "Over-

board** appears in more than 100

newspapers. ••If they do drop

someone, I just hope it*s not me.

But I h(^ they don*t drop any-

one.**

Dropping ••Calvin and Hobbes"
would certainly be hard. The 6-

year-old strip is one of the hottest

around. Only such mainstays as

"Peanuts,** ••Garfield** and '•Blon-

die** appeal* in more papers.

Watterson does not merchan-
dise his characters, believing it

would detract from the overall

purity and appeal of his work.

••Editors will have to judge for

themselves whether or not •Calvin

and Hobbes* deserves the extra

space,** Watterson said in another

of Universal *s quotes. •'If they

don't think the strip carries its own
weight, they don*t have to run it

••rm simply saying that if they

want the strip, they can't chop it up
and reduce it anymore,** he said.

••I'm trying to give everyone a
better strip Comics have given

me a lot of enjoyment and I'd like

to return as much of that as I can."

Entrepreneur plays

the world maikets
By N.R. Kleinfleld

.

The New York Times

NEW YORK — Robert Ross

pulled out a gun.

••Calm down," he said. ••! won't

shoot"

The weapon, in any event,

provoked no alarm. After all, it

didn't look anything like a gun. It

looked like a sawed-off flute. Ross
explained that it was from China,

and the reason he had it lying

around, along with other germinal

ideas like the anti-snoring nostril

drops and the no-run nylons, was
because it might be something

worth marketing.

"But I don't really care for it"

he said with a dismissive shrug. "I

have to care for something." He
thrust it back into his desk drawer.

That's Robert Ross. He is an

old-fashioned diehard New York
entrepreneur, an individual filled

with rhapsodic fantasies who is

always playing hunches and look-

ing for angles. At the age of 73, he

remains obsessed with the new, the

different, well, the ouUandish. In

his profession, diversity is vital. As
one undertaking becomes a pale

memory, something new must step

forward.

••Everyone in the world has

something to sell," Ross said. "I've

been shown bulletproof vests,

cheap suits. People even want me
to look at missiles. What do you

do? You look at them."

With some, Ross feels in his

atoms that they are ripe. '•For

instance, I think these anti-snoring

drops arc winners," he declared.

••Absolutely. If you talk to the

average individual about a product

to stop snoring, he'll stand up and

applaud."

The biggest share of Ross's

money derives from commodities,

products like copper, fertilizer and
crude oil that he buys and sells in

bulk. What is bulk? He sold China

50,000 tons 'Of fertiUzer.

His customers are primarily

foreign companies and organiza-

tions, quite a number of them in

Eastern Europe, a market Ross
exploited years ago when Iron

Curtains were still drawn. Hence
the name of his principal com-
modities company is Eastern Eur-

ope Inc.

He does in excess of $100
million of business a year, the

preponderance of it through barter.

Someone wants tennis shoes, he'll

take lumber as payment Give him
wheat for fax machines, steel for

jeans.

There is inevitable heartbreak in

the work. Last January, Ross had a

savory deal lined up to acquire

some cement The seller was Iraq.

Before the deal was closed, the

Persian Gulf war inconveniently

broke out and parties were hard to

reach. ••You have your ups and
downs," Ross said.

Some 20 years ago, Ross had a

memorable up moment when he

sold Alexander's department store

a three-piece suit from Romania
that carried a retail price of $29.95.

Customers lined up around the

block to buy the suits.

Ross is craggy-faced, with a

UNICAMP

somewhat knobby nose and wispy

white hair. He resembles the

person you are directed to see

when you wish to get a home-
equity loan. He affects a feel-good

style. He talks volubly, and never

seems in a hurry to stop.

Ross opecates out of wood-
paneled, never orderly offices in a

staik tower on West 34th Street

near 12th Avenue. The name on
the door says the Ross University

School of Medicine. That's
another project

••In 1976, a member of my staff

whose son was having trouble

getting into medical school said,

•How would you like to start a

medical ^school?'" Mr. Ross
explained. ••I said, •You're really

crazy.' Then I did it."

The school opened in 1979 in a

motel outside Portsmouth, Dom-
ink^a, with 11 students. He chose

the West Indies because he felt it

was too costly and arduous to open

a college in the United States. In

Dominica, all he needed was a

charter from the government
which involved annual fees of

$100,000, eight faculty members
and a dean from the United States.

The university now sprawls

across 46 acres in Portsmouth and

has graduated 1,500 students who
are practicing medicine in thiS-

country.

He became transfixed by this

education business. In 1982, he

founded a veterinary school on 18

acres in St Kitts in the West
Indies. About 500 graduates are

practicing in the United States.

But it saddened him that some of

the foreign students wishing to

enter his colleges were penniless,

and thus he recendy decided to

accept applicants who could get

their country's government to

offer bartered goods to meet the

fees. The students would repay the

amount by performing medical

services for their country. In heu of

a check, Ross will take com,
magnesium, crude oil. A few tons

of steel could make a person a

doctor.

It was time to discuss the anti-

snoring nostril drops. ''OK," Ross

said. ••They're called Datong." He
spotted the product in China and

locked up distribution rights in the

United States, Canada and South

America.

The drops contain ingredients

like chives, alcohol and wake-

robin root. Two to four drops are to

go in each nosttil. Ross doesn't

know if they work or if he needs

Food and Drug Administration

approval to sell them in the United

States.

••If I can sell the drops over the

counter, fine," Ross said. ••If I need

FDA approval, I walk away."

China has its opportunities.

Ross also noticed a hquor there

that supposedly kills one's taste for

smoking. He bought the rights to it

and that, too, is being tested.

Then there are the no-run

nylons. Ross's wife told him she

bought new nylons every week. A
waste. But listing no-run nylons,

it seemed to him, were too thick.

He had a sheerer version tested.

From page 3

because it's a hard thing to ask

pKJOple for money," said Tara

Brown, who is in charge of

volunteer recruitment

"Sometimes, people are recep-

tive because it's for agood cause,"

she said.

This week, there will be other

UniCamp promotions, like the

second and final Miracle Mile on
Thursday as well as daily informa-

tion tables about the charity,

staffed by both former and current

camp counselors.
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BOOTH APPLICATIONS FOR MARDI GRAS ^92

ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN KERCKHOFF 129

mn
Oxygen Permeable

Contact Lenses
also Daily Wear Soft Lenses $175.00

Disposable Contact Lenses $225.00

The Best Are Getting
Even Better!

Call our office today

to schedule an
appointment.

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH, O.D.

10955 Weyburn Ave.

Corner of Weyburn & Broxton

208-4748

IT'S HERE!
YOU MUST ATTEND AN ORIENTATION TO RECEIVE AN APPLICATION

ORIENTATION MEETINGS:

TODAY
12-1 pm AU3517

Tliesday, January 28

11-12 pm AU2408
1-2 pm North Campus 20

Wednesday, January 29

12-1 pm North Campus 20

1-2 pm AU 2408

6:30-7:30 pm fcDB 616 HUgaid

Thursday, January 30

11-12 pm North Campus 20

2-3 pm AU 2408

6-7 pm Sproul Entertainment

Center (tentative)

Friday, January 31

1-2 pm North Campus 20

6-7 pm Dykstra Fireside Lounge

QUESTIONS??
401 Kerckhoff Hall 825-8462 M-F 9-5

sponsored by SHS

U
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BODY WAVE &

CUT & CONDITIONER
S35

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
MEN & WOMEN

^^^^^^^ ^^^ $8

$^^ Lip Wax^L^ ' Eyebrow^^^ Full Leg 4
Bikini Wax $20
Sculpture Nails $25

$4
$5

HILITE&
CUT & CONDITIONER

CELLOPHANE &

CUTS 25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
ExpirBS 2/27/92above Mario's Restaurant

If you want to get

into Advertising, you

have to talk to us.
* Tour oC GREY Advertising

• Presentation on the AAh SJtudeni Cuiiipieilliou

Tuesday, January 28 4:00 pm
space is limited

RSVP to Dan Buczaczer at

208-3252 (leave message w/

phone # on machine)

UCIA
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AMEPCAN ADVERTISING
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ONDAY MADNESSlW $9.95 /
\ Large Pepperoni Pizza

\ with 2 Cokes
Not valid with any other offer.

Valid at participating location.

\ Mondays Only y

\ am,.

MONDAY MADNESS!
only on Monday!!

CALL US!

824-5000
NOBODY
KNOVrS

I N
I o '^

j|5E DOMINO^.
How 1fou Like Pizza Ai Home. n71 Westwood Blvd.

WILSON
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programs. Job training programs

are in short supply and retraining

program^ arc almost nonexistent

Programs to teach English as a

second language are oversubs-

cribed and woefully underfunded.

Affordable day care for able-bod-

ied men and women with children

is as rare as the California condor.

After deducting Social Security

tax a low-income wage earner with

children has little incentive to

woric given the incredibly high

cost of reliable day caie. Federal

studies indicate that enforcement

of child-support collection needs

to be strengthened so that some of

the families receiving state support

can be appropriately taken off the

welfare rolls.

Cutting welfare benefits and

reducing the range of entitlements

may save the state a bit ofmoney in

the short run, but it will do notl^
to break the cycle of poverty fcf

able-bodied men and women. Btit,

this assessment assumes that Wil-

son's aim is to reduce the number

of Califomians living in poverty or

even to **reform*' the stale's wel-

fare system (however Wilson's

professional handlers define it). If

Wilson was interested in welfare

refoim he would develop and

promote carefully crafted legisla-

tion instead of building a reelec-

tion constituency by sponsoring an

initiatives-

Addressing complex policy

issues through an initiative is

political grandstanding, plain and

simple. Legislation to reform

California's welfare system

should include programmatic

changes in the incentives for

welfare recipients to find gainful

employment and support programs

VEIL

to make such a transition possible.

Breaking the cycle of poverty and

developing programs to main-

stream current recipients cannot

possibly be accomplished by an

initiative. Surely even Gov. Wil-

son must know this, making his

effort to salvage his own failing

political career— on the backs of

those least able to defend them-

selves — cruel and insidious.

Wilson's initiative is an exam-

ple of what happens when the

design of public policy is intended

to achieve political advantages

instead of serving the public

interest. Wilson can achieve two

advantages through this imtiative.

First, he can regain control of

California's political agenda from

the state Legislature in terms of

fiscal poUcy, possibly making

amends for "Bushing" his conser-

vative supporters on taxes in 199L
Second, he can establish himself as

a national leader on an issue

affecting every large industrial

state in the nation — states with

large numbers of votes in the

Electoral College.

American politics is driven by

political ambition. There's nothing

wrong with that as long as ambi-

tion doesn't interfere with pursuit

of the public interest. Ambition is a

poor substitute for authentic politi-

cal leadership and it's often a

hindrance to design of creative

policy. California's budget, eco-

nomy and welfare system could

use some leadership and creativity.

—Neither is lifcdy &Qffl^ a^govemog-

alieady running for president

Mark P. Petracca teaches political

science in the Department of

Politics and Society at the Univer-

sity ofCalifornia, Irvine. He wrote

this article for the Los Angeles

Daily News,
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large without your body being the

focus."

But these women say they are

hindered from following Islamic

traditions because they live in a

society which propagates ne^tivc

stereotypes about their religion

and often forces them to forego

their identity to fit into a profes-

sional environment

Khadija Land, a resident physi-

cian at the UCLA-Harbor Medical

Center, recalls that advisers occa-

sionally tried to pressure her into

taking off the hijab when she was

still a medical student.

She remembers a conversation

with a UCLA professor who told

her that her dress looked unprofes-

sional.

**I was told I would have to

*come out of that' when I start

interfacing with patients," said

Lang, who continued wearing the

hijab. "So many times I've chalked

it up to ignorance."

But constant stares made the

hijab a "handicap" for Laila Al-

Marayati, a UCLA alumna who
decided to stop covering her hair.

She lost the spirit of the hijab

after it interfered with her training

at different hospitals because

people constantly pointed it out,

she said.

*To wear (the veil) atld to work

in this society takes a very strong

individual," said Al-Marayati,

remembering a time when a nurse

asked the American-bom doctor if

she was a terrorist. "It irritated me
that he felt he could say that to

me."
Many Westerners hold so many

similar misconceptions about the

role of women in Islam. They

assume women are forced to wear

the hijab, are oppressed by their

husbands and have less freedom,

many Muslim women said.

While sitting in a cafe with her

husband one day, UCLA biology

researcher Juman Raji Kubba was

confronted by a woman who failed

to understand why Kubba covered

her hair.

The woman asked "Don't you

have any pride in yourself, why are

you all covered up?," Kubba
recalled.

But the decision to wear the

hijab is an individual one, said

Kubba.

And these stereotypes became

more obvious to Dev when she

found a medical school student

newsletter in her mailbox last

week jokingly describing her

recent choice to wear the hijab as

going into "hiding."

"I don't see it as hiding myself,"

said Dev, who helped create a

support group for Muslim medical

students shortly after the incident

"I see it as coming outand showing

I am a Muslim."

By wearing the hijab, Muslim

women are struggling to maintain

an identity in an American society

that often portrays women as sex

objects by focusing on their physi-

cal traits, said Rushdi Cader, a

first-year UCLA medical school

student

"A woman loses her identity and

place in society," he said. "She is

dehumanized."

However, some people wrongly

assume that Muslim women who
cover their hair and wear modest

clothing do not feel as attractive as

other women who let their hair

down and wear short skirts.

But Dev sees the hijab like any

other article of clothing. Every day

she puts on the scarf after she

dresses and before she puts on her

coat to leave her apartment

And she usually chooses one of

her nicer scarves, sometimes coor-

dinating its color with her outfit,

she said. "I don't think it is

restrictive in any way."

MAJOR
From page 1
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*It's almost like Asian-Ameri-

can studies is seen as extracurricu-

lar if it's kept as a specialization

because studehts have their major

and then this is their extra studies,"

said Rick Lin, who is also specia-

lizing in the subject

"If it becomes a major, then it

becomes more credible," he added.

Annually, UCLA offers more

than 20 Asian-American studies

courses, each of which is filled and

has a waiting list. But this year,

courses on Asian-U.S. relations

were not offered because of a

funding shortage. These classes

examine the unique experiences of

some Asian groups living in

America.

"If Asian-American studies was

a major, it would be easier to retain

courses," said Alyssa Kangv «

sophomore biology major who is

specializing in Asian-American

studies.
'^^^"^

With the major, the studies

center could offer more courses

and recruit more professors. She

said.

Many of the instructors current-

ly teaching Asian-American ^px-

dies courses are part-tinl^

lecturers.

The prc^sal for the major will

be submitted to UCLA officials in

two months. And then it will t^

*1 Ir-txij r^an trif^v hi^VP

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq-

Criminal Lawyer

Excellent Results

ReasonaUe Rates

(213)474-3181

BRUIN t^'-'* "i-'--'''

TRAFFIC (

SCHOOL '

FKKK I'.\KKIN(. CI SlllONFI) CHAIRS

SAT, SI N, & KVEMN(;S
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8 T A M F O m> L S A T
G R E
G M A T

The fastest ^rouin}i course at [ (LA

Cjfill today aridwe'lltutoryoubefore oiircourse
begins aiid

^

heip you wi^ the application process at no extra charge.
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B.A. program for other

ethnic programs and

not Asian-American

studiesr
Stanley Sue

Psychology Professor

Howdbyou tdl a4-yrar-dd

shetriavneverbe5 f
• n

several years for the major to be

approved and established.

"My gut feeling is if this is

strongly justified, it will go

through," said Stanley Sue, one of

the writers of the proposal. "How

can they have a B.A. program for

other ethnic programs and not

Asian-American studies?"

An Afro-American studies

"major was established in the late

- 1960s and Chicano studies became

a major in the early 1970s. But the

Chicano studies program has been

undergoing years of efforts to

expand the interdepartmental

program into a separate depart-

ment
And Asian students know their

own efforts will take years.

But they took another step when

about 20 students interested in

taking Asian-American studies

courses agreed Thursday that the

university should offer a bache-

lor's degree in the field.

The students were responding to

a survey by the Asian-American

Studies Center to determine stu-

dents and professors* interests and

expectations for a new major.

Last year the center asked

psychology Professor Stanley Sue

and graduate student Ruth Chao to

write the proposal for the major

after studying campus reactions.

Blood.Give a litde so someone can live.

American Astociation ot Bkxxl tunks

UCIA STUDENTS receive our gifi

UOA/ ASUOA EMflOYBBS

receive our gift of 4 hours leave IJCL

^

with pay each time you donate.

. ^„.,' of an aSUOA roeai ticket each

Blood Dcnor
time vou dorute.'

at(3I0)/t2S-O85e

COMPLETE EYE CARE

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
INCUDES EVr FXAV MA' ON EVFGiASS

f(?A\lE & PSESCRiPTiON LENSES

CONTACT LENS PACKAGE
iNC.uDES EVE EXAV PAS Of DA LV WEAR

IFNSES CA9EK - AND PO..OW^? CARE

Keeping your weight at a

moderate level may scale

down your risk of heart at-

tack. So maintain a healthy

diet and lighten up on your

heart.

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
•VNCU'DES EXAV = '^NG 4 ^O.^OW uP

+ 3 MONTHS lENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR

(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

n f T M I IRIX

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

Have you ever met a mouse face to face?

Find out how on Page 23!

INFINITY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

1122 Westwood Blvd. • Los Angeles, CA 90024

Call 208'RUBB or 1800-870-2232

2 for 1 Haircuts
or

$10.00 OFF All

Hair Services
* ytiir services

Cut Manicure

Color Pedicure

Highlights Faded

Makeup

:all PARIS at SALON 1015
for an appointment

(310) 824-5006

1015 GayleY Ave. #105 in Westwood Village

* AVEDA

(just half a block south ofWeybum)

GOLDWELL OPI

OMEN

EADERSHIP
A wotk§hop about women's leadenhip §tyle§ and how

you can be a successful leader in whateveryou pursue.

Fterturing Helen Astin ^~^™^^^^_^^
Acting Director, Center for the StiMftf ofVltemenwd
C(kmM^Womenoftinuence,¥kmenoiViskm:A
Cros^Ceneration^Study oiLeaders and Social Chanee.

Co-iponsored by tha Women's Resource Center,

the Graduate Student Ateoclatlon and the

Undergraduate StudenUAMOCtoUon

The Women's Rewurce Center « t service of the divkiion of Student Development and Healtft

I p ' wif w w I t0H^fm^^^f^^^m^i^m^^fmrm
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Lesbian, Gay, & Bisexual Cultural Awareness Week
r .

"* »

Monday, Jan. 27:

GALA'S Open House:

12 to 2 pm Ack. Union 3530

Latino Film:

Almodbvar's "Wings of Desire'

Co-Sponsored by Familia

6 10 8 pm Knudson 1220B

Tuesday. Jan. 28:

Ciays & LesNans in the Media

1 lam ID 12 (TO Ack. Union 3525

Interracial Dmng A Internalized Racism

12 10 2 pm Ack. Union 3520

l^bian Parenting Film

(TKXising Children

followed by discussion w/lawyer

Co-sponsoied w/Womens Resouce Center

12 pm to 2 pm IXkW Hall 2

Safer Sex Workshop:

I-un with Sand!!!

2 to 3 pm Ack Union 3525

Ushian. Gay. & Bisexual

Comedy ai the Coop'

Co-sponsored with ( ultural Affairs

8 to 1 pm C(xjperage

Kalidcscope Theatre

6:30 to 7:30 pm&
8 to *)pm Ack Ballroom

Wednesday, Jan 2*i

SHCHH
The High School Expenencc

l2io2pm Ack Union 3530

Safer Sex Workshop:

Mofe Fun with Sand!!!

2 to 3 pm Ack Union 3525

Asian lesbian Experience

A Media Presentation Mahu

4 to 5 pm Ack Union 3517

[.esbian. Gay A Bisexual:

llic Civil Rights lonim

7:30 to 10 pm
Ack Union 2nd Floor Lounge

Spoken Word:

Readings and Poetry

8 to 10 pm
Kerckhoff Coffee House

Friday Jan 31

Coming Out in the Wortiplace

l2to2pm Ack Umon 3508

Gctung mio Graduaie Sch<Nii

'

II iol2pm Ack Union 3525

Campus F:vents Film:

"My Own Private Idaho" 7pm

"Pans is Burning" 9 pm
Lesbian A Gay 1-a.shion Show 8:30

Ack Grand Ballruo

/ S
s

Thursday. Jan 30

Self-esteem &Co-dependency
Discussion with Counselor

1 1 to 1 2 pm Ack. Union 241 2 .

Co-sponsored with liunbda I>elu l>amhda

PaenLs & Fnends of Lesbians

&Ciays(PR-AG)

12to2pm Ack Union 3508

(^ampus Invents Film:

"Pans IS Burning" 7 pm
"My Own Private Idaho" 9 pm

'i**

Saturday, Feb. 1

GALA Winter Dance

9 pm Sunset Rec.

-^

^Pa>d for by the ASIK'I.A Board of Direnors Pn)gramining 1 und^

Advertising is a fast-paced, creative, "razzle-dazzle" business. It's also hard

work, and hard to break into. Come and network with agency and media

professionals, learn about internships and entry-level jobs, and see if you have

what it takes to pursue a successful career in this field.

V—

»

JANUARY 27, 1992 ACKERMAN UNION
2ND FLOOR LOUNGE 7 RM- ^ 9 RM-

PANELISTS
Lois Homma, Executive Recruiter

Watts Group

Q Jo Muse, Chairman
Muse Cordero Chen

Mavis Cordero, Managing Partner

Muse Cordero Chen

Katie Marin, Advertising Director

L.A. Magazine

Bob Packham, Vice President

Admarketing

TOPICS
Breaking In & Moving Up: jobs to get your foot

in the door, prospects for cUmbing the career

ladder

Beyond The Classroom: Getting experience

through internships

Who Will Do Well, And How Well: Skills,

experience, and personality traits of successful

professionals

Pitching Yourself: Resume writing, interviewing,

and job search strategies

Talking $$$: Salary expectations, now and later

Making Connections: Organizations that

— encourage student participation

PLACEMENT li CAREER
PLANMINC CENTER
U • C • L • A

PROBE
From page 9

court that the Ethics Commission

overstepped its authority and fail-

ed to follow proper procedures in

hiring attorney David Alkire to

probe the whistle-blower's allega-

tions.

Bycel said in his declaration that

Alkire was hired as a consultant

because the Ethics Commission

lacked adequate staff to investi-

gate.

"At no time was Mr. Alkire

hired or appointed, or intended to

be jft 'special prosecutor* for the

Ethics Commission," Bycel said.

Alkire had been deputized by

the district attorney's office to

assist in the probe.

The commission argued in court

papers that the legal challenge is

qaool because the district attor-

ney's team that prosecuted Charles

Keating Jr. in the Lincoln Savings

and Loan case has taken over the

investigation. Those prosecutors,

not Alkire, will present the case to

the Grand Jury, the documents say.

The Ethics Commission, how-

ever, is asking the court to reject

the legal challenge.

DRIVING
From page 1

UCLA senior Wendy Wagner,

who has used the program for the

past two years. *Tk«, since I don'i

have to drive, it's an opportunity to

catch up on some sleep or last-

minute studying."

And the bus and van pools

reduce traffic congestion within

the UQ-A community as fewer

people drive their cars to campus.

"I've been here for almost 18

years, and it has been quite obvious

to see the changes in congestion

over the years," said Sheryl Lewis,

general manager of UCLA's Fleet

and Transit Services.

Lewis, who drives a van pool

ftom Van Nuys. said the van

makes "quite a statement" on the

freeways.

"It tells other people that UCLA
has made a commitment to alter-

native modes of transportation,"

she said. *The vans act as moving

billboards for our program."

These alternative modes of

transportation are vital to UCLA
because the campus will be

expanding during the next 15

years, said Mark Home, assistant

director of Campus and Environ-

mental Planning.

Although the student and facul-

ty population will stay the same,

the number of staff members will

increase by about 5,000, he said.

"Fortunately, UCLA is ahead of

the game," Stocki said. "We have

taken steps to regulate our own
traffic."

Since 1990, UCLA has con-

ducted a study on how many cars

enter the campus on a daily basis.

From the results, officials have set

a daily traffic limit of 139,000 cars

per day.

In a joint agreement with the

city of Los Angeles, UCLA offi-

cials agreed to keep the traffic flow

below that limit or halt all campus
construction.

In 1990, the average number of

daily trips was 123,400. Last year,

the number increased to 124,011,

StcKki said.

Although more people are using

the alternative transportation prog-

r)ins^t0Gk)i4|iH ent^cmri^es other

ways of reducing traffic, including

telecommuting and alternating

work scheduTes.

*Thc reaction to the programs
have been for the most part very

positiie," he said. "But there is still

more thatwe can do in order to find

>JK^Pmcniw SQUOiofi 10. the coomd
gestioA problem."
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HISTORY
From page 1

"We're trying to emphasize stu-

dent-centered not teacher-centered

education."

The project aims to draw stu-

dents into active learning. Often,

especially in junior high and high

school, teachers become too con-

cerned with what to teach and

forget how to get the students to

actually leam the information.

"The new *hands-on' approach

allows students to talk and make as

much noise as they want It lets

students figure out what is going

on and what it means," Berenson

said.

**Then they get to iwesent it to

each other. It puts history in a

language that the students can

understand."

The importance of visual teach-

ing is not confined to making

learning more interesting for stu-

dents. These creative techniques

can serve as a bridge, between

teachers and students who have

limited English skills.

"By using visual learning, stu-

dents who don't know English

perfecUy can leam an awfiil lot

without worrying about lan-

guage," Berenson said.

The UCLA-based teaching

project is part of a three-prong

effort by the state to improve social

science instruction in California.

""•OOOflWo^

/f/r.
l^K

y \

%^ S^
2 FOR 1 WITH THIS AD!

Buy one entree, get the secondCof equal or less value) for free!

Free Delivery with Dinners served til 1 0pm.
minimum purchase of $10! Cappucinno & Dessert Bar unti! 1am

1 389 WESTWOOD BLVD.
Hours: Mon-Sat 1 1 :30am - 1 :00am

Sun 5:00pm - 10:00pm

"WeVe trying to get

away from the teachers

standing in front of the

room to lecture and

boring the students to

death."

Ed Berenson
UCLA History Professor

Since 1988, UCLA has played a

major part in the development of

the new program.

UCLA professor Charlotte

Crabtree co-authored a report that

outlined a comprehensive new
history program for California

schools. This fall, the state ushered

in the newly established curricu-

lum for social science education.

- Social science used to emphas-

ize broad» general "social studies."

But with the new changes, students

are being required to take much

more history, including in-depth

studies in both American and

world history.

"We looked around at the kids

that make up our classrooms and

realized that we had to have an

equal mix of both American and

world civilizations," Berenson

said.

The teacher enrichment prog-

ram is funded by the state as a part

of the general restructuring of

social science education. Accord-

ing to Berenson, the enrichment

program is only beginning to

change the system. Many regions

have not been affected yet

But, even with current state

fiscal problems, Berenson expects

continued state support

"A lot of training is ah-eady

going on, but not as much as

probably needs to be," he said.

UCLA Unicamp Week
January 27th-3 1 st

Become a volunteer UCLA Unicamp counselor.

Spend one week in the Son Bernardino Mountains with los Angeles inner city

youth.

Traditional camp activities include hiking, swimming, archery, canoeing, and

fishing.

'A

.r.:-yy.-A-:>y.-.-:::-y.:
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I Unicamp. Gmietooneo
^^« i^^ mAd»rma»lli||p

MsHi. Jan. 27th Rfii24l2 12-ipi?i I^IIIIIIlIM^^^^^

lis. Jon. 28fh i^J4l2 12-1ftii:s

mm^Jw '»9lb mWB l"2pni

Rm3B25 7-8pii"^ iiaiillliL:

Thurs. Jon. 30ih Rm24l2 l-2iMii

Rfn a4l2 7*8pm

Fri«jQn.3!lii Rm24l2 1-2pm

Inb labbswM be out Mon-Fri. t0am^2piiiiilSriiiiiWaik,R<n^/9^

Qmd, Kbungt/BoeNer Quad. North (kpi|)us «kiq.

Wete Makings

AmefkxvrHecst
Assodcrtion^

'*in3i<lof fciJCQ V

Look for our Unlcomp Week Eventsl

• Unicamp Miracle Mile Money tape

Monday 1 1 -2pm @ Royce Quad
Thursday 11 -2pm @ Westwood Pbza

Bring your change!

• Cbssroom collections

Tues. & Wed. during morning hours.

• Look for Westwood establishments sponsoring Unicamp throughout the week.

Applications due Fri. Jon 31 , 1992 in Dodd 65

Coll Vince at 206-4588 or Claudlne at 206-4586 for more info.

Funded by USAC Board of Direclors ^
i*ik
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Guest Columnist

afford

today

Letters

Directory cover spells •- 1

Editor:

Hey Chris Ulbrich (Daily
Bruin, "SeUouts." Jan. 22) and
all you other morally outstand-
ing citizens of UCLA who
claim to know the definition of
"dignity**: Been to any Com-
munications Board meetings
lately? Probably not. We spend
every painful and pitiful shin-

dig marginafizedio the side-

lines, watching the board eat

cheesecake and ask us why we
need computers to pubhsh.
What makes you think the

board is guilty of nothing

except "overestimating the cul-

tural sophistication of the stu-

dent body" when they gave the

new student directory a go-
ahead?

We vainly expressed our
outrage last fall, when the

directory's project director

unveiled her sexist, racist and
classist choice for the 1992
student directory cover.

Danetle Martin shared our
concern at the meeting, and
the other newsmagazines pre-

sent stood behind our verbal

protest The three and only
women ^ard-inembers idso

Sabrina Smith according to a

system you don*t understand.

Sheila l\toreland

Katrina Foley
Editors, Together

Editor:

I am appalled by the ASUC-
LA Communications Board's
choice of "cover arT fbuhd~on
the exterior of the UCLA
Community Directory. On the

back is a gross display of the

stereotypical white male. It

maliciously, and obviously,

implies that Caucasian men do
nothing more than go to the
beach, slug brew and ogle
beautiful white girls.

The male is shown gazing
up at the sky, which unde-
niably signifies the white male
looking upward at his Asian

spiracy
these beer-drinking, girl-watch-

ing, passed-by-the-superior-

Japanese-as-if-standing-still,

no-talking-on-the-phone ste-

reotypes, the ASUCLA Com-
munications Board throws them
right back at us on both the

front and back of the Com-
munity Directory.

D^rpn Van Boxtel
Senior

Philosophy

agreed with us that the cover
failed to represent the student
body of UCLA, and that it

perpetuated negative stereotypes
of women.

But the boys in power
overruled the protest of every
woman and man with a

feminist consciousness in the
room. The project director

rolled her eyes impatiently,

insisting that a Communications
Board meeting was not the

time and place to negotiate the

cover's cultural insensitiviiy.

As the editors of alternative

media, we constantly feel

rebuffed and condescended to

by members of the almighty
board, most of whom, by the

way, don't even bother to read
our publications.

You may know a lot about
Lichtenstein, but you apparently
know nothing about sexual
politics, and even less about
the politics of ASUCLA publi-
cations. So either come on ,

down and join the party, or
refrain from judging Danette
Martin, Karla Zombro and

Daily Bruin
112 Karckhofff Hall

308 Wattwood Plaza
Loa Anoalet, CA 90024

(213) 025-9098

male competitors as they pass
him by in the continual domi-
nation of the American busi-

ness world. The photo even
has the guy wearing sunglas-
ses, no doubt to hide the

helpless look in his eyes.

Every day, we males have
to fight against this bullshit in

our own university as the

competition has become so
fierce because of our Asian
counterparts.

As for that third-rate imita-

tion of a Lichtenrosenrosen
print on the cover depicting a
female on the phone, don't
you think that guys use the

phone too? My roommates and
I are making a concerted effort

to try and break this stereotype

by using the phone at least

once a week whether we need
to or not.

— As we male Caucasians —
struggle daily to deconstruct

Editorial Board

Editor:

The cover of the UCLA
Community Directory is a
powerful and appropriate politi-

cal statement that confronts

head-on the issues facing Los
Angeles today.

The woman on the cover
justly laments the area code
change, recognizing a conspira-
cy to further factionalize Los
Angeles citizens, creating racial

and social strife. The art, then,

criticizes the phone company
for creating the new 310 area
code, which further separates
the affluent Westside and
coastal communities from the

more ethnically diverse areas
of the city.

The conspiracy exists

between corporate giant GTE
and FAX and cellular phone
owners who seek to create an
exclusive enclave within the

310 area code, oppressing all

outsiders. The obvious political

nature of the move is further

evidenced by the fact that

West Hollywood, a community
well-known for its activist resi-

dents, will be adversely

affected as the community is

literally torn between the two
zones.

The Jan. 17 letter writers

(Daily Bruin, "Sellouts") are

unwitting pawns in this conspi-
racy, obviously diverting the

attention of the public to issues

which have nothing to do with
the real motives.

Oh, and one more thing —
a question for Chrir Ulbrich
(Daily Bruin, "Sellouts?" Jan.

22): Who's Lichtenstein?

Dave Gatzke— — Senior
History
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How much money is

your life worth? If you
were Jennifer, the

answer would be $176,000.
Today, a new liver costs a
small fortune.

Jennifer became ill unexpec-
tedly last October. She desp-
erately needed a liver

transplant. Blue Shield, her
insurance, would not cover the

operation, due to lack of infor-

mation. The hospital told Jen-
nifer she would not receive the

operation until $176,000 was in

the bank.

Jennifer's devastated family
then began raising $176,000.
After a week, they accrued
$50,000. Not enough, the hos-
pital said. After two weeks,
$125,000 was in the bank. Still

not enough.

Jennifer's family became
desperate. They had used every
financial source they could
think of. Family and friends

^-gavg^ everything tfiey c^

Finally, Saturday of the third

week, an anonymous donor
gave Jennifer the last $51,000.

Jennifer was then placed on
wait list for donated livers.

Tuesday, a liver was available

but it was the wrong type.

Thursday, Jennifer died.

Medical care is astronomi-
cally expensive today. Insur-

ance is equally expensive. If

you don't have insiu'ance and
become ill, you could be
financially ruined. Or worse,
you could die.

More frightening is the real-

ity that if you can not pay for

medical treatment you will not
receive it. Compassion does
not enter the picture. Medicine
has become a financial game.
We like to think this could

never happen to us. We ration-

alize the problem by blaming
the victim. People are only
denied medical care when they
don't have insurance, right?

Wrong.

People are denied medical
care when they can not pay
for it, regardless of whether
they have insurance or not.

Jennifer had insurance. She
had a job. two children and a
loving husband. She was
responsible and hardworking.
She was not to blame.
The insurance company is

the most likely contender in

this blaming contest. However,
Blue Shield only refused to

financially cover the operation.
They did not refuse to give
her the transplant. UCLA
Medical Center did that.

Even if a law suit was
pursued against the insurance
company, it could have taken
years. Jennifer only had three

Rachael
King
weeks to live.

Why is medical care so
expensive? Simple medical pro-
cedures arc also exorbitant My
fhcnd recently had a simple,

outpatient operation that has a
success rate of 100 percent.

Two hours of hospital stay

^mMmn ^=
Doctors will tell you mal-

practice insurance is responsi-

ble for high prices. Maybe
they arc right Doctors who
pays thousands of dollars per
month in insurance pass that

cost to their patients.

If this is the case, then
limits should be placed on the
amount a doctor can be sued
for. When their cost of prac-
tice decreases, so should your
next doctor bill.

Caps also should be placed
on the amount doctors can
charge for procedures. $6,000
for a two-hour outpatient pro-
cedure is ridiculous. If mal-
practice suits are limited, there
would be no reason to pay the
doctor and the anesthesiologist

each $1,000 an hour.

Last, a method must be
devised to bring decent medical
care to the underprivileged.

Perhaps medical care in under-
privileged arcas could be part
of medical students' rcsidency
programs. Or, maybe it is time
for a national health care
program.

Whatever the case, some-
thing needs to be done. Medi-
cal carc is quickly becoming
affordable only for the wealthy.
With all of the advances we
arc making in medical technol-
ogy, it is a shame that we can
not offer these benefits to

members of our own society.

This is an issue that effects

each of us. The sad truth is

that someday everybody gets
sick. The question is. when the
time comes, will you bt able
to afford it?

King is a senior majoring in
English/American studies.
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A personal elegy fora Mend and lost opportunities
John.You can't hear me

wherc you arc now. You
believed that place would be
heaven, while I believe that

you're simply gone fiiom this

universe for good, never to

return. Either way. you'll never
read this letter. Perhaps this is

just a way to come to terms
with your death and the effects

it has left upon me. It seefns
so trite, but it's the only thing
I can think of right now.

You'rc part of my earliest

memories. It would surprise
you to hear it. but it's true. I

remember you. the older boy
who helped your mom watch
over your younger brother and
me and all those other Cub
Scouts at the meetings we had
at your home. I left town for
a while — the continuous
curse of growing up in a
military family — but I came
back, and there you were
again, and again you helped
me and others out in Scouting.

Another departure, another
return, and now we were ail in
high school, you two classes
ahead of me. Yet you didn't
look down your nose at me;
you helped me get through that
awful routine for the school
talent show, your wonderful
sense of humor showing
through all the ^inn^^ ^\y^

Raggett
h V

onstage and off

Then you graduated, and so
did I two years later, and we
lost touch for some time. Then
I started hearing the reports
from home and from friends.

That you had gotten cancer,
and that you were doing your
best to fight it. That your
mom donated bone marrow to

help you. That in spite of the
horrors you were going
through, you graduated from
college, worked in a band,
wrote plays, songs, poetry.

This past Christmas, I was
sitting around at home when I

heard that the end was near. I

was shocked, of course —
despite all the warnings I

didn't want to believe it But I

didn't stop by to see you one
last time. No. I just lived on a
report or two from our mutual
friend Tracy for a week^
time, then our family went to

northern California for another
week. Then I came back here,

and while I was dawdling
around the apartment the day
before class began, being my

usual lazy self, your body
finally gave out

I didn't hear about it for a
few days. Then a letter from
my dad brought the news.
Though 1 was hurt by the

suddenness of it, I kept on
about my business. Some days
later, my dad sent the obituary,

the funeral program and the

memorial card with your pic-

ture.

It took some hours, but
finally my reserve at long last

cracked. Steve and Kris helped
me through the worst moments,
for which I can't thank them
enough, letting me get past the

false starts on this letter, giv-
ing me thfc chance to get my
feelings straight.

I wish you could know how
guilty I feel. I've had one or
two instances in my life like

this, but never one where I

had one last chance dropped
into my lap. A chance I

ignored completely. I didn't
want to deal with it, I didn't

want to spare my time, if you
can believe it Now — too
late, of course, just like a
character in a sappy movie —
I reahze what a selfish idiot I

was. and I hurt more than I

have in a long, long while. It

won't go away soon either —
if I were religious, I'd believe

God was-giving tne^my-just =

helped you through it all. But
I don't have that comfort, and
I never will. I stopped believ-
ing some time ago, while your
death irrevocably closes the
door. Because, if a god exists,

then he is one hell of a sick
bastard to kill you off over
three years' time, to raise your
hopes and dash them, to

silence your wonderful voice
just when you had entered
adulthood.

This is the mercy of the

Christian god? To do this,

while letting dictators, bigots,

wife-abusers, twisted and evil

people of all stripes live to

ripe old ages only to die in

their sleep, or to have them be
killed by their permanently
scarred victims in one last act
of violence, thus continuing a

miserable cycle? No, I cannot
believe, never.

If you could hear me, you
might be amused by that last

outburst It might seem like

some futile rage, a quasi-heroic
attempt to shout my convic-
tions into infinity. Perhaps that
is all it was, but I don't feel

heroic about it, not one bit
Further. I've got the terrible

feeling that I might be writing
letters like this in the future

for other friends, people whom
I'll never tell how much I care

blithely ignoring the possibility

that it might happen again,

perhaps all too soon.

John, you're not there, but I

so deeply wish you were
playing bass with the angels
and cracking up St. Peter at

the gateway to heaven. It

would be no less than you
deserve. You will be remem-
bered as long as I have breath
in my body — I can do no
less to you to repay my debt

"Darling" I say, as she
twitches away,

'Tell me what's it like.

Drifting into your unknown
place.

Tell me, is there a bright

light?"

— "Her Last Day in Bed"
Kitchens of Distinction

My questions fall to answer
As I let my right hand fall
And grasp the hope new

born.

In my heart, the hope to

carry on.

f?

rewards.

But I'm not religious, and
that's what's hurting me even
more. Bless you, John, you
were a firm Catholic until the
end, and I know your faith

for them, ungriTs out of my
hands.

It's like Homer Simpson, of
all people — after facing
death, he vowed to live life to

its fullest, then settled back
into his beer and TV routine.

— "Happy Song'

John Vemetti

Goodbye, John.

Love,

Ned

Raggett is a senior majoring in

English.

UCLA STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSION PRESENTS

Campu sting Fair
TOMORROW

—

—

Westwood Plaza-—-

10 am '2pm
January 26, 1992

Come join the fun and be enlightened about the campus organizations avaiiabie foryou and your heaith.
vj^.;i^ i^i

On-Campus Organizations Health Foods/Products

•I;

rr^f r. -, H

Crisis Prevention

Rape Awareness
Health Fair

Eating Disorders

Drug Awareness
CPR/First Aid
Campus Safety Awareness
Blood Drive

AIDS Awareness
Alcohol Awareness
Black Pre-Heaith ,

Chicanes For Community Medicine
Asian Pacific Heaith Corps
Pillpinos for Community Health

^ Peer Health Counselors
Student Heaith Services

Women's Resource Center

Apollo Heaith Drlnl<

The Winning Combination Vitamins
Hansen's Juice
Hostess Foods
Little Bear Organic Foods
Full Moon Muffins

Kll<l<a Sushi

Sparl<letts

.^;

California Tay-Sachs Disease Prevention Program
Campus Ambulance Service

For more Informatton call the SWC Office
at 825-7586 or stop by 404A Kerckhoff Hall SWC

«'J 341KO

Paid for by USAC
•I-

J*iiu4>«i,Ko 14311 « ll« Mteimjm^ fk'iij .9»X

•^^^i"—^^
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Extension to
hold progk^m
on gay authors
ByUsaRebuck

Beginning tonight, the UCLA Extension

program will present a series of seven informal

interviews and readings featuring distin-

guished gay and lesbian writers.

Lillian Faderman, Ph.D., the author of "Odd
Girls and Twilight Lovers*' and "Amazons and

Queer Damozels: A History of Lesbian Life in

Twentieth-Century America,** is the focus of

tonight's program. Faderman will be inter-

viewed by Daniel Calder, the associate dean of

the School of Film and Television and a

professor of English at UCLA.
The seven-week series runs through March

16, and is part of a growing number of UCLA
Extension literature series which include

mystery and science fiction genres.

While this series is being held primarily to

promote awareness of gay and lesbian writers,

coordinator Elisabeth Nonas hopes that it will

add to the featured writers' recognition as well

as help to build an audience for the works.

"I think partfcipants will be surprised and

pleased by the great range of themes today's

writers are exploring," Nonas comments. "Gay
literature is more than 'coming out' stories —
we're really expanding, coming into our own
culturally, celebrating our own diversity," she

said.

On Feb. 3, poet Dorothy Allison CThe
Women Who Hate Me," *Trash") will be

interviewed by Dennis Cooper, the author of

"Gay literature is more than

*coming out' stories— we're

really expanding, coming into

our own culturally, celebrating

our own diversit^y."

Elizabeth Nonas
Extension Program Coordinator

the novels "Frisk" and **Closer." Katherine

Forrest, author of the Kate I>elafield mystery

series, will be interviewed by Nonas on Feb.

10.

Joseph Hansen, author of the Dave Brand-

setter mysteries, will be interviewed on Feb. 24

by Michael Nava, author of "Finale." On
March 2, Bernard Cooper, winner of the 1990

PEN U.S.A./Hemingway award for "Maps To
Anywhere," will be interviewed by Steven

Barclay, the associate director of City Arts and

Lectures in San Francisco.

*This is some of the most passionate writing

in contemporary /^ merica," adds Nonas. "This

series presents an in-depth view of the authors,

not just a reading."

Steven Corbin C'No Easy Place to Be") will

be interviewed on March 9 by writer Doug
Sadownick. Paula Gunn Allen, Ph.D., a Native

American poet, writer, lecturer and scholar,

will present her works on March 16, and will be

interviewed by poet Eloise Klein Healy. Allen

is the author of "Grandmothers of the Light: A
Medicine Woman's Sourcebook" and "Spider

Woman's Granddaughters: Native American

Women's Traditional and Short Stories."

UCLA Extension is handling the admissions

procedures for the series. The price for the

entire series is $115, but entry for individual

speakers costs $25 each.

"Wc want to stress that this series is for

anyone interested in literature, regardless of

their lifestyle," says Nonas. "I think we'll see

an audience of writers and readers, readers

more so, actually. That's what this series is

designed for.**

SPEAKER: Lillian Faderman. Ph.D. Toniaht at 7
p.m. at HaioM HaN. Part of the UCLA Extension
program's Gay and Lesbian Literature Series. For
more information caN (310) 825-9415.

Kerckhoff Gallery spotlights student's woik

JRA LEE SWAN

UCLA senior Benjamin Edwards' artwork is on display in the Kerckhoff Art Gallery

until Jan. 31.

By Greg Srisavasdl

Dally Bruin Staff

The artwork ofUCLA senior Benjamin Edwards is

on display at the Kerckhoff Art Gallery. The
exhibition, which runs through Jan. 31, is part of the

gallery's commiunent in showcasing diverse collec-

tions of art

**I chose his work because ... I think it shows a lot

of promise. His work is very open to interpretation.

He*s not working with any new medium but he's

definitely got a distinct style." said Megan Manion,

director of the Kerckhoff Art Gallery through

Cultural Affairs.

Edwards, an art major, believes that UCLA has

helped give him a broader knowledge of the subject,

enabling him to take the next step in going to graduate

school (he's applied to Yale University, the San
Francisco Art Institute and the School of Visual Arts

in New York).

"When I came in to UCLA I was not very aware of

the art scene and contemporary art. so UCLA was
good for opening my eyes in what was going on in the

galleries and the museums, things that are being

produced today," Edwards said.

The dark and somber photographs at the gallery

were taken by Edwards as he drove down Wilshire

Boulevard at midnight Even though he took two to

three rolls worth of pictures, Edwards found it

difficult to get people inins pfaotot, and these shots

can be seen at the gallery.

While Edwards claims that the mood of his works,

"is kind of dark and depressing" his main task is to

transcend the boundaries of painting and photogra-

phy.

"My work (in the show) is about the conventions of

painting and photography. Photography is generally

See 'FIGURES/ page 26

Directing, comedy iceep Tenor' singing
By Sarah Hsieh

Once in a blue moon, along

comes a play of such dramatic

proportions that it shatters all

expectations. It is one that pro-

vokes thought, stimulates the

imagination and warms the heart

It touches the deepest soul and lets

the spirit soar.

"Lend Me a Tenor" isn't quite it

Instead, Ken Ludwig's latest

work is a wild and wacky romp
through the unpredictable world of

the Cleveland Grand Opera, where
mistaken identities, sexual innuen-

dos and one-hner gags abound.

When Signor Tito Mcrelli (Gary

Beach), an egocentric Italian

tenor, accidentally knocks himself

out by taking too many sleeping

pills, Henry Saunders (Paul Doo-
ley), the opera's unscrupulous

producer, and his meek assistant

Max (Robert Picardo) assume that

he is dead. Believing Merelli

committed suicide, Saunders con-

vinces Max to impersonate the

comatose tenor and perform his

part in the opera's prdduction of

"Otello." During the performance,

the real Merelli awakens and the

fun begins.

Two Otellos, one panicked

producer, an irritating bellhop, a

jealous wife and three women
determined to seduce Merelli (who
is really Max b Merelli's "Otello"

costume) k9ep matters running fast

and furious!

Maggie (Laura Hughes), Saun-

ders' daughter and Max's fiancee,

is set on having a fling with Merelh
before committing to Max, while

Diana (Jean De Baer), the opera's

ambitious soprano, believes
sleeping with him will take her

further up the ladder of success.

Julia Lcvcrett (Peggy Pope),

Cleveland Grand Opera's senior

Robert Picardo, left, and Gary Beach star in "Lend Me a Tenor.'

Guild Chairman, just wants to bed
the man. Meanwhile, the real

Merelli is being chased by the

police and his wife is chasing

everyone.

The performances of Hughes
and Baer are weaker than those of

Beach and Picardo; they are

overshadowed by the feisty De
Salvo, who almost steals the show
as tough Signora Merelli, Tito

Merel li *s jealous 'wife.

Gary Beach is absolutely

uproarious in his performance as

the distraught and confused tenor.

He appears and disappears with

peribct comic timing, crooning in

an exaggerated Italian accent.

Doors open and shut continuously,

as everyone barely misses every-

one else and no one knows where
anyone is.

The direction, by David Saint, Is

superb — anything less would
have reduced thi^ play to a jumble
of bad jokes. Instead, "Lend Me a
Tenor" has audiences rolling in

laughter with a perfect mix of
offbeat humor and spontaneous

visual moves.

Audiences should not expect a

heartwarming story filled -with

strong themes and morals when
they see "Lend Me A Tenor."

Those that do will be disappointed.

But for those seeking good, plain

fiin and a crazy, unpredictable

ttmc. "Lend Me a Tenor" works
perfectly. ***

STAGE: "Lend Me a Tenor." By Ken
Ludwig. Directed by David Saint. With

Gary Beach, Ron Fassler. Jean De
Baer and t^ura Hughes. Now playing

through Feb. 23 at the Pasaoena
Ptayhouse. Tix: $31 50. Available at the

Pasadena Playhouse box office and at

all Ticketmaster outlets. For more
information caN (213) 480-3232.

LAURA LEE SWAN

Benjamin Edwards photographed Wilshire Boulevard at midnight to capture the

Innages in his exhibited works.

UCLA Cultural Affairs Commission presents Voz D Mano, one of the groups in the

"Rock en Espaflor concert series, tonight in the Cooperage.

Rock en Espanol:
Concert features local Spanish music

By Scott Phelps

Whenever you hear the words UCLA
Cultural Affairs Commission and concert in

the same sentence, it's safe to bet that you're

in for inspirational and entertaining talent

This will prove true tonight in the Cooper-

age for Cultural Affairs' "Rock en Espartor

concert series.

The "Rock en Espaftol" concert series is

the first of its kind at UCLA and strives to

enlighten students about the Spanish rock

movement This movement, which has been

going on for over a decade, concentrates on

all genres of modem music with Spanish

lyricsi

When you think of Spanish music, most

people think first of mariachi bands, but

"Rock en Espaflor* is out to change this.

Spanish rock musicians aren't out to deny or

ignore their musical history — they just

want to make some of their own.

Program organizer Mari Luz has been

conceptualizing this series since last year,

when she first got involved with Cultural

Affairs. Luz started "Rock en Espaftol" in

an attempt "to bring this movement to

UCLA."
"(Spanish rock is) slowly progressing (in

Los Angeles) but it has been around since

the 'TOs," Luz explains. Although Luz
wanted to feature bands from Mexico and
Latin America, "the difficult thing with that

is bands don't always get their visas."

The focus on local bands was reinforced

by this mischance, and in showcasing local

talent, the movement in Los Angeles is

brought to the attention of people who can

See CONCERT, page 26
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THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL
10025 Undbrook
20M366

8lv Tr«h VI (PQ)

2:15-6.00-7:46-10:30

VIUAQE
948 Broxtan

206^76

Rm Jick (R
11:^0-^15•5O0-7:46-10:30

BRUIN
948 Braxton

208-8906

Tlw Ljst Boy Scout (R)

2:46-6:15-7:45-10:1$

WE8TWOO0
1060 Gaytoy

206-7664

JFK
1:00-5:00-9:30

4:00-800

WESTWOOD
1060 Gaytey

208-7664

Tht Princt of TMoo (Rl

1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

WESTWOOD
1050 Gaytoy

208-7664

Lovt CriniM (R)

. 1:30-330-5:30-7:30-9:45

REGENT
1045 BroKton

208-3259

Gtaon Tomatoes (PG13)

11:30-2:15-6.00-7:45-10JO

PLAZA
1067 Gtendon
208-3097

BMuty and ttw Baaat (G)

1^45-300-5:15-7:30-9:46

Santa Monica
CRITERION
1313 3rd S»9«t Promanada
396-1599

JFK (R)

4:00-8:00

CRITERION
"I3n 3rtf smrprwwnaar

fiMDd Cmyon (R)

i:c-4 :35-7;30- i030
ayaMi

396-1599

CRtTERUN
1313 3rd St RomarMda
396-1599

Lovt Crimea (R)

2:45-5:00-7:15-9:35

CRITERKM The Adduns FMilv (PG13)
1313 3rd St P^omartada 2:15-7:10

396-1599 Star Trak VI (PG13) 4:30-9:30

CRTTERnN
1313 3rd St Promartada

396-1590

Naked Lunch (i

2:10-4:45-7:20-10

CflrrERK)N

1313 3rd St Promanada
396-1599

Ret Jack (R)

2:00-450-7:46-1020

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly HiHs
ROYAL
11523 S.M.

477-6581

Blvd.

Europe Europe
4:45-7:15-9:45

Sei-Sun mat 2.O0

MUSIC HALL
9036 WlsNra
274-6860

My Song
5:00-7:10-920

Sal-Sun mat 2.30

RNE ARTS
8556 Wlshira

652-1330

Hiah Hailt
5:15-7:45-1005

Sat-Sun 12:30-250

Santa Monica
MOMCA
1332 2r>d

394-9741

SL
Rhapaody in Auguat

5:45-8:00-1000

Sat 6 Sun 1:00-3:30

MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
394-9741

Otfily

CMdren of Parediee

7:30, Sat-Sun mat 1O0
The Commilmenta

4:45

1332 2nd SL
394-9741

hrie ie Burning 10:30 ddly
Truti or Dart 4:45 diiy

Roepero'a Booka 8:30 daly
Sat-Sun mat 2:15

Anionia A Jane
7:00 daly. Sat-Sun mat 3:30

MONICA The DeuMe LNt of Veronique
1332 2nd Si 5:00-7:1 5-ft30; Sat-Sun 2i45
394-9741 MMiMik Sat-Sun 1^15pm

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

<

Westwood
AVCO CMEMA OadM card pwcheoaa by phone
Mah. at Waakvood ^7-4(QEN
475-0711

Dol>y SiHao Kufft (PQ13)
12:00-2:30-600-7:30-1008

Oofey Slarao
-W'

Felier «(IM IrMt (FQ)
12:15-2:36-6 00-7:36-1006

THX Ddby Slarao Cm Hm
200-4:46-730-10:15

Beveriy Hills
•twrty Conntclon CrtdM Card
La aaneqo at Bavwiy 8M. PurohtMt by
Raa 2 1^ hotf vaHdatod parUng Phone: C«l
669^911 (213)757-4GEN

Slarao Love CrlMee (Rt

12:46-3:00-5:15-7:36-1000

Starao BoMly end tie Beeet (Q)
1:00-3.00-5:00-7:00-900

THX Ddby Starao JFK(R»
12:30^:30-8:30

SR THX fMby Fried (keen Toeietoee (PQ13)
1:15^:10-7:00-950

THX Ddbf SI«ao Fetter of tie Bride (PQ)
12:00-2:30-6.00-7:30-10.00

Starao Grand Cenyon (R)

1:15-420-7i0-1020

Century City
CMMury CRy 14

10250 SanU Monk:a Bkrd.

Cankjnrav Shcppktg Canlw

4 Houn Free vmutan
^

IMih Purdwa of Theabe TUkali
(213) 563-8900

Ruth (IB

1:46-450-7:46-10:15

Heartt of Darknaee
2:00-500-750-10:10

Fried (keen Towieloea (PQi3t
2:00-5:10-7-50-10:30

Hook (PQia
1:40-4:40-7:36-1020

l-fl0^iMi.7ll?[n-iA

Grand Cfenyon (A
1•flo^i^7•w-10•3<)

JPK (R»

230-7:00-10:30

Kalie PQ13)
1:30-4:35-7:10-9:40

Fried (keen Tometoea (PQi3)

1:35-4:30-7:30-10:15

«

Fried (keen Tometoea (PQ13)
1:00-400-7:05-10.05

Katie (PG13)

2:30-6.00-7:35-10:15

The HMd tM Rocke » Credte (R
2:50-6:30^06-1025

-
Naked Lunch (IB

12^4:15-7:10-950

Love Crimee (R)

1:15-3:30-6:45-8:00-10:10

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.
NUART IMI tie End ofl
11272 Swta Monkse Bi
478^79Mrit Of 71c FrI 12 mdnt

Atcky Nener FldUM mmt. Set 12 mdhi

Worid (PQ13)

5.00-8:15

WEBTSOE PAVIUON
GOLDWVN
475-0202

MtflBMe Bowy (R)

150^:30-7:10-950

UA CortntI

1088B Watworih

475-0441

Bugav (R|

Ooby SiMto
1:15-4:10-7:15-10:15

OOLOWVN
475-0202

Tht OeuMe LNa of Veronique
11:45-1:40-720

UA OCtRONET
1068B WdkMwV)
47S-M41

100-400-7:00-1P
QOLDWYN
4754202

LNi la BiMtl (PQtS
11:36-3:464^75^10.0

UA OOMONn
106IB Watwort)

<476-t4l1

BhakbM Bie Tree (M
TOnot ddm ttarae Mund

12:4675^:00-7:30-050

QOLOVniN
475-0208

IBM HlMe (ra

1200-225X50-7:15-930

QOLOBTM

47MMt 11 »-1:3MJM:40-7:40-t:40

Si^iitGa&aaac am
•^!*»:«
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Following the fear:

Screenwriter pieces together events behind 'JFK'
By Aaron Dobbs
Daily Bruin Staff

Zachary Sklar received an early

introduction to the darker side of

our nation's government. As a

college student during the

Vietnamese war, he became inter-

ested in politics and journalism. He
began writing and editing articles

and books with titles such as

"Deadly Deceit: My 25 Years in

the CIA** (by Ralph McGehee) and

"Secret Contenders: The Myth of

the Cold War" (by Melvin Beck).

But Sklar's introduction to the

U.S. government originated much
earlier than the *60s — his father

George, a playwright, novelist and

screenwriter, was one of many
blacklisted writers in Hollywood
during Sen. Joseph McCarthy's

"Red Scare" in the '50s.

Now, after a successful career as

a writer and editor, Sklar has

become part of the world which

shut his father out After editing

Jim Garrison's book "On the Trail

of the Assassins," Sklar was
approached by Oliver Stone to

write a screenplay for the book.

The screenplay became "JFK,"

Stone's most recent controversial

Zachary Sklar wrote the screenplay Oliver Stone used for his film **JFK.'

tmrn ;

"I wrote an entire first draft

which was a long, rough first draft

in the sense that (Stone) wanted

everything that I could possibly

write." Sklar says. "So 1 wrote a

long, 500-page script which
included notes to him and expla-

nations as to why things were

included. Then he sat down with

the draft, and he also purchased

Jim Marrs' book ("Crossfire: The
Plot That Killed Kennedy").'

Stone has been very outspoken very strongly about Kennedy,"

about the controversy surrounding Sklar says. "I recognize that

"JFK." He obviously believes that Kennedy was elected as a cold

if Kennedy had lived, the world warrior and that he did build up the

The writing process was com-
pleted through the mail, Sklar

adds. After his original draft. Stone

would rewrite it and send the script

back to Sklar to show what he had

done. By the time shooting started,

the film had become much more
than a simple adaptation of Garri-

son's story.

would be a very different place; military tirlrts early years. BurT
But Sklar says that he is more
middle of the road when it comes
to his beliefs as to what Kennedy
would or wouldn't have done.

And, more importantly, he doesn't

believe "what might have been" is

the main point of the film.

"Both Stone and Garrison feel

also think that the evidence shows

that he resisted every request by
the joint chiefs of staff and his

advisors to send combat troops to

Vietnam, and that his final execu-

tive order was the national security

action memorandum, #263, which

actually ordered the withdrawal of

1,(XX) advisers from Viemam.
"I think he did intend to get out

of Vietnam," he continues. ^That's

my own personal opinion. I think

the discussion of the motives for

the assassination in the press has

been too Hmited. It's not about

how the West saw Kennedy or

whether Kennedy was going to get

out of Viemam or not or even how
Oliver Stone saw Kennedy. It's

more about how the (political)

Right saw Kennedy.
*They perceived him as a real

threat— an appeaser to Commun-
ism. And that goes back to the Bay
of Pigs, his deal with Khrushchev
with the 1962 missile crisis where
he promised not to invade Cuba in

exchange for the missiles being

withdrawn, and his closing down
the training camps of Operation

Mongoose, which was the opera-

tion to train Cuban exiles to

overthrow Castro once again. All

those things were the prelude to

this order to withdraw the advisers

from Viemam."
Sklar stresses, though, that

whether or not Kennedy would
actually have kept the U.S. out of

the war, is pure speculation. He
wants people to realize that the^

"issues brought up in the film are"

not simply about what one person

or one administration meant to our

government. Instead, the main
issues of "JFK" deal with some-
thing which is -everlasting in our
government, and the questions

See SKLAR, page 24

EXTENSION

Why settle for less than the best—
and pay more^

UCLA Extension offers preparation courses

for the GMAT ($285), GRE ($260), LSAT ($285),

and MCAT ($395). Our programs feature

experienced instructors teaching proven test-

taking techniques using only the best currently

available materials. All classes are offered

oh the UCLA campus.

For more information, call UCLA Education

Extension at (310) 825-4191 or stop by the

UCLA Extension building at the corner of

Gayley and Le Conte.
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Heavy Workload?

M
->»

<^ 4
Don't know what to do?

w<.

ly has some suggestions!

Package

Starter Package

$999
Infinity 333C Mini Tower System

Intei80386DX-33-64K Cache

2 MB RAM • 85 MB Hard Disk

Teac 5i4- 1.2 MB or 3V4" 1.44 MB FloKV Drive

Enhanced 101 -key Keyboard
-~

Infinity Mouse
^—

'

$1,149 w/Mono Super VGA DispUy
f1,299 w/Color Super VGA DispUy

Productivity Package

$1,149
Infinity 4S20C Mini Tower System

Intel 8O486SX-20 • 128K Cache

4 MB RAM 85 MB Hard Disk

Teac 5i<" 1.2 MB orW 1.44 MB Floppy Drive

Enhanced 101-key Keyboard

^ Infinity Mouse
^"^

'.

$1349 w/Mono Super VGA DispUy
f1,499 w/Color Super VGA DispUy

eHTER Tq

WIN
A COMPUTER

AND OTHER PRIZES

$749
Infinity 3S20 Mini Tower System

Intel 80386SX-20

2 MB RAM 85 MB Hard Disk

Teac 5M" 1.2 MB or 3H" 144 MB Floppy Drive

Enhanced 101 -key Keyboard

Infinity Mouse

f949 w/Mauo Super VGA Display

$1,099 w/Colar Super VGA DispUy

On the Go Package

$1,799

Performance Package

$1,499
Infinity 3S20 Portable Notebook

laid 80386SX-20 4 MB RAM 40 klB Htrd Diik 3M' 1.44 MB Floppy Drtvc^

Sup^rtwist Ul) VGA DispUy (640 K 48(yi6 gray Kales) • ^5 poindi

MicroKAWlodows 3-0 • MS4X)S 5 Infinity Mouse • CtrniogCase

$1,S99 w/60ME Hmrd Disk
$lS99w/85MBHmrdDisk

Infinity 433 Tower Workstotion

Intel 80486DX-33 1 28K Cacke

4 MB RAM 120 MB Hard Disk

Teac 5M" 1 .2 MB or 3H" 1 .44 MB Floppy Drive

Enhanced 101 -key Keyboard

Infinity Mouse

$1,699 w/Mano Super VGA DispUy
$1,849 u/Colar Super VGA DispUy

The possibilities don't end here. Infinity can custom configure to meet all your needs.

Ask about Free Introductory Seminars!

Call 208-RUBB or 1-800-870-2232
Free Delivery in Westwood, UCLA & most ofWest LA

MICROSOFT*
WlNDCMSn

INFINITY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES
fm Westwood Blvd:* Los Angeles, CA 90024 ^ Mon^ThurlO-J Fr'hSat 10-10 Sun 12-6

infinity's Customers include:

Over 50 Fortune 1000 Corporations, 35 Schools & UnWersities (ind. UCIA) & 25 Goverprngit Aggides r\
AnvAisjTFn TprHMOTOrTW

O

^Sr" Creillt CaM Same As Cash MasterCard

Infinity

* •^m KlilllllliiiilHilMltmiiiiliniiuHii.imm.iiumi

PI I . H »HH^ I I' > > ' t.'^ " I > ., ..^yn ->—?-? *-r- > iirfw » T^ TJW ^' I t'P^ lfl f^ wm^mm^ ^iM at: <
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ALTO INSURANCE :,„., ,„.. NERD FACTOR
There is indeed a Top Rated Pnini»«tir TnMiftr right here in Westwood Village that has exceptionally
low rates for you even if you are under 25. If you have a good driving record and reasonable licensed
expenence you will be pleasantly surprised at the savings. If you also have a B average, you will be
positively shocked.

You see, we truly appreciate nerds (or those with nerdy tendencies). We i^laud your corrunitmcnt to do
well in school because this means that you will most likely dd well in life. Let us show you first hand
that your pursuit of exceUence can bring immediate rewards. Call us for a quote today.

VlnsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd., #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024 208-3548

fr^ $TUDENT LOAN$
*^^ ...AM Smi AVAIIABIE!

It's not too late to apply for a student loon for this school year (and the funds can be used
retroactively for the hill 1991-92 year - Fall, Winter, & Spririg Quarters). Submit your loan
application to the Financial Aid Office by May Isi. And its not too aarfy to begin applying for
financial aid for the 1992-93 academic year.*

•

The following Guaranteed Student Lolm programs ar^ available through U.SL Bank,
a leader in student loans, wdth sophisticated electronic capabihties to insure your loan
apphcation and checks are processed quickly.

Loan
Pragi'am

1. Staffonl

Loan

Maximum
AaKmnt/Yr.

2. Supplemental

Loan for

Students (SLS)

$2625 1st 2 yre.

$4000 3-5 yeare

$7500 Graduates

$4,000

EUfibiity
BcquiremenU

Parent Loan
for Under-
graduate

Students

(PLUS)

$4,000

Demonstrate finan'

cial need,* U.S.

citizen or eligible

non-citizen; be

enrolled at least

half'time.

Independent
students. Good credit

history. Enrolled

halftime or more;
U.S. citizen or eligi'

Ms now

Application

Enrolled half-time or
more; U.S. citizen or
eligible non-citizen.

Good credit history.

Submit SAAC and
Stafford Loan
Applications each

year.

Submit SLS app.

(must also submit a

SAAC, a not already

on file ' regardless of

need).

inpayment
lerma

Parent Loan
application.

No interest while in

school. Up to 10 years

to rppay; 8% 1st 4
years; 10% remaining.

Currently 934%.
Adjusted each July
based on T-Bill rate

plus 3. 25%. Never
^9%or>- 12%.
Tiiifirii iHrgfamg-

accrue after loan

disbursed. Deferments
available. (Applicable

to SLS and PLUS.)

U.S. Bank is now one of UCLA's preferred lenders.
^^^C^'^^A^}^' *"'^°' ^^^^ applications Uvailabk through the UCLA FmanciaJ Aid Office) mtbcate -
U5 Dank, U«vu, LA tor, your response to item requesting your "Lender name and address."

*A Student Aid Application for California (SAAC) must be submitted each year to a
SAAC IS used to apply for all need-based aid programs, including Pell and Cal Gnmts
Loan, Work-Study, and Stafford Loans The SAAC should normally be submitted b>'
order to receivt pnonty consideration SLS and PLUS loans do not require the
applicant to demonstrate financul need Contact your financial aid jfifice for more
information Borrow only what you need but realize that an educational loan is an
investment in your future.

This notice was developed by U.S. Bank in coiMunction
With the Financial Aid Administrators at UCLA.

need analysis vendor (i* ACT or CSS) The
,
Supplemental Grants, UC Grants. Perkms

the Cal Grant deadline date of 3/2/92 in

U.S.rBAIMK.©
JlVST WHEN YOU THOUGHT/T
WAS GOING TO BE

A

NOTUER—
BORINGAFTERNOON...

-V/ Today, January 27
1% noon, W»ftwood Plaza

• ••.-'^ f /
»''

Paid for by USAC
i^^^if^^^!/>yt\ 'i*

FREE!

/
t

\
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David Newman will conduct the Los Angeles Pops Orchestra In

Royce Hall on Wednesday.

'Sunrise':
Veteran movie composer

tackles classic silent film
By Marjory weese

Any composer will tell you that

silent films weren*t really silent

Music gushed forth to fill in all the

uspeakable drama and emotions

that the flickering captions

couldnH express. Although mod-
em films composers aren't forced

to deal with this challenge, con-

ductor/composer David Newman
has taken it on voluntarily with his

presentation of the 1927 silent film

"Sunrise.**

Newman certainly has the

experience needed to attempt this

challenge. Newman has created

the soundtrack for more than 23

major motion pictures, including

*The War of the Roses/* 'The
Freshman.** "Criuers** and "Bill

and Ted*s Excellent Adventure.**

Newman has chosen to revive

Mumau*s 1927 German express^

lonist turn because, he cxplainsf

"photographically, it was a

genius.** The film has a European
flavor to it that lends itself to exotic

composing.

Not much remains of the origi-

nal organization of music that was
set to the film. Old film scores

consisted mostly of certain

romantic standards that were used

over and over for different films.

Newman explains that to him "the

excitement was in writing a com-
pletely original score. 1 didn*t try

to recreate a period sound because

that wouldn*t be original-sound-

ing."

Newman*s musical score
promises to be sensual and drama-
tic to reflect the story line. "Sun-
rise** is about a man ruled by his

passions, which are inflamed by

See NEWMAN, page 26

SKLAR
From page 22

orasked are not "Who?'
"How?** but "Why?**

*There arc forces — eco-

nomic, military and intelligence

forces in this country, a secret

government, a shadow govern-

ment — ttiat are far more
powerful,** Sklar says. "It really

isn*t relevant at all what Ken-
nedy would or wouldn't have

done. There were more power-
ful forces that determined what
happened.**

Sklar met Garrison when the

latter*s book was submitted for

publication. The two worked
closely to produce the book
currently in stores, but Sklar

says he had to convince Garri-

son to include himself as a

character instead of just spew-

ing out the evidence he had

accumulated. When it came
time to make a movie, though,

Garrison didn*t mind having his

persona projected onto the big

screen.

"I think (Garrison) was quite

delighted about the movie to tell

you the truth,** Sklar says.

"Garrison is a man who has

personally endured a lot of

U'ashing and many threats to his

life for what he did. I think he
really liked Stone *s work, and I

think he felt that this was a way
to communicate with a larger

audience about what he really

cared passionately about— the

assassination. If it had to be
about his life, he was willing to

let that happen.**

Sklar stresses that Garrison's

opinions on what happened in

Dallas on the afternoon of Nov.
22, 1963 haven't changed.
Garrison still believes Clay
Shaw, the only man to be
prosecuted in connection with

the assassination, was involved

in some way in a conspiracy to

kill the president.

"(Garrison) doesn*t feel that

Clay Shaw was planning the

assassination,** Sklar adds.

"(Garrison) feels that he did

what he had to do at the time.

He had stumbled across this

thing, he got through with the

trial, he lost the trial, but he
doesn't feel that he was wrong
to do that. He went through the

legal process, and he didn*t

disagree with the verdict, (but) I

think he realized he didn*t have
a strong case.**

' )
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Springsteen
to release
two albums
By Jon Paroles
The New York Times

If Guns N* Roses can release

two albums at once, so can Bruce
Springsteen. In early spring,
Springsteen will release "Human
Touch** and "Lucky Town,** his
fu^t new albums since *Tunnel of
Love** in 1987.

"rm excited about being fin-

ished and am looking forward to

getting out on the road,** Springs-
teen said in a statement
"Human Touch.** designated

Springsteen's 10th album, was
recorded for Columbia largely in

1989-90 in Los Angeles studios
with a band that includes Roy
Bittan (formerly of the E Street

Band. Springsteen *s longtime
backup group) on keyboards.

See BRUCE, page 26

CONCERT
From page 21

^ive their immediate support.

This series will feature Spanish
rock bands once a month in the J
Cooperage and musical genres will

range from alternative to ska to

gothic to thrash to rock.

Maria Fatal is the fu-st band
ploying ^tontghfr Thir
rock band has been playing
together since last year and wants
to "bring out ideas and see if

people like them,** according to

singer Fernando Ramirez. "We*re
trying to do what the flyer (for

tonight's show) says — break
barriers.**

This six-member group, com-
prised of vocalist Fernando
Ramirez, guitarist Ernesto
Ramirez, drummer Gabriel
Ramirez, keyboardist Cesar Her-
nandez, bassist Mao Luke and
rhythm guitarist Emilio Morales,
thinks that playing "is a lot of fun.

but we take it seriously.** With
songs that look into the hidden
world of prostitution and drug
addiction for example, Maria Fatal

wants its audience to see the world
as it is. '

The second band for the evening
is Voz D Mano, who has been
together for three years. This
alternative Spanish pop band
started off by learning KROQ-type
songs on their instruments but
later, after hearing Spanish rock
from Argentina, Spain and Mex-
ico., they decided that this was the
genre for them.

"People don*t know about bands
that sing in Spanish.** explains

Robert Corrales. the group*s gui-

tarist "In Mexico (and Argentina)

rock groups used to play mostly

American music. Now. the music

has balanced out** between songs

written in English and those

written in Spanish, he says. While

early Spanish rock songs were "all

English translated into Spanish.**

Corrales says, now bands have

started writing original songs all in

Spanish.

Voz D Mano*s four members—
guitarist Robert (Horrales, singer/

keyboardist Tony Estrada, drum-
mer Carlos Oliva and bassist Julian

Salas — speak about their emo-
tions and city life in their music.

But to them, it*s the quality of the

music that*s important, not the

language that it*s in.

While the language barrier may
be difficult to cross. Spanish rock

and the **Rock en Espafiol'* concert

Mries hope to do just that

I 1

1

MUSIC: -Rock en Espefk)!'' concert
^•rln at #)• Cooperage. Monday, Jan.
27," at" d p.m. Tree.'

• Hamburger • Chicken Sandwich • Potato Skins • Mozzarella
Stk:ks • Breaded Mushrooms and Zuchini • Steak Fries

• Chk:ken Salad • Potato Salad • Cole Slaw

UTTLE RED SAMPLER • BIG RED SAMPLER
Ml yoa Cat Cat - $7.98^

Each SAT. - SUN. (Ask for details)

W^

m
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; <^*<y<........<<.X«<<H<««*«>^^'X<>X..«W^..
11923 SantA. IVIorxioA 31vd.
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HAIR & NAILS
at

%W Ptta

EXTRA 20% OFF w/ UCLA ID!

Perm Sale $35.00
Haircut 7.00
Full Set 18.00
Fill 11.00
Manicure 5.00
Manicure &
Pedicure 11.00

We also do Weaving & Highlights,

Silk & Fiberglass, Facials & Waxing.

474-1920 1514 Westwood Blvd.

UCLA CULTUL-AL Al I AIL? !) LU /'\n ! b!)iUH

"BrGoKing the borriorsii

TGOtanog L-A-'s o^o^n
«

s
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%
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o
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I

Monday January '^

8 pm
UCLA Cooperage

For more info call (310) 825-6564
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GET A NEW
'DO FOR '92!

SSiSS8SQi8Si3iS(3idSw

S DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

Slh-ir
QQlU

• UOA & ML STUDENT DISCOUNT
• TRAFFK SCHOOL 7 DAYS AWEEK
• CONVENIENT LOCATION

1 093 Broxton Ave. ff21 8 824-3991
Westwood Village, above the V/herehouse

s
ffi

s

•open Evenings
•Full service hair salon
•Across street from campus
>We validate parking

Cartron Salon Marquis
Westwood Marquis Hotel

930HilgardAve

Westwood, CA 90024

208-4477

VOZ D MANO
MARIA FATAL

8 - 1 pm at the Cooperage

TUESDAY

COMEDY
at the Coop!-

^nfmm mmhaa rffttf JLa LaaK ^aJ aA ^^km LaIIam
I vii«iil| |li 1M NH UN NM Nlm

^ n
•i-MLVailiMMK HES

FREE DELIVERYALWAYS
208-8494

MON-WED TH-SAT SUN
11:30-11:30 11:30-2:30 ll^v

CENTER FOR THE «4Ci.A PERFORMING ARTS

MON.. JAN. 27 AT8 P.M.. SCHOENBERG HALL

VOGI£RSTRimQmTET
from Berlin • with cellist Robert Martin

1st Prize-International Quartet Competition

at Evian, France!

BEETHOVEN: .String Quartet. Op. 59, No. 1

WEBERN: "Five Movements." Op. 5

SCHUBERT: Quintet in C Major. D. 956

"Music for Mischa.*" produced by Robert Martin

Tickets: $25; 9*

' » I

8 pm at the Cooperage

This week: The UCLA Multicultural

Lesbian-Gay-Bisexual Alliance

WEDNESDAY

GALA Poetry
Reading

8 pm, Kerckhoff Coffee House
Poetry by the Gay and Lesbian Association.

THURSDAY
Jazz, Blues, Funk and Such Series

_TRUEBLUE_

FRI.. JAN. 31 AT 8 P.M.. ROYCE HALL

Two Grammy Award winning
jazz luminaries!

PONCHO SANCHEZ
with special guest

mODIE HUBBMD
Tickets: $27, 22, 16; 9*

SAT. FEB. 1 ATS P.M ROYCE HALL

World Premiere Performance!

MEL TORME
MAUREEN McGOYERN
"The Great American Songbook"
A .stellar evening of American .song
by two consummate performers!

rickets: $37, 32, 27; 9*

-jfc

Featuring Jazz vocalist

9-11 pm, Kerckhoff Coffee House

All FREE, presented by the UCLA
Cultural Affair! Commission—funded by USAC.

SAT. FEB. 1 ATS P M WADSWORTH THEATER

:,-,shnking up classical music
the ivay the Beatles
Sluiok M/? pO/?/- Rolling Slone

YiROVlOS QJUARTET
David Harrington and John Sherba, violins;

Hank Dutt, viola. Joan Jeanrenaud, cello

Tickets: $26, 21; 9* \(.ilil..nn.i \rls(.Mm(ilh..Ki;iin

310-825-9261CHARGE
BY PHONE ^^^F '^^^ ^^^^Mmm^^^^ ^ <^ ^- '™^^ 4lil)<«»>ni'iri<ir«».a

* Students With full-time ID Rush at showtime tor students & seniors (limited jvaii i Program date tirtie and price subiect to change

NEWMAN
From page 24

the power of evil as personified by

,

a woman. A love triangle between
the man, his wife and the **other

woman*' make up the central

conflict

Newman's new position as the

Los Angeles P(^s Orchestra's

conductor and director allows him
to present this work to Los
Angeles. During the Golden Age
some moviegoers claimed to go to

the movies just for the live music,

and it's this very tactic Newman
hopes to use to draw attention to

the Pops orchestra and announce
their new season at Royce Hall.

The Los Angeles Pops orchestra

is getting serious about drawing
national attention. In the past some
may have remembered them only

for their fireworks sunrise p)erfor-

mances at the Santa Monica Pier

on the Fourth of July. Now with

Newman as conductor and Sidney

Wiess as Los Angeles Philhar-

monic concertmaster, the
orchestra has a much more profes-

sional profile— they plan to be the

official orchestra for L.A. special

events. A benefit dinner will be

given at the Regency Club after the

show to help raise money for the

orchestra.

MUSIC:The Los Angeles Pops
Orchestra at Royoe HalL Wednesday.
Jan. 29 at 7 p.m. Tix: $45-25. $10 (for

students). Available at the Central

Ticket 0tfk;e. For more info call (310)
825-9261.

flWRES^
From page 21

considered today . . . more politi-

cal, more image oriented, more
preconceived . . . Painting is gen-

erally Considered more aesthetic,

spontaneous, out of control,"

Edwards said.

"My paintings are very tight,

controled and meticulous ... the

photographs are very random in

the sense that the images were

captured spontaneously.

So if you're taking a coffee

break at Kerckhoff or want to see

something more profound than the

Bruin Bear, stop by the Kerckhoff

Art Gallery and enjoy the show.

ART: "Benjamin Edwards: Figures."

On display through Jan. 31 at the

Kerckhoff Art Gallery.

BRUCE
From page 25

Randy Jackson on bass and Jeff

Porcaro on drums, along with

guest singers including Bobby
Hatfield of the Righteous Brothers

and Sam Moore of Sam and Dave.

"Lucky Town," his 11th album,

was recorded after most of

"Human Touch" was complete, in

Springsteen's home studio, also in

Los Angeles. Patti Scialfa,

Springsteen's wife, appears on
' both albums, as do Bittan and
Jackson.

"Human Touch" is to include

these 14 songs: "Human Touch,"
"Soul Driver," "57 Channels,"

"Cross My Heart," "Gloria's
Eyes," "With Every Wish." "All or

Nothin' at All," "Man's Job," "I

Wish I Were Blind," "Long Good-
bye," "Real Man" and "Pony
Boy," all by Springsteen, and
"Roll of the Dice" and "Real

World," by Springsteen and Bit-

tan.
,,

"Lucky Town" is to include

these 10 songs, all by Springsteen:

"Better Days," "Lucky Town,"
"Local Hero," "If I Should Fall

Behind," "Leap of Faith," "Big

Muddy," "Living Proof." "Book of

Dreams." "Souls of the Departed"

and "My Beautiful Rewar4."
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5

Scooter / Cycle Repair 1 16

PARKING
Off-Campus Parking 1 20

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 125

Furniture 126

Garage Sales 127

Miscellaneous 1 28
Musical Instt^uments 1 29

Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 1 3

1

Sports Equipment 1 32
OfficeEquipment 133
Typewriters / Computers 1 34

Ccwnpu8 Happening8 1 Campus Happenings 1 Sports Tickets 5 Personal 10 Personal 10

NATIONWIDE COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIP GROUP
gtiarantee^s sdiojarahipi

up to $SOOO/yr.

Every student is eligible

for some type oF
financial aid regardless

of grades or parental income

Don't Delay Apirfy Today
Call 1-800447-7577 ExtJO

for fice details

Alcoholics Anonymous

MMtlngs
Mon. diaoueekm. Thur. Bookatudy, Fri. Step

Slud^. AU 362S 12:16-1 :1S. FrL 12A>-1900

0863812:19-1300
Fof akjonoaoa or hwfiyiduals who

lww» dflnkiofl pfObleiwa

BRUIN BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED I All

games, good seats. Please call Ray
(310)441-1576.

Bibles - Books
GNIs.

M-Th 10 am - 9:30 prrv

Fr-Sat 10 am - 1 1 pm; Sun 2-6 pm
10884 Weytxim Ave. LA 90024

206^432

Ifll UNIVERSITY OF

I HAVE TWO DUKE STUDENT guest tidcetsf

!

Serious offers only. Sheila 208-0784 evenings

LAKER FANS! Tickets for talc. Most games.
Logc section #36. Approx. $25 exh. Beth
472-7465.

NEED GUEST TKXET for Duke and Arizona

games. Will pay. Doug (818)904-0686.

UCLA BASKETBALL TIX WANTED. Top dollar

paid, call now (213)933-6499.

UCLA DUKE-fARiZONA non-student tickets

wanted. Top dollar paid. (310)395-7295.

WANTED: 4 USC tickets. Need great section.

Call Tom. Days: (618) 593-6116, Evening:
(213) 666-5733

WANTED: Student ticket for Duke and Arizona
games. Will pay top $$$. Call Craig
(310)397-7357.

INSURANCE WAR! I We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

pf
Kappa Alpha Thetan
Congratulates

it's 1991

Pledge Class
V'- i-'

on initiation

^ the actives

I oundcU
1891

COLLEGEOFLAW
APPLYNOW

Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

_,

—

You don t need dental insurance to have a pretty smile
AccTeaueaStfUm cunsses

Next Semester Begins

August 1992
Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Western Association of

Schools and Colleses.

Two Convenient Locations

Encino Campus
5445 Balboa Boulevard

Call:(818)981-4529

La Veme Campus
1950 Third Street

CaU:(7 14)596- 1848

SMILE SPECIAL
FAMILY DENTISTRy (2 1 3J47S-5598

24 hour emergency service

Complete Dental Exam. Ctieck Up. & Cleani-ng

V.I.P.

(reg.ltSO)

new palianlt with ttm coupon only

w«MO icoommodMi pwirts

ofl«r«plr«3-13-92

'^?r,H.!<L7'' SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.
included)

^ ggO Westwood Bh^.
*open eveninas & Saturdays*

Free parKing in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to individuals

and families with no
dental insurance.

X)ur Patients an Special'

UCLA DEPARTMENT OF
CHEMISTRYAND BIOCHEMISTRY

8TH ANNUAL BLACET LECTURES
IN

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

PROFESSOR RICHARD P. TURCO
DEPARTMENT OFATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES, UCLA

Miscellaneous 9 Personal 10 Personal

$75 CHALLENGE. Prove my plan lo stop green
house affect is unworkable, I'll pay 575. Copy
$15 refundable. 1-600-468-2469.-

TENNIS PARTNER NNEDED for any of these

limes M 1-3, T 3-5, Th 3:30-5:30, F 6-10 AM,
Sat AM. Kash 208-7235.

10

//''CHEMISTRY ON ICE: THE OZONE HOLE
MONDAY, JANUARY 27, 1992

4K)0PM 3083 YOUNG HALL
Professor l\irco is an expert in the study of the Chemistry and Physics of

the earth's atmosphere. He is one of the group of scientists who raised the

possibility of "nuclear winter", the catastrophic climatic change that mi^t
l>e produced by a nuclear winter. He and his coworkers identified and

elaborated the physiochemical processes that lead to the formation of the

Antarctic ozone hole. Professor Turco was awarded the Leo Szilard Prize

for physics in the public interest and was the recipient of a MacArthur
Fojndation Fellowship.

WRITING. EDfTING. RESEARCH
Phd gives expert help. Reasonable

Rates, No Papers for sale.

Overnight Service. All Subjects

(310)476-0114

••••••••••••••••••••••

J CONGRATULATIONS TO : J

i KAPPA NEW INITIATES!
\

i( We can't wait to see you it

* In Ctiapter tonight! J
••••••••••••••••••••••

DONT WAIT... ADV^RTJSe
TODAY...

825-2221 206-3060

-, a-

mm
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Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous 9 Personal 10

INFORMATION
Ltgal PiolMlen Pvodueli !• piMM

Tlw ufl^M9« uMd in iw 8M»-um tay ohirin I

Cupiieum (OC) wNdt I* «HbMtod from hot (

, ttw JEA. tfw FA.I.. and mmy (

i

fMlva CpMy SflMK.

ill h^ MmMbnIim i

' NnpflNTIWlM of OIqM, OOUQfWIfk I

I now Ins of Non Lotfwl

«r Mtd TYw invnoUlaor i» not Mm», CN orC< IMT gao; II

O.C. OM io ouiTMtV bring u—dby •>• U.8.

, R lovM nowosl MM mod

I ond owMMg of muoouo mombmnM

RAPE - ROBBERY - MURDER
PONTBEA VICnU

8. Intlommolofy ngonl not on MtoM K# tovgM
a. Non-MMl • wil no* oouoo pMmonMl ln)u(y to «w aoooilont

Small

10-15 shots

1 0-1z range PROTECT YOURSELF WITH THE ULTIMATE
$19.95 aach MON'LETHAL SELFPROTECTION DEVICES

FOR NON'VIOLENTPEOPLE

4 Quidt adng, potoni

s!jiHiH»otlldiiboiht>umonoondontmolilofaDte30wiinutoo^nndto
tfM bMt dotoffoni lof vWouo oog ooMfw
•. eioolM on pMOono undor ttw MlLtonoo of aknhoi or MRsOc* and th« •motionaly dMufbod

7. Conlrino an ulkMtoM dy« SMtolM on tito olin t;p to 72 hour* to aid in pole* idMiMcalon

•. EnvtwnmontoMy accopaWo piopofad and wofitato KEY CHAIN SPf«AYER
9. PrapfMor tormula lo oWMo and non-woMlo
10. NON-fLAMMMBLE
FACTS:
In the time it takes you to road this someone wiN be the victim of an assaultl In the next

hour there will be over 60 robberies. 12 forcible rapes, and 3 murders IVIolent crime Is

Increasing hourly and no community is Immune.Dont thinit it can't happen to you170%

of all assaults are committed on inclividuals within 150 yards of home or business or

withinlO-l5 feet of their car. _.
TIMESAND PLACES miEN THEIR KEYS ARE,MOST LIKELY

TO BE IN THEIR HANDSIfl

•f Tax & Shipping

$5.00

Large

18-22 shots

10-12* range

$24.95 aach

> Tax ft Shipping $5.00

No Class or Permit Required

^^^ ,

THE IMMOBILIZER

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
PERSONAL DEFENSE PRODUCTS
5699 KANAN ROAD SUITE 313

AGOURA.CA91301

KKT Jamie Rico

Thanks for an

unforgettable Inspo

Week. You are a

great big sis!

Love,

YLSAmy

$49.95 each

Tax & Shipping $7.00

(818)991-2189

IODArSH[DAY
Stop Smol<ing

f^Anwrican Heart Association

Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 PersoTKil 10

Get Excited

For Tonight's

Raid!

\/>^'V'-v'V>^\^'\.''Vv^N^^N^-VN.^\^\^'V\/'V\^N^\^N/--v'

aLpba
Thanks its incredible 199M992

President:

Vice President:

Rush Chair:

Scholarship:

Fraternity Educator:

Recording Secretary:

Corresponding Secretary:

Treasurer:

Administrative Asst.:

Philanthropy:

Chapter P.R.:

House Manager:

Panhellenic Rep:

Social Exchanges:

Social Parties:

Chaplain:

Sisterhood Chair:

Linda Martin

Patricia Juhn
Maggie Swartz

Anne Shelby

Lisa Spangenberg

Brooke Henderson

Lynn Bagge

Cindy Whinington
Amanda Sommeifield

Karin Hayes

Kristin RouiKe

VickiHess

Tiffany VE^mze)

Daisy Tormc
Stefanie Lingle

CocoPrahl -
- '

Karen Stevens

Congrats to our
President:

Vice PresidenL

Rush Chair:

Scholarship:

Fraternity Educator:

Recording Secretary:

Corre^x>nding Secretary:

Treasurer:

Administrative Asst.:

Philanthropy:

Chapter PR.:

House Manager:

Pamhellenic Rep:

Social Exchanges:

Social Parties:

Chaplain:

1992-1993
Tiffany Wentzel

Julie Crowder

Heather Brown
Kelly Ching

Jenny Rinella

Lynn Sanchez

Charlotu Fabrknjs

Lisa Pondrom
Jenn Harriger

Bonnie Lemon
Moniquc Morin

Lisa Spang

Mahala Snyder

Aivia Tuvilla

Jen Whitelaw

MaryAnn Barulich

EXECUTIVE BOARD

Congratulations to the New Initiates

ofDelta Gamma

Jennifer Barendrecht

Jennifer Bates

Natalie Bruce

Leanna Creel

Corecia Davis

Jody Green

December Greene

JenniferHagerman

Jennifer Hansen
Morgan Hart

Keri Hattich

Cynthia Hernon
Yvonne Kiggens

Jenny Krumm
Mia Lambert

Charlotte Panattoni

Erin Pensinger

Julie Regan

Kim Seward

Erika Slack

Diane Sullivan

Adrienne Turner

Melissa Upp

Cassie Vickers

Christy Wilson

We are so happy to welcomeyou home

L^
I.T.R your AFsisters

D O T!!r D O ^D O tVD Oir D O tVD O TirQq T^n O Tlir

J

DO I -«pesi o^

The ladies of Delta Gamma
welcome the Men's

Basketball team
to Join us for dinner

at our house tonite

at 5:15 p.m.

Research Subjects 12 Reseorctr^SubJects —TT

I V

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and

65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1

month and in relatively good health are needed.

Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

SSVi

:::W

M«m*m««impii4iP!«ni!«mmn««

$^5

1
m

Mbiii liiiMJ

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Ciilamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and"

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to $1 00/wk or more.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880
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PI Beta Phi
would like to congratulate our
Incredible new Initiates!

Nicole Anderson
Jennifer Bonk
Terra Belt

Virginia Bergman
Jennifer Chun
Tony Cohen
Molly Cooper
Monica Creel

Kristin Elo

Kathleen Fallon

Lisa Garbutt
Amanda Heavner
Lorl Jadon
KImberly Johnson
Helen Jukic

Natasha Lakamp
Shaun Lockle

Michelle Mathot
Joy McFarland
Tania Mlllette

KImberly Pullls

Jenhl Pulos

Cherry Punsalon
Michelle Quinby
Karlna Stevenson
Dana Vallely

Annie Van Buren

Kelly White

Cindy Williams .

We are all SO proud of youl WelcmetonBO!

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Help Wanted
BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjectfi<will receive $20 and a free develop-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LQSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 19-49.

Urxier dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For info call (310)828-3887

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 year* nawtod for UCLA
rcsealv project. Receive ^20 and i free

developnr^ental evaluation.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CRONHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD

research study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatnr>ent. Dissertation study. Ages

18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or

(310)471-3672.

MALES AGE 18-40 needed for antibiotic

pharmacology study on three separate days.

Contact Drs. Holt or Barriere at UCLA.
206-4952 or 825-8017.

OVERWEIGHT WOMEN AGED 20-50: Lose

up to 2 lbs. per week. If you are 20-70 lbs.

overweight & able to make a commitment for

2'A years, you may be eligible to participate in

a free UCLA research project. Call Janice at

(310)206-0290.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer

wHlnca Pedis needed for new research study.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid for Info. (310)828-8887.

JJCLA ANXIETY DISORDERS BEHAVIORAL
CRAM. ArtrK>ur>ctng treatment for p»rtc,

ogoraphobia, ger>eralized anxiety, animal

phobias & claustrophobias. Also, studies for

persons who wake out of sleep with feelings of

panic. Prof. Kraske, (310)825-8403.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED-Caucasian and Ja-

panese male and female ages 25-35 to study

the effects of UV on human skin, 6 month
study. Volunteers will be paid $1200. For

nwre information call (310) 828-8887.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning

experience.825-0392.

DISORDERS— ADULT
ITHRECURREMTOR

::iliiiBPiiiuUGHT$? REPETrrrvE
ACfililiS THAT i^^'Tyy^Ri^w^
fiiiiiiiii^iitwMiSiiiiii^^ for

MAY RECEIe free PHYSICAL EXAM, LAB
TESTSANiMAY EARN Ulll) $480. CALL

310-854-4151
^k^ di*HMiiMMiMi MWM*MiMiiiMMMMMM*MMi*UiMUMMMUiMMMMi*iMMiMMMMiMia

Wonted 15 Healtti Services 22

INTERN WANTED for motion picture produc-

tion company. Outgoing personality & inter-

esting industry. College credit.

(310)281-0708.

SWATCH WANTED old/new model 83' to 91

'

Will buy or trade. (714)846-9152 MIKE.

UCLA FERTILITY CENTER oocyte (egg cell)

donor program now open. Qualified donors

receive $2000. All donors welcome. Asians

needed. Information: (310)206-8218.

Salons 21

MODELS NEED FREE cuts, pemrv, color.

Tues-Wedi. Call SASHA 470-9094 or

306.7832.

Ofereaters Anonymoiis -|

H.O.W.
IbtstfIf NCKNI

Ncaro Psychiatric lastltirtt lai|dia|

oaatM-Mll

Health Sen^lces 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)786-0636.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ couples/

families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-

lems. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY GROUPS.
Dynamic, caring, professionally led ongoing

groups. Explore family problems, relatior^hip

patterns, work and career concerrw, esteem

issues, addiction and recovery. Improve com-

mi^ication skills and self confidence. Lisa

Fr^el MFCC (213)398-9385.

100 People
needed to lose

wei^tand
make money.
Call 84 hour

hotline.

310-888-1833

$200-$500 WEEiaY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801 -379-2900 Copyright »CA1 1 KDH.

$4O,00G/yr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple ^like/don't like' form. EASY! Fun,

relaxing at honr>e, beach vacations. Guararv

teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2925 Copyright »CA11KEB. '

ART/DESIGN STUDENTS. SANTA MONICA
pidture fratinf. Needs sale^ranr>e designer.

P/T. 3 afiwnoom and Sat. <5

1

0)828-6866.—
ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company needs

help. Work from your honf>e, doing various

jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

BEVERLY HILLS. Medical office/clerical. P/T

hours flexible. Hl^r. Word processing, MS
word helpful. (310)474-5747.

BOOKKEEPER, P/T, for attorney/investor. Ex-

perienced Macintosh, 5(Xvpm, excellent

phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
557-2315.

BOOKKEEPER NEEDED ASAP w/a bachelor's

degree in accounting or related major. Cur-

rently studying for MBA. ExperiefKe in Lotus

123 and bookkeeping. Will train. 25-3(Vhours

per week. Wilson or Lashon. (310)207-9337.

$12-13A^r depending on experience.

BRIGHT, ENERGETIC, self motivated indivi-

dual needed for bed and breakfast in Venice.

Flexible hours. (310) 823-1966. Call Betty

Lou.

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will

work around classes. Sunset Village Dining

Sen/ices. $6.63/hr. 206-7686. Contact Paul

Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting

APP's for Winter Quarter.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, comnr>ercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

MODELS
iinle'l lj,' f'ti'l'-^Muiun rlu

Call (818)508-8680

8 p€K>ple needed
Bars np t* ii^hr.

•fm*

CaU (SU)45S.1817

Egg Donors
Needed

Are you interested in

helping an infertile couple

in achieving their dream of

having a cmld and also be

financially compensated?

If SO, we are in need of

women from all ethnic

backgrounds age 24-34.

For details please call

Pacific Fertility Center—
Torrance

310/539-9100
800/989-9890

10 Personal 10 Perional 10
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g CONGRATULATIONS ON A |

I
SUCCESSFUL INSPO WEEK >

I
We Love You and Are So Proud of You! w

I<
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30 Help Wanted

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL or^board/landside

available. Year-round & sunrtmer positions.

(612)643-4333.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING —
$2,000-»-/nK>nth -f world travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, the Carribean, etc.). Holiday, Sumnr>er and
Career Employment available. No experience

r>ecessary. For employment program call

1-206-545-4548 ext. C234.

DATA ENTRY, min. SSwpm Temporary/Part

Time. Call between 10-2. Mrs. Griffin

(3 10)559-8823.

ENJOY WORK TAKING PHOTOS! Great pay!

For more information send stamped envelope:

YKP Photo Offer, P.O.Box 19310-A, LA, CA
90019.

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT/Westwood sought by

Attorr>ey/Producer. Must be a recent graduate

who is intelligent, organized, personable,

trustworthy, self starter, chic, style conscious

and creative. This unique job entails challeng-

ing, fun arxi interesting duties in a fast-paced

environment. Macintosh and office skills

needed. $1 2.5(Vhr., bonus and benefits. Avail-

able immediately. Please fax resume with

cover letter to Ingrtd at (310)475-9966.

FILECLERK, P/T, needed for doctor's officce.

208-2442.
.

FLOWER SHOP TEMPORARY HELP, for Val-

entine's, SALES, needed 10th-14th, DRIVERS,
needed 14lh only. For information call

272-4143.

FT. MEDICAL OFFICE POSITION. Front/back

office assistant. Private practice on campus.

Experience '«»auired. Full benefits. Ceri

(310)824-0068.

FT/Pr-^BJVER, wAnowledge of LA area,

well-paid. (310)556-77^. -

GENERAL OFFICE & GOFER. Nonsmoker.

Mon, Wed, Fri. moming^, 6-8 hrs/week.

(310)820-4292.

\\m\mm Mwlel A Talent
ManageHieMt

lAcxlek immImI, no espeiieiic« nacaMary
for mxlalinf commareiAl A miuie vidoo.

Call today for appoinunent
(213)247-«001

Baverly HilU 90210

BV HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD PLATELETS SAFELV

For .nlorm.Tiioii

,8181986 3G»n

Cancer pat cuts througf^Okit LA
tx»iic!it ffO"' vo. • Diirtic i);<!.on

(.A K I

lii4 V.-^'^ N.v'i H'vci

Do you Like to Talk?

This is the perfect job for

you. Earn $7/hr. plus

bonus. Evening + weekend
hours available.

Training provided.
Sharpen your

communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

1083 Gayley Ave. - 4th Floor

30 Help Wanted 30

GERMAN SPEAKING marketing student

r>eeded to make phone sales calls to German
department stores. Contact Mr. Rowen, phone
(310)278-1070, fax (310)278-1048.

CROWING SANTA MONICA software firm

needs engir>eering students for part-time tech-

nical data analyst positions. $7.50 — $1G^r.

Call D1 0)450- 1452 for info.

MAKE MONEY NOW!
Dykstra Food Service has >

Openings

Flexible Schedule,

On Campus Work
$6.63/Hr. - APPLY TODAY

CaU 825-5476

LAW FIRM
oeG(Js motivatetd person to

do challenging legal ancj

clerical tasks

Great Experience to fiel(j.

Please send resume

vv GPA. available times

for, interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

ENTRY LEVEL
Th« Rader Institute
The notions lorgest providar of eoting

disonkrs treatment seeks students for

entry level, markettmL sales.

communication positkNi. IVschoK)gy

major a plus. Part time, flexible hours,

potential counsebig, dinical

opportunity. Sahry DOE.

Call47t-8i3«Mt.201.

PAID INTERNSHIPS!

(POSITIONS LIMITED)

Applications/Interviews

being taken now for

the best summer
business internship and

training you can find

Eam 6-12.QQ0-K while

managing your branch

of University Painting

Professionals during

Summer 1991 Call

1-800-KALL-UPP today

^
p**^
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INTERIOR DESIGNER ASSISTANT. $€^r.
aOhrsAMcek, flexible hours. Light bookkeep-
ing, sales, marketing, room to grow. All

majors. (310)243-0428.

IRANIAN NATIVE Biology major needed to

translate from Iranian to English.
(213)474-6351, ask for May.

IKZENCED NURSE PRACTITIONER or Regis-

tered Nurse for Beverly Hills Dermatology
Practice. (310)550-7661.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research
and make $$ P/T. Distribute condoms. Perfect

Health. (805)655-5624.

MALE MODELS. Earn $1 50A^r. or more, boyish
and/or athletic 18-24. Clean shaven face,

little or no chest hair. Playgirl
style magaiines/nudity required. No experi-

ence necessary. Internationally known photo-
graphcr. Brad, (213)392-4248

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,
Attractive people wanted for nude photos.

Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4.586.

MASSEUSE FOR BUSY PRACTICE. Afternoon
and evening hours. Flexible. Chris
(213)558-6875.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MESSENGER: Beverly Hills acctxjoting firm

ncc^l^T messenger/ light office work. Must be
dependable; have own car. M-F, 1-6pm.
(310)274-9922.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

MODELS NEEDED. $1 5(Vhr. For upcoming
shows and print ads. No height or experience
needed. (818) 301-9545.

MOTHER'S HELPER/DRIVER needed for 9
year old boy. Male/Female, 3.7:30pm, own
car required. (310) 274-1806.

MUSIC/ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY IN-
TERN NEEDED. Production/management
company near campus. Meet recording artists/

celebrities. Make great contacts in film, TV.
Flexible schedule. Class credit.
(310)470-5970.

NEED DELIVERY drivers and Flower arrangers
week of Feb. 10. Will train call )on at

WilshireFlorist. (310) 208-8747.

NEED RELIABLE PERSON with van or pick-up
truck to deliver and retrieve equipment for

children's parties. $1(Vhr. (310)399-2482.

NEED STUDENTS to make basic math word
problems. WordPerfect 5.1 . Home/office. Call
(213)365-8008.

OFFICE HELP for attorney, some typing, com-
puter, messengering, general office. 10+hr^
wk. $7-S8/hr doe. Iris (310)273-2248.

PART TIME, 10-15 hrs/week, bookkeeper for

real estate company. Must have knowledge of
Macintosh computers, and bookkeeping soft-

ware, (i.e. Dollars and Sense.) Hrs. Flexi-

ble.$8- 1 tVhr depending on qualifications. Call
Greg Pearlman. (213) 478-7922.

PART-TIME REAL ESTATE assistant needed.
Hours flexible. Call Rich (310)470-6200.

Security Pacific Bank
10731 W. Pico Blvd. WLA

NOW HIRING PART-TIME TELLERS
EXCELLENT FUTURE JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FOR INFO CALL

SHIRLYEBROX 552-4360
OR

SHAHRIAR DAHESH 552-4348

Kill Your

Roommate??
XOiCiLTA \LW

0\L!
Mow to '^(1'^ Ci.nk'X'

Koomni.Uc's w.iitini;

824-0836

PLACEMENT COMPANY looking for talent

scouts to help us find nxxlels for print +
commision work. Top corrwnisions paid. Call

(213)883-1625.

PT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarships—
Internships. Call now (818)345-4479 .

PT RECEPTIONIST with medical interest for

busy B.H. Ob/Gyn office. Tues + Thurs eves,
4-1 0pm. Every other Sunday, 9am-6pm. Call
274-8353, ask for Cheryl, 9-12 or 2-5.

RECEPTIONIST WANTED for Beverly Hills

Laws firm. Contact Michelle at (31 0)274-6683.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic
people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas, $15^r. Flexible hours. Training
provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)821-4343.

SECRETARY/ FULL-TIME; detail oriented,
MUST know WordPerfect, good phone skills.

Contact: Fred (213)934-5000, salary open.

STUDENT WORK, Retail/Customer service.

$8.20 starting. Part time, schedule around
school. Eves, weekends available. No door to

door, ect. Call (310) 396-1479.

Get a Summer lob
on a Salmon Fishing

Boat in Alaska

Make up to $30,000 in 3 months.
70-page illus. guide wArahiable

employment info & list of 1,500

contacts. Must hurry!!! Boats hiring

now!!! Send $16.95 -i- $3 mailing to:

King Salmon Publishing, Box
2942, Dept. «B, Seal Beach, CA
90740. Allow 2-3 wks.
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Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel•Westwood Village

Cable TV»Microwave •Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk«w/KITCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm suites available

31 0/208-2241

NorthrMge $275 up. 500 furnished unit student

housino facility. Sfiaied or private units, wilt) or

wttfKNJi Idlcliens. Private baltis. Pool, jaciczi.

recreation room. 1/2 hour drive to UCiA Open year

round. Free t)rochure. Northridge Campus

Residence, 9500 Zeizah. Northridoe, CA, 91325

(ffii)iai*i7i7

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INtERNSHIP,
interviews now tal(ing place. Gain valuable
experience managing all aspects of a
successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance fof interviews. Call
Triple "A" Student painters for information

now, 1(800)394-6000.

WOULD YOU STUFF ENVELOPES for

$1000/weei<? Send self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Image Enterprises, P.O. Box 1 19,
SimI Valley, CA 93062.

JODS ^nfOfiTuci

^ I Part-time
Positions

Joinonccf the premier "Big Six" accounung finns inapan-timc position
assisting our tax professionals in the upcommg busy season. Your activities

will range from general clerical duties to basic Tax Form 1 040 preparation.
You will also be involved in:

• Data entry, changes, and tax return printing for computer-based
tax processing

• Review of printed tax returns for verification of input
• Light tax worlcpaper and return preparation

• Filing of tax worlqpapers, correspondence, and bUling files

• General clerical work
To qualify, you'll need basic clerical and data entry skills. Accounting

and business majors are preferred, but well consider all enthusiastic
candidates.

The part-time positions are needed from February 1 . 1992 through April
15, 1992. Hours will be 20 or more per week, with flexible scheduling in
the everungs and weekends. Positions are at two locations: Downtown Los
Angeles m our Japanese Practice Unit (no requu^ement to speak Japanese)
and Woodland HiUs. A Valley resident is preferred for the Woodland Hills
position.

For consideration, please reply to John Bertrand, Director of Recruit-
ing. Deloiue & Touche, 1000 WUshire Blvd.. Suite 1500. Los Angeles. CA
90017. DeloittcA Touche is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

^
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR WORKf
Distribution looking to build quality
sale and management team. F/T or P/T.

$15-$45A>r. or commission depending on
experience. Must be 18. Day or night.

Contact Randy Ruben.(31 0)474-2488.

Luxury Living At
Student Prices!

. H—tww Mwri ^tr t

ato Bathroom and Showorl
Imanta wniitli

• Navar mora than two atudonla par KoomI
• Safa. quial anvironmani
• Htm laundry and varKttng maohinaal
• Saparata atudy and TV toungm '"
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STUDENT WORK. Retail/ customer service.

$8.20 starting, part-time. Schedule around
school Eves, weekends available. No door-to-
door, etc Call (310)396-1479.

TWO POSITKDNS: one requires Spanish bil-

ingual, wordprocessing experience, good typ-
ing skills. Flexible hours, Wilshire & West-
wood law office/ Sid Diamond.
(310)475-0481.

US MAIL JOBS $1

1

.77 to $14.90 $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No ExperierKe Neces-
sary. 1-900-680-4454 cxt. 0214.

VARSITY TRACK COACH February 3-May 9,
M-F 3-5 pm. $1 400/season, experience neces-
sary. VARSITY GIRLS SOFTBALL COACH.
February 3-May 9, M-F 3-5 pm, $1 400/sea$on,
experience necessary CHEERLEADING/PEP
SQUAD MODERATOR Two dayVweek, 3-5
pm, ASAP. Maureen: (213)461-3651; call for

»PP<

WANTED.TO WORK ON A US. SENATE
CAMPAIGN. PT evening, 3-4 hours, 1-3

-days/week. $5/hr. Contact Pamela.
(310)478-6602.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move- in bonus. Furnished/unfurnished, ba-
chelors, singles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to UCLA.
A^, pool, elevator, 555 Levering 208-7634.
Managed by Moss & Co.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-
talented writers. Paperback novels, non-fiction
books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

DUE TO MURPHY'S LAW, writer who is blind
Still needs an assistant for the academic year
(213)396-5062.

Job Opportunities 32

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSITA^ISTORIAN, sharp
Individ needed for WLA n'>edical office for
patient services, front office organizations,
patient, history, word processing, and
clerical,bilingual a plus, fax resume to Susan
(310)475-8294.

FAST FUNDRAISINC PROGRAM— Fraterni-
ties, sororities, student clubs. Earn up to
$1000 in one week. Plus receive $1000 bonus
yourself. And a FREE WATCH just for callinjs

1-800-932-0528, ext.65.

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR MESSENGER for
CPA Firm — Century City— P/T. Duties
include:invenlory control, knowledge of
Lotus 123, deliveries, some heavy lifting.

Must have own car. Hourly wage & benefits.
Call Lesley Davis (310)553-7880.

IMMEDIATE OPENING. National maH<eting
firm expanding in South Bay. Seeks career
motivated Individuals. Will train. Miss
Perkins, (310)536-9197.

Medical asst/receplionist, sharp individual
needed for multi-specialty office in Encino,
front and back office, must have 2 yrs experv
Bilingual, computer skills are pluses, (m
resume to Susan (310)475-8294.

RETAIL SALES, PART-TIME. Childrens clothing
store. Westside Pavilion #229. Monday-
Thursday 3:30-9:30. Call (310)441-1896.

SAVE A LIFE! UCLA EMS hiring EMTs for
transport ambulance. F/T students only
$6.62/hr (310)206-8886

EXCITING NEW RECORD CO. Zoo Entertain-

nr>ent needs an A&R intern. Are you interested?

Call Shari at (213)467-4201.

FEMALE TO SHARE spacious 2 bedroorTV2
bath in WLA. Close to LICLA/buslines. Own
room/bath for only $450.
444-7185/208-5167.

GET YOUR FOOT IN THE DOOR! Film
production co. seeks bright, nwtivated interns.

School credit, some pay. Jackie 820-6733.

Ctiild Core Wanted 35

BABYSITTER WANTED afternoons to care for

3 children. Must have car. (31 0)473-61 1 7 after

7pm

BABYSITTER/DRIVER FOR 8-YR-OLD. Tu-Th
afterrtooins. Own car. Responsible, good
driver. 818-788-9965.

CHILDCARE FOR 8 & 3yr/old. 2:00-1 1 :30pm,
M-F. Call Vicki, 478-1682, before 2pm. In

Westwood.

CHILDCARE, 15-25 hn/week. One child.

WLA. English and references required.
(310)476-1833, after 4pm.

UCLA PROFESSOR AND WIFE need sitter for 2

children ages 6 and 9. Looking for reliable

indiviual with a car who enjoys children and
has some experience, 1:30-5:00 M-F,
$6.5Q/Tir. Contact Liz or Michael (310)
470-4467 evenings.

WLA 3-4—AFTERNOONVWEEK. 1-<iilld.

Must have car. Aid with schoolwork.
References required. $6/hr. Kathleen
(310)839-6008 eves, after 6:00pm.

Apartments for Rent 49

112 DAVISON SHARP CABIN WALK TO
WARMING HUT, 3 bdrm, 1 bath, fireplace.

$130K David (310)376-8871 540-0602.

424 LANDFAIR. Available now. 2-bed/1 -bath,
also single. Garden setting, pool, next to
UCLA. 459-1200.

$425 SINGLE APARTMENT Palms area.

(213)837-9616.

• W^ht Room and Qama Fkx>ml
•PlantyofFraaPaikinal
• Danoaa. partiaa. moviaa, aaoapa tr^.
baibaouaa. ooncartt, lacturaa and rmral

it's all waiting loryou in beautilul Bel Air, only tweh/e minuted from UCLAI

The University of Judaism Residence Halls
310-476-9777, ext 259

ii<i<E ri:n 1

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP
JRN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 R

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735
870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

I'KOI TSSIONAl.l.V MA.\.\(,M) m MOSS \ ( ().

$465 IN BEVERLY HILLS. Lg bachelor. Utilities

included. Newly decorated. 21 7 S.Tower Dr.
(21 3)852-0880/(81 8)789-5429. By appolnt-
ment only.

$650, 1 bedroom, 1/2 block to bus to UCLA,
international students w^lcoa>e, nice area
(310) 450-2655.

AMAZING 2-BED/2-BATH 'WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, enclosed patio. Brand r>ew carpet,
shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

portation & UCLA. (213)475-6717.

BEACH 1 -block from this large 2-bedroom in

traditional Venice duplex. UCLA buses,
'A -block. Stove, refrigerator, washer/ dryer,
parking. $1075. 399-1639.

BEVERLY HILLS STUDIO w/ kitchen.
$S5Q^nr>o. $550 security. Refrigerator, oven.
Nice yard. (310)278-4066.
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BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-875/MO. 2-BED-
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR iKl SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX. V. BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (31 0)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS. Female roommate wanted,
own room & bath. Great area, quiet, parking,

new place. $600/mo/obo. Christy
(310)276-7282.

BRENTWOOD. 11719 Mayfield, #8.
3-bdrrT\/2bth. New carpet, stove,refrigerator.

1-year lease. No pet. $1300/mo.
(310)459-3736.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury

apartment, fireplace, intercom, built- ins, pa-
tion and more. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicente.

11661 Goshen. No Pet6. (310)820-1717

BRENTWOOD, $550 bachelor, $675 single,

free utilities, $1250 2bd/2ba, New security

building, prime area. Best Deals, 508 Barring-

ton (310) 934-5000.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful sunny 2-bcdroom/
2-bath apartment. 2 parking spaces. Laundry.
Quiet building. $895. 550-6755.

EXTRA LARGE BACHELOR, private entrance,

patio, refrigerator, HOT plate, non-smoker,

$595, utilities included, Bundy south of
Sunset. (310)476-1815.

FURNISHED/UNFURNISHED. 1 Bed. Older
building. 2 Blocks West of UCLA.
$70(ymonth. 824-0532.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (310)398-8579.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,
furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, and
carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3258
OveiLmiii2t 3)837.3013,

PALMS. 2-bed/1-bath $725, hardwood floors,

mini-blinds, appliances, near bus. Cats okay.

(310)390-3076.

PALMS 1-BEDROOM $685/MO,
2-BEDROOM/2-BATH $85(VMO. Fireplace,

private patios, dishwasher, refrigerator,

stove,security building,parking, pool, and
laundry. (310) 473-7860. ,

PALMS. 1 -bedroom, unfurnished $565 or

furnished $580. Near bus to UCLA. 837-7755,
4-7pm only.

PALMS 2-BED/2-BATH. Security alarm, fire-

place, new carpet. $895/mo. (310)839-8862.

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD
3INGI ES OrjC .s TWO BDI^M ,

'".ATED <:.ARA^-,E BALT ;Nv
POOL JACDZZI FlREPLACf-
WALK !N CLUSETS FULl
KITCHEN DibH VVAbHER
REC ROOM PUOL TABiJ-
VIDEO GAMES lAUNDRY
FACILITY GAS A WATER PAID
f^ROM S3 2S PRSN
ROOMMATES AVAILABLE

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

PALMS, $495, bright spacious single. Upper.

Parking. Most utilities included.
(310)397-8058.

PALMS. $620. One-bedroom. Appliances,

pool, covered parking, laundry. 3455 Jasmine.

No pets 454-4754.

PALMS. $765. Large 2-bedroom, upper, new
carpet/paint, built-ins, refrigerator, patio,

2-car parking. 476-6532

PALMS $795. Bright, huge, 2-bedroom. Lo( of

closets, stove, refrig., paric, laundry, pool. 5

minutes to UCLA. 301-6559, 305-7117.

PALMS $950, 2-bed/2-bath, A/C, 4-years

new, 9-minutes UCLA by bus. 10737 PALMS
(213)838-5039.

PALMS, BEAUTIFUL 1 -bedroom, $800 2+2,

$975 up unfurnished, cathedral, high ceilings,

skylights, fireplace, patios, security build.,

near all, easy move-in. Friendly manager.
(310)815-8908.

PALMS: Large 1 bd. $590. Large kitchen. Stove,

refrig. Front parking. Close to UCLA. Transpor-

tation to campus. Call (310)479-1470.

PICO/ROBERTSON. Large 3-bed/2-bath. Up-
per w/patio. New carpet, paint, and drapes.

$1,150. (310)204-1339.

SANTA MONICA, NEW GARDEN STUDIO in

private house. Utilities/garage included. Quiet
person. $650. (310)338-2825.

'

SHERMAN OAKS, 2+2, $750. Gated, central

air and heat, dishwasher, garage, fireplace.

13406 Moorpark. (818)222-8298.

SOUTH OF OVERLAND. 1-bed, $695. With
refrigerator and stove. (310)837-7513.

SPACIOUS 3-BED/ 2-BATH duplex, $1275,
Olympic/ Flairfax, 1-year lease, no pets,

washer/ dryer, porch, (310)207-2490.

$885 SPACIOUS 1-BED. Furnished/
unfurnished, hardwood floors, stove, refrigera-

tor. Walk to village/UCLA. Sleeps 3.

(310)208-4478.

STOP LOOKING! Great 1 -bedroom apart-

ment. Stove and refrigerator. Near Palms and
Overland. $595-$625/mo. EZ move-in terms.

Days (310)206-1193, eves (818)981-2304.

VENICE, $635, 1 -bedroom, V, -block beach,
park ing rnctudar BTTn39r8U!»«.

VENICE BEACH, charming single. Walk to

beach. Unfurnished. Refrigerator. Call now for

lowest rent. 55a6755. ^
VENICE, SINGLE, V, -block from beach, hard-

wood floors. $475. (310)399-7605.

WEST HOLLYWOOD AREA: 1 bed. Charm-
ing, new gray carpet, vertical blinds, ap-

pliances, parking, laundry. $590.
(213)653-3112.

WEST HOLLYWOOD AREA: 1 -bed, charm-
ing, brite, HARDWOOD FLOORS, ap-

pliances, laundry, parking. $650.
(213)653-3112.

DIAMOND HEAD APTS
Westwood

single-furn/unfurn from
$725

1 -bedroom -furn/unfurn

from $850
Security building, Security

garage. Rec
Room, Jacuzzi, Sauna

660 Veteran
208-2251

Large Newly
Remodeled

1&2 Bedroom Units
Beverlywood -

WLA Area
Receive Free
Microwave

$575 . $825
Call 657 '8756

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,

saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

decl<, 2 car parlcing In

secure garage, vy/lll allov^

4 students per

apartnnent.

From $1200 -$1300

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

Special Student
Discounts!

From $750*

**MinutesfromUCI-A**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios. 1s and 2s

•Pool. Spa. Fitness Center. Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

(SiM
Apartmerts

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Dally 9-S. No Pets.

*0n SeloctBd Units

An R & B Managed Property EHO

Westwood Village
2\)(\/2

Short term available
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WEST LA. Studio $697 and l-bdrm S867.
Luxury, gated living. City views, rooftop pool

and spa. Quiet and friendly. VISA/MC. Sedana
Village. (310)280-0692.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. Sunny single, mod-
ern kitchen, excellent condition, small build-

ing. Close to UC(.A. Bus access. $575.
(310)474-8608.

WESTWOOD 2 bed/ 2 bath, security, park-

ing,refrigeratos, microwave, dishwasher,
stove, balcony, fireplace, air conditioning,

pool, Jacuzzi, laundry room. $1100-1300.
(310)824-0833

WESTWOOD. $775/mo. 1622 S. Beverly Glen
#10. 1-bdrm/1-bth. Rear upper. 1-year lease.

No pets. (310)459-3736.

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM LXILA.* Beauti-

ful & new 2-bed/2-bath apt. designed for

ROOMMATES! 475 Cayley. Call
(310)824-3715. FREE ROOMMATE
SERVICE!!!

WLA 1+1, gated, furnished/unfurnished, 1

month free with lease. 5 min LJCLA. $725.
(310)312-3638

WLA, 1-BDRM, bike or bus to campus, new
carpet, stove, refrigerator. $695. 1850 Colby.
477-0725.

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
1 BDRMI

Starting at $550
move-in aSiowance

208-3S90 (Bt8) 709-42d4

WALK TO UOA/WSTWD
SPAQOUS
2 master suites

2 bath -t- balcony

Students/Roommates Welcome

$11CX) negotiable w/ lease

• refrig •dishwasher•A/C•

•controlled entry

•

• parking*elevator*

519 Glenrock 215-208-4835

WESTWOOD PLAZA
APARTMENTS

Directly across from
mid-campus UCLA

Fumished&Unfumished

Bachelors from $550
Singles from $600 to $750

1 BdrmsftDm$750to$900

2Bdmris/2Bth from $1200

Variable Lenghth Leases
-i

501-505 Gaiytey Ave.

(111)208-8505

WLA 1-BR. $650. Built-ins, patio, laundry,

parking. 1412 Brockton. (818)368 6732.

WLA, $425-$650, singles, 1 -bedroom. Light,

spacious, security. Apartments to share also

available. (310)276-1671, (310)626-2818

WLA, $595/mo •»- utilities. Small, private,

1-bdrm. Appliances, parking, side-yard. Pet?

559-1560 or 474-3111.

WLA $680. Large 1-bed. Pool, laundry, ap-

pliances, BBQ, quiet upper. 1621 West^ate

Ave. (310)820-1121. — --

WLA, $750, 1 -bed/ 1 -bath. Fireplace, balcony,

fridge, A/C. 1635 Brockton Ave. Days:

(310)670-4233. Eves: (310)641-4182.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single, kleal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (310)477-4832.

WLA/CHEVIOT HILLS. Newer 1 -bed lofl-style,

$825. 2bec|/2 bath, $975. Must see. Close to

campus. (310)841-6203.

WLA/PALMS, 2bed/1bath. $850, Security

building. 2bed/2bath $975, air, dishwasher,

fireplace, newly decorated. 3be(V2bath,

$1 145, air, dishwasher, lar^e closets, security

building. (310) 471-0663.

WLA SINGLE, gated, furnished, unfurnished,

quiet, refrig, parking. 5-min. UCLA $525.

(310)312-3638.

2-BEDROOMS, IVi -BATHROOMS, security
parking, balcony, fireplace, living room, di-

ning room, refrigerator, laundry. 1 1 789 Mon-
tana Ave. $1200. (310)453-2902 or
(310)476-5380.

ONE BEDROOM: WILSHIRE/ROBERTSON.
Newly decorated. For one person. $625 in-

cluding utilities. (213)652-7576.

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

large single, 1 or 2 people okay. 667-669
Levering Ave. (310)206-3215

Apts. Unfurnished 51

1-8ED/1-BATH. UPPER. 10745 La Grange.

Refrigerator. $795. Close te UCLA. 475-6165.

$740. 2-BED/ 1-BATH. Upper. Stove, refriger-

ator, near Pico— La Cienega. By appointment.

(310)279-2002.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bcdroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

HOLLYWOOD HILLS - Super studio $677,
opulent one bdrm %777, teriffic two bdrm
$1057. Great choices, fabulous city views,

pool, fitness gym, gated parking, EZ travel to

campus. 7400 Hollywood Blvd near Fairfax.

851-8620.

SPACIOUS SINGLE w/full kitchen. Walk to

UCLA; only $600/mo plus FREE PARKING
SPACE. (310)208-5588.

UNFURNISHED LARGE SINGLE available

within walking distance of campus, $625
utilities included, call Paul at (310) 824-9754.

WESTWOOD 2BD/2BATH. Refrigerator.

1 Vj mi to UCLA. Close to bus stop. Close to bus

stop. $995. 475-6165.

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. 2-3 bedrooms.

$795-1 295/mo. 5 minutes to UCLA. Gated,

luxurious, refridgerator, dishwasher, parking.

(310)477-8189.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED IMMEDIAT-
LEY; 2.bed/ 2-bath -f all amenities. Walk to

UCLA. $340. (310)208-5123. Manager
208-4394.

FEMALE WANTED: non-smoker, clean
roommate to share huge room in a classy

apt. Full

445-5315.
amen., in-unit W/D, $350 call

FRIENDLY FEMALE NEEDED TO SHARE
ROOM. VERY NICE 2bed/2bath dose to
campus. Parking $375/fTH). (310)624-5722.

FURNISHED BEDROOM in beautiful quiet
Beverly Hills adjacent 2-bedroom apartment.
$425/mo. Ron (818)888-9 307,
1(800)649-9307.

HOLLYWOOD. VERY NICE HOME. M/F.
Must like pets. 525 - utilities. May trade dog
care for portion of rent. (213)874-9102.

MALE ROOMMATE TO JOIN 2 guys in

1 -bed/1 -bath. $300/mo. Close to campus. Call

Joe (310)208-6899.

WLA. $725. 1426 Barrington Ave: Large

modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.
(310)837-0761.

Apartments to Share 52

1647 BARRINGTON, masterbedroom needes
female in rose garden townhouse. Cats, many
extras, $640/mo. (310) 478-5811.

1 -FEMALE ROOMMATE with 3 other females.

2-bed/2-bath, pool, Jacuzzi, security parking.

$350/mo. Kim 208-2796.

$315/MO. SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM
APT. w/ male rK)n-smoker & 2 cats. Security

bldg. & parking, quiet neighborhood, xlr>t. bus
connections, 1% miles to UCLA. 575-1503.

$375! WESTWOOD CONDO. Share room in

2bd/2Vi bt. Female. All luxuries. Parking!

Walk to bus lines. 575-41 2C/479-7797. Vet-

eran Avenue.

BEACH— close large traditional Venice du-

plex apartment w/yard and upper deck. UCLA
buses 'A -block. Stove, refrigerator, washer/
dryer, parking. $475-$525. 399-1639.

Cute house, Westchester. Female needed,

own room, share bath. Storage, laundry, $450.
Margaret (213)410-0122.

FEMALE Muslim looking for roommate. Call

after 6 pm. Lcc^e message (213) 739-8059.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

large 2-bed apt in Westwood laurniry facility

. jr^ covered parking. Non-smoker preferred.

Must love cats. $537.5Q/mo. (310)479-7076.

INDIAN LOOKING FOR non-smoking male
roommate. $300/utilitie$ included. No parties.

Colby Ave. Suresh (310)479-8232.

KEYSTONE: MALE/FEMALE. Your own bed-

room with bath in distinctive 2bed/bath apart-

ment. Security building with parking. Nice top
floor with spectacular view. Call Johnny
(310)559-4280. Work 825-1441

.

NVF ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2-BED/ 2-BATH
IN WESTWOOD W/ PROFESSIONAL PER-

SON. $60(yMO. PRIVATE BEDROOM, PRI-

VATE BATH. 474-8486

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share

spacious master suite in a 2-t-2, luxury building,

Westwood, near UCLA, security parking,

pool, month-lo-month $310, security, $440,
(310)473-9342.

PALMS/WLA 2 BEDROOM to share with

single professional. Great location. Washer/
Dryer. $45Q/month. (310)559-0684.

SUNNY BEVERLY HILLS APARTMENT TO
SHARE. Female only, own room, share bath,

laundry. $500/mo. (310)271-3225.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. Own Bed/Bath in

2bed/2bath apt. from $550/rr>o. Parking, pool,

spa, rec. room, A/C. (213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Own room (furn-

ished) & bath in wonderful, spacious 2-be<V

2-bath. Non-sn>oker. Private patio, fireplace,

cat. $575. 208-3335.

W HOLLYWOOD FURNISHED 2 bcd/2 bath,

$550, pool, Jacuzzi, gym, gated-parking, sec-

urity, balcony, no pets. Available immediately

(213)969-9373.

WLA, 2-BEO/ 2-BATH, to shareW 3 others. Air

conditioning, cable, patio and all amenities.

Near UCLA. On corner of Hilgard and Westh-

olme. (310)206-3933. "_

WLA- OWN ROOM, Spacious. Close to

LICLA. $425/nfK>. ^ deposit. Call |en 479-6506

MALE to share large 2-bedroom w/3 others.

2-blocks UCLA. $407. 50/mo., include^ park-
ing. Pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, workout room.
Arnold, Greg (310)824-9876.

MASTER BEDROOM WITH walk-in closet in

beautiful Sherrpan Oaks security building.

Parking A pool. $575. (310)280-9962.

Male/Female non-smoker wanted to share
spacious 2BDRM cottage close to UCLA.
$497.50 plus half utilities. Call Tom at (310)
478-7565 or beep 206-8477 id#13039.

SANTA MONICA. NEED MATURE FEMALE,
own bedroom, quiet, clean, kitchen, next
beach. $450 (310)314-7616.

VERY NICE 3BED/3BATH IN SM TO SHARE
WITH quiet and clean female. Must gel your
own phone. (310)395-4699.

•

VENICE BEACH, private room, phone,
parking, W/D. Safe area. Busline. Studious,

friendly, non-smoker. $420/mo.
(310)452-7272.

WALK TO UCLA, share bedroom in 2br/2ba.
Security bldg, Jacuzzi, fireplace, balcony. 51

2

Veteran 824-4032-Anyone $331.25/mo.

WANTED: female to share great 2-bed/2-bath
-neat tiCLA. Non-smoker. $340 4. % -uttnggT"
Tara (310)447-2133.

WANTED MALE ROOMMATE to share room
in 2bed/2bath Brentwood ipt. Gabe
(213)472-8672 $283-Kieposit.

WESTWOOD/LCLA. SHARE large 2 bcd/2
bath. $35CVmo. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.
(213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD. LUXURY 2 bed/2 bath. Own_
room/bath. Fireplace, Jacuzzi, parking. Bal-'

cony & view. $600. (310)824-2576.

WLA. $388.50/mo. Own room, share bath.

Mature, responsible female preferred. Laun-
dry, share parking. (310)474-0373.

Room for Rent 54

2 ROOMS Available in a 3-bed house. Near
UCLA. $450 - utilities + $450 deposit. Call

Allen or Denny, 470-4577.

ASAP! WESTWOOD HOME: $475. Minutes to

UCLA- fully furnished. Quiet luxury, kitchen,

private entrance. MALE. (310)473-5769.

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across from UCLA
720 Hilgard Ave

Crown House

2 person room $52S/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

Roommates 63

BRENTWOOD:2 FEMALES TO SHARE
ROOM. 2 becl/2 bath. $426/montK or own
/oon^ath $667/nfH>nth. Brand new, security,

alarm, parking. (310)207-1994.

AVAILABLE MARCH 15. Roo.t>A)ath. Quiet.

Parking, close to bus. hVS. Near UCLA. $460.
476-6769.

BEL AIR. Female preferred. Own room in

2-bdrnVl% -bth townhouse. Huge closets,

pool, laundry, parking, storage. Close to

UCLA. No smoking. Must like cats. Sunny,

ocean view. $575-600/mo. negociable. Move
in Feb.15. (310)471-3560.

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury

apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,
fireplace, study-lounge and much, much
more. Own roonVbath, free HBO^howtime.
$525. (310)637-9509

CULVER CITY. 2-bed apt. Own room, share

bath. Security. $450 including utilities. Fe-

male. (310)204-3844.

LARGE FURNISHED room, wAelephone, 1/2

mile to UCLA, excellent area. $400, (310)

'553-5752.

PALMS YOUR OWN BEDROOM in 3.bed-
room, 2story townhouse. lOmln. from LICLA.
$3eO/mo. (310)204-6972.

ROOM FOR RENT. Female, non-snr>oker. In a

secured condo. $400/mo. Levita
(310)836-3170.

ROOM FOR RENT. Quiet, clean student for

private bedroom and bathroom in 4-bedroom
house. WLA. Bus access. $450. Bianca arxi

Richard (310)559-5170.

WESTENO HOTEL. Cable TV, phones, clean,

quiet, refrig., laundry, maid service, security

bldg. $12(Vwk and up. 1536 Sawtelle Blvd.

(213)444-6990.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old WoHd
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199^1^.
and up. Son^e with kitchens. (310)206-2241.

i:

iMH
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Room for Renf 54 Condos for Rent 69 Services Offered

WESTWOOD, BEAUTIFUL 2-bed/2.bath.
Share room, female only. All amenities.

$400/mo. No pets. Call Michele
(310)475-9359. .

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet luxury
roonVbath only, high ceiling, to some kitchen
priviledges. Non-smoker. $550
(310)444-5528.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. Non-smoking female
wanted. $450, own room. Kitchen, telephone,
and laundry privileges. 475-9253.

WLA HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced male
student. Microwave, refrigerator, weekly
cleaning. Near transportation. References.
(310)270-4387.

WESTVVOOD, $139Vmo, 2-bed/ 2-bath lux-
ury condo. Gorgeous mountain view. Includes
3-tennis courts, pool, gym, Jacuzzi, 24-hour
security, party facilities, parking. Call Lori
or Steve Hawkins (310)826-6070.

WLA: Ultra modern beautifully furnished
townhouse. 2-bd + loft, 2'/. bath. Gourmet
kitchen, fireplace, roof garden, garage, W/D &
more. $2200. (310)444-0433.

Guest House for Rent 70

MAR VISTA. Large room -- powder room.
Private entrance. Share bath & kitchen.

Nonsmoker. $500. 398-1055.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjccta. Theaes/DlasertattoiM

Proposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPtSS NOTPQK SALE
Sharoo Bew, Ph.D
glOH7a^6<2

Sublet 55
Vacation Rentals 71

BOSTON AREA, apt. to sublet, 1

masterbedroonVl bath. Completely furnished,

cable TV, all amenities, air conditioning.

Located 1 block from ocean, r>ear subway,
airport. Mass General Hospital, and local

universities, $725/mo. utilities. Ken. (310)
fl24-7883.

House for Rent 56

3.BEDROOM HOUSE, 1% -BATH IN MAR
VISTA. Walk to tennis & golf course. 7 miles
from UCLA. Available now. $1500/mo.
(310)474-3562.

BRENTWOOD FAMILY HOME. 3bed/3bath
light, bright, private. Move-in $2,400/mo.
826-7444.

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHINC--FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!
Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and pcservation. 800-526-9682.

Sport Equipt. for Rent 85

ATOMIC 733 SL skis with Marker M46r
bindings, 205cm, $1 75, skied 6 tinr>es. Plus
separate Marker M46r binding? $50, Pro-

stock, (714) 960-8114.

MICRO LEAGUE COMPUTERS. Computer
upgrade & repair $45 (plus parts). Printer

repair $35 (plus parts). Networking ($65 per

node; Novell authorized). 1844 Lincoln Blvd.

(310)450-2708.

$MONEY $ MONEY$. Immediate help. Debt
consultations and signature loans to $20K. All

applicants considered. 1-800-221-5546.
Open 7 days.

NEED $$ FOK COLLEGE? Free Info, on the

secret to getting financial aid. Call National

Education Network, 1-800-310-4497.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

Ctiild Care 90
VAN NUYS. Beautiful, custom home. Remod-
elsd, 3bdmV3bth, studio. Pooi/gardener, AK,
extras. $125(ymo. (818)782-0335.

VENICE. 2-BED/1-BATH. $1035/mo. All utili-

ties Included. 5 blocks to beach. Parking,

private yard, pets ok. (21 3)300-0073.

BABYSITTER, $1 00 guaranteed. About 4 times
a week. After few weekdays, or>e day on
weekends. Angelique (310)472-1765.

Insurance 91

3-BEDR00M#1-BATH

iJAia)WQQD FLQQPS

FIREPLACE • LARGE YARD

REMODELED • NEAR

WESTSIDE PAVIUON

STUDENTS WELCOME

__ $1,575 __
CALL 213/827-0156

Good Rates for

Motorcycles
with California-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-

graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted

and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

STUDY the Bible with honesty and common
sense. Everyone who does that reaches the

SAME conclusions INDEPENDENTLY on ALL
major doctrines. (Mature faith rests on much
solid evidence that ACTUALLY AMOUNTS
TO PROOF.) "...Christianity is an educa-
tion...."-The late Prof. C.S. Lewis of Oxford.

NnPrpwirpnrnhligation Contributions NOT

House to Share 57 r I HATE AUTO INSURANCE

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE in a 4-bed house. 1

5

min. from UCLA. $378/mo. + util.

(213)931-4542 or 965-1994.

FEMALE. No pels. Non-smoking. Free utilities.

$400/mo. Near Santa Monica airport.

(310)398-8151

IVe nil do but nuto insurance is

retiiiirert by I.t.v' So for a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

?13)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

House for Sole 58 Movers/Storage 94

2012 MIDVALE, 3+2 + extras, $515,500, for

.details on properties near UCLA please call

-(310) 477-8291, Annie Szyilagyi.

CHEVIOT HILLS. Lovely tradition English.

5-bed/3% bath. Ideal for family. $769,000. By
owner. (310)202-8057.

SHFRMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA, 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (818)783-6875.

Housing Needed 60

IRISH GIRL requires roonV bath or guesthouse
to rent. Please call )enni (310)396 2044.

Real Estate 61

BEST MOVERS. Call (213)263-BEST. 24 ft.

truck fully equipped for home or business.

Excellent references. Cal T 186344.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657. _^
THRIFTY TRLXIKS Professional, experienced.

Short/Long distance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

IF YOU ARE PAYING OVER 1 0% Fixed or 8%
adjustable on your hon>e loan. Now is the time

to Refinance. Call Agent/ Bob H.
213-477-6488

Services Offered 96

Room for Help 63

MATURE STUDENT. No snwke/drink. Room.
Bath. NOW. 1-year committment. Good refer-

ences. ^150-f6 hr. work week. CALL 7-8am.

(31 0)2/1 .9849.

PACIFIC PALISADES, small guest house m
exchange for driving & garden watering. Single

occupancy. Mon-Fri 3.00-6:30. Must have
reliable car with four seatbelts.
(310)454-3879.

CASH IS AVAILABLE for college. For free

information call 1-800-788-9858.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate

school personal statements, other vital written

material? Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

requested. Choose your comfort level: corres-

pondence, phone, groups. Eventual goal: like

souls walking with the one, personal God,
iorm a congregation. (310)559-6267. (Cun-ent

Sun. Worship: Anaheim: (714)534-2199).

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our

r>ew computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.
^^

WORD PROCESSING SERVICES, LOTUS
1,2,3 tutoring. Word Perfect 5.0 tutoring.

Reasonable rates. Private lessons. Steven

(310)769-1527.

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,
economics, engineering, ESL, english/
composition, finance, foreign languages,
humanities, mathematics, physics, political

science, statistics. STUDENT SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutoring Service.
(310)204-4656.

-AUMAR BEAU- FRENCH tutoring by phone
or one on one. (818)904-7891. En Francais

S.V.PI. Merci!

ENGLISH CONVERSATION TUTOR. Help
with pronunciation, grammar, dialogue. Guar-
anteed results. Call Jennifer (310) 824-0842.

ENGLISH TUTOR, experienced (US Peace
Corps), mature. Vocabulary building, pronun-
ciation, reading comprehension, writing.

$2a/hr. (213)393-0510.

FRENCH TUTORING. Instructor from Paris.

Now living in Westwood. Beg-Adv. Reason-
able. Wanda (310)474-9489.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study
skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently
present the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. For
FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

TUTUORING: ENGLISH, WRITING, GMAT,
LSAT, GRE, WordPerfect, etc. Yale grad,

4year5 experience. Mark, 852-1298.

Tutoring Needed 99

SPANISH TUTOR WANTED in Pacific Pali-

sades area. Fee negotiable. (310) 454-3292,

COPY X-PRESS Location
iUJ- '?_H Typing 100

Condos for Sale 67

p*,'r copy for all

UCLA'--.tua'.'nts

rcjcully i st-ift No
mmimuni on

self ^-' -

LOVELY HIGHRISE CONDO 1 BtD/1 BATH
U2 block from UCLA. Doorman, poof, spa,

security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)824-0453

CULVER CITY CONDO. Why waste money on
rent' $149,500. 2-bed/1-'/. bath. Broker Ray
Wili-ams. (310)559-4313 or beeper
(213)966-7433

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk lo UCLA. Sec

urity building $180,000 Cai' 445-7778,

276-6331.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRlUOR/CLOSF TO
UCLA. STUDIO $95K 1 BR7i BA
$109K,2BR/28A $188k. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1781

Laser Color Copies
8i/rxii"
ii"xir

Bubble Jet
24" X 36"

24"xl8-

T-SHIRT PRINTING
COMPLETE PRINTING

SERVICE
Binding- Velo & Spiral

Stationery - Fax - Passport Photo

1646 Westwood
LA. CA 90024
(310)470-4778

FAXf (310)475-8811

11755Wil8Nre
LA. CA 90025
(310)478-1131

rAX# (310)473-8192

$1.75 PER PAGE. TYPING/
WORDPROCESSING. Term papers, resumes,
charts, laser printer. RL services.
(310)306-2648.

A 1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
AM. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558

ACE TYPIST, ETC SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL
CHECK. LASER FONTS PAPERS. APPLICA-
TIONS RESUMES RUSHES. GUARANTEED
1 MILF IRQM UCLA 310-476-2829

A/ FORDABLE; expert wordprocessingAyping/
editing. Term papers, report*, theses. Laser

Student di<»counts. No papers for sale. Marge
(lo<.al) (818)786-8742.

BRFNTWOOD WORDPROCESSING Re
sumes, manuscripts, theses, fast turn-around,
IBM Word Perfect Laser Printing. Llli

(310)472-4113.

96 Typing 10D Music Lessons 102

DOCTOR WORD. Thesl^/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, WesUide.
(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

Modern Secreterlal Sen/ices: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hrs
service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop
publishing/ word processing. Resumes, legal/

medical transcription, manuscripts.
(310)472-0405.

PERFECT SPELLING for papersAheses, etc.

Mac, W/P, free campus pickup/delivery. Mi-
chael (310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup- Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. Santa Monica (310)828-6939, Holly-
wood (213)466-2888.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call
lean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingle;Teachlng AssocyNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All level!^ styles.
N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-
sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional
service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-
suits. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.
Lee. (310)478-1090

WINNING RESUMES; 1 -hr service. Our clients
get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL, R/T airfare to any-
where, $125 p/p. Limited quantity. CALL
now!!! 24 hrs. (404)349-9551.

Autos for Sole 109

1970 VW BUG. Good condition. Runs well.
Some body work. Must sell quickly. $1200
obo. (31 0)479-2703/eve.
(310)553-8349/day8.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

—I Baifie nativft

5 Out-of-date
10 Colonial

patriot

14 Turkish
regiment

15 Hawaiian word
16 Stream
17 Horse breaker
19 — facto
20 Fatal

21 Plural ending
22 Gush forth

23 Fixed fight

25 "Lenore"
author

26 Dance
30 — KIppur
31 Cavalry

soldier

34 Sea birds
36 Fastener
38 Cuckoo
39 Pacific sites

42 Doctrine
43 Loud sounds
44 Vibrated
45 Had to have
47 Garden area
49 Breezy: poet.
50 Dispute
51 Sat
53 Artie —
55 Grown boys
56 Garden pests
61 Instrument
62 Part of

Indian Ocean
64 Composer —

Stravinsky
65 Locales
66 River bird

67 Hills

68 Mushy snow
69 Dispatched

N

B
R

D M E
C L R
A N G L

R E A D S
1-29-92

DOWN
1 A title

2 -gin
3 Not slack

4 Intoxicated:

slang

_ 5 Conference
6 Clay, once
7 Chemical
compound

8 Farm animals
9 Corn units

10 Prayer
11 "—and Tyler

too"
12 German

woman's name
13 Like a snail

18 Possesses
24 Go : sail

25 Mechanical
devices

26 Lacquer
ingredient

27 Uneven

® 1992 UnHttd Featur* Syndicat*

28 List COfTipiHDr

29 Permit to
31 Music's —

Brown
32 Witch of —
33 Dangerous
35 Nagging

woman ^

46

Upsurges
Turf

'I told you
sol"
Inherited

properties
Cease and
Jeopardy
Genetic
material

Cut
Victor —
Assambfe

Insects

"Gotcha!"
Incline

— pork
Spelling —

14

iT

20

TT

6

21

42

45

24

m

\4T

m

-S4

w

1F

16

19

22

47

11 12 W

m

66
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W.TENNIS
From page 37

3-3 after the singles competition.

Fittingly, Mall was the first

Bruin to finish her match. Playing
in the fourth spot. Mall overcame a

second set lapse in which she lost

eight consecutive points to beat

Pam Wallenfels 6-2, 6-4.

"I lost my concentration a little

in the second set, but luckily I

pulled it out,** Mall said.

In the second spot, senior All

American Iwalani McCalla had
few problems in defeating Nina
Eriksson 6-2, 6-3.

"I*was up 2-0 in the second set

and then she changed up the pace
and won the next three games.
Then I finally got used to the

change and got in a groove,"

McCalla said.

Five years worth of All Ameri-
cans were competing in the top

spot, as Bruin three-time All-

American Mamie Ceniza never
quite got on track, losing 7-5, 6-2

to two-time All-American Noelle

Porter.

At the third spot, junior Cammie
Foley started off slowly but used

her tenacious baseline game to

rally for a 4-6, 6-3, 6-1 victory over

Kirstin Smith.

Sophomore Jenny Hilt, plagued

by wasted opportunities and
missed shots, lost 6-0, 6-2 to

Merete Stockman at the sixth spot

"I played horribly. I just didn't

take advantage of any of the short

=te^, and diere^were pl«Hy <^
them. It was just one of those

days,** Hilt said.

At this point, both teams and

most of the crowd gathered around

the number-five court to watch the

wildest match of the afternoon.

Yaroshuk battled Natasha Pospich

from tiie baseline for nearly three

hours and held a match point at 5-4

in the third set before losing 7-6.

2-6, 7-5.

With the match now tied at three

games apiece, it was time for the

traditionally strongUCLA doubles

teams to shine. Head coach Bill

-Zaima had intimated before the

match that Pepperdine was weaker

in doubles, and his prediction

(H'oved to be accurate as the Bruins

won two quick matches to cinch

-the victory.

Mall teamed with freshman

Jenny Baker to destroy the Pepper-

dine team of Stockman and Edks-

son 6-3, 6-1 in the third spot

Within minutes of that win, the

tandem of Foley and Yaroshuk

polished off Wallenfels and Smith

6-1, 7-5.

With the match already decided,

the top team of Ceniza and
McCalla added window dressing

with a hard fought 3-6, 6-3, 6-2

win over Pospich and Porter.

Autos

1984 SAAB 900 TURBO. Black leather,

5-speed. Sunroof, a/c, alarm, low miles.

$5,800 OBO. 206-6227.

1986 TOYOTA CELICA ST., air, stereo, mint

condition, original owner. (805) 255-9317.

1988 TOYOTA TERCEL red coupe. 43,000

miles, automatic, air conditioning, radio/

casette player. Good condition. Susan

(213)896-3106.

1 990 HONDA ACCORD EX/COUP, new con-

dition, 1 owr>er,all available options, black

w/saddle interior; $12,900/0BO. Alan

(310)447-1788.

'75 & '76 RIGHT-HAND DRIVE POSTAL
lEEPS. 2-whl dr., 6.cyl eng. Repainted with

chrome wheels. Mech excellent. Ready to go.

$1,650. Chick, (310)202-6407.

fORD MUSTANG, 1966, red, 6-cylinder,

looks good, runs well. Moving. Must sell. Best

offer. (310)475-8027.

HONDA PRELUDE, 2.0, '87, blue, 5-speed,

AM-FM-cas$., looks great. Asking $5995/obo.

(310)285-9250.

MAZDA RX-7, '80. 8-yr. owner, runs great.

115K, $1,000 firm. (310)399-9240.

DAYS OF OUR TEETH'S LIVES
Dr. Bo has a thing for his

Pat.Gnt, Carly, but risks

convictbn for Unprofossional

Conduct in the "Dental Raider*

charges! Nurse Jennifer must
now call Receptionist Whitnoy

for help. And Dr. Roman has

a Dental Falling cut with

Nurse Isabella which affects

the Root Canal Treatment I

DENTAL SOAP
OPERA GUIDE

COSMETIC and
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING ^^^^' 478-0363

•Hx Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
• Nitre !is Oxide / Laughine Gas, Estimates in Writing
•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
144' V/cstwood Blvd. (be!v;c€n Wilshi/e and Santa Monica)

^c ,^

soccer

TBAMoirmrreR
CUaTOM T-SHIKTS

QRCCK JACKETS, HATS, LeTTBRinQ'.

OFFSIDE
1 1710 Soita Noirica Brd, VJJI.

(Otmm to UOA)
(213)207>4226 820-6631

BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

SHOW UCLA ID AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

^UBUjnv*

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESIWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Climes

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213) 478-6869
(818)988-0110

I

COMPUTER
112/U SAN IA MONICA BLVD.

Comer of Sawtelle & Santa Monica

1 Block West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE SUPERS EXTRA.

EXPIRES 2/3/92

THE ROCKET 486 • 33MHz
190KCACHE*4MEG
RAM 020 MEG HARD
DRIVE* 1.2 &1.4MS
DRIVES* HI RESOLUTION 1024x765
VGA DISPALAY W/CARD •

2 SEC 1 PAR & 1 GAME
PORT • MOUSE & WINDOW

SPEED DEMON 386/33M
•40 MEG H.D.
*1 MEG RAM
•VGA MONITOR AND CARD
• MID SIZE TOWER • SOFTWARE AND MOUSE

«64K CACHE
•1.2. 1.4 FLOPPY

286 AT-TURBO DELUXE
Includes software, mouse & serge protectors
• 40 MEG HD • VGA & CARD • 1 01 KEYBOARD
• 1 2 MEG KZ • 1 .2 DRIVE • CLOCKAIALENDA
• 1 MEG RAM UP-GRADES TO 4 MEG • S/P GAME PORT

286AT-16MEGMZ
• 1 MEG RAM
• 20 MEG H.D.
• MONITOR

•PROGRAMS
•1 YR. WARRANTY

FOBTRON DISCOUNT COMPUTERS
LOS ANQELES LOCATION

LOCATION

3^0; -ir^ 5823
3^0; 474-6542

3^0 769-5677
3^0; "69 5678

1(D9 Autos 109 Scooters for Sale 115 Scooters for Sale 1 1 5 Furniture 126

MITSUBISHI MIRAGE HATCHBACK '86. Ex-

cellent condition. A/C, A\VFM. Original

owner. $2100. (310)794-5280. Eric.

NISSAN SENTRA, 1988, slick, AM/FM stereo

cassette. Excellent condition. $3875/obo. Call

Susan (310)476-0502.

SPORTy RED 5.SPEED Isu2u Impulse, '85.

New paint, stereo, excellent condition, a steal

at $3,250. 9149314.
.__

TOYOTA atlCA CT CONVERTIBLE, 1988,

white/ black-top, low mileage, A/C, 5-speed,

excellent condition, original owner. $12,500.

(310)854-7787.

VW SUPER BEETLE^ 1973, $1700. While,

custom rim, new tires, rebuilt engine. Great

condition. (310)558-8288.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

HONDA CB350 1974. Low miles, good condi-

tion, new tires, brakes, classic-looking

chrome/black. $50iQ/obo. (310)961-3935.

KAWASAKI KZ400 1978. New Brakes, chain

and sprockets. Tune-up. 14K mi. $425 obo.

(213)707-3923.

YAMAHA 750 VIRAGO. Red, 20K miles, shaft

drive, new battery, tires; stock condition.

$950. IVAN (310)289-0310.

1986 HONDA 50cc scooter. Rebuilt engine.

Runs great. $325/obo. Call Juan
(31 0)824- 5505.

'85 Honda Elite 80, white, great condition, low

mileage, lock, cover, $700. Call (310)

794-381 2.

ELITE 150. Runs great, looks good. Includes

helmet and lock. $1 000 OBO. 472-7465 leave

message.

FRENCH MOPED FOR SALE. Runs and looks

great. Perfect for Westwood and school. $350
470-6154.

HONDA AERO 50. Runs well. Good around

campus. Helmet/lock included. $300 best

offer. (310)824-5763.

HONDA ELITE 150, 1987.Silver blue.

Excellent condition. Less than 400 mi.

$1550 (213)654-9705.

HONDA ELITE 80 1986. $740. Call Jon

mornings, evenings, (818)881-6476.

HONDA ELITE 80 1987. Blue. Perfect running

cornJition. IrKludes helmet and lock. $780.

Call 471-5698.

HONDA ELITE ES, '88. Mint green, great

corniition, low miles. $5(X). Call Nancy Scott,

day:(21 3)972.7278 or eves:(81 8)568-0633.

HONDA ELITE '80, Blue, great condition, plus

helmet and lock. $1 15(Vobo. (310)454-6632.

SCOOTER: 1985 RIVA 180. )CLNT COND!
LOW Miles. Recent Tune. Must See! New
Helmet included. $970 o.b.o. 478-1114

WANTED: Honda Passport. Call Kevin

(310)208-4410.

YAMAHA 180, 3 200 miles, new battery, $985

firm. (213)824-4258.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phor>e

orders accepted (310)372-2337

RUGS— Oriental— Indian, 5x8, $350. Al

652-7576.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132^^^^i^^aHBBHi^
EXCERCISE BIKE- PRO FORM "AIR CYaiST"
RECUMBENT BIKE with computer. Was $300.

Like new. $135. (310)551-3035.
,

H20 SKI BOAT, 15', 65hp, with trailer , IK
Takes It. Jim (310)395-0161.

Furniture for Sale 126 Typewriter/Computer 134

BRAND-NEW KITCHEN TABLE from Pier 1

Imports. Butcher-block top wA>lack leg» and

black chairs. 208-5167. $9(VOBO.

BUNKBEDS, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID WOOD
$90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK OR
WHITE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRESS,
SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (213)821-0729.

IMPORTED LEATHER COUCH. 6 ft. long.

Good condition. Price negotiable.

(310)470-7755.

IBM AT CLONE. Runs perfect. 40MG drive,

yh " & S'A ' drives, n^onitor, keyboard, soft-

ware. $50Q/obo. Call 310-829-5957.

IBM COMPATIBLE. 286/386, 1RAM, 1.2 FD,

1 .4 FD, 40 HD. Keyboard, monitor. New with

warranty. $62(y$950. (213)644-2612.

KXP 1180 Dot Matrix Printer, almost new,
price negotiable, (213) 656-8326.

TOSHIBA 31 OOSX: HD, 4nr>eg., DJ500, printer,

battery, SCSI HD, carrying case, extras, $3000.

David (310)794-3107.

^mmmtfrntm -^
7
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Meat
fOO*

9^ ^00^

IRISH PUB

ALL YOU CAN EAT!*
Monday and lUesday ^.
are PASTA NIGHTS •?•

$1 .99 (''^<:<^x^Oar«c bread) iJEp

Wednesday is ^^
CHICKEN Ifi

CACCIATORE NIGHT

$3.99
DAILY BEER SPECIALS

150 Imported &
Domestic Beers
16 Draught

ENTERTAINMENT
• SUN-THURS(EXCLUOING MON) 8PM TO MIDNIGHT
• 5 Dart Boards, and Gameroom

SPORTS CHANNEL TV. ON ALL OPEN HOURS

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
7 Days a week llam-2am (213) 828-9839

BE A VOLUNTEER NOW!

JOIN .

UCL\ ^
STUDENT

RECRUIT]

*f

and:

* Sen'e as an escort for special events

* Participate in various exciting campus activities,

including Mardi Gras
* \'isit your old high school as a UCLA student

representative

* Conduct campus tours tor high schooL junior high,

and elementary schools

To learn more about being a Student Recruiter, attend

one of our information meetings and pick up an

application:

Monday. Jan. 27 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday. Jan. 28 5:00 p.m.

Wednesday. Jan. 29 5:00 p.m.

Thursday. Jan. 30 7:00 p.m.

1147 Murphy Hall

1147 MurphvHall
1147 Murphy Hall

1147 Murphy Hall

For more inicrntiation contact:

.j-i Brown or Suzanne Nounas at |31U^ 206-<i.«48

Last year's two shows completely SOLD OUT.
Don't miss your chance this year!

«

' .

' »^f •^'

kV

f

I

KALEIDOSCOPE
THEATRE

presents

a

• •

From page 40

first, half, the Bruins still led

Stanford. 36-30. However, the

Cardinal scored the final seven

points before intermission to take a

37-36 lead.

UCLA was called for a whop-
ping 16 fouls in the first half,

which led to Stanford getting 21

free throw attempts before inter-

mission.

Stanford opened up an early

six-point lead in the second half,

before the Bruins went on a 6-0 run

to tie the game, 46-46.

The lead then see-sawed back
and forth before the Cardinal went
on a 10-2 run to go ahead, 60-54,

with just over eight minutes
remaining. Harrick called a time-

out to slow down the Stanford

momentum and Madkins came out

blazing after the break.

Madkins canned a long three-

pointer to cut the deficit in half.

Then, following a thiee-pointer by
Cardinal guard Kenny Hicks,

Madkins drove under the basket

for a layup as he drew a foul. He
made the free dirow for another

three-point play.

**I had been struggling a bit, but

it was my turn to step up and do the

job,** Madkins said.

MacLean made two technical

free throws after the officials

nailed Montgomery, cutting the

Cardinal lead to 63-62 with 6:59

remaining. Tarver then hit a jump
^hfifcift give UCLA the lead.

PROVOCATIVE
&

ENTERTAINING
play about

SEXUALITY
&

RELATIONSHIPS

in the

90s

Tuesday, January 28
6:30 & 8:00 PM

—— Ackerman Grand Ballroom

ADMISSION FREE**** ****

I

Call 825-3020 for show information

A UGLA/SHS Production

C Cosponsorad by the UCLA Student Welfare Commission

Ad paid for by UCLA Student Health Service
i>s.i.i.^^^^i.i.i.i,i.^^*^i.^^^i.^^^^^»^<t^»^m*ti.i.i.i.

Stanford held their final lead

with five minutes left, after Keefe
made two free throws to put the

Cardinal ahead, 67-66. Keefe
fmished with 24 points and nine

rebounds, below his season aver-

ages of 25 points and 13 rebounds,

Murray then nailed another

three-pointer to put the Bruins up,

69-67. After a Stanford layup tied

the score, UCLA took the lead for

good on a three-point play by
MacLean with 3:47 remaining.

Murray was the leading scorer

for the Bruins, as he fmished with

23 points, including four three-

pointers.

*This was a big win for us,"

Murray said. ''Maturity won this

game for us, because Stanford is a

good team.

UCLA was able to contain

Keefe, who has given the Bniinr
fits in the past, which Harrick

thought was extremely important

W. • • s
From page 40

Aggressive defense from both

teams forced 27 turnovers in the

second half.

Leslie hit a free throw to tie the

game, 60-60, with 10 seconds left

The rebound from her missed

second shot wound up in Woods*
hands, who put it up for the win,

62-60.

"I just got the ball, turned

around and shot and it went in.

God was on my side tonight. It's

always good to beat UCLA,
especially with this type of game,*'

said Woods who contributed 16

points and 11 rebounds.

The game's scoring leader was
Leslie, with 20 points and 8

rebounds. For UCLA, sophomore
Natalie Williams had 17 points and
grabbed 13 rebounds. Junior guard

Nicole Anderson had 17 points and
three assists at the end of the night
Senior Rehema Stephens, who has

been averaging 26.5 points in Pac-

10 games, had 14 points' and 10
rebounds against the Trojans.

"Nicole Anderson's two free

throws were big for us. She played

very well," Moore said.

"In the second half, we were
better at getting the ball inside, we
were more patient We made up
the deficit quickly

"
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Bruin hockey falls

to use once more
By Heather Duffy

Dally Bruin Staff

The third time proved to be
anything but a charm for the

UCLA ice hockey team as it fell to

use, 6-3, in what was the third

battle of these crosstown rivals this

season.

Breaking in the ice at the brand
new Van Nuys Iceoplex Saturday

morning, the 6-7 Bruins sought to

avenge two previous defeats at the

hands of the Trojans. Their efforts

were eclipsed, however, by a
second j)eriod offensive drive from
use.
The Trojans opened the game

with a goal, to which Bruin Brian

O'Neil replied with one of his

own, assisted by Bob Jarvis. USC
managed to sUde another past

Bruin goaltender George Mann to

close the period, 2-1.

USC spent the better part of the

second period in front of the Bruin

net scoring four goals in rapid

succession, two of those coming
on penalty plays. Bruin Dave
Lii^mann helped rescue his team
from a scoreless second period

with a goal in the final minutes of

the period, bringing the score to 6-

2.

After the break, the Bruins

managed to quiet the pro)

"The bottom line is

that (USC) is a better

team right now.

Whenever they have to

score against us, they

do."

David Sarraf

UCLA Hockey Team

passing as a problem in the Bruins'

game while teammate David Sar-

raf said the key to beating USC lies

in the goaltending.

"If we want to beat them, we
will need strong goaltending and
we will need to be stronger,

attacking more. If we have good
goaltending, we can stay in the

game," Sarraf said.

*The bottom line is that they're

a better team right now. Whenever
they have to score against us, they

do."

Unlike previous contests, the

Bruin-Trojan antagonism pro-

duced fewer penalties in Satur-

day's game than usual, with USC
committing only four penalties and
UCLA called for five. Sarraf

explained that the roughness inhe-

the rivalry was expressed in

Trojan offense and came up with

the only goal of the third period.

The final effort came from
UCLA's Scott Davis, off a pass

from teammate Kurt Zimmer-
mann, and the game ended in favor

of the Trojans, 6-3.

Despite the tale told by the final

score, UCLA's Ron Baerwitz

expressed optimism about the

feruins' performance.

"We actually played a good
game, except for about five

minutes in the second period," he

said. Others were not as satisfied

with the game's results. Team
captain Kurt Zimmermann cited

more subUe ways during the game.

'There was a lot of clutching

and holding. It doesn't hurt but you
can't pick up a pass if someone's
on you like that," Sarraf said.

USC has won its last two games
against the Bruins. The fu"st game
was played in Culver City and
dissolved into a third period brawl

which gave USC an early victory,

6-2. The second game was played

out on the ice of the Great Western

Forum, where USC defeated the

Bruins again, 4-1.

The Bruins will travel to Tuscon

next weekend to face Arizona in a

non-conference game.

Rugby notclras home
win over UCSii Gauchoe
By Alan Shipnuck

The UCLA rugby team had two
goals heading into Saturday's

game versus UCSB: to play

unselfishly and to clamp down on

defense. By accomplishing both,

the Bruins cruised to an easy 24-7

victory and remained unbeaten in

two league outings.

UCLA's Dillon Dunn set die

tone for the game in the opening

minutes, sprinting downfield and

laying a vicious hit on an unsus-

pecting Gaucho. However, Santa

Barbara jumped out to an eariy 3-0

lead, and used a patient offense to

keep the Bruins on their heels.

UCSB increased their lead to 7-

with the game's first try (goal),

as their field-position advantage

finally paid off. Minutes later, as

the fust half was winding down,

the Bruins got the break they

needed. A Gaucho penalty gave

Kenny Fox a free kick, which he

converted, and UCLA went to the

intermission trailing only by a 7-3

count.

The Biuins began swarming die

ball and forcing all the action to

their half of die field. Midway
through the 40-minute half, wing-

man AJ. Jones picked up a loose

ball, danced down the right side-

line, and broke two tackles near the

goal-line on the way to UCLA's
fust try. Fox's conversion gave the

Bruins their first lead, 9-7.

At this point, Santa Barbara

appeared to tire, while UCLA
continued to apply die defensive

pressure.

"We smelled the blood, and we
went after it** Jones said.

A drop-kick by Mike Foley

increased the lead to 12-7, and

minutes later the Bruin defense

iced the game when Compton
Kurtz intercepted a wayward
Gaucho pass and lateralled to

Dunn for the try . Fox closed out the

scoring widi an interception return

of his own moments later.

After the game, head coach

Chip Howard praised his team's

defensive play. "Our defense won
the game today. It outscored the

offense. If we can put togedier the

kind of defensive pressure we had

in the second half for an entire

game, we'll be in good shape."

The victory gives UCLA an

early lead in the Southern Califor-

nia Amateur Rugby Union, but the

Bruins will face their toughest test

of the season when Cal Poly visits

next weekend.

»
Ki ci ir^ ci lyj ci

KLA's Mobile Disc

Jockey Service

825-9107

SOFT CONTACTS

(CLEAflCOtOR) .'....- $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES {tm. m^,.....%79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.

ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED $139 PR

BsMch n Lomb Immm

Draifon Express
Chinese Fast Food

Free i

Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area

CO "DT AHPIT ^>f RR IndodM Ihed noa or chow m
Mrl.il\M.MU «|^«00 plM aiy two •U carte itanM

^B ^^^^ _^^^k. ^^^^b ^^^A ' ^^^& _^^^k. ^^^^u ^^^O' ^^^^ ^^^k.

Hours:

Monday-Sunday llam-llpm
1147 Westwood Bhrd.
(Across from McDonald's)

208-4928

THE WESTWOOD SIZZLER
$4.99 BRUIN DEAL

Enjoy your choice of Shrimp Fry, Chicken or Petite Sirloin Steak plus Potatoe,

Rice or Vegtables and a Green Dinner Salad. Or choose our new Buffet Court

which includes our AU-You-Can-Eat Hot Appetizer, Make your Own Sundae

Dessert, Hot Pasta, Deli, Tostada, Soup, Fresh Fruit and Salad Bar.

Offer VaUd
Open to Close

Prices subject to change without notice.

Oilier valid widi coupon or UQbA id.

Slzzier
(buffet cxxjrt& grill)

Offer VaUd Only At;

922 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Vplage

''''ijl mMW 8BSP!!!!!!!WP!"

i^wos$j.$oymm msukMmim.-
A^\''.\

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care

• Service agreement (like Insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-coi welcome/Appointments mode 24 hours a day!

319-9999
COMPUEYE CARE

ti>^ L ^ ^
1531 Wlbhire Blvd. Santa Monica
(oomer of 16th Street, next to Crown Books)

CARLTON HAIR I

INTERNATIpNAL I

Must be presented to receptionist before services |
are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

cur & BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

$20

JSSS. • :• I

In V
I

Valid Sunday - Thursday
Exp. 2/18/92

Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264

1 PROCESS

Wl/ST snow UCLA SWDETTT ID.

OR EMTLOYa ID. Wmi COUFOfi
li fMrw iaii^U nfm mtmm to mjt I

I

I

I

I

I

t1

AUTO INSURANCE IS

A PAIN IN THE
.. NECK!V

,^^
^.s^^

x^-^

^^VJ^ WE SPECIALIZE IN

FAMILY DISCOUNTS
• YOUNG DRIVERS •

%*>
O
'^^y

• SUSPENDED LICENSES
MULTIPLE TICKETS OR ACCIDENTS

<9

'<b.

%.
AUTO • HOMEOWNERS • RENTERS • COMMERCIALAUTO • COMMERCIAL UABILITY

r CALL FOR A QUOTE 310-451-4943
KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE. 1433 SANTA MONICA BL. SANTA MONICA. CA 90404

t—
«MH««PH

I »

r^imm
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Pari Waxing Salon
Remove your unwanted hair

with 100% natural wax.

Full leg and Bikini $20
Underann $ 8
Half legs $10
Bikini Wax $ 8
Lip or Chin or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint $10
Deep Facial Cleaning $30

1435 Westwood BlvcL, Westwood 473^0066 or 479^9325

Walk'in Welcome

SAK's TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I HAPPY PLATE

I
•Chicken
•Beef Stick

I
•Fried Rice
•Green Salad

Alter 3:00 pm to close
|

I

I
$3.40

with oouDon

PUCE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

1121 Qlendon Avanue (213)

Q||j~Westwood Village. CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

Back by Popular Demand!

Large Cheese or Pepperoni

Pizza ^,^^^^^.

Only $6.99.L
exp. 2/08/92

208-4348
i 0925 Weyburn Ave., Westwood.

Volleyball knocks off BYU
to take UCSB toumament
By Eric Blillgmeier

With a four-game victory over

conference rival Brigham Young
on Saturday night, the UCLA
men's volleyball team laid claim

once again to the UC Santa

Barbara toumament crown that

was once sole property of the

Bruins.

In the 1980s, the Bruins won the

Collegiate Invitational Touma-
ment eight times, including six

straight years— firom 1979-84. In

the last two seasons, however, the

Bruins have dropped off, playing

in the fifth place final last year.

But, with the help of the

Cougars— who knocked off No. 1

Long Beach State in earUer pool

play — and some perfectly timed

substituting in the fmals, UCLA
(3-1) out-clawed the improved
Cougars, 16-17, 15-6, 15-4, 15-12.

"We had them (BYU) scouted

perfectly, but they were really

improved,** said UCLA Coach Al

Scates. "They did the same things

(as in the UCLA victory over BYU

three days earlier in the conference

opener), except they did them a lot

better."

The improvement showed in

game one, when the Cougars
showed more offensive diversity,

using quick-hitter Ethan Watts

(team-leading .437 hitting aver-

age) to pull off a first-game coup.

That's when Scates did what he

does best, inserting freshman Erik

Sullivan into the backcourt for a

fatigued Mike Diehl. Sullivan

deUvered to the tune of 15 kills on
22 sets in the decisive three games
for a .409 average, 13 of those kills

in scoring situations.

After Sullivan, setter Mike
Sealy (the toumament MVP) and

all-tournament quick hitter Jeff

Nygaard (.545 hitting percentage,

22 kills, three aces) led UCLA to

quick strikes in the middle two
games, and Scates pulled off

another gem, replacing a worn-out

Dan Landry with Rich Bland at

technique hitter.

At tfie time, the Bruins were
down 12-8 with BYU serving. But

Bland's entry made an immediate

impact Following his Hrst kill for

a sideout. Bland went back to serve

and promptly banged out five

consecutive points

.

"It was great and felt real nice to

win the toumament again," Scates

said. "I had two goals — to play

everybody and win the tourna-

ment That's tough to do, but we
pulled it off."

Scates' system of alternating

two separate teams during preli-

minary pool play was quite suc-

cessful, providing seven straight

two-game sweeps prior to the

finals, including a lengthy 15-12,

15-10 battle with league-rival

Pepperdine.

In the finals, Scates said one of

the keys was Swatik, who started

at right swing hitter for the second

straight match.

"Swatik was just incredible,"

Scates said. "He was running

down deflections off the block all

over the gym. His quickness in the

backcourt enabled us to score a lot

with Sullivan."

Gymnastics fails to Geoigia
B^ Zach Pomlnltz

Daily Bruin Staff

When the Georgia gymnastics

team came to Los Angeles for

Saturday's meet, they knew they

wouldn't have time to sample the

social hfe of Southem Califomia,

so they hoped to do some stepping

out elsewhere.

It tumed out to be quite a party

for the Bulldogs.

Led by All-Americans Hope
Spivey and Heather Stepp, the No.

2 Bulldogs walked all over No. 6

UCLA, 194.0 to 189.6 at the John

Wooden Center.

Stepp, fully recovered from

reconstruction of a shauered right

elbow, was the all-around winner

with a combined score of 39.30.

She was followed by Spivey at

39.20 and UCLA's Kareema Mar-

row with 38.90. ..,.._..,„ . ...

coach Suzanne Yoculan said. "We
have ft^ei^ high-energy f^ffl^^

\^

"I feel really good about the

team and how we're scoring for

this early in the year," Georgia

tonight showed that we have a

chance to win it all this year."

On their way to victory, the

Bulldogs also broke two Wooden
Center records. Heather Stepp

turned in a 9.9 on vault, and Chris

Rodis scored the same on floor.

The Bruins score of 189.60 was
a one half-point improvement

from last week, and considering

the circumstances, quite an accom-

plishment.

UCLA was forced to go without

one of their top all-arounders,

Rhonda Faehn, who sprained her

left ankle in warm-ups.

"I was practicing dismounts on

the bars, and I just twisted it,**

Faehn said. "I was looking forward

to tonight because they have a

really good team."

zn Denise Stolt and Treena Cama-
cho, who weren't expected to

compete, filled in for Faehn, with

Camacho on bars and Stott the rest

Saturday also marked the suc-

^:^American=

Carol Ulrich, who finished second
on the beam with a 9.8 and tied for

fourth on the floor with a 9.7.

One place where the Bruins

could use a little divine interven-

tion, though, is the vault

"Vault is definitely the big

difference with us and them,"

Bruin co-head coach Scott Bull

said. "With everyone healthy, we
had the potential to match them on
the other three events. But, we
really need to be much stronger in

vaulting."

The vault was the lowest scoring

event of the meet for the Bruins—
three vaulters failed to crack even a

9.0— and to make matters worse,

Karen Nelson, who placed second

fOT UCLA (9.65), re-injured her

left ankle on her second landing.

"I had surgery on it last year, and

there is a lot of scar tissue left in

there," Nelson said.

use, Miner cut down NorCai
By Greg Jones
Dally Bruin Staff

Things were back to normal this

past weekend, with Southem Cali-

fomia sweeping Northem Califor-

nia in the four games played in the

Bay Area.

As a result UCLA and USC arc

now atop the conference, and will

fight it out next Wednesday for the

top position in the Pac-10.

In addition to the Los Angeles

dominance, Arizona and
Washington State played well this

weekend and remained within

striking distance of UCLA.

Arizona State at Arizona

It was like old times at the

McKale Center when the Wildcats

crushed rival Arizona State, 92-55.

Arizona (12-3, 3-2) had a

balanced attack on Wednesday

night with Sean Rooks scoring 18,

Deron Jc^.^^on notching 16 and

Chris Mills adding l5 pCL*^!?-

The Wildcats used a 27-4 run in

the first half to put the game out of

reach.

USC at Stanford

The Trojans had somewhat of an

easy time defeating the Cardinal,

82-72.

USC, led by Harold Miner's 30

points, ran into a lethargic Stan-

ford squad that may have been

looking ahead to Saturday's

UCLA match.

USC took a 35-28 halftime lead

and held off an 8-2 Stanford run

with their own 14-4 run in which

Miner had eight points. USC never

looked back and cruised to its fu-st

victory in Palo Alto since 1982.

Washington at Oregon State

The Beavers, playing with

emotion after the death of Eamest

Killum, had an easy time knocking

off the Huskies, 82-58, in Corval-

lis.

Scott Haskin had 24 points for

Oregon State, which ran its record

to 2-3 in the conference.

Washington State at Oregon

The Oregon woes continued as

the Cougars dismantled the Ducks,

90-55.

Washington State made 12 of its

first 18 shots and was led by

Terrence Lewis, who scoreu 22

points.

The win was the first win for the

Cougars (13-4, 1-4), a team that

was projected to be among the elite

in the Pac-10 this season. —-

—

USC at California

The Trojans didn't play nearly

as well in Harmon Arena as they

did in Maples Pavillion but man-
aged, to escape with an 85-83

victory over Pac-10 cellar-dweller

Cat

USC (13-3, 5-1) overcame a

five-point deficit in the final 41

seconds to pull out the win. Duane
Cooper made a three-point shot to

cut the Cal (6-9, 0-5) lead to two,

and then hit two free throws to tie

the game up after Billy Dreher
committed an intentional foul.

Washington at Oregon

Rich Manning scored 26 points

and Doug Meekins had 25 for the

Huskies (9-6, 3-2), who escaped

Eugene with a 72-71 win.

The Ducks (5-10, 1-5) were led

by Antoine Stoudamire's 25 and
Johnnie Reece's 19.

Pittsburgh at Arizona

Ed Stokes, Khalid Reeves and
Chris Mills propelled the Wildcats

to a 96-76 in^lincing of Big East

foe Pitt.

The three combined for 54 of

Arizona's (13-3, 3-2) points, scor-

ing 40 in the second half.

Women's tennis knocks
off UCI and Pe rdlne
By IVIIchael Klein

Daily Bruin Staff

The No. 4-ranked UCLA
women's tennis team got its fu-st

real test of the season Saturday as

the Pepperdine Waves crashed into

town and managed to win three

singles matches before wiping out

in the doubles and losing by a team
score of 6-3.

Before that however, the Bruins
had to take a pop quiz — the UC
Irvjne Anteater squad on Friday.

The Bruins passed easily with a

team score of 8-1.

The match against UC Irvine

was a coming-out party for highly

Mouted freshman Anne Mall.

The 17 year old from Laguna
Niguel, who passed up the profes-

sional tour so that she could round
out her game in college, began her

UCLA career in impressive fash-

ion as she easily dispensed with

Ali Yoshimoto 6-0, 6-1 at the

number one singles spot.

"I was nervous at the beginning

because college tennis is so much
different but I was happy with the

result** Mall said.

Fellow freshman Pi^ge Yar-
oshuk also had an easy time in

defeating Kelly Goldsborough 6-

J, 6-2 in the second spot Sopho-
more Jenny Hilt overcame a mid-

match lapse in concentration to

beat Cory Crigger 6-3, 1-6, 6-2 at

the third spot.

The only loss for the Bruins

came at the fourth spot as fresh-

man Lee Ann Rostovsky was
unable to Hnd her rhythm— losing

6-2, 7-5 to Biljana Kovac.
"Lee Ann is biasically a counter-

TiBww aonoc-

Freshnnan Ann Mall reaches for a high backhand shot on Friday

against Irvine.

puncher, and this girl just gave her

no pace. Lee Ann had a hard time

generating her own pace and
became frustrated," Bmin assis-

tant coach Susie Keane said.

At the fifth and sixth spots,

freshman Jenny Baker and junior

Helen Tu each posted straight set

wins to clinch the victory for the

Bruins.

The Bruins (4-0 overall) handed
the No.ll Waves (3-1) their first

lost of the season, but it did not

come easily, as the match was tied

See W.TENNIS, page 33

Men's tennis sweeps weekend
By D.J. Harmeling
Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA men*s tennis team
brought two of the best teams from
the Big West into Westwood over

the weekend for the fu^st team
matches of the season.

If nothing else, the matches

showed just how large of a

discrepancy exists between play in

the Big West and the far-superior

Pac 10 conference.

UCLA, a member of the confer-

ence which boasts the nation's top

three tennis teams and Hve in the

Top 20, easily defeated UC Santa

Barbara Friday and the Nevada
Las Vegas Saturday.

The Bruins, the top-ranked

tennis team in the nation, soundly

beat the Gauchos 8- 1 on Friday in a

match that was much easier than

expected. The Bruins then

defeated the Rebels 8-1 on Satur-

day, a replica of their 1991 score.

"I'm surprised how easily

everything went** said UCLA
head coach Glenn Bassett. "I

thought UCSB would be better

than that."

The Gauchos came into West-
wood sporting two of the nation's

Top 20 singles players, fifth-

ranked David Decret and 18th-

ranked Laszlo Markovits. In addi-

tion, the number three player for

UCSB, Bill Pham, played No. 1

singles for Cal State Long Beach
before the school's tennis program
folded.

In any event the depleted Bruin

squad proved far too deep and
talented for the Gauchos.

Decret a senior, was the only

Gaucho to win his match, strug-

gling to a three set victory over

UCLA senior Bill Barber, 6-1, 3-6,

7-6 (7-2).

Barber was not without his

opportunities to win the match.

On serve in the third set tied 5-

5, Barber seemingly got the ser-

vice break he needed to go up 6-5/

Decret had not broke Barber^
serve since the end of the first set

On the verge of victory, Decret

showed why he is one of the top-

ranked players in the nation. He
broke back, sending the match into

a tiebreaker by way of a couple of

clutch passing shots that the 6-foot
8-inch Barber could not reach.

Decret then cruised through the

tiebreaker as Barber saw the match
slip from his grasp.

"I had all the chances," Barber

said. "He put in a few clutch

passing shots when he had to."

Aside from Barber's heart-

breaking loss, the matches versus

Santa Barbara could not have been

easier for the Bruins.

Freshman Robert Janecek play-

ed in the number two spot for the

Bruins, and pulled off a huge upset

in defeating Markovits, the

nation's 18th-ranked player.

Competing in his first home
match as a Bruin, Janecek started

slowly before rallying to a three set

victory by the score 3-6, 6-3, 6-2.

Janecek, nervous at the begin-

ning of the match, mixed his old

baseline game with his newer
serve and volley style to beat

Markovits.

"I started out emulating Bjom
Borg's baseline game," Janecek

said. "But now, with my size (6

feet 2 inches) I'm trying to serve

and volley more."

UCLA junior Jason Sher was

placed in the number-three singles

position against Santa Barbara,

after playing mostly at the five and

six positions in 1991.

Sher rose to the occasion.

defeating Pham by a tally of 6-2,

6-4.

All in a day's work, according to

Sher.

Expected to win for the Bruins

were the four through six posi-

tions. They didn't disappoint

Fritz Bissell, at the number-four

spot due to poor practice play,

defeated John Fox 6-4, 7-5.

Freshman Davide Sanguinetti,

playing in his first match on the

home court, defeated Mark Ellison

6-4, 6-3.

Junior Matt Quinlan was
impressive in the six spot defeat-

ing Ilkyung Choi 6-2. 6-2.

"I was nervous because this was
the first match of the year,"

Quinlan said. "After I broke him I

loosened up a bit"

There was little tension on
Saturday as the Rebels from

UNLV came in with what many
Bruins acknowledged was the

weakest squad they will face this

season.

The Bruins did not lose a set all

day en route to a 9-0 drubbing of
the Rebels.

BisseU retumed to the top of the

Bruin lineup to defeat Pat Boles of

UNLV in the most closely con-

tested match of the day. The fmal

was 7-5. 7-6 (7-5).

Leading the charge again for the

Bruins were Janecek, Sher, and
Quinlan, each of whom was
singled out by Bassett as playing

exceptionally this weekend.
Janecek handily defeated Miro-

slav Jevtic 6-4, 6-2 in the number
three singles position.

Sher was thp first Bruin off the

court Saturday as he tamed the

Rebel's Lorin Entzel. 6-1, 6-1.

C^inlan, again playing in the six

slot blasted his way to a 6-2, 6-1

victory over Wayne Bowyer.
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III •X tells LA. Times he's I ng at the pros
By Scott Bloom
Dally Bruin Staff

UCLA sophomore quarterback

Tommy Maddox may opt to leave

school before his junior year to

enter the National Football League
draft April 26-27, the Los Angeles

Times reported Friday.

Maddox told Times writer Mai
Florence he was exploring his

options in professional football,

but had not yet made a decisioi^.

**Right now, the thing I want tb

do is look into it and see what the

possibilities are (in this year's NFL
draft)." Maddox said. "I'm just on
the outside trying to look in and see

what my marketability is, and what
people are thinking about me
now.**

Under NFL rules revised in

1990, underclassmen may declare

themselves ehgible for the draft

before their college playing days

are over. However, they do not

receive their eligibility back if they

are not drafted, or are picked lower

in the draft than expected.

According to the Times* report,

one factor in Maddox *s decision to

explore the draft is his impending

marriage to high school sweetheart

Jennifer 0*Dell. They are sche-

duled to be married March 21.

Another factor in Maddox*s
decision may be the continuing

possibility of an NFL rookie wage
scale. Speculation has persisted for

months that when the NFL com-
pletes its new coUective bargain-

ing agreement, rookie wages may
be cut back.

Maddox earned a spot as the

Bruins* starting quarterback dur-

ing the 1990 season, and went on to

throw for 2682 yards and 17

touchdowns. He ranked second in

the Pac-10 in passing efficiency.

Expected to be the focal point of

UCLA*s offense, Maddox*s num-
bers of 1991 weren't much diffe-

rent than 1990. With the Bruins*

using, a more balanced offense,

Maddox threw for 2505 yards and
16 touchdowns, usually to favorite

target Sean LaChapelle.

Despite his 1990 efforts, Mad-
dox couldn't deliver a winning

season to Westwood. Those for-

tunes changed in 1991, however,

when the Bruins rebounded from a

5-6 season to go 9-3, including a

6-3 defeat of Illinois in the John
Hancock BowL
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Swimming biasts past Soutliem Califomia
Vogt sets personal record,

Walker and Norberg win
By Christian Sclireiber

TheUCLA women*s swim team
toolc the first three places in three

of the first four events, then

coasted to a surprisingly easy
187-114 win over visiting USC in

a Pac-10 dual meet at the Men*s
Gym Pool Saturday afternoon.

The Bruins used a strong start in

the meet's opening event, the 400
medley relay, to set the tone for a

day that had as many distractions

as it did races.

Kristin Heydanek, Christy

Richardson, Mary Petry, and Jean-
ne Gibbons touched first in the

medley in 3:50.35, with Suzi Burt,

Becky Bruch, Sarah Suhadolnik,

and Megan Oesting taking second

in 3:51.88.

The Bniins* next three races

followed closely in step with the

first, as USC managed only one
second place finish— in the 1650
freestyle— and watched as UCLA
extended the lead with each event

If there was anything of note

besides the finishes, it was the

youth movement the Bruins
employed in those races. Fresh-

jnan Lorijyalker took first in the

"T650 freestyle in 16:56.72, fresh-

man Natalie Norberg topped out in

the 200 freestyle in 1:49.86, and
the sophomore Heydanek finished

first in the 100 back in 56.90.

Those races were indicative of

the kind of day the Trojans had.

USC won only two races, and one

of them through the disqualifica-

tion of Burt in 200 individual

medley. In fact, UCLA took first

and at least third in 12 of the 14

events.

*The Bruins* depth was just too

much for us today," said USC head

coach Darrell Pick, whose team
lost for the seventh straight time to

the Bruins. "I thought we*d com-
pete a little better, but we were a

iiule flat today.**

"We*re really focused right

now,'* said sophomore freestyler

Julie Vogt. •*We*re working more
as a whole team right now, and it

showed today.**

It surely showed for Vogt, who
swam a personal record 51.45 in

the 100 freestyle, and took first in

the 50 ft-eestyle with a 23.78.

Those times were a pleasant

surprise for UCLA head coach

Cyndi Gallagher.

"Julie swam great today," Gal-

lagher said. 'That's what I like to

see, and she's only going to swim
faster. The 100 free was probably

the best race of the day for us.*'

While the keys to the meet may
have been in the first four races,

they weren't the first events to

Jactor into the final outcome. ,
UCLA co-captain and senior

Kristin Stoudt, in her final college

dual meet, did not swim because of

a nagging shoulder injury that

resurfaced early last week.
The loss of Stoudt had a subtle

impact on the team, and according

to Gallagher, may have even
helped.

SUNNY SUNGADaily Bruki

UCLA backstroker Jill Buckley launches into the water during the Bruins' meet against USC on

Saturday. UCLA won 187-144.

*The girls really focused today,

and I think that was because of all

the distractions," Gallagher said.

However, the Trojans exper-

ienced a similar loss. USC's top

sprinter, Leslie Seward, was
another notable absentee, missing

Jbejneet because her father died io_

a car accident the night beforeT

"It really affected the team,**

Pick said of the death of Seward's

father. "I was hoping we could get

past it, but we just couldn't do it

today."

Other news gave the swimmers
more to think about. Last Thurs-

day, the Notre Dame swim team

bus flipped and two of their

swimmers were killed and all 32

were injured.

"With Leslie out, and with the

Notre £>ame incident, it just made
the team realize that we can't take

swimming too seriously. Life is

jnore important," Gallagher said._
" Those distractions were com-^

pounded by yet another loss —
Gallagher's swim bag which con-

tained the meet lineup, swim notes,

and her wallet Prior to the team

breakfast, Gallagher set the bag

down on the steps leading to the

pool, and it was apparently stolen.

It seemed an appropriate way

for a day filled with distractions to

begin. "There were a lot of out-of-

pool events going on today,"

Gallagher said, "but Fm happy

with how we performed, and I like

how we blocked it all out"

Burt, who had two second place

Jfinishes and a third to go along

"with her disqualification, fell the

meet was a good indication of what

is yet to come, more specifically,

the Pac-10 championships in two

weeks.

*Today was really exciting, and

we swam pretty well," Burt said.

"But in two weeks, with more rest,

this team is going to be hot"

A NEW YEAR-
HONDA SCOOTERS
-^AGREAT START

Let HEADLINES cater to all your group meetings and

parties. We provide the food-you provide the FUN!

EAgUNiS/
DINER & PRESS CLUB

WESTWOOD

10922 Kinross 20frA424 WsstwoodVUtags

SCOOTER
SALEI

UCLA Discounts on Accessories

Low Monthly Payments

We Buy Used Scooters

Trades Welcome

SALES•SERVICE rTt,

1804 Lincoln Blvd Santa Monica

Open 6 Days

Mon^Fri 9*7 Sat 9*5

(310)450^4643

\ • JAj^XS^ACCESSORIES

Just 3 miles

from UCLA
I UCLA I

See our ad in the UCLA DDtECrORY
checks ^Kfekxxne

*M
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Brains edge Stanford to take Pai>10 lead
Sick or not,

MacLean still

comes through

By Mark ftrubaker

Daily Bruin Staff

PALO ALTO— To be an AU-
American is not only to score,

rebound and be a team leader. It

also means stepping up when your
team n^ds you the most, even if

you're strugghng or feel sick.

It means to be a winner.
Don MacLean proved himself

an Ali-American Saturday is^

UCLA*s come-from-behind 83-77
win over Stanford.

MacLean was having, by hx^
standards, a poor game. Stanford**^

Adam Keefe had been able to

minimize Maclean's impact on the

game, whi]ie scoring a game-high
24 points on the offensive cntt
As if that wasn't enough, Mac-

lean was suffering from an upset
stomach that struck him suddenly
on the morning of the game.
"When we first went out to

warm up, I was thinking about not
playing," MacLean said. "I came
out late the second time too."

At one point late in the game,
MacLean had only eight points and
could not work himself into

UCLA's offense.

"I was getting tired at the end,"
MacLean said. "I was missing
shots that I usually hit nine out of
ten times and was really flat."

But then with 3:47 left in the

game, and the score tied at 69,

MacLean came to life as if

awakening from a nightmare.

First he hit a 15-foot jump shot

_ to put the Bruins up by two. Keefe
fouled him on the play and
Maclean, who was 15th in the

nation in free-throw percentage at

89.2 percent, converted the three-

point play.

"I got caught down low and got
hit with a pick on that play," Keefe
said. "If you give a good player
like Don an open 15-foot shot, he's

probably going to make it."

A moment later, when Keefe
missed a five-foot shot, Maclean
was there to grab the rebound.
With 2:53 left, he hit another jump
shot, this time fading lohis left

With two more rebounds and
four clutch free throws, MacLean
secured the game for UCLA.
Looking at the final statistics,

Stanford Coach Mike Montgom-
ery seemed to be more impressed
with Keefe 's defense.

**I thought Adam did a great job.

He pretty much took (Maclean) out

of the game," Montgomery said.

**I was almost ready to take Don
out, but then I said Don is what got

me here," Harrick said. "I'll win
with Don and Til k)se with Don.
He dug down really deep in the last

five minutes."

By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Brum Staff

PALO ALTO — Maturity.

To a man, the No. 2 UCLA
basketball team listed it as a key
factor in enabling them to beat No.
24 Stanford. 83-77. Saturday after-

noon at a sold-out Maples Pavi-
lion.

The Bruins (14-0. 6-0 in the

Pac-10) had to overcome a six-

point second-half deficit, a rauc-

ous crowd, questionable officiat-

ing and a strong Cardinal team, yet
they were still able to pick up a key
conference win on tfie road.

"I thought that (Stanford) out-
hustled and out-played us.'* UCLA
head coach Jim Harrick said, "But
this was a total team win (and a
good one) because league games
are really hard."

Heroes were plentiful for the
Bruins, who are now off to their

best season start since the 1972-73
squad went undefeated and won
the national championship.

THEO NICHOLAS/Daly Bruin

UCLA forward Tracy Murray, shown here against Fullerton, scored
23 points against Stanford on Saturday.

"Senior forward Don MacLean"
overcame the flu and a sluggish

start to score nine key points for

UCLA down the stretch (see
related story).

Captain Gerald Madkins made a
pair of crucial three-point plays in

the second half to keep the Bruins
in the game. Mitchell Butler
scored eight points and played
excellent defense on Stanford
center Adam Keefe. Guard Shon
Tarver scored 17 points, including

several huge second-half baskets.

Yet UCLA was nearly upset by
the Cardinal (11-3, 3-2).

If Stanford hadn't missed 16
free throws, or if Cardinal coach
Mike Montgomery hadn't picked
up a technical foul with seven
minutes left, the Bruins might well
be reflecting on their first loss of
the season.

"Our kids really played so well,

gosh. I hate to see them lose."

Montgomery said. "Free-throw
shooting is the thing that stands out
so much. If you go 17 for 33 at the
line, I don't know ifyou can expect
to win against a team that good."
When it came down to crunch

time. UCLA relied on its juniors
and seniors to step up and lead the

way. a sign of a mature squad.
"Our maturity is a lot better than

last year." Madkins said. When
asked if he thought last year's

UCLA team would have lost

Saturday's game Madkins replied,

"I don't want to say that, but it's a
possibility. As good a team as we
are we should be able to overcome
adversity, that's what we did."

Early in the game, the Brwng.
weren't faced with much adversity
as they streaked out to a 24-13
lead. Tracy Murray hit three
three-pointers as he scored 11 of
UCLA's first 18 points. However,
Murray did not score again until

the second half, as the Bruins went
into a shooting slump.
UCLA was held without a field

goal for nearly nine minutes during
a span covering the end of the fint

half and the beginning of the

second half.

Yet with four minutes left in the

See HOOPS, page 34

defeats Bniins with timely sliot
By Heather Dufry

Daily Bruin Staff

Two quick ticks of the clock.

In the final two seconds of a
close game against Southern Cali-

fornia, the UCLA women's
basketball team watched a no-look

Fjrayer of a jump shot leave the

finger&ps of Trojan forward Jua-

leah Woods and fall in, giving

use a 62-60 home victoiy.

Friday's game was the third

consecutive loss on what has been
a heartbreaking road trip for the

Bruins. After dropping close
games to Cal and Stanford, UCLA
was looking forward to taking its

frustrations out on rival IJSC.

UCLA Head Coach Billie

Moore said the team's 2-3 confer-

ence record doesn't tell the entire

story.

"We are about seven points

away from a 5-0 conference
record. We've had three tough
games, all on the road. We've had
a grueling three-day trip," Moore
said.

"(use was) much more aggres-
sive than we were— they came up
with more boards and loose balls

than we did. In the first half, we

couldn't get the game going at our
rtempo. We did a better job in the

second half, with our attacking and
on defense."

The Trojans enjoyed a scoring

defense that is the best in the

conference, and they managed to

frustrate the usually productive
UCLA offense in the first half.

With its tight zone defense, USC
forced the Bruins to make lofty

passes that often translated into

turnovers.

While the Bruins initially stayed
in step with the Trojans on the

scoreboards, USC went on a run

midway through the half. Led by
6-foot-5 center Lisa Leslie, the

Trojans outscored the Bruins 19-5

during an eight-minute stretch.

UCLA shot only 35.5 percent in

the first half, and USC led at the

buzzer, 34-25.

During the second half, UCLA
promptly began to chip away at the

Trojans' nine-point lead. At 9:22,

Bruin guard DeDe Mosman hit a

three-point jumper to put UCLA
up, 44-43. In the following
minutes, the teams tied nine times

and changed leads 14 times.

JOHN CHUNQ/Daly Bruin

UCLA guard Rehema Stephens drives against Trojan center Lisa
Leslie. Stephens scored 14 points and grabbed 10 rebounds In

See W.HOOPt, page 34 the Bruins' 62-60 loss to USC on Friday.

Lucky
Head coach Cyndi Gallagher and the UCLA

women's swimming team continued its mastery
of USC on Saturday, with a solid dual meet
victory.

See page 39

Chib "II

They may not always get the press they

deserve, but the UCLA hockey and rugby teajns

were in action this weekend against local rivals.

The hockey team came up short, but the rugby

team fared better.
*

See page 35

Tennis, anyone?
The UCLA men's and women's tennis teams

faced off against the Big West conference Friday
and Saturday, and proved that the Bruins'

national rankings are no joke.

See page 37
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Onc£ again, Gloria Steinem

puts hernameon the line
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sheila moreland
katrina fbley

katrina fbley

ajean Lea

sheila moreland

chickie chickie chickie chickie . .

1901 Anna Edscx> Taylor

becomes the first woman to
oooffNtagrra Fate In a bar-

rel , Ina puDHclty stuntto raise

rTK)ney to pay off the nrxxt-

goge on tier farm.

W.PlaM^w.lis
(211) 474-1112

melanie goldstein

Christine ahmed
jill flomenhoft

alicia mathis

kelly sutton

Gloria Steinem signs hernew book F^b. 18, at Bookstar.
She spearheaded the women's movement. Co-founded Ms.

magazine. And now lecturer, activist, and author Gloria

Steinem has written a hook for hoth men and women. So

come meet Americas leading feminist Tuesday,

Feburary 18, from 5:30'7pm. And watch

her make front page news all over again.

hihhshi'is'jjg
Ever\d.iv Price $2 1.80

Ecadcrt Choice $19.62 ,J The write stuff at tknghtpnce.

Beverl>- Q^nnection BiK)kstar: 100 N. La Cienega Blvd., (213) 289-1734. Hixir: 9am -midnight.

YWCA
^ Housing for women

Meals everyday

Close to campus
# Also, activities for

non-resident
students

For more information:

208-4018

trances Fernandez

Roxana Diba

Jan Wichayaniparp

michael wolffe

terence hsiao

stephani emonroe

scott

jean railla

heidi rokni

laura garfinkle

kevin estrada

nicole hunter

melissaward

glorial hemandez

photos

Steve macauley

ajean lee

LNonvop

Casey Swanson
Arvii Wamd

1916 Alva Vonderbllt
Belmont and Eba Maxwell
write and produce g ploy to
rabefurKlIno fortt^eCongres-
sional Union for Woman's
Suffrage.

1917 Jeanette Raskin be-
comes the first woman in
Congress.

1920 Ratification of the 19rh
Amendment which gave
women equal suffrage pro-
tection.

Y«, it's a "meat market" out there. But we want to

ANNOUNCING
The thirteenth annual

leSiDANCT BtJILDINCUCLA

Come to this tribute toAllegra FuUerSnyder, ofUCLA's dance deprtment.
Dance ehonology is the study of dance cultures of the world. 20
presentaions will address a variety of topes, from sexuality to shaninism,
from ritual to rap.

and > GALA
UCLA'i Mulucuhural hmknm Gay tmi BiwsiMi Amhc^mmi

TOfus, older generation offeminists, did it ever exist? Or do welr^faced pains
in the necks id^ize the past> We search for monej^ I mean meaning... Freudian
sup... neither of which we can find. Comprende?

Katrina and I question this theory of sisterhood which claims to l^e global We're
sick and tired of hearing about how much women's organizations "support whatwe re domg." What exactly does this mean? You're rooting for us' Neat
_ Indeed it is a meat MARKET, and nobody, not even the women's community oncampus, will purchase our goods. '

Donations accepted.

The editors.

Keep in Mind:

f^ii turn en ft« creeper ic ifepituci

friday; february

U| Solurday, febniary 22: 9AM-5PM

tnday,

ISfcncnc l\
:/€ LCU. Lcrci Ltpcitrrer i

'Ccrrzisftcctcrrmrc Ccrrmiitecrc
Xiccici(5itc€r ti Aiscticiiir

Proudly Present

=Two movies that might
actually make you think

''OUTRAGEOUS!"

Thurs., Jan. 30, 7:00pm
i., Jan. 31, 9:00pm

The best American movie of the Nineties! "

Donald Lyons, > ILM COMMENT

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL 823-3951

' ••••! boeptionil ... so delightfully different and daring that it

renews your faith. " u»nh»ii pme. qannbtt news service

RIVER
phoeKiix

KEANU
REkVES

MY OWN
PRIVATE IDAHO

fisr

A »ll« av •»• VAN AANT
3£ |M FiNlllNI

mil ni iwi I wim mm >ii miiiii nMniit '^»«i^>.__

-U

PadforbvUSAC

Thurs., Jan. 30, 9:00pm
Fri., Jan. 31, 7:00pm

$1.50 per night AGB
r u pubiuhad by th* AflUCU ( itooopfrtglitad. Itifatbcr itoiniidbf lteAMxM«dShidnte«f UCU«idl»puMWi«db7th*CaaaiiiiiUcMI^ ofUCU. 0|Miitan»apr«wdlnTqgrtlMr««ikata«am«llyiiMMfl<*^
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SISTERHOOD
k r

Books Music
Videos r Jewelry

By And About Women

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213)477-7300

Open 7 days 1 0-8pm

Tired ofwaiting in lines and
impersonal service?

COLLEGE TUTORIALS
College Math/Sciences Tutorials

Weekly small group tutorialsfor:

Bio. 5/9; Chem. 1 1 A-B, 132A, 153A;

Math 3A-C, E, 31 A-B, 32A; Physics 6A-

B, 8A

Sign-up in person, weeks 1-3, 12:00-^:30,

Tutoring Ctr., Dykstra, lobby Ivl.

First come, first sen/ed.

Co l lege Tutoriafs Composftlotf^
and ESL Labs

Individual assistance with writing and ESL

339 Kinsey Hall, 206-1491, M-F, 8:30-5

Appointments recommended.

Residence Halls Droo-ln Tutoring

Math/Sciences: M-Th, 2-4; 7-9 p.m.

Writing Assistance: M-Th, 7-9 p.m.

Tutoring Center, Dykstra Hall, lobby Ivl.

Subject schedule posted in Lab.

We're free and friendly

>l Strtnce ofhonors and VmUigraduau 'Programs

Vledlcal Group
Family Planning Centers

Quality personal and
professional care in a quiet,

home-like setting

Free Pregnancy Testing
Free One-On-One Pregnancy Counseling
Safe Pregnancy Termination by Pliyslcian

Birtli C<mtrol
Sterilization

Sexually-transmitted Infections

Breast Examinations
Family IMedlcine

Obstetrics-Gynecology (OB-CYN)
Pap Smears

• Insurance Welcome
• Medi Cal

• Se Habia Espanol

Marina Del Ray/Culver City

13315 Washington Blvd. Ste. 304
(310)822-9993

South Gate

3527 Firestone Blvd.

(213)566-1 101

»t

swc
commnttom UCLA

—Student Welfare Commission^
^ ,

1

Fourth Week, Jan. 27-31 , On Campus AIDS Testing Week
Information Fair for health related issues, Tuesday Jan. 28,
Westwood Plaza, 1 0-2

mFifth Week, Feb. 3-7, Eating Disorders Awareness Week
Information Fair, Thursday, February 6, 10-2

Sixth Week, Feb. 10-14, AIDS Awareness Week
Latex fashion show and numerous seminars dealing with AIDS issues

Information Fair, Wednesday, Feb. 1

2

Seventh Week, Feb. 18-21, Health Awareness Week
Earthquake Preparedness Seminar, Wednesday, Feb. 19, 12-1,
Ackerman 241 0, this is part of the Campus Safety Project

Eighth Week, Feb. 24-28, Drug tJse and Addiction Awareness Week
Information Fair, Friday, Feb. 28, Westwood Plaza

pud for by USAC, your student goveminent

V yw lave any mwsttoiis can 825-7586

ar stap by 404A Kapckhan Hal

*i

commenfJITj
by ChristineAhmed
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bring ideas to create harmony

you've come a long way, baby
An African woman nursing a baby

in a hot climate is considered a sign of

primitiveness. A Muslim woman with her

head coveted reflects a backward, medieval

mentality. But the wholesome-looking bkxid

in a few inches of pink, stretchy material

smiling from the pages of ^xyrts Illustrated

symbolizes Western dvili2atk)n, the sup-

posed pinnacle of culture.

Lest we view this as just some

abenatbn of American culture, we need to

understand this perverse vahie system in its

own historical context. In the 19ch century,

Western Europe dominated and occupied

vast areas of the wofkl, and to justify this

intniskxi, theycreated the mythofthe Vhite

-jnanliteden." Apparentiy, Ifaey needed to

bring cft^tftzatfontothese backward^co^.
And while the cokxiialists and imperialists

gobbled up Asia and Africa, back in Euro-

pean cities, Western patriarchy reached its

zenith bydevahiingfemale laborand glorify-

ing the patriarchas the brdand masterofthe
nuclear family.

By the 1860s women's work k)st all

vahie. Hie tenets ofcapitalism canonized the

subordinate soda! position of women in all

classes. The vch wife, excluded from the

workforce arxlsurrounded in herhome with

luxuries from other lands, represented the

conspkuous consumptk)n ofthe East by the

monied Westem classes. Tlie poor woman
workedinthe fieklsandthe factories, butshe

was also expected to produce chiklren aiKi

operate ina realm ofunpakl household labor

in a society that valued only paid labor.

Meanwhile in the ookl winter of a

Germanic land, the progenitor of Westem
psychoanalysis, Sigmund, conjured up the

mentalclitorectomy—castratingwomenwith
one stroke of the pen. He gave Westem
indivklualists a new religkxi and the under-

lying doc-

trine was
thepassivity

of the fe-

male. Fol-

lowing in

his foot-

steps, mi-

sogynist
psychoana-

I ySW \li\y

their job

well— to-

day how
many fe-

male Ph.Ds
dream of

being the

womanonthecoverof SportslUustratediQasi

any higher glory ever be achieved?

And these men, the Kiplings and

their like, wanted to spread the gospel, or as

they say, the ctdtoiWestemwomanhood to

the world. Oh, Africanwomencoverupyour
breasts and cinch your waists to 15 inches.

Gh^ up your econormc and politkal role.

Deny your sexuality . After all, this is the road

to modernity.

Nineteenth century intellectuals

heralded Orientalism, and part of the white

man's burden invoked liberating those poor

Muslim women— who owned property and

GOuldinheriLAsthearmiesofEuropemarched

into the Mkklle East, West Africa, North

Africa, East Africa and South East Asia, they

shed crocodile tears for the veiled Muslim

woman. Feel-

ing self-righ-

teous, they

proclaimed
themsehes the

bearers of ad-

vanceddviliza-

tk)n as they re-

memberedtheir

female posses-

=A»sgthome,
who, by law,

remained cbil-

drenioKy^t.

Alas, as

we approach

the 21st cen-

^«r^ tury, the most

apparent signs of cobnialism are gone, yet

the kjeobgy lingers. As we Westem women
are hilled into gratefulness by horrific stories

ofprimitiveAfricanaixlMkidleEastemwomen
bound in primordial ck>th (remember that

movie Not Without My Daughter), the

women of the Ttiird Workl are tokl to mod-

emize, to get an education— a Westem
educatk)n. To understatKl their own culture

they must study Euro-centric categories arxl

systems. Part of this education encourages

them to cast offthose veils, join the commod-
ity parade, starve themselves, work out two
hours a day, add a little silicon here, trysome

liposuction there and show off their value in

eight inches of neon spandex. See how
valuable they can become'

And if any non-European women
dare to create theirown kindoffutu re , a new
definitkxi of modernity, they face ridkrule or

pity. Before Western influence moved into

China,^ journalists bemoaned the drab, gray

attire oif Chinese women. Obviously, tfiese

poor, oppressedjemaks werejudgedonlyon
their intellectand politkral views. Years later,

the repofters tokl us with glee that Chinese

women could wear make-up and designer

jeans, perm their hair and partkipate in

beauty contests— truly a time of Hberation

for these women. On the back pages of

rhifw»«> mftfflWfws, a «Jmky-,$,i\:^ii\t.Z]

woman says, "You'vecome a kxigwayMing
Lei, baby."The message isdear—once your
laboraixlyourmindwere important, now all

that matters is how you fill out a pair of

Jordache jeans.

As Westem feminists bve to point

out,women in traditk)nal societies are forced

to keep their veils. But we forget that, in the

West, we are forced to taheitoffSapposddfy

Westem women ultimately strive to display

ourselves in short skirts and high bound-^eet

heels togetaman—rememberthe Newstoeek

artkrle that stated it is easier to be killed by a

terrorist than it is to get married ifyou are an

American woman over 35 and the paruc it

created?We learn to hatetime arxiourbodies

when we can't match up to the airbrushed

spread-eagle centerfoki in Penthouse. Hey
women of the world, ifs great to be a

commodity— espedaliywhen you're 22 and

beautiful. ^

Learning from Latin America:
Women 's Struggles for Livelihood

February 27-29

Thursday, February 27

Keynote addrcaa: Contextualizing womcn'a

Strugslca for Livelihood: The Household,

the Market and Beyond

The Pontics of Household Sunlval:

Mcridftt Yucatan, Mexico

Rural Medcan Woman's Struggle for

Family UvcMliood: Daughters, WItcb,

and Unmarrkd Women in Salaried Work

Livelihood Struggles of RuralWoom in

Central

Friday, February 28

Women's Social organiza-

tions in Lima, Peru

Organiaiig HouMhokl

WorlLcrs in Latin America

Poverty and the StaU:

The Case of Chile

Saturday, February 29

Worluhop: Learning

from Latin America

The UCLA Center for Afro-American Stumes Prouoly Celebrates

AFRICAN-AMERICAN HISTORY MONTH 1992

CHANGING NOTIONS OF BLACK

IDENTITY

For more inhrmBtion contact

Lynn Naliboff

UCLA Center for the Study of Women
236A Kinsey Hall ..

405 Hllgard Avenue

Los Angeles, California 90024-1 504

Sponsored by:

^UCLA Study for the Center of Womer)

*The Latin American Center

*The Chicano Studies Reasearch Center

'Graduate School of Architecture and Urban Planning

CiAREMCE Thomas, Jesse Jackson, and tme National Black kNENTiTY
I^TURE PRESENTED BY CHAIILEt HENRV. PnOFE880R OF APRO^kMERICAN STUDIES. UC BERKELEY
AUT>«)R OF T¥K> RECENTLY PUBLISHED BOOKS Culture>W«>>lFR«A/V>U«llC^
Jesse Jackson: The Search for Cotm^fNGrouw.

Are These Troublesoik Tnbb PON Black Sexuauty?
Lecture presented by Oal Elkaktn Wyatt. Professor of Psychiatry and Bwbehavioral
Sciences. UCLA; Princiwu. IvESTxuToa JaimicaAIDS Project

-j«..-»eyt;-»:iicaRa e^»3trj>̂ axJ. .

Zeke- Faoy-BNiTHOFA NatwW^ to -Jungle Fever-: A Hwtony of
Blacks in HollvwoooAs Tolo sv Zeke Wallace (ts mn.)

A ONE44AN PLAY PERFORMED BY DaRROW IOUB. LOS ANGELES-BASED COEDIAN AND IMPROYI8ATIONA1
ACTOR ^

QySrctmmmwrimDmMmaanarTmAim

Fof othw HMory MofiSi •wtnli. oon«aot ttw UCLA CMltr tor Affo-Anwkm Shidin M (310) 82S

Call Together at 206-6168.
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OVE OVER BACON

.mmm. Let's see. She usually has fucked-up hair, fucked-up clothes
and appears different fix)m the mainstream. Sometimes she may look very
normal, which can be a real twist Ninety percent chance she Ustens to some
noisy garbage. Noisy stuff that average folks tell her sucks untU it reaches
number one on the BiUboard charts, and then all ofa sudden she might be
cool or interesting. Then again, she mayJust still be crazy.
You know,women have ahvaysbeen in music. And in the alternative world

of music, they've been there, too; singing, playing instruments, wreaking
havoc orbeing sweet. Takingcharge oftheirownim^e, doingwhattheywant
because they don't have to fit into the mainstream. They carve their own
niche, yet support their male and female colleagues.
Some people latch on to a trend because they think it looks cool, or sounds

cool, or their friends tell them so. Some people say that women in rock are
trendy, but they haven't looked and hstened. Women have always been
there, especially in what was punk but is now labeled altemaUve music.
Countless bands have either been led by, or involved, women. P^ttl Smith
was a pioneer. She was punk. People thought she was pretty fucked-up for
being ugly, scrawny, hairy and ha\ntag a loud, obnoxious mouth. There were
the GoGo% but they didn't last long before they fell into the scope of the
mainstream. Look at Belinda now. Bugle BoyJeans. Whoa, pretty hard-core.
Penelope Houstonand TheAvengers helped young kids think twice aboutthe

by ^abie stron{(

your brain. The more you listen the more you imacJne. Most ofthesewomtm
lyrically caress their feelings and thoughte.mK fioml^^Tlo^ toboys to girls to booze to smack to AIDStod^pr^Z todmhL^SSto school to yeast infections to sex to abuse . . . Others expressAelrW^music byplaylngguitar. bass and drums, usuallyvdthsonS^te toffirtAe nonnal soun^. From fest and aggressive to rfow and melo^c ,^Sta
S^ZtK^ *"

^""'^ ^^"^ ""^ acceptance fit>m both s^xes in the

«?lil^T''!L*'f^*"^*"*^*=**^**«'=^^*'*«««*««Sato8ti/Wbondsbecause

Mi3^hingrea//j,goodl^tmalnstreambiasservesasanotherexplanatlonfo^
why w(Mnen are suddenly playing music; It took some time for^ese woma^to get to whCTc they are today due to lack of acceptance in their wm

SS.^l%S^S^*;Si^^r-^--*«*^-i«'-»^oare?h/maa
Often alternative bands usually niale but sometimes includlnc vromcn

]T% "^f'llT™ "^^ heterosexual-sexist pom. For some realTS
mOTi frcre Most people fevor women who play the role of sex obtect

WricanX^eamLydiaLunch'sTeen^^J^suTondtheJerfc^ ^ternaTi^^^^^
hatedbandlnNewYorkclty,Qnlybecausenobodycouldtakea hysteS^l^- there^^^Ti^i^
year old girl who screamed she was molested by her fatherwMe she and th^seh^ Sten^^TE^ ^^ a degree) they consider
somekidsbangedonlnstrumentstheycouldn'tplay. Wendu O'WUliams and femiiUst-^evsfi^W^ Fugazi, Jawbraker and Nirvana are
the Plasmati^were Hke road rash on the ear^. E^ene C^^vei o^^wS^ iffi'Se^^^'^^S^J.^'w™! ^^^^^^P^^^ ofview,
sang about the blues of being drunk, depressed and stuck in LA. Kim music aW ^^inT^u ^^h son^ very cool women in alternative

GoSon ofSonic Youth, Dlnai^cer of4?G^lSofSfi^S^ S^^yItST^^^ ? ^^!^^ performers in a tela-

Juncosa ofSWA^To Damascus, and her solo band, the teenage^s of the Iwlc^vo^^ the^ histories, what they are into,

baby i^eddXross,27ie£unai^i^ (With babies Joai^ Op^^'^LTStew6 ofXYeasty Girls, JmHel CaMiz ofPussy Galore, STP.ihe Action Swingers,., the
«^es is uomta ^oarks ofX7.

list grows every day. Yes, the number ofwomen in alternative music maybe
increasing, but that can only be the result ofwomenwho grewup on punk or
death rodk or DuronDuran or KISS or BiUie HoUidau. Girlswho said "Hev
That's cool! I can do that !"

' ^'

Music is definitely infectious. Its rhythm grows, the lyrics get ingrained in

G.S: What Influenced you to be a
nmsleian, especially one Uial^

plays the nmslc that you do?
DS: I gness punk r<»ek influeneed
a lot of us to actually play. Punk
T-ock Is a factor there. Wtlt me It

benefit bat I bad called It Rock
Against CoatHangers, this was
years ago. I ahrays wanted to do
this, and since we were gaining
more and more popularity, I was
like '^We gotta do a pro choice
benefit, apro choice benefit!"*,
and yet I dliln^t want to put In aU
the work for It because It's a
real nightmare to have to orga-
nise something like that. So we
were talking to this writer about
It, Sue Cummlngs, who Inter-
viewed us for the LA Weekly,
and she said, ""Why don'tyou
hook up with the Fundfor the
Feminist nqjoriiy, because they
have money to back this and to
organise If Ihere was this
public service announcement
thatwas funded by the Feminist
Mw^rity FomndaUbn. U was
supposed to be aired on JVrV,
and had wom^i In rock: Kim
Gordon, Miss Kerr, Tina from
the Talking Acoiis. Ihatgot
banned, which upsetthem, but
Sue hooked us up with them.
GS: How did you think that show
went^
DS: I thought It was great. I
thought It was a lot ofwork.
Becausewe had done so much
work on It, I

reaUydidn't feel
like we were on
stage playing. I

felt likemymind
was on the hori
d*(»euvre8 tray

worrled Ifthere
was enough dip
In there and If

the bands had
enough beer.

about his dog, and that he had to
put h€?r to sleep because she was
so sick, etc Hy friimd and I were
trying not to laugh hi this woman's
face.

DS: You know that song Is a song
that they cover, I think by the Fast
backs. Teah, because uiien I
heard the song I was like 'Wow,
this song rocks, Fm sure they
clldn't write It," because they're
not very good song writers.'Fhat
song Is really good, so we decided
to write 1 used to iacehim but i
had to kiajdm- About his dog,
my ass.

C;S: llfaat are the plani for the
January commemorative of Roe v.
Wade and the Rock for Choice?
DS: It's going to be at the Palla-
dium on the Mth ofJanuary with
Fttgad, and we're also doing this
networkingthing bysending out
press kits tomanyunderground
banils across the country and to
all the aHematlve labels, AHema-
Uwe Tentacles, Amphetamine
Reptile, Sub Pop, and then to a lot
of promoters across the country
ms well, to <io something the week
ofJanuary S£nd, the twentieth
annlv€»iMiry of Roe V. Wade. To do
something In theirown town,

although Itwin
be very
grassroots and
underground,
itwIUbea
national event

We^re gotten ^9hou
U9 your tits^^ hut
nothing that ire

Gfife How dhi you start out?
DS: I talked nqr mom into buying
me an dectric guitar for my
sixteenth birtfatiay, and she did.
My dad said, Ifhy don't you
learn to phqr a real instru-

** He wanted me to get an
rustic gidtar and I reiased, flat

emt refused. Vtf mom got me a
rcallly shitty, flfty-dollar, used
deetrlc gahar.
GS: Do you, does all of L7, or L7
us a band consider yours^ves

the situation vras uglyrStevIe
IVlcks out of the radio, this foul
o4lor, and It was one of the rare
nights we were finding a motel to
sleep In becausewe didn't have
anybody's floor to crash on. We

—

were Just looking for a motel.

no motels

really ex-

DS: I label n^velf as a femfaiM. I

don't think we're a "fc^uM
band" per se, I think that the
way we live our IItcs is defhdtcly
feminist and tiie way wem
business Is definitely fendnlst,
the way the band fa Jnst Uke
Hmrl-g, l-^*^«^»«*-gfff|M|nlnM

GS: Could you talk a little bit
aboiA the smeif the magic ep?
DS: Let's see. the name of the

funny, ss%eU the magie Is ftmny.
We were drhrkig through some
really stinky town in faullana, late
at nlgfal, and Smd and I were the
only ones awake. Smd was drlv-
hig, It sm^ed really bad, and
Stevie maks was on the nuHo. It

was just like cverythhig about

3 !_:

Snal Jnst
looked at me
and said,

"Smi^the
ma0c." We
both started
cracking up.
So we decided to use that as the
title for this record. It's afeo got
a little tribute to Spimai Tap in
there. Smd and I were looking
for a trshlrt design, and we were
looking through all the old
Wcelcif World J¥eum and Natianai
Enquirers. I had these old
dondnatrix magasines from the
sixties, that are very lightweight
•ompared to wimt Fm more is out
there today, but so we saw that
picture and it Just matched with
the title ''Smefl the magfo",
where the guy's at her crotch, so
we deci«led to use tbmL photo. U
was Just so offensive like very
^piMl Tn^ in a way, a shirt that
would

decided on that one, as opposed

to the artistes rendering ofa
martlan from theWeeklyWorld
News.
GS: Much of your music is lyri-

cally written about w<mien, l(ke
'she^ instead of 'he'. Could you
expand on that?

DS:W^I
don't know if

nmckof our
music is

written about
that. I did
'slie' for "fWrt
and Frigfaten-

hig" because I

didn't think
that there
were enough
songiwritten

about rad women or rad gh*ls. I
wanted to write timt definitely
about a 'she'. We like to cover
both genders in our materiaL In
''Deathwlsh'* it talks about 'she'
and 'lie'. I don't thktk most of
our material Is Just sluing
about women. It's about every-
body. I mean everylMNiy thinks
*'Shove" Is this big feminist
uuthem. We Intended to write a
universal anthem for everybody,
the one line about "some gug
Just pinched a^g ass" is Jiwt one
line. The rest of that song 1 think
Is pretty univental with Just
misfits in general, people in
authority trying to bum you out.
GS: BaclL to "Fast and Frighten^
ing. "Msk about you or wi
youUke?

DS: Wett, a little is tongue In

cheek, too, like the lines

down at the creek smuMng pot
she eats the roach so she don't

get caught
hiotssn-^

got so swck cllt slie don't need
no tails

the "eat the roash"
of the white trash

girls I smoked pot with lb high
schoofc "Oh yeali, Fm gonna eat
the roach." It's Hke there's
something very imuiy about that
and something very free about
that, too, of course, but also
kinda "Oh my God take it easy."
So there's a lot of glrla I went to
high school with. A little bit of,
um. Reeky Reck from the
Iwnaciiicks. She inspired the
motorcycle line "poppin whceiics
on her mtotorhike/straight giris
uish theg ufcre dgkcs.'' The first

.

time I met her she pulled up on a
motorsycle, and I was like "Oh
my God." "Straight giris wish
theg were dgites"! I was Hke,
"Go<l, I wisk I was gay so I could
go ride on the back of her bike."
So yeah it was definitely Influ-
enced by people I know.
GS: What made you go to the
imd for the feminist mi^rlty, to
do a benefit? Why didn't you go
to H^.O.W. or Pianncd Parent-
hood or linother organixation?
DS: They were the ones who
offered to lidp. We have alwi^s
wanted to ... In n^ old band I

forahoise

wanted to please
them so that they
would be Inter-

ested Inworking
for another cause or the same
cause In the future. Mostban«is
are turned off to benefits be-
cause ofthe accommodations
involved, weJustnranted every-
thing to run like clockwork so
thatpeople would be happy that
they were involved In a success-

^ fnl evening,
raising wise. It's hard to orga-
nise and play the same bill, it's

reallytough.
GS: The Guns N' Roses song #!—#

you cover, "M used to lore her
GS: The Guns I¥' Roses song that
you cover, "M used to loee Iter

but M had to idU her,'' was
really funny. Why did you do It?

DS: Teah, we haven't played It In

a long time, and we played at the
Rock for Choice show. We heard
A]d had called to reserve some
tickets, and we were like 'Ugh we
got to do that', butwe like that
song, I think It rocks, but the
lyrics f used to lore her but M
had to kiU her could be taken
from a very misogynists slant,

like f used to Uwe her but i had
to klU her and 1 can stiU hear
her complain. So we would rock
to that song, butwe'd be, "Oh
yeah, right Axl." Then I could do
the "Axl dance," so then It all

Just came together (to f used to
love him but M had to IdU him}.
GS: It's funny to me because my
friend's mother had a party and
this friend of her mother was
brag^hig to me and my pal about
how she knew Axl Rose from
worliing In the music industry,

and how he was so nice that he
took her son out and showed
hhn around his house. She said

Axl told hhn that that song

can ^t come back
with a better line.

We always put
people in their
place If they start
yelling that shit.

pro-cholce,Vote against them,
get them out of office. What-
ever you do as y<mr livelihood
or hobby. Try to put that to use.
Ifyou're an artist, make some
cool signs and take your fHends
to a rally. We're pleasantly
surprised by the response from
bands we know across the
country, who want to do some-
thing, where maybewe consid-
ered themkinda apathetic In
the past, now they want to help.
It's really nice.
GS: What about meatheads at
shows? Lois of fighting goes on
or people get hurt . .

.

DS:When we're playing. Ifwe
"

see violencewe stop playing.
Sometimes it's the bouncers and
we threaten to leave. Ifwe see
Jarheads In the audience ....
When we played with C^WAR at
theWater's club, peoplewere
stage-dlTlngand this gangguy
would punch them In the face.
Sowestopped. Unfortunately,
we don't always see that stuff,
though usuallywe embarrass
them. I don't like bullies In
general, and I hate going to a
showand having someJarhead
elbowme In the knocker, you
kno^. Get the fuck away from
me. They get really power
^'^PPy* too. It bums me out
urihen we play a show and In the
beginning there arewomen in
the front, and then by the end

thing wlU be
going on in

every city that
week for pro-
choice.

Whetherthey
^ve their
money to the
fund for the
fendnlstnuyor-
Ity or

^<l9miiiury 199J^ ^
there are plenty of gcNNl boy-
bands that don't get attention
either. I think a portion was
sexism and a portltm of It was
being Ignored unfairly forwhat-
ever reason, but that doesn't
happen to us as much anymore.
We've kind of gotten over that.
Oh yeah, when our first record
vras distributed by Chameleon,
we asked them to put a<fa for us
hi pubUcadons like FUpside,
fiAxmun ROCKAim roll,
stuff like that. At the same time
Precious Metal, this heavy metal
band with aU women , Imd a
record on Chameleon thatcame
out, so they took out a double ad
In RiUhoard that said, "L7 and
Precious Metal, two good rea-
sons to get rock hard." There
was steam coming outmy ears, so
I got on the phone and yelled at
the gay. It was bad.
GS: Are your parents supportive
of your work?
DS: As we get more successful
t^efremore supportive, let's put
It that way. I think it's overall
with our parents that "money
talks, bullshitwalks." They're
gettingmore supportive as long
as those L.A. Times articles keep
coming out, as opposed to those
FUpside articles. The Times
carries a little more weight than
FUpside.
GS: Fm sifre! ... Do you have
any words of advice for yo-Mg

choice organisation In theirhome-
town, it's up to them. The fund
wanted to do a huge show in April,
butwe wanted to get the ball
rolling before then. Theywere
talking about big big stars like
Ronnie Raitand Jackson Rrown,
andwe were like, "Eh, not. " We

all In the back of the chtb. We
don't exactly know how to work
that yet.
GS: Teah, It's hard.
DS: Teah, It Is hard. Lately
we've been tellingthe audioice
to have fun but keep your
elbows off the kn€>ckers. We
kind ofmake light of It and Joke
a Uttle but also Just say hey,
take a look around you and
make sure you're not violating
anybodywith your thrashing,
whether they be nude or fenude.
I «lon't like to see anybody
bumped around by some big
balooga.
GS: Have you ever been ha-
rassed by fans?

men who want to start a band?
BSi Well Just from past experi-
ence, we thought ofbreaking up
because there was nothing hap- >

piling, but I'm gladwe didn't
because It's paid off. It'sounds
corny, but once you get some-
thing going don't give up on it.

Do your own thing, don't copy
other bands. Tou tlo best by
doing what's In your heart,
whether It's shoving yams up
your ass, or being a folksinger,
or being a Del Rubi^ '•^-let. or
being In Preeir *

what yon do.Q

in a cool underground rock scene,
because this is going to affect the
youth ofAmerica more so than the
over-thirty crowd, the Jackson
RrowncrowdL We Just wanted to
over^thlrty crowd, the Jackson
Rrown crowiL We Just wanted to
getsomething really youth-ori-
ented, underground, grassroots
going. That's why we ^d the
October thing and that'swhy we're
doing this networking across the
country for Jan. 22, Just so people
will^t involved and know that
this is going to be over- turned In
the sunnner Ifwe don't getup in
arms about It now. April is too
late for an underground revving
up. That's what we 've been doing
this past goddamn like six months.
We're frustrated thatwe'rethe
only ones Who are doing It.

There's all these organisations
getting together and honing In on
stuff, likeACTUP for AIDS aware-
ness. We were like, "Coop! Cool!
Rutwhatabout pro-choice? "

That"s such in Jeopardy right now
and nobody's doing anything, so
we started doing this.

GS: How can the audience or
volunteers get involved with this?
DS: This Is the route we chose
because this is wimt we do for a
living. Register to vote, talk to
frienils, go to rallies, write to
legislators; and If they vote against

e've gotten *a^how us your
tits,'* butnothing thatwe can't
come back with a better line.
We always put people in their
place ifthey start yelling that
shit. I have a guy I call HInkley
place Ifthey start yelling that
shit. I have a guy I call HInkley
who foundmyname through
directory assistance, who calls

me up, but I like him, I think
he's really cool, but after that I

did havemynumber unlisted.
He could have been scary. He
c^ls me from time to time, and I

call him my HInkley, and he
says, "HI Donita, this Is

HInkley," so that's kind of nice.
We haven't had any scary fans,
we've had some Inbred fans,
definitely, butmost ofthem are
good-hearted. Except for this
one guy, he always gets thrown
out of almost every show (in

LJL), and now he's been black-
listed, but he always manages to
get In. He Just gets fucked up
and causes violence. He's Just a
freak.

GS: Have yon ever been ha-
rassed by other periormers or
industry people?
DS: I think eariy on we didn't
get the attention or the shows
we sliould have gotten, for what
reason I don't know. Tou could
blame sexism or Just blame
ov€»*all unfairness In the arts,

4«i
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(Co you care?

haion Lund decided to humor
her parents in 1986, by joining them as

they watched a special report on AIDS.

But as they snuggleddown fora night of
family TV, Lund turned to ice. Her ex
husband appeared on the screen, and
frankly tdd Dan Rather what he had
nevertoldher hewas bisexualanddying
of AIDS.

1 screamed, I threw somethingand I

thought I was gonna die," Lund recalled

Lund had never before considered her

chances of HIV-contacL

Heterosexual women are the fastest

growing population affected by HIV/
AIDS in the United Stales, according to

sumers of the link between chronkr yeast

infection and HIV. like physkaans, medka-
tkmmanufacturersremainuninformedabout
womenandAIDS. "Whenyou thinkabout it,

women go to two different doctors. You
have your regular doctor and your gyne-
cotogist. Awoman with HIV is caught in the

mkkUe. Her regular doctor knows nothing

about gynecobgy, and her gynecok)gist is

not informed of the women -spedfk mani-
festations of mv," said ACTUP member
MaryPkrkert.

Lund agreed "I krx)w too many women
who are in reality infectednowwho used to
complain of . . . chronk: yeast infections.

Theirdoctors keptsaying "Oh no, you're not

From 1988to 1989, diagnosedAIDScases
increased 29 percent among women,
compared to 18 percentamong men. Yet

the Center still fails to include even one
gynecok)gical manifestatbn of AIDS on
its monthlyreporttophysiciansacross the
natk)a InNewYork last year, 65 percent

of female AIDS cases were diagnosed

only after the patients' deaths.

Specialists from all skies of the HIV
controversy piedkt that this year AIDS
will be the fifth leading cause of death

amongAmencanwomenages 15through

44. Yet, most HIV-infectedwomen fail to

show traditk)nal, male-based signs of

AIDS until the last eight to 12 weeks of

life, if ever. Tliis aUows the virus to feed

silently on their primary target cells.

The Center's definitkxi still rideson a
1987classificatk)nsystembasedonwhite,
rmddle-dassgaymen. Forty-eightpercent
ofwomen whose death certificates irxii-

cated HIV-positive status died of condi-

tk>ns not mentbned in the definition,

according to the Center's 1990 report.

Eachmonth,theCDCsendlsanupdated

list of HIV infectk)ns to the Medksd pro-

fession. Armed with this informatk)n,

doctors kx)k out for possible manifesta-

tk>ns ofHIV in their patients.

Ifpatients devek)p Karposi's Sarcoma,

a common AIDS-related cancer found in

men, the physkaan knows to test forHIV.

But Karposi's Sarcoma appears in only

one percent of reported women with

AIDS, according to data collected by the

AIDS Coalitbn To Unleash Power (ACT
UP).

When a man has a yeast infectbn of
the mouth (oral thnish), his doctor im-

mediately tests him for HIV. Yet when a
woman has a vaginal yeast infectbn,

chances are she avokis the expense of
doctors akpgether and purchases over-

the-counter treatment

Women devebp symptoms that men
cannot Chroruc vaginal yeast infectkxi

kills women with AIDS. Cervkal cancer,

peh^c inflammatory disease (PID) arxl

chronk: yeast infectkxis that will not re-

spond to medk2itk>n are gynecok>gk:al

manifestatkxis of HIV.

Butnon-infectedwomenalsodevebp
yeast infectk>ns, and packaging of non-

prescriptk>nmedkatk)nfails towarn oon-

3. infected . . . y<

Tlie Center recently recognized its over-

sight,andanewdefinition isunderproposal,
due for release sometime m 1992. Hie pro-

posed definitfen includes some, but not all,

of the gynecok)gk3il manifestatbns of HIV.

Vaginal thrush appears on this list While
activists want to see more, they admit that

this nK)ves in the right directk)n.

In the meantime, HIV-positive women
continue to complain ofdramatk: menstrual

difficulties, ranging from no period at all to

painful, heavyperiods thatlastuptolSdays.
Painful cbtting arxi worsening cramps also

recur.

Lund conskiers herself lucky. She never

suffered from PMS before contacting HIV,

and menstrual problems are still rxxan issue.

But she and herfiance Stephen, who is mv-
negative, recognize menstruatk)nasaperiod
of high risk, and are even more sexually

cautkjus than at other times of the month.

1986wasrK)texactlytheyearofgrassroots

AIDS awareness, arxl lack ofpuWk: facilities

prevented Lurxl from getting tested for HIV
for three months after watching her video.

When she finally dkl get screened, her

doctorgave hersix nx)nths to live, unlessshe

starteddrugtreatment. Herdoctorwaswrong.

For the next three years, Lund believed

the world's erroneous assumptwn that nice,

heterosexual women do not get AIDS.

1 went into extreme denial ... I just put

it out of my mind," Lund said

But ignoring her condition failed to

eliminate it Lund's steady diet of Burger

King and cake fed HIV exactly what it

needed.LymphonoctomysweUedherthroat,

arxi chronic fatigue conibined with severe

diarrhea leached 23 pounds off her already

slenderframe in six weeks. She awoke each
morning, drenched in her own body fluki

Night sweats.

Againherdoctorgave hersixmonthsand
suggested drug therapy. Lund refused, and
tumedinsteadtoso-calledaltematrvetherapy,

whkii continues to keeps her alive and
heakhy.

Tve increased my T-cells from 190 to

550," Lund beamed. Non-infected people
cany about 1,000 T<ells. "I really attribute

this to the body, mind arxl spirit arxi the

hoiistk: approach."

The hoiistk: approach to treating HIV/
AIDS rerhains, for the most part, an urxler-

grcund movement The oflOdal prescriptkxi

for AIDS therapy is AZT, a dnig that kills a
partkde of the virus, curtailing its repixxiuc-

tk)n. Critics accuseAZTofdangerous toxk:-

ity levels, but doctorswho deviate from this

standard treatment mn the risk of kxing
medical licenses.

Lurxi relies on a variety ofGerman and
Chinese herbs, which remain unapproved
by the Federal Drug Administration (FDA).

AIDS activists claim that the Administratk>n

refuses to test herbs because drugs make
more profit for indivkkial FDA offkaals.

While the FDA regulates the study and
approval of drugs, testing is conducted
through arK)ther channel. Before a new
dnigpassesthroughtheFDA^itPinsrhimigh

anextensiveseriesoftestsconductedby the
AIDS Clinical Trials Group (ACTG), a col-

lectionofnesearchprogramsscatteredacross

the states.

Tlie people harxiing out money deter-

minewhatandwho
will be researched,

and women are at

the bottom of the

list. Officials who
regulate AIDS-re-

lated drugs indi-

rectly own them,

arxi these people

see a vested interest

innotfmding acure

forAIDS, according

to activists.

•Most of this

(money) comes
from the pharma-

ceutical companies,

(which) are owned
by the chemical

companies, whkii
literally own the

worid- they're mul-

tinational. Why
woukl they want to

sponsor something

which proves you
don't need drugs

anymore?"askedEd

McCabe, author of

the best-selling

book Oxygen
7!»n^arxlinves-

tigativejoumalistfor

The FamilyNewsm
Fbrida.

But drug ap-

proval is nx)recom-
plkated than many
alternative therapy

advocates realize,

argued nurse prac-

titioner Sheila

Gillespie.Andwhile

a lot of money
changes hands,

personal finarKial

gain is notwhat ex-

cludes alternative

herbs from national

approval.

•Tliere are a mil-

lion treatments out

there .
.
.You coukinttogistkallystudyevery herb

or dnig that somebody finds on the side. It's just

not feasible," Gillespie sakl.

But AIDS activists point fingers at government
emptoyees who have finarx:ial ties with pharma-
ceutkal companies such as Bunoughs-Wellcome,
whk:h markets AZT. And the Natk>nal Health

Federatfon releasedstatistksin1991 whk:hclaimed
that 150 FDA empbyees own stock in Bunoughs-
Wellcome.

As of August 1991, Burroughs-WeUcome had
grossed$315milUonfinomyearlyA2Tsales,accord-

ing toNfcCabe. Burroughs-WeUcomemay gain, but
people with AIDS (PWAs) continue to lose.

Indivkiuals with AIDS spend at least $3,600 per
yearonAZT, merely the firststepalonga rockyand
expensive road of drugs and red tape.

HIV weakens the immune system, allowing

opportunistic infectk)ns such as pneumonia to

developand kill its defenseless host. Each infection

requires a different drug for treatment

CMV-Retinitus, which causes AIDS-related
blindness, costs up to $48,000 a year to treat. The
drug used to treat it is not yet approved arxl can
be used onlywith special government permissk)n.

PWAs typically battle up to eight deadly infections

simultaneously, arxl researchers have never tested

what happens to patients who take all of these

drugs at once.

-Afcanwhile^ hind's entire alternative ppogram-^vitamins, acupuncture, colomcs aixl body mas-
sages costs less than $600 per month, compared to

thousarxls.

Qffkaals invest testing furxls in drugs that seem

please seeND^ pg. 14

Condom Shopping Guide
Most birth control dovlces provont prog-
nancy, but not HIV infection. Only
condoms ward off HIV, and condoms
somotinies loak or braak. Ideally, latex
condoms should be used with a water*
based spermicide containing non-
oxynol 9. Spread the spermicide both
inside and outsFde of the condom before'
use, Increasing every possibility that
unwanted sperm will die. ^

Spermicide applied to vaginal sponges
or diaphragms alone will not reduce
risk of HIV contact.

-U-

While filling your shopping cart wMiisafe-
sex paraphernalia, be sure to look fdn

n
Latex condoms, not animal skin.

Disease, prevention claim on pacl<age of

label.

Also consider:

n With spermicide

DGel

n Cream

n Foam

D With lubricant, water-based, non-oxynol 9

n Seperate lubricant, water-based,

non-oxynol 9

--»-
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Barbara Baxfer speaks ...

Rolling whh the punches

one rm one
by Katfina Anne Foley

t

^

i^'tt

—BUHe HoSday becornes

a star.

«

1932 Babe Didrikson

wins Gold Medals for her

performance in the 80-

meter hurdles arxd javelin

throw in ttie Olympics

1932 Amelia Earhart •

becoTT^es ttie firstwoman
io cross__ihe ^tJar^4c—
Ocean. ^

i^

-/

1

the 1930s

'her neck is too low.

Togetlienln herbook, Backlash, Susan Faludi com-
ments on a donservative backlash that people and
institutions are piling upon women. How does this

make you feel as you seek entrance into one of
America's most powerful iastitutions, the Senate,

that, as you've said in the past, doesn't represent
more than half its populalioa'

Barbara Bazen Well, the Senate is ... a dassic
instltutkMi. Ninety-eight men and two women.
Listen, this isn*tgood forthecountryto havean
institution that is so unrepifcsentath^ of the
population. We're not running a country dub
here, we're running a country. How are you
going to getthebest possible policieswhenyou
have an institution that is so unrepresentative?
It'ssooverwhelminglymaledominated. It'snot
just like ifs 50 percent or 60 percent, ifs 98
percent And I do believe that most people are
reacting to thateversince theysaw theThomas
hearings.TheyalwaysknewthattheSenatehad
alol of men, but I don't think they recognized
dart itwas quite this ovcrwhHming.

early, we're going to have a much better and

': As a student at UCLA; I'm concatied about the
statistics that say one in seven women will be raped
on campus. While some of the more than 3000
American educational institutions, have rap>e educa-
tk)n and prevention programs, others have nothing.

What is your solution to this problem'
B8: Ibe firstdueyou gaveme inyourquestion,
isweneed to preventcrime,weneed to prevent
rape.We meed to make people understand that
rape Is a crime ofextreme anger and violence,
and that takes education. The Violence Against
Women Act really attacks the question straiglit

ahead,andsays, 'We'regoingtoputmoneyinto
eduottion at the kywer grade level, the young
grade ievd, and also into higher education.'
And by die way, about the funds for rape pre-
venticm on collie canqnisese diat part ofmy
bin has been put into the higher education act,

so ifs really on its way to becoming law. Once
-the funds are available to thecampuses, I hope
diat we win begin to see a turn around, but
we*vegottostartatavery,veryyoungage. Rape
isan actofextreme violence, andwe need to be
sure that people understand.
T: I agree that laws give us theoretical tools to call

sexual offenders to trial and prosecute them. But as
the daughter of a battered woman, I'm concerned
with how we can bring about change at the root of
the domestic male violence against woman, and
how we can transform the logic of sexism that

socially induces battered wives, daughters, and
sisters to silence?

B8:Wen this gets us bade to our educatfon.We
need to make people understand diat a lot of

,

the discriminationwomen face is about power
and domination. You don't really think much
jabout it, none of us do. We're busy trying to

ends meet, and trying to find happiness
[
our lives. Butwe need to understand the root

causesoftfai<typenfdJurrlmlfvifipn, anH agpl«>

the key word is education.
One ofthe thingswehavetomakesure tostress
in education, is that we are an on this planet
together. We need to work together, we can't
have conflicts growing between men and
women. We're aU at our best when we work
together. And the problem between men and
womenatavery^rootkvelneeds tobediscussed
and addressed. Historically, women have been
muchmoreopen todiscussingtheseproblems,
and nowwe see some men being interested in
discussions, thafswhy the education is so cru-
daL
A lot ofmen historically have not been willing
to discuss their feelings but ifs got to be done.
Peoplewho batter theirchildrenwere battered
themselves, usually. And therefore you've got
to break the cydp. Oncewe break ityoungand

T: Moving on to some health questions. Women are
systematkadly excluded from drug trials in the U.S.

This problem is emphasized with the recent medical
attention paid to A2T which is only tested on men.
How do you think we can change this so that health
concerns about AIDS are included in current research
and sdentific investigation toward womea'
BB: There is no doubt that ifyou lookback at the
scientific work that has been done at the Nar
tional Institute ofHealdi INnll,wehave notseen
women utilized enough in these triab for drugs,
whether ifs for AIDS, or frankly, any other
disease.We don't seewomen [in trials], idiedier
its for high blood pressure or heart disease. The
only information we were able to get on heart
disease really came from the nurses who did
their own study.
The women in the congress are very aware of
this and we*ve put together theWomen's Health
EquityActWe] •'ini-M»

a test for onuiui cancer, Tand] ^rta^irt^ sm^
that mammograms are covered. Part of it is to
make sure that women are included in these
clinical trials, so we really need to push the NIH
and theCDC [CenterforI>isease ControQ toward
includingwomen.
WehadabigafigimientwiththeBushadministia-
tion. Secretary Sullivan thinks that enough
women are being used. Butwe pushedhard and
we did get some instructions in the last budget
We're hopeful, and we also started a Wonxn's
Healdi Initkttlve.

Sowe think diat finally diey're starting to listen.

Butletmeteilyousomediing,tlielBeytoitismofe
women in the House and Senate. Thafs the
bottom line. And even dmdigii there are some
wonderful men wiio push for It, the women
symbolize the issue.Whenwe talkaboutit, itjust
lus more credibility.

T: Speaking ofwomen and families and oedibilityTT
. How do you fed about the dual burden that women
have of being responsible as domestic workere, as
well aswage earners? E^xxdally impoverishedwomen
who constantly find themselves in this vicious cycle of
public and private spheres?

BB:Wenas asocietywehave to supportfiunilies,

whatever siaoe and shape they come in. I mean,
some famflies are the nuclear fiunily, the dual
parent family, where one parent works, [or in]
some, two parents work. Some are <iitig^* fami-
lies where the women work, or even single
famflies where the man works, ahlKNigh those
are rare. But ifwe're a society that values fiunily
andchildren—which I like to thinkweaf«—we
obviously have to support feitwn<^*ff And what
that means is, you need to make sure thaf you
havesafechlldcareforourchildren.Youneed to
make sure that Head Start is available to aB
children who qualify, which really wiU help
those in thelowerendofthe spectrum.We need
to make sure thatawomanonwelfaredoes have
die opportunity to work and finish her degree,
but gets, if she has a child, quality childcaie so
thatshe can fed free to go out there andbecome
a productive member [ofsociety]. So I think that
society, in the form of the state and fedeial
government, needs to haveaback-upsystemfor
workingparents,becausethepressuresareover-
whelming. Particularly on the women.
It also means having ^Hi^^fflte health caie, be-
cause if you have a sick child you lose your
productivity. And ifyou get sick and you dont
have health insurance, and you dcm't get your
yearlypreventioncheck-up. .. ifsavidouscyde.
So, you need the child care, the health care, you
need die back-up, [and] CamOy medkal leave.
We're the only nation that doesn't have it Ifs
ridiculous.

1924Miriam Fergusonof

Texas and Nelle Taytoe

Ross of Wyoming are
elected governor of their

respective states on tt^

some day, nnakirg ttiem

ttie firstNA/omen governors
in United States' history.

1926 JosephiTie Baker,

on AfriccrvAmerican erv
tertairer, opens her own

3iez Josephine, in

^^Qfgf

1928 Mayo Angelou is

iDom. Through her dutotx-

ographies,poetry ,articles,

interviews and perfor-

mances she has pro-

fourvdly influenced Afri-

jpon-Americon women
since the 1960s.

If you have a sick diHd, ^•^y^u^Kave^a
strophiciBneas,youdontloscyourhealth insur-
ance, you can talBe unpaid leai^ So these are aO
the diings diatwe must do.
T: Do you think that we're moving toward a state of

national health car^
BB: I think we're moving toward it very slowly.
Butwe definitelyare movingtoward it Moreand
more of the middle class in this country are
starting to say, 'We cant afford this. Ifs a prob-
lem for us, idienwe need our health care we're
not sure iffl be there," and therefore I think ifs

coming. Fm a type of perKin who's just really

pushingnationalhealth insurancebecausewe're
not going to be able to compete in the economy
even. Ifwe're not a healthy nation.
T: Great. And, um ... last but not least, I wanted to ask
you about abortion. This summer Rust v. Sullivan

clarified the increasing threat to Roe v. Wade. Where
doyou think the status ofabortion will be in five years?

BB: I can't teUyou where ifflbe in five years, but
I can teByou thist it is under tremendous threat,

and within months. Roe v. Wade could be his-

tory. The states wiB dien be deciding for then>-
selveswhetherawoman has die right to choose.
Ifs going to lead to chaos, ifs going to lead to
terrible ai^mients here in California.
We don't have a very strong legislature. Even
diough choice Is protected In the State constitu-
tk)n, ifs very, verydicey that itwlUbe protected.
We need tomakeRoeV.Wade diekiwofdie land,
and here's the waywe need to do it: weneedto
keep die pro-choice half of the Senate, and in-

crease thenumbers ofthose peoplewiioare pro-
choice so that we move towards a two-thirds
malority. We're not there yet
And we need to have a new president, so that if

we don'thaveatwo-thirdsminoritywecanmake

president. This Is a crucial issue because
choice is reallyso much more than an abof^
don issue. Ifs really about freedom, indi-

vidual rights, freedom of rdiglon, aU die
tilings that we say we believe in as a na-
tton. If they take away that right, the
government can start taking away lots of
other rights. It's a very frightening pros-
pect.

Let me put it this way. Where we will be
fiveyearsfromnowdepends onwho gets
elected president. It also dependsonwho
gets into the United States Senate, and I

can assure youi if it's Barbara Boxer,
you're going to have a real leader for
choice in there.
T: Great Thank you very much and also Td
liketoaskyou tosharesomesuggestionsyou
mighthave foryoungwomenwho are inters

ested in legislation and judicial processes.
BB: Be part of my campaign. We're lo-

cated at Hollywood and La Brea. Our ad-
dress is 7060 Hollywood Blvd« And you
know the phone number. There are so
many things they can do, and theywould
get to campaign, they would learn about
the issues, they would see how politics
work. This is what I'd love for them to do.
Because if they believe in choice, and
they believe in equal rights for women
and all people, Tm their candidate and I

want them to work with me.
KF: Great. Well I intend to vote for you. And
I just want you to know, I went to Head Start, so
it is a good program.

the 1920s

9
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1922 a wonxn is car

ried off a Chicago
beachand Intoapoddy
wagon in heron6-plece
berthing suitofter being

spied by polcewomen
that were pxrtrolng the

sands on behalf of "mo-
rcHBy.^ •mmm
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Women's Studies Program and Center for the Study of Women
present

Women, Culture and Society Public Lecture Series

Vilatie Hittooni

Professor of Communications, UC,San Diego

Reproductive Discourse and the Negotiaiton of
Public meanings: The Case of Baby M

Thursday, January 30, 1992
4:00 noon

CSW Conference Room, 288 KinseyHall

Vice President, Academic Affairs and Professor of
Anthropology, California State University,Dominguez Hills

Black Women in Academe: Issues and Strategies
Co-sponsored by CAAS in honor of Black History Month

Tuesday, February 18, 1992
12:00 noon

CAAS Conference Room, 158 Haines Hall
For information, call 206-8101

NnHim,

A UCflUE SBHES ON WmVE iWre OF TIE MnUCAS
^ •«^^J«^*^'*^wW on Tuesday at 6p.m. on the UCLA C»npus

f f8- 146 Dodd Hall

Janet Catherine Berto. UCLAAm Council Professor, Winter 1 992

11 -3273 Dickson Q.

AJdona Jonahs. Amencan Museum of Natural History

- 3273 Dcteon Cl.

UN MiMl MMip If Lni k GMMMla
Anna Blume. Department of History of Art. Y^ University

• - 3273 Dclcson Q.

HMMm iMMiQf, 8«m*, Mi taMM •! hiatli

* ^?73aclgonQ.

Ruth Phrihps. Carleton Umversiiy. Ottowa

FW wm i tiraitgM; Wrtw JIH, Wrtlw PWWP
W. Jackson Rushing, in. University of Missoun-St. Louis

For more information, caH the Department of Art Hstory. UClAat (3 1 0)206^905
Cosponsored ty the Department of Art History and UClAArt Counol in conjunaon with Professor Bertos

Quarter Seminar 220; Native Traditions in Transfomiaton.
Winter

Stacked to the ceiling, crSmi&ato the tvalls, squeezed
tnto the shelves, piled on the tables, ourbook selection is
growing every day. Infact, we carry more than 100,000
popular and scholarly tUles including Backlash by
Susan Faludi, Moving the Mountain by Flora Davis
^n^^GenderattheCrossroadsofKnowledge, edited
^Michaela DiLeonardo. So whenyou need books, step
by B-Level Ackerman Union and browse through our
great selection oftitles.ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
UCLA BOOKS

IMxwl Acktrniiin I iiioii J()(v()790
M 111 -^:i 5-^:30; I 7: 45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-S

THE OFnCE FOR yrUDENTS WTTH DISABILITIES
PRESENTS:

VANSERVICE
WITH A LIFE-EQUIPPED VAN and
COURTEOUS. TRAINED DRIVERS

—Th£_QSD van provides on-campus transpOTadonlOT^tuaenB^^tR"
permanent or temporary disabilities.

Hours of Operation are : 7:15 AM -5:30 PM, Monday-Fridav
Call the OSD at 825.2263 to schedule a ride.

The Evening Van Scrricc wiu operate between the
hours of 6:00 PM- Midnight, Monday-Thursday

The van, which is driven by Community Service Officers, provides on-campus
transponanon to persons with permanent or temporary disabilities

CaJI 825-2263 after 5:00 PM to arrange a ride

7^ 7{(^ PhUu ^Uati^Hd. /U^^U^siti^

Attention Liberal Arts
*

and
PublicJRelations majors^

Had a little accident? Don't drop out. Just drop in

to... /£ , . )

THE OFFICE FOR ^ ^
STUDENTS WITH
DISABILITIES

If you are a student witi^ a permanent or temporary disability.

THE OSD Has great services for you !

Campus Orientation

Interpreting Senrices

Notetaking Services

Reader Services

The UCLA P.R. AsscxJiaM introduces P.R.
specialities & procedures, as yyell as, gives
students an opportunity .to S^^^ with P.R
specialists and other stti?!efft]S vi/ho are also
interested in public retetions, .irvw

:

if.iq i\\

On-campus Transportation
~~

Proctor/Test-Taidng Arrange-

ments

Adaptive equipment

Priority enrollment AND MANY MORE...

Call us at
: 82f.1501 or 206.6083(TDD)

or stop by A.2S5 MURPHY HALL

Sports Public Relations'^

Public Relations in the

Performing Arts Sector

Resume/Interview Workshop
Financial Public Relations

Government Public Affairs

Call 825-1389 for further information
r

\Pa\d for byASUCLA Board of Directors Programming Fund
r

fJ^ torn the street, the building looked abandoned. The
steel gates were locked. The door knobs had been removed.
Plywood covered the windows.

I I

Yet, behind these windows, among piles of oki newspa-
pers, broken wood planks and nisted metal pipes, a small

cassette player filled the room with punk rock musk:. Worn-
out mattresses lined the walls, and thin sheets of fabric hung
in empty doorways, maiking off bedrooms for the ninaways
who make this forgotten buikiing their home.

Jennifer, 19, usually shares this squat, kxated just half a
bkxJc from Hollywood Boulevard, with 10 others. This week
the number of people sleeping there doubled, but no one
minds a little crowding, she explained. "Everyone that lives

here takes care of one another."

ButJennifer has grown tired of runaway life since she left

her grandparents' home in Michigan for the streets of
Hollywood six months ago. "I didn't get along with my dad
very well, so I moved in with my grandparents," she recalled.

T met a guy out there and we were supposed to get married.

We moved out (to Hollywood), but it just dkln't woric out.

Now he's gone but Tm still here."

Jennifer is one of thousands of young runaway women
living on the streets of Los Angeles Oxjnty on any given day.

Their stories of survival lie scattered atong sidewalks, hkiden
in abandoned buildings or crouched under bridges. Con-
fronted with the increased risks of rape and expbitation, and
the hardships of unplanned pregnancy, these young women
find that the programs struggling to help them are scarce and
pooriy funded.

Women make up 60 percent of the runaway population,

whk:h the United Way estimates at 10,000 on any given day,

according to a 1989 report by the Little Hoover Commissfen.
But some caseworkers dispute these statistKS.

"Women may be more apt to ask for help while the men
think they're stronger and can make it on their own," sakl

Harold Shriman, a social worker at the Department of
Children's Servkres and supervisor of the Runaway Adoles-

cent Pilot Project.

Nonethelffis, iaa 1965stody, UCLAF
from the School of Social Welfare uncovered more women
than men in almost all classificatbns ofstreet youth, including

runaways. Most ninaways have a history of fights with their

parents, saki Rothman. But parents often exert stricter control

overyoungwomen. "Ifa youngwoman is more independent,
she may clash more with parents aixl feel the need to break

away," Rothman sakl.

Run-ins with parents increase when there's a stepfather

Denny's. In the morning we'd go to a park and crash out"
Gettingfood wasahvaysdiflPicult. "Atrmdnight McDonakfs

would throw out their food We used to go to the dumpsters
and get it," Amy saki

But without proper kientification, a high school work
permit or a permanent address, findirig a legitimate income
became even tougher, "^fo one would hire me because I

dkln't have a birth certificate," she recalled.

Amy started dealing dmgs in order to make money. "I was
always mn down and I was always high on coke," she
recalled. "It wears you out and it starts to show. After a while
you stop caring about anything."

Runaways may try to survive by panhandling, stealing or
selling drugs, said Rothman. But in most cases, they resort to

selling sex. "The availability of their bodies and sex is always
there," Rothman explained. "They're influenced in those
directions by the streets, they don't have many options."

Living as a prostitute also leads many of these young
women into dnjg abuse, added Shriman. "To do what they
have to do, (the youths) have to get loaded to numb
themselves out," he explained. "A lot of pimps like to get the

kkis hooked on drugs because they know it's easier to control

them."

Pimps propositioned Amy often, but she rejected their

extravagant offers. "Pimps come forward as really nk:e. They
offer cbthes and cars and it sounds so good, (but) prostituting

was not ever a thought for me," she explained. "A lot of giris

don't even think about it."-

But selling sex invoK^es other acthrities beskies standing

on a street comer or reporting to a pimp. Many women get

caught in survival sex relatk)nships while trying to avoid

pfostitutk>n. "If she doesn't fall prey to pimps, she'll meet a
person who offers her a place to stay, gives her clothes and
food, gains her trust and then, a couple ofweeks later, makes
her pay with sex," said Shriman.

At first, men looking for survival sex relationships appear
honest, Amy recalled While she ahvays recognized the pimps
that approached her, other men's advances were more subtle.

Tou'd think someone was nk:e. The/dask you out and say=

pboto by SieveMacauky

you're so pretty and that they'd help you," she explained
bitteriy. "All they want is someone to suck their dk:k."

Ifayoungwoman chooses nottosell her body, her choice
is often stolen from her. Living on the streets, a woman's
chances of being raped skyrocket "Many of the ways women
are expkxted ordiriarily become larger, they don't have as

many defenses," explained Rothmaa "Women (experience)

a constant atmosphere of danger on the streets."

Pindmg a place tx) call home
Young women living on the streets of LA

it*:-

Invo^ed, caseworkers added. It seems like the stepfather is

the mnnirig theme. Not that all stepfathers are abusers, but

d^orce has a k)t to do with it," saki Mindy Levins, a casework

supervisor at the Los Angeles Youth Network (LAYN).

"Parents don't give their kkls enough time to adjust"

In contrast, an klealized Hollywood offers a tempting

mirage of freedom and self-suffidency. Some young women
say they dieam of being a model or an actress, added Levins.

"Tliey come through the doors of LAYN at least once a day.

They have no educatkxi or trainir>g," she explained. "Hiey

meet up with fake producers and end up in pornography."

But most runaways do not arrive seeking fame. The
majority eventually reveal a history ofabuse, saki Shrimaa "A

kx of the women have been sexually abused, either by
fathers, stepfathers, friends or other relatives."

Many shy away from reporting abuse to the Department

ofChikiren's Senrk:es (DCS) because ofthe prospect ofa bng
drawn-out confrontatba The process is so difficult, I think

that*s why so many kkis run away," saki Levins. "How many
kkis want to go to court against their parents?"

But even those who finally seek help find it difficult to

make their voices heard, withcait dramatic physical evkience.

'Ninety percent of(the kkis we see) are vkrtims of abuse, but

ifs all in the past . . . there's realty no evkience at the time th^

kki comes to us to get a petition upheld in court," Shriman

explained.

Winning a court case often means placement either in

foster care or group homes. Many young women in this

situation feel as if they are the ones being punished. Levins

saki. "Tlie father is the abuser arxi the kid is the one taken out

of the home," she explained "A female who was abused as

a kki finally does something about it arxi she ends up in a new
environment, akxie and depressed."

If she nins out on a placement, the department issues a

warrant for her arrest, but no one really kx>ks for her, saki

Levins, lliose that continually run away from placements

eventually get labeled incorrigible. "Hie social worker goes
to court to terminate the case," she explamed. "At that point

they're just floating out there, they're kxt in the system."

TlKKe who turn away from the Department of Chikiren's

Sendees can still find their way into alternative, kxig-term

living situatk)ns through its r)ew voluntary placement pro-

gftm, the Runaway Adolescent Pibt Project (RAPP). But

many street youth come in for placement arxi then disappear

when they find out about the rules, observed Shriman. "Some
of these kkis just have to hit rock bottom before they're ready

(to accept help)."

While some runaways return after a few weeks, many stay

on their own for months, even years, before the hire of the

streets wears off, said Shrimaa "niiey get entwined in the

street culture. At the beginning, it's kitid of fun and exdting.

Tliey get invohred in these pseudo-families, they take care of

each other," he explained "But the bnger they live on the

street the worse it is for them,"

Amy, who requested arx^nymity because she is underage,

left home at 16. She lived on the streets for nK)re than a year

before she turned to runaway shekers arxi servkres for serious

help.

Her first week on the streets, Amy slept in a small room
above a HollywoodTattoo shopowned by a frierxi. After that,

things got much more difficult "I had five or six bucks with

me, it didn't last very bng," she recalled. "For about two
weeks I slept on the steps of the Ford Theater, fighting off the

bums because it was their place."

During that year, Amy spent the night in apartments

bebnging to people she met on the streets, slept on rooftops

or in squats, and sometimes found no place to sleep at all.

"We'd panhandle and sit up all night drinking coffee at

Amy agreed. "I was never abne, ak)ne is really scary . .

.

there's too many things to watch out for on the >tieets, " she
saki. "When I first got out here I thought everyone was trying

to help me. After getting screwed over so many times, you
dont tnjst anybody . . . Everybody wants somethiiig in

return."

Last Christmas Amy was raped On her way back to

Hollywood after visiting her parents, she accepted a ride from
a man she knew on the streets. "He woukin't let me out of the
car. He kept saying Tm not doing anything wrong' ... I was
screarmng. It was in a parking bt right on Hollywood and
LaBiea and no one heard anythmg," she recalled. Her vokre

shook arxi tears sUd down her cheeks as she continued, 'It

had been a good day. I was all dressed up arxi had been to

see my parents, and he took that away from me ... that

shoukln't happen to anyone."

Every night after that inckient, Amywokeup in the mkkile
of the night crying. At first, she ttjmed to no one for help. "I

only came (to LAYN) when I was really desperate," she
recalled.

One year and three months after she first left home. Amy
moved into an apartmentm Reseda. But she has not forgotten

the runaways that continue to live on the streets or the

programs that helped her. She currently works in peer
outreach at lAYNand as a receptionist at the Los Angeles Free
Clime. "After what I went througli I don't take (services) for

granted anymore," she sakl

by Melanie Goldstein
wm^ itmm ^ i^L ^mmam!

Shelters and Drop-in Centers, such as lAYN and Teen
Canteen, offer a broad range of short-term services for

runaway and homeless youth.

LAYN runs both a 24-hourshelter for mirx)rs arxi a daytime
drop-in center for youths up to 23 ybus ob. Teen Canteen,

a drop-in and counseling centeropen to ages 12-23, provkies

clients with transportatbn out of Hollywood, referrals to

please see RHMmnyt, pg. J8
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most likely to 'show eflfect, and they just

happen to be e^qjensive, Gillespie explained
While she does not discourage alternative

therapy, she iecx)mmends that people strike

a balance between FDA-approv^drugs and
alternative substances.

ninir^l pn,y Trialff. t>f the i^rfc

Thssssd
One of the largest AIDS research projects

currently in practkre, ACrG076, explores the

possibilitiesofusingAZTlointerruptwoman-
to-fetus transmission of HIV. Somewhere in

this detailedstudy, the healthneedsofwomen
getbsL

The NIH and its many anns, such as the

FDA and the Natk)nal Institute of Alleigies

and Infectk)us Diseases (NIAID), need to

address yet extend beyond concerns with
fetal development, accordug to ACT UP.

"We as activists have great concerns over
this trial (07© because we don't krww the
affects of AZT on non-pregnant women, or
pregnantwomen. We're concerned because
this trial is looking primarily at the health of
the fetus and not the mother," Pickert said.

FDA regulations tightened conskierably
after 1962, when itapproved the sleeping pill

Thalidomide, which caused severe birth de-
fects in thousands ofchildren. Thisconsumer
protectbn movement discriminates against

women, whom it treats as mere vectors of
HIV transmission, rather than human beings
suffering the wrath of a deadly virus, AIDS
activists said

Gillespie acknowledged that 076 places

fetal interest first, but researchers also care

about women, she claimed MAID is not
theoretkallyopposedtooonducpngwomen-
spedfic research. Still, GillespiHftWncd that

she coukl not think of a single woman-
specific drug trial. Probably because none
exist

"To date, there have not been any clinical

dnjg trials conducted to investigate the (gy-

iieook)gica{) manifes(atk)ns of HIV. or the

effects ofAZT in women - gynecological or
otherwise," Pickert said.

Yet AZT caused vaginal tumors in rats

and nuce when given in doses higher than
those of 076, according to Burroughs-

"7 WeUcome's own studies. The govemmenT
refuses to take this seriously.

Rat cells divide more quk:kly than hu-
mans',argues the Natk)nallnstituteofHealth.
And metabolisms of rodents and people
differ. TXimors probably resulted from this

combination, officials insist.

But the review panel thju determined the

data's insignificance consisted of both
Burroughs-Wellcome employees, ar)d prin-

cipal investigators involved directly in 076,
*

.
according to an ACTUP critique of research
and policy report, released in 1991. AIDS
activists claim this committee polish^ over
the negative effects AZT might cause in

Women.

So far, no researchers have stepped for-

wardwithreportsofvaginalcanoerinwomen

used In 076, nor any of almost 50 ongoing
drug trials that merge the genders, yet con-
sist of only 10.8 percent women. Pickert

showed no surprise.

*^hen awoman goes into trial, she is not'

given a pelvic exam. They (dnijg research-

ers) have no klea how AZT affects worhen
gynecologicaUy," she pointed out. '

'

Natk)nal testing polk^ {2j\s to include

systematk: gynecdogkal exams. None of
the trials' 47 funding contracts request or
specify a single gynecologist, or oncok)gist

whose specialty is gynecology. Such neglect

of women's health needs stems not from
intentional insensitivity toward women, but
lies entangled in the trial's historical roots,

accorcling to Gillespie.

"Clinical trialswere designedwhen itwas
basically99percent homosexual males who
were put into trials. So when the trials were
started, and studies were being written, they

Role models for our children

Volunteer a week ofyour summer to work with a
group of kids from the inner city and receive a
lifetime of gratitude.

Applications due byJanuary 31, 1992. Pick one
up at the UniCamp office in Dodd 65 or on bruin
walk during UniCamp WeekJan. 27-31.

Informational Meetings: Claudine or Vince

2064586 206-4588

Jan. 27 Ack. 2412 ll-12noon

Jan.28Ack.2412 l-2p.m.

Jan. 29 Ack. 2412 l-2p.m.

Jan. 29 Ack. 3525 7-8p.m.

Jan. 80 Ack. 2412 l-2p.m.

Jan. 30 Ack. 2412 7-8p.m.

Jan. 31 Ack. 2412 l-2p.m.

This summer those kids will be at Camp

Wm you? J
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were for men," Gillespie said. ^
Butoccasionallywomen getlucky. Some-

times practitioneis in the trials happen to

specialize ingynecology, which works to the
advantage of women patients. But-
formalstudy isconducted, thenrwsignificarit

information concerningwomen withAIDS is

produced through ACTC activities.

"Obviouslythereaien'tenoughtrials,(and)

there aren't enough women identified. But
this isn't an 'us' against them' feituatwn) . .

.

Onapersbnal level,wecare verymuchabout
the womeri that we try to help," Gillespie

insisted. -

Manytrialparticipantsresentthatinformed
consent documents request the pennission
signatureoftheirmale sexual partnersbefore
AZTcan be administered. Officials argue that

the signature is required by the Code of
Federal Reguliitions for the Protection of
Human Subjects.

But the trial uses women's bodies for its

studies, not men's. And this requirement
jeopardizes women's HIV confidentiality,

according to Pickert and Henry Chang, a full'

time ACT UP member who will represent
ACTUP at the next International Conference
on AIDS in Amsuirdam.

"I think what (NiAlD) is getting at here is

thattwopeoplemade this baby,and thefetus

is whafs being studied, .so both people
shouW agree to the trial," Gillespie said.

Gillespie also said that many ACTG prac-

titk)ners personally disagree with this polky,
and firxl a way around it if spousal consent
cannot be obtained.

If the male sexual partner is unavailable,

or if the pregnarKy resulted from rape, the

requirement is waved. This polk^ merely
reinforces the purpose of the trial, whk:h is

fetal transmissba

But chances of fetal contact with HIV is

not great, according to Suzann Gage, author
of A New View of a Woman's Body, and

founder of the Women and AIDS project in

Ix)sAngeles. Tlie placenta serves asanatural
protection barrier of fetal development, al-

bwing l(ym percent of all HIV-infected
women to give birtli to healthy babies.

"If they're really concerned about the

fetus, then why are they exposing it to a
highly toxic dmg like AZT, whk:h (NIAID)
knows next to nothing about, before (the

fetus')mVstatus isevendetennined?" asked
Chang.

Afterdelivery, women with T-cell counts
bebw 500 continue to receive AZT for six

weeks, viaNIAID.Afterthisawomanchooses
whether or not to continue treatment else-

where, ifshe can afford it Most private and
all public reimbursement programs use the

CDCs male-based definition as eligibility

criteria, hastening the silent death ofwomen
with AIDS. ,

.k

Lund refuses this death sentence, and
absorbs herself in full-time HIV educatbn
programs with her teenage daughter. She
insists that HIV teaches her how to live life

, rather than how to give it up. ^

•Tn many ways, HIVgavememy life -my
inner peace," Lund claimed. Tor the fir^t

time I k)ve Sharon. For the first time, I don't
take anything in life for granted."q ,
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a woman s body woman's choice

byJUlFlomenhoft

to love, honor and obOK..
a license to rape

In America, a man can legally rape a woman. But
only if he marries her first.

Tliiity-two states, including California, cunendy al-

low for spousal exemptfons in their rape laws. In other
words, husbands cannot be chaiged with raping their

wives, except in specific situations.

T^o of these states, Oklahoma and North Carolina,
maintain that husbands cannot be chaiged with forcing
sex on their wives unless the parties are living apart.

California exemptbns include instances of violence
without force or threats. Local courts individually defme
these terms. When a man beats his wife until she submits
to unwanted intercourse, rape charges cannot be
pressed, said Laura X, co-founder of the

National Clearinghouse on Marital and
Dale Rape in Berkeley.

Women who cannot give con-
sent due to a mental disoider or
intoxication are also rendered

poweriess under current Cali-

fomiabws
Calfomia'sspousalrapeex-

emptk>ns aresonumerous and
detailed that Laura X, who
explained that her name pro-

tests the ownership ofwomen,
dubbed them a recipe for rape.

California husbarxls can only
be prosecuted if they use force or
threats, and if the rape is reported
within 90 days, she explained No other

form of rape is subject to a statute of
limitations in California.

...
curremly or prevk)usly married women identified
themsehres as vkrtims of completed or attempted
marital rape. This figure excludes numerous women in
the survey who saki they submitted to unwanted sex
with their husbands out of wifely duty.

Of the 90 vKtims ofspousal rape in this survey, only
nine reported their husbands to the polk:e, and for
domestk: vk)lence, not rape. Only one woman from the
sample actually pressed charges and won.

Marital rape is grossly under-reported because wives
often do not see themselves as rape victims, according
to Russell. Many women internalize the view that the
husband has dominion over the house, including the
marriage bed They feel obligated to gh^e in to their
partners' sexual desires because no one has ever told
them differently, Russell explained. Because they al-

ways submit, these „ wives render themselves
"unrapeable."

Sharon Shellon, volunteer coordinator at the Rosa
Parks Sexual Assault Crisis Center in Los Angeles,
agreed that unchallenged sexism leads to most ind-
dentsofunwanted intercoursebetween marriedcoupi«. -

Roybal-Allard will submit
her bill to the committee for

reconsideratk)n on Jaa 28, 1992.
Other organizatwns and even indi-

viduals can also make a difference, Laura X
pointed out Additk)nal efforts to eliminate spou-xi^^^x ^ • ^iVr .

Qonoienanere. f^"uv,\i v^u /wjuiuuibsu ciions lo eiinunaie sdou-
Nfantol rape m Olrfomia may be tried as a misdemeanor, sal rape exemptions include writing letters to newspaperswdwMe eveiy other fonii of rape is automatically a felony, slate legislators and meetir^ with legislatois pt^S
^^•^T""^r^r"^ "" least three years in state In one semi-success stoiy. Kentucky tape laws werepnson and/or a $10,000 fme. but a misdemeanor may only amended to acknowledge t^t in manage ^er teSshSS
anyaone-yearsentoKeincountyjailand/oraSl.OOOfme. were brought to a battered women's shekerforbreal^t. she
Husband-iapisls are the only convksediapists under Califof- sakl

uI«Hd»^!ipe

nia law not required to register as sex QflFenders in thek^-^'Onefactorthat keeps mrital rape legal is the male self^

^^A^ .K. . .. u . . . u .

"^^'^^ "^y^ ^ vindktive wives,'' RusseU said. The mythOeariy the «?mpUons are hypocntical, because they stems from the opimon that because women are differentwouW not apply if the husband raped another woman or if from men, they cannot be tnisted by men, she explained Tlie
the wife was raped by another man,'' laura X observed assumption is that women in unhappy maniages will ovene-

Caliform State Asssemblywoman Lucille Roybal-Allard is act, and falsely accuse innocent husbands

'^^I'^J.^^x ^^ '^"^
""Pf

exemptbns with her bill tMale legislator) care most about a false accusation,"AB 2220. The bill aims to merge the legal gap between rape Russell added. This shows how little concern thev have
and sexual assauk withiri marriage. about women. Ifs also about (these men) having to pay a

Initially, Roybal-AUard's bill sailed through the Assembly price for their own behavbr "
h \^y

^

^th ari overwhelming 72^ niling on the Assembly fk)or, an When marital rape was criminalized in Cobrado only

i'^^l'^^r^^*^'^^'^^^^"^^^^'"^ thfeecaseswerereportedoveraone-yearperiodButroughlym tfie Pubhc Safety Committee. But it died in the Senate 480 battered women who inhabited shelter in Denver during
Judiciary Cornmittee m March 1991. Ten of the eleven this time reported sexual assault by male spouses. One-thirdmembers of the Senate Judiciary Committee are men. of these women suffered sexual abuse at least once a month

All of these men are saying, We are speaking for Russell recently polled 930 women, chosen at random, forwomen, said Laura X. "But they took away the real issue, a study in i&^ fr, Marriage. In this group 14 percent of
which IS that the husband could not be '

o- r. k-

prosecuted in most situations.'

Opponents argued that the bill

wouldactuallydiscouragewomenfrom
filing marital rape charges, because
the felony sentence would eliminate

the husband's income for too long

and wouki cause the wife greater

finarxrial strain.

But many marital rape survivors

are primary- or equal-irxrome earners

in the household, according to Diana
E. H. Russell's in-depth study. Rape in

Marriage.

Tlie opposition failed to testify at

the actual hearing. But the bill died

anyway.

•Usually, if the oppositbn does
not testify, (the committee) figures it

isn't really important enough to them
and they let the bill pass," noted Maria

Luisa Ochoa, chief of stafffor Roybal-

Alfcud. —

the ~50s and sixties

1955 Rosa Parks starts the CMI Rlgtits Movement In Montgomery
Nctoomo wt)en she bokly takes a seat In the front or
whitesonly' sectton, of a bus and refuses to give It up.

1955 Marian Anderson becomes Vr\Q first Afrtcan-American
opera sta to perform with Wre Metropolitan Opera.

1957 Gtorka Sykes becorT>esthe CMiywonrxan tobe c^s/aded^
damages for being tunned Into a nymphonnankx: as
ttie result of an accfclent.

1959 The Mattel Toy Co. Introduces \t>e Barbie Doll.

1963 The Equal Pay Act is passed which requires by fciw that

sorrfe wages when they bom performjobs^
^ skill, effort and responsibility. u

^^
1964 The CMI Rights Act Is passed
1966 The Natkxxal Organbatkxi of Women is co-founded by

Friedon who becorr^ their first presfclent

ff-

"TTiave sat in church domestic violence seminars
where the men have openly sakl, 'If I bring home the
paycheck, then I want it when I want it,'" she recalled.

Otherwomen are afnud to deny their already violent
husbands. Russell's study revealed a strong correlatwn
between wife rape and wife beating. Ten percent of the
womenwho had ever been married reportedly sufiFered
both sexual and violent assault from their husbands

sakl Russell. .
'

*

Yet despite this overiap of ctomestk: vk)lence and sexual
assault, Shelton was not familiar with a single report of
spousal rape to the /?osfl /Vjfts dgnter over the past year. She
estimated the figure^to be extremely low.

It cakes a bt for awoman to go to a shelter, especially with
something like marital rape," saki Shelton. Tou have no one
on your skie for support Sometimes she doesn't even know
that she was raped." •

Also, battered wives receive more publicity than raped
wives, blurring their connection. Even crisis centers separate
the two issues. WoraKire^itringtreatmenrforboth^lemT

Unlike rape crisis centers, battered women's shelters offer
temporary homes for wives who have packed their bags.
Shelters need to train counsebrs to deal with marital rape
more effectively, Russell asserted.

According to RusseU, depriving husbands of their rape
privilege is the first step toward changing sodai attitudes
about marital rape. She also stressed that feminists must take
more actbn to eradicate the age-old patriarchal views which
form the historical basis for spousal ripe exemptbns.

Contemporary laws whk:h distinguish marital rape from
all other forms of rape stem from deeply-rooted notbns of
wife ownership. The biblical definitbn Ofextramarital rape as
•Unlawful carnal knowledge" implies that all carnal knowl-
edge within the marriage is, by definition, lawful.

Matthew Hale, chief justice in 17th-century England,
concluded. The husband cannot be guilty of a rape . . . upori

his lawful wife, for by their mutual
matrimonial consent and contraa the
wife hath given up herself. . . unto the

husband, which she cannot retract,"

according to the History cfthe Pleas of
the Crown, a record of all legal cases
conduced in England.

England's House of Lords only re-
"^

cently overturned this prindple on
Ckrtober 23, 1991, stating that marriage
in modem times is a partnership of
equals. Activists wonder when the
United States will adopt a similarpolicy

.

There are no grounds for treating

(marital rape) differently from other
kinds of rape," Laura X emphasized.
"Ifs an issue of the constitutional right

to equal protectbn under the law."

Roybal-Allard submits her bill to the
Senate Judiciary Committee for recon-
skieratbn on Jan. 28, 1992. We urge
you to vok« your concerns to the —
committee.Q

V«>»»<jff^»*tgWs<» I
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Recruitment 92

Women of all Colors
are needed as

Peer Health Counselors

Last year's two shows completely SOLD OUT
Don't miss your chance this year!

Become an invaluable source of information to the UCLA community
regarding campas health issues. You must attend an orientation meeding
to obtain an application.

Orientation Meetings:

Monday, January 27

12.1PM •AU3517
Tuesday, January 28

11-12 PM*AU 2408

1-2PM -N CAMPUS 20
Wednesday, January 29
12-lPM -N CAMPUS 20
1-2PM •AU2408
6:30-7:30PM • 616 HILGARD
Thursday, January 30
1 1-12PM • N CAMPUS 20
2-3PM •AU2408
6-7PM -SPROUL

ENTERTAINMENT RCX)M
Friday, Januaiy 31

-^ fPaid for by usAC

1-2PM «N CAMPUS 20

6-7PM • DYKSTRA
FIRESIDE LOUNGE

KALEIDOSCOPE
THEATRE

for more information please call Peer Counselors at : 825-8462

presents

T

FOR YOUR SAFETY

.

.

.

'he UCLA Rape Prevention and Education
Services offers thefollowing services to all

UCLA students, staff, andfaculty:

PROVOCATIVE
&

ENTERTAINING

Rape prevention and education workshops that examine misconceptions about rape,
present safety suggestions, discuss options in dealing with an attack, and much more.

play about

• Qasscs in self-defense techniques designed to prepare women physically and
psychologically to deal with sexual assault . t —psychologically to deal with sexual assault

Free infomiational pamphlets and brochures.

For more information or to sign upfor a
workshop, call 206-8240 or 825-7661.

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the
Department of Community Safety^

SEXUALITY
&

RELATIONSHIPS

in the

90s

Women's

ReM)urie

Center

Resolve to Recycle
Home ^ Set-up recycling bins

^ Buy recycled products

^ Save paper, glass, aluminum
and plastic containers

ecycling Centers
^ Use your local recycling center or call 1-800-327-9886

_ or 1-800-553-2962 for the one nearest you. ^ ^

Tuesday, January 28

6:30 & 8:00 PM
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

**** ADMISSION FREE****

A S U

Campus
^Participate in ASUCLA's program

by using recycling bins in all food

service areas and departments.

Call 825-3020 for show information

RtCYCLINO
P t O O » A <W

310-206-7589

DRIVE UP, DROP OFF: January 26, February 23. March15
(ASUCLA accepts home recyclahles ONLY durino Drive Up, Drop Off" week-end drives)

A UCLA/SHS Production

Cosponsored by the UCLA Student Welfare Commission

Ad paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee
and UCLA Student Health Service
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breaking fiTM ground

women in heat
a female firefighter lets us inside the LAFD

TCDIc pulled up on scene, fire blazing through the
roof, ana noisted ladders to the rear and side of the building.
I pulled the chainsaw out of its compartment and ran to the
nearest ladder, starting the saw as I ascended. I stepped onto
the roof against an orange, glowing sky and ran to the spot
wherewe needed to cut. I took off the chainbrake and revved
the saw.

This was the first time I cut on my own: My back tensed,
my pulse raced, yet I knew what needed to be done. I

immediately buried the saw, and smoke poured from the
hole. Four guys foUowed me as I cut, pulling out boards until

the hole we made stopped the fire . As I pulled the saw away
from the roof and turned, my captain assured me that my
work was good.

Women fight fires in Los Angeles, and I am one of them.
Of approximately 3,000 city firefighters, there are 45 women,
including two captains and twoengineeis. Nationwide, about
2,800 to 3,000 women fight fires ftjU-time, whkrh is roughly
one percent of the total. Women have involved themseh^es
in fire servkre since 1974, and African-American women since
1977.

But only toefr dlifis nafinnwirlc have as mqcfa^ ufc 10
percent women in their forces.

As chiklren, most women never dream of riding on fire

tnicks. Those are the dreams of boys. Boys receive remote
control fire engines and helmets on birthdays, and imitate

firemen on F^dk>ween. Young women rarely see firefighting

as an optk)n, or at least I never dki.

Yet my training startied tong before I ever dreamed of
partkapating in this traditk>nally male-filledoccupatk)n. Swim-
ming and Softball shaped my young adulthood, while
basketball played a big part of my life in high school and
college. I also lifted weights periodkally throughout most of
my life. Playing sports taught me how to adapt to station life

by partkapating as a team player, while lifting weights
instilled stamina. Serk)us training began four years ago.

Still, offkrial training for LAFD outweighed any physkad
challenge rd ever known. We trained at a place known as Tlie

Tower six stories of brick. Tmied on a stop ckxk, we raced

thrcwgh its windows and doors, and yo-yoed its stairwells,

fire escapes and outside steel ladder twkre a day.

We began our days at 530 ajn. parked in fiont of the

swelled with joy
.

I was part of a team— a team that became
complete when I arrived Tliis is not something that happens
very often for women on the job, for we spend a k)t of our
time feeling somewhat out of place.

Of course, I also fight stereotypes within my career. Men
who don't know me often assume I lack the skills necessary
to perform my job well. Women are not usually expected to
be very good at mechamcal things, or to have strength. Tnje,
I am not as muscular as a k)t of the men I woric with, but I am
strong enough to do my job. Many other women in the fire

servkre fight these same stereotypes.

Rosa Torres, one of the first female engineers, had been
fighting a large fire at the downtown Los Angeles Library for
approximately six hours, when she was told by her captain
not to return to the fire scene due to a bum that she had
received. Rosa went from the Tut scene to a room where other
firefighters rested. After resting a while herself, she handed
out sodas and popsicles. When Rosa returned to her station
the next shift, a captain from another statk)n called to ask her
captain why she had been alkwed to stay out of the fire and
hand out refreshments. The other firefighters assumed she
had never fought in the iitt.

Both Rosa and I have found that as wp wnrtr^ ot ^ y^^ti^n

"T>uikiing,

aUowed past the gate to set up the ladders we were scheduled
to use later that day. At 6:30 we stood at attentk^n with our
pants pressed, ourshoes so shinywe couki see ourselves and
our eyes straight ahead. From line-up we left to scale the sxn-

story buikiing so qukrkly that our lungs hurt from trying to

breathe.

Climbing the ladder left us 60 seconds to change our

V ctothes and begin our daily exercise of push-ups and sprints

around the drill yard. Every hour we i

received a ten-minute break and during

each hour we raised and bwered lad-

ders so many times it became second
nature. Our day ended at 7:30 pjn.,

when we would go home and iron our
cbthes for the next day, and then study

until our eyes dosed involuntarily.

During these 17 1/2 weeks ofmy life

I saw my husband six hours per week,
usually on Sunday. Much of this time I

spent crying in anticipation of Monday,
when the torture would begin again.

Tlie ladder exercises soon covered me
with bruises, and I was afnud that if

people saw me in a tank top, my
husband woukl get nailed with ^alse

charges of wife battery. I took Motrin

tablets every four hours just so I wouki
be able to walk. I kept telling myselfthat

in the end it woukl all be worth it, but

I was never quite sure.

Even though each and every day
practkally killed n)e, I managed to have

ftin with my class of 12. We studk^d on
weekends and laughied during our half-

hour hinch. We joked and teased each

other throughout the day to keep our

spirits up. We were a team, and we
helped each other out I don't know if

AUcia Matbis

I will ever be closer to a group of people.

Outsiders often ask me about comaraderie. They wonder
if men and women can share the same experiences that
reputedly men ak)ne can. Most of the time I feel a strong bond
between all of the firefighters at my statk)n as we joke and
tease each other. But physk^d contact, jokes ofa sexual nature
and pranks that might be offensive to eithersex are always off-

limits.

Working at the statfon house sort of resembles home life.

I can't choose who I work with just as we can't choose our
fiamily members. Whether I like my co-workers or not, I still

have to get along with them. There is no chance of avokling
someone when you spend 24 hours together.

We take turns cooking aixl cleaning, we joke and tease

each other, sometimes we snap at each other for trivial

reasons. We have to deal with each other's moods, but often

spend time talking about our families and life problems.

Combining work with play is a pleasure. One of most
menK)rable days I spent with the guys was a day we water-
skied together. We spent the day laughing and joking, teasing

each other for the way we skied. It will forever be in my
memory as a perfect day.

At work we exercise an hour a day to keep physically fit.

One day I came in late to work and as soon as I walked in the

door the guys yelled, "OK, let's play volleyball. " My heart

the 70's

1970 Brenda y'H'?'!^^?^omesthe first residentdean

1972Jane Fonda goesto NorthVietnam to protest
American involvement in ttie war.

1973 Roe v. Wade is implemented in \he
Supreme Court.

#

1973 The American Psychiatric Association rennoves

homosexuality from its list of deviant behavtocs.

1973 togettMNf newsmagazine is started at UCLA!!!

1974 Shiriey Temple is appointed ambassador to
Gharxa

1976 Diane Williams becomes tt^ woman
respor«ble for the first court decision ttxjt a
wonnan need rot put up with sexual harass-

ment from her boss.

i^mmmmlmmmm ^X m^m

and proved ourseNes by performing our jobs, co-woricers
began to stkrk up for us. The guys who never imagined that
we would actually be able to fight a fire, throw a ladderor use
a power tool started to look at us a little differently.

Tlie men we woric with can't really be blamed for some of
their attitudes. Most of them have not seen women do things
like fight fires. Their wives, sisters or mothers were probably
not firefighters, and the tools they saw women working with
were not drills and saws. This is an entirely new fiekl for
women.

With only two years of experience under my belt, Fm still

arookie. But n^ny of the things I do now I could have never
seen myself doing three years ago. A few weeks ago I bet a
co-woricer that I could put the parts of a chainsaw back
together in 15 minutes. I didn't win the bet, but I was dose
(he hid some of the parts). Just the fact that I was confident
enough with myself to make the bet made me realize how far

Tve come.

Firefighters average a work week of 56 hours: the schedule
requires us to work 10 24-hour days a month. To most people
this schecble may seem strange, but it works out well for me
because I can have a professbnal career and attend UCLA
simultaneously.

My hjbsband has a very flexible schedule and we try to
spend as much time as possible together. We often take in a
movie or play pool. We make the most fun out of the time we
do have.

Yes, fighting fires is ftin and, well, financially lucrative. I

make exactly the same salary as my colleagues. Our pay is not
based on sex or race but our rank and how much time we

spend at woric. There are also benefits

for college graduates, and for those who
speak Spanish.

There are only two places in which
the system allows a certain amount of
bias: hiring aixl promotions. Women
receive additional training at the begin-

Jl r^ ning of hiring process so that they are

y^ im^ able to pass the physical entrance exam.

\^d After that, the training is the same for

both nien arxl women. In the area of
promotions there are three tests, two of
whkrh are completely unbiased.

A third, whkih is an oral interview, is

based on personal experience and self-

presentation. This interview coukl be
seen as slighdy biased, because it usually

favors women and other minorities due
to an affirmative actk>n policy heU by
the city.

Some days at wori^ like when I

screw something up, I wonder what the
hcUFm doing there. But there are those
otherdays—when I save a Uttle kki's life

or help save someone's property from
burning. The days when little kkis wave
to me or someone says Tve never seen
a woman firefighter before," I think

"YEAH! I k>ve my job!" It makes all my
diffkrult days disappear. O
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emeigency and long-term shelters, or transi-

tional housing for working clients who are
trying to succeed independently.

F6r those who stay on the streets, Teen
CanteenandLAYN services include cbthing,

showers, counseling services, educational
fonims on issues such as AIDS or dnjg
prevention, and referrals for healthcare and
other ninaway services.

But in 1985,the Bush Report, a collabora-

tive stpdy conducted by the UCLA School of
Social Welfare and the Department of
Children's Services, concluded that few such
services existed for mnaways who sought
help. The majority ofthose services operated
as private, non-profit agencies, such as Teen
Canteen or LAYN, or as a result of private

foundation funding. "The department was
really not serving these kids," saki Shriman.

"They were falling through the loopholes."

The Bush Report gukied the Department
ofChildren's Services in creating RAPP. RAFF
provides voluntary servkres for runaways,
including family counseling and a six-month
placement program. The department also

sponsors a six-week independent living pro-

gram through community colleges. "They
learnhow to balance a checkbook, how to fill

out job applications, just basic living skills,"

said Shrirnan. "We want toempower the kids,

we don't just place them."

Only about 15 percent are good candi-

dates for family reunifkation, the rest come
from really abusive situations, observed
Shrimaa RAFF successfully places 76 percent
of its clients in foster homes or small group
homes. "It really shows that ifyou give these

kids what they need they'll stay ofiF the

:fltee&,"ij«ajd

The study also brought the lack of atten-

tion paid to mnaways' basic needs before the

state legislature. Within a year, the Homeless
YouthActof1985established state fiindingto
increase andcoordinatea network ofservk:es
for runaway and homeless youths through a
pilot project run from the Los Angeles

Children'sHospital'sHighRiskYouthFrpgram.

TV High Risk Youth Program established

a network of servk:e agencies to help case-
workers coordinate their services to meet the

diverse needs of mnaways, explained Julia

Fennridge, coordinator of clinical research at

Children's Hospital. The program also allo-

cates state funding toexparxi various servk:es,
such as emergency shelter.

Youth Clinics, organized by the High Risk

Youth Project in conjunction with the Los
Angeles Free CHnk:, provide healthcare ser-

vwes at the LA. Free Clime and through a
mobile health team that travels to various

shelters.

Tlirough these clinics, the High Risk Youth
Program often serves clients who might not
otherwise ask for help, said Fennridge. Clime
staff attempt to assess all of their patients'

needs in addition to ueating immediate medi-
cal problems. "You can't just give them a shot
forgonorrhea ifthey're selling sex to live."she
explained.

The programs that resulted from the 1985
study improved services for mnaways dra-

matksdly. But glaring gaps in available ser-

vices continue to exist, while ftjnding remains
scarce.

Fewwomen-specificservicescurrentlyexist

in Hollywood, Levins said. Things get worse
after 18. "Minor servkres are cut off. Shelters

won't lake them. There may be some decent
services but the location is difficult," she
added. "(A bt of the) women's shelters are

downtown, (and young) women don't want
to go downtown at late hours."

At 21, Pamela, who was reluctant to dis-

ck)se her real name, lives in one of the

women's shelters housed in downtown Los
Angeles. As an adult she also collects welfare.

1 got on (General RelieO. I get that and food
stamps, thafs enough to last a month," she
Hid.

But since she first arrived in Hollywood at

the age of 15, Pamela stmggled with finding

more than just food ora single bed. She faced
the problems of dealing with unplaniied

pregnancy by herself. "Fve been out here six

years and Fve got three children, two girls and
a little boy," she said.

Pamela gave birth to both ofher daughters

The Communications Board is accepting

applications for the following positions

for the 1992-1993 academic year: ,

Daily Bruin
Editor-in-Chief

Daily Bruin
Business Manager

^^

Community Directory
Project Manager

Applications are available in the

—

Publications Office, 112 Kerckhoff

Hall, and are due February 20. Call

Grace Liu at 825-2787 for

further information.

whileWorkingas a prostitute "I was 17when
^ I had my first and I was 19 for my second
daughter. It was from working the streets so
I didnt know (the fathers)," she said softly.

Pamela lost both of her daughters to the

DepartmentofChikiien'sServk:es.Shevowed
never towork the streets againandmoved to

Arizona with her boyfriend Less than a year
later she got pregnant a third time.

As soon as Pamela's boyfriend found out
she was pregnant, he left Seven months
pregnant, she returned to the streets of Hol-
lywood. She decided to keep her chiW. "I

wanted the baby ... I wasn't working the

streets."

Like Pamela, most young women on the

stipets decide to carry their pregnancies to

term, saki Levins. "Ninety percent keep their

babies. One moral that seems to hoki tnie is

that they don't believe in abortion. All of a
sudden they find responsibility," she said
"Some get their babies taken away, but they
don't give them up."

Many young women keep their children

to fulfill a desperate tonging for family, said

Shriman. They want someone who's going
to love them," he explained. "But there's no
way they're ready to be parents."

While the LA. Free Clime provkles birth

control, pregnancy testing and family coun-
seling, they are not equipped to offer either

aboruons or pre-natal care. County hospitals

can provide pre-natal care before a young
woman obtains Medi-Cal insunance, but these
facilities are overburdened and far away,
Levins said

UsingemergencyMedi-Calfunds, ayoung
woman should be able to get an abortion at

Family Planning Associates, Levins said.

"You're supposed to be entitled but, ifs not
that easy."

Ihe diflfEulty cf applying for emergency"
Medi-Cal discourages some young women
fromchoosingtohaveanabortion, Fennridge
saki. The process can take up to 30 days.

Theymaydecide to temriinate theirpregnan-
cies, but by the time they get the funding
many are faced with a secorxi trimester

termination," she said.

In additk)n to overwhelming paperworic,

these young women often face problems
with transportatk)n. "The truth is that these
kkis need people to help them do things,"

levins saki. "We (LAYN) can give them
referral after referral, but a good percentage
ofthe kidsneedsomeone to help themfollow

"V- .

through."

levins' job as a caseworker prevents her
from escorting clients to other agencies. But
Project Nateen, a diviskxi of the High Risk
Youth Program, emphasizes these and re-

lated servkres for pregnant minors.

Additionally, some young women find

placement in one ofseveral homes for preg-
nant minors, said Shrimaa "Tlie problem is

once the woman has the baby, there are very
few homes where the mother and baby can
stay."

A woman who opts to stay on the streets

can collect welfare through Akl to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC) and keep
herchiki, provkied thatshe does notabuse or
neglect the child. "You can't take custody of
a child just because the mother is homeless,
" explained Shriman.

Pamela attempted to keep her daughtere,
but in vain. "I was using drugs and I got
arrested and they took my daughters away
from me," Pamela recalled They both got
adopted by the same woman. It's better for

them tobe together, even ifthey can'tbe with
me."

But by the time Pamela gave birth to her
sonshehadkickedherdhjgaddictk)n. Pamela
applied for, and received, welfare and Medi-
Cal in order to support herself and her
newborn son, but it wasn't enough. "I was
living on the streets. I had a warrant from
about a year ago, and somebody turned me
in. I got arrested and they took him from me
because I have no family."

Welfare grantsfallshortofproviding these
womenwiththemeans tosupportthemselves
and their newborns, saki Mario Fbies, a
caseworicer atTeenCanteen. Itsnotenough
to survive on . . . rents are so high they may
have to move in with three or more couples
just to make ends meet."

Pamela's son, now six months old, lives in

temporary foster care. But Pamela stniggles

daily to rebuildherlifesothatshecan reclaim
him. She plans to move into a three-bedioom
apartment with six other people in the near
ftiture. She also set a court date to re^un
custody of her son. Tm getting him back,"
she said determinedly. "He's coming home."

Once she is reunitedwith her son, Pamela
also plans to return home to her family in

Missouri. "Thecourtwantstowatchmeforsix
months, then I'm going and I'm not coming
back . . . Fm going to give my son the good
life that he deserves."O

Make a Statement

470 S. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills 286 - 2206

THE COMMUNICATION STUDIES SOCIETY PROUDLY PRESENTS

"WUhT
A SYMPOSIUM ON

POLITICALLY CORRECT
SPEECH AT UCLA"

MEDIATING: Professor Jeff Cole,
Dept. of Communication Studies

WHEN: Thurs., Jan. 30 from 2 to 5PM
WHERE: Ackerman Union 2nd Floor
Lounge ***

All Are Welcome ***

Funded by ASUCLA Board ot Director's USAC Programming Fund & Thb Campus
Programs Committee of the Programs Activities Board

Broadcast boobs
lancMNry 1M:̂ 9 19

Women and television news

Rjjdy Miller anchored for WBAL-TV in Baltimore

for 12 years before discovering she earned $141,000 to

every $170,000 earned by her male colleagues. She
demanded equal pay. The station said no.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Conunission

now joins her in court to fight her case.

Women today, and certainly tomorrow, need to

represent themselves realistically, respectfully and pro-

portionally in places of power. Only then might they

have a glimmer ofa chance at sorting out this mess we
call America. And since television news is a place of
power, women most desperately need to be there.

Women are missing in broadcast news.

Fairness and Accuracy In Reporting (FAIR), a media
watchdog group, analyzed the guest list of Nightltne

and MacNeil/Lebrer's Newshour from February to

August 1989. The result? A low number of women
appeared as guests and experts on these public affairs

shows. Additionally, only three percent of television

station presidents were women.
Only 13 percent of the guests on MacNeil/Lebrer's

Newshour were female, while Nigbtline did only

slightly better with 18 percent, accorcling to the report.

Women Are Good News (WAGN), a San Francisco-

based grassroots organization committed to the bal-

anced representation of women in the news media,

continued these studies betweenJanuary and Novem-
berl991. Tlieir results resembled those of FAIR

"The lack of female representation on these public

affairs and current event programs diminishes female
credibility," said Naix^ DeStefanis, co-founder of
WAGN. She aigued thai, by not appearing on these

shows, women are denied the opportunity to prove
their expertise. Viewers have no choice but to see
women as people who lack both intelligence aixl

sociopolitical significance.

Even when women are on these shows they are

seen as seen as victims, aixl usually in passive rc>les.

They are not the ones ffving out the information, but

the ones seeking information or solace from a prc)blem.

Tliey have to call the experts to soh^e their problems.

Tliis affects future generations by perpetuating the

myth that women are unfit to participate in public

afi^airs.

"If children are denied access to seeing women in

authoritative positions, the prc>babilityofwomen achiev-

ing leadership roles in our society in the future is

diminished," DeSlefanis asserted:

This perpetuatbn of the don't-worry-your-pretty-

little-head-about-it stereotype undermines the political

strength of women, DeSt^nis pointed out. Women
hold more voting power than men, yet still are

excluded as commentators, analyzers and interpreters

of the public policies that shape our minds.

Surprisingly (well, not really, considering who
appears on these shows), even women's issues are

portrayed as unrelated to women. Consider abortion.

Is this aboutwomen (especially poorwomen of cobr),

or is it a prc)blem for the president's fund-raising

capabilities?

One of the biggest ironies of all, according to

DeStefanis, is that women have the power to change

the situation and that power comes from the very thing

that controls news organizations — money. Because

the shows are advertiser-dependent, they relyon the

fact that consumers will be watching. Arid with
women controling 85 percent of the consumer
dollars spent in this country, they have corporate

America by the balls. This is the strategy thatWAGN
adopted.

WAGN currently targets the local San Francisco

PBS statfen KQED because, as a viewer-supported
station, its mandate claims ethnk: and cultural dh^er-

sity. But again, women are missing.

"Our approach includes an educatk)n campaign
to make women ask themselves if they are 'in the

picture'. . . and we decided we would urge viewers

across the country to withhold any further financial

support from all PBS affiliates," said DeSlefanis.

PBS responded by insisting that not enough
women experts exist to pk:k from, in order to
include female guests on all their broadcasts.

The Women's Foreign Policy Council or the
Center for Middle East Affairs might be a good place
for these guys to start kx)king, DeStefanis sug-
gested

ProfessorJoseph S. Foote from Southern Illinois

University conducted surveys about reporter visibil-

ity for the past eight years. He believes that although
the number of women as correspondents has been

=^lead3yIrKreasiiiginthepasrfewyeafS,lhftyarestfl5r

invisible.

"Women news correspondents at the three major
television networks remain trapped behirxl an invis-

ible barrier which they can peer beyond but sekiom
pass through," saki Foote.

Arxi this seems to be true considering that only

nine women made Foote's list of the top 100 most
visible network news correspondents in 1990. Here
are some of the results:

CBS had ftvc women in the top 100, with Rita

Braver in 13th place as their highest ranldng.

NBC had two in the top 100, with Andrea Mitchell

as their highest ranking in fourth place.

Arxi ABC made an embarrassingly poor showing
with two women in the top 100 and Ann Compton
as their highest ranking, in 78th place.

Once again, these numbers couki merely reflea

the amount of available women with expertise, as

the news stations suggested to DeStefanis. But
probably not

Most journalism schools overwhelmingly consist

ofwomen, according to Maide Gregory ofthe UCIA
Communication Studies Department. UCLA's de-
partment consists of 75 percent women.

So the big pkrture looks pretty gijn, with an
industry that only sporadically hires women, most of
whom kx)k and sound like Barbie. Byt now is not
the time to sit back and wonder when the worid is

going to offer us jobs. Now is the time for actk)n.

There is an oppressive chill in the air and tfie

news media is not turning up the heat. If we don't

want to watch our rights being completely squeezed
by the New World Order then I suggest that we use
the power we have and twist corporate America's

balls a little harder. O

by Kelly Sutton

the 1990s

1991 Danette Martin becomes the first AfiicarvAnneficanwoman

elected Student Body President at UCLA

1992Awoman's right to choose to have an abortkDn is threatened

by the Supreme Court.
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GOLDEN GLOBE NOMINEE
BEST FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM

A Consciousness Raising
and

Rap Session w/ya?

FUNNY!
-Oin)WDw*r.

NOW TOUHMAOAZINC

An engaging spoof

about love, lust

and murder."
-•fwc* WllilaiMOA, NEW WOMAN

A WILD MIX!
A "bad gfrr

movl« with a ~
nose-thumbing
tense of humor
and an obsession

with style.**

La*mmU'a

FINE ARTS
B«v*rly Hill*

8556 Wll«hir« Blvd.
310-652-1330

SANDRA
BERNHARD

ONE SHOW!

THU., FEB. 20
8:00 PIVI

ROYCE HALL
Tickets: $24. 22

UCLA STUDENTS
ONLY $15!

J
Tickets available at the UCLA Central Ticket Office

Call (310) 825-9261
•n&iSfi^S^
t»1 CIOM»«»H t MU«C ^U*
(t'm Hi 111 ! ^f^^^1mmm
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Briefly

Meet with UCLA
vice diancellors

Students will have an oppor-

tunity to discuss their ideas for

administrative reforms with top

UCLA officials today.

Several vice chancellors will

attend the open forum, which

will be held from in the Faculty

Center's Playa Room from

noon until 3 p.m.

The forum, titled 'Trans-

forming Administration at

UCLA,** is sponsored by the

Administrative Resource Cen-

ter.

The vice chancellor of

academic planning and budget,

the administrative vice
chancellor and the executive

vice chancellor will be fielding

questions and answering cam-
pus concerns.

Refreshments will be served

after the forum.

Students outraged over fee iiiices

Several UC campuses plan

hunger strikes in protest

Inside

The high
price of art
An increase in admissions

tickets helps the Armand Ham-
mer Museum in Westwood
draw more crowds to its new
exhibition, but some people

argue the higher prices won*t

make visitors flock to the art

museum.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Keeping your
options open

Columnist Pei-Chi Chang
^scusses his envy of biscxuals

— people with a good chance

for a date on Satiu'day night.

See page 15

Arts & Entertainment

Art with
a vengeance
A new exhibition at the

Museum of Conttanporary Art

explores the violent, dark

undersiside of life in the City of

Angels.

See page 18

Sports

Swim splits

in Arizona
UCLA beat Arizona but lost

to Arizona State this past

weekend, and Chris Mann set a

personal record 50-yard frees-

tyle.

See page 32

By Lorl Quinton
Dally Bruin Staff ^

University of California stu-

dents have not accepted the Board

of Regents* recent approval of a

24-percent registration fee hike

quietly.

FiveUCLA student government

officers announced Monday their

intention to hold a two-day hunger

strike starting Thursday, to raise

public awareness about the effects

of the $550 increase on students.

They will join a larger group of

UC students around the nine-cam-

pus system who pledged not to eat

— an action they hope will

encourage university officials to

roll back the hike.

Undergraduate president

Danette Martin and external vice

president Neera Tanden will team
up with graduate president David
Lee, external vice president

Michael Lichter and internal vice

president Roy Marchand to fast

"We need to make a clear

statement from student leaders

throughout the university that fee

increases are affecting both the

access of the university and the

people we represent,** Lee said. "In

a way, the hunger strike symbol-

izes how these increases are going

to affect students in the coming
year.**

Student leaders fear that conti-

nual fee hikes will lock out

students who are unable to pay the

higher costs.

The regents voted almost unani-

mously to approve raising in-state

reg fees to $2,824 a year, not

"In a way, the hunger

strike symbolizes how
these increases are

going to affect students

in the coming year."

David Lee
Graduate President

including room and board. This

increase follows a 40-percent

increase last year.

UC President David Gardner

defended the fee increase, saying

that the state*s fiscal problems

demanded such drastic action.

rie said the state is burdened

with enormous costs for the wel-

fare, prison and secondary educa-

tion programs.

California faces a $6.6-billion

deficit, state budget officials said.

See STRIKE, page 13

StudentProtest

Hunger Strike
i-y.-mfmrrwrn^mm^my^mfy^.

JUSTIN CONANT/DaNy Bru<n

Eight-year-old Katie Wiggins stands in front of a computer-generated mural designed by her father, which blocks the con>^truction sight

of the $188-milllon water/chiller power plant.

New power plant to save UCLA
million^ a year in I- 1 • ing H •

By Brigltte Brady
Dally Bruin Staff

Cooling off on hot days may not

be so hard for UCLA students in a

few years.

On Monday, the university is

embarking on a project to provide

more cool air and water for campus
buildings.

But while officials say the new
$188 million water/chiller power
plant will provide energy and save

money, community members fear

the project's cylinders will create a

visual blight.

Construction workers will dig

1

up the ground between Moore Hall

and the Math Sciences building to

lay the pipes for the plant designed

to save energy costs.

The chilled water, which is used

to cool buildings, will flow from

underground pipes as far north as

Powell Library through a network

that carries the water back to a

main plant for recycling.

The $ 1 88-million plant is part of

UCLA's efforts to revamp out-

dated and deteriorating chilled

water and air conditioning units—
some of which have not been

replaced in 20 years.

The plant, which will also

provide steam and electricity, is

expected to save the campus about

$45 million in energy costs

because it will provide the campus

with its own source of energy,

UCLA officials said.

"We think this is a project that

has long-term benefits for the

entire campus,** said Dave John-

son, the principal project manager

for the plant.

"We are trying very hard to find

the best way to minimize the

immediate negative impact on the

campus," he added.

The construction of the plant

will result in noise, dust, elimina-

Weekly Series

This story descrit)es (he chiller that will

provide cool air and water for the campuS.
••. . .-.v.'.y.-.

:«» i R
Mi**«M**MA***A**M

tion of some handicapped parking

spaces near Schoenberg Hall and

rerouting of pedestrian and car

u-affic.

But some community members
are also concerned atK)ut the

aesthetic effects of such a project

See PLANT, page 12
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Student Weliare Commission
On Campus Testing Fair

Westwood Plaza

Nddii

Women*s Resource Center & GALA
"Choosing Childen '

2 Dodd Hall

rViW^i

S:()() pill

UCIA Investment Club

Wall Street West-Meet Mark Cooper, Financial Analyst from Bankers Trust

North Campus, Room 22

(>:()() pill

UCIA Business/Economics Society

Interview Workshop
AGSM 2214

Kaleidoscope Theatre
Admission Free

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

6:30 piH

Cultural Affairs

Comedy at the Coop
Cooperage
Kaleidoscope Theatre
Admission Free

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Student Committee for the Arts

8:00 pill

Princeton University Qrchcatft

Royce Hall

Wednesday, January 29, 1992

NtH)ll

Campus Events
Speaker-Leslie Nielsen

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
:()() pill

Student Alumni Association

Career Network:

Career Op>tk>ns in the Education Field

James West Alumni Center

SrOOpm

UCIA Underground Concert Series

Native Corps and Groove Gang
Cooperage

General
UCLA Hunger Project

General Meetings

Every Tuesday 6-7 pm in Rolfe 3131

Orientation

Become an orientatk>n counselor

See ad for details

GALA
Lesbian, Gay, & Bisexual Cultural Awareness Week
Please Sfce ad for the week's events

Volunteer Income Tax Assistance

See ad for training hours

UCIA Unicamp Weelc
Please see ad for week's events

Graduate Student Association

GSA Discretionary Funding is Available

Please see ad for details
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Mitterrand's socialists

upset in Fkencii election
The New York Times

PARIS — The governing
Socialist Party of President Fran-

cois Mitterrand, battered by a

weak economy and mired in a

leadership crisis, suffered a

humiliating defeat in parliamen-

tary and municipal by-elections on
Sunday as support for the ultra-

right National Front surged.

The results of the six by-elec-

tions, released on Monday, sug-

gested that the popularity of the

Socialists had fallen to its lowest

point since Mitterrand took office

a decade ago. They also revealed

an angry French electorate, tired of

traditional parties and drawn to the

xenophobic platform of the

National Front, which proposes

sending immigrants back to the

countries they came from.

*This poll indicates a worried

country with a leadership crisis

and a party in power that is tired

and has lost its sense of identity,**

said Gerard Grunberg, a political

scientist and member of the

Socialist Party. *Ten years is long

for any governing party.**

With nationwide regional elec-

tions approaching in March and

crucial parliamentary elections

next year, the results increased

pressure on Mitterrand, who is 75.

to revamp his party. Several

political analysts suggested he

may eventually be obliged to

replace the prime minister, Edith

Cresson, who has proved unpopu-

lar since her appointment last May.

The worst defeat for the Social-

ists came In a depressed industrial

area near the northern town of

Lille, where the party was pushed

into third place by the National

Front and thereby knocked out of a

runoff between the top two
finishers next Sunday. Such
runoffs between the two leading

parties are held in France when no

candidate gains a majority in the

first round of voting.

The Socialists* share of the vote

in Lille plunged to 12.97 percent

from 31.14 percent in the last

election in 1988. The National

Front*s vote rose sharply to 15.71

percent from 10.36 percent The
leading party in the Lille par-

'

liamentary voting was the incum-

bent Union of French Democracy,

a centrist party.

Correction
IftJftft. 2?'s **Muslim women don veil for Islam,** a quote by JumftfF

Raji Kubba was mistakenly omitted. The story should have included

the following paragraph: "While Islam dictates modesty, the

decision to wear the hijab is an individual one, Kubba said. And the

religion says that no one can force a woman to do anything. She

added.** Also, the photo caption misidentified the women. Juman
Raji Kubba was on the left and Nisha Di&v on the right

The Bruin regrets the errors.
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UCLA says waterfates swell

will be water under the bridge
By Regina Ravetti

Daily Bruin Staff

Although UCLA and the rest of

Los Angeles will see a 3.6-percent

increase in water rates starting

next month, the increase is not

expected to drain consumers*
pocketbooks because of conserva-

tion efforts.

After months of deliberation,

the Los Angeles City Council

voted 8-7 last week to increase

water rates for all Los Angeles
businesses and residents beginning

Feb. 22.

UCLA — the seventh-highest

Si0

water user in Los Angeles —
currently pays an annual bill of

$3.8 million to the Los Angeles

Department of Water and Power.

But according to campus offi-

cials, the estimated annual
increase of $70,000 is water under

the bridge.

"In the big picture, 3.6 percent is

not going to make a big impact
However, an increase is an
increase,*' said Jack Powazek,
director of facilities management

Other UCLA officials agreed

that the water hike will have small

impact

"The price increase is not

terribly consequential. The water-

price increases have a negligible

impact on us,** said Allen Solo-

mon, assistant vice chancellor of

administrative facilities manage-
ment

Furthermore, the increase will

not affect UCLA*s current prog-

ram to conserve water, he added.

*The increase amounts to pen-

nies, and the slight increase in the

cost of water is not much of an

added inducement to continue to

save water,** Solomon said.

Initiated in 1985, UCLA*s water

conservation .program has cost

about $700,000 to implement ways

"In the big picture, 3.6

percent is not going to

make a big impact."

Jack Powazek

UCLA Facilities Management

to reduce campus water use.

Since then, UCLA has cut its

water usage 23 percent, more than

the 15 percent required by the

Department of Water and Power in

its conservation program, Solo-

mon said.

"We*ve done very well in terms

of our water conserving. We did it

on our own initiative,** Powazek
said.

Because of these types of

conservation efforts, many agree

that the price increase will have a

minimal effect

"We don*t see any real impact in

See WATER, page 12

LIMITED PARKING IS STILL AVAILABLE

Ci COME IN TODAY!

Parking available? Here?
Students have hard time

believing surplus is for real

SUZANNE STATES/Daiy Bruin

The Parking Service Office proudly advertises additional parking

for the first tinne.

By Sandy Lee
Daily Bruin Staff

Parking officials say they are

swifdy turning UCLA's notorious

p)arking problem into a myth.

As recently as four years ago,

the number of students on the

waiting list for parking permits

exceeded 5,000. But that number
has continued to plummet, and

today, permits are available to

whomever applies, according to

Greg Demetre, managep«of parking

services.

"We have here an unprece-

dented situation,** Demetre said.

'This quarter (the parking service

was) able to give parking to

everyone that applied for it**

And while some students agreed

that obtaining a parking permit is

easier than in past years, others

said they were still having diffi-

culties parking on campus.

UCLA is reputed to have an

enormous parking problem, said

Bobbie Hemdon, the management
assistant of parking services. "We
jyill need to re-educate the com-
munity,'* she said. Both she and

Demetre predict there will be no
waitlist next fall.

To get the word out, a sign

posted outside of the parking

office near parking structure eight,

broadcasts "Limited parking is still

available, come in today.**

Some students looked at the.

"I saw the sign and thought it

was a joke,*' said Jennifer Keeler, a
sophomore who did not receive

parking this year. 'They told me
twice this year that I had parking,

then when I went in the office they

said they made a mistake. They
thought I was commuting from
Chatsworth."

Keeler said she may resort to

other measures. "Fve cried in that

building twice. They just won*t
give me parking.

**

banner in disbelief. See PARKING, page 11
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Chicano student gtpoups to unite,

discuss issues at 'Raza Ciiaria'
By Letisia IVIarquez

Daily Bruin Staff

After years of personal and

political conflicts, members of

UCLA*s Chicano student groups

will come together soon to foster

unity and share power.

They will hold a campus-wide
meeting in March to discuss issues

pertinent to the Latino community.

The forum, which is called Raza
Charla, or "our people *s talk,** is

the first of its kind in four years.

And members of the 18 Latino

groups hope it will resolve the

tensions dividing their community.
"We are trying to open commu-

nication so that we can work
together on important issues,** said

Horacio Roque, a coordinator for

the Latin American Student Asso-

ciation.

The groups range from the

Adult Orientation Program, a

group that tutors adults who are in

English as a Second Language

classes, to Chicanos for Commun-
ity Medicine, a support group for

Chicano and Latino pre-mcd stu-

dents.

The forum will enable these

groups to support and understand

each other's causes instead of

RICHARD KIM

Horatio Rogue, a senior history major, and iVIonica Estrada, a

senior sociology major, are members of the phicano organiza-

tions that will nneet to discuss community concefjns.

leaving important decision making

in the hands pf a few, agreed David

Maldonado, a coordinator for

MEChA, the Chicano student

group.

The students hope to convince

UCLA officials to take more
^tion on issues concerning Latino

students.

The members said they are

See RAZA, page 13

Litliuanlan official

pays visit to UCLA
Deputy foreign minister

talks of new independence
By Christine Strobei

Daily Bruin Staff

Lithuania wants to create a

political and economic union with

its neighbors to prevent an upsurge

in violence in the Baltic region—
an area destabilized by the collapse

of the Soviet Union, said the

Lithuanian deputy foreign minister

during a visit to UCLA Monday.
"Our foreign policy is to create

more security for this region,

because historically, there has

always been fighting,** said Kotkus

Valdimaras in an interview with

The Bruin.

"Lithuania is moving in two

directions,** Said Valdimaras, not-

ing how the former Soviet republic

still has Russian troops on its soil.

"One G^ithuanian government
aim) is toward good cooperation

with the other Baltics,** he said. "A
second direction is to have rela-

tions with our Baltic Sea neigh-

bors, whether by trade or some

other association,** Valdimaras
said.

Lithuania was forced into the

Soviet Union by Joseph Stalin

during World War II. While the

country declared its independence

in 1990, Lithuania was not for-

mally recognized by the United

States until the Soviet coup failed

last August
*The troops are a destabilizing

influence with our society,** said

Valdimaras, who toured UCLA for

several hours before flying to New
York City to meet with Vice
President Dan Quayle.

Lithuania, like many other for-

mer communist countries in East-

em Europe, is now focusing on
creating a market economy and
opening u-ade, he said.

"We*re preparing to introduce

money into the system and (move
the counUy) towards privatiz&tiofl.

We also want to restructure our

market. We want to diversify.*'

See UTHUANIA, page 10
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Yeltsin disappears ag^in on eve of
By Francis Clines

The New York Times

MOSCOW— President Boris N. Yeltsin

of Russia made another characteristically

abrupt retreat from public life on Monday,
this time stirring a sense of mystery and

diplomatic risk on the eve of the Middle
East conference here of leading nations

whose economic aid he has been courting.

Yeltsin canceled all meetings for two
days and left Moscow to focus on domestic

problems and a coming foreign mission,

according to the office of the Russian

president, who has disappeared previously

on sudden restorative retreats that caused

world anxiety about the stability of this

troubled nation and its leader.

Aside from any perceived slight to the

arriving conference officials, his unex-

pected departure to an undisclosed location

heightened the focus on Yeltsin's executive

style and resiliency as he prepared to depart

later this week for another trip to the United

States.

The Russian president will be intent on
reassuring the world, both at the United

Nations and in a White House visit, that the

Russian republic deserves moral and eco-

nomic support as it tries to lead the republics

of the fallen Soviet Union in a new
Commonwealth of Independent States.

Previously, Yeltsin's chief aides had said

that they preferred to sacrifice parts of his

busy agenda occasionally to see him better

prepared for critical missions. But the tactic

invariably proves unsettling both in this

crisis-bedeviled land and in the world's

speculative slock markets.

Yeltsin, who received mixed personal

reviews in two previous visits to the United

States, will resume his Kremlin schedule on
Wednesday and meet with Secretary of

States James A. Baker III, the president's

office said.

"Circumstances arose which required his

departure from Moscow," his spokesman.

Pavel Voshchanov, explained, again deny-

ing recurrent speculation that Yeltsin might

be seriously ill from heart disease or alcohol

abuse.

"These rumors are absolutely foolish and

are being circulated by those who do not

want Yeltsin to be Russian president,"

Voshchanov declared.

The Yeltsin agenda lately has been most

heavy with the pressures of trying to spark a

free market economy into being from the

ashes of communism. The first step, a

switch to free-floating consumer prices

after 74 years of drastically suppressed

prices through state subsidies, has incurred

the public wrath and loss of personal

"Circumstances arose which

required his departure from

Moscow . . . These rumors are

absolutely foolish and are

being circulated by those who
do not want Yeltsin to be

Russian president."

Pavel Voshchanov
Yeltsin's Spokesman

popularity that Yeltsin predicted when he

ordered the change on Jan. 2 as an

unavoidable necessity.

His other major headache has been in the

attempt to encourage enough economic and
m il itary cooperation among republ ics in -thc-

navy units for building a^eparate Ukrainian

military force.

In again secluding himself, Yeltsin left

his domestic constituency once more
speculating on the personality and staying

power of their broad-shouldered, mercurial

leader, who proved strong enough to stand

up to old Communist Party enemies last

August and deliver Gorbachev from a

KiemUn coup. The last thing needed by

Yeltsin, the predominant post-communist

politician of the crippled Soviet empire, is

another bout of personality scrutiny and
increased doubts about his fitness by the

world at largq.

While his initial visit to Washington was
marred by press charges of buffoonery and

bibulou3ness, his second visit after his

heroic coup role reflected more favor and

respect. One concern that has been omnipre-

sent though rarely mentioned in all of

Yeltsin's public scheduling has been per-

sonal security. The president, who admits to

concern about vengeful party hardliners, is

sometimes screened by portable shields in

public settings.

Among his canceled appointments on
Monday was a meeting with Foreign

Minister Michio Watanabe of Japan, one of

the richest of nations whose economic aid

Yeltsin has been seeking.

The Interfax news agency said Russian

Foreign Ministry officials were insisting

that Yeltsin's decision to miss the meeting

and head out of the city was mainly because

of other pressing issues and not frustration

at Japan's linking of foreign aid with its

insistence on regaining the four Kurile

Islands it lost after World War TT

nference
Yeltsin officials said that a "minor" heart

disorder needed tending to but that he was in

good physical condition. He previously

suffered a back ailment that caused him to

withdraw for a while from public life,

establishing something of a now famiUar

habit of encouraging a sense of mystery that

he then might dispel upon returning with a

flourish to some critical issue in the public

arena.

In some of his most recent tours on state

and commonwealth business, members of

the Soviet press entourage have gossiped

privately that he seemed to be heavily

imbibing alcohol at times.

The office of the 60-year-old president

has repeatedly rejected this gossip. Yeltsin

himself, strapping and ebullient, has been
the best defense against such rumors as he
often puts in long public days wrangling

with the parliament and travelling the

republic.

"He is in good health," insisted his

spokesman, Voshchanov.

Top Ten

new commonwealth to win some early

credit and aid from overseas. Nationalist-

minded Ukraine, the second most populous

state in the commonwealth, has been

confronting Yeltsin with complaints about

the severity and suddenness of his free-

market plans and with demands for a

substantial part of former Soviet army and

In testing the social trauma of his price

liberalizations, Yeltsin undertook an ambi-

tious tour of the Russian provinces earlier

this month and then was ordered to take a

day's rest by his doctors, with his office

insisting that he suffered fatigue but no
serious ailment.

In a previous sudden disappearance.

Top 10 reasons there aren't any briefs

today:

10. Senior copy editor Michael Wolffe
went home to wash his fleecy locks.

9. Copy editor Leura Easter went home to

Greeley, Colorado for the Potato Festival.

8. Copy editor Kim McDougle didn't

know what "phallus" meant.

7. Copy editor Peggy Lee didn't even
show up for work.

6. Editor-in-chief Matthew Fordahl went
to McDonald' s to get a^ig Mac .

5. Five golden rings!

4. Managing Editor Eugene Ahn ate them.

3. We're studying to become the Daily

Trojan.

2. We just don't, OK?
And the real reason there aren't any briefs

today:

1. The wire service was down. .

Don't Be Left Out in the Cold!
Frozen Foods at Breadstiks Are lowest

Howdoyou tdl a 4-year-old
shemaynevCT be5 ?

Breadstiks Von's

I

Minute Maid O.J. , 12oz
Tina's Burritos, 5 oz

Swanson Beef Pie, 7 oz

Swanson Ciiicken Pie, 7 oz

Banquet Chicken Dinner, 9 oz

Banquet Salisbury Steak, 9 oz

Eggo Oat Bran Waffles, 1 1 oz

Green Giant Mixed Vegs, 16 oz

Green Giant Cr. Spinach, 10 oz

Welchs' Grape Juice, 1 2 oz

Welch's Apple/Orange/Pine.

Minute Maid Ctry. Style, 12 oz

Blood. Give a litde so someone can live.
National Blood Resounx Education Program

NjtMinal H< jfi Lun& and aiood InMRNr. NMonai limiMWi of Hrakh PtMx Health ien-Kt US Dtiwnintm ul Health and Humm -wrMcr^

Amencan Association ot Blood Banks
' UCLA SniDENn reoeiMc our gifi

For TOUT appouumtM. caU: of >" AiUCLA meai ticket each

time vou donate.*
UCXA/ ASUOA EMPIjOYEES

reoeive our gift of 4* hours leave

with pay each time you donate. UCLA Blood Ocnor

at (310) H25-08S0

lona fJ^M
each<

-T" ^-t '

'

In The Village!

FREE PARKING!
in rear

breadsti
I '

ipi ) n il i '» *

Opentilllpm 1057 GayleyAve 209-1111

What's a Falafel?
Come In and Get a FREE Sample

^ $2.49
'

FALAFEL

FREE 12-ounce SODA wnn Any Meai

•.New Salads v.» Prepared Fresh Daily

208-6807 1 0975 Weyburn Ave.
Catering Available for Every Occasion
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Last year's two siiows completely SOLD OUT.

Don't miss your chance this year! .U-

'-S
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KALEIDOSCOPE
THEATRE

presents

PROVOCATIVE SEXUALITY
--If

play abouf

ENTERTAINING RELATIONSHIPS

in the

90's

Tuesday, January 28
6:30 & 8:00 pm

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

***ADMISSION FREE ***

Call 825-3020 for show information

k H •>-> 4%.» I '

A UCLA/SHS Production

Cosponsored by the UCLA Student Welfare Commission

Ad paid for by USAC
*j
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Attendance increases at Armand Hammer Museum
Major ad campaign draws

visitors, but at hefty price

By Gwen Goldbloom

Recent crowds at the Armand
Hammer Museum in Westwood
may not be able to make up for the

mediocre attendance and relative

obscurity that has plagued the 14-

month-old museum.
"We weren't as successful as we

expected," said museum director

Stephen Garreu.

Garrett attributed the museum's
disappointing turnout to the new-

ness of the museum, the low

attractive value of some of the

smaller exhibitions and the reces-

sion.

"The recession inevitably has to

hit every museum/' Garrett said.

"But many of the exhibits after we
opened with Malevich just weren't

able to compare in attraction."

The non-profit museum, which

was founded by entrepreneur and

art collector Armand Hammer,
opened Nov. 28, 1990 with a

retrospective exhibition of the

works of tum-of-the-century Rus-

sian artist Kazmir Malevich. It was

followed by smaller exhibits of

George Fellows, Russian icons

and Mexican paintings.

Despite the success of the first

exhibit, Uig^TmiscHm had^o
come several initial difficulties,

officials said.

The museum was originally

criticized for being founded in the

name of a multi-million dollar

individual, Garrett said. "It's easy

for the press to try lo present the

museum as an ego trip."

The museum's image was furth-

er tainted by Hammer's unfortu-

nate death two weeks after

opening, Garrett added.

But unlike the museum's first

four exhibits, the current "Cather-

ine the Great" exhibition was
promoted with a plethora of

advertisements consisting of ban-

ners lining Wilshire Boulevard,

posters on buses and radio

announcements.

"We're spending a lot of money
on a major campaign to get us

known and launched," Garrett

said.

Based on recent increases in

attendance at the Catherine exhibit

— which opened in December —
the considerable advertising

efforts by the museum appear to be

paying off.

"We're really pleased that

Catherine is doing very well,"

Garrett said. "Last Sunday (Jan.

19) we were just under 3,000
(people) and I think that's stun-

ning."

But in order to make the

Catherine exhibit financially

viable, the museum had to counter

security and insurance costs asso-

ciated with the exhibit by increas-

\g GGk€tpnc^ «> $9.50 for ad^ih

$8.00 for students and $6.50 for

senior citizens and children

between five and 14-years-old.

The ticket price includes a 45
minute audio cassette guided tour.

"We regretfully (raised prices),

but there were many unusual costs

as far as we are concerned,"

RICHARD

Despite the high admission charged, the number of visitors to the Armand Hammer Museum has

increased thanks to advertising.

Garrett said.

But many students said the

iiigher ticket prices discourage

student attendance.

ink that there are

who can afford those prices, but

there is an overwhelming amount

of students who can't," saidUCLA
junior Christian Hudson.

"But on the other hand, you

can't put a price on art," he added.

One UCLA art history scholar

noted that the high prices seem to

defeat a museum's purpose of

encouraging the public to expose

itself to art.

"For a museum aimed at public

ttenment and citltefft^^dttea-

tion to charge that kind of price

seems to me to be counterproduc-

tive," said UCLA art history

professor Albert Boime.

Nevertheless the museum is a

valuable resource for the education

and appreciation of art, agreed

officials from the UCLA art

department and the university's

Wight Art Gallery.

**UCLA has been very pleased

with having the Armand Hammer
Mitseum of Act and Cultural

Center as a new neighbor," said

Henry Hopkins, director of the

Wight Art Gallery and chair of the

art department

"It has enabled the Westwood
community and the public to enjoy

a broader variety of cultural

experiences," he added.

t

The newspaper is used OU /o more than

other forms of media for obtaining

entertainment information.

Do 'Y" r\ T T want business?

ADVFRTI^F
data: market opinion research, June 1989) X IIh^ If L^ I I f I^^im^

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESIWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213) 478-6869
(818)988-0110

Lesbian, Gay, & Bisexual Cultural Awareness Week
G«yi & LmMmtM in the Media
Ham to 12pin Ack. Union 3525

Interracial Dating & Inttrnalizcd Raciam
12 to 2pin Ack. Unkm 3520

Laabian Parantlng Flkn

Chooaing Chttdran

foUowad fay diamaaion w/lawycr
Co-aponaorad w/Woman'a Raaourca
Center
12pin to 2pin Dodd Hall 2

Safer Sex Wofkahop
Fun with Sandlll

2 to 3pm Ack. Unk>n 3525 '

Leabian, Gay & Blacxual

Comedy at the CoopI
Co-aponaored with Cultural ^falrt

8 to 10pm Cooperage ''* ' '

Kaleldoacope Theatre

6:30 to 7:30 pm &
8 to 9pm Ack. Ballroon

Wednesday, Jan. 29

SHOUT:
The High School Experience

12 to 2pm Ack. Union 3530

Safer Sex Workshop:

More Fiin with Sand!!!

2 to 3pm Ack Union 3525

Asian Lesbian Experience

A Media Presentation Mahu
4 to 5pm Ack. Unkxi 3517

Lesbian, Gay & Bisexual:

The Civil Rights Fonjm
7:30 to 10pm
Ack. Un^on 2nd Roor Lounge

Spoken y^gr^i J
Readings and Poetry

8 to 10pm
Kerckhoff Coffee House

Self-esteem & Co-dependency

Discussion with Counsebr

11 to 12pm Ack. Union 2412
Co-sponsored with AAA

Parents & Friends of Lesbians

& Gays (PFLAG)

12 to 2pm Ack. Union 3508

Campus Events Rim:

"Paris is Burning" 7pm
"My Own Private Uaho" 9pm

.^>»y.'»»»*V,»»»«''.***-'M'JE*T4l'JJ

Coming Out in the Workplace

12 to 2pm Ack. Union 3508

Getting into Graduate School?

11 to 12pm Ack. Union 3525

-Campus Events Rlms:

"My Own Private Uaho" 7pm
•Paris is Burning** 9pm
Lesbian & Gay Fashion Show 8:30

Ack. Grand Ballroom

Saturday, Feb. 1

GAl A W'ntr»r Dance

9pm Sunset Rec.
f Paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directors Programming Fund J
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Tiananmen dissidents reieased, Cliina says
By Sheryl WuDunn
The New York Times

BEUING — China said on
Monday that it had recently

released nine people who hadl)een

held in connection with the Tia-

nanmen democracy movement of

1989.

The State Council Information

Office declined to identify the

nine, who apparently had been

held for about two and a half years

without charge. But John T.

Kamm, an American business

executive and human rights advo-

cate who has successfully nego-

tiated the release of dissidents

before, said Chinese officials on
Saturday gave him the nine names.

He also said that they had

informed him that 1 1 other dissi-

dents were now being sentenced

for about the length of time they

have been held in prison. The
Chinese authorities told him that

these people were given short

sentences and so would be released

soon.

Hundreds and perhaps thou-

sands still remain in prison or

under detention for their involve-

ment in the Tiananmen democracy
movement, according to human
rights organizations. Many of

these political offenders may have

been sent to labor camps for re-

education and were therefore

handled outside the legal frame-

work.

The recent releases suggest that

China may be dealing with the

cases of people who have been

under detention since the 1989

crackdown.
China finally seems ready to

dispose of tfiese cases just as Prime

Minister Li Peng is beginning his

first visit to the West since he

helped lead the Tiananmen crack-

down; his arrival in Italy on

Sunday was marked by street

protests. Li is also scheduled to

visit Switzerland, Portugal, and

Spain, and to make his first

appearance as head of state in New
York.
Wang Zhixin, who was a student

at the University of Politics and
Law in Beijing, was the most

prominent protestor released. He
was No. 12 on a list of 21 most-

wanted students that the govern-

ment published in the summer of

1989.

t

OMEN

EADERSHIP
A woikshop about wonien'9 leadenhlp §tyles and how
you can bo a miccossful loador in whatovoryou punuo.

Featuring Helen Astin
Acting Directxir, Center for tto Study ofWomen aid
(kMNithoi; Woman ofbM/oncOf Women of Vision: A
CmoaCanemlionalStaidlyofLaailan andSocialChants

wiB&mE^smm

Co-ipontored by the Women's Resource Center,
the Graduate Student Association and the
Under^aduate Students Association

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the division of Student Deveiopment and Health

A FGW
Volunteers
are Needed

^m©WLm©®m
©IF TTAX

VITA (Volunteer Income Tax Assistance)

provides free tax help in the community.

Volunteers will be trained by the

Franchise Tax Board and the Intemal

Revenue Service

Tyiso^Vi
(§«='CO) !P,aUUUa

OUUUO

For more information caii: MIKE (824-5316) or TAE (473-5562)

Sponsored by the Financial Supports Commission, 825-7608
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^UCLA

Investment Club
presents

WALL STREET WEST
We are the ONLY individualized test prep

program in the country!

Small classroom settings

with dynamic teachers

A flexible approach where you can review
^ material and listen to instructors as many
U times as you need

Live Classes • Private Tutoring
Computerized Diagnostics

Test-Taking Strategies
Solid Skill Review • Extra Resources
Permanent Centers • Convenient Hours

i,j Scholarship assistance (if qualified)

And Much, Much More!

''Investment Game & Workshops »»

Every Tuesday
5-7 pm

North Campus Student

Center Room 22

URL

North Campus
Cafeteria

.entrance
i BUNCHE

IhainesI

ir(©[N]Q ixnr iy?'

meet

CALL 1
- 1-KAP-TEST

MARK COOPER - Financial Analyst

Bankers Trust
sponsored by EXPO

"^v mmmtm atmmmm^

. ti^L:Vf^.^ '
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OH NO!! I FOfiqOT TO

82IUI6I

=WantMoney
Get a piece ef the pie!

GSA Discretionary Funding is available

for cultural and educational programming

UCLA student groups with graduate

student members may qualify for funding

-irJi».» i( »4l-»n>rT.wK'i'< 9v fj ii»m
, mfmtitm\m\mKtamf^

Applications are available at the

Center for Student Planning

161 Kerckhoff Hall, 825-7041

For more information, call Alex at the

Graduate Student Association, 301 Kerckhoff Hall, 206-8512

High schoolers' drag use
plummets to alHIme low
Study shows drugs, alcohol declining;

critics find flaws in survey methods

By Jouhice L. Nealy
Cox News Service

WASHINGTON — Drug use

among high school seniors has

reached the lowest point in at least

17 years, federal officials said

Monday.
The annual survey by the

Department of Health and Human
Services showed that uSe of all

illicit drugs among Americans in

their final year of high school

dropped to 29 percent last year

from 33 percent in 1990.

The government began the

surveys in 1975 when 45 percent

of seniors claimed to have used

some drugs. The rate peaked at 54

percent in 1979 and has been

steadily declining since then.

*This is the best news we have

had since these surveys began,**

said HHS Secretary Louis W.
Sullivan. **It means that the

nation's prevention and education

efforts are paying off in genuine

progress, and that we are creating

an environment in which even
trying drugs is becoming unac-

ceptable.**

College students, who were also

surveyed, showed similar down-
treoda m ttae e^tHegal dntgft.

accept them either.

Researchers surveyed 15,483

graduating seniors in 1991 and
asked them if they had used drugs

during the past month, past year, or

at any time during their life. The
students indicated that — across

all three measures— their drug use

was less than the class of 1990.

The percentage of seniors who
claimed to have used cocaine in the

past 30 days decreased from 1.9

percent in 1990 to 1.4 percent in

1991. The rate for those who used
it in the past year dropped from 5.3

percent in 1990 to 3.5 percent in

1991. Among those who claimed

to have used cocaine at least once
in their lifetime, the rate dropped
from 9.4 percent to 7.8.

Overall, the survey showed **no

statistically significant increases**

in the use of any drug from 1990 to

1991.

In 1991, .27 percent of the

seniors said they found "great risk**

in trying marijuana "once or
twice,** compared to 23 percent in

"It means that the

nation's prevention and

education e£^uare

—

But 75 percent (unchanged since

1990 and down only "modestly**

from the peak of 83 percent in

1982) reported drinking alcoholic

beverages in the last month, and 43
percent (unchanged since 1980)
reported binyge drinking— having

five or more drinks in one siaing

— in the past two weeks.

"Of course, the extent to which
they are so aggressively targeted

by beer advertising and promotion
may have a lot to do with that fact,**

said Lloyd D. Johnston, principal

investigator for the survey.

Sullivan announced the survey

results as President Bush unveiled

annual changes in his national drug

control policy. The new policy

calls for stronger strategies to

prevent use and abuse of drugs and
alcohol.

While Bush admitted that the

United States* war against drugs is

far from over, he said he is

encouraged by the decreasing

figures on usage.

"We haven *t won this war yet,

but I am determined that we will,**

he said.

But critics of the administra-

tion *s drug efforts argued that the

survey did not present the whole
picture of the nation*s drug prob-

lem.

"We still do not have a handle on
the number of high school drop-

outs in society, much less the

number of those people who are

drug abusers and peddleirs,** said

Rep. Charles Rangel, D-N.Y.,

chairman of the House Select

Committee on Narcotics.

He said the study ignored young
people in jail or prison who are

"more likely to be a high school

dropout** and the number of
inmates who have or had drug
problems.

'To release a study on high

school drug use without address-

ing this critical segment of society

in the surveys is like trying to put

together a puzzle without all the

pieces,** Rangel said.

Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del.,

chairman of the Senate Judiciary

Committee, said he did not accept

the "rosy faces** that were **painted

on selected numbers*' and doubted
that the American public would

paying off ih genuine

progress, and that we
are creating an

environment in which

even trying dnigs is

becoming

unacceptable."

Louis W. Sullivan

HHS Secretary

1990, according to the survey.

About 90 percent of the seniors

said they would not try LSD,
barbiturates, cocaine or heroin,

according to the survey. Another

87 percent said they would not try

amphetamines and 69 percent

would not^try marijuana.

**These represent considerable

changes over the past decade in the

acceptability of using any of these

drugs,** said Johnston, the study*s

principal investigator.

As more young people think of

drugs as dangerous, fewer of them
use them and fewer put pressure on
their friends to try drugs, Johnston

said. Those trends, "not a reduc-

tion in supply,** are mainly respon-

sible for the drop in use, the

researchers concluded.

Nearly all students said they

recognized the danger of regular

use ofcrack cocaine. But roughly a

fourth said they did not think

occasional use of crack was
dangerous.

"It is disturbing to see that a
number of them do not appreciate

the harmful effects of occasional

use,** said Dr. James Mason,
director of the U.S. Public Health
Service.

Although the legal drinking age
for alcoholic beverages is 21 in

every state, the survey found that

78 percent of the seniors claimed
to drink, a slight decrease from 81
percent in 1990. The number of
seniors who engaged in "binge
drinking** dropped from 32 percent
in 1990 to 30 percent in 1991.

The administration indicated it

plans to target underage alcohol

abuse as part of its new drug
policy.
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Colorful Collage
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ALEX DE ROBERTIS

^tte-dyett Ben Older, vocattsrand gultarfsffor Cottage,
sings out a tune In Westwood Plaza on Monday.

British 'Desert Island'

radio show turns 50

-•--
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By Matthew Vita

Cox News Service

LONDON — Imagine being

marooned on a desert island. You
could have eight record albums,

one "luxury item** and one book in

addition to the Bible and Shakes-

peare*s collected works, which are

already there.

What would you choose?

For 50 years, people have been

making their selections on "Desert

Island Discs,** one of the British

Broadcasting Corp.*s most popu-
lar radio shows that has become
something of a social institution in

Britain.

Anyone who is anyone has been

asked to appear, from Paul

McCarmey to the Duchess of

Kent, and those who haven *t

languish with that indignity.

"VIPs might sometimes idly

discuss over the dinner table

whether or not they would accept a

knighthood,** said columnist
Richard Ingrams. "But no one
would dream of turning down an

invitation to appear on *Desert

Island Discs.***

The program celebrated its

golden anniversary Sunday with

guest number 2,055 — John
Major, the first sitting prime
minister to accept a one-way ticket

to an imaginary desert isle.

Major, who prefers cricket to

the concert hall and generally is

not known for his highbrow taMesi

recorded the program on Jan. 17|

His choices, which the BBC kept

under wraps, quickly took on the

air of a state secret.

The tabloids said they included

George tjershwin*s "Rhapsody in

Blue,** Frank Sinatra*s "The Best

is Yet to Come,** and a broadcast of

renowned cricket player Don
Bradman*s last international test

match. Downing Street officials

were refusing to confirm or deny.

What is certain is that 1 million

loyal listeners, and probably a few

more, had their radios on at 12:15

->

p.m. Sunday when the show
opened, as it always does, to the

sound of sea gulls, waves lapping

against the shore and Eric Coate*s

dreamily melodic "By the Sleepy

Lagoon.**

Major joins a long list of past

guests from the literary, music,

entertainment and political worlds.

Like those before him, it is hoped
that simply by making his choices

known and talking about why
during the 28-minute broadcast, he^

will reveal a little bit about
himself.

The show was conceived during

the darkest hours of Worid War II

by Roy Plomley, a sometimes
actor who went on to host 1,791

programs until his death in 1985.

The first program with comedian
Vic Oliver was recorded in a

bomb-damaged BBC studio on
Jan. 27, 1942, and broadcast two
nights later.

Slow-paced and soothing,

Plomley hoped listeners would
enjoy it "as they might a warm
bath.** It was the prototype radio

talk show.

"I believe it adds a dimension to

a listener* s mental picture of a

well-known person, giving the

same insight he would receive

from visiting the celebrity*s home
and seeing the books, pictures and
furniture with which he surrounds

himself,** Plomley said.

Sue Lawley, the current host,

Said the "beauty is that you*re able

to ask any questions you want, and

the one particular one, which is so

often revealing: *How do you think

you will cope on your own?***

The guests* choices of music

have ranged from Puccini to Pink

Floyd, but generally have been the

more popular classics.

Beethoven tops the chart with

the "Ode to Joy** from his Ninth

Symphony, followed by works

from Claude Debussy C*Clair de

Lune**), Edward Elgar ("Pomp and

See RADIO, page 10
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Through GMAC

M^i
'»*V

—»45 IWPG/Citj^fc^O MPG/HwjL—
• 3 yr./36,000 Mile Warranty

Your Chevy/Geo Dealer has a whole new way for you

to acquire all the fun and style of a 92 Geo Metro for as

low as $139 a month. It's called the GMAC SmartLease.

And what makes it so smart is that it makes the most

out of your car budget. All you have to put down is a

security deposit of $150. And with SmartLease there's

no surprises. You get a guaranteed purchase price when

your lease ends so you can

forget about resale risks or

trade-in hassles. Find out

how easy it is to get into a

new Geo Metro at your par-

ticipating Southern California

Chevrolet and Geo Dealer

Southern California

Chevrolet & Geo Dealers
ASSOCIATION

*48 mo GMAC SmartLease on approved credit Lease payment based on MSftP Metro Hatchback Coupe

witti selected options oi %12SA Total due at lease signing 1st mo payment ol $139 plus tax, security

deposit of $150, title, license & registration (paid up-lroni or amortized with lease payments) Total of

monthly payments $6,67104 plus tax added to lease payments Option to purchase at lease end

$1,966 68 Lessee pays excessive wear & tear Mileage charge ol 10 cenls/mi over 60.000 if not purchased.

Individual dealer prices vary See participating dealer lor details Offer good thru March 31. 1992

EPA estimates Use for comparison. Your mHeage may vary. 01992 SCGDA
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PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS

RECRUITMENT '92!

DO THE HEALTH THING...BE A PHC!

4 DAYS LEFT
...FORYQUTOGET-
AN APPLICATION! ^>^ igonago!

The Women's Resource Center
and GALA jfresenL., •<¥: .-. •:*?

ORIENTATION MEETING

TODAY!!
11 -1 2pm AU 2408
1 -2pm North Campus 20

Wednesday, January 29

12-1pm North Campus 20

1 -2pm AU 2408
6:30-7:30 FOB 61 6 Hilgard

YOU MUST ATTEND
RECEIVE AN

Thursday, January 30
11-1 2pm North Campus 20
2-3pm AU 2408
6-7prjn Sproul Entertainment

Center (Tentative)

Friday, January 31

1-2pm North Campus 20
6-7pm Dykstra Fireside

Lounge

AN ORIENTATION TO
APPLICATION

QUESTIONS??
401 Kerckhoff Hall 825-8462 M-F 9-5

sponsored bv SHS

Only

$10.95
One Medium Pizza

witfi One Topping,

Five Pieces of Chicken

and Mojo Potatoes.

Large Pizza

Iwith Two Toppings

1114 Gayley Westwood
Fax 208-7470 Hours Sun-Thurs 11-lam. Fri & Sat. 11-2am

824-4111

u.

THE COMMUNICATION STUDIES SOCIETY
PROUDLY PRESENTS

W¥iM OS [PC

A SYMPOSIUM ON
POLITICALLY CORRECT

SPEECH AT UCLA

MEDIATING: Professor Jeff Cole,

Dept. of Communication

Studies .

^
* V

* WHEN: Thursday, Jan. 30

from 2 to 5 pm
* WHERE: Ackerman Union

2ncl Floor Lounge

All Are Wetconfie'
*4(* ,*t*

Funded by ASUCLA Boaid of DlrKtor't USAC Programming Fund & The Campus Programs

CommtttM of the Program Activities Board

M

W

II

award-wuinning film about {

lesbians beeondng parents.
Theme song written and
performed by Holly Near.

Tddsiy! ''^^

12:00 -^ 1:30 Ii#iii«

2DoddHall

'Choosing Children" is an emotionally powerful film that

challenges our society's ideas about 'family*. It is an
intimate look at the issues faced by women who
become parents after coming out as lesbians.

This It part of LesMaa, Gmy and Wi-eoxuai Cnltaral
W—h. potMM'ed by UCLA'i ftfultf-coltairal

LmMm, Cay and I'canial Alttaaoa

The Wbroen's Resource Center Is a senior of the dtvlaion of Student Devdopment and Health.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Pleasanter
6 Weapon part

10 Turn to

liquid

14 Peaceful as

15 Love: Sp.
16 Profess
17 Exult

18 Order
20 Calendar abbr.

21 Portland
college

23 French city

24 Classic works
26 Unseats
28 "Main —

"

30 Black
31 Learned of

_32 Fondling

36 Cereal .

37 Makes better

38 Now: Scot.

39 Liked t>etter

42 Put aside
44 Eliminate

45 Pack animals
46 Impute
49 Mountain ash

tree

50 Appliance
51 Community
52 Bit of advice
55 House and

surrounding
land

58 Heath plant

60 Grape pigment
61 Drape
62 Gadabout
63 Church group
64 "Major"

follower

65 Cubic meter

PREVIOUS PU771 E SOLVED

jEiSlT H

1
P AIS s E

P

T 1 S
jA l;a 1 A LO H A R 1 L L

|RI0!U G H iB. i D E R 1 P S

IljeIt H A lHi E S S P E W
IPPB^ E T U pH E1^E ^mL mHl A N C E R
!e'rn E^i s c R E wp A N 1

so u T H S E A 1 s L A N D S
1 is MllR A R slls H K
N E ElDlE OHB e^Ua E R Y

IIro^wp P S^E D^^^H
'sin AW M E N S N All L S
L UiT E A RIA B 1 A N S E A
1 ig'oir 8 iIt E s

1
T E A L

TORS S LEE T [Sj E N T

1-30-02 ® 1992 Unit«d FMturs SyndlcaM

DOWN
1 Old horses

2 Unemployed
3 Work together

4 Stowe girl

5 Taken to

court again

6 Opposite of

heaven
Encircled by
"— Rent"
Three: It.

10 Dowagers
11 Wrongs

Regal
reception
Lock of hair

19 Garments
22 Outside:

pref.

25 By dint of

26 Challenged
27 Nights before
28 Business

place
29 Go quickly

30 — show:
street

entertainment

7

8

9

12

13

32 Sv^ar
33 Ingenious
34 — Coward
35 "The — Must

Be Crazy"
37 Seafood
40 Intense

41 Iroquois'

foes
42 Tom and Diane
43 "I

Canr>era
'

45 Narrow t>ed

46 Remains
47 Pebble
48 Funny person
49 Raised area
51 Quitter's

word
53 Bakery pro
54 Trim
56 Article

57 Have brunch,
perhaps

59 Nonsense:
slang

>

RADIO
From page 9

Circumstance"), Richard Wagner
C'Liebestod" from "Tristan and

Isolde") and Gershwin ("Rhap-

sody in Blue"). '

There have been renegades.

Actor Anthony Hopkins chose the

sound of Jaguar motor cars roaring

through Le Mans for one of his

records. Seven of opera star

Elisabeth Schwarzkopf's selec-

tions featured her own voice.

The Encyclopaedia Britannica

is the number one book choice.

Other favorites include "War and

Peace" and "Alice in Wonder-

land."

Margaret Thatcher played it

safe in her only appearance before

she became prime minister. She

chose a photo album of her

children.

For many fans, the most popular

section of the show is when the

guest is asked to choose a luxury

item, that, according to the rules,

must be "an inanimate object

purely for the senses which is not

going to help you live."

Pianos, paper and pen, and beds

lead the way.

But writer Norman Mailer

ruffled feathers when he said he

would bring "a stick of the finest

marijuana" along. Male guests

raised a few eyebrows on three

separate occasions when each

asked for an inflatable rubber

'womarr =
Arthur Rubinstein wanted a

revolver since, he said, he was sure

he would kill himself after only a

few days alone on an island.

Not everyong^ wants on the

show. LaurencFDlivier, Britain's

greatest 26th century actor,

repeatedly declined invitations to

appear. So have Albert Finney,

Elizabeth Taylor and Michael

Caine.

George Bernard Shaw returned

his invitation, writing in the mar-

gin with an air of finahty : "No. Too
busy with more important things.

GBS."
Most people, however, feel like

Anthony Howard, the former

editor of the Listener radio guide.

He has yet to be asked on and is

unsure he*d accept out of fear his

^limited** musical tastes would be:

exposed.

On second thought, Howard
said, "Any person in public life

who turns down an invitation to

appear is a fool."

LITHUANIA
From page 3

Today, about 80 percent of

Lithuania's trade is with Eastern

European countries.

In recent months, the politii^al

movements in the Baltic country

reestabUshed Lithuania as an inde-

pendent entity from the Soviet

Union, Valdimaras said. However,

the Lithuanian people never lost

their identity during five decades

of occupation.

"We have always felt that we arc

Lithuanians," he said.

The 1990 revolution in

Lithuania was similar to the

popular pro-democracy movement—
in Beijing, China, Valdimaras
said.

Both were led by students. But
while the Chinese revolt was
eventually crushed by that nation's

military in 1989, the Lithuanian
effort succeeded. />

"It was a battle fought by all

generations," he said.

Lithuanians take pride in the

peaceful transition from a Soviet
repoblic to a new t:ountfyc •

'^'' ' '

'

*This movement was a peaceful

movement," Valdimaras said. "We
only had to fight for freedom."
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Questionnaire

prepared for
King jurors
By Dawn Webber
Los Angeles Daily News

With just a week to go before the

trial of four Los Angeles Police

Department officers charged in the

Rodney King beating, attorneys

and court officials have been
working on a lengthy question-

naire to be filled out by potential

jurors in the case.

The 40-page questionnaire,

containing more than TOO ques-

tions, will be given to prospective

jurors next week, when the trial is

scheduled begin at a courthouse in

Simi Valley, a Ventura County
city northwest of Los Angeles.

After two days of pretrial

conferences Feb. 3 and 4, a panel

of 250 potential jurors is scheduled

to report Feb. 5 for a trial that is

expected to last six to eight weeks.

The questionnaire has not been

released pubUcly, but attorneys

said that it deals with potential

jurors* exposure to extensive

media coverage of the March 3

beating, as well as their attitudes

about law enforcement and crime.

The questionnaire is expected to

receive final approval from prose-

cution and defense attorneys at a

pretrial hearing on Wednesday.
In other pretrial preparations, a

:jo^e^^rdered Monday that of^ce^

NEXT DAY Nidonwide
IVckec service. Ticked

delivered within 24 houn
via Federal Expreis.

Audiorized CO.D.
Service.

A(fTickets Pe&HT^e^/li//U/^2£ ffotu^e/

^ Includes: Roundtrip gruise for two adults aboard the luxury ocean liner,

MV. Pacific Star from San Diego, Calif, to Mexico, along with 4 days and

3 nights ocean view hotel accomodations at the Hotel Paraiso Las Palmas

while in Ensenada, Miexico.

^ Convenient port departure 6 times weekly, every week of year.

^ Tickets valid for 1 year from date of purchase, transferable.

• $529 retail value. • DRINKING AGE 18 IN MEXICO.

ORDER NOVtfl
Thtoogh H Sptdql Hgi—wiim. flmufl TWwti <iloM»d Fir CoHty.

1
CALL
10-8

RS.T

GlUIND ISUIND VHCIITIONS
Registry;Bahamat All daces are subject to avmilabilicy. Spring Break is noc guaranteed. No groups (6 or more people)

CL^

G.I.V.
Wholesale

TnvdNenroric

All travd daces are canfinned in writing only, by tour operator. 7'day refund policy; dipping, insurance, svc dig., all taxes and meals additional

space be provided in the Simi

Valley courthouse for defense

attorneys in the case.

PARKING
From page 3

Another student who did not

receive parking last quarter said

that he parked without a permit, in

any lot that he wanted. **I did get

some parking tickets but I didn*t

spend anymore than I would have

on a permit,** said John Gomez, a

first-year electrical engiheering

major.

But he recenUy applied for and

received a permit.

*This quarter I applied on the

second run and still got a space,**

-said Gomez, who comm^te^from
Sylmar.

In past years, people were
turned away, Demetre said. "Now
people are even getting their

preference of where they want to

park.**

Parking permits are distributed

according to a point system. The
people with the greatest number of

points, based on various criteria on
the parking permit application, are

given their choice of lots.

A steady decline in demand has

occurred recenUy due to the

increased cost of parking, which

currenUy stands at $39 per month,

he said.

In addition, Demetre cited the

growing popularity of vanpools,

carpools and ridesharing and the

downsizing of UCLA's staff mem-
bers as other factors attributing to

the current parking surplus.

"Students will be able to park

closer to the campus,** he said. This

year, the paiicing officials closed

down Lot OC at the Veterans

Administration near Sepulveda

and Constitution boulevards. Stu-

dents who parked in that lot had the

added inconvenience of taking a

shuttie bus to campus.

Several other smaller parking

lots were closed to use the valuable

land in a more efficient manner,

Demetre said. To compensate for

these spaces, two new structures

have opened within the past two
months, actually increasing

capacity, he explained.

•»><..
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DESIGN HAIR CUT
NO APPOINTMENTS ^2084447 'NO GIMMICKS

STYLISTS HAVE OVER 3 YEARS EXPERIENCE

HAIR COLOR $15 FOIL WEAVING COMPLOE $45

HIGHLITES $25 EYE LASH TINT $10
FRENCH PERM $15-25 COLOR CORRECTION $35
ZOTOS PERM $35-45 SHAMPOO SET $10
SUPER PERM $66 MANICURE $ 8

SPECIAL FREE- haircut style W/$35 perm ($12 value free)

SPECIAL FREE- haircut mousse w $45 perm ($17 value free)
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1078 GAYLEY -WESTWOOD VILLAGE 'NEXT TO PENNY LANt

U n i V ersj ty of
Co I o r a do
at B ou Ide r

GIVE YOUR TEETH
I

A REAL TREAT
SEE DR. FRIEDMAN
GENERAL AND

COSMETIC DENTISTRY

For Appointment:

_ 478-0363
• TOOTH BONDING
• Nitrous Oxide
• Stereo Headphones (bnng your own tape)
• Please mennon this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Frie4man, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1442 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire &. Santa Monica)

Imk MrtMOrs. Colorado has more than

1 ,000 spectacular peaks soaring above

10,000 feet and 53 peaks over 14,000 feet.

Boulder has parks, open space, and hiking

and biking trails galore. Boulder is the place

to be outdoors.

Term A: June 8-July 10

Term B: July 14-August 14

Term C: June8-July31

Term D: June 8-August 14

Shorter, intensive courses also available

Cdi frMl IIn CMfM for a free CU-
Boulder Summer Session Catalog, which
conuins everything you need to know
about special courses, r^istration, housing,

tuition and fees, financial aid, student

services, and class schedules.

For information, call (303) 492^2456.

PLANT

Who can

describe it? You won't want to miss it.

Here's your chance to make the summer of
'92 one you'll always remember.

Tmh CMHMnity. Hie Boulder campus
takes on a special quality in the summer/" ^

Faculty come to class in shorts. Small

discussion groups meet under the trees on
the lawn. You find yourself part of a

comfortable learning community—who
work, study, or just relax together.

T1M[ didhlft. Choose from over 500
courses, including archaeological field

study in Steamboat Springs, production

with the Colorado Shakespeare Festival, an

intensive Spanish institute, a biology field

course on plants of Colorado, (performance

with the Colorado Lyric Theatre festival,

and much more.

IMK MOMy. Tuition in the summer is

lower than during the following academic

THTT

Yn, iend nu thefree 1992 CU-BouLUr Summer Setsion Cataitg.

Name

Address

City Sute Zip

Date of Birth Social Security Number*
004
Mail To:

Office of Admissions • Regent Administrative Center 1 25 • Campus Box 30

University of Colorado at Boulder • Boulder. CO 80309-0030
* For recorJ-keeftng mnA ulenttficatton ofsnulents onfy

(303) 492-2456
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Institution

BUYONE MEALAT THE REGULAR WHCE,
GET THE SECOND MEAL FOR $1
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Bring UCLA ID with
This Advertisement

From page 1

**It*s turning the campus into a

concrete jungle and the open
spaces are getting fewer and far

between/* said Alvin Milder,

president of UCLA Watch, a

coalition' of nine Westwood
groups, "rm very concerned about

the traffic generated by such a

project."

The university has attempted to

grapple with these concerns by
working on small portion* of the

project at a time, posting signs,

muffling construction noise and
providing van service for disabled

commuters who lost parking

spaces.

The project will also create

better access routes to Murphy
Hall and other buildings for people

with disabilities, project officials

said.

**There*s a whole spectrum of

things we're doing to minimize the

effects of construction,** Johnson

"There's a whole

spectrum of things

we're doing to minimize

the effects of

construction.

Dave Johnson
Project Manager

»

said. "Probably the worst noise

will be the backup alarms (the

beeping sound trucks make when
backing up).**

But there is one source of

concern that has not yet been

solved.

Community members say the

two 125-foot stacks, which will be

installed at the main plant located

on Circle Drive South and West-

wood Plaza, will create an indust-

rial-looking landscape.

But UCLA officials argue the

energy savings of the plant far

outweigh the visual impacts.

*They are below the limiting

height according to the standards
set by the state,** Johnson said. "I

mean, we didn*t have to make
Jhem into ^Im trees. Th^ ap&-
sirhpTe cylinders.**

Valid Everyday After 4:00PM until February 4th

Not good with any other offer -_

yif̂ B»yiiwg»jr^A^.«.-.»i.fjifcasfyyr^

Add $1 per person for the Daily Hot Special (One Serving Only on Hot Special)

Does not include Beverage

1360 Westwood Blvd.
^., u,\iX310) 441-8840

FREE VALIDATED PARKEVG

WATER
From page 3

the increase in the water usage at

all,** said Diane MacKenzie, an

administrative analyst in UCLA*s
off-campus housing office. *There
might be an increase in cost, but

because we*re working to reduce

the amount of the water we*re

using, we*re not going to see it**

Water conservation has been so

effective throughout Los Angeles
that the monthly bills could aver-

age less than last year*s, according

to Mindy Berman, a spokeswoman
for the Department of Water and
Power.
• *The fact that there's been such

a higher level of conservation, one
benefit is that demand is less, so we
buy less, and those savings are

passed on to our customers,**

Berman said.

Others say they feel that the hike

j^as implemented partially to make
\xp for the Department of Water
and Power's shrinking water sales.

""I think it's outrageous. We've
tried very diligently to conserve

water. Now that we're saving all

this water, our water bill goes up,"

said John Ward, manager of a
Westood apartment complex.

Yet Ward says the increase will

not drown the 106-unit apartment

fompiex^ with costly -water bilta^

*Threc percent on a thousand
dollars is not that big of a deal for a

building this size," he said.
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STRIKE
From page 1

But the regents' approval of the

fee hike Jan. 17 touched off a string

of protests throughout the state,

beginning with a demonstration at

UC Davis less than two weeks ago.

About 1,500 Davis students

stormed a campus auditorium,

attracting statewide attention to

their cause.

Following the Davis incident,

UC students launched new rallies— on the steps of the capitol in

Sacramento, through the streets of

Santa Cruz and at a state legislative

hearing at CaHfomia Slate Univer-

sity, Long Beach.

At Berkeley, five students

began a week-long hunger strike

on campus Monday to remind the

university and the Legislature that

the fee could have a devastating

effect after an almost 70- percent

increase in student fees over the

past two years.

The students hope to attract

more people to join their fast, said

Rosa Sanchez, a Berkeley student

participating in the hunger strike.

"Last year when they raised fees

by 40 percent, nobody did any-
thing about it. This year it hap-

pened again/' Sanchez said.

It does not matter who does
something this time. Going with-

out food is going to be difficult, but

something must be done. Students

must be heard," she added.

At te Irvine campus, studenr~b
government leaders are preparing

to begin their fast Thursday.
They circulated a letter to the

other eight UC student govern-
ments asking them to initiate

similar strikes to show statewide

solidarity.

The Irvine letter said: "Please

join us in this hunger fast. If not

you, who? If not now, when? We
need to do it (fast), and do it now if

we are serious about having
student fees lowered."

Student leaders at five other

campuses are planning their own
hunger strikes.

A rally at noon today kicks off

the fast at UC Santa Barbara.

And Thursday will mark the

start of the strike at UC Irvine and
_LLC_5anta Cruz. Student represen-

tatives, including UC student

regent Diana Darnell, plan to

participate in the strike.

RAZA
From page 3

worried about the low retention

and admission rates for Latino

students and the recent decision to

cut financial aid to students who
are not legal residents of the

United States.

"People are relieved that we are

finally talking about community
issues,** said Roque, who helped

initiate Raza Charla. "We may not

agree on all the issues, but at least

we are talking about them."

Since some of the groups first

began meeting in December, com-
munication has definitely
improved, according to some
members.

"In the past, it seemed that if you
were part of one group, you
couldn't be part of another group,"

said Monica Estrada, a coordinator

for Raza Women.

But the forum will enable

students to dismiss stereotypes

about different groups, said Estra-

da, who added that participants

may one day develop a calendar

that includes events from all

Latino groups. "We want to show
people we support each other."
1
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PAID ROLITICAL APVERTISEIVIEIMT

AN OPEN LETTER: To My Fellow Americans,

Four years ago, we read his lips. They said three very simple words:

"NO NEW TAXES." Ever since, we have been reading his lips, his hips,

his trips, his flips and his tips. They all say three very simple words:
"
BALONEY. BALONEY. BALONEY.

"

His voodoo economics and his expensive wars and conflicts have
driven thexiation into a fiscal tailspin which is about to reach the verge.

of complete bankruptcy and total economic collapse. During the

catastrophic conflict in the Persian Gulf, he managed to snatch defeat

from among the claws and jaws of victory by his failure to order the

arrest of the scoundrel, Saddam Hussein, for his war crimes.

In Japan, he vomited on the trousers of the Japanese Prime Minister,

causing a hilarious international embarassment of historic proportions.

However, we Americans, deserve a much, much better leader than the

one we have right now.

In as much as our country is lacking in leadership and resembles the

gigantic TITANIC, commandeered and led by the three STOOGES, the^

need is urgent for a new team of competent leaders to take charge and
steer and redirect us into prosperity again.

Therefore, in the name of the American people, and in the name of

the Democratic party, I would like to draft our noble hero. General H.

Norman Schwartzkopf, to be the next Vice President of the U.S.A. I

would also like to draft Governor Mario M. Cuomo to be the next Chief

of Staff of the White House. All prominent Democratic ladies and
gentlemen with enormous talents and education are hereby invited to

join our great and outstanding team of leaders in serving our country

and in fighting the war on the great depression of George Herbert

Hoover Bush.

— Philip Ashamallah
Democratic Candidate for President

P.S.

1 ) Both Mr Patrick Buchanan and Mr David Duke are permitted to use

this open letter in their campaigns. — ——

—

2) All patriotic Americans are requested to watch for our

advertisements in the U.S.A. TODAY & in the NEW YORK TIMES,

on 2/3/92 and/or 2/1 7/92.

I
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Viewpoint

By Deborah E. Lipstadt

Holocaust denial is an attack

on history and knowledge. It is

a trend which has the potential

to dramatically alter the way
that truth is transmitted from
generation to generation. It is

one form of denial which,

should it succeed, will in all

likelihood assault other truths.

Holocaust denial should not

be seen as a threat to one
particular group or its history.

Though denial of the Holocaust
may be an attack on the

histbry of the annihilation of
the Jews, at its core it poses a

threat to all who believe that

knowledge and scholarship are

among the keystones of our
civilization. Just as the Holo-
caust was not a tragedy of the

Jews but a tragedy of civiliza-

uon in whicfr 2ie victim s were

tion" effort Trying to deny the

existence of the gas chambers
is the first step in an attempt

to deny the Holocaust all

together.

Bradley Smith and other

Holocaust deniers have conve-
niently clouded this issue by
wrapping themselves in the

flag of free speech. They
accuse "elitist" and **Zionist"

establishment groups of sul>-

verting their right to speak the

ttiith. That they should try this

tactic is not surprising. It very

slyly plays on the controversy

about pohtical correctness.

What is astonishing is that^

some campus editors and edi-

torial boards believe that they

cannot deny Smith room to run

his ads or his op-ed pieces

because that constitutes a limit

on his freedom of speech.

increases are III ng
thejniddle class of higher
education opportunities
By Leo McCarthy

"I come from a middle class family. I have

a younger sister who will be going to college

next year. The 40 percent increase has already

been difficult to handle ... If (registration)

fees are raised, I will not be able to finish my
undergraduate work. If fees continue to go up,

my sister may not be able to go to college at

all."
^ 7~^ ~

-^ "I am the only person ever in my family to

go to college. My father could barely make
ends meet last year helping me pay for college.

I've got two jobs here at school along with 19

units this quarter. My father, in order to make
his quarterly payment to the UC Regents, has

gotten a second job working about 25 hours a
week on the weekends and after work on the

weekdays. When I talk to him at night he is

very tired and wants to go to sleep so he can
work in the morning. We cannot afford this

new increase. Period. Tm not asking for a free

ride. I just don't want to be kicked out

because my father and I aren't rich . .
."

These are quotes from just two of over 400
letters I have received from UC students in the

last few weeks regarding the latest fee increase.

I opposed the 22 percent fee increase by the

Board of Regents — as I opposed last year's

40 percent increase — because of the tremend-

ous negative impact these fee increases are

having on students and middle class families. I

,^ppreciate the many words of thanks in the

letters I received and I am committed to

continuing the fight against these huge fee

increases.

A recent study by the California Postseconr_
dary Education Commission puts the situation

in perspective. Between 1982 and 1988, the

number of students from middle income fami-~

lies attending the University of California

declined by 20.3 p)ercent. Meanwhile, the

number of students from high income families

attending UC increased by over 64 percent.

These tt^ends tell us that UC is quickly

becoming an exclusive school, one where the

ability to attend is influenced more by eco-

nomic status than academic ability.

There is no doubt as to the cause of these

trends.

Fees at UC have gone up over 62 percent in

the past year and have quadrupled over the

past 11 years. If the Regents continue Id"
ipose these huge fee increases, more and

more middle class families are going to be

priced out of higher education in California.

It was a memorable experience for me to

speak to the hundreds of students who gathered

spontaneously in front of Freeborn Hall on the

Davis campus a few weeks ago. I saw a great

deal of passion being poured out on this issue,

passion which I was doubly impressed to see

still present a few days later when several

hundred more students visited the capitol to

lobby legislators.

I will be with you through every step of the

difficult fight to come. But you must keep this

effort up. You must keep the letters, phone
calls, rallies and personal visits to the capitol

coming. You can consider my office in room
1114 of the capitol your headquarters whenever
you're in Sacramento.

Tell your elected officials — your state

legislattire and Gov. Wilson — that you can't

take any more fee increases.

Tell them there's something very, very wrong

when middle class families can't afford to send

their kids to public universities.

Remind them that they made a commitment
to an affordable college education^ for every

person in this state who's academically quali-

fied and you mean to make them keep it.

McCarthy is the lieutenant governor for the

state of California.

Jews, so too denial of the

Holocaust is not a threat just

to the Jews and Jewish history

but a threat to all who believe

in the ultimate power of truth

and reason. At its core it is

undeniably a form of anti-

Semitism, but ultimately the

deniers pose a threat to our

most cherished beliefs of truth

and reason.

In recent months. Holocaust
denial has made a subtle shift

in its modus operandi. Deniers
argue that they do not "deny**

the Holocaust, they only deny
that there were gas chambers.
They argue that the gas cham-
bers were really "debusing"
chambers. I>eniers' literature —
-including the infamous ads by
^Bradley Smith — turn the.

Such an tEpimcnt is rcminis-^^

cent of the observation that

"some people's minds are so
open that their brains have
faUen out."

This is not a^free speech
issue.

If I were to write an op-ed
piece calling for physical vio-

lence on gays, no respectable

newspaper would run it either

as an ad or as an op-ed piece.

Bradley Smith and his

cohorts have an absolute right

to stand on the comer of the

most heavily trafficked comer
on a campus — or anywhere
else, for that matter — and
proclaim their insidious theor-

ies. If they wish to distribute

booklets advocating their

beliefs, they have the right ta

horror of the death camps on
its head by claiming that this

was a *'\i(Q-saving procedure."

If there were no gas cham-
bers in Auschwitz, one has to

wonder: what were the Jews
doing there? Where did the

over orte million Jews who
were O-ansported to Auschwitz
and the hundreds of thousands
who were tt^nsported to other

camps go? Why have survi-

vors, perpetrators and bystan-

ders all testified to the

existence of gas chambers?
Contrary to deniers' argu-

ments, documents abound indi-

cating that this was a murder
of)eration and not a "fumiga-

do so. But giving them limited

editorial space in a newspaper
is not an issue of censorship,

but an issue of differentiating

between an opinion — howev-
er controversial — and obvious
falsehoods designed to stimu-

late prejudice and anti-Semi-

tism.

Holocaust denial is an
attempt to hijack and assault

the truth. Let it not also

become an assault on and
perversion of one of America's
most treasured freedoms.

Lipstadt, a professor of reli-

gious studies at Occidental

College, is writing a book on
Holocaust denial.

\
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Bisexualityshows thatyou can have it both ways
ttwiVm a practicing heterosexual

. . . but bisexuality immediately

doubles your chances for a
date on Saturday night."

Woody Allen

Well, girls and boys,

(or should I say girls

and girls or boys and
boys), my topic for this col-

umn will be directly related to

the mondo-fabbo Lesbian, Gay,
and Bisexual Cultural Aware-
ness Week that is occurring

even as you read this. Since I

believe very strongly in the

cause, this my opportunity to

give it a free plug.

In helping program Lesbian
Gay, and Bisexual Cultural

Awareness Week, I had a very

hard problem getting the

bisexual viewpoint into the

workshops.

After several weeks of trying

to desperately locate bisexuals

for our workshops, I was very

close to giving up. It was at

this point I realized that

bisexuals generally aren't very

well received m the lesbian

and gay community.
It should be apparent that

most of heterosexual society

has the misconception that

bisexuals are very confused

people who have no idea of

Out on Campus

what they want out of a

relationship.

This unfair stereotype even

carries out to the extent that

people classify bisexuals as

marginal sluts who will sleep

with anything as long as it

moves. (Which reminds me of

a limerick about a man from

Nantucket . . . never mind.)
Unfortunately, some members

of the lesbian and gay com-
munity don't trust the bisexual

community because they are

misperceived to be "fence-sit-

ters;" people who are really

lesbian or gay, but are still

hanging on to the remnants of

their false heterosexual identity.

It is assumed that the majority

of the bisexuals will eventually

admit to their being solely

homosexual and join the civil

-righta^amiggle^
The other reason that some

members of the lesbian and
gay community don't like the

bisexual community is that

they feel that the bisexual

angle dilutes the lesbian and
gay movement; for it not only

does it make them out to be
sluts, it also makes it seem

that the lesbian and gay com-
munity are people who just

"chose" their sexual orientation,

just as a person might decide

to chose Markie Mark over
Vanilla Ice. OK, it's a bad
comparison either way, but

then what do I know about
rap?

The reason that members of
both the heterosexual as well

as the lesbian and gay com-
munity feel so negatively

against the bisexual community
is that society is very label-

oriented. (This is the part

where Pei gets in trouble for

being another stereotyping

twerp who generalizes anything
he can get his pudgy fingers

on.)

According to society, every-

thing has to be cut and dry,

one thing or another, black or

white. There cannot be any-
thing in between, no nebulous,

ill-defined areas. Unless, of
course you happen to be
Michael Jackson, in which case

you can be both. Kinda like

his song, "I'm black, I'm
white . . . blah, blah, blech."

What most people forget,

however, is that very little in

nature is so clear cut There

are grey areas everywhere you
kx)k. People come 4fl-a»-

And then you have people who
are ambidextrous. Everybody
get that analogy?

shapes and sizes, from a wide
array of backgrounds, and of

all different ethnicities. There

is no perfect person, no ideal

type that a single individual

could ever manage to be. For

example, you have people who
are right handed. You have

people who are left handed.

In an ideal society, people
would have the ability to

explore their sexuality and not

be forced to label themselves
as either heterosexual,

homosexual, or even bisexual

if they don't want to.

At the University of Califor-

nia, Santa Cruz, one out of
seven students consider them-
selves to be either lesbian, gay,

or bisexual. The reason that

this number is so high is

because the students at UC
Santa Cruz are taught to

respect each other's right to

label or not to label themselves
as they wish. There is very
little pressure on the campus to

"fit in," and everyone is val-

ued as an individual.

This issue particularly trou-

bling for me because I know
of individuals who are truly

bisexual, but who label them-
selves as either heterosexual or

homosexual because they want
to feel part of the community.
They have been indoctrinated

to believe in a narrow-minded
theory that states that they

must chose to be either

homosexual or heterosexual,

-ftfflf-that they cannot be both. =

thing colors. The more I think

about it, the more I envy them
Jbr they free of many of

Bisexuals are not nymphoma-
niacs on the prowl. They are

no more moral nor immoral
than the rest of us. They are

merely open to more options

than the majority of us. While
we see in only black and
white, the bisexuals get to see

the world as a vibrant, brea-

society's restraints.

My own personal feeling

(and according to the Kinsey
study) is that approximately

one-third of people on campus
are actually bisexual. It is this

rigid, "moral" society that dic-

tates that anything other than

heterosexual love is inferior

and to even have affection^e

feelings for the same sex will

automatically equate to a per-

son being labeled as a lesbian

or a gay man. This is sad, for

it does not allow for individu-

als to figure out what they

truly are in hfe and it stifles

their individuality.

A perfect example of this

self-handicapping is the way
that James E)ean viewed his

bisexuality. (You may now
give yourself a moment to

stabilize yourself for those of
you that are extraordinarily

heterocentric.) James Dean con-

sidered himself a sexual human
being. Not a heterosexual

being, not a homosexual being.

He found self labels too limit-

ing.

When questioned about his

s^uality, he was once rumored
=to^igtgcr^id, "1 doiiU consid<3=

myself a homosexual, I don't

consider myself a heterosexual.

After all, I wouldn't want to

go through life with one hand
tied behind my back."

My thoughts exactly.

Chang is i senior majoring in

sociology and psychology.

''Not what we give, but what we share-

For the gift without the giver is bare;

Who gives himself with his alms feeds three-

Himself, his hungering neighbor, and me, ''

' lames Russell Lowell

General Meetings

6-7 pm
Rolfe3l31

Every Tuesday

Get involved: Pick up and deliver leftovers to shelters and food distributors,

spend time with children in families on welfare, volunteer at soup kitchens and

foodbanks, move formerly homeless families into homes, develop jobs for

homeless individuals, plan a city-wide volunteer work-a-thon fundraiser...

Call 825-2600 or stop by Kerckhoff Hall 408B
for more information.
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Artist Robert Williams is featured in MOCA's
''Helter Skelter" exhibit.

Exhibit puts MOCA
artist on tlie edge

By Hope Urban

The first— no, the second really big brouhaha at

the Temporary Contemporary occurred Saturday

jiight when the police shut down MOCA's huge

-4
%-

kick-off party for their "Heller Skelter" exhibit, right

in the middle of industrial band Ethyl Meatplow*s

set.

The first sign of trouble 1 heard about came the day

before from one of the featured artists of the show,

Robert Williams. Apparently. Williams* surrealist,

comic-book-influenced paintings whose subject

matter runs to "nekkid" women, hot-rods, "motor-

sickles** and weird moments in history (like the time

Deborah Harry hitched a ride from Ted Bundy) had

come to the attention of the radical gay group Queer
Nation.

Williams had heard from the head curator that

Queer Nation planned to picket in response tc the

artwork Guns N' Roses had chosen for their llrst

album cover, which depicted a raped woman
prostrate in an alley.

As Williams explains in his Jimmy Stewart drawl,

"Four years ago this unknown band contacted me and
said *We want to use this thing* — and 1 told them,

•why don*t you come over to my house and pick

something else, because you*re gonna get in a lot of

trouble with that.*'* When the band insisted on their

original choice, he reluctantly agreed, with a special

provision — "I don*t want to hear about his trouble,

*cause Tm telling you . .
.**

But of course, trouble did result, with religious

groups and women *s groups calling for record stores

to pull the album. Most did, save for Tower Records,

which held fast in their support of artistic expression.

And Williams became unavoidably embroiled in the

conflict: "Guns N* Roses are not, like, loo articulate,

so I wound up being the spoJ:esman for this thing.**

Phoning the Queer Nation Hotline on Saturday, I

heard that the planned demonstration against

Williams' "homophobic, dykephobic, racist and
sexist*' work had been postponed. Queer Nation is not

so much an organization, per se, as a loose

aggregation of individuals who wish to promole
awareness of gay issues and rights.

See WILUAMf, page 21

Uyn Fouikes' mixed-media piece "Pop" is featured in "Helter Skelter: L.A. Art in the 1990s.'

W /) HUOi, MilANCHOi V /'///.

A^ lv7 /V/f/// 0U^ NAM( TO PAi, f(.M

(xmm, IN ri/f yivioK'] d>cx)K. The other side of LA.

^^/niwm uNm mfmh^
Raymond Pettibon's "A Yarn Spun to No Mend" is fea-

tured in the MOCA exhibit.

*Helter Skelter'

explores deeper,

darker cultxire

By Hope Urban

The Museum of Contemporary Art

launched its grand-scale exhibit

of Los Angeles art over the

weekend, but not without its share of

controversy and threatened protests (see

accompanying story).

The appropriately named "Helter

Skelter** exhibit, on view at the Tempor-

ary Contemporary from now until April

26, features 16 prominent visual artists,

as well as 10 area writers who contri-

buted fiction and poetry pieces to the

illustrated catalog.

The first major show organized by

chief curator Paul Schimmcl, "Helter

Skelter'* centers around the "underside*'

of L.A. life, or, as the press release so

breathlessly puts it, "the narratives

created in the long shadows cast by the

harsh Southern California sunlight**0A^.

Hokey phrases aside, we all know
L.A. is a pretty sick place to live, and its

perversity is well represented here by the

likes of artists Nancy Rubins, Chris

Burden, Charles Bukowski, Victor

Estrada, Michele Clinton, Ray Pettibon,

Amy Gerstler, Llyn Fouikes, Lari Pitt-

man aiid Robert Williams, among others.

Upon entering the downtown space,

one is immediately confronted by Chris

Burden *s epic, five-ton hanging sculp-

ture "Medusa's Head,** looking for all

the world like a mangled chunk of the

Nimitz Freeway, covered with toy trains

and varying tracks. Burden, a UCLA
faculty member, is known for his *70s

performance work involving self-

inflicted electrical charges and gunshot

wounds.
Another large-scale piece that rises to

the oh-so-high ceiling is Nancy Rubins*

wonderful "Trailer and Hot Water
Heaters'* installation. Site-specific, it

consists of two large trailers plus an itty-

bitty one on top, with hot water heaters

cascading everywhere. Rubins has liter-

ally re-created (what might be) a freeway

pile-up in the Temporary Contemporary.

The eye joyfully follows the elaborate

configuration of found metals, and the

mood of the piece is similiar to that

created by Carlos Almaraz's painted car

crashes — scary yet fascinating.

Llyn Fouikes sardonic commentaries

on the politics of the moneyed Westside

are housed in a darkened gallery on the

lower level. He subverts comfortable

images of suburbia and the blue beach

sky by combining them with headlines of

war, of shattered lives ruined by big

business, and with images of guns.

To view Fouikes* mixed-media work

"Pbp" (pictured), one fu-st must enter a

small gallery though a hallway on the

second floor that is unsettling in its utter

darkness. Light comes from the paint-

ing *s three-dimensional lamps and tele-

vision. The boy*s primer reads "I will be

a square shooter in my home, in school,

on the playground. I will be a good

American**— chilling words when taken

in the context of the gun protruding from

See 'SKELTER/ page 20
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A pretentious mix of angst and maie
^Shaking the

Tree* takes on
life, stereotypes

in the late '80s

By Michael Mordler
Dally Bruin Staff

What the hell does "Shaking

the Tree** mean? It could be a

reference to mischievous young
children who like to get dirty and
cause trouble— but it isn*L Well,

not exactly. First-time director

Duane Clark uses the phrase as a

metaphor for the conflict and

..^xx)mmotion caused by four long-

time friends facing their last

moments of youth.

Set during the last week of the

1980s, the quartet swim through

endless dramas that will greatly

affect their futures. Jobs, babies,

marriages and lives hang in the

balance. But the film isn*t really

about serious issues; it*s about

male bonding. The filmmakers

are going for something personal

and touching.

The movie doesn*t begin to

click until the second act Too
many of th e. fartr^trrncj arc ^^^ gross ptays poker witn friends in -Shaking
awkward and heavy-handed. But
the actors grow increasingly

comfortable in their roles and the

action picks up. It's as if the low-

budget picujre was shot in sequ-

ence.

One of the problems is that all

the roles are just stereotypes with

Trea.

The staging is often

•boring and

unimaginative;

physical action

appears to have been

decided on a whim.

dialogue. It*s hard to pinpoint

where the problem lies — the

natural line readings that made
"Diner" and "The Big Chill" so

successful are missing in this

picture.

The director doesn*t transform

the material into magic onscreen.

The staging is often boring and
unimaginative; physical action

appears to have been decided on

a whim, without thought to how
atmosphere could improve a

scene.

And at times, the picture is too

earnest. Clark, directing a script

he co-wrote, isn*t always objec-

tive enough to know when a

scene isn't working as good
drama. All he sees is the real-life

incident that he is now docu-

menting on celluloid. While he

hits on certain notes, in this case

fiction may not be as gripping as

reality. •*J6

a twist: Duke (Steven Wilde), a

bartender who is an ex-boxer,

Barry (Arye Gross), a real-estate

wizard who actually loves base-

ball more than business; Michael

(Doug Savant), a college TA
who's also a struggling young

novelist;

Hansen),
destructive

family.

Luckily,

Clark have

the heart.

and Sully (Gale

a confused self-

gambler from a rich

though, Wilde and

written a script from

This has obviously

been a part of their own experi-

ences in life. For the most part,

it's not just pretentious babble.

The actors play off each other

well in particular scenes,
although at times it just feels like

four actors sitting around reading

FILM: "Shaking the Tree." Screenp-
lay by Steven Wilde and Duane Clam.
Directed by Duane Clark. Produced
by Robert J. Wilson. A Castle Hill

Productions release with Aiye Gross
and Gale Hansen. (Rated R: lan-

guage, violence, sexual situatk^ns; 98
minutes).

UCLA STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSION PRESENTS

Camp Testing Fair
'—

. TODAY— —-—— —
Westwood Plaza

January 28, 1992

Come join the fun and enlighten yourself to the different cormpus organizations available for

you and your health.

Free hypertension screenings and health food samples! II

On-Compus Organizations
Crisis Prevention

Rape Awareness
Health Fair

Eating Disorders

Drug Awareness
CPR/FirstAid

Campus Safety Awareness
Blood Drive

AIDS Awareness
Alcohol Awareness
On Campus Testing

Black Pre Health
>

.
Chicanes For Community Medicine
Asian Pacific Health Corps
Pilipinos for Community Health

Peer Health Counselors

Student Health Services

Women's Resource Center
Emergency Medical Services -

•Canr^pusE.M.T.s

Health Foods/Products
Apollo Health Drink

The Winning Combination Vitamins

Hansen's Juice
Hostess Foods
Uttle Bear Organic Foods
Full Moon Muffins

Kikka Sushi

Sparkletts

Naked Juices and Salad
Hinkley and Schmitt Water

California Tay-Sachs Disease Prevention Program

Also Jan. 29 "How To Get The Most Out Of Your
Workouf' a program by Dr. Lori Rose at

the B6 Lounge 7 pm Sunset Village

Residence Halls

Paid for by USAC
14^i'' ^«

»
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Ex-New Kids music director fiies $21 miiiion suit
By Slilela Rule
The New York Times

The former music director and
producer of the groupNew Kids on
the Block has filed a $21 million

lawsuit accusing the group of
being involved in musical fakery.

Gregory McPherson is suing

Maurice Starr, who founded the

group in 1984 and manages it but is

not a member of it, for creative

infringement and breach of con-

tract

McPherson, who filed the suit

last week in Massachusetts Super-

ior Court, says that he should have
received 2 percent of what was
probably at least $20 million in

gross sales revenues from the

group's "Hanging Tough Live"
video, but has received nothing.

McPherson also charges that the

New Kids actually contributed no
more than 20 percent of the singing

on any of their albums. Starr and

his brother, Michael Johnson, did

the rest, McPherson says.

' Starr denied the allegations,

saying that he was "unaware ofany
written documents or a contractual

agreement" with McPherson.
*

Starr released a written state-

ment in which he said: "As far as

the New Kids on the Block arc

concerned, they sang all the lead

vocals on all their albums. Their
new single proves this beyond a

shadow of a doubt, because I was

nowhere in the studio and I didn*t

produce or write any of the new
material. Background vocals on all

their previous albums were done
by New Kids, myself and my
brother Michael Johnson, and in

the music business that is very

normal."

But McPherson maintains that

the group did none of the singing

on a Coca-Cola commercial pro-

duced in 1990. He also alleges that

the band went out on tour with an

eight-track tape to bolster its

singing. McPherson says that in

addition to not paying him for

producing soundtracks for the

video and commercial, the defen-

dants in the suit have not given him
formal credit for his creative

contributions.

Other defendants are Dick Scott

Entertainment, the parent corpo-

ration and managing arm of the

See NU KIDS, page 20

We Want Our Teeth Straight!

co

-L
T

Dr. Nadar Dayatii
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980

T
I

As low as $75 per month. No finance charges.
•auHwwdoiiit 11i»olteifciiMl)patotrtBmgrt)tea>iwlbilOT2BM2. ReanktmnnMndiU.

I

Wednesday

A (German) Romantic

evening with the

PRINCETON
UNIVERSITY
ORCIIESTRA

MICHAEL PRATT,
CONDUCTOR

WEBER:

WAGNER:

Overture to

'Der Freischutz'

Prelude and
Liebestodfrom
Tristan and Isolde*

8.00 PM
fine CooPeRaGe
Funded by USAC- Your Student Government

R. STRAUSS: Four Orchoslral Songs
UAHTHA ELLIOT.
Soprano

SCHUMANN: Svmohonv No. 3 in

rz7.

UCLA
BUSINESS
ECONOMICS
SOCIETY

Presents

I: Symphony
E'flat. 'Rheenish'

«««*
TUESDAY JANUARY 28

8:00 PM
_ ROYCE HALL

UCLA
Admission $10, Students $5
For tickets call UCLA Central Ticket Office

(310) 825^9261

man

^r7

L

Interview Workshop
~ Learn the answers to questions

before they are asked.

Tonight at 6:00
AGSM2214

<»mmmmmtmmmmmmimitm -r^^gs
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/ Counseling Psychology
Master's Degree

Now Accepting AppucAnoNs for Fall 1 992 in:

AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION:

Marriage, Family, and Child Counseling (M.F.C.C. License)
Psychology (Preparatory for Doctoral Studies)
ChemicalDependency (CAA.DA.C. Certificate)

13

Nunc. Phone

Address

iietun. to: LOYOLA MARYMOUNTUNIVERSITY
Graduate Division • Loyola Boulevard at West 80th Street

Loa Angeles, CA 9004$ • Phone (213) 338-7547
Uahrtnity-knitf prafraMwunmt by flii Wntm Associatloa oT Schooli md Colli|u

others. Discover
careers in Education

Career Network Workshop #9

Job Options in Education

Wednesday, January 29 at 7p.m,
James West Alumni Center

For more information, call 825-UCLA.

SAA is a student group sponsored by the UCLA Alumni Association.

Additional fiinding for the Career Network is provided by the UCLA Foundation

to help you get the tnost from your UCLA experience.

AT UCLA,YOU LEARN WITH THE BEST

UCLAhmniAlfOCIATIOa

Help newly adr^itted students by teaching then" how to

survive and thrive at UCLA App'y to become a

1992 UCLA ORIENTATION COUNSELOR

Intef-ested students should attend one of these 'n^c'^^at'on meetings

•Monday, January 27, 12 noon

James West Center

Conference Room

Tuesday. January 28, 12 noon

2408 Ackerman Union

Apu can IS '^"o.st

/ enrort'G

Have co'^^p'Oted at east 0'>j y'?<v o^ co er;^^ wo-k

(not nocossa^ y at UCi-A b^t w '^^ soo^^on^o^o sta^^d '^q

•fkivr-- a n^e^fr^en '^-'^ •^\/'^ ? SO Gf^A

Applications will be available at the above meeting.

For any other questions, please call the Orientation

Program office at (310) 206-6685.

The Museum of Contemporary Art's new exhibit "Helter Skelter"
features UCLA faculty member Chris Burden's piece "Medusa's
Head."

SKELTER'
From page 17

his father's waistband, the

mushroom cloud calendar and the

view of the Hollywood sign on the

wall. His father is clearly scared

shitless hy what he sees on the TV
screen — the nuclear family

caught in the nuclear glow of the

tube—and just what the hell is that

object floating in his Diet Coke?
The show*s promise of provo-

cative art is_iiilly realized in the

monumental paintings by Manuel
Ocampo that dominate a large

gaUery with a blood-red floor

(painted by the artist himselO.

These huge, almost mural-siz^
canvasses equate religion with

fascism, as in "Untitled" — the

head of Christ is attached to the

body of an imperialistic eagle who
has a yellow swastika under each
wing.

In his "Anti-Catholic Painting,"

the Holy Trinity are clad in the

hoods, masks and robes of klans-

men or inquisitors and brandish

weaponry. The canvas, normally
thick with rich layers of paint, is

scraped raw in the center panel,

conveying a sense of mon^disease

and hypocrisy through its exposed
layers.

The room also houses Ocam-
po* s first sculpture, executed with
assistance from Salvador Florio.

Called "Do You Believe in the

Westworld?," the piece depicts a

hooded Inquisitor holding aloft a

severed head. Written in blood oft

his broken sword is "pilipino"— a

strong condemnation of the atroci-

ties committed in the guise of
religion froip this talented Filipino

artist following in the social-jus-

tice tradition of such Mexican
mural greats as Orozco, Rivera and
Siqueiros.

Walking into the adjoining

room, you are immediately
engulfed by the playful, candy-

colored world of Chicano artist

Victor Estrada. Integrating
papier-mache sculptural forms
with his paintings, he employs an
arresting paleae of pink and purple

hues in this Scharf-esque room.
In "Soy Natural," a Chicano

couple embrace, a huge baby
jettisons a papier-mache form to

the gallery floor, and another,

smaller baby seems to say "No
estoy pintado" — "I am not
painted." The background space is

fllled with inscriptions and jail-

house flowers. Disembodied
choUo heads float, distorted yet

smiling, inside balloons. It's won-
derful stuff— the energy Estrada
put into creating all new works for

this, his first major museum show,
is readily apparent

Around the comer, past Estra-

da's huge sculpture "Baby Baby,"
is the piece the MOCA curators

probably had in mind when they
tacked up a "viewer discretion

advised" proviso at the entrance: in

Paul McCarthy's *The Garden," a

mechanized, mixed media work,
the romancing of nature in art

history tradition is set squarely on
its ear with an elaborate re-crea-

tion of a lush forest, in which a
male mannequin, pants down
around his ankles, endlessly fucks
the bole of a tree while nearby on
the ground another man has at a
hole in the earth. You have to see
this one for yourself.

Cartoonist Jim Shaw contri-

butes a really sick, really funny
cartoon about a serial killer in his

"Horror Vacui," with text by
Benjamin Weissman. Other artists

working in a cartoon-derived vein

are Megan Williams, Robert Wil-
liams and Raymond Pettibon,

some of whose work is executed

See 'SKELTER/ page 21

NUKIDS
From page 19

New Kids; Maurice Starr Produc-
tions, and Big Step Productions,
the New Kids' production com-
pany.

The suit represents the latest in a
rash of charges of musical fraud in

pop music: Milli Vanilli, Black
Box, C&C Music Factory and
Paula Abdul are among the most
recent examples.

McPherson, who was the New
Kids' music director and producer
from December 1988 to December
1990, says that the group was a
"victim of masking." He claims
that Starr "masked" the record

tracks, that he kept tracks of the

New Kids vocals and added hil

own voice, mimicking theirs, to

bolster the tone, hit the right

pitches and add virtuosity where
.w /

there was none.

McPherson alleges that at their

concerts the New Kids were
helped by a type of live masking.
The group's band, made up par-
tially of McPherson's students
from the Berkelee College of
Music in Boston, could play their

instruments, he said, but both the
band and the New Kids were
assisted by prerecorded tapes.

At a concert at Disneyland in

June of 1989, McPherson says, the
tape broke mid-song and the New
Kids were stranded on stage. After
some stalling, he said, the show

ipliced. ««%v.*i.>,%.«. % ^ v.^ !

The group is currently on tour in

Australia, said Ron Scott, a
spokesman for Starr.

^BP mi II I -t ^—~
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'SKELTER
From page 20

directly onto the wall^ of the
museum.
The exhibition contains some

pleasant elements of surprise, such
as that felt when happening across
Charles Ray's humongous, life-

like sculpture of a woman in a
pinkish business suit The femi-
nine color is jarring against this

huge Nurse Ratchet figure.
Richard Jackson's "Big-Time
Ideas" is a room constructed
entirely of clocks; one must first

walk through a narrow hall bright-
ly lit by industrial fluorescent
tubing, uncomfortable in its heat
and light— but well worth the trip.

All in all, Schimmel's first

major curatorial work is one to be
admired. He is to be commended
for presenting at least a small view
of the vibrant Los Angeles art-

making community in a large
museum setting, as well as provo-
cative work that is liable to offend
more than one viewer. Next week,
look for a review of the catalog,

featuring writing from Charles
Bukowski and Michele Clinton.

ART: "Helter Skelter." Works by Los
Angeles artists and writers. Curated by
Paul Schimmel and presented at Tem-
porary Contemporary (in associatkKi
with the Museum of Cfontemporary Art).
152 N. Central Ave. Museum is open
Tues. through Sun.. 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.;

••' Thursday from 1 1 a.m. to 8 p.m. Tix: $4
for adu lts. $2 for senior crtizena and
students; free to MOCA members and
children under 12. A series of artists
lectures are scheduled In conjunction
with the exhibit. For more information
call (213) 621-1751.

WILUAMS
— From page 16

"We would be the last people in

the world to censor artists. We
want to give information instead,

and just ask people to consider
what they're looking at," said

Maria, a member of Queer Nation.

Instead of a protest, they distri-

buted leaflets asking viewers to

"consider homophobia in any
form." They, too, were foiled in

their efforts by the police action

that shut down the gathering, as

well as MOCA officials who were
tipped off to their presence: "We
leafletted when they weren't
looking." Maria terms it "a shut-

out"

In defense of his work, Williams
says, "You're used to everything
that's on the market being
designed to get your money by
pleasing you. This is something
designed to get into your mind, to
cause a little trouble ... The
controversial point of this wasn't
that there was nudity or the
exploitation of women. It was the
fact (that) it was a cartoon trying to
pass its ass off as fine art — this

real tight Renaissance style with
no more depth than a cocktail
napkin — that was the scathing
point about it. but that isn't
sensational enough to get any press
at all, except maybe in some
esoteric art magazine."

Robert Williams has two rooms of
paintings on view at MOCA's
"Helter Skelter" exhibit, now on
display at the Temporary Contem-
porary.

If there's a pain hi

your chest, be a
pain In the neck.

Amerioan H«art
Assodortion

'

'

"
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UCLA Multicultural Lesblan-Gay-Blsexual Alliance

In Conjunction with \^^

y UCLA CUI lUP.AI AIIAIL^S connissiofi

COAA£Dif AT Tfl£ COOP
presents

' Kinda caMpu), Kind

Ki'od of h^Mor.

TOniGHT at
thiG Coop<3rcic|

Ki'odd oovxj

CULTURAL AFFAIRS is funded by USAC —your student government

r4lnUamp-4Afeek
January 27th-3 1 st

Become a volunteer UCLA Unicamp counselor.

Spend one week In the San Bernardino Mountains with Los Angeles inner city

Traditional camp activiries include hiking, swimming, archery, canoeing, and

^p^f"^

Find ^r mcllabt^llili^ Copeb one olaur lii^tnnoian

meet^gs^llAliii^ Union.

Jan,

fli. Jan* 3 1i

Rin2412
Rmmi
Rmllis
UmWM
Rini4!2
Rm

12-1pm

1^

7k

1-2pm

Inib Icibbs wHI be out Mon«Frt. 10am-apm of Brtifit IMbik, Royce/fowell
C^, Young/BoeHerQ^, Horlh Cmnpus ai^a.

Look for our Unicamp \Afoek Eventsl

• Unicamp Miracle Mile AAoney Ibpe

Thursday 1 1-2pm @ Weslwood Plaza

Bring your changel

• Ckissroom collections

Toes. & Wed. during morning hours.

• Look for Weslwood establishments sponsoring Unicamp throughout the week.

Applications due Fri. Jan 31 , 1 992 in Dodd 65

..V .v,^ V. ?S" ^"^® at 206-4588 or Claudlne at 206-4586 for more info.

Funded by USAC Board of Directors

' »*.^l!.».».»

«V?-

1
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We would like to thank the

UCLA Men's Basketball tea^

for dinner last night.

We had "hoops" of fun.

Sincerely,

The Ladies of Delta Gamma

ioundcd
1891

UNIVERJJJYM^

COLLEGE OFlAW
APPLY NOW

Accredited-SmaU Classes

Next Semester Begins

August 1992
Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Western Association of

Schools and Colleges.

Two Convenient Locations

Encino Campus
5445 Balboa Boulevard

CaU:(818)981-4529

La Veme Campus
1950 Third Street

CaU:(714)596-1848

NATIONWIDE COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIP GROUP
guarantee's scholarships

up to $5000/yr.

Every student is eligible

for some type or

tinancial aid regardless

of grades or (>arental income

Don't Delay ApplyToday
CaU 1-800447-7^77 ExtJO

for free details

Nina.

Congratulations on
InHiationl You're the
best III' sis everl

I love youl

A*,
Llndy

AAA

Alcoholics Anonymous

Meetings
Mon. discuMbn, Thur. Bookstudy, Fri. 8t«p
Study. AU 3525 12:15-1 :16. Fri. 12300-1 «)
TuM. DisouMion, Wsd. Oisoustion NPI

08538 12:15-1:00

For alcoholic* or individuals who
hava dririking probtofm

Clubs Groups. Teams

NO BRAINER
FUNDRAISER

• Absolutely No Investnient'

> Earn hundreds of dollars per

day' $1 .000 or more per week
AsK for Darren between
9.00 am & 5.00 pm

CALL TODAY
1 800 669 7678

Sports Tickets 5

BRUIN BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED ! All

games, gjood seats. Please call Ray
(31 0)441 -TSZe.

I HAVE TWO DUKE STUDENT guest tickets!!

Serious offer^only. Sheila 208-0784 evenings
only.

LAKER FANS! Tickets for sale. Most games.

Loge section «36. Approx. $25 each. Beth
472-7465.

Sports Tickets 5 Miscellaneous

UCLA BasketbaU
Tickets WANTED

Non-Student
Call 473-1000

UCLA DUKE+ARIZONA non-student tickets

wanted. Top dollar paid. (310)395-7295.

WANTED: 4 USC tickets. Need great section.

Call Tom. Days: (818) 593-6116, Evenings:

(213) 666-5733

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or
don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin
Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

Miscellaneous

$75 CHALLENGE. Prove my pi an to stop green
house affect is unworkable, 1'!! pay $75. Copy
$15 refundable. 1-800-488-2489.

TENNIS PARTNER NNEDED for any of these

times M 1-3, T 3-5, Th 3:30-5:30, F 8-10 AM,
Sat AM Kash 208-7235.

Researcti Subjects 12

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 19-49.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For info call (310)828 8687

HYPFRACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation.

MALES ACE 18-40 needed for antibiotic

pharmacology study on three separate days.

Contact Drs. Holt or Barriere at UCLA.
206 4952 or 825-801 7.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research profect. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning
experience.825-0392.

Happy Birthday Happy Birthday Hajjpy Birthday
To EG.J.,

^ It's your birthday and you didn't think I knew
W But Ha! Hal Hal Guess What? I fooled you.

^ I want to make sure It's a memorable 22.

nd So I thought long and hard and here's what I'll do.

•S It's a day fuU of riddles, on this dayJust for you

^ To start you ofif right. Here's your first clue:

^ On a Journey you shall go to find your first glfi:

It won't take too long, let your mind set adrift ^
To an oaals ofsugar, ^ sweet tooth's best bet H

^ And what makes It so special. Its the place we first met*^

Looking For. ......

lodav's

(Crossword

Puzzle???
\i-

See pg. 10 (..I had to put it

somewherelX^'

-\
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John Hancock's Recent 11 UC Graduates
Will Earn $44,000

in Their First Year Out of College
We will be at the Placement & Career Planning Center, Thursday. Feb. 6th, looking for three more

candidates to do the same. John Hancock's "Guaranteed Success School" formula defines the ingredients
needed to build a career with immediate financial rewards and literal, unlimited income growth potential Our
program of career development includes:

•Comprehensive Training Program
•Salary Plus Lucrative Commissions and Bonuses
•Career opportunities in 3 Distinct Areas:

Comprehensive Financial Planning

Corporate Benefit Planning

Personal Investment/Insurance Planning
Qualified candidates will possess strong selling skills and marketing instincts. Please contact the Placement &
Career Planning Center to schedule an inten/iew time. We look fonward to meeting with you there. If unable to
obtain an appointment through on-campus interviews, please submit resumes to Brian Holmes or Fritz Miller at
the Beverly Hills location.

Interviews Still Available!

Financial Services

Tigures Based on UCSB &
UCLA graduates in 1990 & 1991
•Must be U.S. citizen

8383 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 333
Beverly Hills, CA 90211

(213)651-2400

Researcti Subjects 12 Healtti Services

OVERWEIGHT WOMEN AGED 20-50: Lose
up to 2 lbs. per week. If you are 20-70 lbs.

oven^eight & able to make a commitment for

2'A years, you may be eligible to participate in

a free tJCLA research project. Call Janice at

(310)206-0290.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.
Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid for info. (310)628-8887.

lx:la anxietv disorders behavioral
PROGRAM. Announcing treatment for panjc,
ogofaphobia, generalized anxiety, animal
phobias & claustrophobias. Also, studies for

persons who wake out of sleep with feelings of
panic. Prof. Kraskc, (310)825-8403.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED-Caucasian and Ja-
panese male and female ages 25-35 to study
the effects of UV on human skin, 6 rnonth
study. Volunteers will be paid $1200. For
more information call (310) 828-8887.

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wani^ 30

Wanted 15

intern WANTED for nru)tion picture produc-
tion company. Outgoing personality & inter-

esting industry. College credit.
(310)281-0706.

SWATCH WANTED old/new model 83' to 91

'

Will buy or trade. (714)846-9152 MIKE.

Ifyou had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our
Skin Care Information

Line,

800-435-3533

Salons 21

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY GROUPS.
Dynamic, caring, professionally led ongoing
groups. Explore family problems, relationship

patterns, work and career corKems, esteem
issues, addiction and recovery. Improve com-
munication skills and self confidence. Lisa

Frankel MFCC (213)398-9385.

T
«i«i

MODELS NEED FREE cuU, perms, color.

Tues-Weds. Call SASHA 470-9094 or
306-7832.

Healtti Services 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and rerrK>val of

acr>e, scars arKi sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation .Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)786-0636.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ couples/

families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-

lenW. til Oovid (31 GD5F8-59S7, sliding scair

Pager (310)572-4092> \

JUCIA FERTILITY CENTER oocyte (egg cell)

donor program now open. Qualified donors

receive $2000. All donors welcome. Asians

needed. Information: (310)206-8218.

Help Wanted
T
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$20a$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2900 Copyright #CA11KDH.

$40,00(Vyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple "like/don't like" form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2925 Copyright iCAIIKEB.

ART/DESIGN STUDENTS. SANTA MONICA
picture framer. Needs salei^rame designer.

P/T. 3 afternoons and Sat. (310)828-6866.

ATTBNTION: MAILORDER corypany, rieeds

help!* Work <rom*ydur^lK>m^, A>(ng \fanous •

jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

BEVERLY HILLS. Medical office/clerical. P/T

hours flexible. $7Air. Word processing, MS
word helpful. (310)474-5747.

BOOKKEEPER NEEDED ASAP w/a bachelor's
degree in accounting or related major. Cur-
rently studying for MBA. Experience in Lotus
1 23 and bookkeeping. Will train. 25-3G^ours
per week. Wilson or Lashon. (310)207-9337.
S12-13A<r depending on experience.

BOOKKEEPER, P/T, fbr attorney/investor. Ex-

perienced Macintosh, SOwpm, excellent
phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
557-2315.

BRIGHT, ENERGETIC, self motivated indlvi-

dual needed for bed and breakfast in Venice.
Flexible hours. (310) 823-1966. Call Betty
Lou.

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will
work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Services. $6.63A)r. 206-7686. Contact Paul
Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting
APPs for Winter Quarter.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/1andside
available. Year-round & summer positions.

(612)643-4333.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING —
$2,000+/month + world travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, theCarribean, etc.). Holiday, Summer and
Career Employment available. No experience
necessary. For employment program call

1-206-545-4548 ext. C234.

DATA ENTRY, min. 55wpm Temporary^art
Time. Call between 10-2. Mrs. Griffin

(310)559-8823.

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT/Westwood sought by
Attorncy^roducer. Must be a recent graduate
who is intelligent, organized, personable,
tmstworthy, self starter, chic, style conscious
and creative. This unique job entails challeng-
ing, fun and interesting duties in a fast-paced
environment. Macintosh and office skills

needed. $1 2.50/hr., bonus and benefits. Avail-

able immediately. Please fax resume with
cover letter to Ingrid at (310)475-9966.

FLOWER SHOP TEMPORARY HELP, for Val-
entine's, SALES, needed 10th- 14th, DRIVERS,
needed 14th only. For information call

272-4143. _^
F.T. MEDICAL OFFICE POSITKJN. Front/back
office assistant. Private practice on campus.
Experience required. Full benefits. Ceri
(310)824-0068.

FT/PT DRIVER, wAnowledge of LA area,

well-paid. (310)556-7777.

GENERAL OFFICE & GOFER. Nonsmoker.
Mon, Wed, Fri. mominp, 6-8 hr^eek.
(310)820-4292.

GERMAN SPEAKING marketing student
needed to make phone sales calls to German
department stores. Contact Mr. Rowen, phone
(310)278-1070, fax (310)278-1048.

GROWING SANTA MONKIA software firm
needs engineering students for part-tinr>e tech-
nical data analyst positions. $7.50 — $l(Vhr
Call (310)450-1452 for info.

INTERIOR DESIGNER ASSISTANT. $6/hr.
30hrs/week, flexible hours. Light bookkeep-
ing, sales, marketing, room to grow. All
majors. (310)243-0428.

IRANIAN NATIVE Biology major needed to
translate from Iranian to English.
(213)474-6351, ask for May.

MUSIC/ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY IN-
TERN NEEDED. Production/management
companynear campus. Meet recording artist^"'

celebrities. Make great contacts in film, TV.
Flexible schedule. Class credit.
(310)470-5970.

NEED STUDENTS to make basic math word
problems. WordPerfect 5.1 . Home/office. Call

(213)365-8008.

OFFICE HELP for attorney, sonr>e typing, com-
puter, messengering, general office. 10+hrs/
wk. S7-S8Ayr d.o.e. Iris (310)273-2248.

PART-TIME REAL ESTATE assistant needed.
Hours flexible. Call Rich (310)470^200.

LICENCED NURSE PRACTITIONER or Regis-

tered Nurse for Beverly Hills Demiatology
Practice. (310)550-7661.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research

and make $$ P/T. Distribute condoms. Pe-fect

Health. (805)655-5624.

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,
Attractive people wanted for nude photos.

Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MODELS. Earn $1 5(Vhr. or more, boyish

and/or athletic 18-24. Clean shaven face,

little or no chest hair. Playgirl
style magazines/nudity required. No experi-

ence necessary. Internationally known photo-

grapher. Brad, (213)392-4248

MASSEUSE FOR BUSY PRACTICE. Afternoon
and ej^ening hours. Flexible. Chris
(213)558-6875.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MESSENGER: Beverly Hills accounting firni

needs PT messenger/ light office work. Must be
dependable; have own car. M-F, 1-6pm.
(310)274-9922.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsurt calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744. .

MODELS NEEDED. $15(Vhr. For upcoming
sb<MA4nilf)Ni«tradi^.Mo heightai^ MfwsMnoS'
needed. (618) 301-9545.

MOTHER'S HELPER/DRIVER needed fbr 9
year old boy. Mal^emale, 3-7:30pm, own
car required. (310) 274-1806.

PART TIME, 10-15 hrs/week, bookkeeper for

real estate company. Must have krxjwiedge of
Macintosh computers, and bookkeeping soft-

ware, (i.e. Dollars and Sense.) Hrs. Flexi-

ble.$6-1Q^r depending on qualifications. Call
Greg Pearlman. (213) 476-7922.

PLACEMENT COMPANY looking for talent

scouts to help us find models for print •»-

commision work. Top commisiorw paid. Call
(213)883-1625.

PT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarships—
Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

PT RECEPTKDNIST with medical interest for

busy B.H. OtVGyn office. Tues + Thurs eves,
4- 10pm. Every other Sunday, 9am-6pm. Call

274-8353, ask for Cheryl, 9-12 or 2-5.

RECEPTKDNIST WANTED for Beverly Hills

Laws fimi. Contact Michelle at (31 0)274-6683.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially In San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. $1 5/hr. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)821-4343.

SECRETARY/ FULL-TIME; detail oriented,

MUST know WordPerfect, good phone skills.

Contact: Fred (213)934-5000, salary open.

STUDENT WORK, Retail/Customer service.

$8.20 starting. Part time, schedule around
school. Eves, weekends available. No door to
door, ect. Call (310) 396-1479.

,

STUDENT WORK. Retail/ customer service.

$8.20 starting, part-time. Schedule around
school. Eves, weekends available. No door-to-
door, etc. Call (310)396-1479.

TWO POSITIONS: one requPres Spanish bli:

ingMal, wordprocessing experience, good typ-

ing skills. Flexible hours, Wilshire & West-
wood law office/ Sid Diamond.
(310N75.O481.

••t-m^rngf- I wijw i u^>ti ifm
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Sigma Nu Presents The Following Candidates For the
1992 White Rose Court

Quinn Fox

Gretchen Katghman

Kate Lind

Wendy Thurston

Paula Oberg

Heather Helm

Beth Nicholson

Alysa McCornock

Jenny Kissel •

Ally Sedan

Jeanne Sperry

Danielle Wdtson

Lisa Grundy

Darby Gaunt

Stephanie Schluender

Stacy Smith

Jen LaRocque

Holly Snow
Nicole Donahue

C.J. SmucKler

Kristen Carter

Amie Lopez-Gallego

Natalie Britton

Anne Dewitt

Juliandra Hamilton

Libby Jaynes

Jennifer Cooper

Lynn Healy

Devon Talboy

Kristy Valverde

Heather Vaicek

Dru Nielsen

Jen Fontius

Holly Teal

Jenna Pascover

Cristol Barrett

Allison Lange

Korre Hartling

Lisa O'lea

Natalie Shukov

Hilary Sperling

Kathleen Thrasher

Amy Mickel

Jane Ojanpera

Kim Soderling

Meg Boardman

Hayiey Lutes

Kelly Metz

Megan Brown

Sharon Tollner

Cammie Foley

Elly McCarthy

Sigma Nu requests your presence for dinner
Wednesday, January 29 at 6:00 pm

Semi-Formal

Alpha Sigma Phi Proudly Presents The 1 1 th ANNUAL

A£C» Sat. Feb. 1st 9-1

INMTE ONLY
Featuring FEET FIRST)

and

A NCMHost Bar

*Fnee Food and Alternative

Beverages will be served

UNRELATED ATTIREIJJ

Questions? Call 824-3995

XOE
Cordially Invites the following Ladies to our

Violet and Rose Court Dinner
Tuesday January 28th, 1992

Marlies Mendoza Sandy Marguiies Tammy Tuk lofT
^tol Barrett^

Kim Castero

Rashel Mereness
Jill Parker

Lisa Pack
Susan Ackley

Amy Finley

Jenai Pedersen

Kim Klor

Jennifer Bates

Angle DILuccio

Kim Getty

Yita Heydinger

^Jerda Sebbet
Lily Chen

Wendy Garrett

Amy Merchant
Ashley Germany
Lisa McDermott

Erin Stone

Kim Seibert

Kai Chubb
Erin Pensiger

Carrie Scheberies

Madonna Fernandez

- Michelle Gilman

Adrienne Baumann
Erin Einstein

Kathy Evans
Dana Neuman
Cori Southwell

Michelle Thibault

Lorraine Gumpert
Jennifer Barendealt

Julie Regan
Jilly Heatherly

Abby Nelson

Jenny BrewsterNatasha Lakamp

Our 1991 Violet & Rose Court
Leeza Elchberger Laurie Pendelton Shelly Schotsal

Tracy Gibbs Ashley Berringer
Social Hour

: 5:00pm Dinner : 6:00pm
Semi-Formal Attire

Questions Please Call Jason : 208-1 694

Help Wanted

^
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WANTED:TO WORK ON A U.S. SENATE
CAMPAIGN. PT evening*, 3-4 hours, 1-3
days/week. $5/hr. Contact Pamela.
(310)478-6602.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATKDN. Generous
move- in bonus. Furnished/unfurnished, ba-
chelors, singles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to UCLA.
A^, pool, elevator, 555 Levering 208-7634.
Managed by Moss A Co.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback novels, non-fiction
books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vemon.

DUE TO MURPHY'S LAW, %%Tiler who is blind
itill needs an assistant for the academic year.

(21 3)396-5062,1: —

30 Help Wanted 30

Part-time
Positions

Join one of the premier 'Big Six" accounting firms in apan-dmc position
assistmg our tax professionals in the upcoming busy season. Your activities
will range from general clerical duties to basic Tax Form 1040 preparation
You will also be involved in:

• Data entry, changes, and tax return printing for computer-based
tax processing

• Review of printed tax returns for verification of input
• Light tax woricpaper and return preparation
• FUing of tax workpapers, correspondence, and bUling files
• General clerical work
To qualify, youll need basic clerical and data entry skills. Accounting

ai)d busmess majors are preferred, but well consider all enthusiastic
candidates.

1
^^^?""^^ positions are needed from February 1 . 1992 through April

15. 1992. Hours will be 20 or more per week, with fiexible scheduling in
tfieevenmgs and weekends. Positions are at two locations: Downtown Los
Angeles m our Japanese Practice Unit (no requirement to speak Japanese)
and Woodland HiUs. A VaUcy resident is preferred for the Woodland Hills
position.

For consideration, please reply to John Bertrand, Director of Recruit-
Ing, Deloitte 8l Touche, 1000 WUshire Blvd., Suite 1500. Los Angeles,CA
90017. Deloitte & Touche is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

ENTRY LEVEL
Rflder Instihite

Tlie mifions lorgest provider of aofing

QBorden treotmeitt soeks students Iw
enlry level, marketing soles

communicotion position. Pysdiology

major o plus. Ptart time, flexible hours,

potentiol counseling, dinid

KARI MICHAELSEN
"Katie'^fpomtneNSC senega

^GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious
individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or fulkime.

(310)5360496 (81 8)3600760

MANAGER TRAINEE
Earn top $$$ with National

Marketing Co!! Professional

appearance and good verbal skills.

For Interview call Gail Delia 399-7956

Part Time Full Time

ATHLETIC TYPES
AGGRESIVE, COMPETITIVE
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO
HELP RUN NEW COMPANY.

P/T and F/T positions
available. Positive attitude

and neat appearance a must.

(310)53frO496 (818)3600760

LAW FIRM
needs motivated peison to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume
w GPA. available times

for, interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

Egg Donors
Needed

Are you interested in
helping an infertile couple
in achieving their dream of
having a child and also be

financially compensated?
If so, we are in need of
women from all ethnic
backgrounds age 24-34.
For details please call

Pacific Fertility Center—
Torrance

310/539-9100
800/989-9890

Job Opportunities a2
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIT/HISTORIAN, sharp
individ needed for WLA medical office for

patient services, front office organizations,
patient, history, word processing, and
clerlcal,bilingual a plus, fax resume to Susan
(310)475-8294.

IMMEDIATE OPENING. National marketing
firm expanding in South Bay. Seeks career
motivated Individuals. Will train. Miss
Perkins, (310)536-9197.

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR MESSENGER for
CPA Firm — Century City— P/T. Duties
include:lnventory control, knowledge of
Lotus 123, deliveries, some heavy lifting.

Must have own car. Hourly wage & benefits.

Call Lesley Davis (310)553-7880.

Medical asst/receptlonist, sharp individual
needed for multi-specialty office in Encino,
front and back office, must have 2 yn exper.
Bilingual, computer skills are pluses, fax
resume to Susan (310)475-8294.

RETAIL SALES, PART-TIME. Childrens clothing
store. Westside Pavilion #229. Monday-
Thursday 3:30-9:30. Call (310)441-1896.

SAVE A LIFE! UCLA EMS hiring EMTs for

transport ambulance. F/T students only
$6.62/hr. (310)206-8886.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
inten/iews now taking place. Gain valuable
experience managing all aspects of a
successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call
Triple "A* Student painters for Information
now, 1(800)394-6000.

Internships 34

8 people needed noip^
Emm up !• ii^.

HonaaclMUiers

CaU (SlS>4ftS-ltl7

FEMALE TO SHARE spacious 2 bedroom/2
bath in WLA. Close to UCLA/buslines. Own
room/bath for only $450
444-7185/208-5167. '

GET YOUR FOOT IN THE DOOR! Film
production co. seeks bright, motivated interns.
School credit, some pay. lackle 820-6733.

Ctilid Core Wonted 35
BABYSITTER WANTED afternoons to care for

3 children. Must have car. (31 0)473-61 1 7 after
7pm

BABYSITTER/DRIVER FOR 8-YR-OLD. Tu-Th
afternoons. Own car. Responsible, food
driver. 818-788-9965. —-—
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Security Pacific Bank
10731 W. Pjco Blvd. WLA

NOW HIRING PART-TIME TELLERS
EXCELLENT FUTURE JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FOR INFO CALL

SHIRLYE BROX 552-4360

OR
SHAHRIAR DAHESH 552-4348

49

PALMS. $765. Large 2-bedroom, upper, new
carpet/paint, bullt-lns, refrigerator, pallo,
2-car parking. 476-6532

PALMS $795. Brlriit, huge, 2-bedroom. Lot of
closets, stove, rcfrlg., park, laundry, pool. 5
minutes to UCLA. 301-6559, 305-7117.

Child Care Wonted 35 Apartments for Rent 49

CHILDCARE FOR 8 & 3yr/old. 2:00-1 1 :30pm,
M-F. Call Vicki, 476-1682, before 2pm. In

Westwood.

CHILDCARE, 15-25 hr^eek. One child.

WLA. English and references required.
(310)476-1833, after 4pm.

UCLA PROFESSOR AND WIFE need sitter for 2
children ages 6 and 9. Looking for reliable

Indiviual with a car who enjoys children and
has some experience, 1:30-5:00 M-F,
$6.50/hr. Contact Liz or Michael (310)
470-4467 evenings.

WLA 3-4—AFTERNOONS/WEEK. 1—child.

Must have car. Aid with schoolwork.
References required. $6/hr. Kathleen
(310)839-6008 eves, after 6:00pm.

Apartments for Rent 49

424 LANDFAIR. Available now. 2-bed/1 -bath,
also single. Garden setting, pool, next to
UCLA. 459.1200.

$425 SINGLE APARTMENT. Palms area.
(213)837-9616.

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel'Westwood Village

Cable TV«Microwave •Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk«w/KITCH $295/wk
l-bdrm suites available

31 0/208-2241

Northrldge $275 up. 500 fumished unit student

housing fadllly. Shared or privaie units, with or

without Idlchens. Privaie tnths. Pool, Jacuzzi,

recTBation room, 1/2 hour drive to UCLA. Open yev
round. Free brochure. Northrldge Campus

Residenoe, 9500 Zeizah, Northrldge, CA, 91325

(t1l)Ut-1717

PALMS $950, 2-be<V2-balh, A/C, 4-years
new, 9-minute$ IXILA by bus. 10737 PALMS
(213)838-5039.

PALMS, BEAUTIFUL 1 -bedroom, $800 2+2,
$975 up unfurnished, catiiedrai, \n\g\\ ceilings,

skyligiits, fireplace, patios, security build.,

near all, easy move-in. Friendly manager.
(310)815-8908.

PALMS: Large 1 bd. $590. Large Itltchen. Stove,
refrig. Front parking. Close to UCLA. Transpor-
tation to campus. Call (310)479-1470.

PICO/ROBERTSON. Large 3-bed/2-batii. Up-
per w/palio. New carpet, paint, and drapes.

$1,150. (310)204-1339.

SANTA MONICA, NEW GARDEN STUDIO in

private house. Utilities/garage included. Quiet
person. $650. (310)338-2825.

SHERMAN OAKS, 2-»-2, $750. Gated, central

air and heat, dishwasher, garage, fireplace.

13406 Moorpark. (618)222-8298.

SOUTH OF OVERLAND. 1-bed, $695. With
refrigerator and stove. (310)837-7513.

SPACIOUS 3-BED/ 2-BATH duplex, $1275,
Olympic/ Flairfax, 1-year lease, no pets,

washer/ dryer, porch, (310)207-2490.

VENICE, $635, 1 -bedroom, % -block beach,
parking included. (310)397-8058.

VENICE BEACH, charming single. Walk to
beach. Unfumished. Refrigerator. Call now for

iowett rent. 550-6755.

VENICE*: SINGLE, V, -block from beach, hard-
wood floors. $475. (310)399-7605.

WEST HOLLYWOOD AREA: 1-bed, charm-
ing, brite, HARDWOOD FLOORS, ap-
pliances, laundry, parking. $650.
(213)653-3112.

WEST HOLLYWOOD AREA: 1 bed. Charm-
ing, new gray carpet, vertical blinds, ap-
pliances, parking, laundry. $590.
(213)653-3112.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD. $775/mo. 1 622 S. Beverly Glen
#10. l-bdmVl-blh. Rear upper. 1-year lease.
No pets. (310)459-3736.

WESTWOOD 2 bed/ 2 bath, security, park-
ing,refrigeratos, microwave, dishwasher,
stove, balcony, fireplace, air conditioning,
pool, Jacuzzi, laundry room. $1100-1300
(310)824-0833

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM UCLA. Beauti-
ful & new 2-bed/2-bath apt. designed for

ROOMMATES! 475 Cayley. Call
(310)824-3715. FREE ROOMMATE
SERVICE!!!

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTIVO

$465 IN BEVERLY HIUS. Lg bachelor. Utilities

included. Newly decorated. 21 7 SJower Dr.

- (2n)ft5 7.n8atV<a i 8)788 S4»^ »y appoiflh:
ment only.

$650, 1 bedroom, 1/2 block to bus to UCLA,
international students welconr>e, nice area
(310) 450-2655.

BEACH 14)lock from this large 2-bedroom In

traditional Venice duplex. UCLA buses,
'A -block. Stove, refrigerator, washer/ dryer,
parking. $1075. 399-1639.

BEVERLY HILLS AD|ACEI^ $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. WOOSTER ST.
(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE4.PLEX.'/i BLOCK TO PKIO BUS. (310)
839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADj. $775-875/MO. 2-BED-
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY.1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS STUDIO w/ kitchen.
$55(Vmo. $550 security. Refrigerator, oven.
Nice yard. (310)278-4066.

BEVERLY HILLS. Female roommate wanted,
-Own room & bath. Great area^ quiet, parking,
new place. $600/mo/obo. Christy
(310)276-7282.

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
1 BDRM

Starting at $550

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury
apartment, fireplace, intercom, built-ins, pa-
tion and more. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicente.
11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

BRENTWOOD. 11719 Mayfield, #8.
3-bdmr\/2bth. New carpet, stove,refrigerator.

1-year lease. No pet. $1300/mo.
(310)459-3736.

BRENTWOOD, $550 bachelor, $675 single,

free utilities, $1250 2bd/2ba, New security
building, prime area. Best Deals, 508 Barring-

ton (310) 934-5000.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful sunny 2-bedroorTV
2-bath apartment. 2 parking spaces. Laurxiry.

Quiet building. $895. 550-6755.

EXTRA LARGE BACHELOR, private entrance,
patio, refrigerator, HOT plate, non-smoker,
$595, utilities included, Bundy south of
Sunset. (310)476-1815.

FURNISHED/UNFURNISHED. 1 Bed. Older
buildifig. 2 Blocks West of UCLA.
$700/month. 824-0532.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Bivd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (310)398-8579.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,
furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, and
carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3258
Overiand.(21 3)837-301 3.

PALMS. 2-bed/1-balh $725, hardwood floors,

mini-blinds, appliances, near bus. Cats okay.
(310)390-3076.

PALMS 1-BEDROOM $685/MO,
2-BEDROOM/2-BATH $85(yMO. Fireplace,

private patios, dishwasher, refrigerator,

stove,security building,parking, pool, and
laundry. (310) 473-7660.

«

PALMS. 1 -bedroom, unfurnished $565 or
furnished $580. Near bus to UCLA. 837-7755,
4-7pm only.

PALMS 2-BED/2-BATH. Security alarm, fire-

place, new carpet. $895/mo. (310)839-8862.

PALMS, $495, bright spacious single. Upper.
Parking. Most utilities included.
(310)397-8058.

move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

Kill Your

Roommate??
XOIGLTAXEVV

ONL!
Mcno to 3(i3 Cia\lo\'

Room myites waiting:,

824-0836

WALK TO UCIA/WSTWD
SPAOOUS
2 master suites

2 bath -* balcony

Students/Roommates Welcome
$1100 negotiable w/ lease

• refrig•dishwasher•A/C*

•controlled entry*

• p>arking•elevator•

519 Glenrock 215-208-4835

BEST DEAL
IN

WESIWOOD
• Deluxe 2bd/2 bth
• 10 min Walk to UCLA
• Parking(2), AIR, Spa,
Balconies, Rreplaces

(310)208-8881

J

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. Sunny single, mod-
ern kitchen, excellent condition, small build-

ing. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $575.
(310)474-6608.

WLA 1-BR. $650. Bullt-ins, patio, laundry,

parking. 1412 Brockton. (818)368-6732.

WL\ $425- $650, singles, 1 -bedroom. Light,

spacious, security. Apartments to share also

available. (310)276-1671, (310)626-2818

WLA, $595/mo -f utilities. Small, private,

l-bdrm. Appliances, parking, side-yard. Pel?

559-1560 or 474-3111.
I

WLA $680. Large 1-bed. Pool, laundry, ap-
pliances, BBQ, quiet upper. 1621 Westgate
Ave. (310)820-1121.

WLA, $750, 1 -bed/ 1 -bath. Fireplace, balcony,
fridge, A/C. 1635 Brockton Ave. Days:
(310)670-4233. Eves: (310)641-4182.

WLA AREA. $58SAno. Attractive fumished
single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (310)477-4832.

WLA^HEVIOT HILLS. Newer 1 -bed loft-style,

$825. 2-bed/2 bath, $975. Must see. Close to
campus. (310)841-6203.

WLA/PALMS, 2bed/1bath. $850, Security
building. 2bed/2bath $975, air, dishwashei',
fireplace, newly decorated. 3bed/2bath,
$1 145, air, dishwasher, large closets, security

building. (310) 471-0683.

Apartments Furnished 50

2-BEDROOMS, 1% -BATHROOMS, security

parking, balcony, fireplace, living room, di-

ning room, refrigerator, laundry. 1 1 789 Mon-
tana Ave. $1200. (310)453-2902 or
(310)476-5380.

Luxury Living At
Student Prices!

• apMmxM. hMrtad and air eondllioned iQormI
• Private Bathroom and Shamri
• Nav«r mora than MM) studanl* par roomi
• Sida. qujal anvironmam
• Near laundry and vanding maohinaal
• Separata study and TV bungas wfth odbbl

• Ona badroom apaitmante avaiabla
• WMQht Room and Qama RoomI
• Plenty of Fraa PaikingI
• Dancaa. partiaa, rrwnm. aaoapa tripa,

baibacuaa. conoarts. lacturaa and moral

It's all waiting foryou in beautilul Bel Air, only tweh/e minutes from UCLAI

The University of Judaism Residence Halls
31 0-476-9777, ext 259

ONE BEDROOM: WILSHIRE/ROBERTSON.
Newly decorated. For one person. $625 in-

cluding utilities. (213)652-7576.

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra
large single, 1 or 2 people okay. 667-669
Levering Ave. (310)206-3215

Apts. Unfurnished 51

4-«E€yi-«ATH. y»«^ m745 U Grange

iiy^m i :^ •»; -'
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BEST WESTWOOD LOCAnONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

'i*^ INCREDIBLE TMW lllll I I

2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP
FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213 208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735
870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

l>K()l I SSION VI I V \1 A\A(,I I) in MOSS X ( ().

Refrigerator. $795. Close to UCLA. 475-6165.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

UNFURNISHED LARGE SINGLE available
within walking distance of campus, $625
utilities included, call Paul at (310) 824-9754.

WESTWOOD 2BD/2BATH. Refrigerator.
1 % mi to UCLA. Cioie to bus stop. Close to bus
stop. $995. 475-6165.

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. 2-3 bedrooms.
$795-1 295/nx). 5 minutes to UCLA. Gated,
uxurious, refridgerator, dishwasher, parking.
(310)477-8189.

WLA. $725. 1426 Baning^on Ave. Large
modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.
(310)837-0761.

Apartments to StKire 52

1847 BARRINCTON, masterbedroom needes
female in rose garden townhouse. Cats, many
extras, SMO/mo. (310) 478-5811.

1 -FEMALE ROOMMATE with 3 other females.
"7-bed/2-bath, pool, Jacuzzi, security parking."
$35(ymo. Kim 208-2796.

$315/MO SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM -

APT. w/ male non-snrtoker & 2 cats. Security
bidg. & parking, quiet neighborhood, xint. bus
connections, TA miles to UCLA. 575-1503.

$375! WESTWOOD CONDO. Share room in

2bd/2'A bt. Female. All luxuries. Parking!
Walk to bus lines. 575-4120/479-7797. Vet-
eran Avenue.

BEACH— close large traditional Venice du-
plex apartment w/yard and upper deck. UCLA
buses Vi -block. Stove, refrigerator, washer/
dryer, parking. $475-$525. 399-1639.

'

FEMALE Muslim looking for roommate. Call
after 6 pm. Leave message (213) 739-8059.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
large 2-bed apt in Westwood laundry facility

and covered parking. Non-smoker preferred.
Must love cats. $537.5(ymo. (310)479-7076.

KEYSTONE: MALE/FEMALE. Your own bed-
room with bath in distinctive 2bed/bath apart-
ment. Security building with parking. Nice top
floor with spectacular view. Call Johnny
(310)559-4280. Work 825-1 441

.

M/F ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2-BED/ 2-BATH
IN WESTWOOD W/ PROFESSIONAL PER-
SON. $60Q^V4O. PRIVATE BEDROOM, PRI-
VATE BATH. 474-8488

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share
spacious master suite in a 2+2, luxury building,
Westwood, near UCLA, security parking,
pool, month-to-month $310, security, $440,
(310)473-9342.

PALMS^VLA 2 BEDROOM to share with
single professional. Great location. Washer/
Dryer. $45(yhxinth. (310)559-0664."^'"^"" '

WESTWOOD/UCLA. Own Bed/Bath m
2bed/2bath apt. from $55(ymo. Parking, pool,
spa, rec. room, A>/C. (213)206-1976.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Own room (fum-
ished) & bath in wonderful, spacious 2-bed/
2-balh. Non-smoker. Private patio, fireplace,

cat. $575. 206-3335.

W HOLLYWOOD FURNISHED 2 bed/2 bath,
$550, pool, Jacuzzi, gym. gated-parking, seo
urity, balcony, no peU. Available immediately
(213)969-9373.

WLA, 2- BED/ 2-BATH, to share w/ 3 others. Air
conditioning, cable, patio and all amenities.
Near UCLA. On comer of Hilgard and Westh-
olme. (310)208-3933.

*-*%-
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Apartments to Shofe 52 House for Sole
WLA- OWN ROOM, Spacious. Close to
UCLA. $42Vmo. ^. deposit. Call )en 479-8506

Roommates

FRIENDLY FEMALE NEEDED TO SHARE
ROOM. VERY NICE 2bed/2batH close to
campus. Parking $37S/mo. (310)824.5722.

HOLLYWOOD. VERY NICE HOME N\A=
Must like pets. 525 4- utilities. May trade dog
care for portion of rent. (213)874-9 102.

MALE ROOMMATE TO JOIN 2 guys in
1 -bed/1 -bath. S300/mo. Close to cam^ Call
Joe (310)208-6899.

MALE to share large 2-bedfoom w/3 others.
2-blocks UCLA. SA07.50/mo., includes park-
ing. Pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, workout room
Arnold, Greg (310)824-9876.

MASTER BEDROOM WITH walk-in closet in
beautiful Sherman Oaks security building
Parking & pool. $575. (310)280-9962.

Male/Female non-smoker wanted to share
spacious 2BDRM cottage close to UCLA
5497.50 plus half utilities. Call Tom at (310)
478-7565 or beep 206-8477 id# 13039.

SANTA MONICA. NEED MATURE FEMALE
own bedroom, quiet, clean, kitchen, next
beach. $450 (310)314-7616.

VERY NICE 3BED/3BATH IN SM TO SHARE
WITH quiet and clean female. Must get your
own phone. (310)395-4699.

VENICE BEACH, private room, phone
parking, W/D. Safe area. Busline. Studious'
friendly, non-smoker. $420/mo'
(310)452-7272.

2012 MIDVALE, 3+2 > extras, $515,500, for
details on properties near UaA please call
(310) 477-8291, Annie Szyilaf^j.

CHEVIOT HILLS. Lovely tradition English
5-bed/3V» bath. Ideal for family. $769,000 By
owner. (310)202-8057.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to
UCLA, 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great
v'e^- S549,000 Dave (818)783-6875.

Movers/Storage 94 Typing
THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experlerKed.
Short/Long distance. No job too small. Call for
best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVKTE. DEPENDABLE
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS
(213)301-0137.

Services Offered 96 TZ

Real Estate

IF YOU ARE PAYING OVER 10% Fixed or 8%
adjustable on your home loan, Now is the lime
to Refinance. Call Agent/ Bob H
213477-6488

Room for Help 63

WALK TO UCL\ share bedroom in 2br/2ba
Security bidg, Jacuzzi, fireplace, balcony. 512
Veteran 824.4032-Anyone $331.25/mo.

WANTED: female to share great 2-bed/2-bath
near UCLA. Non-smoker. $540 + % -utilities
Tara (310)447-2133.

WESTWOOD. LUXURY 2 bed/2 bath. Own
roonVbath. Fireplace, Jacuzzi, parking. Bal-
cony & view. $600. (310)824-2576.

PACIFIC PALISADES, small guest house in
exchange for driving & garden watering. Single
occupancy. Mon-Fri 3.00-6:30. Must have
reliable car with four seatbelts
(310)454-3879.

Condos for Sale 67
LOVELY HIGHRISE CONDO 1 BED/1 BATH
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool spa
security. $225,000. Call broker'
(213)824-0453.

CULVER CITY CONDO. Why waste money on
rent? $149,500. 2-bed/1-% bath. Broker Ray
Williams. (310)559-4315 or beeper
(213)966-7433. ^

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-
urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778
276-6331.

BEAR'S EDITINC
M\ subjects. Thcscs/DisscrtalloiM

Pkx>posaIs and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPESS NOTFOB SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D
C»0)47a^<2

AFFORDABLE, expert wordprocesslniL^ypIni/
edmng. Term papers, reports, theses. LaseT

?"^rSaf2*""^ ^° P^"^ ^o^ "'«• Marge
(local): (818)786-8742. *

BRENTWOOD WORDPROCESSINC Re-
sumes, manuscripts, theses, fast turn-around,
.B.M.- Word Perfect- Laser Printing. Lill
(310)472-4113. *

Modern Secreterial Sen^ices: IBM & MAC
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hrs
service No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899.

Travel

SPRING BREAK SPEOAL^TTirfaJJTTr
where, $125 p/p. Limited quantity. CALL
now! I! 24 hn. (404)349-9551

Autos for Sole

EXPERT TAX PREPARATION AND
CONSULTATION

•Open year iQund •Convenient Wntskle

•Qukkium aRMind 'oa**o«

•Con^Hjteriad, laser
*"<** intevlem available

printed tax returns •10%offforUaAafflllatiom

Sofrd Wildhofn (310) 836-7540

NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop
publishmg^ word processing. Resumes, legal/

("wV^oi^S.""^''^"""'
manuscripts.

M'^'^^!p^'*^''"^^
^°^ paperVtheses, etc.

Mac W/P, free campus pickup/delivery. Mi-
chael (310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (3l0)864-398l"

Pi^^^^flf*^*''^*'*^ Accepted.
Pickup- Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSINC specializing In theses
dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. Santa Monica (310)828-6939, Hollv-
wood (213)466-2888. ^

Music Lessons

VRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH
PhD gives expert help.

Reasonable Rates. Overnight
Service. All Subjects.
Paper not for Sale. „,,

(310)476.0114

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available Call
Jean (213)476-4154.

SING' Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingle;Teaching AssocyNate Lam, 25 yrs
experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica
(310)828-3100.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR/CLOSE TO
UCLA. STUDIO S95K. 18R/1BA

fo!^^^d^^^^^
$188k. Call Bob/Agent CASH IS AVAILABLE for college. For free

Uij;470-1781. information call l.AnrLTRAQncninformation call 1-800-788-9858.

Condos for Rent

WESTWOOD/UCLA. SHARE large 2 bed/2
bath. $35(Vmo. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room
(213)208-1976.

Room for Rent

'^'^'-'STRATED developing/ editing graduate
69 school personal statements, other vital written

WESTWfV^n tiiQ.;/ -.rrr^T^^ material? Professional help from nationally-WtSTWOOD, S1395/mo, l-bed/ 2-bath lux- known author/consultant. (213)826-4445ury condo. Gorgeous mountain view. Includes tMONPV c i^i->mcvc . ^. .
.

3-tennis courts, pool, gym, Jacuzzi 24-hour
"^"^ 'MONEYS. Immediate help. Debt

security, party facilities, parking Call Lori
^°"*""*^'0"s *'^ signature loans to $20K. All

or Steve Hawkins (310)826-6070
applicants considered. 1-800-221-5546.

WLA: Ultra mode>-»
^^.:^--' . - .

2P!!]Jli^
townhpusc. 2-bd

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels styles.
NY. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Resumes

1970 VW BUG. Good condmof^HUrTS..
Some body work. Must sell quickly. $1200

?,^°/ ^ (310)479-2703/eve.
(3l0)553-8349/day».

1984 SAAB 900 TURBO. Black leather.
5-speed. Sunroof, a/c, alarm, low miles.
$5,800 OBO. 208-6227.

1986 TOYOTA CELICA ST.. air, stereo; mint
condition, original owner. (805) 255-9317.

1988 TOYOTA TERCEL red coupe. 43,000
miles, automatic, air conditioning, radio/
casette player. Good condition. Susan
(213)896-3106.

'75 & '76 RIGHT-HAND DRIVE POSTAL
JEEPS. 2-whl dr., 6-cyl eng. Repainted with
chrome wheels. Mech excellent. Ready to go
$1,650. Chick, (310)202-6407.

FORD MUSTANG, 1966, red, ^cylinder,
looks good, runs well. Moving. Must sell Best
offer. (310)475-8027.

HONDA PRELUDE, 2.0, '87, blue, 5-speed,
AM-FM-cass., looks great. Asking $5995/obo
(310)285-9250.

MAZDA RX-7, '80. 8-yr. owner, runs great
115K, $1,000 firm. (310)399-9240.

MITSUBISHI MIRAGE HATCHBACK '86 Ex-
cellent condition. A/C, AM/FM. Original
owner. $2100. (310)794-5280. Eric.

SPORTS RED 5-SPEED Isuzu Impulse, '85
New paint, stereo, excellent condition, a steal
at $3,250. 914-9314.

TOYOTA CELICA CT CONVERTIBLE, 1988
%yhite/ black-top, low mileage, A^, 5-speed,'
excellent condition, original owner. $12 50o'
(310)854-7787.

Jern beau t i fu lly furn i»h»d Mrrn <t rriu r-rv .ta-pi p
I- l oft, 2V, bat^. Coufmet '^^ »^ ^y«-^^t ? Free il^
roofi^ardpn p.r«/CTl l^"^' ^° g««'"g ^n^ncial aid. Call ^

-x-.

2 ROOMS Available in a 3-bcd house. Near
LJCLA. $450 + utilities + $450 deposit. Call
Allen or Denny, 470-4577.

AVAILABLE MARCH 15. RoorrVbath. Quiet.
Parking, close to bus. N/S. Near UCLA $460
478-6769.

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury
apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,
fireplace, study-lounge and much, much
more. Own roonVbath, free HBO/Showlime
$525. (310)837-9509.

LARGE FURNISHED room, wAelephone, 1/2
mile to LXTLA, excellent area. $400 (310)
553-5752.

PALMS YOUR OWN BEDROOM in 3-bed-
room,* 2story townhouse. lOmin. from UCLA
$380/mo. (310)204-6972.

ROOM FOR RENT. Quiet, clean student for
private bedroom and bathroom in 4-bedroom
house. WLA. Bus access. $450. Bianca and
Richard (310)559-5170.

ROOM FOR RENT. Female, non-smoker. In a
secured condo. $400/mo. Levita
i3 1 0)836- 3 170.-

-WESTEND HOTEL. Cable TV, phones, clean,
quiet, refrig., laundry, maid service, security
bIdg. SMO/wk and up. 1538 Sawtelle Blvd
(213)444-8990.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charm? Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/¥vk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241. CNId COre
WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet luxury
roonVbath only, high ceiling, to some kitchen
priviledges. Non-smoker. $550
(310)444-5528.

kitchen, fireplace, roof garden, garage W/D &
more^$2200. (310)444-0433.

.

Guest House for Rent 70

MAR VISTA. Large room -h powder room
Private entrance. Share bath & kitchen
Nonsmoker. $500. 398-1055. •

Vocotion Rentals

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING-. FULLY EQUIPPED--
^|^SONABLE_RATES. (818)785-1028.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!
Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Sport Equipt. for Rent 85
ATOMIC 733 SL skis with Madcer M46r
bindings, 205cm, $1 75, skied 6 times. Plus
separate Marker M46r binding $50 Pro-
stock, (714) 960-8114.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. Non-smoking female
wanted. $450, own room. Kitchen, telephone,
and laundry privileges. 475-9253.

WLA HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced male
student. Microwave, refrigerator, weekly
cleaning. Near transportation. References
(310)270-4387.

BABYSITTER, $100 guaranteed. About 4 times
a %veek. After few weekdays, one day on
weekends. Angelique (310)472-1765

Insuronce 91

"omhr
getting financial aid. Call National

Education Network, 1-800-310-4497.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.
Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/
requirement. (213)871-1333.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,
term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-
nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted
and library research, retrieval of articles,
etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our
new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.
Student diyounts.

WORD PROCESSING SERVICES, LOTUS
1,2,3 tutoring. Word Perfect 5.0 tutoring.
Reasonable rates. Private lessons. Steven
(310)769-1527

Tutoring Offered

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,
economics, engineering, ESL, engllsh/
composition, finance, foreign languages,
humanities, mathematics, physics, political
science, statistics. STUDENT SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutoring Service
(310)204-4656.

DESKTOP RESUMES. The loo^HhT^^TT-
suits. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional
service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER UTTERS that bftng-rg.
~$lills. FxpertTy written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays
Lee. (310)478-1090 '

WINNING RESUMES; 1-hrservlce. Ourclients
get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

HONDA CB350 1974. Low miles, good condi-
tion, new tires, brakes, classic- looking
chrome/black. $500/obo. (310)961-3935.

^^WfitAHA 7S0 VIRAGO. Red, 2eK mttes, ihifF
drive, new battery, tires; stock condition
SgSOJVAN (310)289-0310.

Scooters for Sole
1986 HONDA SOcc scooter. Rebuilt engine
Runs great. $325/obo. Call Juan
(310)824-5505.

'85 Honda Elite 80, white, great condition, lov/
mileage, lock, cover, $700. Call (310)
794-381 2.

ELITE 150. Runs great, looks good. Includes
helmet and lock. $1 000 OBO. 472-7465 leave
message.

FRENCH MOPED FOR SALE. Runs and looks
great. Perfect for Westwood and school $350
470-6154.

BOSTON AREA, apt. to sublet, 1

maslerbedroonVl bath. Completely furnished,
cable TV, all amenities, air conditioning.

'

Located 1 block from ocean, nar subway,
airport. Mass General Hospital, and local
universities, $725/mo. -- utilities. Ken. (310)
824-7883.

House for Rent

Good Rates for

Motorcycles
with California-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
liability if licensed
under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051, or

(310)475-8355

-AUMAR BfAU- FRENCH tutoring by phone
or one on one. (818)904-7891. En Francais
S.V.PI. Merci!

ENGLISH CONVERSATION TUTOR. Help
with pronunciation, grammar, dialogue. Guar-
anteed results. Call Jennifer (310) 824-0642.

ENGLISH TUTOR, experienced (US Peace
Corps), mature. Vocabulary building, pronun-
ciation, reading comprehension, writine
$2Q^r. (213)393-0510.

FRENCH TUTORING. Instructor from Paris
Now living in Westwood. Beg-Adv. Reason-
able. Wanda (310)474-9489.

TICKETS
Wholesale Prices on

Airline Tickets!

Major U^, &
International Airlines!

^ Athens $609.00

^ Bangkok $890.00

+ Tel Aviv $989.00
+ Johannesburg^

$1750.00
Ratec subject to change

Travel Service

isn^G-i ai M-F 8:30-6. Sat 12-MSUCU^ Call UCLA-FLY

56

3-BEDROOM HOUSt, 1% -BATH IN MAR
VISTA Walk to tennis & golf course 7 miles
from UCLA. Available now. $1500/mo
(310)474-3562. ^^^^^
-BRENTWOOD FAMILY HOME. 3bed/3bath
light, bright, private. Move-In $2,4O0/rr\o.
826-7444.

VENICE. 2-BED/1-BATH. $1035/mo. All utili-

ties included. 5 blocks to beach. Parking,
ivate yard, pete ok. (213)300-0073.

House to Shore 67

I

f

f

T
f

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE In a 4-bed house. 15
min. from UCLA. $378/mo. - util
(213)931-4542 or 965-1994.

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
'.Ve .Til do Liit iiiilu insiiraoce ts

reciiiirert by Lv.v' So for n

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE IfJS AGENCY

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short
notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-^688. UClA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful
movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able, jerry (213)391-5657.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru
Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study
skills. Work with a tutor who knows the
subject well and who can patiently
present the material In a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. For
FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

TUTUORINC: ENGLISH, WRITING, CMAT,
LSAT, GRE, WordPerfect, etc. Yale grad,'
4years experience. Mark, 852-1298.

London

HONDA AERO 50. Runs well. Good around
campus. Helmet/lock included. $300 best
offer. (310)824-5763.

HONDA ELITE 150, 1987.Silver blue.
Excellent condition. Less than 400 mi
$1550 (213)654-9705.

HONDA ELITE 80 1986. $740. Call jon
mornings, evenings, (818)881-6476.

HONDA ELITE 80 1987. Blue. Perfect running
t»ndttfon. Incfudes helmet and lock $780

"

Call 471-5698.

HONDA ELfTE ES, '88. Mint green, great
condition, low miles. $500. Call Nancy Scott
day:(21 3)972-7278 or eves:(81 8)568-0633.

'

SCOOTER: 1985 RIVA 180. XLNT COND!
LOW Miles. Recent Tune. Must See! New
Helmet included. $970 o.b.o. 478-11 1

4

YAMAHA 1 80, 3 200 miles, new battery $985
firm. (213)824-4258.

Furniture for Sole

BRAND-NEW KITCHEN TABLE froU^S^
Imports. Butcher-block top w/black legs and
black chairs. 208-5167. $90/OBO.

BUNKBEDS, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID WOOD
S90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK OR
WHITE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRESS,
SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (213)821-0729

$1 75 PER PAGE. TYPING/
WORDPROCESSINC. Term papers, resumes,
charts, laser printer. RL services
(310)306 2648.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
AM. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TVPING. WP, SPELL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICA.
TKDNS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829

Ncwyorii
Miami
NcwOricans
Paris

Tokyo
•Faies art each way from los Angeles tMsed on a

I

roundtnp purchase Restnctionsapply Farts subject
to change without notKe and tmes rxX included

Opca fitiiwlfi ItMH • tp«

Coundilkaud
1093Bro<tonAv«#»0
Los An9clcs,CA 90024

310-208-3551

i'fl1T"\o7':'T? ^^'' ^"" 555, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

A^i^c";.^"*'"**'- '"*''•"' 5x8, $350. Al

EXCERCISE BlKlTROfORM^mCYSJsr
RECUMBENT BIKE with computer. Was $300
Like new. $135. (310)551-3035. -

IBM AT CLONE. Runs perfect. 40MG drive,
3'A • St 5% - drives, monitor, keyboard, soft-
ware. S500/obo. Call 310-829-5957.

IBM COMPATIBLE. 28^386, 1RAM, 1.2 FD,'
1 .4 FD, 40 HD. Keyboard, monitor. New with
warranty. $62(y$950. (213)644-2612.

KXP 1 190 Dot MMrIx Printer, almost new.
price negotiable, (213) 656-8326.

TOSHIBA 31 OOSX; HD, 4meg., DJSOO, printer,

n !7'.?? "°' «^^"gcase, extras, $3000.
David (310)794-3107.

1
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M.SWIMMING
From page 32

Mann swimming a 24.06.

Picotte won the 100-meter
freestyle for UCLA in 52.88 and
finished second in the 200-meter
freestyle. His time of 1:57.55 was
not good enough to beat the AU-
American Olympic long distance
swimmer Mariusz Podkoscienly,
who swam the 200 in 1:55.44.

"I thought those guys swam real

well. Thompson is coming around,
and so are Kurza and Picotte —-

1

was real happy." Ballatore said.
If the meet against Arizona was

a solid pummeling, the meet
against Arizona State was just the
opposite. But even though UCLA
was oulswam and lost, 171-112, to
ASU, Ballatore was happy with his
team's efforts at the Sun I>evil
meet as well.

**ASU always swims fast against
us,** Ballatore said. "(But) I was
pleased with how the guys did."
One bright spot, for example,

was Chris Mann, who went under
21 seconds in the 50-yard freestyle
for the first time this season.

"I felt good with the

way we swam. We're
still on schedule to

finish this season on a

positive note."

Tuesday, January 28, 1992 27
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won Ballatore
UCLA Men's Swimming Coach

Unshaved and still in the midst of
the tiring workouts common at this

stage in swim workouts, Mann
placed third with a time of 20.87 in

the 50-freestyle. Davis won the
race in 29.48.

Andrea Cecchi won his event,
the 100-yard breast stroke in

56.72, edging out ASU's Robert
Shamosh by .03 seconds.

Diver Kort Borg agkin swept the
boards, winning both the 3-meter
and 1 -meter events.

"I felt good with the way we
swam," Ballatore said. "We're still

on schedule to finish this season on
a positive note."

The Bruin coach's optimism
will boost his team's confidence
for the two biggest dual meets to
come. UCLA will face top-ranked
Stanford and No. 8 California this

weekend.

•These will be the last two dual
meets of the season, and the last

dual meets for our seniors, so we
should be competitive."

EIGHTH'
From page 30

UCLA redshins most of its

freshmen. Holland says, but

monetary crunches prevent

many athletic departments from
doling out five-year scholar-

ships. The rule shouldn't be
changed, however. Redshirting

takes care of a lot of the

first-year adjustment problems.
No need to over-legislate.

The NCAA has taken some
solid steps in reform, which
should benefit the student-ath-

letes, but several of Cobb's
reforms should be instituted.

Universities have a special

obligation to give its athletes :

as much assistance as possible
because they arc in a unique
money-making role, although
.considered amateurs.

UCLA has even gone farther

than required with its "Final

Score'* program and fifth-year
*

aid and should continue tliis

role as a pioneer in academic
reform for its sake and the

student-athletes' sake.

Thinking
Aiiout

lawSdtooi?
FREE 34-page Law School
Application Primer. Call:

800-777-EXAJIII

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY
(CtEARCOLOR» $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (ti«o w^ $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES.. $155 PR.
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED. $139 PR

B««dinL«RblinM«

EYE EXAM $15
Frae Bauachf^iomb Rsnu Care Kll (w/lena)

Mttd.MgmLAdrnin.

213) 842-6094 (fiOU) 642-6094

nwi9«Jta

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

don't get left behind

0<

advertise

in the

825-2161

GET A SECOND NION!

The Frinceton Review
• Qaee e\ze ie a maximum of 10

etudente etratified by ecore level, verbal

skill, and ecience aptitude.

• 4 proctored taeta and computer analyeie

which dieeecte performance in over 50
catcc^oriee.

•'

Other Courses
• Qaee e\ze of 20 to 50
etudente with no

etratification.

• One tast and maybe one

anaiyeie.

• Instruction with highly o^a\\f\ed

instructors ( all have ecored in the top

957o on tha MCAT) who have aleo been

trained with Frinceton Keviewe nationally

renowned tasting stratagias.

• Independent documentation reporte

\ncreaeee of 3+ points.

• 'Xeachere may be o[ualified but lack

epecific instruction crucial to excel on

tha MCAT. Thay are not trained in

effective tast stratagias.

• No documentation, no verification, no

quaranteee. As for average ecore

improvemente, your anewere may vary

depending on what day you call

• Over 1 million dollars a year on glitzy ad
campaiqne.

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

LSAT • GMAT • GRE •MCAT

Call us at 310/474-0909.
Winter term starts

February 1st.

.i-U.
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BE A VOLUNTEER NOW!
•* r^d.

JOIN
UCLA
STUDENT

RECRUIT]

'At

MONTEREY
ISSTITUTt 01 INTHNATIONAl STUDHS

SUMMER
and:

* Sene as an escort for special events
* Participate in various exciting campus activities,

including Mardi Gras
* Visit your old high school as a UCLA student

representative ' *

* Conduct campus tours tor high school, junior high,

and elementary schools

To learn more about being a Student Recruiter, attend
one ot our information meetings and pick up an
application:

INTENSIVE

LANGUAGE
PIOGIAM

June 24-August 19, 1992

Arabic, French, German Italian, Korean, Portuguese

and Spanish

June 17-August 19, 1992

Chinese, Japanese and Russian

MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
425 Van Buren Street, Monterev, Cdiiiornu 93940

(4U8I647-411S Summer lnten»nr(LM||tM|(rPro«r4ni FAX (408) 647-3519
'

I III
The Monierev Insiilule provioes oroiessional K'^uale education loc iniern^tionjil careers For further inlormdlion jboul
mjsier •, programs in internanortai business inierrtatiorval polK v studies, iniernaiiorwl public administration, language
teachln^, or translation and >nierDretatK>n. call the AdnMssmns Ollice at I40SI M7-4123.

Tuesday, Jan. 28 5:00 p.m.

Wednesday, Jan. 29 5:00 p.m.

Thursday, Jan. 30 7:00 p.m.

1147 Murphv Hall

1147 Murphv Hall

1147 Murphv Hall

For more intcmaiion contact

.=ra Brown or Suzanne jvounas at (3 10) 206-S348

.^^

•*H. I •

'^y

1

Billiard Club
Restaurant & Bar

/-(N,

f. ':s^

::•:

Fall 1992
Washington, D.C. - New York

UCLA EXPO Center
Celebr.itini; 2^ Years of /\chie\ enuMit

Information Meetinp=

Tuesdays • 4PM
Wednesdays • 12PM

^Thursdays • 3PM
Ackerman Union A-21

3

Application Deadline is February 21

Sacramento - San Francisco

TONIGHT!
STARVING STUDENT

INTERNSHIPS

COMPLETE EYE CARE

NIGHT!
$1.99

o EYEGLASS PACKAGE
INClJDFS EVE EXAM:NAT,OfJ FVEGlASS

FRAME & PRESC9 PT,0\ LENSES

CONTACT LENS PACKAGE
NCoDFS fVE EXAV ^A 9 Of DA iV //FAS

LFf.SES CAJ^FK • A'O ^0.,0//^P CARP

Cheeseburger, Fries & Soft Drink

or

Pasta Salad, Garlic Bread & Soft Drink

990 Draft Beer & Soft Drinks

Dally Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet
Drink Specials

1 1 835 Wllshire Blvd.
Just West of Barrington

477-7550
MINIMUM AGE 21

1; ^

m

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
••INCLUDES EXAM M'NG 4 fO;iO// u»

3 MONTHS .ENSES
.

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

o-,o«, ,«,x DP PATRICK DOYLE, O.D Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

thrashes
Cal Poly
By Randy Satterburg

In its last preseason tuneup

before the Western Collegiate

Lacrosse League opener against

powerful UCSB. the UCLA
lacrosse team had no trouble

disposing of Cal Poly San Luis

Obispo by a score of 14-3. Satur-

day at the North Athletic Field.

Behind a stubborn defensive

effort that virtually shut down the

Mustangs' offjense. the Bruins

dominated the game from start to

finish.

"Our whole defensive unit was a

strength/' UCLA coach Paul Kun-
zel said. "The whole team's
defense, which includes the goalie.

"(UCLA)'s defense—
which includes the

goalie, defenders,

middies and attackmen

— really came up

strongJ
M

Paul Kunzel
"OCt/tLacfosse Coa^fF

defenders, middies, and attack-

men, really came up strong.

Defenseman Ted Helmond, in

particular, was a force."

Senior goalie Andrew Mossow
played well in the goal, making
four consecutive saves from point

blank range at one point in the first

half. He later received the game
ball from his team for his efforts.

UCLA jumped to an early 4-0

lead in the first quarter as the trio of

Jeff Elkun, Nick Heldfond, and
Andy Washburn worked their

offense patiently, leading to easy

goals.

**The whole concept is to pass

the ball, move without the ball, and
then (set a) pick for someone else

to get open," said Kunzei

The UCLA offense took their

coach's words to heart as they

expanded their lead to 9-0 going
into halftime. UCLA cruised in the

second half, scoring five more
goals and giving up only three

although the contest was no longer

in doubt.

"I thought that in this game we
were more spread out, we got more
guys involved, and we had the

points coming from a variety of
players," sophomore attackman
Jeff Elkun said. "It was a more
rounded effort than our last game."

Elkun finished with five goals

and one assist, while Washburn
contributed five goals and three

assists, to lead the Bruins. Nick
Heldfond also chipped in two
goals and two assists.

Overall, Kunzel said he was
pleased with his team's effort as

they head into league play Satur-

day.

"I think that we're starting to

come together and play like a
team," said Kunzel.

Daily Bruin
is printea on

recycled paper

• •» »VrWWrWW-* • » 1

^Mta
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ExrUClA outfielder ^^S^
returns for degkee,
battles knee Injury
By Randy Satterburg

The image of the student athlete
has taken a beating in recent years,
amidst accusations that there isn't

much "student" in "student-ath-
lete."

But from time to time, that
stereotype gets broken. Tony
Scruggs is one athlete who has
done it.

Scruggs played as an outfielder
for the UCLA baseball team from
1984-1987, and hit .332 in 90
career games. The 6-foot, 1-inch,

210-pounder from Palo Alto also
combines a unique blend of speed
and strength.

The Texas Rangers drafted
Scruggs in the seventh round of the
June 1987 free-agent draft, after
his third season at UCLA, forcing
him to leave school without his
degree. Scruggs caught on quickly
with the Ranger's organization and
he was named the Gulf Coast
League's Player of the Month in
his first two months of profession-
al ball. The Rangers instandy
tabbed him as one of their top
young prospects.

The last place one would ex,...
fc find Scruggs is in a college

Tony Scruggs
UCLA Sports Info

"You can't count on

baseball forever."

Tony Scruggs
Former UCLA Athelete

television audience. The only thing
in my mind was not to strike ouL I

lied out to Robin Yount "W

K^g^ -tsWE-:

classroom. Yet that is where he has
been every off-season for the past
five years — in the classroom
pursuing a Psychology/Business
degree, which he earned after fall

quarter.

"Not coming back (to school)
never entered my mind. My
parents both earned degrees. My
two goals as a kid were to graduate
from college and to make the
major leagues. In many ways the
baseball part was easier," said
Scruggs.

It took five years of work and
persistence for Scruggs to finish

the equivalence of one year of
credits that he needed to graduate.
Baseball injuries forced him to

withdraw in mid-quarter on two
occasions to enter rehabilitation.

With only a few months available
to take classes each year, each
missed opportunity made the
challenge even tougher.

Scruggs said his involvement in

his ftatemity, Theta Xi, was a big
part of his decision to stick with it

*The fraternity was huge. Hav-
ing a place to come back to, and
friends to come back to, was
something that really kept me
going," Tony said. "The athletic

department, and an academic
counselor named Wayne Johnson
in particular, were also great in

helping me come back and get the
degree.

While his education may have
been important, Scruggs remem-
bers one special event that didn't
take place in the classroom — his

first major league appearance.
His big-league debut was

straight out of a Hollywood script.

On opening night of the 1991
season, with George and Barbara
Bush in the stands to take in a
nationally televised game, he was
called up to pinch-hit.

"I was nervous at first," he said.

"I got the take sign on the first

strike, and before I knew it I was
down 0-2. Then it kicked in that

my friends and family were
watching, along with a national

centerfield, and when I got back to
the dugout the team came over and
told me to get on with playing now
that the first one (at bat) was over
with," Scruggs said.

*The whole atmosphere was
incredible. The Secret Service was
there. I met the president before
the game. Nolan Ryan was on the

mound for us. It felt like I was
dreaming."

But Scruggs' story hasn't fol-

lowed its Hollywood script entire-

ly. On July 19, 1991 Tony's season
ended prematurely when he under-
went surgery to repair his chroni-
cally injured right knee.
"My junior year in high school I

injured the knee and it was
misdiagnosed as strained liga-

ments," Scruggs said. "Now nine
years later I finally feel I will be
healthy. I talked to Ed (O'Bannon,
who had a similar injury) for

advice. He said to do whatever my
doctors told me and nothing
more."

The injury did contain one
bright spot for Scruggs — it

allowed him to come back to

school for the fall quarter this year
when ordinarily he would have
been unable to.

"I don't know when I would
have been able to come back next
The motivation to get the degree
didn't change because it was
always a goal of mine. But there is

an awareness that there are more
reasons to get that degree, because
you can't count on baseball fore-

ver," Scruggs said.

"It seemed too coincidental to

graduate and fix the knee at the

same time. It was a period when
everything was coming together."

Despite his repaired knee,
Scruggs isn't finished with the

comeback trail.

"I'm going to try to work my
way into the lineup. I'm in a good
position to start living up to my
potential. My body is telling me
that I'm going to. People are really

going to be surprised," Scruggs
said.

<t
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KLA's MKpAe Disc

Jockey Service

825-9107

i:v;afta

ms2s

k:::.aj^:'':'»>;Jiyai«|jyir^wgJ

.jdn^^^/cu^ s^n
^SPECIAL

• Perm $30.00
• Hi Lite $30.00
• Hair Cut $8.00

New Customers Only
Hours: M-F 10-6

2322 Westwood Blvd: Free Parking

(310) 470-3452 Exp. May 1

Ct/P AHD 5>IUr-----------.-..,

Fm) 2 J y2

^•^o^v;

8.50 Pizza v;

Proo Litf

o( SocJj

ONb lOPPING

208-8671
Offer good only with this,

coupon, one coupon p^r
pizza.

'

TAX INCLUDED Ur.iit 3 pizzas per address

Em' 2 } 'J2

8.50
LARGE
PIZZA /;

f^rec Lilrr

ol Sod.1

ONh lOPPlNG

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
•

Limit 3 pizzas por address

vo^es CUP AND SAV^'

0^i'((l^i Exp 2 I 92

8.50
LAHl.E
Pizza /;

Free Lite

of Sod<i

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

ONb lOPPING pizza. •

•Not valid on Sidrana or with any oth«f offer. Must mention ad. '
TAX INCLUDED Limit 3 piZZas per address

^'"^"^^&^„;.aAMD

.

Aey to the success of any business or

individual is the ability to learn from your

achievements and your mistakes, then apply

that knowledge to future endeavors.

During our 20 years jn the semiconductor

rndusU7, AMD has accumulated a library of

experience to draw from. With it we're able to

build and better our business every day.

AMD takes the same stance with people.

They believe employees should be constantly

challenged. There's always something new to

learn because we never stop improving our

products and processes.

Given our positive attitude and dynamic

technology, I'm very excited to be involved

with AMD. You can be, too."

Dana Is a Product Marketing Engineer with

a BSEE, 1988^from UC Berkeley. When she

isn't volunteering with MESA or tutoring at

the local junior high school, Dana is

educating AMD's customers about the

benefits of our programmable logic devices.

AMD, the fifth-largest U.S.-based manu-

facturer of integrated circuits, is seeking new
grads with BS/MS/PhD degrees in a variety of

related fields for the following positions:

09%l§m imnln—r • Rrodytf ingim—r •

Grailvaf^ Traiuhg Program • WaUr
FMB imgin—r • Proioss Et^gin—r •

CMD tmgin—r • Ithnltal SaU$

On Campus InUrvtews:

Februory 5, 1 992
ff, Ch^m f, mat Sii,

SS Phys (Wafer Fab)

You are invited to learn more about our

leading-edge semiconductor opportunities.

'

Visit us while we're on campus, or send your

resume (indicating area of interest) to:

Advanced Micro Devices, University

Recruiting, P.O. Box 3453, MS 935,

Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3000.
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Let the I

Daily Bruin Creative Department
design something
especially for you!

^40^

The possibilities are

IHDLISS..
Call 825-21 61
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NCAA Convention ends with
new refonns, but university

directors siiouidpass otiiers

YOU MICHT LOSE YOUR HEAD

HAIR SALON
,,6? YEARS IN WE$TWOOD VILLAGE
SPECIALTIES FOR MEN & WOMEN STARTING AT $10.00

WE RE THE BEST
1061 CAYLEY AVENUE CALL FOR AN APPT
WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-6559
NEXTTOBREADSTICKS 8am TO LATE NIGHTS

r

^ SZECHV/AN
sj fi m WOK

Healthy New York And Los Angeles Style Cuisine

s

|UCLA|

Lindbfook ^ El
Wilshire o

^ Fine Dining

^ Pleasant Atmosphere

^ Reasonable Prices

The 86t»i Annual NCAA
Convention recently

closed in Anaheim with
several significant reforms in

collegiate athletics. New stan-

dards guiding eligibility and
academics have been approved,
but the convention did not go
far enough in assisting stu-

dent-athletes.

Reform is a slow process,

but since the early 1980s, the

NCAA has made important
strides in improving the

academic integrity of its mem-
ber schools, starting with Prop-
osition 48, which prohibited

student-athletes who failed to

meet minimal academic stan-

dards from playing their fresh-

man year.

Other decisions, such as

limiting the number of assistant

\\ coaches and scholarships, has
hurt the non-revenue sports

(those other than football and
basketball) particularly and may
have minimal long-term impact.
One significant result of this

year's convention was the

su-engthening of Prop. 48
requiiemcata for freshman eli« =

gibility.

Athletes must now complete
13 core courses, up from the

previous 11, in high school
and achieve a grade point

average of 2.5, raised from
2.0. However, athletes who do
not meet the minimal GPA can
gain eligibility under a "sliding

scale" that has been devised.

If athletes score 700 on the
SAT, they must have a 2.5
GPA for eligibility, and if they
score 900 on the SAT, they
need only a 2.0.

Also, proposals requiring

universities to make available

their graduation rates to high
schoolf, regulating coaches*
athletically-related income,
mandating sufficient progress
of athletes toward graduation —
to maintain eligibility and pro-
hibiting recruits from official

visits if they have not met
minimal academic requirements
passed.

Marvin Cobb, a disgruntled

former USC athletic official

who has been a staunch critic

of the NCAA, recently spoke
with Roy Firestone on "Up
Close," and he proposed sever-

al further reforms worth exa-
mining:

Batting Eighth

that the NCAA would be
sending a message that athletes

could not reach the minimal
standards and then still play
four years.

Proponents argue that the
athletes have already been
punished by forfeiting their

fu-st year of eligibility.

At their nwt^^^>nventw>n the;

NCAA would be well-served
by passing this reform. Let
student-athletes play. Treat the
year of ineligibility just like a
redshirt year and give non-
qualifiers a fourth year of
playing time to improve their

game for a possible profession
al career.

10855 Li»idb»*ook Ave^Aue Wesfwood Village

208-7785 or. 208-7786

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY
FRee

"PoHion of ft'xmA ric«. or cMovj
mein wifK fhe pui^^ase of fwd

main diskes

10% OFF
For UCLjA sfudenfs

WiH% volid 1D
Mit^ivmim otdtt^ $10.

(

Mcp 6iyU99.

Reinstating the Prop. 48
"Lost Year": If a student-ath-

lete does not meet the minimal
academic eligibility require-

ments, currently a 700 SAT
score and 2.0 in 11 core
courses, he must sit out his

freshman year — no games,
no practices, no training tables.

Starting their sophomore year,

student-athletes have only three
years of collegiate eligibility.

Cobb said he supports a
proposal made by Big East —

^

conference administrators, under
which athletes would be per-
mitted a succeeding fourth year
of eligibility if sufficient

academic progress has been
made. The measure failed at

the latest NCAA convention by
a narrow margin. UCLA voted
against it.

Proponents of the new rule

want to reward an athlete for

his four years of academic
progress, but opponents aiguc

Retaining eligibility while
applying for the draft: A
proposition was brought up,
and passed, to deal with ath-

letes who are considering skip-
ping their final year(s) of
eligibility to enter the profes-
sional draft in their sport —
mainly football and basketball— but it does not directly

allow such action.

— Prior to the convention, ath-
letes lost their eligibility by
applying for the draft, and if

they were not chosen, they
could not return to collegiate

competition.

Effective immediately, how-
ever, athletes are permitted to
request information on their

marketability, i.e. checking out
their likely draft position and
corresponding contracts. The
individuals, their parents or
legal guardians or the univer-
sity's sports counseling panel
are permitted to "negotiate"
with a professional sports orga-
nization without the loss of
amateur status.

Thus, an educated decision
on the viability of entering the
draft can be made.
The bylaw, however, specifi-

cally precludes athletes from
signing with agents for contract,

negotiations while maintaining
eligibility.

UCLA voted against the

proposition on grounds that the
wording was awkward. ' •

"*Negotiation* to me means,
'How about we Work a deal,'"

said UCLA Senior Associate
Athletic Director Dr. Judith

Holland, who considers the
NCAA propositions with

Chancellor Charles Young and
Athletic Director Peter Dalis.

"We're not against the idea.u.;
j

but the specific wording."

UCLA docs already have its

own sports counseling panels,

chaired by Al Osborne, an

associate professor in the
Anderson School of Manage-
ment

But as long as no money
changes hands, professional

agents should be permitted to
advise athletes and negotiate
future contracts, and athletes

should also retain their amateur
status. But make the agents
operate on future income con-
siderations after eligibility ends
and let them take a chance on
the athletes' careers panning
out.

Five- and six-year scholar-
ships: Proposition 69, which
would have required schools to
continue financial aid to ath-"

letes past their years of eligi-

bility and under graduation or
dismissal on academic grounds,
failed at the convention.

UCLA voted against the
measure, stating that due to

cost-cutting measures, institu-

tions should not be required
but should be permitted to

provided money beyond the
years of eligibility.

"Hottand^gld most «F
UCLA's athletes finish in

"four-plus or five" years, for
which UCLA does provide aid,

but she does not believe six

years of aid is necessary or
proper.

"We do believe there has to
be a certain time to finish,"

she said, "I don't think it's

healthy for them or the institu-

tion for athletes to be there
longer."

UCLA athletes who have
turned pro can also opt for the
"Final Score" program, in

which the university provides
aid for athletes, mainly football

and basketball players, to

return to UCLA and complete
their degrees.

Holland believes that univer-
sities should not be mandated ^r
to adopt specific programs but
rather be permitted under
bylaws to develop and enact
their own specific plan.

"Programs like these are
better done when regulations
allow and we can put our own
program together," Holland
said.

Despite what Holland said,

universities should be forced
provide five years of fmancial
aid, the fifth year money
comparable to the first four. In
five years, they have sufficient

time to graduate. And schools
should definitely encourage
retum-to-school programs for

athletes who have gone pro
and lost eligibility.

No freshmen eligibility:

Tried once in the late 1960s
and repealed in the early

1970s, the issue of prohibiting
all freshmen in all sports from
competition their first year is

all but dead.

Russell White, California's

AU-Pac-lO tailback who had to
sit out his first year under
Prop. 48 restrictions, has said
that he would not have made
it at Cal had he not been
restricted from competition. He
says his first year allowed him
to property integrate himself
into coUegiate academic life .

before facing the compedtive
pressures.

See 'BQHTH/ page 27
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Bruins sweep on the road
By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

Two days after his second-
ranked UCLA basketball team
rallied to defeat Stanford, 83-77,
head coach Jim Harrick reflected

on magnitude of the victory.

*That was a real gutcheck for

our team," Harrick said Monday
morning. "It was a real tribute to

everybody on the team; it was a
total team effort"

The win completed a sweep of
the Northern California schools for
the Bruins, their second confer-
ence road sweep of the season.
UCLA also swept the Arizona
schools on the road two weeks ago.

Last year, no Pac-10 team was
able to sweep a single conference
road trip. Already this year, there
have been six conference sweeps.
Aside from the two sweeps by the
Bruins, Arizona State swept the
Washington schools, USC swept
Cal and Stanford, Washington
State swept the Oregon schools
and Stanford swept the Oregon
schools.

UCLA senior forward Don
MacLean is rapidly closing in on
the all-time UCLA career scoring
mark of 2325 points, held by Lew
Alcindor. MacLean now has
scored 2235 points, leaving him
just 91 points away from breaking
Alcindnr 's r<>rf>rfi —

"(The Stanford game)
was a real gutcheck for

our team. It was- a real

tribute to everybody on
the team. It was a total

team effort."

Jim Harrick
UCLA Basketball Coach

MacLean is also chasing the

Pac-10 career scoring record of
2555 points, held by former Arizo-
na great Sean Elliott Not counting
possible post-season action, Mac-
Lean needs to average 21.4 points

per game to pass Elliott.

In this week's Associated Press
Top 25 poll, UCLA is ranked
second for the sixth consecutive
week. The CNNAJSA Today poll

has ranked the Bruins second for
the 10th consecudve week.
As they have been throughout

the season, the Duke Blue Devils
occupy the number-one spot in

both polls. The UCLA-Duke
showdown at Pauley Pavilion is

just 33 days away, yet there is an
excellent chance that the Bruins
will be occupying the top spot in

the polls on March 1.

Five of the Blue Devils' next six

games are on the road against some
tough competition.

Thursday night, Duke travels to

Florida to face ACC rival Florida

State. The Seminoles have already
beaten North Carolina this year,

and they could give the Blue
©evils a big challenge.

Saturday, Duke will host Notre
Dame, a game that the Blue Devils
should win. After the Notre Dame
game, Duke heads out on the road
for four straight games.

During that stretch, the Blue
Devils will travel to No. 11 North
Carolina, No. 23 LSU. No. 16

BRUIN (^'•') 474-(i2fi7
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Georgia Tech and unranked North
Carolina State.

That schedule could finally give

Duke a loss, which could catapult

UCLA to No. 1 for the first time

since 1983.

Here are a few of the latest

UCLA basketball statistics.

MacLean is leading the Bruins
in both scoring and rebounding,
averaging 22.2 points and 8.1

rebounds per game. If MacLean
leads the team in scoring this year,
he will become the first player to

ever lead UCLA in scoring four
times.

Junior forward Tracy Murray is

second on the team in scoring and
rebounding, averaging 21.5 points
and 6.9 rebounds per game. Mur-
ray is also shooting .597 from
three-point land (37 of 62).

Center Rodney Zimmerman is

averaging 5.4 points and 5.4
rebounds per game. Guard Shon
Tarver is third on the team in

scoring with an average of 12.8

points per game.
Mitchell Butler is averaging 9.9

points per game and has scored in

double figures every other game of
the season. If that trend continues,

Butler will score in double figures
against USC Wednesday night.

Gerald Madkins is averaging 6.9
points and 3.7 rebounds per game.
Darrick Martin is averaging 6.1

-points and 5.7 assistr per game.

At Saturday's Stanford game,
scouts from 14 NBA teams were in

attendance, including Los Angeles
Lakers* General Manager Jerry

West and Golden State Warriors'

head coach E)on Nelson.

CHARLES COOLEY/D«ly Bruin

Mike Lanier, shown here against Oregon, helped UCLA earn Its
second conference road sweep of the season against Cal and
Stanford.

Discover the convenience of Westwood Village's 24-hour
express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the
essentials (and the goodies) you or your party might need
Convenient parking, too! So, if it's 3 PM. or 3 A.M., come in
to the Village's fast and friendly market, and find whatever
you need—whenever you need it.

Village
xpressmart
^ Always Open at the corner of Gayley & Le Conte

F O Q S TORE
10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (213) 209-9111

Open 24 hours « 7 days a vyeek • CONVENIENT FREE PARKING
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'Women in

Leadership'
A workshop about women's

leadership styles will be held

today.

"Women in Leadership*' will

feature Helen Astin, acting

director of the UCLA Center

for the Study of Women and
co-author of a recent study on
the influence of women and
social change.

The workshop begins at noon
and lasts until 1:30 p.m. in

North Campus Room 22.

It is sponsored by the

Women's Resource Center, the

Graduate Student Association

and the Undergraduate Stu-

dents Association Council.

Pu.

UCLA breaststroker Andrea Cecchi won the 100 backstroke at Arizona State Saturday. The Bruins lost the nrieet, 171-112.

Swimmers win one, lose one in Arizona

r-

By Andre Keil

Daily Bruin Staff

Swimming is a sport of never-

ending optimism. Coaches can

look at their team's performances

and fmd bright spots that oversha-

dow even the worst defeats.

UCLA head men's swimming
"coach Ron Ballatore saw plenty of

bright spots in his squad this past

weekend in Arizona, where the

squad split a win and a loss in two
Pac-10 meets.

UCLA defeated the University

of Arizona, 134-109, in long-

course meters competition on
Friday, and lost to Arizona State.

171-112, in a short-course yards

meet the following Saturday.

"I was very pleased with the

team's effort," Ballatore said.

"Most of the guys had their best

long-course times so far this

season (at Arizona)."

The matchup against Arizona

was led by the Bruins from

beginning to end. From the open-

ing race, the 400-meter freestyle

relay, to the final race, the 400-

freestyle relay, the UCLA squad

dominated.

In diving the Bruins were

decisive as well. Kort Borg swept

the 1 -meter and 3-meter boards,

qualifying for the NCAA champ-
ionships in the process.

At the long course meet several

Bruins swam personal best times.

Backstroker Mark Thompson
swam his best unshaved 200-meter

backstroke, finishing in 2 minutes,

11.18 seconds.

Meanwhile, sprinters^ Brian

Kurza and Michael Picotte were

also close to their personal best

unshaved times. Kurza won the

50-meter freestyle at the Wildcats

meet in 23.67 seconds.

UCLA swept that race 1-2-3.

with Byron Davis coming in

second in the race, swimming a

23.97, and third-placed Chris

See M-SWIMIMINQ, page 27
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Men's gymnastics can't beat
New Mexico and Brigliam Young

ALEX bfe AdKAtiS

Scott Keswick tied for first place on the pommel horse at the

Lobo Invitational in New Mexico.

By Luci Chavez

-Coming off a rout of Ca l State

Fullerton in the friendly confines

of the tohn Wooden Center, the

UCLA men's gymnastics squad
had every reason to enter their first

road meet of the season with a fair

amount of confidence.

Unfortunately for the Bruins,

the New Mexico Lobos and the

BYU Cougars had a different

agenda.

While UCLA improved its

overall team score by almost five

points to 271.75, it wasn't enough
to hold off the contenders from the

Western Athletic Conference at

the Lobo Invitational Saturday in

Albuquerque.

New Mexico placed first at their

own tournament with a score of

278.45 and BYU was a close

second at 278.20, with the two
teams battling down to the wire.

Air Force finished fourth behind
UCLA with a team point total of

263.45.

"BYU was as good as we
expected, but New Mexico y/as

much better than we thought,"

UCLA head coach Art Shurlock
said.

BYU's Liang Jing-Wei, a Chin-

ee National Team member, ran

away with the all-around competi-

tion, finishing no lower than third

in five of six events and posting

total score of 57.45. He also had
the highest individual score in the

competition, a 9.85 on the hori-

zontal bar.

Shurlock said that by scoring

over 271 points, his squad accom-
plished their immediate goal for

this meet.

"All in all, we got a lot out of this

meet despite the injuries," Shur-

lock said.

"At this particular time we want
to gQ into competition building

towards having a strong finish at

the end of the season," he added.

UCLA senior Jason Carman,
leading the way once again, took

third place in the all-around com-
petition at 54.95, the only Bruin to

place in the top five.

Scott Keswick, who continues

to improve on his individual

performances leading up to a

return to all-around competition,

tied for first place on the pommel
horse (9.65) with New Mexico's
Tim Collins and for third place

(9.55) on the parallel bars with

Lyle Scott, also from New Mexico.

Bruin sophomore Steve Diem,
placing seventh as the Bruin*s_

second highest finisher in the all-

around competition, earned praise

from Shurlock for an impressive

performance.

Diem also scored personal bests

on the high bar, placing fifth, and
parallel bars before injuring his

knee on the floor exercise.

Coach Shurlock is looking for-

ward to a three week layoff before

their next meet on Feb. 15th at Cal

with Stanford and Washington.

*The three-week layoff is great

for us because it gives us a chance

to build up for the second half of

the season," Shurlock said.

"When Greg Umphrey comes
back from his shoulder injury it

can only help. Also, our freshman

Mike Denucci competed in three

events this time and he came
through very well so that's looking

good, too," he added.

Shurlock is also looking to Brad

Hayashi and Isidro Ibarrondo to

add one or two events each to their

repertoires at the upcoming meet
in Berkeley in preparation for the

UCLA Invitational and the second

half of the season.

Inside

Study mi^ help

homeless plight

UCLA icseaichcis are hop-

ing a new study will influence

the state Legislature to take

some responsibility for Califor-

nia's homeless problem.

See page 8

Viewpoint

Leprechaun is a
negative image

Assistant Viewpoint Editor

Dan Saffer satirizes the type of

PC articles that have been

occurring with an indictment of

the Lucky Charms Leprechaun,

Lucky.

See page 19

Arts & Entertainment

Rock 'n' roll

I z^v

"Roaring Silence" details a

vividly wicked future in which

a group of outlaws defies

society's ban on good music.

See page 21

Sports

Atliletes on tiie air

UCLA's own radio station, KLA, will feature Rich

Bland and Tim Kelly of the UCLA volleyball team tonight

from 6:30-7. The show, hosted by Dave Sykora, can be
heard on 530 AM in the dorms and 99.9 Century Cable.

Batting Eightii

Now that the NCAA ConventionviAnahcim has closed

its books, columnist Jay Ross entertains proposals for

further reforms to benefit the student-athlete. Are they

legitimate?

See page 30

Brain sports extra
The Daily Bruin sports supplement, a 12-page addition

to the daily sports coverage, will hit the stands Wednesday
inserted inside the paper. The USC game issue features

stories on Trojan forward Harold Miner and Mitchell

Butler, center Rodney Zimmerman, forward Ed O'Ban-
non and USC head coach George Raveling.

i*mm ^^•*«-»

Inftraction
UCLA men's swimming

coach Ron Ballatore may have

unknowingly committed an

NCAA rules violation by loan-

ing a recruit money to pay for an

extension class.

See page 40

Wodnesday
January 29, 1992

Senate, provost
Chicano dept. pi

• III

• II sal
By Letisia IMarquez
Daily Bruin Staff

On the same day some Chicano

professors, students and commun-
ity leaders presented their proposal

for the creation of a UCLA
Chicano studies department, the

faculty senate and a top university

official publicly opposed the prop-

osal.

Eleven Latino professors
announced Tuesday that they had
submitted a proposal to Chancellor

Charles Young. The proposal calls

for 15 full-time professors and
more courses to turn the Chicano
studies program into a department

But both the provost from the

College of Letters & Science and
the faculty senate have recom-
mended that the university

strengthen the current Chicano
studies program instead of creating

a department. They argued that not

enough professors are willing to

teach courses in the major.

However, Young said in a press

statement that he and other offi-

cials will consider the proposal

along with the recommendations
of administrators.

"After reviewing all the mater-

ials coming forward, we will

determine whether a convincing

case has been made for a depart-

ment as the best approach," Young
wrote in a statement

"My experience has been that

ethnic studies and area studies are

best administered through an inter-

departmental program," he added.

But those who submitted the

proposal said they are confident

the chancellor will support the

"My experience has

been that ethnic studies

and area studies are best

administered through

an interdepartmental

program."

Charles Young
UCLA Chancellor

creation of a department
"We want Chancellor Young to

keep his word," said John Fernan-
dez, co-chair of the United Com-
munity and Labor AlHance, which
was created to support the forma-
tion of a UCLA Chicano studies

See CHICANO, page 17

Sampling sushi
Students in Westwood Plaza

enjoy free sushi handed out

as part of ASUCLA's health

fair promotion on Tuesday,
left. An ASUCLA employee
prepares rolled sushi, below.

Photos by Audrey Lee

Law gkrads face increasinig H • petition in '90s
By TonI Rivera

Daily Bruin Staff

While admission into law
school may no longer be the path to

a guaranteed job, fields like busi-

ness service and health care are

brimming with opportunities,

according to a recently published

nationwide study. -
In a job^ market overcrowded

with new attorneys, law school

graduates will face increasingly

stiff competition in the 1990s as

they look to get hired, said the

survey, published last nonth.

But the Career Movement and
Management Report— published

by a private research firm in

Michigan— reported that the new

Group of ap

More jobs available in medical,

business service professions
positions available includejobs for

accountants and fmancial consul-

tants in addition to medical assis-

tants.

While the legal profession will

be less attractive in the future

because of fewer openings, it will

continue to be one of the highest-

paying professions.

"Statistics will show that gra-

duating from a top school will

provide many career opportuni-

ties," said Bill McGary. the direc-

tor of Admissions and Career

Opportunities at UCLA Law

School.

For example, at the UCLA
School of Law — which is

considered among the top 20
schools in the nation— more than

80 percent of its students had job
offers by the time of graduation.

The average starting salary for

these graduates is $60,000.

On a nationwide level, most law

graduates can expect to earn

$34,000 a year at their first job.

However, the legal profession is

not the goldmine it was in the

1980s, the report stated.

In particular, law school gradu-

ates with average grades will find

it tougher to get an entry level

position with a law firm.

But while the number of posi-

tions for attorneys are shrinking,

other legal profession jobs will

grow, the survey predicted.

The demand for paralegals —
who assist lawyers in researching

and preparing briefs for a case —
will grow in the 1990s.

The number of paralegal posi-

tions will explode anywhere from
109 percent to 139 percent in this

decade, according to Thomas
Camden, author of the book, "How
to Get a Job In Southern Califor-

See JOBS, page 16

ic Trojans fegjre/t UCLA vandaiism
By Josh Romonek
Daily Bruin Staff

Three USC students arrested

and charged with vandalizing

more than a dozen UCLA build-

ings last November apologized

Tuesday to the UCLA campus
community.

In a letter received by The
Bruin, Michael Beatrice, Mani
Dhillon and Jeremy Grimes wrote

that their actions were "immature

and irresponsible." They also

pledged to work with several

different USC organizations to

prevent a recurrence of such

activities.

University police arrested the

group, along with three other USC
students, on Nov. 15 for spray

painting more than 30 anti-UCLA
slogans on campus. The students

caused about $3,000 in damages.

"The vandalism occurred before

the annual football game between

the two crosstown rivals.

The six USC students were

arraigned in December, but the

misdemeanor charges were later

dropped after they compensated
UCLA for the damage.
However, Beatrice, Dhillion

and Grimes — all resident assis-

tants in USC dormitories— nearly

got fired for their misconduct

Text of the letter,

Page 14

urn flp^
:\

According to Dhillon, a sopho-
more economics majbr, the group
wanted to write the apology
immediately after the incident

occurred, but was advised by their

lawyers to refrain from doing so.

See APOLOGYp page 16
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"North Campus Rm 22

Cainiiiis Events

Leslie Nielsen, speaker

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

S:()() pill

M»

' UOA Environmental Coalition

The Lessons of Love Canal:

Building a Movement For Environmental Jusdce

Perloff 1243A

(>:.S() pill

Hilkd

Assimilation and Interman-iage:

The Image of Jews in Film and Televisk>n.

2250 GSM

UCIA Underground Concert Scries

Native Corps and Groove Gang

Cooperage .
'\^

S:()() pill

Cultural Affairs

GALA Poetry Readings

Kerckhoff Coffee House

m

Sunday, February 2, 1992
8:00 pin

-j^ Cultural Affairs

The Jacuba Joint

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

General
UniCamp
UniCamp >»^^k -Jan. 27-31

See ad for more information.

Women*s Resource Center

UCLA Rape Services

See ad for more information.

Peer Health Counselors

How Fit Are You? Find out now!

See ad for more information.

Bruin Woods
See ad for more details.

GALA
Lesbian, Gay & Bisexual Cultural Awareness Week

See ad for the week's events.

Parking Services

Limited parking still available.

See ad for more information.

SAAAJCLA Alumni Association
~

Connectk>ns! -meet with alumni through the UCLA Career Network program.

See ad for more information.

Peer Health Counselors

Recruitment '92 OrienUtion meetings

See ad for more information.

^MWIMII

Commentary

Naihtending takes

a bite out oftime
Sometimes, I do them myself;

sometimes I have them
done; but the thing is I

should have left well-enough
alone, because once your nails

start being done, no matter by
whom, nail-tending takes over a

big chunk of your life.

I used simply to keep the^i short

and clean. That was easy. But now,
polished, shaped to a tasteful,

French-manicured oval, my nails

are a major factor in how I spend
my hours. Nail-tending, Tm
afraid, is just another way in which
Tve complicated my life, one more
of what must be a deliberate step

away from how I want to be.

I want to be the kind of person

who's unencumbered by things, by
the stuff of life, but to do that, you
have to not care at all. You can't

just care a little bit

For instance, a couple of years

Sheila
Taylor
ago, I read an essay in which the

writer said that at some point, she

simply decided not to care about

clothes. That means that she now
keeps a very few pieces in her

closet, all black, all interchange-

able, so that she no longer deals

with clothes.

She doesn't shop, or worry
about what goes with what or what
to wear where. She doesn't even

think a'Sbut clothes; thus, she has

eliminated one huge concern from
her life.

Now, I'm not particularly

See NAILS, page 11

Corrections
In the Jan. 27 issue ofThe Bruin, the page 10 feature photo, **Banner

aftemoon," incorrectly identified the student Sarah Keefe was
painting the banner.

In the Jan. 28 issue, '*Chicano student groups to unite, discuss issues

at *Raza Charla,'" the story incorrectly explained the forum. It is for

^QMeitfK) and Latia&^gEQiipfi^l&^oine together. AndihejAotapftpfe:
with the story misidentifled a person's name and affiliation. Horacio
Roque was one of the people who initiated Raza Charla.

In the same issue, Lithuanian official pays visit to UCLA," the

name of the deputy foreign minister was reversed. He is Valdimaras
Katkus.

The Bruin regrets the enors.
"~

Daily
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Chemical in I H I may
figiit plaque, UCLA prof says
By RoMn Dong
Daily Bruin Staff

Dentists always warn that eating

chocolate may cause cavities, but a

UCLA researcher says this devil-

ish treat has a redeeming quality.

Although chocolate is full of
sugar, it also contains tannins —
natural chemicals that prevent

decay-causing bacteria from
sticking to the teeth and forming
plaque — according to Larry

Wolinsky. a UCLA oral biology

professor.

Tannins, which are also found in

tea, coffee, beer, wine and many
types of plants, cause the bacteria

to clump together and wash away
instead of adhering to the teeth.

But the amount of tannins in

each product may not be enough to

offset the damaging effects of

sugar and other chemicals that

stain the teeth, he said.

*'Our research is pointing us

toward the conclusion that by
eating foods that are rich in

tannins, a person can reduce the

plaque that forms in the mouth,*"

said Wolinsky, who is one of five

researchers nationwide testing the

effects of tannins on bacteria.

**But Vm not advocating that

people drink mass amounts of tea

or coffee,** he quickly added.

After six years of research,

Wolinsky plans to extract tannins

from plants and use them in

dental-care products such as tooth-

paste and mouth rinse within Hve
years.

These products should not

replace a regular routine of brush-

ing and flossing but ease dental

care, especially for elderly or

disabled people, said Wolinsky,

who is the only researcher plan-

ning to test the effects of tannins on
humans.

"I'm trying to develop a mater-

ial for those with physical disabili-

ties who have problems using

conventional hygiene technolo-

gy,** he explained.

Wolinsky began testing tannins

after a dental student told him that

Nigerians who use chewing sticks

laden with tannins have fewer

cavities than Americans.

But Wolinsky and other

researchers say the results are

inconclusive without further test-

ing.

*There is anecdotal evidence.

STEVE MACAULEY/Daly BruFn

Larry Wolinsky, a UCLA oral biology professor, is testing the ben-

efits of tannins, a chen^ical found in chocolate.

but the problem is that the native

diet in Nigeria is different,** said

Ernest Newbrun, a professor of

oral biology at UC San Francisco.

**Is it the diet or. the tannins

preventing cavities?**

People in India are already using

tannins in toothpaste but the

chemicars effectiveness has not

been proven, said Shelby Kashket,

a researcher at the Forsythe Dental

Center in Boston.

Scientists elsewhere are also

studying products that may contain

tannins, including a Chicago
researcher who is testing Chinese

herbal medicine for presence of the

chemical.

^ UCLA family housing
may lie redeveloped
Tenants troubled over possible

increase in rent, decrease in space

^y
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SUZANNE STATES/DaNy BnHn

The daughter of a UCLA student rides her bike in front of the student family housing, which is being

considered for major renovation.

By Clirls Wolowlec
Daily Bruin Staff

Residents of the Sawtelle/

Sepulveda family student housing

complex expressed their anger and
frustration last week with yCLA*s
possible plans to demolish and
redevelop the complex beginning

August 1993.

The University Apartments/

South Residents* Association and
students living in the Sawtelle/

Sepulveda complex met Thursday
to voice their opposition to a

redevelopment plan being favored

by Business Enterprises, UCLA*s
housing management company.
"rm really heartbroken about

the Business Enterprises* report,**

said Don Blackburn, a graduate

history student and the president of

the residents* association.

"Affordability is a tenant issue

and (Business Enterprises) man-
agement needs to seriously negoti-

ate with tenants in the initial

planning stages of any large

project if they expect to have

credibility,** Blackburn added.

The plan most favored by the

company would result in a 15 to 37

percent reduction in space per unit

and a possible 80 percent increase

in rent per square foot, according

to Blackburn.

Business Enterprises has con-

sidered six different levels of

reconstruction for the apartments,

ranging from minimum renovation

needed to meet health and safety

standards, ic redevelopment —

See HOUSING, page 15

American Indians Join engineering program
By MImi Nguyon

Some of UCLA*s American
Indian students recently joined the

engineering school's minority

program to encourage more
American Indians to graduate with

degrees in science and engineer-

ing.

The UCLA American Indian

Science and Engineering Society

(AISES) became a member of the

UCLA Minority Engineering
Program to expand its recruiting

efforts because only 12 of the

university's 2,000 engineering

students are American Indians.

Through membership, the stu-

dents will gain access to more
funds and services that will enable

Plan to encourage students to

science and engineering fields

tKam */-k nrorliintA mrtno ctiirlontc tr\ \t.if\r\r %i/ttll thiKthem to graduate.

The program, which serves

about 390 undergraduates from

underrepresented communities,

offers academic counseling and

tutoring programs to the society *s

61 members.
"Specifically, we try to help

minority students graduate
through our services,** said Dante

Johnson, a student assistant for the

program. "With the addition of the

American Indian Science and
Engineering Society, we have

more students to work with, thus

more students who we can get to

graduate.**

This goal coincides with the

society's efforts to motivate

American Indian students to enter

the field of science and engineer-

ing, according to Bradley Clark,

the president of the UCLA chaper

of the society representing 180

Indian tribes.

"Seeing the low numbers tells us

that we need to work on direct

recruitment of American Indians

into the science and engineering

programs," he said.

The society often visits the

Santa Ynez Chumash reservation

near Santa Barbara to perform

science demonstration? for the

children.

"Recruittneni efforts now can be

improved a bit more,** Clark said.

"We need to show the students

from the reservations thatUCLA is

not a foreign place. And that we
are there as a helping hand.**

The group plans to invite junior

high school students from several

Los Angeles reservations to

UCLA in an attempt to introduce,

them to the university*s engineer-

ing program.

"Seeing the low

numbers tells us that we

need to work on direct

recmitment of

American Indians into

the science and

engineering programs."

Bradley Clark
President of AISES

Clark, Vho is an engineering

major, stressed the importance of

engineering and scientific know-
ledge for Indians who live on
reservations.

See AISES, page 14

Research to be conducted on student insurance options
By Btr^t Rasmussen
Dally Bruin Staff

The UCLA student association

has allocated $23,000 to determine

the feasibility of providing certain

kinds of insurance to graduate and
undergraduate students.

After initial research indicated

that medical insurance could not

be offered at advantageous prices.

the association decided to focus

further inquiries primarily on
renter* s, life and certain kinds of

vehicle insurance, officials said.

"If we can*t offer (medical

insurance) cheaper than it is

currently available, then there is no
point in us offering it at all,** said

Student Store Manager Tim Bay-
ley.

To gauge student interest, the

association will be sending out a

10-page survey to 14,000 students

across campus. Students who
return the siu^^ey will be entered

into a drawing for three Macintosh

computers.

While the survey will not

mention any potential price levels,

students say costs may be one of

the most important factors.

"If I can get insurance cheaper

(through the student association) I

would, but it would not be much

more convenient,** said graduate
suident Yih-Kuen Tsay.

Other students said they would
not be interested, regardless of

price.

"I live in the dorms and I don*t

have anything worth insuring,**

said law student Pam Lew.
The idea of providing student

insurance originated at an associa-

tion meeting this summer. The
primary interest was health insur-

ance, but initial research showed
that any medical insurance offered

by the association would most
likely be more costly than the

insurance currenitly offered
through student health.

Because of these findings, the

association decided to change the

survey to focus mainly on other

kinds of insurance. Although some

See SURVEY, page 14
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Bush offers
State ofUnion
aimed at halting

dip in popularity

By Andrew Rosenthal
The New York Times

WASHINGTON— Staking his political

forUines on advice that the economy will

right itself by summer, President Bush
delivered a State of the Union Message on
Tuesday night that offered modest propos-

als to ease the immediate pain of middle-

class taxpayers and erase the impression

that he is insensitive to America's economic
burdens.

Declaring in his prepared text that it was
time to reward the American taxpayer for

decades of paying for Cold War arms
programs. Bush proposed $50 billion worth
of Pentagon cuts over the next five years and
outlined new arms control measures,
including a proposal that the United Stales

and the republics of the former Soviet Union
eliminate all multiple-warhead nuclear

missiles based on land.

But the bulk of Bush's third State of the

Union Message was dedicated to stopping

the president's free fall in the presidential

re-election campaign that he has all but

officially entered.

With his popularity at the lowest ebb of
hi s three ycats^ in office. Bush sought 4^
recapture the stature he enjoyed just one
year ago as commander-in-chief in the war
against Iraq and as the leader of the free

world during the collapse of communism.
He even borrowed his own Persian Gulf war
oratory in an effort to persuade voters that

he can bring the leadership he demonstrated
in battie to bear on the economy. -

"We are going to lift this nation out of
hard times inch by inch and day by day, and
those who would stop us had better stand
aside," Bush declared. "Because I look at

hard times, and I make this vow: This will

not stand." The pledge echoed his promise
that Iraq's invasion of Kuwait would not
stand.

Although Bush did not make clear
whether the money saved from the Pentagon
would be plowed into domestic programs as
a reward for taxpayer support during the

Cold War, he ouUined a program that Bush
aides said would inject $20 billion into die

economy over six months by changing the

rules for withholding taxes and speeding
government spending in some areas.

He also offered short-term tax breaks and
incentives for businesses and homebuyers,
including an increase in tax deductions for

children, tax breaks for first-time homebuy-
ers and the housing industry and tax credits

for the purchase of health insurance by low
wage earners.

Bush tried to paint himself as responsible
and presidential, and Congress as partisan.

Striking a compromise between aides who
urged him to be conciliatory and those who
wanted him to start battiing the Democrats
right away. Bush challenged lawmakers to

pass them by March 20.

"From the day after that, if it must be: The
battle is joined," Bush said. "And you know,
when principle is at stake. I relish a good fair

fight."

In the Democratic response to Bush*s
speech, the speaker of the House, Thomas S.

Foley, criticized the bulk of the president's
=prbposaTs~as bcingntoor ii^,~iLX) late.

Campaign kick-off

more of a fumble
By Robin Toner
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — Billed for weeks by
the White House as the kickoff to his re-

election campaign. President Bush's State

of the Union Message Tuesday night was,

by extension, also intended to begin his

comeback from an astonishing tumble in the

public opinion polls.

Despite the buildup though, there was
litUe revolutionary in the speech. It was
more a careful attempt at repositioning, with

Bush reminding voters of past accomplish-
ments while signaling his concern over the

state of domestic affairs.

The unusually long speech was incre-

mental in most of its policy prescriptions

and defensive in tone. It amounted to a

presidential acknowledgement of the

sweeping changes on the political scene
since Bush stood before Congress a year
ago, the popular commander-in-chief of a
nation consumed with the war in the Persian

Gulf;

Were Bush facing a strong Democratic
opponent, the speech would probably be
considered far short of what he needed in the

current political climate.

But instead he faces a Democratic Party

whose message may be gaining in the

opinion polls but whose field of candidates

i&-jtill sorting iisell out.

politically motivated and economically
unsound.

"For too long, we were told to wait, that

things would get better on their own," he
said. *There was even an effort to talk us out

See BUSH, page 14

3o^for the moment he has some breathing

space as he sets about repairing his

presidency.

In his 51 -minute address. Bush acknow-
ledged it was time for him to "look

homeward," a bow to all the polls that show
the American people angry and discon-

tented with his record on domestic policy.

He was also forced to acknowledge that

in his three years as president he had seen

the country move from prosperity to "hard

times."

But even as he tried to address an

electorate that has changed so dramatically

from the 1980s, that appears increasingly

eager for a more active federal government

and for bold action on the economy, he

seemed to cling to his earlier policy

prescriptions.

Democrats quickly denounced his plan

for the economy as incremental and

inadequate.

While he called for tax cuts for a variety

of groups, he also repeated his call for a cut
in the tax on capital gains, asserting that

"never has an issue been more demagogued
by its opponents.**

He argued, once again, tiiat the cut would
spur investment and create jobs, an argu-
ment his critics dismiss more and more
vocally as discredited "trickle-down eco-
nomics."

Top Ten

Top ten things heard around the Daily
Bruin copy desk:

10. "If I have this litUe guy, I don't have
to go all die way. right?"

9. "Chew it, chew it IfU become
sweet."

8. "He's just this thing, Ranging.

'

7. "I was just wondering where he put
me, and how many inches he gave me."

6. "Mike,, ^m 1 go down on this?"

^u.
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5. "Persona: ly, I like men.'

4. "Everyone puts out for me."
3. **One dovTiward thrust That's all it

took.-

2. "I hate when I cut my tongue when
I'm licking on something.**

1. "I don't want to get herpes
again."

'..J-

8500 Boelter Hall, The Penthouse
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Sometimes to doyourbestwork,
allyou need is a change ofscenery

''<mcr Hook 140
2/20 now a\'ailal)]c

The new Apple* Macintosh* PowerBook"' computers

give you the freedom to work anywhere you want, any

time you want.

They're small enough to fit in a book bag. Powerful

enough for your toughest class assignments. And they're

affordable, too.

They run virtually all Macintosh software. And can

run for up to three hours on a single battery charge.

They can be expanded to up to 8MB of memory and
come standard with plenty of hard disk storage.

The Apple SuperDrive~ disk drive reads from and

.writes to Macintosh and MS-DOS formatted disks——

^

allowing you to exchange information easily with

almost any other kind of computer Add SoftPC and

you can run MS-DOS programs, too.

With built-in AppleTalk* Remote Access software

and a modem, you can use a PowerBook to retrieve

files from your project partner's Macintosh without

leaving the library. Or log on to the library computer

without leaving your room.

There are three models from which to choose:

the PowerBook 100 is the lightest, most affordable

PowerBook, the PowerB(X)k 140 offers higher

Its the next ihini^.

performance and a built-in Apple SuperDrive disk drive,

and the PowerBook 170 is the highest-performance

PowerBook. All three offer bright, adjustable backlit

screens and the simplicity of Apple's latest system

software innovation—System 7. And their ergonomic,
all-in-one design makes them comfortable to use-
no matter where you do your best work.

See the PowerBook computers at our place today,

and while you're in, be sure to ask us for details about
the Apple Computer Loan.

There's no telling where a^PowerBook could
take you; -**"'——,~-^.. ..^^, > - -

, -.^

\.

Restr ctioro: Available to full-time UCLA Students, Faculty, Staff and Departments only. Purchase must be for the personal academic, educational, or research use of the eligible person Students must show a current Registration Card and Photo I

D

Faculty and Staff must show a payroll number and ohoto ID No more than one desktop and one notebook unit may be purchased every other year. Other restrictions may apply Payment: ASUCLA Cash Price requires payment bv currencv cashier's rhpck
University Credit Union Withdrawal Check, AppleCredit or personal check (up to $300) made payable to ASUCLA IVIoney orders are NOT accepted Prices are subject to change without noticto All sales are final
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Environmeiital agency founder to speak toniglit
By Reshma Shamasunder
Daily Bruin Staff

The founder of an international

organization for environmental

awareness will speak tonight at a

meeting of the UCLA Environ-

mental Coalition.

Lois Gibbs, executive director

and founder of Citizens Clearing-

house for Hazardous Wastes, plans

to urge students to think about the

environmental problems around

them.

"Students are very important,"

said Gibbs in an interview Mon-
day. ''It*s student groups raising

issues on campus that are making a

difference because it*s about their

and their children's survival.**

Gibbs founded the organization

in 1981 after living three blocks

from a dumpsite in Love Canal,

New York. When she first moved
tp Love Canal in 1978, her one-

year-old son and newborn daught-

er became very ill as a result of

chemicals from the dumpsite
leaking into her basement.

"For three years, I didn't even
know there was a dumpsite near

our house.** said Gibbs. "When I

did finally find why both my
children were so sick, I learned

that the government was not doing
anything about the dumpsite
because it cost too much money.**

As a housewife, Gibbs had no
idea where to turn for help. She

finally organized the Citizens

Clearinghouse for Hazardous
Wastes, and the group succeeded

in evacuating 9()& families from

the area until the dumpsite was
contained.

Since its first project in Love
Canal in 198 1, the organization has

expanded across the United States

and the world. The group has

worked on several campaigns over

the years,

"Locally, there's a lot people

can do, especially students," said

Gibbs. "When students graduate,

they*re the people who will be in

power, and they will run corpora-

tions, industries and health agen-

cies.**

*They need to know there are

environmentally unsafe ways they

can run their companies because
schools don*t teach that," she said.

"Students need to learn now, so
they can be creative about change
later;*

Gibbs will be speaking at 5 p.m.

in 1243A Perloff Hall.
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Homeless problem beyond
By Christine Strobel

Dally Bruin Staff

UCLA researchers are hoping

that a study they began earher this

month will prompt the state Legis-

lature to accept greater responsi-

bility for California's homeless

problem.

"California is the only major

state where,general relief is com-

pletely a county responsibility,"

said Leonard Schneiderman, dean

Homeless study may prompt

state to take responsibilities

of the School of Social Welfare

and an author of the study.

"It's clear that the problem of

general relief is beyond county

control," he said. ^

The UCLA study, which is

funded by a $50,000 grant from the

California Legislature, will exa-

mine the connection between

recent state and federal cutbacks to

social and welfare programs and

the homeless problem.

In particular, the study will

focus on how county general relief

programs are coping.

The UCLA study, which is

expected to be completed by SepL
1993, will also try to come up with

proposals for remedying the situa-

tion.

Its r^ults will be presented in a

series of seminars at the state

capital iii^^ramento to inform

government officials about the

extent of the problem.

"I definitely hope to see the

government take a bigger part in

general assistance to provide bene-
fits to those who need it," said

Ailee Moon, an assistant professor

of social welfare.

Currently, California law makes
the state's 58 counties responsible

for dealing with homeless people.

But recent budget cuts appear to

be overwhelming the counties

because they are also responsible

for a number of programs, includ-

ing medical care and help for

abused children and the aged.

Federal and state cutbacks to

See HOMELESS, page 9

%®UCLA PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS

HOW FIT ARE YOU?
GET ON TRACK AND FIND OUT NOW !

FITNESS TESTING INCLUDES:
- UNDERWATER WEIGHINGAND SKIN CALIPERS TO
DETERMINE % BODY FAT

- BICYCLE ERGOMETER TO MEASURE
CARDIOVASCULAR FITNESS

- FLEXIBILITY STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE TESTS

ALSO:
-ON-ONE COUNSEL ING

- INDIVIDUALIZED EXERCISE PLANS
- NUTRITION INFORMATION

ONLY $10 FOR UCLA STUDENTS
AVAILABLE BYAPPOINTMENT ONLY!

CALL NOW!
401 KERCKHOFF HALL 825-8462 M-F 9-5

JUST FOR THE HEALTH OF IT!

sponsored by SHS

MICRO KNOWLEDGE
486 33MhHz 256K

-4MB RAM up to 32MB on Board
-80486 Processor

Built in 487 Math
-1 ^ A t.44 HD Floppy DrivM
-212MB Hard Drive

16ms Built in 64K Cache
-IDE with VO (2S/P/G)

-Full Size letter Case
-Super VGA Card w/1 MB
-NON-INTERFACED 14"

Super VGA Monitor 1024/768

1024x768 0.28 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keytx>ard

386SX-P5MH7
-1MB RAM
-1 ^ a 1 .44 Floppy Drives

-40MB IDE Hard Drive

-17ms Built in 32K Cache
-IDE FD4^D Controller

Al VO: 2Serial/Para!lel/Game

-8 Expansion Slots

-Real Time Clock ft Calendar

-Math Co-Processor Socket
-Mini Tower Case
-16 Bit Super VGA Card W/512K
•14- Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 28 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keyboard

86 33fJH7 6':^^

-4MB RAM up to 321^fB

-80387 Co-Processor Socket
-1.2 ft 1.44 Fk)ppy Drives

-12SMB Hard Drive

17ms Built in 64K Cache
-IDE ftl/O (2S/P/G)

-Medium Tower Case
•Super VGA Card w/1M
-Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.28 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keytx>ard

?86 ^6MH7
^IMBRAM
•1 .2 ft 1 .44 Fk>ppy Drives

-40MB IDE Hard Drive

17ms Built in 32K Cache
-IDE FD40 Controller

Al I/O: 2Serial/Parallel/Game

-8 Expansion Sk>ts

-Real Time Clock ft Calendar
-Math Co-Processor Socket
-Muii Tower Case
-16 Bit Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.28 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keytx>ard

386 P5f.

-1MB RAM up to 16MB
-1.2 ft 1.44 Fk)ppy Drives

-85MB IDE Hard Drive

17MS Built in 32K Cache
-IDE ft I/O (2S/P/G)
-8 Expansion Sk>ts

-Mini Tower Ccm«
-Super VGA Card W/512K
-Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.28

-101 Enhanced Keyboard

»^^

IJL^ '^^9^\

COMPLETE SVGA SYSTEM

S T A M F O ftj>

Prep
L S A T
G R E
G M A T

SiTialU'i' c-lass .sizes aiul nioi'c indixidiial ,ill(MU

am ()ih('r(.)ins( (all STAMFORD VHKV:

The fastest }^r<>iviu}i coarse {it I C'LA

Call todayand we'll tutx)ryou beforeourcourse begins and
help you with the application process at no extra charge.

thai)

:}!()• 652 •(U>()2 818»7()«-1()()()

BE A VOLUNTEER NOW!

JOIN
UCLA
STUDENT

RECRUIT and:

*

Sene as an escort for special events

Participate in various exciting campus activities.

including M^rdi Gras
\'isit your old high school as a L'CLA student

representative

Conduct campus tours tor high school, junior high,

and elementarv schools

To learn more about being a Student Recruiter, attend

one of our information meetings and pick up an
application:

Wednesday, Jan. 29 5:00 p.m. 4147 Murphy HalH
Thursday, Jan. 30 ' 7:00 p.m. 1147 xMurphy Hall

For more inicrmation contact.

Lena Brown or Suzanne Nounu at (310) 206-4344

ATTHE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE AT 1206 MURPHY HALL

MORTAR BOARD ISA NATIONALHONOR SOCIETY
WHICH REQUIRES ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE,

LEADERSHIPAND CAMPUSAND COMMUNITY SERVICE

Qualifications:

(1) at least 90 units completed at end of Fall "91

(2) cumulative college G.PA of 3.0 or above
(3) graduation not sooner than Fall 1992 -

(4) demonstrated leadership and service

APPUCATEONS ARE DUE FRTOAY,
FEBRUARY 18 BY 4:30 P.M.
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HOMELESS
From page 8

social programs in the 1980s is the

main reason behind the growing

numbers of people walking the

streets. The shortfall in funds is

also the cause behind shrinking aid

to help them, the UCLA research-

ers said.

The cuts to social programs

have compounded a crisis for local

relief programs, Schneiderman

said.

"We have now created a situa-

tion in which the county, con-

fronted by growing costs, has had
to make restrictions on its program
to balance the budget," he said.

*They do less for fewer people

now.**

Relief programs in the Califor-

nia counties face costs that have

ballooned to almost $300 million

annually — three times what the

amount needed in 1987.

But cuts in federal and state

programs for veterans, people with

disabilities and mental illness, and
convict rehabilitation have forced

thousands of people to turn to local

government general relief prog-

rams for aid.

"General relief is the garbage
can of the county,** Schneiderman

explained. **The state and federal

government are always dumping
on it**

Federal and state government

made these cuts believing that

money would be saved, but that

does not appear to be the case, he

added.

'There must be an understand-

ing that the cost of doing nothing

doesn*t cost nothing. The costs

have been displaced,** Schneider-

man said.

The drain that homeless people

put on local budgets perpetuates

the public*s anger for the homeless

problem, he said. "When you have

one program that is hemorrhaging,

it affects the other county prog-

rams.**

*The key to solving the problem

is understanding that California

has a highly heterogeneous popu-

lation and that different programs

are needed to help them,**

Schneiderman said. "One program

to serve all of these people is

absurd.**

[f

Are Your Teeth
Snow White of
the 7 Dwarfs?

See Dr. Friedman

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

•TOOTH BONDING
•Fix Chipped. Stained or Broken Teeth

•Nitrous Oxide/ Laughins Gas
•Estimates Given in Writing

•Credit Cards, Checks and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D^D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire (St Santa Monica)

'*

Fast and Free Delivervr

207-59 • II
11628 Santa Monica Blvd.
Sunday-Thursday 1 1 -1 2am; Friday ax\6 Saturday 1 1 -2am

Lowfat cheese avaiiible upon request

KRD

The image of Jews in film

and television.

A panel discussion with:
Ellas Davis - writer for "Chicken Soup**

Andrew Schneider - co-executive producer and writer for

"Northern Exposure"

Diane Frolov - supervising producer and writer for "Northern Exposure**

Moderator:
Alex Ben Block - executive editor of "Hollywood Reporter"

Wed., Jan. 29 at 6:20 p.m. Rm. 2250
Graduate School of Gffanagemenf

Sponsored by Hillel Students Association 208-3081

Bring this ad to the Hillel tabic on Januarv 29 or

February 3 and get a free bagel.

"•**»

PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS w

DO THE HEALTH THING...BE A PHC!

3 DAYS LEFT
...FORYQUTOGET
AN APPLICATION! I'm not going

to forget

ORIENTATION MEETING
Thursday, January 30

1 1 -1 2pm North Campus 20
2-3pm AU2408
6-7pm Sproul Entertainment

Center (Tentative)

Friday, January 3t

^, . 1 -2pm North Campus 20
"^ 6-7pm Dykstra Fireside

Lounge

YOU MUST ATTENDAN ORIENTATION TO
RECEIVE AN APPLICATION

Today!!

1 2-1 pm North Campus 20
1 r2pm AU 2408
6:30-7:30 FOB 616 Hilgard

QUESTIONS??
401 Kerckhoff Hall 825-8462 M-F 9-5

sponsored by SHS
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McDonnell Douglas' fourth-quarter earnings up
By Richard W. Stevenson
The New York Times

A year after a financial crisis

that left its viability in doubt,

McDonnell Douglas Corp. posted

strong fourth-quarter earnings

Tuesday, continuing a steady

comeback despite cuts in the

Pentagon budget and a weak
market for commercial jetliners.

The nation*s largest military

contractor and second-largest buil-

der of commercial aircraft said it

earned $211 million, or $5.50 a

share, in the fourth quarter, com-
pared with a loss of $1 million in

the correspx)nding period a year

earlier. Revenues for the period

were $4.8 billion, an increase of 18

percent.

For the full year, the company
earned $423 million, or $11.03 a

share, an increase of 38.2 percent

over 1990. Revenues increased

15.7 percent, to $18.4 billion.

McDonnell Douglas was so

pressed for cash early last year that

it sought financial help from the

Pentagon. The request was later

withdrawn, but the company was
plagued by rumors last winter that

it might even need to file for

bankruptcy.

Although McDonnell Douglas
still faces further Pentagon spend-

ing cuts and weakness among its

airline customers, analysts said the

St. Louis-based company had
come a long way.

They point out that McDonnell
Douglas's debt was cut to $2.39
billion at the end of the fourth

quarter from a peak of $3.3 billion

in March.

Much of the gain in the fourth

quarter and for the full year came

from the company's commercial
aircraft operations. After spending

heavily to develop a jumbo jetlin-

er, the MD- 1 1, the company began
delivering the jet in large numbers
last year, raising sales and earn-

ings.

Profit margins in the commer-
cial aircraft business also
increased as the company laid off

workers and took other cost-cut-

ting steps.

Get a great summer job at Bruin W^^j
III

We're taking applications now for fantasticsummer jobs at the UCLA

Alumni Association's Family Resort-BRUIN WOODS. Picture this.

You spend your summer in the mountains at Lake Arrowhead. You and

47 other students live together in the Cedar Lodge, eat with our Alumni

guests and run a super family camping program for 66 UCLA Alumni

families each week all summer.

There are many different jobs-Arts & Crafts staff, Pool staff, Boat

Drivers, Housekeeping, Grill, Outdoor Adventure, Piano Player, Field Trip

Leaders, Counselors-even a Fishing Guide, an Athletic Director and

Program Director. Besides your basic job you help put on the opening and

closing musical shows, as well as lots of other entertainment.

Best of all you'll really get to know the other UCLA students-

chances are you'll become life-long friends. You'll spend most of your

time outdoors in a healthy and vigorous environment, you'll eat well and

the pay is great. Figure on $2200 to $3000 besides room and board!

Pick up an application at the West Center and mail it to

arrive here by February 5th to get in on first routed interviews.

Or call us at (714) 337-2478.

Nearly 300 high-spirited UCLA students have worked at BRUIN WOODS

over the past 7 years. Here's what they say...

"The friendships made lost summer at BRUIN WOODS have

already made sudi an impact in this school year! We've

gotten together with the staff almost every week so for, ond

the level of fun has been as high as ever. I havesomany fond

n)emories captured in photos.Jhis past summerwos one of

the best I've experienced."

Stephanie Yu,1991 Kodiak Counselor

"Thank you again for a friendship I'll never forget."

Marci Mkhek, Engineer

"I pkin to join the Peace Corps. If I win the Nobel Peace Prize

or write a best seller after all this, I still promise to mention

BRUIN WOODS at the Press Conference. Seriously, it really

helped me learn who I am."

Murray, Jeocher in Africa

"\ discovered while working at BRUIN WOODS that I really

enjoyed being with chiMren. It wos the funnest summer I

have ever had."

Krislen Horberg, 3rd Grade Teacher

f.—
"Ifs a pbce where the more you put into it, the more you get

out of it. It's so gratifying you ore making someone's

vocation so special while growing yourself."

Mandi Sntifh, English/ Business Major

"This experience connnot be replaced or matched. I hod the

best summer of my life."

Cindy Hardt, 1991 Grizzly Counselor

"I'm singing the role of Belcore for Monteverde Opera in

New York. Friday and Saturday nights I think of the staff

shows at BRUIN WOODS."

Barry Corbett, Off Broadway in New York

"\ would love to come back as a counselor next summer-all

those kids meant so much to me. I still get letters from some

of them."

Sue Mcfartin, D/ & Rim traduction Company

"It was so great to come back here...seeing this pkxe, how

it hod improved, and to see how our successors were doing."

Fioneer Year Staff, Eric DeWarren, Veterinarian School, and Hick

Simmons, Rain forest Scientist

"I'll never forget the beautiful nights Molly and I spent on the

docks amazed by the stars-they seemed to represent aH

that is possible in a lifetime. It's hard to put into words the

feelings I hove from last summer, but the lessons I learned

have helped me through this year at school."

Cheryl Hanselman, Masters of Journalism, Horthwestern

"Thanks for two wonderful summers."

Jane Lindsay, Med School in Pennsylvania

"I really don't think I'll ever have another job that will be

quite so perfect as BRUIN WOODS-ft fitmy personality, the

campers were fun and interesting, but the people I worked

with-UQA staff-will remain my friends forever."

Ted Swick, Xerox Corporation

4

"\ thought I'd drop you a line and tell you again how special

this past summer has been for me. My friends and family

have all noticed how more confident and secure I am about

myself-now it's much easier it is to meet new people."

Atert Schnader, Med School at UGD

"Jeff (the lifeguard) and I got married!...That BRUIN

WOODS summer is still the happiest summer I've ever hod.

I made great friends, learned so much about myself, and

feh really great physically and mentally."

Tracy Ayers, India Juvenile HaH Counsehr

"Thanks for inviting me to h1l in as on Arts & Crafts

Counsekx. The thought of returning to BRUIN WOODS

brought bock many nostalgic memories of last summer's

unforgettable experience: staff shows, s'mores by the

campfire, evening boat cruises around the kike, and of

course, Saturday household chores-mode much less pain-

ful because of my newly acquired cohorts."

Jeff Chrk, Law student

BRUIN WOODS
UCLA Alumni Association's Family Resort

wo. Box 160,.Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352 • (714) 337-2478
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LA. deputy police chief

iilasts selection criteria
By Jaxon Van Derbeken
ancJ Rick Orlov

Los Angeles Daily News

Depaty Chief Ron Frankle, one
of three Los Angeles Police

Department veterans rejected as

candidates for the chiefs job, said

he will challenge his summary
elimination by a screening com-
mittee that never interviewed him.

Police Chief Daryl F. Gates and
Barry Levin, an attorney repre-

senting the Los Angeles Police

Department's Command Officers

Association, also questioned the

selection process, saying the elimi-

nation ofFrankle and two other top

LAPD officials without interviews

was unfair.

Frankle said he was eliminated

based on a brief questionnaire that

asked about his relationship with

elected officials and the news
media but provided no substantive

gauge of his law enforcement

experience.

*Three pages of essay material

is not a substitute for 38 years of

work,** said Frankle, who heads the

department's Operations Head-
quarters Bureau. **My rights to

compete fairly have been inter-

fered with.**

He said he would file an
administrative appeal with the

::fii^*s Civil Service ComffiiaaiQB

seeking reinstatement to the selec-

tion process for a new chief.

Out of 32 applicants for the

chiefs job, a screening committee
has selected 13 fmalists, including

eight Los Angeles Police Depart-

ment insiders: assistant chiefs

Robert Vernon and David Dotson,

deputy chiefs Mark Kroeker,

Matthew Hunt, Bernard Parks ancl

Glenn Levant and commanders
Ron Banks and Robert Gil.

Among those eliminated were
three applicants from inside the

LAPD — Frankle and comman-
ders Art Lopez and Frank Piersol.

City Personnel Director Jack

Driscoll said that the decision to

eliminate the three officers from
the search for a new chief was done
fairly, based on criteria explained

to each when they applied.

*There was no unfairness in this

process,** Driscoll said. "It gave
everyone an equal opportunity to

compete.**

Lopez, a 21-year Los Angeles
Police Department veteran and a

commanding officer of the Person-
nel and Training Bureau, said he is

considering an appeal of his

rejection.

"I haven't decided yet,** he said
"I'd like to know what the criteria

for the de-selection ex* the selection

was."

Piersol, who has served as a

commander longer than any other

officer (XI the department and has

26V3 ye^ experience, said that he
would not challenge his elimina-

tion from the chiefs selection

process.

"I would have absolutely
nothing to gain,** he said.

The finalists were selected

based on their resumes and
responses to a take-home essay

questionnaire filled out by each
applicant

It asked them to describe the

main issues facing urban poUce
departments and their accomplish-

ments on affirmative action prog-

rams; cotorai and communit^p
diversity; relationships with
elected officials, business execu-

tives, news media and community
leaders; and responsibility for

budgeting, staff selection and
administration of discipline.

Unlike the past four searches for

a new chief^ in which candidates

were given written tests and
interviews before the first cut —
the decision this time was based
primarily on the questionnaire and
a resume submitted by candidates.

Without identifying them by
name. Gates told the Police Com-
mission he was upset that the three

had failed to make the first cut

from 32 applicants to 13.

NAILS
From page 2

clothes-minded, yet clothes take

up a gcxxl part of my time and
energy, because I care a little bit

about them, and caring a little bit is

as much trouble, and as time-con-

suming, as canng a lot.

It*s like owning things. You can

say you don*t want to own things,

you can truly believe that about

yourself, that you want to be
footloose and free.

But in reality, to be that way,

you can*t own anything at all.

Once you acquire just a table, a

bed, one set of dishes and a bath

towel, then you*re stuck in one
place, so you might as well have a

chair for the table, and a nice

comforter for the bed, extra dishes

for company and a bath mat to

match the towel and maybe one of

those cute little ceramic soap-hol-

ders for the counter top.

So you wake up one day,

surrounded by stuff, by things, and

they're all yours, and you can

never, never, ever, ever go any-

where again on a. whim.
You can*t do anything, or make

any decision or change, without

dealing with or considering your

belongings, in one way or another.

Directly or indirectly. As long as

you own so much as an ounce more
stuff than you can carry, you*re

responsible for a place in which to

put it and for all that entails.

There*s just no such thing as a

half-baked bohemian.

Frequently, in the novels I read,

there*s a woman about my age, at

about the same stage in life.

Children grown, she*s single,

healthy and ready to try something
different. This woman, no matter

in which book she appears, simply

picks u[) and goes. She moves to

Lake Louise, or to some small

New England college town, or to

Colorado, or to San Francisco, and
she finds an interesting job in the

little bookstore around the comer.

The job doesn*t pay much, of

course, but she ck)esn*t need much
because she doesn't have a house,

utility bills, property taxes, insur-

ance, or fancy clothes or anything

at all except a small, utterly

charming apartment with a nice

view. I think she walks every-

where she goes, tcx).

Well, that*s who— and how—
I want to be.

Except I have to deal with my
nails. Of course, I could just stop

tending them, returning each and
every one to its previously au

naturel state, and that would save

me all sorts of trouble. But they

lcx)k so nice these days. So grown
up, so graceful and poised. So
exactly like what I want to be

myself.

Except, of course, when 1 wai^
to be that other person, the one
who*s impetuous, who's free, who*
doesn't care at all about her nails.

As I said, there's no such thing

as a half-baked bohemian. You've
got to be one way or the other; you
either (k)n't care about the ordinary

accouterments or you do, and I

guess for now. anyway, I'm pretty

much committed to my nails.

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

off
thru

bring

u 99 199?
Feb. 2^1

'

3d.

20% off
thereafter for all UCLA

students, faculty and staff!

^No appointment necessary*

Welcome to

Jean Pierre Daniel!

Come and experience our
fast, professional service

while relaxing in our
high-tech, European style

salon. Meet with our
innovative stylist and select

from the latest in hair

creations. Find all this and
more at Jean Pierre Daniel.

MASCULIN FEMININ

SHAMPCXD
CUT»STYLE i»^ $8.50 Tu^s^E P* $1 2.00

ONE PROCESS ^^^ $1 4.50 ONE PROCESS P^ $1 9.50
Additional Services Available

FIDELITYCARD TEENS/STUDENTS CARD
Teens/ Students will receive a 20%
discount on all Jean Pierre Daniel's

services with this discount card.

At Jean Pierre Daniel we honor our
faithful clients with a personalized

fidelity card. On weekly visits you
will receive a 20% discount and on
biweekly visits you receive a 1 0%

Fidtlity Cardand Teerai/Student Card can rnit be used togethet

Jean Pierre Daniel
S E VICE A P I D E

1 1 43 Westwood Boulevard Los Angeles, CA 90024*341 1 Phone: 31 0*a24«7745

•^1
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Bikini Wax ....... $8
Eyelash Tint $10

Lip/Chin, Eyebrows Wax... $5

Underarms $8

. Half Legs $10

I
Arms .$12

1007 BROxrON AVE Upper Legs & Bikini .$15
WESTWOOD^LlAGE puH Legs & Bikini ...$20

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Vill^e
208-3011

Monday SpeciaL 20% o£f

All prcxiucts and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Did you know that ... nothing a woman does obligates her to have sexual

contact against her will?

Everyone has the right to say no at any point and have their limits respected.

\ ^^^^»^w*w»«

No Is Mot Enough
Sexual Aggression and Dating Relationships

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

12.-00 - 1.-00 p.m. IDoddHall 206-8240

Co-Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

IF You DON'T HAVE THE NUMBERS,

You WONT Get THE LETTERS.

EDUCATIONAl GROUP

11819 Wilshire Blvd.* Suite 205 • L.A. 90025 • 213-3124900

Weil Make Sure You Make It.

LSAT • GMAT ORE • MCAT

Up in arms

SUNNY SUNG/Daily Bruin

"Werrmers of tne Naval RGTCrpractlce stacking their arms in

a drill outside the Men's Gynn on Tuesday afternoon.

Defense points finger
at dieating liusband
in love triangle trial

By Lisa W. Foderaro
The New York Tinnes

WHITE PLAINS. N.Y. —
Through tough questioning of Paul
Solomon, who was at the vertex of
a love triangle, Carolyn Warmus*
lawyer elicited on Tuesday a
portrait of a philandering husband
who lied to his wife and deceived
his mistress.

Warm us' lawyer, William I.

Aronwald, asked a squirming
Solomon in minute detail about
sexual relations he had had with

two other women years before he
met the defendant. Aronwald also

tried to show that the obsession

prosecutors said his client har-

bored for Solomon never existed.

Warmus, a 28-year-old former
teacher, is accused of fatally

shooting Solomon's wife, 40-

year-old Betty Jeanne Solomon, on
Jan. 15, 1989, in the couple's

Greenburgh, N.Y., apartment.
Warmus stood trial here in West-
chester County Court on the same
charges of second-degree murder
and criminal weapons possession
last spring, but thatjury was unable
to reach a unanimous verdict,

deadlocked 8 to 4 in favor of
conviction. Warmus is free on
$250,000 bail.

Aronwald asked Solomon, a
major prosecution witness, if his

wedding was a "religious cere-

mony," and Solomon replied yes.

"What were the vows?" Aron-
wald asked.

"Love and honor," Solomon
~said.

"Were you loving and honoring
your wife when you had extramar-

ital affairs with those women?"
Aronwald asked.

"No." Solomon said.

Aronwald then made Solomon
recall for the jury two brief affairs

he had in the early 1980s.

Unlike the defense lawyer in the

first trial, who glossed over those

earlier affairs. Aronwald asked
detailed questions, like how many
times Solomon had sex with the

women, whether it was night or

day. where their trysts took place

and whether he felt any guilt

aftenyard.

- Aronwald even bore into Solo-

mon for a discrepancy between his

testimony in the first trial and his

testimony on Tuesday about the

number of times he had sex with

the two women. Last spring Solo-

mon said there were nine encoun-
ters; on Tuesday he remembered
only six.

Most of all. Aronwald tried to

get across that Solomon was a

lifelong liar whose testimony
should not be believed. He asked
Solomon about the night of the

killing, when he told his wife that

he was going bowling and went to

meet Warmus to have sex.

While Aronwald indicated in his

opening statement that Solomon
may have murdered his wife, he
concentrated on attacking Solo-
mon's credibility. "We're going to

go step by step." Aronwald said

during a recess, "to illustrate the

number of instances in which this

witness has not told the truth so the

jury can determine whether to

believe what he has said over the
last few days."

On direct questioning by James
A. McCarty, an assistant district

attorney. Solomon, who is testify-

ing in exchange for immunity from
prosecution, described how War-
mus pursued him after his wife's

death, despite his refusal to see her.

The testimony was intended to

show Warmus' obsession with
Solomon.

But Aronwald told reporters

during a break: "I don't think she
was obsessed at all.
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The road to riches

jc
RCfiARD KIM

Karen Otamura. a junior biology major, and Arlella De
Castro, a sophomore Italian major, encourage students In

Westwood Plaza to donate money to UnlCamp.

Lack of votes delays
restaurant smoking ban
By Patrick McGreavy
Los Angeles Daily.News

i==^f^M_with strong oppofHfiftfi

from restaurant owners. Los
Angeles City Council members
could not muster enough votes to

ban smoking in eateries and
instead ordered a 30-day study on
the economic and health impacts

of a ban.

Restaurateurs including Spago
owner Wolfgang Puck packed the

council chambers and charged that

the measure would deal a devas-

tating blow to an industry already

hurt by the economic recession.

"A lot of restaurants are laying

off many, many people." Puck
said. "If we legislate in Los
Angeles that there will only be no-

smoking, a lot of restaurants will

have to close down."
Although Puck is best known

for his Spago restaurant in the

nearby city of West Hollywood, he
also owns the Eureka restaurant in

Los Angeles.

In addition to the boisterous

opposition from restaurant ov/n-

ers. there was quiet opposition

from the tobacco industry. Indus-

try lobbyists were in attendance

and helped finance the opposition

campaign, although none spoke at

Tuesday's meeting.

With only six council members
saying they were prepared to vote

in favor. Councilman Marvin
Braude agreed Tuesday to delay

the vote on his proposed smoking
ban. Braude's proposal needs two
more council votes for approval.

"I'm convinced that if we vote

in 30 days or longer we'll get the

eight votes." Braude told his

colleagues. "The evidence that

will be accumulated in the next 30
days will convince you that there

should be a ban on smoking in

restaurants."

Opponents disagreed and pre-

dicted that Braude's motion will

suffer the same fate as a similar

smoking ban he proposed in 1990.

which went down to defeat

"Councilman Braude does not

have the votes to do this." said

Gerald Breitbart. a spokesman for

the California Restaurant Associ-

ation, which lobbied hard against

the measure.

The council ordered City Admi-
nistrative Officer Keith Comrie to

prepare a report on the potential

economic impact of the ban on
restaurants. According to most
restaurant owners at Tuesday's

meeting, it would be a catastrophe.

"I think a ban on smoking in

restaurants would be very devas-

tftliBg lo aaifidttstiry that is ia teaHy

bad shape right now." said Chris

Chapman, the owner of the Siam-
ese Princess restaurant

But some -^staurant owners
disputed claims that the smoking
ban would hurt business.

Joe Miceli. who run's Miceli's

restaurant in suburban Studio City,

said business has remained steady

since he banned smoking in his

restaurant a year ago.

Braude proposed the measure
because of medical studies that

have indicated that second-hand
smoke is a health risk to non-

smokers.

"Environmental smoke, that is

side-stream smoke, is a hundred
percent proven to be the cause of
disease, disability and death to the

non-smoker." Braude told the

council.

Several medical analysts,
including state cancer specialist

Dr. Peggy Wells and Dr. Raymond
Melrose of the American Cancer
Society, confirmed that second-
hand smoke contains hazardous
chemicals that can cause illness to

non-smokers to which it is

exposed.

Council members Zev Yaro-
slavsky. Mike Hernandez. Rita

Walters. Ruth Galanter and Joy
Picus joined Braude in arguing for

the ban as a health measure.

"I happen to believe a basic

function of government is to

protect the health and safety of

those who are not able to protect

themselves." Galanter said.

However. Councilman Joel

Wachs said the health studies he

has seen have involved people who
are exposed to second-hand smoke
for many hours at a time, not

restaurant patrons who may be

near smokers for a few hours once

or twice a week.

"My concern is the erosion of

freedoms in this country — a

constant erosion by people who
have in their mind a worthy cause,"

Wachs said.

Braude said the issue is a health

issue not one of civil liberties.

"What freedom is Joel Wachs
talking about? The freedom to put

a lethal carcinogen into the air?"

Braude asked.

Added Yaroslavsky. "We're
telling people they can smoke but

they can't smoke in our faces."

Princeton
Review
LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT
Hie fnstc<it '^loxriii;^ tc^t-prcpmntioii pro<^iiini$

ill the nation, bar none

Could it be because of documented increases like these:

LSAT average increase: 12+ points

GMAT average increase: 110+ points

GRE average increase: 230+ points

MCAT average increase 3+ points

Or program inclusions which our competitors don't have:
»

"^ At least four proctored tests, each with computer analysis

"^ Two interactive classes per week, each with an instructor

•^ Maximum class sizes of twelve, each stratified to ability

'«• Academic review plus revolutionary test-taking techniques
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310. 474* 0909
Let our unprecedented success

insure your success.

OMEN
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A workshop about women's leadership styles and how
you can be a successful leader In whateveryou pursue.

Featurinig Helen Astin
Acting Director, Center for the Study ofWomen and
Co-author, Women {^Influence, Women €^ Vision: A
Cros»€enerational Study ofLeadters and Social Change.

1^-
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Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center,
the Graduate Student Association and the
Undergraduate Students Association

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the; division of Student Development and Health

,
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Buy One Dinner Entree & Receive the

Second of Equal or Lesser Voiue FREE!
We Offer a Complete Selection of:

Pastas-Fresh Fish-Steak-Burgers-Turkey

Burgers-Salads-Sandwlches

472-3287
11714 Barrington Court (Bcrrington & Sunset)

in Brentwood

Not Yati<j With Any
Qthgr Offer

Bring In Ad For Offer

Parking In Rear

Cmon. .

.

\o

ADVERTISE

825-2161

EYEGLASSESI
Get the look
you want

quickly and
courteously

from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Vlll^e
208-3011

Monday SpedaL 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCL/V Alum.

CON-
NEC-
TIONS!
Now more than ever, you need a few

friends when you graduate. So we've

gathered some of UCLA's most loyai

alums to help you.

I 4 ! I 1 ^ 1 II' •

More than 1,500 alumni have joined the

UCLA Career Network program to assist

you with your career search. "How
can I prepare for the job ofmy
dreams?" "How do I break into

the industry?" "Who can I go to

for answers?"

Meet with an alum sharing similar

professional interests. Choose a few

aiums from the catalogs in the Student

Alumni Association office at the James

West Alumni Center. Alumni are listed

by their occupation, undergraduate

degree, location, and company. Spend

a few minutes on the phone or arrange

an office visit.

Whether you're graduating next year or

in a few months, you don't have to do it

alone. Make a few contaas. Phone

825-UCLA for more information.

AT UCLA, YOU LEARN WITH THE BEST

Letter of apology
The following is a text of the

letter of apology from three USC
students to the UCLA community.

Dear UCLA Community,
On Nov. 15, 1991, we were

arrested while engaged in an act of

malicious mischief on your cam-
pus. We thought it would be fun to

pull a stunt on your campus as we
were about to begin 'Troy Week"
to rally spirit for the legendary

game between our two schools.

We were wrong. As a result of

what happened, we endured a

lengthy court process and became

very close to losing our jobs as

resident advisers. We now fully

realize that our actions were
immature and irresponsible and
wish to apologize for defacing

your campus. In the coming
semester we are going to work
with several groups at USC to try

and prevent further occurrences

from happening.

Again, our sincerest apologies.

Michael Beatrice

Mani Dhillon

Jeremy Grimes
Resident advisers at USC

BUSH
From page 4

of the recession, or to tell us that it

wasn*4 really happening at all.**

Bush portrayed his plan as a

fiscally and politically responsible

effort to speed the recession's end,

although it came 18 months after

the recession began and one year to

the day after he promised America
that it would soon end, and he

asserted that he had resisted the

temptation fw "new and dazzling"

proposals or "gimmicks."

But the president spoke against

the backdrop of an extraordinary

and uneven promotional campaign
for the annual speech. The presi*

dent has promoted the speech in

"Virtually every public utterance he

has made for the past six weeks,

and his campaign has called it the

"defining moment" of his pres-

idency.

Then the White House tried to

lower expectations at the last

minute, concerned that the

advance billing was too ambitious

and still caught up in disputes that

kept some major proposals,

including health care reform, from
being included in Tuesday night's

speech.

Heeding the advice of moderate

advisers who cautioned against too

sharp a break with the past. Bush
made no radical departure from the

economic policies he has pursued

for three years, nor did he remake
the political philosophies that he

inherited from Ronald Reagan into

his own images.

While economists suggested

that Bush's short-term proposals

could help the economy, he offered

no detailed vision of the future of

the country. Many of the proposals

he outlined on Tuesday night were
programs that he has offered in the

past and Congress has rejected.
^

Among these was a call for a

reduction in the rate of taxes on

capital gains, which Bush has

made the centerpiece of his eco-

nomic policy. Although Bush did

not detail his pfan, the Treasury

Department said he wouJkl propose

the most generoas cut he has yet

sought in the tax: to as low as 1 5.4

percent on the profits from the sale

of assets held more than three

years. The current capital gains tax

rate is 28 percent.

*This time, at this hour, I cannot

take no for an answer: You must
cut the capital gains tax on the

people of our country," he said.

Outlining his economic prog-

rams, many of which had found

their way into news reports in

recent weeks. Bush said he was
issuing a series of executive orders

that would impose a 90-day mora-
torium on all new federal regula-

tions that could hinder growth and
require all major departments and
agencies to review their regula-

tions "to stop the ones that will hurt

growth and speed up those that will

help growth."

AISES
From page 3

*Take for instance a reservation

which has a lot of natural resources

that haven't been tapped into," he
said. "With engineering know-
ledge, the people on the reserva-

tions can save themselves from
being hassled around by compa-
nies who want the resources."

"In the past, American Indian

students have had no role models
in the science field," said Duane
Champagne, director of the

UCLA American Indian Studies

Center. *The students in the

program now will become the

path-breakers of tomorrow."

SURVEY

ASICCIATI t.JL

From page 3

questions still address insurance

on health, dental and vision care,

the survey now concentrates on
renter's, vehicle and life insur-

ance.

Renter's insurance would allow

students to insure items such as

stereos. It is a little-known type of
insurance among students and may
be a potential market for the

association, according to an inter-

nal report Renter's insurance is

now first in the survey's line of

questions.

While car insurance is proble-

-•matic in California, and discour-

aged in the report, moped and
scooter insurance was considered

as a potential. And the association

will further research this possibil-

ity.

The student association has not

yet finished the questionnaire,

which is currently about ten pages

long. The target date for mailing it

out to students is mid-February,

Bayley said.

After that, the association

expects responses to return in

about six to eight weeks. Then
results must be analyzed before a

decision to obtain insurance rate

quotes can be made.

"We want to get a sense of-

where the interest is, but we have
not given ourselves any time line,"

Bayley said. Neither has the

association given itself any cutoff

mark for how much student inter-

est it will require to continue

research, Bayley said.

The survey will be mailed to a

total of 10,000 graduate students

and 4,000 undergraduate students.

Graduate students seemed more
interested in obtaining insurance,

he said.
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HOUSING
From page 3

complete demolition and recon-

struction of the complex.
"It was never our intent to

redevelop," said Sam Morabito,
assistant vice-chancellor of Busi-

ness Enterprises. "When we saw
the high costs of renovation, we
were advised that it would be more
cost effective in the long run to

redevelop rather than renovate."

The management company
favors redevelopment over reno-

vation. If renovated, the apart-

ments will only last another 20
years, but officials said the 30-to-

40-year-old buildings are already

falling apart

But according to Blackburn, the

units are not falling apart

*There is no reason why you
can't replace and renovate the

current structures," he said.

The complex currently contains

647 one-, two- and three-bedroom
apartments and no townhomes.
Business Enterprises will

recommend to UCLA's Chancel-
lor Charles Young a completely

new configuration of 964 apart-

ments allotted for students as well

as 75 townhomes allotted for staff

and faculty members.
"We've had a whole slew of

objective experts to suggest the

best alternative and we've chosen
to recommend the level of redeve-

lopment containing 964 apart-

ments and 75' townhomes,
-Morabito said. *^ii t we are still

trymg to assemble information

requested by the tenants associa-

tion so we can get their input"
If Young opposes redevelop-

ment. Business Enterprises will

support minimal renovation plus

some cosmetic improvements. The
chancellor's decision is expected

sometime in March.
But members of the residents'

association say the company's
research and report are geared
toward the second of the redeve-

lopment plans which will give

non-students land originally desig-

nated for students only.

"They (Business Enterprises)

are giving us evidence to support

what they want to do, which is

redevelopment level two," Black-

bum said.

*They have only placed these

other options in the report so they

can highlight the attractiveness of

redevelopment plan two. which
calls for housing faculty and staff

as well as students," he added.

Other residents agree that it

would be wrong to sell the space

designed for student families to

faculty and staff members.
**This is student family hous-

ing," said Silvia Busch, a graduate

history student living in the Saw-
telle/Sepulveda complex. "They
should only rent these units to

students and not to staff or the

public."

But the townhomes will be sold

to faculty and staff members to

subsidize the construction ofapart-
ments and mitigate future rent

increases, Morabito said.

Because the complex contains a

growing population of lower-
income, single-parent, and inter-

national student families, residents

say full scale redevelopment
would place increased financial

burdens on future residents.

-"My main point is that there are

other options more beneficial to

the student residents which (Busi-

ness Enterprises) hasn't explored,"

Blackburn said. "We need to

communicate to the chancellor that

Business Enterprises plans and
research are uneconomical and
illogical and that there are other

alternatives."

AmericanHecrt
Association

JU^
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Lois Gibbs
Founder of Citizens Clearinghouse on Hazardous Waste and

nationally known grassroots activist

Wednesday, January 29
5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Perloffl243A

sponsored by UCLA Environmental Coaltion

206-4438 for infomiation or stop by 300 Kerckhoff Hail PLEASE RECYCLE
J
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Le$bian^ Gay & Bisexual Cultural Awareness Week
Wednesday, Jamiary 29:

SHOUT:

The High School Experience

Co-Sponsored lay YWCA
1 2 to 2 pm in Ackerman Union {AU] 3530

Safer Sex Workshop:

"More Fun With Sandlir

2 to 3 pm in /y 3525

Asian Lesbian Experience:

A Media Presentation

Co-Sponsored by Mahu SABA
4to5pmAU3517

Lesbian, Gay & Bisexual:

The Qvil Rights Forum

7:30 to 1 pm AU 2nd Floor Lounge

Spoken Word:

Readings and Poetry

Co-Sponsored by Cultural Affairs (USAC)

8 to 1 pm KerckhofT Coffee House

Questions?

Call (310) 825-8053

Thursday, January 30:

SHf-Esteem & Co-Dependerxy:

Discussion with Counselor

Co-Sponsored by Lamtxla Delta Lambda
II am to 1 2 pm Ackerman Union (AU) 241

2

Parents & Friends of Lestxans & Gays

(PFLAG)

l2to2pmAU350B

Campus Events (USAC) Films:

"Paris is Burning" 7 pm
"My Own Private Idaho" 9 pm
^kerman Grand Ballroom

Friday. January 31:

Coming Out in the Workplace

Co-Sponsored by the Lesbian & Gay
Faculty and Staff Network

1 2 to 2 pm Ackerman Union (AU) 3508

Being Out and Getting into Graduate School

2 to 3 pm AU 3525 (New Time)

Campus Events (USAC) Films:

"My Own Private Idaho" 7 pm
"Paris is Burning" 9 pm
SPECIAL INTERMISSION EVENT:
Lestnan & Gay FasNon Show 8:30 pm
A:kerman Grand Ballroom

-rf

Saturday, February 1

GALA Winter Dance
9 pm Sunset Rec Center

Paid for by the ASUCLA Board of Directors Programming Fund and USAC (our Student Ciovernment)

nlvoUlvlf 111 ncuyuic
On Campus and At Home!I

* Set-up recycing bins

* Buy recycled products

*^ Save paper, glass, akaninum

and plastic ciHitainers

Take your home recycted item
to a Recycling Center

ecycling Centers
^ Use one of these centers or call

1-800-327-9888 or 1-800-553-2982

for the one nearest you.

WEST LA.

Caiitar

10809 Natioiiil Blvd.

810*551-7111

o
•<
3

Recycle Wa

CENTE

Community RacydRt
CoHttr

1 Recycle Way
81 0*551 -71 11

^i^'. ^
'

*>*«.'*ft«<-; --f.

ampus
* ParticiiNite in KUOiM muram by using recycling

bins n al food service areas ani dapartmei

'%, ''''W DRIVE U P, DROP OFF
(ASUCLA accepts home Sunday, January 26
recyclabl^s ONLY during « ^ _ . -»«

"Drive Up. Drop Off" *«*»V' ^^^^^^^ ^8

week-end drives)^ Sunday, March 15

Ml»

^

JOBS
From page 1

nia."

Other fast-growing careers

include accounting, financial con-

sulting and business services, the

report said.

Among the service fields, the

medical and health care profession

is expected to grow by 24 percent,

faster than most other occupations.

In these areas, highly skilled

health-related jobs, like medical

assistants and radiology techni-

cians, will be among the top five

fastest-growing positions, accord-

ing to the latest issue of Career

Opportunities Magazine.

Although certain fields are less

crowded than others, counselors at

the LfCLA Placement and Career

Planning Center said they encour-

age students to follow their inter-

ests, rather than simply choosing a

hot field.

But counselors explain that

students should be aware of
opportunities in certain areas.

"Choosing a career is a

gradual process. Taking

each step at a time will

relieve the anxiety felt

prior to graduation."

Kathryn Van Ness
UCLA's Chief Career Counselor

*The best thing is to translate

that liberal arts degree into some-
thing that is more marketable,**

said Kathryn Van Ness, UCLA's
chief career counselor. "Build
toward a career early on in college

by doing more internships.**

"Students should be actively

doing something — getting more
work experience, exploring their

options,** she said.

"Choosing a career is a gradual

process. Taking each step at a time

will relieve the anxiety felt prior to

graduation.**

APOLOGY
From page 1

"We got caught up in the whole
spirit thing,** Beatrice said,

explaining their initial motives for

painting the slogans.

"It seemed like a good idea at

the time,** he said, quickly adding
that vandalism is not the right way
to show school spirit

Dhillon, who has friends at

UCLA, said the group*s actions

were a product of the rivalry. But
he added that he did not want to

cause any "bad feelings** between
the two schools.

To make amends for their

actions, Beatrice, Dhillion and
Grimes will work with USC
orientation officials to try to

discourage incoming freshmen
from taking the rivalry too seri-

ously.

While the three other students

are not participating in these

activities, they too sent apologies

to campus officials.

There's unly one way
to come out ahead

of the pack.

QUIT

CHICANO
From page 1

department.

"On numerous occasions, he has

committed to building the
strongest Chicana and Chicano
studies program,** he said.

And the strongest program is

only possible under the wings of a
full-fledged department, which
would ensure that Chicano studies

will have enough faculty members
and resources, according to others

who favor a department.

"A Chicana and Chicano studies

department is the answer to the

educational requirements for a

new generation of students.** said

Juan Gomez-Quinones, a UCLA
history and Chicano studies pro-

fessor.

And UCLA is the ideal place to

create a strong department because
Los Angeles boasts the largest

Chicano population and the second
largest Mexican population in the

world, according to Raul Hinojosa,

a member of the alliance.

Ever since the Chicano studies

program was established in 1973,

UCLA*s Chicano students have
wanted to create a department
And when the program was in

danger of btiag dismantled three

years ago, students revitalized the

struggle for a department.'

But a depanmem needs the

support of full-time faculty mem-
bers, said Pr^ivost lAymond
Oitoach. who heads the CoQcg£_QL
LeittfS & Science.

Only a handful of professors

support the creation of a depart-
ment, and even fewer are willing to

teach in it, he said.

The proposal does not state

whether current UCLA faculty

members arc willing to devote
most of their time and energy to

Chicano studies classes.

"A Chicana and

Chicano studies

department is the

answer to the

educational

requirements for a new

generation of students."

Juan Gomez-Qulnones
Chicane Studies Professor

"On the basis of the information

we have, the faculty seems to l)e in

favor of enhancing the interdepart-

mental program,** Orbach said.

, But the university will have no
trouble finding more professors

who are willing to teach in a

Chicano studies department, said

Ruben Lizardo, a Chicano studies

counselor. "We believe there are

qualified people to teach in Chica-
no studies.**

Since 1990, four faculty mem-
bers with primary teacbing and

/ research interests in Chicano stu-

dies have t)een appointed to the

program.

And the fact that the interdepart-

mental program has been growing
ovei^the years indicates a need to

create a full-fledged department,

LJzardo said. While only eight

students majored in Chicano stu-

dies in 1989, more than 80 students

are majoring and specializing in

the program this year.

CSO
825-1493
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2 FOR 1 WITH THIS ADI
Buy one entree, get the second(of equal or less value) for free!

Free Delivery with Dinners served 'till 0pm.
minimum purchase of $ 1 0! Cappuclnno & Dessert Bar until 1 am.

1 389 WESTWOOD BLVD.
Hours: Mon-Sat 1 1 :30am - 1 :00am

Sun 5:00pm - 10:00pm

UmCampJVeek
January 27th-3 1 st

Become a volunteer UCIA UniComp counselor.

Spend one week in the Son Bernardino Mountains with Los Angeles inner city

youth.

Traditional camp activities include hiking, swimming, archery, canoeing, and
fishing.

[;.;! ; :
; '^

Find out more about liniCamp. Ctei^ ip oneV
meetings, in

Tues. Jan.

1. Jan.

Riii#ili

Thurs. Jaiii;i30lh Rllliil

12-Vpm

l-2pm

7-Bpiii:

7-8|ii»

friJiiltlst Rm24r2 1

lifiiilllii^ll be out Mon-Fri. lOam^pm at Bniin Walki

Quod^ Yotmg/fioetlerOuad, North Comptts area*
MMMMMMMM >M^MMMMMMMMMM*^«^^M*^M^

Look for our UniCamp Week EventsI

• UniCamp Miracle Mile AAoney lape

Thursday 1 1 -2pm @ Westwood Plaza

Bring your change!

• Classroom collections

Tues. & Wed. during morning hours.

• Unicomp Night at HEADUNESl Tonight. Starts qt 5:00.

Applications due Fri. Jon 31,1 992 in Dodd 65
Coll Vince at 206-4588 or Cloudine at 206-4586 for more info,

Funded by USAC Board of Directors

.^r
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Viewpoint
Viewpoint

The sad truth behind the death of Marie Edier
By Leslie Bragg Damsid

I have followed the coverage
of the death of a UCLA
student, Mark Edler (Daily

Bruin, Jan. 13 and Jan. 16)

with great interest. The cause

of his death was completely

glossed over. No one» it seems,

wants to confront the real

killer.

Though I never met Mark
Edler, I am truly saddened by
his passing. I will continue to

be saddened when the next one
comes, and the next one . . .

Mark's memory will linger for

his friends. I doubt that a day
will ever pass for his parents

when they will not grieve this

immense loss. Seeing his bright

face in the poignant memorial
(Daily Bruin, Jan. 17) from the

brothers of Sigma Chi only

heightened the tragedy. They
described him as having "a

deep sense of personal respon-

sibility,*' and sadly, Mark alone

is responsible for his choices

that night. But his death must

also be seen in our social

context.

According to his friends,

Mark, like so many other

college students on that Satur-

day night, had been drinking.

The fact that he was under

age seems beside the point

now. We are not told how
much he drank, but obviously

it was enough to impair his

judgement and possibly his

physical reactions. The outcome

of a little "harmless partying"

met its ultimate end. Mark is

now with the majority of

young people who. die at his

age: under the influence, in an

accident that never should have
happened. Sadly, Mark is now
another statistic.

It may be a radical concept

to some, but drinking does not

have to be an integral part of
college life. In fact, more and
more college students (about

32 percent nationally) are tell-

ing us that they would prefer

not to have alcohol at parties

because it leads to negative

situations.

Unfortunately, we also know
that most students feel socially

pressured to drink. Some do
not drink. Most do. Too many
drink too much. Are they

weak-willed? Dishonest? No.
They, like most humans, arc

responding to the expectations

of their environment. Woven
into the social fabric of cam-
pus culture is the assumption

Letters

that students will drink.

Ironically, the Daily Bruin

issue that published a touching

half-page memorial to Mark
also published ads that encour-

aged readers to "make a beer

run" to the local grocery store,

to go to a Westwood bar for

$1.50 cocktails and to imbibe

in the daily beer specials at a

local Irish pub. That week The
Bruin was peppered with simi-

lar ads — not to mention the

tasteless back cover of the

Community Directory that wifl

be screaming at us for the

next year. The hundreds of

beer ads that Mark may have

watched on TV in the last few
months were aimed at him and

his peers.

I wonder if Mark's friends

really believe that, "Nothing

beats a Bud." Advertising and

I

other social pressures are tre-

mendous, and aided by our

denial, they make a killing

combination.

Mark, it is said, wanted
others to live life like he did
— to the fullest If he could

speak now, I doubt if he
would say that he wanted
others to die as senselessly as

he did. From all I read, it

sounds as though Mark's short

life had much meaning. Let us

not demean his death by
sweeping the cause under the

rug.

Damski is the coordinator of
the UCLA Substance Abuse
Prevention Program, and
wishes to indicate that her
opinions are not the position

of the, program or the univer-

sity.' ,^
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Choice?
Editor:

I don't know which short-

coming of Neera Tanden's

recent article (Daily Bruin,

"Conservative court is leaving""

the nation with no choice at

all," Jan. 23) I find most
repugnant: that it is inarticu-

late, invincibly ignorant or that

it exhibits callous disregard for

human life.

In her recent tantrum about

the possible overturning of Roe
V. Wade, Tanden seems some-
how poisoned by the notion

that the existing right to exter-

minate a pregnancy is constitu-

tional.

Prove it

— The U.S. Constitution and its

amendments are great monu-
ments to the high value of

human life, not apologies for

its destruction. Read them,

they're interesting.

The framers of the Constitu-

tion themselves, if you knew
anything about them, would
have been horrified by the

suggestions that their tracts

could be used as license for

the infant genocide Tanden

hopes to protect.

Once you get over the

execrable intent of her diatribe,

however, its lies can be almost
funny.

Among the most amusing
parts is Tanden's assessment of
the two most recent appoint-

ments to the Supreme Court
Neither Souter nor Thomas had
ever ruled on cases involving

abortion before their nomina-
tions, and both have testified

before the nation, indeed the

world, that their minds remain
open on the subject; yet some-
how Neera Tanden was able to

secretly break down both of ^

them and uncover hidden agen-
das. Gracious.

Also noteworthy is Tanden's
willful neglect for the facts in

the High Court's recent deci-

sion to prohibit the discussion

of abortion at federally-funded

clinics. These clinics, Tanden,
were designed by Congress as

pre-pregnancy, not pregnancy
or an ti-pregnancy counseling —
and the Court is responsible

for interpreting laws that have
already been written, not writ-

ing new ones. You say your
major is political science?

The remarkable fact is, how-
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ever, that Tanden is not alone

in her embarrassing knowledge
of even the most recent occur-

rences. Like many, she seems
content to take her social

attitudes, undigested, from a

politically correct, though

intellectually bankrupt, liberal

media.

There are, of course, a few
negligibly compelling arguments

for keeping abortion legal —
that's what makes it a tough

issue. But unfortunately, Tan-

den doesn't know them.

Kelly Grovier
Graduate
English

King's dream

Editor:

It saddens me to note that

the birthday of I>r. Martin

Luther King, Jr. has once
again been largely overlooked

by the UCLA community. The
excuse for last year was the

Gulf War. What about this

year? Were we too busy con-

demning Tatsuya Ishida's "Sin-

fest" to remember one of the

greatest human beings who
ever lived?

Dr. King's vision and philo-

sophy educated an entire soci-

ety on the wrongness of

discrimination and prejudice.

He was instrumental in break-

ing down invisible barriers that

separate people. How are his

contributions recognized? One
state refuses to celebrate Dr.

King's birthday. The Arizona

government's ignorance is a

slap in the face for anyone
who has encountered discrimi-

nation for being an ethnic

minority, female, gay/lesbian, a
religious minority, short, fat,

disabled, old or any number of

other obstacles.

I applaud the members of

Alpha Phi Alpha for their

"remembrance of Dr. King.

They paid a tribute as worthy
as the man they honored, but

that's only a drop in the

bucket His legacy is not

limited to the African-American

population. His work crosses

every line that separates the

human race. Especially at

UCLA, self promoted as a

university that embraces diver-

sity, I would think that the

student population would recog-

nize Martin Luther King. Jr.

for at least one day out of the

year. If this means introducing

yourself to someone of a
different race or trying to

understand an issue from some-
one else's point of view, then

so be it. As a society sur-

rounded by negative ste-,

reotypes, we, as citizens and
Americans, should make sin-

cere efforts to break down
these walls of ignorance and
misunderstandings.

If Dr. King were alive

today, I believe he would be
disappointed at the sad progres-

sion of human relations. King
had a dream, and he paid the

price with his life. I think it's

about time that his dream
became a reality.

Leiand Dwight Kim

Sophomore
Linguistics and philosophy
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Lucky the Leprechaun perpetuates Irish stereotypes
li

]" was appalled. It was one
of those times that my jaw

L just hit the floor. I simply
could not believe that they

were showing this on national

television.

It was shocking, to say the

least Here I was, in my own
living room, peacefully watch-

ing TV, when this image,

conjured up from the deepest

prejudices of our time,

appeared onscreen. What I

witnessed miS perhaps the

most racist, evil portrayal of a

minority group that Tve ever

seen. It was simply degrading
in its treatment of a nationali-

ty. It was being broadcast

nationwide, spreading its filth

across this nation and, what's

worse. it*s been going on for

years.

What I saw was a commer-
cial for Lucky Charms cereal

featuring Lucky the Lqjrec-

haun, a blatant stereotype of
Irish people everywhere.

Just look at him. For one,

he's wearing a cheap green

suit, complete with tights and
funny shoes. He looks ridicul-

ous. No Irish man would be
caught dead in an outfit like

that The stereotypical red hair

completes the package.

_ Lucky's cheeks and nose
"also red. What, do you sup-

pose, that could be from?

Certainly not from eating

sugar-coated cardboard. No, it's

clearly perpetuating the ste-

reotype of the Irish as drunk-

ards. The underlying message
here is that Lucky, before

Photo Not Available

running away from these chil-

dren that are persecuting him,

has tied a few on at the local

[Hib.

Lucky is often caught by
these children napping under a
tree, the implication being that

he is either passed out from
too much Ouiness or else is

just a lazy, no-good bum —
like most of the Irish. No
wonder, this logic goes, the

British had to run their country

for so long.

Listen to him. His carica-

tured brogue is so thick that —
one can barely comprehend
what he's saying, rolling his

R's like a military drum. And
when he finally does speak, it

is nonsense that flows from his

mouth: ^"^Pink harts, yellow

moons, ohrange stahrs, green
clovus and blue dimunds."

Lucky's whole image spells

"stooge." He skips around
wearing tights, can be caught

by two children with the

simplest traps and is forced to

give up his one and only

prized possession: a measly
box of cereal.

Lucky acts like a wimp.
Why, when these two children

— Protestant children, I might

add — chase him, why doesn't

he hitch up his tights and kick

some kiddie ass? Sure, they're

two of them against him, but

he does have magic and should

at least be able to take out

one of them. If Lucky was
anything like my cousins in

Northern Ireland, he would
have a molotov cocktail wait-

ing for those pesky kids. But
does he do anything but run?

No. He is seen as helpless,

weak, unempowered.

Lucky is offensive to those

of us who value our Irish

heritage. His image pokes fun
at everything that we, as a
people, have been trying to

stamp out for the past several

generations.
^

The Irish, after centuries of

oppression, are finally starting

to come into their own and
don't need companici like —

-«««r

General Mills, who owns
Lucky Charms, forcing them
back down.
And let's not forget who

these commercials target: the

young children of this great

country, America. Are we
teaching them that persons who

are different from them, those

-who, for whatever reason, weat
memory among with other

nnUJatari 4^^»ft like AuBt Jeffli:

green suits and speak with

foreign accents, are odd and
should be trapped like animals

and made to give up their

goods? This is American
imperialism at its racial worst.

Lucky the Leprechaun should

be retired — phased out of

mah and Juan Valdez. Isn't it

time that we stamp out these

horrifying, hackneyed images

that perpetuate evil stereotypes?

Saffer, a senior in theater and
dramatic literature, is the

Assistant Viewpoint Editor.

CONCERNF-D ABOUT CAMPUS
SAFETY

AFTER DARK?
You can help! ^^

- *

V

This Thursday and Friday at 7:00 PM, join the

Undergraduate Student Government Facihties Commission

and Student Welfare Commission in a niizhtime tour of the

campus to icieiitiry under-lit and/or dangerous areas at

UCLA.
For info call

Matt at 825-1483 or Greti at 825-7586
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Leslie Nielsen will speak in Ackerman Grand Ballroom today
at noon.

Nielsen's 'Naked'
rise to cult fame

By Joanne J. Choi
Daily Bruin Staff

Leslie Nielson may try to

walk the fine line between art

and life, but as America's
funniest man, he's definitely

fallen off.

While Frank Drebin, Niel-

son *s "Naked Gun" alter ego,

may remind you of the Key-
stone cops or Maxwell Smart,

Nielson admits the character

has had a profound impact on
his life. "I used to think that I

was Renaissance man with

different facets of life. Now, I

just can't leave Frank at the

door."^- —^

In 1950, he marked his

television career appearing
with Charlton Heston in "Stu-

dio One." A few years later, he

starred in films like "Ransom!"
and "Opposite Sex." However,
the hilarity of Leslie Nielson

came to fruition and American
consciousness through his col-

laboration with Jerry and David
Zucker and James Abrahams in

"Airplane!"

"I don't know where the idea

of becoming a comedian came
from. I was a closet comedian,

and the Zuckers kept knocking

on the closet asking me to come
out and play."

^ Nielson has since starred in

It seems that Frank Drebin

has slipped into Nielson's life

with the hilarious ease and
charm that marks the character.

Nielson, who is a self-professed

golfer/loafer, relates a recent

Drebinesque experience at a

recent Bob Hope Celebrity Golf
Tournament.

"My clubs fell out of the car

because I forgot to strap them
in. This man helped me collect

them. He said, 'You never get

out of character. Do you?'"
laughs Nielson.

But with over 60 motion
pictures to his credit including

"Airplane" and "Police
Academy," and more than a

thousand television appear-

ances in shows like "S.W.A.T."
and "Backstairs at the White
House," Nielson's self-depre-

cating attitude is deceiving.

While he professes gratitude for

"a career that has fallen into

place by accident," Nielson's

career hardly resembles that of

Frank Drebin *s.

Bom in near the Arctic

Circle, Nielson was the son of a

Canadian Mounted Policeman.

When he entered life outside of

the Arctic Circle, he became a

engineer, disc jockey and
announcer at a Calgary r^dio

station. Later with a scholarship

from Lome Greene's Academy
of Radio Arts in Toronto, he
arrived at New York City's

Neighborhood Playhouse.

"I don't know where

the idea of becoming

a comedian came

from. I was a closet

comedian, and the

Zuckers kept

knocking on the

closet asking me to

come out and play."

Leslie Nielson

"The Naked Gun" and "The
Naked Gun 2V2." To those who
catalog "Naked Gun IVz" as a

sequel, Nielson takes an atti-

tude like that of an episodic

television star. "Sequels aren't

the right words. Do you call a

second or third adventure of

Sherlock Holmes or Peter Sel-

lars (as the Pink Panther) a

sequel?" Instead he and fellow

collaborators of the "Naked
Gun" series have tumed the

notion of series on its ear.

Nielson is currently working on

"Naked Gun 33/3" which, he

adds, is "just the working title

'.
. . for the record.*

ft

SPEAKER: Leslie Nielson.
Appearing at Ackerman Grand Ball-

room today at noon. Presented by
UCLA Campus Events.

Daily Bruin

Blasting into tlie worid of 'Siience'
By Greg Srisavasdi

Dally Bruin Staff

I
magine a world where mind-
less elevatOT music prevails

and rock *n* roll is outlawed
by a crazed televangelist/attomey.

Teenagers' only source of decent
music is the underground band
Roaring Silence, featuring two
robots and two cyborgs ^ but if

they ever get caught listening to

the band, they get their ears pulled

off (and you thought you had it

tough).

All of these elements are part of
writer/musician Geoff Farr*s

futuristic graphic novel "Roaring
Silence," due out in late spring.

"Roaring Silence," which takes

place in L.A.W.S. Angeles
(League of Associated World
Saviors), is filled with anonymous
demon skateboarders and post-

nuclear pit bulls as wen as the

offbeat robotic band members and
their outlawed music. One of the
novers main characters is Die^elr
a bass player who develops a

strong connection to the band's
young fans.

"Diesel's basically a robot of
few words ... a cross between
Lurch and Hulk Hogan. He calls

the kid fans the little silencers. And
he always reminds the little

silencers to take their vitamins, say

their prayers, and listen to loud

music," Farr says.

Another band member is JACE
(Just Another Crazy Entertainer),

the singer of "Roaring Silence."

Named after his co-writer Jace

Smith, the character is "a comment
on any front guy, whether it's Axl
Rose or David Lee Roth." Just like

many lead singers, JACE is the

person (or robot) that all the girls

want for themselves.

*This guy's pretty up front with

giris, so sometimes when he's

trying to pick up human girls he
might say *Do you know what
JACE stands for* and they'd say,

*What?' and he'd say, *Judged and
Certified Excellent* ... so he's

always on the prowl," Farr smiles.

The combination of music and
robots was formulated when Fan-

saw figures drawn by airbrush

NELSON QREEN/D«Ny Bruin

Writer/muslclan Geoff Farr, top right, has written a futuristic novel called "Roaring Silence." The cover of the book. left, was designed by airbrush artist John Dismukes.
right. The novel will be available in bookstores by late spring.

artist John Dismukes, who has
done album covers with the Grate-
ful Dead, Steppenwolf, NWA and
Lynch Mob. Upon seeing Dis-
mukes' work, Farr decided to

create a storyline that centered on
the art.

The story was two years in the

making, with Farr spending time
trying to get support for the

project. Eventually Dark Horse
publications signed Farr and Dis-

mukes to a two-year contract that

would give them a foundation for

their creative imagination.

Since then, Farr has kept in

contact with record companies
interested in producing the music
from "Roaring Silence," which
Farr describes as "rock, primal
machinery, with a fair share of
sound effects." A possible CD or
EP will be available to accompany
the graphic novel upon its release,

and Farr has also been discussing
into expanding the novel into a

live-action feature film.
Farr cites this period as a

fulfilling, creative time for him,

drawing from the vivid imagina-
tion he had since childhood. "I

always had a really active imagi-

nation when I was a child. It*s fim

to pretend — it*s important to be
able to dream and take those

dreams and put them on paper and
see them work as a reality,** said

Farr.

Music has always been a part of
Farr*s life. He has gone from being

a music store clerk to becoming a

teacher of innovative keyboard
equipment, working with such
musicians as Sting, Stevie Wonder
and Prince. He used his musical

experience and writing skills to

produce full-page color advertise-

ments for musical instrument

manufacturers, which had
endorsements from the likes of Kip
Winger, Jack Bruce and Mick
Fleetwood.

Finding the inspiration for writ-

ing "Roaring Silence" wasn*t too

hard for Farr, since he tackles an
issue that he feels can impede
musical development— censor-

ship.

"I would hate to see a future

with censorship on anything —
especially my love, which is

music. In any fascist or dictator

See 'SILENCE,' page 24

Groove Gang and Native Corps
bring world funic flare to O
By Scott Phelps

As the quarter shifts into another
gear, the UCLA Cultural Affairs

Commission follows suit with its

second concert tonight in the

UCLA Underground Concert
Series.

Groove Gang performs tonight In the UCLA Underground Concert Series.

Groove dang, the first band
playing tonight, escapes categori-

zation with its motley influences.

Everyone came from different

backgrounds of music," says

drummer Joey Castaneda. When
asked to describe their music, Paul

Moreno, the vocalist, says, "We*re
a mixture of polka, blues, funk,

disco, metal, reggae and jazz."

Joey Castaneda explains that

"Our image is no image," stressing

"Everyone came firom

different backgrounds of

music ...our image is tio

image.

Joey Castaneda —

—

Drummer, Groove Gang

that they take pride in being
themselves. This is important to

them and fmds its way into the

lyrics of their songs. "You have to

get yourself right before you can
make anything around you right,**

exclaims Moreno, who describes

Groove Gang as a self-aware and
individualistic band.

• • I

The second band for the evening

is Native Corps, best described as a

rhythm and blues funk band with

world beat overtones. "Our lyrics

lean toward politics," explains

drummer Richard Fultineer. "But
tfol all our tiines are heavy and

serious,** reassures vocalist Glenys
Rogers;-^ —

Native Corps has been together

for a year now, and according to

Aahren Rhodes, the group*s gui-

tarist, "Now we*re to the point

where we can look down the

barrel** and release their entourage

of musical talents.

MUSIC: The UCLA Underground Con-
cert Series presents Groove Gang and
Native Corps, tonight in the Cooperage
at 8 p.m. Admission is free. Sponsored
by UCLA Cultural Affairs. ~
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Hooli (PQ13)
1:40-4:40-7:36-1020

1:00-4.00-7:-tIWO:!?

Beverly Hills Grand Canyon (R)

1O0-4:10-7i0-10:30

ROYAL
11523 SM. Blvd.

477-6581

Europe Europe
4:45-7:15-9;45

Sat Sun mat 2.O0

JFK(»
2:30-7:00-10:30

MUSIC HALL
9036 WIstwe
274-6860

My Song
5:00-7:10-920

Sal-Sun mat 2:30

Kate (PQ1»
1:30^:36-7:10-9:40

RNE ARTS
8566 WIshire

662-1330

Htah Heele
5:15-7:45-1005

Sat-Sun 12:30-250

Fried GNen ToaMtoeo (PQi»
1:36-4:30-7:30-10:15

Santa Monica
Fried Qroen Tomatoea (PQ13)

100-4.00-7:06-10.05

Kalu (PQia
2:30-6.00-7:36-10:1$

MOMCA
1332 200 SL
394-9741

Daily

Chidren of Paradiae

7:30; Sat-Sun mat 1O0
The Commibnenta

4:45

Ike Hand Hal Reda Bw Crodto (A
250-6:3O«06-102$

Lundi (R)

1204:15-7:10-950

MOMCA
1332 2nd SI
394-9741

Parte ie Burning 10:30 d<riy

Trutf) or Oeie 4:45 daly
Proapero'e Boohe 8:30 daly

Sal-Sun mat 2:15

Antonie A Jene
7:00 daly; Sat-Sun mai 3:30

Lowo Crimoe (R)

1:15-3:30-6:45-8:00-10:10

MOMCA The DouMe LHe of VOronique
1332 2nd St 5:00-7:15-9:30; Sat-Sun 2:45
394-9741 MindiMM Sal-Sun 12:15pm

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West LA.
NUART UMi fie End Of MM World (PQ13)
11272 Santa Monica BL 5:00-61$
47l«7Mpirit of 7C: Fri 12 mdnt

•-', Rocky Horror Flctufo Show: SaM2 mdnt

WESraiOE PAVIUON
OOLOWYN
475-0202

Midamo Bovary (R)

1504:30-7:10-950

UA Coronet

10680 WeHwortt

475-9441 1:15-4:10-7:15-10:15

OOLOWYN
475-0202

The BouUe LNe of Vteoni<|uo

11:45-1:40-720

UA CORONET
10680 WaOwort>

475-0441

Hook (PQ)

1:004AO-7:0O-1C

QOLOWYN
475-0202

LNe Ie Sweat (PQt»
11:36-3:45«50-756-10.<M

lUA CORONET
10680 WaHworti

'475-0441

mg ttw Tree (R>

TOiMn dMtal tl^eo lound

1^46-250-5:00-7:30:950

OOLOWYN
475-0202

Hiflh Healo (R)

12:00-225450-7:15-0^30

OOLOWYN

475-0202

nn Boafd of Conada'a
Faodval of AniMoion

1125-1:30-3:35-6:40-7:40-0:40

^-.

ir

"f>^*^?f^**?r
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• • resurrects dead TV shows
^Unsold TV Pilots'

tells of aborted ideas

for small-screen series

By Aaron Dobbs
Daily Bruin Staff

Every fall, TV Guide publishes its fall preview of
television shows. In that issue, they list every new
series, movie, mini-series and anything else that is

going to appear on your TV until the end of the year.

A couple of these shows will be great More than a
few will truly stink. But what you may not realize is

that the worst of the lot, the bottom of the barrel,

didn't even make it to TV Guide.

These shows are the topic of UCLA graduate and
former Daily Bruin features editor Lee Goldberg's
new book "Unsold TV Pilots: The Almost Complete
Guidi^ To Everything You Never Saw On TV."
yf^lots are the first episodes of new TV shows —

tney're what producers use to sell their series to the

networks or syndicators. And, as Goldberg tells his

book's readers, there are many more failed pilots

than successful ones.

"Unsold TV Pilots" is everything you didn't want
to know about television. The book isn't bad; on the

contrary, it is quite interesting and very funny. But
the information between the covers is more pure
trivia for the television buff than knowledge for the

education-seeking reader.

Goldberg's book contains 300 failed television

series, separated into the categories "High Con-
cepts," "Big Screen To Small Screen," "Star

Vehicles" and 'The New Old." Each pilot is

accompanied by a listing of the producers, writers,

directors and full cast, in addition, Goldberg provides"
a brief synopsis of the plot for the opening episode as

well as what should happen each week.
Goldberg also includes a page titled "You Know

It's a Pik)t When . .
." which is followed by a list of

premises which supposedly every failed television

series has. This single page proves to be the funniest

in the book because it tics into every single entry. All

Best Bathroom Reading m
I
r

I

The Almost

Complete Guide

to Everything

You Never Saw

by Lee Goldber^

"Unsold TV PHots" by UCU alumnus Lee Gold-

berg talks about shows that never made It on
the air.

of his synopses somehow go back to the list.

The list works the best in the "High Concq)ts"
section, which is filled with the most creative, and
outlandish ideas Hollywood has thought of. But as

Goldberg proves in his sarcastic style, none of the
^^shows arc really new or original

Even more fun than reading the titles and
ridiculous situations of these series is seeing who was
in them. Many of the actors are unknown, but quite a
few stars, as well as famous directors, have
participated in some immense failures.

See 'PILOTS/ page 25

Japanese percussionists

define the art of music
By Marjory Weese

From the moment the curtain

rose to reveal three drummers
pounding on barrel-size instru-

ments with the focused preci-

sion of the martial arts, the tone

was set for an intense experi-

ence.

The Kodo performers have
dedicated their lives to being

"children of the drum" and their

perfection of this Japanese folk

art form completely won over

Royce Hall's audience Satur-

day.

Kodo captures the energy of

the traditional performing arts.

The Shishi-ku dance, which
celebrates the arrival of spring,

was executed by three dancers

in brightly colored costumes.

Antler-like boards extended
from their backs upwards about
twice the men's height

Their depiction of a mythical

animal was conveyed by
abrupt, angular movements.
They responded to the rhythms
of the drums by leaning forward
and slapping the ground with

^ek boards. This sn^Tping
sound peaked in intensity when
all three dancers and beat their

antlers simultaneously.

In contrast to such invigorat-

ing pieces, a solo shamisen
[Hece felt more soothing. The

three-stringed instrument had
the timbre of a sitar. The piece
had fast, intricate fmgerings
while the strumming hand
accompanied the music with
sharp rhythmic strikes on the

instrument's face. The coordi-

nation required to do this, as
well as the imagination
required for improvising, was
awe-inspiring.

The tension in the final piece
began to build as soon as a large

cart was rolled out on stage
bearing a humongous drum
suspended from rafters. Two
men faced the drum on either

side wielding baseball bat-size

Slicks and wearing only a loin

cloth.

Taking a Karate-like stance,

the men delivered swift blows
to the drum's surface and sides

with perfect precision even
though they had no eye contact.

Their near-nakedness revealed
toned muscles flexing with the
strength required to bring a
response from such a Utfge
drum.

As if that test of endurance
was fiot enough, the dniinina9=
jumped down from their cart

afterwards to play barrel drums
with the others. Grasping the
drums between their legs, the

See KODO, page 25

Westwood Facilities

nOO Glendon Ave. 11th Fkxjr
W. Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 20S-4240 / (213) 879-1533

Psychoiogy

California Graduate Institute
Graduate School of Professional Psychology - Nonprofit, Nondiscriminatory

Est, 1968

Winter, Spring, & Fall Trimesters
Applications Accepted Throughout the Year

Oiange County Facilities

1122 E. Lincoln Avenue
Orange, CA 92666

(714) 637-5404

o

^ Theories of Penonality , •

Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

Psychological Assessment I: Intelligence

Psychological Assessment II: Personality

Psychological Assessment III: Neurology
Group Process and Technique

Child Psychopathology

Social Bases of Behavior

Anatomy and Physiology

Psychology of Religion

Professional Issues, Ethics and Laws
Human Sexuality

Advanced Human Sexuality

Case Consultation in Sexual Therapy
Developmental Psychology

Physiological Psychology

Psychopathology t II

Hypnosb I, II

Advanced Hypnosis

Fam ily Systems Therapy
Transpetsonal Psychology

Diagnosis and Direction: Mastering DSM-III-R
Qinical Practicum I-VI

ReseardK Methods and Analysis I, II

Psychosomatic Disorders

Social Psychology

Industrial /Organizational Psychology

Learning and Cognition

History and Systems of Psychology

Psychotherapy with the Chemically Dependent
Sports Psychology .-=.,. ..^^

Marriage, Family, & Child Therapy

Applied Techniques of MFCT
Ethics and Laws for MFCT's
Theories of Human Communication
Psychological Assessment for MFCT's
Theories of MFCT
Psychopathology and Family Dynamics
Cross-Cultural Mores and Values
Child Psychopathology and Psychotherapy
Adolescent Psychopathology and Psychotherapy
Special Tactics of Change in Family Therapy
Ethnicity and Cross-Cultural Psychopathology
Family Psychopathology
Conjoint Therapy
Psychotherapeutic Issues of Marriage; Divorce; Mediation

& Family Reconstruction

Child Abuse and Domestic Violence
MFCT-Practicum I-III

Assertiveness Training
Metabolism and the Mind
Varieties of Healing
Psychology of Aging

Behavioral Medicine

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
Behavioral Medicine and Health Psychology
Biofeedback Therapy
Qinical Consultation in Biofeedback
Psychoneuroimm unology
Acuprcssure for Psychotherapists

Psychosynthesis

Altered States of rnnfiriniiintu —
Guided Imagery
Psychopharmacology

Psychoanalysis

Penonality Development I, H in

Introduction to Psychoanalysis

Theory of Psychoanalytic Technk]ue
Theory and Technkiue of Dream Analysis
Applied Psychoanalytic Technk]ue
Freud I

U

Theory of Self Psychology
Selt Psychok)gy: Cunent Writings
Self Psychok)gy: Qinical Concepts
Ego Psychology and Object Relations

Object RelatkMis I II

Current Psychoanalytic Literature

Child Psychoanalysis 1, 11

Mjrth and Fairytales in Chikl Iherapy
Borderiine States and Narcissism

Primitive States of Mind: Bulimia
Perversk>ns and Somatic States

Personality Disorders
Anxiety and Affective Disorders

Psychoses

Melanie Klein

Resistance and Countertransference
• Qinical Empathy
Shame: Its Importance in Treatment
Schizophrenia and Other Psychoses
Qinical Case Conference I-VI

Qinical Hypnosis l, II

Chemical Dependency

I>ug Use and Abuse
Chemical Diependency Counseling
The Family and Chemical Dependency
Society and Chemical Dependency

CGI offers thefollowing degrees and certificate programs

:

• MAinMFCTMA in Psychology

PhD in Psychology

PsyD in Clinical Psychology

Ceitificates in Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy,

Behavioral Medicine, Chemical Dependency

PhD inMFCT
PhD in Psychoanalysis

PsyD in Psychology with Certificate in Psychoanalysis

Certificate in Psychoanalysis

Students learn in a dinical atmosphere from professors who are therapists/ teachers; therefore, a graduate from the Institute
is alivays on the cutting edge of what is occurring in the modem worid of psychotherapy.

• aasses are offered days, nights & weekends; call

for a complete current schedule.

• CGI is approved by the American Psychological
Association to offer Category I Continuing
Education for Psychologists. The APA Approved
Sponsor maintains responsability for the program.

• CGI graduates meet the educational requirements

for Psychology and MFT licensure in California.
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Avery Brooks stars in "Paul Robeson."

son' lives
*A moving

tribute to a

great maiw

Lawrence Brown, Robeson*s
long-time accompanist. A piano,

six chairs, and a bust of Robeson
set on a marble stand keep the

stage spartan.

Yet the simple set and the two-
man cast make this play all the

more powerful. Nothing on the

By Sarah Hsieh

Darkness and silence hang in the

air. No one stirs within the theater.

In a deep baritone, a solitary man
on stage begins to sing the sad,

soulliil notes of an old spiritual.

"Sing along.** he implores. A few
unsure voices mumble to his

powerful voice and as they sing,

more join in. Soon, voices rise

throughout the room and the

theater is Hlled with song.

Phillip Hayes Dean's play "Paul
Robeson," showing at the West-
wood Playhouse, is a moving
tribute to the life and accomplish-

ments of one great man.
Robeson was a renaissance

man. Phi Betta Kappa, the first All

American athlete at Rutgers and a
Columbia Law School graduate,

he nevertheless experienced dis-

crimination and racism because he
was African American. A world
reknowncd orator, actor, concert

artist and singer. Robeson became
an activist for peace and equality

long before the civil rights move-
ment of the *60s. Robeson's life

was remarkable and I>ean*s play

does it justice.

The cast consists of only two
men — Avery Brooks as Paul

Robeson and Ernie Scott as

stage can disturb the trance
brought on by Brooks* hypnotic

performance. His voice tremors

with conviction and the words he
utters express a world of emotion.

Audiences are taken to Robeson's

Audiences can feel the

love, pain, courage and

determination with

which Robeson fought

for the rights of the

African American

people.

world and introduced to a myriad
invisible characters. It is easy to

forget that these people are not

really there.

Brooks is absolutely magnifi-

cent as Robeson. His performance,

however, is not flawless. An
occasional flub easily breaks the

trance and brings the audience

back to reality. This break in flow

is difficult to repair and getting

back involved in the narrative

takes some time.

Yet. this fault does not take

away from the impact of Brooks*

See 'ROBESON/ page 26

11

Come to the Dally Bruin office to

receive cool "Freejock" stuff

courtesy of Warner Bros. The 1st

15 people receive a T-shirt, watch
and poster package, and there ore

a limited number of T-shirts and
posters available. Enter a
drav^ing to vs^in one of 2 huge
autographed posters of Anthony
Hopkins and Mann movie tickets.

They'll go fast so hurry in.

Discover the convenience of Westwood Village's 24-hour
express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the
essentials (and the goodies) you or your party might rwtf^H. ' 'i?i

Convenient parking, too! So. if it's 3 PM. or 3 A.M., come in
to the Village's fast and friendly market, and find whatever
you need—whenever you need it.

Village

Cxpressmart
Always Open at ttie comer of Gayley & Le ConteFOODSTORE

10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (213) 209-9111
Open 24 hours « 7 days a week » CONVENIENT FREE PARKING

^^irs f'

5^ poetry
read/

UNCEW50REI?
CO

t^l^
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o
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Ify(Mor someone you know
has been raped

.

.

.

Rape can be terrifying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel

fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated. You don't have to deal with these

feelings alone.

We're here to help.

Reach out for help and information by contacting the UCLA Rape Services

Consultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and alternatives, help identify

and assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer

any questions that may arise.

• ••«'««««*«*««*««W««««VWW^»^^ « «•

The yeomen's Resource Center is a service of the Division ofStudent Development and Health,

SOFT CONTACTS
pCTENDED. DAILY

DISPOSABLES (Iim.m,^ $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES. $155 PR
ASnOMATISM. EXTENDED. JIMPR

EYE EXAMS15
[FrM Bautch n Lomb Rtnu Cam Kl (wImw)

Msd. MyiiA. Adnin.

213) 342-6094 ,600) 642-00:^4

Jtm^mMt

HELP WANTED
1. Would you lik» to work for

yourself?

2. Would you NkB to set your own

hours?

3. Are you self-motivated?

4 Are you a bit of an entrepreneur?

If you answered YES to all of the above,

you are just the person we're lookino for!

As an Afflerfcan Passage Campus Rep-

resentalhre, you will be responsible for

placing advertising on bulletin boards

You will also have the opportunity to work

on marketing programs for such clients

asAmerican Express, Ford and IBM There

are no sales involved Many of our reps

stay with us long after graduation For

more information, call or write us at the

following address;

AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWORK

215 West Harrison

Seattle, WA 98119-4107

heJamba Joint

ON THE WHEELS OF STEEL

DJTAFRIKA ISLAM
&DJ DANNY LOVE
A^: ZULU KINGS

SPECIAL PERFORMANCE BY

BODY COUNT
FEATURING |CE"T

SPINNING FUNK, HIP HOP, DISCO & ALTERNATIVE

ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM
SUNDAY FEB. 2, 1992

DOORS OPEN AT 8 PM
FOR INFO: (310) 825-6564

A< >'/>>( t 'Y/'V'

Yosemite plan

is topic of
puMIc liearing

By Stephanie Brommer
Los Angeles Daily News

Environmentalists say they will

oppose any efforts to change a

1980 management plan for Yose-

mite National Park when public

hearings begin tonight in Los
Angeles.

The National Park Service

recommends revisions that would
increase food services and reduce

accommodations in the park by
removing some rustic tent cabins

and replacing them with modem
motels.

"It seems the National Park

Service is looking for profit, not

protection," said Bob Hattoy, the

Sierra Club's Southern California

regional director based in Los
Angeles. "Yosemite should not be

a Disneyland or a theme park. It

should be a natural experience.*'

Only the concessions plan —
part of the overall management
plan — is being addressed at the

first of four statewide public

meetings because the park's 30-

year contract with the Yosemite
Park and Curry Company expires

in 1993.

Tonight's meeting begins at

seven at the University of Southern

California.

'SilENCE'
From page 21

regime we see them coming in and

taking all the media and literature

. . . everything goes through them.

"Basically, we have the greatest

thing here — the First Amend-
ment, These people of the future

are living without that and it's a

very sorry state that they're living

m.

Although "Roaring Silence"

offers a dark future filled with

censorship, violence and a healthy

dose of elevator music Farr also

adds a sense of humor to the story,

making sure that readers don't take

it too seriously.

"I like there to be hope (in the

world). Sometimes when you get

under a tremendous amount of

pressure and you are able to laugh

things off and go, *Hey, let's take a

break from this here' . . . it's a

very healthy, healing quality to

have," explains Farr.

The art in "Roaring Silence" is

unlike many graphic novels, which

display a great cover yet fail to

keep the same artistic intensity in

the story. Each of the interior

panels, as well as the front cover,

will be done by Dismukes, who has

had his works showcased in The
Museum of Neon Art and The
Sherberg Gallery in West Holly-

wood.

Another distinct feature of
"Roaring Silence" is the flexi-disc,

or sound page, that will be inserted

in the storyline. Thus while people

read the graphic novel, they can
also listen to the music of the

robo-rock musicians.

When Farr sent his ideas to

different "men in suits" to support

his ideas, they wanted him to make
his story another version of the

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turdes. His
and Dismukes' perseverance in

sticking with "Roaring Silence,"

however, has finally paid off.

"It's been a real education to

have an idea and stay with it

regardless of whether someone
likes it or not or tells you to change

it or whatever. If it's something

that you believe in strongly

enough, then you should see it

through. Follow it thfbugh — and
that's all I'm doings is follo\Ming

this vision through."

^ itaWi
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PiLOTS
From page 22

For instance, one of Goldberg's
pilot rules, is, "You know it's a

pilot when the herd, i in a freak

accident, becomes endowed with
special powers and becomes either

a secret agent, a private eye or a
wanderer helping people in need."

Scott Bakula, the star of the hit

series "Quantum Leap"— which,
in a way, has this characteristic—
attempted two series that perfectly

fell into this mold. In "I-Man"
Bakula played a cabbie exposed to

a strange gas which caused him to

become an indesUiictible man.
Goldberg describes the series by
saying, "He, of course, becomes a
secret agent and, in the pilot, teams
up with a sexy female spy (Ellen

Bry) to retrieve a stolen laser from
an evil madman." That was in

1986.

In 1987 Bakula follwed "I-

Man" up with "Infiltrator," in

which he played "an irreverent

scientist working on a transporter

device." When Bakula accidental-

ly beamed himself into a satellite,

he and the satellite became one and
"whenever he (got) angry, he
(became) a neon-and-metal
GoboL"

Bakula is a minor star compared
to some of the other people
involved in disaster projects.

Lloyd Bridges did ''Lost Flight" in

1970, which Goldberg calls an
attempt to sell **people-lost-on-

uochartcd-island-and-must-crc=-
»«

ate-their-own-civilization

ries. Bette Davis and Robert
Wagner appeared in "Madame
Sin" in 1972, with Davis playing

an evil "dragon lady" who kidnaps
C.I.A. agent Wagner and enlists

his services.

Steven Spielberg's "Amazing
Stories" wasn't his only failure. A
much bigger faux-pas came in

1973 when he produced a pilot

called "Savage" which starred

Martin Landeau and Dabney Cole-
man. Even Orson Welles found

""
See 'PILOTS,' page 26

• II

From page 22

drummers were poised like ath-

letes doing situps. With incredible

ferocity, they pounded out a

tympani-like roll that pushed the

other drummers' rhythms to an
orgasmic peak.

The audience bounded to its feet

to give them a well deserved

starKling ovation. Some people left

pounding their programs against

each other in a spontaneous reac-

tion to the music, while others

flooded the vendors to buy T-shirts

and CDs in an attempt to take

home some tangible memento of
their experience. ****

MUSIC: Kodo's "One Earth Tour."
Friday, Jan. 24 at Ftoyce Hall.

OBSERVE THE

WARNING SIGNS.

\\0) /y

If you have chest pain iasting two

minutes or more, see a doctor.

fy^American H«art Association

you've ever dreamed of.
Martik Begi, MS in Electrical En^eering, UCLA, 1990, Firmware Development and Support
V-*»m**^r— Technology Engineering, Nortbem Telecom, Private N'etworka, Mountain View, CA,

We^U be on campus
February 26th and 27th

I^ease stop by our information seeeion on
Wednesday, February 26th, 2:30-4:30

Join the people who are determining the future of telecommuni-
cations. Our Bay Area software development facility in

Mountain View and manufacturing facility in Santa Clara are
responsible for our Meridian 1 business communication systems— the leading private branch exchanges in the world.

Find out more about our campus visits by contacting your
placement office or sending your resume and a copy of your
transcripts to: Northern Telecom, Attn: College Recruiting,

685 East Middlefield Road, Mountain View, CA 94039-7277.
An equal opportunity employer, M/F/HA^.

Where the brightest minds shape our future.

Ittfasr/BNRff

cTUDEflrre
^

parking still

m various

parking areas.

Contact Parking Services at (310)825-9871 or come to the

rking Services office, 555 Westwood Plaza Structure 8, level

Hours: 7:30 AM to 5:30 PM.

iHm
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STUDY FRENCH IN THE FRENCH RIVIERA
July 24th - August 22nd 1992

STUDY PORTUGUESE IN RIO
June 26th - July 2Sth 1992

MODERN LANGUAGE CENTER
EngUsh(ESLX Poituguese, Spanish. French. Italian

Instruction - Translation - Inteipretation

Small groups and individual tutoring

Oredentialed instructors

REGISTRATION ALWAYS OPEN
Monday-Friday 3pni-9pm

Saturday Mornings St Afternoons
Pad. Nydis da SiWs (31 0) §39-8427

^o^
/i^tfWate of Ann

LOW cost THERAPY BASED ON ABILITY TO PAY

(213)839-9340

13274 FIJI WAY. MARINA DEL REY

s

I

BiUiard Club
Restaurant & Bar

^

:*

Tonight!
i

i

Night!

Fall 1992
Washington, D.C.

UCLA EXPO Center
Celohrtitini; 21 YiMrs of Ac hiovenicnt

Information Meetings

Tuesdays • 4PM
Wednesdays • 12PM
Thursdays • 3PM

Aclcerman Union A-21

3

Application Deadline is February 21

Sacramento

INTERNSHIPS

THE COMMUNICATION STUDIES SOCIETY
PROUDLY PRESENTS

W¥\M m [PC

A SYMPOSIUM ON
POLITICALLY CORRECT

SPEECH AT UCLA

* MEDIATING: Professor Jeff Cole,

Dept. of Communication

Studies

* WHEN: Thursday, Jan. 30

from 2 to 5 pm
* WHERE: Ackerman Union

2nd Floor Lounge

**AI I Are Welcome***
Funded by ASUCLA Board of Director's USAC Programming Fund & The Campus Programs

Committee of the Program Activities Board

'PILOTS'
From page 25

failure in television when in 1958
he created *The Orson Welles
Show" in which Welles planned to

dramatize a different piece of

classic literature each week.
The list is too long to go on, but

Walter Mattheau, Claudette Col-
bert, Edward G. Robinson, Gwen
Verdon, Dick Van Dyke. Sally

Kellerman, John Denver, Glen
Ford and Burt Reynolds all exper-

ienced tremendous failure with

various television pilots.

In the "Big Screen To Small
Screen** section, readers are

treated with a glimpse of movies
that almost made it to TV. How
would you like to see "Adventures
In Babysitting,** "Car Wash** or

"Catch-22** every single week?
*The African Queen** is a fabulous

film, but after one pilot failed, was
another one really necessary?

And how about **The New
Old**? *The Greatest American
Hero** wasn*t exactly Emmy
material the first time, but did

anybody really think *The Return
of the Greatest American Hero**

would really fly?

Goldman *s book is filled with

entertaining snippets of shows
which sound so hideous that

talking about them must be more
entertaining then the actual show
ever was. While the book is not

exactly thinking material and
while you may not say, *T couldn*t

put it down," it's very funnyno"
read about all the mistakes which
somehow still got made, at least

once. While it may not belong
there, the San Francisco Chronicle
is correct in saying that "Unsold
TV Pilots** is defmitely "the best

bathroom reading ever.** *** -

BOOK: "Unsold TV Pilots: The Almost
Complete Guide To Everything You
Never Saw On TV." Written by Lee
Goldberg. Published by Carol Publish-
ing Group. A Citadel Press Book. 194
pages $12.95.

*ROBESON'
From page 23

performance. The mistakes are

only a small reminder of the

quality of the production and the

talent involved in making it hap- -

pen. For the audience, Avery
Brooks is Paul Robeson.

Playwright Phillip Hayes Dean
manages to give Brooks* Robeson
energy and life. Audiences can feel

the love, pain, courage and deter-

mination with which Robeson
fought for the rights of the African

American people. His fight will

leave audiences in silent contem-
plation. ***

STAGE: "Paul Robeson." By PNIlip
Hayes Dean. Directed by Harold Scott.

Presented by Eric Krebs, Perry Bruskin
and William Ross. With Avery Brooks
and Ernie Scott. Now playing through
Feb. 2. Playing at the Westwood
Playhouse. Tix: $30. Available at the
Westwood Playhouse and at all Tk;ket-

master outlets. For more informatk>n
call (213) 480-3232 or (310) 208-5454.

Controlling your blood pressure can
reduce your risk of heart disease.
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Musicians
get Icudos at

awards siiow
By Bruce Britt

Los Angeles Dally News

Popular hit manufacturers C+C
Music Factory topped the list of
winners at the 19th annual Ameri-
can Music Awards on at the Shrine
Auditorium in Los Angeles.
The dance-pop quartet won five

of six possible awards Monday
including Favorite Pop/Rock
Band, Favorite Pop/Rock New
Artist, Favorite New Dance Artist

and Favorite Dance Artist The
group*s hit, "Gonna Make You
Sweat (Everybody Dance Now),**
was named Favorite Dance Single.

"It*s a wonderful feeling,** said

composer and producer David
Cole. "We love it!**

Garth Brooks, Natalie Cole,
Michael Bolton and Luther Van-
dross were the only other artists to

even come close to matching C+C
Music Factory *s impressive vic-

tory.

Winners were decided by votes

cast by a cross section of American
record buyers.

Brooks walked away with three

prizes, including Favorite Male
Country Artist. The singer's hit,

*The Thunder Rolls,** was judged
Favorite Country Single, and his

'No Fences** album was named-
Favorite Country Album.

Cole, daughter of the late classic

pop crooner, Nat "King** Cole,

won two awards. She was named
Favorite Adult Contemporary
Artist. The singer*s "Unforgett-

able** album, a tribute to her father,

was judged Favorite Adult Con-
temporary Album.

^^ Vandross and Bolton, who both

used to sing commercial jingles

before hitting the pop music
jackpot, received two honors each.

Vandross was named Favorite

Male Soul/R&B Male Artist, and
his "Power of Love** record was
cited Favorite Soul/R&B Album.

Bolton took Favorite Pop/Rock
Male Artist honors. The singer* s

"Time, Love and Tenderness**

recording was voted Favorite

Pop/Rock Album.
Bryan Adam*s romantic hit,

"(Everything I Do) I Do It For
You*' was named Favorite Pop/
Rock Single. Dance-pop singer

Paula Abdul was cited as Favorite

Female Pop/Rock Artist.

In the Soul/R&B categories,

Mariah Carey took Favorite
Female Artist honors. Voters gave
Bell Biv Devoe the nod in the

Favorite Group competition.
Crooners Boyz II Men nabbed the

Favorite New R&B Artist honors.

Rapper Hammer was chosen
Favorite Rap Artist. Naughty by
Nature was judged Favorite New
Rap Artist. The Favorite Rap
Album was "Homebase** by DJ.
Jazzy Jeff & The Fresh Prince.

Reba McEntire took Favorite

Female Country Artist honors,

while the favorite New Country
Artist trophy went to Trisha

Yearwood.

The pop-oriented heavy metal

act, Firehouse, surprised experts

by taking the Favorite New Heavy
Metal/Hard Rock honor that many
expected to go to Seattle rockers.

Nirvana.

Contemporary Christian vocal-

ist Michael W. Smith was named
Favorite New Adult Contempor-

ary Artist.

James "Brown was present^ a

special "Award of Merit** for his

hfetime contributions to popular

music. Among those participating

in a tribute to the soul music legend

was Gun« N* Roses* guitarist

Slash, Gladys Knight and Ham-

mer,
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GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
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10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

Available Only At

THE GOOD EARTH
Restaurant and Bakery • Westside Pavilion

Pico & Overland (51^>4^5-7557—

FRENCH NON-FRIED POTATOES
taste like fried but:

French ^

NON Fries
220

Calories

2-3

grams fat

Regular

French Fries

^ 525
Calories

i 28
grams fat

$1
$2

ONLY Also:

7^— * MONDAYS: Enjoy any

QY
entree for only $6.95

75 * SUNDAYS: Champagne
for a basket brunch for $8.95

2 for 1 Haircuts
or

$10.00 OFF AH
Hair Services

* our sgrvicgs indudg

Ctxt Manicure

Color Pedicure

Highlights Facial

Makeup

CaU PARIS at SALON 1015
for an appointment

(310) 824-5006

1015 Gaylcy Ave. # 105 in Westwood Village

Oust halfa block south ofWeybum)
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8360 W. Manchester AMi. 3360 OoMn Nrk Blvd.
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WOW! This advertising stuff really works!
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NAXIONWTOE COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIP GROLJP

guarantee's scholarships
'" upto $500P/yir—

Every student is eligible

for some type o?
financial aid regardless

of grades or parental income

Don't Delay Apply Today
Call l-8(X)447-7§77 ExtJO

for free details

C u05 Groups. Tedrris

NO BRAINER
FUNDRAISER

.

•• A 5 CO D-

CALL TODAY
1 800 669 7678

A College Degree
and no plans?

Become a

Lawyer's Assistant

The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO, offers an inten-
sive ABA Approved post graduate 14 week
LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Program
will enable you to put your education to work as a
skilled member of the legal team.

A representative will be on campus

Tuesday, March 3, 1992
1:00pm to 3:00pm

PCPC Room U80

For more information

contact your career center at: 825-2981

•«P)**«««M««*««««««««««*«**«**««*«***««*««*«

O^ESSIVE COMpUtSiV£
DISOmdER liii
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ACHWHES THATINT^BPEREWITH DAILY
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TESTSAND MAY EAIINUP TO $480. CALL

310^854k495l
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Alcoholics Anonymous

Meetings
Mon. ditcuMion. Thur. Booksludy. Fri. St«p
Study, AU 3625 12:15-1 :16. Fri. 12a>-1«)
TuM. DisouMion. WW. Osoussion NPI

08538 12:15-1:00

For akx)holic« or individuali who
hay driftkifig

IIP
UCLA
Ull\cTSllv

> n
Lawyer's Assistant Program

Room 3 18. Serra Hall

San Diego. CA921 10
(619)260-4579

Name _
Current
Address

Sports Tickets

state.

Current Phone #

BRUIN BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED ! All

games, good seats. Please call Ray
(310)441.1576.

I HAVE STUDENT AND STUDENT GUEST
TICKETS to Duke/Arizona games. Serious of-

fers only. Mark 478-2824.

I HAVE TWO ARIZONA STUDENT guest

tickets!! Serious offers or^ly. Sheila 208^0784
evenings only.

LAKER FANS! Tickets for sale. Most games.
Loge section #36. Approx. $25 each. Beth
472-7465.

UCLA DUKE+ARIZONA non-student tickets

wanted. Top dollar paid. (310)395-7295.

Permanent Phone #

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

mmm
jiuiMmmmiimm Miit

Miscellaneous 9 Personal 10

UCLA BasketbaU
Tickets WANTED

Non-Student
Call 473-1000

IS IT WRITTEN THERE SOMEWHERE? Learn

how to research your Bible. Jan 26-31, 1992. 7

P.M. Free. 1254 19th St., S.M. (213)829-1945.

NEED SOME JOKES for office or party? Call the

joke line! 1-900-726-HAAA. $0.95/min.
18 + yr. GUARANTEED TO OFFEND
SOMEONE.

TENNIS PARTNER NNEDED for any of these

times M 1-3, T3-5, Th 3:30-5:30, F 8-10 AM,
Sat AM. Kash 208-7235.

Personal 40

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin
Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

Miscellaneous 9

$75 CHALLENGE. Prove my plan to stop green
house affect is unworkable, I'll pay $75. Copy
$15 refundable. 1-800-488-2489.

ADVERTISING IN THE

DAILY BRUIN

CLASSIFIEDS...

IS AS SIMPLE AS
BLACK & WHITE

CLASS DISPLAY
206-3060

CLASS LINE

825-222

1

WANTED: CHRIS, POLITICAL SCIENCE who
drove me from Malibu to Santa Monica on
Christmas. Pick-up truck with New Mexico lie.

plate. Lost your phone number. Call (310)
392-9919.

Research Subjects 12

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 1 9-49.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For info call (310)828-8887

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CRONHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD
research study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatment. Dissertation study. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or
(310)471-3672.

MALES ACE 18-40 needed for antibiotic

pharmacology study on three separate days.
Contact Drs. Holt or Barriere at UCLA.
206 4952 or 825-8017.

wmm¥

ESEARCffSTUDnwrriOtl
RECEIVE F^mi PHYSIC/I
LAB TESTS AND COMPENSATION.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learning
experience.825-0392.

OVERWEIGHT WOMEN AGED 20-50: Lose
up to 2 lbs. per week. If you are 20-70 lbs.

oven«veight & able to make a commitment for

2Vi years, you may be eligible to participate in

a free LICLA research project. Call Janice at

(310)206-0290.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer

w/Tinea Pedis needed for n?w research study.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid for info. (310)828-8887.

UCLA ANXIETY DISORDERS BEHAVIORAL
PROGRAM. Announcing treatment for panic,

ogoraphobia, generalized anxiety, animal
phobias & claustrophobias. Also, studies for

persons who wake out of sleep with feelings of
panic. Prof. Kraske, (310)825-8403*

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED-Caucasian and Ja-

panese male and female ages 25-35 to study
the effects of UV on human skin, 6 month
study. Volunteers will be paid $1200. For
more Information call (310) 828-8867.

* •
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The Brothers of ZX
would like to invite the following Ladies to our

60 Girl Tea
oYi the road to selecting our 1992-1993 Sweetheart
Lexie Alameda
Meggin Brown

Dierdre CampbeU
Missy Nathenson

Tami Ames
Amy Engerman
Julie Sadlier

Patty Lawerle

Kirste Egland

Candi Gaylord

Jodie Green
Melanie Cheng

Paula Hermanson
Kim Posey

Leslie Scher

Vicki Nielson

Marissa Arrache

Nancy Booher

Robyn Spaun
Tori Green

Teresa Estrada

Jolie Lynn
Paola Caggiano

Lauri Appel
Julie Lippman

Kristen Schaeffer

Heather Helm
Nancy Grigg

Julie Smock

Amy Kasartas

Jill Young
Sophie McNitt

Monica Creel

Leanna Creel

Daurby Gaunt
Robin Puckett

Katie Parker

Cristol Barret

Jessica Damavandi
Rebecca Damavandi

Tara Reilly

Trad Sealy

Kara Sivertson

Theresa Viesel

Michelle Quinby
KrisHeavner

Jane Ojanpara

Ashley Beringer

Kim Barron

Charley Buntrock

Caren Manchester

Melissa Hill

Jen Pulos

Amber Reddick
Andrea Graham
Lisa McDermitt

Holly Hart

Alexa Gulliford

Hillary WeUs

BOOKKEEPER needed 8 hrVWk. for architec-

ture and interior design firm. $7-9/hr. Call

Rosanna: (310)207.6224.

BOOKKEEPER, P/T, for attorney/investor. Ex-

perienced Macintosh, SOwpm, excellent
phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
557-2315.

BRIGHT, ENERGETIC, self motivated Indivi-

dual needed for bed and breakfast in Venice.
Flexible hours. (310) 823-1966. Call Betty

Lou.

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will
work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Services. $6.63/hr. 206-7686. Contact Paul
Garcia or Wall Anderson. Also accepting
APP's for Winter Quarter.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILDRENS GYM INSTRUCTOR Full time-

Must be energetic and love kids. Experience
teaching children 6 months-7 years required.
Terrific opportunity. (310)288-0258

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/1andside
available. Year-round & summer positions.

(612)643-4333.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING —
$2,000-f/month + world travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, the Carribean, etc.). Holiday, Summer and
Career Employment available. No experience
necessary. For employment program call

1-206-545-4548 ext. C234.

And our 1991-1992 Sweetheart Court
LisaBennish Karen Thomas

Coby Taylor Michelle Weakly (Sweetheart)

Wednesday, January 29th, 8pm at Siflaataii

DATA ENTRY, min. 55wpm Temporary/Full
Time. Call between 10-2. Mrs. Griffin

(310)559-8823.

DIRECTOR'S ASSISTANT, BEACH ORIENTED
DAY-CAMP PROGRAM AND HIGH SIERRA
CAMP-OUT, PART-TIME NOW, FULL-TIME
SUMMER, NEED EXPERIENCE WITH CHILD-
REN, WATER SPORTS, AND OFFICE WORK,
$7/HR BONUS. (310) 440-2288.

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT/Westwood sought by
Attorney/Producer. Must be a recent graduate
who is intelligent, organized, personable.IIE(

THE

GROUND
HOG
RETURNS

«^^. ,x^,. .. ^. For Information call
Sot. Feb. 1 St, 9- 1 , Invite Only chris or Tim, 824-2 1 45

Help Wanted 30

trustworthy, se l f starter , dilt. S tyle conscrooT
and creative. This unique job entails challeng-
ing, fun and interesting duties in a fast-paced
environment. Macintosh and office skills

needed. $1 2 50/hr., bonus and benefits. Avail-

able immediately. Please fax resume with
cover letter to Ingrid at (310)475-9966.

Wanted 15 Health Services 22 Help Wanted 30

INTERN WANTED for motion picture produc-
tion company. Outgoing personality & inter-

esting industry. College credit.
(310)281-0708.

SWATCH WANTED old/hew model 83' to 91

'

Will buy or trade. (714)846-9152 MIKE.

Salons 21

MODELS NEED FREE cuts, perms, color.

Tues-Wcds. Call SASHA 470-9094 or

306^7832.

Healtti Services 22

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ coupleV
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-

lenr^«. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

UCLA FERTILITY CENTER oocyte (egg cell)

donor program now open. Qualified donors
receive $2000. All donors welcome. Asians
needed. Information: (310)206-8218.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY GROUPS
Dynamic, caring, professionally led ongoing
groups. Explore family problems, relationship

patterns, work and career concerns, esteem
issues, addiction and recovery. Improve com-
munication skills and self confidence. Lisa

Frankel MFCC (213)398-9385.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation arxi renrK>val of

acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Croup. (213)786-0636.

Opportunities 26

ACNE
A NASTY FOTTR
LETTER WORD
Ifyou had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of

Acne today. For fi^ee

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our
Skin Care Information

Line,

800-436-3633

EARN CASH IN YOUR MAIL BOX. Send $5 w/
SASE Dept. 1 Box 4547 Scottsdale, AZ
65261-4547

SUPER INCOME! "No Gimmick' I will help 10
people to earn $6000 monthly -"Almost

Effortlessly." Free details: Recorded Message:
1-800-788-1854 Exl.23

Help Wanted 30

$200-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyright iCAIIKDH.

$40,00tVyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple "likc^don't like' form. EASY! Fun,

relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-

teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2925 Copyright #CA11KEB.

5 DAYS, Vi DAY-MORNINGS HELP NEEDED.
Housework, errands, handiwork. Driver's

license & references required. Offer small apt.

in BH home, furnished. Separate street en-

trance. Pool, cable TV, limited use of tele-

phone in exchange for services. Call mornings

8-9 A.M. or leave message. (310)273 2433.

• B/hR. PART-TIME, CLEANING, PAINTING,
DRIVING, MUST HAVE CAR, FLEXIBLE

HOURS, NEAR UCLA (310)476-1510.

LAW FIRM
deeds motivated person to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume
vv GPAravailable times

for, interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

AIR COURIERS NEEDED. For flights to

London, Rio, Tokyo, etc. (213) 960-5054.

ART/DESIGN STUDENTS. SANTA MONICA
picture framer. Needs sale«^rame designer.

P/T. 3 afternoons and Sat. (310)828-6866.

ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME. Easy
work! Top payt Guaranteed. 1-800-881 6000
ext 4150. Open 7 days.

.

ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company needs
help. Work from your home, doing various

jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

Deloltte &
Touche

^1 Part-time
Positions

Join one of the premier "Big Six" accounting finns in a part-time position

assisting our t^ professionals in the upcommg busy season. Your activities

will range from general clerical duties to basic Tax Form 1 040 preparation.

You will also be involved in:

• Data entry, changes, and tax return printing for computer-based
tax processing

'

.

• Review of printed tax returns for verification of input

• Light tax workpaper and return preparation

• Filing of tax worlq^apers, correspondence, and billing files

• General clerical work

To qualify, you'll need basic clerical and data entry skills. Accounting
and business majors are preferred, but well consider all enthusiastic

candidates.

The part-time positions are needed from February 1 , 1992 through April

15, 1992. Hours will be 20 or more per week, with flexible scheduling in

the evenings and weekends. Positions are at two locations: Downtown Lx>s

Angeles in our Japanese Practice Unit (no requirement to speak Japanese)
and Woodland Hills. A Valley resident is preferred for the Woodland Hills

(X)sition.

For consideration, please reply to John Bertrand, Director of Recruit-
ing. Deloiue & Touche, 1000 WUsliire Blvd., Suite 1500, Lx)s Angeles, CA
90017. Deloitte & Touche is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

FLOWER SHOP TEMPORARY HELP, for Val-

entine's, SALES, needed 10th-14th, DRIVERS,
needed 14lh only. For information call

272-4143.

GENERAL OFFICE & GOFER. Nonsmoker.
Mon, Wed, Fri. nriornings, 6-8 hrs^Meek.
(310)820-4292.

KARI MICHAELSEN
"Katie" from the NBC series

^GIMME A BREAK*
(ancJ former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or fulKime.

(310)536^496 (81 8)3600760

Optometric office seeking

personable, caring, and

outgoing person to handle

patient load for 2 doctors.

CHALLENGING.
Mon.. Wed.. Fri.8am-5pm.

$6.50/hr. start

Parking available.

Call and leave message:

(31t)e37-7202.

CROWING SANTA MONICA software firm
needs engineering students for part-time tech-
nical data analyst positions. $7.50 — $1(Vhr.
Call (310)450-1452 for info.

INTERIOR DESIGNER ASSISTANT. $6/hr.

30hrsAveck, flexible hours. Light bookkeep-
ing, sales, marketing, room to grow. All

majors. (310)243-0428.

ENTRY LEVEL RADIO ASSISTANT, major
radio rep. firm. Great opportunity to learn

radio/advertising business. Alan
(21 3)966-5082.

FT. MEDICAL OFFICE POSITION. Front/back
office assistant. Private practice on campus.
Experience required. Full benefits. Cerl
(310)824-0088.

FT/PT DRIVER, w/knowledge of LA area,
well-paid. (310)556-7777.

ATHLETIC TYPES
AGGRESIVE, COMPETITIVE
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO
HELP RUN NEW COMPANY.

P/T and F/T positions
available. Positive attitude

and neat appearance a nnjst.

(310)53M496 (818)3600760

V
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Security Pacific Banic
10731 W. Pico Blvd. WLA

NOW HIRING PART-TIME TELLERS
EXCELLENT FUTURE JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FOR INFO CALL

SHIRLYE BROX 552-4360

OR
SHAHRIAR DAHESH 552-4348

LICENCED NURSE PRACTITIONER or Regis-

tered Nurse for Beverly Hills Dermatology
Practice. (310)550-7661.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research

arxJ make $$ P/T. Distribute corKkirm. Perfect

Health. (805)655-5624.

MALE MODELS. Earn $1 5(Vhr. or more, boyish

ancVor athletic 18-24. Clean shaven face,

little or no chest hair. Playgirl
style magazir>e^nudity required. No experi-

ence necessary, internationally known photo-

grapKer. Brad, . (213)392-4248

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,
* Attractive people wanted for nude photos.

Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

.. MANAGEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIFOR-
NIA UNIVERSITV PAINTERS. Average earn-

ings $6,000 to 16,000 +.
PT Spring, FT Summer. Interviews on campus
Info^App. (800) 400-9332.

MANCEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earnings

$,6000 to 16,000 +. PT Spring, FT Sumnr>er.

Interviews on campus, info/app. (800)
400-9332.

MASSEUSE FOR BUSY PRACTICE. Afternoon

and evening hours. Flexible. Chris
(213)558-6875.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,

, tnrsn. full physiqup QUIfl^ CASH!

P/r DRIVERS (7.00) AND OFFICE STAFF (6.50)

needed for young growir^ courier service.

Shawn 914-1449.

PT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarships—

Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

P/r office clerk wanted 1-5 PM M-F, UCLA
Div. Clinical Nutrition. Call Gail (310)

206^0290.

PT RECEPTIONIST with medical interest for

busy B.H. OlVGyn office. Tues + Thurs eves,

4- 10pm. Every other Surxiay, 9am-6pm. Call

274-8353, ask for Cheryl, 9-12 or 2-5.

RECEPTIONIST WANTED for Beverly Hills

Laws Hrm. Contact Michelle at (31 0)274-6683.

EARN uo ?o S'SO tx*' '"PO-'th

BV Hf IPING OTHERS
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(213)664-2999.

MESSENGER: Beverly Hills accounting firm

needs PT nr>essenger/ light office work. Must be

dependable; have own car. M-F, 1-6pm.
(310)274-9922.

MODELS for 1993 Swinnsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

MODELS NEEDED. $15QAir. For upcoming
shows arxl prim ads. No height or experierxre

needed. (818) 301-9545.

MOTHER'S HELPER/DRIVER needed for 9

year old boy. Mal^emale, 3-7:30pm, own
car required. (310) 274-1806.

MUSIC/ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY IN-

TERN NEEDED. Production/management
company near campus. Meet recording artislV

celebrities. Make great contacts in film, TV.

Flexible schedule. Class credit.
(310)470-5970.

NEED STUDENTS to make basic math word
problems. WordPerfect 5.1 . Home/office. Call

(213)365-8008.^

OFFICE HELP for attorney, some typing, com-
puter, messengerin^ general office. 10+hrV
yAi. S7-$8/hr d.o.e. Iris (310)273-2248.

ORGANIZER/SECRETARY, experienced, for

-small hon>e ofTtce a few hours per week. (310)

837-9784. Leave message.

PART-TIME MESSENGER, Beverly Hills area. 2

hrs., during day, need own transportation.

(310)275-2260.

PART-TIME responsible person wanted to

work phor>es and do light typing for a promo-
tional agency in WLA. Can be temporary or

permanent PT. $10/hr. Call Donna
(310)475-1577.

PART TIME, 10-15 hrs/week, bookkeeper for

real estate company. Must have knowledge of

Macintosh computers, and bookkeeping soft-

ware, (i.e. Dollars and Sense.) Hrs. Flexi-

ble.$8-10^r depending on qualifications. Call

Greg Pearlman. (213) 478-7922.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT needeJfer busy, gay
professional, SIG^r., 5 hrVwk. Be smart,

responsible, creative, resourceful,
(310)276-2332.

MANAGER TRAINEE
-Earn ap$$$ wtrh Nationat^

Marketing Co!! Professional

appearance and good verbal skills.

For Interview call Gail Delia 399-7956

Part Tunc Full Time

STUDENT WORK. Retail/ customer service.

$8.20 starting, part-tinie. Schedule around

school. Eves, weekends available. No door-to-

door, etc. Call (310)396-1479.

US MAIL JOBS $1

1

.77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-

sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

WANTED:TO WORK ON A U.S. SENATE
CAMPAIGN. PT evenings, 3-4 hours, 1-3

days/week. $5/hr. Contact Pamela.
(310)478-6602.

8 people needed 110^7

CaU (SU)4BS-1817

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback novels, non-fiction

books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

DUE TO MURPHY'S LAW, writer who is blind

still r>eeds an assistant for the academic year.

(213)396-5062.

Job Opportunities 32

ENTRY LEVEL
The Rqder InsHtate
The noNons lorgtst provider of Mfing

disorders trBolment seeks students for

eirtry level, morketincL soles.

communication position. Pysdiology

major o plus. Part time, flexible hours,

potential counsefaig, cfaiical

opportunity. Salary DOL
CaH47t-t23tMt.201.

PHOTOCOPIER POSITION AVAILABLE

-

FLEXIBLE DAYS 3-8 PA4. DRUG SCREEN
REQUIRED. $7-a/HR. CONTACT CARYN
(310)556-6569.

PLACEMENT COMPANY looking for talent

scouts to help us find nrKxiels for print -i-

commision work. Top commisions paid. Call

(213)883-1625.

P/r ASSISTANT MANAGER outgoing, self-

motivated, reliable irviividual for children's

store in Brentwood. FRONTRUNNERS KIDS.

Apply in person. 1 1 620 San Vicente Blvd. See

Julie.

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR MESSENGER for

CPA Firm — Century City— P/T. Duties

include:inventory control, knowledge of

Lotus 123, deliveries, some heavy lifting.

Must have own car. Hourly wage & benefits.

Call Lesley Davis (310)553-7880.

IMMEDIATE OPENING. National marketing

firm expanding in South Bay. Seeks career

motivated individuals. Will train. Miss
Perkins, (310)536-9197.

MEDICAL / SCIENTIFK: WRITER. Specially

Laboratories, Inc. is a state—of-the-art clinical

refererxx laboratory providing diagnostic and
progrH)Stic testing services to the medical

community. Due to our growth we have an

immediate opening for a full-tinr>e Medical/

Scientific Writer. Reporting to the President,

this exciting and challenging position will

irKlude writing and editing of scientific manu-
scripts, abstracts, informational reports, sym-

posia presentations and medical marketing

material. Qualified candidates will have a

broad background in the Life ScierKes, experi-

ence in nr>edical/scientific writing in a clinical

refererK:e laboratory or research laboratory

environment, with a minimum of a MS Degree

in microbiology, immunology or a related

science. A Ph.D. is required. Superior Word
Processing skills required. We offer excellent

compensation and benefits. Please send CV
with cover letter to Specialty Laboratories, Inc.;

Human Resources - MSW; 2211 Michigan

Ave., Santa Monica, CA 90404. EOE. "Our
Speyjtlty Is Excellence.*'

RETAIL SALES, PART-TIME. Childrens clothing

store. Westside Pavilion #229. Monday-
Thursday 3:30-9:30. Call (310)441-1896.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing all aspects of a

successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call

Triple "A" Student painters for information

now, 1(800)394-6000.
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SAVE A LIFEI UCLA EMS hiring EMTs for

transport ambulance. F/T students only

$6.62/hr. (310)206-8886.

Intemstiips 34

EXCITING NEW RECORD CO. Zoo Entertain-

rT>ent r>eeds an A&R intern. Are you interested?

Call Shari at (213)468-4201.

GET YOUR FOOT IN THE DOORI Film

production co. seeks bright, motivated interns.

Schoolcr^lLsomepa^J^ki^2^733.

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER/DRIVER FOR 8-YR-OLD. Tu-Th

afterr>oons. Own car. Responsible, good
driver. 818-788-9965.

BABYSITTER: 3% -yr-old, 7-nfHM)ld. M-Th af-

ternoons, 2:30-6:30 P.M. $6/hr. English speak-

ing. Call Laurie (310)827-0902.

CHILDCARE FOR 8 & 3yr/old. 2:0O-} 1 :30pm,

M-F. Call Vidci, 478-1682, before 2pm. In

WestWDod.

CHILDCARE, 15-25 hn/wtdk. One child.

WLA. English arid references required.

(310)476-1833, after 4pm.

MOTHER'S HELPER ON REGULAR BASIS.

Tues. arxVor Wed. and Sat. Late afternoons &
evenings until approx. 1 P.M. Must have own
transportation and references. Near Mulhol-
land. (818)905-9906.

Apartments for Rent 49

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury

apartment, fireplace, intercom, built-ins, patio

arxl more. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicente.

11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

BRENTWOOD. 11719 Mayfield, «8.

3-bdrrT\/2bth. New carpet, stove,refrigerator.

1-year lease. No pet. $1300/mo.
(310)459-3736.

'

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful sunny 2-bedroonV
2-bath apartment. 2 parking spaces. Laurxiry.

Quiet building. $895. 550-6755.

BRENTWOOD, $550 bachelor, $675 single,

±cc iitilitirv^i25Q ?hfii'?ha. New security'

LuxuryLMng At
Student Prices!

spaoRius, nMmo Wio wr oonoinonvo roomsi
Prhral* Batfifoom and Showy!

' New moM than twoatuMfilt per looml

' Nmv laundry and vandbn nwoMnMl
' 9tptnt» sludy and TV huingm wHh oiMal

Onm bediDom apwtmants vailrt»l<

wmbN Room and Oanw RoomI
Pnniy of FfM Panunfll
DanoM, paitiMt movMOi aaocpa tipt,

baibaouM, oonoarti, looturM and nwai

Its all waiting foryou in beautiful Bel Air, only twelve minutes from UCLAI

The UniversIN of Judaism Residence Halls
310-476-9777. ext 269

) -

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large poo! & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (310)398-8579.

m

building, prime area. Best Deals, 508 Barring-

ton (310) 934-5000.

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
1BDRM

starting at $550
mowa-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

WALK TO UCIA/WSTWD
sPAaous
2 master suites

2 bath -»- balcony

Students/Roommates Welcome

$1100 negotiable w/ lease

• refrig•dishwasher*A/C«
•controlled entry*

•parking•elevator^

519 Glenrock 213-208-4835

FURNISHED/UNFURNISHED. 1 Bed. Older
building. 2 Blocks West of UCLA.
S700/mon\h. 824-0532.

:ONP-8tDROOU AcfOSs^UttAr Sec-

urity bidg. Pool, gym, Jacuzzi, sauna, parking.

535 Cayley. 208-3818. Sub-lease.

HELPING STUDENTS
WITH THEIR HOUSING

NEEDS

CONVENIENTANDAFFORDABLE

UNIVERSnT APARTMENTS
Single undergraduates/graduates

ON CAMPUS HOUSING
Single undergraduates/graduates

^Furnished Apartments *HaIls, Suites, and
singles, IBR, 2BR, 3BR Sunset Village

*Month-to-month rental *Full meal service

agreements . *Close to classrooms &
^Walking distance to campus recreational facilities

, ^Academic support services

programs

PHONE: (310) 82S.2293 PHONE: (310) 82S4271

I—Dana Lorain

\ Uafen/ine ^
s SJssue

1992

jJJJ^>l^^^^*lA»*lA»J^I^^^j»it»^l^»l»W*l*l^^*lJU <JlAlAlA^
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424 LANDFAIR. Available now. 2-bed/1 -bath,

also single. Garden setting, pool, next to

UCLA. 459-1200.

$425 SINGLE APARTMENT. Palms area.

(213)837-9616.

$465 IN BEVERLY HILLS. Lg bachelor. Utilities

included. Newly decorated. 21 7 S.Tower Dr.

(213)852-0880/(818)789-5429. By appoint-
ment only.

^
;

$650, 1 bedroom, 1/2 block to bus to UCLA,
international students welcorr>e, nice area,

(310) 450-2655.

ADJ. Century City. 2bed/2bath. View, built-

Ins, garden patio, hardwood floors, blinds

$900-$1 1 00. (21 3)441 -91 42/ (21 3)470-9239.

BACK HOUSE STUDIO for rent. $500/mo.
931-7628.

1 -BEDROOM, Furnished or Unfurnished,
pool, free parking, walk to UCLA. $80(ymo.
(310)208-4934.

3657 DUNN DR. #4. 3-BED Af»T. $1 lOO/mo.
Refrigerator, stove, 2-car parking. Sylvia
(310)826-3721.

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel•Westwood Village

Cable TV«MiCTOwave» Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk«w/KrrCH $295/wk
1-bdrm suites available

31 0/208-2241

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,
furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, ar)d

carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3258
Overland.(21 3)837-301 3.

I

PALMS. 2-bed/1-bath $725, hardwood floors,

mini-blinds, appliances, near bus. Cats okay.

(3 10)390- .10 76.

PALMS l-BEDROOM $685/MO,
2-BEDROOM/2-BATH $850/MO. Fireplace,

private patios, dishwasher, refrigerator,

stove,security building,parking, pool, and
laundry. (310) 473-7860.

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD

BEVERLY HILLS ADj. $775-875/MO. 2-BED-
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1275. 2-BED + DEN.
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLEX.
FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD FLOORS, SERVICE
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX. V, BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (31 0)
839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS STUDIO w/ kitchen.
$55(ynrH). $550 security. Refrigerator, oven,
Nice yard. (310)278-4066.

PALMS, $495, bright spacious single. Upper.
Parking. Most utilities included.
(310)397-8058.

PALMS. $620. One-bedroom. Appliances,
pool, covered parking, laundry. 3455 Jasmine.
No pels 454-4754.

PALMS. $765. Large 2-bedroom, upper, r>ew

carpet/paint, built-ins, refrigerator, patio,

2-car parking. 476-6532

PALMS $795. Bright, huge, 2-bedroom. Lot of

closets, stove, refrig., park, laundry, pool. 5

minutes to UCLA. 301-6559, 305-7117.

PALMS $950, 2-bed/2-bath, A/C, 4-years
new, 9-minutes UCLA by bus. 10737 PALMS
(213)838-5039.

PALMS, BEAUTIFUL 1 -bedroom, $800 2+2,
$975 up unfurnished, cathedral, high ceilings,

skylights, fireplace, patios, security build.,

near all, easy rrnive-ini. FrierKlly manager.
(310)815-8908.

I KI'i: KIM
BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS

BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARP 213-824-0703

IM<()I I SSIONAI lA MA.N A(,i:i) BY MOSS cK ( ().

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
nr>ove-in bonus. Furnished/unfurnished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to UCLA,
A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering 208-7634.
Mar)aged by Moss & Co.

VENICE, $635, 1 -bedroom, 'A -block beach,
parking included. (310)397-8058.

PICO/ROBERTSON. Largp 3-bed/2-bath. Up-
per w/patio. New carpet, paint, and drapes.

$1,150. (310)204-1339.

SANTA MONICA, NEW GARDEN STUDIO in

private house. Utilities/garage included. Quiet
person. $650. (310)338-2825.

SHERMAN OAKS, 2+2, $750. Gated, central

air and heat, dishwasher, garage, fireplace.

13406 Moorpark. (818)222-8298.

SOUTH OF OVERLAND. 1-bed, $695. With
refrigerator and stove. (310)837-7513.
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VENICE BEACH, charming single. Walk to

beach. Unfurnished. Refrigerator. Call rww for

lowest rent. 550-6755.

VENICE, SINGLE, % -block from beach, hard-

wood floors. $475. (310)399-7605.

WEST HOLLYWOOD AREA: 1-bed, charm-
ing, brite, HARDWOOD FLOORS, ap-

pliances, laundry, parking. $650.
(213)653-3112.

WEST HOLLYWOOD AREA: 1 bed. Charm-
ing, new gray carpet, vertical blinds, ap-

pliances, parking, laundry. $590.
(213)653-3112.

WESTWOOD, $1 200/mo., 2-bed/2-balh, new
carpets, floors, tiles and fixtures, large

unit, no pets, A/C, 2 parking spaces, 1601

Veteran, Matt (310)284-9044.

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM UCLA. Beauti-

ful & new 2-bed/2-bath apt. designed for

ROOMMATES! 475 Gayley. Call
(310)824-3715. FREE ROOMMATE
SEKVICEIM

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. Sunny single, rrwd-

etr\ kitchen, excellent condition, small build-

ing. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $575.
(310)474-8608.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-8DRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

Large Newly
Remodeled

1 & 2 Bedroom Units
BeverlyMMXHHt -

WLA Area
Receive Free
Mlcrowoave

$575 -$825
Call 657 8756

WESTWOOD large 1 -bedroom, sleeps 3, walk
to campus, security parking, pool, spa, gym,
$890/mo., 477-6961.

WESTWOOD 2 bed/ 2 bath, security, park-

ing,refrigeratos, microwave, dishwasher,
stove, balcony, fireplace, air conditioning,

pool, Jacuzzi, laundry room. $1100-1300.
(310)824-0833

WESTWOOD AREA. Cute upper-floor bache-
lor. Crown moldings. Cable-ready. $550.
470-5952.

WESTWOOD. $745-$775/mo. 1622 S. Be-

verly Glen #10. 1-bdrnrVl-bth. 1-year lease.

No pets. (310)459-3736.

WLA 1-BR. $650. Built-ins, patio, laundry,

parking. 1412 Brockton. (818)366-6732.

WLA. 2 BEDROOM APT. Spacious, Close to

UCLA. $850/mo. deposit. Call jen 479-8508

WLA, 2-bedroom/1 -bath in four plex unit,

fridge, stove, must see, (310) 478-7437.

WLA, $425- $650, singles, 1 -bedroom. Light,

spacious, security. Apartments to share also

available. (310)276-1671, (310)826-2818

WLA, $450 single in triplex unit, close to

UCLA and transportation, must see, (310)

458-8659.

WLA. $550 and $565 Singles, hardwood
floors, stove, frige, mini-blinds.
(310)477 2777.

WLA. $775. Spacious, 1 bedroom/1
bath,security, pool, elevator, table, washer &
dryer.vertical blind. 2445 S. Barrington Ave.
(310)473-3375.

Kill Your
Room 111 ate??
NOICtTA \L\V

t)\L!

Rooninuto^ waitiiii;

824-0836
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Northrtdge 1275 up. 500 lumislnd Mil studHH

houdno tadNly. Stand of pihili unls, irtli or

wriluut MIctans. Pilvile brita. PiDOI. iKuzzl.

wciwlon room. I^hourdrht to UCIA. Open ywr
mora, rtw Mocnire. NOnmuoB Ciinpus

Residence. 9500ZM2ih. NofthrtdQe, CA, 91325

(•ia)Mi-1717

WLA AREA. SS65/mo. Attractive furnished

single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (310)477-4832.

WIAOHEVIOT HILLS. Newer 1 -bed loft-style,

$825. 2-bed/2 bath, $975. Must see. Close to

campus. (310)841-6203.

WLA Giant (bargain at $800) 2-bed with patio

or balcony. Miniblir>ds, ceiling fans, walk-in

closet, appliarKes, low move-in , 11527
Venice Blvd. »6. (310)390-5065.

WLA, CRFAT LOCATION! $63(Vmo 1-bdrm.

Spar ious, lower, quiet building, laundry, park-

irig, close to busline. (310)826-9644.

WLA LARGE 2-bed/1-bath. 2 miles one
parking space, refrigerator. 1725 Federal.

$e3.S/mo. (310) 325-5304.

WLA NFAR Westwood Blvd and Santa \4o-

nn 4, S70Cl/mo, utilities paid, (21 3) 735-9384

or (3 10) 479-0566 evenings.

WLA/PALMS, 2bed/1bath. $850, Security

building. 2bed/2bath $975, air, dishwasher,

fireplace, newly decorated. 3bed/2bath,

$1 145, air, dishwasher, large closets, security

building. (310) 471-0883.

WLA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1-bed. Mini-

t/.inds, ceiling fans, appliances, low move-in.

n 5 i! 7 Venice Blvd. »7. (310)390-5065.

Wl A Super (bargain at $645) 1-bed. Mini-

blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, utilities in-

cluded, low move-in. 3637 Sepulveda Blvd.

#f (110)190-5065.

Apartments Furnished 50

2-BFi:)«OOMS, 1 V» -BATHROOMS, security

parking, balcony, fireplace, living room, di-

ning room, refrigerator, laundry. 1 1 789 Mon-

tana Ave. $1200. (310)453-2902 or

WESTWOOD. Furnished 1 bedroom apart-

mem. Huge patio. Walk to campus. Utilities

paid (310)208-2501.

W HOLLYWOOD FURNISHED 2 bed/2 bath,

$550, pool, Jacuzzi, gym, gated-parking, sec-

urity, balcony, no pets. Available immediately

(213)969-9373.

WLA, 2-BED/2-BATH, to share w/ 3 others. Air

coTKlitioning, cable, patio and all amenities.

Near UCLA. On corner of Hilgard and Westh-

olme. (310)208-3933.

WLA. Looking for female non-smoker. Beauti-

ful 2-bed/1-bath duplex, vvood floors, fire-

place. Walking distance to UCLA. $5oi[Vmo.

(310)278-6765.

Roommates 53 .

FEMALE NEEDED for spacious, clean, furn-

ished apartment, $395/mo., only have to lease

through June, walk to UCLA, Emily, (310)

476-8221

.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED IMMEDIAT-
LEY; 2-bed/ 2-bath •»- all amenities. Walk to

UCLA. $340. (310)208-5123. Manager
208-4394.

FEMALE, share large, furnished, one bedroon

apartment with one other, walking distance,

jAOO/mo. (310)824-0842.

FIRST MONTH FREE! Male needed by Feb. 1 to

share room in huge 2-bdraV2bth apt. in

Westwood. Secluded, free cable. Must see!

937-4070 leave message. ^
FRIENDLY FEMALE NEEDED TO SHARE
ROOM. VERY NICE 2bed/2bath close to

campus. Parking $375/mo. (310)824-5722.

HOLLYWOOD. VERY NICE HOME. M/F.

Must like pets. 525 -f utilities. May trade dog
care for portion of rent. (213)874-9102.

LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE easy to get

along with, willing to pay $400/rr>o. Day-

phone 588-8919, evening phone Larry

977-2121 ext.2079.

MALE to share large 2-bedroom w/3 others.

2-blocks LCLA. $A07.5Q/mo., includes park-

ing. Pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, workout room.

Arnold, Greg (310)824-9876.

r'-

^

Apts. Unfurnistied 51

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $800, 1 -bed-

room. North of Wilshire, exceptionally spa-

cious, hardwood floors, no pets.

(213)653-5435.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

VENICE BEACH, $585, bachelor, modern
building, % block beach. Bay window. One
adult. No pets. 36 Brooks Avenue 396-4452.

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. 2-3 bedrooms
$795-1 295/mo. 5 minutes to UCLA. Gated,

luxurious, refridgerator, dishwasher, parking.

(310)477-8189.

WLA $100(V900. Large bright lowers 2-bed/

2-bath, small quiet building. Greenfield/Ohio.

AC, carport, laundry. (310)438-9635.

WLA. $725. 1426 Ba«rington Ave. Large

modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.

(310)837-0761.

Apartments to StKire 52

1847 BARRINGTON, masterbedroom needes

female in rose garden town house. Cats, many
extras, $640/mo. (310) 478-5811.

1 -FEMALE ROOMMATE with 3 other females.

2-bed/2-bath, pool, Jacuzzi, security parking.

$350/mo. Kim 208-2796.

1 OR 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED. Own fum-

ished room, bathroom, parking. $440 a month
in 2B/2B apartment 310-839-4842.

$315/MO. SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM
APT. w/ male rnw-smoker & 2 cats. Security

bidg. & parking, quiet neighborhood, xint. bus

connections, TA miles to UCLA. 575-1503.

$375! WESTWOOD CONDO. Share room in

2bd/2Vi bt. Female. All luxuries. Parking!

Walk to bus lines. 575-4120/479-7797. Vet-

eran Avenue.

FEMALE Muslim looking for roommate. Call

after 6 pm. Leave message (213) 739-8059.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

large 2-bed apt in Westwood laurxJry facility

and covered parking. Non-smoker preferred.

Must love cats. $537.50/mo. (310)479-7076.

KEYSTONE: MALE/FEMALE. Your own bed-

room with bath in distinctive 2bedA>ath apart-

ment. Security buildingwith parking. Nice top

floor with spectacular view. Call Johnny

(310)559-4280. Work 825-1441

.

MALE/FEMALE Share 2-bedroom, 1-bath,

West LA, Large deck, wood floors, $425/mo.

utilities. Mike (310)473-5419

WF ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2-BED/ 2-BATH
IN .WESTWOOD W/ PROFESSIONAL PER

SON. $600/MO. PRIVATE BEDROOM, PRI-

VATE BATH. 474-8488 ^

PALMS- CLEAN, NEAT, Responsible, non-

imoker to share 2 -f 2 apt. fireplace, a/c, full

kitchen, laudry. Secure parking. Great build-

ing. $390/mo. -t-utilities. Scott (310)839-7616.

PALMS/WLA 2 BEDROOM to share with

single professional. Great location. Washer/

Dryer. $45(ynH)nth. (310)559-0684.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. Own Bed/Bath in

2bed/2bath apt. from $55CVmo. Parking, pool,

spa, rec. room, A^. (213)208 1976.
,

FEMALE TO SHARE spacious 2 bedroom/2

bath in WLA. Close to UCLAA>uslines. Own
room/bath for only $450.
444-7185/208-5167.

mAlE WANTtU: non-srrH)ker needed to share

furnished 1 -bedroon apt. 1% blocks away.

$400 ASAP (310) 824-5538.

MASTER BEDROOM WITH walk-in closet in

beautiful Sherman Oaks security building.

Parking i, pool. $575. (310)280-9962.

Male/Female non-smoker wanted to share

spacious 2BDRM cottage close to UCLA.
$497.50 plus half utilities. Call Tom at (310)

478-7565 or beep 206-8477 id# 13039.

OCEAN PARK, $475/MO., including utilities.

Non-smoking/drinking. W/D, dishwasher,

yard. Sheelagh 392-6132.

SANTA MONKIA. NEED MATURE FEMALE,
own bedroom, quiet, clean, kitchen, next

beach. $450 (310)314-7616.

VERY NICE 3BED/3BATH IN SM TO SHARE
WITH quiet and clean female. Must get your

own phone. (310)395-4699.

WALK TO UCLA, share bedroom in 2br/2ba.

Security bIdg, Jacuzzi, fireplace, balcony. 512
Veteran 824-4032 -Anyone $331.25/m<f

WALK UCLA- enormous 2 bd/2 bath. Female
to share beautiful cotkIo w/ 3 others. $395
each. (310)961-6695.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. SHARE large 2 bed/2

bath. $35(Vmo. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.

(213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD. LUXURY 2 bed/2 bath. Own
room/bath. Fireplace, Jacuzzi, parking. Bal-

cony & view. $600. (310)824-2576.

WLA: Female to Share 2Bed/2Bath.
$323.75/mo. Spacious, safe security building,

fireplace, balcony, more. (310)473-544 1

.

WLA. Luxurious 2-bcd/2-bath townhouse.

Fireplace, sun deck, cathedral ceilings. All

amenities. $625 -t- utilities. (213)470-1017.

WLA, own room in cozy house, $515/mo.,

fireplace, backyard, garage, (310) 441-5021.

Room for Rent 54

2 ROOMS Available n a 3-bed house. Near
UCLA. $450 4 utilities 4 $450 deposit. Call

Allen or Denny, 470-4377.

ACROSS SUNSET FROM UCLA. Private

cnterance, bath, walk in closet, garage.

$515/mo. (310)472-7943. Leave message.

AVAILABLE MARCH 15. RoonVbath. Quiet.

Parking, close to bus. N/S. Near UCLA. $460.
478-6769.

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury

apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,

fireplace, study-lounge and much, much
more. Own roorn/bath, free HBO/Showtime.
$525. (310)837-9509.

BRENTWOOD-$550. Beautiful, quiet, roman-
tic, private. No alcohol, drugs. European,

respectable home.i Kitchen privileges.

(310)476-6478.

FURNISHED, private bedroom and bath.

Kitchen privileges, tandem parking. Close to

transportation, shopping, and restaurants.

(310)826-2839. ____^__
HOUSING AVAILABLE IN CLEAN FRATER-
NITY house: albert 208-0984.

LARGE FURNISHED room,' WAelephone, 1/2

mile to UCLA, excellent area. $400, (310)

553-5752.

OWN ROOM, share bath, in WLA house. 2

'

miles to LXTLA. Washer/dryer, backyard,

parking, storage, hardwood floors. $447+
utilities. Bill (310)478-6681.

PALMS YOUR OWN BEDROOM in 3-bed-

room, 2story townhouse. lOmin. from UCLA.
$38(Vmo. (310)204-6972.

ROOM FOR RENT. Female, non-smoker. In a

secured condo. $400/mo. Lcvita
(310)836-3170.

ROOM FOR RENT. Quiet, clean student for

private bedroom arxi bathroom in 4-bedroom
house. WLA. Bus access. $450. Bianca and
Richard (310)559-5170.

WESTEND HOTEL. Cable TV, phones, dean,
quiet, refrig., Iaur>dry, maid service, security

bIdg. $12(Vwk and up. 1538 Sawtelle Blvd.

(213)444-8990.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old Worid
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199Avk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

WESTWOOD, OWN ROOM/WITH BATH, In

nice apartment. Arxi share rest. $A50/mo. + 'A

utilities, security. (310)470-2942.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet luxury

roonr>A>ath only, high ceiling, kitchen pri-

viledges. Non-smoker. $550 (310)444-5528.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. Non-smoking female
wanted. $450, own room. Kitchen, telephone,

arnl laundry privileges. 475-9253.

WLA HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced male
student. Microwave, refrigerator, weekly
cleaning. Near transportation. References.

(310)270-4387. "-*

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to IXTLA. Sec-

urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276-6331

.

UCLA STUDENT/FACULTY SPECIALIST FOR
CONDO PURCHASE/LEASE. STUDK) $95K
CALL BOB/BROKER (310470-1781.

Condos for Share 68

WESTWOOD LUXURY HIGH-RISE CONDO.
Wilshire. Private bed & bath. $550/mo. Valet

parking. (310)475-3049.

Condos for Rent 69

Sublet 55

BOSTON AREA, apt. to sublet, 1

masterbedroonVl bath. Completely furnished,

cable TV, all amenities, air conditioning.

Located 1 block from ocean, near subway,
airport. Mass General hlospital, and local

universities, $725/mo. + utilities. Ken. (310)

824-7883.

CENTURY CITY, 2-bed/ 1 3/4 bath condo. On
top floor. $280(Vmo. No pets. Refrig, W/D
inlcuded. Additional storage space. Pool, ten-

nis court, spa, rec room, security complex.
471-1234

WESTWOOD 2bed/1Vibath condo.
$1 1 SG^no. No pets, rtew carpets, flreplace and
balcony. (310)471-1234.

WESTWOOD, $1395/mo, 2-bed/ 2-bath lux-

ury condo. Gorgeous mountain view. IrKludes

3-tennis courts, pool, gym, Jacuzzi, 24-hour

security, party facilities, parking. Call Lori

or Steve Hawkins (310)826^070.

WLA: Ultra modem beautifully furnished

townhouse. 2-bd + loft, 2Vi bath. Gourmet
kitchen, fireplace, roof garden, garage, W/D &
more. $2200. (310)444-0433.

Guest House for Rent 70

MAR VISTA. Large room + powder room.
Private entrance. Share bath & kitchen.

Nonsmoker. $500. 398-1055.

House for Rent ^ Vacation Rentals 71

3-BEDROOM HOUSE, IV. -BATH IN MAR
VISTA. Walk to tennis & golf course. 7 miles

from UCLA. Available now. $1500/mo.
(310)474-3562.

BRENTWOOD FAMILY HOME. 3bed/3bath

Jjght. brigh t, private. Move-in $2.40Q/mo..
-7444.

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING-FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

M.

3-BEDROOM •1-BATH

HARDWOOD FLOORS

FIREPLACE • LARGE YARD

REMODELED • NEAR

WESTSIDE PAVIUON

STUDENTS WELCOME
$1,575

CALL 213/827-0156

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!

Student discount. Static Line, Tarxiem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Sport Equipt. for Rent 85

ATOMIC 733 SL skis with Marker M46r
bindings, 205cm, $175, skied 6 times. Plus

separate Marker M46r birxiings $50, Pro-

stock, (714) 960-8114.

Ctiild Care 90

House to Stiare 57

BABYSITTER, $100 guaranteed. About 4 times

a week. After few weekdays, one day on
weekends. Angelique (310)472-1765.

LICENSED CHILDCARE in my ho^. Ages
r^wbom and up. Hot meals artd loving

atmosphere. 998-4407.

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE in a 4-bed house. 15

min. from UCLA. $378/mo. + util.

(213)931-4542 or 965-1994.

4-MILES FROM CAMPUS, $440/mo, private

home, own room and bath, full house pri-

vileges, parking, pool, furnished, laundry,

view. (818)990-6297.

VENICE: SPANISH-STYLE, Hardwood floors,

yard. Private Bedroom. Near Beach. Share

with Grad Student. $500. (310)391-4572

Insurance 91

HATE AUTO INSURANCE
We nil do but niito insurance is

retiinrett by Inw' So lor n

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852-7175 {818|342-1510

BEST PRICE IMS AGENCY

House for Sale 58

2012 MIDVALE, 3+2 + extras, $515,500, for

details on properties near UCLA please call

(310) 477-8291, Annie Szyilagyi.

CHEVIOT HILLS. Lovely tradition English.

5-bed/37i bathJdeal for family. $769,000. By
owner. (310)202-8057.

MAR VISTA HILLS BEST BUY. Bright

3-bedroom/1 'A -bath ranch with double gar-

age & large detached studio. Georgeous
hardwood floors. $345,000. (310)477-9966.

PROFESSOR SELLING. Outstanding contem-

porary tri- level home in Brentwood North of

Sunset. 4-bedrooms + study, 3-bath. Decks,

tree-top views, large flat yard. $699,000.

(310)477-9966.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

LICLA, 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (818)783-6875.

Good Rates for

Motorcycles
with California-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355

Movers/Storage 94

Room for Help 63

MATURE STUDENT. No smoke/drink. Room.
Bath. NOW. 1-yr. committment. Good refer-

ences. $159+6 hr. work week. CALL 7-8 am.
(310)271-9849.

PACIFIC PALISADES, small guest house in

exchange for driving & garden watering. Single

occupancy. Mon-Fri 3:00-6:30. Must have

reliable car with four seatbelts.
(310)454-3879.

Condos for Sale 67

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierKed, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.

Short/Long distaiKe. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828 ^™—

-

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

LOVELY HIGHRISE CONDO 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa,

security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)824-0453.

'

CULVER CITY CONDO . Why waste money on
rent? $149,500. 2-bed/1-V. bath. Broker Ray
Williams. (310)559-4315 or beeper
(213)966-7433.

ENCINO. 1-BED/ 1-BATH. Bright, cheerful,

clean. Walk to shopping, laundry, pool; Ja-

cuzzi, rec lounge, parking. (818)343-7512.

Services Offered 96

CASH IS AVAILABLE for college. For free

information call 1-800-788-9858.

EXPERIENCED SWIM INSTRUCTOR available

for group/private lessons. All strokes, levels,

and ages. Paul (310)208-8039.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate

school personal statements, other vital written

material? Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

67 Services Offered 96

FUND—fINDERS can find you funds for

school. Guaranteed $200-$1 4,000 in scholar-

ships and grants. Call 1-800-343-FUND, after

6pm.

$MONEY $ MONEY$. Immediate help. Debt
consultations and signature loans to $20K. All

applicanU considered. 1-800-221-5546.
Open 7 days.

NEED $$ FOR COLLEGE? Free Info, on the

secret to getting Financial aid. Call National

Education Network, 1-800-310^4497.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Vlrgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (21 3)871-1 333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATKJNS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

BEAR'S EDITING
AH subjects. Thcacs/Diascrtatloiis

Ptxjposols and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPOB NOTFOB SALE
Sharon Bear, PhJ)
01CfH7a4€e2

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTVPROFESSORS. Computer-assisted
and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our
new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,

economics, engineering, ESL, english/

composition, finance, foreign languages,
J|Ua&£KIt!it£ m "irt^frmf7f^ r>Kwf7r'T r>r>liit<i^

scierKe, statistics. STUDENT SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutoring Service.
(310)204-4656.

•AUMAR BEAU- FRENCH tutoring by phone
or one on one. (818)904-7891. En Francais

S.V.Pl. Mercil

ENGLISH CONVERSATION TUTOR. Help
with pronurKiation, grammar, dialogue. Guar-

anteed results. Call Jennifer (310) 824-0842.

ENGLISH TUTOR, experienced (US Peace

Corps), mature. Vocabulary building, pronurv

elation, reading comprehension, writing.

$2(Vhr. (213)393-0510.

FRENCH TUTORING. Instructor from Paris.

Now living in Westwood. Beg-Adv. Reason-

able. Wanda (310)474-9489.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study

skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently

present the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. For

FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING, GMAT,
LSAT, GRE, WordPerfect, etc. Yale grad,

4years experience. Mark, 852-1298.

Tutoring Needed 99

JAPANESE AND ENGLISH tutors needed in all

of Los Angeles, $2(Vhr. Send resume: 1 4931
Roscoe Blvd. #28, Panorama City, 91 402. Call

(818) 891-7935.

Typing 100

$1.75 PER PAGE. TYPING/
WORDPROCESSING. Term papers, resunns,

charts, laser printer. RL services.
(310)306-2648.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATKDNS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (irKluding disserta-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editinf^graphics available. Laser printer. Near
campus.9am-9pm Ani (310)3123332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICA-
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

AFFORDABLE, expert wordprocessin^yping/
editing. Term papers, reports, theses. Laser.

Student discounts. No papers for sale. Marge
(local): (818)786-8742.

BRENTWOOD WORDPROCESSING: Re-
sumes, manuscripts, theses, fast tum-around,
IBM.— Word Perfect— Laser PrinHng. Lili

(310)472-4113.

•••CARING TUTOR*^^BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES -GO FROM
MISERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE. (818)

545—0960.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)4700597, fax 470-1064.

Modern Secreterial Sen/ices: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hr$

service. No papers for
sate. Angelica (310)446-8899.

'

NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop
publishing word processing. Resumes, legal/

medical transcription, manuscripts.
(310)472-0405.
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game. UCLA has also gone with
more man-to-man defense this

year than in the past
"The players have made a

commitment to defensive intensi-

ty," Lavin said. "Defense is 80
percent mental, but the players
have committed to it We have five

guys on the court now, who extend
defensively and are quicker and
stronger."

Unfortunately Lavin's future
with the Bruins is uncertain after

this season, because the NCAA
has decided to eliminate the
volunteer assistant position, there-

by leaving Lavin out in the cold.

"I have prepared myself for this

situation. I have been to three good
places with good programs and I

have good confidence in that I can
get opportunities," Lavin said.

"But the reality is in three months I

might be out of a job.

"It*s always been a dream of
mine to coach. There are so many
highs and lows, to be a part of that

gives you chills. It's such a rare

feeling that I know without a doubt
that I'm in the right profession."

Keeping your weight at a
moderate level may scale
down your risk of heart at-

tack. So maintain a healthy
diet and lighten up on your
heart.

Typing

PERFECT SPELLING for papersAheses, etc.

Mac, W/P, free campus pickup/delivery. Mi-

chael (310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup-Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (31 0)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

WORD PROCESSING. Research papers et al/

Fast, accurate, quick turnaround time. Profes-

jional quality, laser printer. Call
(310)379-8624

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingle;Teaching AssocVNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica^
(310)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experierKed CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

WINNING RESUMES; 1 -hr service. Our clients

Ket results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Trove! 105

EAST COAST (NYC/BOSTON/
WASHINGTION) anytime, $149. No catches,

confirmed reservatior>s, just be minimally
flexible. CalHitch(r). (310)458-1006.

Travel 105

STUDY ABROAD
Spring Quarter, study In

Spain or france. Bam credit

and learn the language. Call

(818)792-5732
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DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
• ikXA & AU. STUDENT DISCOUISTT
" TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
• CONVENIENT LOCATION

1 093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse

fit

s
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ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

.•••

• •••
• • • • •
• • • • •
• ••••<

• • •

58,200 Readers
Daily

Advertise 825-2161
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IT'S TBE RIOHT

STANDARD SlTi

ZnEXIAA
THHE TO BUY.,

Cj^M^'

MX-216
MX-sies
MX-328
IIX-333

MX-4208
MX-433A

IIX-433B

^Ta-433E

286-16 MHz
3868X-16 MHi
366SX-25 MHz
386DX-33 MHz
4868X-20 MHz
4860X-33 MHz
(W/64KI8A)
4660X^ MHz
m/2S6ICJ8A^
%0X-33 M»te~

(W/2a6KEiaA)

..$289.00

.J376.00

..$415.00

..$836.00

.$1039.00

„M9MM

SYSTEBfS INCLUDE
1 Mi RAM MEMOf?y/AM BK36
1.2(Sw2Sl OR 1.44(3.8'*) FDD
SUPER IDE CONTROLLER
MIM TOWER CASE
SOCKET FOR OPTKMIAL

MATH COPROCESSOR
REAL-TIME CLOCIOCALENDAR
101 BMANCED KEYBOARD
ONE YEAR PARTS/ LABOR WARRANTY
COMPREHENSIVE 72-NR

BIIRN4NTGSPNQ-
FREE OEUVERYm OGMQNATEO

MONITOR: MONO 14'/UOfH) VGA/VOA 14*(S40X480)/ 8VOA 14'(1084X7a8)**
$1M>.00 $160.00 $286.00 $326.00

HARD DRIVE: 40«a/BQ/lSO MB $19(V$aiO/$a65/|ai6

CALL DMS INTERNATIONAL FOR DETAILS
317 W. MAIN STTREEX SUITE 415, ALfiAMBRA. CA 91801

NOTE*: THIS SYSTEM COMES WTTH FULL-SIZE TOWER CASE
NOTE": VQA/8VQA CONTROLLER INCLUDED

TEL: (818)308-1316
(S1S)B0S 8844

OFFICE HOURS

M-F 9AMSFU
B10AM-8PM

ICX) Travel 105 Travel 105 Autos 109 Scooters for Sole 115

Discount Tickets on
a Major American

Airline!

London-Nonstop

Paris

Frankfurt

$43100

$609.00

$620.00

Rates subject to change

I

Frequent Flier Mileage Applies!

Advance Seat Assignments!

Book directly wlASUCLA Travel-No

Middleman!

- ,,^^ ' « Travel Service, A-Lcvel Ackeiman Union
ASVCLA/^ M-F 8:30-6. Sat 12-4 CaU UCLA-FLY

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL, R/T airfare to any-

where, $125 p/p. Limited quantity. CALL
nowlll 24 hrs. (404)349-9551.

Travel Tickets 106

London
PLANE TICKET: LA to S.F., 1/31 -2/2,

$75/o.b.o. Call Gary (310)209-1405.

Autos for Sale 109

Ncwyorfc
Miami
New Orleans

Paris

Tolcyo
*Faies are each way from Los Angeles based on a

roundtrip purchase. RestnctKXV apply. Fares AJb^jCCt

to change v^thout notice and taxes not included.

Coundlkaiid
I

1093 BroKton Ave ««0
Los Ansele$,CA 90024

310-208-3551

1970 VW BUG. Good condition. Runs well.

Sonne body work. Must sell quickly. $1200
obo. (31 0)479-2703/eve.
(310)553-8349/days.

1984 SAAB 900 TURBO. Black leather,

5-speed. Sunroof, a/c, alarm, low miles.

$5,800 OBO. 208-6227.

,1984 VWJETTA, EXCELLENT CONDITK>N,
ORIGINAL OWNER, S-SPEED, 2-DR, TAN,
80K, 4000/OBO. ALICE (0)825-8901
(E)207-3973. _

1986 TOYOTA CELICA ST., air, stereo, mint

condition, original owner. (805) 255-931 7.

1988 TOYOTA TERCEL red coupe. 43,000
miles, automatic, air conditioning, radio/

casette player. Good condition. Susan
(213)896-3106.

'75 & '76 RIGHT-HAND DRIVE POSTAL
JEEPS. 2-whl dr.« 6-cyl eng. Repainted with

chronf>e wheels. Mech excellent. Ready to go.

$1,650. Chick, (310)202-6407.

'76 FIAT SPIDER Convertable, red, re-built

engine. Excellent condition. Moving Must Sell.

$2,20(Vo.b.o. (31 0)822-6071

.

BMW 2500, '69. White, auto, A/C, sheepskins.

Excellent condition in and out. $2150/obo.
(310)454-4109.

HONDA PRELUDE, 2.0, '87, blue, 5-specd,
AM-FM-cass., looks great. Asking $5995/obo.
(310)285-9250.

JEEP WRANGLER 1987. Clean, r^ever off the
road, soft top, pull out stereo, $900G/obo.
(818)972-8186.

MAZDA RX-7, '80. 8-yr. owner, runs great.

115K, $1,000 firm. (310)399-9240.

MITSUBISHI MIRAGE HATCHBACK '86. Ex-
cellent condition. A^, AM/FM. Original
owner. $2100. (310)794-5280. Eric.

RENAULT ENCORE, '84, $1 200, looks great in

and outside. Excellent driving condition. Re-
becca (310)275-2320, (310)559-6170.

RX-7 MAZDA 1980. 44k, original miles, new
clutch and tires, no accidents, showroom
condition. (310)575-4154.

TOYOTA CELKIA GT CONVERTIBLE, 1988,
white/ black-top, low mileage, A^, 5-speed,
excellent condition, original owr>er. $1 2,500.
(310)854-7787. ^
Volkswagon Convertible, '84. 5-speed, black,

new clutch, tires. 76K. AM/FM- cassette. Excel-
lent condition $5,500. (213) 660-4567.

VW RABBIT DIESEL, '79. $180Q^obo. Good
condition. Call Doug (310)396-2966.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

HONDA CB-1 '89 SWEET BIKE. Full warranty.

Just tuned, plus extras. 4,000 miles.
$330(Vobo. (310) 836-4599

SUZUKI, 450 TX, 1983. Black, Looks Good.
Runs Excellent. Rebuilt Carburetors, New
Battery. $675/obo. (310)828-6402

YAMAHA 750 VIRAGO. Red, 20K miles, shaft

drive, new battery, tires; stock condition.

$950. IVAN (310)289-0310.

HONDA AERO 50. Runs well. Good around
campus. Helmet/lock included. $300 best

offer. (310)824-5763.

HONDA ELITE ES, '88. Mint green, great
condition, low miles. $500. Call NarKy Scott,

day:(21 3)972-7278 or eves:(81 8)566-0633.

HONDA ELITE 80 1987. Blue. Perfect running
condition. Includes helnrwt and lock. $780.
Call 471-5698.

HONDA ELITE 80, '87. $625. Recent tune-up,
great condition, helmet included. (310)
208-4912.

SCOOTER. 1985 RIVA 180. XLNT CONDI
LOW Miles. Recent Tune. Must Seel New
Helmet included. $970 o.b.o. 478-1114

YAMAHA RAZZ, '87. $60Q/bbo. Low mileage,
runs like new, excellent condition. Call Mi-
chan (310)208-0769.

YAMAHA RIVA 1 25: Black, in good cocxiition,

runs well, lock, trunk, $850. Call David
evenings (310)206-2268.

Furniture for Sale 126

BRAND-NEW KITCHEN TABLE from Pier 1

Imports. Butcher-block top wA>lack \ep and
black chairs. 208-5167. $9(VOBO.

BUNKBEDS, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID WOOD
$90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK OR
WHITE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRESS,
SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (213)821-0729.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

MOVING, MUST SELL, RATTAN DINING
SET, 4 CHAIRS, 200/OBO, MKTROWAVE, 1

YR OLD 125/OBO. ALKTE (0)825-8901 (E)

207-3973.

Scooters for Sale 115

1986 HONDA SOcc scooter. Rebuilt engine.
Runs great. $325/obo. Call Juan
(310)824-5505. ^^
1990 HONDA ELITE 80, blue, just tuned, low
mileage, runs perfectly, new helmet, lock,

$1150, (310) 394-8905.

'86 HONDA AERO 50. New tires, battery,

tune-up. Great Condition $425/obo.
(310)397-5858.

ELITE 150. Runs great, looks good. Includes
helmet and lock. $1000 OBO. 472-7465 leave
message. .

FRENCH MOPED FOR SALE. Runs and looks

great. Perfect for Westwood and school. $350
470-6154.

HONDA AERO 50, '86. $425/obo. New tires,

battery, tuneup, great condition.
(310)397-5658.

WATERBED, queen, with pads, heater, and
headboard, included dresser and night stand,

$55, (310)202-1050.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132 ^
EXCERCISE BIKE- PRO FORM 'AIR CYCLIST-
RECUMBENT BIKE wrth computer. Was $300.
Like new. $135. (310)551-3035.

SKIS AND BOOTS: ELAN 195S; size 10'A
boots, GREAT CONDITION! $225/obo. Call

206:6167, leave messane.

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM COMPATIBLE. 286/386, 1RAM, 1.2 FO,
1 .4 FO, 40 HD. Keyboard, nxxiitor. New with
warranty. $62(y$950. (213)644-2612.

NEW TOSHIBA 3100SX/16MHz/B0MBHD.
Includes WP, Lotus and Quicken. $2600. Call
Perry at (213)659-0583.

TOSHIBA 31 OOSX: HO, 4meg., 0|500, printer,

battery, SCSI HO, carrying case, extras, $3000.
David (310)794-3107.

MNW
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Blood.Give a little so someone can live.
National Blood Resource Education Prop^m

NmkwmI hi^ Lun^ an) iUoori kwxuK. NjuoimI btmwn at Hraith PuMk Hcaith VnxT US LJuwnmow ut Heakh tnd »umm vnKt~>

American Assocution ot Blood Banks

UCLA STUDENTI receive our gifi

For four appouamem. call: o^ *" aSUCLA meal ticket each
time vou ck>na(e.*

IK3A/ ASUCLA EMFfOTEES
receive our gift of 4 hours leave

with pay each time you doiuie. UCLA BIcod Donor

at (310)825-0850
>lilk«

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd:

Westwood, CA 90024
(213) 478-6869
(818) 988-0110

'.i„

We are the ONLY individualized test prep

program in the country!

Small classroom settings
with dynamic teachers

A flexible approach where you can review
material and listen to instructors as many

times as you need
Live Classes • F*rivate Tutoring

Computerized Diagnostics
Test-Taking Strategies

Solid Skill Review • Extra Resources
Permanent Centers • Convenient Hours
Scholarship assistance (if qualified)

—And Much, Much More!

CALL 1
- -KAP-TEST

ucla $tu<lent$| faculty

and staff

saw 1<'09»99$ movies
last month.

Catch TinIS viewing audlMili...

KAPLAN IS #1 IN TEST PREP
t

in the

Bruin :,

mm ##' •« ••ri

1

»• mmmmm

ALL SICK & TWISTED
FESTIVAL

OF ANIMATION

tinder 17 net Admitted

OPENS rrlda r Januar y 3 1 s^nta Monl^""^l4sadena
rrldaY 7, 9S30, Aildnleht kx^„-^o c
Saturday 4:30, 7, 9i30, /Hldnleht Monica tsquire

Sunday 4x30, 7, 9t30 1332 2nd St. 2670 E. Colorado
Mon.-Thu. 7,9t3c QlQ) 394-9741 (818) 793-6l49

Discover
Birkenstock
Step into Birkenstock footwear,
and find a remarkable blend of
comfort and style. Contoured
footbeds provide cushioning
and support, while your feet

remain free to move naturally.

You'll find colors

that range from
basic to

brilliant. ^^^ «
o

c

cc

o BMicmtock
FOOTPRINT COMFORT SHOES

Sherman Oaks
14447 Ventura Blvd.

at Van Nuys Blvd.

818/788-8443

COUPON QOOD
WITH SHOE
PURCHASE ONLY.

EXP. 3/1/92

WESTWOOD VIILAGE*

10910 Le Conte Ave.

at UCLA Westwood Blvd.

Main Entrance

213/208-7307

W. Hollywood

8629 Melrose Aye.

Near La Cieneea Blvd.

213/855-0744

GIFT COUPON

BIO CANVAS
TOTE BAG

LAVIN
From page 38

ress and community work.
"I just wanted to absorb every-

thing possible/* Lavin said. "You
see things you like and things you
dislike and from that you get your
own philosophy. I think you get

your trade from hanging around
the top coaches in the country."

One look at Lavin *s resume
shows that he has made some
impressive connections. Along
with Keady and Knight, Lavin has

worked with Pete Newell, the

coach of Cars 1959 NCAA
championship team, who runs the

Big Man Camp that many of the

top NBA centers have attended.

He has also spent time with Yale
coach Dick Kuchen and Tim
Grgurich, Jerry Tarkanian's top

assistant coach at UCLA.
*Those are all great coaches,

and great defensive coaches espe-

cially," Lavin said. "Defense has

been the cornerstone of their

successes and I have happened to

be influenced by them."
Lavin *s coaching signature is

the Ten-Minute Drill, an exhaust-

ing activity where the players must
assume the ideal defensive stance

while moving back-and-forth for

ten minutes.

"Everything in defense comes
down to your stance," Lavin said
"It comes from your legs and it

gives you stamina and strength. As
your stance gets better it also helps

you rebound and box people ottE

The emphasis on defense has
also led to Lavin's idea of mini-

battles. Each defensive possession

is a "mini-battle" and according to

Lavin, "If you win enough of the

battles, you win the war (the

game)."

Lavin *s philosophy has reaped
rewards so far for the Bruins.

Coach Harrick admitted that he
had to rely on Lavin for much of
the defensive plan in the Indiana

See LAVIN, page 33

• •

From page 40

well as making 44.8 percent of

three-point shots.

"A real key to the game is their

three-point shooting," Harrick
said. "We have good perimeter

defense which we will need to step

Up.

Harrick said he was tempted to

start Butler in place of Rodney
Zimmerman because Butler would
add quickness to the UCLA lineup

to counteract the Trojans* quick-

ness. However, Harrick decided to

start Zimmerman because of the

match up problems that would
create for USC.

"If we start Zimmerman, one of
their guards has to match up with
Tracy Murray," Harrick said.

*That is a good match up for us."

Murray and forward Don Mac-
Lean will be featured in UCLA*s
offense tonight, which greatly

concerns Raveling.

"Those two guys present a
problem that frightens the hell out
of me," Raveling said. "Defen-
sively, wc will play everything in

our arsenal against them.**

MacLean leads the Bruins in

both scoring and rebounding, as he
is averaging 22.2 points and 8.1

rebounds per game. Murray is

second on the team in both
categories, as he is averaging 21.5
points and 6.9 rebounds per game.
The playing status of UCLA

forward Ed G'Bannon is question-
able for tonight*s game. After
playing a career-high 13 minutes
against Stanford on Saturday,

0'Bannon*s'left knee swelled up,
causing him to miss practice both
Monday and Tuesday. Team doc-
tors will decide today if 0*Bannon
will be cleared to play tonight. _

Tennis
player
leaves
By Michael Klein

Dally Bruin Staff

Junior Allegra Milholland has

left the UCLA women *s tennis

team and withdrawn from the

university in order to pursue a

professional career, according to

head coach Bill Zaima.
The 5-foot, 10-inch Milholland,

whose big game and penchant for

shotmaking made her one of the

most exciting and unpredictable

players to watch, is driving back to

her McLean, Va. home and is

unavailable for comment She met
with the coaching staff and the

team last week to announce her

decision.

"We knew that she was strug-

gling with things and that it was a

very difficult decision to make. I

give her all the credit in the world
for saying her feelings," assistant

coach Susie Keane said.

Milholland played at the fifth

"We knew that

(Milholland) was.

stmggling with things

and that it was a very

difficult decision to

make"
Susie Keane

UCLA Assistant Tennis Coach

and sixth singles spots part of the

last two years but was more noted
for her skill in doubles.

"Allegra practiced as hard and
as well as anybody who ever

played in the program, but that

sometimes would not translate into

the dual matches," Zaima said.

Indeed, the limited amount of

match play coupled with only

practicing about three hours per

day may have led Milholland to the

decision.

"Allegra wants to play tennis 24
hours a day, and she feels that she

can progress more by playing

privately," Keane said.

Her UCLA career would have
undoubtedly been more successful

if it weren*t for her nagging
injuries. Last fall she strained her

back. This fall she stepped on a leaf

and sprained her ankle. It was the

inconsistency of her perfor-

mances, though, that kept her low
on the ladder.

"She is a great athlete, and she

loved to go for the big shot

Unfortunately, she missed more of

them than she made," Keane said.

Her stint as a Bruin, however,

was not without some glorious

moments.
As a sophomore, she won the

doubles title at the Milwaukee
Classic with former Bruin Stella

Sampras. She and Sampras were

also ranked as high as sixth in the

nation last year.

Milholland will now try her

hand as a professional, but will not

accept prize money so that she can
remain an amateur. According to

the coaches, the option of her

returning to the team next season

will remain open.

"Allegra tried really hard and
made a great contribution to our

team. She would not be able to

return this year because she has

withdrawn from school, but we
would certainly consider her for

next year if that was her desire,**

Zaima said.
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coma LENSES
Look and see

your best with

same day

service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village

208-3011
Moiulay SpedaL 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

UCLA
BASKETBALL
TRADING
CARDS

Some other players you'll find in the UCLA trading

cards... Bill Walton, John Wooden, Kiki Vandeweghe
and Gail Goodrich

Available at the Student Store, in Westwood Village

and throughout California

Collegiate Collection

For more information call 1 -800-999-1 364
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Lfl GMN PUCHflNGA
The Biggest UITINO Dante in

f-

aCUI's History!

UCLA
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Saturday, Feb. 1, 1992

9pm - lam

College I.D. will be checked • Three guests per student

Free parking in Lot 6 after 9 pm

Donations will go to the Oscar Romero Glinic.—

—

For more information call (310) 825*2399

Fui\ded by ASUGLA Board of Directors & Cultural Affairs Student Programming ^{ -^^
,=; Vv.

Sponsored by: G.G.M., L.A.S.A., MEChA, Raza Women, S.O.L.E.S. (i\^(l-^ i,-Vw
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.
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UCLA gymnast GIna Pesce will not see any action this year due to a major knee Injury.

Daly Bruin fl« photo

From page 40

to the training room, where Pesce

spends her afternoons trying to

increase the movement in the knee

and its range of motion.

*The brace is always uncom-
fortable and it can hurt, but most of
the time it*s tolerable,** she said.

But tolerable, for an athlete who
never missed a meet in three years

despite surgery on a knee and an
elbow, is quite different than

tolerable for most people.

The first few nights home she

couldn*t sleep because "every time

I'd be about to fall asleep Fd feel it

and hear the noise again of the snap
of when I did it**

The noise may be gone now, but

the crutches and the bunches of
now wilting flowers piled up in her

apartment are daily reminders of

what was to be a spectacular senior

season.

*This year my number-one goal

was to see our team get to nationals

and be in the top session,** Pesce

said. **I really miss being in the

gym and being with everyone; this

is the closest Tve ever felt to an
entire team.**

The "teamness,- as she calls it,

and being removed from it, is

obvious. It is only when this topic
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surfaces that she can*t control the

tears of frustration at having

perhaps lost forever what had
previously occupied her entire life.

**l still feel like a gymnast and
part of the team because I don*t

know what Tm doing yet,** Pesce

said. "I was thinking about it this

summer, thinking *Wow, it*ll be

weird after this year, not being a

gymnast.* I just didn't expect it so

soon.**

With the injury, her thoughts

about a career have shifted from
business school to a more relevant

field. **rve always been interested

in sports medicine, but now Tm
also getting a little more interested

in physical therapy,** she mused.
"Maybe 1*11 go to med school.**

As for next year, that is still up in

the air. *T really just have to wait

and see how rehab goes.** And, as

they say, therein lies the mystery.

Brad Hayashi of the men*s team is

back and competing eight months
after a similar injury, while on the

other hand Michelle Hunt of the

women*s squad is still in pain and a

few weeks away from competition

after an ACL injury sidelined her

over a year ago.

*T don*t think she*ll come back

because it*s hard to do in your fifth

year,** Kondos said. "But she

doesn*t need to comeback to feel

-good^UxMa gymnastics. She will

always have the utmost respect of

Scott (BuU) and I.**

"She was always smiling, a joy

to have in the gym,** Bull said.

"She was last year's winner ofThe
Jill Andrews Award for exuding

the utmost in what we want in a

gymnast, but I think it*s time she

goes on with her life.**

Pesce, however,Tnaynott)ethat^'
—^~

ready to close the book on this

chapter of her life. "I don*t know if

Vd regret it more if I didn't try to

comeback or if I trie4 to comeback
and wasn't able to get to the level

that I was at before and wanted to

finish at.**

No matter what she chooses, her

drive and ability should once again

carry her to the top, where she

belongs. As Bull put it, "Gina is the

kind of person you wish could

represent UCLA every time it was
needed.'* /

,

BALLATORE
From page 40

the matter has been referred to the

Pac-10 and the NCAA for possible

investigation.

"We met with Ron about it and
have asked him for a chronology of

the events,** Milhom said. "I can*t

comment too much because we*iie

still meeting. Pac-10 conference

officials will also discuss the

matter and they will bring forth

recommendations to the NCAA.**
As a matter of policy, Mike

Matthews, Pac-10 Assistant Com-
missioner for Compliance and
Enforcement, said the conference

would not comment on any pend-
ing compliance cases.

"We can*t confirm or deny
anything,** Matthews said Tues-

day.

' According to Milhom, Ballalore

has been careful with the NCAA
regulations in the past, but may
have felt pressured to help Djava-

dian enter the class on time.

"One good thing about it was,
and this could help Ron, is that the

money never went to the student, it

went straight to UCLA Exten-
sion,** Milhom said. "And he did
pay him back, but still that*s a
violation in loaning money to a
prospective student that has inter-

ests in coming to UCLA.**

Pac-10 Notes

Arizona Sport* Info

Arizona forward Chris Mills shoots against Duke last year. The
Wildcats (13-3, 3-2) are In third place In the Pac-10 behind UCLA
and use.

Conference race

By Greg Jones
Dally Bruin Staff

In the past week, all eyes in the

Pac-10 have been focused on
Wednesday night's matchup
between Los Angeles titans UCLA >

jE%Q»><)^^-10>4Q<Ui^^ the Bay, things aren*tas

averaging 25.2 points and 13.4

rebounds a game, which is among
the most impressive in the natiorf

Keefe is even doing better than

Shaquille 0*Neal, who is averag-

ing 24.2 and 13.5.

5-1) with the conference lead on
the line.

However, this does not neces-

sarily mean all else is silent among
the other eight

Stanford, Arizona and
Washington are all within striking

distance of the top two and will be
anxiously awaiting any Bruin or

Trojan stumble.

This week will sort out the

contenders as the Bay area schools

-visit Washington, while Oregon
and Oregon State travel to Arizo-

na.

With impressive conference
victories over Arizona, Oregon
and rival Washington State,

Washington (9-6, 3-2) wUl chal-

lenge for a NCAA tournament bid.

The Huskies were not expected
to be too competitive this season,

but the team has won with defense
and the strong play of center Rich
Manning.

Taking an example from the

national-championship football

squad, the Huskies lead the confer-

ence in scoring defense (65.3

points per game) and are second in

field-goal percentage defense
(41.6 percent).

Manning, a junior from Sac-
ramento, is averaging 17.8 points

per game, good for seventh place

in the conference. Manning is also

hitting 59.4 percent of his shots

and is among the top ten in blocked

shots for the conference.
...... 9. .

Sunday's Stanford-Washington

contest will be an important one
for sure. Stanford, after being

swept by UCLA and USC at home
last week, cannot afford to lose

many more games.

Despite the two losses. Cardinal

center Adam Keefe continues to

play as well as any big man in the

country. Keefe is still the only

player in the country among the

top ten in both scoring and
rebounding. :

r—The forward from Irvine is

bright. The Bears are hibernating.

They have yet to win a single

conference game and aren*t even
in contention for an N.I.T. bid.

Still, California is a young team
that has three frcshmen that have
shown a great deal of potential.

Point guard KJ. Roberts is aver-

aging 4.5 assists a game, sixth in

the conference.

Forward Al Grigsby is the

conference leader in field-goal

percentage (61.4 percent), and
Lamond Murray is averaging near

double figures in scoring.

The cornerstone of this Cal team
is an experienced Brian Hendrick.

Hendrick came off a sprained-

ankle injury to score 44 points and
29 rebounds games against UCLA
and USC.
The junior from Diamond Bar is

also second in the conference in

rebounding (1 1 per game) and also

among the top ten in blocked shots.

Things continue to get worse in

Oregon, as well. The ninth-place

Ducks (5-10, 1-5) now have lost

forward Jordy Lyden for the

season.

Lyden was originally expected

to be out for only four weeks and
had been previously counted on for

scoring (12.8) and rebounding (5).

Lyden makes the Oregon injury

list an even longer one. Bob Fife

was forced to redshirt after having

a box of nails fall on his head, and
Andre Collier has been a Duck
casualty for some time. "^

Pac-10 record watch: Harold

Miner and Don MacLean are both

nearing scoring records.

Miner is 30 points shy of

becoming the all-time USC scor-

ing leader, currently held by
former-teammate Ronnie Cole-

man.

MacLean is only 91 points away
from Lew Alcindor*s UCLA scor-

ing record and will probably break

it next week against either

Washington or Washington State.

UCU ARE YOU STRONG ENOUGH TO TAKE IT?

TICKETS $14.50 - $17.50 ON SALE AT: ARENA BOX OFFICES and all TICKETMASTER
outlets (service charge where applicable)

CHARGE BY PHONE: (213) 460-3232 or (714) 740-2000 VISA • MasterCard AcceptBd

GROUP RATES:(213) 741-0S21

R SEE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S FINEST CONTENDERS COMPETE FOR THE AMERICAN GLADIATORS NATIONAL
D FINALS and a chance to win $50,000 in cash and prizes including TWO 1992 SUZUKI SIDEKK^KS!
ij-f^-rtiYrt f i itiitTri 1 1 iiitf^Yii-n ii-rri 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1m 1 1 1 1 » i

'AMERICAN GLADIATORS' and ail asaodalad names, likanatMS and deaignt ara trademarkt of Tha Samuel Goidwyn Company.

zzxxxzzzzxx
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MATADOR PARTY SERVICE
'OHce^^^t^A^/^ti"
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Beach Party
Western Days
Mystery Night
Mardi Qras

PARTY THEMES
Hawaii Luau Lobsters & Libations
Casablanca Casino Night
Snow Party Clam Bake
Gangbangers Valentine's Day lA'

Dtf^t^

WE HAVE IT ALL, FROM: Locations, music/entertainnfient, transportation, food and
beverages, pictures and video. FROM 50 TO 5.000. WE
TAKE CARE OF IT ALL FOR YOU!

PLUS: Wecarry liability insurance for any location...and we
require NO advance deposits to be refunded later!

AND: We can work with your budget...even saving you money.

MORE: We can arrange away trips to P.S.. Mountains. Las Vegas
and morel

PHONE 31 0-375-1 331 FAX 31 0-375-2870

7^ch/<;m^ n<id 7^11(^644^^ 'DfXH t 'Oliix
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Place an

ad in the

Daily Bruin

For

lectures,

meetings,

events, etc.

For more

infbimation,

please contact the

Internal

Department

at 825-2161

REACH
the

UCLA COMMUNITY.

dTILIZE

DAILY BRUIN
ADVERTISING.

vJding Great Care

ForAll Women ...

REE PREGNANCY TESTING
•Pregnancy Termination

General or Local Anesthesia

•Affordable Birth Control

Call

ANNI
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RICHARO KIM

UCLA assistant basketball coach Steve Lavin came to UCLA from

Purdue Unlversfty and has been a major factor In the Bruins'

Improved defensive play.

Defense improves
with Lavin in town
By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

Any coach who has won the

NCAA basketball championship
will attest — defense takes home
trophies.

UCLA has started to learn just

that this season. While the Bruins

offense has been given much of the

credit towards UCLA*s 14-0

record and No. 2 ranking, the

improvement in the defense has

been just as crucial.

The Bruins have held their

opponents to a .434 shooting

percentage, the lowest mark since

the 1987 season. That year also

marks the last time UCLA cap-

tured the Pac-lO championship.

A main reason behind the

improvement on the defensive end
of the floor has been the addition of

Steve Lavin to the coaching staff.

An assistant coach at Purdue last

year, Lavin was brought in as a

volunteer assistant to work on
UCLA*s defense and implement
some of his trademark defensive

drills.

, Lavin could not have asked for a

better opportunity than coaching at

UCLA.
"When you think of college

basketball, you think of (former

UCLA coach) John Wooden and
his accomplishments/* Lavin said.

*There are all positive qualities

here at UCLA, it is like a dream
come true.

"(Purdue head coach) Gene
Keady mentioned that it is a great

opportunity. Jim Harrick (UCLA*s
head coach) is real good about

letting his assistants teach. He is

very open-minded. Having been
from (California) has made it

ideal. I can*t believe it*s happening

to me."

The job was also a homecoming
of sorts for Lavin. A native of

Northern California, Lavin also

played at Chapman College in

Orange County.

It was also during his playing

days that he started the Lavin

Basketball Camps in the Bay Area.

The camps gave him his first

experience teaching the game of

basketball. \
"I love teaching the game to kids

and working with them," Lavin

said. "I love giving back certain

aspects of the game to them. The

idea of coaching seemed natural to

me. It was a real positive experi-

ence."

At the age of 22, with his

playing career winding down,
Lavin decided to try his hand at

coaching. The summer before his

senior year at Chapman, Lavin

wrote letters to Keady and Indiana

head coach Bob Knight asking for

permission to observe their prac-

tice sessions.

"It is strange for a California kid

to want to go to the Midwest, but

those are two great names in

coaching, and I wanted to absorb

everything I could, like a sponge,"

Lavin said. "I wanted to watch

their practices and see what made
them great coaches."

After spending one summer
observing lU, Lavin moved on to

become a volunteer assistant coach

at Purdue. But a conflict quickly

arose.

The Boilermakers, intrastate

and Big-Ten Conference rivals of
Indiana, went to play the Hoosiers

the same week they hired Lavin.

To avoid any controversy, Keady
told Lavin to sit in the stands as a

spectator.

During his stays at lU and
Purdue, Lavin got a taste of big

time college basketball and the

stale's hysteria for the game.
"Having had that experience in

Indiana, you can see the excite-

ment that people have for basket-

ball there," Lavin said. *The movie
*Hoosiers' is no exaggeration of

how it really is. The people are

cpmpletely absorbed with the

basketball environment in that

state."

More importantly, Lavin got a

chance to learn from Keady, one of
the most respected coaches in the

country. — -^— ^ ^ -

"^e has taken average talent and
has put out successful seasons with

them for years and years," Lavin

said. "He is a great teacher of

fundamentals and a good motiva-

tor. He was also instrumental in

drawing kids to my camp."
During Lavin's three-year

apprenticeship, Purdue had a 54-

36 overall record, including 22-8

mark in 1989-90. Lavin spent time

on player development, team
defense, footwork, academic prog-

See LAVIN, page 34

Fbx>m liis moutli to your
tlie "hojans' Raveling tells all
By 2:achary Aron <.

Dally Bruin Staff

use basketball head coach
George Raveling was in rare form
Monday at his weekly press
luncheon. With his No. 25 Trojans
heading into Pauley Pavilion
tonight to host UCLA, Raveling
sounded off on a variety of
subjects. Here are just some small
excerpts from Raveling *s latest

discussion.

On his team: **Every coach gets

a team that is kind of special. You
can't explain them. They defy all

the odds afid find ways to win and
overachieve. This appears to be
that kind of team.

"We are a fun team to be around.
I've been more emotionally
involved with this team than any
other. I feel that there is a special

bond between us. I really like these

kids. This probably would be my
favorite team."

On UCLA: '"This morning I got

a letter from Tucson (Arizona)

which said, *Do yourself a favor,

don't show up on Wednesday.* Let

me tell you, they definitely deserve

to be the No. 2 team in the country.

I think they are a Final Four team,

=tfiey 4eft*i 4iave «ft obvious weak-^

"I know (UCLA head

coach Jim) Harrick is

not worried about us

(USC). He called up

Dial'A'Prayer and
asked for his messages. I

called up and they put

me on hold."

George Raveling
use Basketball Coach

guard: "I think Cooper is the best

point guard in the conference. Of
all the point guards Tve played
against, I wouldn't trade him for

anybody else."

On UCLA's offense: "They are

an impressive offensive team. I

don't know anybody with a better

offensive machine than them. If

Iraq had as many weapons as

UCLA, the (Persian GulO war
would have lasted a month lon-

ger."

^
On use's chances to win:

'There's sure shots and there's

long shots. We're definitely long

UCLA.»

On UCLA's bench: "If you took

their bench and put them in the

Pac-10, that team would finish in

the top five. Take a look at their

depth. They got (Derrick) Martin,

(Mitchell) Butler, (Tyus) Edney,

(Ed) O'Bannon and that Redwood
Tree. (7 foot, 6-inch Mike Lanier).

If he (Lanier) missed a meal, they

could feed all of Detroit with the

food."

On Trojan guard Harold Miner:

"If he wanted to score 40 points a

game, and it was in his heart, he
could score 40 a game easily.

Scoring points is the least of his

problems.

"He makes us beuer as a team. I

don't know what he has to do for

people to say he's a great basket-

ball player.

"He is one of the most humble
kids I've ever been around, and it is

amazing that he achieved so much,
even though he's so humble."

On Bruin forwards Tracy Mur-
ray and Don MacLean: "UCLA
presents some obvious difficult

defensive matchups for us. Those
two guys present a problem that

frightens the hell out of me.

ness.

"I know (UCLA head coach

Jim) Harrick is not worried about

us. He called up Dial-A-Prayer and

asked for his messages. I cadled up
and they put me on hold."

On Duane Cooper, Trojan point

*This team needs to focus on
what's ahead. We're at the side of
the mountain right now, and we
need to get to the top. And let me
tell you, the view is much better at

the top. But there are going to be
some jagged edges on that road,

and one of them is Wednesday at

MacLean and Murray are so goo<r

you shouldn't have to guard both at

the same time."

On his favorite team: "My
favorite team to watch is Oklaho-
ma State. If (basketball founder
James) Naismith had a satellite, he
would watch Oklahoma State.

THEO NICHOLAS/Daly Bruin

USC men's basketball coach George Raveling is always ready
with a handy quote.

#2 rCLA vs. II^IJSC

^i

Pre-Game
Fiesta

4HMI-7:00

$4.00Pltchers
offLlte,and

GenulneDrafft

$7.00Pltchers
of Fosters,
Molson,or

Lowonbrau Dark

BurgerA
Fries
$2.99

Chicken Breast
Sandwich CiFrles

$S.99

Victory Party
Featuring

The Slam Dunk
Bucket

40os. Long Island
ice Tea $8

|qiHintltl«s mm llmltcdi
1 to com* down quick i

$2 Jager Shots
from 1 0sOO-1 1 :00

Buy one Appetiser,
Get the Second at

Half Price!

T»l«vlsloii and a
Game nme 7:30
Bar - Tiia Naxt Bast TiilngTo Baing Thaia
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UCLA
violated recmitiiig niles

ch might liave

By Andre Keil

Dally Bruin Staff

UCLA men*s swimming head
coach Ron Ballatore violated

NCAA and Pac-10 regulations

when he loaned a potential

recruit money to pay for an
English as a Second Language
class at UCLA Extension.

Ballatore, in his 14th year as
the Bruins* coach, wrote a check
for $485 to UCLA Extension on
Jan. 7 to pay for prospective
diver Arsen Djavadian*s class.

NCAA rules prohibit loans to

potential student-athletes, but
the rule can be suspended in

emergency situations.

Ballatore is involved in the

recruitment of swimmers as well
as divers as part of his regular
coaching duties. Swimming and
diving teams compete together

UCLA Sports Info

Ron Ballatore

in CQllege compctiiioffi

Djavadian, who defected from
the former Soviet Republic of
Armenia at the 1990 Goodwill
Games, needed the class in order
to be enrolled at UCLA for

spring quarter 1992.

The class, which started Jan.

6, was nearly closed the day

Djavadian went to Ballatore to

borrow the money. Djavadian,

who promised to pay Ballatore

back the next day, realized too
late that he needed the class and
did not have the money at the

time.

Ballatore admiued loaning the

money to Djavadian and said he
regretted that decfsfoiF
*The class had started, and

(Djavadian) said he*d pay me
back the next day. And he did
pay me back, although it wasn't
the next day. I didn't do it to

cheat in any way, but still, I wish
I hadn't done it," Ballatore said

in a Los Angeles Times article.

T --''^

But Monday he said, **I made a

mistake. I wish I hadn't, but it

happened. I really can't say more
about it than the (Los Angeles
Times) article, because we're
still talking about it with (offi-

cials) here at UCLA."
Linda Dodge, a spokeswoman

at use sports information, con-
firmed Tuesday that Djavadian
is now enrolled at USC. The
use spokeswoman also said

that the Trojans hope to have
Djavadian compete before the

season is over.

Dodge added that Djavadian
would be unavailable to speak on
the matter. USC diving head
coach Rick Earley was unavail-

able for comment as well. Earley

was out of town on a diving trip.

The matter of possible NCAA
infractions surfaced when
UCLA officials learned Balla-

loie had loaned Djavadian
money for the class.

While Djavadian is no longer

involved with UCLA, the impact
of his recruitment is far from
over. According to Associate

Athletic Director Jim Milhom,

See BALLATOR^^p^ge 36

liuuiy ends gymnast's season
By Zach Domlnltz
Dally Bruin Staff

Instant and total devastation.

In less time than it took to read

those four words, a lifetime of
grueling effort and determination

was literally ripped away from
UCLA gymnast Gina Pesce.

In the ultimate nightmare for an
athlete, Pesce ruptured her anterior

cruciate ligament (ACL) and tore

both her medial and lateral menis-

cus in her left knee in a tumbling
injury Jan.6 in the John Wooden
Center.

**I was landing to punch (into a

flip) and it was just weird because I

wasn't crooked or off balance,and

I just felt my whole knee just shift

sideways," Pesce said.

"It made this really loud snap

and I thought 'oh my god' and I

was on the ground and I can't even
remember if it hurt or not because I

was so mad. At first I didn't know
how bad it was.

"People across the gym heard it

with the floor music going, but

when the trainer came over she

said at worst it was a bad meniscus
tear."

In retrospect, that type of injury

would have been a relief.

UCLA Sports Info

Gina Pesce

"~"*The knee was pretty messed

up," said Dr. Michael Shapiro,

who performed the surgery three

days after the injury occurred. "We

had to totally reconstruct the knee
by way cf allograft, or replacing

the ruptured ACL with that of a

cadaver. It's a better procedure for

an elite athlete because it leaves

them with a more normal knee."

"When he (Dr. Shapiro) told me
it was the ACL, it was probably the

worst part of the whole injury,"

Pesce said. "When the trainer told

me it was only the meniscus, it got

my hopes up more and I thought I

could just get it scoped and be back
in a few weeks.

"But then 1 found out, and it felt

like everything had just been taken

away from me, down the drain."

In a matter of seconds the injury

.

transformed Pesce from an elite

gymnast doing back flips on a

beam four-inches wide to an
injured student relying on the

handicapped van for a ride to class.

The hulking brace now covering

her knee looks ominously out of

place, confining the normally
independent Pesce to crutches."

"I feel so helpless having to wait

for the handicapped van for a ride.

I just hate asking people to do
things for me," she said.

This was to be Pesce's big year,

and one in which she hoped to

achieve All-American status. She
gave up her summer break to stay

in Westwood and train and was
going to expand her repertoire to

include bars and vault.

"She was in spectacular shape

from training all summer, and that

makes it twice as hard," co-head

coach Scott Bull said. "She was
having the best year of her life and
was going to compete in the all-

around for the first time. It's just so

frustrating."

"I agree," co-head coach Valor-

ie Kondos said. "It would've been
great for Gina to be on this team
because she would have rounded it

out perfectly. I miss her no-
nonsense attitude in the gym; she
never had any excuses or any
doubts."

That work ethic has jiow shifted

See PESCE, page 36
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UCLA guard Gerald Madkins will be a key In the Bruins' battle
with USC tonight in Pauley Pavilion. Rrst place In the conference
Is on the line.

in UCLA4JSC clash
By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

IfUSC basketball coach George
Raveling is to be believed,
tonight's UCLA-USC game wiU
be a one-sided Bruin affair.

However, the No. 25 Trojans
(13-3. 5-1 Pac-10) will provide

No. 2 UCLA (14-0. 6-0) with a
tough battle for the conference
lead tonight at a sold-out Pauley
Pavilion.

"(UCLA) definitely deserves to

be the No. 2 team in the country."

Raveling said at his weekly media
luncheon. "I have been trying to

__look at them objectively, and I

think they are a Final Four team.
They don't have an obvious
weakness."

Surprisingly, the Trojans are off

to a quick start this season. In

December, they knocked off then-

No. 4 Ohio State on national

television. Since losing to No. 9
Arizona to open Pac-10 play. USC
has won five consecutive games,
all in conference play.

*They are as athletic a team as

there is in the league," UCLA head
coach Jim Harrick said of the

Trojans. *They have good defen-
sive quickness and they are play-

ing well."

For another year, USC is led by
All-American guard Harold Min-
er. Miner is leading the Pac-10 in

scoring, with an average of 27.4
points per game. As Miner goes, so
go the Trojans.

"If Harold plays well, their team
seems to win." Harrick said. "We
have to concentrate on holding him
to 15-20 points, and not let him
have a big night."

Harrick said that the Bruins'

best defensive player. Gerald

Madkins, will be assigned to guard
Miner. Shon Tarver and Mitchell

Butler will also take turns guarding
the junior from Inglewood.

"As far as defense goes, (Miner)
has seen everything." Raveling
said. "Madkins is an excellent

player and Harold will be severely

challenged, but he has seen him
four other times so it v^l be
nothing new."

use starts three guards, all of

whom are excellent three-jwint

shooters. Senior point guard
Duane Cooper is averaging 11.4

points and 5.8 assists per game, as

See HOOPS, page 34

Pac-10 Scoring Leaders

SCORING AVG

t HiroM Mntr, use 27A

2. AdimlUtft,8TAN 25J3

3. Don liMH.Mn. UCLA 222

4. Tracy Murray; UCLA 2\JS

iliiiiiii'l^^ 19^

6. TirranctLtwlt,WSU 18.1

7. Rich Manning. WASH #J

8. Ndl DMrick, WSU 17.6
;••••••••••>•••••••••••

9. ttrlin Hendrick, CAL
^

16J2
< * ••

,

10. Scott Hatkin, OSU 16.2

SOURCE: Pm>10 Confmwioo
JONH T. GlLDREIVDaily Bnibi

Raveling speaks

Just days before the UCLA-USC game, Trojan men's
basketball coach George Raveling was armed with his

usual sharp wiL For Raveling' s quotes, see the Sports
Supplement.

See page 39

The wild, %vild West

UCLA and USC may be vying for the Pac-10 lead

tonight, but that's not the only action in the conference this

week. Check out our Pac-10 notebook for all the latest

tasty tidbits.

See page 37

The supplement awaits

Respectfully submitted for your perusal — the Daily
Bruin Sports Supplement. Everything you ever wanted to

know about tonight's game between the Bruins and the

Men of Troy. See inside today's paper for your copy.
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Sixteen months of waiting
and rehabilitation have
paid off for UCLA's

Ed O'Bannon
By Aaron Lowenberg

Running wind sprints never felt so good.
It's the little things that Ed O'Bannon appreciates now.
Things like practice, filling the lane on a fast break, and waking up in the morning without a swollen left knee.
It has been nearly 16 months since O'Bannon went up for a slam dunk at the Wooden Center and came down

on a wet spot on the floor, causing his left knee to collapse. 1 6 months of rehabilitation for a tom anterior cruciate
ligament in his left knee lay ahead, and more importantly, so did 16 months without basketball.

Now Ed O'Bannon is finally back on the basketball court, back where he belongs. For a time, it appeared that
O'Bannon was destined to be the greatest UCLA player never to actually wear the blue and gold.

But thanks to patience and persistence, the redshirt freshman fon/vard was able to make his triumphant retum
to basketball on Jan. 16 in a game against Oregon,

"It's been a very difficult process and I think the big thing has been patience," O' Bannon said. "If I didn't have
patience and if I didn't have good people surrounding me, then it would have been even tougher.

See O'BANNON, page 3

UCLA Bruins v. USC Trojans
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Pauley Pavillion

UCLA's Rodney
Zimmerman
page 4

The Raveling

Files
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LA. Story early theme of Pao-lO season
UCLA and USC top conference standings

By Greg Jones
Daily Bruin Staff

The first part of the Pac-10

season has been one big L.A. story.

For the first time in a long time,

the conference standings fmd
UCLA and USC sitting atop the

Pac-10 heap. While the dominance

of the Bruins (14-0 overall, 6-0

Pac-10) has not been too surpris-

ing, the unsung Trojans (13-3. 5-1)

and their one-man gang of Harold

Miner are just a shade behind the

No. 2-ranked Bruins.

Southern Cal has logged three

impressive road victories and is

knocking on UCLA's door for the

top spot in the Pac-10.

As expected, the Trojans have

been led by Miner, who is averag-

ing 27.6 points a game against

defenses that have been designed

with one main objective— to stop

him.

Fortunately for USC, Miner has

gotten some help. Senior center

Yaiiien Sanders has been an inside

pnwcr with an 8,2 rebound a game

er averages 5.7 assists per contest

But USC doesn't have a mono-

poly on surprising play this year, as

both Washington (9-6, 3-2), and

Stanford (11-3. 3-2) have opened

some eyes.

Stanford is still in a good
position in the conference despite

being swept by UCLA and USC
last week.

The Cardinal will be in

Washington this week to play two

average, while guard Duane Coop-

crucial conference games and will

surely be led by All-America and

Wooden Award candidate Adam
Keefe.

"He's the premier big man in the

conference," California coach Lou
Campanelli said. "He can single-

handedly carry a team. He's one of

the top ttoee or four big guys in the

country." .

Keefe has been the go-to man
for the Cardinal this season, and is

averaging 25 points and 13

rebounds a game. He is the only

player in the country who is in the

top ten in both of these categories.

Stanford has also been helped

out by athletic forward Brent

Williams, who has been averaging

11 points and five rebounds a

game. Point guard Marcus Lollie

(6 assists a game) and shooting

guard Peter Dukes (13 points a

game) form a solid backcourt that

has brought much-needed stability

for the Cardinal.

However, if Stanford is to

remain in contention for a bid to

the NCAA tournament, they will

have to win on the road. This week,

the Cardinal will be challenged as

they face Washington and
Washington State (13-5, 1-4).

The play of the Huskies has

been a shock to some veteran

observers of the conference.

Washington has started off the

season by getting big wins against

bee rMS*' iXff page o

AP Top-25
Rank Team (Record)

1. Duke
2. UCLA
3. Oklahoma St.

4. Indiana

5. Kansas

6. Connecticut

7. Arkansas

8. Missouri

9. Arizona

10. Ohio St.

11. North Carolina

12. Syracuse

13. Michigan St.

14. Kentucky

15. Michigan

16. Tulane

17. UC-Charlotte

18. Oklahoma
19. UTEP
20. Georgia Tech

21. UNLV
22. Alabama

23. Florida St.

24. Louisville

25. USC

Pac-10 Standings

1.UCLA

Pk-11 Iml
60 14-0

H 13-32. USC.!"

4. Stanford l-Z 11-3

8.WttMiigtoiiSt.S-3 1M

8.0P8|MSt.
;*Sttfe3a£S^S:>J::

10. Cal

2-4 10-1

IS IE
B-S B-9

This Wtek

Orapi 6 MzaM, 1/80

Cal 9 IMiaHBiMi, 1/90

•^77>>-''^r^'

eASU,2/1

OSU 9 UrizaM, 2/2
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Enjoy delicious all natural, all healthful

Hansen *s Fresh Juice. For over 55 years,

the Hansen family has made the finest quality

fruit, vegetable and fruit Juice blends
available. Our juice is always 100% pure,

fresh and natural. No sugar, additives,

preservatives, caffeine, artificial flavors

or colors.

Hansen's now makes over 30 great tasting

juices, so be nice to your body and try isome

fresh and natural Hansen's tpjday
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Finally playing at UCLA is more than enough cause for O'Bannon tdHash a smile.

#--

0*BANNON
From pagaiL

"I think the rehabilhation process

is maybe 70 percent in the mmtl and
30 percent physical. If you don't

want to do it and you don't want to

get better, there is no way you can

get better.

"You have to set your mind every

^day and tell yourself you are going

to go out and do this. If you tell

yourself you are going to get better,

then you will," O'Bannon said.

O'Bannon clearly has a ways to

go before he returns to the pre-

surgery form which made him the

top high school player in the nation.

Yet he has shown flashes of bril-

liance which have givenUCLA fans

a taste of what may lie ahead in the

future.

In the Bruins' game against

Stanford on Saturday, Cardinal

guard Marcus Lollie was heading

for an apparent easy layup. Out of

nowhere, O' Bannon swoopeddown
the court and blocked the ball off

the backboard. Despite being

whistled for a foul, it was a big-time

play by O'Bannon.
"I still have a lot of rustiness and

a lot of cobwebs," O'Bannon said.

"My rhythym has suffered the most.

I am also out of shape. Once I get in

shape, then everything else will pick

up. That will happen in a couple of

weeks."

Yet O'Bannon isn't thinking a

couple of weeks'ahead, or even one

week ahead.

"Lately I have been going one

day at a time," O' Bannon said. "Yes-

terday was yesterday and today is

today. I'm looking foward to to-

morrow. If you look at the long

picture you get disappointed. For

example, if I am looking forward to

playing in a certain game and then

my knee swells up, I'm crushed. If

you look day-to-day, you don't re-

ally get disappointed."

~~0'Bannon is quite familiar with

disappoint-
ment. Disap-

pointment is

lying on the

floor of the

Wooden Cen-

ter wondering

if your poten-

tially brilliant

collegiate bas-

ketball career

has gone down
the drain be-

fore it even got

started.

"I didn't

want to think

that (my knee

injury) was se-

rious, but jny

mind knew
that it was se-

r i o u s ,

"

O'Bannon
said of his

emotions right

after injuring ,

his knee. "It

was a very

scary feeling, because I have been

working all my life to get to college.

"I finally got that opportunity and

once I came to the college of my
choice, I wanted to perform and

help the team win. I saw it all just

leave right then and there. It was

really hard.

Right when it happened I was

thinking to myself, why me? I'm

starting to hit my prime and I'm

starting to do a lot of things well.

But you just have to go ahead and

look forward."

O'Bannon recovered well from

his initial surgery, but in April it

was apparent that he needed more

surgery.

"The hardest part (of the whole

process) was probably after the sec-

ond surgery," O'Bannon said. "It

was really hard. Things had started

to pick up and the swelling started

to go away. I was even starting to

shoot around.

"(The second surgery) was so hard

on me because I finally started to

see progress and then boom, I had to

go back to sta^e one again."

Following his second surgery,

O'Bannon was cleared to play bas-

ketball in a limited capacity during

the summer. He even participated

in UCLA's Fan Appreciation Day
in October, winning the slam dunk
contest. "^-^^

Yet his knee continued to swell,

and the doctors decided that

O' Bannon needed arthroscopic sur-

gery to determine the cause of the

swelling. O'Bannon underwent
arthroscopic surgery in November
and was finally cleared to begin

practicing in late December.

The Oregon game was a special

one for O'Bannon, as all of the hard

work he put into the rehabilitation

process was finally put behind him.

"I knew I would see this day, but

honestly I didn't think it would feel

this good,"

O'Bannon
said after the

game. "I re-

ally thought

that when I

got the

chance to

play it

would just

be another
-- day. Hon-

estly, it was
like a holi-

day for me.

It was a day

I have been

looking for-

ward to, like

Christmas.

It really

didn't feel

like a nor-

mal day."

O'Bannon
received a

two-minute

standing
ovation when he entered the game,

as well as an ovation practically

every time his name was mentioned.

"(The standing ovations) meant a

lot to me," O' Bannon said. "It made
it all worthwhile. I'll never take

drugs, I'll never drink because (the

Oregon game) put me on a natural

high. I was in a daze. I ^vasn't that

nervous before the game, but when
Coach told me to go in it really hit

me. It was like a brick wall."

Now that the initial excitement of

playing is over, O'Bannon needs to

work on getting himself back up to

par, something he isn't too worried

about.

"I think my knee itself is as strong

as it was before," O' Bannon said. "I

have to get my leg strength back. If

I keep working hard every day and

do the little things, (my leg strength)

will gradually build up.

"I have a lot of confidence in the

ability of my knee. I feel that once

>!> riMiifa fm i ^"mm

my knee starts to get even stronger,

things will start flowing and I will

become the player I was before and

hopefully even better."

Now that's a scary thought for

Bruin opponents, who already have

to deal with the likes of Don
MacLean, Tracy Murray, Shon
Tarver and the rest ofthe undefeated

and second-ranked UCLA squad.

When asked if it would be diffi-

cult to find playing time for

O'Bannon in the regular playing

rotation. Bruin head coach Jim

Harrick just smiled and said that it

wouldn't be too hard to find room
for O'Bannon to play.

This past Saturday against

Stanford, O'Bannon played 1 3 min-

utes, scoring four points and grab-

bing three rebounds. If it wasn't for

the huge brace on his knee, it would

be hard to tell that he wasjust recov-

ering from a major knee injury.

"I've always been one to play

hard and work hard," O'Bannon
said. "To go out and play soft would
almost be like an insult to my fam-

ily and to me. So there is no way I

am going to go out and play tenta-

tively."

Harrick has also noticed what an

impact O'Bannon has when he en-

ters the game.

"He plays with tremendous en-

thusiasm," Harrick said. "I am very

surprised at how well he has been

doing. He has been exemplary

throughout this process and he is

one of the greatest kids I have ever

been around."

The rehabilitation process

was obviously frustrating for

O'Bannon, but now he once again

has a basketball future ahead of

him.

"There is no way I can

forget this. This injury has been a

turning point in my life, but I thank

God for it. It has made me a better

person and a betterIndividual. I just

want to put all the negative parts

behind me and keep stepping for-

ward."
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ey Zimmerman
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»r» UCLA*^ 'mide game

By Jay Ross
Daily Bruin Staff

Not since the mid-1980s has the UCLA basketball

team had a true center— a bruiser who can close the

gaps, grab the boards and keep the paint clear— but

this season Rodney Zimmerman is tryin^to fit that

bill.

Zimmerman, a 6-foot-9 sophomore from Colorado
Spings, has muscled his way into UCLA's starting

lineup and is making his blue-collar presence felt in

the pivot

"He*sf the first guy Tve had atUCLA who's a bona
fide center/* Bruin head coach Jim Harrick says.

"I've never had a guy who likes to get dirty like

Rodney Zimmeiman. He*s our hard hat and lunch

pail kind of guy.**

Zimmerman agrees.

"I know that Tm basically what people would
consider the *garbage man*— the one that comes in,

gels the offensive rebounds, blocks shots and sets

screens,** Zimmerman says.

And while those aren*t the most glamorous of

responsibilities, Zimmerman says he is comfortable

with his role. For now.
**Coach Harrick and I have an understanding— we

know that we have a lot of big scorers on the team,

and he knows that come my senior and junior years

when a lot of people start leaving, 1*11 have to pick up
the scoring. But right now, because of our scorers, I

know what my job is, and that is to defend the post

and help out when a guy penetrates.**

In the past, Harrick*s Bruins have been chided as a

"doughnut" team^ with a hole in the middle at the

center position. They have had trouble defending

even marginally skilled big men. That was unsur-

prising, considering that in the three years that

Harrick has been at the UCLA helm, his centers have

been, respectively: a 6-foot-10 three-point shooter

(Kevin Walker) and two small forwards (6-8 Tracy

See ZIMMERMAN, page 9

CHARLES COOLEY/Daly Bruin

Sophomore center Rodney Zimmerman has been a much-needed
presence In the middle this season for UCLA.

Bruin Rate
Now $65

Just mention this ad

AU-«uite hotel £^rBniins and friends.

Just minutes from the UCLA campus, an all-suite hotel with full kitchens, free parking, pool & spa

Rates from $85 - $105 per night. For reservations call:

(310) 476-6255

•f mi^nUw*,Ai if

199 North Church Lane,

1 block W. of San Diego Freeway,

1 block N. of Sunset
Limiaed rootiw avaiUble u the Bruin me.

Cenain nauicbont apply.

Daily Beer Specials
rrr $2.25 s^'^ (12oz bottle) %4

J^BootW
94ozofbeer$17-$21
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48oz of beer $8.95
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F IESTA

Low Fat

Beef Steak

Hf^^^,^\ ALU I
'

- /^
Skinless^P;^^__^^<^'
Chicken

Vegetable

Oil

GO BRUINS!
FREE DELIVERY

(minimum order)

Bring in ticket stub from tonight's game to receive

25% OFF
any purchase.

(31 0) 443-432

1

1 1 04 Cayley Ave Westwood Vi I lage

1 50 Imported & Domestic Beers
16 Draughtl

. 2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
|l|Sl 7 Days a Week 11am-2am (310)82&-9839 fg^

LOWEST
AUTO INSURANCE

RATE
•UABiLmr
•COMPREHENSIVE & COLLISION
•SR-22 RUNG
•MANY nCKETVACClDENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS
•LOWEST RATE K>R ANY DRIVER
•SINCERE SERVICE
•HOME APPOINTMENT O.K.

WE ALSO HANDLE HEALTH AND COMMERCIAL INSURANCE
FOR BUILDINGS. BUSINESS, AND AUTOS.

CAU: (213) 477-8455

ALLIANCE NETWORK
INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.

(formerly Mervat Insurance Agency)

11540 SANTA MONICA BLVD #203, WEST LA
(AT COLBYABOVE SECURITY PACIFIC BANK)
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use SPORTS INFO

use head coach George Ravellng's mouth Is frequently open—
with good reason.

rShiiiny'ig Siibpp

By Scott Bloom
Dally Bruin Staff

Most people would have stayed

home that rainy night in Kentucky.
An early spring storm was explod-

ing over Louisville, one evening

before the 1991 NCAA basketbaU

tournament was scheduled to

begin. Freeways were flooded, and
visibility was low.

But use head basketball coach
George Raveling wanted to go to

dinner.

So he piled several Trojan beat

writers into a minivan and took off

in search of a restaurant for which
Raveling had only vague direc-

tions. According to one writer,

"the van was all over the road. You
could hardly see a thing. And

»»

n
George was kind of losL

"But we made it back alive,

Tom Timmerman of the Los
Angeles Daily News said. "And
we found the restauranL** ,

A typical Raveling story — he

"Bobby Knight is a good

friend of mine. But if I

ever need a heart

transplant, I want his.

It's never been used."

George Raveling
use Head Coach

may seem lost at times, but things

usually turn out One in the end.

After 19 years as head coach at

three different schools. Raveling

has emerged as one of college

basketball's most articulate and
interesting coaches. His courtside

antics and post-game quips have
become legendary among repor-

ters who cover the 54-year-old

coach regularly, making him a

media and fan favorite.

*The thing about George that

makes him so unique and so
special is that he lias an ability to

call on so many subjects,** Lisa

Nehus-Saxon of the Riverside

Press-Enterprise said. "When you
come to talk to him he*ll start

talking about basketball and move

See RAVEUNG, page 10
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DCLA by d over Louisville
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•Affordable Birth Control
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FAST AND
FRIENDLY

Discover the convenience of Westwood Village-'s 24-hour

express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the

essentials (and the goodies) you or your party might need.
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NYLON CORTEZ
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IN SANTA MONICA & TORRANCE!

moby disc
Can't Afford tfie new Nirvana?

Need Casti?
Trade In unwanted CD's, Cassettes, or LP's for

cash or credit towards anything In the store.

ALL USED LP'S & CASSETTES

50% OFF WITH THIS COUPON

ALL USED COMPACT DISCS

$3.99 AND UP - $2.00 OFF
WITH THIS COUPON

VALID THROUGH FEBRUARY 2, 1992

SANTA MONICA
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BEAT 'SC
and then celebrate with the Moose

Tuesday: No Cover
Bikini Contest

$1.50 Well Drinks and Drafts
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Wednesday: Dollar Drink Night
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Thursday: Men's Best Chest Contest
Cash Prizes

$300 Cash Prize on March 3rd
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Happy Hour 4-8pm Mon-Sat.
live Bands Sunday 7-1 Ipm

No Cover Drink Specials
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1 3535 Mindanao
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rival Washington State and Arizo-
na.

Forward Rich Manning hit the
winning shot against the Wildcats,
and has led the team in scoring this

season. Manning is averaging 19
points a game and has an impress-
ive 59% field goal percentage.
Washington has also been

strong in other aspects ofthe game
that are frequently overlooked.
The Huskies arc second in scoring
defense (giving up 64 points a
game) and first in rebounds (69 a
game).

While the Huskies have become
a solid team, the Cougars of
Washington State have been a
major disappointment. After going
12-1 in the preseason, Washington
State droR)ed its first three confer-
ence games to the Huskies and the
Arizona schools.

Cougar Neil Derrick has been a
top scorer for the Cougars with a
17.8 point average, while big man
Ken Critton is third in the confer-
ence in rebounding, with 9 ppg.

Washington State may get a
break this Saturday when they take
on California. The Bears (6-9, 0-5)
are a very young team this season,
and have been plagnflri hy incon.
sistent play.

A prime example of this youth
was on display last Saturday, when
the Bears blew a five-point lead in
the last 40 seconds to lose to USC.

Still, Campanelli*s three fresh-
men, K.J. Roberts, Lamond Mur-
ray, and Alfred Grigsby, have
gained valuable experience on the
floor this season that will pay
future dividends.

Roberts is second on the team in

assists, while Murray is averaging
11 points a game and Grigsby is

second in the conference in field

goal percentage.

With all of the focus on UCLA
and USC, Arizona (13-3, 3-2) has
taken a backseat in attention,

except when they are beaten, as
was the case two weeks ago in their

loss to Washington.
However, the Wildcats bounced

back in trouncing Arizona State
92-55 and beating Pittsburgh 96-
76 last Saturday.

Arizona and Arizona State (11-
6, 2-3) will host the Oregon
schools this upcoming weekend.

Things aren*t going so well for
the Oregon schools this year.

Oregon Slate (10-9, 2-4) has had
to endure the tragic loss of former
Lynwood High star Ernest Killum,
who died of a stroke on Jan. 20.

Injury-plagued Oregon's saving
grace has been the play of George-
town transfer Antoine Stoudamire
and his 20 point scoring average.

Antoine Stoudamire
INFO
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Rodney Zimmerman

ZiMMERMAN
From page 4

Murray and 6-7 Keith Owens).
Last year, in addition to starting

Owens in the middle, UCLA
experimented with a three-forward

lineup of Don MacLean, Murray
and Mitchell Butler. Zimmerman
made sporadic appearances and
averaged 1.9 points and 1.7

rebounds per game. This year
Zimmerman has started every
.^ame his numbers have improv

-A->^

to 5.4 points and 5.4 rebounds per
game, and he has blocked 16 shots.

Yet despite his good start and
obvious talent, Zimmerman has
never been a player oozing with

self-confidence.

At one point early in his

basketball career and unsure of his

abilities, he was almost ready to

quit the game.
"I was awful. Coordination-

wise, nothing clicked," Zimmer-
man remembers. "I was about to

give up on it, but (former Syracuse
AU-American) Billy Owens and
Coach Lebo talked me into it. They
said, *You have a lot of potential.*

They saw a lot of potential in me,
something I never saw. And even
to this day Coach Harrick is still

hounding me about, *You have so

much potential,' diat I still don't

sec."

And in a way, he doesn't even
see himself as a true center —
especiaMv in practice.

"At 6-9 it's kind of funny
because Don (MacLean)'s taller

than I am, Tracy (Murray) is

almost taller than me," Zimmer-
man says. "Ed (O'Bannon) is

almost taller than me. Then there's

big (Mike) Lanier, (Jiri) Zidek and
(Richard) Petruska. Every day in

practice, I see myself as a for-

ward."

Yet he understands that he is a

fixture this year in the starting

lineup at the center slot, and he

understands what he has to do.

"I think the reason (Hairick) put

me at center is the fact that I'm

very aggressive," Zimmerman
explains. "I'll battle on the floor,

and I like to take charges. I like to

block shots. I know that when I

step into the paint, that's my
territory and no one should score

on me."

People still score inside on
UCLA, but Zimmerman has cer-

tainly made a contribution as well

as a big difference for the No. 2-

ranked Bruins.

"He definitely lifts the team,"

Harrick says. "He'll take a charge

for the team against Chris Mills of

Arizona. When a 6-6, 215-pound
Mills is coming down the lane at

full speed, he'll step in and take a

charge.

"He'll block off, play post

defense and keep people off the

boards. He accepts the challenge,

(and) he works hard."
—^
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GO BRUINS!

SALES • SERVICE PARTS • ACCESSORIES

1804 Lindon Blvd. Santa Monica
1 Block South of the 10 F

(213) 450-4643

Open 6 Days
Mon-Fri9-7 Sat 9-5Wy iTiwii-rii y-/ .Kam Checks

Shateg's.
says

You Make The Call...

Thick or Thin
Crust?

(Your choice, no extra charge)

FREE & FAST DELIVERY
Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken
and mojo potatos Only $10.95

Large two topping pizza ^^ ^^^^
2 slices, 1/2 order of mojos and all you
can drink Qnly $2.99

1 1 14 Gayley Fax:'208-7470
Sun-Thurs 11 -lam; Fri &. Sat 11 -2am

824-4111 """
L ^ J liShakeMS
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1991-1992 UCLA
WOMEN 'S BASKETBALL

OaHOSTSOFTHENCAAFINALPCXJRAPRIL4&5

RematningHcfmeGames

Riday,January31, 7prn IJCLA.vs.WaiiingtDn

Sunday, Fdbnjary 2, Zpn UQA vs. WaiiingGonState

Hiday, Fdbruary 14, 7ptn UQA vs. Stanford

Sunday, Fdbruary 16, Zpn UQAvs.Cal
Satunday, Bdbnjaiy 22, 7ptn lXIAvs.USC
fiiday,Maich6,7pm UQA vs. Arizona**

Sunday, March 8, 2pm UCLA vs. ArizonaState**

TheNCAA.Tournament

Satunday, April4 NCAApnalRxirSemifinak

Sunday, i^)ril5 NCAAChampioridiipGame
(LosAngeles SpoitsArena)

^^^^^ IbrRnalIburTidcetinfaiiiation,f4ease call (310) 740-2620

RAVEUNG
From page 5

or some-into the Middle East

thing."

Raveling*s personality may
seem larger-than-life at times, but

he*s no slouch on the court, either.

As a coach. Raveling has exper-

ienced both highs and lows. His

first year at Washington State,

where he spent 11 years, the

Cougars went 6-20. In 1983,
Raveling*s final year in Pulhnan,

the Cougars went 23-7 and reached
the second round of the NCAA
tournament

In three seasons at Iowa, Ravel-

ing reached the tournament twice.

Last year, he took USC to the

tourney for the first time since

1985.

But Raveling has become as

famous for what he does after the

game as what he does during the

game. Among Pac-10 reporters.

he*s the undisputed king of the

one-liner.

Need evidence? Try Raveling's

reminiscence about his Philadel-

phia high school days:

"We just had one coach for

football and basketball. He took all

of us out and had us run through the

forest. The ones who ran into the

trees went on the football team.**

SHH not convinced? Ask Ravel

I

ing what he thinks about Bobby
Knight.

"Bobby Knight is a very good
friend of mine. But if I ever need a
iicart transplant. I want his. It*s

never been used."

Like Knight, Raveling enjoys
having control over the floor play.

And for good reason.

"IfFm going to lose my job, Td
at least like to feel it was my fault

You have 18-. 19-. 20-year old

kids running up and down the court

in shorts and they're carrying your
paycheck. That's dangerous.**

He also likes his players to work
out in the morning.

"I get the players in the morning
before there's any garbage in their

pail,** he said, "before they've

bombed a test or had an argument
with a girlfriend. They get up and
their pail is empty and I get them
before anyone dumps any garbage
on them."

According to several writers,

what sets Raveling apart is his

knowledge, his sense ofhumor and
his ability to laugh at himself.

"I try not to take things too

seriously," Raveling said. "After

30 years of coaching I've learned

you've got to have a sense o|
humor." ^

The writers who cover USC
basketball regularly have all gotten

their fair share of laughs from
Raveling as well as more quotes
than they know what to do with.

According to Raveling, he sees his

relationship with the media as

more than just a working one.

"I just enjoy people," Raveling
said. "I don't like 'working'

relationships. I like friendships. So
often in coaching there's an adver-

sarial relationship between coach-
es and the press. If you don't lie to

the media, they'U treat you with

respect"

Raveling's relationship with the

media echoes his relationships

with his players, who receive daily

lectures about subjects other than
sports. Hopefully, Raveling said,

he can do more for his players than

teach them to win games.
"I think if all a player learns

from me is how to shoot a jump
shot, than it wasn't worth his

while," Raveling said.

Either way, the player will

probably have a few laughs cour-
tesy of funniest man in the Pac- 10.

V
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From page 6

moved towards him. I stuck with

Dr. J.

"(Still), I don't think that there is

a player in the country that plays so

much like Jordan as Harold does.'

The two aren't Erving and

Jordan just yet. but the battles

between them have been specta-

cular evehts. In summer leagues at

Cal State Los Angeles, the two

squared off frequently and pro-

duced unforgettable perfor-

mances.

In one instance two summers
ago. Butler's team played Miner's

squad in a match that quickly

turned into a showcase game for

the two.

Butler won the personal battle

by scoring 42 points to Mine's 39.

and won the game in overtime.

"It was a great show; we were

both going down and scoring time

after time," Butler said. "I learned

a lot that time from playing against

him. He pushed me in such a way
that I learned some things about

myself and the game."

All of this friendly rivalry could

"We used to talk about

Julius Erving all the

time. But with the

evolution of Michael

Jordan, Harold moved

towards him. I stuck

with Dr. J."

Mitchell Butler

end soon, however. Miner is

definitely in a position where he

could declare himself eligible for

the NBA draft Butler, though, will

have one more year left at UCLA.
"We may bump ^heads again

soon," Butler said. "It's always a

pleasure to play against him, but he

can make the next step to a higher

level if he wants to."

Miner may or may not say

goodbye to the college ranks, but

Don MacLean, Gerald Madkins,

and Darrick Martin will all leave

UCLA for good after this season.

With some of the Bruin talent

gone, Butler may fifially have his

chance to shine.

"Mitchell will show people

what he can do," Miner said.

"Whether it be the system, the

players, or whatever (now), next

year he'll show all the talent that he

has."

Other veteran observers of

Butler tend to agree.

*The big question is what he

will do his senior year,** Stevens

said. "If he gets more minutes, I

think he will get a lot better, and I

think that he will be a definite pro

prospect.**

And maybe then, Mitchell But-

ler and Harold Miner will have

something else in common.
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Briefly

Minofflty's views

discussed today
More than 30 scholars from

around the country will discuss

minority perspectives on cul-

ture, contemporary thought,

speech and writing today at

UCLA.
The conference, entitled

"Multiple Tongues: Centering

Discourse by People of Color,"

includes sessions on the plight

of U.S. women of color, the

racist speech controversy and
the methods of teaching ethnic

studies and foreign languages.

The free conference will be
held through Saturday in the

Humanities Conference Room
at 314 Royce Hall.

For more information, call

(310)206-7411.

Inside

Berkeley under
investig;atuiii~
UC Berkeley joins a growing

list of universities being inves-

tigated by the federal govern-

ment for allegedly overbilhng

the government for research

costs.

See page 21

Viewpoint

Community
directCNry

Columnist Angela Becley

discusses a move by the Comm
Board that was motivated by

dollan, not sense.

See page 23

Arts & Entertainment

Short, sweet,
to the point
The First Annual Short FUm

Festival, opening this weekend,

brings a new genre of filmmak-

ing to the public's attention.

See page 24

Sports

Crosstown
batUe for first

Guard Darrick Martin and

the UCLA basketball team met

use last night with first place

in the Pac-10 at stake.

See page 48
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Young nominated to t I I

By Lorl Quinton
Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA Chancellor Charles

Young has been nominated to

replace the retiring University of

California president, the Daily

Bruin learned from several sour-

ces, including a UC regent

"Young has not applied. But that

is not to say that his name is not on

the list,*' the regent told The Bruin

on Wednesday. "AR)lication is not

the only avenue.**

Although Young is only one of

150 possible candidates on the list

to replace UC President David

Gardner, he is widely viewed as a

top contender for the spot

Young, 58, has the most senior-

ity among the chancellors in the

Chancellor considered

frontrunner for position
nine-campus UC system. He also

has more than 30 years of admini-

strative experience at UCLA,
where he has been chancellor since

1968.

The chancellor with the sec-

ond-most seniority is San Diego*

s

Richard Atkinson, who assumed

the position in 1980.

"A number of people have come
up to me and told me they were

planning on nominating me, but I

didn*t know the contents of any

list** Young told The Bruin during

halflime at the UCLA-USC men*s

basketball game Wednesday night

"I wouldn't say at this moment
whether or not I would accept (the

position of UC president if cho-

sen).** he said.

Because of recent financial

problems for the university sys-

tem, many UC officials on the

selection and advisory committees

have expressed an interest in

picking someone from inside the

UC — someone familiar with the

"ins and outs.** ,

Gardner, who will be stepping

down on Oct 1., has served as the
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Jim Ereaux, a Junior majoring In cybernetics, studies on one level of the grass in front

of the Fowler museum on Tuesday.

Charles Young

top administrator since 1983,

watching the UC system expand
rapidly.

But over the last two years,

"""
See YOUNG, page 21

I • UC
vice president

I lL»i

Ex'UCLA official

named to position

By Michael La%vrence

Daily Bruin Staff

A retired UCLA administrator has been

named the interim second-in-command of

the University of California system, offi-

cials announced.

Murray Schwartz will replace William

Frazer, the senior vice president— the UC
administration *s top academic officer.

Schwartz, who left UCLA as a vice

chancellor last year to accept a temporary

post at UC Santa Barbara, will assume the

new job July 1, said UC Spokesman Ron
Koib.

Schwartz is expected to hold the post for

up to six months.

Vice President Frazer originally

announced in October his intention to return

to a professorship at UC Berkeley after

serving 10 years as a UC administrator.

A search committee, headed by

Schwartz, was then created to replace

Frazer.

But the search was suspended after UC
President David Gardner announced in

November his own decision to step down by
July. "(Gardner) will allow his successor to

name a permanent replacement** Kolb said.

Schwartz served as UCLA*^s executive

vice chancellor from 1987 to 1991. Previ-

ously, he was the dean of the UCLA School

of Law from 1969 to 1975. He has been a

law professor since 1959.

See SCNWARTZ, page 20

Sorority memberships are

steadily deciining at UCUl
By Heather SklnazI

Daily Bruin Staff

The number of women rushing

UCLA sororities has plummeted in

the past seven years, forcing

national chapters to turn local

houses into boarding homes.

About 500 fewer women rushed

UCLA sororities in 1991 than in

1984. And in the past 10 years, four

houses failed to recruit enough
members and were deactivated.

And the recent deactivation of

UCLA*s Delta Zeta chapter has

served as a warning sign for other

sorority members.
"When Delta Zeta went off the

row, it made everybody think

twice about the trend,** said Jennif-

er Petree, president of Alpha Chi

Omega. "If the trend continues, I

guarantee that another house will

go off the row in another two

years.**

While fraternity memberships

are on the rise at UCLA, the

sororities are losing their appeal

because of negative public per-

ceptions, according to some mem-

See SORORrrY, page 19

Decline in UCLA Sorority Membership

The number of women rushing sororities

has been declining since 1984.
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Like, why do you say
like, like, all the time?

USAC fWlUties
UCU NIghtwalk
See ad for details

Campus Ev«nu and GAIA
"Paris is Burning'
Ackemnan Grand Ballroom

SCA
Band. Thfck
Cooperage

Campus Ewenu and GALA
"My Own Private Idaho"
Cross Dressing contest between the Alms
Ackerman Grand Ballroom
CulmnUAIfiUn
Jazz with vocalist- True Blue
Kerckhoff Coffee House

.S:0() PM

I'm
all, "When did people start

talking this way?"
So I call my friend George

Lakoff, the, you know, linguist?

And he's all, "What is *air doing

there? It*s not your everyday

•all/"

But the teenagers I know,
they're all, "Ohmygod, this is how
we, you know, talk?"

And like this girl I know, Tamar,
she went to the University of

Vermont last year and during

orientation this girl from the South
is all, "Hi, you all." And Tamar,

she's all, "I'm about to ask her if

she's from the South because she

has this Southern accent? And
she's all, *Are you from Califor-

nia?' And I'm all, 'How did you
know?' And she's all, *By the way
you say "all" instead of "said."'

And I'm all, *Ohmygod.'"
So I like call this other linguist,

Geoff Nunberg, he's on like NPR
and he's all, "It's used in the

narrative present," and I'm all,

"Really?"

And then he's all, "New verbs

for *say' come like every thousand

years and suddenly we have three

at once."

He's talking about "like" and
"go," which some people say

instead of "all."

Alice
Kahn

FRIDAY,JANUARY 31, 1992
I -':()(> \< )( )\

Latin America Student Association
Presentation on the Bradford ruling
James West Alumni Center

Spring Sing
Applicatioru Due
James West Alumni Center

USAC FaclUOes
UCLA Ni^twalks
See ad for details

Campus Events and GALA
"My Own Private Idaho"
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Campus Evems and GALA
"Paris is Burning"
Ackennan Grand Ballroom

Saturday; February i, 1992

9CA
Free Jazz-Bobby Lyie
WKlsworth Theater

Korean StucCent AasocLttion
12ih Annual Song Festival
Schoenberg Auditorium

GAIA
Winter Dance
Sunact Recreation Center

.S:()() 1>\1

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 2, 1992

Student Committee Ibr the Afts
Free Jazz - Bobby Lyle
Wadsworth Theatre

GENERAL
Facilities Management
NoUce of oonsiructton on campus
See ad for details

P*u*lng Services
Parking is still available
See ad for rrK>re details

UniCamp ~ ~
Informational Meetings all week
See ad for times and locations
Applications due Friday, January 31, I>odd 65
Intemationd Student Center
Fundina now available for student proorams
See ad for more details
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He's like, "What happened 15 or

so years ago that led to three new
verbs?" And I go, "You don't think

people got, you know, dumber?"
Then, this is so totally weird, I

get this like letter? And it's from
this guy Dave Reynolds who's a

student at Del Amigo High School
in, you know, Danville? And he

sends me this Slang Dictionary he

and his friends wrote and there on
Page 2 they're all: "He's all — a

phrase used instead of he said . . .

example: And then he's all, *Hi

there!'"

And I'm like, "Dave, do you talk

this way?" and he's all, "I don't say

it that much, but when teenagers

are talking with their friends they

say it. And people I know, their

mothers talk that way."

So I go, "What do you think of

mothers who talk that way?" and
Dave's all, "They sound more
worldly. They listen to their kids

and communicate with them
more."

And then I'm all, "Groovy."
And then Dave blows my mind

by saying he's even heard people

say "like" plus "all" and I'm all,

"Like give me an example," and he

goes, "He's like all, *I want to

break up with you.'"

And I'm like all. "Yeah, I've

heard that, for sure."

^Sor4factt^rm4air^''Davc, how-
come you don't have the word
*chiir in your slang dictionary?"

because I've been chillin* with

Dave on the phone for a while now
and I like want to show him I'm
worldly. So Dave goes. "It's used

so much it's really not slang."

And I like go all: Oh.
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Parking officials

permit fees for motorcycles

AMY PAGE

The owners of these scooters will be able to park on campus for

another year for free, say officials fronn Parking Services.

Brain Bowl may close

than expected

By Sandy Lee
Daily Bruin Staff

Parking officials have post-

poned establishing a planned
monthly parking fee for motorcy-

clists and scooter drivers for the

upcoming school year.

After implementing a program
requiring a student to register

scooters or motorcycles and dis-

play a permit, parking officials

have decided to continue issuing

the free permits for another year.

"(The Parking Service) still

needs to gather more data and
information before we consider

charging students,** said Greg
Demetre, manager of Parking
Services.

UCLA is one of the last univer-

sities to offer free permits for

scooters and motorcycles. Demet-
re said. But because of the threat of

increased registration fees, he said

parking officials felt strongly

against slapping the students with

an additional charge.

The initial proposal of a $5 per

month parking fee was presented

last year and was scheduled to take

effect fall 1992.

The delay will push the proposal

back to the 1993-94 school year, if

See SCOOTER, page 17

By Reglna Ravetti

Dally Bruin Staff

In order to cut fiscal losses, the

board of directors of UCLA*s
students association will vote

Friday on a proposal to shut down
the school *s bowling alley on
March 1, three months earlier than

planned.

Bruin Bowl was scheduled to

close June 1 because of seismic

renovation in Ackennan Student

Union, but its decreasing revenues

prompted the board to reevaluate^

tfic^ closing date.

The alley is expected to lose an
anticipated $14,000 by June 1,

according to Noel Vales, facilities

committee chairman of the stu-

dents association board of direc-

tors. Closing the bowling alley

three months earlier will prevent

additional losses, he said.

"If we waited to close it on the

original date, we would lose more
money.**

Vales says he expects the

proposal to pass,

*The facilities commission gave
it unanimous consent, so with a

strong committee recommenda-
tion, I don*t see it to be a problem.**

The association*s board of

directors will meet tomorrow in

Ackerman 2408 at noon to vote on
the proposal. A majority of the 10

votes is necessary for the proposal

to pass.

All concerned parties should

attend, said undergraduate presi-

dent and board member Danette

Martin.

"If students have concerns about

the bowling alley, they need to

come to the meeting. I strongly

encourage any students who think

it*s a good idea or it*s a bad idea to

close the bowling alley,'*she said.

In lo pbce wffl be a recreational

room complete with pool tables,

video games, table tennis and
possible seating additions for the

Cooperage.

The change is seen as a trade off,

according to Martin.

"As a result of closing the

bowling alley early, we*re not

going to take a service away from

students. We*re going to substitute

it with another service.**

The decline in sales is partly the

result of a change in student tastes

as well as expensive upkeep on the

Bruin BowPs equipment. Most of

the equipment has been there since

the alley was built in 1962, Vales

said. The 10-lane bowling alley

LAURA LEE SWAN/Dsily Bruin

Bruin Bowl is scheduled to close on March 1 because of financial woes. Video gannes and other

recreational activities will take the place of the alley.

has been operating seven days a

week since its opening, he added.

*There*s been a decline in the

bowling alley ever since I worked
here because of the fact that the

lanes are extremely old and the

maintenance is very difficult,** said

Rick Rodriguez, Bruin Bowl
supervisor. "During the weekday

it*s really slow. Most people who
come here play pool as opposed to

bowling.**

In contrast, the appeal of the

nearby video arcade room remains

popular.

"It*s not only the financial

issues,** said Vales. "We*re trying

to address a lot of the student's

concerns and needs by usine a

See BOWUNG, page 16

Russian scientist visits UCLA
Researcher^s

theories shaped

stealth fighter

By Birgit Rasmussen
Daily Bruin Staff

When the American F-117

stealth fighter swooped unde-

tected through Iraqi radar last

year, the American military had

to tip its hat to a Russian

scientist currently visiting

UCLA.
The scientist is Pyotr Umfit-

sev and he wrote the Physical

Theory of Diffraction that

Lockheed Aircraft Corp. used

to design the stealth fighter.

However, the theory's potential

went as unnoticed in the Soviet

Union as the stealth bomt)er did

in h-aq.

Until Umfitsev left Russia a

few years ago, he had no idea

that anybody had noticed his

work.

"When I came to the West in

1989, it was the first time I

knew that my theories had been

used to design the stealth

planes,** Umfitsev said.

"For many years in the Soviet

,, .
^ had written many

Union A
. •-^nf.verbe

papers, but they wouiu ...

published,*' he said. "Senior

Health officials meet
to discuss dental care

ontions for students

Pyotr Umfitsev wrote the Physical Theory of Diffraction that

Lockheed Aircraft Corp. used to design the stealth fighter.

Soviet scientists and designers

were uninterested in applying

my theories.**

American scientists, on the

other hand, were very inter-

ested.

U.S. aerospace companies

like Northrop and Lockheed

had been working to develop

the stealih planes, but found it

•^^most impossible to have cal-

culations based on then-avail-

able diffraction theories.

When Umfitsev 's method of

calculating the diffraction of

radar waves was translated in

1971, it made a "30 to 40

percent contribution" to the

computer programs used to

design the F-117 fighter.

See SCIENTIST, page 17
Oa.

By Chris Wolowlec
Dally Bruin Staff

University health officials met

with siuucTlt I;e2-hh advisers Thurs-

day to discuss various options fOT

providing students with conve-
nient, affordable and quality deptal

health care.

Members of the Student Health
Advisory Committee and the Gra-
duate Students Association
directed the discussion by posing
questions concerning possible
plans to close down the financially

troubled, student-subsidized den-
tal clinic.

Students were interested in

other possibilities which would
keep the dental clinic open as well

as the.structure of oral health care

offered to students should Student

Health Services officials^ close the

clinic.
=

"We shouldn't concentrate on
any one option," said Beth Au, an
Asian-American studies graduate

student and a member of the

committee. "We've been given
three options and should consider
each one."

The potential options for the

structure of student oral health care
services include the retention and
expansion of the dental clinic and a

preferred provider arrangement

with community dentists to prb-

vide dental care for UCLA stu-

dents at reduced rates. Another
possibility is combining services

provided by both community den-

tists and the uCLA School of

Dentistry.

Although student health service

officials said they have not yet

decided on any one option, they

said neither the option to retain and

"If the dental clinic

would break even, we

wouldn't be here. If we

continue to operate we

continue to operate at a

loss." - .

Ed Weismeler
student Health Services

' »

expand the current dental clinic

nor the option to utilize the School
of Dentistry are not cost effective

options.

"It certainly is possible for a

campus dental clinic to break

See DENTAL, page 18
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Briefs
World

Bonn cuts economic
forecast for 1992
BONN, Germany — The German

government scaled back its economic
forecasts for 1992 on Wednesday, pre-

dicting a sharp decline in growth in

western Germany and surging unemploy-
ment in the formerly Communist east

Bonn released its annual economic
report, predicting growth of about 1.5

percent this year in the total value of

goods and services in the west, less than

half the 3.2 percent growth last year. The
government had previously forecast 2
percent growth in 1992.

But even the revised prediction may
prove optimistic.

Saudi king warns
fundamentalists
PARIS — King Fahd of Saudi Arabia

has stepped up a confrontation between
militant Muslim fundamentalists and the

ruling establishment, warning the fun-

damentalists of harsher treatment if they

persist in challenging Saudi foreign and
domestic policies.

The warning came after an attempt by
religious fundamentalists and their mih-

tant supporters, under the umbrella of a

movement called Islamic Awakening, to

organize a public demonstration, which
-wQttld ^st&^y^ affrom loihe^^

tive Saudi Arabian authorities.

The protest, in which the groups

expected to gather at least 1,000 men and
perhaps as many as 5,000, were called off

after a warning that security forces were
on the "highest alert** to arrest all

involved, senior Saudi officials said.

U.S. iiid for Russian
oil hits many olistacles

TYUMEN, Russia — More than 60
American oil industry executives who
came here seeking ways to iitVest in

Russia's oil industry ran into a raft of

obstacles this week.
An essential obstacle was the struggle

to gain control of the republic's crude oil.

Another was the absence of some impor-

tant people who were supposed to be
there. Yet another was the lack of stable

policies to govern foreign investments in

oil, which Russian officials acknow-
ledged might be difficult to achieve.

**You are used to dealing in clear

conditions, and that is reasonable,** said

Yuri F. Shafranik, the 39-year-old chair-

man of the Tyumen Regional Executive

Council, whose job makes him roughly

equivalent to the governor of an American

state. "But you must keep in mind that

what is happening here is a process.
**

Haitian refugee city

filling to capacity

MIAMI — The Coast Guard Wednes-
day said it picked up another 1,178

Haitian refugees from international

waters amid warnings that the capacity of

the tent city at the Guantanamo Naval
Base in Cuba is about to be stretched to the

breaking point

Jdeanwhile,. a U.S. federal appeals

court in Atlanta continued Wednesday to

ponder a government appeal to end a

temporary ban on repatriating the Hai-

tians.

There are no signs of any abatement in

what is becoming a massive Haitian

exodus.

Nation

Cut in witiiiioidiiig tax

liolcis peril for unwary

WASHINGTON — Among the more
than three dozen tax proposals in the

budget request for 1993 that the Bush
administration sent to Congress on Wed-
nesday, the adjustment of withholding

tables for most taxpayers to cut the

amount taken out of each paycheck stands

alone in needing no congressional assent

More than $2 billion a month in

additional spending will be injected into

the nation's economy this year as a result

of the adjustment But more than 8.5

million taxpayers who would otherwise

be getting tax refunds in the spring of

1993 will owe the government money
unless they take a simple precaution,

Treasury figures indicate.

Cilnton sets off spark,

Cuomo fans flame

ALBANY. N.Y. — Already troubled

by allegations of marital infidelity, Gov.
Bill Clinton*s presidential campaign now
faces mounting difficulties in New York
— and perhaps beyond— because of an

ethnic remark he made about Gov. Mario

M. Cuomo. And, political strategists

agree, Cuomo has reacted with a bit of

hardball politics that seemed designed to

extract a heavy political pric^from the

Ailumsas govemon

Cuomo, who has a history of political

differences with Clinton, spent much of

Tuesday transforming Clinton* s comment
that Cuomo **acts like** a member of the

Mafia into an assault on all ethnic

minorities.

State

Disney drops lawsuK
against Fox, affiiiates

Walt Disney Co. says it is dropping a

suit against Fox Broadcasting Co. and 129

of its affiliates.

The suit was filed in February 1990 in

U.S. District Court in Los Angeles, and
accuses Fox of trying to prevent its

affiliates from airing *The Disney After-

noon,** a daily, two-hour block of ani-

mated cartoons.

At least one affiliate. KPCQ-TV in

Seattle, had been threatened with the loss

of its Fox afifiliate status if the station did
not back out of an agreement to run
Disney shows, the suit charged.

Top Ten

Top ten things you won't hear in Murphy
Hall:

10. "rm in no rush. Would you like to

cut in finont of me?**

9. "Well this is strange, sir. It seems we
owe you money.**

8. "You want fries with diat?**

7. "Hey everyone, reg fees are on
Chuck!**

6. *That*s OK. I didn*t really need
fmancial aid anyway.**

5. *Teanuts! Cracker Jacks!**

4. "Psst. Kegger at Young*s place.

Eight o*clQck. Pass it oa.*L

3. "But let*s stop and ask ourselves:

What will the students get out of this?

2. **Check out these cool tile floors.

1. "Hey, that*s my Daily Bruin!**

>t

n

Compiled from Bruin wire services and
staff ingenuity

CONCERNED ABOUT CAMPUS
SAFETY

AFTER DARK?
You can help!

Today and Tomorrow at 7:00 PM, join the

Undergraduate Student Government Facilities

Commission and Student Welfare Commission in a

nightime tour of the campus to identify under-lit

and/or dangerous areas at UCLA.
For info call

Matt at 825-1 483 or Greg at 825-7586

Fashion Outlet A Fashion Outlet Fashion Outlet

TTi

Olympic

Pico

Values

to $120
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V

Reduced to...

Best Selectionl

idies Fashion

Footwear
Off

Price

Sale Begins

Saturday,

AMERCAN
MasterCordJ VISA

414.
r

2249 Sepulveda Blvd,

(beliveen Pico & Olympic)

Tel: 478-2728
Open:

10 to 8 Mon Frl

I O to 7 Sat.

I I to 6 Sun.
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USAC, student advocacy gifoups hold retreat
Members, representatives come
closer to defining responsibilities

By Regina Ravetti

Dally Bruin Staff

The undergraduate student

council and the student advocacy

groups came one step closer lo

defming their relationship at Fri-

day's annual mid-year retreat.

During the three-hour discus-

sion, council members and
approximately 10 representatives

firom the 19 student advocacy

groups, worked to redefine the

groups* sponsorship requirements.

*The theme of the night was
trying to get clarification of spon-

sorship and responsibility of coun-

cil to student groups and the

responsibility of student groups to

council," said Danette Martin,

president of the Undergraduate

Student Association Council. She

added that she thought the meeting

was successful.

Although there are three retreats

a year, this one seems to have stood

out, according to Sergio Sandoval,

representative for the Multi Cul-

tural Bisexual Gay and Lesbian

Alliance.

"I've been to many retreats. The
difference at this retreat was that

here was a discussion facilitated by

USAC," Sandoval said. "We had a

USAC that is willing to grant the

student advocacy groups more say

on how (it) works and Idnd of

change its ways. That was a

precedent."

Debbie Bermeo, a representa-

tive of the Intemational Students

Association, agreed that the meet-

ing covered new ground.

**I think we tackled some ques-

tions that needed to be tackled, and

I think it forced groups to look at

the importance of sponsorship and

why groups are sponsored," said

Debbie Bermeo, representative for

International Students Associa-

tion.

But others disagreed. "I don't

think (sponsorship) was dealt with.

If anything, people got more
confused and more frustrated,"

said Jennifer Sloan, Jewish Stu-

See RETREAT, page 7
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RETREAT
From page 6

dent Union representative. "I was
confused because we kept going

on in circles."

According to Bermeo, her

definition of sponsorship is more

than just allotted money, office

space and a telephone.

**A lot of people take sponsor-

ship for granted. Sponsorship

needs to include recognition on
campus of certain groups that

deserve* special recognition— not

to say that all communities don't

deserve special recognition," she

said.

And although Martin said the

conference was productive, she

acknowledged that more needs to

be done. **I think the hard part

comes when you have to define

sponsorship and that's when you

have to listen to what people say."

Although the council's consti-

tution does define sponsorship, the

definition is too ambiguous to

apply to every student advocacy

group, said Elaine Chu, facilitator

of the bi-weekly student advocacy
groups forums.

"Until (this issue) can be resol-

ved, there's going to be some
ambiguity. It's all subject to

interpretation to define it in terms

specific enough to be taken seri-

ously," she said.

And while the definition of

sponsorship remains unclear,

Martin said she sees it as a

necessary ingredient for a good
government

"I look at sponsorship as one of

the unique things our government
does. There are 19 student advoca-

cy groups and four affiliated

groups," Martin said. *They're just

as much a part of student govern-

ment as the bricks and mortar in

Kerckhoff." And according to

Sandoval, the student advocacy
groups need the student govern-

ment

**The way the university recog-

nizes student needs is through

USAC," Sandoval said. "It's bene-

ficial to the groups to have some
kind of mechanism to represent

their communities to the university

and that's through USAC".

The student advocacy groups

«plan to meet during the next few

weeks to establish their definition

of sponsorship, which they will

present to the undergraduate stu-

dent council during the eighth

week of classes.

**i
*It is going to take a really

concentrated effort by the student

advocacy groups and USAC to

discuss these things," Sandoval

said.

Don't Forget

Audition For

springSing92
Applications due

at 5p.m. - James West Alumni Center

or call 206-0524 for more information

SAA Is a student Qfoup sponsored by
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"A cross between Jane 's Addiction and Black Sabbath.
"

— Dave Eddy,
Sound Waves

"Kinda darkj psychedelic. It 's smoking,
- Duke Lazio,

Rock City News

"Punk, folk and metal with a nasty force.
"

-Dave Zimmer,
BAM

Judgefor yourself.

January

BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

:1.C0OFFANYFCOTLONG

«SUBUJfl\^
COUPON VAUD ONLY AT

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
Comar of Sawtal* & Santa Monica

1 Block Wast o( 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUALOR LfSSER VALUE SUPERS EXTRA.

EXPRES 2/3/02

THE

8pm, Cooperage

Paid for, in part, by USAC.
FREEl !

BRITISHAMERICAN
DRAMAACADEMY
A unique chance to study classical theatre

^ with Britain's finest actors and directors

MroSUMMERINOXFORD
July lOth - August 9th 1992

Presented in association with Yale School ofr)rama and the University ofCalifornia at

San Diego (UCSU). field at Balliol College, one of Oxford's loveliest and most anaenl colleges.

Those taking part in 1 991 included Kenneth Branagh, Jeremy Irons, Brian Cox,
Mana Aitken, Dorothy Tlitin, Janet Suzman, Ronakl Eyre, Toby Robertson and Earie Gister

(Academic Chairman)

CfWfses. SeniorShakespeare Program • Advanced Acting

Moscow ArtTheatre Chekhov Program • Undergraduate Acting

Acting for Film and Iblevision

• POSTGRADUATEACTING
September 7th - December 12th 1992

At Cecil Sharp House, London
Accredited by Florida State University. A two-semester program though students may

enroll for one semester only Classes in Shakespeare, Classica l comedy, Modem Drama,
Voice, Movement, Stage Fighting and Acting in

Performance Admission by audition only.

Full deuiltfirom:

JenniferSmith
BADA(USA)
250 West 94th Street « 13A
New York 10025

%1: 2 12-749-0120.
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We're taking applications now for fantastic summer jobs at the UCLA Alumni

Association's Family Resort-BRUIN WOODS. Picture this. You spend your summer

in the mountains at Lake Arrowhead. You and 47 other students live together in

the Cedar Lodge, eat with our Alumni guests and run a super family camping program for

66 UCLA Alumni families each week all summer. "

There are many different jobs-Arts & Crafts <ftaff, Pool staff, Boat Drivers,

flousekeeping, Grill, Outdoor Adventure, Piano Player, Field Trip Leaders, Counselors-even

a Fishing Guide, an Athletic Director and Program Director. Besides your basic job you help

put on the opening and closing musical shows, as well as lots of other entertainment.

Best of all you'll really get to know the other UCLA students-chances ore you'll

become life-long friends. You'll spend most of your time outdoors in a healthy and vigorous

environment, you'll eat well and the pay is great. Figure on $2200 to $3000 besides room

and board!

Get on application at the West Center and mail it to arrive here by

February 5th to get in on first round interviews. Or coH us at (7 1 4) 337-2478.

BRUIN WOODS
UCLA Alumni Association's Family Resort

P.O. Box 160, Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352 • (714) 337-2478
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GALA tries to dispel gayfiarenting stereotypes
By Samantha Lee

After her father abandoned her,

UQ-A freshman Jessica Frazho

was raised by two mothers, one of

them a lesbian.

And what she remembers most

about her childhood is the love and

support she received from the two

women she called "mom."
But living in a non-traditional

family is not always easy. So the

Gay and Lesbian Association and

Gay, straight share positive

parenting roles for student
the Women's Resource Center

presented a film entitled "Choos-

ing Children" on Tuesday to dispel

some of the stereotypes about

lesbian couples who decide to

become parents.

The film was aimed to encour-

age lesbian women to have chil-

dren despite legal difficulties and
social pressures. It also tried to

educate people who believe that

the only way to raise children is in

a traditional nuclear family, said

Emily Hertzog, the resource cen-

ter's program director.

The film offered insight into the

lives of several alternative family

structures.

Traditional mother and father

roles were replaced by "co-

parents"— different combinations

of gay and straight people who
played equal roles in raising a

child.

After the film, two Los Angeles

attorneys discussed the legal

aspects of gays and lesbians

raising children.

"The courts are fearful of

opening up and defining parent-

hood," said attorney Leslie Avery,

who added that Marin, Alameda
and Los Angeles are the only three

counties which allow this type of

co-parenting.

But maternal and paternal

instincts are strong in many people

who have chosen alternative lifes-

See GALA, page 9

The Latin American Student Association (LA8A)
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Featuring LiZ GuHl^n, representative from MALDEF, the

Mex ican Ame rican Legal Defense and Educational Fund.

She will be giving a presentation on the legal background regarding

the recent Bradford court mling affecting all undocumented Califomia

students in higher education.
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tyles, she said.

"Everyone wants to have kids,

everyone wants to have a family,"

attorney Susan Keith said. *This

shows a connection, a bridge,

l)etween the gay and lesbian

community and the straight com-

munity.*'

Lesbians who want children

must choose between adoption and

artificial insemination. But
because sperm banks often restrict

their services to heterosexuals,

these women turn to their male
friends for sperm donations.

And once the child is bom, the

couple must cope widi the ste-

reotypes and misconceptions pre-

valent in this society.

"You cannot deny there will be

discrimination,'* Avery said. "But
just because prejudice exists is not

a reason not to have children."

UCLA student Kristin Hanna

said she enjoys helping a straight

couple raise a 3-year-old girl.

*They wanted her to have good
lesbian role models," said Hanna,

the managing editor of TenPercent
— UCLA's gay, lesbian and
bisexual newsmagazine.

But she added that gays and
lesbians may decide against hav-

ing children because of the sexism
and homophobia surrounding

them.

People who are straight some-

times feel threatened by gays and

lesbians who are choosing parent-

hood because people fear the

children may adopt their parents'

sexual orientation, according to

the attorneys.

But "there has been nothing to

show that children growing up in a

gay or lesbian family will grow up
to be homosexuaL" Avery said.

"You cannot deny there

will be discrimination,

but just because prejudice

exists is not a reason not

to have children."

Leslie Avery
Attorney
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Dean appointed to theater, film, TV sdiooi
By Julie Ann Silva

Daily Bruin Staff

In a bare office on the second

floor of Macgowan Hall, only* a

hanging picture decorates the

otherwise colorless room.

The picture on the wall is a

framed caricature of a dark-haired

man wearing a top hat and a deep
grin. The caption below reads,

"George Goes to Hollywood."

The picture was a gift to the ilew

assistant dean of UCLA*s School

of Theater, Film and Television.

George Dea joined UCLA two

weeks ago, leaving behind an

administrative position at UC
Berkeley.

Dea said he chose the School of

Theater, Film and Television for a

change of atmosphere. "I have

never worked in theater, film and

television before and it's a great

challenge."

"I love (the field oO higher

education . . . Interacting with the

student body keeps me young," he

added.

"I know three women who are

expecting autographed pictures of

Tom Selleck the next time I see

them," joked Dea, whose friends

think he will be hobnobbing with

the stars now that he is living'

closer to Hollywood.

Dea holds a newly created

position in the school where he
will manage daily administration

and flnancial operations, including

such aspects as personnel matters,

fund raising and public relations.

In his new position, Dea said he

hopes to make the school more
efficient by eliminating the dupH-
cation of paperwork and by setting

up a computer link between the

various schools* departments.

"George's broad experience in

academic administration and his

JASON ERLICH

See DEA, page 16 George Dea
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U.N. Council debates wording of summit deciaration
By Paul Lewis
The New York Times

UNITED NATIONS. N.Y. —
As the United Nations Security

Council prepares to hold its first

summit meeting, its 15 members
are still divided over how much
support should be given to such

goals as safeguarding human
rights and promoting democracy

and disarmament in the declaration

to be issued Friday.

China, India and some of the

so-called Third World nations on
the Council are resisting any

ringing endorsement of these

goals, arguing that by doing so the

Council would be involving itself

in the domestic affairs of other

countries and that disarmament is

outside its sphere of competence.

But France, Belgium and Aus-
tria are leading an opposing group

of members who believe the

Council should mark the occasion

by placing on record its belief that

the spread of democratic values

and new arms control measures

would help it in its task of

preserving peace and security in

the world.

Caught in between is Britain,

this month *s Council president and

the country primarily responsible

for calling the summit. The second

draft declaration it has presented

so far was buried today by an

avalanche of contradictory amend-

ments put forward by other mem-
bers.

Britain's representative. Sir

David Hannay, said Wednesday
night that he would prepare a third

draft of the proposed declaration

and present it to other members
Thursday jnoming.

The aim of the summit is to

mark the end of the cold war and

the election of a new secretary

general by affirming the U.N.

central role in preserving peace in

the emerging new world order,

proposing new steps to strengthen

its peacemaking role and promot-

ing disarmament
f In the draft declaration pre-

sented Wednesday, the Council

stated its intention to "deal with

threats to peace," including "inter-

national terrorism" and to "reverse

acts of aggression." It also called

for new disarmament measures to

prevent the spread of weapons of

mass destruction.

m
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WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
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11819 Wilshire Blvd.* Suite 205 • L.A. 90025 • 213-312-4900

Weil Make Sure You Make It.

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT

Sexy beer commercial
reignites controversy
The New York Times

Out of the sky parachute five

long-limbed, voluptuous blondes

dressed in bikinis and white

gloves. They surround several men
and gyrate provocatively as an Old
Milwaukee beer truck pulls up on
the scene.

The television advertisement—
first aired by Stroh Brewery Co.

last year in a bid to increase its

' share of the beer market — has

reignited a long-standing con-

troversy over how much the

nation's multibillion-dollar ad

industry shapes society's view of

women.
In the past two decades, Ameri-

cans have been increasingly

exposed to advertising that fea-

tures explicit and suggestive

images to promote everything

from beer to jeans. Now. some are

beginning to ask whether the ads

have gone too far.

To its critics, the ad industry

forms a twisted picture of women
as vapid victims, mindless house-

wives and subservient sex toys.

As industry executives see it,

their job is to sell, and they are

unfairly blamed for society's ills.

Sex, after all, does sell.

The debate has raised compli-

cated questions that go beyond the

traditional political fray and into

the, realm of social conscience: In

an era of expanding sexual bound-
aries, is it possible to use sex in

advertising without being sexist?

"Sexism is in the eye of the

beholder," said Don Schultz, an

advertising and marketing com-
munications professor at North-

western University.

"It's very, very difficult for

someone to say this is sex and that

is sexism because the judgment

,. has to do with the biases you bring

to the issue."

When designing a commercial,

Schultz said, "Each agency has its

own standards, qualities, beliefs,

morals. One agency, based on its

moral culture, might do ads with

women with breasts hanging out

over tractor trailers* Another agen-

cy wouldn't even consider it"

Ad agencies face minimal gov-

ernment regulation over what is a

legitimate use of sex as a sales tool

and what is offensively sexist.

From time to time, media outlets

do refuse to run ads. In the main,

however, the decision over what is

acceptably sexual and what cros-

ses the line into sexism is one left

to the ad industry itself.

In recent years, the sort of ads

that the industry has found to be

acceptable — including, in some
instances, commercials portraying

nudity and unabashed sexual

activity — would have been
unthinkable not long ago.

Take, for example, the recent

controversial Calvin Klein insert

in Vanity Fair: dozens of pages of
models in Calvin Klein jeans,

some in harsh sexual embraces and
others with bare breasts and
buttocks. In one of these ads, a
nude woman is shown in a profile

shot being pressed against a wire
mesh fence by a young, bare-

chested male in jeans. In another, a

long-haired, nude male clutches a

pair of jeans over his crotch in the

shower.

Then there was an ad run by
Sansabelt, Aileadiag manufacturer
of men's pants, showing a sophisti-

cated woman purring at the cam-
era: "My mother always told me to

look at a man's eyes first" She
pauses and then whispers, "But
what did she know?"

Still another example is a

commercial for Anne Klein's A

Line fashions. It shows a couple

rolling around on the floor by a

bed. A voice lists the articles of

clothing — including a black

sequined body suit and black

miniskirt— that the woman wore
earlier that night.

In great part, the argument over

such ads is of the chicken-and-egg

variety: How much does Madison
Avenue mold, and how much does

it mirror?

Those on both sides of the

debate acknowledge that vast

changes have taken place in

American culture with amazing
speed.

From 1960 to 1990 alone, for

example, the percentage ofwomen
in the U.S. workforcejumped from
about 38 percent to more than 57
percent. In those same years,

sexual activity accelerated to the

point that a recent survey by the

national Centers for Disease Con-
trol found that 72 percent of 12th

graders have had sex.

Hal Shoup, executive vice presi-

dent of the American Association

of Advertising Agencies, which
represents 735 companies, argues

that ad campaigns tend to follow

trends already established in soci-

ety.

"Agencies can ill afford to be on
the cutting edge of determining

what is appropriate or what are

public standards of -good taste."

Shoup said.

"You can't afford to risk losing

a share of the market by offending

people with your commercials

because a percentage of some
markets is worth hundreds of
millions of dollars."

In the Stroh controversy, the

brewery says the women in the ad
— dubbed the Swedish Bikini

Team — are a parody of the beer

industry's long-established prac-

tice of using scantily clad, come-
hither females to target the 21- to

35-year-old men who buy about 75
percent of beer.

The flap over the ad drew
nationwide attention in October
when several Stroh female
employees in St Paul filed sexual

harassment lawsuits against the

company, citing the firm's adver-

tising campaign among dozens of
other complaints.

The brewery describes the ad as

successful and says it has no
intention of withdrawing it. Stroh

lawyer George Kuehn says that

although some of the lawsuits'

complaints are "substantially true,

that does not mean that the

company is liable for damages."
That has not silenced the critic-

ism.

Bob Garfield, advertising critic

for the industry's leading trade

publication. Advertising Age,
says, "Parody is irrelevant to this

commercial. What is relevant is

the perfectly spherical breasts —
the whole arrested development

fantasy."

DeWitt Helm, president of the

Association of National Advertis-

ers, which represents about 2,000

companies, acknowledges that he

finds some ads to be objectionable.

"As a male. I am repulsed by the

Calvin Klein ads," Helm said. But

he added, "If Calvin Klein's

market finds his advertising

acceptable and the votes come in at

the cash register, Klein will con-

tinue this kind of advertising."

A Klein spokesman said the

designer looks on his ads as "his

opportunity to portray his product

in the way he wants, and that's his

right."

Advertisers at the agency level

say that damning all sex in ads is

simply ridiculous.

Bush's budget plan
spaiks political battle
By Andrew Glass
Cox News Sen/(ce

WASHINGTON — President

Bush's $1.52 trillion budget plan

for fiscal 1993 Wednesday
promptly ignited a political battle

with Congress over U.S. spending
priorities and potential tax breaks.

The outcome of that fight with

the Democratic majority could

have a major bearing on how soon
the nation climbs out of its

confidence-busting economic
slump as well as who lays claims to

the White House next year.

Even as the hefty red, white and
blue budget books were being

passed out across the city, the

president went to Capitol Hill to

gamer support among his fellow

Republicans for a "growth pack-

age" that his aides claim will tack

on nearly half a percentage point to

an economic upturn each year

through 1997.

As the battle lines were being

drawn. Federal Reserve Board
Chairman Alan Greenspan, a

Republican, minimized the need
for some budget proposals aimed
at sparking economic growth,
asserting that the recovery would
occur anyway. His big fear was a

bidding war for middle-class sup-

port that would drive up the deficit

and boost long-term interest rates.

"My estimate is that I don't

think they are necessary at this

point, but I understand . . . (the)

desire to create an insurance (for

the economy)," Greenspan said in

congressional testimony.

The new Bush proposals mark
the leading edge of a 1,700-page,

6-pound budget submission to the

lawmakers that deals with virtually

every aspect of federal spending

and revenue in the fiscal year that

begins next Oct 1.

A "high-road" White House
political strategy calls for declar-

ing a 51 -day unilateral moratorium
— until March 20 — with the

Democrats while they deal with

the Bush initiative.

"I'm all for laying politics aside

for a period of time," the president

said. But, he added, that it would
be "unrealistic" to do so well into a

year when a third of the Senate, all

of the House and himself as well

go before the voters as candidates.

The Democrats, for their part,

quickly sought to lay claim to the

same high political ground that the

Republican president had sought

to stake out. "We want to act," said

Sen. George Mitchell of Maine,
the majority leader. "We will act
It's what the economy needs. It's

what the country needs."

Biit, at the same time, Mitchell

and other Democratic leaders

made it clear that they viewed the

Bush budget plan as a political

document— and not a particularly

wise one at that They asserted it

was unfair to the middle class and
that it failed to take into account
the sweeping change in geopolitics
brought about by the sudden
collapse of the Soviet Union.
House Budget Chairman Leon

Panetta, D-Calif., decried what he
called "the rampant use of smoke

and mirrors" in the Bush proposal,

which seeks to bring the projccted-

deficit down by some $48 billion in

1993 from a current level of $399
billion by, in part the elimination

of some 246 federal programs.

The Bush budget plan also lacks

"any significant (anti-recession)

stimulus," Sen. Jim Sasser, D-
Tenn., chairman of the Senate

budget panel, complained. He
dismissed the Bush decision to

pump $25 billion in spending
power into the economy through

lower payroll withholding rates as

making no real change in people's

lives.

Bush makes Jokes about his

mortifying incident' in Japan

By Julia Malone
Cox News Service

WASHINGTON — You might
think it was an experience he'd

rather forget but President Bush
rarely misses an oppcHtunity to

bring it up.

Whether addressing the nation

from the U.S. Capitol, talking to

voters in New Hampshire, or

speaking to orbiting astronauts,

Bush slips in jokes about his most
mortifying public moment —
getting sick on the lap of the

Japanese prime minister.

- "I'd like a loan, because it cost a

lot to dry-clean a suit over there in

Japan," he quipped to New Hamp-
shire Rotary members over a roast

beef dinner in Portsmouth earlier

this month.

"I got criticized for this trip to

Japan — not just for throwing up
on the prime minister," he told

computer cable workers in nearby

Dover. "You've got to admit,

when I get sick for 24 hours I do it

with a certain flair."

And stepping up to the lectern

Tuesday night to begin a State of

the Union message billed as the

most crucial of his presidency.

Bush turned to where Vice Presi-

dent Dan Quayle and House
Speaker Thomas S. Foley, D-
Wash., were seated. The president

dead-panned: "They saw what I

did in Japan and they're just happy
they're sitting behind me."

Presidential spokesman Marlin

Fitzwater says his boss likes to

mention the^embarrassing incident

for one reason only: "It's just an

easy joke" guaranteed to win a

laugh.

But there's more to the presi-

dent's repeated flu gags, con-

cluded experts in political

communication.

It's all part of a strategy, said

Dan Amundson, director of
research for the Center for Media
and Public Affairs. Bush's aim in

poking fun of his own predicament
is "to turn it into a positive by
making him seem a little bit more
human, like an average person who
things happ)en to every once in a

while," he said.

Also, the jokes serve as a

reassurance that the president is

not seriously ill but only had a
passing stomach flu, said Amund-
son. ("Even presidents get the flu,"

Bush told a town meeting in

Exeter, N.H.)

Even bringing the incident up in

a formal, otherwise dignified

speech had its purpose, said Theo-

dore Windt a specialist on pres-

idential speech-giving at the

University of Pittsburgh. *This

was kind deflating" the soaring

expectations for the speech "by
talking about the human side and

the frail side of the president" he

said.

However, Windt said that as an

attempt to relate to the common
man. the jokes are "very awkward
at best" And he added. "I wouldn't

want to be eating lunch while he

tells them."
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GIVIAT Prep?
CRUNCH TIE NUMBERS!

Th^ Frinceton Keview
• CIJI00 »ze ie B truMrnum of 12 atuderrte

stTfltififid by ability to insure Icvd

9pecif\c \ccX^rc3 arui maximum score

\r\crtM3C3.

• 4 prtxrcorsd teste and computer ariai^3

v^ich di9eecX3 performance in ever 50

cate^ones.

• instruction with highly c^uairficd

instructors ( all have scoted \n the top

957# on the C5MAT) ivho have also been

trained with Fhoceton Review's nationally

renowned testing strategies.

• Independent documentation reports

increases of (?/er 110 points.

Other Coureee
• Class size of 15 to 40
students with no stratification

• 1 to 3 tests with only 1 analysis,

if any!

• Teachers may be c^ualified but lack

specific instruction crucial to excel on

the GMAT. They anc noi- trainea in

effective test strategies

• No documentation, no verification, no

guarantees. As for average score

improvements, your answers may vary

dependina on what day you call.

Obvious^, my time and career are too Important

to trust to anyone but TFK.

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT

A S U C L A

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
12:00 P.M., Friday, January 31, 1992
2408 Ackerman Union

JANUARY MEETING

ON THE AGENDA

The January agenda includes the

following action and information items

and reports:

• ASUCLA Revised Budget 1991-1992

• Discussion of 2nd Quarter Financial

Results for S & E for 6 Months
ending November 30, 1991

• Status of Disaster Recovery
Planning Efforts

• UCLA Licensing Administration

Update

• Recommendation for Unexpended
Summer Training Program Funds

• Student Interaction Fund/Community
Service Mini-Fund Report

J^ LAST MONTH

At the December 16, 1991 regular

meeting, the Board of Directors took the

following actions in addition to receiving

reports on a number of matters:

• Authorized the Lease of Additonal Off-

Campus Space

• Approved Optton Conceming the

Investigation Regarding Selling

Insurance

• Approved the Interaction Fund
Agreement as Executed

• Approved the ASUCLA Budget
Assumptions for 19^2 - 1993

• Approved the Capital Investment for

Pauley Concessk)ns

The Board ofDirectors is the student-majorityboard thatsets policy

for the Services and Enterprises ofASUCLA, including the Students'

StoreandPood Sen/ice. AllBoard of Directorsmeetings are open to

thepublic, andmembers ofthecampuscommunityareinvitedto attend.
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Looking For The Key To Success?

^Try Advertising in the Daily Bruin.

W 825-2161

Advertising Opens A Lot Of Doors.

THE WESTWOOD SIZZLER

$4.99 BRUIN DEAL
Enjoy your choice of Shrimp Fry, Chickea or Petite Sirloin Steak plus Potatoe,

Rice or Vegtables and a Green Diimer Salad. Or choose our new Buffet Court

which includes our AU-You-Can-Eat Hot Appetizer, Make your Own Sundae

Dessert, Hot Pasta, Deli, Tostada, Soup, Fresh Fruit and Salad Bar.

Offer VaUd
Open to Close .^1^^'®*^.

Prices Buksect to change without notice. (^BUt-t-t l" COURT & GRILLJ
Offier valid with coupon or UCLA id.

Offer VaUd Only At;
;

922 Gayley Ave.
;

Westwood Village \

$55 SpiralTerm & Cut
Exp. 2/16/92

men
cut & blow

w^omen
cut & blow

Schwarzkopf J
coloring

cut

$3 shampoo

1419 Westwood Blvd. OPEN 7 DAYS
479-8625/478-9316

Wc offer over 15 lines of Hair Products!

AUTO INSURANCE IS

A PAIN IN THE

s<.^

.^i^

^c, NECK! V
_ .•^?^ yyE SPECIALIZE IN %^

• FAMILY DISCOUNTS •

• YOUNG DRIVERS •

• SUSPENDED LICENSES
MULTIPLE TICKETS OR ACCIDENTS

'^^y

<?

'<$.
>.

AUTO • HOMEOWNERS • RENTERS • COMMERCIALAUTO • COMMERCIAL LIABILITY

CALL FOR A QUOTE 31 0-451 -4943
KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE. 1433 SANTA MONICA BL. SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

The Three Best Restaurants
In Los Angeles

Earth Wind & Flour
Santa Monica
2222 Wilshire Blvd

OlO) 829-7829

Earth Wind & Flour
Westwood

1776 Westwood Blvd

QIO) 470-2499

Earth Wind & Flour

Encino
17644 Ventura Blvd.

(818)986-0772

Gay riglits groups battle

against III law
By John Gonzalez
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

AUSTIN. Texas — Homosexu-
al rights groups hope to preserve a

1990 district court ruling that the

century-old Texas sodomy pro-

hibition is unconstitutional, but

state lawyers Wednesday asked an

appeals court to reinstate the law.

While state attorneys view the

statute as a reflection of prevailing

morals, gay and lesbian advocates

contend the law causes discrimi-

nation in employment and other

areas.

After hearing the two sides*

arguments, the 3rd Court of Appe-
als in Austin took the case under

advisement and will issue a ruling

later, a prelude to a Texas Supreme
Court decision.

The attorney general's office

wants the court to overturn a

decision by District Judge Paul

Davis of Austin, whose ruling 13

months ago put the rarely-enforced

sodomy law in limbo. The statute,

originating in 1878 and last revised

in 1974. bans "deviant sexual

intercourse" between partners of

the same sex. It carries a penalty of

a $200 fine.

Texas is one of seven stales with

a sodomy law that prohibits sexual

relations between consenting

adul ts of the same sex.

—Members of the three-jastfcc"

appellate panel raised questions

about where the privacy line

should be drawn. Justice James
Carroll wondered whether law-

makers leery of sexually transmit-

ted diseases might try to ban

"missionary-position, straight,

plain vanilla** sex. too.

Assistant Attorney General
Harry Potter responded by saying:

"It could come down to a question

of morality and the power of the

Legislature to pass legislation.**

Potter added: "It is a statute

based not oq gender. It is a statute

based on conduct.**

He said the case brought by five

Austin homosexual men and
women should have been rejected

because none has been arrested or

charged with the Class C misde-

meanor offense.

Texas Human Rights Founda-

tion attorney Patrick Wiseman,
who represents the five plaintiffs,

told the justices the law harms the

state *s homosexual population by
robbing them of their right to

privacy and the ability to choose a

sexual partner.

The American Psychological

Association and National Associ-

ation of Social Workers filed

friend-of-the-court briefs Wednes-
day siding with the homosexual
rights groups and stating that

sodomy laws harm rather than help

society. The groups also contend

that the laws do nothing to promote
the fight against sexually trans-

mitted diseases.

"A substantial body of empirical
research and expert opinion abou^
"human sexuality and sexual orien-

tation supports the decision of the

trial court,** their legal brief stated.

*This knowledge demonstrates

that the prohibited conduct is not

harmful to health or socia^ func-

tioning.**

Town's residents miffed at
<i«.M.^

I I ' desighation in

By Monica Slavish

Fort Worth Star-Telegram

FORT WORTH. Texas — A
series of tourism ads aimed at

luring "streetwalkers.** "bag
ladies** and "hookers** to Gran-
bury. Texas, has agitated some
merchants who don*t see anything

funny about double entendres.„
The advertisements— designed

to attract shoppers and fishermen

to the town of about 4.000 just

southwest of Fort Worth — were
produced by a Dallas agency for

the Granbury Convention and
Visitors Bureau and appeared in a

variety of Texas publications.

And now. a year after the ads

have been promoting Granbury.

some members of the Historic

Granbury Merchants Association

believe their quaint community,
with its lake and historic shopping
district, has beeh touted in a

distasteful fashion.

On Wednesday, the group called

a meeting and planned to draw up a

resolution calling for the ads to be

discontinued, said association

president Dianne Rawls Davis. A
100-signature petition opposing
the ads also was produced.

The meeting, however, appears

to have ushered in a feeling of
cooperation between the Conven-
tion and Visitors Bureau and the

Merchants Association, said

Rawls Davis, who learned the ad
campaign was being discontinued.

**Once they were aware of the

feelings in the community, they

started looking* at it.** she said.

On Tuesday Jerry Lee. board

chairman for the Convention and
Visitors Bureau, defended the ads,

which cost around $15,000 and
were financed through the city*s

hotel-motel occupancy tax. But he
said they had probably run their

course.

One ad depicted a man and a

woman, laden with tourist gear,

with the headline: "We*d like to

attract a lot more streetwalkers and
bag ladies to Granbury.** Ad copy
below mentioned Granbury*s
boutiques, art galleries, antique

shops and festivals and ended
with: "Fof a good time, call I-

800-950-2212.** „..„.._„
"This advertising campaign

was. we felt, not in the best interest

of Granbury.** said Linda Anderle.

owner of City Flower Market
*The double entendre is very

clever and slick. It*s very Madison
Avenue and Bourbon Street. Loui-

siana, but it*s not Granbury.*'

Another ad claimed: "We have a

lot of hookers who get up early to

spend their days in Granbury.** and

showed a smiling fisherman.

Anderle said the word "hooker*

turned her off: "It*s degrading. I

think sexual connotations are not

necessary when we are a whole-
some city.*'

Amidst the controversy, the

convention bureau is seeking a

new director after the firing of

Linda Moore on Monday. Lee
said. While he said Moore*

s

dismissal was unrelated to the ad
campaign. Lee declined to cite any
reasons.

Lee said the bureau had received

only two complaints about the ad

campaign. The complaint came in

the form oia letter from Anderle *s

husband. Bill.

The ads appeared in newspapers

and magazines in Abilene. Temple
and other Texas cities and were

produced as 5-by-7-inch handout

cards for travel shows, Lee said.

"We're proud of the campaign.

It generated a fair amount of

publicity and we haven *t had
complaints from people it was
directed to.** Lee said.
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Yeltsin announces
big arms cutbacks
By Serge Schmemann
The New York Times

MOSCOW — Within hours of

President Bush*s announcement
on Tuesday of deep cuts in

America*s military spending.

President Boris N. Yeltsin of

Russia went on television Wednes-

day to outline sharp arms cutbacks

under way in the former Soviet

armed forces.

Yeltsin's program was in large

part a summary of military reduc-

tions either previously pledged by
Moscow or necessitated by the

economic and political crisis in

what is now the Commonwealth of

Independent States.

It included details of some arms

programs that have been curtailed

or cancelled by Moscow, such as

production of strategic bombers
and long-range cruise missiles.

Yeltsin also said proposals were

being readied to reduce strategic

arsenals on the American and

Russian sides Jo 2,500 or even

2,000 nuclear warheads each, well

below levels required by existing

treaties or proposed by President

Bush.

In his address, Yeltsin also

spoke for strategic weapons
(teployed in Ukraine, Belarus and

Kazakhstan, underscoring the

agreemeiU—among the formcr-

Soviet republics that their strategic

weapons would remain under
unified command.

Yeltsin further expressed readi-

ness to discuss a wide variety of

other reductions, ranging from a

curb on development or elimina-

tion of various kinds of cruise

missiles to a halt in submarine

patrols to a joint global air defense

system to replace the strategic

defense initiative of the United

States.

The United States is not likely at

this time to discuss sharing the

technology of the strategic defense

initiative or curbs on submarine

patrols, which have traditionally

been central to American deter-

rence. But mutual interest in

reducing arms spending could lead

to various further agreements.

In an interview with ABC News
on Saturday, Yeltsin said Russia

would no longer target its missiles

on the United States. In his

televised statement on Wednes-
day, the Russian leader said only

that weapons remaining in the two
countries "should not be aimed at

American and Russian targets

respectively.**

Each president has praised the

other*s initiative and pledged to

pursue the dismantling of cold war

arsenals further when they meet

Saturday in Camp David.

Yeltsin leaves Thursday on a

trip that also includes visits to

London, the United Nations and

Ottawa. It will be his first major

foreign tour since the Soviet Union

collapsed and Russia assumed the

bulk of the superpower's military

legacy, and security issues are

xertain to be central in his talks^

To Western diplomats in Mos-
cow. Yeltsin's address was signif-

icant less for any specific

disarmament proposals than for

the demonstration by the Russian

president that he was now the heir

to all the disarmament functions

previously performed by President

Mikhail S. Gorbachev.

Sperm cells can smell,

researchers discover
By Natalie Angier

The New York Times

Sperm cells possess the same

sort of odor receptors that allow

the nose to smell, suggesting that

swimming sperm navigate toward

a fertile egg by detecting its scent,

scientists have found.

Dr. Marc Parmentier of the Free

University in Brussels and his

colleagues report today in the

journal Nature that they have

observed evidence of odor recep-

tors in the precursor tissue that

gives rise to adult sperm. Until

now. such smell receptors had

been found to be active only in the

nasal cavity.

*This is potentially very excit-

ing, and there*s going to be a lot of

enthusiasm about what this might

mean.** said Dr. David L. Garbers

of the University of Texas South-

western Medical Center in Dallas.

"I don*t think that most of us

expected to find these putative

odorant receptors in sperm cells.**

Last year. Garbers and his co-

workers announced that fertile

eggs secrete a compound that in

test-tube experiments proved irre-

sistible to sperm. Researchers

speculate that the newly discov-

ered receptors could be the

sperm *s machinery for recogniz-

ing those seductive molecules, but

they do not yet have proof that the

two findings are related.

Parmentier emphasized that his

results were extremely prelimin-

ary and remained to be sorted out
"Wc know that wc have seen

members of the olfactory receptor

family in sperm cells." he said in a

telephone interview. "But what

their function is at this point is

very.rvery speculative,"

-f——

Not least among the puzzles is

the number of different receptors

observed. So far the Belgian

researchers have found 20. and

they believe many more are at

work in the sex cells.

"I think this is extremely inter-

esting.** said Dr. Richard Axel of

the Howard Hughes Medical

Institute at Columbia University in

New York.

Last April. Axel and his col-

leagues reported on the discovery

of hundreds of different odor

receptors in nasal cells, and they

suggested that the enormous vari-

ety was necessary to allow the nose

to distinguish among tens of

thousands of different smells.

But the need for such a discrimi-

nating palate in sperm cells is

much less clear, researchers said.

Parmentier proposed that different

receptors might come into play at

various moments in the sperm *s

longjourney, allowing it to pick up

a wealth of chemical signals that

affect its speed, strength and

direction.

Parmentier. working with

researchers in Holland and France,

accidentally discovered the sperm

receptors while looking for genes

that help control thyroid hor-

mones. Using a technique called

polymerase chain reaction to scare

out even shadows of gene activity

from tissue samples, they stumbled

on a family of receptor genes

active in inale germ cells, the

precursor tissue that matures into

sperm.

Upon further study, the genes

looked as though they inscribed

proteins with a characteristic

receptor shape, a serpentine struc-

ture that weaves in and out of the

membrane of a cell seven times.
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High anxiety

VICKI RAPAPORT/DaNy Bruin

Karl Maurer, a Chemistry 132A teaching assistant, hands
back the first midterms of the quarter to anxious students out-

side of Young Hall, left and above.

'T*.

«r>

BOWUNG
From page 3

currently positive item such as the

(video) game room and expanding

nn that**

ti*um.^JuiiiSiStftKiu isuujjtm^

A iSl ^:I

THE YEAR OF MONKEY
LUNAR NEW YEAR'S FESTIVAL

February 1, Saturday / 5:30 PM
International Student Center

1^ 1?1 4 1^ ^il^t -^fiM ^i' « )^ i| t-t

We are honored to invite you to join the traditional New Year's
Celebration. The program consists of the Reunion Dinner, Riddles
of Lanterns, Dice Game, KTV, Video Movie, and Dance.

FUNDED BY CAMPUS PROGRAM COMMITTEE - MINI FUND
-Cospoosored By Chinese Graduate Student Association

* t

UCLA TAIWANESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION

The new recreation room is

anticipated to open April 1. It will

last about a year, until seismic

construction in Ackerman forces it

to close.

And although the bowling alley

is closing, the majority of its 30
employees will be kept on for the

recreation room.
"Most people here won*t be

losing their jobs. As soon as the

new recreation room is completed
we*re gong to need everyone back

just as much,** Rodriguez said.

The job security seemed to

placate the bowl employees.

"As long as I still have a job, I

think it's fine that they tear it up,**

said Julie Orenier, Bruin Bowl
supervisor.

Though the Bruin BowPs date

of expiration is tentative, a celeb-

ration is being organized. —
"It will definitely end with a

bang,** Vales said.

PEA
From page 10

dedication to higher education will

serve us well.** said Gilbert Gates,

dean of the School of Theater,

Film and Television.

Dea said he made his decision to

come to UCLA soon after his wife

Janice became assistant librarian

at UCLA*s University Research

Library.

"We tried a commuter marriage

for a while, but we could tell it

wasn*t going to work,** Dea said.

Before the niove, he served as

assistant dean for the UC Berkeley

College of Natural Resources, a

position he has held since 1987. He
has worked within the UC system

for the past 24 years, both at

Berkeley and in theUC President*s

office.

"Everyone misses (Dea) here,**

said Dean Wilford Gardner of UC
Berkeley's College of Natural"

Resources, "rm still in the denial

stage. I can*t believe he doesn*t

work here anymore. He* 11 know
more about theater in a year than

anyone.*'

Amarkxin Heart
Association

w
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'Doonesbury' digs at Bush for Texas residency
By Karen Potter

Fort Worth Star-Telegram

AUSTIN, Texas — Poor
George. His Texas home doesn't

get any respect.

Doonesbury cartoonist Garry

Trudeau is poking fun at President

Bush*s official residence — a

Houston hotel room— in a comic
strip scheduled to run Sunday.

In it, Zonker, decked out in

cowboy duds, invites readers to

declare that, like Bush, they*re

Texans too, so that they can escape

paying an income tax to the state

where they actually live. A clip-

I- I •

out coupon applying for Texas

residency is attached, addressed to

Texas Comptroller John Sharp, the

state*s top tax collector.

"Howdy partner! Tired of pay-

ing burdensome state income
taxes? Then come on down to

Texas, primary legal residence of

George Bush!** Zonker says, a 10-

gallon hat on his head and a lasso

looped around his arm.

"Residency requirements?
None! Bush doesn*town a home in

Texas! Minimum number of days

stay? Forget about it! The Bushes

average four days a year in a rented

hotel suite."

Bush*s Texas campaign orga-

nizers are not amused.

Jim Oberwetter, chairman of the

Texas Bush-Quayle '92 campaign,

said the comic strip is a "mislead-

ing cheap shot at the president,

which leads Americans to believe

he must have located here to avoid

state income taxes. Nothing could

be further from the truth because

he moved here in 1948."

But Sharp, a folksy Democrat
with eyes on higher office, is

looking forward to the response

he*ll get from the coupon. His

campaign office is cranking up to

mail out honorary Texan certifi-

cates— not at state expense— th^
the recipients can take to their local

tax collectors back home.
Sharp said the certificates "will

give our permission to tell their

local tax officers up in Pennsylva-

nia and New*Jersey that they are

hereby accepted as Texans and
don't have to pay** state income
tax.

"Now. we*re not sure that*s

going to be honored up in Kenne-
bunkport or Walla Walla. New
Jersey, or wherever. But we do
give them a second alternative.

And that is move to Texas, and

we*ll honor it here,** Sharp said.

Sharp, along with even the

comic strip's critics, notes that it

will convey to thousands of

Americans that Texas is one of a

handful of states that doesn't have

a personal income tax.

"It probably ends up being a plus

for the state to remind those few

people that don't know that we
don't have an income tax and we
don't have a likelihood of one in

the next several years,** Sharp said.

But it also underscores some of

the criticism Bush has received for

keeping a limited residence in

Texas.

From page 3

parking officials continue to

pursue it

Parking officials are still

assessing the advantages of a

permit system.

"We know it*s a hassle for

students to stand in line, and it

costs money to administer these

permits. However, the premise

was to find the best way to relieve

overcrowded parking conditions,**

SCIENTIST
From page 3

according to Alan Brown, chief

Ttealth dsslgner sid <fe^t(

engineering at Lockheed.

However, Lockheed may not be

quite as excited about Umfitsev*s

latest research. "Shadow radia-

tion** is an electromagnetic scat-

tering that might someday enable

radar detection of stealth planes.

Currently on loan from the

Moscow Institute of Radioengi-

neering, Umfitsev is teaching and
doing his research here on campus.

With his thick glasses and gray

hair standing in all different

directions, Umfitsev looks much
like the stereotype of a brilliant

Russian scientist

But he is more unconventional

than he appeared.

As a young boy during World
War II, he had trouble getting

vitamins and his vision grew faint,

he said.

"But I would not wear glasses

because my peers laughed at me
and called me an *ochki,* a *glass

wearer,*** Umfitsev explained.

When he reached seventh grade

he could not even see the black-

board from the first row of the

classroom, and he struck a deal

with his neighbor. If the neighbor

would copy young Umfitsev *s

math problem off the black board,

Umfitsev would solve both his

own and his neighbor* s math
problem in return.

Not until he grew up and
became a professor at a university

did Umfitsev start wearing glasses.

"Since then,*' Umfitsev laughed, "I

have worked alone."

But Umfitsev also told other,

more serious stories. His father

was imprisoned in Soviet dictator

Joseph Stalin*s camp when Umfit-

sev was 3 years old. One day, a

parcel his mother had sent to his

father was returned and on it was
written "He died.**

Umfitsev himself was once

reported to the KGB for criticizing

the government, but he has avoid-

ed political trouble and has never

belonged to any political party.

Since 1982, Umfitsev has been a

chief scientist at the Moscow
Institute of Radioengineering. He
recently received permission to

stay another two years at UCLA
where he will teach electromag-

netism to graduate and undergra-

duate engineering students.

said Stocki.

So far, students have complied

with the permit requirement Fall

quarter served as a grace period in

which students were only given a

warning. "I am very pleased with

the percentage of people parking

with permits," said Steve Rand,

senior supervisor of community
safety and parking enforcement.

"It*s not a right to park on

campus, it's a privilege," said Eric

Jedrzejek, a fifth-year student who
drives a mot(xx:ycle. "I don't mind
the hassle to get a permit, everyone

should be legal and have insurance

and registration."

"But if they start charging it will

be tougher on me to deal with all

these raised fees." he added.

Other students feel that obtain-

ing a permit is just an unnecessary

task.

"At first I thought it was funny
that they didn't charge me for the

permit," said Carlos Gomez, a
freshman physics major. "Now I

think that (permits) are unnecces-

sary. There is always a lot of room
for my motorcycle. I never have a

problem parking it"

If officials begin to charge for

the permits, Gomez said he would

write to the head of the parking

services.

"It's just the principle," stated

Gomez, *There is no need to

In addition to the hassle, Gomez
says he worries about the aesthetic

properties of the permit "I have a

candy cardinal red motorcycle and
this blue sticker just doesn't look
right"

^«^ ^-'^vm
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Excavation and Installation

of Chlllod Water PIpollno.

n I I n
DICKSON PLAZA

Construction
Access Route

Feb. 3-Feb. 2a

POWELL
LIBRARY

Mar. 1 -Mar. 31

1 C

^ZZ
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.1URPHY HA!

KFRCKHOFi

o
MATH SCIENCbS

FRANZ HALL

\ NGINFFRING D GEOLOGY

• Parking and vehicle access to Portoia Piaza wlii be re-

stricted due to the instaliation of underground piping during
February and i\/larch, 1992. • Truclts wili use Portoia Piaza

and the walicway north of Schoenberg Haii for access to the

construction area. • Fiagpersons, signage and barricades
wiil be used to safeiy channei pedestrian and vehicle

P

use caution when walking or driving near the site. L^P
for information signs in the buildings and walkways adjacent

to Portoia Plaza to guide you around the construction. If you

need more information, please call us at 825-2516.

TJie UCLA Energy System Project, scheduled to be completed in October 1993,

will provide the campus with clean, reliable and energy- efficient supplies of

electricity, steam and chilled water. In order to complete this project, a mile and a
half of underground pii^e must be installed in the southeast campus.

y@iLA
: N E R Ci Y

SYSTEMS

1^-* Avi
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5S»100 UCLA SIUDENTS, FACULIT
ND STAFF WILL SEE 409,901$
MOVIES imS /H€N¥H.
CAPTUI2E yCUK AUDIENCE

ADVERIISE IN
-IE UCLA DAJLT BKUIN
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DO THE HEALTH THING...BE A PHC!

2 DAYS LEF
...FOR YOU TO GET
AN APPLICATION!

-^^^v gotta go

ORIENTAnON MEETING
TODAY Friday, January 31

11 -1 2pm North Campus 20 1-2pm North Campus 20

2-3pm AU 2408 6-7pm Dykstra Fireside

6-7pm Sproul Lounge

Entertainment

Center (Tentative)

YOU MUST ATTEND AN ORIENTATION TO
RECEIVE AN APPLICATION

QUESTIONS??
401 Kerckhofff Hall 825-8462

sponsored by SHS
-F9-5

II M.IAN

km
K» SIAIRAM

Andy & Tony
invite you

to join than in

Li)0bt-Hearted

Rjmtan Style Dining

(213) 474-0102

SPECIAL DINNERS MON. THRU THURS.

LUNCH • DINNER • COCKTAILS • FREE PARKING

10929 W. PICO BLVD., WEST LOS ANGELES

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESIWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAUU
^

1 609 Wpstwond RIv/d .

Westwood, CA 90024
(213) 478-6869
(818)988-0110

PROMISE®

You'll it!

BRUIN SPECIAL
•FREE Pepsi • Six Pack
•Large 15-Inch Pizza With FREE Topping

1, Fast Delivery

Call 447-1000

11870 Santa Monica Blvd.

(3 Blocks East of Bundy)

Good For Carry-Out Or Delivery.

Not vaid with any other discount

piuctax

You'll

Center for International and Strategic Affairs
University of Califoraia, Lm Aogcks

CISA Seminar

THE NEW WORLD ORDER,
ARMS CONTROL AND

NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION
* by

PROF. WILLIAM EPSTEIN
Former Head of the United Nations

Disarmament Commission

:;|||iiiip^:;

'R*!!?7v!v

•M-Xv
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mimm
asA

31.aS*4GCC
RuMCiL Yak

February 13. QSA Samk

UC Berkctey. A (

MVMdClSA/lSOPW*r1ulM*Mlai«raMMMl Mrwtfr Bruce

200 - 4 Ob pm 4269 Bunctte Hall

, taitn Tvnn. Director o( Economa and Direaor ol liunnjic o( imrmaoonal Sotdiei.

r/w- UX fwknfarHtfk Jtrkmttgf. 4tJ0 - biJO. 6275 Buflche Hail

Make-Up
Bridal Make-Over

Fiberglass

Silk

Cellophane

HAIR, NAIIS, & SKIN
at

EXTRA 20% OFF w/UCLA ID!

Haircut $7.00
Perm
Highlight

Color

Full Set

Fill

$25.00

$35.00

$15.00

$18.00

$11.00

Manicure & Peflicure $1 1 .00

Facial $25.00

Waxing $5.00 up

1514 Westwood ^Ivd.

474-1920

DENTAL
From page 3

even." said Ed Wcismeier, director

of Student Health Services. "If the

dental clinic would break even, we
wouldn't be here. If we continue to

operate we continue to operate at a

loss."

The dental clinic missed its

$150,000 budget last year by

$50,000. Included in the clinic's

budget is a $50,000 student sub-

sidy.

*Thcre is $50,000 of student

health money going into the

clinic," said Al Setton, executive

director of Student Health Ser-

vices.

*There is a known shortfall of

$500,000 in student affairs and the

clinic will undoubtedly share that

shortfaU."

But some committee members
said they did not understand why
health service officials are focused

on closing the clinic to cut costs

when the clinic uses only a small

percentage of the student health

care budget.

"If they are really worried about

cutting costs, why are they cutting

the clinic when it only costs .08

percent of the student health care

budget or $50,000 out of 6.4

million," said Sondra Boyd, a

"We shouldn't

concentrate on any one

option. We've been

given three options and

should consider each

one.
)>

BethAu
Student Health Committee

public health graduate student and
committee member.

Other committee members and
those working in the dental clinic

say the clinic's deficit is caused by
its lack of publicity.

"If it had been better publicized,

the clinic would be in better

shape," Au said.

But increasing the volume of
patients seen by the clinic and
expanding the clinic's resources to

meet the increased volume is not
feasible, health service officials

said.

"Our report covered a compara-
tive analysis of needed revenue
and expenses and the clinic is not
likely to break even over a two-
year period under the best fore-

cast," said Setton.

If the clinic is closed the most
likely alternative for student oral

health care is the prefeaed provid-
er arrangement — in which den-
tists in the surrounding community
will provide dental care for stu-

dents at reduced rates.

Some committee members,
however, are worried that going to

community dentists will place

restrictions on how UCLA main-

tains its standard of quality student

dental care.

Officials will meet again with

committee members to further

discuss the potential dental options

and are expected to arrive at a

decision before the end of the

school year.
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SORORfTY
From page 1

bers.

Members speculate that some
women decide against rushing

because they think memberships

are too costly, and others regard

sororities as strictly social organi-

zations that impede academic
success.

With the rising registration fees

and the recession, more students

think they cannot afford to join

sororities, said Ellen Archibald,

who advises UCLA's 13 houses.

"But if you live in the sorority

house, it only costs $300 to $400 a

month," said Archibald, who
added that membership fees aver-

age $ 1 25 to $ 1 50 per month during

the first year and $100 every year

thereafter.
~' But students who do not work to

pay for their college education are

studying instead. Incoming UCLA
students, who have grade point

averages of about 3.92, are less

inclined to join a sorority, mem-
bers said.

"As the quality of women rises

academically at the university,

they want a strictly intellectual

experieiK:e and have no time for

extracurricular activities," said

Abby Nelson, president of

UCLA's Panhellenic Council,

which oversees the university's 13

sororities.

And the image of sorority

members as social butterflies

discourages perspective rushees

who are, more academically-

oriented, she said.

"Sororities are still thought of as

places to receive an Mrs. degree,"

Nelson said. "We come across as

hindering\ not aiding the academic

experience."

But the average GPA of sorority

members from last spring quarter

was 3.123, compared to 3.009 for

all UCLA women students, Archi-

bald said.
,

"People don't realize that soror-

ities are academic too," said

Monica English, a member of

Kappa Delta. "With 125 girls in

your house, somebody is bound to

be in your class to help you. There
are also test files, people to tutor

you. The house is a big resource."

However, some women who
considered rushing said sorority

members are not academically

oriented,

**They didn't seem real to me,"
said Jenny Kane, who dropped
rush after the second day.

UCLA student Tricia Castle

also dropped rush because of the

impersonal environment
"There are way too many

numbers going through for them to

have any knowledge of you," she

said. "Girls are getting dropped

from houses without knowing
why."

But sorority members are trying

to improve these negative images.

Nelson said. "We need to show the

world we're not necessarily a

closed-off community."
"If the Greek system is willing

to change, bend and grow, we can

survive a period of non-interest,"

she added.

Some members believe the

trend resembles the membership
decrease in the late '60s when the

popularity of the Greek system

waned
"In the late '60s and '70s,

sororities and fraternities went out

of style," said Carolyn Durant,

manager of the house that used to

be Zeta Tau Alpha before it went

off the row in 1985.

And now that generation's chil-

dren— who are today's university

students — lack their families'

support to join the Greek system.

However, during conservative

years like the '80s, the Greek

system tends to be stronger. Petree

said. "Its a continual fluctuation."

BIG TOMY'S
OPEN: 6:30 am - 2:30 am Sufi-Thuri

6:30 am - 3:30 am Fri & Sat
BREAKFAST SERVED 6:30 am - 7KX> pm

NEW! *^' ^^' ^'^^^ ^^^^ Cheese d^^ c%€\* Burger + Fries + Med. Soda 1^3 •^Z7

Breakfast Special

2 Eggs -I- Homemade Hashbrowns

$1-99
I

$3-99
j

j
(310)82^7966

, , , I

I
936 Bioxton Av« Fresh Chicken Breast d^^j qq j

LJl?.5?l5!?!!?2l_Sandwich i!rJl„J

+ Toast & jelly for

Chinese Chicken Salad

('^oil free dressing)

{ f\^ > I f l<< < ( >f £ IU£I<V!

FriM

Mmsssf ^^^^>ir^

r«»
<«t

BUPfMLO STVU CHICKeN 1911168

1 dozen $4.22 25... $7.95

50 ,.• $15.49 100 .$28.63

Sauces: Mikj, Hot. 'Suicide', Barfoeque, Hot Bartjeque

ALSO TRV OUR:
• Hamburger • Chicken Sandwich • Potato Skins • Mozzarella

Sticks • Breaded Mushrooms and Zuchini • Steak Fries

• Chk:ken Salad • Potato Salad • Cole Slaw

UTTL£ RE^SflfW»t£R*B6«E0SflMPLEB=
VOg Cm Eat • $7.9S*

Each SAT.
iiMi-im

SUN
Urn

(Ask for details)

•X-l'.'l'X'X•.•"».» •* •-• •.•.•.•.•.•.•> •.',•.•-'

# »A*#*^*y^^»<w*'Vi«^»****/>v»^>*^*^<^y^**^yyj***y*^y^*
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•*' ]*\ ';!!'* X'I'X

#<>«yy##^V'^^/'^^***y<y**^y^yf<*-: -

the! junk store
rr'Xi>H«!Mh.;. ::•:•

>-:<S>:
<S<y

..~-'^-

your
1
or2|i»: $40m|

**p^ice only avail^^bte wjtfi aq I

2349 ^stwood Blvd/i^ Angeles, GAi^

::r

Q^3^'^9^U^^^,.^.^^^^^^^^^^^^
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FORSPECIAl DELIVERY
CALLSHAKEY'S!

irS FAST AND FREE!

Only

$ia95
One Medium Pizza

with One Topping,

Five Pieces of Chicken

and Mojo Potatoes.

Large Pizza

Iwith Two Toppings

1114 Gayley Westwood
Fax 208-7470 Hours Sun-Thurs ll-lam. Fri & Sat. ll-2am

824-4111

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

* 3 VO'.'-S .E\St5

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

O P T O M L IRIX
Ar Ofji^H'iC Cf te'

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

"•ManfawCyMiMM
i^-i*Hi*-—•«•• •/^••mmmm

^•^•mmmf^F^
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^W«stwood European Full S«rvi(

Beauty
Haircut $9

Perm $28

Highlighting $29

»Fullwax$17

•Bikini wax $7

•Underarm wax $7

(310) 474-8516 (310) 470-8698
(310) 446-1988

Parking in Rear For New Customers Only

World Peace
WoHd Civilization

World Faith
*'For thefirst time in history it is possible

for everyone to view the entire planet,

with all its myriad diversified peoples, in

one perspective. Worldpeace is not only

possible but inevitable. It is the next

stage in the evolution of this planet - in

the words ofone great thinker, 'the

planetization ofmankind. '
.

.

"

Promise of World Peace

January 31,1992 - 5pm
Kerckhoff400

Bring your friends!

Sponsored by The Bahal Club of UCLA

See Your Future in

FLUOROPERM
Custom
Contact .

Lenses...

you're trying to decide bet>A/een

glasses or contact lenses, you should
ask your eye doctor about nuoroPemn
contact lenses.

Look again. Eyeglasses often alter the image
size and reduce peripheral vision. When wearing
Fluoroperm oxygen permeable lenses, you won t

have the problems associated with wearing glasses.

And, you'll enjoy greater convenience and feel

more confident in professional, social or athletic

situations.

If you have astigmatism or experience poor
vision with soft lenses, now there's a better

choice — FluoroPerm.

You will also have crisp vision with comfort
approaching soft lenses. Your eyes won't be
deprived of the oxygen they need to stay

healthy.

Daily Wear Soft Lenses - 1 75.00
^ Disposable Contact Lenses - 225.00

CONTACT OUR OFFICE TO SCHEDULE
AN APPOINTMENT.

DR. QUACKENBUSH, O.D.
10955 Weybum Ave.

Comer of Weybum &< Broxton

208-4748

MWERT
i^$$$$$$$S$$S$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$SO

H TRAVELING ABROAD? H

1^ €OMMISSIOMmE WIIN THIS MDI]

France (franc) - .1 91 6 Japanese (yen) -.008264]

[British (pound) - 1 .8673 Canadian (dollar)-.8831

Italian (lire) - .000868 Australian^dollar)-.7758

(all currencies available) (rates as of t/28/92) .

• Foreign Currencies, Payments & Drafts

• Foreign & Domestic Travelers Checks

^^ ^*
Associatod Foreign Exchange, Inc.

433N. BeveHyDr.
Beverly HiNs. CA

1-800-346-AFEX
MsuUng Services Available

$^^ ^^ ^^ ^c ^^ ^t ^c ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ft ^p ^fc ^ft ^fr ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^fc ^^ ^^ ^^ ^fr ^ft

*U finsT

WOK
C-H1A)ese KSSTAUKAJ^T
SPECIAL LUNCHEON MENU
Served with Egg Roll, Rice (fried or steamed).

Plain Salad or (Cold Noodle with Sesame Sauce).

Soup ( Egg Drop or Hot & Sour)

10855 Li»idb»*ook T^venwe Westwood Village

208-7785 208-7786

LOCAL DELIVERY

FR^^
T^or^ot^ of (r\eA r\cA or clv>w

mein wrfK fKe pu»»cUas« of \vjo

wain diskes
- Expires 6/30/92

" 10% OFF
For UCLA sfuclcr\fs

wlH> valid 1D
}A\v\\w\\A¥v\ order 510.CX)

Expires 6/30/92

ATTHE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE AT 1206 MURPHY HALL

MORTAR BOARD ISA NATIONALHONOR SOCIETY
WHICH REQUIRES ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE,

LEADERSHIPAND CAMPUS AND COMMUNITY SERVICE

Qualifications:

(1) at least 90 units completed at end of Fall ^91

(2) cumulative college G.PA of 3.0 or above

(3) graduation not sooner than Fall 1992

(4) demonstrated leadership and service

APPUCATIONS ARE DUE FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 18 BY 4:30 P.M.

High hopes for

international

'Earth summit'

By Charles Petit

San Francisco Chronicle

It is being billed as the largest

meeting of heads of state in

history, a global event dedicated to

such goals as ending poverty while

protecting worldwide environment
— the first international "Earth

Summit.**

Officially called the United

Nations Conference on Environ-

ment and Development, the meet-

ing is the most ambitious and
complex of its kind ever attempted.

The conference, to be held in

Rio de Janeiro this June, is

expected to draw 30,000 people—
including the presidents and prime
ministers of 100 nations, more than

ever before in one place.

"What is called for is nothing

less than a new eco-industrial

revolution," says Maurice Strong,

the Canadian-bom U.N. diplomat

who is secretary general of the

session.

Strong is hoping for the kind of

success he achieved while orga-

nizing the first "Earth Day" meet-

ing 20 years ago in Stockholm, an

event that launched much of
today's environmental movement

Specifically, the aim of the

conference is to devise an "Earth
Charter** that will define envirnn-

mental probTems and outline ways
for countries to stop wrecking the

planet. A parallel document
known as "Agenda 21** — denot-

ing the 21st century— is to serve

as a timetable for global conver-

sion to the meeting's chief catch

phrase: "sustainable develop-
ment"

SCHWAmZ
From page 1

"We are fortunate to have the

benefit of Murray's talents as a

highly sl^tied and experienced

scholar and administrator to pro-

vide continuity and leadership in

this vital area," Gardner said at a

UC Board of Regents meeting two
weeks ago.

In addition to his UCLA admini-

strative posts, Schwartz also

served as the faculty representa-

tive to the Board of Regents in the

1977-78 academic year and as

chairman of the UCLA Faculty

Senate in the 1982-83 year.

Schwartz left UCLA last May
under a UC voluntary early retire-

ment program, but immediately

n

Murray Schwarti

joined the seaside campus of Santa

Barbara to become the interim vice

chancellor of academic affairs on a

part-time basis.

Now as the UC senior vice

president, he will oversee numer-
ous programs. These include

admissions, library planning, stu-

dent and faculty affirmative action

programs. University Extension

and the University ft-ess..

He will also be resbonsible for

three U.S. Departmenrf)f Energies

nuclear laboratories nianaged by
the UC system.

^

House expands
research cost
investigation

By Anthony DePalma
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — The inves-

tigation that began at Stanford into

universities overcharging the fed-

eral government for scientific

research has widened to include

not only dozens of other major

research universities — including

UC Berkeley — but also contrac-

tors for two government agencies

and the officials who negotiate the

research contracts.

Government officials told the

House Energy and Commerce
subcommittee on Ovosight and
Investigations today that the uni-

versities — including the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology,

and Harvard Medical School —
had overbilled the Federal Govern-
ment millions of dollars.

In a turnaround of sorts, offi-

cials from the General Accounting

Office accused auditors for the

Office of Naval Research and the

Department of Health and Human
Resources with laxity and compla-

cence throughout the last decade,

saying the auditors had approved

(without proper scrutiny) millions

of dollars worth of questionable

billings at more than 600 universi-

ties.

ij-jfce .^11tOUNGT
From page 1

consecutive multi-billion-dollar

deficits have prompted the Califor-

nia Legislature and governor to

make deep cuts in the education

budget
During Young's tenure, UCLA

has become one of the premier

U.S. universities, with a renowned

reputation in research.

UCLA has grown rapidly in the

last two decades, becoming the

campus with the largest UC stu-

dent body and the largest annual

budget— totaling more than $1.5

billion.

Young, who was the first under-

graduate president at UC River-

side, came to Westwood in 1955 to

work on a master's degree in

political science. He then earned a

Ph.D. in 1960.

He was made an assistant

professor in the political science

department and appointed assis-

tant to then-UCLA Chancellor

Franklin Murphy.

By 1962, Young was promoted

to the position of assistant

chancellor. Following Murphy's

resignation in 1%8, he was named
to the top job.

Since that time. Young has been

active in academics, business and

civic organizations. He was* the

former chairman of the Associa-

tion of American Universities and

a former member of the Los
Angeles Olympic Organizing
Committee.

Today, he is one of 21 officials

sitting on a blue-ribbon NCAA
commission looking into intercol-

legiate athletic reform.

Young's nomination to UC
selection committee was submit-

ted before last Friday's deadline,

although it is unclear who nomi-

nated him.

Al (his point, a faculty advisory

committee will screen the initial

list of 150 names to determine their

academic eligibility.

The faculty committee will then

forward those names to a regent

selection committee to begin a

more in-depth review process.

The new UC president is

expected to be named by early

summer.
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Gay

Sdf-Estccm & Co-Dependency:

Discussion with Counselor

Co-Stxyisored vs4th Lambda Delia Lambda^

Friday, Jan, 31

Coming Out in the Workplace

Co-Sponsored by the Lesbian & Gay Faculty and

-Staff NetiMork , .,

11am to 12pm Ackennan Unton (AU) 2412

Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays (PFLAG)

12 to 2pm AU 3508

Campus Events (USAQ Film:

"Paris is Burning" 7pm
-My Own Private Idaho** 9pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Saturday, February 1

GALA Winter Dance
9pm Sunset Rec. Center

12 to 2pm Ackerman Union (AU) 3508

•

Being Out and Getting into Graduate School

2 to 3pm AU 3525 (New Time)

Campus Events (USAQ Films:

"My Own Private Idaho" 7pm
"Paris is Burning" 9pm

Special intermisaioii Event:

Lesbian & Gay Fashk>n Show 8:30 p.m.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

QueMlons? Call (310) a2M()53

( Paid for by ASUCLA Board ojDirtctort Programming Fund and Usac (qul Student Government) J

Rpgnlwj tB Rgcvclg
On Campus anil A t HomeiI

* Sst-up pecydng Uns
* Buy recycled preducts

* Save paper, gtass, aiuniinum

andplastic HI. III-.

Take your home recy^lffl
to a Recycling Center

ecycling Centers
^ Use one of these centers or csl

1-800-827-8886 or 1-800-558-2962

for the one nearest you.

WEST LA.

CmtM"
10808NatlMialBlvi.

810*561-7111

o
3

Recycle Wa

CENTE

24th PI. ^*

Cloverfield/Blvd

CMMMlty RtcydRg
CMtir

1 Rtcycto Wiy
810*561 -71 11

MIPUS
* Partlciinte kiiSUCUni pregram by using recycling

nl departmei

^

attiMMMMMW

DRIVE UP, DROP OFF
(ASUCLA accepts home

recyclables ONLY during

"Drive Up. Drop Off"

week-end drives)

Sundin January 28

Sundait Feiruary 28

Sunda]i MarciilS

•Vi-

• *m- •w
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Viewpoint
Letters Viewpoint

Salad
Editor:

As vegetarians, we find the

menu choices at the campus
facilities meager and unnutri-

tional. Because of involvement

in campus activities and study-

ing, we are often on campus
for at least 10 hours at a time.

The few vegetarian options

se6m old after a week and
thus we generally turn to snack
foods as a meal. We would
like to see more non-meat
meals available.

We realize that vegetarians

are a minority but we would
like to emphasize that for

reasons of health and environ-

ment, most people might want
to reduce their meat, poultry

and fish consumption.

We do not want to preach

the virtues of vegetarianism

because it is a choice for

individuals to make. However,
we do ask for a wider variety

of food to be available for all

types of students.

For example, couldnU the

cream of broccoli soup-at-

know that in the near future,

at least 10 percent of UCLA's
history lecturers will have lef^

UCLA and that there are no
current plans to replace them.

Certain fields, like the His-

tory of Christianity program

may disappear entirely from

campus. I am particularly

grieved to hear that the His-

tory 194 series of classes may
never again be offered at

UCLA. Not only are these

classes among the most popular

on campus and among the

most rewarding, they are also

the classes which inspired me
to change fields and earn my
master's degree in History of

Christianity.

My specialty, however, may
not exist on campus after this

year. I hope that when I

become a professor, my
employers will treat me and

my students better than UCLA
is doing in its history depart-

ment When departments are

allowed to deteriorate, both

students and faculty suffer.

1 hope students will become
aware of the loss they stand to

:^^»#er and wiU organiag to

"will be an increasingly

homogeneous student popula-

tion, one that is largely white

and upper class." Come on!

You might as well be Homey
and talk about *The Man."
The fee increase is not a

conspiracy by people of West-

em European heritage. (Notice

how I'm with the times: PC
and all.) I will be affected —
not as greatly as some, but I

will be.

And then of course, you
have to talk about Martin

Luther King and Arizona. I

hate to tell you this but only

20 percent of the peq)lc in the

country got a day off. Also,

due to Dr. King's Day, we no
longer celebrate the birthday of

the greatest contributor to

black, oh excuse me, African-

American rights: Abraham Lin-

coln.

Sounds like a conspiracy to

eeoRse BUSH. ^'
AMPI-!H/MK(1H APTBRMe

TRROfflA

SHOHI-

\
Hit SSLi

ss.
PKNKOR

A defeatist attitude
me . .

.

Clint Stalker
Freshman

Political science

I • nog< • • • fertile

wemen's mevement
Kerckhoff be made with veget-

able broth instead of chicken

based? Or perhaps vegetarian

soup could be available daily?

BeUeve it or ndt, vegetarians

do not enjoy eating salad every

day.

prevent it.

Kristin Hanna
Graduate student

History

« Mizue Aizeki

Senior
Geography

Editor's note: This letter was also
signed by 9 others.

History is iMink

III

Editor:

I found the front page head-

Une (DaUy Bruin, "UCLA
leads state efforts to revitalize

history teaching/* Jan. 27) to

be ironic in light of current

affairs about teaching and

learning history (as UCLA
claims to do). You should

Silver sp
Editor:

I would like to respond to

Brian Smedley*s commentary
(Daily Bruin, "Fee increase

directly affects minority situ-

dents," Jan. 23).

Hey, Brian — News Flash
— white people are affected

too! Granted, the students who
will be hit hardest are from
low-income famities and many
are minorities, but not all

Anglo-American students are

bom with silver spoons in their

mouths!

Then you go on to say that

the result of a fee increase

Satire, Part

Edttor:

Hello, I am writing in

response to Deron Van Box-_

tel's blasphemous letter (Daily

Bruin. Jan. 27).

I am appalled ... oh, wait.

My roommate just came back

with a six-pack. Oh wow!
There*s this really hot babe

outside my apartment right in

front Of that really tall Sanwa
Bank building . . .

OK, so this letter got put

off a little, but who can pass

up a chance to babe-watch

with some Budweiser?

Anyway, as I was saying

... oh shit! There's this noise

"^ming firom my phone, what

do I do now?

Matt Lewin
Sophomore
Chemistry

By ^tansfleld Smilfi

The day after the anniversary of
Roe V. Wade, the decision tfiat

legalized abortion, three women's
rights supporters wrote viewpoint

pieces asserting that this pfx>bably

will be the last year abortion is

legal. Because, they say, the

Supreme Court is stacked by anti-

feminists, and our only recourse is

to petition state legislatures and
vote for Democrats and Republi-

cans who support the right to

abortion.

On both matters they are com-
pletely wrong.

First, however, it is important lo

emphasize that without the right to

control their own bodies, women
will continue to be second-class

citizens on the job, in school and in

every sphere of social and political

life.

Concerning the composition of

the Court, I doubt the 1973
Supreme Court consisted of
feminists. Most likely, if any of
those nine men were asked during

their own confumation hearings if

they supported a woman's right to

choose an abortion, they would
have said no. But regardless, it is a

misunderstanding to think these

nine people have some ultimate

say-so over what our democratic

rights are. We decide that

The right to abortion was hand-

ed down because the power of the

women's movement forced it. This

independent organized power of
women who were fighting for their

rights forced those nine men to

legalize abortion.

Likewise, today, it is the

increasing lack of this independent

organized power that makes it

easier for the Supreme Court to

reverse itself.

Neera Tanden (Daily Bruin,

"Conservative court is leaving the

nation with no choice at all," Jan.

23) in fact echoes many present
women's leaders today by almost
advising, encouraging or at least

tolerating a Supreme Court deci-

SKHi smAm^down tfic ngm ttr

choose. Those like Tanden who
state that "nothing will stop it from
being completely overturned" are,

objectively, propagandizing for

anti-abortion forces inside the

women's movement by counseling

demoralization, resignation and
defeatism as the road forward.

Those who give up without a fight,

and who counsel others to do the

same are certainly no allies of
women.

Fighting for our rights does not

mean lobbying politicians, voting

for allegedly pro-choice candi-

dates, and relying on the courts.

That strategy is not what gained
blacks their rights in the 1960s.
That strategy is not what helped
end the war in Viemam. But that is

the counterproductive strategy that

underlies the defeat of the Equal-
Rights Amendment

To stop educating, organizing

and mobilizing people, to stop

teaching them to stand up, to stop

making them feel that they them-
selves, by their united collective

action can change society — tc

instead counsel them to be passive,

that they are powerless, atomized
individuals reduced to begging

elected officials for their natural

rights is the sure way to defeat

We should remember and fol-

low what women accomplished a

generation ago. They educated

themselves, they organized their

uneducated sisters, they educated

men. Like the blacks in the 60s
they redefined themselves as full

human beings, not second class

citizens, and forced the govern-
ment by their collective action to

give themselves something that

was rightfully theirs. This organ-

bed, fighting strategy is needed
today by women's groups, not

some defeatist **we are going to

lose, but we will remember in

November."

Stansfteld is a Ph.D student in

history.
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name would smell as sweet
IS

it fucking necessary to

cuss? Ha, Ha! Take a

joke.

Recently, a controversy has

erupted on the pages of The
Bruin. Til fill you in on it,

just in case you missed out
Students Karla Zombro, Danet-

te Martin and Sabrina Smith

wrote to the editor to express

their rage at the Communica-

tions Board who chose to put

not one, but two (Hey! Make
it a double!) derogatory images

of women on the front and

back covers of the community
directory.

Their, ahem, indignance took

the form of calling the Comm
Board **a bunch of fucking

sellouts" and berating what

they called "bullshit."

In response, Chris Ulbrich

wrote to say that the cartoon

portrayal of a woman bawling

over the area code change was

'*a play on a major cultural

icon and not ... a perpetua-

tion of a negative stereotype."

Furthermore, he agreed with

Kimberly Fernandez who con-

demned the letter writers for

their "use of offensive and

inappropriate language such as

*bullshit* and *fucking.*"

Ever heard of speaking the

native language, Ulbrich and

femandez?_rrn~spny, becausê

major university which should

be committed to destroying

boundaries and knocking down
stereotypes in its attempts to

educate, these covers were

bullshit

OK, OK, but we've heard

enough about this. Give it a

rest! I hear you. That's prob-

ably the point Deron Van
Boxtel and Dave Gatzke were

attempting to make with their,

um, satire, was it? But you

know what? Tm not going to

give it a rest And Tm going

to keep writing and talking and

protesting until I never have to

-see a damned cnvpf likp. that

—

whose mind has been poisoned

by the images our media relies

on to make die world go

round.

Get back to me, hon, when
I make more than 67 cents to

your dollar. It is images like

these covers that perpetuate all

these situations.

As for the front cover of

the community directory, it is

not a "parody" or **play on a

major cultural icon." It hides

behind the idea that it is a

parody. If they wanted to

make it a real parody, why
didn't they have a teary-eyed

man bawling his little eyes out

over his confusion? That would

satirize the attitude which

exists in our society thaf men
are supposedly strong and not

given to crying fits.

I believe this cover is "a

perpetuation of a negative ste-

reotype." You know those

emotional women. They're not

equipped to deal with too

much. They should have sold a

damn Midol ad to grace the

inside of the cover.

SINFEST
(S)

The absurdity of choosing

that cover defies all logic. That

was the best they could do to

represent the entire UCLA
community?

As for die back cover, I'm

tempted to not say anything

that would draw attention to it

Just as 2 Live Crew can thank

the Florida cops for selling

their secernent, unimaginative

album, Budweiser would not

be unappreciative at the

thought of UCLA students

closely examining the back

cover of the directory.

However, I believe that the

more aware people are of the

subversive techniques used by

the media to push whatever

garbage they're hawking, the

better. Why is there a picture

of a woman in a bikini and a

big headshot of a "cool" guy

smirking in his Raybans Gose
the ugly shirt, buddy) to sell

Bud?

Because Budweiser knows it

will sell. They're not stupid.

They're just reflecting the atti-

tude of what is accepted and

**P0eTfiy..S0RT0F**

what sells in our society. And
women's bodies sell. Although

beer companies have a parti-

cularly bad record, many pro-

ducts tap into what they think

the empty, pathetic, insecure

male fantasy is and whatever

female fear of inadequacy they

can sink their teeth into.

Now should the Comm
Board have patroniz^ed this

attitude in order to /nake a

buck? Of course not As a

board which is supposed to

represent all the voices of

UCLA, tiiey failed miserably in

their decision.

But maybe they can make it

even next year. How about a

close up of a woman, smiling

a self-satisfied smile, and a

man standing in back of her,

coyly posing in a bathing suit

that reveals the size of his

equipment?

Take note, Budweiser. I

might even start drinking beer

if I could see that one.

Beeley is a senior majoring in

English.

GIZZARD KING

TATSUYA ISHIDA

I know Mom and Dad told

you that using foul language

only makes you sound ignor-

ant And we all would like to

think that we can intelligentiy

discuss things that disturb us

without resorting to obscenities.

But sometimes, there ain't

nothing else that's gonna cut

it A rose is a rose, and

bullshit is bullshit And at a

again.

I'm not going to shut up

until my bachelor's degree

from UCLA is equal in worth

to a male student's degree,

rather than that of a male high

school graduate. I won't slop

making a big deal until I can

walk down the street or go on

a date without the fear of

being attacked by someone

titVBR HAP THB BENEFiTOF
rOeTfiT HBT

/A/6. HBIfB'5 >W^ CH/^dt.
ITi ^Or UVB, BUT /rS MEM-
ctesx...

AH^K

mBi^BN^BUioNrm^s

satBW MoTHeR emm.

iHti Fiu UP Hen mvATBS

Ai4> 5/r5 lbft vrpE^
IHBSEEPOFAPBMCN.

mis MACUtATB CCNCEPTION.

IF eOf^, l/^U >V^/VC HAVOC..

SO I Hwy IT vai*T lANp
'-

IN SOME P^-ur»'S ATTIC.

THANK TOO.
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Sometimes to doyourbestwork,

Jyou need is achange ofscenery

l^>wcr Book 140
2/20 now available

^¥lE^
cash price

The new Apple* Macintosh* PowerBook"' computers

give you the freedom to work anywhere you want, any

time you want.

They're small enough to fit in a book bag. Powerful

enough for your toughest class assignments. And they're

affordable, too.

They run virtually all Macintosh software. And can

run for up to three hours on a single battery charge.

They can be expanded to up to 8MB of merliory and

come standard with plenty of hard disk storage.

The Apple SuperDrive'" disk drive reads from and

^writes to Macintosh and MS-DOS formatted disks-

allowing you to exchange information easily with

almost any other kind of computer Add SoftPC and

you can run MS-DOS programs, too.

With built-in AppleTalk* Remote Access software

and a modem, you can use a PowerBook to retrieve

files from your project partner's Macintosh without

leaving the library. Or log on to the library computer

without leaving your room.

There are three models from which to choose:

the PowerBook 100 is the lightest, most affordable

PowerBook, the PowerBook 140 offers higher

Its the next thing.

performance and a built-in Apple SuperDrive disk drive,

and the PowerBook 170 is the highest-performance

PowerBook. All three offer bright, adjustable backlit

screens and the simplicity of Apple's latest system
,

software innovation—System 7. And their ergonomic,

all-in-one design makes them comfortable to use-

no matter where you do your best work.

, See the PowerBook computers at our place today,

and while you're in, be sure to ask us for details about

the Apple Computer Loan.

There's no telling wher-e a PowerBook could

take you.

Ik -. ctl.n.: Available lo tulH.me UCLA Students, Faculty. StaH and Departments only Purchase must te lor tt>e personalacadem.c, educational - '^' "^^^ °"^„^ '^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^ '^^.^ ^'^^ .'..e,,

Faculty and Staff must show a payroll number and photo 1 No more than ohy Ifesktop and one notebook un,t may be purchased every other year Other '«'''*°"5 ™\^'VJ^*^JSU^^^^^^^^ I'V currency, cashier s check,

university Credit Union WUhdravJal Check, AppleCtedit or personal check (up to $300) made payable to ASUCLA IVIoney orders are NOT accepted, PrICM are tub|*ct to Chang* wiMwut aotlca. Ml salat ar* final.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' ST R E

Computer Store/B-Lwel Ackerman Union/825-6952/M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

Authorized

Education Saks Consultant
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'Why ask why?'
Three reasons why beer ads

taste better than real life
hy donU girls find

me attractive?" the

teenager asks.
"Which came first, the chicken or

the egg?" the announcer asks.

"Why do chickens have lips?" he

continues. These are just a few of

the questions presented on those

infamous Bud Dry commercials.

The beer's response — "Why ask

why?"
Maybe the beer is right. Why

should we ask "why" to those

questions? They're ridiculous.

And honestly, who cares?

But think about it for a second.

Maybe they're just asking the

wrong questions. Here's one I'll

bet Bud Dry or any other beverage

company has never asked— Why
are beer commercials better than

real life?
-

I'm sure that, like myself, this is

a question you each have spent

hours cx)n!f'.mplating . It's a toi

f-

one. It's not simply all commer-
cials (those laundry ones are really

stupid). It's actually not just beer

commercials — it's all beverage

commercials. But the beer and
wine cooler ones are definitely the

best. There's something about

"seeing that big pool with a Bud
label in the middle of the desert or

even Bruce Willis singing about

the pleasures of a Seagram's Wine
Cooler that just lops it all. And
honestly, they're inspiring.

Before you call the local sani-

tarium, bear with me for a second.

I've spent a lot of time deliberating

over this very complicated issue,

and I believe after years of
research I have the answer.

The easy response to this qucs-

tipn is that the world of the beer

commercial is complete fantasy.

While that's true, the actual

answer lies much deeper and can

be found in the following three

different realities:

1

.

Everybody is always having a
great time. They're drinking as

much as they want (although if you
look hard, they really don't drink

anything at all), and nobody is

getting drunk or violent.

2. No one is ever alone. A
crowded bar, two lovers walking

hand-in-hand on a beach, two guys
creating a paradise in the middle of
the desert — everybody has a

friend or companion. In addition,

all the women are drop-dead
gorgeous and all the men are

muscular fashion models.

3. And this is most important of
all— there's always some sort of
uplifting, happy music going with

it. Granted, the songs written for

these commercials are some of the

stupidest ever, but they're inspir-

ing. They give the viewing audi-

ence a feeling of inspiration.

Why are they better? Just think

about it What we all need is a

constant musical score— our own
personal score that follows eactfof

us around everywhere 24 hours a

day. Just like Jack Spade in "I'm

Gonna Git You Sucka" who says,

*That's my theme music." It may
sound crazy, but think of why we
listen to music. (Right now,
Michael Wolffe is forming his

band of outlaws to come and kill

me for inyading his area, by the

way.)

I'm not talking about a song you

really like. I mean a score. A ^core

in the tradition of the movies. I

called "Grand Canyon" the No. 2
film of 1991, and while it is a

fantastic piece of work diie to a

wonderful script, beautiful acting

and magnificent direction, James
Newton Howard's fantastic musi-

cal score gives the picture that final

quality necessary to make the film

one of the best

Wouldn't it be fabulous to walk
^ound and hear James Homer's
"Glory" soundtrack following you
wherever you go? And when you

pass by a friend, they're being

trailed by Ennio Morricone's *The
Untouchables" theme or maybe
Mark Knopfler's "Lasjt Exit to

Brooklyn" music.

All right, I'm going a little

overboard. Having music con-

stantly follow you around could

possibly become one of the most
>ying things in the worid,-

Especially if it's the sameinusic all

the time. But the basic fact is still

Out of Focus

there — music enhances life

because it brings out emotions.

There's one Seagram's com-
mercial which aired all the time

during the summer of 1990. It was
a man and woman singing a duet

about how great life was, and the

wine cooler wasn't mentioned
once. At one point the woman
sings out, "We talked about guys,"

and then the guy sings in response,

"We talked about giris."

The actual song was worse than

virtually any Taco Bell commer-
cial ever, and still, every time I saw
the commercial it was strangely

inspiring. In fact I owe (or should I

say blame) this commercial for

making me think of this topic

altogether.

Music in the movies doesn't get

enough recognition. Some of it

gets radio airplay on annoying

Muzak stations and that ruins the

whole effect. (Remember the

theme to "Chariots of Fire"?) Still,

"Gonna Fly Now" from "Rocky"
will always be considered one of

the most inspirational musical

pieces ever, no matter how much it

may be overused and laughed at in

other movies and TV shows.

Television shouldn't be left out

of this discussion either. While the

theme to "L.A. Law" is starting to

make me sick whenever I hear it,

as does the opening to "Cheers"

(don't get me wrong — they're

See 'FOCUS/ page 30
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The Rrst International Festival

of Short RInns Is featuring nine

shorts Including, clockwise

from bottom, ''Rushes" from

New Zealand, ''Safari Holiday"

and "An Urban Tragedy," both

from the U.S.

Getting into someone else's sliorts

n
k

By MIcffiael Mordler

Dally Bruin Staff

An even tougher task than making a

good short film is getting it shown to an

audience on its proper format— the big

screen. Aside fh)m regional film festi-

vals and the like, it's been next to

impossible of late to do this.

Shrewd movie exhibitors find it

advantageous to stock their cineplexes

with as many daily screenings of studio

features as they can — promoting the

moviemakers of tomorrow is not on their

agenda. Neophyte directors are left in the

cold, virtually shutout of the distribution

world.

This may be changing, however. The
"First Annual Festival of Short Films," a

collection of nine live-action short films

from four counuies, is currently in Los
Angeles for a two-week run. The
ambitious project, with a little luck, will

be the beginning of a new market for

short films.

The two-hour program begins with an

amusing New Zealand production, "The
Lounge Bar." The picture's strength lies

in its original use of music; the lyrics

echo everything that is said, both

verbally and visually. So despite the

story's lack of substance, a lot is

accomplished with the simple premise.

It's smart without being ambitious or

cerebral.

"Stealing Altitude" is an intriguing

documentary about BASE jumping, the

outlaw sport of parachuting from the top

Festival brings award-winning

short films to the big screen
of building^. By focusing the story on

one person, the filmmakers show the

impact that skydiving and adventure

have on this man's life. It's an addiction

of sorts; his wife accepts it as a necessary

part of his existence.

The worst entry inlhe showcase is

"An Urban Tragedy." It's a superficial

and none-too-interesting comedy about a

mismatched couple trying to catch a

cockroach that roams their grungy

apartment The beer-drinking, cigar-

smoking wife and her balding weasel of a

husband are just a feeble attempt at

gender role reversal. Cliche characters,

cliche plot — need I say more?
By comparison, "Metamorphosis" is

something of a godsend; it won a Golden
Palm Award at Cannes. The picture

begins slowly though, before shifting

into high gear. The protagonist is a

seemingly shy man who soon begins to

seek thrills by undressing and then

putting his clothes back on while in a

moving elevator. Eventually he adds

shaving, eating breakfast and reading the

paper to his elevator resume.

Through editing and speeding up the

image to a frenzied pace, the filmmakers

create a surreal and humorous movie that

acts as a metaphor for how the excess of

media information can lead to insanity.

One of the true highlights of the

festival is "Safari Holiday," produced at

Cal Alts. It's a funny coming-of-age

picture that shies away from predictable

line readings and sentimental emotions

characteristic of the genre.

The material has been explored in

various degrees by John Hughes ("Six-

teen Candles," "Pretty in Pink," etc.) But

director Michael Schmidt shows a keen

ability to draw interesting performances

out of stereotypical roles. Working with

a conventional plot, he manages to find

nuances that add humor and depth to his

story. This short is the best of the bunch,

a real treat to watch.

*The Childeatcr," produced in associ-

ation with Britain's Channel Four, was

an Academy Award nominee. Supreme-

ly mounted and lushly photographed, the

picture is a sweet winner. An eight-

year-old girl's imagination runs wild

when told her uncle eats bad little girls.

The filmmakers use this premise to get

across its subtle themes on human nature.

The deadpan *Tom Goes to the Bar" is

a treasure to behold. Sure-handed direc-

tor Dean Parisot, who has since directed

an episode of "Northern Exposure," has

a talent for creating atmosphere. Add to

that the beautiful black-and-white photo-

graphy and script's dry wit and you have

a picture that clicks on all levels.

The protagonist is a mutant everyman

who hangs upside down while all the

other regulars go about their very

unusual business. Chaos abounds every-

where in the bw. but Parisot's movie
subtly tells the audience that disorder is

normal — at least in this neck of the

woods. After all, it's New Yoik City.

"Rushes** is an unconventional piece

from New Zealand. The disjointed

narrative makes for some interesting bits

and pieces, but doesn't work as a whole.

The picture is a forgettable disappoint-

ment

"Happy Birthday Bobby Dietz** is the

last short and perhaps the most conven-

tional. It's a Hollywood wannabee that

feels like it was made expressly for

Steven Spielberg. It's a silly comedy
about sibling rivalry. The movie does

have its funny moments, though. Fairly

well-crafted, the special effects and
sound effects are nice touches. Although

the picture isn't one of the more
interesting ones in the showcase, it

serves as an example of the wide range of

short films being produced around the

world. Now, finally, audiences can judge

for themselves. ***

FILM: "The First Annual Festival Of Short
Films." Tickets: $6 in advance (Ticketmaster),

$7 at the door. Playing at the Four Star Theater
through February 6th. 51 12 Wilshire Blvd. For
information, call (800) 925-CINE.

(
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Two p

Grammy award-

winning artists:

Pancho Sanchez (upper

right) and special guest,

Freddie Hubbard (lower left) will

jazz up your evening!

(see Friday listing for more info.)

«F I L M*
KoTMMi FUim by bn Kwon-TMk

The General's Son^ Come, Come,
Come Upward
7:30 p.m., Melnltz Theater •Students

$3, General $5» 206-FILM

Though the themes of these films are cllch^

the fomner about a rising gang member dis-

covering that one has few friends at the top

and the latter about a young giri wishing to find

refuge in a Buddhist temple-the presentation

provides insight into current Korean filmmak-

ing by veteran Korean director Im Kwon-taek

(Director of award winning Mandala-1980).

Paris is Burning fjL* My Own Private

idaho

7/9:00 p.m., Ackerman Grand Ballroom

•$1.50* 825-1070

•MUSIC*
m

Thicic (psychedelic rocic)

8 p.m.. The Cooperage Free 825-

13253

Daily Bruin A & E

•g^ 'T^^gacygyTg''-

Torme has t>een recognized in the entertain-

mentworid fordecades receiving twoGrammy
Awards as Best Male Jazz Vocalist as well as

over 10 Grammy nominations. McGovem is

also not without recognized talent appearing

with such celebrated orchestras as The L.A.

Philhannonic and the St. Paul Chamber Or-

chestra.

C./

•Thick" is a semi-alter-

native/hard rock band dominated by excellent

guitar workmanship-BAMM
Hear them for yourself.

•FILM*
Dirty Gerty from IHariem^ Where's

my Man Tonight?

7:30 p.m., Melnltz Theater 'Students

$3, General $5* 206-FILM

A two-timing show giri (Francis Everette) runs

from her jealous boyfriend to an island where

she captures the heart of the hotel's proprietor

and where, snnn after, her boyfriendCiflptums

•FILM*
Program title: "Love and Misadven-

ture''

7:30 p.m., Melnltz Theater -Students

$3, General $5« 206-FILM

Three films show the blunders, fall-outs,

foul-ups and faux-pas as well as the

worked on^ worked up, but worked out

Grammy Award Winner, Kronos Quartet has

been the leading voice for new work, commis-

sioning from some of today's most innovative

composers.

(see listing for more detail).

>

The
free Jazz

at the Wad-
sworth Series presents:

Jazz/pop pianist, Bobby Lyie,

musical director of such greats as

Anita Baker, Bette Midler and Al Jarreau.

(see

listing for more detail).

her! Where's My Man Toniglvt recounts the

many war-time adventures of military draftee,

Rodney Tucker, Jr.

My Own Private Idaho^ Paris is

Burning

7 p.m./9 p.m., AGB •$! .50» 825-1070

•MUSIC*
Poncho Sanchez and Freddie

Hubbard
8 p.m., Royce Hall •Students $9, Gen.

$27,22, 16* 825-9261

Two Grammy award-winning artists come
together to play jazz. Sanchez, conga drum-

mer / bandleader / singer has become one of

the preeminent percussionists in America and

a favorite of Los Angelians. His guest Hubbard

is considered one of the world's most ac-

claimed trumpet players, often compared to

f\4iles Davis and Louis Armstrong.

•Other On-goings«

I Lecture/Demo: Pancho Sanchez
1 p.m., Schonberg Hall •Free* 825-

I 3253
I Sanchez Will demonstrate traditional Afro-

Cuban and other Latin rhythms and their use

in contemporary jazz expressions.

relationships of those in love.

•MUSIC*
Sma. at ttw Wadsworth 8«HmI

Bobby Lyie (jazz/pop pianist)

7 p.m., Wadsworth •Free* 206-3785

Selections form his new album "Pianomagrc"

will be performed in concert

Sorry, no listings. But I'm always looking for

them. If you have an on-campus arts-related

event, call 206-8974 and get it listed!

Catch the

world premiere of

"The Great American

Songtxx)k" with singer,

^ composer, drummer, TV talk show

host,^TV producer, vaudeville performer and

authdrMel Torme (pictured above)

(see listing)

•FIL
Program title: The Frontier Spirit

7:30 p.m. Melnltz Theater •Students

$3, Gen. $5^ 206-FILM

Three films will be featured, thematic of the

old West: "Maiden and Men," "The Ruse," and

The Girl of the Golden West."

•MUSIC*
Grammy Award-wHnningI

Kronos Quartet

8 p.m., Wadsworth Theater •Students

$9, Gen. $26, 21

The concert includes the local premiere of two

compositions from the quartet's latest album,

"Pieces of Afrk^a" to be released in February:

Dumisani Maraire's "Mai Nozipo" and Hamza
El Din's -Escalay (Water Wheel):"

Work! Prwnlcral

fAe\ Torme and l\^aureen McGovern
in "The Great American Songboolc

8 p.m., Royce Hall •Students $9, Gen.

$37, 32, 27^ 825-9261
(continues, next column)

•FILM*
The Young Person's Guide to the

Orchestra jJU^ Memory and imagina-

tion mJL Chimps: So Lilce Us
8 p.m., Melnltz Theater •Free^ 206-

FILM
The Young Person's Guide to the

Orchestra provides an insider look at

how instruments are made, as well as a

peek at the day-to-day lives of some
classical musicians. Memory and
imagination shows for the first time in

history the hidden treasures of the

Library of Congress. Original manu- ^

scripts, lost films and the first cookbook

are among the items featured. Chimps:

So Lilce Us examines the uncanny

similarities between man and chimp as

had been studied by Jane Goodall.

•M U S I C«
Brief Candies (roclc/foilc series)

8- 10 p.m., Kerckhoff Coffeehouse •Free^

825-6564

^.jL^^i hrA^j^^- xi

•F I L M*
How to Live in the Federal Republic of

Germany
7:30 p.m., Melnltz Theater •Students

$3, Gen. $5^ 2ge-FILM- yimt .

This film is an amusing, playful look at life in

the FRG before reunification. Director Harun

Farocki re-creates scenes of everyday life

with a distinctive point of view of technology

and ideology. The film touches upon the hilar-

ity in which people interact yet is ominous in its

implied message.

•ART*

OneMan ShOMtJenjam in Edward'^rr
"Figures ' Kerclchoff Gaiiery

Maps and the Columbian Encounter

Powell Library, 2nd Floor, Rotunda

•Free^ 825-4134

Consider the political and sociat statements

maps make while seeing this exhibit.

Memory and Metaphor: The Art of

Romare Bearden, 1940-1987

Approximately 100 works represent

Bearden's art and evolution in water-

colors, oils and the collages for which

he is best known. The exhibition

Identifies his characteristic, idiosyn-

cratic style'that evolves from cubistic

figurative work of the 1940's, to lyrical

abstractionist works of the mid-1950's,

to his signature collages that incorpo-

rate photographs of the 1960's and

later. Simply a must see.

Presented by the Jewish Student Union

Operation Solomon

Kerckhoff Gallery •Free^

Three Folk Musicians . 1968 50 1/8 x

60 from the current exhibition, Memory
and Metaphor: The Art of Romare
Bearden, 1940-1987

:r
What s Art this Week" featured every Thursday, is compiled by the UCLA otuUui it conomittee.tof trie Arts as purt of the Arts and tntertamment section of the Daily Brum.
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Think for your life
Warrior Soul's

Kory Clarke is

battling hard
By Lisa Rebuck

Warrior Soul embodies all of human
nature's contradictions: They are passion-
ate, intelligent, angry, ambitious, political,

social, anti-social, even poetic. They're a
hard rock band, v^y powerful — but
definitely not typical of the genre.

The band's name characterizes vocalist

Kory Clarke's ideas about the internal and
external forces that work upon humanity. It

was the name he used as a performance
artist in New York until he got tired of
dealing with art crowd attitudes.

"If I had to deal with a hierarchy in

performance art, I might as well try doing
something bigger than that," explains
Clarke. So he put a band together, with
boogie bassist Pete McClanahan, guitarist

John Ricco and School of Violence drum-
mer Mark Evans. After only five shows they
signed with DGC Records.

Warrior Soul's first album, "Last
Decade, Dead Century," was released in the

spring of 1990 to critical acclaim. They
toured Europe opening for Metallica, then
returned to the U.S. for a club tour. The
same year, they went on the road with
Danzig and Soundgarden.
=f^ tracks from the first album incHRIf^

*The Losers" (an anthemic, soaring tune
that is dedicated to "losers"), **Lullaby" (an
ethereal and simply beautiful lullaby) and
"Four More Years" (a CD-only track with a
powerful performance from Clarke).

Known for its outspoken political stance.

Warrior Soul pronounces its political/social

Warrior Soul wants you to wake up and
smell the corporate corruption.

views even more strongly on "Drugs, God
and the New Republic." The sound here is

driei-, harder and more powerful. After
playing as the opening act on the short-lived
Anthrax, Public Enemy and Sisters of
Mercy tour, they also secured the high-pro-
file opening slot on the cross—country
Queensryche tour.

"We definitely had to deal with a
Queensryche crpwd," says McClanahan of
the gig, estimating that 25 percent of the
crowd was_iherc just to sea_l!Silem^

Thick will be performing tonight at the Cooperage tonight at 8 p.m

Tired <yftMn
bands? "nry Thick

Lucidity," although he admits that much of
the crpwd was probably familiar with both
bands.

"We have a similar message as Queens-
ryche." says Clarke, "except they use
metaphor and image to depict what they're

See CLARKE, page 28

By Amlri9 Sfiabazz

Thick, comprised of UCLA senior
Alex Spurkel on drums, Marcy Molken-
then on guitars, Eliza Hendersen on
vocals, and Doreen Davenport on bass, is

a talented local band who'll be playing at
the Cooperage tonight at 8 p.m.
The current lineup has existed for a

little more than a year, with Marcy and
Doreen moving here from Miiu/aiiin>i>

after going as tar as they could there. To
their credit, they had opened up for such
acts as Jane's Addiction and Concrete
Blonde, among others.

Here in L.A., with the addition of Alex
and Eliza, they recently released a CD
independently and began playing local

clubs. Now, they are looking to tour and
sign to an indq)endent label.

Independent labels "give you more
artistic freedom," says Alex. "We want
to get signed for what we play, not for
what someone else wants us to play.

"L.A. is very image-oriented," he
continues. "You have every band doing
what the last band did that made it . . .

We try to get away from what everybody
else is doing.".
What makes them different then?

"Well," he says, "We're pretty eclectic I

think ... A lot of bands have their, you
know, one sound. That's that band, that's

it . . . We try to get as versatile as

,,
See TNICK, page 30

MEXICANAND DELI FOODWITH BIC PORTIONSANDA LOW PRICE

/<

J JjJs

2 soft tacos

(beef or chicken)

Rice

Beans
Chips

AU-You Can Drink!

only $2.99 + tax

ALL SPECIALS:
NO COUPON,
ALLTHE TIME,
ANYTIME!

\

#

IlieUof

Any Deli Sandwich
Potato Salad, Fries or

Coleslaw
Pickle

All-You-Can-Drink

only $4.59 + tax

Beef or Chicken,
Beans and Rice

Beans
Rice

Chips

AU-You Can Drink

only $3.69 + tax

^/i3/e//i3
MEXICAN-DELI RESTAURAN

XOME VISITTHE
2-HEADED
MIKE6ROB
MONSTER!

935 BROXTON AVENUE, WESTWOOD VIIIA6E (A<ross from Diddy Riese) (310) 208-4992
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CLARKE
From page 27

saying, whereas we are very blunt We talk

about real things in a real world/*

Comparable in attitude and musical
integrity to such artists as Patti Smith,
Captain Beefheart, Frank Zappa, Jim
Morrison and John Lydon, Clarke cites

Xities of Red Nighr and "Nova Express"
by William Burroughs, as well as a
documentary film on Burroughs, as major
influences. He also enjoys the poetry of
Emily Dickinson.

**I think we*re reaching peopje, but it's a

slow process, especially for bands like us,**

Clarke continues. "We*re not willing to
whore to the audience. Today's rock
audience is affluent, suburban, white kids— they don*t feel the pinch. They kind of
know what*s going on, but they don*t care.

*They*re about to get slapped in the face
with the *90s and Tm the guy that's talking
about it right now. We don*t hold anything
against them, but they should realize what's
really going on out in the U.S. and the worid.
"We*re getting people to watch,** he

continues. **They're curious, they're react-
ing. If they didn't clap or boo, then we*d
have a problem. However, if you*re going to
see *Silent Lucidity* (because it was on

MTV and Top 40), are you going to even
understand poetry in a pure sense when I do
Tour More Years* or something like that?

"Performers pander to the audience: *Are
you feeling OK?* Instead I think people
should say. *Where do we fit into this

economy? Arc you someone the govern-
ment can hand a lollipop to every year and
you*re satisfied? Why can*t we get big
rewards? Why does only one percent of the
population get the big rewards?*

"(The government and the upper class
behind it) keep everyone fighting each other
so no one gets together and says. 'Hey,
who*s running this country?*

"(Those in control) want to keep the

knowledge of what's really going on from
the people. The government is working on
this thing, looking ahead 50 years. People
should realize they are susceptible to this

shit.

•*Every day when you're in school, you *re

indoctrinated: I pledge allegiance to the
corporate flag of the United Corporations of
America. They tell you the U.S. is the big
good guy who has saved the Earth, and
whatever the U.S. does is right because we
are a moral country, and we're fi^c. and
we*re proud to be free, and we want
everyone to be just as free as us. The other

See CLARICE, page 31
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CRESCENT JEWELERS^
Westwood's oldest and most respected

"jTi? (^ 'i? A m. a«_ « a
jeweler, is proud to honor ^^ ibdii AtlllCtCS

of the Month

^ *

w CrM Wa for your fmvorite mule mnd femmle
Bthletea each month. The Mthletea receiving the
most votee will be honored by Cre&oent Jewelere

Mt M UCLA athletio event.

-/^^^'

w :»
Ji -

92

Q$^
OFFOALTIMEP

WIM a SEIKO U.S. OLYMPIC
COLLECTION watai. Each month m

random drawings will be held fkx^m the
ballota received. The aelected winner
will receive a Seiko U.S.Olympic Team
Collection watch and four tickets to an

upcoming UCLA athletic event

THE FUTUREOF TIME
36 use 380

My selections for the January Crescent Jewelers UCLA Athletes of the Month are:

(Male athlete) am (Female athlete)
TobecountQd, and entofed in thBCtawng, your ballot must be received by Feb. 12, 1992.

Bring in or mail your entry to: Please enter my name in your ctav^ng.

JteAc^Htr^

Name.

AddresS'

lemelers.inc.
Phone payL

10SS w*srwood blvd.
w*»rw*ed villog*
lo« onQ»l»s 90024

-(Eve).

(310)206-3131

Ihe aMards /brjhe January Attiletes of the Month v^llbe presented
at the UCLA-U6C Hitman's Basketball guna on Fabu^22. 1992.

(pari beauty salon)
Remove your unwanted hair

with 100% Natural Wax
Full legs waxing and bikini ^.$20
Upper legs wax and bikini , $15
Bikini waxing , $ g
Half legs wax $10
Underarm $ s
Arm ;.. $12
Lip wax or chin, or eyebrow...... „ $ 6
Eyelash tint $10
European Facksls $25

1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325
Open Sundays
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Sppeadl
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iqgm Spread is

:

iliA by 4 over USC
UCLA liy D over Louisville

If tfiey beat tfie spread and yon bny 1

ItaPkey Bnrgep ep Clilclcen Sandwfcii,

yon get one fpoei

ov cmp]faiy •pMMt:

VMngt, Mes and GMcken SandMridi,

alUcallPink Frfet a al U can dpM
$8.00 $8.50

FpeeOsOvepy

208-«4a4

THun-sxr

ll.'SO-llrSO 11:80-2:80 11-0
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.
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Archive focuses
on Korean director
By Greg Srisavasdi

Dally Bruin Staff

The UCLA Film and Televi-

sion Archive is presenting two
recent Korean films by director

Im Kwon-taek tonight at 7:30 in

Melnitz Theater.

The first movie being
screened is Kwon-taek*s "The
General's Son.*' Set during the

1920s when Korea was still a

Japanese colony, the film cen-

ters around the experiences of

Korean gang member Kim
Doo-Han as he rises to power
after claiming to be the descen-

dant of a renowned patriot

named General An Dong Kim.
When he defeats a Japanese
gang leader and his mercena-
ries, he receives the distinction

as the spiritual son of the

Korean patriot

"The General's Son" has

become the highest grossing

film in Korea. Critic Tony
Rayns said that "this gorgeous-
ly designed and skillfully

staged movie struck an entirely

new note in Korean cinema."

The second film, entitled

Come, Come. Comet{

Upward!," discusses the story

of a young woman named Sun-
nyo who tries to find happiness

by becoming a Buddhist nun
and searching for true ascetic-

ism. After tragic circumstances

alter her life, Sun-nyo searches

for the truth in the Light of

Buddha, which she believes

should be shown in the faces of

the poor and the downtrodden.

"Come, Come, Come
Upward!" garnered a Best
AcU"ess Award (Venice Film

Festival) and the Grand Bell

Award (Korea) for the best film

of 1989.

Im Kwon-taek was bom May
2, 1936 in South Korea. He
graduated from the Sorabol

Academy for Art and Drama in

1960 and directed his first film

"Goodbye Tuman River" in

1962. Some of his more well-

known films are "The Deserted

Widow"(1973), "Mandala"
(1980) and "Gilsodom"(1985).

FlU*: "Two Films by Korean Direc-
tor Im Kwon-taek." Tonight at 7:30
p.m. in Melnitz Theater. Tix $5. $3
(students and seniors). Tix available
one hour t>efore showtime.

violent movie alMMit gays
By Bernard Welnraub
The New York Times

HOLLYWOOD — For the

handful of studio executives who
have seen it. "Basic Instinct," a

violent melodrama starring

Michael I>ouglas that is set to open
in March, is "a guaranteed block-

buster," **the steamiest movie of
the year" and "hot, hot, hot."

For the Motion Picture Associ-

ation of America's Classification

Board, the movie is, one film

executive said, "beyond bounda-

ries" and may receive an unusual

and financially risky NC-17 rating

(No one under 17 admitted).

For Carolco Corp., which is

teetering on the edge of collapse,

the movie is either a lifeline from
drowning or a lead weight that will

sink the company. For the Sony
Corp., whose Tri-Star Pictures is

distributing it. the movie is one
more potential headache after a

year of financial migraines. And
for gay-rights groups the movie is

a source of alarm.

Rarely has a film, especially one

that so few people have seen,

stirred such intense discussion,

rumor and uneasiness and rung so
many alarms. The movie, directed

by Paul Verhoeven, a Dutch film

maker who has made such slick

and successful violent movies as

"Robocop" and "Total Recall,"

stars Douglas as a San Francisco

detective investigating a serial

murderer who kills men with ic6

picks. His primary suspect is a
bisexual woman, played by Sharon
Stone, and the two have an affair.

Because an NC-17 rating would
limit the number of theaters in

which the movie would play, the

producers are seeking to cut the

film. But film-industry executives

say that Douglas and Verhoeven
have strongly argued in favor of

retaining all the scenes of sex and
violence, saying essentially that

the publicity surrounding the

movie would attract audiences

anyway.

Allen Burry, a press agent for

Douglas, said the actor and the

director were not available to talk

about it

Come to the Daily Bruin office to

receive cool "Freejack" stuff

courtesy of Warner Bros. The 1st

1 5 people receive a T-shirt, watch
and poster package, and there are

a limited number of T-shirts and
posters available. Enter a
drawing to win one of 2 huge
autographed posters of Anthony
Hopkins and Mann movie tickets.

They'll go fast so hurry in.

GOMQIMSES
Look and see

your best with

same day

service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village

208-3011
Monday SpeciaL* 20% o£f

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

SISTIvRIIOOD 1
t) k s t

' Books Music ^

Videos Jewelry

By And About Women

1351 Westwood Blvd.. Los Angeles. CA 90024

(213) 477-7300 Open 7 days 10-8pm

EYEGLASSESI
Get the look
you want

quickly and
courteously

from

DR.VOG£L
1082 Glendon

Westwood Vilb^e
208-3011

Monday Special: 20% o£f

All products and services

Since 1971 UCL/V Alum.

^ "Only one' in WestwKiMl!f ine ''uniy one" in westwoxMii < ^ w. *^ ^ ^^
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DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
• UOA&AU. STUDENT DISCOUNT
• TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS AWEEK
• CONVENIENT LOCATION

1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 824-399

1

Westwood VHIage, above the Wheiehouse

S

Nun
^^oi^

ik: • UNO

Introductory Offer '

'TSIEWLY REMODELED'^I.!

Brentwood Only
,'

•

Large Cheese
& Two Salads

Dine in and delivery

COMPUTER S
EXPIRES FEBMW2

One Year Parts and Labor V^bnwty
100% IBM Compatible ^ MOUSI

286/386/486 Complete SupprVGA Sy.gtpm.Q

286-12 Mhz (52MB HD. Coinplele Mono System) $540
386SX.16 Mhz (52MB HD. SVGA)H(/ 512K i880
386SX-25 Mhz (52MB HD. SVGA)w^ 512K. $g20
386-25 Mhz (85MB HD. SVGA) W 512K $iogo
386-33 Mhz itfS^ Cadw (85MB HD. made in USA) $1180
486-33 Mhz vii^256K Cache (120MB HD. made in USA) $1640

500
Draft Beers & Sodas •

Dine in only i ,

Topping available at reg*jbr I

,

pricc.Thi^ offer U available lU i

[

Brentwood location only.Not valid
[

with any other coupon or discount, i

Expina 31 15/92
\

Limited ^

delivery
,

area. i

.

Each SVGASyHtm kidudM
1MBRAM
12MB or 144yBFlQf]|>y0iw«
14" Color SVGA Monitor

SiiwrSVGACaid

2FD/2HO OE Corttolv

ATM) (2SnP/lG) 1 101 KoyboMd

Upgradee;

1MB HAM. ^^ iWM$45

12MB or 1.44MB FD. JSdd$55

S2MBHOtoa6MBHO Add 970

8SMB HO to 105MB HO Add $50

I 8SMB HO to 120MB HD Add $60

^'m
Bring ad to James Cho
for a free mouse with any
system purchase

BEST QUALITY
BEST SERVICE
LOWEST PRICES

478^1650
1 1819 WUshirc Blvd.

(Wilshire and Granville)

BRENTWOOD
FREE UNDERGROUND PARI.LNG

— I

FEBRUARY 1992 WORKSHOPS

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5 - 2408 Ackerman. 2pm to 4pin
''Negotiating with your Advisers Workshop*'

WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 12-2408 Ackerman. 2pm to 4pm
''Immigration Workshop''

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13-2408 Acleman. 2^ to 4S5i
"Healthcare Workshop"

*

. WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19 - 2408 Ackerman, 2pm to 4pm
"The Letters & Science Know-it-all Workshop"

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20 - 2408 Ackerman, 2pm to 4pm
'IVansition from a Student Visa to an H-1 Visa or Permanent Status"

For information call Office of International Students & Scholars (825-1681).

r

l-TTT^

r
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^x^*STUDENTS*^^ ^ TERM PAPERS DUE? NEED A RESUME?

COME SEE lis

!

AND REGISTER TO WIN A LAPTOP COMPUTER

HOURLY RE1\TALS

BRUIN <-'•'> '"-<''-<'"

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL '

FRKI-; I'.\UKIN(. CI SIIIONFI) CIIAIUS

SAT, SUN, & i:vr:Ni\(is
cb\ssi:s

* APPLE / IBM COMPUTERS
* DESKTOP PUBUSHING
* WORD PROCESSING
* TYPEWRITERS
* LASER PRINTS
* TEXT & IMAGE SCANNING
* TRAINING
* SALES,SERVICE & REPAIRS 20% OFF

(WITH VAUD UCLA ID.)

CAMPUS COMPUTER SERVICES

(310) 477-2898 1539 westwood

Summer Cash
We can give you a summer job that will take you places. Places

like Los Angeles, San Francisco, Dallas, New York and Miami just to

name a few. Affiliated Services Inc. , an agent for Mayflower Transit,

is looking for hard working individuals with a sense of adventure to

fill suiimiei posiiiiuiis in uui liuuseTiuId goods lieei.
^

• No Experience Necessary
• Free Training

I

• Excellent Earnings Potential

• See The Country
• Meet Interesting People

— » Scholarships For Top Earners

You Must Be At Least 21 Years Old

Have A Good Driving Record

Be Ambitious

For More Information Attend A Tree Seminar:
Date: February 3, 199^

"

Place: Holiday Inn Westwood, Selby Room 604

10740 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles
Time: 7:00 p.m.

CaU 1-800-428-1204 to register. You do not need
to register to attend, but it would be appreciated.

Affiliated Services, Inc.
Agent for

TRANSIT
Mayflower, Mayflower Transit, and the ship symbol arc trademarks and service marks of

Mayflower Transit, Inc P O Box 107, Indianapolis, Indiana, 46206-0107 ICC No MC-2934
Printed in the USA 1991 Mayflower Transit, Inc

Back by Popular Demand!

Large Cheese or Pepperoni

Pizza

plus taxonly $6.99
^^X.eW

exp. 2/08/92

208-4348
10925 Weyburn Ave., Westwood.

s.'s.»,.'-.*..\.-.s'a

SWWXWWSHWS-SK- >Mca<iSW»5SS5SS5.S*SiW
K^^v^^F^]fall^ ^'l^vv^l^l^l^^y^^(^^lftft^^^^^^A^'^^|^^*^A^>**^^i*l]iM

y-v ^ I

The gsMc$tbB Ca^ornla Cryoiipii

m to provide l^lgh quality sperm for

^m<M Insemination. Requirements

Ir^dyda s * « « liealth betvi^en the
>XV' '<..#.-< V5i>#-'»^s of 19 to 34 and a

9 to 12 rnbnt* commitment

cm fm more Hifbrmatlor $24-9941

m
*<?iX^XS>^ *'»>^«$:

(^
I I I I I I I I I I I I M I I I I I I I I M I I I^

Buy One Dinner Entree & Receive the

Second of Equal or Lesser Value FREE!

We Offer a Complete Selection of:

Pastas-Fresh Fish-Steak-Burgers-Turkey

Burgers-Salads-Sandwiches

472-3287
1 1714 Barrington Court (Bcrrington & Sunset)

in Brentwood

Bring In Ad For Offer
Not Valid With Anw. Parking in Rear

Other Offer

'FOCUS'
From page 24

both great shows), the music for

"Reasonable Doubts" and "Law &
Order" deserves much more rec-

ognition than either will ever get*

But music in movies, and
especially television, isn*t often

noticed by audiences unless it*s

John William's "Star Wars,"

which also got too much radio

airtime. Part of the fault here lies

with producers, who want more
money by releasing a soundtrack

album with popular hits by today's

pop flavor of the month.

Wim Wender's "Until the End
of the World" is accompanied by a

phenomenal soundtrack with

original works by U2, R.E.M.,

Peter Gabriel and plenty more. But

that's not a score. For that movie,

the music worked, as did the

progression from classic rock to

Wouldn't it be fabulous

to walk around and

hear James Horner's

"Glory" soundtrack

following you?

Sid Vicious' "My Way" that

occurs in Martin Scorsese's

"GoodFellas." In these two films

the individual songs had some-
thing to do with the story.

But most movies these days try

to sell an album by including music

where the lop hit only plays over

the end credits. And while it may
be a good song, it usually doesn't

have all that much to do with the

movie. This may not be the best

example, but Guns N' Roses "You
Could Be Mine" from •Terminator
2" is good enough.

Movies can have beautiful

music, and sometimes the creators

don't get enough credit. An instru-

mental score running through a

film isn't as popular and won't sell

as many records as a sequence of

songs.

Maybe that's what the writers

want — a score subtle enough to

enhance but not to notice. That's

definitely what the advertising

execs want from their beer com-
mercials. Just something that will

help sell the item.
-

Maybe, just maybe. Bud Dry
has it right after all. "Why ask

why?" It might get too confusing,

and too interesting, if you actually

try to answer.

THICK
From page 27

possible."

Their music is as their name
suggests, thick. It's more than just

basic chord progressions, or varia-

tions -on those progressions. "We
have short attention spans", says

Marcy,"so we lend to throw a lot

into a song because we get bored

real easy, so we don't like to stay

on one groove and keep going."

With seductive, aggressive and
soothing rhythms. Thick can draw
you in, shake you up and release

you, wonderstruck and going back
for more. Their songs encompass
styles from slow grooves to heavy
thrash, all matched by Eliza's

incredible voice. She can trans-

form an innocent, schoolgirl-like

coo into a demonic snarl and back

again almost before you realize

what's happening.

Thick. **We may not have many
friends," Doreen says when prod-

ded to describe themselves, "but

our breasts are real."

MUSIC: Thick. Tonight at the Cooper-
age at 8 p.m. Sponsored by UuLA
Student Committee for the Arts.

Bochco ratums
to 'LA. Law'
By Bill Carter
The New Yorl< Times

Steven Bochco, who created the
hit NBC sepes "L.A. Uw," wiU
return to an active role in the
production of the show in an effort

to resurrect the show's popularity.

He will be assisted by David E.
Kelley, who succeeded him as
executive producer of the series

but left at the end of last season.
Kelley won the Emmy Award as
the best drama writer in television

the last two seasons for his work on
"L.A. Uw."
Both men will effectively

replace Patricia Green, who
assumed the role of executive
producer and head writer on the

series this season.

CLARKE
From page 28

guys are bad, they're all bad, they
have different religions, they don't
drink Budweiser, they're not
Americans so they can't be whole-
some like us. We arc so great. And
we've had just the most wonderful
group of people running this

country, killing off Indians, steal-

ing land from Mexico. How can
people fucking buy this shit?"

Clarke offers the Howard Zinn
book, **The People's History of the

r^Biled States^" as an exceUeat
source of accurate U.S. history,

and encourages people to read it

"I'm actually not surprised any
more at the way the media played
to Operation Desert Storm," says

Clarke. "NBC is owned by Gener-
al Electric, (who has) huge defense

contracts. Ninety-nine percent of
that war was this country's fault

We can take territory or we can do
business, and when other countries

don't want us to do business, then

we go in and take what we want"
"What about health issues?"

adds McClanahan. "All people
should be able to go to the doctor,

get their teeth fixed, be able to have
their basic health needs taken care

of. That's just not offered to

Americans who aren't in the

system."

"A lot of people say that if you
don't like the country, just leave

it," adds Clarke. "But that's not

what it's about; it's much more
noble to work for change. The
rednecks and people that wave the

corporate flag around want to think

that everything is great and fine.

They're going down with the

whole system. We're not trying to

save those people, but if they go
down, I go down, too."

Warrior Soul began writing

material for its third album at the

beginning of January and plans to

start recording in March. Tided
"Pop for the Zero Generation," the

new album promises to mix new
elements with the original sound
and attitude, with Warrior Soul

continuing to influence the recent

rock and roll renaissance.

"Let's face it I'm an artist, an

entertainer," says Clarke. "I'm
going to give you some informa-

tion 'cause I think it's heavy.

That's it I'm not trying to be

Christ. But, I want to stick it to the

people that are getting over by
telling everyone what's going
down.

"I'm up there talking about this

and that's all fine and good, but I

want to rock," says Clarke. "I want
to have a good time too, you know.
If I'm doing an artistic piece, it's

interesting, it's entertainment for

you to see. It',s not like you have to

go, *Fuck, man, I gotta read this

book right now.' It's just seeing

your society through the reflection

of an artist"
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2 FOR 1 WITH THIS ADI _
Buy one entree, get the second(of equal or less value) for free!

Free Delivery with Dinners served til 1 0pm.
minimum purchase of $ 1 0! Cappucinno & Dessert Bar until

1389 WESTWOOD BLVD.
Hours: Mon-Satn :30ann - 1 :00am

Sun5:00Dm- 10:i

lam,

Attention

ctiSEars

parking is still

in various

parking areas.

Contact Parking Services at (310)825-9871 or come to the

Parking Services office, 555 Westwood Plaza Structure 8, level 2.

Hours: 7:30 AM to 5:30 PM.
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"You Don't f4eed To

Have Dental Insurance

To Have A Pretty Smile'

founded
1891

COLLEGE OFLAW
APPLYNOW

Accredited-Small Classes

Next Semester Begins

August 1992
Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Westem Association of

Schools and Colleces.

Two Convement Locations

EiKino Campus

5445 Balboa Boulevard

Call:(818)98M529

La Verne Campus

1950 Third Street

CaU:(7 14)596- 1848

Dental Exam & Cleaning
(up to 4 x-rays)

475-5598

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

etQ=:

whiten your teeth

easily & affordably

at home

'

\
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AXO PRESENTS THE IITH UAL TONIGHT

6-WAY

(i«f siMi

(knui(

24-H()ur fcnirri>i'nc\

Service

Sid Soleimaniaa D.D.S

1620 Westwood Blvd., West Los Angeles

Open Evenings & Saturdays ^
.

Free Parking In Rear

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)8733303 or (818)992-6966.

Personal 10 PersoTKil

Misoelloneous

-cussTravei—
YOUR GREEK CONNECTION FOR SPRING BREAK

IN MAZATLAN
Party with your Bro's & Sisters from all over Cal. Call Today for

Brochures and Video Presentation to see the BEST hotels and
MOST OUTRAGEOUS PARTIES. Call SCOTT 379-0409

Ask for details regarding benefits if you have your
own small group.

$349 M-F (3/23 - 3^7)JncL^Air/Hotej^art^

DR. BLUE "ONE OF THE BEST BANDS IN

L.A.", L.A. Weekly, Dec. 1991 . Dr. Blue does

everything from mellow ^oustic music to

danceable pop to hard-edged rock 'n roll. Call

Now to book for your next party 24-HR Hotline

(818)500-4964, ASK FOR FRANCE.

IS IT WRITTEN THERE SOMEWHERE? Learn

how to research your Bible. Jan 26-31 , 1 992. 7

P.M. Free. 1 254 1 9th St., S.M. (21 3)829-1945.

NEED SOME |OKES for office or party? Call the

joke line! 1-900-726-HAAA. $0.95/min.

18-fyr. GUARANTEED TO OFFEND
SOMEONE.

Persorusl 10

^1

$j 1$
CASH FOR
COLLEGE

There's plenty of money
available for every student

who needs it.

If you can use an extra

$2000 or more to help pay
college costs.

Send Your Name and
Address to : D.B. Mears
and Associates. 9016
Wilshi.e Blvd. #449

Beverly Hills, CA 9021

2

FREE INFORMATION
WILL BE SENT TO
YOU IMMEDIATELY^^,

Alcohollca Anonymoua

Meetings
Mon. ditcuMion, Thur. Bookstudy, Fri. Stap

Study. AU 3625 12:16-1:16. Fri. 12a>-1«)

TuM. DifccuMion. Wad. Di»cussk>n NPI

08538 12:1 6-1 «)
For alcoholics or indivkJuaiB who

have drinking probloma

Sports Ticlcets

BRUIN BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED ! All

games, good seats. Please call Ray
(310)441-1576.

I HAVE STUDENT AND STUDENT GUEST
TK:KETS to Duke/Arizona games. Serious of-

fers only. Mark 478-2824.

I HAVE TWO ARIZONA STUDENT guest

tickets!! Serious offers only. Sheila 208-0784

evenings only.

LAKER FANS! Tickets for sale. Most games.

Loge section #36. Approx. S25 each. Beth

472-7465.

UCLA DUKE+AR(ZONA non-student tickets

wanted. Top dollar paid. (310)395-7295.

The Brothers of

PI KAPPA ALPHA
congratulate

Nick Baldwin

and
Carrie Sayre (KA)

Q on their

n pinning.

1
1 We wish

Y you both the

kJL best of luck.

't

Little Sister Party

9:30 'M

guest appearance by Scott Barton

k INVITE ONLY

Sat, Feb. 1 Sun or Snow.. Its ail up to hiiri.
::-.x-.\-;

525 Landfair

INVITE ONLY!

Bring y<Qiir shadow and help him decide
Unrelated Attire!!!

??? Call Chris or Tim: 824-2145

M

W%^VVVVM

nPBc
Bibles - Books

GWs.

M-Th 10 am - 9:30 pm
ftSat 10 am • 1 1 pm; Sun 2-6 pr.i

10664 Waytxjfn Av». LA 90024

20fr«432

UCLA Basketball
Tickets WANTED

Non-Student
Call 473-1000

Congratulations

Dave

SARGP

Gatzke

PARTY
Tonight 10:00

*ij%^

Invite Only BYOB

r^

BLUE LAGOON PARTY
The crystal blue water flows on

Thursday 9:30
INVITE ONLY UCLA I.D.

Who is the Purple Rooster? Q's: Christian 208-7221

I \\ 1 1 1
( 'M :u

CONGRATULATIONS 1992
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL

Pres:

IstW:
Rush Chair:

Asst. Rush:

Univ. Rel.:

Secretary:

Treasurer:

Abby Nelson
Karen Atkinson

Carolyn Hall

Cori Southwell

Suzy Futterman

Amy Neal
Nancy Grigg

Scholarship: Natasha Shah
PR: Julie Franlclin

Programming: Christie Hendricks
Row & Alum: Kim King

Special Events: Erika Miller

Community
Awareness: Robin Puckett

LOOK FORWARD TO A FUN AND
SUCCESSFUL YEAR

Congratulations

Mifbelle GridUy

Russ Vollratb

on your

engagement. We
are so happyfor

you.

^, your AATI
sisters

Conffratutdtions

Janis TQinimitsu

(AAH)
&

^an Scfiapp

(&X)
on your Bettutiftd

pimmg.

Love,

The Sisters of

J^pfia 'DeCta (Pi

Good Luck at
Bennington
and Happy
Birthday

BEN MACK
(ASO)

T
mummm

Tt ^̂
s
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KAPPA DELTAwould like to comgratulate apid welcome its beautiful

AMD AMAZIMG MEW IMITIATES

Lisa bepmudez

Meqan Doupqeois

Ualia C^naHepjec

Melissa UcLaC/puz

Ousan Dpake

Elizabeth Duell

Laupte Dunn

Julie Lnqclman

C^napmaine Lvans

Micnelle C^opcia

*-T

v^ina C^iambpo

Micnelle (j^iambpa

rleatnep C^old

Jessica Gposs

ofepnanle rlipala

Wendq Holf

Kaffiq ho

Anne Ixelcnepsid

Amy ixomatsuzaki

Laupel Lewis

Ouzanne MaHis

Allison Maq

onapon McvJanePij

heafhep McCollum

Delinda Majepa

Rebecca Olivep

nicole Pessis

Micnele Ramos

Lisa Ricnapds

Jenniiep oalzman

Zoe Wapnep

¥ &AOT
YOUR KA SISTER*>

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UO-A research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 19-49.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For info call (310)828-8867

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation.

Personal 10

Congratulations

Julie Kim
&

Jeff Kurd
on your...

ATA -N- PRESENT

UCVA I.D.

REOO\RJED
FcsTiviTiesBcdiH At ^.3o p.r-^

INVITE OMUY

•>

HEY Ar
Grab your leaUi0r« gol « UrtiDo'
Or whateverjiu#yi^ iMnre te do —— -

Tonight's the^ughtikJH^tt^^ is the town
The Seniom ore H^lmiM^ teite you down
So get ou^Mpr ji|^^Mi and rot your hair
Give thomlNi^fi^ lo«r
Be "^pr^m^i^^i^--; youHiler giMI gnarly
Come Mh^lii,^ MMib your Hofiirvl |^^

'

And owiBS^^ Inspired^ TOcause tonight

NO MBTS ARE REQUIRED!

IT'S BACK...FOR THE 16TH
YEAR INA ROW...!

THE AFFAIR
March 1, 1992

cp VALENTINE SPECIAL! ^
Q^ A handmade Valentine gift is so special! Learn a creative new craft technique and qq^^ make a imique valentine for your special someone.. ^*^

CO Rubber Stamp Art c;p
Qasses Now Available On Campus • Febniaiy 1, 1992 • February 8, 1 992

OP BASIC RUBBER 9 a.m.—11A) a.m. flSiW QP
Learn •Imple techniques using rubber stamps to nuike unicjue personalized greeting csids^

^^,^^C^ wrapping paper, staoonaiy, envelopes, boxes and iMgs. xP
^^ VALENTINE RUBBER 12:00 - 2:00 p.m. $154» ^^v^ Make a variety of simple cards, envelopes^ and postcards for those special friends in your life. v<^

Unique effects of glitter and shlncl ^^^^
OP VALENTINE POP-UP 3:00 - 5:00 p.m. $154)0 ^P
^^^ Make a supeiHtpcdal card for your super-special valentine! Learn to create thiccdlflnenskHUil ^^,^Cp cards that wiU be treasured by the recipient. ^^

All supplias and tools sic pnnrklMlr including wriltai instiuctloas, ptlsras and relsiasicas.

CO SpsdJ pricing svallsblKl rissisi for $25, > farjia CO^ For infoimMlMiuid reglstXBtkMW caU Judi (Z13) tf9-S912

cpQpc:pcpcpcpQpc:pQpc:pc:pcpcpcpcpc:pcpcp

,^nn^^n^^^nnn^^nn^n^^nnnnn>»*^

Congratulations to Sigma Kappa's
'92-'93 Executive Board

President

V.P. of Standards

V.P. of Membership
V. P. of Redge Education

Recording Secretary

Treasurer

Scholarship

Senior Rep.

Junior Rep. —
Fresh/Soph Rep.

Panhellenic Delegate

Lisa Meier

Cheryl Wu
Amy Rambach
Cheryl Telesco

Amber McArthur

Karen Krishfield

Dawn Miyamoto

Lauren Aipert

Karen Atkinson -
Monique Ouillete

Grace Chen

The sisters of Signia Kappa would like to deeply

thank the '91 -'92 executive board for a
'

successful year.

Research Subjects 12

"s/iisoti $14-3956

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CRONHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD
research study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatment. Dissertation study. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or

(310)471-3672.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning
experience .825-0392.

OVERWEIGHT WOMEN AGED 20-50: l,ose

up to 2 lbs. per week. If you are 20-70 1'ibs.

overweight & able to make a commitment for

Tit years, you may be eligible to participate in

a free UCLA research project. Call Janice at

(310)206-0290.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer

w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid for info. (310)828-8887.

UCLA ANXIETY DISORDERS BEHAVIORAL
PROGRAM. AnnoufKing treatment for panic,

ogoraphobia, generalized anxiety, animal
phobias & claustrophobias. Also, studies for

persons who wake out of sleep with feelings of

panic. Prof. Kraske, (310)825-8403.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED-Caucasian ar>d Ja-

panese male and female ages 25-35 to study
the effecU of UV on human skin, 6 nrKxith

study. Volunteers will be paid $1200. For
xvtwz information call (310) 828-8887.
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ZBT
FAMILY
FEUD

8:01— The Feud Begins
9:30— Lil Sisters— Come and

Party with Richard Dawson
Bros! Available now!

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief texam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

LEEDS: THE G&WANTHOLOGY
Over 70 hours

All his timeless classics

Narrated by. Gibney

See Cowgill for info

INVITE ONLY

To the stylin' members of the house of KA—
Your nignt to remember Is coming quickly! ^'^ • •

.

So get psyched and get ready ^^
To PARTY real steady!!!

: —Love the Pledges

Wonted 1 5 Salons 21

INTERN WANTED for motion picture produc-

l iuii mmyuiiy. Omgulng pe r^nalUy ^tntgr
EUROPEAN FACIALS, $25. Especial ly for

esting industry. College credit.
(310)281-0708.

Salons 21

Cleinihg blackheads and blemishes. Call for

appointment. Century City. (213)785-0205.

MODELS NEED FREE cuts, perms, color.

Tues-Weds. Call SASHA 470-9094 or
306-7832.

ART STUDENT NEEDED to compose paint

design for Harley- Davidson Motorcycle. Call

Bruce anytime. (310)471-6040.

ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company needs
help. Work from your home, doing various

jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

BOOKKEEPER needed 8 hr^M<. for architec-

ture and interior design firm. $7-9^r. Call

Rosanna: (310)207-8224.

BOOKKEEPER, P/T, for attorney/investor. Ex-

perienced Macintosh, SOwpm, excellent
phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
557-2315.

CAMP COUNSELOR: Roughing It Day Camp
in SF & East Bay is hiring for Summer 1992!
(510)283-3878. Send resume to P.O. BOX
1266 ORINDA, CA 94563.

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will

work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Services, $6.63^r. 206-7686. Contact Paul
Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting

APPs for Winter Quarter.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed \w
feature films, commercials, and television.

Eam up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILDRENS GYM INSTRUCTOR Full time-

Must be energetic and love kids. Experience

teaching children 6 months-7 years required.

Terrific opportunity. (310)288-0258

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/landside
available. Year-round & summer positions.

(612)643-4333.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING —
$2,000-»-/month -- world travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, the Carribean, etc.). Holiday, Summer and
Career Employment available. No experience
necessary. For employment program call

1-206-545-4548 ext. C234.

bATA ENTRY, min. SSwpm Temporary/Full
Time. Call between 10-2. Mrs. Griffin

(310)559-8823.

DIRECTOR'S ASSISTANT, BEACH ORIENTED
DAY-CAMP PROGRAM AND HIGH SIERRA
CAMP-OUT, PART-TIME NOW, FULL-TIME
SUMMER, NEED EXPERIENCE WITH CHILD-
REN, WATER SPORTS, AND OFFICE WORK,

Research Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects

FACIAL
•

^
Complete European Tacial, cleaning blemishes,

acne, lash tinting, and waxing, $25, located

opposite to Century City Mall. 785-0205.

12

Health Services 22 Opportunities 26

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis"

~~

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to $1 00/wk or more.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Group. (213)786-0636.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ couples/
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-
lems. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY CROUPS.
Dynamic, caring, professionally led ongoing
groups. Explore family problems, relationship

patterns, work and career cof>cerns, esteem
issues, addiction and recovery. Improve com-
munication skills and self confidence. Lisa

Frankel MFCC (213)398-9385.

EARN CASH IN YOUR MAIL BOX. Send $5 w/
SASE Dept. 1 Box 4547 Scottsdale, AZ
85261-4547

SUPER INCOME! "No Gimmick" I will help 10
people to earn $6000 monthly -"Almost
Effortlessly." Free details: Recorded Message:
1-800-788-1854 Ext.23

Help Wanted 30

100 People
needed to lose
wei^tand
make money.
Call 24 hour

hotline.

310-888-1833

^tmimfmmmmmmmummmi^fmumifjmnmmK M.'.U.'
.
i
.
' R!«

€NEISE^P/l coiurapillP
tHSOiUMBRS-- ADUlf
pre<k:cupi;dwith la^mi^^rroh
PEfESISfENt THOUGHTS?tEPETnWE

ACnvmES THAT INTERFEKEWITH DAttY
FUNCTIOf^S? PERSONS 18+ NEEDED FOR

^Iji

MAY RECEIVE FREE PHYSICALEXAM, lAB

ii!i!iiiiw'iiiii£iiiiiiiiiliiiMiyi^^

ACNE
A NASTY FOUR
LETTER WORD
If you had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago

you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our

Skin Care Information

Line,

800-435-3533

$200-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyright iCAIIKDH.

$40,00(yyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple "like/don't like" form. EASY! Fun,

relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2925 Copyright iCAIIKEB.

5 DAYS, % DAY-MORNINGS HELP NEEDED.
Housework, errands, handiwork. Driver's

license & references required. Offer small apt.

In BH home, furnished. Separate street en-

trance. Pool, cable TV, limited use of tele-

phone in exchange for services. Call nrxxnings

8-9 A.M. Of leave message. (310)273-2433.

$800 WEEKLY POSSIBLE! Working at home!
37 Different Opportunities. Rush $1 and
self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Primary

Products, 7095 Hollywood Blvd., #781.A1,
Hollywood, CA 90028.

• 8/HR. PART-TIME, CLEANING, PANTING,
DRIVING, MUST HAVE CAR, FLEXIBLE
HOURS, NEAR UCLA, (310)476-1510.

AIR COURIERS NEEDED. For flights to

London, Rio, Tokyo, etc. (213) 960-5054.

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS HIRING
NOW! R/T air, roorrVboard provided! To
$5,000H-/n>o. Extensive fisheries report gets job

or call refunded. 1-900-226-ALASKA($3/min,
complete program for men).

ENTRY LEVEL RADIO ASSISTANT, major
radio rep. firm. Great opportunity to learn

radio/advertising business. Alan
(213)966-5082.

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT/Westwood sought by
Attorney/Producer. Must be a recent graduate
who is intelligent, organized, personable,

trustworthy, self starter, chic, style consciou-
sand creative. This unique job entails challeng-

ing, fun diid interesting duties in a fast-paced

environment. Macintosh and office skills

needed. $1 2.50/hr., bonus and benefits. Avail-

able immediately. Please fax resume with
cover letter to Sara at (310)475-9966.

LAW FIRM
cieeds motivated peiscn to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume '

vv GPA. available times'

foe interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

FLOWER SHOP TEMPORARY HELP, for Val-

entine's, SALES, needed 1 0th-1 4th, DRIVERS,
needed 14th only. For information call

272-4143.

FT. MEDICAL OFFICE POSITION. Front/back
office assistant. Private practice on campus.
Experience required. Full benefits. Geri
(310)824-0068.

FT/FT DRIVER, wAnowledge of LA area,
well-paid. (310)556^7777.

GENERAL OFFICE & GOFER. Norwmoker.
Mon, Wed, Fri. nnxningi, 6-8 hrsAveek.
(310)820-4292.

GROWING SANTA MONICA software fimi

needs engineering students for part-tln>e tech-
nical data analyst positions. $7.50 — $1(Vhr.
Call (310)450-1452 for info. ^
INTERIOR DESIGNER ASSISTANT. $6/hr.

30hrs/week, flexible hours. Light bookkeep-
ing, sales, marketing, room to grow. All

majors. (310)243-0428.

LEGALIZE GAM3LINC. Gather signatures

.50</signature. Chris (310)820-1791.

Security Pacific Bank
10731 W.Pico Blvd. WLA

«^i^%^ «^f • lO-

NOW HIRING PART-TIME TELLERS
EXCELLENT FUTURE JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FOR INFO CALL

SHIRLYE BROX 552-4360

OR
SHAHRIAR DAHESH 552-4348

TfrVf-'

^
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Help Wanted

LICENCED NURSE PRACTITIONER or Regis-

tered Nurse for Beverly Hills Dermatology

Practice. (310)550-7661.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research

and make $$ P/T. Distribute condoms. Perfect
^ Health. (805)655-5624.

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,

Attractive people wanted for nude phqtos.

Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MODELS. Earn $1 5(VHr. or more, boyish

and/or athletic 18-24. Clean shaven face,

little or no chest hair. Playgirl

style magazines/nudity required. No experi-

ence necessary. Internationally known photo-

grapher. Brad, (213)392-4248

MANAGEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIFOR-
NIA UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earn-

ings $6,000 to 16,000 +.

PT Spring, FT Summer. Interviews on campus
Info/App. (800) 400-9332.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES: New marketing

company expanding throughout L.A. Need
motivated individuals to help train and man-

age. Benefits and training provided. Mr. Nad-

tey (310)536-5175.

ENTRY lEVEl
The Rader Institute
The nations brgest provider of eoling

disonkrs treatment seeks students for

entry level, marketino, sales.

communication positkNi. Pyschology

major a pkis. Port time, flexible hours,

potential counseling, clinical

opportunity. Sakiry DOE.

Coll47«-823Sext.201.

EARN up to S^SO per month
BV HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD PLATELETS SAFFLV

For Mi(orm.-*liOii

C«4<* Aim !.«

i8ld)986 3083

Cancer patents t*^'OuqhOiit LA
tx>ncfit from voof onrtiCioaiion

. « - M ^ .

4954 Van Niiys BivO Shcrma i OaKs

Male Models ur>der 26, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MESSENGER: Beverly Hills accounting firm

needs PT messenger/ light office work. Must be

dependable; have own car. M-F, 1-6pm.

(310)274-9922.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

MOTHER'S HELPER/DRIVER needed for 9

year old boy. Male/Female, 3-7:30pm, own
car required. (310) 274-1806.

MUSIC/ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY IN-

TERN NEEDED. Production/management

company near campus. Meet recording artists/

celebrities. Make great contacts in film, TV.

Flexible schedule. Class credit.

(310)470-5970.

OFFICE HELP (or attorney, sonr>e typ»f>g, conv
puter, messengering, genera! office. 10+hrV
%^. S7-Sa/hr d.o.e. Iris (310)273-2248.

ORGANIZER/SECRETARY, experienced, for

small hon>e office a few hours per week. (310)

837-9784. Leave message.

PART-TIME responsible person wanted to

work phones and do light typing for a promo-

tional agency in WLA. Can be temporary or

permanent PT. $10/hr. Call Donna
(310)475-1577.

PART TIME TELEMARKETING for Education

Agency in Santa Monica. Foreign language

helpful. (310)395-9393.

PART-TIME MESSENGER, Beverly Hills area. 2

hrs., during day, r>eed own transportation.

(310)275-2260.

PART TIME bookkeeper 4-6 hrs/week. Will

train $7.50 per hour cash. Call Lynne Freeman.

(818)783-7175.

juui iroixA i^ju^TiAfl^

WORK fOH

n6.{>S per hour

\cn ni'\il)k NclKduIinu

opportiiniiN \ov ad\ niucnuni

( all \nuii- or loliii ai NiS ().s>.S

Personal SecretaryA^ousekeksper: Need ma-

ture, responsible, hard worker to help run a

hi^ energy and very busy household. Duties

\d' irKJuoe: Scheduling, coordinating staff,

grocery shopping, arwvering corresporwlence,

computer literate, keeping phone messagies

and keeping house well stocked and supplied.

Approx. 25 hours per week. Days are flexible.

Good opportunity for a bright student with a

positive attitude. Please fax me your resume

with availability to 213/851-3601.

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanfed 30 Apartments (or Rent 49 Apartments fcy Rent 49

ATHLETIC TYPES
AGGRESIVE. COMPETITIVE
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO
HELP RUN NEW COMPANY.

P/T and F/T positions

available. Positive attitude

and neat appearance a must.

(310)53eO496 (818)3600760

PERSONAL ASSISTANT needed for busy, gay

professional, SIQ^r., 5 hrsMk. Be smart,

responsible, creative, resourceful,
(310)276-2332.

*
•

*

Optometric office seeking

personable, caring, and

outgoing person to handle

patient load for 2 doctors.

CHALLENGING.
Mon., Wed., Fri.8am-5pm.

$6.50/hr. start.

Parking available.

Call and leave message:

(310)837-7202.

*

*
•
*

Do you Like to Talk?

This is the perfect job for

you. Earn $7/hr. plus
tx)nus. Evening + weekend

hours available.

Training provided.
Sharpen your

communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

1083 Gayley Ave. - 4th Floor

8 people needed noi^
Bars uploii^.

Hoiiaeoleaners
•Piril*

FREE REM
BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS

BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

JMU)I ISSIONAI I V MAWCII) HV MOSS c^ ( ().
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments tor Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

CaU (aiS>453.1817

Job Opportunities 32

PHOTOCOPIER POSITION AVAILABLE-
FLEXIBLE DAYS 3-8 P.M. DRUG SCREEN
REQUIRED. $7-a/HR. CONTACT CARYN
(310)556-6569.

P/T ASSISTANT MANAGER outgoing, self-

motivated, reliable individual for children's

store in Brentwood. FRONTRUNNERS KIDS.

Apply in person. 1 1620 San Vicente Blvd. See

Uilie.

P/T DRIVERS (7.00) AND OFFICE STAFF (6.50)

needed for young growing courier service.

Shawn 914-1449.

PT/FT RETAIL. S8.20 rtart. Scholanhipt

Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

P/T office clerk wanted 1 -5 PM M-F, UCLA
Div. Clinical Nutrition. Call Gail (310)

2060290.

STUDENT WORK, Retail/Customer service.

$8.20 starting. Part time, schedule around

school. Eves, weekends available. No door to

door, ect. Call (310) 396-1479.

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR MESSENGER for

CPA Firm — Century City— P/T. Duties

include:inventory control, knowledge of

Lotus 123, deliveries, some heavy lifting.

Must have own car. Hourly wage & benefits.

Call Lesley Davis (310)553-7880.

MEDICAL / SCIENTIFIC WRITER. Specialty

Laboratories, Inc. is a state—of-the-art clinical

reference laboratory providing diagnostic arxi

prognostic testing services to the medical

community. Due to our growth we have an

immediate opening for a full-time Medical/

Scientific Writer. Reporting to the President,

this exciting and challenging position will

ifKlude writing ahd editing of scientific manu-

scripts, abstracts, informational reports, sym-

ptwt a preae fHitiof^ tn^ med+cal mafke4 »ng-

Large Newly
Remodeled

1&2 Bedroom Units
Beverlywood -

WLA Area
Receive Free
Microwave

$575 $825
Call 657 8756

652 Veteran Ave
Single

„ and
1 BDRIVI

Starting at $550
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

KARI MICHAELSEN
"Katie" from the NBC series

*GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(310)536-0496 (818)360-0760

VIsUb M«del A Talemi
MaBSgeaieBt

TELEMARKETER POSITION. 2 day a week

from lOam-lpm. $6/hr + bonus.
(310)277-5828, Sean.

US MAIL JOBS $1

1

.77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No ExperierKe Neces-

sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

WANTEDJO WORK ON A U.S. SENATE
CAMPAIGN. PT evenings, 3-4 hours, 1-3

days/week. S5/hr. Contact Pamela.
(310)478-6602.

material. Qualified candidates will have a

broad background in the Life Sciences, experi-

ence in nr)edical/scientific writing in a clinical

reference laboratory or research laboratory

environnr>ent, with a minimum of a MS Degree

in microbiology, immunology or a related

science. A Ph.D. is required. Superior Word
Processing skills required. We ofi^er excellent

compensation and benefits. Please send CV
with cover letter to Specialty Laboratories, Inc.;

Human Resources - MSW; 2211 Michigan

Ave., Santa Monica, CA 90404. EOE. "Our

Specialty Is Excellence.*

RETAIL SALES, PART-TIME. Chi Idrens clothing

store. Westside Pavilion «229. Monday-
Thursday 3:30-9:30. Call (310)441-1896.

SAVE A LIFE! UCLA EMS hiring EMTs for

transport ambulance. FA students only

S6.62/hr. (310)206-8886.

Get a Summer Job

on a Salmon Fishing

Boat in Alaska

Bfake up to $30,000 in 3 months.

70-page Uhis. guide w/vahiable

employment info & list of 1,500

contacts. Must hurry!!! Boats hiring

now!!! Send $16.95 -i- $3 mailing to:

King Salmon Publishing, Box
2942, Dept. «B, Seal Beach, CA
90740. Allow 2-3 wks.

Send Someone Ymi Tx)Ye

Something Special

For

Uafeniine s 7)ay:/

MODELS

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing all aspects of a

successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last char>ce for interviews. Call'

Triple "A* Student painters for information

now, 1(800)394-6000.

illl'^d I); IMpIl, internships 34

p(,i ,s, rjr.ii-("'t(. \X\\i^ l.-in.il^^

Call (818)508-8680

SITTERS
NEEDED
Southbay and Westside

families need
playmates / nannies / sitters

to watch over their children.

All KhedulM,
•II days,

c. * • c

Eam $5-8 per hour.

Have to be fun, loving and
have references.

Can Linda at BOOMLET CARE
(213)545-5181

FEMALE TO SHARE spacious 2 bedroom/2
bath in WLA. Close to UCLA/buslines. Own
room/bath for only $450.
444-7185/208-5167.

GET YOUR FOOT IN THE DOOR! Film

production co. seeks bright, motivated interns.

School credit, some pay. Jackie 820-6733.

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER: 3Vi -yr-old, 7-mo-old. M-Th af-

ternoons, 2:30-6:30 P.M. $6^r. English speak-

ing. Call Laurie (310)827-0902.

CHILDCARE, 15-25 hr^week. One child.

WLA. English and references required.

(310)476-1833, after 4pm.

BABYSITTER ON REGULAR BASIS. Tues.

and/or Wed. ar»d Sat. Late afternoons &
evenings until approx. 1 P.M. Must have own
transportation and references. Near Mulhol-
land. (818)905-9906.

Apartnnents for Rent 49

3657 DUNN DR. «4. 3-BED APT. $1 lOtVmo.

Refrigerator, stove, 2-car parking. Sylvia

(310)826-3721.

424 LANDFAIR. Available now. 2-be(Vl -bath,

alio singlt. Garden Mtting, pool, next to

LXILA. 459-1200.

199^ Daily Bruin

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

centrorair 8c central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,
saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking In

secure garage, will allow

4 students per
apartment.

From $1200 -$1300

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

ADJ. Century City. 2bed/2bath. View, built-

ins, garden patio, hardwood floors, blinds

$900-$1 1 00. (21 3)441-91 42/ (21 3)470-9239.

BACK HOUSE STUDIO for rent. $500/mo.
931-7628.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1275. 2-BED -f DEN.
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLEX.

FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD FLOORS, SERVICE
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS .ADJAC6NT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3.CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-875/MO. 2-BED-
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)8396294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX. % BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (31 0)

839-6294.

FURNISHED/UNFURNISHED. 1 Bed. Older
building. 2 Blocks West of UCLA.
$700/nnonth. 824-0532. _^
JUNIOR ONE-BEDROOM. Across UCLA. Sec-

urity bidg. Pool, gypf), jacu2zi, sauna, parking.

535 Gayley. 208-3818: Sub- lease.

LARGE ONE-BEDROOM, separate dining

room, 5 miles east UCLA. North Wilshire.

$650/mo. Call 8pm-10pm. (213) 859-0365.

Northrtdge $275 up. 500 furnished unit student

twusing tadlily. Shared or private units, with or

without Ulchens. Private taths. Foot, jacuzTl.

recreation room, 1/2 hour drive to UCLA. Open year

round. Free t)rochure. Northrtdge Campus

Residence, 9500 Zeizah, Northrldge. CA, 91325

(f1l)MS-1717

$425 SINGLE APARTMENT. Palms area.

(213)837-9616.

$650, 1 bedroom, 1/2 block to bus to UCLA,
international students welcome, nice area,

(310) 450-2655.

$925, 2-BEDROOM, upper, built-ins, bal-

cony, pool, garden-like, quiet, near UCLA,
parking, near transportation. (310)477-9955.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury

apartment, fireplace, intercom, built-ins, patio

and more. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicente.

11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

BRENTWOOD, $550 bachelor, $675 single,

free utilities, $1250 2bc(/2ba, New security

building, prime area, Best Deals, 508 Barring-

ton (310) 934-5000. .

BRENTWOOD. 11719 Mayfield, #8.
3-bdrm/2bth. New carpet, stove,refrigerator.

1-year lease". No pet. $1300/mo.
(310)459-3736."'

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful sunny 2-bedrtx)rTV

2-bath apartment. 2 parking spaces. Laundry.
Quiet building. $895. 550-6755.

PALMS. 2-bed/1-bath $725, hardwood floors,

mini-blinds, appliances, near bus. Cats okay.

(310)390-3076.

PALMS 1-BEDROOM $685/MO,
2-BEDROOM/2-BATH $850/MO. Fireplace,

private patios, dishwasher, refrigerator,

stove,security bullding,parking, pool, and
laundry. (310) 473-7860.

Luxury Living At
Student Prices!

• On* kMdroom apartmant* availabi*
• WMght Room and Q«m* RoomI
• Pl«nty of FfM Paikin^l
• DanoM, partiM, mowtaa. aacapa trips,

ba>t>aouaa, cor>oarts. taoturaa and moral

• Spackxia, haatad and air corxlitnnad roonwl
• Prwala Bathroom arx) Showarl
• Navar mora than two studanU par roomi
• Safa, quiat arwironmant
• Naw laundry and var>ding machinaal
• Saparata atudy and TV kxjngaa with cMblal

It's all waiting for you in beautiful Bel Air, only twelve minutes from UCLAf

The University of Judaism Residence Halls
310-476-9777, ext 259

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel •Westwood Village

Cable TV»Microwave« Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk«w/KrrCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm suites available

310/208-2241

MAR VISTA, 1-BEDROOM $600. Travel a few

miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (310)398-8579.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedrooo). $475,

furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, arvJ

carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood . 3258
Overland.(21 3)837-301 3.

CELEBRATE LOVE CELEBRATE LOVE C E L E B R A LOVE

#1 #8 #3

ruiii
ssue

c^V
Deadline: iJXc:b?3

#4

"X.

Thursday, February 6, 2 pm
Come by the Bruin Office— 112 KerckhoffHaU
825-2221 206-3060

#7

or stop by on Bruin Walk

#6
'^^b^

#8 #9

OCame ^
sArfdrQss

#10

iPaumoni Cncfosse/:

G£ec/i JlCCrVha
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Z)ii
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PALMS 2-BED/2-BATH. Security alarm, fire-

place, new carpet, all appliances included.

$895/mo. (310)839-8862.

PALMS, $495, bright spacious single. Upper.
Parking. Most utilities included.
(310)397-8058.

PALMS. $620. One-bedroom. Appliarxies,

pool, covered parking, laundry. 3455 Jasmine.

No pets 454-4754.

PALMS. $765. Large 2-bedroom, upper, new
carpet/paint, buill-ins, refrigerator, patio,

2-car parking. 476-6532

Special Student I

From $750*

**Minutes from UCLA**
tFurn ishxi and unfurn ishQd

—

studios, 1s and 2s

•Pool, Spa, Fitness Center. Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

/#7
.Xparlnerts

3636 S. Seputveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pet$.

*Cn Selected Units

<Vn R & B Managed Property EHO

PALMS $795. Bright, huge, 2-bedroom. Lot of

closets, stove, refrig., park, laundry, pool. 5
minutes to UCLA. 301-6559, 305-7117.

PALMS, $925, 2+2, 4-year5 new, alarm, A/C,
fireplace, easy freeway access, 10737 Palnf».

(213)838-5039.

PALMS, BEAUTIFUL 1 -bedroom, $800 2+2,
$975 up unfurnished, cathedral, high ceilings,

skylights, fireplace, patios, security build.,

near all, easy nrx>ve-in. Friendly manager.
(310)815-8908.

PICO/ROBERTSON. Large 3-bed/2 bath. Up-
per w/patio. New carpet, paint, and drapes.

$1,150. (310)204-1339.

SANTA MONICA, NEW GARDEN STUDIO in

private house. Utilities/garage included. Quiet
person. $650. (310)338-2825.

SHERMAN OAKS, 2+2, $750. Gated, central

air and heat, dishwasher, garage, fireplace.

13406 Moorpark. (818)222-8298.

SOUTH OF OVERLAND. 1-bed, $695. With
refrigerator and stove. (310)837-7513.

VENICE, $635, 1 -bedroom, 'A -block beach,
parking included. (310)397-8058.

VENICE BEACH, charming single. Walk to

beach. Unfurnished. Refrigerator. Call now for

lowest rent. 550-6755.

VENICE, SINGLE, % -block from beach, hard-
wood floors. $475. (310)399-7605.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
nrxive-in bonus. Fumishe<Vunfumished, ba-
chelors, singles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to UCLA.
A^, pool, elevator, 555 Levering 208-7634.
Managed by Moss & Co.

WESTWOCX) PLAZA
APARTMENTS

DltBctly across from
mid-campus UCLA

Fumished&Unfumished
Bachelors from $550

Singles from $600 to $750
1 Bdmisftom to$900

2Bclmi^2TOi from $1200
Variable Lenghth LBases

501-505 GayteyAva
(111)208-8505

-•-.7- 71.
7\p N-^ W '¥^
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WEST LA. Studio $697 and 1-bdrm $867.

Luxury, gated living. City views, rooftop pool

and spa. Quiet and friendly. VIS^MC. Sedana

Village. (310)280-0692.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, l-bed-

room junior. $725/mo. LJtilities & parking

included (310)475-7533.

WESTWOOD 2 bed/ 2 bath, security, park-

ing,refrigerat05, microwave, dishwasher,

stove, balcony, fireplace, air conditioning,

pool, Jacuzzi, laundry room. $1100-1300.

(310)824-0833

WESTWOOD, 2 BEDROOM/1 BATH, hard-

wood floors, closed garage with storage.

$950/rpo. 1676 Manning. Newly painted.

(213)275-1335.

WESTWOOD AREA. Cute upper-floor bache-

lor. Crown moldings. Cable-ready. $550.

470 5952.

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

large single, 1 or 2 people okay. 667-669

Furnished/unfurnished. Levering Ave.

(310)208-3215

WESTWOOD. $745-$775/mo. 1622 S. Be-

verly Glen #10. 1 -bdrm/1 -bth. 1-year lease.

No pets.. 010)459-3736.

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM UCLA. Beauti-

ful & new 2-bed/2-bath apt. Huge walk-in

closets designed for ROOMMATES!! 475

Gayley. Call (310) 824-3715.

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. Sunny single,'mod-
ern kitchen, excellent condition, small build-

ing. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $575.

(310)474-8608.

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWO

, A f^\

POOL JA>

WALK IN Clv. ^F I

KITCHEN D! ^' ..«o'l->
REC ROOM ^''^Pl e

VIDEC) r-.AME
FACILITY GAS .S OA'l t» I^AiL

FRO r,i -^ ^ :r
"^ r R ' . N

ROOr.lMATtS AVAIL ARLt

WALK TOUOA/WSTWD
SPAaOUS
2 master suites

2 t»th + balcony

Students/Roommates Welcome

$1100 negotiable w/ lease

•refirig*dishwasher*A/C«
'

•controlled entry*

•parking•elevator•

519 Gleorock 213-208-4835

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

WESTWOOD, $1 20(ymo., 2-bec|/2-bath, new
carpets, floors, tiles and fixtures, large

unit, no pets, A/C, 2 parking spaces, 1601

Veteran, Matt (310)284-9044.

WESTWOOD large 1 -bedroom, sleeps 3, walk

to campus, security parking, pool, spa, gym,
$89Q/mo., 477-6961.

WLA, 1-BDRM, bike or bus to campus, new
carpet, stove, refrigerator. $695. 1850 Colby.

477-0725.

WLA 1-BR. $650. Built-ins, patio, laundry,

parking. 1412 Brockton. (818)368-6732.

WLA. 2-BEDROOM APT. Spacious, Close to

UCLA. $85(ymo. ¥ deposit. Call |cn 479-8506

WLA, 2-bedroonVl -bath in four plex unit,

fridge, stove, miAt sec, (310) 478-7437.

WLA, $425- $650, singles, 1 -bedroom. Light,

spacious, security. Apartments to share also

available. (310)276-1671, (310)826-2818

westwood Village
2bd/2bth

SHORT TERM AVAILABLE

Enormous Aprs, w/
separate DR balconies

FR Built-ins Gated
parking Pool.

Lowest rates in the Village

691 Levering Avenue
(215)208-3647
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Written in

secret

language
6 w«iym un i t

—
10 Above: Ger.
14 Legal plea

15 Annoy
16 Cover the

surface of

17 Outfits

18 Created a
favorable

— opinion in

20 Lizard

21 Chest sound
23 Salad

ingredients

24 Drones
25 Saucy
26 Evaporate
30 Bar legally

34 Stir up
35 Deafening
37 Purpose
38 Disfigure

39 Nero or Cato
41 Ballet move
42 Presidential

nickname
43 Vaccines
44 Stealthy

follower

46 Bite

48 Helpers
50 The — in

Winter"
52 Nuisance
53 Paths
56 Dog's name
57 Annex

60 Insurrection

62 A medium
64 Tennis score
65 Raison d —
:fi6 Wnrhle :

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

N I C E RHH a F THM E L T
nrnmraii gni^mrirar^m

67 Lyricist

68 German river

69 Reek

DOWN
1 Hockey goal

2 Norse king

3 Gossip
4 — tide

5 Break apart

6 Young salmon
7 Frost

8 French peak
9 Join
10 Long-shot

wins
11 — metal
12 Tied
13 Communists
19 Goofed
22 Electric unit

24 Whisker
25 Asian canoe
26 Stereo items
27 Of early

Peruvians
28 Milan's La —
29 Cairo dancers

> 31 Sheer fabric

32 Willow
33 Equals
36 Disentangled
40 Algerian city

41 18th-century
British

statesman

G L O D I

E P

S T R
HEARD
OAT

E E
C T I V t
A R L E S

RAVEN

P R E F E R R E
ERAS

A S C R I B
STOVE

U R E S
A R E S S I N G

DEPOSES

N O O
SAVED

CAMELS
R OW A

H OM E S T E A DHE RICA
E N I NHH a N GMR over
SEC THE T T EHS T E R E

1-31-92 ® 1992 United Feature Syndicate

43 Dexterity

45 Separates
into classes

47 Patron
49 Thorns
51 Canadian

doctor
53 Pitfall

54 Perform again
55 Rose's love

56 Shape

57 Straight as

58 — pickle

59 Raggedy Ann,
e.g.

61 Citizen of:

suff.

63 Long — of the

law

14

17

20

15

18

21 22

\2A

r^

26 27 28

34

38

42

46

8 10 11 12 13

16

23

19

29

35

39 40

W
47

50

53 54 55

60

64

67

k-ii

48

30

36

31 32 33

37

44 45

49

51 52

M

65

68

61

57 58 59

62 63

66

69
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cfour
<%irthday

Jan. 30, 1992

Most of your energy in the year ahead is

likely to be devoted to your material af-

fairs. Your prospects look encouraging,
as long as you're willing to work for

what you want.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fab. 19^ It there
was something important you attempt-
ed to do yesterday but had to postpone
until today, give this endeavor your
maximum effort until it is completed to

your satisfaction. Trying to patch up a
broken romance? The Astro-Graph
Matchmaker can help you understand
what to do to make the relationship

work. Mail $2 plus a long, self-ad-

dressed, stamped envelope to Match-
maker, c/o this newspaper, P.O. Box
91428, Cleveland, OH 44101-3428.
PISCES (Fab. 20-March 20) Don't de-
liberately seek confrontations or chal-

lenges today, but know in your heart
that the odds are tilted in your favor a
bit and that you've got a slight edge on
the competition.

ARIES (March 21 -April 19) You might
get involved in something today where
you will be momentarily unsure of your
footing. Don't get rattled; you'll adjust

* effectively.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) In business
negotiations today, don't be the first to

reveal your cards. You'll come out
ahead — if you let the other party be the
one who tips a hand.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Under most
conditions, you do equally as well oper-
ating independently as you do working
with a partner. However, being a team
player could produce the best results

today.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) It's possi-

ble you'll dawdle a bit early in the day
and postpone things until the last min-
ute. Fortunately, when you finally get
into gear, you'll be an effective

producer.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Strive for bal-

ance today between work and play.

Don't view relaxing a little as frivolous;

instead, see it as something necessary
to revitalize your psyche.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sapt. 22) Give priority

today to the concerns of those for

whom you're responsible. If you neglect
these duties, you're likely to collect sub-
stantial guilt.

LIBRA (Sapt. 23-Oct. 23) Be optimistic

regarding your involvements today.
Your attitude is of enormous impor-
tance, and others will be more helpful if

you think and act like a winner.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Your mate-
rial trends look very secure and steady
at this time. The only fly in the ointment
could be your extravagant splurges,

such as the one you may experience
today.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dac. 21) If

something you're presently involved in

is directed by others, it might not pro-
gress at Its proper pace. It's time for you
to assert yourself today.

CAPRICORN (Dae. 22-Jan. 19) Be
philosophical about today's events,

whether they be favorable or unfavor-
able. Nature has a way of balancing the
books, and you'll come out OK on the
bottom line.

Kill Your

Roommnte??
\()!(;lta \l\v

C)\L!

\K>\ (.' to ^(1^ CuU 1(.'\

kooninuti'^ waiting

824-0S36

WL\ $450 single In triplex unit, close to

UCLA and transportation, oiust see, (310)

458-8859.

WLA. $550 and $565 Singles, hardwood
floors, stove, frige, mini-blinds.
(310)477-2777.

WLA. $775. Spacious, 1 bedroonn/1

bath,seajrity, pool, elevator, table, washer &
dryer,vertical blind. 2445 S. Barrington Ave.

(310)473-3375.

WLA AREA. $585/nfK>. Attractive furnished

single, kieal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (310)477-4832.

WLA/CHEVIOT HILLS. Newer 1 -bed loft-style,

$825. 2-bed/2 bath, $975. Must see. Close to

campus. (310)841-6203.

WLA Giant (bargain at $800) 2-bed with patio

or balcony. Minibiinds, ceiling fans, walk-in

closet, appliances, low move-in , 11527

Venice Blvd. #6. (310)390-5065.

WLA, GREAT LOCATION! $63(ymo. l-bdrm.

Spacious, lower, quiet building, laundry, park-

ing, close to busline. (310)826-9644.

WLA. LARGE 2-bed/1 -bath. 2 miles, one

parking space, refrigerator. 1725 Federal.

$835/mb. (310) 325-5304.

WLA NEAR Westwood Blvd and Santa Mo-
nica, $700/mo, utilities paid, (21 3) 735-9384

or (310) 479-0566 evenings.

WIA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1-bed. Mini-

*, xftJtlAg^tapsr^jBpttancct ,
towmave4iu-

11527 Venice Blvd. #7. (310)390-5065.

WLA Super (bargain at $645) 1-bed. Mini-

blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, utilities in-

cluded, low nrH>ve-in. 3637 Sepulveda Blvd.

#6 (310)390-5065.

Apts. Unfurnished 61

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $800, 1 -bed-

room. North of Wilshire, exceptionally spa-

cious, hardwood floors, no pets.

(213)653-5435.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1,

bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

HOLLYWOOD HILLS - Super studio $677,

opulent one bdrm %777, teriffic two bdrm
$1057. Great choices, fabulous city views,

pool, fitness gym, gated parking, EZ travel to

campus. 7400 Hollywood Blvd near Fairfax.

851-8620.

LARGE SINGLE W/IN walking distance of

campus. $595, utilities included. Call Paul at

824-9754.
_

OHIO-SAWTELLE. $650. Month to month.

1-Bedrm, stove & fridge, carpets, IVi miles

from UCLA. Call (310)477-5758.

PALMS: $625. Large 1 -bedroom. 2 weeks free.

First -t- security. New paint, blinds, carpet &
appliances. Parking irKluded. Cat okay.

(310)372-1253.

VENICE BEACH, $585, bachelor, modern
building, Va block beach. Bay window. One
adult. No pets. 36 Brooks Avenue. 396-4452.

WLA $1000/900. Large bright lowers 2-bed/

2-bath, small quiet building. Greenfield/Ohio.

AC, carport, laundry. (310)438-9635.

WLA. $725. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large

modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.

(310)837-0761.

Apartments to Share 52

1 847 BARRINGTON, masterbedroom needes

female in rose garden townhouse. Cats, many
extras, $64(ymo. (310) 478-5811.

1 OR 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED. Own fum-

ished room, bathroom, parking. $440 a month
in 2B/2B apartment. 310-839-4842.

$31S/MO. SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM
APT. w/ male non-smoker & 2 cats. Security

bidg. & parking, quiet neighborhood, xint. bus

connections, IVi mites to UCLA. 575-1503.

CHARMING, NEWLY PAINTED, 3-bedroom,

Spanish duplex, one bedroonV own bath,

laundry, fireplace, garage parking, $60(Vn>o.

Daytime n^essages (213)939-4091, evenings

(213)852-2481.

FEMALE Muslim looking for roommate. Call

after o pm. Leave nr^essage (21 3) 739-8059.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share ^.

large 2-bed apt in Westwood laundry facility

and covered parking. Non-smoker preferred.

Must love cats. $537.5(Vmo. (310)479-7076.

MALE/FEMALE Share 2-bedroom, 1-bath,

West LA, Large deck, wood floors, $425/mo. +
utilities. Mike (310)473-5419

MTF ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2-BED/ 2-BATH
IN WESTWOOD W/ PROFESSIONAL PER-

SON. $60(VMO. PRIVATE BEDROOM, PRI-

VATE BATH. 474 8488

PALMS- CLEAN, NEAT, Responsible, non-

smoker to share 2 -f 2 apt. fireplace, a/c, full

kitchen, laudry. Secure parking. Great build-

ing. $39<VnH}. -futilities. Scott (310)839-7616.
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PALMS/WLA 2 BEDROOM to share with
single professional. Great location. Washer/
Dryer. $450/month. (310)559-0684.

WESTWOOD. Furnished 1 bedroom apart-

nf>ent. Huge patio. Walk to campus. Utilities

paid (310)208-2501.

WESTWOOD/UGLA. Own Bed/Bath in

2bed/2bath apt. from $55(Vmo. Parking, pool,
spa, rec. room, A/C. (213)208-1976.

W HOLLYWOOD FURNISHED 2 bed/2 bath,

$550, pool, Jacuzzi, gym, gated-parking, sec-
urity, balcony, no pets. Available immediately
(213)969-9373.

WLA. Looking for female non-smoker. Beauti-
ful 2-bed/1-bath duplex, wood floors, fire-

place. Walking distance to UCLA. $50(Vmo.
(310)278-6765.

WLA: SHARE 2BD/1 BA with recent PhD and
cat. $445/nr>o.-$445 deposit. Laundry, car-

port, quiet street, spacious. Leslie
310-207-5740.

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across from UCLA
720HilgardAve

Crown House

2 person room $52S/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

LA CIENEGA & RODEO. Nonsmoking female
roommate needed. $35(ymo., utilities In-

cluded. (213)295-8874.

WESTWOOD LUXURY HIGH-RISE CONDO.
Wilshire. Private bed & bath. SSSO/mo. Valet
parking. (310)475-3049.

Condos for Rent 69

Roommates 53

FEMALE NEEDED for spacious, clean, furn-

ished apartment, $395/mo., only have to lease
through June, walk to UCLA, Emily, (310)
476-8221. ^
FEMALE, share large, furnished, one bedroon
apartnr>ent with one other, walking distance,
$40(ymo. (310)824-0842.

FIRSTMONTH FREEI Male needed by Feb. 1 to
share room in huge 2-bdrnrV2bth apt. in

Westwood. Secluded, free cable. Must seel

937-4070 leave message. ^
FRIENDLY FEMALE NEEDED TO SHARE
ROOM. VERY NICE 2bed/2bath close to

campus. Parking $375/mo. (310)824-5722.

LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE easy to get

along with, %villing to pay %AO0tmo. Day-
phone 588-8919, evening phone Larry
977-2121 ext.2079.

MALE to share large 2-bedroom w/3 others.

2-block$ UCLA. %A07.50ln\o., includes park-
ing. Pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, workout room.
Arnold, Greg (310)824-9876

PALMS YOUR OWN BEDROOM in 3-bed-
room, 2story townhouse. 1 0min. from UCLA.
$38(ymo. (310)204-6972.

ROOM FOR RENT. Quiet, clean student for

private bedroom ar>d bathroom in 4-bedroom
house. WLA. Bus access. $450. Bianca and
Richard (310)559-5170.

ROOM FOR RENT with private bath in private

home. Kitchen privilagps, non-smoker, student
preferred. $450. (310)475-5125.

WESTEND HOTEL. Cable TV, phones, clean,

quiet, refrlg., laundry, maid service, security

bIdg. $12(Vwk and up. 1538 Sawtelle Blvd.

(213)444-8990.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old Worid
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199Avk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet luxury

roomA)ath only, high ceiling, kitchen pri-

viledges. Non-smoker. $550 (310)444-5528.

WESTWOOD, OWN ROOMAVITH BATH, in

nice apartment. AtkI share rest. %A50lmo. + 'A

utilities, security. (310)470-2942.

WLA HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced male
student. Microwave, refrigerator, weekly
cleaning. Near transportation. References.

(310)270-4387.

CENTURY CITY, 2-bed/ 1 3/4 bath condo. Ory
top floor. $280(Vmo. No pets. Refrig, W/D
inlcuded. Additional storage space. Pool, ten-

nis court, spa, rec room, security complex.
471-1234

WESTWOOD 2bed/lV.bath condo.
$1 1 so/mo. No pets, new carpets, fireplace and
balcony. (310)471-1234.

WESTWOOD, $1 395/mo, 2-bed/ 2.bath lux-

ury condo. Gorgeous mountain view. Includes
3-tennis courts, pool, gym, Jacuzzi, 24-hour
security, party facilities, parking. Call Lori

or Steve Hawkins (310)826-6070.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING--FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!

Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure arid price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Sport Equipt. for Rent 85

ATOMK: 733 SL skis with Marker M46r
bindings, 205cm, $1 75, skied 6 tinf>es. Plus

separate Marker M46r bindings $50, Pro-

stock, (714) 960-81 1 4.

Child Care 90

Sublet 56
BABYSITTER, $1 00 guaranteed. About 4 times

a week. After few weekdays, one day on
weekends. Angelique (310)472-1765.

WALiWA| ..Ttl>:non->mok«,nertrt «HHW ''^f7i^J)'oo!Jfi}i,hVll
'
..l^f.

'

;!;iitJ ^ '^t.'«'° CHItUCAM In my Hwm. Ag«
furnished 1 -bedroon apt. Vh blocks away
$400. ASAP (310) 824-5538.

MASTER BEDROOM WITH walk-in closet In

beautiful Sherman Oaks security building.

Parking & pool. $575. (310)280-9962.

Male/Female non-smoker wanted to share

spacious 2BDRM cottage close to UCLA.

_^ $497.50 plus half utilities. Call Tom at (31 0)

478-7565 or beep 206-8477 id#13039.

• OCEAN PARK, $475/MO., including utilities.

Non-smoking/drinking. W/D, diirihwasher,

yard. Sheelagh 392-6132.

VERY NICE 3BED/3BATH IN SM TO SHARE
WITH quiet and clean female. Must giet your
own phone. (310)395-4699.

WALK UCLA- enormous 2 bd/2 bath. Female
to share beautiful condo w/ 3 others. $395
each. (310)961-6695.

WESTWOOD. FEMALE NEEDED to share

bedroom w/ 1 other. Close to campus, security,

pool, a/c, etc. $317.50+utilities. Call Linda
Lee. 479-8984.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. SHARE large 2 bed/2
bath. $35(Vmo. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room,

r - (213)206-1976. _^
WESTWOOD. LUXURY 2 beci/2 bath. Own
room/bath. Fireplace, Jacuzzi, parking. Bal-

cony & view. $600. (310)824-2576.

WESTWOOD, FEMALE ROOMMATE, clean &
responsible, to share charming, furnished

2-bed apartment. $565 plus 'A utilities. In-

cludes maid. Available Feb. 1st. Lorna
(310)208-1456.

WLA: Female to Share 2Bed/2Bath.
$323.75/mo. Spacious, safe security building,

fireplace, balcony, more. (310)473-5441.

WLA. Luxurious 2-bed/2-bath townhouse.
Fireplace, sun deck, cathedral ceilings. All

amenities. $625 -¥ utilities. (213)470-1017.

WLA, own room in cozy house, $515/mo.,
fireplace, backyard, garage, (310) 441-5021.

masterbedroonVl bath. Completely furnished,

cable TV, all amenities, air coriditioning.

Located 1 block from ocean, near subway,
airport. Mass General Hospital, ' and local

universities, $725/mo. + utilities. Ken. (310)

824-7883.

newbom and up. Hot meals and loving

atmosphere. 998-4407.

Insurance 91

House for Rent 56

BREI^TWOOD FAMILY HOME. 3bed/3bath
light, bright, private. Move-in $2,40(ymo.
826-7444.

House to Stiare 57

3 BEDROOM SHARED HOUSE W/2 FE-

MALES. I'A miles from campus. Own bath.

$450. Susan (310)470-2208.

4-MILES FROM CAMPUS, $440/rT>o, private

home, own room and bath, full house pri-

vileges, parking, pool, furnished, laundry,

view. (818)990-6297.

MAR VISTA. Nice R-1 neighborhood. 3-bed-
room. Large backyard, W/D, parking. 5 min to

beach. Qiuiet, mature, N/S. % house-$700.
1-bed- $350. (310)398-7062.

VENICE: SPANISH-STYLE, Hardwood floors,

yard. Private Bedroom. Near Beach. Share
with Grad Student. $500. (310)391-4572

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
IVe nil clo but nuto insurance is

reiiuired by law' So for a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE IMS AGEfJCY

House for Sale 68

Room for Rent 64

~j.

2 ROOMS Available in a 3-bcd house. Near
UCLA. $450 -¥ utilities ¥ $450 deposit. Call

Allen or Denny, 470-4577.

ACROSS SUNSET FROM UCLA. Private

enterance, bath, walk in closet, garage.

$515Ano. (310)472-7943. Leave nr>essage.

AVAILABLE MARCH 15. Privat^ room/bath.

Quiet. Parking, bus access..No-smoking. Near
LXTLA. $460. (310)478-6769.

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury

apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,
fireplace, study-lounge and much, much
more. Own roorr^ath, free HBO/Showtime.
$525. (310)837-9509.

BEVERLY HILLS. Private room & bath. Separate

wing it entrance. Kitchen & laundry privileges

negotiable. $550. (310)274-7122.

_BRENTWOOD-$550. Beautiful, quiet, roman-
tic, private. No alcohol, drugs. European,

respectable home. Kitchen privileges.

(310)476-6478.

FURNISHED, private bedroom and bath.

Kitchen privileges, tandem parking. Close to

transportation, shopping, ^r\d restau'-ants.

(310)826-2839.

HOUSING AVAILABLE IN CLEAN FRATER-
NITY HOUSE. ALBERT 208-0984.

OWN ROOM, share bath, in WLA house. 2

miles to UCLA. Washer/dryer, backyard,

parking, storage, hardwood floors. $447-»-

utilities. Bill (310)478-6681.

2012 MIOVALE, 3+2 + extras, $515,500, for

details on properties near UCLA please call

(310) 477-8291, Annie Szyilagyi.

CHEVKDT HILLS. Lovely tradition English.

5-bed/3Vi bath. Ideal for family. $769,000. By
owner. (310)202-8057.

MAR VISTA HILLS BEST BUY. Bright
3-bedroonVl 'A -bath ranch with double gar-

age it large detached studio. Georgeous
hardwood floors. $345,000. (310)477-9966.

PROFESSOR SELLING. Outstanding contem-
porary tri-level home in Brentwood North of

Sunset. 4-bedroonr>s • study, 3-bath. Decks,
tree-top views, large flat yard. $699,000.
(310)477-9966.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

LXILA, 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (818)783-6875.

Good Rates for

Motorcycles
with California-based

company. Also

available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355

__ Movers/Storage 94

Room for Help 63

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-8688. UCLA alLf|nnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers, Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.

Short/Long distance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0628

TOM'S MOVING SERVKTE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Services Offered 96

PACIFK: palisades, small guest house in

exchange for driving & garden watering. Single

occupancy. Mon-Fri 3:00-6:30. Must have
reliable car with four seatbelts.
(310)454-3879.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

CASH IS AVAILABLE for college. For free

information call 1-800-788-9858.

EXPERIENCED SWIM INSTRUCTOR available

for group/private lessons. All strokes, levels,

and ages. Paul (310)208-8039.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate
school personal statements, other vital written

material? Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

FUND—FINDERS can find you funds for

school. Guaranteed $200-$1 4,000 in scholar-

ships and grants. Call 1-800-343-FUND, after

6pm.

SMONEY $ MONEYS. Immediate help. Debt
consultations and signature loans to $20K. All

applicants considered. 1-800-221-5546.
Open 7 days.

NEED $$ FOR COLLEGE? Free info, on the

secret to getting financial aid. Call National

Education Network, 1-800-310-4497.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Lopg UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. "Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333. •

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted

and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our
new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

All subjects. Thcaes/EMascrUUoitA

.
Proposals and Books.

Foreign students welcome. ^^"^

PAPESS NOTFOB SALE
Sharon B«ar, PhJ>
(310H7»4»€2

EXPERT TAX PREPARATION AND
CONSULTATION

•Open year round •Convcnioil VAActtside

•Quicklum»nund J°*^*
*°"

•Can^)ulerisd,la«r
•Home Intetvieiw available

prMedlaxraiunM •10%affforUaAaffiHatk)m

Sorrel Wildhom (310) 836-7540

TV/vat Eepair
In Your Home (Day or Night)

Certified Technician UCLA Student

Quality Repain UCLA Discount

Free Estimates By Phone

COPY X-PRESS
1-80^ ^2H COPY :o~9>

pt.-r cop, for d

UCLA.^tLid^.-nts

.-ily 5 statt No
minimum on

f-serve

Laser Color Copies
81/2"x11-
ii"xir

Bubble Jet
24" X 36"

24"x18"

T-SHIRT PRINTING
COMPLETE PRINTING

SERVICE
Binding- Velo & Spiral

Stationery - Fax - Passport Photo

1646 Westwood
LA. CA 90024
(310)470^778

FAXf (310)475-8811

117S5 Wilshire

LA. CA 90025
(310)478-1131

FAX» (310)47^-8192

Condos for Sale 67

LOVELY HICHRISE CONDO 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa,

security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)824-0453.

CULVER CITYCONDO. Why waste money on
rentr $149,500. 2-be<Vl-Vi bath. Broker Ray
Williams. (310)559-4315 or beeper
(213)966-7433. ^ ^
ENCINO. 1-BED/ 1-BATH. Bright, cheerful,

clean. Walk to shopping, laundry, pool; Ja-

cuzzi, rec lounge, parking. (818)343-7512.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-

urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276-6331. __^__
LCLA STUDENT/FACULTY SPECIALIST FOR
CONDO PURCHASE/LEASE. STUDIO $95K
CALL BOB/BROKER (310470-1781.

Grand Opening!
QUALITY Xerox

5090^
Ouid'h

%aQi

COPIES

PICK-UP AND
DELIVERY
AVAILABLE NOMNMIUM

WfTHTHnAO

(htiU\

XBOt

1-10.000 COPIES

ZIP PRINT

14S S. Oohtny Orlv* Bsvtrly Hals, CA (213) 276-2359 •

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH. Phd gives

expert help Fast. Reasonable. (310)476-01 14.

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,
economics, engineering, ESL, english/
composition, finance, foreign languages,
humanities, mathematics, physics, political

science, statistics. STUDENT SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutoring Service.
(310)204-4656.

•AUMAR BEAU- FRENCH tutoring by phone
or one on one. (81 8)904-7891 . En Francais

S.VPI. Mefcil _^
•••CARING TUTOR**^BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-CO FROM
MISERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE. (818)
545—0960.

ENGLISH CONVERSATION TUTOR. Help
with pronunciation, grammar, dialogue. Guar-
anteed results. Call Jennifer (310) 824-0842.

ENGLISH TUTOR, experienced (US Peace
Corps), mature. Vocabulary building, pronun-
ciation, reading comprehension, writing.

$2(Vhr. (213)393-0510.

FRENCH TUTORING. Instructor from Paris.

Now living in Westwood. Beg-Adv. R<^ason-

able. Wanda (310)474-9489.-
'

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study
skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently
present the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. For

FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

SPANISH TUTORING. Grammar, conversa-

tion, translation, business, & traveling. West-
wood 575-1977. Ask for Qistina.

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING, GMAT,
LSAT, GRE, WordPerfect, etc. Yale grad,

4years exberience. Mark, 852-1298.

Tutoring Needed 99

JAPANE5LAND ENGL ISH tutors needed iaall
ofLos Angeles, 52{Vhr. Send resume: 14931
Roscoe Blvd. #28, Panorama City, 91 402. Call

(818) 891-7935.

Typing 100

$1.75 PER PAGE. TYPING/
WORDPROCESSING. Term papers, resumes,
charts, laser printer. RL services.
(310)306-2648. ^
A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (including disserta-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editing/graphics available. Laser printer. Near
campus.9am-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICA-
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

AFFORDABLE, expert wordprocessin^yping/
editing. Term papers, reports, theses. Laser.

Student discounts. No papers for sale. Marge
(local): (818)786-8742.

BRENTWOOD WORDPROCESSING: Re.~
sumes, manuscripts, theses, fast turn-around,
I.B.M.— Word Perfect— Laser Printing. Lili

(310)472-4113.

I'm On Campus
Pick-up, drop off. ravwion, corractioni of word

procMsing joiM at your offiM / home, or my campus
locatio»»— & \'m stil dwapar Word Rertact 5 1.

Laaar Jat 3. Fonts; Guarantaed. Joba from aaay to

impoaaibia weicoma.

824-9695

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

Mod^n Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hrs
service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop
publishing/ word processing. Resumes, legal/

medical transcription, manuscripts.
(310)472-0405.

PERFECT SPELLING for paper^theses, etc.

Mac, W/P, free campus pickup/delivery. Mi-
chael (310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup-Delivery Available.

THE TYPING GUY! I'll type anything. I'm
really cheap and wery fast. (310)207-5192.

WORD PROCESSING. Research papers et al/

Fast, accurate, quick turnaround time. Profes-
sional quality, laser printer. Call
(310)379-8624

WORDPROCESSING specializing In theses,
dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. Santa Monica (3 1 0)828-6939, Holly-
wood (213)464-2888.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call
Jean (213)476-4154. _^__^__
SINGI Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingle;Teachlng Assoc/Nate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levelsAtyles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

't

«^
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SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY ^ _
(clearcojoi^ .. $40 PR
DISPOSABLES {%m. m,m- $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED $139 PR

ml

Tennis ready to blast UNLV

/'ESTABLISHED 1932

COOPER & KRAMER, Imc.
Fine Men's Clothing
Brand Name Suits

All at Wholesale Prices

Additional 107o OFF with Bruin ID
Now Thru March 15, 1992

1^1401 Santee St.. Los Angeles. CA 90015. (213) 747-5221

J TANNING
5 Sessions For $25*
•CD Sound Systems

Air Conditioning

lOWblff Beds

Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCLA! Call 824-2TAN ;
M-F: QarrvSpm

Sat & Sun: llam-6pm:

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undbrook)

•coupon expires 2/6/92

(Irt time customen only/1 per cusiomer/musi present coupon)

By Michael Klein

Daily Bruin Staff

Agassi will be playing at UCLA
today.

Suzi Agassi, that is.

Andre Agassi *s cousin and her

unranked UNLV teammates will

be facing the No. 4 UCLA
women's tennis team tomorrow at

1 p.m. on the Sunset Canyon
courts. If image is everything,

though, then this one won't be

pretty.

The Runnin' Rebels will most
likely be run out of town as the

Bruins have had a week to recover

from their 6-3 victory over

eleventh-ranked Pepperdine last

Saturday.

"We will probably have a lineup

similar to the one we had against

UC Irvine," head coach Bill Zaima
said.

IBARRONDO

In other words, some of the

team's top players will get the day
off.

Freshman sensation Anne Mall,

who has not dropped a set in either

singles or doubles, is slated to play

in the top spot. She will be joined

by fellow freshmen Paige Yar-

oshuk, Jenny Baker, and Lee Ann
Rostovsky. The remaining spots

will be filled by sc^homore Jenny

Hilt and junior Helen Tu.

The most daunting thing about

Las Vegas is the names of some of

their players. Coach York
Strother's squad went 21-13 last

season.

Agassi, a sophomore, will be

playing number three singles. The
top spot will be filled by Becky
Markosian, who is also a sopho-

more.

The names get more interesting.

though, as Rebels Teal Lane, Mary
Laudenschlager, and Shiera Stuart

will also be competing.

This will be the first dual match
of the season for the Rebels, but

they did play in the Rolex Qual-

ifying Tournament in Irvine last

November. The Bruins also sent

players to that four day event

*The team was basically done

on the first day," a UNLV sports

information director said.

The Bruins will only require

about four hours.

The real competition will come
next week though, as the Bruins

will travel to Minneapolis for the

Superbowl of tennis, the Rolex

Indoors. After that, the Bruins will

open their 1992 Pac-10 Confer-

ence schedule against Arizona

State in Tempe on Valentines Day.

From page 43

Despite being in the U.S. for the

first time, Ibarrondo said he didn't

experience any culture shock.

"When I came to Chicago," he

said, "I was so young, like 18, so I

adjusted very well. But when I

came to UCLA, I didn't even taken

a recruiting trip so I hadn't even

seen the campus. I had never seen a

-At times, Ibarrondo's career as a

Bruin has resembled a constant

highlight reel.

*T guess the most embarrassing

and the most dangerous thing

that's ever happened to me is when
I did a full twisting gienger on the

high bar and landed right on my
stomach." Ibarrondo said. *Then I

school so huge."

Apparently, the size of the

UCLA campus was not a deterrent

in his decision to accept a scholar-

ship for the winter 1990 quarter

after turning down offers from the

University of Illinois and Minne-

sota. "w

tupped over and landed on my
back and I was on the floor for a

few minutes and I couldn't
breathe.

"But the funniest thing was
definitely when I broke the high

bar. Broke it right in half, too."

Shuriock said he admires Ibar-

rondo's work ethic and said his

example of hard work gives off

positive vibes and inspires others

on the team, a valuable commodity
for a Bruin squad that has both

very experienced and very new
members.

Ibarrondo is currenUy looking

rfofward to competing in ihe^^e^
world championship and the 1996

Summer Olympics in Atlanta, a

lofty aspiration to be sure, but one

that he's confident about achiev-

ing.

**I just want to be as good as I can

be," he said.

Music Lessons 102 Travel 105 Travel 105 Autos 109 Scooters for Sale 115

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL LONDON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gels re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer

typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

WINNING RESUMES; 1 -hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

y^ ^^ Mazatlan

Travel 105

STA TRAVEL

NEW YORK $298
BOSTON/WASH $299
LONDON $439
HAWAII $249
TOKYO $523
COSTA RICA $460
FRANKFURT $520
ATHENS $740
AUSTRAUA $798
•FUGKTS WORLDWIDE
• LOW COST ONE-WAY FARES AVAILABLE

• REFUNDABLE. CHANGEABLE. FLEXIBLE

• EURAIUHOSTEL PASSES. ID CARDS
ISSUED ON THE SPOT

• SOME RESTRCnONS APPLY
•CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE
• LOCAL DERARTURES
• FARES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WTTHOUT

NOTICE
• ADVICE FROM THE STUDENT EXPERTS

120 offices worldwide

310-824-1574
914 WE8TWOOD BLVD
L08ANOKLE8
CA90024 STATRAYEL

L v^F^i Spring Break!
^^^^^^^^ Make a break for Sun and Fun in

^^^ .4^ Mazatlan-March 22-28, 1992!

Trip includes:

• 6 nights at beachfront resort

Costa de Oro
•Air transportation-Alaska Airlines

^""''"^
F^$489.00
Prices subject to change

' . Travel Service, A-Level Ackemian Union
ASUCLA/' M-F 8:30-6, Sat 12-4 CaU UCLA-FLY

London

STUDY ABROAD
Spring Quarter, study in

Spain or France. Earn credit

and learn the language. Call

(818)792-5732

New York
Miami
NcwOriems
Paris

Tokyo
'Fares ere each w«y from Los Angeles based on a

roundtnp purchase Restnctionsar^y. Fares subject

to change wtthout notice and taxes not included

EAST COAST (NYC/BOSTON/
WASHINCTION) anytinDC, $149. No catches,

confirmed reservations, just be minimally

fiexible. CalHitch(r). (310)456-1006.

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL, R/T airfare to any-

where, $125 p/p. Limited quantity. CALL
now!!! 24 hrs. (404)349-9551.

BMW 2500, '69. White, auto, A/C, sheepskins.

Excellent condition in and out. $215(Vobo.

(310)454-4109.

HONDA PRELUDE, 2.0, '87, blue, 5-speed,

AM-FM-cass., looks great. Asking $5995/obo.

(310)285-9250.

JEEP WRANGLER 1987. Clean, never off the

road, soft top, pull out stereo, $9000/obo.

(818)972-8186.

MAZDA RX-7, '80. 8-yr. owner, runs great.

115K, $1,000 firm. (310)399-9240.

MITSUBISHI MIRAGE HATCHBACK '86. Ex-

cellent condition. A/C, AM/FM. Original

owner. $21 bO. (310)794-5280. Eric.

RENAULT ENCORE, '84, $1 200, looks great in

and outside. Excellent driving condition. Re-

becca (310)275-2320, (310)559-6170.

RX-7 MAZDA 1980. 44k, original miles, new
clutch and tires, no accidents, showroom
condition. (310)575-4154.

TOYOTA CELICA GT CONVERTIBLE, 1988,

white/ black-top, low mileage, A/C, 5-speed,

excellent condition, original owner. $12,500.

(310)854-7787.

Voikswagon Convertible, '84. 5-speed, black,

new clutch, tires. 76K. AMA^M-cassette. Excel-

lent condition $5,500. (213) 660-4567.

VW RABBIT DIESEL, '79. $1800/obo. Good
condition. Call Doug (310)396-2966.

Motorcycles for^Soie 114

HONDA CB-1 '89 SWEET BIKE. Full warranty.

Just tuned, plus extras. 4,000 miles.

$3300/obo. (310) 836-4599

SUZUKI, 450 TX, 1983. Black, Looks Good.
Runs Excellent. Rebuilt Carburetors, New
Battery. $675/obo. (310)828-6402

YAMAHA 750 VIRAGO. Red, 20K miles, shaft

drive, new battery, tires; stock condition.

$950. IVAN (310)289-0310.

HONDA AERO 50. Runs well. Good around

campus. Helmet/lock ir>cluded. $300 best

offer. (310)824-5763.

HONDA ELITE 80, '87. $625. Recent tune-up,

great condition, helmet included. (310)

208-4912. ___^^
HONDA ELITE 80 1987. Blue. Perfect running

condition. Includes helmet and lock. $780.

Call 471-5698.

SCOOTER: 1985 RIVA 180. XLNT COND!
LOW Miles. Recent Tune. Must See! New
Helmet included. $970 o.b.o. 478-1114

YAMAHA RAZZ, '87. $600/obo. Low mileage,

runs like r>ew, excellenr condition. Call Mi-

chan (310)2084)769.

YAMAHA RIVA 1 25: Black, in good conditions-

runs well, lock, trunk, $850. Call David

evenings (310)208-2268.

Furniture for Sale 126

Scooters for Sale 115

Autos for Sale 109

Goundilkaud
1093 Bradon Ave #220
Los An9clcs,CA 90024

310-208-3551

1984 VWJETTA, EXCELLENT CONDITION,
ORIGINAL OWNER, 5-SPEED, 2-DR, TAN,
80K, 4000/OBO. ALICE (D)825-8901
(E)207-3973.

1988 TOYOTA TERCEL red coupe. 43,000
miles, automatic, air conditioning, radio/

casette player. Good condition. Susan
(213)896-3106.

'75 & '76 RIGHT-HAND DRIVE POSTAL
JEEPS. 2-whl dr., 6-cyl eng. Repainted with

chrome wheels. Mech excellent. Ready to go.

$1,650. Chick, (310)202-6407.

'76 FIAT SPIDER Convertable, red, re-built

engine. Excellent condition. Moving Must Sell.

$2,2Q(Voi).o. (310)622-6071.

1986 HONDA ELITE 80. $700.00. Call Jon

mornings/evenings (818)881-6476.

1990 HONDA ELITE 80, blue, just tuned, low
milea^, runs perfectly, new heln>et, lock,

$1150, (310) 394-8905. ~~^~~
:

'86 HONDA AERO 50. New tires, battery,

tune-up. Great Condition $425/obo.
(310)397-5858.

ELITE 150. Rur>s great, looks good. Includes

helmet and lock. $1 000 OBO. 472-7465 leave

message.

ELITE 250, low miles. Freeway legal, new
brakes/ tire, extras! Excellent condition!

$1000/obo. (310)473-3741. Leave message.

HONDA AERO 50, '86. $425/obo. New tires,

battery, tuneup, great condition.
(31 0)397-5858.

BRAND-NEW KITCHEN TABLE from Pier 1

Imports. Butcher-block top wA)lack legs and

black chairs. 208-5167. $9(VOBO.

BUNKBEDS, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID WOOD
$90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK OR
WHITE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRESS,
SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (21 3)821-0729.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

MOVING, MUST SELL, RATTAN DINING
SET, 4 CHAIRS, 20Q/OBO, MICROWAVE, 1

YR OLD 125/OBO. ALKTE (D)825-8901 (E)

207-3973.

WATER BED, queen, with pads, heater, and

headboard, included dresser and night stand,

$55, (310)202-1050.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

SKIS AND BOOTS: ELAN 195S; size lO'/i

boots, GREAT CONDITONI $225/obo. Call

208-8167, leave message.

Office Equipt. for Sale 133

PROFESSIONAL DRAFTING TABLE 59x37*,

drawers, full tilt, excellent condition. $225. ^

(310)390-5717.

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM COMPATIBLE. 286/386, 1RAM, 1.2 FD,

1 .4 FD, 40 HD. Keyboard, monitor. New with

warranty. $62(y$950. (213)644-2612.

NEW TOSHIBA 3IOOSX/I6MH2/8OMBHD.
Includes WP, Lotus and Quicken. $2800. Call

Perry at (213)859-0583.

TOSHIBA 31 OOSX: HD, 4meg., DJ500, printer,

battery, SCSI HD, canyingcase, extras, $3000.

David (310)794-3107.

V- •

• •

From page 48

half.

**The effort by Yamen Sa^rs
tonight was magnificent," Ravel-
in); said.

UCLA played their worst
baslcetball of the season in the first

half, as they dug themselves a hole
from which they could not climb
out.

Trailing 7-4. the Trojans went
on a 24-6 run to open a 15-point
lead. After a Bruin basket cut the
lead to 1 3, USC went on a 1 3-4 run
to take a 41-19 lead with three

minutes left in the first half.

A strong run by UCLA late in

the first half cut the score at

intermission to 43-28.

In the first half, the Bruins shot
only 33.3 percent from the field (9
of 27), as well as committing 10
turnovers on offense. The Trojans
had 10 offensive rebounds in the

first half, enabling them to score
often on second chances.

"We just fell down and didn*t

execute in the first half,** Harrick
said.

^t^

HoNvever, rather than throwing

in the towel, UCLA switched to a
full-court press on defense late in

the first half.

USC was unable to handle the

Bruin press, as UCLA closed the

half with a 9-2 run. In the second
half, the Bruins again used a press,

which enabled them to climb back
into the game.

iiGLA QuiacQE^^theiiTfojans;

15-7, during the first six minutes of
the second half. A Tracy Murray
slam dunk with 7:39 left in the

game cut the USC lead to two
points, 58-56.

However, from that point on, the

Trojans scored on every posses-

sion. A Rodney Chatman three-

pointer started a 7-0 USC run, and
the Bruins weren't able to cut the

lead under five until the final

minute of the game.
The Trojans made 14-consecu-

tive free throws down the stretch,

enabling them to stay ahead of
UCLA. The Bruins cut the USC
lead to three points with 45
seconds left, but an offensive

rebound by Trojan forward Mark
Boyd after a missed free throw

sealed the victory.

STREAKS
From page 48

world-beater, the Bruins have
traditionally dominated the battles

with their crosstown rivals. UCLA
had won 5 1 of the last 62 meetings
between the two schools and nine

of the last 10 contests played at

Pauley Pavilion.

After the game, the Bruins said

the worst part about the end of the

winning streak was that USC
delivered the fatal blow.

"It hurts,** forward Mitchell

Butler said of the loss. "It's only
one game, but the fact that the loss

came to USC makes it hurt even
more.**

UCLA head coach Jim Harrick

said he "never thought we'd win
every game this year. The hardest

thing to do is win every game in

conference.**

But guard Shon Tarver admitted

that the loss may take some
pressure off the Bruins.

"Of course you want to go out

and win every single game,"
Tarver said. "But Td rather lose

early. We're a mature group. I

think we're mature enough to

bounce back.**.

As UCLA*s winning streak

climbed to 14 games, the possibil-

ity that both No. 1 Duke and No. 2

UCLA would be undefeated when
the two met in Los Angeles on

March 1 had fans and members'of
the media salivating in anticipa-

tion.
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Thinking
Aliout

lnwSdiool?
FREE 34-page Law School
Application Primer. Call:

800-777-EXAM

(bmbn

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Vill^e
208-3011

Monday SpeciaL 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Pasta-bilities

Continue
5th Anniversary

FOR THE MOKTH OF FEBRUARY
any pasta dish up to $12.95 now only

WnHTMS
AOONIY

PIUS UNUMHED SAIAD BAR AND HOMEMADE SOUPS

Classic Northern Italian Cuisine

o OF SANTA MONICA
2301 Sonla Monica Blvd. Santo Monica

Lunch 1 1am-3pm Mon-Fn•Dinner Spm-IG^wn TuM-Sun

AinpU Ftm PoHdng'Al Major CfBdil Conk

310453-5442

• 15DIFFEREKT
PASTAS

• 40 DIFFERENT

SAUCES
• 25 VEGETARIAN
SAuas

• 13 DAIRY-FREE

DISHES

All items prepared fresh

with no salt, sugar or

preservatives, large

selection of entrees,

prepared with no oU.

UCLA UwiCaiiip Week
January27lh-31$»

Become a volunteer UCLA UniCamp counsebr. — —
Spend one week in the San Bernardino Mountains with Los Angeles inner city

youth.

Traditicmol camp octhrities include hiking, swimming, archery, canoeing, and
nshing. ^

iV-«MOT^K

rind out mdre aboyl UnlComp. Come to one of our iabrmc^m
me^^s. In Aelcennon Mon*

Ihiirs. Jam 3(Mi Rm 24 1

2

Ftj. Jon. 3 1 St Rm 2412

l-2piii

7-8pm
1 -2pin

lilbfoMesilvinbeoylitoiM. T0am>2pfiiatBniinW^itoyce/Povvel
Quod, Young/Boeber Quad, North Ci|ni|Kii]Bfi0«

lMMMtMMMM*MMMM*MtMMMMMMM*MMMMMMM*MM^«MMMMMM^ ***************************************^^^^^^^ ""^ •

Look for our UniComp Week Eventsl

• UniCamp Miracle Mile Money lope

Thursday 1 1 -2pm @ Westwood Plaza

Bring your changel

• Classroom collections

Tues. & Wed. during morning hours.

• Unicomp Night at HEADUNESI Tonight. Starts at 5:00.
I lit .JIL'f

Applications due Fri. Jon 31 , 1992 in Dodd 65
Call Vince at 206-4588 or Claudine at 206-4586 for more info.

Funded by USAC Board of Directors

mn iii«— It II II' ii<lir
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KICKBACK,
RELAX &
READ THE
DAILY BRUIN

_i{::^c^

FIESTA'

Low Fat
Beefsteak

th£lMAt

v^^^^"-"'" y^'
Skinless^^^^^f^/ Vegetable
Chicken Oil

ALL YOU CAN EAT
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Pancakes 7-11 am
Sausage & Bacon m^ - m ^ ^ 20% Discount

Vegetables Qj J^ ^ with student I.D.

Fruit after 11 am
Omelettes FREE coffee with buffet through February 1992

& More! fREE DELIVERY
(minimum order) 1 1 04 Gayley Ave

(310)443-4321 Westwood Village

TESTMASTERS WEEKEND

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
FEBRUARY 1ST AND 2ND
1 AM - 5 PM BOTH DAYS

Six hours each day of the best LSAT preparation in Los Angeles

You will learn:
• The Ultimate Logic Games Setups
• The Five Logical Reasoning Question Types
• Incorrect Negationp Incorrect Reversal and
The Contrapositive

• The Logical Construct

And many other excellent LSAT concepts, all taught by mn
instructor who received a perfect score on the LSATI!

At the Davidson Conference Center
on the use campus

Only $185
For more information, cali

1 -800-696-LSAT

UCLA setter Ross Pier and his volleyball teammates have
matured into national championship contenders.

Recruits of 1990,
iitsofl992

hard-woiking redshirts of a year

agn, were the most effective-

Ma

By Eric Biliigmeier

They traveled and searched

literally across the country. They
used their own knowledge and tips

from friends. They even used a

videotape from Wisconsin.

And in the end, the recruiters for

the UCLA men*s volleyball prog-

ram came away with the best class

of freshmen in recent memory.
In 1992, those efforts from two

years ago are paying big dividends

as several of those recruits have
made major contributions to the

Bruins' 3-1 start/and a champion-
ship in last weekend's UC Santa

Barbara tournament.

*They are all bright and self-

motivated," UCLA coach Al
Scates said. "They're all very

quiet, but they're all real intense

and want to get better. They want
to win."

Of the six recruits from the j>rep

class of '90, two chose to forego

their redshirt cation, specialist

Ross Pier and right swing hitter

David Swatik. The other four —
Jeff Nygaard, Erik Sullivan, Kevin
Wong and John Speraw — spent

the year behind the scenes on
practice court No. 2.

No matter the path they chose,

this group of academic sopho-

mores is now making the impact of

youth and talent necessary for a

run at the NCAA title. If they can
win a championship, it wbuld be
UCLA's firsts crown ever won
without a senior on the roster.

Scates got word of Swatik
(along with every other major
West Coast program), who played

for the Torrance Volleyball Club,

and went to watch a tournament
At that tournament, his eye was
also caught by Pier (who also

played for Torrance) and a young,

fiery hitter from Encinitas.

"I spotted Sullivan and Pier at

the Dominguez Hills tournament,"

Scates said. "I really liked (Sulli-

van's) competitiveness. I could see

his quiet intensity. I made sure I

made a home visit with him early

(in the signing period)."

That home visit, Sullivan said,

was influential in his decision to

attend UCLA. His latest contribu-

tion came in the Santa Barbara

tournament, when his 15 kills and
.409 average helped lead the

Bruins over BYU in the finals.

Interestingly enough, Sullivan

and Nygaard (22 kills), two of the

players on the court along with

tournament MVP Mike Sealy, the

Bruin setter.

"I don't miss the senior leader-

ship everyone talks about," Scates

said. "Sealy is hke our senior. It

just doesn't make a difference with

this bunch. They are chronologi-

cally young but they are mature."

According to Scates, that

maturity really shined last year

when Sullivan, Nygaard, Speraw
and Wong enthusiastically took to

the second court as well as to the

weight room.

*They did almost all their work
on the second court, with me not

even directly observing them,"

Scates said. "Me being there was
not a factor, they still had a great

work ethic. They lifted all year

round, they all increased their

verticaljumps and got stronger and
quicker. I can't ever remember
four guys training harder when
they were not actually playing."

Nygaard and Wong were two
players that worked hard on the

practice court after putting just as

much effort into getting recogni-

tion in the first place. Wong, a 6-

foot, 7-inch swing hitter from
Pearl City, Hawaii, came to a

UCLA match and took the initia-

tive of meeting Scates first-hand.

Nygaard's route was much more
unique and infinitely more chal-

lenging. With the help of his high

school coach in Madison, Wiscon-
sin, the 6-8 quick hitter sent letters

to 55 college coaches around the

country. If he received a letter of
inquiry back, he sent a videotape to

each college he thought he was
interested in attending. Luckily for

Scates, UCLA was one of them.

"Nygaard came here and is just

learning how to quick hit now,"
Scates said. "The neat thing about
Jeff is that you can tell him
something and he can go out and
do it without practicing it."

Overall, there seems to be
something very special about this

entire recruiting class, including

6-5 quick hitter John Speraw,
whose progress into the rotation

has been hampered by an abun-
dance of talent at his position.

Beyond their work ethic, this

bunch of six seems to have some
sort of championship ability and
winning spirit that such a young
team so desperately needs.

LAURA LEE SWAN
isidro Ibarrondo works out on the parallel bars at a practice ses-
sion at the Wooden Center.

lliaiToncIo continues
witli Idniliy tradiUoii
By Luci Chavez

An outstanding athlete and
individual.

^ One of the top gymnasts in

Argentina.

The best soccer player on the

UCLA men's gymnastics team.

Depending on what you know or

believe, junior Isidro Ibarrondo is

all of this and more on the 1992
version of the UCLA men's
gymnastics team.

Bom on Dec. 21, 1970 to Isidro

and Ester Ibarrondo in Buenos
Aires, Argentina, Isidro Jr. grew
up with the proverbial silver hand
grips in his clutches.

The Ibarrondo family never
suffered for athletic talent as
siblings Isidro and Cecilia inher-

ited great genes from their mother,

a gymnast, and their father, a South
American track champion in the

400 meter hurdles.

*That's why I got into sports in

the first place, my sister and my
mom were gymnasts and my dad
was in track and field so the sports

thing just came naturally, from
inside," Ibarrondo said.

An admirer of the Russian
national team for their consistent

dominance, Ibarrondo 's parents

pushed him into gymnastics at a

very early age because participa-

tion was expected of ail family

members.

"I guess I never really decided to

start in gymnastics," Ibarrondo

said. "My parents started me in it

when I was three or four years old

and by the time I became con-

scious of what I was doing, it was
already too late to stop."

Ibarrondo devoted some time

early on in life to soccer and horse

jumping, but other than that brief

interlude, he has stuck with gym-
nastics for nearly almost 17 years.

The dedication and hard work
has paid off.

Ibarrondo is currently one of the

top gymnasts in his native counD7
and will represent it at the 1992

Summer Olympics in Barcelona as

an alternate on the Argentinian

national team.

Not to mention the fact that

many are expecting big things

from him during this year's colle-

giate season.

According to UCLA men's
gymnastics coach Art Shurlock,
"When I first saw Isidro, it was
from a videotape that his coach had
sent and I liked him right away.
"You can tell a lot from a

videotape, not everything, but a lot

and from what I saw, I expected
him to become an integral part of
the team, which he has been. He
started contributing right away."

In fact, as a freshman competing
at his first NCAA championships
m 1990, Ibarrondo tied his season
high mark of 9.5 on the parallel

bars.

According to Shurlock, that type
of performance is typical of his

character.

^^ "Isidro is dcfuiitely one of the

most motivated athletes we have
here. He works just as hard with an
injury as without, he just never
stops," Shurlock said. "He makes
sure he's doing everything he can
to improve."

Whether it's practicing hurt or

leaving home to train in a foreign

country, Ibarrondo has always
done what it takes to get ahead in

his career, regardless of the sacri-

fice.

At 18, Ibarrondo took a major
step toward advancing his gym-
nastics career when he came to the

U.S. for the first time after training

with the Gimnasia Y Esgrima Club
while attending Aullaneda High
School in Buenos Aires.

He landed in Chicago and
trained with local coach Lee
Battaglia for two years, only

seeing his family and friends once

a year, a move he doesn't regret

"I think in Argentina we have

different goals because they don't

have as much money and the

gymnastics is not as good as (in the

U.S.), a lot of people don't set their

goals for the Olympics," Ibarrondo

said. "Here you know that every-

one has got a shot at the Olympics.

**The coaching here in the U.S.

is much better than down there and

the teams are much better. The
people you work out with have

international level experience, so

everything helps you to get up and
improve. It's just the surroundings,

the coaches, the gym, everything."

See IBARIIONDO, page 40
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LIGHTEN UP!

Baseball facing tough test
By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

If UCLA head baseball coach

Gary Adams is a man who enjoys

challenges, then he will certainly

like this oiie.

Try competing in the toughest

collegiate baseball conference in

the country.

Then try having to play one of

the hardest preseason schedules,

with five of the opponents ranked

in the Top 20.

And finally, try having to do it

all, without five starters from last

year — your two top starting

pitchers and your best stopper.

It would seem to be a difficult

season ahead for Adams.
But there is hope.

Hope in the form of preseason

AU-American center fielder

Michael Moore and two 1991

freshman AU-Americans — first

baseman Ryan McGuire and
shortstop Adam Melhuse.

Hope in the form of one of the

fastest teams Adams has ever

coached, as well as a strong

mixture of recruits and transfers.

The result should be an exciting

and unpredictable season for the

Bruins, one that might earn them a

conference title or an NCAA
playoff berth.

But UCLA right now is not

concerned with the results in May.
Instead, the Rruins are working on
the final touches to the team that

will take the field this weekend in

two exhibition matches.

Last season, UCLA had an up-

and-down year, and finished with a

29-30 record, good for fourth in the

Six-Pac conference. Last year's

Bruins seemed to be more of a

longball team. This year, though,

UCLA knows exactly where its

chances lie — its speed and
defense.

'T think this is a more close-knit

group than last year's," Bruin

hiuing coach Vince Beringhele

said. "We are a bunch of kids who
know how to play together."

Adams beUeves this may be one
of his fastest teams in his 17 years

at UCLA. Despite the loss of left

fielder Joel Wolfe, the second
leading base stealer in UCLA
history, the Bruins seem likely to

break the UCLA record for stolen

bases in one season.

*This year's team is one that is

going to manufacture runs and not

just sit back and play for the big

inning," Beringhele said.

Most of the speed lies in the

outfield. Even with Wolfe and
other starter David Tokheim
drafted by major league teams, the

outfield appears to be just as

talented as in years past

Heading the way will be Moore.
Altera successful 1991 campaign,
in his first full season, big things

are expected of the junior. Moore
hit .328 with eight home runs, 28
runs batted in and 22 stolen bases

last year and was named by
Baseball America as a first-team

preseason Ail-American.

"He (Moore) is as talented a pro

player prospect that Gary (Adams)
has ever had," Beringhele said.

"He has great potential, but he also

fits in well with the rest of the

team."

Moore will be flanked in the

outfield by right fielder Shawn
Wills and left fielder David
Roberts. Wills, the fastest player

on the team, had an improved

campaign in 1991, stroking a .329

average with two homers and 15

RBI. It will be the junior's first

season starting as he was used

primarily as a late-inning defen-

I

sive replacement last year.

Roberts redshirted last season,

but is expected to step into the

lead-off slot of the lineup. A left-

VICKI RAPPAPORT/Daly Bruin

Michael Moore was nominated for preseason All-America honors.

handed batter, Roberts brings

excellent speed to the team.

*The outfield is as fast as any in

the country," Beringhele said.

*There aren't going to be too many
balls that will fall in."

The infield will be led by a

strong middle defense combina-
tion of Melhuse and second base-

man Robert Hinds. Melhuse comes
over from Santa Clara, where he

earned second-team Freshman
All-America honors. The sopho-

more batted .328 last season with

four homers and 36 RBI. The
switch hitting Melhuse also pos-

sesses a strong throwing arm.

Hinds broke into the starting

lineup before the conference sea-

son and made the position his own.
While helping shore up UCLA's
defense, the junior also added a

.321 average, with one home run,

17 RBI and 10 steals.

Ryan McGuire spent most of

last season being groomed to

replace Chris Pritchett. With
Pritchett, who led UCLA in 1991
with 18 homers and 57 RBI,
drafted bf the Angels, McGuire is

set to assume duty at first base.

The second team freshman Ail-

American, hit .319 with 7 home
runs and 30 RBI last year, while

being used primarily as a desig-

nated hitter.

Third base, meanwhile, will be
plaiooned with Chris Lohman and
David Ravitz. Lohman was one of
the Bruins hottest hitters toward
the end of the season and wound up
with a .343 average, three homers
and 21 RBI.

Ravitz, a junior, comprises the

defensive half of the platoon.

Although only a .191 career hitter,

Ravitz is considered to be UCLA's
best defensive player.

Matt Schwenke went through a

baptism by fire as a freshman
catcher. But with a year of experi-

ence under his belt, Schwenke
should be one of the Bruins most
improved players.

Although Schwenke hit only

.237 last year,^is biggest contri-

bution is his defensive play. Since

Adams lets catchers call all the

pitches, Schwenke 's experience

will help him handle the pitching

staff better this year.

As is often the case in college

baseball, the pitching corps are the

key to the team's success. With the

departure of top starters Tim
Lindsay and Mike Lewis, most of
the pressure will fall on junior Pete

Janicki.

A first-team Freshman Ail-

American, Janicki went through a

sophomore slump last year when
he compiled a 5-7 record and a

6.09 earned run average. The
right-hander, though, went
through an extensive off-season

conditioning program that should

help him regain his freshman year

form.

Tim Kubinski and Gary Adcock
will fill out the starting rotation.

Kubinski. a sophomore, went
through arm problems last year but

still managed to post a respectable

4-2 record with a 4.88 ERA. In

addition, Kubinski will likely be

UCLA's designated hitter.

Adcock, a transfer from River-

side City College, also played one
year at UC Santa Barbara, where
he was 8-7 with a 5.10 ERA.

The role of stopper on the staff

will likely fall into the hands of

Gabe Sollecito. The hard throwing

right-hander will replace Mike
Fyhrie who was drafted by the

Kansas City Royals. Sollecito

posted four saves and a 3.89 ERA
last season with the Anteaters.

Middle relief will be a strong

point for the Bruins, as there is

plenty of depth in the bullpen.

Jeffrey Hale, Adam Schulhofer,

Jim Bonds and Kurt and Kris

Schwengel all logged significant

innmgs for the Bruins last year and
will be joined by redshirt Dave
Sloll and transfer Bill Craig.

*The pitching staff looked real

good in fall practice." Beringhele

said. "We are looking to be a little

bit stronger in that area.
"

UCLA vaulter Karen Nelson re-injured her ankle against Georgia and is practicing in pain.

Ailing UCLA gymnastics to
battle lltli-ranlced Tigeis
By Zach Dominitz
Dally Bruin Staff

If injuries drive coaches crazy,

then head coaches Scoa Bull and
Valerie Kondos of the women's
gymnastics team should be com-
mended for holding onto their

sanity. ^^
In a season still fresh with^

anticipation, crutches and sprains

have become as familiar to the

team as Norm Peterson is to the

end of the bar in Cheers.

Just consider

Senior Gina Pesce is gone for

the year because of a devastating

knee injury.

Rhonda Faehn. one of the

team's top all-arounders. severely

sprained her right ankle in warm-
ups before the Georgia meet and is

still not set to return.

Balance beam and floor stand-

out Michelle Hunt is still a few
weeks away from returning from a

severe knee injury.

Redshirt junior Paula Rasmus-
sen is still rounding into shape

after major back surgery caused

her to miss all of last 50350"^

Vaulter Karen Nelson re-

injured her left ankle n.^^^^g
the

Georgia rn-^^
^^^ ^^ practicing in

pain.

Sophomore Denise StoU is not

only nursing a sprained ankle and a

dislocated toe, but also had to have

her knee drained last Tuesday

because of swelling.

"Considering the

nature of the sport, the

team is banged up. But

it*s nothing they're not

used to."

Valerie Kondos
UCLA Gymnastics Coach

Even so, the gutty Bruin squad is

still among the top 10 teams in the

nation as they prepare to travel to

Louisiana State for a dual meet
with the Tigers on Friday. And
their attitude in practice, as always,

is positive and relaxed.

"Considering the nature of the

sport, they are banged up," Kondos
said. "But, it's nothing that they're

not used to competing with."

'The problem is not necessarily

the injuries themselves, but their

consequences " of our training,"

Bull said yesterday at practice.

"Because of the nagging injuries,

we can only focus on perfecting a

few Uicks. It becom- ^ question

^[ ir.C quality versus quantity. The
girls build their confidence from

working on set after set of various

moves, but the injuries have

slowed us down."

Kondos and Bull both place

heavy emphasis on maintaining a

healthy team, but they expect the

injuries to decrease as the team

matures.

"When you're dealing with a

young team (UCLA has no
seniors), they are still in the

process of learning, and not main-
taining," Kondos explained.

"Before college, they only com-
pete five or six times a year. Once
they get here, they compete almost

every weekend and their bodies

don't have sufficient time to

recuperate."

This year's team is a determined

one, though, and although a

decrease in team score would be

expected because of the problems,

that is defmitely not the case.

"We increased from Oregon
State to Georgia by five-tenths

(189.1 to 189.6). but our goal for

Louisiana State is to break 192.0."

Kondos said. "It's tough to win
there ( at LSU's Pete Maravich
Assembly Center), but we're not

worried about competition, we're

concerned about ourselves."

He added. "It should be a good
opportunity for (is to really

increase our «ccrc**

liankings for this week were yet

to be released Wednesday after-

noon, but as of last week UCLA
was ranked eighth nationally,

while LSU was 11th. Although

both teams should drop from last

weekend's performances (UCLA
lost to Georgia. LSU to Arizona),

that could radically change on
Friday if all goes well for the

Bruins on the bayou.
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Freshman Robert Janecek, above, will play In the No. 2 doubles position with Bill Behrens against
Washington.
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Est 1 970
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10968 Le Conte Ave.
(Across New Medical Building) 208-71 71
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I NUTS! free nuts during Happy Hour

By D.J. Harmeling
Daily Bruin Staff

After dominating two teams

from the Big West last weekend,
theUCLA men*s tennis team picks

up the Pac-10 frail today.

This conference foe, however, is

not one of the five Pac-10 teams in

the national Top 20.

This Pac-10 team doesn't even

place any singles or doubles teams
in the national Top 20.

The Bruins will meet the lowly
Washington Huskies today at 1:30

in the Los Angeles Tennis Center.

The Huskies comprise one-fourth

of the Pac-10/Northem Division,

the weaker of the two Pac-10
subdivisions. All five Pac-10
schools represented in the national

Top 20 hail from the Southern

Division.

The Huskies, as tennis goes,

ha\e little to boast in the way of

star talent

In contrast, the top-ranked
Bruins have more talent than they

know what to do with.

The Bruins, after defeating UC
Santa Barbara and Nevada-Las
Vegas last weekend, claim three

singles players and two doubles
teams in the national Top 20.

The Bruins are a team nine-deep

in talent, meaning that every

player except the obvious No. 1,

Mark Knowles, will be fighting for

a spot in the lineup.

Knowles makes his home debut

for UCLA againsi u.Z Huskies,

after missing last weekend's action

to compete in an invitational

totmiamcnt in Palm Springs.

Knowles, a dual All-Amcrican
in both singles and doubles in

1991, is the clear-cut No. 1 for the

Bruins. He recently returned to

UCLA for his junior year after

competing on the pro circuit

during the fall quarter.

Knowles, the sixth-ranked sin-

gles player in the nation, will

receive a test in the No. 1 spot as he

faces the Huskies* Chet Crile.

Crile, Pac-10/Northem Division

Player of the Year in 199 1 , reached

the finals of the No. 1 flight of the

Pac-10 Indoors earlier this month
before losing to the top-ranked

singles player in the nation, Alex

O'Brien of Stanford.

Knowles did not compete in the

Pac-10 Indoors, but that does not

detract from Crile's accomplish-

ments. En route to gaining a berth

in the final, he knocked off USC's
top player, 1991 All-American
Brian MacPhie.

At press time, UCLA head

coach Glenn Bassett could only

confirm that Knowles would be in

the top singles spot. The rest of the

lineup was still contingent upon
practice play, Bassett said.

Also figuring to play high on the

Bruins' ladder are senior Bill

Barber and junior Fritz Bissell.

Barber, in Knowles' absence,

opened the team season against

UCSB playing in the No. 1 singles

position for the Bruins. He suf-

fered a heartbreaking three-set loss

to the Gauchos' David Decret,

ranked fifth nationally.

Dropped to the No. 2 spot on

Saturday against the Rebels, Bar-

ber rebounded with a 65-minute,

straight-set victory over an over-

matched Rebel opponent.

Bissell, who had a poor week of

practice prior to the Big West
;;^'»fches, was placed in the No. 4

singles posiuC: ^f^inst UCSB
Friday. After a victory m ulo!

match, Bassett bumped Bissell to

the fore of the Bruin lineup, where
he defeated the Rebels' top player
in straight sets.

Rounding out the Bruins' sin-

gles lineup against Washington
will be the two freshman and
junior Jason Sher. '—

Sher dominated his two oppo-
nents last weekend, playing in the

No. 3 spot Friday and the No. 4
spot Saturday, when he was the

first Bruin off the court. With the

return of Knowles, Sher will

probably be bumped one more
spot, down to No. 5.

-^ The two freshman, of course,

refer to super-rookies Robert
Janecek and Davide Sanguinetti.

Each won both of his singles

matches last weekend.

Janecek was the Bruins* out-

standing athlete last weekend,
pulling off a huge upset to beat the

Gauchos* Laszlo Markovits in the

No. 2 singles position Friday.

Markovits is ranked 18th nation-

ally. Janecek then took home a

victory Saturday in the No. 3

position.

Sanguinetti performed well in

claiming two victories in the No. 5

singles position for the Bruins. He
figures to gain experience in the

No. 6 position against the Huskies.

Doubles play has Bassett con-
cerned, and he will attempt to allay

some of his concerns by mixing up
the Bruins' doubles combinations
against Washington.

While Bissell and Knowles
figure to assume the top doubles
position for the Bruins, the most
intriguing combination for Bassett

has to be his No. 2 team.

Bassett will pair the freshman
Janecek with senior Bill Behrens
in the No. 2 doubles position.

Behrens is making his return to the~

home courts after having a second

ivAJl UpCIdUUll.

Bassett^will pair Barber and

junior ulZl":' ^^"" Pleasant in

the No. 3 doubles spoi alD"^^
^^^

Huskies, he said.

Bassett says that the Bruins
cannot overlook the Huskies.

But the Huskies, the strength of
the North, must lake on UCLA, the
strength of the nation.
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Mitchell Butler
With most of UCLA's frontline

players in foul trouble against
Stanford last Saturday and Cardi-
nal center Adam Keefe scoring 14
points in the first half. Bruin head
coach Jim Harrick turned to junior
guard Mitchell Butler.

Despite having to guard a taller

man in Keefe, Butler came
through, limiting the Stanford
standout to just 10 points in the
second half and helping rally

UCLA to an 83-77 victory.

While shutting Keefe down,
Butler also contributed eight
points, five rebounds, three assists

and two steals.

Butler was solid the entire

weekend for the Bruins. Against
California last Thursday, Buder
scored 13 points against the Gol-
den Bears, nine in the first half.

For die season, Butler ranks
fourth on the team in scoring and
rebounding, averaging 9.9 points

and 4. 1 rebounds per game. Even
though he comes off the bench,

Butler is third in minutes played,
only behind forwards Don Mac-
Lean and Tracy Murray. Butler has
also scored in double figures in

every other game this season.

So far, Butler has tied his career

game high for points with 19
against Pepperdine.

"Mitchell Butler is outstand-

ing.** Harrick said. "He does
everything for us, everything I

could ask."

UCLA Sport! MomaUon

Mitchell Butler

Bask \\K Junior

UCLASportilnfomMlion

Julie Vogt

Scored 13 points against Cal, and 8

points, 5 rebounds and 2 steals against

Stanford.

Last season, BuUer started 28
games at the small forward posi-

tion for the Bruins, averaging 7.9

points and 4.2 rebounds per game.
Zachary Aron

Guarded Stanford star Adam Keefe for

the second half and held him to 10

points.

Swimmin Sophmore

Swam a personal record 51.45 in the
1 00 freestyle against USC.

Won the 50 freestyle at the USC meet

with a time of 23.78.

J&jbajaai ^rnror /Q Q

ppg) and rebounder (4.1 ppg).

Naffle4^4991^ tJGAA tiono ra hlfl

Julie V<^
Head coach Cindi Gallagher and

the UCLA women *s swimming
team unveiled another one of their

many weapons last Saturday at the

Men's Gym pool against USC.
• Sophomore freestyler Julie
Vogt finished first in the 50
freestyle with a 23.78 second mark
and swam a personal record in the

100 freestyle, coming in at 51.45.
The Bruins won the meet 187-114
over the Trojans.

Last season, Vogt walked on to'

the swimming team but walked
away with an NCAA Honorable
Mention All-American honor as

part of UCLA's 200 free relay

team. In addition, Vogt received

UCLA's "Most Improved" award.
Vogt joins freshmen Natalie

Norberg and Mary Petry as women
swimming athletes of the week.

Here's a closer look at UCLA
swimming's latest sensation:

Person you most admire: "My
mom. She's a very strong person."

Major: "I'm undeclared. But I

would like to be an elementary
school teacher. I like to teach
people and it is something I do
well.

Favorite movie: "Silence of the
Lambs."

Hobbies: "Body surfing, writing
poetry, art, being outdoors and
spending time with friends and
family."

Favorite- music: *The Kinks,-

Mention All-American as a walk-on

freshman.

disco, Metallica, but really any-
thing goes."

Sport you wish you could play:
"If I had any coordination, I'd play
volleyball."

Zachary Aron

Mlltor LK#,
Genuine Draft
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Slow start ends Bruins' winning streaic
use's Sanders scores 20

in Trojans' 86-82 triumph
ByAaron Low^berg
Daily Bruin Staff

Two halves make a college

basketball game.
Yet the No. 2 UCLA basketball

team only showed up to play one

half against No. 25 USC on
Wednesday night at a sold-out

Pauley Pavilion, and it resulted in

the Bruins suffering their Hrst loss

of the season, 86-82.

With three minutes left in the

first half, the Trojans (14-3. 6-1 in

the Pac-10) led UCLA (14-1. 6-1)

by 22 points. The Bruins mounted
a huge comeback to cut the deficit

to two points, but strong foul

shooting by USC enabled them to

hold on for the win.

*This victory is just the side of

the mountain, not the top of the-

the lead several times in the second

half, but they were never able to go
ahead.

"We had opportunities to win.

but we didn't execute," UCLA
head coach Jim Harrick said.

*They played a lot better than we
did, and they deserved to win.**

use received career nights

from guard Duane Cooper and

center Yamen Sanders, enabling

the Trojans to win despite a

mediocre night by All-American

guard Harold Miner, who finished

with 22 points on six-of-15 shoot-

ing-

Cooper drilled four three-poin-

ters, as he finfshed with a career-

high 23 points.

"Duane is a big-play guy,**

Raveling said. "When the game is

on the line he will deliver.
*!

.

mountain,** Trojan head coach
George Raveling said. "UCLA has

a great team and great players, but

it just wasn't in the boc^s for them
tonight**

The Bruins came close to taking

Sanders finished with a career-

high 20 points to go with his 10

rebounds. Sanders made all five of

his field goal attempts in the fu^t

See HOOPS, page 41

TVIEO NCHOLAS/Daly Bruin

use's Yamen Sanders tries to shoot between UCLA's Don Mao-
Lean and Mitohell Butler.

By Soott Bloom
Daily Bruin Staff

As the buzzer sounded to end
UCLA*s 86-82 loss to USC at

Pauley Pavilion, that screeching

echo in the background was the

sound of several streaks coming to

a halt

The loudest crash came when
the Trojans stopped the No. 2

Bruins* 14-game winning streak,

handing UCLA its first loss of the

season. The Bruins had been one of

just three teams — Duke and
Oklahoma State are the remaining

two— that were still undefeated.

The start was UCLA*s best since

the 1972-73 Bruins went 30-0 and
won the NCAA championship.

But that wasn*t the only streak

to fall Wednesday night

For the first time in six seasons,

the Trojans (14-3, 6-1 in the

conference) defeated the Bruins

(14-1. 6-1) at Pauley to give USC
head coach George Raveling his

jjj first winjn Westwood as a coaclL.

IPI ILayuhng is now 1-16 when he

brings his teams into Pauley.

While UCLA's winning streak

over USC at Pauley wasn't a

See STREAK^ page 41

Brains tip off witii Husides and
Wasiiington State tliis weelcend
By Heather Duffy

Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA women's basketball

team will be stalking the familiar

floorboards of Pauley Pavilion this

weekend, searching for the win

that has eluded it for the last three

games.

The Bruins will take the floor

against Washington on Friday

night, with Washington State

following on Sunday afternoon.

Having dropi^ed three close

games on the road to conference

powers Cal, Stanford, and USC,
the Bruins now stand at 9-6

overall, and 2-3 in conference

games. UCLA head coach Billie

Moore said this weekend's games
are looming big on the Bruins'

schedule.

*This will be a big series for us

because it's at home," she said.

**The last three games were very

close ball games, and any one of

the three could have gone either

way. But in this conference, you
have to play week by week. You
can't look too far ahead or spend

too much time looking back.

"One thing we consistently

focus on is that the key for

competing at the top of the

conference is being successful at

home."

Washington is coming off an'

unsuccessful homestand, suffering

two losses last weekend at the

hands of Cal and Stanford, giving

it a 4-2 conference record. The
Bruins have lost their last 11

games against Washington.

The Huskies finished second in

the Pac-10 and took a trip to the

NCAA tournament last season, but

three starters from that team are

gone. Returning to start this season

are senior forward Dianne Wil-

liams and junior forward Erika

Hardwick. They will be joined by

senior Shaunda Greene, who has

taken her promotion to the starting

lineup to the basket, leading the

team in scoring with 13.8 points

per game. Moore said that the

personnel and position shuffles

will not make Washington a

weaker team, just different

*The two losses at home are a

very rare occurrence for

Washington. They are young but

talented. After a team gets 10 or 1

1

games under its belt, experience is

not as much a factor as is talent

The Washington team is of a

different type this year, but still

good,** Moore said.

**They like to dictate the tempo
of the game. They try to take you

out of what you want to do. We
need to have d)e poise and patience

to handle that.*'

Washington ^tate will enter

Pauley Pavilion Sunday afternoon

with a current Pac-10 record of 3-3

after its upset victory over Cal last

weekend. The Cougars have the

advantage of experience with its

starting nucleus returning intact,

with center Camille Thompson
leading her team with 15.9 points

per game. The Cougars have

historically had trouble winning on
the road, with turnover and shoot-

ing problems. But Moore said that

despite WSU*s difficulties, they

still pose a potential threat.

"Most conference teams will

have trouble on the road.

Washington State is a dangerous

team. They are well-coached and

well-disciplined, and they have a

blend of experience. They have

been there before," Moore said.

*They like to stretch you with

their three-pointers, that will

always stretch you defensively. It

is an adjustment we will have to

deal with." Moore said that if the

Bruins can play games at their own
tempo, they will be in contention

for the top of the conference.

"We feel that we can beat

anyone in the conference, but we
can't do less than what we want to

do. We have to make a dedication

to win, and we can't think that we
can do it in 30 minutes or even 35
minutes. It has to be a 40-minute

effort. If we can do that, we will be

successful," Moore said.

The Bruins will meet the

Huskies Friday night at 7:(X) p.m.

and the Cougars on Sunday at 2:00

p.m. Both games will be in Pauley

Pavilion. —

—

BURT HERMAN

Nicole Anderson will start at point guard for UCLA when \t\e

Bruins face the Washington schools this weekend.

Play bail!

UCLA baseball begins its preseason with the

Blue and Gold intrasquad game and Hall of

Fame alumni game this weekend. The Bruins

need to improve on its fourth-place Six-Pac

performance in 1991.

See page 44

Athletes of the Week
UCLA basketball and swimming came away

with big victories over the weekend and

individuals on both squads have been honored.

Get to know a dunker and a fieestyler.

See page 47

Tennis faces Huskies
The No. 1 UCLA men's tennis team plays

Washington today after defeating Big West

opponents UNLV and UC Santa Barbara list

week.

See page 46

viii

80th Year, No. 66
arculation: 22,000

Briefly

Jazz show in

Schoenberg
Jazz musician Poncho

Sanchez and his band's five-

piece rhythm section will per-

form at UCLA today.

Sanchez and his band are

known worldwide for their

authentic mix of Jazz, tradition-

al AfroCuban and other Latin

music.

Co-sponsored by the UCLA
Center for the Performing Arts

and the university's Student
Committee for the Arts, the

musical presentation will take

place at 1 p.m. at Schoenberg
Hall. Admission is free.

Sanchez will also perform at

Royce Hall tonight Ticket
information for the nighttime

show can be obtained by calling

(310) 825-9261.

Inside

-Police refoniis

encouraged
In OTder to reform the Los

Angeles Police Department,
voters need to approve mea-
sures that make the Los
Angeles police chief account-

able to civilian authorities.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Columnist with

crystal balls
Marcus Hennessy, psychic

and psychotic columnist, offers

predictions for UCLA in 1992.

See page 1

1

Arts & Entertainment

»»

nreedomfor
my people
The UCLA theater depart

ment presents "Woza Albert!,

a play which brings home the

realities of apartheid South

Africa.

See page 1

2

Sports

Familiar face
Louisville basketball coach

Denny Cnim, a former assistant

at UCLA during the Wooden
erav will try to deal the Bruins

their second loss in a row
Sunday.

See page 24
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Ex-Wanren staff defends JFK findings
Audience accuses commission

staff members of hiding truth

By Julie Ann Silva

Daily Bruin Staff

A UCLA press confwence led

by three former staff members of
the Warren Commission on Thurs-

day erupted into a shouting match
with some audience members as

the panel tried to refute the

ponspiracy theory presented in

OUver Stone's film, "JFK."

About a dozen people accused
the commission staff members of

failing to uncover or divulge the

truth surrounding the assassination

of President John F. Kennedy.
But the former commission staff

members battled the vocal crowd,

arguing the Warren report offered

the most conceivable explanation

for Kennedy's death, based on all

the evidence.

The Warren Commission,
headed by Chief Justice Earl

Warren, was established to investi-

gate the 1963 assassination.

See JFK, page 8

ELLIOTT STONE

Three fornrier staff nriembers of the Warren Commission dispute
the claims of Oliver Stone's film "JFK" during a press conference
at the UCLA Law School on Thursday.

'Baby' break
IIIy for gay

rights laws

AUOneV LEE

A member of the film crew shooting a ''Baby Ruth" candy bar commercial waits in

front of Royce Hall on Thursday. ' --^U

By MIml Nguyen
Dally Bruin Staff

Lobbying for civil rights laws is the best

way to empower the gay, lesbian and
bisexual community, according to local

activists who spoke at a UCLA forum
Wednesday night.

Members of such organizations as Queer
Nation, ACT UP and the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force told the audience of 30
people that people must educate others

about gay ethnic groups, the AIDS crisis

and the fight against discrimination and hate

crimes.

"Right now we are working toward the

passage of four to five bills in the (U.S.)
Senate," said Steve Taravella, a representa-

tive from the National Gay and Lesbian
Task Force. "Our main goal is to work on
the politics on the local, state and national

level."

With a membership of about 18,000
people, the task force is planning a march on
the nation's capitol in March 1993 to further

the fight against discrimination, Taravella
said.

The group is also planning a November
conference entitled "Strength in Numbers",
whidh or^nizers hope will draw more than

1,800 activists from around the nation.

"We need to help shape the national
image of our people through these prog-
rams," he said.

Members of Colors United, which was
created after Gov. Pete Wilson vetoed a gay
rights bill, said the gay community must
unite to effectively fight against ste-

reotypes, spokesman Ron Gutierreg said.

"Up to this point, we haven't really

maximized our power," he said. "We are the

only oppressed group that are so strategi-

cally placed throughout this earth that we
don't even know it

Gays and lesbians live in every culture

and know every language, said Guiterreg,

who added that they should take advantage

See FORUM, page 9

Studentvoter rally emphasizes involvemeiit
By Gwen Goldbloom

While more than 13,000 basket-

ball fans packed Pauley Pavilion

for the UCLA-USC game, a rally

at Hedrick Hall aimed at mobiliz-

ing prospective student voters

drew a small gathering of about

100 students.

During the two-hOur rally, the

speakers encouraged students to

get interested and involved in the

political process because like most

college students, many UCLA
students fail to cast their votes at

the ballot box.

"You have a small city right

here on campus," said Long Beach
City Councilman Ray Grabinski.

"You could almost elect your own
city councilman."

Grabinski joined a list of speak-

ers that included UCLA Academic
Affairs Commissioner Steve Gon-
zalez, External Vice-President

Neera Tanden and university rela-

tions official Derrick Mims.
Undergraduate student govern-
ment president Danette Martin was
scheduled to speak but did not

attend.

Although the overall success of
the rally was limited by the

attention drawn to the basketball

game, the rally used musical and
cultural entertainment to compli-

ment political speakers and attract

student interest, receiving a posi-

tive response from the meager

crowds ^— —

^

"Since we've been called the

MTV Generation, we used an
entertainment format to educate

the people," said Metro Lobby
director and rally organizer Sanjay

Sabarwal. "But unfortunately it

(the rally) was competing againsi a

lot of factors."

In addition to rap artists and
Latin and East Indian dancing.

r^

See RALLY, page 8
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Today, January 31, 1992

1 2:00 NOON
USAC
The Bradford Ruling
1102Perlofr

:()() pin

Campus Events
My Own Private Idaho
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

9:00 pni

CamiHis Events
Paris Is Burning
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Saturday, February 1, 199?

8:00 pin

Korean Students Association
Song Festival '92

UCLA Schoenberg Auditorium

Sunday, February 2, 1992

7:00 pin

UCLA Student Committee for the Arts
Jazz At The Wadsworth
Bobby Lyle

Wadsworth Theater
FREE!!!

Monday, February 3, 1992

1 2:00 NOON
Campus Events
Noontime Concert - NYMPHS
FREE!!!
Westwood Plaza

5:00 pin

Jewish Student Union
Exhibition of Operation Solomon Photographs
Reception, greetings & discussion at 6:00 pm
Kerckhoff Gallery

8:00 pin

Campus Events
Babes in Toyland with Failure

Cooperage
FREE!!!

General
SWCAJSAC
February 3-7

Fitness & Nutrition Week
Look for events next week.
Mardl Gras 1992
Booth Applications due January 31, 1992
Kerckhoft 129

C^J

Commentary

George Bush shouldn't

go to maleonly clubs

I'm
miffed at George Bush.

No, this has nothing to do with

the State of the Union address

or the budget It has to do with

Bush*s attendance at two male-

only clubs last Saturday. I don't

believe that a president of the

United States should go to clubs

that discriminate against women.
Tm not asking for the govern-

ment to outlaw such clubs. And I

certainly understand the appropri-

ateness at times of limiting certain

social engagements to a single sex.

Bachelor parties, showers and just

plain nights out with the boys/girls

can be, if nothing else. fun. In a

country that subscribes to freedom
of association, people ought to be
free to gather solely with members
of their own sex.

That's the way male-only clubs

want Americans to look at the

issue of their clubs, too — just a

bunch of guys getting together and
being men. As if their clubs are a

prolonged fishing weekend and the

guys just want to be alone so they
can smell or spit fish guts or

something.

What a joke. The 50-member
Alibi luncheon club is no fraternity

Debra
Saunders
for slouches. Its members include

former Chief Justice Wamcn Bur-
ger and former Sen. Howard
Baker, R-Tenn., who recently told

reporters the club was "one of the

last bastions"; Baker also said that

he thought women should be
allowed into the group and that

Bush probably would agree.

The 200 members of the Alfalfa

Club, which hosts one stag dinner/

satire fest each year, include

prominent polilicos from both

parties and other honchos.

In other words, to describe the

Alfalfa or Alibi clubs as gatherings

where guys get to be just guys is a

joke. What these clubs really are

are power-broker guilds, in which
admittance can be an entry to a

political appointment or some
other career boost.

As Baker said, they're bastions

See SAUNDERS, page 6

In the Jan. 30 issue of The Bruin, "GALA tries to dispel gay-
parenting stereotypes." Emily Hertzbeig's name was misspelled.

And in the Jan. 29 issue. "Injury ends gymnast's season," UCLA
gymnast Gina Pescc's physician was misidentified. Her doctor is

Matthew Shapiro, the UCLA team physician.

The finiin regrets the enors.
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Is Islam compatible with feminism?
By Letisia IMarquez
Dally Bruin Staff

Although some people believe

Islam deprives women of sexual
equality, others praise the egalita-

rian values inherent in the relig-

ion's holy book.

A panel of Muslim women
presented these views at a UCLA
forum Wednesday when they

debated whether Islam and femin-

ism complement each other.

"Islam elevates the status of
women," UCLA biology research-

er Juman Kubba told the crowd of
20 professors and students. "A

Panel of Muslim women debates

Islam's views of gender roles
distinction needs to be made
between what Islam preaches and
what actually goes on."

Although some Middle Eastern
leaders have oppressed their peo-
ple in the name of Islam, the

religion itself gives both men and
women political and economic
rights, according to some of the

speakers.

Islam encourages women to

pursue an education, work outside

of the home and own property, said

Kubba, who is a memtfer of
UCLA*s Muslim Students Associ-
ation.

And the prophet Muhammad's
saying that **paradise lies beneath
the feet of mothers" demonstrates
the high regard Islam holds for

motherhood, she said.

"Islamic people are very proud
of these concepts and we do not

feel they limit women in any way,"

she added.

But other women said Islam

does not give them all the rights

they need.

"Women are viewed as more
emotional, more weak," said Shee-
pa Seekaroudy, a Cal State Long
Beach student, who added that this

concept justifies women's
inequality in Islamic countries.

Seekaroudy, who left Iran in

1983, said that Iranian women are

treated like second-class citizens

because their government is based
on Islamic law.

"I do not see Iranian women
having significant political rights,"

"We need to release

Western women's claim

on feminism ifwe are to

understand other forms

of feminism."
«

Fadwa El Gulndl
Anthropology Professor

Fire hydrant fl

Seekaroudy said.

But an Islamic women's group,
composed of upper-class, edu-
cated women, is trying to reform
some laws, including those that

prohibit women from working as

See ISLAM, page 7

• • I causes North Campus evacuation
By Birgit Rasmussen
Dally Bruin Staff

Water gushing from a fire

hydrant flooded parts of the North
Campus Student Center Tuesday
afternoon, forcing a temporary
evacuation of the building until the

spill could be cleaned up.

"All of the sudden there was an
announcement asking us to pick up
our books and leave, because
water was going to come through

the ceiling," said one student who
was at the center during the

incident

While the ceiling remained dry,

muddy water soon stood several

inches high in the main dining
room. The trouble began at 3:30
p.m. when construction workers
disconnecting a fire hydrant broke
the cap to the waterline, officials

said. The accident displaced about
100 customers and temporarily

interrupted all services.

*The impact on us was pretty

significant," said Division Mana-
ger Tom Cutkomp.

Although the kitchen opened
again within 15 minutes, custom-
ers went elsewhere the rest of the

evening because of the water and
smell, Cutkomp said.

Outside dining areas and the

small dining and TV room were
unaffected, but the main dining'

room remained closed for the night

and other areas were inaccessible

until Thursday.

"We anticipate to recoup lost

sales and the cost of cleanup from
either the university or the con-
tractors," Cutkomp said. How-
ever, the extent of damage and the

full cost of cleanup remains to be
seen, according to Food Services
Director Rich Wheeler.
-, Contractors still on the scene
were able to re-cap the hydrant
within 20 minutes. The Los
Angeles Fire Department esti-

mated the water loss at about
12.000 gallons of water per
minute, or roughly 240,000 gallons
of water total.

Much of that water found its

way into the North Campus main
dining room, a study lounge and
conference rooms. Some even got
as far as a construction site

alongside parking lot 5, Wheeler
said.

See WATER, page 7

Cause for pause director

make gender issues
imaiy focus at UCLA

By Toni Rivera
Daily Bruin Staff

In an era when women's reproductive rights may be redefined by the
U.S. Supreme Court, Kathryn Norberg hopes to make gender issues a
primary focus at UCLA.

Norberg has been named the new director for the Center for the Smdy
of Women.

"I think women's concerns on this campus have been overiooked. The
center should be a platform for the promotion of the feminist's criticism
of this knowledge," she said.

These rights, as defined by Norberg, entitle a woman to be a legal sur-
rogate mother or have an abortion.

"I would like to assist in linking research with activism by sponsoring
conferences on women's issues and bringing to focus health issues like
women and AIDS and reproductive rights."

The 8-year-old center coordinates and supports research on women
and gender-related issues, providing seminars and lectures to students
and faculty.

Before Norberg received her new position, she helped to develop a
fund for the research on women of color.
The grant, the Ford Ethnic Woben's project, was sponsored by the

Ford Foundation and administered to faculty studying minority women.
Seminars and projects like these that the center sponsors are important

to the university because they allow faculty members to take information,
including the concerns of minority women, back to the classroom*
Norberg said.

In addition to her work with the center, the history professor and for-
mer '60s activist is now writing a book ibout prosUtution in 17th- and
18th-century France.

See DIRECTOR, page 7

Honig tells schools
to expect tough year
State will receive $450 billion

less than anticipated next ye^r

BURT HERMAN

Xavler VIclcoute of Monkey Paw gets down on his knees to pray for applause In Westwood
Plaza on Wednesday.

.-(

By Nanette A^lmov
The San Francisco Chronicle

MONTEREY — California's

cash-strapped schools will receive

$450 million less than anticipated

next year under the state's latest

budget projections, schools chief

Bill Honig told a gathering of
California school superintendents.

**There is a crisis situation in

Sacramento," Honig told the

school leaders on Thursday. *The
message is, *You are going to have

a lough year next year.'"

In a wide-ranging address to the

Association of California School
Administrators, Honig said that

the school-financing guarantee
known as Proposition 98 remained
intact, despite the erosion of
financial support
He praised Gov. Pete Wilson,

saying the two of them had "the
best workjing relationship I have
ever seen." Honig had a difficult

See SCHOOLS, page 7
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Briefs
World

U.S. soM higMech
equipment to Iran

WASHINGTON — The Commerce
Department approved the sale of $59
million worth of high-technology equip-
ment to Iran during a 13-month period in

1990-91 despite other agencies* concerns
about Iran*s record of supporting terror-

ists and developing nuclear weapons.
An internal Commerce Department list

of the approvals shows 90 contracts that

received export licenses, even though the

department has a policy of denying export
licenses for the shipment of many of the

products to Iran. The products on the list

include scientific measuring gear for

electrical and telecommunications equip-
ment, several types of computers, gyro-

scopes and oscilloscopes for measuring
electrical currents.

U.S. changes policy

on Haitian exile status

WASHINGTON— In a shift in policy
on Haitian exiles, the Bush administration

said on Thursday that Haitians will be
able to apply immediately for refugee
status at the United Slates Embassy in

Port-au-Prince for direct resettlement in

the United States.

The procedure, being used for the first

time in peacetime for a non-communist
country, makes Haitians who believe they
arc in danger ofpcrsecution eligible for ft

Nation

new category of legal immigration. The
United States has similar programs only
in Vieuiam, Cuba and the former Soviet
Union.

Adminisu-ation officials declined to

comment on the scope or intent of the

policy.

Diplomats discuss
post-€old War peace
NEW YORK — President Boris N.

Yeltsin of Russia on Thursday night
joined a parade of world leaders gathering
in New York for Friday's summit meeting
at the United Nations, but diplomats said

he was looking beyond a high-profile

debut in Big Power poUtics to crucial talks

with President Bush on Saturday on
nuclear arms cuts and aid to his troubled
homeland.

Thirty years after Khrushchev banged
his shoe on a rostrum at the United
Nations, creating one of the most endur-
ing images of the cold war, the leaders of
15 nations — the permanent and tempor-
ary members of the United Nations
Security Council — are coming together

in a new spirit of cooperation with an
avowed purpose of shaping a more
humane and peaceful world order.

N.Y. court approves
lesbian adoption
NEW YORK — In a ruling that

broadens the legal rights of gay couples, a

Surrogate Court Judge in Manhattan has

approved the adoption of a 6-year-old boy
by the lesbian partner of a woman who
gave birth to the boy after being artificial-

ly inseminated.

The decision joins a growing nation-

wiflc trend towards stiengtlnlening tfie"

rights of those in non-traditional families

in areas such as housing, health insurance

benefits and child visitations.

It is believed to be the first such
adoption ever approved in New York
State. Indeed, it offers new hope to gay
rights activists.

Defense cut may incur

delays, high costs
President Bush*s plans to cut military

spending by deferring production of
newly designed weapons may result in

serious delays and higher costs when they

are actually built, manufacturing special-

ists say.

The design now, build later approach
that is being proposed by the Defense
Department aims to save 35 to 45 percent
of the cost of new weapons by designing
them and building test models, but
delaying production until they are actual-

ly needed.

The idea is to keep American weapons
technology at the cutting edge without

spending billions for unnecessary hard-

ware. Defense Department officials have
said.

Mayo clinic is site
of murdeivsuicicie

CHICAGO — A psychiatrist visiting

from Iowa walked into a friend's hospital

room at the Mayo Medical Center
complex in Rochester, Minn., eariy

Thursday and apparently shot the man to

death as he lay on his bed, the authorities

said. The doctor then put the gun in his

mouth and killed himself.

The two men had lived together on the

grounds of a public mental hospital in

Cherokee, Iowa, where the psychiatrist.

Dr. Ralph D. Uskey, mg\\U attended to
padenis and oversaw a 208-bed chemical
dependency unit

Laskey, 56, had apparendy gone to

Rochester six days ago to visit his friend

and housemate, Ronald McCoy, 50, a

patient at the medical complex, which
includes the Mayo Clinic, one of the

nation's most respected medical facilities.

State
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Trading^ard firm

line of mass killers

FORESTVILLE— A small publishing

company, known for its wacky trading

cards of dictators, gangsters and savings-

and-loan culprits, is now trying to comer
an even more unorthodox part of the

collector's market by releasing a series on
mass killers.

Campus

Man convicted after

publicly masturtiating

A 37-year-old male was convicted on
one charge of indecent exposure for

publicly masturbating at UCLA Tuesday
at around 5 p.m., according to police
records.

Scott N. Davis was watching women
cheerieaders practice on the south side of
the Wooden Center, Sgt. Phil Baguiao
said.

Davis has at least one previous convic-

tion for masturbating on campus. If

convicted again, Davis faces a higher
felony charge, Baguiao said.

In an unrelated incident, 32-year-old
James Nunes was also arrested and
charged with one felony count of indecent

exposure on Gayley Avenue, according to

police fecoms.

Nunes appeared at the West Los
Angeles Municipal Court Wednesday for

sentencing and faces time in tiie Los
Angeles County Jail. Baguiao said.

Compiled from Bruin staff and wire
services

SOFINA'S SPA TOTE.
Your gift with the purchase of any 2 Sofina products.

Valued at over $50!

Now, for a limited time, come to your Sofina Cosmetics

counter for ultimate skincare and receive Sofina's Spa Tote

as your special gift. Bright aqua with purple accents, Sofina's

Spa Tote has a unique triangular shape, is spacious at 19" X

1
2" and has a zippered top.

Plus as a special bonus, you'll receive travel sizes of Sofina's

Moisture Replenisher and Moisture Retainer for skin more

youthful than you ever thought possible; and for a flawless^

natural looking complexion, our advanced formula Milky

and Powder Foundation.

So, stop by your Sofina Cosmetics counter now through

February 14.

BULLOCK^S
Century City 213-556-1611

Westwood 213-208-4211

-limi! one per customer while supplies last.

Not valid with any other offer.
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Have a

Room of

Your Own
m - ' - - - i

at Oxford

This Summer.

Be an Oxford Scholar.
By joining the 23rd annual Oxford /Berkeley summer program
for adults you can experience the 700-year tradition of
scholarship at Oxford University. You choose from 24
small-group seminars, each taught by an Oxford don—from
Shakespeare to country houses, the international economy to
British art. You live in historic Worcester College, the only
Oxford college with its own lake and playing fields, and studym the Bodleian Library. Enjoy tea in the cloisters, dinner at
High Table, evening lectures by leading scholars, and
Shakespeare at Stratford. Join us.

Two three-week sessions July 6 to 25 and July 27 to August 5,

A joint program of the University of California Extension and
University of Oxford Continuing Education.

Fora free brochure call (510) 642-3112, ext.32.
or send this coupon with your name and address to Marketing Dept 32C
University of California Extension, 2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720.

'

UC Berkeley Extension

No malter what you do, your event is doomed to fall|]^ one knows about it- Call 825-3161 to publicize in tbe Bruiiil
attJMJljuiijijw^^

M^^a^^M^MUkad^ta^U^kMaW^ MMMMMMMMMMMMMM

U.S. says China secretly

selling missile tedinoiogy
By Elaine Sciolino

with Eric Schmitt
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — American
intelligence repbrts indicate that

China is continuing to sell missile

technology to Syria and Pakistan
despite statements by Chinese
leaders that they are willing to curb
missile exports, according to

senior administration officials.

Beijing has recently delivered to

Syria about 30 tons of chemicals
needed to make a solid-fuel missile

add plans to deliver an additional

60 tons in March or April, said the
officials, who added that the
amount was enough to make a
"significant** number of intermedi-
ate-range missiles. It has also
delivered to Pakistan guidance
units that could be used to control
the flight of M-11 ballisUc mis-
siles, they added.

The issue is important because
the United States is poised to lift

sanctions on the sale of American
satellite parts and high-speed
computers that were imposed last

spring after the United States

learned that China had secretly

delivered launchers for M-11
missiles to Pakistan.

During the visit of Secretary of
State James A. Baker in to Beijing
in November. Chinefie nffirialc

sam tney would abide by the

provisions of a 1987 international

agreement restricting the export of
missiles and missile technology,
but only if the Administration
lifted the sanctions.

In addition, the administration

has made the issue of non-prolifer-

ation a linchpin of its post-cold-

war foreign policy, and is espe-
cially eager to halt the transfer of
nuclear, chemical and biological

weapons and ballistic missiles to

the developing world.

President Bush, who favory
removal of the sanctions, will raise

the issue of China*s proliferation

practices when he meets at the
United Nations on Friday with
China *s prime minister, Li Peng.
Leading lawmakers and human
rights organizations have sharply
criticized the meeting, the first

between the leaders since Chinese
troops crushed the democracy
movement in China in June 1989.
The fact that such a meeting is

taking place refiects Bush*s firm
belief that the best way to mod-
erate China*s behavior is through
dialogue, a strategy that has been
criticized even inside the admi-
nistration.

*Therc was great controversy
about whether the president should
evea meet Li Peng,*^ a senior
adminisu-ation official said. "It

raised the whole debate about how
best to bring the Chinese along—
by stiff-arming them or by coaxing
them when they make a few moves
in the right direction.**

Administration officials have
played down the significance of
Friday's meeting, describing it as a
short encounter and as a "cour-
tesy** to the Chinese, who
requested it.

When asked at a briefing on
Friday whether an announcement
to lift sanctions was imminent, a
State Department spokesman, Joe
Snyder, said that once te Vmt-
governments completed the agree-
ment reached during Baker*s
meeting in November, "the admi-
nistration plans to take the steps

necessary to lift the June 1991
sanctions."

"We have no set timetable for

lifting the sanctions,** he said.

There are deep divisions in the

administration over the wisdom of
lifting the sanctions. Many intelH-

gence officials and some senior

Pentagon officials oppose any
easing of restrictions, while the

White House is clearly in favor of
such a move.

Yugoslav peacekeepers
near brink of
By Chuck Sudetlc
The New York Times

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia — A
United Nations proposal to send
peacekeeping forces to war-
ravaged Croatia edged to the brink

of collapse on Thursday night after

Croatian leaders demanded funda-
mental changes in the plan. West-
em diplomats said.

A complete breakdown would
certainly jeopardize the flimsy

four-week cease-fire that was
brokered by United Nations nego-
tiators.

*The Croatian objections are a
new obstacle coming on,** said one
Western diplomat

Another described the Croatian
objections, delivered to United
Nations officials during talks this

week, a result of "post-recognition
euphoria,** which he said embol-
dened officials in Zagreb to
demand revisions after their gov-
ernment gained diplomatic recog-
nition from Germany and then
from the rest of the European
Community.
—^Tudjman is all cock-a-hoop
about recognition,** said the first

diplomat, referring to Croatia *s

president, Franjo Tudjman.
Specifically, Croatia*s leaders

have amended their original

endorsement of the plan to demand
a say in the appointment of local

officials and police in areas of
Croatia where Serbs have estab-

lished control. Under the peace-
keeping plan, these regions are

designated United Nations-pro-
tected areas.

"The Croats are obviously
demanding explicit recognition

from the United Nations that Uie

disputed territory is Croatian and
will be Croatian and that Croatia*s

constitution and laws will be valid

there,** a Western diplomat said.

**This is obviously something that

the Serbs will never go along with.

"More work needs to be done,**

said the United Nations envoy,

Marrack Goulding, before flying

back to New York on Thursday
morning to brief Secretary General

Boutros Ghali on his four days of
talks with Croatian, Serb, and
Yugoslav army officials.

As many as 10,000 people have
died in the first seven months of

the Serb-Croat war.

Croatia's and Serbia*s presi-

dents and the former Yugoslav
defense minister. Gen. Veljko

Kadijevic, agreed a montii ago to a

United Nations plan for the

deployment of 10,(XX) peacekeep-

ing troops in three areas. The areas

roughly correspond to Croatian

regions that have predominanUy
Serb populations.

The plan calls for the complete

withdrawal of pro-Serbian Yugo-
slav national army units and the

disarming of local Serb militias.

"The longer it takes the United

Nations force to come in, the less

likely the cease-fire is to hold,'*

another diplomat said. "It*s just a

question of when the cease-fire

starts breaking down.**

;-J^'
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UCLA MARDIGRAS
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1992 are
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129.
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UCLA Student Committee for the Arts proudly presents

JAZZAT THE WADSWORTH '
~

an evening of Tianomagic* with the jazz
keyboard wizardry of

Bobby Lyle
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l^indajl Februai^ 2
"^ Wadsworth Theater

wajT 405; fnm campiu tabi SantJi Monica bus lia* 2)

FREEH! ^ I
Jazz at the Wadsworth is a concert series presented on the firt Sunday ofevery month at 7pm, The second hour of
each performance is recorded and broadcasted on 89.3 KPCC-FM laUr in the month. Thamgk s^oHng is on
flni-camm btuU, UCLA students ujithW may enter thrtmgh the pHoHty student door.*
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Making police cliief

to civilians is LAPD's main
ntaMe

H I com
Nielsen ratings

^^By Patrick McGreevy
and Rick Oriov
Los Angeles Daily News

Six months after calling for reforms to end racism
and brutality in the Los Angeles Police Department,
the Christopher Commission declared that the most
critical tasic ahead is winning voter approval of
measures to make the police chief accountable to
civilian authorities.

In a progress report released Thursday on the
reforms it proposed last July 9. the commission urged
Chief Daryl F. Gates to honor his written commit-
ment to step down in April to ensure that a new chief
is in place by the June 2 election.

Voter approval of proposed City Charter amend-
ments is critical to curbing excessive force by
restoring civilian oversight and control over the Los
Angeles Police Department and its chief, who now
has job protection "virtually unheard of in any other
major city in the United States," the report said.

The problem of brutality by police officers, such as
the videotaped beating of motorist Rodney King that
prompted formation of the commission, is "essen-
tially one of leadership, management and supervi-
sion," the report said.

"Excessive force will be curbed only when those
with the authority to command, fron^i the chief of
police on down to the sergeants, are held accountable
for the conduct of those they lead," the commission
said.

"The proposed Charter Amendment is designed to
promote that accountability and ensure civilian

oversight, ^y.hile maintaining an appropriate degree
of indcpcndciice for the chief and the department," it

said.

Warren Christopher, the former deputy U.S.
attorney general who was chairman of the commis-
sion, appealed to voters to support the charier
amendment on the June 2 city ballot.

"1992 will be the time to test whether the good
intentions expressed in the last six months can be
translated into real restraint in connection with
excessive force and genuine improvement in racial,

ethnic and gender attitudes — results that the people
of this city can see and feel," Christopher said.

The Christopher Commission — officially the
Independent Commission on the Los Angeles Police
Dcparunent — was empaneled by Mayor Tom
Bradley and Gates following the March 3, videotaped
police beating of motorist Rodney King in suburban
Lake View Terrace.

It concluded that there were serious problems of
brutality, mismanagement and bias against women,
minorities and homosexuals and called for new
leadership in the department to implement a series of
reforms.

Because of existing civil service protections, the

chief has virtual job-for-life tenure. Under the
proposed charter amendment, the chief would be
limited, to serving two, five-year terms in office and
would be stripped of civil service protection.

MICHAEL LAN/DtfV Bruin

Leslie Nieisen, connic star of such movies as -Airplane!"
and "The Naked Gun," gives his acting a thumbs up In Ack-
erman Grand Ballroom on Wednesday.

The Latin American Student Association

PRESENTS

SAUNDERS
From page 2

-"-Strongholds Uiat protect tmidea:
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Featuring LIZ Guili^n, representative from MALDEF, the Mexican American
Legal Defense and Educational Fund.

She will.be giving a presentation on the legal background regarding the recent
Bradford court ruling affecting all undocumented California students in higher
education.

Friday, January 31, 1992— ' ——1 2:00 - 1 :30 PM——

—

1102Perloff

For more information, call 825-2815

PAID FOR BY MINI-GRANTS

and keep outsiders out.

Now, if a presidential aspirant

dared dine at a club that discrimi-
nated against Jews or racial

minorities, he wouldn't be in the
field too long. American voters
don't take kindly to such mean-
spirited bylaws.

So why is it permissible to

discriminate against women?
lean hear the wisecracks: Admit

women and the men won't be able
to dine without having to listen to

those squeaky voices. Or: How
else can men be spared all those
PMS stories?

(Not long ago the excuse would
have been that Washington's sci-

ons feared admitting women lest

off-color remarks would offend
women members. I'd love to
watch someone repeat that argu^
ment with a straight face.) ^
More honest chauvinists cite the

comfort factor. They say men are
more comfortable widi other men.

Call this The Fogy Syndrome:
the odd belief that today's male
movers and shakers — men who
have witnessed great change and
have successfully fought their way
to the top— are too delicate to be
disturbed by the presence of
change in the guise of having to

share the dinner table with women.
It's clear why clubs choose to

exclude some people: They don't
want to share the power and
prestige their association gives
them. The barring ofnew members
preserves existing members'
monopoly on string-pulling. It's a
way to keep the reins of power in

the hands of those who already
have arrived, along with their

chosen successors.

Could it be that men are afraid to

compete with women on a level
field?

I understand that exclusive
clubs have a right to exclude.
That's why I admire the Califomia-r
law that has exposed the lie that

such clubs are simple social
organizations by taking that argu-
ment at face value. If a club is

stricdy social and has nothing to do
with work, the law says, that's

fine, but members can't deduct
dues or club expenditures as
business expenses on their tax

returns. Since then, many a gander
gaggle has seen the light.
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relationship with Wilson's pre-

decessor, George Deukmejian,
that resulted in continual battles

over school financing.

Although Wilson unsuccessful-
ly attempted to suspend Proposi-
tion 98 for this year, he left it alone
in his proposal for next year,

targeting health and welfare
instead.

California plans to spend $25.2
billion next year on public educa-
tion, with schools guaranteed 40
percent of the state's general fund
under Proposition 98.

Although Wilson has promised
"full funding" of that guarantee,

reduced revenues make it possible
to chip away at^ the money allo-

cated.

Eariier this month, Wilson's
original proposal offered educa-
tion $183 million less than the

Proposition 98 allocation as part of
a compromise over the budget
crisis. It was a relatively small
amount that Honig said he would
not quibble with.

On Wednesday, the State
Finance Committee increased the

state deficit projection by $2.6
billion. This left education, the
single largest expenditure, open to

$450 million in additional cuts.

Honig said.

Glum superintendents from
around the state expressed liule

surprise at the news.

*This w4U be^ a major probtem-
for us,** said Eve Bressler, super-

intendent of Millbrae Elementary
School District, which already

anticipated receiving $6 less per
student under the original "fully

funded" proposal.

"We thought we were only

facing a $100,000 deficit," said

Superintendent William Levinson,

of Sonoma Valley Unified School
District. "This news means we'll

have to go back to our earlier fall

projections of a $600,000 deficit"

In his speech, Honig lauded the

state's accomplishments in educa-
tion reform as a "model for the

nation."

But he chastised the superinten-

dents for not lobbying harder for

money for school construction,

which lags behind the state's

soaring enrollment.

He also spoke out against the

school-choice initiative, whose
vocal proponents arc seeking slate

financing for private education.

Honig won a standing ovation

when he vowed to stay through his

term, which ends in 1994, despite

serious legal challenges he faces

from the state attorney general,

federal auditors and his own Board
of Education. He predicted that

each would self-destruct in time.

*There have been some wild and
reckless charges. But I have a

record of integrity," he said.

The state and federal investiga-

tions concern alleged mishandling
of about $200,000 in state employ-
ee salaries.

A lawsuit by the board is an
effort to gain greater control over
the education budget Honig pre-

dicted that the suit would die by
March, when his two leading

opponents are due to leave the

board.

^ATER
From page 3
Once the hydrant had been re-

capped, a new water line had to be
rerouted and the building was left

without water for two hours.

However, by Wednesday
morning the main dining room was
back open for business after

employees worked all night to

clean up the spill, Cutkomp said.

Cortference rooms and a study
lounge remained closed until

Thursday.

From page 3
She said she expects to complete

the book in 1993.

"If we look at prostitution (of

the past) and the fact that today
women's reproductive rights may
be overturned, we can conclude
thatwomen's sexuality and bodies
have been controlled by men," she

added.

Although she said women have
gained greater freedom in the past

20 years, she now fears that these

gains -- like the 1973 Roe v. Wade
Supreme Court decision— may be
reversed.

The Roc vs. Wade ruling made
abortion legal on a national level

by declaring that the federal

government had authority over the

states in this issue.

Programs like those offered by
the center and the newly formed
Chancellor's Coordinating Coun-
cil on the Status of Women will be
a voice for these concerns. Nor-
berg said.

"By bringing together the intel-

lectual and political sides of the

concerns of women (through
research) done by the center, this

will bring the existing knowledge
away from the margins to the

central concerns of this universi-

ty." she added.

Hillaiy Clinton Jokes I f

By Scott Shepard
Ck)x News Service

WASHINGTON — Tabloid
allegations of a romance between
Arkansas Gov. Bill CUnton and a

cabaret singer provided laughter at

a Democratic fundraiser Thursday
night, with Clinton's wife Hillary

delivering some of the best pun-
chlines.

The event, a dinner roast of
Democratic National Committee
Chairman Ron Brown, attracted

more than 1,000 people, some
drawn out of curiosity about how
Mrs. Clinton would respond to

jokes about her husband, the

front-runner for the Democratic
presidential nomination.

"It's 10 o'clock, Hillary, where
is Bill Clinton?" asked talk show
host Larry King, the roast emcee,
in his opening monologue.

"Bill Clinton is with the other
woman in his life ... his daughter,
Chelsea," responded Mrs. Clinton
when it came her time at the

'other woman'
podium.

Mrs. Clinton, substituting for

her husband, departed from the

good-natured kidding expected at

such events, explaining that "after

the week I've had. I don't want to

roast anybody."

The Clintons have spent more
than a week commenting on
reports in the tabloid Star alleging

that the governor had a 12-year
affair with Gennifer Flowers, an
Arkansas state employee and
part-time singer.

ISLAM
From page 3
judges, she said.

.Because Iranian men perceive
women as more emotional, they do
not think women can be impartial

as judges or jurors, Seekaroudy
said. But she added that more
families are allowing their daught-
ers to get an education and a job.

"In Iran, feminism is still

unclear and a scary word which
only makes sense to the Western
worid," she said.

Other speakers agreed that

Iranian women do not identify

with feminism, which is associated

with the Western worid.

Members of a prominent Iranian

women's organization do not

consider themselves "feminist,''

according to Hisae Nakanishi, a
UCLA history graduate student
The group established a school

that offers job training and oppor-
tunities for women, she said.

*They are basically trying to put an
emphasis on women's role in

society."

But if feminism is not judged
with a Western perspective, some
Islamic women's groups are
feminist

"We need to release Western
women's claim on feminism if we
are to understand other forms of
feminism," said Fadwa El Guindi,
a visiting UCLA anthropology
professor.

Guindi, who has studied
women's movements in Egypt

was one of the first scholars to

suggest that feminism is thriying in

the Muslim community.
While in Egypt she studied a

women's group that promoted
women's rights.

*They were calling for women's
liberation and a reaffirmation of
Islamic culture," she said.

Although attending a university

is viewed as a non-traditional path
for women. Egyptian college
women are choosing to wear the

traditional Islamic dress, which
includes veils and long clothing,

she added.

And since women are able to
adhere to Islam and pursue a career
at the same time, they should
consider themselves feminists,

Guindi said.

Players, don^t

enter battle

Without your
weapons!
Ifyou don't hkve all

these books,

you're missing half

the fun!
Tome of Magic

Containing over 200 new spells and nugical

items, this tome is for all wuards and pnests.

The pages cover new wild magic, elementalists.

spheres of chaos, quest spells, and more.

It's a must for all spellcasters.

Character Record Sheets

What will defeat a 100-foot dragon? What if you

fall off the chff while fighting? Will a magKal

potion cure you? These and more can be

answered with these sheets. Record your abibty

scores, possessions, background, and more.

.Monstrivionstrous
Compenciium

Player's Handbook
The indispensable encyclopedia of adventure

gaming. Everything players need: how to create

characters, differences between races, mapping

and combat rules, and more.

The Complete Fighter's Handbook
Over 125 pages of advKe on making your fighter

the toughest character in the realms. It imludes

new weapons, proficiencies, fighting styles.

combat rules, and wamor kits.

ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS is • r«g«l«r«d trademark owrwd by TSR. IrK
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Monstrous Compendium 1

1

An incredible collection of dragons, giants, trolls.

fiends, and more. Over 140 pages with

illustrations, descnptions, and stats, with

a new reference guide.
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If I only knew more

about computers...^
TOUGH JOB MARKET AHEAD?

GET AN EDGE — TAKE PIC 1

Do you know about the course Program in

Computing 1 - a friendly, practical introduction to

computers, with a hands-on PC lab? Look at the job

listings in the Placement and Career Planning

Center. You will see that

* two thirds mention computer knowledge ("PC
experience a plus," "computer literate") or tasks

usually needing computers ("edit documents,"

"operate lab equipment");

• only one third require no use of computers
("familiar with freeway system." "street smarts,"

"maintain kitchen area"), and for these jobs there

is the most competition.

Computing is also helpful for careers such as law

and medicine. You need an edge, and ^^ can help

you get it. We offer two sections of PIC 1 every

quarter. See the Schedule of Classes for details.

For more information, please call Joyce Roberts in

the Program in Computing, at (310) 206-1309.

PIC 1 is both conceptual and practical. It covers

hardware and software concepts, windows, word
processing, spreadsheets, databases, graphics, and
more. Qur labs have newly updated, powerful PC's,

with the latest software.

Get an edge!

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY
(CL£AR(COLOI^ $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (tmo Mvoiy). $79 SET
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EYE EXAM $15
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^5.00 Off
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We Now Deliver!
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ke Cream AVogurt

208-8048 Westwood Village

The Korean Students Association

Proudly Presents ...

THE 12TH ANNUAL UCLA KSA COLLEGE

J
Song Festival '92
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Tomorrow night!!!

Saturday,
February 1, 1992

UCLA Schoenbeig Auditorium

8:00 pm
(doors open at 7:45 pm)

FUNDED BY THE USAC BOARD OF DIRECTORS' PROGRAMMING FUND

JFK
From page 1

In September 1964, the commis-
sion published an 888-page report,

concluding that Lee Harvey
Oswald alone fired all the shots

that killed Kennedy.
The report also denied that

credible evidence existed of a
conspiracy within the government
to assassinate the president.

In a packed lecture hall at the

UCLA School of Law. Wesley
Liebeler, Richard Mosk and W.
David Slawson explained how the

commission came to its findings.

The three men also attacked

assertions raised in Stone's film. In

particular, they disputed ideas that

Kennedy was shot by multiple

gunmen and that U.S. officials

interfered with Kennedy's auto-

psy.

On the issue of multiple gun-
men, Liebeler, a UCLA law
professor and former assistant

counsel to the commission, said

this theory was convincingly dis-

proved.

"You can hypothesize about

1,000 other gunmen, but if some-
one else fired (at Kennedy) there is

no evidence of it," he said.

The three bullets found in Dallas

were those from the rifle belonging

to Oswald, the lone assassin,

Liebeler added. Police combed the

scene and found no other slugs.

Also, the notion that Oswald did

not have the time to fire three shots

can be dispelled, the panelists said.

Because film footage does not

clearly identify when all three

shots were fired and which one of
the three missed, it becomes
impossible to accurately time the

whole event and show how much
time Oswald actually had to fire

each shot, they said.

As for the idea that Kennedy's
head would not jerk backward if

shot from behind — as shown on
live footage — the panel brought

See JFK, page 9

RALLY
From page 1

rally organizers used student out-

rage over the recent approval of a

24 percent registration fee increase

to encourage students to register to

vote and sign letters to state

legislators to protest the fee hike.

"We're trying to mobilize the

youth to vote by discussing the fee

increase," said Jeff Pollack, assis-

tant director of the Metro Lobby,
UCLA's lobby group which per-

suades local officials.

Rally organizers also empha-
sized the im|X)nance of targeting

students who will be the most
affected by fee increases and
future changes in the university

system.

"We held the rally at the dorms
because we're focusing on fresh-

men because they're the most
affected by (the fee increase),"

Sabarwal said.

Many students who attended the

rally praised the success of the

event in spite of its low attendance.

"If it gets one person involved

it's done a good job," said Phillip

Sparks, a senior political science

major and Hedrick Hall resident

assistant. "Now I feel like I want to

do something."

"As a member of the communi-
ty, who am I to ask for things to

change and then not do anything

about it," he added.

Although rally volunteers suc-

cessfully collected 175 signed

letters and registered 50 students,

Sabarwal says he viewed the rally

as a learning experience rather

than an overall success.

"Next time it's going to be

bigger and better," he said.
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JFK
From page 8

in evidence conducted by a UC
Berkeley physics professor.

The evidence collected in

experiments using skulls filled

with gelatin showed that the brain
tissue spray resulting from the exit

wound of a bullet acted like "a jet"

to thrust the head towards the

bullet's point of entry.

And addressing Stone's asser-

tion that Kennedy's autopsy was
incomplete* the panel presented

the audience with the actual

medical report

While the movie waS correct in

portraying the difficulty the medi-
cal examiner had in finding the

bullet wound, "this is an example
of when someone takes ideas of
out of context and completely
distorts them," Liebeler said.

The movie should have shown
that the medical examiner eventu-

ally found a bullet wound and
determined its path through the

president's body, he said.

At the conference, Liebeler
made public an angry letter he sent

to Stone.

"Your movie is a vast tissue of
falsehood, deception and distor-

tion. You have an obligation to the

"Your movie is a vast

tissue of falsehood . . .

You have an obligation

to the American public

... to face up to the

deception perpetrated

by your work."

-Wesley Liebeler
UCLA Law Professor

American public ... to face up to

the deception perpetrated by your
work," he wrote in the letter.

*To that end I challenge you
personally, one on one, to debate
publicly the facts of President
Kennedy's assassination. I expect
you to decline this invitation

because your movie cannot be
defended on a factual basis," he
added.

Facing the audience's allega-

tions that the commission was a
sham, the three men denied that

they were negligent in uncovering
a conspiracy.

"I had every incentive to discov-

er a conspiracy," said Mosk, a

private L.A. auomey. "I could
have written a book and made a lot

of money."
The panel told the audience that

the commission wished to make all

information relevant to Kennedy's
assassination available to the

public.

"We believe that — with the

passage of time — all Warren
Commission files should be made
available to the public in recogni-

tion of the desirability ... of the

broadest possible accessibility to

public documents," said Slawson,
a use law professor.

"We have reason to believe it

would help (settle the issue)."

FORUM
From page 1

of that power.

However, gays and lesbians

need to reconcile differences

before they can effectively influ-

ence the rest of society, speakers
said.

"Lesbians and gay men see
things totally differently. We must
realize this before we can work
together," said Roland Palencia. a

representative from Gay and Les-
bian Latinos Unidos. "Celebrate

the differences. That's where the
strength is."

As part of the Geography Graduate Students Colloquium Series:

Barbara Cummings

and

book

signing!

Tropical Forests: Development,

Conservation and Human Rights

Friday. January 3 1st at 1:00 P.m.. Bunche 222 IE
Sponsored by ihe Depaitmem of Geography, the Graduate Siudenis
Association, the UCLA Rainforest Action Group, and USAC

Shaker's
Reserve Our Private

Room Upstairs*

Its free to all groups*
FREE & FAST DELIVERY

Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken
and mojo potatos Only $10.95
Large two topping pizza^^^

^^^^
2 slices, 1/2 order of mojos and all

you can drink Qnly $2.99
1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470

Sun-Thurs ll-lam; Fri & Sat ll-2am

824-4111 ^""
Shakey's
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' Always
Trying

A woman is offen measured by the things she cannot
control. She is measured by the way her body curves or
doesn't curve, by where she is flat or straight or round.
She is measured by 36-24-36 and inches and ages and
numbers, by all the outside things that don't ever add up
to who she is on the inside. And so if a woman is to be
measured, let her be measured by the things she can
control, by who she is and who she is trying to become.
Because as every woman knows, measurements are only
statistics, and STATISTICS LIE. r^r-*

Reprinted with permission of NIKE, Inc.

Beat the Statistics

k for Events next week
Fitness and Nutrition Week
Februarys-/

Paid For By USAC
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UniCamp is making steps to survive setliaclcs
By Tony Walker
and Robert Frackleton

UCLA UniCamp has recently

been the subject of two articles

in the Daily Bruin. One article

was concerned with the reduc-

tion in evening hours of Mardi

Gras, the income of which

represents a substantial part of

our operating budget (Daily

Bruin, "Past violence may shut

down Mardi Gras at night this

year," Jan. 21). The second

article was related to the

changes required in our exist-

ing water system, which serves,

our camp site in the San
Bemadino Mountains (Daily

Bruin, "UniCamp faces clo-

sure," Jan. 23). Both bring

forth the larger issue of Uni-

Camp's operation this summer.

UCLA UniCamp will run its

program for the children of

Los Angeles this summer. We
are actively working to insure

that our program will be at

our permanent camp site in the

-^an Bemadino Mountains. We
are also developing plans for

use of an alternative campsite,

a program on the UCLA cam-

have never had any health

problems as a result of our

existing water system. In the

past, UniCamp has relied on a

filtration and chlorination sys-

tem to purify its water. How-
ever, this filtration system will

not meet the newly-established

federal regulations.

We have been exploring

We are actively working to insure that our

program will be at our permanent camp site in the

San Bemadino Mountains.

pus or at another location in

the City of Los Angeles, for

the outside chance that this

proves necessary.

In our 57-year history, we

numerous alternative solutions,

and presently are drilling a

water well. The UCLA Uni-

Camp Board of Directors has

been and will continue to work

with the U.S. Forest Service

and the County of San Bema-
dino Environmental Health Ser-

vices Department to establish a

long-term water supply for the

camp.

UniCamp has been the grate-

ful recipient of funds raised by
Mardi Gras for over 50 years.

In past years, Mardi Gras has

raised over one-third of our

operating budget This year,

because of the change" in

operating hours being proposed,

the Board of Directors of

UCLA UniCamp has taken a

prudent step, and has not

budgeted any income from
Mardi Gras for 1992. We are

countering this reduction in

income from Mardi Gras by
increasing our fund-raising

efforts in other areas, and by

decreasing our expenses where
possible.

This week is UCLA Uni-

Camp week, our annual drive

for new volunteers to serve as

counselors at camp. It is also

the opportunity to raise con-

sciousness within the UCLA
community about UniCamp,
and its significant work on

behalf of the undeiprivileged

children oif Los Angeles. Stop
by Bruin Walk, meet our
volunteers, and learn more
about UCLA UniCamp. With
the support of the UCLA
community, we feel we can
meet the challenges before us.

Walker is the Executive Direc-

tor of UCLA UniCamp, Frack-
leton is a student member of
its Board of Directors.

Counterpoint

at birtli, it liegins

SINFEST (g>

QQ THE STDHE THING>»
^MTAMllJtn TOMATOBUNS

By Irena Auerbuch Smith

Kelly Grovier*s diatribe against women's constitutional right to

abortion (Daily Bruin, "Choice?" Jan. 29) left me with a single

question. What does he propose to do with the victims of the

"infant genocide** he so abhors?

After all, if the U.S. Constitution and its amendments are, as

he astutely points out, "great monuments to the high value of

human life,** we caa only assume that the administration of this

country is prepared, should Roe v. Wade be overturned, to

provide the would-be aborted fetuses with a better altemative.

Such an altemative — correct me if Tm wrong — would
include, given the founding fathers' abiding respect for human
life, such basic necessities as adequate living conditions and a

sound education.

Considering the fact that this country is in no position to

provide overwhelming numbers of even its current inhabitants

with these necessities, how can Grovier presume that it can

accommodate millions more, many of whom were and are

conceived as a result of incest, rape, or simply by a woman too

poor to care for their newboms?
In attacking women's (still, thank God) constitutional right to

abortion, Grovier conveniently overlooks the fact that respect for

life must continue far past the nine months of pregnancy and the

moment of birth. ^ '

So, Kelly, are you free to babysit?

Smith is a graduate student in comparative literature.
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^ Letters ''

Two wlio missed tiie point
Editor:

' " ' i
-

i r

I can't recall wimessing a

more cowardly act Deron Van
Boxtel attempts to disguise his

racist remarks (and unsuccess-

fully, I might add) in a

nagging complaint to the edi-

tor.

What starts out as a protest

against the Caucasian ste-

reotypes illustrated on the

UCLA Community Directory

cover soon turns into a vicious

attack on his "Asian counter-

parts.** ~

Van Boxtel claims that the

Caucasian male featured in the

Budweiser ad (on the back of

the directory) "signifies the

white male looking upward at

bis Asian male competitors as

they pass him by in the

continual domination of the

American business world." Uh,
hello? All I see is a bird

soaring in the sky. Only a

hard-core bigot would read it

as a threat from "Asian com-
petitors."

Again through Van Boxtel*

s

eyes, "The photo even has the

guy wearing sunglasses, no

doubt to hide the helpless look
in his eyes." Does a helpless

person grin? Since when did a

smile denote helplessness? It

hasn't in my lifetime.

So what's with the cop-out?
Why can't he just come out

and say it? "My name is

Deron Van Boxtel and I am a

racist." He doesn't need to

bring up the community direc-

tory to express an ethnically-

biased view. How can he

complain about Caucasian ste-

reotypes when he himself

nfakes generalizations about

Asians.

-b Carol Kwan
Freshman

Undeclared

Editor:

The letter by Deron Van
Boxtel (Daily Bruin, Jan. 27)

conceming ilie back cover of

the UCLA Community Direc-

tory being offensive to Cauca-
sian males was realized from

unfounded ideas not evident in

the advertisement.

The ad's intent to publicize

Budweiser products is the only
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sound conclusion one can come
to when viewing such ads. It

not only takes an avid and
wandering imagination to view
the 9d as offensive material,

but also abhorrence of the

Asian population from the per-

son viewing it.

I'm not saying his opinion is

invalid, since everyone is free

to express their own opinions

and ideas. However, the infer-

ence from the Budweiser ad to

"Asiatic domination" of the

business world, I admit, is an
opinion originating from an
invalid.

From my point of view, "the

white male looking upwards**

sees not his Asian competitors,

but an ad for Budweiser off in

the distance. The reflection

upon his sunglasses is not a

troupe of Asian businessmen,

but the letters spelling "Bud-
weiser.** Thus, it is not to the

Asian counterparts that the

man looks upon, instead it is

to Budweiser that he looks up
to.

Shiaw Wei Chang
Junior

Biology

When multiple authors subrriit material, some
names may be kept on file rather than published
with the msierial. The Bruin reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to dstsrmine Hs
placement In the paper. All submissions become
ths property of The Bniin. The Communications
Board has a media grlevsrioe procedure for

resolving complaints against any of Its publoations.
For a copy of the complete procedure, oontad the
Publications office at 112 Kerckhoff HalL
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The UCLA campus in 2001: a lack-ofspace odyssey
I*m

still a little incredulous

that it's 1992 already.

What happened to the

*80s? I remember watching

UCLA win a few bowl games,
an aging actor playing presi-

dent, the rise and fall of
Miami Vice and the conversion

of AIDS from a verb to an
acronym.

But here's what's really

amazing to me — 2001 is

only 9 years away. YikesI

Chronologically, we're standing
on the precipice of the new
millennium and frankly, it's

giving mc vertigo.

In the year 2001, the UCLA
campus will be 72 years old.

For a redwood tree, that's

young. For a retired beet

farmer from Modesto, that's

old. But UCLA is neither; it's

a unique entity — a giant

engine of academic and admi-
nistrative inertia that will either

propel itself into the future

with a burst of creative energy
or sputter and lurch there on
an empty fuel tank.

Looking back, you can't

help but respect how far this

institution has matured com-
pared with other major univer-

sities in America: UCLA has

the largest library system out-

sidc the Library of Cnngrftss, a

Notes from the Outside

top-ten academic ranking for

the past several years, ten

national basketball champion-
ships and its own clothing line

that rivals the best K-Mart has
to offer.

But when we turn around
and face that abysmal future,"^

Marcus
Hennessy
we have to ask ourselves if

UCLA can keep it up: if this

busy, burdened institution can
attain such lofty accomplish-

ments and thrive in the next

century.

Students attending UCLA
today face sweeping budget
cuts, ballooning reg fees, gross

inconvenience due to wide-
spread facility renovations, the

prospect of having to nap in a
giant tent instead of the sanc-

tity of Powell Library and no
water polo teaml

Is all this adversity merely
transitory, or are we really

sliding towards a lame and
bogus campus environment like

use's, where only the rich

and culturally sterile can sur-

vive?

To find the answer To tfiTs

annoying question, and because

I have way too much free

time, I assembled a team of

analysts, prognosticators, sooth-

sayers and three witches from
a local Macbeth production to

formulate a possible scenario

of campus life in the year

2001.

What follows are the most
provocative and empirically

flawed excerpts from this

important "research."

Reg Fees
In the year 2001, reg fees

will be assessed like taxes for

every individual student based
on parents' income and the

potential marketability of the

student after graduation. Since

many students won't meet the

minimum assessment criteria,

they will have the option of
entering the "Service for Liv-

ing and Academically Vital

Enrichment," or SLAVE prog-

ram, where a full course of

study is augmented by a 40
hour work week. This will

eliminate the need for most
UCLA staff members and save

the school millions. Advantage:
all UCLA graduates will have
really good clerical skills. Dis-

advantage: it will take the

average student 10 years to

graduate.

Greek Life

.
Where before, fraternities

and sororities sought to

enhance the social character

and moral fiber of their mem-
bers, most Greek organizations

will reorient their goals tow-
ards fund-raising. The main

fund-raising activity of the

academic year will be Panhan-
dling Days, a gala event inau-

gurated the week before

Homecoming. During Panhan-
dling Days, squads of Greeks
fan out into adjacent neighbor-

hoods like Bel Air to beg for

money, food, and clothing. The
fraternity or sorority that

obtains the most cash and
goods in 48 hours wins a

trophy, and ensures its survival

(or at least another quarter.

General Student Life

To generate additional

revenue for the university, all

students will be required to

wear uniforms supplied by the

Bearwear section of the student

store. Anyone caught out of
uniform will be forced to sit

in a Rose Bowl seat for 12

hours.

The quality of dining on
campus will deteriorate as

Food Services seeks more and
more government surplus to

supplement its menu. Typical

fare at North Campus will

consist mostly of cheese and
spam, prepared in strange

albeit innovative ways.

Administration
Applying the latest advances

in robotics, bJotechnolfigy and

—

prosthetic appliances. Chancel-

lor Charles Young will undergo
a radical rejuvenation procedure

and vow to continue his role

as UCLA's leader well into

the next century. Due to his

quirky walk and a tendency to

smash through walls, he will

acquire the nickname **Robo-

Chuck."

' ^ Facilities

UCLA's long-standing tradi-

tion of constant, disruptive

demolition and construction

will continue, even if it's

unnecessary.

A massive earthquake in the

mid-'90s will render structures

like Royce Hall and the Med
Center uninhabitable despite'

billions spent on "refurbishing"

and the campus will become a
giant tent city where students

roam like Bedouins across the

Westwood wasteland, seeking

knowledge and fresh water.

Parking
In the year 2001, permits

will be sold at auction to the

highest bidder. A black market
will develop and permits will

become more valuable than

diplomas. Some students will

attend UCLA just to brag that

they actually parked on campus
for a year.

.This may seem like a bleak
forecast, hut bear in mind that

it's just thai — a forecast. I'm
still optimistic that with some
prudent fiscal planning, mod-
eration in the schedule of
campus renovations and a con-

Stant. prevailing concern for-

me quality of life here, UCLA
leaders and administrators will

work hard to find the balance
between progressive growth
and student welfare.

Hennessy is a staff member at
Extension.
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First Annual Festival ofShort Films
An impressive coledioa of nine bve-ocliM

siiort films skowcosiag somi of iIm

moviomolung toloatoftomorrow.TUwori

Bsurprisingly unpretontious; oudjeocascn

•xpod lot of lougk - MkWilonflir

INFO: rickets: $6 in advance

(fickemiaster), $7 at the door. Playing

at ttie Four Star Theater. 5112 Wiishire

Bjyd. Through Fob. 6. For info,, cil

(800) 925-CINL

Groundlings: "Sunday Side Up"

Imprassivt, wuisuol improvisolioa group

combines Ive skits with music to provide

lots of fun ond loughs. - Danya Joseph

INFO: Sundays at 7:30 p.m. at the

Groundlings Theater, 7370 Melrose

Ave. For more info, call (213) 934-

0700.

Siouxsie and the Banshees
If you HcmI wbot riiey did during this

summer's Lolopoloozo Tour, you're going

to love whot Souxsie ond her Bonhees

wil do when they hove the stoge to them-

selves this weekend br their rehire UL
engogemeol. Lolsofintense theotrics^ erotic

beiiovior ond ol thof fun sensuol shiff thot

mokes them such treot to see Ive.- loi

WinMI ^

INFO: Feb 1 and 2 at the Universal

Amphitheater at 8 p.m. TIX: $25
(available through Ticketmaster).

Pancho Sanchez
The Grammjf Aword-winning lotin feltus-

sionist ond his bond fob the stoge with

speciol guest trumpeter Freddie Hubhord

lor on evening of explosive musk. This is

must-see for ol those who've been woitino

onxioosly for o killer jos bie-up. - Im
iolmt

INFO: Tonight at 8 p.m. at Royce Halt. TIX $27. $22. $16. $0 (students)

Daily Bruin

Bobby Lyle

The 'Jon ot the Wodsworth' series continues this weekend with free performonre by

pionist lobby Lyle Qt the Wodsworth Theoter. ThisshowB sponsored by the UQA Shident

Committee for the Ans ond KPCC 89.3 FM. - ilfxi loiifl^

INFO: Sunday. Feb. 2 at 7 p.m. Admission is free.
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'Woza' focuses on pain of apartheid
By Danya Joseph
Dally Bruin Staff

From the depths of despair arises a savior to lead

the oppressed to salvation.

This is the theme in "Woza Albert!,'* a play from
the townships of South Africa, opening tonight at

UCLA*s Little Theater.

The play, which was originally performed in

Johannesberg and toured the United States several

years ago, is presented by the UCLA Department of
Theater.

According to the actors, seniors Jon Clair and
Doug Griffin, "Woza Albert!*' provides an important

message to UCLA students and theater patrons

because it offers a glimpse into the lives of everyday

people who are denied freedom.

The theater majors explain that in rehearsing the

play, they learned much about the desperation of
black people in South Africa. For Clair, "Woza
Albert!** opened his eyes to this plight.

"(1 learned about) the pain in apartheid. The play

is an expression of that, of how the black South
Africans are being treated. It*s really sad. It*s the

issue of today without a doubt,*' Clair said.

"It*s what we call 'Protest Theater,*** said

choreographer Motaoana "Sam** Phillips, who hails

from Cape Town, South Africa, an area which he
claims is Jmowa for its fine black musicians and

movement,** she said.

Similarities also exist between how black people
are treated in South Africa and what they have gone
through in the United States. Phillips agrees,

comparing the powerlessness felt by African-Ameri-
can and black South African males who are being
denied care for their children to that of birds, who see
their young chicks with open mouths crying for food,

but are unable to feed them.

*The system knows how to castrate the male,**

Phillips said, adding that after coming home day after

day with nothing to offer their children, the terms of
responsibility get lost to the men. "If you*re a father,

what are you to do?** he asked.

However, the only way to combat oppression is

through positive action — not just complaining,
Phillips said.

This is where "Woza Albert** comes in by
providing those people who are involved in the

struggle with role models. "You have to know who
your heroes are (so you can turn to them as
examples). That*s why I think the play is so
important,** Robinson said.

Griffin added to this, "People (who are oppressed)
need to wake up to their own power. South Africa is

the example.**

actors.

Yet Griffin pointed out that the production is about

more than black South Africans. "It*s not just a South
African issue. People everywhere are oppressed in

one form or another,** he said.

Director Beverly Robinson, who is responsible for

_. , , - MICHAEL LAN
This Is a scene from the play "Woza Albert!" taken at a rehearsal In MacGowan Theater on Monday
nfght. The play Is presented by the UCLA Departnient of Theater:

THEATER: "Woza Albert!" Written by Percy Mtwa^
t¥w#*myt»n tr^ryrno otnt DUrnuj OIiTtOtt. tJiroCIOO Oy UGVOny

bringing the play to UCLA, remembered the

audience*s strong connection to the play when she
first saw it performed at the Dorothy Chandler
Pavilion. When Robinson found out that New York
director Edward Smith was coming to UCLA, she

insisted on trying to bring that experience to the
campus.

Robinson highlights the connection between black
South Africans and African Americans. "No other
groups are so akin in their history, sound and

Robinson and Edward Smith. Musical direction by Noediwe
Mdunyelwa. Choreography by Motauana "Sam" Phillips. A
UCLA Department of Theater presentation with Jon Clair
and Doug Griffin. Running Jan. 31 to Sat. Feb. 8 at 8 p.m.;
Sunday Feb. 2 at 7:30 p.m.; and a matinee Sat. Feb. 1 at 2
p.m. at UCLA's Little Theater. Tix: $10 (general). $7.50
(UCLA faculty and staff) and $5 (students and seniors with a
valid ID). For more info, call CTO at (310) 825-9261.

The power of persistence

The acclaimed Kronos Quartet will perform several Los
Angeles premieres in a contemporary program at Wads-
worth Theater this Saturday at 8 p.m.

By Marjory Weese

The Kronos Quartet has

reshaped the art of chambCT
music and has blazed new trails

foi^ 20th-century music more
than any other performance

group. The sound they have

chosen to pursue on their

forthcoming CD, "Pieces of

Africa,** is distinctly African,

and will dominate this Satur-

day's program at the Wads-
worth Theater.

Having integrated the styles

of blues, rock, funk and tango

into their repertoire, Afirican

melodies were not a surprising

step in their growth, explains

first violinist David Harrington.

"We had collected a body of

music from composers all over

Africa and it felt like an album
to us. It was perfect for our

exploration at the time because

the texture was decidedly diffe-

rent than anything we had done
before,** he says.

The album, which Harring-

ton describes as "a panorama of

Kronos discovers Africa
humanity,** utilizes drums,
assorted African instruments

and a 60-voice gospel choir.

Composer Hamza El Din's

composition "Escalay (Water
Wheel)** captures the rhythms
of the water wheel gears, with

the steps of oxen and the

singing of an old peasant man.
"El Din conveys time as if the

moment were eternal,** states

Harrison. **The message of his

piece is that human suffering is

still happening everywhere.**

The quartet will also be
playing another composition,

"Mai Nozipo (Mother Nozi-
po),- by composer Dumisani
Maraire, who promotes the

music of his people in Zimbab-
we. "Maraire has ingeniously

orchestrated the folk melodies
of his people (the Vatapa
Shona) for quartet,** states

Harrington.

Kronos will also be per-

forming several commissioned

pieces, including John Zom*s
"Cat G'Nine Tails,** which uses

violent sounds of cartoon music
from the ;50s. "It*s like a

flashback to your childhood

watching Saturday morning
cartoons. The piece moves fast

and lights flash with the

rhythms of the piece.**

Kronos is also drawn to the

works of Polish composer H.M.
Gorecki for his ability to make
abstract music personal to an

audience.

"There is a quality to

Gorecki*s music that draws the

listener in a mysterious way,**

explains Harrison. "It starts

with the cello*s single opening

note that is sustained while the

viola weaves around it in a solo.

The emotional innuendoes can

be felt, but their source in the

music is hard to pin-point.

Before long, you have gone
through a personal journey.**

The most innovative part of

the program combines rapj)ers

and the quartet playing thema-
tic material from the 13th-cen-

Uiry Dies Irae "Day of Wrath**

chant. Michael Daugherty*s

"Beat Boxer** separates the

rappers stereophonically on
tape, allowing their exchange to

juxtapose and interact with

Kronos.

Some critics have com-
plained that Kronos is heavily

engineered for crowd-pleasing

effects, but. says Harrington,

*The pieces stand on their own.
We just like to create an
environment for people to listen

to it The secret of Kronos*
success is our willingness to

take risks, which in turn encour-

ages composers to stretch the

limits of what classical string

playing means.*'

Music: ^Kronos Quartet at the
Wadsworth Theater. Saturday. Feb.
1. at 8 p.m. Tix: $26, 21. $9
(students). Available at the Central
Ticket Office. For more info or to
charge by phone, call (310) 825-
9261.

With 'Kafka/ retains his independence
By Aaron Dobbs
Dally Brufn Staff

In 1989, Steven Soderbergh
took the film world by storm. His
first feature, "sex, lies and video-

tape,**/ became one of the most
acclaiihed independent films in the

history of the industry, and it

changed the way Hollywood
treated non-studio products fore-

ver.

"*sex, lies . .
.* did a handful of

bad things for independent film-

making,** said Soderbergh after a
recent screening of his new film

"Kafica** at the Monica 4-Plex

Theater in Santa Monica.
"(It) established a sort of feel-

ing, or at least a benchmark, for

commercial perfomiance that I

think is unhealthy,** Soderbergh
continued. "(The film*s amazing
success) was definitely unusual,

and now is unhealthy. The fact that

that film is still used as some sort

of standard for independent films

is awful.**

The effects of "sex, lies . .
.**

were felt immediately by the

independent film community. At
the Sundance Film Festival in Park
City, Utah — one of the United
States* largest festivals for inde-

Steven Soderbergh, standing, directs Jeremy Irons In the recently
released film "Kafica."

pendent films — Soderbergh said

the 10-day event became more
competitive because less attention

was paid to the art of filmmaking
^than to finding distributors and
impressing the studios.

"I think we need to think about
what constitutes a success on an
independent level,** Soderbergh
continued. "In my opinion it's

recoupment of investment, and I

think that is sometimes forgotten.

The problem is, when you work
your way down the chain, the idea

of recoupment of investment isn*t

enough for the exhibitor.**

"Kalka** is a film of much wider-

scope than "sex, Ues . .
.** Whereas

Soderbergh*s first film was filled

with budding stars such as James
Spader, Andie MacDowell and
Laura San Giacomo, his new
feature stars Academy Award-
winner Jeremy Irons, Theresa

Russell, Armin Mueller-Stahl,

Alec Guinness and Joel Grey.

While "sex. lies . .
.** was com-

pletely produced independently,

"Kafka,** while also being an

independent film, was associated

with Barry Levinson and Mark
Johnson*s company Baltimore

See I page 14
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•T I I Gun' mentality in 'Sun'
By Joanna J. Choi
Dally Bruin Staff

Originality is hard to come
by. Case in point: Trimark*s

"Into the Sun." Starring
Anthony Michael Hall Michael

Par6 and Deborah Maria
Moore, the film by *Tuff Turf'

and "Winner Takes All" direc-

tor Fritz Kiersch tells a familiar

story of an actor who immerses
himself into the life of a fighter

pilot for his next film.

Tommy Slade (Hall) is a

self-centered Hollywood brat

with a philosophical inkling for

Stanislovsky and pop psycholo-

gy. He is assigned to straitlaced

Captain Paul Watkins (Pard).

From the moment they meet,

the combination isn*t exactly

magical. The two have to

overcome each other's preju-

dices — while Slade smokes in

restricted areas and has an

annoying habit of slamming the

door in people's faces, Watkins
is threatened by Slade's quick

mastery of *Top Gun"-esque
skills. By the way, Slade is

getting on swimmingly with

Watkin's former flanr\e

(Moore).

In addition to the buddy flick

dimension of "Into the Sun,"

the film also combines ele-

• I

"Into the Sun" stars, from left, Anthony Michael Hall,

Deborah Moore and Michael Par6.

jugulars to becoming fast

friends.

While the plot and the char-

acters are familiar, it would be

unjust to completely laugh off

the film. In many respects,

"Into the Sun" is a product of

Hollywood. Made with a rela-

tively modest budget and stars

that don't require a U-haul and

an armed escort lo take their

salaries to the bank, the film

attempts to duplicate the exhi-

larating aerial sequences of

*Top Gun" and to mimic the

formulaic relationship of films

like *The Hard Way." It doesn't

completely work, although the

aerial shots were better than can

be expected for a moderate-

mcnts ot the acuon-ad venture

genre. It predictably follows a

generic plot: Slade and Watkins

are shot down by a Middle
Eastern enemy plane; they are

captured; a rescue is attempted;

etc. Unsurprisingly, the duo go
from grappling for each other's

budget t urn.
"

' Hall is the film's saving

grace— he manages at times to

lift the story out of ostensible

tackiness and mundanity.
While he still looks like Winona
Ryder's possessive boyfriend

in "Edward Scissorhands," Hall

has retained his mile-a-minute

wisecracks and philosophical

musings from his younger years

in "The Breakfast Club" and
"Weird Science." He brings a

concentrated and humorous
performance to an otherwise

bland and babbling character.

The consequence is that while

Tommy Slade may not have the

adorability of Michael J. Fox in

*The Hard Way." the perfor-

mance, in this case, superseded
the character.

With the inherent predicta-

bility of the buddy film and
action-adventure genres. Hall's

reputation as a comedian may
be the only reason to watch an

otherwise bland and uneventful

story. ••

FILM: -Into the Sun." Written by
John Brancato and Michael Ferris.

Directed by Fritz Kiersch. Produced
by Kevin M. Kallberg and Oliver G.
Hess. Starring Anthony Michael
Hall. Michael Par6 ana Deborah
Maria Moore. A Triniark Pictures
Release. Opens citywide Jan. 31.

From page 13
Pictures.

But Soderbergh wasn't trying to

jump from small indies to huge
spectacles— not by a long shot In

fact, he refutes the idea that every

indep)endent filmmaker is using

lower budget pictures as a stepping

stone to larger projects or because

they're not good enough to make
the big'^ Hollywood blockbusters.

Soderbergh stresses that the inde-

pendent projects are not simply

practice movies for rookie direc-

tors.

"I never had the attitude that an

independent film was a stepping

stone or the minor leagues."

Soderbergh said. "I just think that

is wrong. We need to take advan-

tage of the kind of lateral move-
ment that independent films

provide— lateral thought proces-

ses instead of ones that move
vertically. I know it's hard because

for anyone who grew up loving

movies as I did — all kinds of

movies — you can't help but be
drawn to that studio film where
you have all the resources that a

studio can provide as well as the

distribution. It's hard if you love

movies not to want to see yourself

doing that. I understand that pull."

Soderbergh said he believes that

pull will soon affect him as it has

other filmmakers who started with

independents. But he stressed that

he hopes to be able to return to

Thdics even after he has become^

independent film find its way into

the mainstream. IFP/West's goal is

to generate awareness in a part of

the film industry that is often

overlooked by the average theater-

goer, but is often far superior to the

products from the dominant stu-

dios.

But Soderbergh didn't only talk

about the status of independent

films. Since "Kaflca" was screened

immediately before he spoke,

many questions dealt with the

movie at hand.

Soderbergh stressed that "Kaf-

ka" is not a biography concerning

the life of Franz Kafka, yet the film

explores the themes the famed
author wrote about.

*The first draft of the film was
much more biographical," Soder-

bergh said. "There were many
scenes of Kafka with his father,

with his family and with his

fianc^. These were all things that,

when I read the script, I wanted to

cut out because I responded most
to the mystery thriller aspects of
the movie — the pulp adventure

aspects of the movie. What I liked

about those aspects was that I felt

they did serve the ideas that I

associated with Kafka and the

themes, but that clearly it was not a

film about Kafka the person."

Soderbergh added that both he
and screenwriter Lem Dobbs
thought that the word "Kaflca" had_

part of the Hollywood scene.

It wasn't surprising that much of

Soderbergh's discussion was
about the past, present and future

of independent films. After all, the

evening was sponsored by Inde-

pendent Features Project/West, an

organization dedicated to helping

Ijecome "a generic term, not unlike"

Kleenex." He felt that since he
believed "maybe mistakenly" that

Kafka evoked a feeling or attitude

more than the identification of a

human being, it was alright to

leave the title of the movie intact.

See SODERBERGH, page 15

Fly ahead of
the rest...

Advertise in the
DAILY BRUIN
825-2161

Lesbian, Gay & Bisexual

Cultural Awareness Week
Friday, January 31:

Coming Out in the Woiiq)lace

Co-Sponsored by the Lesbian & Gay Faculty and Staff Network

12 to 2 pm Ackcrman Union (AU) 3508

Being Out and Getting into Graduate School

2 to 3 pm AU 3525 (New Tune)

Campus Events (USAC) Films:

"My Own Private Idaho" 7 pm
"Paris is Burning" 9 pm
Special Intermission Event:

Lesbian <& Gay Fashion Show 8:30 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Questions?

Call (310) 825-8053

!••

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTOOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Climes

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213) 478-6869
(818)988-0110

Saturday, February 1

GALA Winter Dance
9 pm Sunset Rcc Center

r r(t^fw^iJmAUJCU»am^^Dif€mt^ttmnmmfm^»^OSM:ia

P^B^^^^^^^^HMMM^H^HHHII^^HHH^H

2 for 1 Haircuts
or

$10.00 OFF All

Hair Services

^MlflDr il^^l
* our services include

^^^^^IK ^^
Cut Manicure

H^Hi ^ Color Pedicure

^^^^Hj^ Highlights Fadal

^BlfllflM 1

^ Make up

Call PARIS at SALON 1015
for an appointment

(310)824-5006

1015 Gaylcy Ave. #105 in Westwood Village

Oiist halfa block south orWeytxim)

*AVEDA GOLDWELL OPI *
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From page 14

even if it is not the story of the man,

"Kaflca" was not an easy film to

make according to the director. In

fact, after the first cut was com-
pleted, he found he had a major
problem on his hands. Although
the film was under his control, he
still found a certain pressure

coming from the producers.

"It*s funny, there's a different

kind of pressure that comes from
having somebody like (producer)

Paul Rassam," he said. "That is the

risk of disappointing somebody
you feel very close to. When we
screened the first cut of this film,

even people who had read it found
it completely incomprehensible. I

felt terrible for Paul. He is a
wonderful man, and he said, *I do
not create, I only react. I was very

confused.' I felt awfiil because at

that point there was $ 10-and-a-half
million in this movie that Paul

could not make heads or tails of."

Soderbergh knew he wanted to

rewrite and reshoot some of the

scenes before the first cut was even

screened, but he found it absolute-

ly necessary to do so after reac-

tions like Rassam 's. He reworked
so much of the picture that even
though "Kaflca" is complete and in

theaters, Soderbergh has yet to

receive a feeling of closure.

"During the first cut, I did know
that I wasn't happy with any of the

shots in corridors for the castle in

Prague . . .." said the director. "I

knew I was going to have to go
back and (reshoot those scenes).

The full extent of the confusion
wasn't really apparent until we
started showing the film to friends.

It wasn't a thing that happened all

of a sudden— I knew I was going
to go back to reshoot"

Getting the actors to come back
after principal photography has

ended isn't always the easiest thing

to do, and Soderbergh considers

himself very lucky because he

worked with a cast, particularly

Irons, who believed in the project

and were willing to come back to

reshoot whatever was necessary.

"All the people involved were
extremely professional," said

Soderbergh. "The process was
very similar in terms of collabora-

tion to the one I had on *sex, lies

. .
.' Jeremy is great ... He really

was rigorous, and he kept me from
being lazy. He would always ask,

'We're here, we fell out of time

and money to get here, so are we
getting it?'

Scxlerbergh is one of a new
breed of film directors who has an

appreciation for the well-crafted

entertainment pictures as well as

the thought-provoking indepen-

dent features. So far, his two films

have been more of the latter, but

the last thing Soderbergh will do is

rule anything out for the future.

I
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TRAFFIC
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FKKK l>.\RKI\(; CI SlIIOM-l) CHAIRS
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CL\ssi:s

STUDENTS*
m^ PAPERS DUE? NEED A RESUME?

COME SEE VS I

AND REGISTER TO WIN A U\PTOP COMPUTER

The Jewish student union is

Proud to Present:

^mmm

HOURLY REIVTALS
* APPLE / IBM COMPUTERS
* DESKTOP PUBUSHING
* WORD PROCESSING
TYPEWRTERS
* LASER PRINTS
* TEXT & IMAGE SCANNING
* TRAINING
* SALES.SERVICE & REPAIRS

At KerckhofF Gallery

A reception will be held on
Monday, February 3 from

20% OFF
(WITH VAUD UCLA ID.)

CAMPUS COMPUTER SERVICES

(310) 477-2898 1539 westwood

Greetings and Discussion will be at 6:00
with Michelle Steln-Evers —

an Ethiopian Jew

Come and be a part of Arts and Culture Month

Funded by the asucla Board of Directors
Programming Fund.

> GALA

i^^^^^^**rr<'>wfT<**************«««««««

4^ %F>4l^^irf|(P%ipJL£ mk «

9:00 pm

ADVERTISING
825-2161

$1.50 PER NIOHT • IN AOD
PAID FOR BY USAC
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Campus Happenings l Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

Alcoholics Anonymous

Meetings
iiiii ifHi i iss ifi.Thi ir Buiii i iily. Fttaap:
Study. AU 3625 12:16-1:15. Fri. 12«)-1«)
Tuee. ObouMion, Wad. Oiaoussk>n NPI

08538 12:1 5-1 «)
For akx>hoiic« or ir>dividual» who

haw dnrikir>g probtoma

TODAY
FREE CONCERT
Peaceful flowing melodies for

medilation composed by world
rerxTwned nrxin of peace Sri

Chinmoy. Arranged and performed
on synthesizers by Gochor

Roife Hall 1200, UCU
Friday, Jon. 31 8:00 pm

Presented by tt)e Los Angeles Chinmoy Certre.

For more Info coll 838-4746.

Thanks for a great PARTYAT
GROUND ZERO exchange.

We had a bla^!

AE<I>^AEO^AEO^AEa)^AEa)^AE<D^AEcI)^AEO

Sports Tickets

BRUIN BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED ! All

games, good seats. Please call Ray
(310)441-1576.

I HAVE STUDENT AND STUDENT GUEST
TICKETS to Dukc/Arlzona games. Serious of-

fers only. Mark 478-2824.

LAKER FANS! Tickets for. sale. Most games.

Loge section #36. Approx. $25 each. Beth

472-7465.

NEED WASHINGTON STATE Student Guest

Ticket. Please call Erik (310)794-5399.

UCLA DUKE-»-ARIZONA non-student tickets

wanted. Top dollar paid. (310)395-7295.

Congratulations to the Undisputable 1992
''Pound Not Blow^ Champions! '

EAE

f

t

g
<:

I
<

CONGRATULATIONS
ON

INITIATION

I
I

AEa)^AEO^AE*^AE*^AE<&^AE<I>^AEO^AE<I)

Welcome to a True
Sisterhood

We love you and are so proud of you!

LML,
YourAEO Sisters

UCLA BasketbaU
Tickets WANTED

^Non-Student
Call 473-1000

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickejs, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 w (818)992-6966.

Miscellaneous

$75 CHALLENGE. Prove my pollution solution

unworkable, I'll pay you $75.
1-800-468 2489.

NEED SOME jOKES for office or party? Call the

joke line! l-90a726-HAAA. $0.95/mln.

18-^yr. GUARANTEED TO OFFEND
SOMEONE.

PersoTKil 10

mmammmmmmmmmiiimiiiiiiiiis!!??^

A HAPPYMV SIGMA
BIRTHDAY TO

BONNIE BAKESTEIN

Howdy y'all Sigmas,

Lasso a date and mosey on down to the

corral for the WILD WILD WEST
WINTER '92 PARTY

Invite Only

g:30 'lP.J\K.

Unuitc (DnLu...

Jntta C^nL c^Tjumox

yVot^ingJ!i^srit

KAPPA SIGMA
HONORS

TODD REEVES
...a gentleman, a man ofhonor
and courage... A True Brother.

^\i

it.
^4 A.E.K.A.B.

On Saturday Night, Feb. 1st
I' I I

r

KL HEDONISM KZ
The

Celebration

From Sophistication...To Decimation
In One Enchanting Evening

In Honor ofTODD REEVES
ID to Drink Sponsored by the

Men of La Cueva De AmorINVITE ONLY
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Research Subjects 12 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49
BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years r>eeded for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-

mental evaluation. 625-0392.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth Study. Ages 19-49.

Urvier dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For info call (310)828-8887

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CRONHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD
research study. Free biofeedback ar>d stress

reduction treatment. Dissert^ion study. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or

(310)471-3672.
,

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning
experience.825-0392.

OVERWEIGHT WOMEN AGED 20-50: Lose

up to 2 lbs. p«r week. If you are 20-70 lbs.

overweight & able to make a commitment for

2'/! years, you may be eligible to participate in

a free UCLA research project. Call Janice at

(310)206-0290.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7.11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer

w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.

Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid for info. (310)828-8887.

UCLA ANXIETY DISORDERS BEHAVIORAL
PROGRAM. AnnourH{ing treatnf>ent for panic,

ogoraphobia, ger>eralized anxiety, animal

phobias & claustrophobias. Also, studies for

persons who wake out of sleep with feelings of

panic. Prof. Kraske, (310)825-8403.

Lost and Found 16

REWARD!! GIANT SCHNAUZER 80lbs. All

black. Male. Black Collar. Red i.D. on Medi-

cine. San Vicente/26th area 01/28
(310)458-7356.

Salons 21

GET A TAN! 10 sessions, $49 with ad. Le

Beach Club. 1107 Gayley. 824-2826.

MODELS NEED FREE cuts, perms, color,

Tues-Weds. Call SASHA 470-9094 or

306-7832.

Healtti Services 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)766-0636.

CHILDCARE, 15-25 hrs/week. One child.

WLA. English and references required.

(310)476-1833, after 4pm.

GUESTHOUSE & SALARY in exchange for

childcare/light housework. Brentwood. Exper-

ierxre, referer>ces, fluent english. 471-3379.

BABYSITTER ON REGULAR BASIS. Tues.

arvVor Wed. and Sat. Late afterrumns &
evenings until approx. 1 P.M. Must have own
transportation and references. Near Mulhol-

land. (818)905-9906.

Ihe Nohioi Choice For Your Skin.1

Pure Swiss Skin Core line.

No mineral oiL No alcohoL

No artificial colors. No animal

products. Safe, beneficial,

active, pH correct, 99% allergy

free, naturally fragranced.

Complimentary European

facial.

Cal(2l3)S7$-l977.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ couples/

families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-

lems. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY GROUPS.
Dynamic, caring, professionally led ongoing

groups. Explore family problems, relationship

patterns, work and career corKerns, esteem

Issues, addiction and recovery. Improve com-
munication skills and self confiderKe. Lisa

Frankel MFCC (213)398-9385.

Opportunities 26

EARN CASH IN YOUR MAIL BOX. Send $5 w/

SASE Dept. 1 Box 4547 Scottsdale, AZ
85261-4547

Help Wanted 30

$200-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyright iCAIIKDH.

%40,000/yr. READ BOOKS and TV ScripU. Fill

out simple 'like/don't like" form. EASY! Fun,

relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-

teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2925 Copyright iCAIIKEB.

5 DAYS, 'A DAY-MORNINGS HELP NEEDED.
Housework, errands, handiwork. Driver's

licenie & references required. Offer small apt.

in BH hoo^e, furnished. Separate street en-

trarKc. Pool, cable TV, limited use of tele-

phorw in exchange for services. Call mornings

8-9 AM. or leave message. (310)273-2433.

Security Pacific Banic
10731 W. Pico Blvd. WLA

NOW HIRING PART-TIME TELLERS
EXCELLENT FUTURE JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FOR INFO CALL

SHIRLYE BROX 552-4360

OR
SHAHRIAR DAHESH 552-4348

$800 WEEKLY POSSIBLE! Working at home!
37 Different Opportunities. Rush $1 and
self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Primary

Products, 7095 Hollywood Blvd., #781 -A1,

Hollywood, CA 90028.

• 8/HR. PART-TIME, CLEANING, PAINTING,
DRIVING, MUST HAVE CAR, FLEXIBLE
HOURS, NEAR UCLA, (310)476-1510.

AIR COURIERS NEEDED. For flights to

London, Rio, Tokyo, etc. (213) 960-5054.

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS HIRING
NOW! R/f air, room/board provided! To
$5,000-f/mo. Extensive fisheries report gets job

or call refunded. 1 -900-226-ALASKA ($3/min,

complete prograrn for men).

ART STUDENT NEEDED to compose paint

design for Harley- Davidson Motorcycle. Call

Bruce anytime. (310)471-6040.

ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company needs

help. Work from your home, doing various

jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

BODY BY lAKE PRODUCTIONS. Seeking

administrative assistant $7A»r. P/T Mon-Fri.

Please Call Michelle (310)471-5591

BOOKKEEPER, P/T, for attorney/investor. Ex-

perienced Macintosh, SOwpm, excellent

phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
557-2315.

BOOKKEEPER needed 8 hrs/wk. for architec-

ture and interior design firm. $7-9/^r. Call

01 0^207-8224.

DIRECTOR'S ASSISTANT, BEACH ORIENTED
DAY-CAMP PROGRAM AND HIGH SIERRA
CAMP-OUT, PART-TIME NOW, FULL-TIME
SUMMER, NEED EXPERIENCE WITH CHILD-
REN, WATER SPORTS, AND OFFICE WORK,
$7/HR BONUS. (310) 440-2288.

FLOWER SHOP TEMPORARY HELP, for Val-

entine's, SALES, needed 10lh-14th, DRIVERS,
needed 14th only. For information call

272-4143. ',

F.T. MEDICAL OFFICE POSITION. Front/back

office assistant. Private practice on campus.
Experience required. Full benefits. Gerl

(310)824-0088.

FT/PT DRIVER, w/knowledge of LA area,

well-paid. (310)556-7777.

GIRLS FOR VOKZE-OVER telephone work,
strictly legit, $25/30min. Ask for Lisa 9-1 tarn,

M-F, (213)274-9291.

GROWING SANTA MONKX software firm

needs engirieerlng students for part-time tech-

nical data analyst positions. $7.50 — $1(Vhr.

Call (310)450-1452 for info.

HELP WANTED WITH RESTAURANT PROM-
OTION. Make $100-$30Q^day. Flexible hours.

Must speak english. Call Roberto
(213)649-0610.

INTERIOR DESIGNER ASSISTANT. $6/hr.

30hr5/week, flexible hours. Light bookkeep-
ing, sales, marketing, room to grow. All

llUJIWi (110)241-0428.

Personal SecretaryAHousekeeper: Need ma-

ture, responsible, hard worker to help run a

high energy and very busy household. Duties

to include: Scheduling, coordinating staff,

grocery shopping, answering correspondence,

computer literate, keeping phone messages

and keeping house well stocked and supplied.

Approx. 25 hours per week. Days are flexible.

Good opportunity for a bright student with a

positive attitude. Please fax me your, resurrie

with availability to 213/851-3601.

PHOTOCOPIER POSITION AVAILABLE -

FLEXIBLE DAYS 3-8 P.M. DRUG SCREEN
REQUIRED. S7-d/HR. CONTACT CARYN
(310)556^569.

P/r ASSISTANT MANAGER outgoing, self-

nxMivated, reliable individual for children's

store in Brentwood. FRONTRUNNERS KIDS.
Apply in person. 1 1 620 S^n Vicente Blvd. See

Julie.

P/T DRIVERS (7.00) AND OFFICE STAFF (6.50)

needed for young growing courier service.

Shawn 914-1449.

PT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarships—
Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

P/T office clerk wanted 1-5 PM M-F, UCLA
Div. Clinical Nutrition. Call Gail (310)
206-0290.

TELEMARKETER POSITION. 2 day a week
from lOam-lpm. $6/hr + bonus.
(310)277-5828, Sean.

*

Optometric office seeking

personable, caring, and

outgoing person to handle

patient load for 2 doctors.

CHALLENGING.
Mon., Wed., Frl.8am-5pm.

$6.50/hr. start

Parking available.

Call and leave message:

(310)837-7202.

*

*
CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will

work around classes. Sunset Village Dining

Services. $6.63/hr. 206-7686. Contact Paul

Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting

APP's for Winter Quarter.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILDRENS GYM INSTRUCTOR Full time-

Must be energetic and love kids. Experience

teaching children 6 nrH)nths-7 years required.

Terrific opportunity. (310)288-0258

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/landside

available. Year-round & sumrrter positions.

(612)643-4333.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING —
$2,000+/nrH)nth + world travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, the Carribean, etc.). Holiday, Summer and
Career Employrr>ent available. No experience

necessary. For employment program call

1-206-545-4548 ext. C234.

LAW FIRM
deeds motivated peison to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

^ Please send resume

w GPA. available tim^s

tor, interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

EHTRY lEVEl
The Rad«r Institute
The nations lorgest provider of ooling

disorders troatment seeks students fw

entry level, marketinoL sales.

communkatMn posHkNi. Pysdiology

major a plus. Port time, flexible hours,

potentMJ counsehng, dinlcal

opportunity. Sakiry DOE.

Con47S-S23«Mt.201.

LEGALIZE GAMBLING. Gather signatures

.50^/signature. Chris (310)820-1791.

LICENCED NURSE PRACTITIONER or Regis-

tered Nurse for Beverly Hills Dermatology
Practice. (310)550-7661.

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,
Attractive people wanted for nude photos.

Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4566.

MALE MODELS. Earn $1 50^r. or more, boyish

and/or athletic 18-24. Clean shaven face,

little T no chest hair. Playgirl
style magazine^nudity required. No experi-

erKe necessary. Internationally known photo-

,

grapher. Brad, (213)392-4246

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES: New marketing

company expanding throughout L.A. Need
motivated irxiividuals to help train and man-
age. Benefits and training provided. Mr. Nad-
ley (310)536-5175.

MANAGEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIFOR-
NIA UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earn-

ings $6,000 to 16,000 -«-

.

PT Spring, FT Summer. Interviews on campus
Info/App. (800) 400-9332.

MANGEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earnings

$,6000 to 16,000 -»-. PT Spring, FT Summer.
Interviews on campus, info/app. (600)

400-9332.

Male Models under 26, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

MOTHER'S HELPER/DRIVER needed for 9
year old boy. Male/Female, 3-7.30pm, own
car required. (310) 274-V806.

ORGANIZER/SECRETARY, experienced, for

small home office a few hours per week. (31 0)

837-9784. Leave message.

PART-TIME MESSENGER, Beverly Hills area. 2

hrs., during day, need own transportation.

(310)275-2260.------ - ^
, I _ ..

PART TIME bookkeeper 4-6 hrs/week. Will

train $7.50 per hour cash. Call Lynne Freeman.
(818)783-7175.

PART TIME TELEMARKETING for Education

Agency in Santa Monica. Foreign language

helpful. (310)395-9393.

PART-TIME: 1 5-25hr*Vvk., $135+/wk., start-

ing retail sales. Great for resume. No door to

door, etc. Call for info. (310)396-1479.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT needed for busy, gay
professional, $10^r., 5 hr^k. Be smart,

responsible, creative, resourceful,
(310)276-2332.

wgEKENPS ONLY, ywrwr! wfvjoy w pfclt-up

truck to deliver/retrieve equipment for child-

ren's parties. $10^r (310)399-2462.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
rrK>ve-in bonus. Fumishe<Vunfumished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to

UCLA. ^C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering

206-7634. Managed by Moss A Co.

WRITERS EXCHANGE haswork for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback novels, non-fiction

books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

Job Opportunities 32

ATTORNEYS r>eeded to take ofver a major on
^oing civil litigation in LA Superior Court

(213)874-2569.

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR MESSENGER for

CPA Firm — Century City— P/T. Duties

include:inventory control, knowledge of

Lotus 123, deliveries, some heavy lifting.

Must have own car. Hourly wage & benefits.

Call Lesley Davis (310)553-7860.

MEDKIAL / SCIENTIFK: WRITER Specialty

Laboratories, IrK. is a state—of-the-art clinical

reference laboratory providing diagnostic and
prognostic testing services to the medical

community. Due to our growth we have an

immediate opening for a full-tinr>e Medical/

Scientific Writer. Reporting to the President,

this exciting and challenging position will

include writing and editing of scientific manu-
scripts, abstracts, informational reports, sym-

posia presentations and medical marketing

material. Qualified candidates will have a

broad background in the Life Sciences, experi-

ence in medical/scientific writing in a clinical

reference laboratory or research laboratory

environment, with a minimum of a MS Degree
in microbiology, immunology or a related

scierKe. A Ph.D. is required. Superior Word
Processing skills required. We offer excellent'^

compensation and benefits. Please servi CV
with cover letter to Specialty Laboratories, IrK.;

Human Resources - MSW; 2211 Michigan
Ave., Santa Monica, CA 90404. EOE. "Our
Specialty Is Ex cellence."

RADIO ADVERTISING SALES. Ambitious,

creative people needed. Will train. Very high

earnings! Midnight rendezvous. (818)
990-8052.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews rH>w taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing all aspects of a

successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call

Triple *A* Student painters for information

now, 1(800)394-6000.

Internships 34

DOOR TO DOOR SALESPERSON needed for

Studio City. Dry Clear>ers. Hours flexible.

(818)505 0828/ (213)575-1072. '

ENTRY LEVEL RADIO ASSISTANT, major
radio rep. firm. Great opportunity to learn

radio/advertising business. Alan
(213)966-5082.

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT/Westwood sought by

Attorney^roducer. Must be a recent graduate

who Is intelligent, organized, personable,

trustworthy, self starter, chic, style consciou-

sand creative. This unique job entails challeng-

ing, fun ar>d interesting duties in a fast-paced

cnvironrT>ent. Macintosh and office skills

needed. $1 2.5(Vhr., bonus and ber>efits. Avail-

able jmnrwdiately. Please fax resume with

cover letter to Sara it (310)475-9966.

8 people needed no'w
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FEMALE TO SHARE spacious 2 bedroonV2

bath in WLA. Close to UCL^xjslines. Own
room/bath for only $450.
444-7185/208-5167.

GAY & LESBIAN TALK RADIO. WEEK-
NIGHTLY. BROADCAST OR POLI-SCI. CALL
DAVID (213)956-5874.

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER: VA -yr-old, 7-mo-old. M-Th af-

ternoons, 2:30-6:30 P.M. $M>r. English speak-

ing. Call Laurie (310)827-0902.

Apartments for Rent 49

3657 DUNN DR. #4. 3-BED APT. $1 }00fmo.
Refrigerator, stove, 2-car parking. Sylvia

(310)826-3721.

PALMS 2-BED/2-BATH. Security alarm, fire-

place, new carpet, all appliances included.

$695/nrH). (310)839-8862.

PALMS. $620. One-bedroom. Appliances,

pool, covered parking, laundry. 3455 jasmirw.

No pets 454-4754.

PALMS $795. Bright, huge, 2-bedroom. Lot of

closets, stove, refrig., park, laundry, pool. 5
minutes to UCLA. 301-6559, 305-7117.

PALMS, $925, 2+2, 4-years new, alarm, A/C,
fireplace, easy freeway access, 10737 Palnrw.

(213)836-5039.

PALMS, BEAUTIFUL 1 -bedroom, $800 2+2,
$975 up unfurnished, cathedral, high ceilings,

skylights, fireplace, patios, security build.,

near all, easy nrK>ve-in. Friendly manager.
(310)615-6908. -

PICO/ROBERTSON. Large 3-bed/2-bath. Up-
per w/patio. New carpet, paint, and drapes.

$1,150. (310)204-1339.

SHERMAN OAKS, 2+2, $750. Gated, central

air and heat, dishwasher, garage, fireplace.

13406 Moorpark. (616)222-8298.

SOUTH OF OVERLAND. 1-bed, $695. With
refrigerator and stove. (310)637-7513.

VENICE, SINGLE, V, -block from beach, hard-

wood floors. $475. (310)399-7605.

WESTWOOD. $745-$775/mo. 1622 S. Be-

verly Glen #10. 1 -bdrm/1 -blh. 1-year lease.

No pets. (310)459-3736.

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
IBDRM

Starting at $550
move-in a.'lowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

424 LANDFAIR. Available now. 2-bed/1 -bath,

also single. Garden setting, pool, next to

UCLA. 459-1200.

$425 SINGLE APARTMENT. Palms area.

(213)637-9616.

$925, 2-BEDROOM, upper, built-ins, bal-

cony, pool, garden-like, quiet, near UCLA,
parking, near transportation. (310)477-995 5.

AD|. Century City. 2bed/2bath. View, built-

ins, garden patio, hardwood floors, blinds

$900-$1 1 00. (21 3)441 -91 42/ (21 3)470-9239.

BACK HOUSE STUDIO for rent. $500/mo.
931-7628.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX.% BLOCK TO PKTO BUS. (310)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PKIO BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)639-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-675/MO. 2 BED-
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)639-6294.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury

apartment, fireplace, intercom, built-ins, patio

and more. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicente.

11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

BRENTWOOD, $550 bachelor, $675 single,

free utilities, $1250 2bd/2ba, New security

building, prime area. Best Deals, 508 Barring-

ton (310) 934-5000.

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel•Westwood Village

Cable TV«Microwave« Refrigerator

$199-$235/wl<«w/KITCH $295/wk
1 -bdmf) suites available

31 0/208-2241

BEST DEAL
I 1

IVESTIVOOD
Deluxe 2bd/2 bth

•10 mln Walk to UCLA
'Park;ng(2), AIR^ SPA

Balconies Fireplaces

(310)208-2655
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WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single, ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (310)477-4832.

WLA^HEVIOT HILLS. Newer 1 -bed loft-style,

$825. 2-bed/2 bath, $975. Must sec. Close to

campus. (310)841-6203.

WLA Giant (bargain at $800) 2-bed with patio

or balcony. Miniblinds, ceiling fans, walk-in

closet, appliances, low move-in , 1 1 527

Venice Blvd. #6. (310)390-5065.

Apartments

WLA, $450 single in triplex unit, close to

UCLA and transportation, must see, (310)

458-8859.

WLA. $550 and $565 Singles, hardwood
floors, stove, frige, mini-blinds.
(310)477-2777.

WLA. $775. Spacious, 1 -bedroom/1- bath,

security, pool, elevator, cable, washer/dryer,

vertical blind. 2445 S. Barrington Ave.

(310)473-3375.

Large Newly
Remodeled

1&2 Bedroom Units
Beverlywood'
WLA Area

Receive Free
Microwave

$575 - $825
Call 657 -8756

BRENTWOOD. 11719 Mayfield, #8.

3-bdmf\/2bth. New carpet, stove,refrigerator.

1-year lease. No pet. $1300/mo.
(310)459-3736.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few

miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.

3748 Inglewood Blvd . just north of Venice

Blvd. (310)398-8579.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,

furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, and

carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3258
Overland.(21 3)837-301 3.

PALMS. 2-bed/l-bath $725, hardwood floors,

mini-blinds, appliarKes, r^ar bus. Cats okay.

(310)390-3076.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM $685/MO. Fireplace,

private patios, dishwasher, refrigerator &
ngove,secuii:y

laundry. (310) 473-7860.

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD
SirjGLES 0»;^t .^ TWO BDRM^
GATED GARAGE BALCONV
POOL JACUZZI FIREPLACE
WALK IN CLOSETS FULL
KITCHEN DISH WASHER
REC ROOM POOL TABLE
VIDEO GAMES LAUNDRn
FACILITY GAS ^ WATER PAID
FROM $325 P R S N
r:!OOMMATES AVAILABLE

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

WLA, GREAT LOCATION! $63Q^mo. 1-bdrm.

Spacious, lower, quiet building, laundry, park-

infc close to busline. (310)826-9644.

WLA. LARGE 2-bed/1 -bath. 2 miles, one

parking space, refrigerator. 1 725 Federal.

$835/mo. (310) 325-5304.

WLA NEAR Westwood Blvd and Santa Mo-
nica, $700/mo, utilities paid, (213) 735-9384

or (310) 479-0566 evenings.

WLA/PALMS, 2-bed/l -bath, $850 & $875,

security building, large sundeck; WLA new
luxury condo style, gated, 2-bed/2-bath

$1100, near Bundy, (310)471-0883.

WLA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1 -bed. Mini-

blirvis, ceiling far>s, appliarxres, low move-in.

11527 Venice Blvd. #7. (310)390-5065.

WLA Super (bargain at $645) 1-bed. Mini-

blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, utilities in-

ctudedrtaw frtova.Tnr3637'SGputvcda Wattz

«6 (310)390-5065.

WESTWOOD PLAZA
APARTMENTS

Directly across from

mid-campus UCLA
Fumished&Unfumished

Bachelors from $550
Singles from $600 to $750

1 Bdmnsfrom to$900

2Bdmis2Blh from $1200

Variable Lenghth Leases

501-505 GayleyAva

(111)208-8505

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security buiWing,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness roorms,

saunas, jacuzzL sun

(deck, 2 car parking in

secure garage, will allow

4 students per

apartment.

From $1200 -$1300

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

--=rREEREIVr

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735
"

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

I'KOI 1 SSION Al i;^ MAN \(.l I) U\ MOSS \ ( ().

Luxury Living At
Student Prices!

• SpacKMt, httmd and air oondition«d roorml
• Prival* Bathroom and Showarl
• Nc¥ar mora than t«w> studanla par roomi
• Sirfa. quial anvironmant
• New minify and vandktg maohinaal
• Saparata study and TV bungaa tMh oaMal

• Ona t>adroom apartmanta avaJiaUa
• Waight Room and Qama RoomI
• Planty of Fraa Pik\ng\
• Danoaa, partiaa, mannm, aaoapa trips,

baibacuaa, corxsartt, lacturaa and moral

It's all waiting for you in t>eautiful Bel Air. only tweh/e minutes from UCLA I

The University of Judaism Residence Halls
310-476-9777. ext 259

aHaHM

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)639-6294.

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

large single, 1 or 2 people okay. 667-669

Furnished/unfurnished. Levering Ave.

(310)206-3215

WESTWOOD, %}200/n\o., 2-be<i/2-bath, new
carpets, floors, tiles and fixtures, large

unit, no pets, A^, 2 parking spaces, 1601

Veteran, Matt (310)264-9044.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 1 -bed-

room junior. $725/mo. Utilities & parking

included (310)475-7533.

WESTWOOD, 2 BEDROOM/1 BATH, hard-

wood floors, closed garage with storage.

$95(ymo. 1676 Manning. Newly painted.

(213)275-1335.

WESTWOOD AREA. Cute upper-floor bache-

lor. Crown moldings. Cable-ready. $550.

470-5952.

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. Sunny single, nwd-
ern kitchen, excellent condition, small build-

ing. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $575.

(310)474-8608.

WESTWOOD large 1 -bedroom, sleeps 3, walk

to campus, security parking, pool, spa, gym,

$890/mo., 477-6961. .

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM UCLA. Beauti-

ful & new 2-bec(/2-bath apt. Huge walk-in

closets designed for ROOMMATES!! 475
Gayley. Call (310) 824-3715.

WLA, 1-BDRM, bike or bus to campus, new
carpet, stove, refrigerator. $695. 1850 Colby.

477-0725.

WLA 1-BR. $650. Built-ins, patio, laundry,

parking. 1412 Brockton. (818)366-6732.

WLA 1 -bedroom. $675. Carpet, drapes, con-

venient location. 1521 Purdue Ave.
(310)391-2874.

WLA. 2-BEDROOM APT. Spacious, Close to

UCLA. $850/mo. -t- deposit. Call jen 479-6508

WLA, 2-bedroorT>/l -bath in four plex unit,

fridge, stove, must see, (310) 476-7437.

VJl\ $425-$650, singles, 1 -bedroom. Lighl^

mspac ious, security . Apaitments to share amr
available. (310)276-1671, (310)826-2816

NortlKklge $275 up. 500 furnished unit student

iKMJsing facllily. Shared or pr1\ate units, with or

without Idlchens. Privile balhs. Pool. Jacuzzi,

recreation room, ifZ hour drive to UCLA. Open year

round. Free ixochure. Northridoe (^mpus

Residence, 9500 Zetzah. Northridge, CA, 91325

(tii)iai-i7i7

Diamond
Head Apartments
Choose your gift with 1

year lease

Singles, 2BD
$725 and up

• All amenities

-•Secured Building and Parking

660 Veteran Avenue
208-2251

Apts. Unfurnished 61

BEL AIR . $600. SINGLE, NEW KITCHEN, A/C,

DISHWASHER, REFRIG, MICROWAVE,
POOL, PHONE ENTRY SYSTEM, ONE-MILE
UCLA CAMPUS, NO PETS. (310)471-0624.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $600, 1 -bed-

room. North of Wilshire, exceptionally spa-

cious, hardwood floors, no pets.

(213)653-5435.

BRENTWOOD. 2 Bedroom, $695. 1-

bedroom, $750-$600. I^ar Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 626-6461

LARGE SINGLE W/IN walking distance of

campus. $595, utilities irx:luded. Call Paul at

624-9754.

OHIO-SAWTELLE. $650. Month to month.
1-Bedrm, stove & fridge, carpets, 1% miles

from UCLA. Call (310)477-5756.

PALMS: $625. Large 1 -bedroom. 2 weeks free.

First - security. New paint, blinds, carpet &
appliances. Parking included. Cat okay.

(310)372-1253.

VENICE BEACH, $565, bachelor, modern
building, 'A block beach. Bay window. One
adult. No pets. 36 Brooks Avenue. 396-4452.

WESTWOOD NEAR CENTURY CITY, small

and custom single, sleeping loft, skylight,

garage, $635/mo. (310)475-3333.

WLA $1000/900. Large bright lowers 2-bed/

2-bath, small quiet building. Greenfield/Ohio.

AC, carport, laundry. (310)436-9635.

WLA. $725. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large

modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.

(310)837-0761.

WLA. One-bedroom, $650-$875/mo. Sec-

urity, spacious building, parking, carpet. Walk
to LICLA. 1450 Midvale. (213)391-2674.

Apartments to Share 52

1 OR 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED. Own fum-

ished room, bathroom, parking. $440 a month
in 2B/2B apartment. 310-639 4642.

$315/MO. SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM
APT. w/ male r>on-5moker & 2 cats. Security

bidg. & parking, quiet neighborhood, xint. bus

connections, IVi miles to IXILA. 575-1503.

49 Apartments to Share 52 Roommates 53

$375! BEAUTIFUL WESTWOOD CONDO.
Share room in 2bd/2Vi bath. Female. All

luxuries. Parking! Bu^ot32 walk. Veteran

Ave. 575-41 2C/479-7797.

BRENTWOOD, female wanted, 2+2. View,

canyon, balcony, sunny, quiet, parking.

$60(Vmo. Semi-fumished bedroom, furnished

apartnf>ent, please don't watch much televi-

sion. Julie (310)472-6769.

CHARMING, NEWLY PAINTED, 3-bedroom,

Spanish duplex, one bedroonV own bath,

laundry, fireplace, garage parking, $55G/mo.
Daytime messages (213)939-4091, evenings

(213)652-2461.

FEMALE Muslim looking for roommate. Call

after 6 pm. Leave message (213) 739-6059.

MALE/FEMALE. Own Master bedroom with

bath in 2bed, 2bath apt. secure building with

parking $465/month. Johnny (310)559-4260.

MALE/FEMALE Share 2-bedroom, 1-batb,

West LA, Large deck, wood floors, $425/mo. +
utilities. Mike (310)473-5419

M/F ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2-BED/ 2-BATH
IN WESTWOOD W/ PROFESSIONAL PER-

SON. $60(VMO. PRIVATE BEDROOM, PRI-

VATE BATH. 474-8466

OWN BEDROOM, IN 2-BED/l-BATH APT.

$365/mo.-»- utilities. Non-snrwker a must. Doris

(310) 636-9413, call evenings.

PALMS- CLEAN, NEAT, Responsible, non-

smoker to share 2 + 2 apt. fireplace, a/c, full

kitchen, taudry. Secure parking. Great build-

ing. $390/mo. +utilities. Scott (310)839-7616.

WESTWOOD, $45C/mo., ml»!, 1 -block to

campus, townhouse (bed-up, living, dining,

kitchen down), fireplace, private, patio, gar-

age, (310)206-7527, eves.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. Own Bed/Bath In

2be(V2bath apt. from $55C/mo. Parking, pool,

spa, rec. room, A/C. (213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD. Furnished 1 bedroom apart-

n>ent. Huge patio. Walk to campus. Utilities

paid (310)206-2501.

WLA. Looking for female non-smoker. Beauti-

ful 2-be(Vl-bath duplex, wood floors, fire-

place. Walking distance to LXTLA. S500/mo.

WALK TO UCLA-enormous 2-bdrnV2-bath. 2

females to share beautiful condo with 2 others.

$395 each. (310)624-4242.

WALK LXIA- enormous 2 bd/2 bath. Female
to share beautiful condo w/ 3 others. $395
each. (310)961-6695.

WESTWOOD: FEMALE NEEDED to share

bedroom w/ 1 other. Close to campus, security,

pool, a/c, etc. $31 7.50+utilities. Call Linda

Lee. 479-8984.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. SHARE large 2 bed/2

bath. $35(Vnno. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.
(213)206-1976.

WESTWOOD. LUXURY 2 bed/2 bath. Own
roonVbath. Fireplace, Jacuzzi, parking. Bal-

cony A view. $600. (310)624-2576.

WESTWOOD, FEMALE ROOMMATE, clean &
responsible, to share charming, furnished

2-bed apartment. $565 plus 'A utilities. In-

cludes maid. Available Feb. 1st. Lorna
(310)206-1456.

'

WLA: Female to Share 2Bed/2Bath.
$323.7S/mo. Spacious, safe security building,

fireplace, balcony, more. (310)473-5441.

WLA. Luxurious 2-be<V2-bath townhouse.
Fireplace, sun deck, cathedral ceilings. All

amenities. $625 + utilities. (213)470-1017.

WLA, own room in cozy house, $515/mo.,

fireplace, backyard, garage, (310) 441-5021.

WLA: SHARE 2BD/1 BA with recent PhD and
cat. $445/mo.-$445 deposit. Laundry, car-

port, quiet street, spacious. Leslie

310-207-5740.

Roommates 53

FEMALE NEEDED for spacious, clean, furn-

ished apartment, $395/mo., only have to lease

through June, walk to UCLA, Emily, (310)

476-6221

.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED IMMEDIAT-
LEY; 2-bed/ 2-bath + all amenities. Walk to

UCLA. $340. (310)206-5123. Manager
206-4394.

FEMALE, share larg^, furnished, one bedroon

apartment with one other, walking distance,

%AO0/mo. (310)624-0842.

FIRST MONTH FREE!

LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE easy to get

along with, willing to pay SAOO/mo. Day-

phone 586-8919, evening phone Larry

977-2121 ext.2079.

MALE WANTED: non-smoker needed to share

furnished 1 -bedroon apt. VA blocks away.

$400. ASAP (310) 824-5536.

MARINA DEL REY, roommate wanted, $600,

master bedroom, tennis, pool, gym, walk to

beach, evenings (310)821-7210.

MASTER BEDROOM WITH walk-in closet in

beautiful Sherman Oaks security building.

Parking & pool. $575. (310)260-9962.

Male/Female non-srrioker wanted to share

spacious 2BDRM cottage close to UCLA.
$497.50 plus half utilities. Call Tom at (310)

476-7565 or beep 206-6477 id#13039.

OCEAN PARK, $4 75/MO., including utilities.

Non-srYH)king/drinking. W/D, dishwasher,
yard. Sheelagh 392-6132.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share large 2-bed-

room apartment. Private bath. Across from

UCLA. Female preferred. (310) 247-5766.

Room for Rent 54

2 ROOMS Available in a 3-bed house. Near
UCLA. $450 + utilities + $450 deposit. Call

.Allen or Denny, 470-4577.

ACROSS SUNSET FROM UCLA. Private

enterance, bath, walk in closet, garage.

$515At>o. (310)472-7943. Leave message.

AVAILABLE MARCH 15. Private roonrVbath.

Quiet. Parking, bus access. No-smoking. Near

UCLA. $460. (310)476-6769.

BEVERLY HILLS. Private room & bath. Separate

wing & entrarKe. Kitchen & laundry privileges

negotiable. $550. (310)274-7122.

FURNISHED, private bedroom and bath.

Kitchen privileges, tandem parking. Close to

transportation, shopping, and restaurants.

(310)826-2839.

OWN ROOM, share bath. In WLA house. 2

miles to LXILA. Washer/dryer, backyard,

parking, storage, hardwood floors. $447+
utilities. Bill (310)478-6661.

PALMS YOUR OWN BEDROOM In 3.bed-

room, 2story townhouse. lOmin. from UCLA.
$36Q/mo. (310)204-6972.

ROOM FOR RENT. Quiet, clean student for

private bedroom and bathroom in 4-bedroom
house. WLA. Bus access. $450. BiarKa and
Richard (310)559-5170.
'

ROOM FOR RENT with private bath in private

home. Kitchen privilages, non-snfK>ker, student
•

pfelerrcd . $450. (310)475.5 135. =
WESTEND HOTEL. Cable TV, phones, clean,

quiet, refrig., laundry, maid service, security

bIdg. $12(Vwk and up. 1538 Sawtelle Blvd.

(213)444-8990.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet luxury

room/bath only, high ceiling, kitchen pri-

viledges. Non-smoker. $550 (310)444-5526.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.

and up. Some with kitchens. (310)206-2241.

WESTWOOD, OWN ROOM/WITH BATH, in

nice apartment. And share rest. %A50/mo. + 'A

utilities, security. (310)470-2942.

WLA HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced male

student. Microwave, refrigerator, weekly

cleaning. Near transportation. References.

(310)270-4367.

Sublet 55

BOSTON AREA, apt. to sublet, 1

masterbedroonVl bath. Completely furnished,

cable TV, all amenities, air conditioning.

Located 1 block from ocean, r^ear subway,

airport, Mass Ger>eral Hospital, and local

universities, $725/mo. + utilities. Ken. (310)

624-7863.

House for Rent 56

BRENTWOOD FAMILY HOME. 3bed/3bath
light, bright, private. Move-in $2,40(Vmo.
626-7444. ^^
LARGE, CHARMING, Brentwood glen house,

3-bed/3-bath, 2 patios, garage, $220(Vmo.,
gardner Included. (310)471.2543.

3-BEDROOM • 1 -BATH

HARDWOOD FLOORS

FIREPLACE • LARGE YARD

REMODELED • NEAR

WESTSIDE PAVILION

STUDENTS WELCOME
$1,575

CALL 213/827-0156

House to Stiore 57

3 BEDROOM SHARED HOUSE W/2 FE-

MALES. 1'^ miles from campus. Own bath.

$450. Susan (310)470-2206.

House to Shore

4-MILES FROM CAMPUS, $440/mo, private

home, own room and bath, full house pri-

vileges, parking, pool, furnished, laundry,

view. (818)990-6297.

MAR VISTA. Nice R-1 neighborhood. 3-bed-

room. Large backyard, W/D, parking. 5 min to

beach. Quiet, mature, N/S. % house-$700.
l-bed-$350. (310)396-7062.

VENKIE: SPANISH-STYLE, Hardwood floors,

yard. Private Bedroom. Near Beach. Share
with Grad Student. $500. (310)391-4572

House for Sole 58

2012 MIDVALE, 3+2 + ^xtras, $515,500, for

details on properties near UCLA please call

(310) 477-6291, Annie Szyilagyi.

CHEVIOT HILLS. Lovely tradition English.

5-bed/3'A bath. Ideal for family, $769,000. By
owner. (310)202-6057.

MAR VISTA HILLS BEST BUY. Bright
3-bedroonVl V» -bath ranch with double gar-

age & large detached studio. Georgeous
hardwood floors. $345,000. (310)477-9966.

PROFESSOR SELLING. Outstanding contem-
porary tri- level home in Brentwood North of
Sunset. 4-bedrooms + study, 3-bath. Decks,
tree-top views, large flat yard. $699,000.
(310)477-9966.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA, 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (816)763-6675.

Condos for Sole

LOVELY HIGHRISE CONDO 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa,

security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)624-0453.

CULVER CITY CONCX). Why waste money on
rent? $149,500. 2-bed/l -V» bath. Broker Ray
Williams. (310)559-4315 or beeper
(213)966-7433.

ENCINO. 1-BED/ 1-BATH. Bright, cheerful,

clean. Walk to shopping, laundry, pool; ja-

cuzzi, rec lounge, parking. (818)343-7512.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-

tmty^ buHding. $1t»,000. Gall 443- 7778
,

276-6331

.

LICLA STUDENT/FACULTY SPECIALIST FOR
CONDO PURCHASE/LEASE. STUDK3 $95K
CALL BOB/BROKER (310470-1781.

Condos for Stiore 68

LA CIENEGA & RODEO. Non-smoking female
roommate needed. $350/mo., utilities in-

cluded. (213)295-6674.

WESTWOOD LUXURY HIGH-RISE CONDO.
Wilshire. Private bed & bath. $55Q/mo. Valet

parking. (310)475-3049.

Condos for Rent 69

CENTURY CITY, 2-bed/ 1 3/4 bath condo. On
top floor. $26O0/nx>. No pets. Refrig, W/D
inlcuded. Additional storage space. Pool, ten-

nis court, spa, rec room, security complex.
471-1234

WESTWOOD 2bed/lV4bath condo.
$1

1

50/mo. No pets, new carpets, flreplace and
balcony. (310)471-1234.

WESTWOOD, $1 395/mo, 2-bed/ 2-bath lux-

ury condo. Gorgeous mountain view. Includes

3-tennis courts, pool, gym, Jacuzzi, 24-hour
security, party facilities, parking. Call Lori

or Steve Hawkins (310)826-6070.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHINC--FULLY EQUiPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)765-1026.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!

Student discount. Static Line, Tarviem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 600-526-9662.

Sport Equipt. for Rent 85

ATOMK: 733 SL skis with Marker M46r
bindings, 205cm, $1 75, skied 6 times. Plus

separate Marker M46r bindings $50, Pro-

stock, (714) 960-6114.

Child Care 90

LICENSED CHILDCARE in my home. Ages
newborn and up. Hot meals and loving

atmosphere. 996-4407.

Insurance 91

Good Rates for
"^ Motorcycles,

with California-based

company. Also

available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355
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57 Insurance

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
IVe nil do hiil jiilo nisur.iiitu ib

reiiiiirerl hy l.iw' So tor .1

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-6666. UCLA alumnus. ___
JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able, jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.

Short/long distance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0626

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 MRS.
(213)3010137.

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)559-1690.

67 Services Offered 96

CASH IS AVAILABLE for college. For free

information call 1-800-788-9656.

EXPERIENCED SWIM INSTRUCTOR available

for group/private lessons. All strokes, levels,

and ages. Paul (310)206-6039.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate

school personal statements, other vital written

material? Professional help firom nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)626-4445.

FUND—FINDERS can find you funds for

school. Guaranteed $200-$1 4,000 in scholar-

ships and grants. Call 1 -aOO-343-FUND, »hmr

6pm.

SMONEY $ MONEYS. Immediate help. Debt
consultations and signature loans to S20K. All

applicants considered. 1-600-221-5546.
Open 7 days.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite, theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)671-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted

and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (616)704-6460.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our
new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600, We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH. Phd gives

exoert heip Fast. Reasonable. D1 0)476-01 14.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Thcacs/Disscrtations

Pkioposals and Books.
Foreign stixicnts welcome.

PiUPOB NOT FOE SALE
Sharoo Bear, PhJ)
(213H7M662

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,

economics, engineerings ESL, english/

composition, finance, foreign languages,

humanities, mathematics, physics, political

science, statistics. STUDENT SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutoring Service.
(310)204-4656.

-AUMAR BEAU- FRENCH tutoring by phone

or one on one. (616)904-7691. En Francais

S.V.PI. Mercil

•••CARING TUTOR*** BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-

ERY TO MASTERYI CALL RENEE
(616)545-0960 .

FRENCH TUTORING. Instructor from Paris.

Now living in Westwood. Beg-Adv. Reason-

able. Wanda (310)474-9469.

GERMAN LESSONS taught by patient native

speaker. Reasonable rates. Call Boris

(213)467-6667.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study

skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently

present the material in a variety of ways

to become confident and self-reliant. For

FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

RUSSIAN NATIVE offers Russian language

lessons in exchange for computer lessons. Call

Mark (213)962-2497.

SPANISH TUTORING. Grammar, conversa-

tion, translation, business, & traveling. West-

wood 575-1977. Ask for Cristina.

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING, GMAT,
LSAT, GRE, WordPerfect, etc. Yale grad,

4years experience. Mark, 652*1296.

91 Tutoring Needed 99 Typing 100 Typing 100

JAPANESE AND ENGLISH tutors needed in all

of Los Angeles, $2G^r. Send resume: 14931
Roscoe Blvd. #26, Panorama City, 91402. Call

(618) 691-7935.

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENERGETIC COMPU-
TER TUTOR to teach 1 0-yr. old boy microsoft

works. Call (310)273-2330 from 10-5 and ask

for Claudia.

Typing 100

$1.75 PER PAGE. TYPING/
WORDPROCESSING. Term papers, resumes,

charts, laser printer. RL services.
(310)306-2646.

A.1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 6
A.M. -6 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERSAHESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-O556.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFEDI Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (including disserta-

tions, mailings, resunws, transcriptions).

Editin^graphics available. Laser printer. Near
campus.9am-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

ace typist, etc. speed taping. wp, spell-

check, laser. fonts. papers. applica-
Tkdns. resumes, rushes, guaranteed.
1 mile from ucla 310-476-2629.

AFFORDABLE, expert wordprocessingAyping/
editing. Term papers, reports, theses. Laser.

Student discounts. No papers for sale. Marge
(local): (818)786-8742.

BRENTWOOD WORDPROCESSING: Re-

sumes, manuscripts, theses, fast tum-around,
I.B.M.— Word Perfect— Laser Printing. Lili

(310)472-4113.

I'm On Campus
Pkk-up. drop off, revinon. corrtdiorM o( word

procMting jotM it your offin / home, or my campus
iooAton— & I'm ctil chaiper Word RBrfact 51,
Later Jet 3, Fonts; Gueranleed Joi» from eeey to

impoeeilile weioome

824-9695

NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop
publishing word proc6^ing. Resumes, legal/

medical transcription, manuscripts.
(310)472-0405.

PERFECT SPELLING for papers/theses, etc.

Mac, W/P, free campus pickup/delivery. Mi-
chael (310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3961
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup-Delivery Available.

THE TYPING GUY! I'll type anything. I'm

really cheap and very fast. (310)207-5192.

TYPESETTTING, screenplays, and teleplays,

resume, term papers, price negotiable, Mike
(213)931-1733.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Sanla Monica (31 0)828-6939, Holly-
wood (213)466-2866.

WORD PROCESSING. Research papers et al/

Fast, accurate, quick turnaround time. Profes-

sional quality, laser printer. Call
(310)379-6624

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable,- Westside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

Modern Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hrs

service. No papers Tor
sale. Angelica (310)446-6699.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingle;Teaching AssocyNate Lam, ,25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)628-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL -BONDON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

suits. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RE^MES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

Travel 105

EAST COAST (NYC/BOSTON/
WASHINCTION) anytinr>e, $149. No catches,

confirmed reservations, just be minimally

flexible. CalHitch(r). (310)458-1006.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACR083 utensils
SOLVSO:

37

41

— code
False god
Play a banjo
Coastal city

Noun ending
Turn up
Couple
Snares
Weighed down
Formal
article

Turn aside
"— but the
brave ..."

Pine, e.g.

Plow parts
Sign up again
Nigerian port
Initial

"— and
Sympathy"
Article

Chowder
ingredients

Stringed
instrument
Chess pieces
Heater parts
Unravel (a

mystery)
Ultimate
limits

Team member
Iowa city

Weather word
Outdoor type
Kitchen

54 Press
55 An aristocrat

56 Sublease
57 Force
58 Baltic gulf

59 Looks
searchingly

60 Chooses
61 Pack

•

DOWN
1 Engagement:
abbr.

e. Bellow
3 Fort — , Ont.
4 Haphazardly
5 Gets going
6 Flavoring
7 Skin problem
8 French

article

9 Prominent
10 Journey
11 Go on

horseback
12 Consumer
13 Noun suffix

21 Foot parts
22 Garment
24 Conditions
25 Goo
26 Rubber source
27 Broker
28 Iranian^oney
29 Boot-shaped

land
30 Tennis shot

C D E D

1

G R A M
1

U B E R
A L 1 B 1 R 1 L E P A V E
G A R B S 1 M P R E S S E D
E F T R A L El G R E E N 8

H U M Sp E R Tl^^
D 1 S A P P £A rHe S T P
1 N C 1 T c 1 II nH 11 S pc ^m I- \J U^Ml^-f c
S C A R R M A -m P L 1 E
C A LS E R A

S
T A 1 L E R

s N A C
L

kHa 1 S T E R S
1 nH P E S T jjj^^l

T R A 1 L S If 1 D o| A D D
R E B E L L 1 N

1
R A D 1

A D 1 N

1
E T R E T R 1 L L

P E T R E M S 8 M E L L

2-1-92 © 1992 Unitad FMture Syndicate

31 Dwindle
33 Goes by plane
36 Talented

rookie
37 Misers
39 Some

adhesives
40 Skidded
42 Sword
43 Does artwork

45 Facade
46 Fish

47 Out of line

48 Of men
49 Golf basic

50 Cafe au —
51 Therefore

52 Cold dish

54 Wedding words

1 2 3 4

1

5 6 7 8

22

9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 21
•A

E^^^^BJ 23 ^H24
^B^

25 26 27

36

33

28 29 30 31

32

39 40

34

35

43

37

38

.41 42

\ i
^^I^QB 44 ^H45

U^^^^^^^^^^m

46 47 48 49 50 51 52

J

1

:
53 S4 55

:

56 57 58

59 60 61

'
/OTl

I
KMPCr\O Call For Answers • Touch-tone or Rotary PtH>nM

1-900-454-3535 ext. code 500 • 95< pw mmute

*f^ mmm
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PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS

RECRUITMENT '92!

DO THE HEALTH THING...BE A PHC!

LAST DAY
...FOR YOU TO GET
AN APPLICATION!

I got one!

ORIENTATION MEETING

TODAY!!! (YOUR LAST CHANCE)
1 -2pm North Campus Rm 20

6-7pm Dykstra Fireside Lounge

YOU HUSI ATTENDAN ORIENTATION TO
RECEIVE AN APPLICATION

QUESTIONS??
401 Kerckhoff Hall 825-8462 M-F 9-5

sponsored by SHS

If you are nearsighted, a brief outpatient

surgical procedure now offers an alternative to

dependency on eyeglasses or contact lenses.

Robert K. Maloney, M.D... ophthalmologist at UCLA*s Jules Stein

Eye Institute, discusses Radial Keratotomy an new refractive

procedures using the Excimer Laser to correct nearsightedness.

This seminar is free aixi open to the public. No reservations are

needed. You'll find out how Radial Keratotomy and Excimer Las^
techniques work, the expected results, costs... aiKl if you're a

I candidate for these procedures.

Join us at any one ofthefollowing times:

Tuesda}^ February 4, 5:15-6:00 p.iii. •
Wednesday, February 5, 12:15-1:00 p.m.

Friday, February 7, 12:15-1:00 p.m.

Jules Stein Eye Institute-RPB Auditorium
100 Steill Plaza, UCLA

(near the corner of Westwood and Le Conte)
For further information, call (310) 206-7692

Refreshments will be provided Sponsored by the JSEI Affiliates

Travel 105 Autos for Sale

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL, RA" airfare to any-

where, $125 p/p. Limited quantity. CALL
now!!! 24 hrs. (404)349-9551.

Autos 109

MAZDA RX-7, '80. 8-yr. owner, runs great.

115K, $1,000 firm. (310)399-9240.

MITSUBISHI MIRAGE HATCHBACK '86. Ex-

cellent condition. A/C, AM/FM. Original

owner. $2100. (310)794-5280. Eric.

PONTIAC GRANDAM '88. Auto, Burgundy
ext., Grey int.,35,000mi, PS/PB/Ca$$,
$490(yobo. (310)788-9540 David.

RENAULT ENCORE, '84, $1 200, looks great in

and outside. Excellent driving coruiition. Re-

becca (310)275-2320, (310)559-6170.

RX-7 MAZDA 1980. 44k, original miles, new
clutch and tires, r\o accidents, showroom
condition. (310)575-4154.

Volkswagon Convertible, '84. 5-speed, black,

new clutch, tires. 76K. AM/FM-cassette. Excel-

lent condition $5,500. (213) 660-4567.

VWJctta 1986, 5-speed, A/C, cassette, excel-

lent in and out 4,395 OBO (310)398-6949.

VW RABBIT DIESEL, '79. $180(yobo. Good
condition. Call Doug (310)396-2966.

YOU CAN REPAIR OR even extend your car's

life Jk v«ry loMT OML ALAN (310)538-1628.

1984 NAVJETTA, EXCELLENT CONDITK3N,
ORIGINAL OWNER, 5-SPEED, 2-DR, TAN,
80K, 4000/OBO. ALICE (D)825-8901
(E)207-3973.

1988 TOYOTA TERCEL red coupe. 43,000
miles, automatic, air conditioning, radio/

casette player. Good condition. Susan
(213)896-3106.

'75 & '76 RIGHT-HAND DRIVE POSTAL
JEEPS. 2-whl dr., 6-cyl eng. Repainted with
chrome wheels. Mech excellent. Ready to go.

$1,650. Chick, (310)202-6407.

'76 FIAT SPIDER Convertable, red, re-built

engine. Excellent condition. Moving Must Sell.

$2,200/o.b.o. (310)822-6071.

BMW 2500, '69. White, auto, A/C, sheepskins.
Excellent condition in and out. $215(Vobo.
(310)454-4109.

rORD PROBE '89. Auto, Silver/Grey,
63,000mi, PS/PB/PL/Cass, $6,300, obo.
(310)788-9540 Cathy.

JEEP WRANGLER 1987. Clean, newer off the
road, soft top, pull out stereo, $9000/obo.
(818)972-8186

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

HONDA CB-1 '89 SWEET BIKE. Full warranty.

Just tuned, plus extras. 4,000 miles.

$330(Vobo. (310) 836-4599
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From page 24

Senior forward Don MacLcan
acknowledged that the Louisville

game will be very important for the

Bruins.

"We are going to have to get it

together.** MacLean said. "We
need to get off this wave we have
been riding.**

Against the smaller Cardinals,

UCLA should have a big rebound-
ing advantage. Yet the Bruins have
been outrebounded in each of their

past two games, which bothers

Harrick.

"I am very worried about our

rebounding right now,*' Harrick
said. "We have been out of it

rebounding the last two games.
That was a big problem for us last

year.**

Despite the rebounding prob-

lems, there is a possibility that

forward Mitchell Butler will start

against Louisville, instead of cen-

ter Rodney Zimmerman.
At his weekly media luncheon

Tuesday, Harrick said that Butler

would see increased playing time

against quick teams like USC and
Louisville.

Wednesday night against the

Trojans, Zimmerman started, but

he only played the first four

minutes of the game. He scored

zero points and had zero rebounds,

after being held scoreless against

Stanford on Saturday. Meanwhile,
Butler played 33 minutes^ against

NICHOLAS/Daiiy Bruin

Darrick Martin and Don MacLean will try to get back in the win
column Sunday at Louisville.

USC and scored six points.

UCLA has never beaten Louis-

ville at Freedom Hall, losing all

four games there against the

Cardinals. Two years ago, Louis-

ville streaked out to an 18-2 lead

over the Bruins, en route to an easy
97-80 victory.

The game is scheduled for 10:30

a.m. in Los Angeles and will be

televised nationally by ABC
(Channel 7 in Los Angeles) with

broadcasters Gary Bender and
Cheryl Miller.

THEO NCHOU^S/Daily Bruin

Gerald Madkins will niost likely be asked to shut down Louisville's leading scorer, Everick Sullivan.

109 Motorcycles for Sale 114 Scooters for Sole 115 Misc. For Sale 128

SUZUKI, 450 TX, 1983. Black, Looks Good.
Runs Excellent. Rebuilt Carburetors, New
Battery. S675/obo. (310)826-6402

YAMAHA 750 VIRAGO. Red, 20K miles, shaft

drive, new battery, tires; stock condition.

$950. IVAN (310)289-0310.

YAMAHA RAZZ, '87. $600/obo. Low mileage,

runs like new, excellent condition. Call Mi-
chan (310)208-0769.

YAMAHA RIVA 1 25: Black, in good condition,

runs %vell, lock, trunk, $850. Call David
evenings (310)208-2268.

Scooters for Sale 115 Furniture for Sole 126

Jon1986 HONDA ELITE 80. $700 00. Cal

mornings/evenings (818)881-6476.

1 990 HONDA ELITE 80, blue, just tuned, low
mileage, runs perfectly, new helmet, lock,

$1150, (310) 394-8905. _^
ELITE 150. Runs great, looks good. Includes

helmet and lock. $1000080. 472-7465 leave

message.
'

ELITE 250, low miles. Freeway legal, new
brakes/ tire, extras! Excellent condition!

$100(Voba (310)473-3741. Leave message.

HONDA AERO 50, '86. $3>5/obo. New tires,

battery, tuneup, great condition.
(310)397-5858.

'

I

HONDA AERO 50. Runs well. Good around
campus. Helmet/lock included. $300 best

offer. (310)824-5763.

HONDA ELITE 80, '87. $625. Recent tunc-up,

great condition, helmet included. (310)

208-491 2.

ART DECO. NEW SOFA and LOVE SEAT. Still

in plastic. Unbeatable. Sacrifice at $295.
(310)695-8432.

BRAND-NEW KITCHEN TABLE from Pier 1

Imports. Butcher-block top w^lack ieg» ar>d

black chairs. 208-5167. $90/OBO.

BUNKBEDS, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID WOOD
$90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK OR
WHITE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRESS,
SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (213)821-0729.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

MOVING, MUST SELL, RATTAN DINING
SET, 4 CHAIRS, 200/OBO, MICROWAVE, 1

YR OLD 125/OBO. ALICE (0)825-8901 (E)

207-3973.

WATERBED, queen, with pads, heater, and
headboard, included dresser arxi nicht starni,

$55, (310)202-1050. ;

FOR SALE: STEREO SYSTEM, COMPUTER
MONITOR, $250/OBO EACH.
(310)479-1627. i

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

SKIS AND BOOTS: ELAN 195S; size 10V.
boots, GREAT CONDITION! $225/obo. Call

208-8167, leave nriessage.

Office Equipt. for Sale 133

PROFESSIONAL DRAFTING TABLE 59x37",
drawers, full tilt, excellent condition. $225.
(310)390-5717.

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

IBM COMPATIBLE. 286/386, 1RAM, 1.2 FD,
1 .4 FD, 40 HD. Keyboard, monitor. New with
warranty. $62(y$950. (213)644-2612.

MAC LC, 40MHD, 4M REM, 1 .4M floppy.

ComfHfle package includes warranty and
software $1 80(VOBO. Vivian (81 8)891 -6636.

TOSHIBA 31 OOSX: HD, 4meg., DJ500, printer,

battery, SCSI HD, carrying case, extras, $3000.
David (310)794-3107.
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TENNIS
From pa^e 24

good match, but Knowles was too

tough.

"It was a good start for Know-
les. He just smothered Crile/' said

UCLA head coach Glenn Basselt.

The Huskies as a team were

smothered in singles play, as none
of the top four Bruins lost more
than two games in a set.

On the number two court, junior

Fritz Bissell blew his freshman

opponent, Mark Tomandl, off the

court at 6-2, 6-1.

The freshman hung tough in the

Hrst three games of the match
before his groundstrokes, which
are his strength, completely fell

apart on him, Bissell said.

"He wasn*t a bad player, (but)

he was missing by a long ways,"

Bissell said.

UCLA senior captain Bill Bar-

ber also won 6-2, 6- 1 in the number
three position for the Bruins. He
defeated Knute Lund, the only

Husky senior to play.

In addition to Lund, the Huskies

sent three juniors, a sophomore,
and a freshman into the bear's den

to face a far more experienced

Bruin squad. The experience

showed.

The Bruins dominated the bot-

tom half of the singles ladder as

well as the top, as two freshman

and a sick Jason Sher fought their

=^Pfee Bruins dominated

the bottom half of the

singles la(Jder as well as

the top, as two

freshman and a sick

Jason Sher fought their

way to victories.

way to victories.

Freshman Robert Janecek made
short work of Manuel Marti in the

number four position, winning 6-1,

6-2.

Sher, a junior, became sick on
the court shortly after his 7-5, 7-5,

victory over the Husky's hard-

serving Tim Brown.
Freshman Davide Sanguinetti

earned a 7-5, 6-1, victory over
"Washington's Mark DeMaine in

the number-six singles match.

'

The Bruins then swept the

doubles action, the most encour-

aging result coming in the number
two spot where Bill Behrens made
his season debut for the Bruins. He
and Janecek teamed for a 6-3, 6-1,

victory over Brown and David
Johnson.

Next up for the Bruins are the

25th-ranked South Florida Bulls

on Saturday at 1 p.m. at the Los
Angeles Tennis Center.

The Bulls figured to be a

formidable opponent for the

Bruins when the nation's top-

ranked player, Patricio Arnold,

transferred from Georgia in May.
But a severe blow was dealt to

the Bulls in December when
Arnold decided to turn pro.

The Bulls are led by sophomore
Roy Weinberg, ranked 4 1st nation-

ally and highly touted freshman
Jeff Baker.

Against the Bulls, the Bruins

will be without the services of their

ace, Mark Knowles, who will be
playing in a tournament in north-

em California this weekend, Bas-
sett said.

Behrens will play his first

singles action of the year in the No.
6 spot, while the other five will

probably be bump)ed up a notch,

Bassett said.

American Heart
Auodatlon^

t^'

UCLA's Mark Knowles made his 1992 debut In Westwood Thursday with a 6-2, eo thrashing of Washington's Chet CrIIe.

Daily Bruin file photo
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@: verb\rech\ 1: to l^^l^x^h out, touchi or attempt to

to touch. 2: to comtmmicate wltti or disclose to.

Ifyou wpn&B&nt an oa cai)3|md ciirgamzation

you jiHeed to Publicize to order to

Reach e^^er departments and members.
To maximize fffieiency vs, cost Utilize

Daily Bruin AidmerHsing.

For more information^ please contact the "Internal"

Department at 825-2161 #i^»p by 112 KerckhoffHall.

«

Fast and

-207-59
Delivery

• II
11628 Santa Monica Blvd.
Sunday-Thursday 11 -12am; Friday and Saturday 11 -2am

Lowfat cheese availible upon request

>

Summer Cash
We can give you a summer job that will take you places. Places

like Los Angeles, San Francisco, Dallas, New York and Miami just t9

name a few. Affiliated Services Inc. , an agent for Mayflower Transit,

is looking for hard working individuals with a sense of adventure to

fill summer posUtions in our household goods fleet.

• No Experience Necessary
• Free Training
• ExceUent Earnings Potential

• See The Country
• Meet Interesting People
• Scholarships For Top Earners

You Must Be At Least 21 Years Old

Have A Good Driving Record

Be Ambitious

For More Information Attend A Free Seminar:
Date: February 3, 1992
Place: Holiday Inn Westwood, Selby Room 604

10740 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles
~"^ ^ime: 7:00 p.m.

Call 1-800^28-1204 to register. You do not need
to register to attend, but it would be appreciated.

Affiliated Services, Inc.
Agent for

i B iiVi a I

TRANSIT
Mayflower, Mayflower Transit, and (he ship symbol are tradeinarks and service marks of
Mayflower Transit. Inc PC Box 107, Indianapolis, Indiana, 46206^0107 ICC No MC 2934
Printed in the US A 1991 Mayflowrr Transit, Inc ^

LAURA LEE SWAN

The UCLA volleyball team will try to continue its winning ways against the Lions.

d-ranked Brains travel

to take on Loyola Marymount
By^Erlc Bllligmeier

After using a week off to savor

the UC Santa Barbara tournament

championship, the UCLA men's

volleyball team returns to action

tonight with the Hrst leg of its mosl

crucial road trip of the year.

The No. 2 Bruins (3-1, 1-0 in the

DeGroot Division of the Western

Intercollegiate Volleyball Associ-

ation) travel to Loyola Mary-
mount's Gersten Pavilion (0-2 in

the Harry Wilson Division) tonight

at 7:30 p.m. Many regard this as a

warm-up match for the biggest

tussle of the season so far —
Tuesday's match against Pepper-

dine.

"We are looking ahead," UCLA
Coach Al Scales said. **We have to

play well against Loyola to keep

our momentum. We got momen-
tum from the Santa Barbara tour-

nament, but that was a week ago."

The Lions, who finished fourth

in the Wilson Division last season

at 5-11 (9-14 overall), don't

present any match-up problems for

the first-place Bruins (who share

the lead with 2-0 Pepperdine),

according lo assistant coach Brian

Rofer. who scouted Loyola's
three-game loss to USC Wednes-
day night.

*The only way they could beat

us is if we don't play well," Rofer

said. "If everybody's up and
playing well, we should hammer
them."

Most of the Lions' roar this

season has come from 6-foot, 6-

inch middle blocker Andy Zim-
merman and, especially, outside

hitter Wayne Seligson, who had 22

kills and a .450 hitting average

against USC. Seligson is hitting a

team-leading .322 for the year.

But without four 1991 starters,

including three-time AU-WIVA
selection Sio Saipaia, Rofer said

that Loyola shouldn't pose much
of a threat to UCLA.

One position under especially

close observation continues to be

right swing hitter. With sophomore
David Swatik permanently moved
to starter on the right side, Scales

has spent the first three matches

plus the tournament searching for

his perfect complement. Redshirt

freshman Erik Sullivan will put his

two cents in tonight, but Mike
Denver, Mike Diehl and Kevin
Wong are all still waiting in the

wings.

"I like Sullivan there because

they (he and Swatik) are inter-

changeable," Scales said. "Sulh-

van played some at right swing

earlier this year, so they've both

practiced both sides."

Another major change in the

lineup that Scales has planned for

tonight is the insertion of Rich

Bland at technique hitler over Dan
Landry. Scales said Bland is

recovered from a back injury that

kept him out of action last week.

Now Scales wants lo "see him play

against more of the good oppo-

nents. He came in cold off the

bench (in the UCSB tournament

finals against BYU) and looked

ready."

The, remainder of the lineup is

intact and has been arguably the

most effective area of the floor in

early-season action. Seller Mike
Sealy's connection with quick

hiuers Tim Kelly (.375. 3.76 kills

per game) and Jeff Nygaard has

provided the potent scoring

offense Scales has been looking

"We have to play well

against Loyola to keep
)}

our momentum.

Al Scales
UCLA Volleyball Coach

for.

Nygaard has performed espe-

cially impressively in recent

weeks. After missing two weeks
with an abdominal pull, the 6-8

redshirt freshman has lit a flame

underneath the middle of the Bruin

rotation, leading the team with a

sizzling .543 hitting average and
5.42 kills per game.
"Nygaard has improved his

hitting, his blocking, his digging

and his serving," Scales said.

"He's got a lot of potential. He's
going lo be an outstanding player. I

like having one on one on the

outside (one hitler versus one
blocker). With those two giving us

such a threat in the middle, that

could happen all year.**

The prospects for Loyola Mary-
mount seem dim if the Bruin

offense keeps clicking as it has in

the past two weeks. The more
pressing situation for Scales and
crew is the bus ride lo Firestone

Fieldhouse in Malibu next Tues-

day.

'That'll be as lough a match as

we play all year," Scales said about

undefeated No. 4 Pepperdine.

"Afler these two (road) games, we
come home and play Stanford,

Santa Barbara, Irvine, Cal and
Nonhridge all in a row (al home).
If we can come away with (two)

wins, we will be in real good
shape.'

»t
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ready for final dual meet
By Andre Kell

Dally Bruin Staff

Five seniors on the UCLA
men's swim team will complete
their final pair of dual meets this

Friday and Saturday.

Andrea Cecchi, his brother

Giorgio, Byron Davis, Dan Kutler

and Mark Thompson will swim
side by side against Northern

California rivals Berkeley and
Stanford for one last lime al the old

Men's Gym pool.

"We will have a special team
breakfast in the morning before the

meet to honor the seniors and then

a small awards ceremony amongst
ourselves. And al the meet I will

say a special thank you to them,"

UCLA head coach Ron Ballatore

said.

"I'm going to miss them,"

Ballatore said. *This has been an
outstanding class and these are

terrific kids. It's tough lo see them
go, and they're going to be
missed."

For these seniors, swimming in

their last meet means swimming
fast

*T want to swim exceptionally

well to close out my final season

here," said team captain Davis.

"Four years go so fast— it's going

to be weird not being one of the

Bruins."

Andrea Cecchi, the 100-yard

"WCAA tMBasisimke champr'

LAURA LE£ SWAN

Senior Andrea Cecchi will lead a group of Bruin seniors into their final dual nneet against rivals Cal

and Stanford this weekend.

to concentrate on the 200-yard

breast and wants to finish his dual

meet season on a good note.

"I want to do my best, especially

against Stanford," Andrea Cecchi

said. "I dislike them more than

(cross town rival) USC. It's

nothing personal against their

swimmers, I just don't like that

school."

Incidentally, the Bruins also

close out their Pac-10 season with

these two final home meets.

On Friday, the ninth-ranked

Bruins (4-3) will take the plunge

ainsi ihe fourth-ranked BSH9F
(6-1) in a contest loo close to call.

"It should be a great meet,"

Ballatore said. "I feel it will be

very close and it could come down
to the final (400-yard freestyle)

relay."

Although Cal's second-place

finish behind No. 1 Stanford at the

Pac-10 Conference meet last

November was just ahead of the

third-placed UCLA squad, the

Bruins have been swimming
strong in recent weeks. UCLA
split two meets on the road against

Arizona and Arizona Stale and
before that it took second placc aT
the Dallas Morning News Classic.

"You can throw what (Cal) did

in November out the window,"
Bears head coach Non Thorton

said.

UCLA plans to give the Bears

some heal in the freestyle sprinting

heats, which have been a strong-

hold for the Bruins this season.

The Bruins are led by sopho-

more Michael Picoole, the Pac-10

50-yard free champ. Picolte has

swam a : 19.90 clip in the event

Senior Byron Davis has been

strong in the 50-yard free as well,

wtnmSf tt^fr f2(r45 «f^tt DaffiF

throughout the season.

Cal is led by Scott Jaffe, the

versatile swimmer that can race in

anything from the 200-yard free to

the 200-yard breast.

"He can do a lot of different

things for Cal but he can't swim
everything," Ballatore said.

Like UCLA, Cal has qualified

most of its relays for the NCAA
championship meet in March.

But if the meet should come
down to the 400-yard free relay,

the last race of the meet, Ballatore

thinks his team might have an

edge.

"If it does come down to the last

race we should be lough. It hasn't

been often that a UCLA relay lost

the meet in the final relay,"

Ballatore said.

According to Ballatore, his team
will "have a chance against Stan-

ford." The Cardinal, ranked No. 1

in the country and favored to win
the NCAA title this year, is led by a

slew of Olympic-caliber swim-
mers, including world champ
backstroker Jeff Rouse.

"(Stanford) is not going to

dominate us and we beat them last

year at their pool, so we have a

shot," Ballatore said.

Last season the Bruins edged
out Stanford in the final relay of
the day. Rouse was not al the meet,

however, due to an injury he
"sustained from a tail.

"^^^^^

Morning News meet Davis will

also be strong in the l(X>-yard

butterfly, having gone below
:49.50 in the event.

Equally dangerous for UCLA
will be Brian Kurza and Chris

Mann. Both have been neck and
neck with Davis and Picolte

This year the Cardinal is stron-

ger than ever, winning the Pac-10
conference meet and vying for the

NCAA tide.

"At the (Pac-10) conference
meet our relays were close, so I

hope to see us right in there the

entire meet," Ballatore said.

FINAL CALL for ENTRIES

!

Celebrate with us International Women's Day
(March 8)

Submit your UCLA student film by February S, noon, at 601 Kerckhoff H2dl (in person) . 308 Westwood Plaza.

Los Angreles. CA 90024 or at 301 Kerckhoff Hall (Melnitz Movies mail box in G&\ office) for a celebration of
International Women's Day. Entries may be in Super 8, 16mm or 35mm format only (no videos). Preference
will be given to recently completed works of any length or genre. Proposals must be submitted in 1/2* VHS

format (for viewing purposes) . Screenings will take place at Melnitz Theater in March.

FAST FREE DELIVERYcuMrrED area)

Lowest Prices in Westwood!

208-8671
1066 GAYLEY AVE.

$ 13.00
K.\p.

2/7/92
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Crum's Cardinals
next up for UCLA
By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

It might be too early in the

season to say that the No. 2 UCLA
basketball team faces a must-win
situation Sunday.

Yet when the Bruins travel to

Kentucky to face Louisville at

Freedom Hall, a national televi-

sion audience will be watching to

see if UCLA (14-1) can rebound
from Wednesday's disappointing

loss to use.
A victory over a tough Cardinals

team would right the Bruins* ship

and show that the loss to the

Trojans was just a fluke. However,
a second consecutive loss would
be damaging to UCLA.

*This game will be a great

challenge for us,** Bruin head
coach Jim Harrick said, "Freedom
Hall is a tremendous place to play

and Louisville has tremendous
lalent."

'

The Cardinals (12-4 prior to

Thursday night's game against

UNC Charlotte) play a similar

style of basketball to USC— uSing

a small and extremely quick

lineup. Cornelius Holdenis is

Louisville's tallest starter at 6-foot

7-inches, yet the Cardinals are

having an excellent season. Three
weeks ago, Louisville upset No. 5

"This game will be a

great challenge for us.

Freedom Hall is a

tremendous place to

play and Louisville has

tremendous talent."

Jim Harrick
UCLA Basketball Coach

Kansas, ending the Jayhawks' 24-

game home-winning streak.

Sophomore forward Dwayne
Morton leads the Cardinals in

scoring, with an average of nearly

15 points per game. Senior guard
Everick Sullivan is averaging

approximately 14 points per game.

The key to the game will

probably be how well UCLA
responds o its Tc»s to USC.

"We will be fine, there is a lot of

pressure off us now," Bruin cap-

tain Gerald Madkins said in refer-

ence to UCLA no longer being

undefeated. "It's better to lose

early in the year than late and even

the great Bill Walton teams lost

every once in a while."

See NOOPS, page 20

THEO NCHOLAS/Daly Bruin

UCLA guard Shon Tarver dunks the ball during the Bruins' loss to

USC on Wednesday. UCLA plays Louisville on Sunday.

nked tennis mauls Washington
Knowles leads Bruins in

reuim, defeats top Husky

NELSON QREEN/Daly Bruin

UCLA tennis player Fritz Bistell returns a shot. BIssell snnoked
Washington's Mark Tomandl In straight sets (6-2, 6-1) on Thurs-

day.

By DJ. Harmelin^
Daily Bruin Staff

As the University of Washing-
ton men's tennis team huddled
together before Thursday's match
against UCLA, their youthful

appearance made them look like a
Boy Scout troop ready for their

first camping trip.

Now, what's the worst thing that

could befall a group a campers?
Right They were mauled by

bears. Bruins, to be exact
UCLA's top-ranked men's ten-

nis team made short work of a

youthful Husky squad, sending the

Huskies packing after a 9-0

trouncing at the Los Angeles
Tennis Center.

The Bruins, led by the success-

ful return ofjunior Mark Knowles,
did not lose a set in either singles or

doubles play.

Knowles, playing his first match
of the season in Westwood, easily

defeated the Huskies top player,

Chet CrUe, 6-2, 6-0.

Knowles, a dual Ail-American
for the Bruins in 199 1 , captured the

last ten games of the match in

"It was a good start for

Knowles. He just

smothered Crile."

Qlenri Bassett
UCLA Tennis Coach

succession.

After Knowles broke Crile in

the third game of the first set to

take a 2-1 lead, Crile broke right

back to knot it at 2-2.

It was the last game Crile would
win all afternoon.

Knowles was nearly flawless

the rest of the way as he mixed
power and finesse, baseline and
net play to utterly confound Crile.

"He played really well," Crile

said. 'There were times I felt

helpless out there.

"(It seemed like) he was kind^
toying with me," Crile added.

Crile, who reached the finals in

the number one flight of the Pac-10
Indoors, figured to give Knowles a

See TENNIS, page 21

Baseball
to begin

By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

Before the regular season starts,

the UCLA baseball team gets to

have a little fun this weekend.
The Bruins play their annual

intrasquad "Blue and Gold Game"
on Saturday, followed by Sunday's
Hall of Fame Day with the cuirent

UCLA team battling the Bruin

baseball alumni.

Both games should serve as

warmups for UCLA.
The Bruins officially open their

season Tuesday night at Cal State

Fullerton, but the game will also

give head coach Gary Adams a

closer look at his squad.

Saturday's game will give us a

chance to get our hitters in a

groove," Adams said. "It also will

iw om^Mtchers to lengthen tbcit-

"Saturday's game will

give us a chance to get

our hitters in a groove."

Gary Adams
UCLA Baseball Coach

innings and get more pitches in."

Sunday's Hall of Fame game
will bring back 25 former UCLA
players, including seven members
from last year's squad. Among the

Bruin alumni will be Shane Mack,
outfielder for the 1991 World
Series ch^ampion Minnesota
Twins, and Si. Louis Cardinal third

baseman Todd Zeile.

"Sunday is our first real contest,

our dress rehearsal for the real

games," Adams said. "What mat-

ters is if we play well. I don't care

too much about the score because
I'm rooting for the alumni too."

Adams has indicated that Adam
Schulhofer will pitch all five

innings of the Hall of Fame game.
The junior was 0-2 with a 7.84

earned run average in 11 relief

appearances last season.

The Bruin manager also men-
tioned the game will be a chance
for several players to lock up
starting spots.

*There a few positions where
people could come in and prove
they belong," Adams said.

The Hall of Fame game, which
lasts only five innings, begins at 11

a.m. with a home run contest and
an all-Alumni game. Later in the

evening, four former Bruin greats

— Joe Hicks, Glenn Mickens, Phil

Steinberg and Matt Young— will

be inducted into the UCLA Base-

baU Hall of Fame.
"I'm looking forward to seeing

the Hall of Famers," Adams said,

"It looks like there will be a good
turnout"

Sports Schedule

Solunloy,2/1 M TENNIS vs. S. FLORIDA lATC 1 lOO p.m.

Sports Schedule

Sundoy,2/2 MBASKnBAlLvs.LOUISVIlif buisville.KY 1:30 p.m.
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Briefly

Eating cBsorder

todayr>u

Fitness and Nutrition Week
begins today with a discussion

on the causes, symptoms and
treatment options for eating

disorders.

The program, organized by

the Hope Institute, will run from

noon to 1 p.m. in 3517
Ackerman Union.

The rest of the week's
activities include discussions, a

fair Thursday and a film Friday.

The events are sponsored by

undergraduate government.

For more information,
Contact the Student Welfare

Commission at 825-7586.

Inside

FkBo speech
versus PC
Freedom of speech and-

political correctness continue to

clash in campus debates.

See page 3

Viewpoint

stone's 'JFK'

examined
Columnists Richard Lester

and Christopher Wysocki take

on Oliver Stone*s controversial

movie "JFK" and the
conclusions it draws.

See page 17

Arts & Entertainment

Highflying

comic quotes
Haven *t you had enough of

Robin Williams yet? The Daily

Bruin A&E Section sure hasn*t.

See page 18

Sports

Upset
The UCLA women's

basketball team, led by Rehema
Stephens, upset No. 13
Washington over the weekend.

^
' See page 36
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•X to enter 1992 NFL Draft• II

LaChapelle decides to

return to UCLA next year
By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

Terry Donahue's worst night-

mare became reality FridaJ^, after-

noon.

The UCLA head football coach

watched at a news conference in

the J.D. Morgan Center as his star

quarterback, Tommy Maddox,
decided to forego his final two
seasons of college eligibility to

enter the 1992 National Football

League Draft.

However, Donahue did receive

some positive news just minutes

before the start of the conference.

Junior wide receiver Sean
LaChapelle changed his mind
about entering the NFL draft and

decided to return to UCLA next

year.

'This was the toughest decision

of my life,'* Maddox said. "It's

time to move on to the next step

and my gut feeling is that the time

is now right."

Collegiate football players had
until midnight Friday to declare

their intention to enter the draft,

which is held in April. Onc^
players declare and submit the

proper paperwork to the NFL, they

forfeit any remaining collegiate

eligibihty.

So even if he is not selected by
any of the NFL's 28 teams,

Maddox can no longer play for

UCLA or any other college.

*There isn't anybody associated

with UCLA football who isn't very

disappointed," Donahue said of

JASON ERLICH

Sophomore EnglislV major Ryan Yokota climbs on Ackerman
Union on Thursday afternoon "just to break In a new pair of

shoes between Classes."

LAURA LEE SWAN
Terry Donahue and Tommy Maddox hold a press conference Fri-

day afternoon to announce Maddox's decision to leave UCLA and
join the NFL.

Maddox's decision to turn pro.

"Tommy had a great career here,

but when one person leaves there is

an opportunity for another player

to step up and be the UCLA
quarterback."

Last season, the Bruins went 9-3

and won the John Hancock Bowl.

This year, with 14 starters return-

ing and an easier schedule, the

Bruins appeared prime for a run at

the Rose Bowl.

However, with Maddox leaving

and backup quarterback Jim Bonds

See MADDOX, page 10

her vote for UC fee hike
By Lori Quinton
Dally Bruin Staff

About two weeks ago, Diana

Darnell, the student regent on the

University of California's gov-
erning board, made one of the

toughest choices of her education

career.

Despite vocal student protests,

she voted with the majority of the

UC Board of Regents to approve
Gov. Pete Wilson's budget propos-

al — including a $550 registra-

tion-fee increase for students.

Now, many UC students ques-

tion how Darnell claims to repre-

sent students when she voted in

favor of the 24-percent fee

increase, which boosts in-state

annual fees to a total of $3,036.

Several student groups protested

the increase and called for her

resignation.

Although Darnell, who is

working on her doctorate in ana-

tomy at UC San Francisco, voted

for the fee increase, she is joining

"I felt bad. I felt caught.

We don*t have the
~

money to keep the

university where we

want it to be."

Diana Darnell

Student Regent

UC Students around the state in

hunger strikes, hoping to send a

message to the state Legislature

that students cannot afford further

cuts in funding.

"1 voted for a budget package

that I thought would keep the

university open and running. I'm

not in favor of fee increases,"

Darnell said.

"I'm fasting in solidarity with

students. I'm fasting to say, *This

See DARNELL, page 1

1

Kerckhoff renovations
send workers packing

Relocation affects

1 10 employees

By Birgit Rasmussen
Dally Bruin Staff

To prepare Kerckhoff Hall for

seismic renovations, UCLA*s stu-

dent association will move parts of

its operations — including 110

employees— to a location roughly

five miles off campus.

The employees will be relocated

to offices on Corinth Avenue in Jason Reed
West Los Angeles beginning
March 15. "If you have a big block of time

Although officials said a shuttle without classes it will be easy, but

bus would be provided to transport »f yo" have an hour between each

students to and from the new class you won't want to go over

location, the move will spell the there," said junior Nicole Zaccheo,

end of easy, on-campus job access an accounting department employ-

for the 60 student employees ^•

affected. -

See RENOVATIONS, page 1
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Today, February 3, 1992
12:00 NiH)ll

Campus Events
The Nymphs
>3testwQQd Playa

(>:.S0 pin

Business/Economics Society

Presents Peterson Consulting

Ackerman Bowling Alley

S:00 pin

Campus ETents
Babes in Toyland

Cooperage

Tuesday, February 4, 1992
12:00 Noon

Campus Events

Jay Sandrich

Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge

Cultural Affairs

Folk Rock Series

Brief Candles
Kerckhoff Coffee House

S:00 pni

Wednesday, February 5, 1992

:()() pni

SAA AJniversity Relations

Career Network Workshop #10:

How to Find a Job
James West Alumni Center

SrOO pni

Cultural Affairs

African American p)oetry

Kerckhoff Coffee House

Thursday, February 6, 1992

i:00 pni

American Studies

Mulliculturalism: A Conversation

Humanities Conference Room
314 Royce Hall

General
Peer Health Counselors
Contraception Information

See ad for more information

Placement and Career Planning Center
The World of Banking

See ad for more information

Cultural Affairs Commission
Operation Solomon at the Kerckhoff Art Gallery
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Recycled rhetoric in

'Snome' of the Union

L-

Daily Baiin News Monday, February 3, 1992 3

The tipoff came when the Bush
people'said the speech would be a

"defining moment." That was
what they had called the Gulf War
this time last year — a "defming

moment*' — and now they were
recycling it to ballyhoo a speech.

They didn*t even have any new
phrases, for Pete's sake. How
could they possibly have a new
idea? Applying "defining
moment" to that perennial brain-

glazer, the State of the Union
speech, should have told us how
th^gs stood: to wit, that this outfit

is so sure it's home safe for another

four years that it doesn't even feel

the need for fresh bluster, much
less a fresh thought

As if to flaunt his contentment

with last year's crowd-grabbers,

the president addressed the eco-

nomic recession with the same
chilling words he used after Sad-

dam Hussein seized Kuwait: *This

will not stand."

What does this mean? That the

recession is going to get Schwarz-

kopfed unless it comes to its senses

and clears out of America pronto?

Of course not. It means, "Prosper-

ity is just around the comer."

This seems to be the Rq)ublican

Russell
Baker
belief. It rests on faith that low

interest rates will work restorative

magic in time to assure the usual

Republican presidential victory.

While wailing for Mr. Prosperity

the masses can presumably be

calmed with the action-packed

oratory of yesteryear.

**This will not stand."

Republican calmness about the

recession owes a lot, too, to the

Democratic Party, as it is still

See BAKER, page 8

Correction
In an article Thursday, **GALA tries to dispel gay-parenting

stereotypes," Marin, Alameda and Los Angeles counties were

misidentified as being the only California counties that allow "co-

parenting." The three coimties are the only to allow lesbian and gay

"second-parent adoption," in which a person, who is not the child's

biological parent, is seeking parental rights.
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Shakespeare class cheers Roger Rees
By Regina RavettI

Daily Bruin Staff

In the evening actor Roger Rees

can sometimes be seen as the

multimillionaire playboy Robin
Colcord on "Cheers." But during

the day he stars as Shakespeare's

"Macbeth" right here at UCLA.
The acclaimed British actor is

currenUy receiving praise for his

participation in English 142C,
known as "Selected Shakespeare

Topics," taught by English profes-

sor David Rodes.

"It's going great," said Anthony
Coglianese, a senior English

major. "1 expected (Rees) to be

someone to read from the plays,

but he's contributed to the class

more than 1 expected."

During a recent class, Rees read

a soliloquy from "Macbeth" while

Actor brings the plays to

life for English students
about 30 students listened atten-

tively.

"When he does "Macbeth", he's

really creepy. You can hear the

different inflections in his voice,"

said Charmaine Cordero, a junior

English major.

Rees' position as guest speaker

is made possible through UCLA's
Office of Instructional Develop-

ment, created to enhance under-

graduate teaching by funding

experimental courses.

Since the office's creation about

15 years ago, Rodes has invited a

number of renowned English

actors to participate in his classes.

including Helen Mirren and Pat-

rick Stewart, also known as Cap-
tain Jean-Luc Picard in "Star Trek,

The Next Generation."

"In general, I guess I've chosen

English actors because they tend to

be more familiar with Shakes-

peare," Rodes said.

Although Rees has been a

member of the world-renowned
.Royal Shakespeare Company for

about 25 years, it was Rees'

character on Cheers, Robin Col-

cord, that the class recognized.

"At first (Rodes) mentioned he

was in the Royal Shakespeare

Company, and when that didn't get

a reaction, he mentioned 'Cheers,'

and that got a reaction," Coglian-

ese said.

This is not, however, the first

time that Rees has taught a class.

"1 teach Shakespeare all over the

world. I do it in Australia when I'm
in Australia, andun Japan when
I'm in Japan," he said. "But never

in Australia when I'm in Japan."

He also recalled teaching at

UCLA about 20 years ago while he

was performing the "Taming of the

Shrew" and "As You Like It."

So far, Rees says he is enjoying

his current teaching experience.

"It's nice. (The students) are

very much a group of people

interested in this man (Shakes-

peare) who was a genius," Rees
said.

According to Rodes, the stu-

dents are equally appreciative of

Rock and rollsky

JASON ERLCH

Igor Khramov, Yuri Fedorlto, Igor Yusov and Oleg Bernov perform their unique Russian "folk 'n' roll" nnusic in Westwood Plaza

last week.

Defining tlie eiusive iimits of free speecli
Law professors discuss the

regulation of offensive slurs

By Letisia IVIarquez

Daily Bruin Staff

At a time of increasing racist

and sexist sentiments, universities

should regulate speech that attacks

people of color, according to

several law professors who spoke
at a UCLA conference Friday.

But universities fail to strictiy

regulate racist speech because
many people still believe in the

notion of absolute free speech, the

professors told an audience of

more than 120 people.

"Many people believe that

speech is just words," said Kim-
berle Crenshaw, a UCLA law

professor. "But pain and alienation

can be caused by racist assaults."

Students of color who have

worked hard to enter top universi-

ties may drop out because they feel

alienated by racist comments on
campus, she said.

When these students feel

"Many people believe

that speech is just

words. But pain and

alienation can be

caused by racist

assaults."

Kimberie Crenshaw
UCLA Law Professor

offended by a racial slur they see in

a campus library, they lose their

right to equality and justice, said

UCLA law professor Mari Matsu-

da. "We should protect the dignity

of all students."

But University of Wisconsin

officials who tried to regulate

racist speech were forced to drop

See REGULATION, page 14

Speakers label PC as a barrier

to First Amendment rights

By Sally Kim
Dally Bruin Staff

Staunch advocates of political

correctness only limit freedom of

speech by imposing tiieir standards

on others, according to students

and i^rofessors who spoke at a

UCLA forum Thursday.

About 60 people showed up to

hear eight panelists debate the

meaning and value of the PC
movement tiiat has divided the

campus in recent months.

But because organizers could

not find strong supporters of

political correctness to speak at the

forum, most of the panelists agreed

the movement violates the First

Amendment because it tries to

censor what people say.

"People feel they have to tiiink

before they speak," said mediator

Jeffrey Cole, a communication
studies professor. "If you really

believe in the freedom of speech.

"If you really believe in

the freedom of speech,

you have to be willing

to be occasionally

offended."

Jeffrey Cole
Communications Professor

you have to be willing to be

occasionally offended. !!

Political correctness mainly

affects the way people identify

each other. Its supporters seek to

develop a common language that

does not offend members of any
race, religion and the like.

But "how can you have a

political correctness when the term

Apolitical* means an opinion and

"I teach Shakespeare all

over the world. I do it

in Australia when Vm
in Australia, and in

Japan when Tm in

Japan. But never in

Australia when Tm in

Japan."

Roger Rees
Actor, "Cheers"

Rees.

"I think the students are very

much enjoying him and very much

at ease with him," he said.
,

According to the students, Rees'

abilities as an actor are priceless

See , page 14

Lawyer
calls for

fee fight

See FORUM, page 15

By Lfttiala Marqiiftg

Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA students should continue

to protest the University of Cali-

fornia's new policy requiring

undocumented students to pay
non-resident tuition fees, accord-

ing to a Latina lawyer who spoke
on campus Friday.

*The ami-immigration move-
ment is so strong in this country,"

said Liz Guillen, a member of the

Mexican American Legal Defense
and Education Fund.

This sentiment has helped jus-

tify the historic Bradford ruling

that mandates extra fees for illegal

immigrants, she said.

But in an effort to overturn the

ruling, educators and counselors

have formed an organization

called the Leticia A. network,

honoring one of the first undocu--

mented students who took her case

to court.

The network also encourages

students to stay in the university

system, said Guillen, who added
that students who cannot attend a

UC school for financial reasons

can still go to a community
college.

Since the UC implemented the

ruling in 1991, about 30 entering

UCLA students were forced to

attend another college rather than

pay about $10,000 in non-resident

tuition fees. ^

Most of those students chose to

attend the California State Univer-

sity system or community colleges

because those campuse^are appe-

aling the ruling and can still charge

resident tuition, Guillen said.

At the hearings, several gradu-

ate students testified to convince

the courts of the importance of
higher education in the Latino

community.

"One Salvadorean student was
valedictorian of his college class

and is now attending an East Coast
university," said Guillen, who
added that it is important for more
Latino student^ to attend college

and become positive role models.

"Another student argued that the

continuation of this ruling would
cause an underclass of people,"

she said.

Opponents of the ruling hope it

will be overturned by an appeals

See FEES, page 15
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World

Britain continues to

allow lireast implant

LONDON — Britain's chief medical

officer has told doctors that they can
continue to use silicone gel breast

implants despite a temporary suspension

of the procedure in the United States.

Last month, the U.S. Food and EHiig

Administration recommended a 45-day
moratorium on the supply or use of

silicone gel implants while new
information questioning their safety is

evaluated. Concerns focus on the

possibility of reactions in the immune
system caused by a leakage of silicone.

**I understand the concerns and anxiety

felt by women over silicone gel breast

implants," said Dr. Kenneth Caiman, the

Department of Health*s chief medical

officer. "However, on the information

currently available there is no reason for

advising a general change in this form of

surgical practice in the United Kingdom.
»»

liundreds of dolphins

killed by viras epidemic

ASTROS, Greece— Hundreds of dead

and dying dolphins have washed up on
inlets and beaches of Turkey and Greece

in recent weeks, victims of an epidemic

that is racing through the eastern

Mediterranean and thai some scieniisia

believe is hnked to water pollution.

Specialists say this is the latest flare-up

of a virus that killed at least 1 .000 dolphins

off Spain, France and Italy in 1990.

Biologists say the virus destroys the

dolphins' immune system, allowing other

diseases to invade and kill the animals.-

Briefs
Nation

Bronx man Iciiied

over piace in line

NEW YORK— An 18-year-old Bronx
man who just wanted his fast food on time

paid with his life early Saturday morning,
police said.

Mandell Walters, who had dreamed of

playing basketball at a top university, was
killed when he was shot in the head
outside a White Castle restaurant in the

South Bronx.

Walters and three friends walked into

the White Castle, at East 149th Street and
Southern Avenue, about 3 a.m. Saturday,

police said. While waiting to order their

food, the men got into a dispute with other

customers over their place in line.

One of those other customers fired a

single shot as Walters and his friends left

the restaurant, police said. The bullet

struck Walters in the head, killing him.

Police have made one arrest in the

shooting but did not disclose the identity

of the suspect.

U.S. liegins to send
liacic Haitian refugees

MIAMI — As protesters took to the

streets of Miami's Little Haiti district, the

United States Saturday began repatriating

Haitian boat people back to their strife-

lorn homeland from the U.S. Naval Base
-at<juantanamo Bay, Cuba. "

,
^

The boat people say they fear being

killed by Haiti's ruling military

government that ousted the impoverished
nation's first freely-elected president in a

bloody September coup. But the State

Department insists those fears are

unfounded.

Local

Gates vows to fight

against police lefonns

By urging Police Chief Daryl F. Gates

to retire in April, the Christopher

Commission last week fired an opening

salvo in the campaign for City Charter

amendments in the June election that

would strip the chief ofjob-for-life tenure.

But with Gates vowing to campaign

against reforms— and to remain in office

while he does so — backers of the

amendments are still debating the best

approach to convince voters of the need to

approve the measures.

Richard Lichtenstein, the (Campaign

consultant hired by CLEAR -^ Citizens

for Law Enforcement and Reform— said

that he does not want the pro-reform

campaign to become a referendum on

Gates or to focus on the March 3

videotaped police beating of Rodney
King.

LA. Cafdinal calls for

new movie guidelines

Saying America's social ills largely are

fueled by movies and television, Roman
Catholic Cardinal Roger Mahony called

for moral guidelines to govern the

entertainment industry, but shq)ped short

of advocating censorship.

*The motion picture and television

iiidusules must accept their share

responsibility for these tragic results of

their exploitation of sex and violence,"

Mahony, who heads the nation's largest

Catholic archdiocese, said Saturday.

He said sex and violence in films

contribute to AIDS, teen-age pregnancy

and gang violence.

IVIelee erapts at
meeting

An angry crowd ofdemonstrators threw

bottles, taunted police and railed against a

meeting in South Central Los Angeles

where racial separatists tried to play down
the Jewisti Holocaust.

Fewer than a dozen people paid $20 to

attend a meeting Saturday on "Holocaust

Studies ... Highlighting the First

Amendment* The Right to Hear 3oth
Sides," but about 200 protesters gathered

outside.

They carried signs, shouted "KKK out

of South L.A.." and blocked the door to

the Prince Hall Memorial Auditorium,

where the meeting was scheduled, for an
hour. .,

Some demonstrators later clashed with

police as they cleared Figueroa Street

using officers on horseback and outfitted

with riot gear. Officers made 17 arrests,

but no serious injuries were reported

among police or protesters, officials said.

Protesters said they were angry that the

meeting was being staged in their

community.

Drouglit now in sixUi

year, officials say
With the mountain snowpack level still

far below normal, Los Angeles officials

declared that California's drought is

entering its sixth year and mandatory
water rationing will remain m effect

>h'

•We're definitely in a sixth year of
drought," said Gerry Gewe, director of
water resources planning for the
Department of Water and Power. "For us

to get out of it would require two March
miracles of snow and rain.

Compiled from Brian wire services
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BruIns^Score
You get supermarket prices and the Great Grocery Giveaway,

so everyone wins at Breadstlksl
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Lara
UCLAHIstory Senior

won $55.78

Xan
UCLA Communicat on Studies

won $69.88

Juan
UCLA Comp Sci Sophonrx)re

won $55.98

Priscilla
UCLA Central Planning

won $10.40

StevG
UCLA Poli Sci Senior

won $24.82

Jennifer
UCLA English Junior

won $11.34

These people entered and won our Great Grocery Giveaway. You could, tool Just write your
name and phone number on your Breadstiks receipt, drop it in the jar, and you could find yourself

on this page, alsol No purchase necessary. Remember, if you don't piay, we can't pay!

FREE PARKING!

in rear

Open til 11pm

a

LE CONTE UCU

1057 Gavlev Ave 209-1111
KINROSS

WILSHIRE
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TONIGHT • IN The COOP • 8:00 P.M.

FREE!
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IF YGG'Rl COOL,
YOU'LL BE THERE

P/ya FOR BY OSAC...
^^ GLADLY
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Hollyw( III
By Reshma Shamasunder
Daily Bruin Staff

Greenpeace and Hollywood
came together this weekend when
celebrities from the entertainment

industry participated in a day-long

event to promote environmental

awareness.

The event, called "I^t*s Keep It

Cool: Ozone Depletion, Global

Warming and the Fate of the

Earth," took place at the Princess

Cruise Line docks in San Pedro,

where the Rainbow Warrior,

celebrities join forces witli Greenpeace
San Pedro event promotes

environmental awareness
Greenpeace's flagship, was
anchored this weekend. It is one of

nine ships in Greenpeace's fleet

that travels around the world
campaigning for changes in envir-

onmental policy.

Celebrities such as Martin

Sheen, River Phoenix, Dean
Stockwell and their families

attended the affair to learn about

the threats that ozone depletion

and global warming pose to our

planet. They were able to walk
through models of various ecosys-

tems, from steamy rainforests to

burning deserts, which illustrated

how different environmental
problems affect every part of the

earth.

"We want to raise the con-

sciousness of the Hollywood com-
munity," said Greenpeace
spokesman Bill Walker. "Green-

peace wants to get the message
about environmental awareness

out to the widest group of people,

and the entertainment industry can

get out that message."

The Greenpeace ship is now in

the midst of an extended tour that

has already taken it to Japan,

Russia and Alaska, where it has led

a series of protests on issues

ranging from oil drilling in the

Arctic to drift-net fishing in Asia.

"We want to save the planet for

future generations," Walker said.

"It's action taken now that will

determine if our children and

grandchildren have a sustainable*

world to live in.'
>*

Although the ship was open by
invitation only on Saturday, it will

be open to the general public Feb. 3

and Feb. 9 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Admission is free.

^uVeJustBeen Qeared

IbrTakOft
You can gtt a lot more out of life when
you set your sights a little

higher. Which
is what applying

for the American Express

Card is all about. When you get the

Card, its easier to do the things you want

to do. And with the student savings that

come along with it, you can do even more.

Fly roundtrip on Continental

(or less than $100 each way.

Student Cardmembers receive four travel

certificates. They can be used to fly any-

where Continental Airlines flies in the

48xontiguous United States. Two for the

school year, and two for the summer.*

Depending on where you fly, each *^

school year travel certifi-

cate is good for

$129 or $189 round-

trip—and each summer travel

certificate is good for $149 or

$199 roundtrip.

Savings that upgrade

your lifestyle.

As a student Cardmember you

get more than great travel sav-

ings. You also save money on everything

from clothing to long distance phone calls.

All for a $55 annual fee.

Obviously, savings like these say a lot

about the value of the Card. And having

Airfare examples
based on destination.

Roundtrip*

New York-Los Angeles

Boston-Oriando

San Francisco-Denver

the Card will say a lot(about you. For one
thing it says you have a handle on what you
spend, so you dont have to carry over a bal-

ance. It also says youre smart enough not to

pay interest charges tl^t can really add up.

So take a few minutes

now to call (have

your bank address

and account number
ready), and apply

for the American
Express Card.

With all that the Card offers you, not

even the sky is the limit.

THE CARD.
THE AMERICAN EXPRESS* CARD.

Your ScKool
Year Fare

$189

$129

$129

Get going, call 1-800'967'AMEX.

If you're already a Cardmember, there's no need to call.

'School year is considered Sept 1-June M, summer June 15-Aug 31 Complete terms and conditions ofthis travel offer will arrive with your certificates

Continental Airlines alone is responsible forfuldllment of this offer American Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines' performance.
© 1992 American Express Travel Related Services Company, liK.
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12:00 pm -

1

:00 pm, 3517 Ackerman

Hope Institute
An entertaining and informative program on
eating disorders-their causes, symptoms,
and treatment options. Individual questions

and concerns will be addressed by

representatives of the Hope Institute. .

12:00 pm - 1 :00 pm, 3508 Ackerman

Beauty and the Beast:

The Media and Body image
Laima Wesson, a nutritionist with Student

Health leads a thought provoking discussion

on the messages prevalent in advertising

and their effects on one's self image.

12:00 pm - 1 :00 pm, Wooden Center,

Gold Room

Fitness in the 90's: /O
A Fitness and Nutrition ^^t_P
Wori(shop

*

An activity and lecture presentation led by
Anne Martini, Fitness Coordinator of UCLA
Recreation and Laima Wesson, a nutritionist

with Student Health. Learn about fitness

through step aerobics with tips on healthy

nutrition and weight management. -

12:00 pm - 1:00 pm. Women's
Resource Center (2 Dodd Hall)

Fiim: "i\/lirror, l\/iirror"

A film and workshop led by Suzanne
O'Connel from Student Psychological

Services focusing on one's experiences

when confronted with a friend who has an
eating disorder. Come discover what you
can do to help.

coumitsiOM

^9^
.© l\

iO:00 am - 2:00 pm, Westwood Plaza

Fitness and Nutrition Fair
Come and enjoy the many booths and learn

about fitness and nutrition. Participants include

the Wooden Center, Peer Health Counselors,

Women's Resource Center, Student

Psychological Services, Mari^ Berman, Hopd
Institute, Radar lnstltute,1^nsen*s Juicd^,

Sparklett's, Full Moon Muffins, and
food critics from the Los Angeles Times.

12:00 pm - 1 :00 pm, 3508 Ackerman

Radar Institute
Jerome Front from the Radar Institute

discusses how family origins and cun^ent

relationships come into play with issues

concerning eating.

5:30 pm - 6:30 pm, Vista Room
Sunset Canyon Recreational Cr^nt^r

Understanding and
Managing Stress in Your Life
Learn how stress effects your body and how to

reduce stress and tension. Kathy Martelli,

certified Yoga Instructor and fitness instructor

with UCLA Recreation will demonstrate a
series of simple, gentle movements that can
be done while seated at a desk or in a car.

Come dressed to relax.
'

7:00 pm - 9:00 pm, Ackerman Grand
Ballroom

Film: "Eating"
A movie brought to you by the Student Welfare

Commission and Cultural Affairs.

12:00 pm - 1 :00 pm, 3508 Ackerman

^ Mark Berman, clinical psychologist specializing

^^^ in the treatment of eating disorders, will be

^gA available for one hour of questions and

"^x ^"^^^'^ regarding psychological issues of diet.

I
\exercise, and other topics.

9:00 pm - 11 :00 pm, Ackerman Grand Ballroom

'• Film: "Eating"

PAID FOR BY USAC

o
Sponsored by Eating Disorders Education Project

For more information, call the Student
Welfare Commission at 825-7586.

^
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BAKER
From page 2

called out of ancient custom and

utter disregard for fact Bush and

Friends now seem to believe the

Democrats as usual will come
along quietly and not raise a fuss

when the campaign starts.

If the election is the usual

Republican cinch, the president

can stay relaxed about the reces-

sion, as a good hard-money Repu-

blican ought to, instead of falling

for cockamamie quick-fix

Blowing (cig^r) smoke
schemes now being urged by big-

government hotheads.

Hence: "This will not stand."

Or, in the less dynamic Hoover
idiom, "Prosperity is just around

the comer."

Wh3t was well defined by

Bush's speech was his contempt

for the possibility that the Demo-
crats can threaten his re-election.

At present, contempt seems thor-

oughly justified.

Democratic presidential cam-
paigns in modem times invariably

become catastrophes sooner or

later. This year's went catastrophic

earlier than sooner.

What fun imagining the cack-

ling with which Roger Ailes, the

Republican Party's own Doctor

Huer, must be rubbing his hands as

he watches the Clinton story

unfold.

By Howard G. Goldberg
The New York Times

They didn't sing "Smoke Gets

in Your Eyes" on Tuesday night at

Windows on the World but they

should have. Because it did.

At the restaurant's first Cigar

Lovers' Night, no fewer than 575

stogies, none of them Cuban, were

handed out to the 84 men who
attended. Two of the four women

present stucK to cigarettes.

Windows gave the $95-a-seat,

four-and-a-half-hour party for the

members of its private lunch club,

who eat and freely light up in the

Grill Room, and for the public.

In the conviction that what this

economy needs is a good $5 cigar,

Windows encourages the members
to store their assets in a floor-to-

ceiling glass humidor next to the

elevators.

Want Money?
Get a piece of the pie!

GSA Discretionary Funding is available

%

UCLA student groups with graduate

student members may qualify for funding

Applications are available at the

Graduate Student Association,

301 Kerckhoff Hall, 206-8512

OPEN HOUSE

m
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TRANipORJ^^
Administrative Resource Center

presents

%lecommuting and Technology

OPEN HOUSE
12:00 noon-3:00 p.m.

Faculty Centei/Califbmia Room
I2.'00pm. ElectnmkAuUurixationPn)lotype(cotamyefusdemorutrad(ms)

J.-OOpjiL TeUconwmaing preseniatUmfollowed byQAA
2.-00pm. Departmenud Carfut'mg^ OinctumsgiwtjUMim byQAA

•:•:•::.::•>::•:•:•:•::•:•:•:•:•>;

Administrative Resource Center Open Houses ofifer varied opportunities:

^^m

Fonim for diicusnon regarding adminiiUBtian

Opportunity to pvDsent your own ideas & suggestions

Videotapes of the Chancellor's "State of the Campus" Speech

Reference materials availaUe for check out

Friendly environment and light refreshments

PREVIEW: Naoct ^^Mk'i Open Houm wiU focuiaalhi^^
Acoouotlng/FlnandaJ Operations. Check nsxt Mooda/s Bniin for k>citoB and agcoda. Open houaoc are bald

weakly, every Titmdmy Cram noon tntil 3. For more infonnalioti. Bleaae call Cathi Teeler 9x61243.

We look ibrward to your visit!
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CP286-12MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono $550

CP386SX-25MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) $975

CP386DX-25MHZ (80MB Hard Drh^V $1170

CP386-33MHZ W/64K Cache (80 MB Hard Drive)....$1285

CP486-20MHZ (120MB Hard Drive) $1450

CP486-33MHZ W/256K Cache (120MB Hard Drive).$1790

All Systems Include:

FREE SUPER MOUSE 11

with purchase of svstem

•1 MB RAM Memory

•5.25" or 3.5" Floppy Drive

•HYUNDA1 14' Super VGA(.28) Color Monitor

•Super VGA(1024'768) Wn MB-256 Colors

•101 Enhanced Keyboard

•AT I/O Card (2 Serial. 1 Parallel & 1 Game)

•2FD/2HD IDE Controller

•100% IBM Compatible Systems

•One Year Parts and Labor Wa^anty

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE, LOWEST PRICE

Please Call SCOTT for best deal at

3850Wl^|ipBiva*:il04
LosAii^i^CA

Pa'M.'.'^

WiTfrifirtfiV^iifaM^aiMiBSiiiiBiii

I

WILSHIRE

<P z
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Heavy Workload?
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Don 't know what to do?

^-f

mjinity has some suggestions!

Bruin Package

$999

Starter Package

Infinity 333C Mini Tower System

Intel 80386DX.33 • 64K Cache

2 MB RAM • 85 MB Hard Disk

Teac 5i<" 1.2 MB orW 1.44 MB Floppy Drive

. Enhanced 101 -key Keyboard

Infinity Mouse

$1,149 w/Mono Super VGA Display

f1,299 w/Color Super VGA Display

Productivity Package

$1,149
Infinity 4S20C Mini Tower System

Intel 80486SX-20 128K Cache

4 MB RAM 85 MB Hard Disk

Teac 5W" 1.2 MB orW 1.44 MB Floppy Drive

Fjihanced 101 -key Keyboard

Infinity Mouse

$1,349 w/Mono Super VGA Display

$1,499 w/Color Super VGA Display

eHTER ro

WIN
A COMPUTER

AHD OTHER PRIZES

$749
Infinity 3S20 Mini Tower System

Intel 80386SX-20

2 MB RAM • 85 MB Hard Disk

Teac SW 1.2 MB or 3H" 1,44 MB Floppy Drive

Enhanced 101 -key Keyboard

Infinity Mouse

$949 uj/Mono Super VGA Display

$1,099 w/Color Super VGA Display

On the Go Package

$1,799
Infinity 3S20 Portable Notebook

Intel 8038<;sX-20 • 4 MB RAM • 40 MB Hard Disk • 3H* 1.44 MB Floppy Drive
j

Supertwist LCD VGA Display (640 1 480/16 grey scales) - 6.5 pounds

Microsoft Hodows 3 MS-DOS SO • Infinity Mouse • Carrying Case
^

., $1,999 »i>/60 MB Hmrd Disk

$tjf99 w/85 MB Hmrd Disk

Performance Package

$1,499
Infinity 433 Tower Workstation

Intel 80486DX-33 • 128K Cacke

4 MB RAM 120 MB Hard Disk

Teac 5H" 1 .2 MB or 3Vi" 1 .44 MB Floppy Drive

Enhanced 101 -key Keyboard

Infinity Mouse

$1,699 w/Mono Super VGA Display

$1,849 w/Color Super VGA Display

The possibilities don't end here. Infinity can custom configure to meet all your needs.

Ask about Free Introductory Seminars!

Call 208-RUBB or 1-800-870-2232
Free Delivery in Westwood, UCLA & most ofWest LA

MICROSOFT*
WINDOWSTM

INFINITY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES
1 122 Westwood Blvd. • Los Angeles, CA 90024 • Mon-Thur 10-7 Fri-Sat 10-10 Sun 12-6

Infinity's Customers include:

Over 50 Fortune 1000 Corporations, 35 Schools & Universities (incl. UCLA) & 25 Govemmgit Aggicies r\
AnVANrFD TFrHlSinTOriFS

O

"vS^ Credit Card Same As Cash MasterCard

Infinity

MFC
MultimediaPC

•«

'K

•"HW J»m*, H^P^WtMriMVtaVHlanmRnMMKn
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^ "MirONDAY MADNESSl'^W $9.95 /

\
Large Pepperoni Pizza

with 2 Cokes
Not vmlid with any other offer.

Valid at participating location.

% Mondays Only

MONDAY MADNESS!
Only on Monday!!

NOBODY CAT.T. TIS!

DOMINOV
Hew%u Like Pizza At Home.

824-5000
1371 Westwood Blvd.

THE WORLD OF
BANKING & FINANCE

Careers and Cultures

Successful executives from diverse financial institutions will

speak and answer your questions on preparing for jobs for the

future in the challenging world of banking & finance.

FEBRUARY 4, 1992 JAMES WEST ALUMNI CENTER
CONFERENCE ROOKl 3 RM. ^ 5 RM.

PANELISTS
Brenda Battey, CPA Patricia D- Palleschi, Ph-D*
Sr. Vice President, Finance Corp. Human Resource Dept.
First Federal Bank of California Security Pacific Corporation

Charles Brown Robert Proctor

Municipal and Corp. Bonds
Crowell, Weedon and Company

Former Vice Pres. of SPNB
Glendale Federal Bank

PLACEMENT it CAREER
PLANNING CENTER
U • C • L • A

—?

—
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"This was the toughest

decision ofmy life. It's

time to move on to the

next step and my gut

feeling is that the time

is now right."

Tommy Maddox
UCLA Quarterback

MADDOX
From page 1

graduating, Donahue has a big hole

to fill.

Maddox said his decision was
not based on any single factor.

"While I fully understand that

another year or two at UCLA
would be enjoyable and beneficial

to my development, I feel that it is

time for me to stand on my feet as a

man and take on the opportunities

offered by the NFL," he said.

"Playing in the NFL has been a

dream of mine since childhood and
I am ready to start the learning

process on the NFL level."

Maddox *s decision to turn pro

comes as somewhat of a surprise,

as many people believe he isn't

quite ready to be an NFL quarter-

back.

"(Maddox) is not ready for the

NFL," NFL draft analyst Mel
Kiper tnld the Los Angeles Daily

News. "He'll go somewhere
between the seventh and ninth

rounds in the draft If he waited

another year, he*d go a lot higher. I

think he still has a lot to prove."

Maddox, with the help of his

parents, spent a great deal of time

seeking advice before deciding to

turn pro.

"The ultimate decision was
Tommy's," said Maddox *s father,

Wayne Maddox. "We talked to

almost every NFL team, and we
heard opinions (about where Mad-
dox would be drafted) ranging

from as high as the mid-first round

to as low as what Mel Kiper said.

No team said that Tommy was
definitely their first-round

choice."

Maddox said he changed his

mind several times throughout the

week, as he weighed the pros and
cons of staying at UCLA.

"I feel a sadness to leave the

security of the UCLA system and

coaching staff, my teammates that

I have been very close to for three

years and all the wonderful people

associated with the athletic depart-

ment," Maddox said, reading from

a prepared statement at the press

conference.

*The entire coaching staff (at

UCLA) has been very influential

in shaping my life and career, and I

would also like to thank the fans of

UCLA for supporting me," he said.

"I will be a Bruin forever."

Maddox probably will be a

backup quarterback in the NFL
next year, rather than a starter at

UCLA, but he believes there are

advantages to playing in the NFL.

"I am ready to get into the NFL
and learn the system and be around

NFL players," Maddox said. "I am
happy and privileged to go into the

NFL and I know that there are

teams out there looking for quar-

terbacks. .

"I am taking a chance by leaving

school early, Vm not immune to

the world. But I have three months
to really work out and show what I

can do," Maddox added.

Between now and the draft,

Maddox will be evaluated and
rated by Nn^ teams at scouting

combines. If Maddox performs

well at the combines, his draft

stock will rise considerably. How-
ever, if Maddox performs poorly,

his draft stock certainly will be

lowered.
r.

Had * Maddox remained at

UCLA and had an excellent junior

season, he could have been one of

the first players selected in the

1993 draft. As a first-round pick,

Maddox could expect to make a lot

more money than he will as a lower

selection.

In his first two seasons as a

Bruin, Maddox left a lasting

impression on the team.

*Tommy helped us to rebuild

our program to the level we
enjoyed during the 1980s,"
Donahue said. "We wiU miss him
and we certainly wish him well in

the pursuit of his NFL career."

In 1990, Maddox passed for

2,682 yards aad 17 touchdowea,^

despite not starting until the third

game of the season.

Just 1 5 minutes prior to the start

of Friday's conference,
LaChapelle had decided to turn pro

along with Maddox. The UCLA
Sports Information Department
had already issued a release to the

assembled media stating that

LaChapelle was entering the draft

"Last night at two in the

morning Tommy called me and
told me he was turning pro,"

LaChapelle said Friday afternoon.

"Initially, I made the decision then

to turn pro.

"I was confused last night and I

was thinking emotionally. Both

my parents. Coach Donahue and

(Wide Receiver) Coach Neuheisel

convinced me to stay."

LaChapelle was the favorite

target for Maddox last year;

LaChapelle set UCLA single-sea-

son school records with 1 1 touch-

downs.
*«i*My parents think I am going

pro right now," LaChapelle said at

the conference. "My mom was a

little upset (about my turning pro)

and she broke down. Education is

important to me, and I promised

Coach Donahue I would help him
get to the Rose Bowl."

Donahue, who was obviously

weary from the emotional highs

and lows of the day, was clearly

excited about LaChapelle* s deci-

sion.

"I am pleased and happy that the

best receiver you could ever lay

your eyes on is coming back,"

Donahue said. "We will get the

ball to him next year."

LaChapelle indicated that he

had spoken with several sources

about his status in the NFL draft

He said he was told he would be
selected anywhere between the

second and fifth rounds.

Backup wide receiver Michael

Moore also announced his deci-

sion to declare for the NFL draft

However, Moore will likely play

professional baseball, as he has

been listed by publications as one
of the top collegiate baseball

players in the nation.

Moore told the Los Angeles
Times he was just using football as

a backup for baseball.
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DARNELL
From page 1

is our food money that's going to

have to go into fees now.'"
According to Darnell, she was

faced with a difficult choice —
either approve the proposed fee

hike to maintain the quality of the

UC system, or vote against it and
cut enrollment to save money.

"I felt bad. I felt caught We
don't have the money to keep the

university where we want it to be,"

Darnell said.

California's recent fiscal prob-

lems have put strains on the UC
budget. During the past three

years, the university has not

received the money it requested.

This year, the UC requested a 9-

percent budget increase, but Wil-
son responded with a modest 1.5

percent increase.

The $550-fee hike was part of a

budget package that many UC
officials saw as fortunate, consid-

ering that California faces a $6.6-

billion deficit

Even after the criticism Darnell

has received, she said she does not

regret her decision to vote for the

increase. Despite many protesters'

calls for her resignation, she
explained that she chose the least

painful option.

"I felt bad that I didn't have a

way to tell students why I had done
what I had done," she said. *The
anger directed at me after my vote
is worth it if it got so many students

to get organized and involved.'

Tht Legislature is expected to

vote on the education budget by
July 1. The UC may suffer more
cuts before the budget becomes
law.

"If students saw the questions I

was faced with, they would see it

^as a *lesserof two evils' decision

RENOVATIONS

— raise fees or limit access."

When deciding on whether to

support a fee increase or a cut in

enrollment, Darnell said she tried

to weigh the potential effects of

both decisions.

She decided to vote for fees

because she felt that an increase

would affect students less than a

cut in the enrollment because the

increase will be offset by the

financial aid package included in

the budget.

"It was a hard decision. I

understand it's going to hurt

students, especially middle-
income students who can't get

money from financial aid or their

parents. Even if we lose one
student it hurts," she said.

The regents' nearly unanimous
approval of the budget is not the

end of the battle, Darnell said.

"Student protests are making
legislators aware of the increasing

costs of higher education," she

said. "It would be great if the state

could find more money, but it

looks like we'll be lucky if we do
not lose any.

"Hopefully, the students and the

university can work together to try

to reduce fees or keep them from
going up anymore."

Darnell wanted students to

know that she understood the

difficulties brought about by the

"fee increases. Her decision was
made to ensure the quaht3

students' education.

"I hope that I don't get tomatoes

thrown at me at the student summit
(the meeting of student lobbyists)

this month. I feel that I am still a

student and I am still working for

student causes."

From page 1

According to some students,

being able to use the often-wasted

hours between classes has tradi-

tionally been one of the major
advantages of working for the

students' association.

"I've talked to some students

and they're not happy about it**

said undergraduate Facilities

-Commissioner Matt Nix. "At the

same time, many of the admini-

strative jobs are the best jobs you
can get in (the students' associa-

tion)."

Zaccheo wants to continue her

job in the finance department

because she is learning accounting

skills, she said. However, if she

cannot schedule classes around her

commute, she said she will prob-

ably have to find another job.

"For me it will actually

be more of a

convenience. The
offices are closer to my
apartment than school

IS.
M

Michelle Lee
student employee

The association recognizes that

the new location will present

difficulties to some students and
will try to lessen the inconvenience

by providing a shuttle bus, said

Executive Director Jason Reed.

"There is always a normal

turnaround at the end of each

quarter, but we hope that most

students will stay with us through

this," Reed said.

Not only will senior Michelle

Lee stay in her student job after the

move, she says she will also have

an easier time getting there.

"For me it will actually be more

of a convenience," Lee said. *The

offices are closer to my apartment

than school is, so I just have to

arrange my schedule in clumps so I

can come in to work either in the

morning or in the afternoon."

The move will affect the entire

finance division, as well as parts of

advertising and communications.

More divisions will probably

move later, but to other locations.

Reed said.

The association has allocated a

total of $1.6 million to pay for the

move. That budget includes actual

moving expenses, rent and utilities

and several trailers which will be

set up around campus to substitute

for lost meeting rooms. Reed said.

While all the divisions affected

by the move are located on the

second floor, the purpose is to free

up space on the first floor.

The renovation to Kerckhoff,

slated to begin January 1993, only

requires the first floor to be

vacated.

However, the divisions located

on the first floor, such as student

publications, must remain on cam-

pus. Reed said. That is achieved by
moving certain departments out of

the second floor and moving the

offices on first floor into the

vacated space.

According to the current plan,

the move will free up about one

third of the second floor, roughly

10,500 square feet Reed said.

In addition, the second floor

alumni lounge also will be become
work space. To make up for that

lost study space, the students'

association might open the Tree-

house in Ackerman Union after

hours to supplement student study

space. Reed said.

The alumni lounge and the first

floor of Kerckhoff will be out of

service for three to four years

.
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AU-You-Can-Eat
Salad Bar

$4.99

Weekly Specials
Entree, Tossed Green Sala

and Beverage
starting at

Join the ^o qn
Sizzler Lunch Club
15% Discount Card

^Present this card each time you
purchase a meal at $4.99 or more

and receive 15% off)

J.F. QUACKENBUSH
optometrist

PRESENTS

•DAILY-WEAR

SOFT CONTACTS

SPECIAL Si 75 on

y\/ wtyBOR,K)

"iir
located for your convenience:

10955 Weybum Ave.
(213) 208-4748

Includes exam, lerjs,

^, care kit & follow up
core

JOHNSON & JOHNSON
DISPOSABLE CONTACTS

$225.00

All student, faculty

employee vision-plans

WELCOME

Bruin Rate
Now $65

Just mention tliis ad
when making reservations

AOr^uite hotidforBniins aiKl friends.

Just minutes from the UCLA campus, an all-suite hotel with fiill kitchens, free parking, pool & spa.

Rates from $85 - $105 per night For reservations call:

(^10^ 476-6255

Brentwood SuitesHOTEL '

199 North Church Lane, 1 block W. of San Diego Freeway, 1 block N. of Sunset
Limited rooms are available at the Bniin rate. Ceitain restrictions apply.
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The
Daily Bruin
Presents

^^

Same Supplement.

Better Name.

SPORTS EXTRA. . .because a supplement covering the exciting

world of UCLA Athletics deserves a better name.
«

Look for SPORTS EXTR/V at the following Basketball games:

UCLA vs. Cal and Stanford February 1 8 and 20
I.

(The Norcal Issue)

UCLA vs. Duke— March 1

'tt

UCLA vs. Arizona March 1

2

/

-^
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Deadline:

Thursday, February 6 at 2 pm

Come by the Bruin Office

112 Kerckhoff Hall

825-2221

206-3060

or stop by on Bruin Walk
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y\lE WantOur Teeth Straight!

c

L
TA
T

Dr* Nadar Dayatii o
ORTHODONTIST SINCE I980 N

SpcclalMng in braces for adults& cMldren
• I ttMJtStifle • Cosmetic
• JEMrop^Aift P€9rcd€Min
• J^cm€P%}at9lc •StJt*luteal
• Yraaitional Ot-tftodorttfes

As low as $75 per month. No finance charges.
*0n approved cradL This ofter is fniM to paienls entering No realnentbelore2^M2. Records ft retaimnoC included.
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^cG IRISH PUB

SlL you can EAT!*
Monday and Hiesday .«.
ajte PASTA NIGHTS •f"

%P I a^J^J (includes oarlic bread) |B|

Wednesday is

CHICKEN
CACCIATORE NIGHT

$3.99
DAILY BEER SPECIALS

150 Imported &
Domestic Beers
16 Draught

ENTERTAINMENT
• SUN-THURS(EXCLUOING MON) 8PM TO MIDNIGHT
• 5 Dart Boards, and Gameroom

SPORTS CHANNEL TV. ON ALL OPEN HOURS

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
7 Days a week 1lam-2am (213) 828-9839

Summer Cash
We can give you a summer job that will take you places. Places

like Los Angeles, San Francisco, Dallas, New York and Miami just to

name a few. Affiliated Services Inc. , an agent for Mayflower Transit,

IS Iw^ikiiig tar hard wuiking individuals with a sense of adventure tcr

fill summer p)ostitions in our household goods fleet.

• No Experience Necessary
• Free Training
• Excellent Earnings Potential

• See The Country
t Meet Interesting People
• Scholarships For Top Earners

You Must Be At Least 21 Years Old
Have A Good Driving Record

Be Ambitious

For More Information Attend A Free Seminar:
Date: February 3, 1992
Place: Holiday Inn Westwood, Selby Room 604

10740 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles
7:00 p.m.

Call 1-800^28-1204 to register You do not need
to register to attend, but it would be appreciated.

Affiliated Services, Inc.
Agent for

^'ou ( ';ni C iKini^c* ^ lltKlL!C

Time:

MAYFLOWER
TRANsrr

•

Mayflower, Mayflower Transit, and the ship symbol are trademarks and service marks of
Mayflower Transit, inc PC Box 107, IndiarupoLs, Indiaru, 46206-0107 ICC No MC-29d4.
Printed tn the U.S.A. 1991 Mayflower Transit. Lnc

If you are nearsighted, a brief outpatient

surgical procedure now offers an alternative to

dependency on eyeglasses or contact lenses.

Robert K. Maloney. M.D... ophthalmologist at UCLA's Jules Stein

Eye Institute, discusses Radial Keratotomy and new reCractive

procedures using the Excimer Laser to correct nearsightedness.

This seminar is free and open to the public. No reservations are

needed. You'll find out how Radial Keratotomy and Excimer Laser

techniques work, the expected results, costs... and if you're a

candidate for these procedures.

Join us at any one ofthe foliating times:

Tuesday, February 4, 5:15-6:00 p.in.

Wednesday, February 5, 12:15-1:00 p.m.
Friday, February 7, 12:15-1:00 p.iii.

Jules Stein Eye Institute-RPB Auditorium
100 Stein Plaza, UCLA

(near the comer of Westwood and Le Conte)
For further information, caU (310) 206-76^

Refreshments will be provided Sponsored by the JSEI Affihates

UCLA CAMPUS EVENTS PRESENTS:
DIRECTOR

JAY SANDHICH
I T -i-

^̂ ^̂
rfj8»

^A5?%%̂

jTjfLEB MOORE
SHOW

^,'/>

GOr^^^ix>t^

Paidfor by USAC

TOJV^ORROW, FEB. 4 • 21VD FLOOR LOUNGE
1 ACKERMAN • NOON

From page 3

contributions to the class's learn-

ing.

"One of the most valuable

things he contributes is he gives

the perspective of an actor and how
an actor would approach a part or a

particular speech which gives you
the performance rather than the

literary aspect,'* Coglianese said.

Cordero agreed. "He also offers

a lot of different insights. He could

have been a very good English

major if he could write as well as

he could analyze different scenes,**

she said.

Rees, who lives in Los Angeles,

will be leaving UCLA around Feb.

20 to go to New York to rehearse a

play written especially for him
called 'The End of the Day." He
will portray an English psychiatrist

in Beverly Hills. The play is about

corruption in the 1990s.

REGULATION
From page 3

their proposal because the Ameri-

can Civil Liberties Union accused

them of violating the First Amend-
ment of the Constitution.

The officials had drafted the

proposal after a fraternity erected a

50-foot-high caricature of an Afri-

can-American man with a bone
through his nose, said Richard

Delgado, a^University of Colorado-

law professor.

, But the ACLU and Other organi-

zations argue that the First Amend-
ment guarantees the right to speak

out against anything, said Delga-

do, who worked with the universi-

ty to draft the final proposal.

However, these laws should not

give people the right to draw
swastikas or depict African
Americans as lazy, he said.

"What we should do is use

speech to speak on behalf of the

oppressed people,** he added.

But implementing laws against

racist speech is difficult because

most people do not want to

recognize that racism still exists in

our society. Delgado said. "We

"IVe had people tell me
things that are so

degrading, so vicious

that I felt I couldn't put

them in print."

Marl iVIatsuda

UCLA Law Professor

only condone the racism of another

place and time, but we don't deal

with our racism.**

Most racism occurs on an
individual basis and other people
cannot see it, the professors said.

"Fve had people tell me diings

that are so (fegrading, so vicious

that I felt I couldn't put them in

print,** Matsuda said. She added
that Nazi literature can still be
found on college campuses and
that gay-bashing occurs every day.

"Victims don*t want to tell

anyone what happened because
they fear a copycat incident." said

Matsuda, who added that this self-

censorship further limits freedom
of speech.

Since racist speech can incite

physical violence, lawmakers
must distinguish between political

dissent and hate speech, Matsuda
said. "We need to limit speech
precisely because we value it.'

tt

Stop

smoking
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'correctness* means precision?"

English professor Edward Con-

dren said. "lt*s almost an oxymo-
ron.**

Efforts to create guidelines for

how people should think and

behave are futile, other speakers

agreed.

"It*s very hard to make a list of

all the things that make people

uncomfortable," said Geoff Cow-
en, a communications studies

lecturer. "If you think about what
offends you most, it*s usually

something that offends you per-

sonally.**

And censoring speech does not

correct offensive behavior, UCLA
jitnior Heidi Kitrosser said. "It

completely wastes our energies to

hide the problem."

The political-correctness move-
ment also restricts people from

expressing themselves and
exchanging new ideas with one

another. Cowan said.

"Unless, you have the debate,

you don't learn," he said. "What
kind of discourse are we going to

"It is a waste of our

intellectual abilities to

spend so much time on

such superficialities," he

snid. "Fm nor interested

in how tall a person is

or how many hairs he

has on his head."

Edward Condren
English Professor

have if we*re going to exclude

things that offend us?"

Advocates of political correct-

ness are so concerned with the

label that they forget the actual

person. Condren said.

"It is a waste of our intellectual

abilities to spend so much time on

such superficialities," he said.

"I'm not interested in how tall a

person is or how many hairs he has

on his head.**

But because people have their

own backgrounds and histories,

they cannot escape the heritage

that shapes their identities, said

Howard Gadlin, the campus
ombudsman. "There*s no way I

can separate who I am as Howard
and who I am as a white male.**

In fact, racial identi^cation has

become so important that it over-

shadows an individual *s personal-

ity, especially in an institution lilce

UCTLA, an audience member said.

"You don*t get past question

number eight without answering

what ethnicity you are."

From page 3

court, she added. "There are not a

lot of hopes that the ruHng will be

overturned at the Supreme Court

level since it is a conservative

court."

Because the ruling also prevents

undocumented students from
obtaining state financial aid, most
of these students cannot afford a

UC education.

About three undocumented stu-

dents currently are financing their

UCLA education with about
$5,000 in university grants and
$10,000 in regent loans, said

Alfred Herrera, a UCLA admis-

sions employee.

If the ruUng is not overturned

before these students graduate,

their loan debt will rise to almost

$40,000, he said. —
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SAT, SUN, & i:VEMNGS
CLASSES

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

Grand Opening
Special * \

No minimum, no limit.
*8 1 /2" X 1 1" single sided, 20# bond,

auto feed originals

DESIGN COPY PRINT

alphaoraphlca'
Prtntihop* Of The Future

IN THE VILLAGE
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HEADLINES is the place to be when you just want to

relax with friends and have fun! {No books allowed)
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WESTWOOC
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2 FOR 1 WITH THIS ADI
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Viewpoint
Editorial

Don't ciy for us, UCLA
At a Communications Board meeting

where the cover of this year's Community
Directory was displayed for the first time,

undergraduate President Danette Martin

said she didn't "see herself in the art.

We don't see ourselves, either. In fact,

there is only one

blond Caucasian
woman on The
Bruin's editorial

board. And she says

she didn't sob after

learning UCLA's
area code changed

from 213 to 310.

What was cover

artist Joyce Hir-

ohata and the phone
One critic, left, and the controversy

artist could have drawn a lovely photo of

Kerckhoff Hall, where students' interests

are always so well represented.

Maybe the artist and managers could have

taken a less conventional approach. They
could have carefully wrapped every phone

book in aluminum
foil. That way,
everyone would see

exactly what they

wanted to see. It's a

shame that solution

would have been so

time consuming and

expensive.

At the risk of

contradicting the

articulate Voice of

book's managers trying pull off by printing the undergraduates, of undermining Her
the cover of the tearful blonde? How could power, authority and wisdom, we venture to

they fail to include a representation of our propose: Perhaps President Danette Martin

smiling Miugtf.' made a mistake by thinking everyone should

feel represented on the cover of a phone
book. Maybe the representation should

come inside the book, not on the cover.

Maybe President Martin should glance at

Page 380, where she'll find herself very well

They could have avoided the question by

printing another picture of Royce Hall

basking in its floodlights. How about

reusing the picture from a few years back

of a telephone about to be placed on the

building's towers? Or, better yet, the cover represented, in our opinion^

Through the looking glass?
We're asking every-

one to put down their

drinks — yes, we know
you're out there nursing

them — for just one

minute to hear our mod-
est call to action.

- Along our city's

world-famous Sunset

Strip, not far from the

Marlboro billboard, is a

sight so noxious we can't

stand for it.

It is another billboard,

also facing westbound

traffic at La Cienega

Boulevard, with a tightly

cropped portrait of a

dark-skinned man wearing a colorful rain-

bow of face paint, a reedy head-dress and a

nose spear.

Next to the mug, a slogan in bold black

letters declares: "Keep evolving."

The billboard is an advertisement for

Jubilaeum, an aquavit from Denmark. We
can't help but think the company's image

planners were probably tanked on their

client's product when they stirred up the

idea of selling alcohol on this twisted image
— one aimed at tifillating mainstream

American eyes with a primitive idea of what

is crude and undeveloped.

It's just plain stupid for anyone to thinT

that any consumer product — alcohol, no

This billboard's image is worth a thousand words. But Is It worth

your money?

less — can be marketed on a campaign of

racial superiority.

And it's plain scary to know that some
people will buy into that.

We urge you to express dissatisfaction by

telling off the company. Address your letters

to the product's importer, Munson Shaw
Co., 510 Lake Cook Rd., Deerfield, 111.

60015.

There is no exguse for not writing. Too
caught up in campus apathy? Too lazy to put

a pen to paper? Then just rip out this

editorial and send it off.

It will be enough to tell the company's

executives that they bought the wrong

message.

:ttj
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Letters

Not so iaicky lately
Editor:

Dan Saffer needs to lighten

up a little. In his article

"Lucky the Leprechaun peq)e-

tuates Irish stereotypes,*' (Daily

Rniin, Tan 29X Saffer seems
to think that there is some
mass conspiracy to perpetuate

some fictitious racism towards

Irish people because of a

company's ad campaign.

Sounds a little far-fetched.

Jlhe character is fictitious! A

Morgan Mann
Senior

Political science

Editor:

Upon reading Dan Saffer'

s

article "Lucky the Leprechaun

legend, perpetuated more by
American culture than Irish

culture. Next, we will have
animal rights activists com-
plaining that Trix cereal por-

trays rabbits as objects of
ridicule.

With Saffer's level of

analysis, consisting of hidden

connotations and conspiratorial

paranoia, every item of adver-

tisement is some racial ste-

reotype. It is ridiculous to

think that the reason for Luck-
y's red cheeks is that he has

been drinking. And to think

that children are basing their

views on such far reaching

connections is quite absurd.

Even though my mother's side

is Irish I never considered my
grandfather as an alcoholic as

a result of a Lucky Charms
commercial.

To alleviate this perceived

notion of racism a plain wrap
society should be created for

people like Saffer — a place

where everything shall be free

from metaphors, stereotypes

and colors. In its stead comes
a society of quaint euphemisms
where there is no passion or

yue feelings; only proper stan-

dards of society will be
accepted. We are quickly

descending down a slippery

slope where freedom of speech
will be contingent on if it

happens to offend some indivi-

dual's pet peeve of social

responsibility.

Next time I go to the

supermarket I'll be sure to ask
for cereal, com, sugar-coated —
with marshmallows — lest I

offend.

perpetuates Irish stereotypes"

(DaUy Bruin, Jan. 29) I did

not know if he was serious or

joking.

He claims that the Lucky
Charms cereal commercial was
"the most racist, evil portrayal

of a minority group that (he

has) ever seen." Get real! It's

an ad for cereal, not propagan-

da from South Africa. Is Saf-

fer such an unimaginative

peddler of words that he must
invent issues on which to

write?

His main problem is that he
wrongfully assumes that leprec-

haun means Irishman. A
leprechaun is a mythical char-

acter from Irish folklcx'e, not a

stereotype of the people of

Ireland. No one believes that

the Irish are two feet tall and^
wear green suits and funny

shoes. It is also ridiculous to

infer that a rosy-cheeked car-

toon character who re^ts under

a tree is a representation of a

lazy drunk.

Saffer makes his own racial

statements. He says that the

children chasing Lucky are

Protestant Why, because they

want to hurt the "symbol of
Ireland"? His "joke" that his

cousins in Northern Ireland

have molotov cocktails ready

to use is a racial stereotype

that Northern Irelanders are

violent.

The whole article is so full

of absurdities such as these

that I must conclude that

Saffer meant it to be a humor-
ous article. Sorry, Dan, hyper-

sensitivity to racism isn't

funny. Racism is a serious *

subject and should be treated

as such, not belittled in an
attempt for laughs.

Grow up.

Josepli Montemarano
Senior

English/World literature

Daily Bruin
112 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 825-9898
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OliverStone 's 'JFK

demands us to ask
the hard questions

r V
-

/ /

Richard
Lester
Facts? Most of the "facts"

are disputed regarding

the events of Nov. 22.

1963. Everyone knows that

President John F. Kennedy was
assassinated in Dealey Plaza in

DaDas. Texas. There is very
little agreement about anything

else. How many bullets were
fired? Where did the bullets

come from? Was Lee HaiYfiy
"Oswald acting alone? Infinitely

more questions exists than

answers.

Warner Brothers recently

released Oliver Stone's film

entided "JFK." Both Stone and
Warner Brothers have come
under heavy criticism because
of the film's "distortion of the

facts.** The problem with the

controversy is that no one
knows what really happened.
An amazing amount of time

and energy has been expended
studying the assassination, with
no commonly accepted version

of the truth being established

How does the movie differ

from reality? That depends on
who you ask. The fihn mocks
the Warren Commission's
"reality" that Lee Harvey
Oswald was a lone assassin

acting on his own. The disdain

with which the movie treats

the official version is a very

common attitude among virtu-

ally all independent researchers

of the events including, in

1979, the House Select Com-
mittee on Assassinations.

The film Stone presents

offers no definitive answer as

to who was behind the assassi-

nation, but he implicates

almost everyone. All possible

groups are suspects, including,

but not limited to, the CIA.
the military-industrial complex,
Lyndon B. Johnson and the

FBI. Who he believes is speci-

fically behind the plot is never
stated. By leaving no possible

suspect beyond suspicion, the

movie asks the viewer to draw
his own conclusion.

The real villafh of the movie
is the Warren Commission.
The Warren Commission's
members were men of the

utmost "integrity," which ini-

tially led to unquestioned

acceptance of their verdict Yet
these esteemed government
officials failed to discover

inconsistencies that other

investigators and researchers

unearthed. The shoddy and

unprofessional manner of their

investigation has fueled the

widespread speculation about a

government cover-up.

The value of this movie
goes well beyond its artistic

excellence. Stone has created a
three-hour epic that indicts "the

establishment" and questions

what "Big Brother" wants the

masses to believe. Stone is a
product of a generation that

challenged and questioned
authority. The true importance
of the film is the questions it

raises, not the answers one
reaches.

What is the government hid-

ing from the nation? Why are

so many documents still top

secret? The movie instills a

skepticism for the government's
version of the truth. Do not

believe everything you read or

are told, especially when it is

the government doing the

preaching.

Is the movie true to any of
the "accepted" version of the

truth? Actually, it seems to go
further than most conspiracy

theorists, in that it implicates

more factions than most would
indict. Stone has been con-

demned by some for "altering"

history. He is presenting a

=radical version «f history tet
never pretends to know all the

The true importance of

the film is the questions

it raises, not the

answers one reaches.

^xN*
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answers. Yet there is a tre-

mendous value in taking an
extreme viewpoint
The movie has been given

significant publicity in the

press because of the subject

matter and Stone's interpreta-

tion bf the subject The added
attention has brought more
people to the theaters, and
wide viewership will obviously
help make the film a financial

success, but it also indicates a

curiosity among the American
people. The assassination of
JFK has never been adequately

resolved for most, and the

movie reminds Americans to

continue challenging authority

and seeking answers. Blindly

believing what one is told is

dangerous.

Stone chooses an appropriate

hero in Jim Garrison because
he was the first person to

publicly challenge the lone

assassin conclusion of the War-
ren Commission. Garrison is

engaged in a classic struggle

against authority. He is the

underdog, fighting an uphill

battle for truth, against the all

powerful "Big Brother." In

reality, is the ex-New Orleans

DA crazy, as his opponents
charge? That is certainly debat-

able, but the evidence lie

uncovered and the questions he
raised certainly merit careful

consideration no matter where
on the political spectrum one's

beliefs lie.

Stone should be lauded for

raising the conscience of the

American people. In today's

society, people are too docile,

not pressing and challenging

our leaders enough. "JFK"
urges people to challenge that

attitude.

Lesier is a graduate student of
management. '
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Oliver Stone's 'JFK*

Is false In its claim
of telling the truth
According to Oliver

Stone's most recent

voyage into the realm
of conspiracy theory, the ques-

tion surrounding the assassina-

tion of John F. Kennedy is not

who but rather who did not

take part in the murder of the

President of the United States.

The current movie "JFK"
has been rightly criticized for

a number of reasons, including

the mixing of actual and
created documentary footage

serving to advance the Grassy
Knoll theory behind the assas-

sination of a mediocre but
much revered president. By
juxtaposing the fictional footage

of Grassy Knoll gunsmoke
along with the Zapruder film.

Stone was presenting as truth

what in reality is false.

Supporters of Stone may
with a degree of credibility

respond by pointing out that

"JFK" is only a movie, and
should not be taken as an
attempt to accurately portray

the events of that fateful

November day in 1963. Itg^

ever, Stone's artistic license

Christopher
Ifl/ysockl
documented research, he pre-

vented the very search for

Truth for which his epilogue

so eloquently calls.

Was it the job of Oliver

Stone to present both sides of

the conspiracy theory? Nor-

mally, I would argue that it is

not the job of a major movie
director to factually confirm
the details of his work. How-
sver* in this case, StonerlBH"

CHRISTINA KNATZ

By charging conspiracy,

Stone has entered an

area which requires

substantive proof. . . .

should be revoked for the

malicious character assaults and
unproven allegations in this

piece of revisionist history.

According to the Warren
Commission (which Stone
clearly felt was a co-conspira-
tor in the assassination), Lee
Harvey Oswald acted alone.

While I am not an expert on
the report generated by Earl

Warren, Arlin Specter, etc., the

conclusions revolving around
Oswald's apparent guilt seem
incontrovertible. He acted alone
and it was not a de facto coup
d'etat.

This is not a column about
the facts surrounding the assas-

sination. Rather, this column is

about a cinematic director of
high acclaim and his duty to

act responsibly. The epilogue

of "JFK" challenges the

American and global public to

embark on a quest for Truth.

Such a challenge seems mis-
placed after three hours of

undocumented and speculative

conspiracy theory being pre-

sented as fact rather than

fiction.

This point of holding a

director of film responsible for

his work presented to the

American public is the chief

thrust behind this column.
Stone has abused his power as
director and unfairly slandered

many individuals in the pro-

cess. Whether or not one
beheves there was a conspiracy

surrounding the killing of a

president, a director must be
held to intellectual honesty in

order to legitimize serious

cinematic work.

Certainly, Stone has raised

several questions in his movie
which may be interesting to

some. However, in answering
those questions on the basis of
speculative fiction rather than

taken on an issue which man-
dates that fairness in reporting

be obeyed. '^

The director of "JFK" in

this instance has chosen by his

own volition to leave the realm
of cinematic embellishment and
enter into the reahn of journa-

listic responsibility. Simply
because his argument tcfok the

form of a popular medium
does not absolve him from the

responsibility to which every
journalist and historian is com-
pelled to adhere.

By charging conspiracy.

Stone has entered an area

which requires substantive

proof, not mere conjecture and
theory. He should be chastised

for hiding behind a shield so
often held by the artistic com-
munity: the First Amendment
The freedom of speech does
not extend to slander and libel,

and that is exactly what Stone
has done.

Am I making too much out
of this issue which in reality is

nothing more than a slanderous

statement made by a revered

member of the cinematic com-
munity? I do not think so.

The point should not be

missed that the entire artistic

community should be held to a

certain standard of truth. While
the chief point of cinema is to

entertain, a movie such as

"JFK" clearly attempts to

indocu^inate an American gen-

eration into the belief that

government is run by conspir-

ators and killers.

Stone must be publicly

chastised and intellectually

reprimanded for his blatant

slander of the American gov-
ernment Conspiracy is a seri-

ous charge, and such
allegations cannot be allowed
to stand under the shield of
artistic license. The American

—
public deserves better than

what Stone has served his

audience. We all deserve factu-

al documentation, not conspira-
cy theory when an issue such
as the assassination of Presi-

dent Kennedy is raised before
the American public.

f

Wysocki is a senior majoring
in political science.
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Unlike Peter Pan, Robin Williams doesn't really

want to fly.

R( I I n Williams
off tlie record?
By Jason Stewart
Daily Bruin Staff

Robin Williams is undoubtedly one of the most
entertaining interviews around. Anyone who has

seen a reasonably edited video interview with him
probably understands what Tm talking about. He's a

walking, talking bundle of energy, who switches at a

lightning pace from stand-up comedy to deep,

thoughtful oration.

After attending the interview sessions for "Hook,"
this season's top box office draw, I could not resist

trying to pass on some of Williams' more light-sided

moments. The quotes no doubt lose something in

translating them for the page, but for those or you
who are familiar enough with his style to use your
imaginations, you might appreciate some of the

following:

On being the first male to play Peter Pan:
"Yes, and now there'll be a string of other Pans.

There'll be Paninator — (playing Arnold Schwar-
zenegger) 'He's back' . . . Panbo — (playing

Sylvester Stallone) 'Yo, Tink, I need a happy
thought!'"

On not being the obvious choice to play Peter Pan:
*The obvious choice would be Michael (Jackson).

Michael is the living incarnation of Peter Pan ... If

God was casting it: (playing God) 'Well, who shall

play — Wait! Therer (playing Michael) *Oohh!"'
On kissing Julia Roberts:

"It was nice. But, was it the thing I lived for? No. It

was pleasant. Did the tights fit better? Maybe— All

of a sudden the crew would be going: *Look, I see his

happy thought!'"

On Charlie Korsmo and computer games:
"Charlie's amazing. Charlie is Little Man Tate—

he's either going to gel an Academy Award or cure

cancer . . . What 1 would do a lot with Charlie, which
is what I do with my older son, is play computer
games. I felt like his computer pimp: I bought him a

computer and then would just be like, (playing the

sleazy pimp) *Psst, I got another game for you.

Here's a flight simulator— shh, shh, shh— don't tell

Mom where you got this. There's more where that

came from.' (Playing the junkie) 'I need some more
hardware, man. 1 need a floppy disk!'"

On Peter Pan growing up:
"Why would the ultimate boy want to grow up?

. . . What would he finally want to give up his

immortahty for? Ii'd be for love. It gets a little boring
— you can only hunt pirates for so long, and finally

you go: 'Ya know, she's looking real good, man.
"Hey, I don't want to fight anymore. Well, Wendy's
looking a little old, but hey . .

.'"

On not wanting to fly for real:

"There's a fat chance I'll fly for real! . . . During
the movie about ten of the crew went skydiving, and
they wanted me to come. Yeah, that'd be a great way
to end the movie: (playing Steven Spielberg)

'Where's Robin?' (playing a freaked-out crew
member) *He's out in Mojave, man! There's pieces

of him everywhere. Patrick Swayze came by, he

talked to him before he left the plane. It was so sad.'"

Clockwise fronn far left:, William
Petersen stars as Olivia Bumette's
father In the ronnantic connedy "Hard
Promises; Brian Kenvin and Sissy
Spacek are a couple about to get
married wtien trouble arrives In the
form of Spacek's ex-tiusband

(Petersen); Petersen asks to dance
with Spacek at her wedding.

MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL
10025 Undbrook
20M366

2:15-6M-7:46-1oiO

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
AVCO CMEMA aMill evd purohioM bi phone
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475-0711
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LigMheaited film breaks its 'Promises'
Love story only skims the surface ReaHife loss fueled making of film

By Danya Joseph
Daily Bruin Staff

The last thing a happily married

drifter expects to receive as he
travels across the country is a

letter announcing that his wife is

marrying another man.
This is what happens to Joey Coalter

(William Petersen) in "Hard Prom-
ises," a small-scale, lighthearted film

that doesn't quite fulfill its premise.

When Joey gets an invitation to his

wife Chris* (Sissy Spacek) wedding, he
rushes back to reclaim her— he hadn't
even known they were divorced. While
home, he renews his relationship with
his daughter, Beth (Olivia Bumette)
and his best buddy. Pinky (Jeff Perry).

"Hard Promises" has a sincere tone,

which changes from whimsical to more
serious as Joey begins to realize that the

divorce is not a joke. Along the way,
Joey and Chris come to a mutual
understanding about their love.

Ultimately, the film examines the

compromises couples need to make for

the good of the relationship, and

whether these sacrifices are enough to

keep the relationship together.
Although we hope that Joey and Chris

will live happily ever after, we can't

help wondering if Joey will be able to

stay in one place, or if Chris can stay

with a husband who drags her from
state to state every couple of weeks.
The film is less about making hard

promises than about not making prom-
ises that can't be kept.

Yet although it has a touching theme,

"Hard Promises" explores only the

more obvious levels of Joey and Chris'

relationship. The main problem, how-
ever, is in the characters, whose every
actions seem designed to validate

Joey's personality.

This maneuvering is necessary
because Joey is a relatively weak,
though charming, character. Even as

likeable as he comes across, it is

difficult for us to understand why the

others have put up with his completely

self-absorbed behavior for as long as

they have.

See 'PROMISES/ page 24

"T-T

By Danya Joseph
Dally Bruin Staff

In *Thc War of the Roses." Kathleen
Turner and Michael Douglas fight to

the death to get the upper hand in their

divorce.

Dissolving a marriage shouldn't be
like this, says William Petersen, the

producer and star of a small Columbia
Pictures release about love, marriage

and commitment '

In "Hard Promises," drifter Joey
Coalter (Petersen) rushes home to

reclaim his wife (Sissy Spacek), who is

about to marry another man. Yet Joey
and wife Chris must accept that they

want things from each other that they

cannot provide. ^

"We were looking to create a movie
where by you could look at divorce and
not have it be about hatred and anger,

but have it be about love and forgive-

ness, instead, and redemption." Wil-
Uams says.

"Hard Promises" originates from
Petersen's own life. He had been
working at a theater in Chicago when

he got a call from his ex-wife saying

that she was getting remarried. "You
always think, or at least I did. that she'll

always be mine," he remembers.
He recalls. "Fortunately I was on

stage at the time, but I kept thinking to

myself I should go. and when the

preacher would ask *Is there anyone
here who disagrees with this deal?' I

should stand up and say. 'Yeah, me.'"

But with the help of friend Cindy
Chvalal. he resisted. "She said. *Don't

do it. We'll make a movie about it

someday.'" So Petersen and Chvalal

formed High Horse Films and pro-

duced "Hard Promises."

One of the reasons that Joey, and

Petersen, find it difficult to relinquish

the bounds of a relationship. Petersen

says, is that men have a harder time

than women "giving up the romance for

reality.

*This movie, to mc, is about a

woman who reaches a point where the

romance has been wonderful, but it

needs to be reality now," he says.

See PETERSON, page 22
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5 Sessions For $25*
•CD Sound Systems
Air Conditioning

10 Wolff Beds

Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCLA! Call 824-2TAN

M-F: 9arTv8pm

Sat & Sun: llam-6pm:

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undbrook)

'coupon expires 2/10/92

(1 It dme customen only/l per custamerAnust present coupon)

Houlihan Lokey has one of the

largest and fastest growing financial

practices in the U.S.

We are currently seeking

highly motivated BA's or BS's for

entry level position in our L.A.

financial restructuring group.

INFORMATION PRESENTATION
THURS. FEB. 6, 1992 11:00 AM

Ail interested candidates sign up
at the Career Placement Center.

^Please bring resume to presentation)

^

'Pv

V

Interested In music, dance,
^Jieraiaire or dining?^Get i

V

behind-the-scenes look at the
entertainment world (and a few
free dates) by writing for Daily
Bruin Arts &? Entertainment. For
more information, call
(3 1 0)82B^253a

YouTl love

thispaper
woric

When you think of a job or internship it shouldn't fill yourmind with

the dread of paper work, insteadyou should be exdted for the

prospects of learning, giowine, and quickly advancing. The Daily

Bniin Assistant Account Executive Proeiam will put your fears to rest

As an Assistant Account Executive in the Daily Bruin^s award winning
advertising department you will have a chance to experience hands on

exposuie in the fields of advertising, marketing, and sales.

Spend your time working on oxir papei;

not on paperwork.

The Daily Bruin

Account Executive Internship
Applications are available starting Monday, Febniary 3 at

the Daily Bniin office, 1 12 Kerckhoff Hall.

Applications are due by noon on Wednesday, Felmiary 12.

/ For further uiformation please contact

Dante Fedcri^ or Kimb^yn Drew at 825-2161.
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Full-time andSummer Positions
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Where else?
-The towering, snow-covered peaks of the Cascade^

Mountains never fail to impress you on your daily

commute to the world's leading software company.

And, this weekend, it's good to know you can

take your pick of cosmopolitan nightlife, deep sea

fishing, or maybe kayaking through white water

rapids.

Where else could you be but in Seattle? And
where else would you be working but at Microsoft?

Here, housing is plentiful, the people are gen-

uinely friendly, and the standard of living is

exceptionally high.

Fine arts, exquisite dining, professional

sports, spectacular outdoor recreation. ..the

choices are virtually endless.

Best of all is the work. Nobody in the software

industry can match Microsoft's unique professional

-environment, industry accomplishments, or plans-

for the future.

As a Software Design Engineer or Program
Manager, you'll enjoy full creative authority. And
the freedom of our unique, unstructured environ-

ment. You'll be involved with products that will

revolutionize the future of personal computing.

See. Life in the real world isn't so bad after

all. . .now that you're at Microsoft, that is.

If you are pursuing a Bachelor's, Master's or PhD
degree in Computer Science, Electrical Engineering

(with software emphasis). Math, Physics or a related
* discipline, and have programming experience, design

skills and/or exposure to project management, we'd

Hke to talk with you at our On-campus Interviews.

We are an equal opportunity employer and are

working toward a more culturally diverse workplace.

Mjcfosoft
®

On-campus Interviews

Wednesday, February 12, 1992

Full-time and Sununer Software Design Engineers

and Program IVlanagers

See voiir IM:iceiiieii( aiul Career Planning Center tor more details.
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PETERSON
From page 18

Spacek agrees, noting that
women fight to keep the family
together~ which Chris cannot
ck) with Joey's constant travel-
ing. "(Chris) is beyond being
angry with (Joey). She just
knows him, and I think she
loves him too. But you know,
there are people who you can
love but you can't live with. I

liked Chris because she realized
what she it was she really

needed in life and what she
really wanted. And Walt (the
new fianc6 is no bad deal," she
sayT.

Director Martin Davidson
defines the relationship
between Chris and Joey as
setting the tone of the film.

"(Joey believes) he can just
come back and get what is his

(as he's always done), but this

time, (Chris) has made a resol-

ution — not this time. (She)
can't do it anymore, it hurts too
much. Ii*s not fair to (her
daughter) Beth."

According to Petersen, Col-
umbia Pictures pressured the
production to include a more
happily-ever-after ending, but
the filmmakers felt that this

would ruin the integrity of the
film.

Another setback in the pro-
duction arose when the produc-
ers started having creative

differences with then-director
Lee Remmick. Davidson was
brought in during the fifth week
of production to remedy the
problems.

Once Davidson arrived, the
production had 19 shooting
days left in which to reshoot and
finish the film. "A lot of people
were working 20 hours a day,
literally, because we would
rewrite every single night.

We'd sleep in the ofhce like we

were kids, and get right up in
the same clothes and go out and
shoot, because we were trying
to make a whole movie in four
week's time. And we did it,"

Davidson says.

FILM: "Hard Promises." Written by
Jule Selbo. Directed by Martin
Davidson. Produced by William
Petersen and Cindy Chvatal for
High Horse Films. A Columbia
Pictures release with William
Petersen, Sissy Spacek and Mare
Winningham. (Rated PG; 95 min

)
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;F\SES CAREK;TANDfO:;0// L?CAI?E

NIGHT WITH
DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

PEIERSONCONSULTING

r.'M . -.L, 5 -CO,'/ o =

3 VONTms .i'.st-s

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

-»2U. lONDAY. FEB. 3 6:30 - 8:30 PM
ACKERMAN BOWLING ALLEY

T-SHIRTS WILL BE DISTRIBUTED

o f^ r o M I r H I X

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384
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Isaac Hayes adds gothic accompaniment to the dark
comedy "Guilty as Charged."

'Guilty' sentences

By Oscar Valdes

Billed as a black comedy, "Guilty as Charged"
manages to stay black but never delivers the humor.
Rod Steiger stars as Ben Kallin, a meat-packing

businessman who sets out to avenge the death of his

family, slaughtered by a man who only days before
had been let out of prison.

One by one, Kallin picks up men the law has
convicted but released after serving outrageously
light sentences. He drags them to the basement of his

meat-packing company and sticks them in a cell in his
personal death row. There, the wretched souls
despair until godlike Ben Kallin finally finds the
relatives of the victim. Now they get a chance to see
real ajustice in action. As they look on, Ben gives the

offender a last chance to repent his sins before he
pulls down the lever that activates the electric chair.

In our increasingly violent society, the filmmakers
seem to have wagered that we in the audience would
be brimming with such desire for revenge that we
wouldn*t resist the chance to unburden ourselves.

And while it is true that hardly anyone today is a
stranger to the fear of being mugged and God knows
pro-electric chair sentiment runs high (it's easier to

deal with the symptom than the disease), it is also true

that audiences need a little something extra to be
drawn into a story; namely, characters that ring true.

Take Ben Kallin, the Rod Steiger character. From
the outset, he is too much the righteous lunatic. All
the convicts he goes after in his quest to mete out
justice fall easily into his hands. Where is the

struggle? And if Ben Kallin was fighting his

conscience, we only find out very late in the story. As
for his personal pain, the reason for his mission, the
filmmakers withhold the information for a long time.

Even when Kallin believes himself defeated, he also
comes up with the solution. See the problem?
Everything is easy for him. He is never in any real

danger. So why should we care?

Senator Stanford (Lyman Ward), hard in the

middle of his campaign for governor, is the

personification of the double-talking politician

lacking in integrity. But he has managed to raise his

political stock by having caught a man in the act of
killing a woman. It turns out that he was really

framing a young black thief to cover up his own
crime. Stanford's and Kallin's paths eventually
converge at the climax of the story. Unfortunately,

Stanford's character is hardly credible, let alone
funny.

The pretty and naive-looking KImberiy Adams
(Heather Graham) helps us bring Kallin and Stanford
together. While volunteering in Stanford's political

campaign she also works as a parole officer. And it's

through this work that she discovers that many of the

convicts that she is supposed to supervise after prison

are disappearing without a trace. Kimberiy, too, has

been mishandled. The film has her behaving in such
gullible manner that we come to think of her as a

See 'GUILTY,' page 24
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CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months folk)w-up care
• Servk;e agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans 8c Medl-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 hours a day!

COMPUEYE CARE
e i^^":!3 1 9-9999

1531 WlbhlTG Blvd. Santa Monica
(comer of 16th Street, next to Crown Books)

L ^ ^

viding Great Care

ForAll Women
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P^REE PREGNANCY TESTING
•Pregnancy Termination

General or Local Anesthesia

•Affordable Birth Control

- -

C„,-^||U„e
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ANfJUHBHRciATES
3;<£;U

..Did YOU realize that if you have sex on Friday

you can still get pregnant on Monday?!!?

Call us to soothe your concerns
and answer your questions about

ANYTHING relating to

contraception !

!

THE CONTRACEPTION INFO LINE

(31 0) 206-381

9

every Wed. & Thurs. 6-8 pm

sponsored by SHS

.»«.......,_.— i.-.-; ,«.-u,. .:, "\ mm -4im
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STUDENTS*
TERM PAPERS DUE? NEED A RESUME?

CONE SEE VS

!

AND REGISTER TO WIN A LAPTOP COMPUTER

HOURLY REIVTALS
* APPLE / IBM COMPUTERS
* DESICTOP PUBUSHING
* WORD PROCESSING
* TYPEWRITERS
* LASER PRINTS
* TEXT & IMAGE SCANNING
* TRAINING

*^

Kerckhi^fArt CkiUtry p>resents

OPERATION
SOLOMON

On exhibit now - Feb. 14
Presented in conjunction with the

Jewish Student Union. Open to public.

TUESDAY
foiX/^ock series presents:

Brief Candies
8 - 10 pm, Kerckhoff Coffee House
Catch some 'highly hummable alternative pop
music with a psychadelic, yet modern edge.'

WEDNESDAY
>oetrg Btvits pregeuis:

A reading of
African American

^poetry .. .-V
-

8 pm, Kerckhoff Coffee House
An organized reading followed by open mike for

students to show off their own work! All welcome.

All FREE, presented by the UCLA
Cultural Affairs Commission—funded by USAC.

Daily Bruin A & E

BuajBJBJBLjajBjajajajajajBjajBjaja.

* SALES,SERV1CE & REPAIRS 20% OFF
OMOTH VAUD UCLA ID.)

CAMPUS COMPUTER SERVICES I:

(310) 477-2898 1539 westwood k
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SPRING QUARTER IN GREECE
The Department of Classics announces a

new program In Athens, Greece:

COURSES:
Classics 152 The Anclsnt Cfty: Qrssc« 4 units
Classics M153B Mycsnasan Art and Architscturs 4 units
Classics M70: 2 Msdisval Grssk Culture and Art 4 units
Classics 199

Schedule:

Location:

Cost:

S

introduction to Modem Greeic 4 units

May4-June5, 1992
Facilities (apartments, classrooms)

provided by the Athens Centre

$1,400, including accommodation,
travel in Greece, entrance fees. Does
NOT include tuition (UC reg. fees)

and airfare

Open to all students with background
in classics, ancient history or art

by P.T.E. only, after application to:

Professor Sarah Morris - Department of Classics

7272 Bunche Hall - x67369, x541 71

SPACE STILL AVAILABLE!

Eligibility:

Enrollment:

3

P
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2 for 1 Haircuts
or

$10.00 OFF All

Hair Services
* our sen/legs indudg

Cut Manicure

Color Pedicure

tfr^nTÔ Its Fadal

Makeup

Call PARIS at SALON 1015
for an appointment

(310) 824-5006 ^—-^—
1015 Ga^ey Ave. #105 in Westwood Village

Oust half a block south ofWeybum)

*AVEDA GOLDWELL OPI

LOOK GOOD
:L GOOD

$9

And when you feel good you look good.

That is our belief. It's why we employ stylists

^QQ instead of haircutters. And

why those who go to Super-

cuts end up feeling just a little better about

themselves. No appointments

Men, women, children welcome.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(B«hMMn Santa Monka & Wilshira Bkd )

470-1558

necessarv

M-F 8-9

HAIR BY
Sar 8-7 Sun 10-5

SUPB^OL/IS
®

'PROMISES'
From page 18

As Joey finally starts to come to

tenns with the fact that he is

divorced, he reveals to Pinky that

now that he is no longer tied down,
he can travel without calling home
and without having other people
keep track of him. While this scene
is supposed to provide one of the

niore tender moments of the
movie, there are two very deep
flaws in Joey*s analysis— mainly.
Joey has never done those things,

which is why Chris divorced him
in the first place. And secondly,

Joey is only divorced from his

wife, not his daughter. He com-
pletely ignores his paternal respon-
sibility to her.

Even worse, Beth accepts this in

him and, although she loves him
and misses him terribly when he is

gone, sees his wanderlust not as
neglect of her— which it clearly is

— but as a mythical questof which
she is not yet worthy to be a part

Another badly developed char-

acter is Walt, the new fianc6. To
the filmmakers* credit, Walt is not

a total jerk and he has aspects that

are quite admirable, especially in

his treatment of Chris. But mostly,
he is a bumbling geek, and even
though we can see why Chris
would want to marry him, he*s

annoying.

The performances in "Hard
Promises" are solid. Spacek por-

travs a friendly but gentle Chris

and Petersen is amiable as Joey.

Yet because of Joey*s lack of
regard for his family's needs,

we're never quite sure if we like

him or not.

Marc Winningham as Chris's
best friend and Perry as her
husband Pinky offer strong sup-

port to the main characters. But it is

Bumelle ('The Torklesons") who
steals the show as the exuberantly
bubbly Beth.

"Hard Promises" has moments
that are truly delightful. Unfortu-
nately, moments are not enough to

make a film.* •'/a

FILM: "Hard Promises." Written by Jule
Selbo. Directed by Martin Davidson.
Produced by Rick Bieber and Peter
McAlevey for Stone Group Pictures and
William Petersen and Cindy Chvatal for

High Horse films. A Columbia Pictures
release with Petersen, Sissy Spacek
and f^re Winningham. (Rated PG: 95
min).

'GUILTY'
From page 23
dimwit.

The stylish Lauren Hutton
plays the governor's wife
and is saddled with the

impossible task of being
forever angry at him. All

through the movie we hear
the Senator telling her to

shut up. Why does this

couple Slay together?

The sad thing about this

whole affair is that the story

seems to have potential. And
the cast, with a good story,

could surely deliver more
believable characters. One
gets the impression that the

major problems of this film

could 've been solved by the

director and writer while in

prcproduclion. Why rush a
film that hasn't got a fully

developed story? As a result,

the film never makes its

mind up as to where it wants
to go. ••

FILM: 'Guilty As Charaed."
Written by Charles Gale.
Directed by Sam Irvin. Produced
by Randolph Gale. An IRS
Media release with Rod Steiaer.
Lauren Hutton, Heather Gra-
ham, Lyman Ward and Isaac
Hayes. (Rated PG; 95 mIn.) Now
playing at selected theaters
dtywioe.
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You dont need dental insurance to have a pretty smile.

YOUR GREEK CONNECTION FOR SPRING BREAK
IN MAZATLAN

Party with your Bro's & Sisters from all over Cal. Call Today for

Brochures and Video Presentation to see the BEST hotels and
MOST OUTRAGEOUS PARTIES. Call SCOTT 379-0409

Ask for details regarding benefits if you have your
own small group.

$349 MP (3/23 - 3/27) ind. Air/Hotel ties

SMILE SPECIAL

V \>

FAMILV DENTfSTRV r213J475-5598
24 hour emergerKy s«ivic« "'

Complete Dental Exam. Check Up. & Cleaning

V I p

(reg. $180)

iww piUtnIt with this coupon only

wt abo MoammodMa piDSfts
witi rtwitil ffwwfinii

offw tKpira* 3-13-92

'^?^.l!^?^* SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.
included)

^ ggO Westwood Blvd.

*open eveninos & Saturdays*
Free parking in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to individuals

and families with no

dental insurance.

'Our Patients are Spedai'

found Cii

1891

UNIVERSITY OF

COLLEGEOFlAW
APPLY NOW

Accredited-Small Classes

Next Semester Begins

August 1992
Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

Committee ofBar Examiners

and the Western Association of

Schools and Colleees.

Two Convenient Locations

Encino Campus
5445 Balboa Boulevard

Call:(818)981-4529

La Veme Campus
1950 Third Street

CaU:a 14)596- 1848

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or
don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,
sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin
Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

USE PROTECTION!
Electronic Stun Gun

Handheld •Non-lethal
Safe •Legal

65000 volts • $49.95

75000 volts - $59.95

90000 volts - $69.95

^ FfM Campus OsMvtry & Instruction

Ottwr safety products available

Call 453-2604

Personal 10 PersoTKil 10

Welcome aad Congratulations

XO PLEDGES:
FRED MUNOZ

- ROBERT DUQUETTE—
OMID BEHESITI

\^Uge 1824

w 1$:
CASH FOR
COLLEGE

There's plenty of money
available for every stixJent

who needs it.

If you can use an extra
$2000 or more to help pay

college costs.

Send Your Name and
Address to : D.B. Mears and
Associates. 9016 Wilshire

Blvd. #449
Beverly Hills. CA 9021

2

or call 1 -800-660- 4289

FREE INFORMATION
WILL BE SENTTO

^^ YOU IMMEDIATELY ^^.

f/ftk Bibles - Books

M-Th 10 am - 9:30 pm;
Fr-Sat 10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-6 pni

10684 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
206-6432

Alcoholics Anonymous
"^

Meetings
Men. diacuMion. Thur. Bookstudy, Fri. Sl^>
Study. AU 362S 12:15-1:1 5. Fri. 12300-1:00

Tom. OtoouMion. Wbd. DiMussion NPI
C8538 12:15-1^0

For alooholios or indMduali who
hmm 6twkmQ pnMmrm

Miscellaneous 9

$75 CHALLENGE. Prove my pollution solution

unworkable, I'll pay you $75.
1 -800-488-2489.

NEED SOME |OKES for office or party? Call the

joke line! 1-900-726-HAAA. $0.95/min.

18+yr. GUARANTEED TO OFFEND
SOMEONE. MIDTERM

^

Congratulations

Sharon Henry (XQ)

and

Eric Gerace

On your beautiful

Promise

^rtlie Sisters of XQ

Personal 10

Sports Tickets

BRUIN BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED ! All

games, good seats. Please call Ray
(310)441-1576.

Campus Recruitment 3

ATTENTON PRE-MED STUDENTS. DOC-
TOR ROBERT CHEROK, DEAN will discuss

opportunities at the American University of the
Caribbean School of Medicine on wed Feb.
1 2,1 992 at 5pm. in room 4000A Math-science
building UCL\ sponsored by UCLA Pr«-Med
Society.

I HAVE STUDENT AND STUDENT GUEST
TICKETS to Duk^Arizona games. Serious of-

fers only. Mark 478-2824.

NEED WASHINGTON STATE Student Guest

Ticket. Please call Erik (310)794-5399.

UCIA BasketbaU
llckets WANTED

Non-Student
Call 473-1000

•DESPERATELY SEEKING CHRISTINA'— we
met at Denny's on Sunset, Saturday night.

Calllll (310)305-2802.

ADVERTISING IN THE

DAILY BRUIN

CLASSIFIEDS...

IS AS SIMPLE AS
BLACK & WHITE

CLASS DISPLAY

.206-3060

CLASS LINE

825-2221

Sigma Kappa is proud to present its

Winter 1992 Pledge Class

Erica Anderson

Jennifer Bell

Lisa Chan

Cheryl Hite

Kaen Khuu

Anne Marie Lemihg

Shelly Perez _
Aimee Rydgren

Tina Sze

Brenda Wells

We love youX- QQB

^ >mm

-!*"W99r^ ^na
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Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Lost and Found 16 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to$100/wkormore.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

REWARD!! GIANT SCHNAUZER BOlbs. All

black. Male. Black Collar. Red I.D. on Medi-
cine. San Vicente/26th area 01/28
(310)458-7356.

Salons 21

GET A TAN! 10 sessions, $49 with ad. Le
Beach Club. 1107 Gayley. 824-2826.

Free Haircut
European stylist needs female
model with shoulder-length hair
for tx>b haircut by Wednesday

Call David at 652-0421

Health Services 22

OBSESSIVE CCflMP^HI
!.>V...W.V.J,V, i':WtX'X'i.x-SiWv.y :^
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CH sTO>y. dOAtifie)

iiiliilii^:Mai,EARPlt#TO $480. CALL

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenatibn and renx>val of

acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills ^aser Doctor's

Group. (213)786-0636.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ coupleV
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-

lems. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

)MEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY GROUPS.
Yamic, caring, professionally led ongoing

groups. Explore family problems, relationship

patterns, work and career concerns, esteem
issues, addiction and recovery. Improve conrv

munication skills and self confiderKe. Lisa

Frankel MFCC (213)398-9385.

iMM^MAU^M iimiiimmmmMiimmMmmmMiiit

ACNE
A NASTY FOITR
LETTER WORD
Ifyou had started on

"= €!ear Care Acne —
treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our
Skin Care Information

Line,

800-435-3533

BODY BY JAKE PRODUCTIONS. Seeking
administrative assistant %7/^r. P/T Mon-Fri.

Please Call Michelle (310)471-5591

BOOKKEEPER, P/T, for attorney/investor. Ex-

perienced Macintosh, SOwpm, excellent

phone. Fax resume 557-3607. Phone
557-2315.

BOOKKEEPER needed 8 hr^Mt. for architec-

ture and interior design firm. $7-9Air. Call

Rosanna: (310)207-8224.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILDRENS GYM INSTRUCTORJul I lime-

Must be energetic and love kids. Experience

teaching children 6 months-7 years required.

Terrific opportunity. (310)288-0258

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING —
$2,000+/month + world travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, the Carribean, etc.). Holiday, Summer and
Career Employment available. No experience

necessary. For employment program call

1-206-545-4548 ext. C234.

DIRECTOR'S ASSISTANT, BEACH ORIENTED
DAY-CAMP PROGRAM AND HIGH SIERRA
CAMP-OUT, PART-TIME NOW, FULL-TIME
SUMMER, NEED EXPERIENCE WITH CHILD-
REN, WATER SPORTS, AND OFFICE WORK,
$7/HR BONUS. (310) 440-2288.

DOOR TO DOOR SALESPERSON needed for

Studio City. Dry Cleaners. Hours flexible.

(818)505-0828/(213)575-1072.

ENTRY LEVEL RADIO ASSISTANT, major
radio rep. firm. Great opportunity to learn

radio/advertising business. Alan
(213)966-5082.

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT/Westwood sought by
Attorney/Producer. Must be a recent graduate

who is intelligent, organized, personable,

trustworthy, self starter, chic, style cor>sciou-

sand creative. This unique job entails challeng-

ing, fun and interesting duties in a fast-paced

environnr>ent. Macintosh and office skills

needed. $1 2.5(Vhr., bonus and benefits. Avail-

able immediately. Please fax resume with

cover letter to Sara at (310)475-9966.

PRIVATE PARTY NEEDS ARTIST rendering of
commercial 2-story building and lot. Reason-
able and need sample. (818)786-9928 days.

P/T ASSISTANT MANAGER outgoing, self-

motivated, reliable individual for children's

store In Brentwood. FRONTRUNNERS KIDS.
Apply in person. 1 1620 San Vicente Blvd. See
Julie.

P/T DRIVERS (7.00) AND OFFICE STAFF (6.50)

needed for young growing courier service.

Shawn 914-1449.

PT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarships—
Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

P/T office clerk wanted 1-5 PM M-F, UCLA
Div. Clinical Nutrition. Call Gail (310)
206-0290.

SHADOW TEACHER NEDED to work with

developmentally-delayed 5 yr. old boy to

mainstream him in a private pre-school prog-

ram. Responsibilities include working with

child's behavioral therapost, pre-school teach-

ers and family to integrate ar>d guide him
during transitions within school day. Personal

warmth, experience with young children, arKJ

knowledge of child development required.

Background in behavior modification desired;

Long-term employment committment. Hours
8:30-12:30 MWF; 8:30-3«) T&TH; through

June. Hours 8:30-3.-00 M-F for July. This

schedule will continue Sept-June 1993. Salary

commerwurate w/experience. Interested appl-

icants should contact (213)876-4411.

TEACHERS AIDE. 1 5/30 HRS^WK. Experience
with children. Excellent English writing/art

skills. Referencs. Margaret. (310) 839-3102.

TELEMARKETER POSITION. 2 day a week
from lOam-lpm. $6/hr + bonus.
(310)277-5828, Sean.

US MAIL JOBS $1

1

.77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-

sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

WEEKENDS ONLY, person w/van or pick-up
truck to deliver/retrieve equipment for child-

ren's parties. $1(Vhr (310)399-2482.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback novels, non-fiction

books, screenplays. 962-1557. Venrxin.

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Ofereaters Anonymous -{

H.O.W.
IWs^NoM

Nenro PtycUitfic lastitott lalldiB|

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 ii Opportunities 26

month and in relatively good health are needed. ~'B""E>«frcASHifnouRMA^^
Volunteers will iBceive a brief exam in order to | I^i-^f7

' '°" "'"' ^°''^"^"' ^
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation. " Help Wanted
PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

1

**T<nin<'R

ii/UJ*HY MALES 1 8illt>,NliDED

liiY fWrriOlPANT:
rPHYSICALEX^

..-.".%%•.%.

^ED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years receded for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-

nnental evaluation. 825-0392.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 1 9-49.

Uryier dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For info call (310)826-8887

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTKDNAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 arxi a free

developmental evaluation.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
^
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning
experience.825-0392

.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CRONHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD
research study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatnr>ent. Dissertation study. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or

(310)471-3672.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.

Urxler dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid for info. (310)828-8887.

UCLA ANXIETY DISORDERS BEHAVK)RAL
PROGRAM. AnrxMjrKiing treatnr>ent for panic,

ogoraphobia, generalized anxiety, animal
phobias & claustrophobias. Also, studies for

persons who wake out of sleep with feelings of

panic. Prof. Kraske, (310)825-8403.

I t 1 .rfc'i .1

30

$200- $500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easyl No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyright fCAllKDH.

$40,00G/yr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple "lik^don't like' form. EASYI Fun,

relaxing at honf>e, beach vacations. Guaran-

teed paycheck. FREE 24 hkxjr Recording.

801-379-2925 Copyright JCAHKEB.

5 DAYS, % DAY-MORNINGS HELP NEEDED.
Housework, errands, handiwork. Driver's

license & referer>ces required. Offer small apt.

in BH home, furnished. Separate street en-

trance. Pool, cable TV, limited use of tele-

phone in exchange for services. Call mornings
8-9 AM. or leave message. (310)273-2433.

S800 WEEKLY POSSIBLE! Working at home!
37 Different Opportunities. Rush $1 and
self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Primary

Products, 7095 Hollywood Blvd., #781 -Al,

Hollywood, CA 90028.

• 8/HR. PART-TIME, CLEANING, PAINTING,
DRIVING, MUST HAVE CAR, FLEXIBLE
HOURS, NEAR UCLA, (310)476-1510.

AIR COURIERS NEEDED. For flights to

London, Rio, Tokyo, etc. (213) 960-5054.

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS HIRING
NOW! R/r air, roonVboard provided! To
$5,000+/mo. Extensive fisheries report gets job

or call refunded. 1-900-226-ALASKA($3Anln,

complete program for men).

ARE YOU FUN, CREATIVE, an outgoing young
lady? If so then Network Amerika would like to

meet you. We do promotions for clubs, parties

and bands. Make money while you socialize.

(213)934-6707.

ART STUDENT NEEDED to compose paint

design for Harley-Davidson Motorcycle. Call

Bruce anytime. (310)471-6040.

ATTENTK3N: MAIL ORDER company needs

help. Work from your honrte, doing various

jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

GIRLS FOR VOICE-OVER telephone work,

strictly legit, $25/30min. Ask for Lisa 9-1 1 am,
M-F, (213)274-9291.

Hap WANTED WITH RESTAURANT PROM-
OTK>N. Make $1 00-$300/day. Flexible hours.

Must speak english. Call Roberto
(213)649-0810.

IMMEDIATE P/T position for a custonr^er ser-

vice rep. Available at a new print shop in

Westwood Village. M, T, Th, and Sat. evenings.

Call 208-2679.

LEGALIZE GAMBLING. Gather signatures

.50<Aignature. Chris (310)820-1791.

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,
Attractive people wanted for nude photos.

Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MODELS. Earn $1 SO^r. or more, boyish

anchor athletic 18-24. Clean shaven face,

little or no chest hair. Playgirl
style magazineVnudity required. No experi-

ernre necessary. Internationally known photo-

grapher. Brad, (213)392-4248

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES: New marketing

company exparxJinE throughout L.A. Need
motivated ir>dividuaTs to help train ar>d man-
age. Benefits arxi training provided. Mr. Nad-
ley 010)536-5175.

MANAGEMENT POSITKDNS W/ CALIFOR-
NIA UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average txm-
ings $6,000 to 16,00 -t-.

PT Spring, FT Summer. Interviews on campus
Info/App. (800) 400-9332.

MANGEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earnings

$,6000 to 16,000 +. PT Spring, FT Summer.
Interviews on campus, info/app. (800)
400-9332.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

,

MODELS for 1993 Swin>suit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

ORGANIZER/SECRETARY, experienced, for

small home office a few hours per week. (310)

837-9784. Leave message.

PART TIME bookkeeper 4-6 hrVvveek. Will

train $7.50 per hour cash. Call Lynne Freeman.
(818)783-7175.

PART TIME TELEMARKETING for Education

AgerKy in Santa Monica. Foreign language
helpful. (310)395-9393.

PART-TIME: 1 5-25hrs/wk., $135+/wk., start-

ing retail sales. Great for resume. No door to

door, etc. Call for info. (310)396-1479.

PART-TIME MESSENGER, Beverly Hills area. 2

hrs., during day, need own transportation.

(310)275-2260.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT needed for busy, gay
professional, $l(Vhr., 5 hr^vk. Be smart,

responsible, creative, resourceful,
(310)276-2332.

Personal SecretaryAHousekeeper: Need ma-
ture, responsible, hard worker to help run a

high energy and very busy household. CXities

to include: Scheduling, coordinating staff,

grocery shopping, answering correspondence,
computer literate, keeping phone messages
and keeping house well stocked and supplied.

Approx. 25 hours per week. Days are flexible.

Good opportunity for a bright student with a

positive attitude. Please fax me your resunrte

with availability to 213/851-3601.

PHOtOCOPIER POSITION AVAILABLE

-

FLEXIBLE DAYS 3-8 ?M. DRUG SCREEN
REQUIRED. $7-fl/HR. CONTACT CARYN
(310)556-6569.

PAID INTERNSHIPS!

(POSITIONS LIMITED)

Applications/Interviews

being taken now for

the best summer
business internship and
training you can find

Eam 6-l2QQQ^ while

managing your branch

of University Painting

Professionals during

Summer 1991 Call

1-800-KALL-UPP today

INSTRUCTORS
MCAT

S13/HRANDUPI
Port'-rinne openings

ovolloble rt^roughour the
Encino oreo. You must
hove scored obove the
90th percentile on this

exonn, hove o Dochelor's

degree end love to

teoch. Solory depends on
quolificctions.

Coll Erin:

(818)382-2420. EOE.

COUNSELORS-
Brother/ Sister Resident
Camp, NE PA— 6/26-

8/23; Ed. and Phys. Ed
Majors— 19+; Salary.

transportation allotment;

UCLA Students apply
Placement & Career

Planning Center— Main
Information Counter—

for interview

Wednesday, February

5. Noon— 5:00P.M.—
or call 516-374-0607
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Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

I
Security Pacific Bank

10731 W. Pico Blvd. WLA
NOW HIRING PART-TIME TELLERS
EXCELLENT FUTURE JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FOR INFO CALL

SHIRLYE BROX 552-4360

OR
SHAHRIAR DAHESH 552-4348

Do you Like to Talk?

This is the perfect job for

you.Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. Evening ¥ weekend

hours available.

Training provided.
Sharpen your

communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

1083 Gayley Ave. - 4th Floor

LAW FIRM
tioeds motivcJlGd peison to

do challenging legal and

clencal tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resutne

vv GPA. available time's

for, interviews and other

pertinent mformat^o-.n to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

Ammy^A FU)yt^TiM£

SrRTOl S (:\SH!

Hiunn HXfnsfNVicj:
s(\(>^ per hour

\cr\ llcvihlt scluUuliiivi

opporliiniiy lor .itl^niuriiuiu

( all Aiijiic or John ai NiS (KSS.s

KARI MICHAELSEN
"Katie" from the NBC series

^GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

individudls who like to have fun to

\A/OTk part-time or full-time.

1310)5360496 (8 18)3600760

VIsUb MMlel * Taleat
MaaageHieBt

Modek needed, no experience neceenry
for Modeling commercial A muMic video.

Call today tar appointment
(213)247-6001

BeverlT Hille 90210

Bv HELPING OTHtFiS

DONATh BLOOD PLATtLtrs SAFELV

For .nfofTi.iiio'i

Crti' Af i^'i

Caicc p»•^|ll"ll^3 Ihrimqhoiil I A
bene* 1 Ifor'^ your |).T?iCi|j;ition

H I M AW^ I A K I

4954 V.-fi N„ys B .1 S^r-^.v 0.<

8 people needed
Bars up I* iMir.

HoiuMelemiiers
•fMI4k

•UMiT

CaU (Sia)46S-1817

Job Opportunities 32

ATTORNEYS needed to take over a major on
going civil litigation in LA Superior Court

(213)874-2569.

FAST FUNDRAISING PROCRAMr- Fraterni-

ties, sororities, student clubs. Earn up to

$1000 in one week. Plus receive $1 000 bonus
yourself. And a FREE WATCH just for calling

T-8OO-932-0S28, ext.65.

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR MESSENGER for

CPA Firm — Century City— P/T. Duties

inciude:inventory control, knowledge of

Lotus 123, deliveries, some heavy lifting.

Must have own car. Hourly wage & ber>efits.

Call Lesley Davis (310)553-7880.

MARKETING ASSOCIATE. FT/PT.
20-40hr^eek, daytin>e. Marketing invest-

ment management service to Fortune 500
firms. Excellent phone skills, in brokerage or

finance requested. Westwood. $10/hr.

(310)208-1310 ask for Tom.

•

±

Optometric office seeking

personable, caring, ancj

outgoing person to handle

patient load for 2 doctors.

CHALLENGING.

*

^ Mofi., Wed., Fri.8am-5pm. ^^ $6.50/hr. start ^
J Parking available. Jm Call and leave message: W

(310)837-7202.

ATHLETIC TYPES
AGGRESIVE. COMPETITIVE
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO
HELP RUN NEW COMPANY.

P/T and F/T positions

available. Positive attitude

and neat appearance a must.

(310)53&O496 (818)3600760

Job Opportunities 32

MEDICAL / SCIENTIFIC WRITER. Specialty

Laboratories, Inc. is a state—of-the-art clinical

refererKe laboratory providing diagnostic ar>d

prognostic testing services to the medical

community. Due to our growth we have an
immediate opening for a full-tinr>e Medical/

Scientific Writer. Reporting to the President,

this exciting arxi challenging position will

irKJude writing and editing of scientific manu-
scripts, abstracts, informational reports, synrv

posia presentations and medical marketing

material. Qualified carniidates will have a

broad background in the Life Sciences, experi-

ence in medical/scientiric writing in a clinical

refererKe laboratory or research laboratory

environnrtent, with a minimum of a MS Degree

in microbiology, immurK>logy or a related

scierx:e. A Pfi.D. is required. Superior Word
Processing skills required. We offer excellent

compemation arid ber>efits. Please serxi CV
with cover letter to Specialty Laboratories, Inc.;

Human Resources - MSW; 2211 Michigan

Ave., Santa Monica, CA 90404. EOE. "Our

Specialty Is Excellence."

RADIO ADVERTISING SALES. Ambitious,

creative people needed. Will train. Very high

earnings! Midnight rendezvous. (818)

990-8052.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing all aspects of a

successful busiriess. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call

Triple 'A' Student painters for information

now, 1(800)394-6000.

Get a Summer Job

on a Salmon Fishing

Boat in Alaska

Blake up to $30,000 in 3 montfas.

70-page ilhis. guide wArahiable

employment info & list of 1,500

contacts. Must hurry!!! Boats hiring

now!!! Send $16.95 -f $3 mailing to:

King tSalmon Publishing, Box
2942, Dept. «B, Seal Beach, CA
90740. Albw 2-3 wks.

30 Intemstiips ^ Internstiips 34 Apartments for Rent 49

SUMMER EWPLOYlHEPfT OiTOimJIWnRS
Spend your summer conducting research at the

national Center for Atmospheric Research, a private,

non-profit corporation sponsored by the national
Science Foundation. nCAR's Summer Employment
Program (SEP) is offered to minority undergradute
students interested in the sciences and engineering.
Relevant areas of interest and fields of study include
physics, math, computer science, meteorology,
electrical engineering, chemistry, technical writing, and
other physical sciences.

nCAR is located at the foot of the Rockies in Boulder,
Colorado, home of the University of Colorado. Boulder
is unparaUeled in its recreational opportunities.

Compensation for the program consists of round trip

air fare to and from Boulder, housing, and a monthly
stipend.

The 1992 program dates will be approximately June
8 to August 14. To be considered for the program,
complete application packets must be received no
later than Narcli e, 1992.
For more information on an application pacltet,
contact Anna Re3ma-Arcos, Human Resources
Administrator P.O. Box 3000. Boulder CO 80307,
or phone (3037 4^7-8706.
nCAR is an affirmative action/equal opportunity
employer.

INTERNS WANTED to do reading, coverage,
development, etc. for production company.
Part or Full time. No pay...great opportunity!
Call (310)659-9511.

Ctiild Core Wanted 35

BABYSITTER: 3% -yr-old, 7-nH>-old. M-Th af-

ternoons, 2:30-6:30 PM. $M>r. English speak-

ing. Call Laurie (310)827-0902.

GUESTHOUSE & SALARY in exchange for

childcare/light housework. Brentwood. Exper-

iefKC, referer^ces, fluent English. 471-3379.

BABYSITTER ON REGULAR BASIS. Tues.

arxVor Wed. and Sat. Late afterrKxxv &
evenings until approx. 1 PM. Must have own
trar«portation and references. Near Mulhol-

land. (818)905-9906.

Apartments for Rent 49

PALMS, $925, 2+2, 4-years new, alarm, A^,
fireplace, easy freeway access, 10737 Palms.

(213)838-5039.

1 -BEDROOM, furnished or unfurnished. Old
buikiing, 2-blocks west of school. Parking

available. $67Vmo., security deposit $500.
(310)824-0532.

3657 DUNN DR. §4. 3-BED APT. $1 lOCVim).

Refrigerator, stove, 2-car parking. Sylvia

(310)826-3721.

424 LANDFAIR. Available now. 2-bed^ -bath,

also single. Garden setting, pool, next to

UCLA. 459-1200. -

$925, 2-BEDROOM, upper, built-ins, bal-

cony, pool, garden-like, quiet, near LXIA,
parking, near transportation. (310)477-9955.

ADJ. Century City. 2bed/2bath. View, built-

ins, garden patio, hardwood floors, blinds

$90O-$n00. (213)441-9142/(213)470.9239.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.
1 BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX.Vi BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (310)
839-6294. ^^
BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1275. 2-BED » DEN.
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLEX.

FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD FLOORS, SERVICE
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-875/MO. 2-BED.
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/

^BLINDS. EXCELLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE.
(213)471.1340.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury

apartment, fireplace, intercom, built. ins, patio

and more. N. Wllshire adj. San Vicente.

11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

BRENTWOOD, $550 bachelor, $675 single,

-free uti l ities, $1250 ?btV2ba, Naw -sacMwty—

Apartments for Rent 49

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel'W^stwood Village

Cable TV«Microwave« Refrigerator

$199-$235/wl<»w/KrrCH $295/wlc

1 -bdrm suites available

31 0/208-2241

PALMS. $620. One-bedroom. Appliances,

pool, covered parking, laurxiry. 3455 Jasmine.

No pets 454-4754.

juilding, prime area, Best Deals, 508 Barring.

ton (310) 934-5000. ^^
MAR VISTA, 1.BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (310)398-8579.

MAR VISTA $625. Bright, upper 1 -bedroom
high ceilins, parking, laundry. 12707
Venice Blvd. (310)305-7117.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,
furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, and
carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3258
Overiand.(21 3)837-301 3.

PALMS. 2-bed/1-bath $725, hardwood floors,

mini-blinds, appliances, near bus. Cats okay.
(310)390-3076.

PALMS. 1/2 BEDROOM. UNFURNISHED.
$595^p. Manager. 3743 Mentone, apt. 1.

(310)836-1529.

HELPING STUDENTS
Wnn THEIR HOUSING

NEEDS

CONVENIENTANDAFFORDABLE

UMVERSmr APARTMENTS
Single undergraduates/graduates

*Furnistied Apartments

singles, IBR, 2BR, 3BR
*Month-to-month rental

agreements - - ^^ ^—
^Walking distance to campus

PHONE: (310) 825-2293

ON CAMPUS HOUSING
Single undergraduates/graduates

^Halls, Suites, and
Sunset Village

*Full meal service

*Close to classrooms & ———
recreational facilities

^Academic support services

programs

PHONE: (310) 82S4271

i' ll^^

^
P** V
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Luxury Living At
Student Prices!

• Spaoiout, hMtod and air oonditionad roorml
• Private Bathroom and Showorl
• NtN9t mora tt>an two studants par rooml -

• Saia. quiat anvironmant
• Naw laundry and vanding machinaal
• Saparata study and TV loongaa wHh cabial

• Ona badroom apartmant* availabia

• Waight Room and Qama Roomi
• Plaiity of Fraa Puk\ng\
• Danoaa. partiaa, moviaa. aaoapa trips,

barbaouaa, ooncarts, laoturaa and moral

It's all waitirijj for you ki beautiful Bel Air, only twelve minutes from UCLA!

The University of Judaism Residence Halls

310-476-9777. ext 259

Apartments (or Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

WLA, GREAT LOCATION! $63(yrno. l-bdrm.
Spacious, lower, quiet building, laundry, park-
ing, close to busline. (310)826-9644.

rr

n<EF REM
BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS

BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 -BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD,

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

—

PROI ISSIONAl 1 V MAWCIl) HV MOSS cK CO.

I

BEST DEAL
I 1

IVESTIVOOD
Deluxe 2bd/2 bth

•10 min Walk to UCLA
'Park;ng(2), AIR, SPA
Balconies, Fireplaces

(310)208-2655

Large Newly-
Remodeled

1 &2 Bedroom Units
Beverlywood -

WLA Area
Receive Free
Microwave

$575 . $825
Call 657 '8756

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness roonns,

saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking in

secure garage, will allow

4 students per

apartment.

Fronn $1200 -$1300

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

r

Special Student
Discounts!

From $895*

**Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios, Is and 28

•Pool. Spa, Fitness Center. Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

Otihifiod
fOBurrens

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.— (213)398-2794

Models Open Dally 9-6. No Pets.

'On Selected Units

N
WALK TO UCLA/WSTWD

sPAaous
2 master suites

2 bath + balcony

Students/Rcx>mmates Welcome

$1050 negotiable w/ lease

• refrig •dishv/asher»A/C•

•controlled entry*

• parking •elevator•

519 Glenrock 213-208-4835

Northrtdge $275 up. 500 hifnlstwd unM student

twusing facility. Stared or private units, with or

without Mlchens. Private baths. Pool, Jacuzzi.

recrealton room. 1/2 hour drive to UCIA Open year

round. Free brochure. Northrldge Campus

Residence, 9500 Zaizih, Northrtdge. CA. 91325

(•1l)Mi-1717

WESTWOOD PLAZA
APARTMENTS

Directly across from
mId'Campus UCLA

Fumished&Unfumished

Bachelors from $550
Singles from $600 to $750

1 Bdrmsfrorrr to$900

2Bdmris^2Bth from $1200

Variable Lenghth Leases
i.

S01-S05 GayleyAva
(111)208-8505

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Acrossjrom UCLA

720 Hilgard Ave

2 person room $52S/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

WLA. t^RCE 2-be(V1-batti. 2 miles, one

parking space, refrigerator. 1725 Federal.

$835At)o. (310) 325-5304.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM $685/MO, Fireplace,

private patios, dishwasher, refrigerator &
stove,security building,parking, pool, and &
iaund^. (310) 473-7860.

PALMS 2.BED/2-BATH. Security alarrri, fire-

place, new carpet, all appliances included.

$895Ano. (310)839-8862.

PICO/ROBERTSON. Large 3-bed/2-bath. Up-
per w/patio. New carpet, paint, and drapes.

$1,150. (310)204-1339.

PALMS, BEAUTIFUL 1 -bedroom, $800 2+2,

$975 up unfurnished, cathedral, high ceilings,

skylights, fireplace, patios, security k>uild.,

near all, easy move-in. FriernJIy manager.

(310)815-8908.

$995-$200 OFF 1ST

Bright, front apt. w/ gas FR
D/wrA/C, lots of closet

space. Ig. balcony,

Qa\e6 parking, key
access entry.

1709Westgate
(310)479-1581

westwood Village
2b(d/2bth

SHORTTERIVI AVAILABLE

Enormous Aprs, w/
separate DR balconies

FP Built-ins Gated
parking Pool.

LoiA/est rates in the Vjllage

691 Levering Avenue
(215)208-5547

Kill Your

Roommate??
NOIGLT A NEW

ONL!
\K>\ c to 303 Cuuiox'

Rooninicite^ wditini;

824-0836

WALK TO UCXA/WSTWD
SPAaous
2 master suites

2 bath + balcony

Students/Roommates Welcome

$1050 negotiable w/ lease

• refrig•dishwasher*A/C»

•controlled entry

•

•parking^elevator^

519 Glenrock 213-208-4835

Diamond
Head Apartments
Choose your gift with 1

year lease

Singles, 2BD
$725 and up
All amenities

-f-Securecf Building and Parking

660 Veteran Avenue
208-2251

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD
SIMGLES Or-iE & TWO BDRMS
GATED GARAGE BA'lCONY
POOL JACUZZI FIREPLACE
WALK IN CLOSET.S FULL
KITCHEN DISH WASHER
REG ROOM POOL TABLE
VIDEO GAMES LAUNDRY
FACILITY GAS ^ WATER PAID
F R O r.1 S 3 2 5 P R S N
ROOMMATES AVAILABLE

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

SHORT-TERM
Very large

ONE-BEDROOM FURNISHED
Super closets

All utilities, parking included

Pool&sundeck
$825/month (max 3 people)

530 Veteran Ave

208-4394

WLA NEAR Westwtxxl Blvd and Santa Mo-
nica. $70(Vmo, utilities paid, (21 3) 735-9384

Of (310) 479-0566 eveningi.

WLA^ALMS, 2-bed/1-batK $850 & $875,

security building, large sundeck; WLA new
luxury condo style, gated, 2-be(i/2-bath

$1100, near Bundy, (310)471-0883.

WLA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1-bed. Mini-

blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, low n>ove-in.

11527 Venice Blvd. #7. (310)390-5065.

WLA Super (bargain at $645) 1-bed. Mini-

blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, utilities irv

eluded, tow move-in. 3637 Sepulveda Blvd.

#6 (310)390-5065.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED. ACROSS FROM
UCLA. DISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR.
NEW CARPET/BLINDS. FIREPLACE. EXTRA
LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING. LAUN-
DRY FACILITIES. LAST AVAILABLE APT. PR-

ICED TO RENT QUICKLY. CALL SOON
208-8685.

SHERMAN OAKS, 2+2, $750. Gated, central

air and heat, dishwasher, garage, fireplace.

13406 Moorpark. (818)222-8298.

VENICE. $850. Large modem 1 -bedroom
upper with balcony. 1 st block beach. Laundry,

parkjng, security. Block to direct busline.
^ Q1(»305-7H^. =

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 1 -bed-

room junior. $725/mo. Utilities & parking

included (310)475-7533.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD, 2 BEDROOM/1 BATH, hard-

wood floors, closed garage with storage.

$95(Vmo. 1676 Manning. Newly painted.

(213)275-1335.

WESTWOOD. WALK UCLA/VILLAGE. Spa-

cious 1 -bedroom, ur\/furnished, stove, refriger-

ator, sleeps three. $885/mo. 10965 Roebling.

(310)208-4478.

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. Sunny single, mod-
ern kitchen, excellent condition, small build-

ing. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $575.
(310)474-8608.

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM UCLA. Beauti-

ful & new 2-bed/2-balh apt. Huge walk-in

closets designed for ROOMMATES!! 475
Cayley. Call (310) 824-3715.

WESTWOOD large 1 -bedroom, sleeps 3, walk
to campus, security parking, pool, spa, gym,
$890/mo., 477-6961.

WESTWOOD, $120Q/mo., 2-bed/2-bath, new
carpets, floors, tiles and fixtures, large

unit, no pets, A/C, 2 parking spaces, 1601
Veteran, Matt (310)284-9044.

WESTWOOD AREA. Cute upper-floor bache-
lor. Crown moldings. Cable-ready. $550.
470-5952.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move-in bonus. Furnished/unfurnished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to

UCLA. A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering

208-7634. Managed by Moss A Co.

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

large single, 1 or 2 people okay. 667-669
Furnished/unfurnished. Levering Ave.
(310)208-3215

WLA 1-BCWM, bike or bus to campus, new
carpet, stove, refrigerator. $695. 1850 Colby.
477-0725.

WLA 1-BR. $650. Built-ins, patio, laundry,

parking. 1412 Brockton. (818)366 6732.

WLA 1 -bedroom. $675. Carpet, drapes, con-
venient location. 1521 Purdue Ave.
(310)391-2874.

WLA. 2-BEDROOM APT. Spacious, Close to

UCLA. $850/mo. deposit. Call |en 479-8508

WLA, $425-$650, singles, 1 -bedroom. Light,

spacious, security. Apartments to share also

available. (310)276-1671, (310)826-2818

WLA. $425 and up. Bachelors and singles.

Security parking, rooftop sundeck & Jacuzzi
with ocean view. (310)826-5528.

WLA, $450 singte' In triplex unit, close to

UCLA and transportation, must see, (310)
458-8859.

WLA. $550 and $565 Singles, hardwood
floors, stove, frige, mini-blinds.
(310)477-2777.

WLA. $775. Spacious, 1 -bedroom/1- bath,

security, pool, elevator, cable, washer/dryer,

vertical blind. 2445 S. Barrington Ave.
(310)473-3375.

.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished
single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (310)477-4832.

WLA Giant (bargain at $800) 2-bed with patio

or balcony, ^^iniblinds, ceiling fans, walk-in
closet, appliances, low move-in , 11527
Venice Blvd. #6. (310)390-5065.
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Strikebreaker
5 Coarse
tobacco

9 Garden pest
14 Italian river

15 Hair growth
16 "— Were the

Ddys"
17 Table parts
18 Arnn bone
19 Domesticates
20 Kicker's prop
21 "Help Wan-

ted" clients

23 Spend
extravagantly

25 Desserts
26 Observe
27 Orders
29 High part

32 Kindles
35 Present
36 — lily

37 Unique thing

38 People
39 Narrative

40 Cornelia —
Skinner

41 Attractive

42 Academy
student

43 Put on
44 Makes lace
45 Getaway
46 German river

48 Believe

52 New colonies
56 Heat source
57 Vestment
58 Astan tmA»

—

59 Sour
60 Cane: var.

61 Fountain
coins

62 Behind time
63 Sacred: var.

64 Brain canal

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

A R E A

1

B A A L

1

S T R U M
P R T E N C E A R 1 S E
P A 1 R G 1 N Si L A D E N
T R E A T 1 S E I D 1 V E R T
H^B N O N E R E E j^^l
S L A D E S R E E N L 1 S T
L A G S I F 1 R S T T E A
1 T E MI L A M S H A R P
M E N 1 L S S L V E
E X T R E M E S P L A Y E R
Ij^H A M E S F A 1 R ^^^1

A M P E R G R 1 D D L E S
A G A 1 N

1
1 R N

1

E A R L

R E L E T D 1 N T R 1 G A
P E E R S P T S S T W

< 2-3-92

65 Raised

DOWN
1 Epsom —
2 Move

stealthily

— food cake
Cow genus
Smear

6 Split in two
7 Actress
Bancroft

8 Equipment
9 House areas
10 Stage
11 Settler's

holding
12 Czech river

© 1092 Unltad Feature Syndicate

3
4
5

-amino:
abbr.

21 Greek god
22 Ocean

movements
24 Addicts
27 Fights

28 — of Man

30 Make eyes at

31 Author
32 Something to

eat

33 Involved with
34 Put back
35 Sullen look

36 Mailing need
38 Alarm
42 Beanies, e.g.

44 Ability

45 Church
founder

47 Geography
book

48 Entrap
49 Wilde or

Levant
50 Apartment
51 Wound up
52 Rowan tree

53 Of a time
54 African land
55 Radiate
59 Priest's robe

Apts. Unfurnished 51 Apts. Unfurnished 51
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BEL AIR . $600. SINGLE, NEW KITCHEN, A/C,

DISHWASHER, REFRIG, MICROWAVE,
POOL, PHONE ENTRY SYSTEM, ONE-MILE

UCLA CAMPUS, NO PETS. (310)471-0824.

B.H. UNFURNISHED. SINGLE GUEST-
HOUSE. Kitchenette/ bath, laundry facilities.

One person. Available Feb. 1. $675.
Including utilities. (310) 274-3935.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $800, l-bed-

room. North of Wilshire, exceptionally spa-

cious, hardwood floors, no pets.

(213)653-5435.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

LARGE SINGLE W/IN walking distance of

campus. $595, utilities included. Call Paul at

824-9754.

OHIO-SAWTELLE. $650. Month to month.

1-Bedrm, stove & fridge, carpets, IVt mites

from UCLA. Call (310)477-5758.

PALMS: $625. Large 1 -bedroom. 2 weeks free.

First -f security. New paint, blinds, carpet &
appliances. Parking included. Cat okay.

(310)372-1253.

VENICE BEACH, $585, bachelor, modern
building, 'A block beach. Bay winck>w. Or>e

adult. No pets. 36 Brooks Avenue. 396-4452.

WESTWOOD NEAR CENTURY CITV, small

and custom single, sleeping loft, skylight,

garage, $635/mo. (310)475-3333.

WLA $1000/900. Large bright lowers 2-bed/

2-bath, small quiet building. Greenfield/Ohio.

AC, carport, laundry. (310)438-9635.

WLA. $725. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large

modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.
(310)837-0761.

WLA. One-bedroom, $850-$875/mo. Sec-

urity, spacious building, parking, carpet. Walk
to UCLA. 1450 Midvale. (213)391-2874.

WLA STUDIO-$697, 1 BEDROOM $867.

Luxury, gated living. City views, rooftop pool

and spa. Quiet & friendly. Visa/MC. Sedona

Village. (310)280-0692.

Apartments to StKire 52

WESTWOOD, $45(ymo., male, 1 -block to

campus, townhouse (bed-up, living, dining,

kitchen down), fireplace, private, patio, gar-

age, (310)208-7527, eves.

WLA. Looking for female non-smoker. Beauti-

ful 2-bed/l-balh duplex, wood floors, fire-

place. Walking distance to UCLA. $SOQ/mo.

(310)278-6765.

WLA: SHARE 2BD/1 BA with recent PhD and

cat. $445/mo.-$445 deposit. Laundry, car-

port, quiet street, spacious. Leslie

310-207-5740.

Apartments to Share 52 Room for Rent 54 Housing Needed 60

1 OR 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED. Own furn-

ished room, bathroom, parking. $440 a month
in 2B/2B apartment. 310-839-4642.

$315/MO. SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM
APT. w/ male non-smoker & 2 cats. Security

bidg. & parking, quiet neighborhood, xint. bus
connections, 1% miles to UCLA- 575-1 503.

$375! BEAUTIFUL WESTWOOD CONDO.
Share room In 2bd/2Vj bath. Female. All

luxuries. Parking! Bu!Aot32 walk. Veteran
Ave. 575-4120/479-7797. _^
SANTA MONICA 2-BED/2-BATH. APART-
MENT to share with female non-smoker.
Available now. S500/mo. (310) 453-1650.

BEVERLY HILLS. Looking for quiet, female
non-smoker to share 2bed/2 bath apt. Fire-

place, patio. $550/mo.(310)271-21 57.

CHARMING, NEWLY PAINTED, 3-bedroom,
Spanish duplex, one bedroom/ own bath,

laundry, fireplace, garage parking, $550/mo.
Daytime messages (213)939-4091, evenings

(213)852-2481.

MALE/FEMALE. Own Master bedroom with

bath in 2bed, 2bath apt. secure building with

parking $465/month. k>hnny (310)559-4280.

MALE/FEMALE Share 2-bedroom, 1-bath,

West LA, Large deck, wood floors, $425/mo. -»-

utilities. Mike (310)473-5419

M/f ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2-BED/ 2-BATH
IN WESTWOOD W/ PROFESSIONAL PER-

SON. $600/MO. PRIVATE BEDROOM, PRI-

VATE BATH. 474-8488

OWN BEDROOM, IN 2-BED/1-BATH APT.
$385/nf>o.-f utilities. Non-snrK>ker a must. Doris

(310) 836-9413, call evenings.

PALMS- CLEAN, NEAT, Responsible, non-

smoker to share 2 > 2 apt. fireplace, a/c, full

kitchen, laudry. Secure parking. Great build-

ing. $390/mo. -futilities. Scott (310)839-7616.

SANTA MONICA, NORTH OF WILSHIRE.
PEACEFUL NEIGHBORHOOD, $375/MO.
OWN BED/ BATH. LEAVE MESSAGE.
(310)393-5060.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. Own Bed/Balh in

2bed/2bath apt. from $550/mo. Parking, pool,

spa, rec. room, A/C. (213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/2bth. Share room.

WESTWOOD. Furnished 1 bedroom apart-

ment. Huge patio. Walk to campus. Utilities

paid (310)208-2501.

Roommates 53

aOSE TO CAMPUS, share room, 2-f2, fully

furnished, must see. $31 S/mo -fdeposit. Brian

(213)582-1900, (310)477-1414.

FEMALE NEEDED for spacious, clean, furn-

ished apartment, S395/rno., only have to lease

through June, walk to UCLA Emily, (310)

476-8221

.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED IMMEDIAT-
LEY; 2-bed/ 2-bath -t- all amenities. Walk to

UCLA. $340. (310)208-5123. Manager
208-4394.

4>

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT IN SANTA
MONICA. RENT CONTROL! $280/MO.
452-5792.

FEMALE, share large, furnished, one bedroon
apartment with one other, walking distance,

S40Q/mo. (310)624-0842.

FIRSTMONTH FREE! Male needed by Feb. 1 to

share room in huge 2-bdrnV2bth apt. in

Westwood. Secluded, free cable. Must see!

937-4070 leave message.

LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE easy to get

along with, willing to pay $400/mo. Day-
phone 588-8919, evening phone Larry

977-2121 ext.2079.

MARINA DEL REY, roommate wanted, $600,
master bedroom, tennis, pool, gym, walk to

beach, evenings (310)821-7210.

Male/Female non-smoker wanted to share

spacious 2BDRM cottage close to UCLA.
$497.50 plus half utilities. Call Tom at (310)

478-7565 or beep 206-6477 id#13039.

OCEAN PARK, $475/MO., including utilities.

Non-smoking/drinking. W/D, dishwasher,

yard. Sheelagh 392-6132. _^^
ROOMMATE NEEDED to share large 2-bed-

room apartment. Private bath. Across from

UCLA. Female preferred. (310) 247-5768.

WALK TO UdLA-enormous 2-bdrm/2-bath. 2

females to share beautiful condo with 2 others.

$395 each. (310)824-4242.

WALK UCLA- enormous 2 bd/2 bath. Female

to share beaiKiful condo w/ 3 others. $395
each. (310)961^95.

WESTWOOD, BEAUTIFUL 2 bd/2 bath. Pool,

Jacuzzi, fireplace, weight room. $400 share

room/ $700 own. Call (310)474-0046.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. SHARE large 2 bed/2

bath. $350/mo. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.
(213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD, FEMALE ROOMMATE, clean &
responsible, to share charming, furnished

2-bed apartment. $565 plus 'A utilities. In-

cludes maid. Available F«b. 1st. Lorna
(310)208-1456. —
WESTWOOD: FEMALE NEEDED to share

bedroom w/ 1 other. Close to campus, security,

pool, a/c, etc. $31 7.50-futilities. Call Linda

Lee. 479-8984.

WLA: Female to Share 2Bed/2Bath.
$323.75/mo. Spacious, safe security building,

fireplace, balcony, more. (310)473-5441.

WLA. Luxurious 2-bed/2-bath townhouse.

Fireplace, sun deck, cathedral ceilings. All

amenities. $625 ¥ utilities. (213)470-1017.

WLA, own room in cozy house, $515/mo.,

fireplace, backyard, garage, (310) 441-5021.

2 ROOMS Available in a 3-bed house. Near
UCLA. $450 -t- utilities -(- $450 deposit. Call

Allen or Denny, 470-4577.

ACROSS SUNSET FROM UCLA. Private

enterance, bath, walk in closet, garage.

$515/mo. (310)472-7943. Leave message.

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury

apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,
fireplace, study-lounge and much, much
more. Own room/balh, free HBO/Showtime.
$525. (310)637-9509.

BEVERLY HILLS. Private room & bath. Separate

wing & entrance. Kitchen & laundry privileges

negotiable. $550. (310)274-7122.

FURNISHED, private bedroom and bath.

Kitchen privileges, tandem parking. Close to

transportation, shopping, and restaurants.

(310)826-2839.

HOUSING AVAILABLE IN CLEAN FRATER-
NITY HOUSE. ALBERT 208-0984.

MASTER BEDROOM, PRIVATE BATHROOM
IN BEAUTIFUL 3-BEDROOM NORTHRIDGE
HOME, POOL, WASHER/ DRYER, NON-
SMOKER, $400/MO. 818/886-5857,
206-5891.

OWN ROOM, share bath, in WLA house. 2

miles to UCLA. Washer/dryer, backyard,

parking, storage, hardwood floors. $447-»-

utilities. Bill (310)478-6681.

ROOM FOR RENT with private bath in private

honrw. Kitchen privilag^s, non-smoker, student

preferred. $450. (310)475-5125.

ROOM FOR RENT. Quiet, clean student for

private bedroom and bathroom in 4-bedroom
house. WLA. Bus access. $450. BiarKa and
Richard (310)559-5170.

WESTEND HOTEL. Cable TV, phones, clean,

quiet, refrig., laundry, maid service, security

bIdg. $12C/wk and up. 1536 Sawtelle Blvd.

(213)444-6990.

WESTWOOD. Central Village, oid World
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet luxury

roonVbath only, high ceiling, kitchen pri-

viledges. Non-snfK)ker. $550 (310)444-5528.

.mSVA/OQD, OWN ROOM/WITH BAThUn_

GUEST HOUSE WANTED: Exchange tutoring,

desk top publishing, gardening, baby-sitting.

Responsible, begin March 1. Jenny
(310)626-6653.

Townhouse for Rent 66

OTVIelveny & Bfyers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment €my time from
May to August, our law
students will be needing
housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)248-6717

Condos for Sale 67

LOVELY HIGHRISE CONDO 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa,

security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)824-0453.

CULVER CITY CONDO. Why waste money on
rent? $149,500. 2-bed/1-V» bath. Broker Ray
Williams. (310)559-4315 or beeper
(213)966-7433.

ENCINO. 1-BED/ 1-BATH. Bright, cheerful,

clean. Walk to shopping, laundry, pool; ja-

cuzzi, rec lounge, parking. (818)343-7512.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-
urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276-6331.

UCLA STUD£NT/FACULTY SPECIALIST FOR
CONDO PURCHASEAEASE. STUDKD $95K
CALL BOB/BROKER (310470-1781.

nice'apartment. And share rest. %A50/mo. -f 'A

utilities, security. (310)470-2942.

Sublet 55

BOSTON AREA, apt. to sublet, 1

masterbedroom/1 bath. Completely furnished,

cable TV, all amenities, air coriditionirfg.

Located 1 block from ocean, r^ar subway,

airport. Mass Gerieral Hospital, and local

universities, %725/mo. -f utilities. Ken. (310)

824-7883.

Condos for Share 68

CULVER CITY AREA. Own room, share bath,

rent includes utilities. (310)837-2461.

LACIENECA & RODEO. Non-smoking female
roommate needed. $35(ymo., utilities in-

cluded. (213)295-8874.

WESTWOOD LUXURY HIGH-RISE CONDO.
Wilshire. Private bed & bath. $55Q/mo. Valet

parking. (310)475-3049.

House for Rent 56
Condos for Rent 69

LARGE, CHARMING, Brentwood glen house, •

3-bed/3-bath, 2 patios, garage, $220(Vmo.,
gardner included. (310)471-2543.

3-BEDROOM. 1-BATH

HARDWOOD FLOORS

FIREPLACE • LARGE YARD

REMODELED • NEAR

WESTSIDE PAVILION

STUDENTS WELCOME
$1,575

CALL 213/827-0156

CENTURY CITY, 2-bed/ 1 3/4 bath condo. On
top floor. S2B0O/mo. No pets. Refrig, W/D
inlcuded. Additional storage space. Pool, ten-

nis court, spa, rec room, security complex.
471-1234

WESTWOOD 2bed/l%bath condo.
$1 1 Sn/mo. No pets, new carpets, fireplace and
balcony. (310)471-1234.

Vocation Rentals 71

House to Share 57

3 BEDROOM SHARED HOUSE W/2 FE-

MALES. I'A miles from campus. Own bath.

$450. Susan (310)470-2208.

4-MILES FROM CAMPUS, %A40/mo, private

home, own room and bath, full house pri-

vileges, parking, pool, fumished, laurxlry,

view. (616)990-6297.

MAR VISTA.. Nice R-1 neighborhood. 3-bed-

room. Large backyard, W/D, parking. 5 min to

beach. Quiet, mature, N/S. % hou$e-$700.

1-bed- $350. (310)398-7062.

VENICE: SPANISH-STYLE, Hardwood floors,

yard. Private Bedroom. Near Beach. Share

with Grad Student. $500. (310)391-4572

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING--FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Dance/Physical Fitness 76

SPORTS MASSAGE. Great after workout.

Evenings, weekends. Wilshire district. Glenn
McCurran. (213)387-6067.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!

Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Child Care 90

LICENSED CHILDCARE in my home. Ages
newt>om and up. Hot n>eals and loving

atmosphere. 998-4407.

Insurance 91

House for Sale 58

2012 MIDVALE, 3+2 + extras, $515,500, for

details on properties near UCLA please call

(310) 477-6291, Annie Szyilagyi.

MAR VISTA HILLS BEST BUY. Bright

3-bedroom/r/i -bath ranch with double gar-

age & large detached studio. Georgeous

hardwood floors. $345,000. (310)477-9966.

PROFESSOR SELLING. Outstanding contenv

porary tri- level home in Brentwood North of

Sunset. 4-bedrooms 4- study, 3-bath. Decks,

tree-top views, large flat yard. $699,000.

(310)477-9966.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCL.\ 3bcd/2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (818)783-6875.

Good Rates for

Motorcycles
with California-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7061. or

(310)47^^8355

> t-

-*•»- T^vawi
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•TOOTH BONDING
•Fix Chipped, Stained or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide/ Laughing Gas
•Estimates Given in Writing

•Credit Cards, Checks and Insurance Forms Welcome

Are Your Teeth
Snow White of
the 7 Dwarfs?

See Dr. Friedman

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
144rWesrwood Blvd. (between Wilshire &l Santa Monica)

Berk, Samuel
Attorney at Law

WRONGFUL DISCHARGE

Employement Discrimination

Sex*Race*Age*
Nationality

DlSABILmr
DISCRIiyiiNATIGN

Sexual Harrassment
Relatod Matters

10866 Wiisiilre Blvd.

Suite 1270
Westwood

v(31 0)474-821

9

^^'f'Xl6

SOFT CONTACTS
PCTENDED. DAILY
(ci£A»cou)i^ „ $40 PR
DISPOSABlfS (imo m^ $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR
ASTIGMATISM. EXTEMOED. J139 PR

EYE EXAMS15

213) S42-600.J )00i 812-6094

M-TENNIS
From page 35

singles matches, the Bruins were
equally strong in doubles.

In number three doubles, San-
guinetti and Darin Pleasant
dropped the first set to Baker and
Weinberg but rallied to win 3-6.

6-3, 6-2.

Barber and Bissell swept No. 1

doubles, beating Raabe and
Buchanan 6-4, 6-1.

Janecek and senior Bill Behrens
again were strong in No. 2 doubles,
beating Benefield and Carl Wen-
nerlind 6-4, 6-2.

The UCLA doubles lineup, a
concern of hiead coach Glenn
Bassett, is now 11-1 spanning four
matches.

Insurance 91 Services Offered 96 Tutoring Offered

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
We nil do but niito insiirnnce is

reijuirefl by law' So lor a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852-7175 (818)342 1510
BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short
notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-8688. tJCLA alumnus.

lERRY'S nrwving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, ar>d reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

JHRIFTY TRUCKS. Professjqnal^ experisncfid
"S)R>riAong dtsrance. No job Too smaTlTtralT for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Personal Service 95

EXPERIENCED SWIM INSTRUCTOR available
for group/private lessons. All strokes, levels,

and ages. Paul (3jl 0)208-8039.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate
school personal statements, other vital written

material? Professional help from nationally-
known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

FUND—FINDERS can find you funds for

school. Guaranteed $200-$1 4,000 in scholar-
ships and grants. Cairi.800-343-FUND, after

6pm.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,
term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-
nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/
requirement. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOp" SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted
and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

^® Music Lessons 102 Scooters for Sole 115

•CARING TLTTOR—BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-
ERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE
(818)545-0960

GERMAN LESSONS taught by patient native

speaker. Reasonable rates. Call Boris

(21 3)467-6867.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study
skills. Work with a tutor who knows the
subject well and who can patiently
present the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. For
FREE info, call lim Madia (213)662-0599.

GUITAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

$15/hr. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingle;Teaching AssocyNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. SanU Monica.
(310)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Tutoring Needed 99
Resumes 104

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience . Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

BEAR'S EDITIN(
All sul^Jccta. Thcaea/Dfsaertations

Proposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPOB NOT FOE SALE
Sharoo Bear, PhJ)
(2iafH7a4S<2

JAPANESE ANDENGL ISH tutors needed in al l

of Los Angeles, $2(Vhr. Send resume: 14931
Roscoe Blvd. #28, Panorama City, 91 402. Call
(818) 891-7935.

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENERGETIC COMPU-
TER TUTOR to teach 10-yr. old boy microsoft
works. Call (310)273-2330 from 10-5 and ask
for Claudia.

TUTOR NEEDED for Stats. 50 and Math 1 in

exchange for tutoring in English. Laurie
(213)667-1294.

I DESKTOP RESUMES . The iook t*^ ^et» fe-
' suits. Expert writing, editing. Computer

typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

Travel 105

J

Typing 100

TO GET MAXIMUM S TAX RETURN with our
new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts. —
WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH. Phd gives

expert help Fast. Reasonable. (310)476-0114.

TV/VCR Repirir
In Your Home (Day or isH^t)

Certified TechnlcJan UCLA Stixlent

Quality Repairs UOA DIscounr
Free Estimates By Phone

MAMMOmMucnuMmcs

ir

•

rand Upening
QUALITY Xerox

5090
COPIES

PICK-UP AND
DELIVERY
AVAILABLE MO MINIMUM

WfTHTHMAO

1-10.000 COPIES

FREE BINDING

Tutoring Offered 98

Laser Color Copies
8i/rxir
irxir

Bubble Jet
24-X36'
24'xiy

T-SHIFTT PRINTING
COMPLETE PRINTING

SERVICE

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,
economics, engineering, ESL, english/
composition, finance, foreign languages,
humanities, mathematics, physics, political

science, statistics. STUDENT SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutoring Service.
(310)204-4656.

-AUMAR BEAU* FRENCH tutoring by phone
or one on one. (818)^04-7891. En Francais
S.V.PI. Mercil ;_ _.,___'_:',«_:;„______

Binding- Veto & Spiral

StatJonery - Fax - Passport Photo

I

1646WMtMood
LA. CA 90024
(310)47CM778

FAXf (310)475^11

117S6WlaNre
LA.CA0002S
(310)478-1131

FAXf (310)473-8192

RUSSIAN NATIVE offers Russian language
lessors in exchange for computer lessons. Call

Mark (213)962-2497.
'

SPANISH TUTORING. Grammar, conversa-
tion, translation, business, & traveling. West-
wood 575-1977. Ask for Cristina.

TUTORING IN SPANISH/FRENCH. All levels.

"Breeze through your foreign language re-

quirement" Call Juliette, (818)377-2698.

TUTORING. ENGLISH, WRITING, GMAT,
LSAT, GRE, WordPerfect, etc. Yale grad,
4years experience. Mark, 852-1298.

$1.75 PER PAGE. TYPING/
WORDPROCESSING. Term papers, resumes,
charts, laser printer. RL services.
(310)306-2648. ^
1 -BLOCK FROM UCLA. Word-perfect, Laser,

term papers, theses, dissertations, manuscripts,
resunr>es, legal. (310)208-7353. ^
A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7.DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (including disserta-

tions, mailings, resun^es, transcriptions).

Editing/graphics available. Laser printer. Near
campus.9am-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICA-
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

If
m On Campus

Pick-up, drop off. revmon. corrections of word
procassmg job! It your offn / horns, or my campus

tocitioo— A I'm stil diaaper Word PBrfecl 51.
Laser Jet 3. Fonts, Gusnnleed Jobs from eaey to

impoesiMe weiooms

824-9695

AFFORDABLE, expert wordprocessin^yping/
editing. Term papers, reports, theses. Laser.
Student discounts. No papers for sale. Marge
(local): (616)786-8742.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

Modern Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hfs
service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop
publishing/ word processing. Resumes, legal/

medical transcription, manuscripts.
(310)472-0405.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup-Dclivcry Available.

THE TYPING GUY! I'll type anything. I'm
really cheap and very fast. (310)207-5192.

TYPESETTTINC, screenplays, and teleplays,

resume, term papers, price negotiable, Mike
(213)931-1733.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertatioris, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. Santa Monica (310)828-6939, Holly-
wood (213)466 2888.

WORD PROCESSING. Research papers et al/

Fast, accurate, quick turnaround time. Profes-

sional quality, laser printer. Call
(310)379-8624

EAST COAST (NYC/BOSTON/
WASHINGTION) anytime, $149. No catches,
confirmed reservations, just be minimally
flexible. CalHitch(r). (310)458-1006.

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL, R/T airfare to any-
where, $125 p/p. Limited quantity. CALL
now!!! 24 hrs. (404)349-9551.

1986 HONDA ELITE 80. $700.00. Call |on
mornings/evenings (818)881-6476.

1990 HONDA ELITE 80, blue, just tuned, low
mileage, runs perfectly, new helmet, lock,

$1150, (310) 394-8905.

ELITE 250, low miles. Freeway legal, new
brakes/ tire, extras! Excellent condition!
$100Q/obo. (310)473.3741. Leave message.

HONDA AERO 50, '86. $375/obo. New tires,

battery, tuneup, great condition.
(310)397-5858. .

HONDA ELITE 80, '87. $625. Recent tune-up,
great condition, helmet included. (310)
208-4912. ^___
PIAGGIO VESP\ '79. $750. New motor,
200CC, needs body work, new battery. Call
David (310)447-9273.

YAMAHA 1 25Z,1986. $700/obo. Black, great
condmon, tov-wnftt . juTTTunca^ pk« ^fecliF

included. John 824-4182.

YAMAHA RAZZ, '87. $600/obo. Low mileage,
runs like new, excellent condition. Call Mi-
chan (310)208-0769.

YAMAHA RIVA 1 25: Black, in good condition,
runs well, lock, trunk, $850. Call David
evenings (310)208-2268.

Furniture for Sale 126

ART DECO. NEW SOFA and LOVE SEAT. Still

in plastic. Unbeatable. Sacrifice at $295.
(310)695-8432.

Autos for Sole 109

1984 VWJETT\ EXCELLENT CONDITION,
ORIGINAL OWNER, 5-SPEED, 2-DR, TAN,
80K, 4000/OBO. ALICE (0)825-8901
(0207-3973.

'75 & '76 RIGHT-HAND DRIVE POSTAL
lEEPS. 2-whl dr., 6-cyl eng. Repainted with
chrome wheels. Mech excellent. Ready to go.
$1,650. Chick, (310)202-6407.

'76 FIAT SPIDER Convertable, red, re-built

engine. Excellent condition. Moving Must Sell.

S2,20O/o.h.o. (310)822-6071.

BMW 2500, '69. White, auto, A/C, sheepskins.
Excellent corxiition in and out. $215G/obo.
(310)454-4109.

BUNKBEDS, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID WOOD
$90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK OR
WHITE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRESS,
SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (213)821-0729.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phorw
orders accepted (310)372-2337

MOVING, MUST SELL, RATTAN DINING
SET, 4 CHAIRS, 200yOBO, MICROWAVE, 1

YR OLD 12VOBO. ALICE (0)825-8901 (E)

207-3973.

TWIN BED FOR SALE. Excellent condition.

$75/obo. Suzanne (310)837-3560.

Garage Sales 127

MOVING SALE. Everything 4-months old.

Furnitures, lamps, households and much
more. Everything must go. (31 0)822-6071.

CELICA GT, '86. $4950. Black, 61 K original,

auto, sunroof, a/c. $4950. (310)470-4832.

FORD PROBE '89. Auto, Silver/Grey,
63,000mi, PS/PB/PL/Cass, $6,300, obo.
(310)768-9540 Cathy.

JEEP WRANGLER 1987. Clean, never off the
road, soft top, pull out stereo, $9000/obo.
(818)972-8186.

PONTIAC GRANDAM '88. Auto, Burgundy
ext.. Grey int.,35,OOOmi, PS/PB/Ca$$,
$A900/obo. (310)788-9540 David.

PRELUDE SI, '88. 4ws, red, auto, low mileage,
sharp, pp, $10,950. (310)656-3668.

RENAULT ENCORE, '84, $1 200, looks great in

and outside. Excellent driving condition. Re-
becca (310)275-2320, (310)559-6170.

RX-7 MAZDA 1980. 44k, original miles, new
clutch and tires, no accidents, showroom
condition. (310)575-4154.

Volkswagen Convertible, '84. 5-speed, black,
new clutch, tires. 76K. AM/TM-cas$ette. Excel-
lent condition $5,500. (213) 660-4567.

VW jetta 1986, 5-speed, A/C, cassette, excel-
lent in and out 4,395 OBO (310)398-6949.

VW RABBIT DIESEL, '79. $180Q/obo. Good
condition. Call Doug (310)396-2966.

YOU CAN REPAIR OR even extend your car's
life at very low cost. ALAN (310)538-1628.

Misc. For Sale 128

FOR SALE: STEREO SYSTEM, COMPUTER
MONITOR, $250/OBO EACH.
(310)479-1627.

STUDENTS! Every mid-term's a winner with
-WRITING PERFECT ESSAYS". First-ever

course detailing the ins and outs of basic,

advanced, and in-class essays. Find out what
your profs really want. Send $6.95 check or
money order to Rudy's FGC 3301 -R Coors,
Northwest Suite #101, Albequerque, New
Mexico. 871 20-1 297.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

SKIS AND BOOTS: ELAN 195S; size 10%
boots, GREAT CONDITION! $225/obo. Call

208-8167, leave message.

Office Equipt. for Sale 133

PROFESSIONAL DRAFTING TABLE 59x37",
drawers, full tilt, excellent condition. $225.
(310)390-5717.

Motorcycles for Sale 114 Typewriter/Computer 134

HONDA CB-l '89 SWEET BIKE. Full warranty.
Just tuned, plus extras. 4,000 miles
$3300/obo. (310) 836-4599

SUZUKI, 450 TX, 1983. Black, Looks Good.
Runs Excellent. Rebuilt Carburetors, New
Battery. $675/obo. (310)828-6402

IBM COMPATIBLE. 286/386. 1RAM, 1.2 FD,
1 .4 FD, 40 HD. Keyboard, monitor. New with
warranty. $62(V$950. (213)644-2612.

MAC LC, 40MHD, 4M REM, 1 .4M floppy.

Complete package includes warranty and
software. $180(VOBO. Vivian (818)891-6636.

• • s
From page 36

Georgia Tech last week, Hairick
knew that a zone would be
effective against the Cardinals.

"Georgia Tech zoned (Louis-
ville) Jhe whole game and beat
them because they didn't shoot
well from the outside," Harrick
said. "We practiced the zone
Thursday, Friday and Saturday in

case we had to use it. In the first

half they did a nice job inside, so
we wanted lo force them to shoot
from the outside.**

After Shon Tarver scored the

first basket of the game to give the

Bruins a 2-0 lead, Louisville went
on an 1 1-0 run, sending the sell-out

crowd of 19,466 into a frenzy.

Harrick then substituted Mitch-
ell Butler and Darrrick Martin into

the game for Rodney Zimmerman
and Gerald Madkins. UCLA
immediately went on a 9-2 run to

get back into the game.
Following the game, Harrick

indicated that he was probably
going to make a change in the

Bruins* starting lineup.

*There is a good chance that

Butler will start in place of
Zimmerman,** Harrick said. "We
keep getting behind to start the

game, which isn*t good.**

Butler, who started 29 games for

UCLA last year, was nonchalant
about the situation.

"It doesn*t make any difference

to me,** Butler said, "rm happy

_ with the way things have gone this

"year, and whether 1 start or noT
doesn't matter.**

Butler finished with 10 points,

five rebounds and four assists,

while Zimmerman failed to score
for the third consecutive game.
The first half was almost the

complete opposite of the second.

Louisville was able to pound the

ball inside and score easily, while

UCLA struggled with its shooting.

At ha Iftime the Cardinals were
shooting 56 percent (14 of 25)
from the field, while the Bruins
were only shooting 40.6 percent

(13 of 32).

Two key Louisville mistakes in

the final minute of the first half

enabled UCLA to take the lead for

good.

Leading 29-27, the Cardinals

turned the ball over with 30
^seconds left, leading to an easy
layup by Butler.

Then, with Louisville attempt-

ing to hold the ball for the final shot

before halftime, they mad a crucial

mistake. The Cardinals started

their offense too early, so that

when they missed a three-pointer,

the Bruins still had time for a shot
Butler grabbed the rebound with

eight seconds left and pushed the

ball upcourt quickly. He threw a

cross-court pass to MacLean, who
made a three-pointer as time
expired, giving the Bruins a 32-29

halftime lead.

"At worst,! we should have been
tied at halftime,*' Cnim said. "But
we ran our offense too early and
(MacLean) hit a three-pointer. It

was really tough to go into the

locker room trailing by three.**

"I thought that was really one of
the key plays of the game,**

Harrick said. "It gave us a lot of
momentum for the second half.**

Still, Louisville only trailed 57-

52 with 6:58 left when a television

timeout was called. UCLA came
out of the timeout smoking, and
embarked on a 12-2 run to put the

game away.
Guard Darrick Martin had four

assists during the run, which
featured three easy layups. For the

game, Martin had 10 assists and six

points before fouling out.

The Bruins, who will probably
fall in the rankings after losing to

use on Wednesday, wiU host
unranked Washington Thursday
night at Pauley Pavilion.
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COLLEGE
STUDENTS

MAJORING IN

Allied Health

Professions

Discover a challenging,

rewarding future that puts
you in touch with your skills.

Today's Air Force offers ongoing
opportunities for professional

development with great pay and
benefits, normal working hours,
complete medical and dental care,

and 30 days vacation with pay per
year. Learn how to qualify as an
Air Force health professional. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TQL£iWsK

Student Special
offer Good ol AH limes

LARGE PIZZA
With 2 toppings

(1 meat, 1 vegetable)

2 Free Soft Drinks

1 0925 Weyburn Ave. Westwood

VMENTIIE'S SPECMU!
»SSS

1-800-423-USAF

t'Sf-

*. m^Mr

•open Evenings
•Rjii t^orvice hair salon
•Across dtree: from carrrojs
•We vc-idate parking

Carlton Salon Marquis
Westwood Marquis Hotel

930 Hilgard Ave
Westwood. CA 90024

208-4477

ages of 19 to 34 and a

9 to 12 month commitment,

Ml for mom informalfon: 824-9941

iiiilM^iiiiii^^

COMPUTER

•;v;:$:

>:*!'X«X'X":':'C':''

BUY ONE

THE ROCKET 486 • 33MHz
1 90K CACHE • 4 MEG
RAM • 120 MEG HARD
DRIVE* 1.2 &1.4MS
DRIVES* HI RESOLUTION 1024x765
VGA DISPALAY WA)ARD •

2 SEC 1 PAR & 1 GAME
PORT • MOUSE & WINDOW

SPEED DEMON 386/33M

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

SHOW UCLA ID AND GET S1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

«suBUjnv^

•40 MEG H.D.
•1 MEG RAM
•VGA MONITOR AND CARD
• MID SIZE TOWER • SOFTWARE AND MOUSE

•64K CACHE
•1.2. 1.4 FLOPPY

COUPON VALID ONLY AT
11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

Corner of Sawtelle & Santa Monica

1 Block West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE. SUPERS EXTRA.

EXPIRES 2/10/92

286 AT-TURBO DELUXE
includes software, mouse & serge protectors
• 40 MEG HD • VGA & CARD • 1 01 KEYBOARD
•
I^.J^I^n":!?;

^-2 DRIVE . CLOCKA^ALENDA
• 1 MEG RAM UP-GRADES TO 4 MEG • 8/P GAME PORT

286AT-16MEGMZ
• 1 MEG RAM -PROGRAMS
• 20 MEG H.D. M YR. WARRANTY
•MONITOR

FOBTRON DISCOUNT COMPUTERS

^
1

•

P*I L I
,

» i^WI—^l^i—1^1^——^1

^-_.-L »•
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I
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. 2/18/92

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Special
[Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 CUT 8t BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS
WESTWOOn

Wilshire West Plaza "^^ ^"ow uoA snomr w.

1234 Westwood Blvd.
°^f"^i« 'a «*"" couron

Swimming downs Oal
iMit ioses to Stanford

Daily Bruin

Ads give you...

^-rrBB fOOfl aittt OfiilKS
* 10%-30% off food orders

More than $2.06 off piaa
2 for 1 frozen yogurt

$4.00 off dry cleaning services

$2.00 off compact discs
* 10% discount on futons

$5.00- $15.00 off haircare

Discounts on soeoter repairs
* and mucli more

... each and every

issue.

AUTO INSURANCE IS

A PAIN I THE

.^s^
9^

^^'vc^
^9id^

9^'
^e^ NECK!V

%WE SPECIALIZE IN

• FAMILY DISCOUNTS •

___ -YOUNG DRIVERS •

• SUSPENDED LICENSES
MULTIPLE TICKETS OR ACCIDENTS

'/A

'^^.

AUTO • HOMEOWNERS • RENTERS • COMMERCIALAUTO • COMMERCIAL LIABILITY

CALL FOR A QUOTE 31 0-451 -4943
KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MONICA BL. SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

By Andre Keil

Dally Bruin Staff

Friday was a warm and sunny
day in Westwood, the usual South-
cm California weather. Saturday
was different It was cool and
cloudy, with only occasional sun-

shine.

Friday the UCLA men's swim
team shined in their dual meet
against No. 5 California, edging
out the Bears in the final race of the
meet. 119-118.

But Saturday was different.

Although there were bright spots

in their 154-83 loss to No. 1

Stanford, for the Bruins it was a
darker day than Friday.

*Today was just one of those

days," said UCLA head coach Ron
Ballatore. "We were simply out-

matched (by Stanford)."

In a meet that featured an
unusual three-way tie for first

place in the 100-yard free, and a
winning UCLA relay that was
disqualified because of overzeal-

ous swimmers jumping back into

the pool, UCLA finished up their

dual meet season 6-6 at the Men*s
Gym pool.

"You can*t jump back in the

pool while the race is still going
on," Ballatore said. "I can't believe

those guys did that"

Although the meet was already

"lost, Ballatore inspired his relay

squad to win the final relay for

"UCLA pride." With Davis split-

ting an unofficial 44.00 as the

anchor for the relay, the squad
broke three minutes to go 2:59.78.

"We've only gone under three

minutes unshaved (during the

regular season) twice here at

UCLA. One of those was with my
'82 (NCAA Championship) team,
and the other was with (Olympian
Tom) Jager— that was certainly a
bright spot." Ballatore said.

However, because two UCLA
swimmers jumped in the pool to

congratulate Davis, the win was
nullified, leaving the Bruins only
one win at the meet

It was Davis, winning the 50-

yard free by a fingernail over
Stanford's Erik Maurer, who was
in the middle of all the unusual
activity Saturday. Along with
swimming on the disqualified
relay, he had to settle for a three-

way tie with Stanford's Maurer
and John Degroot
Coming off a loss to USC last

Friday, the Cardinal wasn't plan-
ning to go home a two-time loser.

W.TENNIS
From page 35

Stanford dominated most of the
meet, winning all but one event—
the 50-yard free.

Stanford's battalion of
Olympic-caliber swimmers,
including world-champion backs-
trokers Jeff Rouse and American-
record holder Brian Retterer.
simply overwhelmed the Bruins.

Friday, the Bruins thrilled spec-
tators in the crowded Men's Gym
pool with a come-from-behind
victory over No.5 CaJ. winning the
meet by one point. 119-118.
UCLA placed first and third to

edge the Bears in the final race of
the meet, the 400-yard fiw relay.

"I live for this," beamed UCLA
head coach Ron Ballatore. "This is

what college swimming is all

about. This is fiin. The Bruins are

tough in the end."

Ballatore* s powerhouse of
sprinters came through for him
when Brian Kurza outswam Cal's
Scott Jaffe for third place and the

winning points. Kurza's unofficial

split was 44.54.

Before the race, Kurza was
originally on UCLA's winning
"A" relay, but Ballatore placed
him on the "B" relay to prevent Cal
from placing second and third.

"When Ballatore asked me to

swim on the other relay I said *let's

have some fim.' This is a great

^»^Je^ wif^^^aa glM fef the
(opportunity)." Kurza said.

For the winning UCLA relay,

team captain Davis led off with a
44.99 split, while Keone Kali

swam his 100-yard leg in 45.90
(unofficial), well below his per-

sonal best of 47.57.

"We've got a lot of pride in the

relays — those guys fought their

butts off." Ballatore said.

At the meet, Davis carried

UCLA with two individual wins
and leading off the winning relay.

Davis went 45.00 in the 100-yard
freestyle, and 20.36 in the 50-yard
freestyle.

"I was excited with my l(X)-free

time, and very surprised with the

relay split." Davis said.

For Ballatore the win was a team
effort, with Davis being just one
standout for the Bruins.

«<iT think 80 percent of the kids
swam their lifetime best unshaved
times." Ballatore said.

In diving. UCLA's Koit Borg
swept the 1 -meter and 3-meter
springboard events. Borg has
swept the boards at his last three

meets.

on last year, used her power game
to blow out Janelle Barr 6-2, 6-0. in

the fourth spot. Junior Helen Tu.
the other original walk-on, scored
a similariy impressive 6-0, 6-1

victory over Mary Laudenshlager
in the sixth spot

"Jenny and Helen are probably
two of the best walk-ons in the

country. I think very few programs
sport a pair as solid as these two."
head coach Bill Zaima said.

The only relatively close singles

match was at the fifth spot, where
freshman Jenny Baker had a
frustrating win over Shiera Stuart
Baker had a match point at 5-2 in

the second set but was unable to

capitalize. She lost her composure
briefly, but then regained it in time
to hold on for the 6-4, 6-4 win.

Jx
7
\PM

"She had a really weird form
and it threw me off. The ball

looked different each time, but
luckily I was able to adjust enough
for the win," Baker said.

With the match already decided,
the Bruin doubles teams merely
provided window dressing.

The team of Ceniza and Iwalani
McCalla toyed with the Rebel
team of Markosian and Clark in a
6-2, 6-3 victory. In the second spot
Foley and Hilt were slow to start in

the first set but then rallied for a

5-7, 6-4, 6-4 win over the duo of
Barr and Stuart

In the third spot Rostovsky and
Tu gave Agassi and Teal Lane a
case of the blues, as they won 6-3,

3-6, 6-3. to finish off the perfect
day for the Bruins.

KLA's Mobile Disc

Jockey Service*

825-9107
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iVien's volleyball escapes Lions' den with ease
By Eric Bllllgmeler

Throughout last week, the

UCLA men's volleyball team
practiced with one goal in mind:
beating Pepperdine Tuesday night

in Malibu. Included in their prepa-

ration was a match at Loyola
Marymount Friday night

As expected by coaches and
players alike, the Bruins (4-1. 2-0

in league) steamrolled the over-

matched and undermanned Lions

(1-6. 0-3) at Loyola's Gersten

Pavilion, 15-3, 15-4, 15-2, in their

most dominating performance of

the season.

"We blocked quite well and our

digging is getting better," said

UCLA Coach Al Scates. "(When
we start playing this well) on
defense, it allows us to start to

improve on other areas."

Most ofUCLA's points came by
way of the dominating defense,

through both digging from the

backcourt (both setter Mike Sealy

and Erik Sullivan had five digs)

and blocking from the front (the

Bruins had 11/4 blocks and held

LMU to a .085 hitting average).

The Bruins quickly set the tone

for the match, including a 10-0 first

game lead behind blocking from
Jeff Nygaard and David Swatik.

Rich Bland took over in game two,

providing the main scoring punch
with three block assists and five

kills.

The Lions held their only lead of

the match at 1-0 of game three, but

strong Bruin serving (eight aces

for the match) and hiuing from
Dan Landry (four kills, .429

average) and John Speraw (five

kills, .625) led the Bruins on a

match-sealing 10-0 run from 5-2 to

15-2.

One of the main contributors to

UCLA's excellent side-out ability

was LMU's serving woes (13

errors, only two aces). When the

Lions did get the ball over the net

UCLA was led by a balanced

attack that remained potent all

match long, even when Coach Al

Scates removed five starters for

game three.

"I didn't expect the second team

to play so well." Scates said. "I

thought we'd start slower in the

third game, but I guess they had

been warming up. (Mike) Denver

passed well, and so did (Mike)

DiehL"

^HAIR, NAILS, & SKIN
at

EXTRA 20% OFF w/UCLA ID!

Haircut $7.00

1514 Westwood Blvd.

474-1920

Perm
Highlight

Color
Full Set
Fill

$25.00
$35.00
$15.00
$18.00
$11.00

Manicure & Pedicure $11 .00
Facial $25.00
Waxing $5.00 up

SAK's TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food
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I HAPPY PLATE
•Chicken
•Beef Stick

I
•Fried Rice

. •Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close
|

$3.40
I

with couoon

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

^!«ggiilL_.i 121 Glendon Avenue (213)

^1 Qlll Westowood Village. CA 208-2002

UNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

8-T AMF OAiD.
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I he fastest ^roivin^^ course at L'CLA

Call todayand we'll tutoryou beforeourcourse beginsand

help you with the application process at no extra charge.
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50 $15.49 100 $28.63

Sauces: MiW. Hot. 'Suicide', Barteque. Hot Bart)et|up

ALSOTRVOUR:
• Hamburger • Chicken Sandwich • Potato SItins • Mozzarella

Sticks • Breaded Mushrooms and Zuchini • Steak Fries

• Chkdten Salad • Potato Salad • Cole Slaw

^». LITTLE RED SAMPLER • BIG RED SAMPLER
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SUN. (Ask tor defHtfJ
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SCOOTER TECH
HONDA & YAMAHA REPAIR SPECIALIST
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I

PICK-UP AND DELIVERY OR DROP OFF AT WESTWOOD LOCATION
(WITHIN 3 MILES OF CAMPUS) lAfC lkil^%%#Cr^l

10% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

We Also Repair All Makes & Models of Motorcycles
Westwood Hours W.Los Angeles

10967BWeyt)um Monday - Friday 10422 Santa Monica Blvd.

(behind Maytiem Records) 9-6 (less than 2 miles from Campus)
(213)824-2040 (213)47(M746

10% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

SUMMER PROGRAM 1992
Intersession: May 25 • June 12
Summer Session: June 15 - July 24

More tfian 50 regular offerings from the
University's literal arts curriculum.

A three-week French language immersion
program, featuring cultural vvalking tours and
conversation sessions

.

A short course on the new Germany
culminating in a five-day study trip to Beriln.

A Weekend excursions: Normandy,
Champagne, Loire Valley chateaux, and
Giverny.

Seminar tours with the University of
Texas & the University of New
Hampshire.

Send for our 1992
Summer Program Brochure:
The American University of Paris

Summer ProgramaAJ.S. Office

80 East 11th Street, Suite 434
New York, New York 10003
Tel. (212) 677- 4870 Fax. (212) 475-5205

THE
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

OF PARIS
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COMPUTER SALE
Expiree Feb. a. 1992

• One Year Parts and
Labor warranty •^ kT^^_ ... ^m MOUSE

• I oo% IBM Compatible

286/386/486
Complete Super VGA Systems

286-1 2 N4hz (52MB HD. Complete Mono System) $540

386SX-1 6 MhZ (52MB HD. SVGA) W/51 2K '$880

386SX-25 MhZ (52MB HD. SVGA) W/51 2K $©20

386-25 MhZ (85MB HD. SVGA) W/512K $1000

386-33 MhZ W/64K Cache (85MB HD, Made in USA

)

$1 180

486-33 MhZ W/256K Cache ( 1 20MB HD. Made In USA) $ 1 640

Each SVGA System includes
1MB RAM
1 .2MB or I 44MB Floppy Drive
14' color SVGA Mor^tor

Super SVGA Card
2PCV3HD li:>E Controller

ATUOC2S/iPiriG)4 lOl Keyboard

Upgrades:
1MB RAM Add $46

1 .2MB or 1 .44MB FD...j\dd $SS
52MB HO to 85MB HD....Add $70
85 MB HD to 106MB HOj\dd $50
85 MB HD to 120MB HD..Add $80

Bring ad to James Cho
for a free mouse with any

system purchase

BEST QUAUTY
BEST SERVICE
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401 S.Vermont Ave. Suites 5&6
LOS Angeles. CA 90020 (2 1 3) 384-660
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Women's gymnastics takes bittersweet win at LSU
By Zach Dominitz
Daily Bruin Staff

It should have been a time for

celebration.

Instead, the UCLA women's
gymnastics team experienced a

malignant type of southern hospi-

tality Friday night in Baton Rouge,

Louisiana.

Despite what co-head coach

Scott Bull described as an "awe-
some" performance, the Wi-

. ^

ranked Bruins (1-2) left in stunned
frustration even after recording

their first victory of the year over

21 si ranked Louisiana State (0-3).

Although the m^t was the best of

the year in terms of performance,

the more important combined
score was its lowest, 188.90 (to

LSU*s 185.60).

"We're happy that the girls*

performance was so much better,

but it*s very disappointing that the

win won*t do anything for us in the

national rankings," Bull said. "It*s

frustrating to take the girls* out of
class, go half-way across the

country, have a great meet, and
then get hurt ii? the rankings."

Leading UCLA was freshman
Kareema Marrow, who not only

captured first place in vault (9.65)

and floor (9.85), but also won the

all-around for the first time in her

young career with a combined
38.65. Teammate Amy Thome
was second with a 37.85, and Tiger

tumbler Amber Goforth*s 37.65

was good for third.

The performance was far and
away the best of the year for the

Bruins, as they registered only two
falls during the entire meet, one on
beam and one on floor. "We won
easily," Bull said, "so we should

have been in the 190.0s.

"In sports such as gymnastics,

where the scoring is based totally

on someone*s subjectivity, better

shows can sometimes get lower

scores. We feel good about
ourselves, but it*s frustrating.

When you can't justify something,
it drives you crazy."

Although the team feels good
about getting the win under its

collective belt, the score won*t
help them down the road. Seeding
at Pac-lOs and at regionals are

based on the year's scores, not

records, and Friday's bittersweet

victory could have serious impli-

cations.

r AMERICAN STUDIES
is pleased to present

MULTICULTURALISM:
A CONVERSATION

"Political Correctness," "Affirmative Action,

"Hate Speech,'' and "Curriculum Reform."

Moderator: Ellen DuBois, Department of History

Participants: William Forbath, School of Law
Mari Matsuda, School ofLaw
Gary Nash, Department of History

^epai'Unej

>5

Richard Yarborough, Department of English

Thursday, 6 February 1992

4:00 p.m.

Humanities Conference Room
314 Royce Hall

(enter the southwest entrance of Royce)

Faculty, students, and the public are invited to attend,
'*

.

•

For more information call 825-9157
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-k Includes: Roundtrip cruise

for two adults atx)ard the

luxury ocean liner, li.V.

Pacific Star from San

Diego, Calif, to Mexico,

along with 4 days and 3

nights ocean view hotel

accommodations at the Hotel Paraiso Las

<^ Palmas while in Cnsenada, Mexico.

-k Convenient port departure 6 times weekly, every week of year.

* Tickets valid for 1 year from date of purchase, transferable.

• $529 retaU value. ^ DRITDaPfG AGE 18 IN MEXICO.

Throogh ^ Spvdol AgrttfiMiit SttUUfl Tkktts Hlotlvd Ptr Coitegt.

1-800-444-5364
CALL
10-8

P.S.T.

Grand Island Vacations G.I.V.

CLiBk
IICXT DAY Nationridc Ikket

Scrvkc IkkeU ddivcrad wMifai

24 boon via Pedcnl BxpiCM.
Authorised COJ). Service.

w
Tnyri Nrtwwk

|

Registry: Bahamas. All dates are suDfea to avaitabity. Sprmg Breaks not guararHeed No groups (6

or more oeocie). All travel dates are cortttrmed tn writvig only, by tour operator. 7-day refund potcy:

shipptf)g, insurance, svc chg.. ail taxes and meats additional.

DIFFERENT DEGREES OF SUCCESS

^ I kept my
promise, Enterprise

kept tlieirs. (

Kristi Samples

BS, Political Science

UCIA 1988
Regional Insurance Supervisor, LA Metro

To enter our manogenient training program, Kristi promised

to work hard and leam every facet of our fast-paced business

"from tfie ground up." We promised recognih'on, pay raises,

promoHons, and sometfiing tfiat really suqprised her: friends.

Today, KrisH is a rising executive in one of America's fastest

growing and largest privately held companies. And
Enterprise is searching for nK>re bright, motivated college

graduates who keep promises.

Sales Management Trainees

$23,000
To share in our success throughout the Southland, you'll need:

• A BS/BA degree
• Strong communication skills, enthusiasm and drive
• Retail/sales experience a plus

You'll leam all aspects of running a business including sales,

nxjrketing, personnel management and more— while enjoy-

ing full pay and benefits! Interested? Please call Jill at (31 01
390-1053. Or, conrie see us at the Undergraduate Business

Society Job Fair on Wednesday February 5th. An equal

opportunity employer. ••
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USF Bulls tamed by men's tennis
By D.J. Harmeling
Dafly Bruin Staff

Momentum.
By capturing and maintaining

this vital element, tlie top-ranked
men*s tennis team was able to roll

to a 9-0 victory over 25th-ranked
South Florida Saturday.

Even without their top singles

player, Mark Knowles, who was
competing in a tournament in

Northern California, the Bruins
were able to crush the Bulls.

Coming into the 1992 season the

Bulls expected to have the services

of the nation's top-ranked singles

player, Patricio Arnold, who trans-

ferred from Georgia in May of
1991. However in December the

Bulls were dealt a blow when
Arnold decided to enter the profes-

sional ranks.

Ryan Fitzwilliam, who was
projected to play in the middle of
the Bulls* lineup, was lost for the

season in October when he suf-

fered ligament damage in his wrist
These losses were too much for

the Bulls to overcome against a

much deeper UCLA squad.

The Bruins watched five of their

six singles players leave the courts

without losing a set.

Leading the way off the courts

for the Bruins was freshman
Davide Sanguinelti, who blew
through his opponent in 49 minutes
en route to a 6-0, 6-0 victory^

Fritz Bissel
UCLA Sports Info

Playing in the number four spot

for UCLA, SanguinetU defeated

USF*s Jamie Benefield, who tried

repeatedly to force the action— to

no avail.

"He was trying to force it (to win
the points) very quickly,** San-

guinetti said. **But my timing was

very good today.**

In number three singles,
UCLA*s other freshman standout,

Robert Janecek, wrestled the
momentum and the match from his

opponent while on the verge of
losing the first set. Janecek was
down 5-3 in the set before he
rallied for the 7-5 victory.

Down 5-4, with the Bulls* Jamie
Buchanan serving for the set,

Janecek achieved a critical break
to tie the set at 5-5. Janecek
established control, holding his

serve before breaking Buchanan
again for the game and set.

"He was really down after the
first set,** Janecek said. "I knew I

had the momentum and could put
him away early in the second set**

Janecek did just that, jumping
^-outtxx ^ 3^ advantflge^efore
taking the second set at 6-3.

Playing next to Janecek in the
second singles position, UCLA*s
Fritz Bissell encountered trouble
in his three-set match with USF*s
Ame Raabe.

Bissell earned a 6-1, 4-6, 6-4

victory, but not Without some tense

moments along the way. The
match was tied as late as the ninth

game of the third set, when Bissell

broke Raabe*s serve to go up 5-4.

Bissell then served out the match.
In Knowles* absence, senior

captain Bill Barber competed in

the top singles position for the

Bruins, achieving a 6-1, 7-5

victory over USF*s Roy Weinberg.
Weinberg played the match into

the powerful Barber*s hands. With
a weak serve that Barber could
easily step up on and attack, and
short service returns which lent to

put-away volleys, the first set was
over quickly for Weinberg.

"In the second set I relaxed,

thinking I could win easy,** Barber
said.

Barber*s loss of concentration

almost cost him the set, as he was
down 4-1 when he began his

comeback. He tied the set at 4-4,

was broken to go down 5-4, then

captured the set by winning the last

three games.
On the opposite end of the

singles ladder but playing the same
type of match, UCLA*s Matt
Quinlan relied on his serve and
volley to gamer a 6-2, 6-3 victay
over USF*s Eric Hartman.
"My serve was the best it*s been

in a long time,** Quinlan said.

In contrast to Weinberg *s short

game, Hartman played the power-
ful Quinlan deep, hoping to keep
him away from Ihe^ - net. The

Women's tennis has
no trouble with UNLV

su^tegy was correct, but it didn*t

work.

"He was keeping me back,**

Quinlan said. "He played me the

way he should.**

After losing only one set in six

See M.TENNIS, page 30

By Michael Klein

Dally Bruin Staff

Agassi and Sampras were at

UCLA and Hawaii at the same
time on Saturday.

While Andre and Pete were
dusting off the Argentinian Davis
Cup team in Hawaii, Suzi Agassi
of UNLV and former Bruin star

Stella Sampras were at the Sunset
Canyon courts.

Sampras, a four time Ail-

American who graduated last year,

took a break from the professional

circuit to visit with her former

teammates. After greeting her old

teammates, she wimessed a blow-
out.

The No.4-ranked Bruins (5-0)

overwhelmed the Runnin* Rebels,

relinquishing just two doubles sets

and sending them scurrying back
to the Las Vegas Strip in a 9-0

victory.

All was not glorious, though, as

several Bruins sustained minor
injuries and were unable to com-
pete.

Freshman Anne Mall was
warming up for her number-one
singles match when she felt a

twinge in her right quadricep
muscle while bending her knees
for a serve.

nt just felt like a litUe pull. I

tried to loosen it up but I couldn't
It's just a little stiff now, and it

should be fine in a day or two,**

Mall said.

Of bigger concern is the status

of freshman Paige Yaroshuk, who
strained her forearm muscles in her

marathon day against Pepperdine
last weekend. Yaroshuk plays with

an extreme western grip and uses a

lot of wrist action to generate her

lashing top-spin groundstrokes.

This inflammation and the fact that

she had elbow surgery last March,
has prompted Yaroshuk and the

coaching staff to make modifica-

tions in her stroke.

'The pain in my arm is really

frustrating. I don*t think my grip is

as big a problem as the stroke

itself. I am going to alter my stroke

to use less wrist and come through

the ball more, and hopefully this

will be a quick adjustment,**

Yaroshuk said.

In the absence of Mall and
Yaroshi|k, veteran Bruins Mamie
Ceniza and Cammie Foley were
forced to give up their day off.

However, it waS> just for a little

afternoon exercise.

Ceniza, a senior three time All-

American, routinely dispensed
with Becky Markosian 6-0, 6-1 in

the top spoL Foley had a similarly

uneventful match in the second
spot, polishing off Rachel Clark
6-4, 6-1.

"I didn*t know that I was going
to play until just before match
time, so it took me a few games to

get going,** Foley said.

In the third spot, another Bruin
freshman, Lee Ann Rostovsky,
-showed :feat image is iK>ihing as
she trounced Andre's cousin Suzi
Agassi 6-3, 6-2.

""

"I was kind of nervous since this

was our first dual match of the

season, butUCLA is a great team,**

Agassi said.

Sophomore Jenny Hilt, a walk-

See W.TENNIS, page 32

soccer

TEAMOLrmTTCR
CUSTOM T-stuirrs

QRCCI^ JACKETS, HATS, LCTTCRiriQ.

OFFSIDE
11710 SoiU Noirica Bt<L VXJL

(Octe to VCUS)

(213) 207-4226 820-6631

We are the ONLY individualized test prep

program in the country!

Small classroom settings
with dynamic teachers

A flexible approach where you can review
material and listen to instructors a^ many

times as you need
Live Classes • Private Tutoring

Computerized Diagnostics
Test-Taking Strategies

Solid Skill Review • Extra Resources
Permanent Centers • Convenient Hours
Scholarship assistance (if qualified)

And Much, Much More! ""

GO
BRUINS!
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CALL 1
- -KAP-TEST
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KAPLAN IS #1 IN TEST PfeEP

SALE!

• UCLA Discounts on Accessories

• Low Monthly Payments

• We Buy Used Scooters

• Tildes Welcome

SALES•SERVICE PARTS-ACCESSORIES

1804 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica
open 6 Days

Mon'Fri 9-7 Sat 9*5

(310)450*4643
wm
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See ou^ ad in the UCLA DIRECTORY
Checks Welcome
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Back on the winning trade
UCLA beats

No. 24 Cards

in Lx)uisville

By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

Tex-LOUISVILLE, Ky. -
tbook basketball.

Sunday afternoon in Freedom
Hall the No. 2 UCLA basketball

team ran a clinic on how to play the

game, as they defeated No. 24
Louisville, 78-64.

The Bruins (15-1) made it look

easy as they connected on their

fmal 12 shots to blow open a close

game after being outplayed. It was
obvious to the Cardinals (12-6)

why UCLA is ranked so highly.

"They are a great-shooting

team," Louisville head coach
Denny Crum said. *They played

really well in the second half and
good shoming can ovfirnomfi tt-hM-

• • I ^x leaving UCLA
The Daily Bruin's coverage

of UCLA quarterback Tommy
Maddox*s decision to enter the

NFL draft can be found on Page
1 of today's paper.

Maddox, 20, announced Fri-

day that he will forego his

junior and senior years to enter

the National Football League
draft in April. Underclassmen
had until Friday night to declare

their intentions.

After two prolific years at

UCLA, Maddox said he felt the

time was right to begin his

professional career. With Mad-
dox at the helm, UCLA
bounced back from a 3-7-1

season in 1989 to a 5-6 season

in 1990 and a 9-3 mark in 199 1

.

Wide receiver Michael
Moore alsp announced his

intention to enter the draft, but

flanker Sean LaChapelle
decided to stay at UCLA after

originally announcing his

departure.

CHUNG/Dafly Bruio

UCLA forward Don Maclean leads all scorers with 25 points.

UCLA had 10 layups or dunks in

the second half and 18 for tfafc

of mistakes.'

For the Bruins, who made 79.2

percent (19 of 24) of their field-

goal attempts in the second half,

layups and slam dunks were the

norm, rather than the unexpected.

The Cardinals didn't have many
easy shotrm the second halfrttt"

didn't take. Louisville, which
missed all 10 of its three-point

attempts, shot only 38.2 percent

(13 of 34) from the field in the

second half.
,

"Our shooting was atrocious,"

Crum said. *That has killed us all

year."

A typical second-half scenario

went something like this: Louis-

ville would pass up several open

three-pointers before finally

^nntin^ nn ft, which would miSS^

defense was the key.

"The zone seemed to work
really well for us," MacLean said.

"We started fast-breaking out of

the zone which gave us a lot of

layups."

UCLA also had so many easy

layups because the Cardinal defen-

ders were slow getting back on
defense.

"We didn't do a good job of

defending them in the second

half," Crum said. "We didn't get

game.

"Our transition game really got

going in the second half," Bruin

head coach Jim Harrick said. "If

you execute your offense well you
will have a lot of easy shots."

UCLA used a zone defense for the

first time this year to shut down
Louisville's inside game.

However, this opened up many
outside shots for the Cardinals,

which they either didn't make or

The long rebound would go to the

Bruins, setting up a fast break and

an easy layup for UCLA.

Forward Don MacLean, who
led the Bruins with 25 points,

thought that switching to a zone

t?ack on defense wcH because our
wingmen didn't (clog) the middle

to slow them down."

After watching Louisville play

See HOOPS, page 31

Bruins sliodc 13tli-ranlceci Wasliington, 91-60
By Heather Duffy

Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA women's basketball

team seemed to breathe a collec-

tive sigh of relief Friday night as it

outplayed No. 13 Washington,

91-60, and ended a three-game

losing streak and an 11 -game
drought against the Huskies.

The Bruins, now 3-3 in confer-

ence games and 10-6 for the

season, played a game where every

player on the bench had contri-

buted before the night was over.

Returning to Pauley Pavilion after

losing three close road games to

Cal, Stanford and USC, the Bruins

worked all week to forget the sting

of recent disappointments and
refocus on Washington, according

to UCLA Head Coach Billie

Moore.

"We were very close to pulling

off something big in the last three,

and we played quality basketball in

each of those games. We've done
good Nyork in practice, trying to

focus on getting back and looking

ahead at the next 13 games."
"I'm proud of the maturity the

team showed. We work so hard to

be a good defensive team, and
tonight we shared the ball well, had

a lot of quickness on the open play,

and played good defense. It was
nice," Moore said. "But I'm sure

Washington didn't have one of its

better games."

Although forward Shaunda
Greene and center Dianne Wil-

hams usually lead the Huskies,

^yjlANNB STATES/Dai»y Bruin

Point guard Nicole Anden^on sprained her ankle In the first half against Washington, but later

returned.

both were held to average games
Friday, with Greene scoring a

team-high 13 ix)ints and Williams

coming up with only four

rebounds.

On the other side of the court,

there were four Bruins in double

figures, led by senior Rehema
Stephens' all-around performance

of 21 points, nine rebounds and

seven assists. The sophomore class

proved productive as well, with

forward Amy Jalewalia turning in

20 points and five rebounds and
center Natalie Williams' total of

18 points and six rebounds.

The main force behind the

UCLA offense -was assists, with a

team total of 26 that often saw the

front line setting up perimeter

shooters. Guard Detra Lockhart

led the Bruins with a career-high

11 assists.

After scoring eight unanswered

points to begin the game, the

Bruins snagged the lead and ran

with it.

Things changed a bit near the

end of the first half, when Bruin

point guard Nicole Anderson suf-

fered a minor sprain in her left

ankle. Lockhart replaced her,

dishing out the first five of her 11

assists before halftime. The
Huskies tried to close in on the

Bruins, but their late run was
halted by the halftime buzzer, at

which UCLA led 46-35.

With her ankle taped and appa-

rently tender, Anderson returned

for the second half, alternating

point guard duty with Lockhart
Washington never found its sec-

ond wind, and the Bruins shot 58.1

percent from the floor in the last

half to win, 91-60.

31 points?

"That's basketball," Moore
said.

"We can play anyone in the

conference. Rehema had a lot of

points, but she probably had a lot

of assists, too. This was one of her

better games for setting people

up," Moore said.

"I was frustrated. I wanted to

come out and attack, but they were
shutting me down. They were
closing in on me, so I decided to

get it to the others," Stephens said.

"When (Anderson) got hurt, wc
had to regain our composure, and
E>etra really came through. I think

we're the best team in the confer-

ence, but we've just been missing

it."

Williams saw more aggression

in the Bruins than in previous

weekends.

"We were more aggressive. We
have a running game which they

couldn't catch up with. We just

need to do that all the time."

"Fun win," Williams said, smil-

ing.

StraigM flush

The women's tennis team came up all aces

against UNLV Saturday, s>yeeping the Rebels

9-0.

See page 31

f\

Swimmers split

The UCLA men's swimming team upset No.
5 California but could not repeat the feat against

top-ranked Stanford.

See page 32

We want more points

The women's gymnastics team beat No. 21

LSU over the weekend, but would have liked a

larger margin of victory.

" See page 34
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In rVlAc;AZiNE

Inside Informatloiv

From the /ntense PearlJam to the

/corrigible Wayne ofWayne's World,

to the ManiousJFK assassination to the

Insane comedy ofMonty Python !$

Grmtest Hits, this month's issue of/n

Magazine brings you the latest from the

world ofentertainment./Pagie //

Dollars and Sense

Do cheaters never win?
Michael Moore's book, "Cheating

lOr sold more than 1 ,000 copies in

its first month. But the Rutgers U.

student won't have teachers high -fiving

him for his literary efTorts./Page 17

The Student Body

A new proposition

This winter, the NCAA set its

toughest eligibility requirements yet.

Some coaches are fighting mad about

the new proposition, which requires a

minimum 2.5 GPA and 700 SAT score

for incoming freshmen./Fogp 18

JON ADAMS, WESTERN KENTUCKY U.

Universities searchfornew ways to curb abuse
ByDANGREENBERG
Reporter Magazine, Rochester Institute ofTechnology

It's a nightmare to the college administrators nationwide who are

grappling with methods of control, regulation and compliance.

Statistics indicate that more than 90 percent of college students

legally or illegally use it. Students surveyed at Rutgers U. in 1987

called it a ** social lubricant, something necessary' for parties to be

fun... for situations to be eventful." .

Alcohol is a social focus on college campuses, and containing

stiident drinking has become the challenge of imiversiiy officiala>^m

Attacking the Problem

Much of the attention suirounding student drinking began in 1986

when a federal highway funding act forced all states to raise their

mininuini drinking age to 21. In response, colleges enacted a host of

strategies and baide plans to meet the new laws. ()1 the 932 colleges

surveyed, .S6 percent are now dry campuses, 54 percent prohibit

alcohol at social events and 29 percent ban alcohol advertising on

campus, according to Petersen's Drug and Alcohol Programs and

Policies at Four-Year Colleges. Of the schools receiving LI The

National College Newspaper, 30 do not accept alcohol ads.

I
11 i.Li,_,ii_,.i.xi, i ,, I , Vi,. ,__ See DRINKING, Pag^ 4
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News
Notes

We run across some weird stuff in the

course of our days — the sick, twisted

tidbits make college life so, um,
Fthuntimiai. So, in the iiiterrsti nf higher:

When you carry MasterCard fyou've got a head start in life.You'll be welcomed at over 9 million fine
establishments around the world . You can get cash at nearly 200,000 bank locations and 60,000 ATMs
whenever you need it. And you'll be establishing something invaluable to you in the future: your personal
credit history.

Anyway you look at it, MasterCard is a great card for you to have . Because when you're on
the road to success, you need more than just the wind at your back. MASTER THE MOMENT*

MasterCard

01991 MasterCard Intemationat, Incorporated.

education, we bringyou.

The Screaming Albino Ferret Cramps

In compiling our college music chart

(page 14) we run across some outrageous

bands on college radio playlists. Students

are actually listening to Jellyfish Kiss,

Pain Teens, Wammo's Organic Rubber

Machine, Titwrench, Flaming Lips, Bad

Livers, Del the Funkee Homosapien,

Fudge Tunnel, Daddy Longhead, and, of

course, Anus the Menace.

No punch line needed.

Student Govemment Blows

We seem to have struck a nerve with

our most recent student opinion poll

question about the effectiveness of

student govemment. A typically subde

response from a student at Western

Kentucky U.:"Our S.G.A. is extremely

lame. They just sit around all day and

chit<haL It really blows."

Come on, tell us howyou realty ieel.

Misplaced Priorities?

When U . ofHouston alumniJohn and

Rebecca Moore donted $5L4 million to

their alma mater last semester they

probably thought they'd become really

popular on the UH campus. But instead,

the letters-to-the«ditor page of the Daify

Cougar vf^s filled for weeks with letters

bashmg their contribution — the single

largest gift ever given to a public

university. The reason: $25 million ofthe

donation was earmarked for the athletic

department, and most of the remaining

money went foi* a high-tech concert hall

and medical research.

As one student wrote, "Oiu" library has

no new books, our classes are over-

crowded, our faculty is underpaid, we are

short on lab equipment and just about

any other resource you can name, but

we've got a hell ofa football teami

"

Arthead Makes Meathead

It seems that art student Rudy Vargas

at the U. of Illinois, Chicago, has a real

head for beef Vargas spent three days

sculpting 1 7 poimds of roast beef to look

like a human head, then displayed it on a

plate of lettuce and grapes as part of an

art exhibit. The trouble came when he

allegedly told students the sculpture was

a stolen human head. Campus police

were so convinced that they launched an

investigation, imcovering the hoax.

Students even claimed to have seen

thinning hair and hair follicles on the

meathead. But a cool-headed UIC police

officer replied, "Well, he is a sculptor....

Maybe itwas mold. " Oh, that'sjust nasty.

—Ty Wenger
Editoron Fellowship, Ohio State U.

Sexual harassment Crackingdown
BySHARON BALDWIN
Oklahoma Daily, v. oiOkldihoma.

Although months have passed since the furor created by

Oklahoma U. law professor Anita Hill's allegations of sexual

harassment against Supreme CourtJustice Clarence Thomas, many

university administrators are now
scrambling to insure their

students and faculty are protected

in raises of hanLssment.

Although Hill said she is

unable to speak to reporters

about specifics of the case

because of an ongoing investi-

gation of the leak which brought

her allegations to light, she said:

"What has happened is un-

fortunate, but I think we can

maximize the positive aspects of

the situation. Unfortunately, I'm

not in a position right now where

I can do anything about it."

But others are doing something.

Colleges across the country are

asking task forces to re-examine

and restructure of their sexual

harassment policies. Most
colleges' policies defining sexual

harassment are similar to those of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, which cover everything from unwanted

sexual solicitations, verbal harassment, comments about anatomy,

dirty jokes and any unwanted, repeated communication of a sexual

nature. ' '

:

—
At the U. of Nebraska, a complete restructuring of the sexual

harassment policy has been called for by the chancellor.

"I really do think that the Thomas-Hill controversy added some

urgency to getting that approved" by the academic senate, saidJane

Close Conoley, chairwoman of an ad hoc committee on sexual

harassment at Nebraska.

Conoley said that Nebraska has had about eight faculty members

leave the university in the last five years because of sexual

PHOTO COURTESY OF U. OF OKLAHOMA

Anita Hill: Ushering In a new era of awareness or sexual distrust?

harassment charges, but added that the numb6**;d^ould be

multiplied greatly if it were to include strand students.

"We feel a great problem on this campus is student harassment,"

she said. "Most students who complain about harassment are not

complaining about faculty but about other students."

Nationally, college officials estimate that about one in every four

female students are the victims

of some type of sexual

harassment — more often than

not from fellow students.
~ H6wev^f , the most publicized

cases are often incidents of

faculty-student or faculty-faculty

harassment. Stanford U.

suffered such an incident when
Frances Conley, a Stanford brain

surgeon, resigned after enduring

what she called two decades of

sexual harassment in the

university's medical school.

Conley said she suffered sexual

advances, inappropriate com-

ments and degrading treatment,

but decided to stay after officials

assured her the sexist atmo-

sphere would change.

Susan Hoerger, senior univer-

sity counsel at Stanford, said

medical school committees have been formed to address the problem.

"We want to make it easier for victims to come forward, " she said.

Sexual harassment also resulted in the resignation of the vice

chancellor of student affairs at the U. of Missouri this winter. David

Mclntire was relieved of his administrative duties foUov^ng charges

of sexual harassment from female employees in the student affairs

office. The women claimed Mclntire left condoms on secretaries'

computer keyboards and waited for their reactions, told sexual

stories to thewomen in his office, and once walked through the offices

in only purple underwear, in addition to several other incidents.

Mclntire, who will remain on faculty, told the campus newspaper,

"I am now aware that some of the things I have said and some of the

jokes or illustrations I have used in the office were inappropriate."

Marquette U. to sink $1 million

into neicfhborhood rehabilitation

r

ByNICaMILLINGTON
Marquette Trilmne, Marquette U.

As urban universities and colleges watch

increasing crime contribute to decreasing

enrollment, one school has intentions for a

near-$100 million project to significantly

involve the campus in the "rehabilitating" of

surrounding neighborhoods.

Early in December, Marquette U.

announced plans to bfty up properties in

the near-campus areas and resell the land to

selected merchants in an attempt to stabilize

the decaying neighborhocxi.

The Rev. Albert J. Dilllio, university

president, said Marquette has purchased

some properties along a street directly

bordering the campus. The street, lined

with numerous taverns and inexpensive

eateries, has been known as a landmark to

students since the time DiUlio was attending

the school himself in the mid-1960s.

"The Campus Circle Project would bring

in businesses that would not contribute to

student delinquency," said DiUlio, who has

been university presidentjust over one year.

Working with new businesses, Marquette

hopes to develop housing for students and

for residents by rehabilitating some existing 4

structures and tearing down others to erect

new buildings, DiUlio said.

Milwaukee MayorJohn O. Norquist said

that although this is not an entirely new

concept, Marquette is taking a different

approach by not "just buying up land,

taking over and kicking out the residents.

They are trying to work together with the

neighborhood to help it improve itself."

According to the plan, the budget would

be divided among projects including

educational outreach, expanded legal and

health assistance outreach, and neigh-

borhood and business development.

"Instead of building walls around itself,

Marquette is making the effort to build

bridges into the community so that working

together (we) can produce better results,"

Norquist said.

However, some students questior^ed the

university's intent to develop the new
properties.

Stina Johnson, a sophomore from the

nearby Milwaukee area, said she does not

understand how the university plans to

improve the situation "by merely displacing

the impoverished people. Building up the

neighborhood will make it more expensive

and the people who can no longer afford to

live here will just move to worse areas.

Maybe the neighborhood will improve, but

JEFF MAILLET, MARQUETTE TRIBUNE. MARQUEHE U.

Rev. Albert J. DIUIIo and nouveau Ivory tower.

the city will continue to deteriorate."

Others Were disheartened to hear the

university planned to tear down student

landmarks. "Marquette is going to lose its

character," said Nancy TloUoran, a

Marquette freshman. "Marqubtte is known

as a city school. We can't avoid the problems

a city has by building up some 'wonderland'

fake atmosphere."
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Black universities figlit ^parate but unequal' system
ByANGELA HOLLOWAY
Daily Mississippian, U . of Mississippi .

Many black educators and students have long argued that

historically black universities are still suffering from a

discriminatory system of higher education. Black
universities, they argue, are still separate but unequal.

And now the issue has come to a head in the vSupreme
Court. In a landmark case that some believe could establish

a major precedent for civil rights in education, Mississippi's

historicallv black c<^lleges aigue that their sfhools are the

commissioner of Mississippi's institutions of higher
learning, said he believes that the institutions are open and
freedom ofchoice is very much in place in Mississippi.

"I don't think they're segregated," Cleere said. "The term
itself implies a conscious separation of the races; there is no
conscious separation of the races in higher education in

Mississippi."

"NAAe feel (Mississippi's) system is still

segregated/' '

,

- .-

victims ot unequal funding and incomplete programs. The
disparity, they say, forces their schools into second-class

status compared to historically white Mississippi colleges.

"We feel the system is still segregated; and even though
there has been progress we think that the progress is not
enough and that more needs to be done," said Alvin
Chambliss, attorney for the plaintiffs, who filed their

original court challenge in 1975.
^

But others don't see a valid challenge. Ray Cleere,

—AMn Chambliss

science professor atJackson State U., litde has been achieved.

"In order for those schools to have the resources needed
to compete and to give the students attending those schools

the quality educadon that's needed, the state has to rectify

past discritnination," she said.

The plaintiffs claim that the state maintains the inequality

between schools by providing greater funding to historically

white institutions. White schools in the state receive about

$30,000 on average in automatic state funding for program
support, Chambliss said, whereas black colleges receive only

about $13 .000 . In addition, of the annual $450.000 tft

In 1954, the 45 historically black schools in 19 states won a

landmark decision in Brown v. Board of Education,
abolishing the separate-but-equal system of education in

place since 1896. The decision was intended to guarantee

blacks equal opportunity to education and academic
resources. But according to Mary Coleman, a political

line items, he said black schools receive no automatic funds

and virtually none of the total money.

But the state says the figures don't tell die whole stoiy. "To
just choose one group of insdtudons to magnify their poor
funding, pretending they stand alone, isn't fair," Cleere said.

Chambliss disagrees, saying student enrollment, program
duplicadon, employment, academic programs, facilities and
funding at black and white schools, suggest a segregated

system is exacdy what is in place. The court will decide inJuly.

Drinking
(continued from page 1)

But rather than go dry, many colleges

instead have chosen to ban the infamous
keg. Princeton U., Dartmouth College,

Purdue U., Skidmore College, Syracuse U.

and Brown U. are just a few of the schools to

adopt the attitude of Dr. Harold Shapiro,

Princeton U. president, who told The New
York Times he sees the keg as a "symbol of the

free and easy availability of alcohol."—'

But other colleges have avoided becoming
excessively restrictive. "We decided a number
ofyears ago not to go dry, forcing students off

campus and into cars," said Dr. Elaine Spaull,

associate vice president for student affairs at

RcKhester Institute of Technology. "We have

had to put into place different policies. Wc
are not above the law.

"

In addition, educational initiatives within

the college community have grown
considerably in recent years. Boosting Alcohol

Consciousness Concerning the Health of

University Students (BACCHUS) , widi its 500-

plus chapters, and programs such as the

National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week
are attempting to air alcohol issues.

Even national brewers now preach alcohol

responsibility on campus. "We think that

college students are a very responsible group

ofpeople... due in large pan to education and

awareness efforts," said Francine Katz, \
director of consumer awareness and
education for Anheuser Busch.

Hie Reality of the Situation

But although college administrators would

like to believe that these policies, procedures

and educational initiatives are wielding

compliance to the drinking laws and
reducing alcohol-related incidents on
( ampuses, evidence suggests otherwise.

For the past decade, two professors — Dr.

Ruth Engs, Indiana U., and Dr. David
Hanson, SUNY, Potsdam - have conducted
a nationwide study of student drinking habits

with some sobering conclusions. The study

revealed that more of today's students are

getting into fights, experiencing problems
with the law, committing acts of vandalism,

missing class because of hangovers, receiving

poorer grades and losing jobs as a result of

their drinking than college s(udent.s in 1 982.

Engs believes these problems are

"*~"^€oming exacerbated because students arc

Losing the Drinking Game
Percentage of college students who ha(d experienced the
following problems at least once in the previous year:

Privn a car after having s»vf«l drinks:

1982 PBWBWWWWIMBWWI^5g%
1991 SJjfHJJIJ^^
Privan a car whila drinking;

1982 ^^^^^HHjjjjjjj^^
1991 [^^^W^Hl325fe
Missad a class bscausa of
a tiangovan

wmm

Qottan into a figM
aftor drinking;

Had troublo with the law
bacauso of drinking;

Source Ruth Engs. Indiana U and
Davkj Hanson. SUf^, Poted»n

MEL

forced to drink off campus — in less

monitored environments. "It appears that

drinking has gone underground, that many-

universities including this one do not allow

drinking on campus any more."

In addition, BACCHUS' Hunter says

forcing students to drink off campus has

strained the "town and gown" relationships

between students and neighbors, and
conuibuted to residents' increasing efforts to

zone students out ofoll-campus housing.

"Although legislating the drinking age may
impact somewliat cm where minors drink, it

does not prevent them from drinking as

much or having as many drinking problems

as their 'legal' counterparts in student

populations," said Dr. Thomas O'Hare of the

Shore Medical Healih (Center in

Charlestown, R. 1.

Students and their Suds

Bui how much has really changed in the

minds of students sine e the glory days of the

pre-abolidon. Animal House mentality?

MARCELO, UCSD GUARDIAN, U. OF CALIFORNIA. SAN DIEGO

In reality, drinking is sdll considered by
many to be part and parcel of college life —
one of the reastjns students leave home in the

first place. Michael Sheppard, president of

Under^aduate Student Government at Case

Western Reserve U., echoes the beliefofmany:

"The only parties which people generally

attend are the ones with alcohol present."

The numbers speak for themselves. "The
annual beer consumption of American
college students is just short of four billion

cans. If 'college l)eer' cans were stacked end-

to-end upon each other, the stack would
reach the m(K)n and go 7(),0fH) miles Ix^yond,"

said a srady by the Public Health Service's

Office for Substance Abuse Prevention. All

told, studentii slurp a whopping $4.2 billion

[x^r year on more than 4H() million gallons of

alcoholic Ixrverages.

But students .still sense the end of Uie days of

easy l)eer and shots. RIl senior Paul Bauman
laments, "(>ollege life has been synonymous
with alcohol and partying, and that's what

many students expect from college."

i!:

I-

Fratemtty Freeze:

Gone are the days

of brews and booze

ByDANGREENBERG
ReporterMagaziru,

Rochester Institute ofTechnology

"We're r«detinifig what a fraternity

ought to be. Wc may be changing the

market," boasts Sid Dunn, president of

the Fraternity Imurance Purchasing

Group (nPG).

Dunn is referring to FIP(-

management and insurance poll*

which more than 75 percent of a

greeks are following. FIPG's polic if s

have banned all kegs, drinking games
and alcohol duriiig rush programs, and
prohibited co-sponsprship of events

with alcohol distributors or taverns.

In addition, FIPG has pressuied
fraternities to implement a bring-your-

own-bccr program at all alcoholic

events. '*A BYOB policy is one way of

reducing your individual liability.

keeping individual chapters' members
safe and preserving the entire

organization," said Mike Reed,
leadership consultant for Phi Kap
Tau fraternity. While the actu

enforcement is conducted by ea

nadonal fraternity that subscribes

FIPG, many have not hesitated

disband fraternities as a result of FI

investigations.

But have these all-encompasaing
alcohol policies u^ly altered the nature
of fraternity life? Fraternities and
sororitici nationwide still fight for what

some consider their way of life. Indeed,

many say social activities have only
become more coven and secretive to

avoid blatantwiolations of FIPG's
mandates and the risk ofdisbandment.
Rob Stodler, a vice president for the

Interfratemity Council at Case Western
Reserve U. says fraternities "have
changed their parties to being more
closed and by invitation only. Kegs are

still being snuck around... (only) some
chapters have been caught.

"
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The men and women of the Army National

Guard would like to give you an education.

Lesson One: Economics. College isn't cheap.

Lesson Two: Finance. But by serving in the

Army National Guard you can qualify for the

Montgomery GI Bill-and earn up to $18,000 to-

wards college. By serving as little as one week-

end a month and two weeks a year, you can just

about cover your tuition.

Lesson Three: Psychology The Guard will

also teach you things about yourself you never

knew. You'U gain self-confidence. You'll find out

what you're made of. And just how much more
you're capable of doing.

For additional information on how to continue

your education, return this coupon or please

call 1-800-638-7600 or contact your local Army
National Guard recruiting office.

' Mail to: Army National Guard, PC Box 564, Hanover. Maryland 21076

Lesson Four: Philosophy Whether you're

operating a tank or assisting in an operating

room, you'll be part of making America a

stronger nation.

Name .DMDF

Address

City State .Zip.

Phone Number L )

U.S. Citizen DYes DNo Date of Birth

See. Sec. No

I am: D In High School D In College

n H.S. Graduate D College Graduate

Prior Military Service: D Yes D No

Branch

Rank MOS
I uiMlersUnd there is noobligalton. The informatKm you vokiii'

Unly provide, including your social security number, will be

used (or recruiting purposes only. Your SSN will be used to

Miyte responses Authonty: lOUSC 5U3. Americans At Their Best
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Decision to run Hoiocaust ad spiits campus papers
ByGWEN SHAFFER
The Michiga n Daily, U . of Michigan

An advertisement claiming that the Holocaust never
occurred has been printed in several college newspapers,

sparking controversy on campuses and increasing anti-

Semitic concerns.

To date, five college newspapers — The Michigan Daily, The

Cornell Daily Sun, The Northern Star^i Northern Illinois U.,

The Daily Northxvestem, and The Duke Chronicle— have printed

the ad, wiitii;M by liic Cuininittef for Open Debate on ih€

Holocaust (CODOH). About 10 other student newspapers

received the ad but declined to run it. Editors of the papers

that printed the ads have defended their actions by citing

CODOH 's First Amendment rights.

After the advertisement, titled "The Holocaust
Controversy: The Case for Open Debate," ran, members of

the respective Jewish communities on each campus reacted

by organizing protests.

Many Jewish and non-Jewish students said they were
deeply offended by the material.

Ross, director of the department of campus affairs and
higher education for ADL.
Mark Weitzman, associate director of educational

outreach for the Simon Wiesenthal Center, a New York-

based organization that documents the Holocaust crimes,

said college-age students are removed from the events of the

Holocaust. Weitzman said that CODOH is seizing this as an

opportunity to make them doubt that these atrocities did

indeed occur.

Ross speculates that CODOH is targeting college news-

PHOTO COURTESY OF BIAR ORREU.

Duke U. protestefs react to ad appearing In 77ie Duke Chronicle.

**! was upset and offended because people who haven't

had exposure to the Holocaust could be swayed by

CODOH's arguments," said Susan Katz, a UMjunior.

Statistics from the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith

(ADL) in New York indicate bigotry on college campuses
has increased dramatically in the past several years. In 1984,

six incidents of anti-Semitism were reported to the ADL,
while more than 100 were reported last year, said Jeffrey

papers , instead ofbigger city newspapers, as a publ ici ty ployr

"If you wanted to put an ad in the New York Times, it is very

costly," Ross said. "But if you put an ad in the Michigan Daily,

TheNew York Timesvmtes a story about it and you get a free ad."

But Bradley Smith, director of CODOH, said he is

targeting student papers to reach an audience capable of

maintaining "an open mind on the subject" ofdebate.

"If you lived for 50 or 60 years, you have been inundated

with the orthodox view of the Holocaust," Smith said.

"When students are at a university, it is a time when they are

questioning things."

A new battle plan

at Alfred U.
The faculty at Alfred U. is implementing

a unique battle plan in the war on ROTC's
ban against gays. The faculty voted to strip

ROTC classes of academic credit by 1996

unless the Department of Defense drops

its ban before next September. Alfred

Provost Richard W. Ott said that if the

motion carries, ROTC classes will lose all

curricular
status and no
longer satisfy

the physical

education
requirement.

But President

Edward G.

Coll,Jr., will attempt to bar that action as it

would, in effect, dissolve the program. "It

is a decision for the Board of Trustees," he

said. The contract that grants ROTC
scholarships requires that fully accredited

courses are applied toward graduation,

said Pentagon spokesman Col. Doug Hmx.
"If credit was removed, I imagine we would
have to leave," he said. Gregg Myers, Fiat

Lux, Alfred U.
r

"Coming Out" at

Northeastern U.
James Patterson, like many other college

students, "came out" to friends, faculty

and schoolmates on National Coming Out
Day last fall. But his title as Student
Government Association President at

Northeastern U. made him uniquely
visible. "Coming out was not a singular

event — it's an ongoing process," he said.

"I reached a point where I was sick of lying

to everybody." The response from
Northeastern 's student body and the SGA
organization has been "really positive,"

Patterson said. He added that "a few jaws

dropped" when he told certain

administrators. Patterson said being gay

has brought him closer to certain issues

that affect Northeastern's 15,000

undergraduate students. "If anything, the

fact that I'm gay should forward my
organization — both in allowing people to

see that a lot of their generalizations and

- Brikilv
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misconceptions are not true...," he said.

Shay Studley, The Northeastern News,

Northeastern U.

A ""lov^udget movl^'

kind of life

Marshall Ledbetter is in limbo. The 22-

year-old Florida State U. student who made
headlines when he held the Florida Capitol

building hostage last summer, is in the

State Mental Hospital in Chattahoochee,

Fla. awaiting a competency evaluation that

will allow him to stand trial. Ledbetter said

he broke into the Capitol to create a

"soapbox" for himself to speak out on the

problems plaguing the world. Ledbetter,

who said he tripped on psychedelic

mushrooms for 22 days before the break-in,

also refused to take stateK)rdered Lithium
,

saying that taking the medicine would
imply he was insane when he broke into the

Capitol. A new treatment team has since

made a different diagnosis, rescinding the

Lithium requirement. Ledbetter is now
willingly taking Prozac to cope with

depression. "They don't think I'm nuts," he

said. "It's a relief" But if he passes another

competency hearing, he will stand trial.

"My life has degraded into a low-budget B
movie," he said. "If I could find the

scriptwriter, I'd fire him." Lauren Lustig,

FloridaFlambeau, Florida State U.

Paying to park

off-campus
The U. of Montana, saddled with

overcrowded parking lots and angry
students, may pay students living in

university residence halls to park off

campus. Ken Stoltz, director of campus
services, wants to pay students who live in

dorms up to $50 per quart-er to park about

a mile from campus at a football practice

field. UM would in-stall a new security

system at the field if the plan is approved,

Stoltz said. Parking at UM is difficult

because officials usually sell twice as many
parking decals as parking spaces available.

This year the situation is even worse with

roughly 500 more students parking on
campus, Stoltz said. But UM President

George Dennison believes paying students

won't curb the problem. "People prefer to

have their automobiles right next to them,"

he said. Kathy McLaughlin, Montana
Kaimin, U. ofMontana

Liberty expels students

for religious beliefs
Three students were expelled from

Liberty U. in Lynchburg, Va., last semester

because their religious beliefs were
"incompatible" with those of the Baptist-

affiliated school

run by evangelist

Jerry Falwell.

Chuck Groom,
one of the

students, said he

was expelled

because he has a

"doctrinal difference" from the beliefs

taught at Liberty. Groom and fellow

students Guy Redmer and Mohammed
Yacobi were asked to leave because they

refused to sign a paper saying they would
never attend the United Pentecostal

Church, said UPC pastor Douglas
Klinedinst. In a prepared statement,

Falwell said, "Liberty University is not anti-

Pentecostal... but does have a written

policy requiring students to attend all

church services which are conducted on
campus." Students need written

permission from the school to attend any

outside services, Falwell added. "I don't

think it's fair that they take <iway my
scholarship and kick me out for my
different beliefs," Groom said. "All I want

to do is finish my education." Will

Morton, CavalierDaily, U. ofVirginia

Adxfertisrment

SPRING
BREAK
Spring break is right around the

corner, and travel agents say students

should start planning now if they want

to take advantage of the best deals.

They also advise students to consider

alternate destinations this year.

According to the Ft. Lauderdale

Chamber of Commerce, students

heading for the traditional hot spot will

be greeted with a rather chilly reception

this year. "We are mainly a family-type

vacation spot," a representative there

said.

Palm Springs also saw a slight decline

in the student crowd last year. A
spokeswoman at the Chamber of

Commerce attributed the drop mostly to

the unseasonable cold weather and

early date of last year's break.

Meanwhile, South Padre Island in

Texas saw an increase in visitors last

year. The 4 1/2 mile long island on the

Mexican border traditionally attracts

students from the Midwest. However,

Larry Updike, executive director of the

Convention and Visitors Bureau, says last

year a large number of students came
from the East Coast and California. He
attributes the increase to the fact that the

people there welcome student visitors.

"We want them to come, but we want

them to be responsible and party smart."
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Put the class struggle behind you and set your course for South Padre Island this Spring Break. Located at the southernmost tip of Texas, just 20

MINUTES FROM MEXICO, SOUTH PADRE ISLAND OFFERS WARM TROPICAL BREEZES, CLEAR BLUE WATER, 21 MILES OF WHrTE SAND BEACHES, GREAT SHOPPING AND AN

EXTRAORDINARY NIGHTUFE. PLUS WITH THE EXPANSION OF VaLLEY INTERNATIONAL AlRPORT IN HaRLINGEN, AIR SERVICE IS BETTER THAN EVER VIA AMERICAN, CONTINENTAL OR

Southwest Airunes. Take a detour from the pursuit of knowledge and come on down to South Padre Island for a Spring Break that's in a class by ptself.

i

Radisson Resort

Spring Break-^

Party

Headquarters

Newly renovated,

located on 1 acres of

beachfront. For

reservations call

1 -800-292-7704.

Radisson.
RESORT SOUTH PADRE ISLAND

Miramar
Resort

Spring Break 1992
500' Gulf of Mexico Beach

for volleyball, swimming and

other beach sports...

2 fresh water pools...on-site

security... travel agency in

lobby for Mexico and other

destinations.

Prices beginning at $90.00

per night for four persons...

security deposit
required.

1-800-683-1100

1-512-761-1100
RO. Box 2100

South Padre Island,

— TX 78597

aim

FRATERNITIES!
SORORITIES!

LOOK!
You go to class together.

You study together.

You party together.

You probably even know your

neighbor's shirt size.

Why not?...SPRING

BREAK TOGETHER!

1-800-77-BEACH

Discover ROYALE BEACH
& TENNIS CLUB.
BEACHFRONT.

Less than

$32/person/day!

Pools. Hot tubs.

Tennis Courts.

1 1TH Annual -^^i^at/
Spring Break
Celebration! $f40

SOUTH PADRE
5 OR 7 NIGHTS

• SHERATON RESORT
• QULFVIEW CONDOS

• HOLIDAY INN RESORT
• LANDFALL TOWER

TODAY
TOLL FREE
FOR COLOR
BROCHURE

& INSTANT RESERVATIONS

1-800-321-5911

EXPO
AMERICA

It's fun.. .it's free.. .it's

EXPO AMERICA, a free

festival of fun — 5 days

of outrageous games,

contests and giveaways!

You'll take away great

— prizes and lots of —-

freebies!

The place to be:

EXPO AMERICA,
1 :00-6:00 pm, at

the Convention

& Visitors Bureau

beside the

Radisson Resort,

600 Padre Blvd.

Sheraton
South Piadre Island

BEACH RESORT

Your

Spring

Break

Headquarters

1992

Call Toll Free

U.S. 800-222-4010

or

TX 800-672-4747

WhEN You
Party,

Remember
TO...

1. Know your limit

2. Know what you'r*

drinking.

3. Designate a non-drinking

driver.

4. Don't let a friend drive""~

drunk.

5. Call a cab if you're not

sober.
*****

.*'.S-

180 Paularino Av«.

Suite 190

Co«teMMa,CA 02626

Bmmr Drinkmn of Amarloa

Is non-pfX>fR conMnnw
in«fnb«r«hH> organization op«n only

to parsons ovar aga 21.

^— 1-80(M41-2337 —I—
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Every person has a dream ofwhat turning

21 is going to be like. I was awarded my 15

minutes of fame in November. To put it

bluntly, the legal experience was nothing 1

had hoped for.

For the past two or three years, I have

been getting kicked out of bart for b^ ing
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under 21 . When I did get into bars, 1 was so

stressed out about being

discovered by burly

bouncers that I hid in the

deepest, darkest, most anti-

social part of the bar in

hopes I could drink in

peace. ^ '.

'
~

I swore my 21st birthday was going to be

different. I envisioned myself gliding into

my dream bar with all eyes fixed on my svelte

coolness. "That's Todd Kane. He turned 21

today. Buy him beer." Instead ofbecoming a

blithering fool as I sank into the depths of

drunkenness, I would be the epitome of

composure.

Stairs would become places to show off

my dexterity. Conversation would be

intelligent, free of stuttering and belching.

Onlookers would chant my name as I shot

game after game of perfect electronic darts.

Package stores would greet me with open

arms. The beer cooler doors would swing

open, showering me with cold snowflakes

and arctic wind.

I saw bars as forums for the development

of minds and spirit. People would speak

freely about current issues and problems

with our society like philosophies.

Chess, pool and darts would take the

place of video games and pinball. Large

screen TVs would be replaced by

Shakespeare-in-the-round. Culture would

overcome chaos.

Editor's Mail

Animal abuse glorified
To the editor:

I was appalled to read in the September

1991 edition of U. that during a benefit for

the Association for Retarded Citizens

organized by Penn State's Phi Kappa Psi

fraternity chapter and Kappa Alpha Theta

sorority chapter, a man ate worms and a

women swallowed goldfishes and were given

a prize fo^ doing so.

In portraying these episodes as amusing,

Xmn TRAVISANO, THE OBSERVER. BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Now, for the reality.

After my classes, I ambled over to the

neighborhood package store to buy my first

legal six-pack. The guy behind the counter

didn't even ask for my ID. I bought my six-

pack and left in dismay.
" ~^~" ''^

I returned home to my empty apartment

to begin typing my resume. It struck me as

slightly ironic that I was drinking my first

legal beer while trying to glorify my
loathesome employment history.

Instead of going out to the dream bar, I

went to a local "Good of Boys" bar with my
roommate. No, it wasn't the forum of

culture I hoped for, but at least I got a free

drink. Everything was fine until the jukebox

started blaring Barbara Mandrell and other

your paper showed itself to be behind the

times regarding the treatment of animals.

Your pajjer should have condemned rather

than celebrated the animal abuse involved

in this contest. It is unfortunate that

mentally retarded human beings should be

the unwitting recipients of the blood money
raised in this manner.

People for the Ethical Treatment of

Animals has recently undertaken the task of

ending animal abuse by fraternities across

the country. Acts of cruelty by fraternity

selections from "Hee Haw's Greatest Hits."

My ears could stand no more, and I dragged

my roommate to one of the more popular

bars in town.

This bar, which was packed every night

before my birthday, now looked like Siberia

at rush hour.

I moseyed up to the bar and ordered a

drink after my roommate told the bartender

it was my "special day."

I took the drink and did an about face.

"Hey, that's $2.50 for the drink," the

bartender yelled.

I struggled with the reality that I was just

another legal face in the crowd, fully subject

to not much more than outrageously

inflated bar prices.

members have included hanging cats,

kicking chickens, biting the heads off

turkeys, submerging dogs in beer and
coundess other atrocities. Some universities

have responded enthusiastically to our

request that policies be implemented to

prevent animal abuse, and I'm sure that,

like us, they would be disappointed to find

U. hampering this effort.

David Cantor

Campus Campaign Coordinator, PETA

U VIEWS l-80a662-5511
in 1986, afederal highwayfundingactforced states to raise the drinkingage to 2L Since

then students and administrators havestrug^ed xvith the issue ofunderage drinking.

Is the drinking age an effective tool in curbing

underage drinking?

Call our toll-free numtjer today to vote yes or no.

November results Readers were overwhelmingly In favor of being notified if their

doctor.or dentist tested positive for the HIV virus.

Final tally: For, 94%, Against, 6% An effective tool?

1
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Ljong-distance love
lonely nights.

forstudentsseparatedfiromsignificantothers

By LESLEY MITCHELL
The Lumberjack,

Northern Arizona U.

Valendne's Day for Kelly

Kramer will consist of a

quick call at 6:30 a.m. from

her boyfriend, Jeff

Deitenbeck, a freshman at

the U.S. Naval Academy.

But Kramer, a junior at

Northern Arizona U., isn't complaining. She's used

to talking to Deitenbeck only about once a week and

seeing him twice a year.

Like other college students who carry on long-

distance relationships, the couple copes with dateless

Friday and Saturday nights, outrageous phone bills

and the blues.

That's part of the package, Kramer believes.

"Jeff and I have loved each other for years ... I

don't worry that he doesn't love me or there's

someone else," Kramer said. "But you can get

to feeling insecure, and there's nothing you

can do about it."

While the emotional price tag for the

relationship can be steep, the financial

aspects are every bit as high. Just ask

Joshua Stafursky.

Stafursky, a senior at the U. of

Missouri, and his girlfriend

Karen Mularadelis, a

recent graduate

living in Bay Shore, N.Y., talk to each other about three dmes a day.

"Believe me, I have the phone bills to prove it," said Stafursky, who
spends $150 to $200 a month to reach out and touch Mularadelis.

While many of their friends can't understand how they do it, the

couple has carried out their three-year relationship on a long-

distance basis since Mularadelis graduated last year.

For Stafursky, the relationship is ideal because of his hectic

schedule. "I don't have to feel guilty about fitting her into my
schedule," he said. "Of course I miss her, but I wouldn't have a great

deal of time to spend with her ifshe were here."

While challenging under any circumstances, long-distance rela-

Uonships work best with well-established couples, said Ann Weber,

Ph.D., professor ofpsychology at the U. ofNorth Carolina, Asheville.

"It can even be an inumacy enhancer," Weber said. "When the

couple is able to be together, there is a real, clear focused attendon

to the relaUonship.

"

Weber said many students map out a sf)ecific plan to help ease the

anxiedes of being apart. This includes discussing phone calls, who
pays phone bills, wridng letters and dadng other people.

^ou have to have those rules set up beforehand and you have to be

true to them," she said. "Long-distance relaUonships that succeed are

more than a matter ofgood intenUons. They are a matter ofstrategy."

X>ECEPEDA,

THE UNION.

CALIFORNIA STATE U., LONG BEACH

Dancers make big bucks in tlie buff
ByNANCY DONISI
TheDaily Campus, Southern Methodist U.

Talk about moonlighung.

A high salary is the calling card, but most students won't be

writing home about the increasingly popularjob ofstripping.

In ciUes such as Dallas, Reno, Las Vegas and New York,

students are shedding their clothes and taking to the stage.

"It's purely financial," said Beth, a student at New York U. who

spends weekends as a topless dancer. "I work in a place I wouldn't

jiormally walk past, let alone go in, if not for the money."

"Basically, everyone in there is there for the money," said^

"Kelly," ajunior English major from the U. of North Texas who

dances at a gendeman's club in Dallas. "1 don't think anyone is

there to further her career in dancing."

Only her g(H)d friends know where she really works, and she

will not tell her parents about a job where she^ams $3,000 a

month. "It's a bad stereotype to have," she said. "The

perception that everyone gets is Uiat suippers are U~ashy people

and that's not Une. It'sjust easy money and I need it."

Such situations are common, said Chantal Menis, owner of

the Wild Orchids (Jentleman's Club in Dallas. Most of her

dancers are working U) earn money ua th£ side and am make

from $2,0(M) to $9,000 each month.
~ The money definitely is a big draw, Menis said, especially for

students struggling with steep tuition bills. "College is very

expensive, and a lot of parents cannot afford it," she said.

Las Vegas, with its legalized gambling and around-the-clock

nighdife, offers plenty of opportunides for students willing to

show some skin.

April, a student at the U. of Nevada, Las Vegas, performs in a

cabaret-style show to finance her educaUon. "I might feel un-

comfortable if I were in Kansas or something," she said. "But

this is Las Vegas. It's a different atmosphere. Plus it's great

money."

And it's not just women who are lured to dance. "Ladies

Only" clubs make stripping an equal-opportunity profession.

Rick Unholz, a senior at Southern Methodist U. who dances

at LaBare, a Dallas club that caters to wonien, calls stripping

"just ajob." He said he doesn't let the attendon go to his head.

"I don't look at it as an ego trip. I don't think I'm so hot," he

said.

Unholz said he uses a stage name, "so people dtm't think it is

my life," but he has encountered SMU women at the club.

Aside from the possibility of baring all in front of classmates,

there are other drawbacks to stripping, said Unholz, who
wouldn't recommend thejob for everyone.

"It depends on the person," he said. "It's g(K)d money il you

don't have any qualms about taking offyour clothes."

"jim," an SMU student who used to dance at laBare, agreed.

"It's kind of fun to do for awhile, but there are better ways to

make money," he said.

Presents will take

creatMty, not cash
ByNOELLEPHOXIPS
CoUegeHeights Herald, Western Kentucky U.

Valentine's Day is fast approaching,

but the Ghost of Christmas Bills Past is
I

stiU beatingon your door.

You have to get that loved one
something or you may get hit with an

arrow that doesn't belong to Cupid. So

what do you do when you don't have a

lot of cash and want to give something

more or^nal than flowers or a box of

candy? You have plenty ofoptions.

Albert Dufiose, a junior at Western

Kentucky U., once vfTotc a song called I

"Be My Valentine" and played it on the

piano for a friend. He said the tune was
|

a hit with his Valentine.

But some people prefer storebought I

convenience. Popular items include

stuffed animals, boxer shorts and|

nightgowns with funny sayings.

Or buy a sweet for your sweetie, such I

as a heart-shaped ice cream cake from

local or chain ice cream stores. The
I

cakes, decorated in traditional red,

white and pink, run about $8 to $ 1 0.

Other inexpensive ideas include:

A classified ad in a newspaper

Make heart-shaped cookies

A single flower and an inexpensive

botde ofchampagne
A book of love coupons that can be

cashed in for kisses, hugs or massages

A 64-count box of crayons and a

coloring book

A hand-strung beaded necklace.

ANQEL SIENUVVSKI, THE DAILY CAMPUS. SOUTHERN METHOOtST

Taking off their clothes Is a bare essential for student I

who have taken up stripping to supplement their Incomes
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04 Willis: An attitude

eliind the address

TOM LUCAS
' South End, Wayne State U

.

magine that the Little Rascals went punk,

all-natural anarchists and activists focused

positive change, Spankv and company
lainlv would have one helluva clubhouse.

Well, it's not too big a stretch of the imagi-

nation. Jhese "Our Gang" alternatives really

exist, and 404 Willis is both the name and the

address of the place they hang out.

Located on the outskirts of Wape State U.

in Detroit, 404 is run by a collective of

concerned students and locals who felt there

\yas a need for a positive place for people to get

together. 404 quickly defined its role as a

venue for local and out-of-state punk bands

and acoustic sessions, a site for political

discussions, and best of all, a relaxed area to

simply kick back.

But besides being a cool place to hang out,

404 also is a center for positive change. It's a

self-proclaimed "all-ages, do-it-yourself,

volunteer run, inclu-sive yet anti-authontarian

atmosphere for individuals to come to and

create."

404 believes in the motto "think globally, act

locally," and this philosophy is reflected in

events and activities. For instance, when bands

play, an expansive table of literature is set out

to educate and inspire. After expenses are

paid, profits from shows are put back into the

community and other good causes.

ANN HEALEY. THE SOUTH END, WAYNE STATE U.

Simply hanging out it what 404'8 about

Building a Community.

I
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0N£ block
ATA TIME.

I*
On a local level; where it all begins—where it really counts.

In communities all over the United States, VISTA

Volunteers are recruiting and training tutors for literacy

programs and managing programs to help the homeless.

They're organizing efforts to rehabilitate abandoned

homes and developing educational programs to combat

substance abuse. VISTA Volunteers serve in low-income

areas as catalysts to revitalize their communities.

Why? They know that VISTA Volunteers' one year of service

to the community builds a strong foundation for the future.

VISTA Volunteers gain management and organizational

experience as well as hands-on leadership opportunities

not available at entry level jobs. VISTA Volunteers know

that prospective employers look beyond college degrees

to just this type of practical experience. Employers know

that VISTA Volunteers have acquired an understanding

of the community, and an established network of contacts.

Need more incentive? VISTA Volunteers may qualify for

deferment of most student loans and partial cancellation

of National Direct Student Loans. And VISTA offers a

living allowance which permits volunteers to live at the

level of the people they are serving. ^

Build a brighter future. Call VISTA today at 1-800-424-8867,

202-606-5256 (TDD), or write VISTA, Room 11106-B,

Washington, D.C. 20525.

VoluntMrt in S«rvic« to America

is part of ACTION, the Federal Domestic Volunteer Agency

Life and Art Briefly pa'ahi

tt's all relative... One of Helen Heen's

"brothers" happens to be her son.

Confused? Heen serves as house

mother for Delta Upsilon at the U. of

North Dakota, the fraternity where her

son, Brett Wifall, is a member. The
fraternity and the job coincided a year

ago, when Wifall was pledging and DU
was looking for a new house mother.

"When our last house mom left we
discussed whether or not we needed

one," said DU brother T. Scott Pegues.

"We felt that we did because [having]

her around reinforces the fact that this

is a house and a home." But it's ironic

that Heen wound up as house mother,

because she originally opposed her son

joining a frat. "When Brett was pledging

I was really against it because I thought

the fraternity guys would be rich snobs

that were trying to live up to the Animal

House name," she said. "But I found

that the men were from all different

walks of life and were just great to be

with." And Wifall initially was nervous

about his mother being the house

mom. "At first it was a little weird going

to parties and seeing my mom, but she

treated me just like the other members

so it was fine," he said. Doug Froelich,

Ddbto SfmfcnA U. ofNorth Dakota

Leaving no rock unturned... Uprooted

mums and damaged signs were just a

few of the casualties when the U. of

Oklahoma campus was overrun with

gold seekers for five days. KRXO-FM,
an Oklahoma City radio station, hid

$1,000 on the Norman campus, and

gave listeners clues to the location of the

hidden money during a three-week

period. Then for four days, inore than

1,000 searchers — students and
residents alike — converged daily on the

campus. The final tally for the

destruction was $1,763.52. It included

the cost of about 175 uprooted chrysan-

themum plants, lost water fountain

grills, storm grates and manhole covers,

overturned bricks, broken light

fixtures,and damaged yellow nuclear

plant signs. The search ended Oct. 29,

when a graduate student and former

OU student found the envelope,

containing two $500 Monopoly bills,

inside a book in the library. Station

managers hadn't planned on the harm
to the campus, saying similar events in

other locations hadn't caused
problems. Officials originally denied

responsibility, but the station later paid

the damages and recanted its earlier

position. Damon Gardenhire, The

Oklahoma Daify, U. ofOklahoma INSIDE: Oliver Stone makes histoid the way he wants it— Page 12
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^nspiracy?
^tone's 'JFK aims to answer
uestions about assassination

JORGE CARREON
ily Forty-Ninn, ( lalifomia State U . , Long Beacd

[t all began with the crack ofa rifle.

Now, almost three decades later, the wounds ofJohn F.

"nnedy's assassination have fissured again. Doubt contin-

s to cloud the circumstances leading to Kennedy's assassi-

tion in Dallas. And leave it to director Oliver Stone to take

the second-most debilitating event of the '60s by telling

t tale of a different war in "JFK."

\ recent Gallup poll showed 73 percent of Americans
npled in 1991 do not believe that Lee Harvey Oswald, die
m to whom Kennedy's death is attributed, acted alone. It

this nagging doubt that drew Stone to explore the myths
d truths about Kennedy.

tHis murder marked the end of a dream, the end of a
icept of idealism that I associate with my youth," Stone

id. "I think we should all go back now and try to
derstand what went wrong in 1963 and ifwe can begin to

iderstand the consequences of that day in November, it

II shape the rest ofour lives.

"

While making "Bom on the Fourth ofJuly," Stone came
ross the b(X)k "On the Trail of the Assassins," which refutes

5 findings of the Warren Commission's report in 1964. An
trigued Stone used the book, by a New Orleans district

tomey namedJim Garrison, as a launching pad for "JFK."
[)ne designed the film to be a "hell ofa thriller," he said.

pi think we're trying to create an alternative myth to the
^en (>>mmission, to kind of explore the true meaning of
je shooting in Dealey Plaza, what the murder ofJohn
?nnedy meant to his country, why he was killed," Stone said.

Stone put together the Kennedy puzzle with as many
eresting pieces as possible, essentially reopening the case
d enlisting the aid of forensics and autopsy teams. Experts
the Warren Commission als(3 were called on, and a few

jiesses to the actual crime lent their testimony. In effect,

>ne's film actually is a celluloid piece of revisionist history.

"Maybe the public learned some of it in one spot or
other," Stone said. "But they never seemed to get it all at one

ilVFEBRUARY1992 ln/FEBRUARY1992
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Kevin Costner finds himself in the middle of a mystery.

time. But you know, I'm a dramatist. You do take dramatic
license, hopeftilly not violating the spirit ofthe truth."

The most crucial element facing "JFK" is credibility. Stone
is adamant that the main facts presented in the film are
accurate and have not been subjected to dramatic license.

His screenplay illuminates - not fabricates - the contra-
dictions of the Warren Commission report, he said.

All those involved with the Kennedy investigadon were
part of a dangerous game - a game Garrison was
determined to play to the end, despite su^ong-armed tacdcs
thatjeopardized his career and family. ButJFK is not really

his story. Garrison, portrayed by Kevin Costner, is more of a
catalyst for the maelsu-om.

Garrison was "a very powerftil man," Stone said. "Because
he was saying some things that are dangerous, he was written

up as a lunadc... He represents the best of the American
traditions, which are honesty and a search for the truth."

But "JFK" is not really about reopening wounds. Like
Stone's acclaimed ventures into Vietnam, "JFK" is about
healing cultural wounds.

"There was a fiction that occurred in the 1960s and we
have to get back and solve it ... We can sdll get some truth
out of this thing," Stone said. "Until we come to a conclusion
on die Kennedy killing, some kind of die trudi, some kind of
exorcism, America will never be real."

COURTESYOF PARAMOUNfT

Movie stafs? Nod

No way? Way!
A 'Wayne's World' movie
ByANDREW F.WALTON
TheEmory Wheel, Emory U.

It's not difficult to name a TV series adapted from a

movie. "M*A*S*H" was done well, "Parenthood" is

another, less impressive exam-
ple. But small-screen eniertain-

iiieni adapted lo motion ptr^

tures is a much rarer commod-
ity. "Beverly Hills 90210, The
Movie"? I think not.

On the other hand, "The
Twilight Zone," which made
the transition well, is a likely

point of origin for a film open-
ing this month. You can almost

hear Rod Serling: "Picture two

metalhead teenagers on what seems to be a garden-
variety public access cable show. But things here are not
what they appear. You have just crossed oVer
into...Wayne's World." i

.

Yup. Wayne's World. Wayne Campbell and Garth
Algar (Mike Meyers and Dana Carvey), the most
engaging idiots on "Saturday Night Live" since Mr. Bill,

are set to burst onto the screen in the greatest special

effects thriller since Terminator 2. . . NOT!
Wayne and Garth, two fictitious headbangers with a

public access cable show in Aurora, III., have been a hit

since first appearing on SNL in 1989. The fdm's
makers promise to show more of the characters than in

die show's sketches. "Much of die ftm ofdoing the film
is that the full range of Garth's character has never
been seen before," Carvey said.

Meyers promises viewers they'll see the upstairs, a
treat since the sketches so far take place in a basement.
Rob Lowe plays TV exec Benjamin Kane, a visionary

who promises our heros a shot at the big time and
discovers they aren't family-oriented after all. Also
appearing are noted babes Donna Dbcon, Tia Carrere
and Lara Flynn Boyle from "Twin Peaks."

it the movies: A roundup of films playing across the country
STEPHEN THOMPSON
ily Cardinal, U. ofWisconsin

The early days of a semester are always a

ful occasion: a time of renewal, and a time

en relaxation and entertainment become
? primary focus of our daily lives. What's
It? Classes, you ask? Don't kid yourself

-

I be 1 4 weeks before you even start to take

)se seriously. So scrape together some of
ur spare financial aid (or tell Mom and
d you need more money for books) and
ad on down to your local theater to catch

Tie of the latest releases.

Jntll the End of the World - Widi some
jvies, you can summarize the plot in one
itence, i.e, *Two cops on the edge uncover
)ig scandal and shoot lots of people."
hers are like Wim Wender's "Until the
d of the Worid." This one stars William
m as a globe-trotting inventor who fetches

nself a heap o' trouble - and romance -
en he swipes some dough from a beautiful

man (Solveig Dommartin). Filmed in

fht countries and four continents, die film

es up to its billing as "the ultimate road
bvie" and "a metaphor for mankind's
irch for salvation." And as ii diat weren't

ough, diere's a really ccx)l soundtrack, tcx).

Rush - Starring ja.v)n Patric and Jennifer

Jason I^igh as street-wise cops on the edge,

"Rush" is die story of how straight-laced folk

can be drawn into the seedy underbelly ofthe
drug world. Bring a

date!

Noises Off -
Hmmmm. Where have

I heard this one
before? "Noises OfT is

the story of the wacky

misadventures of the

cast and crew of a

touring British sex

farce. There's an aging

leading lady, her lover,

a high-strung director,

an inept leading man....
»»«»»k Highs and lows

Why didn't dieyjust come right out and call

it "Soapdish 2"? Stars of this wacky, zany
comedy include Carol Burnett, Michael
Caine andJohn Ritter.

At Play in the Fields of the Lord - Director

Hector Babenco ("Kiss of the Spider
Woman"), producer Saul Zaentz ("One Flew

Over the Cuckoo's Nest," "Amadeus") and
actors Tom Bercfnger and John Lithgow
represent only some of the talent in this

visually stunning picture. "At Play" tells the

story of the conflict between a native Brazilian

tribe and those who want to "modernize"

(read: destn)y) its culture. See it

Shining Through - Adventure! Romance!
Intrigue! It's all here in this action drama set in

1940 Nazi Germany.
Melanie Griffith and
Michael Douglas star

as the good guys who
face great odds to con-

spire against wicked
Nazi scum. One thing

Nazis have always been

gcKxifor is they make
really great villains. It's

always a satisfying con-

clusion when they get

of undercover coos.
^*'^*'" ^"'"^"PPa^ce,

^^^ whedier in the form of
dieir faces melting ("Raiders of die \xysl Ark")

or being mercilessly dira.shed in gubemaU>rial

electioas.

Love Potion #9 - I'll take a chance widi

this one, the story of Diane and Paul, two
insecure singles who stumble across an
aphnxiisiac. As I l(K)k into this flick's future,

I see "Love Potion #9" appearing on
Showtime at 3 a.m., sandwiched betweert

"Casual Sex?" and "H.O.T.S." Oh, call me
crazy, but I'm thinking diat Diane and Paul

are going to fall in love at the end and live

happily ever after. A pojJsiblie redeeming

COURTESY OF MGM

characteristic: it's written by Dale Launer,
who wrote the terrific comedies "Ruthless
People" and "Dirty Rotten Scoundrels."

The Last Boy Scout - One thing I find

disappointing about the current crop of
releases is the lack of fdms that feature
lovingly detailed slow motion shots of spurt-

ing gunshot wounds. It's a dying art. But at

least die viewing public can take solace (sort

of) in "The I^t Boy Scout," starring Bruce
Willis and Damon Wayans as down-and-out
macho renegades on the edge. There's
bkKxi, sweat and testosterone by the gallons
in this cop-buddy action flipk produced by
Joel Silver, who did odier cop-buddy action
flicks like die now-classic "Hudson Hawk."

\* ,kv'",vi,*-5:»vf";x,;;;R^^HSS?

Transviston V^mp:
The agony of being

young and beautiful

ByROBWINFIELD
The Daily Brum, U. of California. Ijos Angeles

Across between Marilyn Monroe and the C Iash s joe

"Wuu'utiei , WendyJames COrivtys both die beauty and
the beast ofliving as a musician

.

The lead singer of Britain's popular quartet
Transvision Vamp,James has built a career on intense
irony. Her image is the sexy, blonde bombshell. But
behind it all is an intelligent and hardspoken female
mS^. Not surprisingly, diis batdc of image extremes
has led to a topsy-iurvy road to success. Fans loveJames
fdlher open sexuality combined with a heart steeped
irlaution and calculation. However, record execs have
been too stuck on her appearance to notice she's part
ofa very serious-minded band.

ButJames believes that her way will be the right way
in the end. And now with the release of their third and
more experimentally adventuresome LP, tided '*Iitde

Magnets vs. the Bubble of Babble" (a jab at the
spectacle nature of today's pop music), it may be hard
to stop Transvision Vamp.
"At the end of the day," said die brash frontwoman,

"what do I give a fuck what anybody diinks? I've been
told Vm the best in the world. I've been told I'm die
worst in die world. And I've been told I'm everything in

between. But really all I am is Wendy singing some
songs, living my life to die ftiUest 1 possibly can. I don't
see what's so Yaid to understand about diat

"

Nevertheless, since the band took to the United
States widi dieir 1988 debutW ^Pop Art," die disparity

between image and reality has been difficult for many,
includingJames, to understand. Despite a whole slew of
hits ~ "TeU diat Girl to Shut Up," "I Want Your Love,"
and die current "(I Just Wanna) B Widi U" to name a
few - Transvision Vamp's main problem has been
breaking free frxim the pop mold diat it built for itself.

"But all that doesn't matter now,"James said. "From
all of this, I've come to believe in natural timing. A
natural evolution - ifyou will - will lead to a Life-long

career, ifwe so wish it to be. If I could masteiplan the
world, I now would want it to be this way, with a slow
build, where we could have time to develop within
oursehfcs, and with oiu* record company and audience.

"

It would seem that the natural timing ideology is

working. Besides having "B with U" added to radio
"to^ists and making an enthusiastic record company
[||ing to go the the distance with an album lacking
dio-friendly" immediacy, the heavy focus on
nsvision Vamp's glam-bam-thank-you-ma'am
ge is simmeringdown

.

I m not going to put myself out trying to convince
people anymore," she concluded. "We are die way we
are and ifyou like it, you can take it Ifyou don't dien
leave it And I firmly believe that one of these days, the
whole world is going to take it

"

COURTESY OF TWENTIETH GEhfTURY FOX

Love Potion #9; The chemistry of attraction.

Pearl Jamming

lis story, oryou may
and then everyone ;

PHOTO COURTESY OF EPIC RECORDS

Pout, pout, MUai out

BySAM PRESTIANI -—
TheDiamondback, U. ofMaryland

Pearl Jam is the music of reality. A reality which
singer/lyricist Eddie Vedder admits, "has always had bodi
hands around my neck." Oddly enough, this real, often
painful vision, ultimately conveys an unflinching optimism. It

is an embrace of living all that life has to offer, through fervent

melody and a loose, open and organic musical approach.
** (There's) a mix and balance (between) the words and

music, which seems to somehow raise it up where it can
almost be celebratory.... So now, we've dealt with reality, and
yet we've somehow kind ofescaped it.

"

The reality Pearl Jam explores on its debut recording,
"Ten," runs the gamut of personal suiiggle from images of
homelessness in "Evenflow," the brutality of child neglect or
abuse in "Why Go" and "Jeremy," to

the tortured psyche that snaps into

that of a gun-todn' mass murderer in

. "Once." The haunting single,

"Alive," deals with incest and the

estranged vibes which surface after ^^^^^^^^^^
the betrayal, where Vedder's ^^^^^^^"^^^
languorous, sultry croon overwhelms with its emodonal
shedding.

"I think it's a cool balance/ Vedder said. "We're talking

about negative tilings, but I diink we're dealingwith real life."

Musically, the dual guitar assault acts as a mirror for

Vedder's vocal ebb and flow. From the riff-heavy, dark
passages to the lyrical, acoustic harmonies, a magnetic
tension is realized not only within the framework of each
U^ck, but within the unified context of the entire disk. The
epic melodies lead the densely textured rhythm play, often

climaxing with volcanic wails. And the fever-pitch intensity

with which Vedder's soaring voice catapults his words
amidst the dynamic tension of the music works on a sort of
cosmic, or karmic level. Eddie admits, "It's a struggle to have
good karma in this day and age.

"

But, eventually, good karma does pays off....

Vedder supported himself working as a security guard
sometimes 60 hours a week, always midnight to 8 a.m., for

nearly five years, to play music, surf all day in San Diego and
experience the sordid beauty of creation. He developed a
non-drug, sleep deprivation technique, which at times kept
him going for three or fqur days without a night's rest. He
played basketball on Fridays with former Red Hot Chili

"H:'s a struggle to have good
karma In this day and age."

Peppers drummerJack Irons. Living out his dreams of being
a musician, surfing, and absorbing life along the way was the
plan. But die plan carried doubts. "What do you want to be?
A musician?" Vedder said. "You wanna be paid to be a
musician? What a crapshoot! You better just enjoy playing
music. Do it for music. It's the only way. You can't do it in

your spare time, and it has to mean everything to you."
One day, Irons slid Vedder a tape of diree instrumental

u^cks recorded by the then-incomplete Pearl Jam unit. At
work that night, Eddie listened to the tunes over and oven
"It was a beautiful thing, that this music would hypnotize
me. I would just let it wash over me and keep letting it go."'

The next day, while surfing, he came up with lyrics and
melodies for die songs. When die group heard the tape widi
die overdubbed vocals, there was instant band bonding.
He moved to Seatde, and in less than a week, die group

had written an album's worth of
material. "We were burning. Balls of
flame meteors hitting the earth. We
just ended up hitting the same
molten pile. I think all five of us
were coming from really intense
places and struggle," he explained.

Guitarist Stone Gossard and bassist Jeff Ament certainly
were, having just disbanded up n' coming Mother Love
Bone after die death of singer and friend Andrew Wood.
The Pearl Jam chemistry kicked in instantly. It reads

almost like a fairy tale, which includes recording die songs,
performing the music, and bringing the message to a live

audience. Vedder thrives on audience communication,
diough he'd like to keep tilings on a fairly small level for a_
while. He explains, "I've told people at some of die shows,
especially die small ones. Don't tell anybody about diis, so
we can come play die same place and get off like diis again.'"

But Epic Records, the corporate powers that be, probably
will not lay off the promotional campaign for quite some
time, as "Ten" inches past die 100,000 mark and continues
to climb the charts. The group's recent tour with the Chili
Peppers and Smashing Pumpkins on the East Coast (and
Nirvana on the West), in addition to being a mammoth
success, breadied quite a few of Eddie Vedder's dreams into
life. Now, like die Chili Peppers, PearlJam is grooving on a
level of universal empadiy. And Vedder, living his life as he

-
once dreamed, can now be "more committed to the Earth
and what life's really about... be a product of experience...
reach out and suck in the real thing.

"

{,
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Neil Young
Weld

Neil Young has rebuffed stagnation for

more than 20 years. From stints with Crosby,

Stills and Nash to the surrealistic synthesizer

dominated album
Trans, Young has

elusively avoided stylis-

tic redundancy and
classification.

—But it is his work with

slop-rock heroes Crazy

Horse that has pro-

duced some of Young's most incendiary

efforts. So fans should exf)ect that Weld, the

live compilation of Young and Crazy
Horse's latest tour, would be a powerful tour

de force. They would be right.

Weld erupts with the Young standard "Hey

Hey, My My (Into the Black)" and lumbers

onward with nearly unwavering intensity for

another ravaging two hours.

Instilled with fresh meaning and vigor,

the feedback laden "Blowin' in the Wind"
undoubtedly emerges as the boldest

undertaking on the album. A maelstrom of

fuzz guitars, Young's savagely self-

deprecating "F*!#in' Up" captures the

band's searing potency. •

Unfortunately, not all tunes are as epic.

Live renditions of songs from Ragged Glory

result in Weld's few weak moments. And
because tracks like "Mansion on the Hill"

"and **Love to Burn" were originally

recorded live with sparse overdubs, their

counterparts on Weld^re nearly identical.

Despite these failings, W^/rf represents

Young and Crazy Horse taking feedback

and fuzz guitars to a new plateau. It certainly

won't end up as a dust magnet in any Neil

Young fan's collection, ajoe Procopio, The

Flyer News, v. ofDayton

Sugarcubes
StickAroundforJoy

Listening to the latest album from the

Sugarcubes is like taking a trip through the

U. College Radio Chart

\.\jtth, Nothing

Natural

2. Nirvana,

Nevermind

."(. My Bloody

Valentine, Loveless

4. Dinosaur Jr.,

Whatrtirr'^CxiolWithMe

b.Pixios, TheLowEndTheary

6. Swervedrlver, Raise

7. Primal Screaton, Screamadelica

8. Teenage Fandub,

Bandwagonesque

9. Superchunk,

No Pockyfor Kitty

10. U2, Ai'htun^ Duitf

ChartsoMf based mmlkgMradioairpUrf. Contributing radio stations KASR, Arizona State U.; KALX, U. ofCalifornia, Berkeley;

KL\. U. ofCalifornia, Lx>s Angeles; KUCB, U. ofC-olorado; WXDU, Diexel U.;WUOG, U. ofGeoi^; WIUS. Indiana U.;

WXJM, James Madison U.; WRFL, U. of Kentucky; WLDC, Loyola U.; WVUM, U. of Miami; WCBM. U. of Michigan;

KCOU. U. of Missouri; WNYU, New York U.; WXYC, U. of North Carolina; KTRU, Rice U.; KTSB. U. ofTexas; WTUL,
Tulane U; WAKE, Wake Forest U; KCMU, U. ofWashington

same candor and nasty slant. Musically

tunes have a British folk flavor witi

expectedly large influx of soundbi
sampling and conversation.

Ifyou don't like Monty Python's hum
well, you probably won't like the record

much either. But if you're not familiar

Monty Python, you may be in for a tre

wink, wink, nudge, nudge, say no moi
Charles Marshall, Daiiy Tar Heel, U. ofN
Carolina

seediest part of town with the cast of
characters from "Alice in Wonderland."
The album is an off-kilter blend of
disjointed, retro-funky rhythms and slicing

sinister harmonies mingled with childlike

melodies and dark humor.

The opening track, "Gold," rings with a

foreboding melody and tumbling percussion.

The lyrics are barely perceptible, enhancing

the foreign sound of the vocal textures.

Lead vocalist Bjork's breathy cries struggle

to break free while vocalist Einarom's voice

oozes with a sardonic whimsy over the

music.
,

Thejuxtaposition of the two works best on
the stark "Lucky Night" and the dreamy
tracks "I'm Hungry" and "Walkabout,"
which have an instrumental weight lacking

on some of the more minimal tracks. One of

the highlights, "Hit," is a wriggling beat

caressed by a seductive melody and
punctuated with a mysterious synth line that

slides through the trembling vocals.

While Stick Around ForJoy docsni have the

frightening originality of the Sugarcubes'

first (and best) album. Life's Too Good, it has

the same alien f)op sound that should leave

fans of the band sticking around for quite

some time. Sean Leary, The Northern Star,

Northern Illinois U.

Monty Python Sings
Monty Python
And now for something completely

different. If you like Monty Python and the

witty, offbeat humor that reigned in the

television and movie underworld of comic

madness during the '70s and '80s, you'll

love Monty Python Sings.

This compilation is a

complete collection of

the zaniest and most
infamous Python
songs. The hilariously

offensive tracks like

"The Penis Son," "Sit

On My Face," and "I Like Chinese," are

vintage off-color Python favorites. The crack

philosophy found in "The Meaning of Life,"

and the religious parody on "All Things
Dull and Ugly" add more comic relief to

today's music scene.

While the people who decide these things

feature "Always Look On the Bright Side" as

the hit song, all the bits (comedy bits, not

little naughty bits) come from the same
Python mold, and none are really any better

or any worse than the others. It's the

spontaneity and corny subject matter that

makes this record work. Of course, the

record tackles all subjects with roughly the

Teenage Fanclub
Bandwagonesque

This being only their second album,

;

might assume that Scotland's Teei^

Fanclub still controls the consuming v

which differentiates

the creative and
admired from the

overprocessed and
predictable. But they

don't. Unfortunately,

Bandwagonesque con-

fronts nothing un-

touched nor makes any musical stridd

the area of new and exciting. They art)

average college rock band, a la MTV's '"j

Minutes" lineup, and that's OK. They
)

not become the next mainstream mu^j

icons but can still attract the open-minj

and mellow. i

"The Concept" and "What You Do to

(boasting some admirable guitar work)

their catchiest songs and therefore i

strong points. But not many fluctuatij

exist among tunes, however, and the tra

soon become a blur of typical guitar-hd

college radio fluff.

The title of the final song, "Is

Music?" poses a rather interesting quest

Sure this is music — but only by the va

definition in Webster's. What Teen
Fanclub should be questioning is, "Is

amazing music?" And do you, the liste

really want more? Answer: probably no

Kristin Law, Prodigal Sun, SUNY, Buffalo

MUSIC GREAT BOOKS

CD-BINDER 40
"^

Portable • Compact • Convenient • Safe

Organize 40 CDs in IV4'' space!
Your collection protected in soft "safety-sleeve

'"
" pages.

Executive version $29.95 Includes shipping in U.S.

Money-back guarantee. Free catalog, a aah qqa poeo

UNIVENTURE
PO Box 570 • Dublin. Ohio 43017 • (614) 761-2669

RECORDIST TAPE SUPPLY
Blank Tapes At Rockbotlom Prices

MaxBlXLIIlOO 1.99

Msd XL II 880 229
Ma)tBlEXT120 2JQ
FUJI AV PRO T120 179
TDKSA^ 1J6
iybxBlR120DMOAT 9.89

Wide selection available Call for fast

personal service Shippirig $2.95 1 -49

tapes Free shipping 50 or more tapes (mix

ormalcf)

Send Ctieck. Money order or cashiers

check: RTS, PC Box 343, Monchaiin, DE
197100343

1 (800) 43Caa RTS. In Del. (302) 42&O102

CD/LP
BARGAINS!!

Out of print cut outs-overstock

$299-$8.99

AN styles Free Catak)gue

RPM SALES
8aO-388-1386/FAX 617-776-2514

P.O Box 1348.

SomerviNe, MA 02144.

AUDIO/VIDEO

LET'S ROCK
-Advertise your music or rrKivie ad in In Magazine's-

Errtertainment Marketplace!

CaJISamat1-80(>a21^18toplaceyouradi -

AUDIO AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT

BOUGHT AND SOLO. AH types New

and ufiad Oaik/ grtflrialt PkiMfwitB

Best prfeesi AMie kmikM (VlrgbilB).

1-90t)-77fr6777.

BACKSTAGE PASS: 273PG INSIDERS

GUIDE TO WORKING IN/LEARNING
ABOUT THE CONCERT BUSINESS by

63 power insiders $19.95 incis S/M:

ROB 745U. Belle Mead, NJ 08502 or 1-

800-233-3600 yiSMAC 4-6WK Dei

OVER 15.000 USED CD's. $3 99-$9 99
Buy/Sell. VISA/MC. $2 (refundable] for

24 page catalog: Audio House. 4304-P
Brayan. Swartzcreek, Ml 48473.

WE BUY AND SELL USED/NEW
COMPACT DISCS WRITE CDCS-U.
551 VALLEY RD , SUITE 124. UPPER
MONTCLAIR. NJ 07043. PHONE/FAX:
(201)403-7745

FREE C.D./CASSEnE CATALOGUE.
BARRY PUBLICATIONS. 477 82nd ST.,

BROOKLYN. NY 11209

(313)655-8639

MOVIE POSTERS
MOVIE POSTERS All current releases

Thousands. 1950s- 1980s BestPrices-

FastestService. VISA/MC (904)373-

7202 Catalog $2.00. RICKS. Box

23709/U1 1 Gainesville. FL 32602

LOVE and OTHER

DANGEROUS ESSAYS

hann6 rex
student Price:

$4.06

Box 22-3073

Hollywood, FL 33022

ONE HALF MILUON POSTERS Newest

releases Illustrated catalogue $2 00

Luton's Box 752302-U Memphis, TN

38175

'ANARCHIST COOKBOOK' Available

again! $22, postpakl. Barrnade Books,

Wl401-€.Seacaucus,NJ 07096

AVOID
DRUNK DRIVINn

feNMr Book tiy two logSM
«f«aNS0lMM«ndO<H

^ roAvokJAOnjn*fMMk9

$3.a0 8/H Gal 1^80(M26-66Q0

1

30<

"COMIC BOOKS! LoTs of hard ta|

tItlMl Fanzines, graphic novels

etc. Send for our free catalog! M^

Books, Box 1278-U, Roslyn PA 19(

ROCK APPAREL

TIE DYES From Environmental

to Tour Shirts, plus all Dead Stic

For free Catalog: Greatful Threads

2724-R, Attleboro Falls. MA 027(

call (508)695-0337

DEADHEAD NIRVANA! Books, tf

clothes, jewelry, incense, more,

catalog: TRADING POST. P.O

582-U.,Canton, CT 06019 Ph

(203) 693-4679
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I PREFER CDs-enroN me m the Ctub under the terms outlined. I am erx:i06ina check or money order for $1 .86
(thafs 1c lor my first 8 CDs, plus $1 .85 for shipping^iandlir^g) I agree to txjy 6 CDs, at regular Club prices, in

the next throe yowt and may carx»l memtwrship anytime after doing so.

Send me
Ifiese

8 CDs

Do you havo a VCR? (04) G Yoo UNo Do you havo a crodM card? (03) G Yoo GNo
"1 Extra Bonu* Offer AlBO send one more

CO now I've enckwed an additkxial $6 95.
..4ir>d I'm entitled to

this extra CO FREE!

r~| I PREFER CASSETTES tor which I am enctosng check or money order for41 -86 (thafs U tor my first 12
cassettes, ptos $1 .85 shippirig arid haridkrig). PIrase enroM rne uTKler the terrns ouOiried I agree to buy 8

selections, at regular Ckjb pnoes, w\ tfie next 3 years—«nd may carx»l mennbership anytime after doing so.

Send me
these 12

cassettes

Do you havo a tslophono? (01 ) DVoo DNo
Also send my first selection tor up to a GCc
discount for which I am also enclosing additional

payment of $3.98llh8n need buy only

7 more (InslBad of 8), at regular Club
prices, in tie next 3 years.

Do you havo a crodN card? (03) D Yoo D No

This discount purchase also antltlas me to
these 2 extra cassattas FREEI

D Hard Rock
Van Halan

MY MAIN MUSICAL 77 Ton
INTEREST IS

^

ordoring CDs or Caaaohaa. ^'°"°}*-

fliif ynii may always rhnnee 'varrani

from any category. D

D Soft Rock
Michael Botton.

Qeofge Michael

DRAB/Soul
Luther Vandross.

Guy

D
D
D
Addroaa.

LJ Modoffi Rook
REM.
Jesus Jones

a Easy Uotaning
Fran* Sinatra.

RayConnHf

D Country D Cl^salcal

D Ugh! Sounds
Bette Midler,

Cariy Simon

G Danco Pop
CAC Music Factory,

SheenaEaston

T

(PrtrtI Fmt Nurrm)

City

Note: we rsooive the ngM to refecl any
APO. FPO. AtHka, HawM. Puerto Rloo

Toronto Appbcable aaioe tw added to al

State zip-

or cancei any merrtoiship. Theee oNacutfiavailable In

tor deWlaotaNsmalve oiler Canadtan tsaSritB servnad from
^- .. ESW^-RN-WS^EM

I tsattenls servnad from

N^1992, The Columbia House Company

HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR 8 CDs FOR 1c...

• Just mail the coupon with check or money order for $1.86
(that's \t for your 8 CDs, plus $1.85 to cover shipping and
handlir)g).

# You agree to buy just six more selections in the next three
years, at regular Club prices (currently $12.98 to $15.98, plus
shipping and handling)—arxJ you may cancel membership at any
time after doing so.

* Free Music Magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13 times a
year), describing tt^ Regular Selection for your listening interest,

plus hurKlreds of alternates. Ar>d Special Selection mailings up to

six times a year (total of up to 19 buying opportunities).

# Buy only what you want! If you want the Regular or Special
Selection, do nothing—it will be sent automatk;ally. If you'd prefer
an alternate selectton, or rxxie at all, just mail the response card
always provkJed by the date specified.

• You always have 10 days to decide; if not, you may return
the Selectton at our expense.

• Half-Prlce Bonus Plan If you continue your nrwmbership after

fulfilling your obligation, you'll be eligible for our money-saving
bonus plan. It tots you buy one CD at half-prtoe for each CD you
txjy at regular Club price.

# 10-Day Risk-Free Trial. We'll send details of the Club's
operatton with your introdixrtory package. If not satisfied, return

everything within 10 days for a full refund arto no furttier obligatton.

• Extra Bonus Offer: you may take one addittonal CD right now
at the super-tow price of only $6.95—and you are ttien entitled to

take an extra CD as a bonus FREE! And you'll receive your
discounted CD and your bonus CD with your 8 introductory
selecttons—10 CDs in olll

HERE S HOW TO GET YOUR 12 CASSETTES FOR U...

• Just write in the numtMrs of'the 12 cassettes you want arxJ

mail the coupon, togett«er with a check or mor>ey order for $1 86
(that's le for your \2 cassettes, plus $1.85 to cover shipping and
hartoling).

• You agree to buy just eight more selectkxis in the next three
years, at regular Club prices (currently $7 98 to $10.98, plus
shipping and har)dling)-—arvj you may carKOl membership at any
time after doing so.

# Buy one —get one free Bonus Plan. If you continue your
memt>ership after fulfilling your obligatton, you'll be eligibto for our
generous bonus plan. It lets you get one cassette free for every.
one you buy at regular Club pnce (shipping and handling will b%
added). Otherwise, the Club oporates in the same manner as
de8crit)ed iabove.

# 2 More Cassettes FREE. Choose your first selectton now for

.only $3.98 (that's up to 60% off regular Club prices)—and your
membership obligatton is immediately reduced: you then need buy
only 7 more (instead of 8) in three years! AND this discount
purchase also entitles you to 2 extra cassettes FREE. So you can
get 15 cassettes for \ei& than the prk:e of one I

(XMIJMWAIHHJSK
1400 NorttFmNridgsAMnus.lhrrB Haute, mdtans 4781Vt130
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Go ahead, cheat your heart out
X_ ByJAMES ROBER1K.

Daily Targum, Rutgers U.

Devilish back-row glances and sweaty
palmed crib notes have been the mainstays
of most gritty cheaters for years. But now,
instead of using those old tricks, the
comprehensive-minded cheater can read a
new book on how to scam the exam.
"Cheating 101: The benefits and

fundamentals of earning the easy *A.'" is an
87-page book written and published last fall

by Michael Moore. It tells why students
should cheat and what they should do if

they're caught.

Moore, a Rutgers U. junior majoring in

journalism, said students should know
about what's going on in higher education.

"Education is impersonal, and it wouldn't
be that bad if you weren't shelHng out all

that money for it," he said. "College is big

business, so a lot of the time the plight of
the student is secondary."

Moore's advice for people that agree with

this line of thinking: cheat. He claims 80
percent ofcollege students do it anyway.

"Professors cannot police classrooms." he
said. "(Teachers) would lose their minds
trying to memorize (cheating techniques)."

Here are a few choice examples of what
you will find in the book:

Stick shift: On multiple choice tests,

place your feet in positions similar to car

gear shift positions, representing answers
'A' through 'E' to help out a fellow cheater.

Subbing: Have an ace student take an
exam in place of you. Make sure the ace
knows your correct student and/or social

security number, though.

Make, fake, take: Before the exam ask

the professor ifyou can make up a test later.

Then go to the first exam^nyway and
memorize it for the makeup.

Doctoring: Sneak into the exam room
the day before and write the answers in code
on a desk.

It is no surprise "Cheating 101" has

Dollars and Sense Briefly

For the good of the frat... National
fraiemities and sorori ties , in an eflurt

LARRY FOSTER, DAILY TARGUM. RUTGERS U.

While three Rutgers students diligently study for their final exams, Michael Moore studies
hto book, ''Cheating 101: The benefits and fundamentals of earning the easy 'A'.

"

received mixed reviews from school
administrators and students.

One Rutgers educator, Jim Reed, said,

"Frankly, the manual is not going to provide

any information which would help (anyone)

improve their lives."

Moore, who transferred to Rutgers from
St. Francis College, Pa., said he got the book
idea after he saw students cheating in his

classes during semester exams.

A first- year student at Rutgers, who asked
to be identified only as Ryan, said if he had
obtained the book previously, he might not

have been caught cheating recendy.

"The method I used wasn't very
intelligent." he said. "I think (the book)

would have sparked the flame of ingenuity

and incited me to choose a more creative

method."

On sale for |6, (he makes about $1.50 per
book) Moore has marketed it at Delaware
State U., the U. of Maryland, Ohio State U.
and Rutgers U. More than 1,000 copies were
sold the first month of publication, and
Moore plans to market his book in Boston
later this year.

Some, like Reed, are not so happy with
the book's success. "I would like to see
someone of higher intellectual ability than
Mr. Moore show me how to cheat in my
tests," Reed said. "I feel his publication is a
way to exploit credulous or weak students."

to protect their names and make
profits, have asked retailers to

recognize their Greek letters as

trademarks — a move some say would
hurt the Greek system. Twenty-three
Greek organizations are working with

Greek Properties Inc., a licensing firm

from Adanta, to convince vendors to

recognize Greek letters as registered

trademarks. Patrick Battle, vice

president of marketing for Greek
Properties, said the primary reasons for

the licensing effort are to protect logos

and names from any distasteful use and
to expand the Greek market. Rocca
Maria Balice, Daily Mni, U. of Illinois

Testing the waters... A proposal by the

Department of Educadon has got the

attention of campus administrators
and students, who believe it may
threaten minority enrollment on U.S.

campuses. "The purpose (of the new
regulation) is: to help colleges and
universities find ways to structure their

financial aid programs so that they can
effectively attract a

diverse and
educationally stim-

ulating student
body ...without un-

lawfully discrim-

inating based on
race, color or
national origin," a Alexander

statement from the DOE said. U.S.
Secretary of Education Lamar
Alexander issued the proposal in early

December, but will wait undl after

March 2 to decide when, and if, the

proposal will be put into effect.

Alexander's proposal would not allow

colleges to use race as the only means
of awarding certain scholarships, ijoe
Vince, TheManeater, U. of Missouri

Pro bono work may becorrie the rule at law schools
ByCOQUIASPIAZU
The Daily Campus, Southern Methodist U.

A mandatory pro bono requirement is being considered
as a prerequisite for law school graduation at campuses like

American U. and Southern Methodist U., where some
faculty and students believe it would help graduates become
better acquainted with the people they will serve.

"Many schools, including our own, teach about what it

means to be a lawyer," said PeterJaszi, a law professor at the

Washington College of Law at American U. "Lawyers are

supposed to do more than earn the most money possible.

They must provide legal representation to those who can't

afford it."

Washington College is considering ImplenTfflting 70
hours ofpro bono work.

.

Still, students believe the idea of mandating volunteer

"LaNA/yers are supposed to do more
than earn the most money possible.
They must provide legal representation
to those who cant afford rL"

work steps across the line of what many think should be the
choice of the student.

Sylvia Novinsky, Student Bar Association President at

American U., said students at her school voted down a

mandatory pro bono requirment in,ii schoolwide
referendum because of differing interpretations about the
functions ofa lawyer^ ^~ i _^

said. Still others find irony in the obvious contradiction of
the phrase "pro bono requirement."

Southern Methcxiist U. hasjust set up a task force to look
into a possible pro bono requirement.

"It's a good way to get off the books and get to see real
people with real problems," saidJaime Diez, who heads up
the school's Student Bar Association at Southern
Methodist U.

The school of law at U. of South Carolina, has found a
happy medium, and some say it may be die best solution to
the pro bono dilemma.

The law school's student pro bono program is strictly

volunteer.

Pam Robinson, the program's director said students are
responding so well to the program that many have even
worked during semester exams.

VSome do it for money, some do it for social work," she "You don't force people into sensitivity." she said.
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Full court press...For the first time in its

85-vear existence, the NCAA has

moved off the placing field and into the

courtroom in a contest against a state.

In a suit filed Nov. 12 in Federal District

Court in Reno, Nev., the NCAA asked

for exemption from a Nevada law

w hich prohibits the governing body of

college athletics from completing an

infractions case against the U. of

Nevada, Las Vegas, basketball progam.

"Injunctive relief was. in part, sought to

complete a current case against

UNLV," said Stephen Morgan, NCCA
associate executive director. "UNLV is

interested in putting this chapter

behind them, and the NCAA is not

interested in violating state laws. "The

law requires the NCAA to follow a

series of procedures in infractions

cases involving U. of Nevada
institutions. Joel Shangle, The

Sagebrush, U. ofNevada, Reno

Still on the edge. ..Football fans at

Auburn U. spent last season on the

edge of their seats, but the final score

they were awaiting had nothing to do
with the opposing team. Instead, they

watched a clock controlled by Eric

Ramsey, a former Tiger cornerback,

who has released a few of the 70 tapes

that he says link coaches and at least

one alum to cash, gifts and a bank loan

he received. Tapes released on "60

Minutes" show Ramsey asking a AH
head coach and athletic director Pat

Dye about a bank loan. He is then

directed to a local bank owned by a

prominent booster. Lawyers for Dye
and AU boosters indicated they saw

nothing incriminating in the report.

Paige Oliver, The Auburn Plainsman,

Auburn U.

Tbe R^ng Lorax?... Nou^e Dame has

the Fighting Irish, and ifa movement to

change its mascot is successful,

Dartmouth College may soon be home
to the Fighting Lorax. The Lorax, a

walrus-Iike creature, is the creation of

Dartmouth alumnus Theodor Geisel

(a.k.a. Dr. Seuss) who died in

September. Described in the Seuss

story as "shortish," "oldish" and
"bossy," the environmentally minded
Lorax is anything but typical mascot

material. Currendy, Dartmouth's teams

are called the "Big Green," a name
some students con-sider too vague

Steve Larson, The Dartmouth,

Dartmouth U. • -

Prop. 16: Harder to make the grade in '95
ByJOEL SHANGLE
The Sagebrush, U. of Nevada, Reno

For student athletes, making the grade

just got harder.

At the NCAA convention in January, the

Presidents' Commission adopted Prop. 16, a

measure which requires incoming athletes

to have a 2.5 grade point average in 13

college preparator)' classes and a minimum
of 1 7 on the ACT and 700 on the SAT before

being allowed to compete. The measure will

be enacted in 1995.

A 1986 measure. Prop. 48, required

incoming athletes to have a 2.0 GPA in 11

college preparatory courses.

Prop. 16 allows students with low GPAs to

compensate with higher test scores instead.

"Research indicates that 2.5 GPA
correlates closer with a 700 on the SAT than

a 2.0," said Jim Marcioni, a spokesman for

the NCAA. "The President's Commission
was interested in weighting the GPA more
toward the test scores."

COURTESY OF NORTHEASTERN U. SPORTS INFORMATION

Georgetown's John Thompson is a Prop. 48
opponent. Will Prop. 16 add fuel to the fire?

And it's these test scores that have led

some to call Prop. 1 6 discriminatory.

"Basically, these test scores should not be

used as a bottom line factor in denying

education because they are discriminatory

to women, minorities and low-income

groups," said Sarah Stockwell of Fair Test, a

group which promotes objecdve tesdng.

Georgetown Athletic Director Frank

Rienzo agreed. "The scores on the SAT are

based a whole lot on socioeconomic issues,

which is educationally unsound and unfair

to the socio-economically deprived groups

whose home life and financial status

prevent them from having access to

educadon," he said.

Frank LaPorte, boy's basketball coach at

St. Joseph Notre Dame High School in

Alameda, Calif., said Prop. 16 would be

more beneficial if it were based solely on
GPAs and not test scores as the tests are, he

said, discriminatory.

Some, however, said raising the standards

will benefit schools as well as athletes.

"If we set a higher standard, both the

schools and the students will rise to that

standard," said U. of Nevada, Reno,
PresidentJoe Crowley, who voted in favor of

Prop. 16.

Busted
NCAAmnctionsgive coaches^

players time to rebuildprogram
By KEVIN BROCKWAY
The Miami Hurricane, U . of Miami

Probadon.

The word makes athletic administrators, coaches and student

athletes cringe. Loss of scholarships, television coverage or

postseason play caused by it can ruin even a stable athledc program.

In college basketball, 17 Div. I teams are on probation for

violadon ofNCAA rules. Of those 17, four will be ineligible for post-

season play, including the U. of Nevada, Las Vegas, which reached

the Final Four the previous two seasons.

UNLV head coach Jerry Tarkanian understands the problems of

NCAA violadons. He's been through them all his life.

"I really don't want to talk about it anymore," Tarkanian said.

Tve been through it more than any coach in history. I've got better

things to do, like get my team ready for the game. I don't want to talk

about (die NCAA)."
Evidendy he s through talking. Tarkanian, who will resign at the

end of this season, has filed a counterclaim againt the NCAA
alleging "fraudulent, malicious, and oppressive" conduct to force

him out ofcoaching.

The NCAA charged UNLV with 29 violations, many of them
stemming from the recruitment of Lloyd Daniels in 1985-86. Daniels

suffered a series of substance abuse and personal problems and
never played for the team.

Tarkanian challenged the NCAA review process in a case that

landed in the Supreme Court. In U.S. v. Tarkanian (1977), the Court

ruled the NCAA could impose sancdons on the UNLV program.

Those sancdons were lifted due to the lengthy appeals process.

At the U. of Missouri, the basketball program is in its second year

of probadon due to recruidng violadons. The team will be eligible

for postseason play, but Norm Sttwart, head coach, said that will not

make a big difference in modvadng his players.

"We play the games as they occur," Stewart said. "We want to be as

Keeping an eye on the ball
Division I Basketball programs on probation

School Probation ends

(....

J

Marshall U. March 1992
U of Kentucky May 1992
Robert Morris College May 1992
U of Nevada, Las Vegas Aug. 1992
U. of Florida Sept. 1992
U. of Missouri, Columbia Nov. 1992
Miami U. (Ohio) Jan. 1993
U. of Minnesota. Twin Cities March 1993
U. of the Pacific April 1993
U. of Maryland, College Park Aug. 1993
Northwestern State U. Oct. 1993
Texas A&M U Nov. 1 993
U. of Illinois l^ov. 1993
U of District of Columbia Sept. 1994
Southeastern Louisiana Oct. 1 904
U. Texas at El Paso Oct. 1994
Auburn U. Nov. 1903

!V

'^

EMMEH MAYER, III, THE DRIFTWOOO, U. OF NEW ORLEANS

good a team as we can be. We set our own goals and expectations.

"

Missouri beat Kansas to win last season's Big Eight Tournament
championship, but the infractions may hurt the program's future.

Under the guidelines of the penalty, Stewart had only two
scholarships to offer this season and was designated as the only

coach able to make recruiting trips. The school attracted one player.

Probation does not always spell the end for a program. For Rick

Pitino, head coach for the U. of Kentucky, probation was a time to

rebuild and recruit top high school players. The team will be off

probation in May and will 5e eligible for postseason play for the first

time since 1989.

Stewart said the investigation process is stressful. "It tbok two years

for the NCAA to investigate (Missouri), and then our school hires

attorneys," he said. "The media bashes you because that's theirjob.

You receive the penalty, and now you have to overcome it. It's about

a five-year deal. I couldn't think of anything more screwed up."

Ki A
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Your Spring Break Includes:

* Condominium/hotel reservation
of your choice

* Welcome and Farewell partiw
* Free windsurflng/salling
* "Free Call Home"
* On-site tour directors
* Nightlife acthfWes and discounts
* Beach parties
* All resort taxes
* Round trip motorcoach avallat>le at
additional cost

* 6 A 7 night pacicagee avallal>ie

T _

* • -%

' V..--

ts^- u.-*'

9 ! •

from ^4«^
8 days/S nights

Your Spring Break Includes:

* Hotel at the 5# Melia Reeort
* Round trip n-iotor coach
from San Diego, Tijuana
orNogales

* Special nlghtlHto

activities

* "Frse Call Home**
* Limited round trip air

available - call for rates

<.r-
v^> -^X

y

Ik-
•

y A -rn

from

6 days/S nights

Your Spring Break Includes:

* HoM at the luxury El CId
orttieLasPaimas

* Round trip motorcoach
from San Diego, Tijuana
orNogales

* Nightlife acttvlties and
parties

* "Free Call Home"
* Limited round trip air

avaiiat>ie - call for rates

%^

Z

L. ; ^^ » .*\-
. J.

-=iii%

from

Phoenix and Los Angeiss
Departures

Your Spring Break Includes:

* Hotel of your choice for

7 great days and nigiits
* Round trip air

* Round trip hotel/airport transfers
* Dally acthfltiee and parties
* Discounts on day trips and excursions
* On-site tour directors
* "Frse Call Home"
•Resort lodging taxes | Air Only

from $399

Limited
Campus Rep

I

Positions Stiill

Available

T

/M,^
1

•J'>f
•

^-^ 'v . -
- A
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Ptioto CourlMy I
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STUDIES ABROAD

SCHILLER
INTERNATldNA L

UNIVERSITY

International study at one ofourScampu&es in:

ENGLAND: London and

WestWickham .

r^

J Earn credit toward your degree ^t any of our campuses.

Q All classes are taught m Englbh.

Ci Graduate programs in lnterT\at)onal Business,

InterrwtitHwl Hotel and Tounsm Management,

International Relations and Diplomacy, and more.

J Undergraduate programs in Business, Hotel

Management, International Relations and Diplomacy,

European Stiidies, Liberal Arts, Psychology,

Languages, Computer Systems Management,

Commercial Art, and more.

3 Spanish and German Language Institutes.

U Summer, Semester, Year and Degree programs.

For more information: Schiller International University

GERMANY: Heidelbei^

and Berlin

FRANCE: Paris and Strasbourg

SPAIN: Madrid

SWITZERLAND: Engelbeig

Dept. NC, 453 Edgewater Drive
Dunedin, Florida 34698
(813) 736-5082

CIRCLE NO. 01

THE UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE
SOUTH AUSTRALL\

The University of Adelaide offers one and two semester programs to students wishing to broaden their

educational and personal horizons through Study Abroad. The University is centrally located in cosmopolitan

Adelaide, a city of over one million people and the capital of South Australia.

A full range of counes i» offered in eight faculties and over 60 disciplines including:

• Environmental studies •Literature 'Language •Agriculture •Theatre arts •Music •Anthropology
• Psychology •Architecture •Economics 'Physics •Geology 'Biochemistry

Highlights of the Study Abroad Program include:

• Excellent support services •Comprehensive campus facilities • Programs commencing in February and July

•Credit transfer to American universities and colleges •Optional field trip

•Easy access to beaches and the great Australian Outback

For further information contact the Director of International Programs

CPO Box 498 Adelaide SA AUSTRAUA Telephone -1-6I8 228 5252 Facsimile -f^SlS 232 3741

CIRCLE NO. 02

U. T-SHIRTS

DIRECTORY INFORMATION

For more information regarding any of U.'s Career and Educational Directory advertisers, circle the

appropriate numberts). Send immediately to LL The National (^oUfigfi Newspaper. 1800 Century Park East, Suite

820, Los Angeles, CA 90067

..^ '
•

'•
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'

U. The National College Newspaper T-Shirts!
The Original T-Shirt now available. Only $7.95 each, or 2 for $12!

U., 1800 Century Park East, Suite 820, LA, CA 90067, Attn: Sam.

Name.
Address.

City. State Zip

Alma mater or College (yr) 2/92 I

J
You arc still needed in

NICARAGUA
Volunteer at a buiding project

Live with families

Travel in Central America

1 Imonlh program. Preparation and
follow-up periods in the U.S.

include language and regional

studies, practical training and
fundraising

Alio a 2 month lummcr progrtm with

. ihtdy tour to Nicaragua

Institute for Inl'l Cooperation and
Development (IICD)

Box 103 Y. Williamstown. MA
01267(413)458-9828.

THERAPEUTIC WILDERNESS

CAMP. Year 'round Therapeutic

Wilderness Camp in east Texas

needs counselors to work witti

troubled youth. Degree

required. $16,000. Excellent

Benefits. SALESMANSHIP
CLUB YOUTH CAMPS, Rt 1,

Box 305 Hawkins, Texas 75765

(903) 769-2500

A EUROPEAN SUMMER TRAVEL /

STUDY PROGRAM

THE INTERNATIONAL
SUMMER SCHOOL

IN

INNSBRUCK, AUSTRIA
JULYS- AUGUST 15, 1992

FEATURING FIELD TRIPS tO BERLIN,

VENICE. VIENNA AND MUCH MORE
OVER 50 COURSES TAUGHT IN

ENGLISH
CLASSES MONDAY THROUGH

THURSDAY, TRAVEL FRIDAY THROUGH
SUNDAY

For more information, contact

THE OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL
STUDY PROGRAMS

PO BOX 1315 t
UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS

NEW ORLEANS, LA 70148

(604)286-7116

Rewarding careers for people
who care.
Down the road a few years from

now, you're going to be glad you chose
a career path today Uial's right in the

heart of Boston. It s Northeastern
University's Boston-Bouv^ (College of

Human Development Pnjfessions -

the smart choice that leads to a

greater reward for people who
really care.

The graduate programs offered by

Boston-Bouv^ College provide you

with a wide range of career opportu-

nities in health, sport, and leisure

studies, rehabilitation, counseling,

communication disorders, and
education
Our faculty have received national

and international recognition for

their research, teaching and service

to others and to their prr)fession.

Boston-Bouv^ College has well-

established clinical {ORTiliations with

some of Boston's leading medical,

educational and research facilities.

Study may lead to a nuuster's

degree, certificate of advanced grad-

uate study (CAGS), or dm-toral

degree. Most programs are offered

on a part'time as well as full-time

basis, combining classroom theory

with practical hands-on experience.

Courses meet in the late afternoon

and early evening, so students can
continue to work.
Graduate programs are offered in

the followir\g areas:

Audiology

Clinical Exercise Physiology

College Student Personnel Work
ACoonselLng

Consolting Teacher of Reading

Counseling Psychology

Curriculum & Instruction

Educational Research

Human Development

Human Resource Counseling

Human Services Specialist

Recreation, Sport & Fitness
Management

Rehabilitation Counseling

School Counseling

School Aiijustment Counseling

School Psychology

Speech-Language Pathology

Special Education

Teacher Preparation

Call (617) 437-2708, or write Grad-
uate School, Boston-Bouv^ College
of Human Development Professions,
107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern Uni-
versity, Boston, MA 021 15. Because
some of life's greatest rewards come
to those who care.

/2/

Boston-Bouve

College

Northeastern

University

An equal opportunlty/kfltmutivF aetion unhfraity
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"What A Great Experience! //

Learning the Language.

Meeting People. Coming face to

face with history, art and archi-

tecture, culture, food and fun.

UNIVERSITY STUDIES
ABROAD CONSORTIUM...
Small classes. Personal attention.

Fully accredited - courses

transfer to your school. We

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

CHILE • FRANCE • ITALY • SPAIN

provide great daSS« in intensive

language, history, anthropology,

art, business, economics, political

science. . . Organized field trips

and more. You provide the

enthusiasm.

University Studies
Abroad Consortium --

Library/322

University of Nevada
Reno, Nevada 89557-0093
(702) 784-6569

• AUSTRALIA

TENNIS, LACROSSE,
WATERSPORTS,
BASEBALL &
GYMNASTICS
POSITIONS-

Excellent Co-ed,
Residential Northeastern
Children's Camps seek

men / women interested in

coaching / instructing.

Outstanding facilities.

Room, board, travel

expenses provided. Call

914-472-5858. Staff

Search. 22% E Haftsdete-
Ave. Hartsdale, NY 10530

COLLEGE LIGHT OPERA
COMPANY ON CAPE COD-

MASSACHUSETTS
22- Yr old summer stock

music theatre company seeks
singers, orchestra musicians,
publicity director, cook, piano

accompanists, box office

treasures, stage and costunr^
technicians. Write for brochure
and application: UrsulaL.Haslun,

Producer, 162 South Cedar
Street. Oberlin. OH 44074 or

call 216-774-8485

CIRCLE NO. 04

WYOMING IS

YELLOWSTONE COUNTRY
Spend a summer in

Yellowstone National Park

meeting new friends and
exptoring the Park while working

in one of our general stores. A
guaranteed 35-40 hour, 5-day

week. Roohi and board available

at nominal ctiarge. Applications

accepted through August.

Contact Hamilton Stores, PO Box
250-U, West YelkDwstone.

Montana 59758, 408-646-7325

CIRCLE NO. 05

Se

Transferable credit

in all disciplines

Programs Fees t

on • Subjects

ientation

$4800 (indudin£ accommodation^lamg afcommt

The Univjfsity of Queensland, Brisban^^QLD

University CoWjMe of Central QueenslanJ^ty khmu^^ton, QLDy''
The Lmiversity ofNew England, Armidale,

aTrobe University, Meldpurne, VIC
Contact: # and more ! J -o

AustraLearff- Australian

Universitie:

3 1 5 Ayiesworl

Colorado Stat

Fort Collins, COl

(303)491-0228 Fax(303)49I-550!

EDUCATION

Fiction Essay Contest
for Undorgraduatos

First Prize: $5,000 CIRCLE NO. 06

''Good nwn must not obsy thm iawa too ¥^IL
'Ralph Waldo Emerson

Awards for best essays discussing theme
quote in ONE of five works: Ray Bradbury
Fa/7ren/)e^45r. BertoltBrecht, Galileo\ Zora
Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were Watchirig
God; Ayn Rand, 77?© Four)tamhead\ Evgeni
Zamyatin. We.

For information and rules, contact Fiction Essay Con-
test, institute for Humane Studies, George l^son Uni-
versity. 4400 University Drive. Fairfax. VA. 22030-
4444: 703/323-1055. Contestdeadline: Mach 1. 1d92

Camp Greyiock for Boys
and camp Romaca for girts in ttie

Berkshire Mountains of

Massachiusetts, seek kind, joyful,

creative men arvj women wlio like

to work with children ages 6-16.

Undergrads. grads. coaches
(families welcome) Openings in

baseball, basketball, football.

volleyball, golf, lacrosse, sailing,

swimming, tennis, waterskiing.

windsurfing, pianists hton-smokers
Only Call us at (212) 582-1042 or

write Camp Greyiock, 200 West
57th St.. Suite 307, New York, NY

mn
CAMP SEQUOIA m Rock
Hill New York has openings

for generar counselors as well

as for specialty staff. "No
better way to work with kids!"

Contact. SEQUOIA Dept. U,

Box 1045, Woodstock, NY
12498 (914)679-5291

Coed Massachusetts camp, 3 hrs to

Boston/NYC. Super kids, great food,

friendly, fun! 100+ staff: swimming
tennis, land & water sports , arts &
crafts, theatre, pianist, wilderness,

yearbook, more! CAMP EMERSON
5 Brasserie Rd. Eastchester. NY 10707

'•
. . ( WW

$100 U.S. SAVINGS BOND AND
100% MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE... If you do not

receive a scholarship, grant, or

financial aid. We have the largest

scholastic financial database in

the USA EVERYONE QUALIFIES!

For a free information packet,

sent immediately, write or call:

HENYON AND ASSOCIATES
College Financial Planners, 615-D*

East Abram, Suite 376, Arlington,

TX 76010. 1-800-742-4649(24

Ins.). Let us help you.

COLLEGE FINANCIAL
AID

Millions of dollars go unclaimed
each year. Get your fair share.

Results Guaranteed. Free

brochure. Call anytime.

800-283-8600 Ext. 123

BOOKS

.#
$$$

FOR COLLEGE

DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARSHIP

SERVICES

SCHOLARSHIPS/GRANTS/FINANCIAL

AID, 100% GUARANTEED CALL

301-588-7801

Guaranteed ResultsI
Call for our fraa information

packet with audto-cassette:

MeTs'aqo 1 "800-982-6845

COLLECTIBLES

FINANCIAL AID: 6 CUSTOMIZED
private sources, only $39.95
GUARANTEED! Undergraduate/
Graduate. FREE BONUSI 1-800-872-

1221. Ext. 9122

SOFTWARE

IBM Publid Domain
Software. Free Catalog:

CMS, PO Box 1001. Buffalo,

^ NY 14205

L

HUMAN SKULL
MUGS.

Unique and
unusual Items,

handcrafted Replicas.
Send $1 for catalog.

Plastlcell,

Box 24838, Detroit, Ml
48224

KLAN BUSTERS OF AMERICA. Official

Anti-Ku Klux Klan T-Shlrts. All Sizes

$11.95 Each: Richard Bondira, 715 N

Erie St.,Rockvil(^, IN 47872

Cheating 101
AS SEEN ON CNN, CBS, ABC & IN
NEWSWEEK, USA TODAY, N.Y.
TIMES & THE L.A. TIMES.

You've heard about it—You want It—
NOW GET IT!

Learn the most innovative methods for

classroom success from the brightest
students in the business. "Cheating 101"
offers dozens of the country's best
classroom and term paper cheating
techniques. Laugh and learn from the
"Invisible Student", "Drop/Add"."Fake-
Make-Take*", to "Legal Plagiarism"
methods, plus many, many more.
Guaranteed!!!!!!!!

Don*tdenyit!Buyit!

Send $7 to Moore Publishing, 20
Van Dyke Road, Hopewell, NJ
08525— or call (609) 466-0253,
Name
Address.

Qty State. ZIP.

CAMPTAKAJO For

Boys, on i^Hia Lake^ Naples,
MainerPicturesque location,

exceptional facilities. Over
100 counselor positions. Write

or call: CAMP TAKAJO, 525
East 72nd St., 25th Fir, New
York 10021 212-988-8801

Make A Difference . .

.

As a Peer Counselor or

Classroom Asst this summer at

SuperCamp. an exciting personal

growth and academic program for

teens in CA TX IL MA. Interviews

in April in these states. Salary,

room and board. Provide own
transportation. Call 800-527-5321

EARN UP TO $500 /

MO. GUARANTEED SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT. NO EXP.
FOREIGN STUDENTS

WELCOME. APPLICATION &
GUIDE BOOK SEND $6.95

CHK OR MO. TO R. BROS. PO
BOX 350464. TAMPA, PL

33695

CAMP COLEMAN IN THE BLUE
RIDGE MOUNTAINS seeks qualified

men and women who enjoy working

with children aged 7-16. Openings

in mountain biking, photography,

Judaica, swimming, tennis, softtall.

basketball, soccer, boating, golf,

arts & crafts, music, dance, drivers

(must be 21), kitchen, maintenance,

secretaries. Call 404-671-8971, or

write Camp Coleman. 1580
Spalding Dr , Atlanta GA 30350

KEN-MONT & KEN-
WOOD CAMPS
Coaches, Dept. Heads,

Counselors for private

children's resident camp in

Southern Berkshires. Athletic

and aquatic-oriented progrann,

excellent facilities. June 26-

August 24. Two hours from

NYC. Suite 6. 2 Spencer
Place, Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583

(914)725 4333

CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED
AGES 19 AND UP

Private summer camp in the Blue
Ridge Mlns. 2 hours north of Atlanta

All waterfront, sports, cultural activities

and Judaic programs Inquire CAMP
BLUE RIDGE, Box 2888. Miami

Beach, FL 33140 or phone 305-538-
3434 Also available for groups,

Soronties and Fraternities

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED.
Boston area. Top living conditions

and pay. Call toll free 1 -800-243-

4296

Childrens Summer Camp Staff

Needed MOUNTAIN RANCH, 10063
Gold Hill Road. Boulder. CO 80302

Northern Wisconsin Resort
needs program (directors,
receptionists, waitresses, cooks,
dishwashers, salary plus room and
board Send S AS.E. to: MASON
LAKE RESORT, Fifield, Wl 54524

SUMMER CAMP JOBS Two
Beautiful locations. Southern
California Mountains or Catalina
Island. Counselors, riding and
aquatic openings Angeles Girl

Scout Council, Box 78001, Los
Angeles, CA. 90016

Counselors Wanted. Brant Lake
Camp, Adirondatks, N.Y. 75 years
One Family. All Sports June 21 -

Aug 22 Salaries $900 - $1200
Write: Prof Robert S Gersten

360 Riverside Or Apt 30"—
New York. N.Y. 10025
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Classifieds
FOR ADVERTISINC;iNF()RMArK>N,CALl. (800) 821-851 8 TODAY!

Classified Advertising Policy
UThe National CoHege Newspaper will not accept advertlsen>ents
for term paper sales, editing services or research assistance
services. We reserve the right to refuse advertislr^ that Is in poor
taste or judgement. We will also refuse, after investigation,
advertising that is ambiguously or deceptively worded or
portrayed so as to make the product or service unclear or open to

misrepresentation. U. will not accept advertising for organizations
or activities that mglign races or religions, is not accurate or
truthful, or is otherwise determined unacceptable by the
publisfier. The publisfwr welcomes notice from readers if any of

the above guidelines are unintentlonatly not met in these pages.

.

SUNGLASSES HELP WANTED

RAYBANS
SERENGETIS
SUNGLASSES

SAVE 40% Great Gitts!

Over 300 styles.—Free caramgne

—

FAST SHIPPING

Call 1-800-4RAYBAN

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
FISHERIES - Earn $5,000+ /Month. Free Transportation!

Room and Board! Over 8,000 Openings. No experience
necessary. MALE or FEMALE. Call now for employment
program; 1-206 M^llWi tMt W

Studrntk wiihinK lo >vi«rl» in AU«lui mu»l br n)(hlrm i>r oWrr, *nd in nwid physical cundilior

Student Employment Services Aiiwn'fmcnt Thwuf^h AJivnture

GIFTS

PENISES OF THE
ANIMAL KINGDOM

Companuive wuiiomy chan (23"x35' i dcpicis the

male cojxilaiory organs of levcral animals, from man
10 whale. Features the finger like appendage of the

porpoise penis, the extended urethra of the giraffe, and

other geniiological oddities Includes in.sen of descrip-

tive text. Ideal as an educaoonal resource, a decoration

for home or office, or a unique gift $8 95 plus $2 for

P&H; Scientific Novelty Co.. Box 673-A2. Bloom
ingion. IN 47402 Allow two weeks for deliver)

PERSONALIZED
Crosswords for Christmas.

Birttidays, Valentines: CCC-N, 17
• Emerson Way, Sudbury, MA

01776.508-443-9819.

ID'S

EXCmNGJOBS
MAU^SKA

Hinng Men and Women. Summer, Year

round Rstiing, cannenes, logging

mining. construdKxi, oti companies.

skilied/unskjiled. Transportation. Six

hundred plus weekly Call Now. -

1-206-736-7000, ext.400B

CRUISE SHIPS

NOW HIRING M/F
Summer & Career Opportunities

(Will Tram). Excellent pay plus

world travel. Hawaii, Batiamas,

Carribean. etc.

CALL NOW:
206-736-7000, Ext 400N

(Call refundable)

iDENTH *

I MNtrrv KIT• oomntn
. M

t)

%) OFMCMLMJIMK

0000M MIT SIMS
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Work On Campus
Enthusiastic and responsible

student or student organization
needed to set up table on campus
to market MasterCard / Visa.
Excellent fund raiser or flexible

part-time job. We provide all

materials and support Call 1 (800)
821-1543 ext. 52 1 between 9am
and 5pm EST.

THE BEST ALASKAN SUMMER
JOBS: $1,000+/wk., room, board &
airfare. Job guide reveals the best

opportunities in: fishing, oil,

education, consion & more. High

paying summer & yr. round jobs.

Alaskemp Guarantee: Secure
Alaskan job, or 100% refund.

$9.95 + $3 S&H to: Alaskemp, Box

1236. Corvallis, OR 97339

ALASKA
SUMMER

EMPLOYMENT
FISHERIES

Earn $600+/week in cannery.

$8.000-$1 2,000+ for two months on

fishing vessel. Over 8,000 openings.

No experience necessary. Male or

Female. For 68-page employment
booklet, send $1095 to M&L
Research, Box 84008-PX, Seattle.

WA 96124 — 60 day urKX)nditional,

100% money back guarantee

RtACH ()\tK4 MiLl.I()\
K-OLLEGE STUDENTS WITH VC)UR|
AD CALL SAM OR JOSH AT ^10-

SSI-1381

I NOWl MMN MdM
BACH mr (OR > KITB »OR

I ID:

tD S'-rvif^r-

CALENDARS
1992 COED CALENDAR. FEATURING
NUDE ILLINOIS COLLEGE WOMEN very

tastefully photographed Mail $9.95 to:

COED CALENDAR P.O. BOX 434 UN
Dekalb II. 60115

CRUISE LINES NOW HIRING - STUDENTS
Cruise Ships and Tour Companies Now Hiring. Earn $2,000-t-

per month + World travel (Hawaii, Mexico, Europe, the Carib-
bean, etc.) Holiday, Summer and Full-time employment.
All positions available - (wait staff, bartenders, youth councelors,

musicians, aerobic instructors, tour guides, casino dealers, gift

shop sales, etc..) No experience necessary.

Call 1-206-545-4548 Ext. C92

TATTOOS

TEMPORARY
TATTOOS

Samples $3.50 specify male
or female. Complete details

included: Fantasies
Unlimited, 907 San Carlos
Dr., Fort Meyers Beach, FL

33931

ANARCHY

ANARCHY T-SHIRTS
White T-shirt with Black Anarchy

symbol. Internationally

recognized.
$6.95 each (or 2 for $10,001)

100% cotton
S-M-L-XL

Hamilton T's
1093 Broxton. Suite 702
Loe Angetee, CA 90024

CRUISE SHIP JOBS $300-900 weekly.

Now Hiring 1-206-839-7802 ext C-13.

LAW ENFORCEMENT JOBS.
$17,542-$86.682/yr. Police. Stieriff,

State Patrol, Correctional Officers

Call 1-805-962-8000 Ext K-2674.

ALASKA JOBS! BE INFORMED
WEEKLY. EMPLOYMENT DIRECTORY.

STATE LICENSED AGENCY. SEND $5.00

TO: ALASKAN EMPLOYMENT, BOX
450-C,NINILCHIK.AK 99639

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! BIG PAY!

Transportation! New Employment
Handbook, $3.00 Australia International.

Box 5730-RD, Lighttiouse R., FL 33074

COLLEGE MODELS WANTED! $100 per

hour modeling bikinis, lingerie at tiome.

Send recent ptioto(s) for consideration

and complete details: Customized
Productions, PO Box 2761 , Modeling

Dept., Dunedin, FL 34697.

PERFUMES

STUDENT
OPPORTUNITIES IN...

Overseas summer jobs in hotels

and import co's, internships with

airlines, as well as volunteer

worl< for ck>mestic/int'l org's and
nf>ore. Afford yourself of an

opportunity that may not come
around again Send $9.95 to

Bradford Research, P.O. Box
7413, Columbia, MO 65205

FLORIDA HOSPITALITY
AND TOURISM

Florida Resorts and Attractions

hiring for Summer 1992.

Excellent opportunity to have fun
and make money Booklet
includes information on Job

Opportunities, Wages, IHousing,

and Transportation. Send $8,95
to Career Research Group, 722

W. Colonial Dr., Suite 249,
Orlando FL 32818

IMPROVE GRADES
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES
STEADILY! To learn more send
stamped envelope to Improving
Your Grades 1401 West Brooke
Lawrence, KS 66049

BETTER GRADES
WANT BETTER GRADES?
12 effective study tips that are

guaranteed to improve grades
while reducing study time! Send
$3.00 to: National Mail Marketing

PO Box 19031 Cincinnati, OH
45219 I 1^—!

Sccntltjue's vcrBlon (»f

• Spcilbrnind

8 oz. Purfuin "

or
• Escape

"i oz. Parfum
.luNt Bl9.95each!

Send r'hcc'kor Money Onlcr to:

Scentiquc Perfume, hic.

Mithimii I1u7.u

P.O. H«)x4Si(nii

KiK'hetiter, N.Y. 14604

HOME BREWING
BREW BEER

In your home.
Its real aasy to

niake your own.
$2 for redpe &

instruction

G.C.E.
POBox9086

Provider>ce, Rl

02940

GAY& LESBIAN
GAY/LESBIAN SERVICE SERVICE ft

MERCHANDISE CATALOG (Books,

music, jewelry, clottiing, more) Free

information Orion Services 1-800-777-

8712 CONFIDENTIAL DISCREET

BREW BEER Its LEGAL, Its FUN Let us

help you get started. 1-800-762-2560,

Ttie Brewery 11 Market Street,

Potsdam, New York 13676

BEER BEER BEER-Brew your own. Free

catalogue - Fast service - Large

Selection - Kraus, Box 7850 -U,

Independence, Missouri 64054..«»

PERSONALS
OPEN ENTERPRISES

The Intelligent way to buy sex toys,

books and videos —
from catalogs that are

friendly. Informative

and fun! Catalogs S3

TZTpValencia St. «UM
San FrarKlsco, CA
94110

21 CONDOMS
ONLY $3.00

QUALITY * PRIVACY
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

Adam & Eve, PO Box 900,
Dept. UN8

CarrborcNC 27510

SAFETY
VEND
14214

Exc0l»lor

Mlnn0tonka,

MN5S345

RED CONDOMS
LOVE KITS

12/$5.00

$5.00

•SWEDISH MASSAGE OILS

•CONTROL CREME

•ORIENTAL EXCITER RING

•EUROPEAN SEX TINGLER

KNIGHT LIGHT

CONDOMS
GLOWINTHE-DARK

4/$10

XALL FOR QUICKEST OEUVERr
(612) 938-1491

IIII.C./VI8M)tSC0VH< S2 SHIPPWiG ADOHl

VALENTINES DAY!

GIFT OF

LOVE
on IIEMJ NAME-BRAND CONDOMS DISCOUNT PRICE

DOIT TROJANS-REG
002T TROJANS-REG
007T TROJANS-ENZ SPERM.
050S FOUREX-SKINS
053S RAMSES-EXTRA
057S SHEIK-ELITE w/ N-9

12 PACK -$4.99

36 PACK-$ 11.99

12PACK-$6.99
6CAPSLS-$15.99

12 PACK-$8 99
1 2 PACK-$6.99

TEAR GAS. STOPS ATTACKERS
INSTANTLY. POCKET SIZE SPRAY.
Student Rate $11.00: Secure, PO Box

253, Keasbey, NJ 08832

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make
lasting friendships. Send age, interests.

Free Reply. Harmony, Box 82295 U,

Phoenix, AZ 85071

CONTACT LENSES Replacement &
Spares from $14.95 - Fast &
Convenient 1-800-255-2020. Major
credit cards accepted.

Meet beautiful Mexican, Oriental ladies.

Free photo selection. "Latins", Box

1716-CL Chula Vista, CA 91912-1716

Phone 619-425-1867

ASIAN WOMEN desire correspondence!

Overseas, sincere, attractive. Send
$2.00 for details, photos. SUNSHINE
INTERNATIONAL, Box 5500-ZE, Kailua-

Kona, Havi^i 96745

FLUORESCENT AND RULER CONDOMS
SOLD FOR NOVELTY PURPOSES ONLY

150C NIGHT GLOW IN EACH-$2.50
LIGHT THE DARK 6PACK-$13.95

151C PETER RUBBER w/ EACH-$2,50
METER RULER 6PACK-$13.95

SHIPPING AND HANDI INC

SUBTOTAL
U.S. POSTAL SERVICE 1st CLASS $2.00

RED FOIL & RIBBON GIFT WRAP ADD$3.00

SUBTOTAL.
CA. RES SALES TAX (ADD 8.25%).

GRAND TOTAL

NAME:

ADDRESS:.

STATE: ZIP: PHONE ( ).

DRIVERS LICENSE # AND STATE

DISCREETLY SHIPPED WITHIN 48 HRS DO NOT SEND CASH MAIL TO:
PERSONAL HEALTHCARE PRODUCT, LTD.

SUITE C5, 903 SOUTH HOHOKAM DR.
TEMPE; AZ 85281

CALL (714) 529-6558 FOR FREE CATALOG OR TO ORDER

BACKPACK CANADA, UNITED
STATES, PERU ft NEPAL.

Backpacking treks and Base Camps
on trails in scenic, exciting mountain

areas in the U.S., Canada, Peru and

Nepal. Adult, co-ed groups. We have

a great time! No experience

necessary Request brochure,

Willards Adventure Club, Box 10,

Barrie, Ontario, Canada L4M 4S9.

(705)737-1881

MEEF WOMEN WORLDWIDE FREE32
PAGE CATALOG Cherry blossoms,

190UN Rainbow Ridge, Kapaau, HI

96755.808-961-2114

Ptnfritnds England, U.S.A.,

Worldwide. Send Age.lnterest, FREE
REPLY. Brooklyn N.Y. 11229

TRAVEL

Spring Break
Cruise the Bahamas

Svyini fish, snorkle & pany!
70' luxury motor yacht from S375
jjpA'/eek Leaves from Miami
The Great Escape Yacht Chaners 'm
Call lor details (800) 421-6538

FREE DATING SERVICE OFFER! Sincere

singles 18-88. Established 1984.
(Local/Nationwide) Confidential. Free

Brochure! 1-800-741-2245

ADULTS ONLYI N-LOVE CUSHION (S>.

Ultimate Love Making Device! Details:

Box 215, Suffem, NY 10901.

STUDY ABROAD in Southern France.

Summer, Semester, Year programs.

Contact: French American Exchange

313 C Street NE, Washington, DC

20002

FLY FREE! Transporting

documents to Destinations

Worldwidel Send $9.95:

COURiERGUIDE: 2301

PENNLAND, (NC) Sacramento. CA
95825

Europe
iJ^Asia

trom LSA

The Worldwide Guide
to Cheap Airfares!

Kvcrvthiny you need to know to gel the

cheapest intemalional uirtare<i available.

Act mm and gel Biulftvlhlifihis USA - free!

KUSH %^.95> to Insider Publkalkms,

2124 Kiliredge .St.. Iliird FI<K)r

Berkeley. Calitomia «M7I>4

Unconditional Montvback (iuaranlee

austraiia's
barrier

reef

^^ ^^mm day tour (holy
cow!)

per day

only for 18-35 year olds

I

• 9 dinners

• 14 breakfasts

• free backpack

• luxury coach

goidcoast

brisbane

M kuranda Iram

'•I atxjrMknai dance

2 Tipiiers cmino
1

Sydney

Surfers paradise

fx>rt dooglas |

mir^ makes <^'i
sunshine coast

(

for free brochures

1.800.626.0611 usa

1.000.624.0611 ca

wtiitsunday Island resort IJ MMl mor»ll

CaixyanriFriiiffltinnnimrt«v/ffRRiiAPviQ(^

OPPORTUNITIES

<

Earn $1 ,000 a week for mailing

letters!. ..guaranteed!
Now you can become financially independent, using our

proven methods of addressing and mailing letters!

We will show you how to easily earn at least $1 .000 each and
every week, from the comfort and privacy of your own home,
by simply mailing out our circulars!

You will be the envy of all your friends!

You can set your own hours, and It's such easy wortc, you'll
probably do it while watching T.V., as many others do!

FREE INFORMATION! Send only a self-addressed,
atampod ftnwtepe lo: SMS PuWteWn§, Depi. HCH-K,

—
P.O. Box 1960. Cordova, TN 38018-1960

LOOKING FOR AN
EXCITING JOB?

ACCESS TO EXCITING PLACES
Good Salary

BE A NANNY
Summer and Year Round

Positions

APPLY NOW for the Best

Opportunity!

Overseas CustomrMaid Agency,

Inc.

300 Bedford St.. Stamford. CT
06901

$$ ATTENTION $$
l«^OULD YOU STUFF 1.000

ENVELOPES FOR $3,000 PLUS
50% COMMISSION weekly on every

sale per our instructions. Free
supplies/ postage! Begin immediately
Rush only $2 and a stamped envelope
to: WNS Publishing Co. PO Box 5428

Coralville. IA 52241

UP TO $400/WEEK
Hundreds of live-in nannie

jobs East/ West Coast
Chicago. . Many t)enefits.

Minimum one year.

NATIONAL NANNY
1-800-933-9397

FOREIGN STUDENTS guide
to Employment & Green Card
in U.S. Send $1.00 for

additional Infomnation. PO Box
1372 Kennesaw. GA. 30144

EARN AS MUCH AS
YOU WANT!

$Great Career OpportunitiesS

Become a part or full time real

estate salesperson! Full

information! Send $5 p+h to

LRB, SW 240 McKenzle
Pullman WA 99163

QREEN CARD! A new law
provides 120,000 "Green
Cards.' Send $12 for

registration procedures to:

Intormrtional Publications,
678 S. Drake Rd. Sutta 0-4,

Kalamazoo, Ml 49009

MAKE MONEY WRITING greeting

cards. Send two 29c stamps
GREETING! P.O. Box 521-UW,
Cleveland, OH 44107

SERVE THE PLANET and Humanity

through Meditation. Lsaro basics from

bHnonMy bookMi. EnglWi or SpanWi.

Write MGNA. Box Se64J. ON. CA 83QZ4.

Volunlanr GonMbudons Mpport •» «MiriL

LEARN MY SECRET OF MAKING CASH

WHILE ATTENDING College. Surprisingly

tun, simple, and profitable. Send $5 to:

Box 324. Moo(tiead,MN 56561

Guaranteed $4.00 each stuffing envelopes

at home. Free supplies / postage! Canada
and USA Start immediately! Rush $2.00

'or processing fees to: Star Enterprises,

4380 Wellington Rd South. Box 42023
London, OntarioN6E3V1

TRAVEL
FREE TRAVEL/ COLLEGE
CREDIT. Europe, Asia, Soutfi

America, CarrMManI Write:

Travel, 770 E. 9400 Soutti, #1 12.

Sandy UT 84094.

HAVE A FUN COLLEGE
EXPERIENCE YOU'D LIKE TO

SHARE?
Be included in an exciting new

book soon to hit college
campuses. Looking for

humorous stories from your
college experience: School

traditions/ party themes/ best
campus pranks/ memorable

road trips/ Spring Breaks! Send
entries to:

The College Prank Book
P.O. Box 7124 Arlington. VA

22207

LIVE-IN NANNIES/EAST COAST
PLACEMENTS. Great opportunities

for networking. Fulfilling,

rewarding, exciting. Family

Extensions. 1-800-WE-CARE6.

MORE THAN 50 WAYS TO MAKE
MONEY IN COLLEGE.

Covers 50 ways a student can earn

cash. $10ppd.

Ligon Enterprises, P.O.Box 3288,

Washington DC. 20010-0288

Delivery time 2 weeks.

EARN MONEY AND GAIN
MARKETING/SALES EXPERIENCE.
Place and maintain take-one poster

displays tor Fortune 500
Companies'products on campus. 2-4

flexible hours a week, earn hundreds
of dollars per semester Call 1-800-

821-1543 ext. 506 between 9am and
5pm EST.

L

Onto, Groapa, Tcuit

NO BRAINER
FUNDRAISER

>AbM>luldy No Investmenl!
» Earn hundreds or dollars per
dayl $1,000 or more per week!

> Ask ror Darren between
»:00ani A5.-00pni

CALL TODAY
t-800469-7678

WRITING. PHOTOGRAPHY. ARTWORK
College Bound Magazine. The Magazine

for High School Students By College

Students. GET PUBLISHED. EARN
MONEY. 718^94^10

ALASKAN JOBS! Canneries & Fisheries

Hard Wori( - Great Pay! CaH now. (206)

545-4155. ext 66A

Interested in playing Student Lottery?

Send S.A.S.E w / $1.00 to: P.O. Box

10102, SI Lous, Missouri 63145

Sl.OOO's nwnthly processing mail! Free

supplies/postage. No experience, no

obligation, start immediately. RUSH
stamped envelope to: Express

Publications. Box 982-C. Chestertown. MO
21620

EARN BIG $$$ seing customized school

Condorol 518-581-6396

EMPLOYMENT INFO.

H0WT0fiCTAPROff3«iftHAI4PBI
JOB

We Show You How To:

Write Your Resunf)e & Cover Letter,

- Prepare For Your Inten^ew, and
- Write Your Thank You Letters.

To receive our Easy. Proven Formats
and Examples Send $20 1 o BPEU at

>.0. Box 872018 OaNM, TX 75287

CHILDCARE/NANNIES

NEEDED

Join our "Nanny Network" of

over 800 in Northeast. Full-

year positions only.

Salaries: $175-$300 week,

room, board, airfare &
t)en6frts

BEST CHOICES of families &
locations.

HELPING HANDS
=4-800-544-NANt=

Established 1984

BOSTON NANNIES HAVE MORE FUN
• Top Salanes/Benefits/Airlare
• Over 1 .600 Nannies Placed
• Extensive Nanny Support
Network/Activities

• Personally screened families
• One-Year Commitment necessary

149 Buckminster Rd

.

Brookline, MA 02146

NANNIES Choose from pre-
screened families in seaside New
England. Top salaries, benefits,
room, board, and airfare Yearly
positions only. Care for Kids, P 0.

Box 27. Rowayton, CT 06853 (203)
852-8111

mNO GIMMICKS -

EXTRA INCOME
NOWl
ENVELOPE STUFFING -- $600-3

every week - Free Details SASE to

Brooks International. Inc.
P.O. Box 680605 * Orlando, FL

32868

$$$EASY MONEY$$$
IN YOUR SPARE TIME

Campus cnme is way up. Cash in on
this trend with three personal security

items that sell themselves For more
information. Call: (203) 661-8592
Offer void in California, C , Mass ,&

Wisconsin

SELF EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY!

Earn cash distributing credit

card applications on campus.
Positions available for table

ar)d / or po8tir>g reps. Call

Collegiate Poster Network
Today at 1-800-669-7678

THRO AMATEUR POETRY CONTEST
91 -92. Rrst Pbce = $500, Second =

$250, Third and Fourth = $1 25 each. RHy

best poems to be published in PQEDC
yQK£, free copy to published poets. Send

your poems plus handlkig fee of $5 per

poem to: Anode 2 Publishing, Box 446,

Bozeman. WT 59771
. Deadfcie: March 31

.

1992.

Earn unlimited money by worldng part

time. Send SASE. Union Enterprises, P.O.

Box 3621. Tuscon.AZ 85722.

EASY WORK! Excellent Pay! Taking

snapshots. SASE to: 24 Via Amistosa

BoxA, R.S. Margarita. CA 92688

EARN $500 to $1000 wedldy stuffing

envelopes at home. Send S.A.S.E. to

Regency Financial Assistance. P.O. BOX
25685, Lsxingion, KY 40624-5685

MAGIC

, PROFESSIONAL
' MAGIC BY MAIL!

U.THENATlQNAlCnilFrJMnA/«;PAPrp^

BtOMwvtIt, IL

catalog

200 W Otvon.

FRACTALS

FRACTALMAGNtiTS!
;Ar} f'OT W''i.<!hf>"iM.Cb''V/(.'

)ir>o TaKo T-5hir?s, v.ijoos, '-ioV..

i".irhs .i'i(1 other oinaiK? of} itnms,.

0' r.vi •of-in'o or to oroor, •

\ *
j

APPAREL
(Front) (BMfc)

«1
Heavy 100% cotton T, white or
ash (30 figuras each side)

L,XUXXL $13.50 : N.R.G., P.O.
Box 6901. Rochestf. MN 55903

PEACE
PEACE T-SHIRTS. ^7.96 MchI (Or

1
white shirt. S-M-L-XL. Hamilton

rs. 1093 Broxton, Suite 702, Los

Angtlss. CA 90024. Give peace a

il

1
QUALITY 100% COnON

HEAVYWEIGHT
T-SHIRTS- TANKS

$12.95
WHITE W/ BLACK or RED PRINT

sizes: M. L. XL

PtaM iKlHit S2.50
shipping & handling

Send Check or Money Order to:

JjVjUJAMLilSZLO SPORTS
P.O. BOX lOOo

MERCER ISLAND, WA.
98040

CUSTOM QTY OflOBB WBCQME

POLITICAL T'S T-SHIRTS $8.95 EACH

Ui

firc***^ iitniMEi PTTTT'
• 4I» « MIM

STOP

fill.
I'M • MMIItTI

T-SHIRTS ta95
or 2 tor t12 00l

SttM S/M/UXL

PiMM add tl 90 S/H pw thai
CMa«o« tl.FREE wtt wtftr

NAMH.TON r»
tOM BROXTON Ave

SIMTE 702

LOS AMGCUS. CA VMM

ADVERTISE IN U*s CLASSIFIED
SECTION 1 -800-82 1 -85 1

8

GREEKS
Attention drceks!

GATOR LAGER BEER T-Shirts.

MC/ViSA 1-800-741 -BREW Free

Catalogue.

CONDOMS
This is

•Probably the
Best Shirt Deal
in the Countryf

For a limited
Time Only!
Greeks and ClaMks b
offering a Gray LEE

Cmaagndn lloc
Flercr ^wratshirt

including three double
color greek letters for the unbcUrvable price of $33.95.
To place your order calL (800) 94-GREEK

Pkaae hawc your VBA or Master Card ready, or send a check or money order
lo« Greeks <naaafca . 3725 Port»e» Ave.. Second Ftoor. Pkabw^ Pa. 15213

CONDOM Of

IheMOffTH

CLUB!

SPACE SPROCKETS

International
Space Year—j^992

Begin a New ' ^ " '

Erajbr
Peaceful
Global

Cooperation
T-«hirtt, Sweatshirts

,

commemoniting the ^obal spii

ofthe space age through this
exciting year-long worldwide
celebration. SendSl.OO for color
info, rrdeemable on first order.

Chuckle's Space Sprockets
1300 LouiaUuM Ave. , So.

Suite 418
Minneapolis, MN 55426

\vm\lablf as (\i rufraiser.

GREEKS:
Have your silkscreening done

by Tachman Tees.

Rush shirts. Greek Week. etc. We
will beat ANY price!

Order for Greek Week

w/Tachman Tees and well

sponsor your next party! Call for

details!

AlsuDn^plonBraoaMtisyDnd justrame
brand condonv. Saior pactaoes indude
widnoMihroonloms.

OK. PiaiM^K. «. MalMii.a

SAILING

BAHAMAS SAILING ADVENTURE
Skippered bareboat. fuH-

participation group charters from
Miami. BOOK NOW FOR SPRING
BREAK. Scuba diving available

From $325/wk or $425/2wks Capt.

Seven A. Salem, 15600 Hancock
Rd. Sarasota, a 34240 (800) 226-

2050(813)322-2236

SOFTWARE

SELF HELP/MOTIV.
UNLOCK THE POWER OF YOUR

SUBCONCIOUS MIND!
Having trouble studying? Are you tired

ot ttK)se extra pounds? Cigarettes?

Like to sut)stantialiy improve your

memory? Ttiese ttiings and more can

be accomplished quickly and easily w/

scientifically proven power of self-

hypnosis! Choose from a variety of

incredible audk) cassettes such as:

Relaxatk)n/Motivatk>n,

Retention/Recall, Successful Studying,

Drop Those Pounds'. Effective Public

Speaking, more Send $9 95 /tape (or

2/ for $15 95) to: Kushner

Enterprises. 3650 E. Soutti SL. Suite

#207. Lakewood. CA 90712. Or can

(510) 655-4870 Add $1.50 S^HAape
Free catak)g available.

a, SeXXy Software
SmXXy Qnphlcm

^ wIthSOUNDI
Our EXCLUSIVE 256cok)fVGA gnuhicB TALK and

PLAY UUSKiwough your stinSfdapMlm
tOlO • HU6£ dM Mk - ttlrwM^ imply ntimt mirm
TALK to yon Ml yM aaiM Ml HUGE propwUom SiZZlWG)

8011 -EncoMafaM wcaiKMcratltMnpMictionyM
NNiMMriHEAR itioMayMCflEMUl
90^'Si,rmmmyti,tl»m»»mMfmnmt%im
liil gMi TALK to yM Mom mar tw(miin« twnofli

•013 • Sanoi Fkaon DM Ym «aM incri«Mi Mm imaW mm MMMton hMi nufng oawr wray dttamor* mi

iMft «M a aw l.tfN pin ran INtt iMMw MM a
iltlHtti lor ptinting. cUloging. convirtmg to WINDOWS
WALLPAPER, mt dangno llii pUmn

OUrl

MM •« VOUR VONX to YOUR PHOTO to

SOUND GRAPHIC A TWUIY
rOtocriMi
uaJQufii

uHgamJw

• CUSTOM

CONNOISSEUR
COLLECTION

ALL NEWI kt 256 Color VGAII
SaXXy DIak iCCi • * YOU M THE STAR *
Tlw FIRST CUSTOMIZABLE movto alkWN you to
wflto ila dM09 and Sm ttlti You can Mar «Nh
ttw pannoi of your choic* incrodWa tcanas
dispUy with your dUIOfl ONLY AVAILABLE
FROM US!

SaXXy Disk aCCl • TNC FIRST SOUND
MOVK i Tht am computor mowto witti SOUND
Sm ttw jncrwMUt »6 colOf VGA grapMcs ivMN
hMring ttM actual diatog OURS EXCLUSIVELY!

SaXXy Otak iCC3 • THi BEST MOVIEt Tht
tail co<nputir movit avaiUMa Only lor lh«
MrtOM coltCto* ?se stunnino VGA colors

1 Movto t». 2 MevtM S40. 3 Movtot
IBS. AN CC Dtaka Maqutia VOA monNor

wa dtak - ovar 1 Mt of actton.

SaXXtoaaatfaa - Th« »w«M g«iW ••< TRUE SOUND ««d BO atertno »« <x*>f VQA ac^rwa

>y» -8p«clalOWf IBBwWhpuictwo<in» CCdtoliabov-OUWa»x5Aiaivn.Yt

ADO $3 S/H . 3 5- Ot FOflCIGN OROCRS ADO $2yOISK • IN PA ADO TAX • MUST STATE AfiE OVER 21

VISA/MC Orders Only: 800-243-1515 Ext. 600XX
a4Hfia/7DAY8-OrCK/MOlo.StXXyS0lMara.2880BwgiyRd.0ipl BOOUC HatWd. PA 19440
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Forum on
technology
UCLA's Administrative

Resource Center will be hosting

a forum today about telecom-
muting and technology in the

administration.

The forum is part of the

resource center's weekly open
house program.

Today's meeting, which will

run from noon until 3 p.m., will

be held in the Faculty Center's

California Room.
Administrators will both dis-

cuss and display the new tech-

nology of Murphy Hall, in

addition to talking about new
departmental computing direc-

tions.

Audience members are
encouraged to ask the forum
members questions while sug-

gesting their own ideas.

Refreshments will be pro-

vided.

!ncj(jp

Protest over
rainforests
A UCLA environmental

group protested a car manufac-
turer's affiliation with a group
that they say destroys Malay-
sian rainforests.

See page 5

Viewpoint

What's behind
the ghreen door

Columnist Susan Rinderle
takes a candid look at sex.

.
See page 1

1

Arts & Entertainment

A kinder,

gentler film
"Alan & Naomi" rediscovers

traditional values by addressing

themes of friends, family and
the human spirit

See page 12

Sports

Baseball op
Pitcher Pete Janicki travels

home to Fullerton. where the

UCLA baseball team will face

Cal State FuUerton.

See page 24
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students, police dash at UC
Berkeley fee-increase pretest
By Lori Quinton
Dally Bruin Staff

Students at UC Berkeley and
UC Santa Cruz organized sit-ins

and rallies last Friday, protesting

the recently approved registration

fee increase, ctopus police said

Monday.
While both protests were peace-

ful, Berkeley's main library was
shut by police for several hours as

suidents tried to stage a sit-in in the

building. Police arrested 68 stu-

dents because they refused to leave

the library, according to a campus

police officer.

The incident began when about

200 Cal students marched to

Moffitt Library for a scheduled

sit-in at noon.

But before students could enter

the library, university officials

called out 15 UC police officers,

donning riot gear, to guard the

building the officer said.

The police closed the library to

all students and faculty memtlers.

They also removed everybody
inside, locking the doors, the

officer said.

There was "a little pushing and

shoving" between police and a few
students when the students arrived,

but the group gathered on the grass

outside the library, the officer

added.

About 100 people lined up to

enter the building, handing police

their registration cards to enter the

library. One person even brought
the police a Ixwc of doughnuts, said

Peter Fortier, a Berkeley student

participating in the protest

Police turned away the protes-

ters until 3:30 p.m. After three

hours, the police re-opened the

library, and about 100 students

"Students were asking,

*Why are we paying

more and getting less?'

But it's not just fees or

the university, it's

more.
n

Peter Fortier

UC Berkeley Student

held a sit-in until the library closed

at 10 p.m.

At that time, police arrived to

warn protesters that anyone
remaining after closing hours
would be arrested. The 68 students

who remained were charged with

See PROTEST, page 9

Burn out

STONE
It's curtains for this 1979 Plynioth Volare station wagon, which caught fire on Circle Drive near Dykstra Hall on Monday. Driver
Jose Salguero was picking up a friend when he spotted flames from inside the car. Both men were uninjured.

Curtain may close
on Melnitz movies
By Chris Wolowlec
Dally Bruin Staff

Graduate student government
has voted to de-sponsor the Mel-
nitz Movies Program unless the

ixogram can solve its troubled

scheduling and operating relation-

ship with theUCLA Film Archives
within the next six months.
The proposal will mean the end

of the program — which shows
free movies including sneak pre-

views of upcoming films and films

retrospectives — unless a definite

schedule for the use of the projec-

tion facilities is established by late

July, said Graduate student Presi-

dent David Lee. who submitted the

proposal.

"In the next few months it

becomes imperative that the diffe-

rent parties involved in the prog-
ram can come to an agreement so
we can resolve these issues/' he
said.

Melnitz Movies and the arc-

hives have had a historically rocky
relationship in fulfilling oral

agreements concerning the nights

and times when Melnitz Movies
can use the projection facilities in

1409 Melnitz Hall.

Movies have been shown pri-

marily on Wednesdays and Fri-

days but have also been scheduled
for Mondays, Tuesdays and Thurs-
days to avoid' confiict with the

See MELMITZ, page 9

t

Tkoubie aliead:
Developers predict dismal future

for state's real estate market
By Julie Ann Silva

Dally Bruin Staff

Real estate developers are pessi-

mistic about the future of the U.S.
housing market, according to a

recent study conducted by the

UCLA Center for Finance and
Real Estate.

Survey results show the real

estate development industry*s

five-year outlook is gloomy
because the country is mired in

tough economic times.

The UCLA study analyzed
responses from 140 development
companies nationwide about their

Management practices, their abili-

ty to borrow money for new
construction and their future

activities.

Of the California-based compa-
nies surveyed, only 27 percent said

they were optimistic regarding the

five-year outlook for their firms.

But non-California developers
were even less hopeful, with only

13 percent predicting better limes

ahead.

California firms have only
recently had to confront a strong

recessionary climate, according to

the report.

*The greater sense of optimism

See REAL ESTATE, page 8
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I^acement and Career Planning Center

The World of Banking and Finance

James West Alumni Center

7:30 I»M

UCIA Education Society

"Networking Night"

Ackerman 2408

Cultural A£Eairs

Brief Candles

Kerckhoff Coffee House

8:00 PM

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1992

:()() l*M

Student Alumni Association

Career Network: How to Find a Job
James West Alumni Center

GENERAL
UCIA EXPO Center

Fall *92 Internships for Washington D.C and Sacramento
See ad for times of information meetings.

Alumni Association

Outstanding Senior and Outstanding Graduate Student Awards
Nominations deadline has been extended to Feb. 12.

Jewish Student Union
Arts and Culture Month
See ad for events

The UCLA Education Society is having a variety of meetings throughout
the quarter. Get involved!

See ad for more details
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Commentary

Kerrey's 'celibacy vow'
could start a new trend
There are people who will do

anything to get elected, and
presidential wanna-be

Nebraska Sen. Bob Kerrey appa-

rently is one of theqn.

Last week, Kerrey told The New
York Times that, even before the

scandal-rag stories about Bill

Clinton, Kerrey had "decided he
would not date during his cam-
paign, even though he has been

divorced from his wife, Beverly

Defnall, for 14 years.**

Reporter Maureen Dowd called

this personal pledge a "vow of

celibacy**— although, technically,

a refusal to go out on dates

wouldn*t necessarily condemn a

man (especially a politician with a
co-ed stafO to celibacy per se.

But I doubt Kerrey wants to tell

American people that he*s so busy
that he*s decided to dispense with

the flowers and movies and will

just catch as catch can. So you have
to assume Kerrey*s plan effec-

tively is a vow of celibacy.

In an effort to discover more
about this unique sacrifice, I called

New Hampshire and spoke to

Kerrey staffer Joe Keohan, who
replied. "1 just don*t have any
comment on it.**

I can sec why the Kerrey camp
wouW hope this revelation woukt

n

just blow over. Many say the guy
overpanders.

After all the hoopla about
Kerrey being a dynamic candidate,

the real thing has been a disap-

pointment. For me, Kerrey lost

face in November after a brouhaha
in which the San Francisco Exa-
miner ran a story about a joke

Debra
Saunders
involving two lesbians and Jerry

Brown that Kerrey repeated in a

private conversation.

It would have been too much, I

suppose, to expect Kerrey to say

the joke was no biggie and,

besides, that it was a che^p shot for

the Examiner to run a story about a
private conversation. He is,^ after

all, a Democrat, and hence a

member of a party in which humor
is nevef a defense.

Still, the groveling nature of
Kerrey *s apology was nauseating.

BK told reporters that the joke was
"insensitive really to anyone who
fmds himself in a vulnerable

position,** revealed "an unpleasant

side of myseir and that "the fact

that it*s public today, I think,

merely opens up a problem of(my)
insensitivity.**

Think about it: If you*re going
to hand-wring over that yawner,
you might as well just get down on
your knees and beg for votes.

The self-serving sanctimony
4toesuU^end^ <h€re. Last wc^kr
Kerrey charged that Clinton
(would he even bother if Clinton

weren*t the front-runner?) was
"insensitive** because of a remark
Clinton made comparing New
York Gov. Mario Cuomo to a

Mafioso in a sleazily taped private

See KERREY, page 8
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Gonzo 'Gladiators':
s strut

stuff at L.A. Coliseum tryouts

By Heesun Wee
Dally Bruin Staff

No wimps allowed
That was the message at the

American Gladiators Live Tour
tryouts on Saturday at the Los
Angeles Memorial Coliseum.
Armed with gallons of water,

large gym bags, protein-packed
lunches and track shoes, approxi-
mately 150 male and female hard-
bodies grunted and sweated for a
chance to compete in three untele-

vised Los Angeles competitions in

mid-February.

One of these stops of the tour is

at UCLA's Pauley Pavilion.

People came to go for the glory

against American Gladiators, who
sport names such as Laser, Nitro
and Zap. These athletes-tumed-

television stars compete against

local amateur athletes in such
events as jousting, wall-cUmbing
and powerball, a combative form
of basketball.

The meek were quickly elimi-

nated throughout the day-long
competition. All 36 finalists were
in peak physical shape. Some were
even personal fimess trainers.

The physical challenges
included push-ups, pull-ups, the

40-yard-dash, hand-bikes, jousting

and powerball.

UCLA graduate Joe Chiricosta

was one of the hopeful contestants.

Silting in front of the Coliseum
with his forearms patiently resting

on his knees, Chiricosta cooly eyed
the competition. "You look around
and see some of these guys and
say, *Oh shit. I might be out of my
league.*"

But the 1989 UCLA graduate

was quick to add that bigger

muscles do not equal better athletic

skills. "You*re slower if you*re

bigger," he reasoned.

The fitness buffs competitive

spirit motivated him to try out for

the tour. "I like the competitive

aspect of it," he said.

Other gladiator tour hopefuls

agreed. "Everything you do, you
do competitively," said Kirk
Chrisco, a 24-year-old athletic

See QtADUTORS, page 6

Clockwise from top: Participants trying out for the American Gla-
diators Live Tour swing nnakeshlft lances at each other In the
joust event last Saturday at the LA. Coliseum; LAPD Officer
Geneva Hayner judges Brian Wlllrldge In the fingertip push-up
event; irma Vargas of Los Angeles hand-bikes her way through
the course; karate Instructor Scott Rezal wrestles to score a
basket; UCLA alumnus Joe Chlrlcota anxiously waits to partici-
pate In an event.

Photos by Sunny Sung
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Briefs
World

South African labor

party loses vote
CAPE TOWN. South Africa — For

nearly eight years, the Rev. Allan Hen-
drickse and his Labor Party confidently

dominated the mixed-race House of
Representatives in South Africa's three-

chamber Parliament, disregarding critics

who accused them of collaborating with

apartheid.

But Hendrickse, whose 64 years have
not muted his flamboyance, was humil-
iated Friday when the Labor Party

forfeited control of the mixed-race cham-
ber after losing a no-confidence vote, 44
to 40. He was brought down by defectors

from his own party who switched to the

National Party after President F.W. de
Klerk opened its membership to non-
whites in 1990.

Lebanese government
calls for budget cuts

BEIRUT, Lebanon — The Lebanese
government announced an emergency
austerity plan Monday to deal with a
worsening economic recession as prom-
ises of foreign reconstruction aid to

rebuild the country after the devastation
of the civil war have failed to materialize.

"All government departments have
been mobilized to deal with the economic
problem." Prime Minisler Qmiir
1ai3!

As he sjx)ke. Speaker of Parliament

Hussein Husseini held urgent consulta-

tions with legislators to discuss the

government's move to suspend all discus-

sion in Parliament of the state budget for

this year until all allocations had been cuL

Japanese leader
criticizes Americans
TOKYO— In the latest critique of the

United States from a Japanese political

leader. Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa
said Monday that America "may lack a

work ethic."

Miyazawa also said that some of the

country's economic ills came about
because too many American college

graduates headed to Wall Street in the

1980s rather than "producing things of

value."

Miyazawa *s comments, made Monday
during a nationally televised debate in

Parliament, seemed bound to further

inflame the angry exchanges between the

United States and Japan.

Two weeks ago the Speaker of the

lower house of Parliament, Yoshio Sakur-

auchi, touched off protests in the United

States when he termed American workers
"lazy" and said a third of the work force

was illiterate.

Official fears Israel

moving toward war
JERUSALEM — Ezer Weizman, the

former Israeli defense minister and air

force commander who became an ardent

advocate of peace with the Arabs,
announced his retirement from politics

Monday, warning that the government
was leading the country toward war.

An architect of the 1978 Camp David
jace accofds with Egypt and an outspo-

ken supporter of talks with the Palestine

Liberation Organization, Weizman said

he was leaving public life because he
could no longer influence national policy.

Addressing Parliament, Weizman, 67,
said he was resigning as a member of
Parliament from the Labor Party,—-

Nation

Bush and democrats
battle over budget
WASHINGTON — A White House

effort to promote President Bush*s eco-
nomic plan degenerated into a testy

confrontation between Bush and Demo-
cratic governors who accused him of
keeping the country in a "sewer of debt."

The exchange in the White House East
Room erupted Monday after efforts by
Bush aides to script the governors*

questions and banish reporters from the

meeting backfired. The Democrats
demanded they be allowed to speak
before the press. Bush, clearly annoyed by
the questioning, responded by trying to

trap the Democratic governors into the

politically embarrassing position of advo-
cating a federal tax increase or listing

military bases in their states that could be
closed.

High levels of ozone
destroyers found
WASHINGTON — Record-high

levels of chemicals that destroy the
Earth's protective ozone layer have been
measured above the Northern Hemi-
sphere, scientists reported.

They said the finding raised the
possibility of an ozone hole developing
this winter over populated parts of the
iJnitcd States; Canada and Europe, raising
the possibility of exposing people and
plant life to higher levels of harmfril
ultraviolet radiation from the sun.

Using a new space satellite and high-
altitude airplane flights, researchers said
they found exceptionally high levels of
chlorine monoxide.

Mora potential home
buyers reported

Real estate agents have reported a
steady increase in potential home buyers
last week,
**Wc have seen an improvement each

week for the last three weeks,*' said Eric
Elder, vice president of marketing for
homebuilder Kaufman & Broad Home
Corp.

Los Angeles-based Kaufman & Broad
reported about an 8 percent increase in

visits to its 20 area subdivisions by
potential buyers last week.
Many potential buyers were requesting

more information on President Bush*s
proposal to offer first-time home buyers a

$5,000 tax credit, Elder said.

Top Ten

Top 10 reasons to eat in the Cooperage:
10. KLA!
9. Quiet atmosphere makes it easy to

study.

8. Plenty of fruits and vegetables to
recreate scene from **91/2 Weeks.*'

7. Tired of Spago.
6. Sometimes you want to go where

everybody knows your name.
5. Four-star review in the L.A. Times.
4. May get noticed by Hollywood talent

scouts who often do lunch there.

3. Meet Daily Bniki copy edilora
Puying clilcken strtpsr

2. Urn, wait. I know this one . .

.

becafuse the food's good?
1. Oh, like you weren't going to eat

there anyway.

Compiled from Bruin wire services and
staff ingenuity

Fresh Fruit at
Great Prices!

AIUA>S

Paris

London
l^ome

DESIGN HAIRCUT
NO APPOINTMENTS *208 4447 *NO GIMMICKS

SIYIISTS HAVt OVER '5 YEARS t XPLRlLNcf

breadstiks Ralphs

Flavorful Cantaloupe, lb.

Ripe Mangos, ea.
Large Navel Oranges, lb.

Large Grapefruit, ea.
California kiwi
Fresh Squeezed O.J., 16 oz
Fresh Squeezed O.J., 32 oz
Salad Bar, Ib.^

—^

HAIR COLOR
HIGHUTES
FRENCH PERM
ZOTOS PERM

SUPER PERM

$15 FOIL WEAVING COMPLETE $45
$25 EYE LASH TINT $10
$15-25 COLOR CORRECTION $35
$35-45 SHAMPOO SET $10
$66 MANICURE

.79

.98

.79

.79
3 for $1

1.77
2.89
3.39

.99
1.79
.89
.99

3 for $1
1.99
3.59

" 3.49

SPECIAL FREE- haircut style w $35 pfim $ 1 2 valup free)

SPECIAL FREE- haircut mousse w $45 peim $ 1 7 value free;

'FULL Tl".*E ;.'.Ar .

' s A FULL Ti-.*E HAIh;.Tt. ..tJlED

1078 GAYLEV -vyESTWOOD VILLAGE 'NEXI Tu HtNrslY LANE

The reat

rocery

iveaway continues

Hundreds of Bruins have won thousands of
dollars in free groceries!

If you don't play, we can't pay!

If you are nearsighted, a brief outpatient

surgical pipcedure now offers an alternative to

dependency on eyeglasses or contact lenses.

In The Village!

FREE PARKING
In rear

Open til 11pm

breadstiks
"Fresh as the Morning Dew"

1057 GayleyAve 209-1111

Robert K. Maloney, M.D... ophthalmologist at UCLA's Jules Stein
Eye Institute, discusses Radial Keratotomy and new refractive

procedures using the Exdmer L4iser to correct nearsightedness.

This seminar is free and open to the public. No reservations arc
needed. You'll find out how Radial Keratotomy and Excimcr Laser

techniques work, the expected results, costs... and if you're a
candidate for these procedures.

Join us at any one ofthefollowing times:
Tuesday, February 4, 5:15-6:00 p.ni.

Wednesday, February 5, 12:15-1:00 p.m.
Friday, February 7, 12:15-1:00 p.m.

Jules Stein Eye Institute-RPB Auditorium ^-^
100 Stein Pbiza, UCLA f r\

(near the comer of Westwood and Le Conte)\_^
For further information, call (310) 206-7692

Refreshments wiU be provided Sponsored by the JSEI Affiliates
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Mitsubishi's rainforest lo^ng policies decried
By Reshma Shamasunder
Daily Bruin Staff

Members of the UCLA Rainfor-

est Action Group ticketed Mitsu-

bishi cars around the Los Angeles
area Sunday to protect the logging

policies of the Mitsubishi Trading
Corporation.

The students placed postcards

on cars in UCLA's parking Lot 6.

Lot 32 and parlcing lots in the

Beverly Center and Westsidc

Pavilion to inform Mitsubishi
owners of the Japanese company's
deforestation of Malaysia.

^'Mitsubishi logs in Malaysia 24
hours a day," said Atossa Soltani,

director of the Los Angeles Rain-
forest Action Project, a group also

involved in the campaign. *Theirs

is the highest rate of deforestation

in the world, and they're hurting

the indigenous tribes that need the

forest to survive."

But officials at Mitsubishi

Motor Corporation deny that the

automobile firm is directly con-

nected to the separate trading

corporation.

"We are not involved in the

rainforests," said Kim Custer,

manager of public relations for

Mitsubishi Motor Sales of Ameri-
ca. "Mitsubishi Trading Corpora-

tion owns only five percent of our

shares. They're separately traded

and managed and the companies
meet only because they share the

same logo."

In addition, officials at the

U'ading corporation have said that

many allegations made by the

environmental groups are inaccu-

rate, Custer added.

Mitsubishi Motor Corporation

is only one company in a family of
28 different Mitsubishi firms.

Known as Keiretsu, the financial

family — the largest in Japan —
includes firms such as Mitsubishi

Electric, Bank of (California and

Value Rent-a-Car. •

"What we want to do is. get

people who ah"eady own Mitsu-

bishi products to send in postcards

saying that they're aware of the

logging practices, and they want it

to stop," said Diana Stralberg,

director of the UCLA Rainforest

Action Group. *These people are

already giving them money, so

Mitsubishi will be concerned."

The ticketing of cars is only one

part of the campaign by the

national Rainforest Action Net-

See MITSUBISHI, page 7

COMPLETE EYE CARE

EYEGLASS PACKAGE CONTACT LENS PACKAGE
XA*.* '.A O'.

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

. * *

• GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

• EYE EXAMINATIONS
• VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

U CLA
E ducation

S ocietv

•Interested in Educational Issues?

•Considering a Career in

Education?

•Want to leam about teaching?

Come check it out! We're here for you!

MeetiiiL' Schedule for \\ inter Oiiarter 1992

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

""'""' '"''^ DR. PATRICK DOYLE. O.D, Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

PAID MARKETING
INTERNSHIP

Weeks
Week 6

Week?
Weeks

Week 9:

Tue. 2/4. 7:30-9:30pm, AU 2408: "Netwoiking Night"

Tue. 2/11, 7-9 pm. AU 3530: "Standardized Testing"

Tue. 2/1 8. 7-9 pm, AU 3530: "Legislators Night"

Tue. 2/25. 7-9 pm.AU 3530: "Education/Pedagogy Reform

in the Twentieth Century"

Tue, 3^, 7:30-9:30 pm,AU 2408: "Corporate Role in Education"

1992 KDL CATION SIMMIT
The 1992 Education Summit will be a week-long conference during Spring Quarter

addressing the many issues of education which are pertinent to our changing times.
The Summit Is sponsored by UCLA Education Society in cooperation with Graduate

students Association in Education, Community Service Commission, Communication
studies Club, Mortar Board, Golden Key. and Student Alumni Association.
Committee chairs and members are needed to make the Second Annual 1992 Education

Summit a continued success.
If you are interested in joining the Education Summit Committee staff, please attend the

committee planning meetings this quarter.

WED 2/5

WED 2/12

WED 2/19

WED 2/26

WED 3/4

6 pm Ackemian 3517

6 pm Ackemian 35 17

6 pm Ackemian 3517
6 pm Ackemian 35 17

5 pm Kerckhoff400

The UCLA E<kication Society is Sponsored by the Graduate School of Educatioa

•

Educational
Company

3-4
Highly

Motivated
Individuals

Please Call

(310)472-0365

UCLA EXPO Center
I

n

fljnilfflf

FALL 1992

Infornnation Meetings

Tuesdays * 4 PM
Wednesdays * 12 PM
Thursdays • 3 PM

Ackerman Union A-213

Application Deadline is

February 21

J

iNTERNSfflPS
Celebrating 25 years of Achievement

Ask for Larry or Tim
rilH

J/
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GLADIATORS
From page 3

equipment salesman from Los
Angeles.

Chrisco heard about the tryouts

and brought his friend Steve

Dillon, a 32-year-old Norwalk
police officer, to the stadiuj(n

Saturday morning. "It*s something

toi do instead of sitting in front of

the TV on a Saturday," Dillon said.

The two buddies, who work out

together six times a week, have

always been in shape and decided

to just *'go for it."

"Why not? What the heck,"

Dillon said.

Chrisco echoed that sentiment.

"If you fall, dust yourself off." he

said. "You won*t get hurt. Just give

110 percent while you're having
fun."

Luz Hernandez, a Los Angeles
City College student, was one of a

few dozen women who tried out.

"I like cgmpcting and fighting,"

she said with a grin. The 21 -year-

old business administration major
keeps in shape by running, wres-

tling, lifting weights and taking

judo classes.

While the sun beat down on the

pink and maroon-colored Coli-

seum, the athletes were forced to

grit their teeth, bust a lung, pump
their arms and ripple some mus-
cles. Those who made the cut

leaped up toward the sky and
raised a fist in victory. Those who
did not cursed in pain and defeat

Of the competition's seven
phases, the push-up and pull-up

requirements were the most gruel-

ing, the athletes said.

The men were required to do 50
push-ups on their finger-tips, with

Last Chance! Nomination deadline
extended to February 1 2

The UCLA Alumni Association is proud to announce the

1992

Outstanding Senior

and

Outstanding Graduate Student Awards

Recipients are presented with a Life

I^embersHip in the UCLA Alumni Association
and are honored at the Alumni Awards dinner

and ceremony on June 6 & 7, 1992.

To be eligible, candidates must expect to

receive a bachelor's, graduate or professional

degree in

Fall 1991, Winter 1992 or Spring 1992.

FNomination forms are available at

GSA Office - 301 Kerckhoff Hall

Graduate Division Office - 1228 Murphy Hall

USAC President'^ Office - 304 Kerckhoff Hall

Center for Student Programming - 161 Kerckhoff Hall

James West Alumni Center - Information Desk

Complete nominations are due Friday, February 7

For more information,

call the Alumni Awards office at 206-0684.

UCLAIunrmi

arms locked between each push-

up, making sure their chests

approached the ground by one-

fourth of an inch — all under 60
seconds.

The women were required to do
30 pushups in one minute, using

their palms. Although the men
shouted charges of unfairness and
sexism, tryout coordinator Fox
called it practicality.

If the requirements were identi-

cal for men and women, "We*d get

too many men and not enough
women. It*s practical, not sexist."

Fox said.

Less than a third of the compe-
titors made it past the push-ups.

The pull-ups also elicited some
moans and groans from the com-
petitors. Men were required to do
16 wide-grip, bchind-the-neck

pull-ups in one minute. Women
were not required to do any pull-

ups.

*The hardest part of the tryouts

was the pull-ups," said fmalist and
UCLA alumnus Frank Chen.

The other phases included a 40-

yard dash, hand-bikes, powerball.

See QlAdiators, page 7

Q-

it Includes: Koundtrip cruise

for two adults aboard the

luxury ocean liner, Ii.V.

Pacific Star from San

Diego, Calif, to Mexico,

along with 4 days and 3

nights ocean view hotel

accommodations at the Hotd Pandso Las

Paimas while in Cnsenada, Mexico.

if Convenient port departure 6 times weekly, every week of year.

it Tickets valid for 1 year from date of purchase, transferable.

it $529 retail value. it DRlNKiriG AGE 18 BH NEXKX).

ORDER NOW!
Thraogh A Sptdol Agmiiwnt QUULSS Tkktb AMltd Pir Coltegt.

1-800-444-5364
Grand Islhnd Vacations

CAU
10-8

P.S.T.

G I V

CLi^
HEXT day NattoMidc Iktet

Service. Ikkcto

24 bnn vta rcdoU
COJ). Service.

Re9stiy:Bah»nas. Alt dates vb subject to avaiiabily. SpnngBrMiiiinolguaranlMd Nogroup6(6

Of more people). Al travel dates ate cortimied m wohng only. t>y tour operator. 7-day refund policy;

shipping, insurance, svc chg.. all taxes and meats addrtionai.

We are the ONLY individualized test prep

program in the country!

Small classroom settings
with dynamic teachers

A flexible approach where you can review
material and listen to instructors as many

, times as you need
Live Classes • Private Tutoring

Computerized Diagnostics
Test-Taking Strategies

Solid Skill Review • Extra Resources
Permanent Centers • Convenient Hours
Scholarship assistance (if qualified)

And Much, Much More!

CALL 1
- -KAP-TEST

KAPLAN IS #1 IN TEST PREP
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GLADIATORS
From page 6

jousting and a videotaped inter-

view.

The videos will be used by the

Sannuel Goldwyn Company,
which produces the "American
Gladiators" television program, to

select possible competitors for the

television show. Fox said.

Of the 150 competitors, 16 men
and 16 women were chosen to

compete in the tour. Two men and
two women were also chosen as

alternates.

The Los Angeles area competi-

tion begins Feb. 14 at the Long
Beach Convention Center, con-

tinues Feb. 15 at UCLA's Pauley

Pavilion and endi Feb. 16 at the

Los Angeles Sports Arena.

Winners at these three competi-

tions will go on to compete in

Atlantic City to be the "American
Gladiators Live Tour National

Champion.**

Although UCLA alumnus
Chiricosta did not make it past the

push-ups, Chen did.

The 27-year-old went on to

successfully complete all seven

phases. He is an alternate for one
of the three Los Angeles area

competitions.

. The 1989 psychology graduate

was surprised at his tryout perfor-

mance. "I was pretty shocked

myself. I was ready to leave and
head toward the exit as soon as the

push-ups ended. Vm lucky in that

^^m m pretty good shape,** he sat^
Currently training for a Cana-

dian triathalon in August, Chen
lifts weights twice, a week and
runs, swims and bikes daily.

If Chen does get to compete
against the American Gladiators,

he says he will be ready.

**Oh, I can definitely handle it I

truly believe all the events are

tailored for people that are quick,

coordinatated and agile,** he said.

"And that requires a tone and lean

body. Having large muscle mass
inhibits you.**

Like the other athletes, Chen
wanted to do something out of the

ordinary. "Not too many people

can say they*ve done it in their

life,** he said.

For Chen, the experience offers

him an opportunity to compete
against the big boys. "It*s a chance

to compete against somebody
that*s an elite athlete, as opposed to

your 9-to-5 person.**

MITSUBISHI
From page 5

work — to which the UCLA
rainforest group is affiliated — to

educate the general population

about Mitsubishi. Members have

also held demonstrations and
passed out literature at the Mitsu-

bishi downtown headquarters and
outside car dealerships.

"People just don*t know what
Mitsubishi is doing,** Stralberg

said. "We*ve already generated

2,000 postcards to Mitsubishi from
people who lire concerned about

(the company*s) logging practices.

If people know about Mitsubishi,

they*ll make a different choice.**

The campaign is already

receiving attention from Mitsu-

bishi. Members of the Rainforest

Action Network and Mitsubishi

Corporation have recently met tp

discuss the company's environ-

mental policies, Soltani said.

"We just want Mitsubishi to

realize that citizens in this country

will not support a company that is

irresponsible.**

Stop

smoking

Shaker's,
Reserve Our Private

Room Upstairs*

Its free to all groups*
FREE & FAST DEUVEKY

Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken

and mojo potatos Only $10.95

Large two topping pizza^^ly
$8.99

2 slices, 1/2 order of mojos and all

you can drink Only $2.99
1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470

Sun-Thurs 11-lam; Fri & Sat ll-2am

824-4111
L _ J

Shakey's

PiZtA
Kt^UUTAlU

A CONSCIOUSNESS RAISING

with

ONE PERFORMANCI ONIYI
THURSDAY

FEBRUARY20

8:00 PM

ROYCE HALL

UCLA
S24tS22
Titbets/lnformotion coll

(310) 825-9261

IUCLA
1 FS r>R HiR rut
Pf R M iR M I N».

ARTS mUCIA STUDINT
COMMITTII
rot THI ANTS

m
M«v COMPANY « MUSIC PIUS
lain Mi MM ' ITI4I T4»MM

"Whenever I pull it out. .

.

^ r

... someone
asks to look at

iL. After four years of

«u

«

\
/

Student

Guide

UCLA
'^^''il^tW^

essors
Just in time to help you

pick Spring Quarter

classes! More than 600

professors on sale now at

the bookstore of the

ASUCIA Student Store.

Or call 825-UClA for

more information.

UCLA catalogs and hand-

books, I finally have some-

thing I actually use every

quarter. I wish I had

looked at it when I was a

freshman. Sometimes

when classes are so big, it is

hard to know what a profes-

SOT is really like until the

end of the quarter - the

Student Guide to UCLA

Professors provides that

before I enroll in my

classes."

AT UCLA. YOU LEARN WITH THE BEST
— Niki Manby

Senior English Major

UCLAIumniAIIOCIATIOH

r .

J^Vfi Mii^dllll « I
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PAID POLITICALADVERTISEMENT
PAID FOR BY: PHILIP ASHAMALLAH DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR

PRESIDENT

The following Is a reprint of the ads in local papers

in 1990

"CAMPAIGN PLEDGEW
T

If elected as the write-in candidate for Governor on November 6, 1990,

idopt and enforcfe^e^following piatfnrm-

1 Help the minorities, the disabled, the handicapped; the
poor and the honf)eless.

2 Institute social justice in California and decrease the
horrible economic gap between the rich and the poor.

3 Overhaul the existing tax system to force the wealthy to

pay their equitable and fair share of the taxes.

4 Reduce the taxes for the poor, the middle class and every
family whose annual household income is sixty thousand
dollars or less.

5 Restore, renovate and rebuild the crumbling infrastructure

of roads, bridges, sewers, pipelines, powerlines and
stormdrains.

6 Fi^ht crime and criminals and reduce corruption pf elected
politicians and public officials.

7 Reduce the waste in government and trim the overstaffed
governmental agencies.

8 Upgrade and improve the educational system.

9 Revamp the criminal justice system and eliminate all the
legal quagmire.

10 Provide a Universal Comprehensive and Dependable
Health Plan similar to the health plan enjoyed by all

Canadians in our northern neighbor country.

11 Encourage tourism and boost development of the
eastern side of the State to compete with Nevada and Las
Vegas.

12 Preserve the coastal line and Improve all beaches and
make them accessible to all Californiar^s.

13 Outlaw the filthy practice of campaign donations and
introduce tough penalties for both donors and recipients.

14 Overhaul and remodel the existing election system. This
faulty system allows only desparate people to run for office.

In their desparatlon, the candidates gouoe, cheat, beg for

money, fabncale lies and smear one another in order to get
elected.

15 Enact new laws to punish unscrupulous politicians who
deceive the voters by pledging false promises which they
never intend to keep and whk^h they break as soon as they
are elected.

18 Help in the selection of a new intelligent and attractive

State Rag to supersede the existing ugly and stupkJ one.

17 Help in the selection of a new beautiful and charming
State Song to supersede the existing ugly and meaningless
one.

«.

18 Reverse the trend of the trk^le-down theory whk)h starts

with conupted politicians and trickles down to civil service
empk)yees. Then the corruptbn spreads out and infiltrates

the savings and loans associatbns, and hence, trickles

down to the general public. Finally, our great country
becomes the workj leader in child abuse, rapes, murders,
burglaries, muggings, organized crime, wilding, dwarf
tossing and dwarf bowling.

19 Support the addition and remodeling of FARMERS
MARKET and develop the project to be a source of prkJe,
joy and pleasure to the comnKjnity and to thousands of
tourists from all over the worid.

20 Regulate the news media which brainwash the voters
into believing that their optk>ns are limited to candkJates who
receive and spend more than ten million dollars in campaign
donatbns from Charies Keating and/or his peers.

-Philip Ashamallah

TO ALL CmZENS. RESIDENTS & TOURISTS^ ' —

Participate and help in the betterment and prosperity of California.

Make a few copies of this page and mail them or fax them to your friends

and to registered voters.

___You will be doing a great service to your friends, to yourself and to your

State.

—Philip Ashamallah

P.S. We are seeking national and international publications to help us convey and communicate our
ideasi' and thoughts to the American People at home and abroad. Interested publishers and editors,

please write to: PHILIP ASHMALLAH, Democrat for President, RO. Box 36022, L.A. CA 90036-0022

KERREY
From page 2
conversation.

Kerrey also told reporters he's

miffed at Clinton's post-scandal

comment, "If you're a politician,

you either have to be perfect or you
have to be divorced."

"I reject the pious notion that

one is either perfect or divorced/'

Kerrey told The Boston Globe. He
said he resented the insinuation

that **divorced persons were less

perfect" than marrieds.

Boo hoo, and Clinton even had
the nerve to allude to Kerrey's

weU-publicized erstwhile relation-

ship with actress Debra Winger.
Can you imagine the nerve of
someone bringing up the fact that

Kerrey used to date?

Indeed, it is the Winger romance
that led to Kerrey's bom-again
abstinence. "People do not know
who Bob Kerrey is, and I don't

want them to tie reading stories

about who it is that I'm dating and
trying to figure out who I am," he
told The New York Times.
Now we know. Bob Kerrey^s

sex-free and so serious about being
president that he's willing to make
the ultimate sacrifice, the one
cartoonist Garry Trudeau used to

joke about in his cartoons about
then-Vice President George
Bush's placing his manhood into a

blind trust

So I find myself impressed after

all. With this pledge, Kerrey could

break from the pack. He has takea,
politics to the edge of the envelope."
And the only way an opponent
could one-up him would involve

undergoing surgery.

REAL ESTATE
From page 1

of California developers, although
subdued from last year, may lie

attributed to (high population

growth) in California and the hope
for an early recovery of the

housing market," said Kathleen

Connell, chairwoman and manag-
ing director of the UCLA center as

well as the study's author.

The study was sponsored by Los
Angeles-based Cox, Castle and
Nicholson — one of the nation's

largest real estate law firms.

California's big population is

one reason for optimism of an
early recovery, said Connell, refer-

ring to the growing need for new
houses to be built This real estate

housing turnaround may be visible

as early as July.

*The fundamentals of Califor-

nia are healthier and our economy
is more diversified (than other

states)," Connell said.

"(The recession) is definitely

here now and California is lagging

the nation in recovery," she said.

"Los Angeles developers are in the

midst of a serious recession."

If voters approve new infra-

suiicture bonds — temporary tax

increases that pay for the con-
sU"uction of sewers, gutters and
other public improvements — the

consu*uction of new homes can
begin in undeveloped areas of city,

she said.

These l)onds, she explained,

should boost the real estate market,

cutting short the predicted end for

the U.S. recession.

But the effects of a slow real

estate market are also taking their

toll on job hunters who wish to

enter this field.

A poor industry outlook has
affected who gets hired in real

estate, Connell said. j

Development companies no
longer favor people with back-
grounds in engineering, architec-

ture or urban planning, she said.

Instead, firms want people who
have finance and marketing skills.

. \

-.n-

PROTEST
From page 1

trespassing.

"Students were asking. *why are

we paying more and getting less?'

But it's not just fees or the

university, it's more," Fortier said.

"We think it's highly inappropriate

for the state to pit welfare against

education."

"It's not an either/or question.

We need to invest in both," he said.

On Jan. 17, the UC Board of
Regents voted almost unanimous-
ly to approve Gov. Pete Wilson^'s

budget proposal, which called for a

24 percent registration fee

increase. The increase — the

second largest in the UC system's

123-year history — made annual

university fees about $3,000.

In comparison to the Berkeley

protest, Santa Cruz students turned

out in much smaller numbers.

About 30 Santa Cruz students

gathered outside Chancellor Karl

Pister's office Thursday, holding a

sit-in that lasted until midnight

Friday.

"It wasn't very big because it

was spur of the moment, but it was
hard-core," said Tobin Freid, a

student government officer at

Santa Cruz.

"We told the police 'we're not
here to confront you, that's not

what we want out of this,'" she
said.

*The idea was to get awareness

:fiut. Next year, it's goklg to teA
real choice for some students. *Am
I going to eat or am I going to go to

school?'" Freid added.

Santa Cruz campus police never
prevented the students from
gathering in front of the chancel-

lor's office or from staying the

night and there were no arrests,

campus police said.

Students left on their own at

midnight Friday, police added.

While the weekend protests are

over, campus student groups say

they have further rallies planned in

the next few weeks.

MELNIIZ
From page 1

archives' schedule.

— "Right now it's hard for Melnilz

to establish a specific identity

distinct from the archives because
there are not any specific nights set

aside for the Melnitz Movies
Program," Lee said.

Directors of the Melnitz prog-

ram have been working with

archive officials to reach a sche-

duling and operating agreement A
"statement of understanding"
between the two groups was
expected by the end of 1991.

"By the end of the year we
wanted to have a definitive sche-

dule worked out with the arc-

hives." said graduate student

David Gardner, co-director of the

Melnitz Movies program.

But when nO agreement was
forthcoming. Lee proposed to de-

sponsor the program.

However, the proposal to de-

sponsor Melnitz films does not

imply that the program is of poor

quality. Gardner said. "We're

trying to get hammered down in

writing our agreement with the

archives and the terms necessary

for graduate student government

sponsorship."

Although initially sponsored by
UCLA Film Archives when it

began offering free movies for all

students 12 years ago. Melnitz

Movies has gradually become
fully sponsored by graduate stu-

dent government and is currently

the most expensive program it

sponsors. ^
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CLASSIHED REPORTFROM CERTAIN INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES:
A THIRD WORLD WAR HAS JUST STARTED BOMBING CONSUMER'S MONEY OUT OF THEIR
POCKET RIDICULOUSLYIII

^.i^SSSSS^^ ® ™^ ONLY HOPE DEFENDING YOU FROM BEING HURT. TAKING YOU TO THE NEW
FINAL FRONTIERS, WHERE NO MAN HAS GONE BEFORE.

STANDARD SYSTEMS SYSTEMS INCLUDE
FREE MOUSE -¥ < ajb OAU ilFMORV/Aill RIOQ
OPERATION-325S 386SX.25 MH $415.00 i ?«SToR 1 4473^"!™!)

DESERT-333D 386DX-33 MHi $585.00 SUPER IDE CONTftOLL^R WITH l/n

+STORM-133B 4»6DX.^3 MH. «1 150.00 SOCKET FOR OPTK)NAL MATH-COPROCESSOR
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* Buy recyded ppoducts
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to a Recycling Center
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Counterpoint

A man who hates feminism
By IVIason DiGiulio

I am writing in response to

the recent surplus of feminist

articles published in the Daily
Bruin, specifically Angela Bee-
ley*s piece (Daily Bruin,

"Bullshit by any other name
would smell as sweet,** Jan.

30) dealing with the controver-

sial student directory covers. I

lifetime membership to Living
Well Fitness Center. Obviously,
she spent all of her time in

high school — doubtfully col-

lege — writing articles and
letters for publications to

I have to say that I

cannot stand this waste
^=^=fevc to say that I cannot stand of time and effort of

''

bitching and moaning

about poor women's

discrimination and

stereotypes —

without the fear of being
attacked by someone whose
mind has been poisoned by the

images our media relies on*': I

say you should have spent the

time it took you to write these

statements doing your home-
work so that your degree will

be worth more to your future

employer, that as a result you
will makp more mnnpy, and

this waste of time and effort

of bitching and moaning about
poor women's discrimination

and stereotypes.

First of all, about the front

cover. Beeley, hush your pro-

fane little mouth and write a

leuer to Joyce Hirohata about
the cover, instead of the rest

of the UCLA population who
would rather read about the

newly discovered olfactory

receptors of sperm cells.

Regarding the back cover
Budweiser ad, the reason a

tan, shapely woman is sitting

on the beach next to her

recreational scuba gear, damera
and cooler full of Buds is that

the man in the Raybans is a

hard-working young executive
who supports her and her

express her biased opinions of

underprivileged women. Now
she must rely on Mr. Raybans
to subsidize her existence, like

most women do these days.

In response to your state-

ments that you're "not going
to shut up until your bache-

lor's degree is equal in worth
to a male's," until yOu "make
more than 67 cents to a man's
dollar," and that you "won't
stop making a big deal until

you can walk down the street"

that you should have your
boyfriend — which you prob-

ably don't have judging from
the content of your article,

unless he is a spineless squid

whom you boss around — buy
you a stun gun.

Anyway, my point is that

you nagging feminists should

stop concentrating your time on
things like changing the spell-

ing of "women" to "womyn
because it is discriminatory,

but instead to use your time to

study, gain knowledge and
grow intellectually, which are

the only ways you're going to

get rid of these negative ste-

reotypes.

DiGiulio is an undeclared

~freshman.

Letters

Pocket change
Editor:

According to the article on
Jan. 15 (Daily Bruin, 'Teny
Donahue's salary in top spot"),

UCLA Head Football Coach
Terry Donahue earns a total of
$359,000 a year. And accord-
ing to a Los Angeles Times
article on Jan. 17, Stanford's

new head football coach and
three-time Super Bowl winner )

Bill Walsh will reportedly

make $350,000; that's $9,000
less than Donahue.
' Now, really, is Donahue
worth more than Bill Walsh?

Loren G. Freestone
Junior

Political science

Frooty

Editor:

We are shocked and dis-

turbed at the focus of Dan

Saffer's Lucky the Leprechaun
article of Jan 29 (Daily Bruin,

"Lucky the Leprechaun perpe-

tuates Irish stereotypes"). When
discussing breakfast cereals and
stereotyping, how can one
ignore the blatant evil of Froot
Loops?

Froot Loops obvioiisly per-

petuates the homophobia of
modem society. Spearheaded
by its gay-bashing leader,

Tucan Sarti, Froot Loops may
single-handedly retard the gay
and lesbian movement back to

pre-Cheerios times, i \]

We need more hard core

activists like Saffer to expose

the secret agenda of white

supremacists who mask their

wicked brainwashing operations

in the seemingly harmless form
of breakfast cereal.

Andrew Jaeger
.

Law

Benjamin Pavone
Law

Too far?

Editor:

I am sure glad to see that

there will be an Asian-Ameri-
can studies major proposed
There's nothing like giving the

plurality of students their own
major.

Come on, guys! What's
wrong with majoring in history

and putting an emphasis on the

Orient? The same goes with
i^fro-American studies, African
area studies and Chicano stu-

dies. Isn't this ethnocentrism

and multiculturalism being car-

ried a bit too far?

What would happen if an

Anglo-American studies major

were to be proposed? My God,
there would be rioting and
protesting and the chants of

racism.

Counterpoint

A tragedy should
not be a so III •X
By Jason Schlffman

The tragedy of Mark Edler's
death has had a tremendous
effect upon the UCLA com-
munity and undoubtedly has
brought profound grief to his

family and friends. Both Mark
and those who loved him
deserve the consideration and
respect from their neighbors

that this incident demands.

So I find it inexcusable that

Leslie Bragg Damski has taken

advantage of Mark's death as

an opportunity to effuse her

anti-alcohol beliefs, hoping to

use the poignancy of Mark's
death in her favor (Daily

Bruin, *The sad truth behind
the death of Mark Elder," Jan.

29). I am not implying that

her opinions on alcohol abuse
=8B5p=invalid, but lier appanifif=
lack of subtlety and use of
Mark's death as a tool to

support her cause are both
inappropriate and disrespectful.

Despite what Damski
implies, Mark did not die as a
direct result from the pressure

to drink "woven into the social

fabric of campus culture," or

from "the hundreds of beer ads
that (he) may have seen on
TV in the last few months."
Mark's death was, the result of
an incredibly unfortunate series

of events that, if all were just

in the worid, would not have
happened.

To blame his death on the

consumption of alcohol is like

cursing the invention of the

automobile for all those who
have died in traffic accidents.

Damski's attempt to bring

emotional energy to her cause
emphasizing its tenuous link to

Mark's death is disgustingly

self-serving.

She writes, "Let us not

demean Mark's death by
sweeping the cause onder th«:

rug." Apparently Damski would
prefer to demean his death by
tactlessly utilizing the emotions
it has stirred in the community
toward her own ends.

Schiffman is a freshman
majoring in biology.

Clint Stalker
Freshman

Political science

Paiking
Editor:

The article about the parking
available at UCLA (Daily

Bruin, "Parking available?

Here?" Jan. 28) paints a very

rosy picture for the students

but continues to be a problem
for the UCLA Medical Plaza.

One of the new structures

that has recently opened is the
parking structure for three new
buildings at UCLA Medical
Plaza. I have worked for a
physician in the 100 building,

and since the beginning of the
fall 1991, the parking situation

there has been chaotic. The
influx of students parking in

the limited spaces has dis-

placed the available parking for

workers and, more importantly,

the patients. The employees
and students usually arrive

early enough to find a space,

but by mid-morning the

patients usually cannot find a

space^

Numerous physicians have
complained to the managing
company of the plaza but have
received little to no aid.

Before Parking Services

boasts of the parking problem
being nonexistent now. it

should really take a good look
at the consequences of its

recent actions.

Tracy Wu
Senior

Political science
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And now lora frank discussion about, well, sex
L et's talk about sex,

baby, let*s talk about

you and me, let's

talk about all thf good things,

and the bad things that may be— let's talk abooout sex . .

."

Salt N Pepa were on the

right track, but if you think

about it, no one talks about

sex these days. Sure, we talk

about AIDS, abortion and con-

doms, but not sex.

When the devastating news
came out last year that Magic
Johnson tested HIV positive,

everyone freaked out. Not only
did calls for anonymous HIV
testing mushroom on campus
and elsewhere, but people
walked around in a daze for a
while, saying things like "I

can't believe it . . . Magic
Johnsonr

Magic Johnson tried to talk

about sex. He said he had
done some foolish things in his

past He said that abstinence is

the best way to avoid AIDS,-^
and safe sex is imperative for

all sexually active people. He
never said that maybe it was
the fact that he had slept with
certain people, or had slept

with anyone at all, that was
foolish.

Later, when the 4-3 L.A.

School Board decision came
eui in fevor of making con-

doms available to high school

students (with parental permis-

sion, mind you), other people
freaked out They said that the

school board should be focus-

ing on education, instead of
spending money on condoms
that anyone can obtain in any

Susan
Rinderle

drugstore.

These people tried to talk

about sex. They talked about

how birth control, sex educa-

tion and deadly disease pre-

vention should be matters dealt

with outside the classroom.

They never acknowledged that

these matters are not dealt

with sufficiently outside school,

and that it is a rare parent

who talks to his^er child

frankly about sex.

Most recently, many have

been freaking out about the

imminent possibility of a rever-

sal of Roe V. Wade, and the

end^oTiegal abortioTriii Uie

United States. However, most
proponents of the 1973 land-

mark decision fail to talk about

sex, but a woman's right to

control her body.

No one's talking about sex!

When I say '"talking about

sex" I'm not talking about how

to do it without dying or

getting pregnant or even "how"
to do it (there are plenty of

books that would* do a better

job than me anyway). I'm

talking about who to do it

with and why.

Lest you mistake me for a

prude, a neoconservative or

anything comparable, know that

to a substantial degree, I'm all

for people having the personal

freedom to do what they like

with whom, even if they

destroy themselves in the pro-

cess. Nevertheless, we today

lack many of the moral values

that give such freedom its

meaning.

An ancient philosopher, an

Aztec king if I recall, once
said that freedom is like an
arrow drawn in the bow. You
have the freedom to choose
between holding onto the arrow
and letting it go. If you
choose to hold on to it, it is

power within your control —
if you choose to let go, it is

potential death that you are

powerless to control.

In other words, having a

certain option, by virtue of
having the freedom to choose,

does not mean that said option

is necessarily better. Sometinies

choosing an option that free^^^

most common surgical proce-

dures performed in the United

States, up there with circumci-

sion. I am not trying to

minimize the agony millions of
women may go through in

making the decision to abort

an unwanted fetus, but the

majority of their dilemmas
come from foolishness, drunk-

enness or plain ignorance, not

rape, incest or insufficient

funds to support a child.

There is no excuse for the

frightening rate of the spread

of AIDS among youth,

prompting the sale of condoms
in L.A. high schools. Some-
thing is wrong when an 18-

year-old, HIV-positive student

comes before the school board
to say she might have had a

chance to live if she'd had
access to condoms in school.

Something is wrong when peo-

ple are so shocked that such a

"good person" as Magic John-
son can contract the AIDS
virus. We are not talking about

sex, and therefore missing the

point.

People may be letting their

arrows go when they choose to

abort, or to not use a condom
or birth control. However, I

would argue that many let

Jheir arrows go beforehand by

morous and fulfilling. Of
course it's inappropriate, I feel,

for parents to use scare tactics

with their daughters in order to

preserve their virginity.

It's not unrealistic, however,
to preach the psychological

power, emotional significance

and potential beauty of sex.

It's not unrealistic to preach
the value and beauty of absti-

nence. It's not inappropriate to

tell sixth graders, as I do, that

if "you down with OFF, you
catch HIV!"

At the same time, is the

only reason not to have sex

these days the danger of

AIDS? Most people, if you ask

them, don't regret anything

they've done in the past,

because each experience made,
them who they are, and taught

them something. Many of us

judge past actions as neither

bad, nor good, but "not bad."

We have a duty to learn

from the physical, social and
spiritual epidemics that plague
sex these days and reevaluate.

We must talk more about the

"who" and "why" of sex, not
just the "what" and "how."
We must support legal abor-

tion, AIDS research and con-
dom distribution as last resorts,

and as challenges to dominanL
dom enillles you to entails ms choosing to have sexual rcla= power perspectives of individu-"
injury of yourself or another.

Sometimes letting the arrow- go
means striking someone you
didn't intend to.

There are many ways that

we have let the arrow go.

There is no excuse for the fact

that abortion is one of the

tions with a certain person, or

at a certain point in their lives.

Of course it's unrealistic to

demand abstinence. People

have sex, and will continue to

do so, especially when the

media increasingly portrays it

as exceptionally sensual, gla-

al rights. However, \ am sad-

dened that we are only driven
to examine our behavior when
our lives are threatened, and
the arrow is already loosed.

Rinderle is a senior majoring
in sociology.
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Andy & Tony
invite you

tojoin them in

Lisbt-Hearted _
Ronmn Style Dining

(213) 474-0102

SPECIAL DINNERS MON. THRU THURS.

LUNCH • DINNER • COCKTAILS • FREE PARKING

10929 W. PICO BLVD., WEST LOS ANGELES

UCLA

PRE-IAWSOOBIY
presents

General Meeting
2408 Ackerman Union

8pm Tonight

Schedule of events for the

quarter will be presented.

THE WORLD OF
BANKING & FINANCE

Careers and Cultures

Successful executives from diverse financial institutions will

speak and answer your questions on preparing for jobs for the

future in the challenging world of banking & finance.

FEBRUARY 4, 1992 JAMES WEST ALUMNI CENTER
CONFERENCE ROOM 3 RM. ^ 5 RM.

PANELISTS
Brenda Battey, CPA Patricia D- Palleschi, Ph-D-
Sr. Vice President, Finance Corp. Human Resource Dept.

First Federal Bank of California Security Pacific Corporation

Q Charles Brown
Municipal and Corp. Bonds
Crowell, Weedon and Company

Q Robert Proctor

Former Vice Pres. of SPNB
Glendale Federal Bank

PLACEMENT i CAREER
PLANNING CENTER
U C ^ L
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LIve's debut album Is called "Mental
Jewelry.**

Live . . . live

at tlie Roxy
By Lisa Rebuck

On Saturday, the Pennsylvanian quartet
Live packed the Roxy in Hollywood to play
some tunes from their debut album "Mental
Jewelry." Although they only performed
:5cvcn songs,^^ setw^n^r pcffcoiionW
sound quality and very good overall.

Though the audience was mostly industry
and press, Live pulled lots of vocal
appreciation from even the most business-
like industry types, as well as the whole
crowd.

The band started with an intense rendition
of "Pain Lies on the Riverside" in which
vocalist Ed Kowalczyk showed off his

powerhouse throat. Guitarist Chad Taylor
mixed some pretty melodies in with the
solid rhythm provided by bassist Patrick
Dalheimer and drummer Chad Gracey.

"Operation Spirit (Tyranny of Tradi-
tion)", the current Live single that is helping
create a bifzz for this band, came off very
strongly. Kowalczyk's vocals were crystal
clear, so the lyrics were easily understood. •

The message is what this song is all about:
releasing the past allows humanity to deal
better with the present.

Live continued with "Tired of Me" and
""'Waierboy," two of its less powerful songs.
These tunes came off well, but they just
aren't quite as good as some of their others.
Their performance of "Take My Anthem,"
however, was very strong, very melodic.
Live is a very message-oriented band, and
they lake pains to let their audience see that.

- Although the members of Live are young,
they are perhaps more in tune with the
feelings of life than most people. Perhaps it

is because of their youth that they feel more

* ^. ^^ »fc

Naomi (Vanessa Zaoul) and Alan (Lukas Haas) play two children forced Into a deep friendship during World War II in "Alan & Naomi.

A tale of friendship in troubled times
By Joanne J. Choi
Daily Bruin Staff

See LIVE, page 15

Traditional values seem to have come
back in vogue during the kindler. gentler
'90s. Evidence of the trend is seen in
Triton Pictures' "Alan & Naomi," a fUm
that discusses the importance of friends,
family and community.

Set in New York City during World
War II, the story is centered around the
relationship between 14-year-old Alan
(Lukas Haas) and emotionally disturbed
Naomi (Vanessa Zaoui). Unconcerned
about the war except for his father's
(Michael Gross) bouts with Uie neigh-
borhood anti-Semitic bully, Alan is

content just to make it to the neighbor-

Film focuses on human spirit
hood stickball games after school and fly
model planes in a deserted airfield.

_ However, his entire world is turned
topsy-turvy upon Naomi's arrival. A
Jewish refugee who has been severely
traumatized after watching the Gestapo
murder her father, Naomi is ostracized
by the neighborhood children. Hoping
that exposure to her peers will alleviate
Naomi's suffering, Alan's parents brow-
beat him into befriending her.

Forced to sacrifice after-school activ-
ities with the guys and obligated to save
himself from being called a sissy. Alan
keeps his appointments with Naomi a

secret But as he gets to know her, his

resentment changes to friendship and
sympathy.

"Alan & Naomi" carries much of the
warmth and nostalgia of films like "My
Giri," with an exploration of lost

innocence and prepubescent friendship.

Jordan Horowitz's screenplay carries a
simple message about the necessity of
friendship in a period in which the very
existence of humanity comes into ques-
tion. Directed by Sterling Van Wagcnen
('Trip to Bountiful" and "Convicts"), the
film awes the audience with a profound
understanding of human nature.

Haas, despite the evident workings of
puberty, has retained his wide-eyed
innocence and adeptly plays the role of a
boy-man forced to choose between
childhood and maturity. Zaoui. likewise,
is incredibly adept at presenting a
character laden with sorrow and visions
of horror beyond her years.

However. Alan suffers from a case of
unexplainable immaturity. Much of his
interaction with his parents is limited to
slamming doors and throwing tantrums.
As a result, he is hardly different from
any other teenage brat and seems
incapable of understanding Naomi, who
confounds everyone else. His father's

See 'NAOMI/ page 14

TonI Drago stars In Edward Gorey's
twisted comedy play "Gorey Stories."

'Gorey' tales
thrill to death
By Kelly Besser

Edward Gorcy is an American illustrator
and author of more than 50 books, combin-
ing his art and literature in an unusually
^jzaire blend. In 1975 he won a Tony f^t
costume design for the Broadway produc-
tion of "Dracula," and millions have seen
his drawings as animated credits for the
PBS series "Mystery." His work has earned
him a cult following as devoted as that of
macabre filmmaker David Lynch.

In "Gorey Stories,*' now playing at the
West Coast Ensemble, Edwanl Gorey*s
illustrations and stories come alive on the
stage. The characters exude a gothic
moodiness, stepping guiltily across the
stage as suspects suspicious of unseen
crimes. In Gorey's world, evil envelopes
innocence and steals its soul before it has a
chance to live.

It is this vicious darkness that propels
"Gorey Stories" to embrace its 18 twisted
Gorey tales in a death grip. The tales are
"deadtime" stories, delighting in fatalities
that su-ike down children. They are told with
wicked wit for an adult audience which will
laugh through its nightmares.
Gorey explores similar themes to those in

Italian playwright Luigi Pirandello's "Six
Characters in Search of an Author." In both
works, imaginary characters assume a life
of their own. They deal with illusion
opposing reality and the artistic representa-
tion of reality on the stage. Perhaps Gorey is

grappling with his own twisted reality by
examining the quirky creative process.
The Gorey madness is captured with the

hauntingly humorous music of David
Aldrich and the meticulous direction of
Tony Tanner. Actor/director Tanner steals

. See 'GOREY/ page 15

Cosby' director to speak in Acicennan on life at tlie top of TV comedy

r^^ Dally Briiin Arts & KxAmt;BinmwnA$mm
stanin^ $t^n Connenf^ nt the AHo Wtmf^&i

fBt^mfirstserife At the Dally Bruin
recepii(misV$ 4esk in Kercl^pffHW 1 12A.

By Joanne J. Choi
Dally Bruin Staff

For Jay Sandrich. this November will mark the end
of an era. As director of 'The Cosby Show." Sandrich
will have a place in television history when he directs
the final episode of the phenomenally successful
family-centered comedy.

Speaking today in Ackerman Union's second-
floor lounge, Sandrich takes lime out to reflect on his
experience at the helm of one of television's greatest
programs — which he hails as **an unexpected
benefit in my life."

At the top of the Nielson ratings. "The Cosby
Show" ruled television for eight years with its

benevolent humor and family-oriented message. The
show, which is centered around the bustling family of
Dr. Cliff Huxtable, captured audiences because "it

was more than a comedy about a black family. It was
a show about middle-class America." Sandrich says.

"When the show first came out, no one thought it

was going to do as well as it did." he explains.

Sandrich credits the show's star and executive Bill

Cosby for a major part of the show's longevity and

theme. "Bill is an amazing human being. He had a
message about treating your children with respect
and treating them as rational human beings."

Sandrich's involvement with television comedy
su-ctches over more than three decades. His other
shows include "The Golden Girls," "Soap." and "The
Mary Tyler Moore Show." all of which are
considered television milestones.

In spite of numerous Emmy and Directors' Guild
of America awards for his work in comedy. Sandrich
admits. "I'm just very lucky to have been involved
with shows that were successful."
With the future of television shows more

dependent on ratings than quality, Sandrich states, "I
don't think television has gone forward. In many
ways, it has gone backwards. A show that depends on
human relationships has a difficult chance of
surviving today."

Sandrich sees the effects of the "Cosby" legacy in
newer shows — even "The Simpsons." While it

shared Cosby's fajnily-centercd orientation, "The
Simpsons" appealed U) younger audiences for its no-
holds-barred attitude and sarcastic humor. Sandrich
believes that the show's success was p2irtially due to

tlie fact "the kids had grown up (on The Cosby
Show') and left the family. 'The Simpsons' is for a
different type of audience that appreciated a different
level of humor." he explains.

While the entertainment world debated the results
of a much-touted rivalry between "The Simpsons"
and "The Cosby Show" when both programs shared
ihc Thursday prime-time slot, Sandrich took a cue
from Cosby on how to react. "Bill wasn't angry or
even concerned. We had decided that our time was up
when we sent out our message.
"You can't stay No. 1 forever." he adds

pragmatically.

Sandrich's ability to move forward has made him
one of the most revered directors in the entertainment
industry. But he keeps it in perspective. "I'm not a
writer. I never felt that directors arc that different
from anybody else. When we fail, we fail in front of
hundreds. But. when we succeed, everyone knows
about it."

SPEAKER: Director Jay Sandrich from "The Cosby Show."
rresented by the Campus Events Commission Appearing ,_„ e^ ^ . .^ .,

toaay at noon in the Ackerman second-floor lounge. For ^^y SanarlCh, director Of "The Cosby ShOW," Wll
•nformation. call (310) 825-1958. speak In Ackerman Union today at noon.
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Torme, McGovem dazzle at Royce »- • cert
By Pellin Chou

Mel Torme and Maureen McGovem pie-
scnted the world premiere of a touring show
filled with sparkle and pizzazz entitled 'The
Great American Songbook*' to a packed Royce
Hall audience last Saturday evening.

Having taken on such varied roles as singer,
composer, drummer, TV talk show host,
musical arranger, dramatic actor, TV producer,
vaudeville performer and author, Torme has
been described as "the consummate jazz/ix)p
vocal master of our time." Last Saturday
evening, the reasoning behind such a label
became crystal clear.

From the moment Torme stepped on stage,
his warm personality quickly set the audience
at ease, making what was actually a concert in a
2,000-person auditorium feel Uke a cozy
lounge-type setting with family and friends.

However, this intimate setting was not
without excitement, for as Torme*s voice

began to ring out, the show sprang happily to
life. FVom scat-singing and be-bop to the more
mellow melodies of nostalgia and sentimental-
ity, Torme led the attentive audience conten-
tedly along.

The program included such favorites as
"More Than Vou Know** and Duke Ellington's
"It Don't Mean a Thing If It Ain't Got That
Swing" as well as more contemporary pieces
such as Billy Joel's "New York State of Mind"
(sung Torme-style, of course) and even a quick
dabbling at i comic rap number Torme entitled
"Dilemma."

Although suffering from a cough throughout
the evening, Torme's voice still managed to
soar beautifully and anything he may have
lacked in energy or vocal dexterity he made up
tenfold with that inimitable Torme charisma
and style.

Maureen McGovem, whose vocal talents
comprised the first half of Saturday's show,
delivered a truly dynamic performance as well.
From the coy and sweet subtleties of
"Embraceable You" to tiie high spirits and
excitement of "Blow Gabriel, Blow," McGov-
em kept the audience continually amazed as
well as entertained.

McGovem's mastery of her wide vocal
range enabled her to sing seductively in the
lower tones of soft mellow numbers while
being able to effortlessly execute long caden-
zas and impressively articulate trills in the
more playful and lively numbers.
McGovem is most effective in Uiat she is

constantly full of high energy, and is able to
deliver a penetrating yet never forced sound
that is always qujMjpleasurable as well as
amusing to hear. Rom witty, to sophisticated,
to romantic, to dynamic, McGovem is a
perfomier oLjnany Jalcnts wte 45^^crtainly=

'NAOMI'

Mel Tormo

exciting as well as delightful to watch.
Also worth mentioning are McGovem's

pianist and musical director Lee Musiker and
the fabulous Festival Orchestra. Musiker and
the orchestra played beautifully with distinc-
tive style and flawless expertise. Especially
jK)table was Musiker's extraordinary musical

Maureen McQovem
talent of being able to create a beautifully

delicate yet powerful sound at die piano while
simultaneously directing the festival orchestra,

impressively holding the entire operation
together.

The concert ended with a duet of a charming
Rodgers and Hart medley sung by both Torme
and McGovem. Their voices complemented
each other quite nicely as did their musical
-styles Watch ing two people who seemed to

love what they did so much bring a splendid
evening to a climactic end was mostenjoyable.
•••

CONCERT: The -Great American Songbook" tour.

Tonight at 8 p.m. at tf\e Ambassador Auditorium in

Pasadena. Ticket prices are $30. $29 and $27. For
tickets or info, call 1-800-CONCERT.

From page 13

bedside chats, which are

presented as the source of
Alan's newfound wisdom,
are rarely received with
anything except for barely

disguised boredom.

While the theme requires
a leisurely meditative pace,
the film rarely manages to
engage the audience's sym-
pathy or horror beyond a
superficial level. The psy-
chological and dramatic
power of the war remains out
of Alan's and die audience's
sphere. As a result, except
for the clashes between Alan
and the neighborhood bigot
and Naomi's horrific flash-

back of her father's murder,
the story fails to sustain the

tension needed to capture the
audience's sympathy.

In spite of the film's
flaws, it is at its best and at its

worst a film about the human
spirit. The story of "Alan &
Naomi" becomes an alleg-

ory of the friendship and
love in a time when these
values seem outdated**'/^

FILI4: -Alan & Naomi." Written
by Jordan Horowitz. Based on
Jhe novel by Myron Levoy.
"Oirected by Sterling Van Wage-
nen. Produced by DavkJ An(ter-
son and ^4ark Balsam. Leucadia
Film Corporatkjn and the Mal-
tese Companies, Inc. present a
Triton Pictures Release. 95
minutes. Rated PG.

Looking For The Key To Success?
JiTry Advertising In the Dally Bruin.

' 825-2161

Advertising Opens A Lot Of Doors.

folk/Rock series presents.
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X TONIGHT
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with a psijchacJdic,

yd modern edge."
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deeply the forces of pain and
alienation, the desire for commun-
ity and have a greater awareness of
the hellish parts of life. "Good
Pain" revels in all the aspects of
humanity, including the painful
ones.

Live finished the set with an
incredible rendition of "10,000
Years (Peace Is Now)." Backed by
the smart pacing of their previous
songs, they ripped out this passion-

ate appeal to humanity as a grand
finale. It was indeed the culmina-
tion of their show, garnering a
powerful response from the audi-

ence as well.

Although Live*s tunes were
fabulous, their inexperience and
youth did show up occasionally.

Kowalczyk didn't seem to know
what to do with himself when he
wasn't singing, he just stood on
stage and waited for his cue.

However, he did have good stage

presence when on the microphone.
The other band members held up
as well, although they seemed a bit

stiff. In fact, palheimer is a
talented bassist, who knows when
to play the pocket and the right

time to show off his skill.

With a sound reminiscent of
R.E.M, combined with the English
band the Jam, Live provides
interesting, melodic music mixed
with intelligent and meaningful
lyrics. Their live performance is

:mor& raw and the sottftdless mixed
than on their album, so they're

very powerful, very captivating.

Live should be back in the spring
on the MTV 120 Minutes Tour, so
check them out when they return to

L.A.***

MUSIC: Live. Saturday, Feb. 1 at the
Roxy in Hollywood.

'GOREY'
From page 13
the scene in the second act when
he portrays C.F. Earbrass, a

frustrated novelist who suffers

from writer's block. ^

Tanner is joined by a cast of
nine exceptional actors (Toni

Drago, Sel Vitella, Liz Sheri-

dan, Alden Millikan, Christina

Saffran, Peter Lav in, Christy

Barrett, Michael Abrams and
Michael Donovan). The wide-

eyed, animated cast seizes

complete control of their char-

acters. The simple settings and
costumes are energized by the

presence of emotional facial

expressions and exaggerated

body movements.

The cast is at its best during a
hilarious song and dance rou-

tine at the play's conclusion
called the "Gashlycrumb
Tinies" (after a Gorey alphabet

book, which chronicles the

deaths of 26 children). Corey's
twisted humor allows for the

audience to laugh at the doom
looming over these innocent

victims as the cast sings, "A is

for Amy, who fell down the

stairs, B is for Basil, assaulted

by bears ..."

So E is for Edward, who can
tell a terrifying tale and G is for

Gorey, who will make you
laugh without fail. An evening
of these deadtime "Gorey Sto-

ries" allows the audience to

experience a fascinating
adventure into the demented^
and delightful mind of Gorey.

STAGE: "Gorey Stories." Directed
by Tony Tanner. Produced by the
West Coast Ensemble (6240 Holly-

wood Blvd.) Now playing through
March 1. Thur.-Sal. at 8 p.m.; Sun
at 2 p.m. Tix: $17.50. Senior,
student and group discounts avail-
able. For info call (213) 788-5900.
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NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial skin re/uvenation and renr>oval of
acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consultalion.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Group. (213)786-0636.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ couples/
families. Relat ionship issues, self-esteem prob-

COLLEGEOFLAW
APPLYNOW

mTCir C6u7?[31 0)378-5957, s lid ing scale.
Pager (310)572-4092.

Accredited-SmaU Classes

Next Semester Begins

August 1992
Flexible Programming

I

Accredited by the California

I

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Western Association of

Schools and Cblleses.

Two ConvenientLocations

Encino Campus
5445 Balboa Boulevaid

CaU:(8 18)981-4529

La Vemc Campus
1950 Third Street

Callrq 14)596- 1848

Alcoholics Anonymous

Mastings
Mon. discuaaion, Thur. Bookatudy. Fri. Stip
Study. AU 3625 12:16-1:16. Fri. 12«)-l30O
TuM. OiMuaaion. Wad. OiaouMion NPI

08538 12:15-10)
For aloohoiict or individuals who

I drinkirtg
|

Personal 10

Campus Recruitment 3

ATTENTION PRE-MEO STUIDENTS. DOC-
TOR ROBERT CHEROK, DEAN wilt discuss

opportunities at the Anr>erican University of the
Caribbean School of ^4edicir^e on wed Feb.
1 2, 1 992 at 5pm. in room 4000A Math-science
building LXTLA, sponsored by LXILA Pre-Med
Society.

Congratulations
Carrie Farrell

and
Eric Mollister

on your y^onderful
engagement!

We love you, the aster of F^B

Sports Ticlcets

BRUIN BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED ! All

games, good seats. Please call Ray
(310)441-1576.

NEED WASHINGTON STATE Student Guest
Ticket. Please call Erik (310)794-5399.

Reseorcti Subjects 12

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or
don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,
sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin
Plan. (21 3)873-3303 ocJSl 8)992-6966.

Miscellaneous 9

$75 CHALLENGE. Prove my pollution solution
unworkable, I'll pay you $75.
1-800-488-2489.

ART HISTORY STUDENT/PROFESSOR
wanted to research works of fine art. $1(yhr.
Tom (619) 324-3800 or (619) 327-7447.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CRONHN S OR COLITIS needed for IBD
research study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatnr>ent. Dissertation study. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or
(310)471-3672.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learning
experience.825-0392.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.
Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid for info. (310)828-8887.

UCLA ANXIETY DISORDERS BEHAVIORAL
PROGRAM. Announcing treatment for panic,
ogoraphobia, generalized anxiety, animal
phobias & claustrophobias. Also, studies for

persons who wake out of sleep with feelings of
panic. Prof. Kraske, (310)825-8403.

Reseorcti Subjects T2~ Lost and Found 16

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11
years needed for UCLA research project.
Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392 .

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to
participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 19-49.
Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For info call (310)828-8887

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation.

REWARD!! GIANT SCHNAUZER 80lbs. All

black. Male. Black Collar. Red I.D. on Medi-
cine. San Vicente/26th area 01/28
(310)458-7356

Salons 21

GET A TAN! 10 sessions, $49 with ad. Le
Beach Club. 1107 Cayley. 824-2826.

UCLA Drug Abuse
Research Center

Located in Westwood, DARC is a group of psychologists,
sodologisls, epidemiologists, counselors, statisticians, and
physicians conducting research on drug abuse. Special

interests are the causes and consequences of drug abuse,
drug abuse treatment, and AIDS among drug abusers.

Assistant Researcher
Position available for a 5 year NIDA funded project for improving the
cmczcy and efficiency of matching dnjg users' treaimeni needs to services.
Tasks include coordination of a national panel, general oversight of the
projea including; the development of a computerized refemd system, slte-
visiting major clinics in LA., data coUecUon, and report writing. This
posiUon is ideal for a new Ph.D in psychology or related area, interested in
making a career in the drug use and abuse field. Background in computers
and data analysis required. Field work experience a must. Applkants must
also have good writing skills and interpersonal skills.

Assistant Researcher
Positk>n available for a 3 year NIDA funded projea that provkies
methadone maintenance treatment to heroin addicts at high risk for HIV
infectk>n. Tasks include oversight of research activities irx^jding data
^Ueak>n, statistical analysis, report writing and prepamk>n of puWicaUons.
This position is kleal for a new Ph.D in psychology or related area,
interested in making a career in the drug use arvl abuse field Backgroundm computers and dau analysis required Field work experience a must.
ApplkiaiTts must also have good writing skills and interpersonal skills.

Assistant Researcher
An eleven month appointment for an assistant researcher is available for the
secondary analysis of drug abuse archive dau. This posltk>n wouW include
writing up this analysis for publication. This would be kleal for a new Ph.D
who is interested in learning relevant research skills while getting
published StatisUcal background with dau analysis experkoice a must
Good writing skills also required

Senior Statistician
This position will assist the prirKupal investigators and project directors in
performing statistical dau analysis. The Sr. sutistkrian will also train and
supervise other dau analysts and help prepare scientific papers for
professional journal publicaik>n. Krx>wlec^ of sutisticalpackages and
advanced sutislkial analysis techruques required Ph.D. in sutistkial or
related field with minimum 2 year work experience preferred Ability to
write professional papers required

Statistician
The sutistkian will design and test mathematical models, design and
execute statistkial analysis in a number of different ways using SAS, BMDP
and SPSS. The statistician will also iruerface systems between '

'

microcornputers, Sun/Unix. IBM 3090 and DEC VAX. This person will also
t^e part in the training and supervision of other programmers. Knowledge
of mainframe and personal computers and communications between the
two required Two year minimum experierice in sutistics projzrammins
required «- o- -o

COUNSELOR/CASE MANAGER
This counselor position enuils case managing heroin addicts in a study of
AIDS conuinment among I.V. drug users in methadone maintenance
Masters in Psychology, Social Woilk, MFCC license or equivalent experience
required. Previous experksnce in Methadone Mairuenance program
required.

Research Assistant/Interviewer (SRA D
Several positions are open in various projects. Duties include: conducting
interviews with addicts, collecting ouestionaire and testing dau, eruering
dau into a computer data base, and assisting in other research tasks. These
positions require a completed bachek>r's degree or experience. Psychology
major or equivalent preferred ^

Address Inquiries to:

Edna Owens
UCLA Dmg Abuse Research Center

1100 Glendon Ave., Suite 763

Los Angeles, CA 90024-3511

WOME-N'S SUPPORT/THERAPY GROUPS.
Dynamic, caring, professionally led ongoing
groups. Explore family problems, relationship
patterns, work and career concerns, esteem
issues, addiction and recovery. Improve com-
munication skills and self confidence. Lisa
Frankel MFCC (21 3)398-9385.

ART STUDENT NEEDED to compose paint
design for Harley- Davidson Motorcycle. Call
Bruce anytime. (310)471-6040.

ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company needs
help. Work from your home, doing various
Jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

BODY BY JAKE PRODUCTIONS. Seeking
administrative assistant S7A^r. P/T Mon-Fri.
Please Call Michelle (310)471-5591

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILD8ENS GYM INSTRUCTOR Full time-

Must be energetic and love kids. Experience
teaching children 6 months-7 years required.
Terrific opportunity. (310)288-0258

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/Iandside
available. Year-round & summer positions.

(612)643-4333.

DIRECTOR'S ASSISTANT, BEACH ORIENTED
DAY-CAMP PROGRAM AND HIGH SIERRA
CAMP-OUT, PART-TIME NOW, FULL-TIME
SUMMER, NEED EXPERIENCE WITH CHILD-
REN, WATER SPORTS, AND OFFICE WORK,
$7/HR •> BONUS. (310) 440-2288.

DOOR TO IXXDR SALESPERSON needed for

Studio City. Dry Cleaners. Hours flexible.

(818)505-0828/ (213)575-1072.

ENTRY LEVEL RADIO ASSISTANT, major
radio rep. firm. Great opportunity to learn

radio/advertising business. Alan
(213)966-5082. ^
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT/Westwood sought by
Attorney/Producer. Must be a recent graduate
who is intelligent, organized, personable,
trustworthy, self starter, chic, style consciou-
sand creative. This unique job entails chal leng-
ing, fun and interesting duties in a fast-paced
environnr>ent. Macintosh and office skills

needed. $1 2.50/hr., bonus and benefits. Avail-

able immediately. Please fax resume with
cover letter to Sara at (310)475-9966.

FILM EDITING INTERNS needed for major
feature film starring Jeff Bridges. Call George at

(310)207-4676 EXT. 170.

GIRLS FOR VOICE-OVER telephone work,
rtr ict ly lagit, )35/30m in, Ask for L isi

M-F, (213)274-9291.

ACNE .

A NASTY FOTTR
LETTER WORn
Ifyou had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago
you woidd be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our
Skin Care Information
Line,

800-435-3533

HELP WANTED WITH RESTAURANT PROM-
OTION. Make $100.$30Q/day. Flexible hours.

Must speak english. Call Roberto
(213)649-0810.

IMMEDIATE P/T position for a customer ser-

vice rep. Available at a new print shop in

Westwood Village. M, T, Th, and Sat. evenings.
Call 208-2679.

Opportunities 26

EARN CASH IN YOUR MAIL BOX. Ser>d $5 w/
SASE Dept. 1 Box 4547 Scottsdale, AZ
85261-4547

INSTRUaORS
MCAT

lia/HRANDUP!
Port-rime openings

ovoiloble throughout the
Encino oreo. You rr^ust

hove scored above tf»e

90th percentile on this

exonn, hove o Bochelor's

degree and love to

teach. Salary depends on
qualifications.

Coll Erin:

(818)382-2420. EOE.

Help Wanted 30

$200-5500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at
home. Easyf No selling. You're paid direct.
Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2900 Copyright »CA11KDH.

$40,00(Vyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple •like/don't like" form. EASYI Fun,
relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2925 Copyright iCAllKEB.

5 DAYS, 'A DAY-MORNINGS HELP NEEDED.
Housework, errands, handiwork. Driver's
license & references required. Offer small apt.
In BH home, furnished. Separate street en-
trance. Pool, cable TV, limited use of tele-

phone in exchange for services. Call mornings
8-9 A.M. or leave message. (310)273-2433.

$800 WEEKLY POSSIBLE! Working at home!
37 Different Opportunities. Rush $1 and
self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Primary
Products, 7095 Hollywood Blvd., #781 -Al,
Hollywood, CA 90028.

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS HIRING
NOW! R/T air, roonVboard provided! To
$5,000-»-/mo. Extensive fisheries report gets job
or call refunded. 1-900-226-ALASKA ($3/mln,
complete program four min.).

ALL AROUND GENERAL OFFICE person
wanted. Must be sharp and dependable.
Computer skills a plus. Call for recorded info.

(310)392-0277.

ARE YOU FUN, CREATIVE, an outgoing young
lady? If so then Network Amerika would like to
meet you. We do promotions for clubs, parties
and bands. Make money while you socialize
(213)934-6702. ./

LAW FIRM
ciecds motivated pciscn to

do challenging legal and

cleiicai tasks

Gieat Expeiience to field.

Please send resume

w GPA. available timef's

fof, interviews and other

pertinejit intormatiQn to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

LEGALIZE GAMBLING. Gather signatures

.S0</signature. Chris (310)820-1791.

MAKE A DIFERENCE! Support AIDS research

and make $$ P/T. Distribute condoms. Perfect

Health. (805)655-5624.

MALE l> FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,
Attractive people wanted for nude photoc.

Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MODELS. Earn $1 5(Vbr. or mon, boyish

and/or athletic 18-24. Clean shaven face,

little or no chest hair. Playgirl
style nf>agazine^udity required. No experi-

ence necessary, internationally known photo-

graphcr. Brad, (213)392-4248

MANAGEMENT POSrfKDNS W/ CALIFOR-
NIA UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average tinv
ingi $6,000 to 16,000 4>.

PT Spring, FT Sumnr»er. Interviews on campus
InfcVApp. (600) 400-9332.

30 Help Wanted

Pait-time office assistant

needed for busy Westwood|

travel agency.
Light bookkeeping skills & a

pleasant personality requirecj.

Shifts available: 10-2 or 11-3

Pay: $7hr.

Alt interested please call Steve at

(310)824-7083
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Models needed, no esperience nnrnaiery
for modeling coBmarcial A muakc video.

Cell todej tar eppotaitaent
(213)S47-<001

Beverly HUla 90110

MODELS

Cati (018)508-8680

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES: New marketing
company exparxiing throughout L.A. Need
motivated individuals to help train and mart-

age. Benefits and training provided. Mr. Nad-
ley (310)536-5175.

MANGEMENT POSITKDNS W/ CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earnings

$,6000 to 16,000 -»-. PT Spring, FT Summer.
Interviews on campus, in^app. (800)
400-9332.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsult calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

PART-TIME MESSENGER, Bevcriy Hills area. 2
hrs., during day, need own transportation.

(310)275-2260.

PART-TIME: 15-25hr*M<., $135+Avk., start-

ing retail sales. Great for resunr>e. No door to

door, etc. Call for info. (310)396-1479.

PART TIME bookkeeper 4-6 hrsNveek. Will

train $7.50 per hour cash. Call Lynne Freeman.
(818)783-7175.

PART TIME TELEMARKETING for Education
Agency in Santa Monica. Foreign language
helpful. (310)395-9393.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT needed for busy, gay
professional, $1(Vhr., 5 hn/vA(.. Be smart,

responsible, creative, resourceful,
(310)276-2332.

Personal Secretary/Housekeeper Need ma-
ture, responsible, hard worker to help run a
high energy and very busy household. Duties
to include: Scheduling, coordinating staff,

grocery shopping, answering correspondence,
computer literate, keeping phone messages
and keeping house well stocked and supplied.

Approx. 25 hours per week. Days are flexible.

Good opportunity for a bright student with a
positive attitude. Please fax me your resume
with availability to 213/851-3601.

PRIVATE PARTY NEEDS ARTIST rendering of

commercial 2-story building and lot. Reason-
able and need sample. (818)786-9928 days.

P/T ASSISTANT MANAGER outgoing, self-

motivated, reliable individual for children's

store in Brentwood. FRONTRUNNERS KIDS.

Apply in person. 1 1620 San Vicente Blvd. See
lulie. j» -. ..

PA DRIVERS (7.00) AND OFFICE STAFF (6.50)

needed for young growing courier service.

Shawn 914-1449.

PT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarships—
Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

PT OFFICE CLERK wanted 1 -5pm, M-F, IXTLA
Div Clinical Nutrition. Call Gail
(310)206-0290.

RETAIL SALE: Experienced salesperson needed

for children's store part-time. Apply in person

or call Lynn. Westsidc Pavilion, Level 2 #229.

(310)441-1896.

TEACHERS AIDE. 1 5/30 HRSTWK. Experience

with children, Excellent English writin^art

skills. Referencs. Margaret. (310) 839-3102.

TELEMARKETER POSITION. 2 day a week
from lOam-lpm. $6/hr 4- bonus.
(310)277-5828, Sean.

TELEMARKETING. Large telemarketing com-
pany in Culver City is looking for some
energetic dialere with ^ood voices. We offer

paid training, $6^rycornmission. Great hours

7.-00 AM-1:30. No experience necessary.

$50GM(. is y«ry real. (310^7-0902.
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Optometric office seeking

personable, caring, and

outgoing person to handle

patient load for 2 doctors.

CHALLENGING.
Mon., Wed.. Fri.8am-5pm.

$6.50/hr. start

Parking available.

Call and leave message:

(310)837-7202.

8 people needed 110^7

CaOl (SU)4BS.1817

US MAIL JOBS $1

1

.77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-
sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

WEEKENDS ONLY, person w/van or pick-up
truck to deliverAetrieve equipnrient for child-

ren's parties. $l(yhr (310)399-2482.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively,

talented writers. Paperback novels, non-fiction

books, screenplays. 9^2-1557. Vernon.

BRENTWOOD, $550 bachelor, $675 single,
free utilities, $1250 2bd/2ba, New security
building, prinDe area. Best Deals, 508 Barring-
ton (310) 934-5000.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; l-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCELLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE.
(213)471-1340.

MAR VISTA $625. Bright, upper 1 -bedroom
high ceilins, parking, laundry. 12707
Venice Blvd. (310)305-7117.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (310)398-8579.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,
furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, and
carpet. Ceiling 'fan. Minutes to Century City
and Westwood. 3258
C)veHand.(21 3)837-301 3.

PALMS. 2-bed/l-bath $725, hardwood floors,

mini-blinds, appliances, near bus. Cats okay.
(310)390-3076.

PALMS. 1/2 BEDROOM. UNFURNISHED.
$595/up. Manager. 3743 Mentone, apt. 1.

(310)836-1529.

Job Opportunities 32

ATTORNEYS needed to take aver a major on
going civil litigation in LA Superior Court
(213)874-2569.

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR MESSENGER for

CPA Firm — Century City— P/T. Duties
includeiinventory control, knovvledge of

Lotus 123, deliveries, some heavy lifting.

Must have own car. Hourly wage & benefits.

Call Lesley Davis (310)553-7880.

MARKETTKtr ASSOCIATE. FT/PT.
20-40hrVweek, daytime. Marketing invest-

ment management service to Fortune 500
firms. Excellent phone skills, in brokerage or

finance requested. Westwood. $10/hr.
(310)206-1310 ask for Tom.

RADIO ADVERTISING SALES. Ambitious,

creative people needed. Will train. Very high

earnings! Midnight rendezvous. (818)
990-8052.

SALEVOUTSIDE fast growing marketing firm

representing Firestone. Looking for outgoing,

energetic people for evening hours. High
income & growth potential. Flex, hours.

(800)323-7559.

SPANISH TEACHER P/T. Approx. 2-day/5-hr.

per day. K-5. Classroom experierKe. Westside
public school. Send resume, hourly rate. 319
Mount Holy Oak Ave. Pacific Palisades 90272.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing all aspects of a

successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call

Triple "A* Student painters for information

now, 1(800)394-6000.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM $685/MO, Fireplace,

private patios, dishwasher, refrigerator &
stove,security bui!ding,parking, pool, and &
laundry. (310) 473-7860.

PALMS 2-BED/2-BATH. Security alarm, fire-

place, new carpet, all appliances included.
SB95/mo. (310)839-8862.

PALMS. $750. Large 2-bcdroom, upper, new
carpet/paint, built-ins, refrigerator, patio,

2-car parking. 476-6532

PALMS, $925, 2+2, 4-years new, alann, A/C,
firmlace, easy freeway access, 10737 Palms.

(2||)838-5039.

-BALMS, BEAUTIFUL l-bedroom, $8G^ 2i^
$975 up unfurnished, cathedral, high ceilings,

skylights, fireplace, patios, security build.,

near all, easy move-in. Friendly manager.
(310)815-8908.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED. ACROSS FROM
UCLA. DISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR.
NEW CARPET/BLINDS. FIREPLACE. EXTRA
LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING. LAUN-
DRY FACILITIES. LAST AVAILABLE APT. PR-
ICED TO RENT QUKIKLY. CALL SOON
208-8685.

SHERMAN OAKS, 2+2, $750. Gated, central

air and heat, dishwasher, garage, fireplace.

13406 Moorpark. (818)222-8298.

VENK:E. $850. Large modern 1 -bedroom
upper with balcony. 1st block beach. Laundry,
parking, security. Block to direct busline.

(310)301-6559, (310)305-7117.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 1 -bed-

room junior. $725/mo. Utilities & parking

included (310)475-7533.

WESTWOOD. WALK IXTLA/VILLAGE. Spa-
cious 1 -bedroom, urVfumished, stove, refriger-

ator, sleeps three. $885/mo. 10965 Roebling.

(310)206-4478.

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

large single, 1 or 2 people okay. 667-669
Furnished/unfurnished. Levering Ave.
(310)206-3215

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. Sunny single, mod-
em kitchen, excellent cortdition, small build-

ing. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $575.
(310)474-8606.

WESTWOOD, SMOO/mo., 2-bed/2-bath, new
carpets, floors, tiles and fixtures, large
unit, VK) pets, A/C, 2 parking spaces, 1601
Veteran, Matt (310)284-9044.

WESTWOOD, 2 BEDROOM/I BATH, hard-
wood floors, closed garage with storage.

$95(ymo. 1676 Manning. Newly painted.
(213)275-1335.

WESTWOOD AREA. Cute upper-floor bache-
lor. Crown mpldlngs. Cable-ready. $550.
470-5952.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATKDN. Generous
move-in bonus. Furnishec^nfumished, ba-
chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to

UCLA. A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering
208-7634. Managed by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM LXILA. Beauti-
ful & new 2-bed/2-bath apt. Huge walk-in
closets designed for ROOMMATES!! 475
Gayley. Call (310) 824-3715.

WLA, 1-BDRM, bike or bus to campus, new
carpet, stove, refrigerator. $695. 1850 Colby.
477-0725.

WLA 1-BR. $650. Built-ins, patio, laundry,

parking. 1412 Brockton. (818)368-6732.

WLA 1 -bedroom. $675. Carpet, drapes, con-
venient location. 1521 Purdue Ave.
(310)391-2874.

WLA. 2-BEDROOM APT. Spacious, Close to
UCLA. $85(ymo. + deposit. Call Jen 479-8508

WLA, 2-bedroom/1 -bath in four plex unit,

^^jJ8& flgve. muA see> tllfll 478^7413:::

WLA-3516 South Jasmine Ave. 15 min. from
UCLA. 1 -bedroom with loft. $975/mo. + $300
security deposit. Low move-in. AC, fireplace,

dishwasher, security building, security park-
ing, sundeck, patio, small pet allowed. Gl Gi
(310)836-5311.

WLA - 351 6 South Jasmine Ave. 1 5 min. from
UCLA. 2-bed/2-bath. %975/mo. + $300 sec-
urity deposit. AC, fireplace, dishwasher, sec-
urity building, 2-security parking, patio. Small
pet allowed. GIGI (310)836-5311.

WLA, $425-$650, singles, 1 -bedroom. Light,

spacious, security. Apartments to share also

available. (310)276-1671, (310)626-2818

WLA. $425 and up. Bachelors and singles.

Security parking, rooftop sundeck & Jacuzzi
with ocean view. (310)826-5528.

WLA, $450 single in triplex unit, close to
UCLA and transportation, must see, (310)
458-8859.

WLA. $550 and $565 Singles, hardwood
floors, stove, frige, mini-blinds.
(310)477-2777.

Internstilps 34

INTERNS WANTED to do reading, coverage,

development, etc. for production company.
Part or Full time. No pay.. .great opportunity!

Call (310)659-9511.

Child Core Wanted 35

GUESTHOUSE & SALARY in exchange for

childcare/light housework. Brentwood. Exper-

ience, references, fluent English. 471-3379.

BABYSITTER ON REGULAR BASIS. Tues.

ancVor Wed. and Sat. Late afternoons &
evenings until approx. 10 P.M. Must have own
transportation arid references. Near Mulhol-
land. (818)905-9906.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM, furnished or unfurnished. Old
building, 2-blocks west of school. Parking
available. $675/mo., security deposit $500.
(310)624-0532.

$925, 2-BEDROOM, upper, buih-ins, bal-

cony, pool, garden-like, quiet, near UCLA,
parking, near transportation. (310)477-9955.

ADJ. Century City. 2bed/2bath. View, built-

ins, garden patio, hardwood floors, blinds

$900-$l 100. (213)441-9142/(213)470-9239.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)639-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1275. 2-BED + DEN.
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLEX.
FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD FLOORS, SERVICE
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury

apartment, fireplace, intercom, built-ir«, patio

and more. N. Wdshirc adj. San Vicente.

11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

Luxury Living At
Student Prices!

• spacious, hMtod and air oondllbned roomsl
• Private Bathroom and Showwt
• Htnmt mora than t¥MO studants par room!
• Saia, pu'St acivironmant
• Naw laundry and vanding maohinaal
• Siparala aiudy and TV ioungaa with oablal

' Ona badroom apartmants avaiabia
WWghl Room and Qmm RoomI
PfantyofFfaaPaikinal
Danoaa. partiaa. mannm, aaoapa tr^.
baitMouaa. oonoarts. laoturaa and moral

it's ail waiting loryou in beautiful Bel Mr, only twelve minutes from UCLAI

The University of Judaism Residence Halls
310-476-9777, ext 259

I RFF RFM
BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS

BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

NorttHldge $275 up. 500 himlshed un« stiidaiM

houdno ladNIyi Stand or prt¥* unNs. will or

MdlKMl MldMtt. Prtvm laHi. BdoI. Jnmt
fMaerikm loom, l^hour (khi lo UCLA. Gpeii year

round. F(m bRdMn. NoftMdgi (^ampui

RnMMa. 8600 ZMBh. NortMdpt C^9132S— <fii|iw-iTiy ^—

—

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 -BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735
870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

l»K()| I NSION \l n \1 W \(,| I> in MOSS \ ( o
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Don't Forget. ....to say I love you!

Ihe deadline forIhe 1992 \hlentir^'s issue is

THBTHURSDAY, FEBRUARY6TH at2PM

206*3060 |^||(e pQily Bt*uh Cl(i^eiiV\}m4Gmg-^2^}^^
Mm^ Ti'"Y-Yrri-|i i-i UMiMMiMMMi iimtitiiiiiimmu^^

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments lor Rent 49

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD
SINGLES 0^^- .^ TWO BDRMS
'.ATED GARAGE BALCONV
POOL JACUZZI FIREPLACE
WALK IN CLOSETS FUL.
KITCHEN DiSH WASHER
REC ROOM POOL TABLE
.'IDEO GAMES LAUNDR'
^ACILm Y oAS >s WATER PAlC
~ R O rj .-3:5 P R S r.

ROC)MMATES AVAILABLE

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

$995-$200 OFF 1ST

I

Bright, front opt. w/ gas FR
D/W, A/C, lots of closet

space, Ig. balcony,

gated parking, key ,

access entr/.

1 709 Westgate
(310)479-1581

Kill Your

Roommate??
NO! GET A NEW

ONE!
\U>\'o to ?{-i^ Gculox'

Kooinmnto^ waiting

824-0836

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel "Westwood Village

Cable TV«Miaowave« Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk»w/KrrCH $295/wk

1 •bdrm suites available

31 0/208-2241

BEST DEAL
1 1

IVESTIVOOD
Deluxe 2bd/2 bth

10 mln Walk to UCLA
Parkln9(2)^ AIR, SPA

Balconies, Fireplaces

(310)208-2655

WLA. $775. Spacious, 1-bedroonVl- bath,

security, pool, elevator, cable, washer/dryer,

vertical blirni. 2445 5. Barrington Ave.

(310)473-3375.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single. Ideal for students to share. Close <to

Ua.A. 11290 Ohio Ave. (310)477-4632.

WLA Giant (bargain at $800) 2-bed.with patio

or balcony. Miniblinds, ceiling fans, walk-in

closet, appliances, low move-in , 11527
Venice Blvd. #6. (310)390-5065.

WLA, GREAT LOCATION! %b30/rno. 1-bdrm.

Spacious, lower, quiet building, laundry, park-

Ing, cloie to busline. (310)626-9644.

WLA. Large 2-bed/2'A -bath with washer/

dryer. Available immediately. 1 1535 Roches-

ter §205. 010)208-7279.

WLA^ALMS, 2-bed/1 -bath, $850 & $875,

securMy building, large sundeck; WLA new
luxury condo style, gated, 2-be(V2-bath

$1100, near Bundy, (310)471-0683.

WLA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1-bed. Mini-

blinds, ceiling fans, appliar>ces, low move-in.

11527 Venice Blvd. #7. (310)390-5065.

WLA Super (bargain at $645) 1-bed. Mini-

blinds, ceiling far>s, appliances, utilities in-

cluded, low move-in. 3637 Sepulveda Blvd.

#6 (310)390-5065.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

BEL AIR . $600. SINGLE, NEW KITCHEN, A/C,

DISHWASHER, REFRIG, MICROWAVE,
POOL, PHONE ENTRY SYSTEM, ONE-MILE
UCLA CAMPUS, NO PETS. (310)471-0824.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $800, 1-bed

room. North of Wilshire, exceptionally spa

cious, hardwood floors, no pets
(213)653-5435.

B.H. UNFURNISHED. SINGLE GUEST
Kitt-lip^fTft*/ i73Th taundiy

One person. Available Feb. 1. $675
Including utilities. (310) 274-3935.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

LARGE SINGLE W/IN walking distance of
campus. $595, utilities included. Call Paul at

824-9754.

OHKD-SAWTELLE. $650. Month to month.
1-Bedrm, stove & fridge, carpets, I'A miles
from UCLA. Call (310)477-5758.

PALMS: $625. Large 1 -bedroom. 2 weeks free.

First + security. New paint, blinds, carpet &
appliances. Parking included. Cat okay.
(310)372-1253.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quite. Bundy N. of

Olympic, excellent manager. $685.
(310)820-7049.

WESTWOOD NEAR CENTURY CITY, small

and custom single, sleeping loft, skylight,

garage, $635/mo. (310)475-3333.

WLA. $725. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large
modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.
(310)837-0761.

WLA. One-bedroom, $850-$875/mo. Sec-
urity, spacious building, parking, carpet. Walk
to UCIA. 1450 Midvale. (213)391-2674.

WLA STUDIO-$697, 1 BEDROOM $867.
Luxury, gated living. City views, rooftop pool
and spa. Quiet & friendly. Visa/MC. Sedona
Village. (310)280-0692.

Apartments to Shore 52

$375! BEAUTIFUL WESTWOOD CONDO.
Share room in 2bd/2V. bath. Female. All

luxuries. Parking! Bus/Lot32 walk. Veteran
Ave. 575-A] 20/479-7797.

SANTA MONICA 2-BED/2-BATH APART-
MENT to share with female non-smoker.
Available now. $50G/mo. (310) 453-1650.

BEVERLY HILLS. Looking for quiet, female
non-smoker to share 2bed/2 bath apt. Fire-

place, oatio. S550/mo.(310)271-2157.

CHARMING, NEWLY PAINTED, 3-bcdroom,
Spanish duplex, one bedroom/ own bath,

laundry, fireplace, garage parking, S55tVmo.
Daytinr>e messages (213)939-4091, evenings
(213)652-2481.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share very
spacious, furnished 1 -bedroom apartn>ent,

parking available. Walk to UCLA. Gina
(310)206-4076.

FEMALE TO SHARE 2+2 APT. In Santa Monica
w/ young female exec, college grad, very
serious. Non-snwker. No pets. $65(Vmo. Furn-

ished. Call (310)275-8666.

MALE/FEMALE. Own Master bedroom with
bath in 2bed, 2bath apt. secure building with
parking $465/month. Johnny (310)559-4260.

M/F ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2-BED/ 2-BATH
IN WESTWOOD W/ PROFESSIONAL PER-
SON. $600/MO. PRIVATE BEDROOM, PRI-

VATE BATH. 474-6468

OWN BEDROOM, IN 2-BED/1-BATH APT.
$385/mo.-f utilities. Non-smoker a must. Doris
(310) 836-9413, call evenings.

PALMS- CLEAN, NEAT, Responsible, non-
snDoker to share 2 -t- 2 apt. fireplace, a/c, full

kitchen, laudry. Secure parking. Great build-

ing. $39(Vmo. -t-utilities. Scott (310)839-7616.

SANTA MONICA, NORTH OF WILSHIRE.
PEACEFUL NEIGHBORHOOD, $375/MO.
OWN BED/ BATH. LEAVE MESSAGE.
010)3935060.

>^
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Bearlike
animal

6 Grad
:^tft tJntg.-stud9nt

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

14 Crazy as
15 Passable
16 Vicinity

17 Impudent
18 Botanical

cleanser
20 Contest
21 Permit to
22 Cut
23 Ducklike bir(j

25 Promised
27 Sharpens
30 Delight

3

1

Some writers

32 Batter 1

33 Funny person
36 French river

37 Conditions
38 Timbre
39 A Kennedy
40 Hair growths
41 Likely

42 Discharges
44 Wearing a

head cover
45 Polish dance
47 Fanfare
48 Blacksmith's

tool

2-4-92

63 Violinist

Mischa —
DOWN

49 Darn, perhaps
50 " Doing

All Right
"

54 Hoover's
successor

57 Baked item
58 Inkling

59 Detrained
60 Author Bret —
61 Dame Myra —
62 Uncluttered

1 Twinge
2 Athena
3 Standard
4 Bird shelter

5 Some
6 Capital item
7 Ransack
8 Neighbor of

Can.
" 9 Swab
10 Cold dishes
1

1

Carver's raw
material

12 London money
13 Despised
19 Beg
21 — Altos, CA
24 Harvest

goddess
25 Fruits

26 Eye part

® 1992 United FMture Syndicate

27 Notice
28 Ripped
29 Meeting
30 Skin openings
32 Tri plus di

34 Singer Murray
35 Turned right

37 Undertaking
38 Hot and

sultry

40 Blackbird
41 Small dog
43 Pretenses ^

44 In what way
45 Month
46 American

lizard

47 Trivial

49 Slithered

51 Angler's bait

52 Square column
53 Observed
55 Container
56 Mr. Whitney
57 Female word

M Bi Si 53

!r

to
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chbur
<Eirthday

F«b. 4, 1SS2

If you get Involved in a venture In the
year ahead that is easily launched and
promises a quick return, be patient. It

might develop more slowly than you an-

HCipflte» out it snotiiH flwfintiifiny

out.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 2a-F«b. 19) If you
have a serious matter you'd like to ad-
just with a friend today, t>e imaginative

in your approach. Use terms that make
your point without jeopardizing the rela-

tionship. Know where to look for ro-

mance and you'll find it. The Astro-

Graph Matchmaker instantly reveals

which signs are romantically perfect for

you. Mail $2 plus a long, self-ad-

dressed, stamped envelope to Match-
maker, c/o this newspaper, P.O. Box
91428. Cleveland. OH 44101-3428.
PISCES (Fab. 20-March 20) What you
hope to gain for yourself today you must
also hope to gain for a partner. Success
comes by gratifying mutual interests.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) Do not put
limitations on your intentions today; it

could prove to t>e sflf-defeating. Once
you get on a roll, pull out the stops —
don't plug them up.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Be cautious

and prudent today, but not excessively

so. In order to advance your interests, it

might be necessary to take a calculated

risk.

GEMINI (May 21-Juna 20) If conversa-
tions with friends are buoyant and
breezy today, follow suit. However, in

discussions of a serious bent, converse
accordingly.

CANCER (Juna 21-July 22) Take time
to carefully analyze developments in

your commercial affairs today. Once
you have weighed your alternatives,

make your decision and ride it out.

LEO (July 23-Aiig. 22) Your mate may
have some very good suggestions to-

day, and although your partner's way
might be a trifle more tedious, the re-

sults could be much better.

VIRQO (Aug. 23-Sapt. 22) In a situation

where you have authority over others, it

might be necessary for you to exercise

it today — if you see things getting a bit

out of hand. Do so judiciously.

LIBRA (Sapt. 23-OcL 23) If the oppor-
tunity presents itself, take time out to

stop and chat with someone today with

whom you have only a nodding ac-
quaintance. It's an individual you've
been anxious to know better.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Early in the

day, you're likely to view the things sub-
ordinates do objectively. Later, howev-
er, you might react to the same behav-
ior with considerably less tolerance.

SAQITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dac. 21)
Someone you know only socially might
approach you today with a business
proposal. Even though it might appear
sound, don't go into it without extensive
study.

CAPRICORN (Dae. 22-Jan. 19) If you
don't rush right into your presentation,
it will be easier to do business with an-
other today. Establish a friendly rapport
before making your pitch.

r

^"m*

Apartments to StKire 52 Room for Rent

WESTWOOD, %A50/rno., male, l-block to
campus, townhouse (bed-up, living, dining,
kitchen down), fireplace, prlv^e, patio, gar-
age, (310)206-7527, eves.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. Own Bed/Bath In

2bed/2bath apt. from $55Q/mo. Parking, pool,
spa, rec. room, A/C. (213)206-1976.

WESTWOOD. Furnished 1 bedroom apart-
ment. Huge patio. Walk to campus. Utilities

paid (310)206-2501. .

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/2bth. Share room.
$33(ymo. Bonnie (605)946-2131.

WLA. Looking for female non-snwker. Beauti-
ful 2-bed/1-bath duplex, wood flo6rs, fire-

place. Walking distance to UCLA. $50(Vmo.
(310)278-6765.

WLA: SHARE 2BD/1 BA with recent PhD and
cat. $445/mo.-$445 deposit. Laundry, car-
pet, quiet street, spacious. Leslie
310-207-5740.

Roommates
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, share room, 2+2, fully

furnished, must see. $315/nrK) -fdeposit. Brian

(213)562-1900, (310)477-1414.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT IN SANTA
MONICA. RENT CONTROL! $280/m'o.
452-5792.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED IMMEDIAT-
LEY; 2-bed/ 2-bath + all amenities. Walk to

UCLA. $340. (310)206-5123. Manager
208-4394.

FEMALE, share large, furnished, one bedroon
apartment with one other, walking distance,

$40Q/mo. (310)824-0842.

FIRSTMONTH FREE! Male needed by Feb. 1 to

share room in huge 2-bdrnV2bth apt. in

Westwood. Secluded, free cable. Must seel

937-4070 leave message.

LARGE ROOM to share in two bedroom apt. 1

block from campus. $385/mor^. Ask for )on,

Bret, Steve, or Sean. 624-5455.

"LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE easy to gel

along with, willing to pay $40(VrT>o. Day-
phone 588-8919, evening phone Larry

977-2121 ext.2079.

MALE to share room 2-bec^ -bath on VeteraiV

Strathmore. VERY SPACIOUS, MUST SEE.

$375. 624-0482.

MARINA DEL REY, roommate wanted, $600,
master bedroom, tennis, pool, gym, walk to

beach, evenings (310)621-7210.

MaleA^emale non-snK>ker wanted to share

spacious 2BDRM cottage close to UCLA.
$497.50 plus half utilities. Call Tom at (310)

478-7565 or beep 206-6477 id»13039.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share large 2-bed-

room apartment. Private bath. Across finom

UCLA. Female preferred. S700/n\o. (310)

824-3947.

WALK TO UCLA-enomnous 2-bdrnV2-bath. 2

females to share beautiful condo with 2 others.

$395 each. (310)824-4242.

WESTWOODAXTLA. SHARE large 2 bed/2

bath. $350/mo. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.

(213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD, BEAUTIFUL 2 bd/2 batk Pool,

Jacuzzi, fireplace, weight room. $400 share

roonV $700 own. Call (310)474-0048.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH to share with 3

others, {a/c, parking, cable, and all anr>enities.)

Located on corner
of Hilgard >- Westholme. (310)206-3933.

WESTWOOD, FEMALE ROOMMATE, clean &
responsible, to- share charming, furnished

2-bed apartment. $565 plus *A utilities. In-

cludes maid. Available Feb. 1st. Lorna
(310)208-1456.

WESTWOOD: FEMALE NEEDED to share

bedroom w/ 1 other. Close to campus, security,

pool, a/c, etc. $31 7.50+utilities. Call Linda

Lee. 479-6984.

WLA: Female to Share 2Bed/2Bath.
$323.75/mo. Spacious, safe security building,

fireplace, balcony, more. (310)473-5441.

WLA, own room in cozy house, $515/mo.,

fireplace, backyard, garage, (310) 441-5021.

Room for Rent 54

2 ROOMS Available in a 3-bed house. ?^ar

UCLA. $450 •(- utilities + $450 deposit. Call

Allen or Denny, 470-4577.

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury

apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,
fireplace, study- lounge and much, much
more. Own roonVbath, free HBO/Showtinr>e.

$525. (310)637-9509.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
' with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.

Leave message, Abby (616)763-5151.

BEVERLY HILLS. Private room & bath. Separate

. wing & entrance. Kitchen & laundry privileges

negotiable. $550. (310)274-7122.

CULVER CITY-Mature women to share bath &
all amenities. $450/mo. w/ security.

(310)204-3844. .__^
HOUSING AVAILABLE IN CLEAN FRATER-

NITY HOUSE. ALBERT 208-0984.

MASTER BEDROOM, PRIVATE BATHROOM
IN BEAUTIFUL 3-BEDRC)OM NORTHRIDGE
HOME, POOL, WASHER/ DRYER, NON-
SMOKER, $400/MO. 616/886-5857,
206-5891

.

OWN ROOM, share bath, in WLA house. 2,

i-^' miles to LXILA. Washer/dryer, backyard,

parking, storage, hardwood floors. $447+

utilities. Bill (310)478-6681.

ROOM FOR RENT. Quiet, clean student for

private bedroom and bathroom in 4-bedroom
house. WLA. Bus access. $450. Bianca'and
Richard (310)559-5170.

ROOM FOR RENT with private bath in private

home. Kitchen privilages, non-smoker, student

preferred. $450. (310)475-5125.

SUNNY ROOM, private patio, *A bath, SM
coryio. Female, NS, no pets, quiet. $435

Includes utilities. (310)452-0704.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World

charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199A<vk.

and up. Some with kitchens. (310)206-2241.

WESTWOOD, OWN ROOMAVPFH BATH, In

nice apartnrtent. And share rest. $45Q/nfK>. + *A

utilities, security. (310)470-2942.

VS^A HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced male

student. Microwave, refrigerator, weekly

cleaning. Near transportation. References.

(310)270-4387.

53 Sublet 55

BOSTON AREA, apt. to sublet, 1

masterbedroom/1 bath. Completely furnished,

cable TV, all amenities, air conditioning.

Located 1 block from ocean, near subway,

airport. Mass General Hospital, and local

universities, $725/nrH>. + utilitlef. Ken. (310)

824-7883.

House for Rent 56

LARGE, CHARMING, Brentwood glen house,

3-bed/3-bath, 2 patios, garage, $22O0/mo.,
gardnef included. (310)471-2543.

House to Stiare 57

3 BEDROOM SHARED HOUSE W/2 FE-

MALES. 1 'A miles from campus. Own bath.

$450. Susan (310)470-2206.

MAR VISTA. Nice R-1 neighborhood. 3-bed-

room. Large backyard, W/D, parking. 5 min to

beach. Quiet, mature, N/S. */» house-$700.

1-bed-$350. (310)398.7062.

VENK:E. Santa Monica border, l/TbTock to

beach. Renovated Victorian, Jacuzzi, yard,

own room. $600, share with owner: WM, 44,

Producer/Director.

House for Sale 58

2012 MIDVALE, 3+2 + extras, $515,500, for

details on properties near UCLA please call

(310) 477-6291, Annie Szyilagyi.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

LKZLA, 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (81 8)783-6875.

Housing Needed 60

GUEST HOUSE WANTED: Exchange tutoring,

desk top publishing, gardening, baby-sitting.

Responsible, begin March 1. jenny
(310)826-6653.

OlMelveny & Bfyers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to August, our law
students will be needing
housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

Room/Board for Help 62

LIVE IN WITH FACULTY FAMILY near cam-
pus. Help with teenage son and house. Male,

non-smoker. (310)472-1944.

Room for Help 63

FEMALE PREFERRED. Furnished room in ex-

change for housework. Private roomA)ath/TV.

Near UCLA. (310)474-0336.

Condos for Sale 67

LOVELY HIGHRISE CONDO 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa,

security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)824-0453.

CULVER Ciry CONDO. Why waste money on
rent? $149,500. 2-bed/1-Vi bath. Broker Ray
Williams. (310)559-4315 or beeper
(213)966-7433.

ENCINO. 1-BED/ 1-BATH. Bright, cheerful,

clean. Walk to shopping, laundry, pool; Ja-

cuzzi, rec lounge, parking. (818)343-7512.

WESTWOOD/WILSHHIRE CORRIDOR/ SPE-

CIALIST SERVING UCLA STUDENT FA-

CULTY. PURCHASE/LEASE. STUDIO $95K.
CALL BOB/BROKER, (310)470-1781.
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Condos for Share 68

CULVER CITY AREA. Own room, share bath,

rent includes utilities. (310)837-2461.

LA CIENEGA & RODEO. Non-smoking female

roommate needed. $35(Vmo., utilities in-

cluded. (213)295-8874.

54 Services Offered 96 Services Offered 96 Typing 100

Are you looking for a
professionally prepared research paper^

or
**an editor^ to write your paper for you?

DONT KID YOURSELF
Plagiarism is taken seriously at UCLA. Most
students found guilty of plagiarism, even

"First-Timers'* are
SUSPENDED OR DISMISSED.

You have choices:
Speak with your instructor; use a College Tutorial

Center (339 Kinsey); contact any of us in the Dean
of Students' Office (1206 Murphy Hall); or you can

still choose to cheat. But,

rr MAY BE THE LAST CHOICE YOU
MAKE AT UCLA

EXPERT TAX PREPARATION AND
CONSULTATION

•Open year round •ConvcnioilWestside

•Qukk turn around
botkm

•Home bitoviews wraiUble
•ConrpulefiiBd, laser

printod tax returns •10%offforUaAafflliatk)m

Sorrd Wiidhorn (310) 836-7540

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theaes/Disaatations

Pkoposals and Booka.
Ford^ atudenta welcoine.

PAPOB NOT FOK SALE
Sharon Bear, PhJ)
(21S)47a4<62

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHINC--FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Dance/Ptiysicol Fitness 76

SPORTS MASSAGE. Great after workout.

Evenings, weekends. Wilshire district. Glenn
McCurran. (213)387-6067.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDiVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!

Student discount. Static Lir>e, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Ctilld Care^ ^fr

LICENSED CHILDCARE in my home. Ages
rwwt>om ar>d up. Hot meals and loving

atmosphere. 99&-4407.

Insurance 91

Good Rates for

Motorcycles

with California-based

company. Also

available: Minimum
Uability if Ucensed
under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051, or

(310)475-8355

HATE AUTO INSURANCE
We jli do (Jilt .into insurance is

rei|i)ire(1 by law' So lor j

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852 7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jeay (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRLICKS. Professional, experienced.

Short/Long distance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828
'

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHOCXDLOCIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

aiQ)559.ia9a

EXPERIENCED SWIM INSTRUCTOR available

for group/private lessons. All strokes, levels,

and ages. Paul (310)208-8039. ^^
FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate
school personal statements, other vital written

material? Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

FUND-FINDERS guaiantees to augment any
students financial aid package by between
$200-$ 1 4,000, regardless of grades or income.
Call for info. 1-(800)-343-FUND.

HOUSESITTING - While you are away, re-

sponsible graduate student will take care of

your house and pets. Excellent references.

Chris (213)206-6677 (office).

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

icrm papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virei-

nia. Papers fH){ for safe. B^Gi62(^V5F^^
PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted
and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION; Free Re-
corded Message Gives Details,
1(800)743-1455.

TEN WAYS TO GET MONEY for school.

Details: $1.00. AAA, Box 2424, Dept. DB,
Culver City, CA 90230-2424.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our
new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH. P',^ gives

expert help Fast. Reasonable. (310)476-01 14.

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,

economics, engineering, ESL, english/

composition, finance, foreign languages,

humanities, mathematics, physics, political

science, statistics. STUDENT SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutoring Service.
(310)204-4656.

-AUMAR BEAU" FRENCH tutoring by phone
or one on one. (818)904-7891. En Francais

S.V.PI. Merci!

•••CARING TUTOR***BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-

ERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE
(818)545-0960

GERMAN LESSONS taught by patient native

speaker. Reasonable rates. Call Boris

(213)467-8867.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study

skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently

present the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. For

FREE info, call jim Madia (213)662-0599.

RUSSIAN NATIVE offers Russian language

lessons in exchange for computer lessons. Call

Mark (213)962-2497.

SPANISH TUTORING. Grammar, conversa-

tion, translation, business, & traveling. West-

wood 575-1977. Ask for Cristina.

TUTORING IN SPANISH/FRENCH. All levels.

"Breeze through your foreign language re-

quirement' Call Juliette, (818)377-2698.

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING, GMAT,
LSAT, GRE, WordPerfect, etc. Yale grad,

4years experience. Mark, 852-1298.

Tutoring Needed 99

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENERGETKT COMPU-
TER TUTOR to teach 1 0-yr. old boy microsoft

works. Call (310)273-2330 from 10-5 and ask

for Claudia.

TUTOR WANTED. Expertise with MAC com-

puter, MAC i?CI System 7, Excel 3.0, &
Miaosoft Word. (310)274-2144

4- Jtrm-

$1.75 PER PACE. TYPING/
WORDPROCESSINC. Tprm papers, resumes,

charts, laser printer. RL services.
(310)306-2648.

1 BLOCK FROM LXTLA. Wordperfect, Laser,

term papers, theses, dissertations, manuscripts,

resumes, legal. (310)208-7353.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. 8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (including disserta-

,tior>s, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editin^graphics available. Laser printer. Near
campus.9am-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-
CHEClt. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICAr
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

AFFORDABLE, expert wordprocessin^yping/
editing. Term papers, reports, theses. Laser.

Student discounts. Marge (local):
(818)786-8742.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

Modern Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hrs

service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop
publishing word processing. Resumes, legal/

medical transcription, manuscripts.
(310)472-0405.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup- Delivery Available.

THE TYPING GUY! V\\ type anything. I'm
really cheap and very fast. (310)207-5192.

TYPESETTTINC, screenplays, and teleplays,

resume, term papers, price negotiable, Mike
(213)931-1733.

WORD PROCESSING. Research papers et al/

Fast, accurate, quick turnaround time. Profes-

sional quality, laser printer. Call
(310)379-8624

"WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (310)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

I'm On Campus
Pick-up, drop off, rsvwon. corractions of wofd

proc«ning jobs It your offica / horns, or my campus
locatton - & I'm stil chaipar. Word Btrfact 5.1

,

Laaar Jat 3. Fontr, Guarantaad. Joiia fnxn aaay to

impoaaitita wakoma.

824-9695

Music Lessons 102

BEGINNING PIANO LESSONS. Ages 4 and
up. Make your New Year's resolution come
true! (310)820-3756.

GUITAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

$15/hr. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessors by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingle;Teaching AssocyNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

VOKIE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

suits. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)45a0133

Travel 105

London

Costa Rka
Paris

Tahiti

NcwYork
Miami
*Fbics arc each way from Los Anseics baaed on a

roundtnp purchase. Rcstnctiors apply. Fares su^iect

to chanse without notice and taxes not included.

Coundiltaud
1093 BfDxtonAv€ #590
Los Ansclcs, CA 90024

310-208-3551
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ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lavs^er

Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

We WantOur Teeth Straight!

co

L
T

T

Dr. Nadar Dayatu ' o
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 198O N

SpedaUdag In braces tor adults& chUdreii
r

• Costttctic
• EtsrotP^an Porcelain
• Rcnt€PMJ€Mi9tc •Surgical
• Tragiition€9t OrtHodotttics

As low as $75 per month. No finance charges.
'OnappnwItnA 11iiolviiMkdkpaiM«MrainbMMMbiimai2ie. AitgriilnbnnMilinduM.

Mm.cnmts*imiSSHsm^ 0^§-rm
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Friends LaChapelle and Maddox
take divergent paths for future

By
the time you read

this, Sean LaChapelle*s

parents should know as

much as you. Maybe.
"As of now» both of my

parents think I'm gone."

announced UCLA's junior wide
receiver LaChapelle on Friday

afternoon about 1:45 p.m.

So did everyone else.

As it was, the assembled
media in the Morgan Center

found out that he was staying

at UCLA before LaChapelle's

parent^ Pat and Dean, both at

work in Sacramento.

The press had been given a

release stating that both sopho-

more quarterback Tommy Mad-
dox and LaChapelle were
leaving CCLA to enter the

1992 NFL draft

Maddox confirmed that.

LaChapelle, unpredictable as

always, changed his mind
only 15 minutes prior to the

start of the press conference,

reversing his field on one of

his most precise timing patterns

ever. It capped off the most
confusing day in UCLA sports

since 1988, when basketball

coach Lanry Brown decided not

to lake the Bruin reins while

on a plane to L.A.

Why did LaChapelle switch?

A mother*^ ^cars tciKfiP have—
somewhat of an influence.

"She (Pat) did break down
(when I told her)," LaChapelle

said. "That got me to thinking

a liule bit"

He also cited both of his

parents' pro-education stance,

and a promise to head coach

Terry Donahue that he would
try to get the Bruins in the

Rose Bowl.

LaChapelle, as fun-loving

and flaky as they come, lold

me in an interview last fall

that if he couldn't be a

football player he wanted to be

an actor.

The would-be thespian

showed his flair for the dra-

matic by putting the fmishing

touches to a day more akin to

a soap opera than anything

else, halting what was becom-
ing a mass exodus from the

1992 UCLA offense.

First, sophomore wide
receiver Michael Moore, in a

move made more out of his

own curiosity more than any-

thing else, declared himself

eligible for the NFL draft on
Thursday. Moore is going to

concentrate on baseball, but

simply wanted to see where he
would be drafted by the NFL.

Heaven is a Playground

Kennedy
Cosgrove
Then came Maddox 's

announcement, to be followed

by LaChapelle's exit In the

space of a day, the UCLA
passing game was to have
gone from being Maddox,
LaChapelle and Moore to pos-

sibly Wayne Cook, Bryan
Adams and Mike Nguyen.

Instead, the Bruins will have
the services of their second-

team AU-American for one
final year. But will they have
anyone to get him the ball?

*i5 partner MaddG?t=*B=
Butch Cassidy to his Sundance
Kid, is gone. The script is

ruined, in a sense. It was
supposed to have been one
more year of Maddox and
LaChapelle, possibly the best

quarterback-receiver tandem in

UCLA football history. Now.
no Maddox.

Was it the money?
Maybe. There is a proposed

NFL rookie wage scale in the

works for the 1993, but at this

point it is far from a sure

thing. And assuming the wage
scale does not come into

effect, Maddox would stand to

make far more money if he

waited another year and deve-
loped even further.

Maddox was elusive, saying

that at first the wage scale

was a "big influence," but

after looking into it was not as

important because of its uncer-

tain implementation.

Yet as Maddox 's teammate
Carlton Gray said, "What it all

comes down to, we all would
like money, and Tommy is in

a position where a lot of

people think he could be a

valuable part of an NFL
team."

Was he too good for the

college game?
Hardly. Maddox was

tffguably only the fourth- or

fifth-best quarterback in the

corrference last year, behind

Cal's Mike Pawlawski,

Washington State's Drew Bled-

soe. Washington's Billy Joe

Hobert and Stanford's Steve

Stenstrom.

I'm not sure I would rather

have any of those quarterbacks

instead of Maddox. He has a

ton of talent, to be sure.

Was it something else?

Could be. He's getting mar-
ried in March to high school

sweetheart Jennifer O'Dell. As
he said in his press release, "I

feel that it is time for me to

stand on my feet as a man."
Certainly, a paying job fits that

description.

And maybe he doesn't like

school that much. That would
hardly be unheard of, or even
a fault. He came to UCLA to

play football and then move
onto the pros, which has been
his dream since childhood.

Now he's done that.

It could be any or all of

those reasons. Or not Maddox
himself could only explain it

as a "gut feeling that the time

was right."—StiH, tlicie's a pi ice lo pay:

—

There could be the feeling that

by leaving, Maddox is letting

people down — his teammates,
his coaches, the fans, his

school.

In a sense, he is. The pros

will always be there. And their-

arms, and possibly their purse

strings, will probably be more
open in a year or two. And a

scholarship is supposed to run

for five years, not three.

But hey, he saw an oppor-

tunity and he took it That's

what happens in life. .And he
played his heart out for two
years. Still, that didn't make it

any easier as he sat in the

press conference and faced a

group of his teammates, seated

behind the media.

A reporter asked him if he
was letting the school down,
and he became teary-eyed.

•That's tough. I sit here

looking my teammates in the

face. That's tough, but I also

have a lot of friends. I think

that they'll understand. I just

got flnished talking to Sean
and the first thing he did was
give me a hug and said

•Congratulations.'"

Funny, I bet that's what Pat
LaChapelle said to Sean.

Resumes 104 Autos 109 Motorcycles for Sale 114 Furniture for Sole 126 Misc. For Sale 128

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experier>ced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

Travel 105

EAST COAST (NYC/BOSTON/
WASHINCrriON) anytime, $149. No catches,

confirmed reservations, just be minimally

Hexible. CalHitch(r). (310)458-1006.

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL, R/T airfare to any-

where, $125 p/p. Limited quantity. CALL
now!!! 24 hrs. (404)349-9551

.

Autos for Sale 109

1984 VWJETTA, EXCELLENT CONDITION,
ORIGINAL OWNER, 5-SPEED, 2-OR, TAN,
80K, fOOO/OBO. ALICE (0)825-8901
(E)207-3973.

'

75 & '76 RIGHT-HAND DRIVE POSTAL
lEEPS. 2-¥^l dr., 6-cyl eng. Repainted with

chrorT>e wheels. Mech excellent. Ready to go.

$1,650. Chick, (310)202-6407.

'76 FIAT SPIDER Convcrtable, red, re-built

engine. Excellent condition. Moving Must Sell.

$2,20(yo.b.o. (310)622-6071.

CELICA GT, '86. $4950. Black, 61 K original,

auto, sunroof, a/c. $4950. (310)470-4832.

FORD PROBE '89. Auto, Sllver/Grey,

63,000mi, PS/PB/PL/Ca$$, $6,300, obo.
(310)788-9540 Cathy.

HONDA CRX HF, '86, ^^^hite, 5-speed, A/C,

AM/FM cassette, gcoc corniition, $4,200.

(310)277-8947.

JEEP WRANGLER 1987. Clean, never off the

road, soft top, .pull out stereo, $9000/obo.
(816)972-6186.

'

PONTIAC GRANDAM '88. Auto, Burgundy
cxt., Grey int.,35,000mi, PS/PB/Cass,
$4900/obo. (310)786-9540 David.

PRELUDE SI, '88. 4w$, red, auto, low mileage,

sharp, pp, $10,950. (310)656-3668.

RENAULT ENCORE, '84, $1 200, looks great in

arxJ outside. Excellent driving condition. Re-

becca (310)275-2320, (310)559-6170.

RX-7 MAZDA 1980. 44k, original miles, new
clutch and tires, no accidents, showroom
condition. (310)575-4154.

VW lelta 1986, 5-spced, A/C, cassette, excel-

lent in and out 4,395 OBO (310)398-6949.

VW RABBIT DIESEL, '79. $1800/obo. Good
condition. Call Doug (310)396 2966.

YOU CAN REPAIR OR even extend your car's

life at very low cost. ALAN (310)538-1628.

HONDA CB-1 '89 SWEET BIKE. Full warranty,

lust tuned, plus extras. 4,000 miles.

$330(Vobo. (310) 836-4599

Scooters for Sale 115

1986 HONDA ELITE 80. $700.00. Call |on

mornings/evenings (818)881-6476.

ELITE 250, low miles. Freeway legal, new
brakes/ tire, extras! Excellent condition!

$100(yobo. (310)473-3741. Leave message.

HONDA AERO 50, '86. $375/obo. New tires,

battery, tuneup, great condition.
(310)397-5858.

HONDA ELITE 80, '87. $625. Recent tune-up,

great condition, helmet included. (310)

208-4912.

PIAGGIO VESPA, '79. $750 New motor,

200cc, needs body work, new battery. Call

David (310)44 7-9273.

YAMAHA 1 25Z, 1986. $700/obo. Black, great

cofKlition, low-miles. Just tuned plus lock

included. John 824-4182.

YAMAHA RAZZ, '87. $f>00/obo. Low mileage,

runs like new, excellent condition. Call Mi-

chan (310)208-0769.

YAMAHA RIVA 1 25. Black, in good condition,

runs well, lock, trunk, $850. Call David
evenings (310)208-2268.

ART DECO. NEW SOFA and LOVE SEAT. Still

in plastic. Unbeatable. Sacrifice at $295.

(310)695-8432.

BUNKBEDS, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID WOOD
$90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK OR
WHITE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRESS,
SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (213)821-0729.

IMPORTED leather couch, chair, ottoman.

Two IBM selcctric typewriters. Two desks,

chairs. Bargain!! Afternoons (310) 470-7755.

MAHRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

MOVING, MUST SELL. RATTAN DINING
SET, 4 CHAJRS, 200^80, MICROWAVE, 1

YR OLD 125A3BO. ALICE (D)825 8901 (E)

207-3973.

TWIN BED FOR SALE. Excellent condition.

$75/obo. Suzanne (310)837-3560.

Garage Sales 127

MOVING SALE. Everything 4-months old.

Furnitures, lamps, households ar>d much
more. Everything must go. (310)822-6071.

FOR SALE: STEREO SYSTEM, COMPUTER
MONITOR, $250/080 EACH.
(310)479-1627.

STUDENTS! Every mid-term's a winner with

•WRITING PERFECT ESSAYS'. First ever

course detailing the ins ^nd outs of basic,

advanced, arvi in-class essays. Find out what
your profs really want. Serui $6.95 check or

money order to Rudy's FGC 3301 -R Coors,

Northwest Suite #101, Albequerque, New
Mexico. 87120-1297.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

SKIS AND BOOTS: ELAN 195S; size 10%
boots, GREAT CONDITION! $225/obo. Call

208-81 67, leave message.

.

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM COMPATIBLE. 286/386, 1RAM, 1.2 FD,

1 .4 FD, 40 HD. Keyboard, monitor. New with

warranty. $620/$950. (213)644-2612.

IBM PCJR. Great beginner computer. Includes

everything.: Printer, monitor, disk drive, key-

board and programs. $550. (310) 477-5694.

MAC LC, 40MHD, 4M REM, 1 .4M floppy.

Complete package includes warranty and

software. $180G/OBO. Vivian (818)891-6636.
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From page 24

Jalewalia nailed the victory for the

Bruins. 80-75.

Williams was a power for

UCLA all night, taking home a

new career-high 31 points while
tearing down 17 rebounds. Ste-

phens led the Bruins in scoring,

with 33 points and 11 rebounds.

UCLA managed to do much of its

damage on the boards, pulling

down 54 total rebounds to the

Cougars' 36.

Lacrosse goes to 34) with win
Moore explained that the

Bruins* play in the first half had
been aifected by Anderson's

absence.

"We spent the first half really

out of sync. Everyone was com-
pensating too much to make up for

the loss of Anderson," Moore said,

adding that the injury to Kamrath
opened up opportunities for the

c5ougars.

By Randy Satterberg

Defense was the key Saturday,

as the UCLA lacrosse team edged

league rival UCSD 6-4 in an

intense, hard-hitting game.

"We out-played them,** midfiel-

der Ross Mayfield said. "Our team
defense was working well as a

unit, and in one-on-one situations

we were not getting beat at all."

Chris Ring led the UCLA

defense with an effort that earned

him the team's game ball. The
defense used physical play and
aggressive stick-checking to shut

down the Tritops.

On offense the Bruins passea

well and executed their plays,

leading to goals from five different

players. Senior Andrew Wash-
bum's two goals led UCLA, while

Jeff Elkun, Nick Heldfond, Keith

Somers and Clegg Hubbell contri-

buted one goal each.

The win improved UCLA's
record to 3-0 overall and 1-0 in

league play. The Bruins will put its

unbeaten record on the line Wed-
nesday, travelling to face Pepper-

dine in Malibu.

"We have had trouble at their

field in the past," Mayfield said.

"We should beat them this year

though. We have a lot of momen-
tum behind us."

Drasfoii Express
Chinese.Fast Food

Free
Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area

COMBO PLATE $4.5g '^^T^^.IS^Z^Z^

liiiiilliiiiiou.

Hours:

Monday-Sunday llam-llpm

a

1147 Wertwood Blvd.
(AcroM f^om McDonald'^)

208-4928

KICKBACK,
RELAX &
READ THE
DAILY BRUIN

,,j!!^y^

Billiard Club
Restaurant & Bar

I

S.X

TONIGHT!
STARVING STUDENT

NIGHT!
$1.99

W AMD MVP-———--— -.

'Not valid on SiaPans or with any olh«r otfar. Must m«ntion ad.

r. •
I ' ^1 1 ' ^

8.50

TWO TOPPINGS

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per
pizza.

*

TAX INCLUDED Limit 3 pizzas per address

TAX INCLUDED

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address

CUP AHD MVP—

•p ^ ;

.

8.50
TWO TOPPINGS

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

TAX INCLUDED Umit 3 pizzas per address

O
Cheeseburger, Fries & Soft Drink

or

Pasta Salad, Garlic Bread & Soft Drink

990 Draft Beer & Soft Drinks

Daily Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet
Drink Specials

1 1 835 Wllshire Blvd.
Just west of Barrlngion ^

477-7550
MINIMUM AGE 2

1

P.x :-:l

Career Network Workshop #10

How to Find a Job

Wednesday, February 5 at 7pm
James West Alumni Center .

!

For more information, call 825-UCLA.

i-

.

' II. 'm

SAA is a student group sponsored by the UCLA Alumni Association.

Additional funding for the Career Network is provided by the UCLA Foundation

to help you get the most from your UCLA experience.

AT UCLA, YOU LEARN WITH THE BEST.

UCUUumniASaOCIATIOB

4-*-
'f
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By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

With Tommy Maddox applying
for the NFL draft and leaving

UCLA, the obvious question is

who will quarterback the Bruins
next year.

CurrenUy, two quarterbacks are

listed on the UCLA roster. Sopho-
more Wayne Cook was the tnird-

string quarterback last year.

Cook played quarterback at

Newbury Park High School for his

father and, as a senior, earned
first-team All-League honors.

Redshirt freshman Rob Walker,
a 6-foot-4-inch Texan like Mad-
dox, spent last year with the scout

team and has never suited up for a

game.

Walker was named second-team
All-District at Lake Austin (Tex.)

Travis High School, and he was
selected to the Dallas Times
Herald and Houston Post Texas
Top 100 lists.

However, Bruin head coach

leaves quaiterbsick j
• I

Terry Donahue said help may be
on the way, if neither of the current

UCLA quarterbacks work out.

"Wayne Cook and Rob Walker
are certainly going to be in the

thick of the quarterback competi-
tion next year," Donahue said.

"We are also recruiting two more
quarterbacks for next year, pos-
sibly one of whom may be ready
for spring practice."

Players currently still in high
school cannot participate in spring

practice, so it seems that Donahue

was referring to a junior college

transfer. A junior college transfer

would have two years of experi-

ence, as well as the advantage of
being able to participate in spring

practice.

The news of Maddox*s
impending departure just days
before the opening of the high
school signing season, which
begins on Wednesday, has caused
several prep prospects to consider

UCLA in a serious manner.
The Bruins are still a possibility

for Shea Morenz of San Antonio,

Tex., considered by Midwest
talent scout Tom Lemming as the

top prospect in the state and
possibly the country.

Ryan Fien of Simi Valley Royal
High, who has given an unvmtten
commitment to Texas, said he will

reconsider his decision in lieu of
Maddox *s decision, and Scott

Fitterer of Seattle (Wash.) Ken-
nedy High, who originally com-
mitted to California, has given
UCLA an unwritten commitment

gpajBLJBJBjajBJBjajajajajQJBjajfeLM tei ^
SPRING QUARTER IN GREECE I

The Department of Classics announces a
new program in Athens, Greece:

COURSES:
Classics 152 Ths Anclsnt City: Qrsscs 4 units
Classics M153B Mycsnasan Art and Archltscturs 4 units
Classics M70: 2 Msdisval Grssk Culture and Art 4 units
Classics 199

Schedule:

Location:

Cost:

Introduction to Modem Grssk 4 units

May4-June5, 1992
Fadlities (apartments, classrooms)
provided by the Athens Centre
$1,400. including accommodation,
travel in Greece, entrance fees. Does
NOT Include tuition (UC reg. fees)

and airfare

Open to all students with background
In classics, ancient history or art

by P.TE. only, after application to:

Professor Sarah Morris - Department of Classics

7272 Bunche Hall - xfi73e9, xSAl7l

3

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
h

I

Eligibility:

Enrollment:

3
3
3
1
3
3
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What's a Falafel?
Come In and Get a FREE Sample

The Jewish Student Union presents February as

Israeli Dancing
Fchniary ll,7:30pjn.

Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge
^Mtj

'<?«^'-

$2.49
FALAFEL

with Any MealFREE 12-ounce SODA
• New Salads • Prepared Fresh Daily

208-6807 1 0975 Weyburn Ave.
Open everyday until 1M AM • Weekends open until 2M AM

^Ofe'^

Israeli Rock Band

^The Other Side"

Noon Concert

February 5. Wcstwood Plaza

•

' -1 # i
\

1

All program

1 details will be

posted on JSU
office door

312FKerckhoff.
%

For more info

y caU 825-8533

"Prisoner of Honor"

A Richard Dneyfuss Film

Fcbniary 19, 7:00p.m.

Ackerman 2nd Floor Lx>unge

Funded

completely by the

ASUCLA BOD
Programming

Fund

Fast and Free Delivery

207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd.
Sunday-Thursday 11 -12am; Friday and Saturday 11 -2am

Lowfat cheese availible upon request

Daily Baiin Sports

Eariy divisioii lead
on line for Bruins
By Eric Bllligmeier

The UCLA men's volleyball

team is headed out to battle the

waves tonight in Malibu. Unfortu-
nately, in this case, the Waves
might hit back.

That's because the No. 2 Bruins
(4-1, 2-0 in conference) will travel

to No. 3 Pepperdine*s Firestone

Fieldhouse for a 7:00 p.m. show-
down that will determine the early

front-runner in the race for the

DeGroot Division title.

**They (Pepperdine) haven't hit

the top of their schedule." said

UCLA coach Al Scales. "But they
are 9-0 (3-0 in conference) and
they're rolling along real well.

There's a lot of pressure on them,
and their crowd will expect a lot

from them."

Pepperdine* s jump-serving was
one of two major areas of concern
Scales mentioned. Outside hitters

Tom Sorenson (26 total aces. 1.22
per game in league) and Alon
Grinberg lead the serving charge
for the Waves, who boast an
amazing 3.44 aces-per-game aver-
age in Western Intercollegiate

Volleyball Association competi-
tion. Scales hoped UCLA's back-
court duo of Erik Sullivan and
=David Swatik wH! be enough to

offset what he called "the most
effective jump serving in the

league."

**When we played them in (the)

Santa Barbara (tournament), we
handled thejump servers (and beat

them, 2-0). We just need to prevent

a rash of aces and we'll be able to

beat them. I think we're prepared
for it." Scales said.

The second troubling aspect of
tonight's match, according to

Scales, is the Waves' traditionally

raucous home crowd. Scales said

that the Pepperdine home folks are

"always loud and boisterous. We
played up there last year, so I think

we'll be ready for it."

If last Friday's 3-0 sweep at

Loyola Marymount is any indica-

tion, the Bruins will be ready for

anything the Waves splash at Uiem,
even a team hitting percentage of
.394 (.336 in WIVA) and five

individual averages of over .380.

The only negative aspect of the

white-wash of the roarless Lions
was the potential loss of quick
hitter Jeff Nygaard. who again

pulled the stomach muscle that

kept him out of action for two
weeks earlier in the season. Scales

said Chris Pliha would lake the 6-

foot, 8-inch redshirt freshman's

place in the starting lineup if

Nygaard (who did practice Mon-
day after sitting out Sunday's
session) is unable to play.

Even with this potentially

damaging news, setter Mike Sealy

still fell confident after Friday's

match about the Bruins'^ chances to

take the early £)eGrool advantage.

"We're definitely ready." Sealy

said. *The ball is in our court

basically. For the first time in my
career at UCLA, we are in control

of whether we win or lose. Right

now. if we play well, we'll beat

anybody."
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Rugby falls

to Cal Poly
By Alan Shlpnuck

The UCLA rugby team
witnessed first hand Saturday the

difference between a champion
and a contender, falling 24-8 to

Cal Poly San Luis Obispo. The loss

dropped UCLA's record to 2-1.

The Bruins knew they would
need a strong effort against Cal
Poly, the defending champs of the

Southern California Amateur Rug-
by Union, and they came out

charged up.

Team Captain Darren Maloney
started the play by blocking a
Mustang drop-kick. Teammate
Compton Kurtz pounced on the

loose ball, eluded one would-be
tackier, andldeftly tossed the ball to

Waller Becker for the try (goal)

and a 4-0 lead.

UCLA continued to play stingy

defense, limiting Cal Poly's
offense to just two penally kicks in

the first half. A late try just before

the gun gave UCLA an 8-6 lead at

the intermission.

A slew of penalties early in the

second half slowed UCLA, and the

Mustangs used their depth and
superior conditioning to wear
down the Bruins.

.m

The combination of poor tack-

ling by the Bruins and quick, crisp

% Car PDlyied^io fonr"

SUNNY SUNG/Daly

UCLA quickhltter Chris Pllha spikes the ball against Long Beach
State. The No. 2 Bruins visit No. 3 Pepperdine tonight in an
important DeGroot Division match.

YOU MICHT LOSE YOUR HEAD

second-half Dies for the Mustangs.
**They completely dominated.*'

assistant coach Wayife Young
said. *They out-hustled us in the

second half, and they seemed in

better shape.*' Young was quick to

point out the disparity in j^nallies.

as UCLA was called for 14, while
Cal Poly only had five.

HAIR SALON
62 YEARS IN WESTWOOD VILLACE

SPECIALHES FOR MEN & WOMEN STARTING AT $10.00

WE RE THE BEST
1061 CAYLEY AVENUE CALL FOR AN APPT
WESTWOOD VILLACE 208-6559
NEXTTOBREADSTICKS 8am TO LATE NIGHTS

. Dolt
For Those
You LVVE

Houlihan Lokey has one of the

largest and fastest growing financial

practices in the U.S.

We are currently seeking

highly motivated BA's or BS's for

entry level position in our L.A.

financial restructuring group.

INFORMATIOJN PRESENTATION
THURS. FEB. 6, 1992 11:30 AM

All interested candidates sign up
at the Career Placement Center.

(Please bring resume to presentation)

HIV TESTING
Anonymous

$13
Saturday, February 8 & Saturday, February 15, 1992

Call 1-800-627-TEST
for locations near you.

Sponsored by

Century City
Hospital

use
UNIVERSITY
HOSPITAL

AIDS
PROJECT
101 ANtlllS

Richard K Earner Medical Raza
Naliooal Medkad Eoterphses Hetkh Cire hdlities

SB^^ SmithKhne Beecham
Clinical Latx)ratorles

» •%•••**• •
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L-Women's h

wins a squeaker
By Heather Duffy

Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA women's basketball

team has had hard luck in several

down-to-thc-wire conference
games recently, but Sunday was a

different story. The Bruins held off

a last-minute drive by Washington
State and secured a victory over
the Cougars. 80-75.

Now 4-3 in Pac-10 contests and
11-6 overall, the Bruins won
despite the absence ofjunior guard
Nicole Anderson, who suffered a

sprained ankle in Friday's game
against Washington. Sophomore
Detra Lockhart filled in at point

guard, playing a career-high 33
minutes in her first start ever.

After upsetting the No. 13-

canked Washington Huskies on
Friday night by 31 points, the

Bruins needed a second home win
to finish the weekend, according to

UCLA Head Coach Billie Moore.
'This was an important win

today. We knew this game would
be difficult It would be emotion-
ally difficult — we were wonder-
ing how we would come back from
beating Washington. And it was
doubly hard with Anderson out I

really can't say enough for Lock-
hart and the job she did out there

for us today," Moore said.

Jumping out to an eight-point

lead early in the first half, the

Bruins had to watch over their

shoulders for the Cougars, who
gradually closed the point gap.

Cougar Kathy Weber, who at 6
feet, 8 inches is the tallest player in

the Pac-10. was an important

defensive presence inside for

Washington State with five

blocked shots.

Both teams were having trouble

landing shots from the floor, as

UCLA shot 36.7 percent and
Washington State shot 34.9 per-

cent for the first half. At halftime,

the two teams were tied at 35-35.

Returning for the second half,

the Bruins again took a quick lead,

fueled by the scoring of senior

Rehema Stephens and sophomore
Natalie Williams. But five minutes

into the half, the UCLA pace was
slowed when center Lynn Kamrath
collapsed with a hyperextended

right knee. The Cougars capital-

ized on the situation, reclaiming

the lead with 10:10 left, 58-57.

Several lead changes followed

as the Bruins fought to stay with

the Cougars. A Washington State

run late in the half gave the

Cougars a slight lead, but Williams

managed to tie things up with a lay

up, 75-75. Crucial free throws by
Lockhart and sophomore Amy

See W.HOOPS, page 21

SUZANNE STATES/Daly Bruin

Senior Rehema Stephens led the Bruins in scoring against
Washington State, with 33 points and 11 rebounds.

Baseball facing early test with FUllerton
By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

When the UCLA Bruin baseball

team ventures into Amerige Park
to face No. 14 Cal-State Fullerton,

it will mark the opening of a new
season for the team, and Pete
Janicki in particular.

The junior pitcher will be
looking to erase last season's

disappointment when he takes the

mound Tuesday night against the

Titans. After a successful fresh-

man season, which earned him
Freshman Ail-American honors,

Janicki slipped his sophomore
year.

Janicki struggled to a 5-7 record
with a 6.09 earned run average in

his second year with the Bruins,

but is now counted on by the

coaching staff to be the ace of the

pitching staff.

In preparation for this, Janicki

went through a tough off-season

conditioning program and appears

to be in the best shape of his career.

"Pete has worked real hard all

summer,** UCLA catcher Matt
Schwenke said. Schwenke will be
behind the plate against in the

opener. "I think he will do well

(against Fullerton), he has good
command of all his pitches.*' ^

"Fullerton has a good

all-around team.

(Infielder) PhilNevin

is an Olympic

candidate and they

have got great pitching
))

too.

Gary Adams
UCLA Baseball Coach

It also will be a homecoming for

Janicki. The junior attended El

Dorado High School, which is also

only a few blocks away from the

Fullerton campus.

"It's Pete's hometown," Bruin
head coach Gary Adams said.

"Fullerton State really wanted him
to pitch for them, so I know he'll be
ready on Tuesday."

Janicki will have to be prepared
for the Titans. Fullerton comes
into the game with lofty preseason

rankings (14th in Baseball Ameri-
ca, 5th in Collegiate Baseball) and
is the co-favorite to win the Big
West title.

Last year the Titans shared the

conference championship with

Long Beach State, but was passed
over for the NCAA tournament.

That omission has served as the

impetus for this season.

Fullerton will be led by the

hitting of All-American candi-

dates Phil Nevin and Steve Sisco.

Nevin had an impressive 1991

campaign with a .335 average,

three home runs, 46 runs batted in

and 18 stolen bases.

Second baseman Sisco stroked a

.350 average with three homers
and 40 RBI.

The Titans top returning power
hitter is outfielder Frank Herman
who contributed a .300 average,

nine home runs, 41 RBI and 19

steals. ——

~

•They have got a good all-

around team," Adams said. "Phil

Nevjn is an Olympic candidate and
they have got great pitching too."

Fullerton returns all of their

starters from last year's team. Dan
Naulty, who went 8-3, with a 3.38

ERA is the ace of the staff and
expected to get the nod against the

Bruins.

"I think we are ready for them,"

Schwenke said. "We have been
playing ourselves for so long, we
need to take it out on another

team."

Sunday, the Bruins upset the

Alumni, 4-1 in a five-inning

exhibition at Jackie Robinson
Stadium. It is the varsity's first

ever win over the pros.

Adam Schulhofer pitched all

five innings, yielding only six hits

and one run. After a shaky first

inning, Schulhofer settled into a

groove and was never threatened

for the remainder of the game.
"Adam did a heU of a job,"

Centerfielder Michael Moore said.

"It*s the best Tve ever seen him
pitch, I tip my hat to him."

First baseman Ryan McGuirc
added two RBI for the Bruins,

including a double in the third

inning off New York Yankees
pitcher Tim Leary.

Tennis to
head for

the beach
By D.J. Harmeling
Dally Bruin Staff

The top-ranked UCLA men's
tennis team will face its first real

challenge of the year today when it

travels to Malibu to face the

seventh-ranked Pepperdinc
Waves.

Both teams are undefeated but

relatively unchallenged at this

early juncture.

Both coaches, UCLA*s Glenn
Bassett and Pepperdine's Eliot

Teltscher, list depth in singles play

as the strength of their respective

teams.

And each is pleased to confirm

that the doubles combinations are

solidifying faster than expected.

Ad(fing to the similarities is the

9-0 drubbing each school admi-
nistered to 25th-ranked South
Florida in its last match. The
victory came in Pepperdine's first

team match of the season, while

UCLA is 4-0 in early season
action.

"We have seven or eight very

good players," Teltscher said.

"We*re very solid in the one
through six positions.

"But," he added, "we don*t have
a player like a Mark Knowles."
Knowles is UCLA*s No. 1

singles player, and the nation *s

sixth-ranked player.

Joining Knowles in the presea-

son Top 20 for UCLA are No. 16

David Nainkin and No. 19 Fritz

Bissell.

Nainkin i^ rehabilitating a

twice-injured wrist and is expected

to be available in about two weeks,

he said.

His absence worries Bassett.

Bassett*s unease could stem
from the fact that Pepperdine
places three players in the national

Top 50.

Leading the way for the Waves
is No. 22 Cary Lothringer, fol-

lowed by No. 34 Howard Joffe and
No. 47 Charles Auffray.

Joffe did not compete against

USF but is expected to play against

UCLA, Teltscher said.

Unranked but potentially tough
for Pepperdine are freshman Boaz
Merenstein, who played in the No.
2 position against USF, and sopho-
more Ari Nathan, who played No.
5 singles against USF but will

probably play in the six position

against UCLA. Teltscher said.

Nathan and Lothringer will face

the third-ranked team of Knowles
and Bissell in No. 1 doubles play.

In the No. 2 doubles position,

freshman Robert Janecek will

again pair with senior Bill Beh-
rens, Bassett said.

Bassett will be experimenting in

the No. 3 doubles position when he

pairs freshman David Sanguinetti

with senior Bill Barber.

Volleyball faces Waves
The UCLA men*s volleyball team faces its

first big test of the season tonight when it travels

to Malibu to face the Pepperdine Waves.

r.

See page 23

Quarteiback cninch
With starting quarterback Tommy Maddox

announcing his intention to enter the NFL draft,

the UCLA football team is without a starting

signal-caller. Who will get the nod next season?

See page 22

Heaven is staying iMit

Columnist Kennedy Cosgrove looks back on
Friday*s press conference with Tommy Mad-
dox, Michael Moore and Sean LaChapelle. Was
it a U^gedy, a comedy or a farce?

See page 20

, University of Caiifornia, Los Angeles
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80th Year, No. 69
Circulation: 22,000

Audition for
talented

People who can sing, dance
or crack jokes can bring their

talents to an audition Feb. 19.

The Hollywood USO MobUe
shows program is looking for

professional and semi-profes-

sional singers, dancers, stand-

up comedians and novelty acts.

Those chosen will perform at

military bases in Southern
California and throughout the

western United States.

Auditions will be held at

164 1 N. Ivar Avenue on Feb. 19

at 6 p.m.

For more information, con-
tact Tim Bogle or Steve Hale at

(818) 786-2893.

Inside

Eating disorders

among women
One in five college women

suffers from an eating disorder,

in which they either starve

themselves or over-eat and
vomit

See page 7

Viewpoint

it's l>een a
liecic 6f a ride

Viewpoint editor Ben Wex-
ler bids farewell to writing

columns for the Daily Bruin in

favor of bigger things.
""'^

See page 15

Arts & Entertainment

Artist defends
directory cover
Community Directory cover

designer Joyce Hirohaia talks

about the controversy sur-

rounding her art.

See page 24

Sports

Baseiiaii

at Riiierton
UCLA baseball and manager

Gary Adams played their first

game of the season last night

against No. 5 Fullerton State.

See page 32
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Bruin Wailc ramp reopening deiayed
By Brigltte Brady

Bruins will continue to forge

new paths around UCLA's main
walkway because construction of
the $450,000 handicapped access

ramp continues past deadline.

Because workers wrongly esti-

mated the steepness of the ramp,

the fences surrounding the hilly

area between Janss Steps and
Bruin Walk will remain in place

until Feb. 15.

The completion of the ramp was
originally scheduled for Decem-
ber.

"Wc walked through it and

New walkway will provide

disabled campus accessibility
found that when you hit the

bottom, there wa^ no flat area,"

said Hy Tiano, associate director

of the UCLA capital planning

division. *The ramp was exces-

sively steep beyond what was
required in our project plans."

The contractor. Moment Con-
struction Company, Inc., began
tearing up the ramp Tuesday and
will pay for the extra repair costs.

The construction, which began
in August, was designed to make
one of the main areas of campus
accessible to people with disabili-

ties, but it has caused an inconveni-
ence for everyone.

•*It*s annoying to have to walk
around," said Lauren Canty, a
junior sociology student "But it's

going to look so good and it*s

necessary for the disabled."

Anxious for the opening of the

walkway, undeclared freshman
Christian Zorio hopes it will

shorten his walk to classes. "It will

save time. Tm always about a
minute late to class because of it"

But many people agree that the
ramp will be worth the temporary
hassle. *+

"Everyone is very happy that

this is finally being done," said

Kathy Molini, an assistant in the

Office of Students with Disabili-

ties. "We're waiting patiently to

use the new walkway."

See WALKWAY, page 13

Center still able to accept patients
Fewer poor patients turned -

away than originally expected
By Robin Dong
Dally Bruin Staff •

Instead of cutting its MediCal
patient load by 17 percent as

projected last fall, the UCLA
Medical Center turned away only

"•^

seven percent of poor patients

insured by the federally funded

program. •

The hospital now treats about 20
fewer MediCal patients each day.

The cuts were smaller than

UCLA officials originally antici-

.!

pated because the hospital axed
other programs including its heh-

copter ambulances and received

higher reimbursements from
patients whose employers foot

their medical bills.

"Many people have the percep-
tion that UCLA is state-supported,

so their first reaction is that we
should take all patients and do as
much as we can handle," said Mark
Laret, associate director of the

UCLA Medical Center.

*The reality is that we receive

only four percent (of our revenue)

from the state and there is only so
much we can afford to do," he
added.

The hospital receives about 96
percent of its revenue from
patients. And because MediCal no
longer fully reimburses UCLA, the

See MED CENTER, page 12
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Evan's two moms

Today, February 5, 1992
1():()() am

3=
lOlh Annual Job Fair

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

S:()() |)in

GSAAJCEA Envlronincxital Coalition
'Don't Take a Dump In The Desert"
Dr. Sol Londe from L.A. Physicians for social responsibility
Perlofn243a

^ '

8:00 pin

Department of Music ft Center for Peiforming Arts
University Symphony Orchestra
Royce Hall

USAC/Cultiiral AjffiOn
Poetry series

Reading of African American Poelr/
Kerckhoff Coffee House

Thursday, Febmaiy 6, 1992

Evan has two moms. This is

no big thing. Evan has

always had two moms— in

his school file, on his emergency
forms, with his friends. "Ooooh,
Evan, you're lucky.** they some-
times say. "You have two moms.**
It sounds hke a sitcom, but until

last week it was emotional truth

without legal bulwark. That was
when a judge in New York
approved the adoption of a 6-

year-old boy by his biological

mother's lesbian partner. Evan.
Evan*s mom. Evan*s other mom.
A kid. a psychologist, a pediatri-

cian. A family.

The matter of Evan*s two moms
is one in a series of events over the

last year that lead to certain

conclusions. A Minnesota appeals
court granted guardianship of a
woman left a quadriplegic in a car
accident to her lesbian lover, the

culmination of a seven-year battle

in which the injured woman's
parents did everything possible to

negate the partnership between the

two.

A lawyer in Georgia had her job
offer withdrawn after the state

attorney general found out she and
her lesbian lover were planning a

marriage ceremony; she's brought
^sfeTliecomputercompany Lotus
announced that the gay partners of
employees would be eligible for

the same benefits as spQuses.

Add to these public events the

private struggles, the couples who
go from lawyer to lawyer to

approximate legal protections their

straight counterparts take for
granted, the AIDS survivors who

Anna
Quindlen
find themselves shut out of their

partners' dying days by biological

family members and shut out of
their apartments by leases with a

single name on the dotted line, and
one solution is obvious.

Gay marriage is a radical notion

for straight people and a conserva-

tive notion for gay ones. After

years of being sledgchammered by
society, some gay men and lesbian

women are deeply suspicious of
participating in an institution that

seems to have "straight worid"
written all over it.

But the rads of 20 years ago,

straight and gay alike, have other

things on their minds today.

Family is one, and the linchpin of
family has commonly been a
loving commitment between two

.

adults. When same-sex couples set

out to make that commitment, they

discover that they are at a disad-

vantage.

No joint tax returns. No health

insurance coverage for an unin-

sured partner. No survivor's bene-
fits from Social Security. None of
the automatic rights, privileges

and responsibilities society atta-

ches to a marriage contract. In

Madison, Wis., a couple who
applied at the Y with their kids for

a family membership were turned

down because both were women.

;()() pin
Campus Events
•Eating" followed by
Direaor Henry Jaglom
AGB

Campus Events
"Tampopo*
AGB

9:00 pin

Daily

Brain

See IMOMS, page 13
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USAC president scrutinized
iiecause of recent actions
Martin talks about her views,

defends position as campus leader

By Reglna RavettI

Dally Bruin Staff

Within the last few weeks,
Danette Martin has re-entered the

campus limelight since her victory

as the first female African-Ameri-

can undergraduate student presi-

dent.

Her recent actions, including a*

two-day hunger strike and a
controversial letter regarding the

UCLA student media board, have
placed her under scrutiny.

These actions were motivated
by her strong will and a need to

speak the truth, Martin said.

*'I guess what I learned as a kid

is you have to hold your own," she

said. "I don't feel that I should
codify anything that Tm going to

say. I don't think there's any
reason why I should hold back the
truth."

Martin's need to express her
opinions surfaced publicly in a
recent letter to The Bruin on Jan.

17. Martin and two other co-sig-

ners attacked the media board for

choosing to depict a crying, white
woman on the community direc-

tory cover and a beer ad on the

back. The letter blasted these

stereotypes of women as "bullshit"

and denounced the media board as

"a bunch of fucking sellouts."

In an interview with The Bruin,

Martin said that such honesty can

"Believe it or not, I do

listen to people. I think

people don't think I

listen to what they're

saying."

Danette Martin
Undergraduate President

"make you a popular person or an
unpopular person."

Although some students wrote

to criticize the language used in

Martin's letters, she defends its

content

Although she said she did not

write the letter, she agreed with its

comments. "1 don't think there's

anything wrong with profanity as

long as it gets your point across."

And "getting her point across,^'

USAC president Danette IMartln

Interview on Tuesday.

she says, is part of her job.

Martin described the presidency

as a medium between the students

and the university.

"In all cases, I speak on behalfof

undergraduates trying to commu-
nicate the interests of the associa-

tion and 23,000 undergraduates

and I also bring information back
to the association."

Students agreed that she does
link students with the student

LAURA LEE SWAN
defends her recent actions In an

association. "I think she's well

spoken and outspoken. She has a
way of getting students moti-
vated," said Latrice Allen, a senior

biology major who voted for

Martin in last year's election.

But other students said they
have not felt Martin's influence.

Freshman Sergio Pinto first

learned that Martin was president

See MARTIN, page 9

Welcome to the Jungle

AUDREY LEE

A Student artist and other residents are painting a mural on a wall of the second-floor lounge in Sproul Hall. See story,

page 6.

Defunct sorority houses gain new life
Former houses become practical

housing for women boarders

/--

By Heather Sklnazi

Dally Bruin Staff

Faced with declining member-
ships and a shortage of funds,

several UCLA sororities discov-

ered a new way to pay their bills.

They took boarders.

Today, five boarding homes
stand along Hilgard Avenue's
sorority row, the Greek letters

covered by paint

These former sororities went off

the row during the past 10 years

because fewer women rushed

sororities and even fewer opted to

join these particular houses.

And the practices of large

sororities did not ease the difficul-

ties of these smaller houses.

"In the '80s, sororities didn't

obey their quotas," said Carolyn

Durant, business manager of the

house that used to be Zeta Tau
^Ipha. "Quotas might be any-

New student
regent vows to

fight fee hike
By Christine Strobel

Daily Bruin Staff

The newly selected University of Califor-

nia student regent said that he will fight

against further registration fee hikes when
he takes office in July.

"I want to make things affordable but

keep the quality of the university," said

Alex Wong, a 26-year-old law student at

UC Berkeley.

"I don't know what the alternatives arc

yet, but I will find them out and get students

involved in stopping higher fees," he said,

noting that possibilities could include

encouraging donation increases from alum-
ni to thwart fee hikes.

The fee increase has been a sore spot

between UC students.and Diana Darnell, the

current student regent. Darnell voted with

the majority of regents to approve Gov. Pete
Wilson's budget proposal, which included a

$550 fee hike for die 1992-93 academic
year.

There may be no way to avoid more
increases, Wong said, noting that Wilson is

already proposing an additional 22 percent

fee increase for the 1993-94 year. If

approved, in-state fees could reach $3,600 a

year, while out-of-state costs would top

See WONG, page 10

"(The boarding house)

is a lot Uke what a ~

..sorority is like with a

lot less hassle and no

where from 40 to 50 and some
sororities would take 70 girls."

Incoming students fiocked to

the larger houses because they saw
them as stronger and more stable,

thus draining the smaller houses of

much-needed members, said Jen-

nifer Petree, president of Alpha
Chi Omega.
"Running a sorority is like

running a business . . . when you suzanne sTATEs/D«»y Brum

go down in numbers, you lose ^^^y Songer, a senior history major and Laura Maxhelmer, a

money," said Petree. who added senior political science major, share a room together in the for-

that the national chapters often cite ^^^ ^'^^ ^^^^ sorority house. -—

—

commitment. )>

financial instability and lack of
enthusiasm for tuming sororities

into boarding homes.
But living in a boarding home

can be a blessing for women who
want the benefits of sorority life

and none of its trappings.

"Although most people who live

here are independent, they still

form a support system," said Katie
Miller, who lives in the house that

used to be Alpha Gamma Delta.

"It's a lot like what a sorority is

Uke with a lot less hassle and no
commiunent," she added.

Since the alumni chapter of

these sororities still owns the

houses, the sororities can later seek

reaffiliation and once again use the

homes for their members.
In the meantime, the houses

provide cheap and convenient

lodging for women.
Prices range from $325 for a

triple occupancy to about $485 for

a single. Some houses also include

meals.

"Apartments are difficult

because they are expensive and
require more responsibility, and
the location (of the boarding
house) is wonderful," Miller said.

Some current sorority members

Katie IVIiller

Boarding House Resident

also prefer living in these boarding
homes because of theif more quiet

atmosphere.

"It's close to my sorority," said

Jeannie Cummings, a Pi Beta Phi
member who lives in the former
Alpha Gamma Delta house. "I

have no bonds here. It's a study
house."

Unlike sorority members who
completely govern their houses,

women living in boarding homes
hire directors who take care of all

their needs, said Jane Goodbar,
director of the former Delta Zeta

house.

But these directors are also

disciplinarians who enforce the

^See BOARDING, page 11
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Briefs
World

U.S. plans to modify
embargo on Haiti

WASHINGTON — The Bush admi-
nistration said Tuesday that it would
modify its embargo against Haiti's mili-

tary regime to punish anti-democratic
forces and ease the plight of workers who
lost jobs because of the ban on trade.

As the State Department announced
that the administration would be "fine

tuning" its economic sanctions, efforts in

Congress to grant "temporary protected

status" to more than 10,000 Haitian exiles

in custody at the U.S. Navy base at

Guantanamo, Cuba, were running into

serious problems in both the House and
Senate. This status would freeze repatria:

tions until the end of the Haitian crisis.

Efforts continue to

staliilize Yugoslavia

BRUSSELS, Belgium — The Euro-
pean Community has decided to reinforce

its efforts to bring stability to Yugoslavia

through selective economic aid and a

continuation of negotiations on a peace
treaty.

The 12 foreign ministers of the com-
munity, who ended a two-day meeting
Tuesday, said they would offer further

economic help to five of the six Yiigoslflv

republics, excluding only Serbia. The
community, Yugoslavia's largest trading

parmer, had cut off economic aid prog-
rams from the outbreak of fighting last

summer until December, Sanctions
remain in force against Serbia, regarded
by the community as the aggressorjn the

civil war.

Rebel uprising in

Venezuela suppressed
CARACAS — Loyal Venezuelan

soldiers Tuesday put down an uprising by
army rebels seeking to overthrow one of
Latin Americans longest-running demo-
cracies.

This oil-exporting nation of 20 million
people had not seen a coup attempt since
the early 1960s. The country's last

successful coup d'etat occurred in 1958,
when a military-civilian uprising forced
the ouster of Gen. Marcos Perez Jimenez.
Since 1958, Venezuela has held elections
for its president and congressmen every
five years.

Several rebel leaders were arrested
Tuesday, but there was no information
made public on the reasoning behind the

uprising. The rebel group, which included
units from paratroop, infantry, armored
and artillery battalions from different

parts of Venezuela, represented a splinter

group in the Venezuelan armed forces,

according to the minister of defense, Gen.
Fernando Ochoa Antich.

Vietnamese refugees

killed in Hong Kong
HONG KONG — A riot in which 21

Vietnamese boat people, including 5
children, were burned to death Monday
night has focused new attention on the

volatile atmosphere in crowded refugee
camps here, where rivafries between

-r»^

North and South Viemamese^garigs often
lead to violence.

The riot was by far the worst in a series

of disturbances in the Viemamese camps,
which house more than 58,000 boat
people who have fled to this British

colony by the thousands since 1975 in the

hope of emigrating to the West

State

Gay rights initiative

dropped in California

A coalition of gay-rights groups has

dropped its drive for a ballot initiative

aimed at overturning Gov. Pete Wilson's
veto of legislation that would have
strengthened laws banning job and hous-
ing discrimination against gays and
lesbians.

Backers of the initiative had collected

only 75,000 signatures and had little hope
of getting the 487,000 needed by April 10
to qualify the measure for the November
ballot.

Instead, said Carol Anderson, one of
the initiative*s organizers, the coalition

will focus on trying to get its gay-rights
bill through the Legislature again this year.

Assemblyman Terry Friedman, D-Los
Angeles, author of the hotly debated bill

that Wilson rejected in September, will

introduce a new version as early as next
week, said his aide. Rand Martin.

Apple cuts prices

up to 37 percent
CUPERTINO -- Apple Computer Inc.

cut prices of its personal computers by up
to 37 percent in an effort to boost its

market share and clear inventory before
the introduction of some new products.
The company is making its move as

analysts predia a wave of price cuB"

250 jurors to report

for Rodney King case
An estimated 250 potential jurors will

report to the Simi Valley, Calif, court-

house today to begin a month-long
process of selecting 12 people to decide

the fate of four Los Angeles police

officers charged in the Rodney King
beating.

After an hour-long session of orienta-

tion, the prospective jurors will meet Los
Angeles Superior Court Judge Stanley

Weisberg, who is presiding over the trial.

Attorneys in the case want to seat 18

people on the panel — 12 regular jurors

and six alternates. A second panel of 250
people will be brought in on Thursday in

the event a jury cannot be empaneled from
the first group.

Top Ten

Top 10 ways UCLA students relieve

stress:

10. KLA!
9. With a margarita in one hand and the

Daily Bruin in the other.

8. Squirrel-launching from Kerckhoff
Hall.

7. Daring daylight raids on the dorm
cafeterias.

6. Cut-and-paste community directory
kit

5. Squeeze My Cheetos.

4. Nude swimming in the Inverted
Fountain.

among PC manufacturers due to intensi-

fied competition brought on by the
recession.

Another manufacturer — Dell Com-
puter Corp. of Austin, Texas, a leading
producer of IBM-compatible PCs— also
cut prices Tuesday, by as much as 38
percent.

5r~Reciling poetry to an appreciafive^

audience on Bruin Walk.
2. Just how fast can you cross the street

after the hand stops flashing?

1. Bruins? Stressed?

Compiled from Bruin wire services and
staff ingenuity

"Whenever I pull it out,
someone asks to look at it.

After four years of UCLA catalogs and handbooks, I finally have something I actually use every quarter. I

wish I had looked at it when I was a freshman.^^ip^^^wSometimes when classes are so big, it is hard
to know what a professor is really like until y^^ ^^^k^^^ ^"^ ^^^^^ quarter -- the Student Guide'
to UCLA Professors provides that before I ^^^ /^^^ enroll in my classes."

- Niki Manby

Senior English Major

••'«>

vu

\
/

Sludent
^lUT-;^

UCLA
Professors

AT UCLA. YOU LEARN Wmi THE BEST.

Just in time to help you pick

Spring Quarter classes!

More than 600 professors

on sale now at the book-

store of the ASUCLA Stu-

dent Store. Or call 825-

UCLA for more information.
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UCLA UNdERGRAduATE BUSJNESS SoCJETy
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10:00 - 3:00 pm
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PARTJCipAliNq

COMDANJES

IKCAUTV

^/Vndepsen C^onsultinq
^N/1cKins«ij & Company
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^ARCO Mpoduc^is Companij
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Student artist brings the jungle to
Sproul Hall mural to depict

tropical scene on lounge wall

I • life
By Reglna Ravetti

Daily Bruin Staff

Los Angeles may seem like a

concrete jungle to some, but one

UCLA freshman is trying to make
that jungle a httle more colorful.

Art major David Barile has

designed, sketched and is ciurently

painting a nvural featuring a tropi-

cal jungle scene to be placed in the

Sproul Hall second-floor south

lounge.

**As a piece of art it's very good.

It's interesting, it*s colorful,*' said

Sproul's Resident Director Jane

Camarillo.

The 30-hour mural process

should be completed by next

weekend, Barile said. To help

speed it up, a1x)ut 12 of the 67 floor

residents picked up paint brushes

to finish the job.

"In general, (students) have
been real excited about spending

time together painting it," Camar-
illo said. "It's one thing the entire

community can contribute to."

The mural is already worth its

time and energy, said Alisa Perrcn.

a freshman English major.

"It's awesome, isn't it?" she

said. "Already, it's kind of detailed

and cool."

The mural is also attracting

attention from other floors.

"People who normally come up
the stairway to go to their rooms
have been making a detour by the

lounge to check on the progress,"

Barile said. *Taking the scenic

route, if you will."

According to Barile, his mural

realistically depicts the jungle.

"We've got an environment

right there that you can almost step

into."

Although Barile was always

planning on painting a jungle

theme in his room at home, his

resident assistant Tina Baldwin
was the first to suggest that he

paint the lounge.

A senior world arts and cultures

See MURAL, page 10
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We're taking applications now for fantastic summer jobs at the UCLA Alumni

Association's Family Resort-BRUIN WOODS. Picture this. You spend your summer

in the mountains at Lake Arrowhead. You and 47 other students live together in

the Cedar Lodge, eat with our Alumni guests and run a super family camping program for

66 UCLA Alumni families each week all summer.

There are many different jobs-Arts & Crafts staff, Pool staff, Boat Drivers,

Housekeeping, Grill, Outdoor Adventure, Piano Player, Field Trip Leaders, Counselors-even

a Fishing Guide, an Athletic Director and Program Director. Besides your basic job you help

put on the opening and closing musical shows, as well as lots of other entertainment.

Best of all you'll really get to know the other UCLA students-chances are you'll

become life-long friends. You'll spend most of your time outdoors in a healthy and vigorous

environment, you'll eat well and the pay is great. Figure Qtv$2200 to $3000 besides room

and board!

Get an application at the West Center and mail it as soon
as possible. Interviews are ongoing. Call us at (714)337-2478.

BRUIN WOODS .

UCLA Alumni Association's Family Resort

P.O. Box 160, Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352 • (714) 337-2478
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Health awareness week focuses on eating disorders
By Samantha Lee
Dally Bruin Staff

At 14, Allison began forcing

herself to throw up every time she

felt she had eaten too much.
It took five years before she

began to realize she had an eating

disorder and needed professional

help.

Now a UCLA senior, Allison is

trying to cope with bulimia, a

serious disorder that involves a

binge-purge cycle of consuming
large amounts of food and then

inducing vomiting or taking laxa-

tives.

Bulimia and anorexia, which
involves fasting and under-eating,

are the two most prevalent eating

disorders on college campuses.
They affect as many as one in five

university women, according to

Mark Berman, a Beverly Hills

clinical psychologist

So in an attempt to promote

Berk, Samuel
Attorney at Law

WRONGFUL DISCHARGE

Employement Discrimination

Sex*Race«Age*
Nationality

DISABILITY
DISCRIIMINATION

Sexual Harrassment
Related Matters

10866 Wilshlre Blvd.

Suite 1270

Westwood

(310)474-8219

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood \lllage

208-3011
Monday SpedaL 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

MATADOR
ima

375-1331
your party specialists

%

Let the

Daily Bruin Creative Department
design something
especially for you!

^^^^'"%"%^̂
The possibilities are

Call 825-2161

ATTHE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE AT 1206 MURPHY HALL

MORTAR BOARD IS A NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
WHICH REQUIRES ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE,

LEADERSHIP AND CAMPUS AND COMMUNITY SERVICE

—Qualifications:

(1) at least 90 units completed at end of Fall ^91

(2) Cumulative college G.PA of 3.0 or above

(3) graduation not sooner than Fall 1992 C...

(4) demonstrated leadership and service

APPUtATIONS ARE DUE FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 18 BY 4:30 P.M.

healthier eating habits and lifes-

tyles, UCLA*s Eating Disorder

Education Project — in conjunc-

tion with the Student Welfare

Commission — is sponsoring

"Nutrition and Fitness Awareness
Week" until Friday.

The week's activities include

presentations on healthy eating

habits, proper exercise methods
and tips to detect and help women
with eating disorders, said Julie

Graham, co-director of the project.

'The focus is to promote aware-

ness, education and how serious

this problem is, especially on such
an image-conscious campus," she

said. "There is a lot of pressure to

be thin, and a big problem with

overeating and not maintaining

healthy eating habits."

Self-induced vomiting and star-

vation are unnatural processes, and
victims of eating disorders may
develop esophageal ruptures,

electrolyte imbalances and heart

strain, Berman explained.

Women between the ages of 15

and 25 are at high risk for these

disorders, especially those who are

entering college, Berman said. He
added that an estimated 79 percent

of college women have actually

had a binge-purging experience.

"They're feeling greater stress,

oftentimes being away from home
for the very first time, and facing

See EATING, page 9

COMPUTER SALE
Expires Feb. 8, 1 992

• One Year Parts and
Labor warranty Cm'^e

• 100% IBM Compatible

286/386/486
Conriplete Super VGA Systenns

286-1 2 N4hz (52MB HD. Complete Mono System) $540

386SX-16MhZ(52MBHD.SVGA)W/5l2K $880

386SX-25MhZ(52MB HD. SVGA) W/512K $920

386-25 MhZ (85MB HD. SVGA) W/512K $1090

386-33 MhZ W/64K Cache (85MB HD. Made in USA

)

$ 1 180

486-33 MhZ W/256K Cache (1 20MB HD. Made in USA) $ 1640

Each SVGA System Includes
1MB RAM
1 2MB or 1 44MB Floppy Orlve

1
4" Cokx SVGA Monitor

Super SVGA Card
2PCV2HD IDE Controller

ATI/0(2S/1P/1G)4 lOl Keyboard

Upgrades:
1MB RAM Add $46

1 .2MB or 1 .44MB FD....Add $55
52MB HD to 85MB HD...j\dd $70
85 MB HD to 105MB HDAdd $50
85 MB HD to 1 20MB HD..Add $80

Bring ad to James Cho
for a free nnouse with any

systenn purchase

BEST QUALITY
BEST SERVICE

MMMMMMMMM
401 S.Vermont Ave. Suites 5&6
Los Angeles, CA 90020 (213)384-6601

A Message From The Women's Resource Center...

I Didyou know that:

96% of those who have eating disorders are women ages 17 to 25.

The health risks associated with having an eating disorder can be very serious:

physical problems can be irreversible and even lead to death.

It is common for those suffering from eating disorders to feel a lack of ^
control over important aspects of their lives.

Self-starvation and/or binging and purging are not the only symptoms of an eating

disorder; some of the less obvious symptoms are low self-esteem,

guilt, loneliness and depression.

One of the first steps in conquering an eating disorder is acknowledging the problem

^^ and addressing the underlying thoughts and feelings having to do

^^^^^ with issues of food, weight and appearance.

^^^ People with eating disorders can be treated.

An overwhelming maioritv of those who receive help for an eating disorder recover.

The Student Welfare Commission is sponsoring

Eating Disorders Awareness Week (Feb. 3 - Feb. 7).

"Mirror, Mirror" will be showing TODAY, Feb. 5, 12:00 - 1:00 p.m. at The Women's
Resource Center in 2 Dodd Hall. Suzanne O'Connell, Student Psychological Services, will

facilitate discussion following the film. Call the S.W.C. at 825-7586 for more information.

Ifsomeone you know has an eating disorder:

Educate yourself.

Be supportive and patient.

Let that person know they are not alone and there is nothing to be ashamed of.

Help is available.

Student Psychological Services

825-7985 or

825-0768

The Women's Resource Center

825-3945

Laima Wesson, Nutritionist

Student Health Services

^

825-3746

UCLA Peer HdpUne

825-HELP
The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.

tr
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DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

$15

> UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT
• TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A >X^EK
CONVENIENT LOCATION

1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 824-399
Westwood Village, above the >X^herehouse

@iQ@

DELI & GRILL
at

UCLA
Delicatessen • Pizza • Hamburgers •

Food to Go • Full Service Catering •

' Private Parties • Complete Salad Bar

«

\o\\ Open l-or BivjkLisi \ 1 muh "jni hniii |);iil\

exp. 2/28/92

$5.00 Minimum purchase

ti9 vvntT

100 UCLA Medical Plaza

Westwood Blvd.

I ' phone(3 10)443-0437

FAX(310)443-t)440
SciAnca*

PAID MARKETING
INTERNSHIP

Educational
Company
Seeks 3-4
Highly

Motivated
Individuals

Please Call

(310)472-0365
Ask for Larry or Tim

STEVE MACAULEY/DaUy Bruin

Graduating senior sociology major Danielle Brodsky snaps a shot In the Sculpture Garden last
week to remember her days at UCLA.

Inspired by movies, two wanna-be
botdi tiold-up of 7-ElevenIII

By Diana Jean Scheme
The New York Times

GARDEN CITY, N.Y. -:- A
security guard and a mechanic,
who said they were inspired after

watching the movies "Goodfellas"

and "New Jacic City" over the

weekend, held up a convenience
store in Bclhpage on Monday
night, police said.

The would-be mobsters should
probably have watched a few more
films before making their move.
They robbed a 7-Elcven where one
of the thieves was a regular

customer and w^s easily recog-
nized, police said; they borrowed a
car belonging to one of their

sisters; then they went home. And
they collected only $75.

The Nassau County police
arrested Christopher F. Sanatass,

22, and Phil Levine, 22. They were
arraigned in Nassau County Crimi-
nal Court on Tuesday on charges
of first-degree robbery.

The store's night manager,
Mohammed Atiigue, said he rec-

ognized Sanaiass as a regular

customer when he entered. Sana-""

tass flashed a gun — it tumed out

to be a BB gun — and announced
the slick-up, police said. The
manager stuffed the money in a

paper baa and then took down the

license plate number of the geta-

way car. It was registered to

Sanatass* older sister.

It was not long before a patrol

car came to stake out Sanatass'

house, waiting for the return of the

red Volare. The suspects were
arrested a few hours later.

A police department statement

said that the pair had told officers

they "got the idea of holding up the

The would-be mobsters

""should probably have

't!^

watched a few more

films before making

their move.

store after watching the movies
'Goodfellas' and 'New Jack City/
and thought it would be cool to be a
gangster."
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Iraq defies U.N. on resolutions
I- • ing GulfWar

By Paul Lewis
The New York Times

UNITED NATIONS— Iraq has rejected a United
Nations plan for monitoring its armaments industry

and has broken off talks with the world organization

about selling oil to pay for imports of vitally needed
food and medicine that could be supplied to Kurds in

northern Iraq and for compensation of victims of the

invasion of Kuwait.

These two moves, coming on top of the tight

economic blockade that President Saddam Hussein
has imposed on the Kurdish region of Iraq since last

October, has propelled the Iraqi leader into a

potential confrontation with the Security Council,
diplomats and officials said Tuesday.

These diplomats and officials said in interviews

that they believed Hussein was bent on testing the

cohesiveness of the coalition ranged against him
during the war as he has done in the past by refusing

to comply with the Security Council's terms for

ending the Gulf War. He has backed down in the past.

But. uncertain whether Iraq will again yield, the

diplomats and officials said the Council may soon be
forced to consider further steps against Hussein and
to provide fresh help for the beleaguered Kurds if he
continued to be recalcitrant

President Bush appeared to allude to the possibili-

ty of such further action in his speech to last week's
meeting of leaders of the Security Council, when he
said, "We must deal resolutely with these renegade
regimes, if necessary by sanctions or stronger

measures, to compel them to accept intemational
standards of behavior."

The United States is said to have stepped up its U-2
spy plane patrote over faaq ttrhunt foi ^&^iM weapon -

sites, sending an average of two flights a week over
Iraq from a base in Saudi Arabia.

On Wednesday, the United Nations special

commission set up to destroy Iraq's most dangerous
weapons is scheduled to report to a Security Council
review of the trade sanctions imposed on Iraq that

Baghdad has rejected its long-term plan for

monitoring its military industries to insure that it

never tries to make nuclear, chemical or biological

weapons again.

Diplomats said the United States, which is this

month's Council president, would issue a statement
announcing that Iraq was still in breach of the

Council's cease-fire terms and that sanctions,

including the restrictions on the sale of Iraqi oil,

could not be lifted.

In its latest report on Iraqi compliance with the

Security Council's demands, Rolf Ekeus, the Swede
who heads the Special Commission, says Iraq has
refused to provide a detailed report on its defense
industries, as demanded by the Security Council in

Resolutions 707 and 717.

The report says that Iraq "does not recognize" that

it has "any obligations" under these resolutions and
that at a meeting with commission members in

Baghdad on Jan. 12, senior Iraqi officials said that

Iraq "would not make any further declarations" on
weapons production plans, effectively challenging

United Nations inspectors to go and find whatever
they are looking for.

On Tuesday, Iraq punctured hopes it might soon
agree to start selling oil under terms set by the

Security Council, by canceling a second planned
round of talks in Vienna on the oil sale plan with

UnHed"yatt6fiiFofficial8. :

MARTIN
From page 3

after reading a recent article which
mentioned her two-day fast last

week to protest fee increases for

next year.

"If it hadn't been for me reading

that article, I wouldn't have known
who she was.** Pinto said.

Much of an undergraduate
president's actions do go unrecog-
nized, said Alex Hultgren, who
lost to Martin in the run-off

election last spring.

"It*s a tough job, and \het6 is a

lot of student government work
that goes unnoticed," Hultgren

said.

But Martin could do more, he
added. "The job has so much
potential to make strong positive

changes for students, and many of

these issues haven't been
addressed.**

Martin could benefit from
adopting a different approach, said

External Vice President Neera
Tanden.

"In terms of building strong

support in council and convincing

other people of her ideas, she could
spend more time building a coali-

tion of support," Tanden said.

Martin says she recognizes her

weakness. "If provoked, I become
argumentative. I have to learn how
to move around that."

But she was quick to add that she

cares about the opinions of others.

"Believe it or not, I do listen to

people. I think people don't think I

listen to what they're saying."

One lesson that Martin says she
has learned is that she cannot do
everything alone. "You have to

delegate," she said.

She has learned to distribute

tasks to more people, agreed Lyle
Timmerman, staff adviser to the

undergraduate student council.

"Danette took on a great deal

initially, more than I ever thought
she hoped to accomplish on her

own, but now I think she*s doing a

good job delegating."

Martin delegates responsibili-

ties to the 12 other members of thc-

undergraduate student council as

well as about 60 appointed mem-
bers in various governing posts.

AccOTding to Martin, attending

between 10 and 20 meetings per

week takes up much of her time.

"All I wind up doing is going
from one committee to the next
committee," she added. "I don*t

have a life.**

Martin's efforts have led to

changes within student govern-

ment The council is currently

working to define its sponsorship

of the 19 student advocacy groups,

which represent a variety of

student interests.

"I think she*s crystallized the

main question about sponsorship

as well, as I've ever seen it done in

EATING

the recent past,*' Timmerman said.

*The council will probably make
more progress on that issue as

anyone in the recent past has."

Another program that Martin

has supported is the southwest
expansion project, which would
add a building to that comer of
Ackerman Union. It would contain

office space and possibly a theatre,

said Matt Nix, undergraduate
facilities commissioner.

As the chair of the associated

students board of directors, Martin

can exert much influence over the

project's future. Nix said.

—-Citing more than 300 student

organizations on campus, Martin

emphasized the necessity for the

expansion project

"We don't have the facilities to

provide all of them with an area to

hold their programs, to hold their

meetings," she said. "We need to

provide them with that central

location."

A senior history major in her

sixth year at UCLA. Martin plans

to graduate in June. Postponing

law school for a while, she plans to

work as a political staffer.

"I can't see myself sitting down
and focusing in on going to

school," Martin said. "Just with the

magnitude of things I've had to

deal with this year, I'm pretty

exhausted."

i

From page 7

adult pressures that they haven't

felt before," he said.

And women who live in dorms
and sororities are even more
susceptible because their lifestyles

(^an be competitive and stressful,

ne added.

Media images that shape
women's ideals also worsen this

problem because social pressures

often force women to desire

nothing less than thin, perfect

bodies, Berman said.

He added that women who
suffer from eating disorders are

usually perfectionists who become

obsessed with being thip and
looking good, although they are
often intelligent, articulate and
successful.

*They just need help getting out
of a bad habit and getting a new
start on life."

Some fortunate women eventu-

ally realize the reasons for their

disorders and change their habits.

Allison is one of them.

"People with eating disorders

are worried about how people see
ihcm and are used to doing so well
in life," she said. "But . . . you
have to humble yourself, let

yourself be embarrassed, let peo-

ple talk to you. You can't do it

yourself."

Women suffering from eating

disorders can talk to project rep-

resentatives, who will be available

to answer questions from 10 a.m.

to 2 p.m. every day this week on
Bruin Walk.

The week's activities will end

with an hour-long question and
answer session with Berman in

Ackerman 3508 frpm noon to 1

p.m. Friday. For further informa-

tion, call the Student Welfare

Commission at 825-7586.

DAYS OF OUR TEETH'S LIVES
Dr. Bo has a thing for his

Patient. Carly. but risks

convictk)n for Unprofessional
Conduct in the "Dental RaWer
charges! Nurse Jennifer must
now call Receptionist Whitney
for help. And Dr. Roman has
a Dental Falling out with

Nurse Isabella which affects

the Root Canal Treatment!

DENTAL SOAP
OPERA GUIDE

COSMETIC and
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING ^^^ 478-0363

•Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Cbdde / Laughine Gas, Estimates in Writing
•Credit Cards, Checks, ana Insurance Forms Welcome

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire and Santa Monica)

Work for

The DaUy Bruin

Account Executive

Internship

will give you the oppoitunity to work for the

number one college newspaper in the country, as

just awarded by CNBAM, the authority on all

college newspapers. The Account Executive

Iniemship provides real world business

experience in the advertising, sales, and
nnarketing fields. If you are interested in these

areas and want to work for the best then you -
want to work at the Daily Biuin.

Applications for internships are available at the

Daily Bruin office - 112 Kerckhoff Hall.

Applications are due Wednesday, February 12th, by
noon. For further information please contact

Kimberlyn, Mark or Dante at 825-2161

>^
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President Bush
for middle-class

• • i^

I I

DONT TAKE A DUMP
IN THE DESERT

NUCLEARWASTE in CaUfomia^s drinking water ?!

Learn about the low-level radioactive waste dump destined for

California's desert and how to stop it from happening.

Dr. Sol Londe from L.A. Physicians for Social Responsibility

—^ TODAY
5-6 PM

Perlof£l243A
(Graduate School of Architecture)

L

Sponsored by the UCLA Environmental Coalition

206^438

By Andrew Rosenthal
The New York Times

ORLANDO. Fia. — As Presi-

dent Bush travels the country in

search of re-election, he seems
unable to escape a central problem:

This career politician, who has

lived the cloistered life of a lop

Washington bureaucrat for

decades, is having trouble pre-

senting himself to the electorate as

a man in touch with middle-class

life.

On Tuesday, for instance, he

emerged from 11 years in

Washington's choicest executive

mansions to confront the modem
supermarket

Visiting the exhibition hall of

the National Grocers Association

convention here. Bush lingered at

the mock-up of a checkout lane. He
signed his name on an electronic

pad used to detect check forgeries.

"If some guy came in and
spelled George Bush differently,

could you catch it?*' the president

asked. "Yes," he was told, and he

shook his head in wonder.

Then he grabbed a quart of milk,

a light bulb and a bag of candy and
ran them over an electronic scan-

ner. The look of wonder flickered

across his face again as he saw the

item and price registered on the

cash register screen.

"This is for checking out?"

asked Bush. "I just took a tour

through the exhibits here." he told

the grocers later. "Amazed^ by
some of the technology."

^'^

Marlin Filzwater, the White
House spokesman, assured repor-

ters that he had seen the president

in a grocery store. A year or so ago.

In Kenncbunkport, Maine.

Electronic scanners were intro-

duced by the International Busi-

ness Machines Corp. in 1980, and
have been ip general use in

American supermarkets for a

decade.

Having sampled the ways of the

middle-American shopper. Bush
tried to identify with the middle-

American bad mood.
He pounded a lectern and raised

his voice. He accused "profession-

al pessimists" in Congress of

conducting class warfare by criti-

cizing some of his programs as

favoring the wealthy. He talked

sarcastically about advisers who
urged him to get "the right political

ring" into his oratory and his

policy proposals.

Reminding his audience of his

"love for sports." the president

added: "And this being an election

year, my competitive juices are

flowing more, than ever. ^

WONG

Program Presents

W^ 'd^^'M

director of

AV^St»oi0s

Immediately' following the

FroTTi page 3

$11,000.

*That's very alarming," Wong
said of possible future fee hikes.

"It shuts out a lot of people.

However, Tm not sure if there's

anything that can be done," he

added.

Wong explained that the UC
system is grappling with main-
taining the high-quality level of the

faculty and facilities while receiv-

ing less money.
One of Wong's goals is to show

reg. nts and legislators that stu-

dents lie behind the statistics of fee

increases.

**To a regent, $550 isn't much.
But to a student living on Top
Ramen (noodles), it's a lot," he

said.

The student regent position was
created in 1975 to bring the student

experience to the Board of Regents

meetings. The student regent has

full voting rights. Just as the other

25 board members.
In his one-year term, Wong says

he wants to address issues such as

accessibility, quality and afforda-

bility of the UC. But he said that

one year is too little time to bring

about change.

"Realistically, one person can't

change the UC system, and in one
yeai you have a limited ability to

affect change," said Wong, who
completed his undergraduate stu-

dies at UC San Diego.

"If I could champion all of (the

issues) I would, but I don't think

that is realistic," he added. "I will

focus my energies on whatever
issues come up."

The best way to protect student

rights is by having them voice their

opinions to the regents, Wong said.

"Student rights and issues are

difficult topics because we have
such diversity that it's difficult to

represent the students as a unified

voice," he said.

"But the regents will listen ifwe
make plans that the students will

stand behind," he said. "I'd like to

encourage students to stay active

and involved. A lot are concerned,

but rarely is there a concerted
voice."

Students need to maintain the

constant, intense dialogues with

legislators as they do when fee

hikes roll around, he added.

On a personal level, Wong said

that he hopes to do the job well and
not "flunk out of law school in the

process."

"As far as personal integrity

goes, I want to look in the mirror
and say I did the best I could."

MURAL

PAID FOR BY USAC

7:00 p.m« screening of

Thursday, February 6

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
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major, Baldwin recently learned

that lounge walls can be painted as

long as housing offlcials approve it

beforehand.

And getting Barile to contribute

was easy.

"It was obvious that he was
involved in art. and I talked to him
and he was immediately very

interested," Baldwin said.

According to Camarillo, paint-

ing murals on the lounge walls was
an idea first developed during the

1984 Los Angeles Olympics.
Hedrick Hall — which housed
Olympic athletes— featured mur-
als with Olympic themes.

"Basically the process to paint

the murals was developed then,

Camarillo said.

Both Baldwin and Barile work

>*

ed throughout the fall quarter to get

the mural approved by an admini-
strative committee.

Once approved, they asked for

money from the Office of Resi-

dential Life and although they

received less than the $500 origi-

nally budgeted, the students are

working well under budget, Bald-
win said.

And when the paint dries on the

lounge mural. Barile is consider-

ing spray painting a city scape
mural on a construction wall

facing the dorttiitory's second-
floor south wing. Housing offlcials

have already approved.

"Because it is not a pleasant
view in itself, we invited them to

spice it up a bit," Camarillo said.

Bush steadying in N.H.,

Buchanan still a threat
By R.W. Apple Jr.

The New York Times

BEDFORD. N.H. — President

Bush's political standing in New
Hampshire has finally begun to

stabilize. Republican leaders there

say, but some of them describe the

electoral situation as highly vola-

tile and suggest that he could still

be seriously damaged by Patrick

Buchanan's insurgent candidacy
in the state's presidential primary
in two weeks.
Former State Attorney General

T^m Rath, who is considered one
of New Hampshire's ablest Repu-
blican strategists, said that "the
bleeding has been stopped" after a
dangerously slow start by Bush.
But he warned, "The electorate is

not as settled as it should be at this

stage from the president's point of
view."

Having emphasized most of last

month that the president cared
about the recession in New Hamp-
shire, the Bush campaign's current

tactic is to blame higher taxes and
other economic woes on the
Democrats in Congress. Buchanan
attributes the state's problems in

considerable part to Bush.
A television commercial that

went on the air last Friday shows
the president in the Oval Officf.,

.

promoting the economic recovery
plan outlined in his State of the

Union address and telling New
Hampshire voters: "I need your
help now to send a real message to

Congress to get this job done."^
Buchanan, a conservative col-

umnist and commentator, replied

in an advertisement that went on
the air Tuesday morning with an
invitation to the state to "send
Bush a message."
The commercial ends with

voters chanting, "Read our lips!"

— a taunting reprise of Bush's "No
new taxes" pledge, which he broke
in 1990 in a deficit-reduction deal
with Congress.

i, A poll taken for television
- station WMUR of Manchester by

the University of New Hampshire
suggests in a number of ways that

Bush is winning the argument that

congressional Democrats are to

blame.

Conducted by telephone from
last Thursday to Sunday, the poll

showed that 62 percent of the

respondents thought Bush had
been "forced by Congress" to raise

taxes, while only 19 percent
thought the president had "bet-

rayed voters' trust." The rest said

they remained unsure.

Of 499 respondents in the
survey, which had a margin of
sampling error of plus or minus 4.4

percent, 60 percent said they

supported Bush, with 23 percent

backing Buchanan and 17 percent
still undecided. That was one of the

president's strongest showings
since the campaign got under way,
although the figures showed some
undecideds shifting to Buchanan.

BOARDING

**There is great discontent in the

state among Republican voters,"

said Prof. David W. Moore, direc-

tor of the university's survey
center. "They are not satisfied with
the economy, but they arc
nonetheless remaining quite loyal
to the Republican president.

For the most part they do not
blame Bush for the poor conditions
but rather the Democratic Con-
gress."

Many seasoned Republican
politicians in the Bush camp, some
of whom expressed concern two
weeks ago about his prospects,
now say they expect him to get 65
percent or more of the vote.

State Sen. Susan McLane, who
plans to write in the name of Gov.
William Weld of Massachusetts
rather than vote for Bush, said that

"in the end, the undecideds will

slide into the presidential fold,

because when they listen to Bucha-
nan, they know he isn't the
answer."

Gov. Judd Gregg ofNew Hamp-
shire, who is managing Bush's
campaign, put the situation this

way:

"I think there's no question
we've taken the offensive. We
have a message and we're deliver-
ing it aggressively. What worries
me is thM a let-e£ fttrions,
frustrated people think they can
vote however they want in the
primary without having any effect
on who lives in the White House
next year.

"We have to convince the
doubters that their vote has conse-
quences. A vote for Pat Buchanan
is a vote for Ted Kennedy and the
Democrats, I keep saying, because
it weakens George Bush in his

fight against Congress."
But Paul Nagy, Buchanan's

state manager, said the challenger
was "on target as far as organiza-
tion goes," and he contended that

Buchanan was still "in a good
position to get 20, 25, 30 percent of
the vote."

That would be enough "to hurt

George Bush," Nagy said, even
though well short of Buchanan's
own recent statements that he
hoped to win in New Hampshire.
Other Buchanan aides said they
had sensed a certain loss of
momentum in recent days, but
Nagy said he had noticed no
slackening of pace.

One thing that could hurt the

Bush effort would be a reopening
of the old wounds in the state

Republican hierarchy — especial-

ly a revival of the long-standing

enmity between Gregg and his

father, Hugh, a former governor,

and another one-time New Hamp-
shire governor, John H. Sununu,
the former White House chief of
staff dismissed by Bush.

Until recently, the Greggs and
Sununu had submerged their past

differences to make common
cause in behalf of the president.
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SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY
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DISPOSABLES {•mo.mjm- $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED $139 PR
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EYE EXAMS15
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THIS MAY BE
THE PROGRAM
FOR YOU...
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The Teacher Education Laboratory of the UCLA Graduate School of

Education is pleased to offer a program during 1992-93 in which students
may simultaneously earn a Masters Degree and a Teaching Credential in

four quarters of study.

The Teacher Education Laboratory also offers a Teacher Credential Program
in which students may eam only a teaching-credential in three quarters.

The Teacher Education Laboratory is seeking a diverse group of applicants
from a variety of backgrounds and fiekis of study. Interested senior and
graduate students are invited to submit applications for either the Masters/
Credential Program or the Teacher Credential Program before the April 15.

1992 deadline. The Graduate School of Education also offers finanaal aid

packages-including the prestigious $6,000 Dean's Scholarships-for
TEL students.

For more informatk>n and to receive an application form please contact:

The Office of Student Services

(310)825-832e
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MICRO KNOWLEDGE

From page 3

same restrictions that apply to

sororities. The directors do not
allow men on the second floors of
the houses and will not tolerate any
drugs or alcohol on the premises.

Some houses also have quiet

hours between 10 p.m. and 8 a.m.,

as well as a 2 a.m. curfew.

Some women complained about
not being able to invite men to the

second floor of their homes. But
others seem to get around that rule,

said Patrice Malone, who lives in

the former Phi Mii sorority house.

"We do pretty much whatever we
want"

K^^P^ciiJ
KLA's Mobile Disc

Jockey Service

825-9107
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•4MB RAM up to 32MB on Board
-80486 Processor

Built In 487 Math
-1 .2 A 1 .44 HO Floppy Drives

-212MB Hard Drive

16ms Built in 64K Cache
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-Full Size Tower Case
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Super VGA Monitor 1 024/768
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-101 Enhanced Keyboard
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-IDE FDil^D Controller
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-Real Time Clock & Calendar
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2 FOR 1 WITH THIS AD!
Buy one entree, get the secondCof equal or less value) for free!

Free Delivery with Dinners served 'til 10pm.
minimum purchase of $ 1 0! Cappucinno & Dessert Bar until 1 am.

1389 WESTWOOD BLVD.
Hours: Mon-Sat 1 1 :30am - 1 :00am

Sun 5:00pm- 10:00pm

wasie IS a
Current Threat

* Set-up recycling bins

* Buy recycled products

* Save paper, glass, akmunum

and plastic centainers

Take your home recycled items
to a Recycling Center

m

ecycling Centers
"^ Use one Of these centers or call

1-800-827-8886 or 1-800-558-2862

tor the one nearest you.

MESTLA.
Community Recycling

Center

10809 Nationai Blvd.

81 0*551 '71 11

o
3

Recycle Wa

CENTE

24tti PI
^^^

Cloverfield/Blvd

S/UnXMOMC/l
CMMMlty RKydtoi

mM'' 1«ecycieWiy^^ tlMlil-7111

ammis
^ Participate In ASUCUrs

Mr in allfood service

DRIVE UP. DROP OFF
(ASUCLA accepts home Sundai^ January 28
recyclabies ONLY during ^^^„ rMh«„»«u o^

"Drive Up. Drop Off"
•unoa^ leoTuary H

week-end drives) Sunday Marcil 16—w m upJ i

'&

ly using recydng

and (tapvUMnts.

IMagic still set

to play in AlkStar

game on Sunday
By Clifton Brown
The New York Times

NEW YORK— Magic Johnson

will not let criticism change his

decision to play in Sunday's All-

Star game, his agent said Tuesday.

Johnson retired from the Los
Angeles Lakers Nov. 7 after

testing positive for HIV, the virus

that causes AIDS. But fans

selected Johnson to start for the

Western Conference, and Johnson
intends to play.

Charles Barkley, the Philadel-

phia 76ers' All-Star forward, said

Monday that Johnson should con-

sider not playing, not because of

health reasons, but because John-

son's presence will turn the event

into a "media circus," taking the

spotlight away from first-year

All-Stars like Dikembe Mutombo
and Dan Majerle. Other players

have said Johnson should not play

because of possible health risks.

IVIED CENTER
From page 1

hospital cannot afford to admit too

many of these patients.

"We went from a hospital with

not that many McdiCal patients to

"being one of the biggest providcisr

excluding county hospitals," Laret

said. "We want to do our fair share,

but we can't do it all."

About 25 percent of the hospi-

tal's patients are MediCal reci-

pients.

But by reducing the patient load,

the hospital is saving $5 million,

Laret said. Instead of losing $40
million by treating MediCal
patients, the medical center' is

expected to lose $35 million.

The financial loss occurs

because MediCal only pays a set

amount on a daily basis for all of its

patients, regardless of the type of

care they receive.

And because the $35-million

loss has to be offset by funds from
private insurance companies and
employers who pay for their

employees' health care, the hospi-

tal increased its prices for these

patients, Laret said.

But the number of patients who
have private insurance decreased

by almost ten percent from last

year.

"We've been like Robin Hood.

We steal from the rich insurance

companies to pay for the poor

MediCal patients," Laret said.

"But now we've run out of

private-insurance patients com-
ing."

The hospital usually accommo-
dates 114 patients a day, but now
only 96 patients are being
accepted. The UCLA hospital

refers patients to other local

hospitals.

A large number of expectant

mothers calling UCLA have been
referred to these hospitals —
which cannot assure enough space

for them — because the UCLA
hospital is treating 25 fewer
expectant mothers each month, he

said.

Expectant mothers tell horror

stories about county hospitals,

where women sometimes give

birth in a hall while waiting for an

available room.

Dinah Medrano, a UCLA
maternity financial counselor,

refers about 10 to 15 callers a day
to other hospitals.

"I can't go over my MediCal
quota, which is 140 beds a month,"
Medrano said. "Because I have
reached my quota, I can't accept

any more MediCal patients
between now and June."
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From page 2

It's one of those small things that

can make you feel small.

Some took marriage statutes

that refer to "two persons" at their

word and applied for a license. The
results were court decisions that

quoted the Bible and embraced
circular argument: marriage is by
definition the union of a man and a

woman because that is how we've
defined it.

No religion should be forced to

marry anyone in violation of its

tenets, although ironically it is now
only in religious ceremonies that

gay people can marry, performed
by clergy who find the blessing of
two who love one another no sin.

But there is ncf secular reason that

we should take a patchwork
approach of corporate, govern-
mental and legal steps to guarantee

what can be done simply, eco-

nomically, conclusively and inclu-

sively with the words "I do."

"Fran and I chose to get married
for the same reasons that any two
people do," said the lawyer who
was fired in Georgia. "We feU in

love; we wanted to spend our lives

together." Pretty simple.

Consider the case of Loving v.

Virginia, apdy named. At the time,

16 states had laws that barred

interracial marriage, relying on
natural law, that amorphous grab
bag for justifying prejudice.

Sound ings little HkeGod throw-
ing Adam and Eve out of paradise,

the trial judge suspended the one-

year sentence of Richard Loving,
who was white, and his wife,

Mildred, who was black, provided
they got out of the state of Virginia.

In 1967 the Supreme Court
found such laws to be unconstitu-

tional. Only 25 years ago and it

was a crime for a black woman to

marry a white man. Perhaps 25
years from now we will find it just

as incredible that two people of the

same sex were not entitled to

legally commit themselves to one
another. Love and commitment are

rare enough; it seems absurd to

thwart them in any guise.

WALKWAY
From page J
The ramp will provide 24-hour

access to Westwood Plaza from

north campus so that people with

disabilities will no longer have to

travel through buildings to reach

this destination.

Currently, people with wheel-

chairs must travel from Powell

Library onto an existing disabled

route, pass through Kerckhoff

patio, cross a bridge and take an

elevator to reach Westwood Plaza.

"Bruin Walk is at the heart of

campus activity. It is one of the

only east-west routes of travel for

those who cannot use stairs," said

Douglas Martin, a compliance
officer who strives to fight campus
discrimination against disabled

people. "When you think about it,

there are few routes through
campus that do not rely on going

through buildings or going
downstairs."

The ramp is supposed to be less

steep than usual to enable wheel-

chair users to cross campus more
safely, he said.

*This is a more gradual pathway
and much wider to allow for more
comfortable passage of individuals

and also between two wheel-

chairs," he said. "People with

disabilities will not be separated by

a completely different route."

Ttie Daily Bruin is

printed on 100%
recycled paper.

A. A I'M

oamx^ml

Specializing in Strategic and Mariiet Planning. Organizational Effectiveness,
Mergers and Acquisitions, and New Business Implementation for

Healthcare Concerns and General Industry

INFORMATION SESSION
Monday, February 10, 1992

6:00— 8:00 PM
Westwood Marquis
Laventana Room

All graduating Seniors are Invited to meet Informally with memtyers of our staff

APM Will Return To the Westwood Marquis on February 24th to Conduct Interviews

SUBMITRESUME & TRANSCRIPTFOR CONSIDERATIONNO LATER THAN
FEBRUARY 14TH TO:

Sheila Wertman
APIM

One Bush Street

Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94104

X

JimJohnsonWni Teach You
To Study The World

WriHXjr LeavingTheChy.
Jim Johnson, Professor of Urban Geography

At UCLA, you learn from the best.

Take a closer Icx^k at the city you

hve in.

You can learn a bt about the

world that way. Just ask anyone who's

taken one of Jim Johnsons classes.

He'll make you think about the

world in a way you never have before.

Sometimes by raising the most

controversial issues to spark classi;oom

debates: "1 challenge and coritradict

my students everyday, so they'll defend

their beliefs, become more emotion-

ally involved, and better remember

what they've learned.
"

And his dedication shows. So

much, in fact, that he's received the

Honors College Faculty Service

Award of Distinguished Achievement.

A Ford Foundation post-dcKtoral

fellowship. And t)ther awards.

But this shouldn't surprise you.

For the last decade, UCLA faculty

members have consistently earned the

highest honors— including a Nobel

Prize, 300 Guggenheirn fellowships,

and hundreds of other achievements.

And thanks to the award-winning

faculty, 18 academic departments are

ranked among the nation's top 10.

Maybe that's why UCLA attracts

^he best students from all over the .

world. Indeed, you're among the most

ethnically and culturally diverse

student population in the nation, with

an average incoming freshman GPA
of 3.75.

So, that's why we have the best—
because you're the best. And that's

why at UCLA, you're

sure to get the best

education.

Including street - ^ . ,

smarts. UdJUUmniASSOCIATION
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Shocked
Editor:

.

We were shocked to see the

headhne you used to label the

letters to the editor on Jan. 31
(Daily Bruin, "Two who
missed the point"). The letters

were responses to Eteron van
Boxiel's letter of Jan. 27 in

which he claimed that the

white man on the back cover
of the community directory ts~
"looking upward at his Asian

male competitors.'*

When you published Carol

Kwan's and Shiaw Wei
Chang's replies, your headline
— even before the reader got

a chance to read the ip.ttp.rs —
belittled Kwan and Chang,
implying that they took von
Boxters letter too seriously.

Kwan and Chang were
offended by the letter, whether
or not it was a joke. If van
Baxters letter was a joke,

albeit an insensitive one, then

why did you print it other than

to provoke more controversy?

All letters deserve equal ^
respect. Your jobs as editors

are to print the letters without

bias without making remarks
about the authors. Every
viewpoint is equally valid. The
readers should be allowed to

decide what the. correct point

is for themselves without edi-

tors imposing their opinions on
him.

Jimmy Wong
Junior

Letters

a tradition at Pauley.

We ended up near the USC
team who were huddled in the

middle of the court. While we
waited for our team to come
out, the Director of CTO,
Dave Lowenstein, and one of

use's assistant coaches came
rushing over. The two started

pushing and pulling students

while telling them to "get the

fuck off the court. You have

no right to be here."

petition drive being waged on
Bruin Walk. A paid signature

gatherer, dressed in earthy,

casual clothes, is approaching
people on the Walk stating

"sign a petition to help chil-

dren's education." What he is

actually doing is collecting

signatures for an initiative put
forward by elite private inter-

ests looking to pass a tax

credit for parents who send
their children to private

schools.
" ^^

' Mechanical engineering

Henry Wong
Sophomore

l^^terials science

Appalled
Editor:

I was appalled to discover at

the UCLA-USC basketball

game that being a Bruin fan

means absolutely nothing in

Pauley Pavilion to representa-

tives of UCLA's Athletic

Department and the Central

licket Office.

My roommate and I joined
other students and the band in

lining up on the court before

the basketball team came out
This lineup was at the invita-

tion of the cheerleaders and is

one student into my roommate,
the student asked, "What are

you doing? You have no right

to shove me." Lowenstein
replied that if "we didn't get

the hell off the court that we
-would all be arrested."

The only people exhibiting

any violent behavior that night

were Lowenstein and USC's
assistant coach. None of the

UCLA students were even try-

ing to get near the USC team,

let alone start trouble.

What I want to know is

what gave Lowenstein the right

to treat us like dirt? Or
-threaten us?

We were UCL/C students

trying to show support for our

team. Camping out for a

priority number and showing
up early for the game was not

worth the treatment we
received.

We students are the fans,

Lowenstein. Without us, no
one would be standing in the

student section, yelling and
cheering for our team. We're
known as the sixth man on the

court; we're what makes play-

ing at home an advantage. You
need us. The team needs us.

How dare you u*eat us as if

wc shouldn't be in Pauley!

How lare you scream at us

using obscene language

demeaning UCLA in front of

our opponents!

The only person who didn't

belong on the court that night

was you.

Andrea Payne
Sophomore

English

Misleading
Editor:

I wish to inform the UCLA
community about what I

believe to be an unscrupulous

The gendeman in question

should be familiar to students

involved in environmental

issues. During the November
1990 elecdon it was discovered

that he had been misleading
voters on a timber industry

initiative designed to block the

Forests Forever initiative (Prop.

130). He had been calling

voters to "sign a petition to

save the forests." When it was
discovered who he had been
working for and how he was
misleading people, he disap-

peared.

He is now back lying about
a new bogus initiative.

The "education" peddon in

quesdon is no more than an
effort for the well-to-do to

avoid paying tax money for

public education. Describing

the proposal as an inidative

that would prompt public

schools to "compete directly

with private schools," it is a

concocdon of a right-wing

group called Educadon Through
Choice-in-Education League.

Up to $2500 would be taken
from the state's tax-pool per

membership household under
diis inidative. Those who con-

sider an education as a right

ought to recognize this peddon
for what it is: a racist piece of
Icgisladon designed to isolate

working class and minority

students in die public schools

and put tuition money in the

pockets of die well-off.

Continuing budget cuts and
die Reagan Revolution's attack

on educational supports have
left die public schools dilapi-

dated. Those of us in die

university system recognize this

now as the crises in education

has now hit full-swing on
college campuses throughout
die state.

-*—.-

Peter Hein
Alumnus/staff

Viewpoint

Ode to Viewpoiiit:

a poem in couplets
ByRyanYokota

The Daily Bruin's viewpoints have, from the very start,

tortured mild students here with dopey apish smarts

of narrowminded ignorance spewed from the churiish fools

who've picked up pen to write a cause, and poisoned all the

school.

From careless viewpoints of women, within the Asian race,

we've found that interbreeding with whites signifies disgrace

through campers blazed widi "fish taco," we've seen the guilty

giris

embroiled in fights of feminists as sexism unfurled.

Polidcal correctness has quizzed and puzzled all,

enjoining every student in linguistic batde call.

Homosexuality has been condemned by God,
as mortal sin by humankind, called savagery of bawds.
The cartoon sdngs of Sinfest's wit have caused some students
pain,

in everlasdng enmity they've poured dieir penciled rain.

Vaginas on Together have shocked some feminist extremes.
Of Lichtenstein and Budweiscr the battle has full boiled,

Undl the crowd has raised their voice, through mighty pen
diey'vc toiled.

Even now, die madness reeks, die stench goes on and on,
recently -we've missed the point^o^^gvih Icpiccbauw;^
That's not to say that Viewpoint's bad, they've said some
righteous words.

Often though the best of views go notably unheard.
But when a careless statement an audior may let fly.

All die world is set on edge, and tempers start to rise.

My quesdon then goes to the press: When circulations slow,
do you dig on through die trash to put up smut to show?
When space needs filling and time runs short, do you grab
whatever' s near?

Do you editors debate die child that you will rear?

Or are the articles you get so loadisome, and such cnid,

diat editing becomes a chore like sifting through diick mud?
Issues aplenty drown the world — issues widi real weight
Like homelessness and poverty, and famine, war and hate.

AIDS is running rampant now, widi litde help in sight,

die USSR has been dissolved, their situation's tight.

Let's talk trade, we're hurting still, and lost in awful debt.
or maybe nuclear weapons, disarmament's not here yet
Or how about the role of women, in unequal pay,
or rape on campuses, or dieft — please, someone show die wayl
What about taxes, is "trickle-down" die law?
Win Hoovervilles again come back in urban downtown halls?

Illiteracy has gripped our land, stale learning has been cut,

again, to separate die poor, our reg fees have gone up.

There's gangs and drugs that shoot away, and no one seems to
care.

Are we so lost in college life we've forgotten what's out diere?
A thousand causes equally just, choose one you will right,

and let's get down to business, all, and see a decent fight
So editors, please heed my call, if you've no weight, don't print!

You'll save us all sometime, I diink, and save yourselves a
mint!

Yokota is a sophomore majoring in English-American studies.
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farewell from a columnist who
This column is a tough

one to write. Fve
always had a little trou-

ble saying goodbye, especially

when the goodbye feels as

premature as this one docs. I

guess that's just the price I

gotta pay for the choice I feel

I gotta make.

This column will be my last

Although it is only February
and there are four months
remaining before Tm scheduled
to graduate from UCLA, my
work over the past several

weeks has told me that now is

the time for me to call it a

career.

The fact is, I just haven't
been at all happy with my
work lately. And although I

don't believe in quitting some-
thing before Tve seen it

through, circumstances right

now are such that I'd be less

likely to live with myself if I

didn't quit.

To me, being a writer means
caring about what you put out.

It means feeling that the piece
over which your name appears,

whether it's in newsprint, hard
cover or typing paper, is

worthy of the reader's time
and thought. It means not only
saying something, but also

^having someth ing t^ sajF^

Ben
Wexler

Every writer has times when
he or she will sit in front of
the paper, typewriter or com-
puter, and nothing comes. I

know. Even so, now that it's

happened to me repeatedly, and
repeatedly I've written some-
thing in which I didn't believe.

about which I didn't care, I

feel it's simply not the honest
thing to do. I feel the reader

simply deserves more.

A great musician once was
asked what his philosophy of
life was, what it was that kept
him going in the field that he
loved so much but could be so

cruel. The philosophy he esp-

oused that day and one which
I've echoed ever since was
simple, eloquent. "Have a good
time ... all the time," he said.

Make no mistake about it

While I've been a columnist,

I've had fun. Sometimes a lot

"Of fun . I've found it to be a

seem to find the handle any-
more. Friends have told me
that it's just a slump, that

everybody has slumps. "George
Brett had five lousy years

before he won his last batting

title,*' one said, "and people
said the Eagles' 'The Long
Run' was a lousy album."
Of course, it was their last

album, and Brett sat out the

end of that season to will the

tide, but that's not the point
The point is, as much as I've

wanted to believe it, this isn't

about nothing exciting going
on to write about A good
writer doesn't need events; a
good writer can make some-
thing from nothing.

It hit full force that it

wasn't just a slump last week,
when I asked two different

women out and was rejected

by both, one of whom actually

said yes before backing out an
hour before the date. Thinking
that this was the break I'd

been waiting for, that the

material would finally start

flowing, I scurried to the

nearest typewriter.

Nothing came.
And so, it is with mixed

feelings that I make the deci-

sion I now make. Tomorrow at

real kick to be able to say

what's on my mind every

other week, to talk informally

about what has happened dur-

ing the past couple days, or
simply just make observations

about life.

Somehow, though, I can't

^ p .niL,T'u^irfiold a press
conference declaring my eligi-

bility for this year's NFL draft.

I know it seems like an ill-

informed, terribly premature
decision, but believe me, I've

spent many sleepless nights

thinking about this.

I'm also aware that I'm

taking a major chance with

this. Friends have pointed out
that I've never competed at the

college football level; in fact,

I've never really played organ-
ized football at any level. I

know this.

This isn't about who has the

most experience, though. Heck,
it isn't even about who has the

most talent. If it were, this

would probably be the wrong
thing to do. This move, how-
ever, this new phase I am now
entering, is about hard work,
it's about dedication, and it's

about not giving up when the

odds are against me.
Do you think Dick Butkus

was bom with all the talent it

took to make him one of the

greatest linebackers to ever
play the game? No! He work-
ed, day after day, he reached
towards the clouds and
snatched greatness when it

wouldn't come to him. And
that's what I intend to do,

because I know I can. I know
I can be another Butkus.
Many of you reading this

are probably thinking that I am
only doing this because Tom-
my Maddox announced last

week that he'd enter the NFL
draft. While I admit that this

had some bearing on my
decision, mostly in the form of
a voice inside my head that

said, "If Tommy can do it, so
can you," I've been consider-

ing this ever since November,
when I scored a touchdown in

the Blood Bowl against the

Daily Trojan football squad.

So that's the story. I thought
it only fair to tell you, the

readers, who have made the

last year and a half so enjoy-

able for me, before coming
before the press tomorrow.
And, no, I don't expect to

start next year. In fact the

possibility exists that I won't
even get drafted. But hey,

that's, why they have training

camps.

The point is. although it

remains to be seen whether or
not this is the right choice, it's

my choice, and I'm prepared to

stand by it My family is

behind me, and eventually I

know my friends will be as
well.

And if I have to carry a
clipboard for a couple of

years, then that's what I'll do.

But I can tell you this: you
will see me in an NFL uni-

form one day. Maybe not next
year, maybe not the year after

that but one day . . .

Well, now I'm not so sure.

I mean, at least Butkus played
college ball. This is one of
those decisions that 90 percent
of the time, can go either way.
As another great musician once
said, "There's a fine line

between clever and stupid ."

T^aybe I've crossed that line.

Maybe writing mediocre col-

umns isn't so bad. I'll have to

think about it

Wexler, the Viewpoint editor, is

a senior majoring in communi-
cation studies and runs the

40'yard dash in 4.28 seconds.

FRE
-TICKET
TDBRUIN

Fill your plate from a hot, fresh selection
of Acapulco's most popular dishes

• Chicken or Beef Fajitas •

• Cheese Enchiladas • Fresh Vesetables •

• Daily Soup Specials • Rice and Beans •

Oil%f»
WESTWOOD

1109GlendonAve. 208-3884

Mexican Restaurant& Cantina

Win a pair of tickets to Bruin basketball. It-s

easy. Simply use the Great Western Bank ATM
at North Campus. Winners will be picked from
validATM transaction numbers. Yournumber will be orT

your receipt, so save it! You may use anyATM card with
a CIRRUS^or STAR SYSTEM^symbol. There aie no ATM
charges when you use a Great Westem Bank ATM caid

at our ATMs. To get your card, open a checking account
with us. GreatWestem Bank.Well always be thene.

GREATWESTERNBANK
A Federal Savings Bank and a Great Western Financial Company

Check this box on February 20th for

wining transaction number.

Offer appltn only lo valid transactions See sweepstakes rules posted at ATM
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Cupid strikes at the

Venice Beach House
Not just a simple

chocolate affair

It*s
amazing what a spectrum

of ideas my friends created

when I told them I was in

search of a Valentine's Day retreat

slightly out of the ordinary.

I should have held a contest and
demanded an entrance fee for all

the ideas I collected. Oddly
enough, the best ideas came from
people who haven't been struck

lately by Cupid's poison arrow.

In the end, I drove south to

Venice in search of a local bed and
breakfast I found what I needed at

No. 15 30lh Avenue, known to

locals as the The Venice Beach
House. This hidden treasure often

gets overlooked by visitors who
rarely venture off the boardwalk.

The Venice Beach House

In the afternoon, I ventured

north oh the Pacific Coast High-
way in search of more Valentine

adventures. On the advice of a

friend, I stopped off at The Reel
Inn Fresh Fish Market and
Restaurant, located just across the

sandy shore of Malibu beach, at

18661 West PCH.
Talk about something for every-

one — the clientele at this joint

ranged from the talk of Beverly
Hills to local surfers. Somehow,
The Reel Inn just screams "eat fish

here." The menu is as extensive as

the wooden picnic tables that fill

the dining room and includes

everything from classic red snap-

per to seafood tacos, calamari and

The Road

Less Traveled

reminded me of the large, nisiic^

cottages that line the edge of Cape
Cod, bordered with a bright green
lawn, a large collection of colorful

flowers and a picket fence. Some-
how it seemed out of place in

Venice, set there accidentally by
the will of a Kansas tornado.

A young couple and their small

son were enjoying the early morn-
ing sunshine on the front porch.

Inside the doorway I was greeted

by the hotel's grand hostess and a

warm wooden sitting room, deli-

cately decorated, fireplace and all.

A motley collection of old books
lined the walls, accompanied by a

pot of coffee steaming on the

comer table.

The fragrant, salty smell of the

ocean charmed the upstairs, and at

the end of the hallway I discovered

a crickety old window, perfect for

looking out over the rolling waves
and into the distance.

The Venice Beach House was
built in 1911 and served as the

personal residence of Warren

Talk about something

for everyone— the

clientele at this joint

ranged from the talk of

Beverly Hills to local

surfers. Somehow, The
Reel Inn just screams

"eat fish here."

Wilson, the founder of the Los
Angeles Daily Journal. Each of the

nine rooms is individually named
and uniquely decorated. Rooms
start at $100 per night, a steep rate

indeed, but for Valentine's Day
weekend, champagne brunch,
flowers, and an assortment of
sweets are included in the price.

Just up the street, guests can
venture along the Venice board-
walk, a unique trail that aims to

please the varied tastes of its

visitors. Several rental shacks line

the path, beaconing passers-by to

ride off into the sunshine on a

tandem bicycle or a racy pair of
rollcrblades. Most people, howev-
er, seemed content to be enjoying a

seaside walk with friends.

Jennifer
Petree
shrimp scampi, all moderately
priced. Add a cold beer and a
sunny window table and you're

abound to be hooked.

Perhaps the best feature of The
Reel Inn was the hefty collection

of business cards spread randomly
under the glass table coverings. If

you're a desperate job hunter like

me, lunch at The Reel Inn could
turn out to be the most profitable

meal all weekend.

Nothing could end a Valentine's

Day better than a peaceful view of
a stunning sunset over the Pacific,

and so with that in mind, I turned

my wheels back onto the PCH and
headed north once again. Hang a
right onto Coral Canyon Road and
10 miles of windy terrain will take,

you up into the Malibu hills. The
road dead-ended into a small, dirt

parking lot From there on out, the

rugged hillsides demanded a stur-

dy pair of shoes or, even better, a-

serious mountain bike.

Not knowing exactly what I

would find, I was pleasantly

surprised by an unusual spread of
landscape, covered with dense
green foliage, huge boulders and a

slew of sandstone formations that

rivaled Stonehenge. I made my
way precariously up to the top of a

particular rock and found a com-
fortable place to sit and look out-
over the valley on one side and the

green-blue Pacific on the other.

I was just in time to catch a

glimpse of the beautiful orange
sunset I know so well. If I had
thought to bring a bottle of
champagne and an old guitar, it

would have been the end to a

perfect Valentine adventure.

Petree is a senior majoring in

political science.
~ ~~

Llam Neeson and Melanle
Griffith, far left, and Michael
Douglas, left, star in the
romantic adventure from
Twentieth Century Fox,
Shining Through." Griffith

goes undercover, below.

'Shining Through' reflectsWW 11 thiniy
By Aaron Dobbs
Dally Bruin Staff

Since the beginning of film history, war and
espionage movies have been two of the most
popular forms of entertainment. At first glance,

"Shining Through** appears to be another install-

ment in this long list of films.

It has everything going for it— two talented big-

name Hollywood stars, a strong supporting cast, a
successful writer/director and a story based on a

novel which spent three months on the New York
Times best seller list. But by the time the film

reaches its conclusion, "Shining Through** is more
of a disappointment than a success. Instead of the

cast, director and story working together to create

an entertaining film, they implode upon each other

and then make the picture self-destruct.

In 1940, Linda Voss (Melanie Griffith), a young
determined half-Jewish, half-Irish woman from
Queens, lives in a world containing a mixture of
dreams and reality. Her dreams come from the

movies— all kinds, but especially World War I spy
films. She believes that one day she will rescue her

Jewish relatives hiding from Hitler in Berlin. Her
realities are her working-class, clerical school

background and a discrimination in America
toward Germans and Jews.

Linda gets a secretarial job working for Ed
Leland (Michael Douglas), a Colonel in the Office

of Strategic Services (the precursor to the C.I.A.)
acting as a businessman because America has yet to

enter the war. Linda figures out Leland*s secret

because of the coded dictation he gives. Of course,

the two fall in love, but then Pearl Harbor happens.

When the top American agent is found dead in

Berlin, the O.S.S. needs to send someone else.

Leland would go, but/he speaks no German. Linda,

with ^ desire to^h^ the war effort and sav^er
relatives in hiding, convinces Leland to send her.

She knows all the codes, knows the people involved
and, most importantly, she speaks the language
perfectly.

She arrives in Europe and meets Sunflower (John

Gielgud), who has been undercover since before the

fint "war to end all wars,*' and Margrete Von
Eberstien (Joely Richardson). They are her two
contacts in Berlin. But Linda's assignment doesn't

go so well and it looks as if all is lost.

That is until she meets Franze-Otto Dietrich

(Liam Neeson), a top member of Hitler's reich. He
brings Linda home to Potsdam to be a nanny for his

children before she can get in touch with her

contacts. She becomes "lost" in Germany and
eventually finds herself in deeper cover than she
had ever supposed or could handle.

The film's largest problem comes from writer/

director David Seltzer's C'Lucas," "Punchline")

adaptation of Susan Isaac's novel. He handles the

first halfof the film beautifully. Everything is set up
for an exciting journey behind enemy lines. But

See 'SHININQ', page 19

sdous dioicei against angered cries of 'sell-out'

By Hope Urban

"The notion of a universality of
human experience is a corfidence

trick and the notion ofa universal-

ity offemale experience is a clever

corfidence trick."

-T— —— — Angela Carter

In all the fuss about the cover of
the new Community Directory,

one fact has been glossed over—
that the artist who chose the

alleged sexist cover art, Joyce
Hirohata, is a woman. In addition,

as a Japanese-American woman,
she is a member of a minority

group — a double minority, you
might say.
^- We've heard from Undergradu-

ALEX DE ROBERTIS

Joyce Nlrohata

ate Student Council president

Danette Martin, and her like-

minded acquaintances Karia Zom-
bro and Sabrina Smith. We've
heard from communications major
Chris Ulbrich. We've heard from
Kimberiy Fernandez and Angela

Bceley. The one person whose
voice has not been heard, and one
that seems paramount lo this

discussion, is Joyce Hirohaia's.

That's because Hirohata, who
graduated in the fall of 1991 with a

bachelor's degree in design, has

returned to her hometown of San
Francisco and is presumably living

a quiet existence in that beautiful

city. But Joyce isn't as detached

from this controversy as much as

one might think: a friend has been

kind enough to keep her apprised

of the situation by sending her

Daily Bruin newspaper clippings.

Many ugly issues have been

raised in this little battle of words
and images, issues that go far

beyond the UCLA community.

Among them are sensitivity to

issues of race and sex, and— dare I

say— classicism. Even the use of

obscenity has bizarrely made its

way into the foray. But that's

enough from other voices. It's time

to let Joyce Hirohata speak.

Daily Bruin: How do you feel

about the reaction to the cover?

Joyce Hirohata: 1 think it's a

very extreme reaction. The ironic

thing is that \ worked at the

Women's Resource Center during

the quarter I graduated. It was
when the whole Anita Hill thing

was going on, and I was very aware
of the way women are treated in

society, aware of the sexism in

advertising, how the media uses

women and parts of women's
bodies to sell products. Another
really ironic point is that some
women from the .feminist news-
paper "Together" xeroxed an exact

copy of my cover, and changed the

words from *What do you mean
they changed the area code from
310?' to *What do you mean I

don't have a feminist conscious-

ness?' and distributed it around
campus! I mean, if they feel it's so

See HIRONATA, page 20
HIrohata's cover art for the
Community Directory.
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behind-the-scenes look at the

entertainment world (and a few
free dates) by writing for Daily

Bruin Arts &? Entertainment. For
more information, call
(310)825-2538.
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Westwood FacUitics

1100 Glendon Ave. 11th Floor

W. Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 20ft.4240 / (213) 879-1533

California Graduate Institute
Graduate School of Professional Psychology - Nonprofit, Nondiscriminatory

Est. 1968

Winter, Spring, & Fall Trimesters

'Applications Accepted Throughout the Year

Oiange County Facilities

1122 E. Lincoln Avenue
Orange, CA 92665

(714) 637-5404

«ii^"^^-^^ -Psychology 4iAarriage, Family, & Child Therapy. Psychoanalysis

Theories of Personality

Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

Psychological Assessment I: Intelligence

Psychological Assessment II: Personality

Psychological Assessment III: Neurology

Group Process and Technique

Child Psychopathology

Social Bases of Behavior

Anatomy and Physiology

Psychology of Religion

Professional Issues, Ethics and Laws v.

Human Sexuality

Advanced Human Sexuality

Case Consultation in Sexual Therapy

Developmental Psychology

Physiological Psychology [

Psychopathology I, U
Hypnosis I, II

Advanced Hypnosis

Family Systems Therapy

Transpetsonal Psychology

Diagnosis and Direction: Mastering DSM-III-R

Qinical Practicum I-VI

Reseacxi) Methods and Analysis I, II

Psychosomatic Disorders

Social Psychology

Industrial/Organizational Psychology

Learning and Cognition

History and Systems of Psychology

Psychotherapy with the Chemically Dependent

Sports Psychology . ,

^

I

Applied Techniques of MFCT
Bhics and Laws for MFCT's
Theories of Human Communication

Psychological Assessment for MFCT's

Theories of MFCT
Psychopathology and Family Dynamic

Ccoss-Cultural Mores and Values

Child Psychopathology and Psy<

Adolescent Psychopathology an4 Psychotherapy^

Special Tactics of Change in Family Therapy

Ethnicity and Cross-Cultural Psychopathology

Family Psychopathology

Conjoint Therapy
Psychotherapeutic Issues of Marriage, Divorce; Mediation

& Family Reconstruction

Child Abuse and Ek>mestic Violence

MFCT-Practlcum I-III

Assertiveness Training

Metabolism and the Mind
Varieties of Healing

Psychology of Aging

Behavioral Medicine

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy

Behavioral Medicine and Health Psychology

Biofeedback Therapy

Qinical Consultation in Biofeedback

Psychoneuroimmunology

Acupressure for Psychotherapists

Psychosynthesis

Altered States of Consciousness

Guided Imagery

Psychopharmacology

Personality Development I, n, in

Introduction to Psychoanalysis

Theory of Psychoanalytic Techn^ue

Theory and Technique of Dream Analysis

Applied Psychoanalytic Technkjue

Freud I II

Theory of Self Psychology

Self Psychology: Current Writings

Self Psychology: Qinical Concepts

Ego Psychology and Object Relations

Object Relations I, II

Current Psychoanalytk: Literature

Chikl Psychoanalysis I, II

Myth and Fairytales in ChlW Therapy

Bordedine States and Narcissism

Primitive States of Mind: Bulimia

Perversk>ns and Scimatk States

Personality Disorders

Anxiety and Affective Disorders

Psychoses

MelanieiGein

Resistance and Countertransference

Qinical Empathy
Shame: Its Importance in Treatment

Schizophrenia and Other Psychoses

Qinical Case Conference I-VI

Qinical Hypnosis I, II

Chemical Dependency

Drug Use and Abuse
Chemical Dependency Counseling

The Family and Chemical Dependency

Society and Chemical Dependency

CGI offers the following degrees and certificate programs

:

• MAinPsydiology • MAinMFCT

• PhDinPsydioiogy • PhD inMFCT

• P»yD inQinical Psycliology • PhOinPsychoanalymis

. Ceftificat«inPsychoanalyUcP.ycliothefapy, • PtyD in Psycliology with Certificate in Psydioanalysi^

Behavioral Medicine, Chemical Dependency • Certificate in P»ychoanaly»i«

Students team in a dinical atmosphere from profes«>r» who are therapists /te-chers; therefore, a graduate from the Institute

to always on the cutting edge of what U occurring in the modem worid of psychotherapy.

Oasses are offered day$, nights & weekends; call

for a complete current schedule.

CGI is approved by the American Psychological

Association to offer Category I Continuing

Education for Psychologists. The APA Approved

Sponsor maintains responsability for the program.

CGI graduates meet the educational requirements

for Psychology and MFT licensure in California.
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Quartet
But concert not

as pleasing to

loyal *Kronies*

By Marjory Weese

The Knonos Quartet proved they
were more than just musicians this

weekend when they clowned
through a humor-filled program,
but this change from their usual

serious side was not as aestheti-

cally pleasing as what their

devoted "kronies" are used to.

The program started with John
Zom's "Cat O* Nine Tails," which
is accurately described by the

composer as, "written for people
with short attention spans . . . like

myself." The musical themes
switch every five seconds. The
effect was similar to flipping

channels through Saturday-jnom-
ing cartoons. Country fiddle play-

ing switches to deep scratching

noises that lead into imitated

voices like Charlie Brown's teach-

ers. If the point ofZom's work was
to be zany and not aesthetical then

it works great for tlte first few
minutes, then it gets old.
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humor to trademark style
John Oswald, in his "in Lieu.d

Wig, Wand/Bay/V&*," used the

old, tired tricks of Victor Borge in

an attempt to make his nonsense
piece witty. The comedy begins

when the musicians, coming from
offstage, are unable to approach
their instruments because of reverb
screeches when they get too close
— except for violinist John Sher-

ba, who sits alone and plays a solo.

The others are/able to get to their

seats once the lights go out.

The clowning continues when
after playing the first note, they
stop, take that page of music and
drop it on the floor. This sequence
goes on about 10 more times. Why
is it so much funnier when Victor
Borge does this?

The excerpts from the new
album "Pieces of Africa" were a

relief from the modem musical
comedy pieces. Dumisani Mar-
aire*s "Mai Nozipo (Moter Nozi-
po)" was just as sweet and simple
as it is on the CD except instead of
using drums, the musicians paused
to keep rhythm by tapping their

thumbs on their instruments.

Also from the new album,
Hamza El Din*s "Escalay (Water
Wheel)" was very effective live, as
long as you were able to speed-

read through the program for the

information on the programmatic
elements before the auditorium
became dark. An old peasant
singing a religious song was
conveyed by violist Hank Dutt and
first-violinist David Harrington in

a whining chromatic duet that

Performance comedy is

only great in

moderation, and

hopefully next time

(The Kronos Quartet)

perform in L.A. they

will remember this.

floated above the rhythms of the

oxen*s steps and the gears of the

water wheel, as portrayed by
cellist Joan Jeanrenaud and violist

DutL

The Kronos Quartet finished off

the first half of the program with

the biggest crowd-pleaser of the

evening, Michael Daugherty*s

"Beat Boxer." Daughtery had the

original idea of using two rappers

to repeat musical terminology over

quartet music.

The tapped rappers were the
main focus since they boomed
stereophonically from two large

speakers on either side of the stage.

The rappers played with words like

pizzicato and sul ponticello as well
as throwing in a few "Mozart's in

the house," and "My man Mozart
got it on." It was great action-

packed entertainment

Anyone annoyed by not hearing
enough serious music at this

concert was appeased with H.M.
Gorecki's dramatic "Quartet No.2
(Quasi Una Fantasia)." Although
this piece was abstract melodical-
ly, the harmonic timbre communi-
cated ingenuous emotions. The
solemn mood of this piece ended
appropriately with a 30-second
pause before applause was allow-
ed.

Kronos works best when they

are premiering modem works of
rerious new composers. Perfor-

mance comedy is only great in

moderation, and hq)efully next

time they perfomi in L.A. they will

remember this.

MUSIC: The Kronos Quartet at the
Wadsworth Theater on Saturday, Feb.
I • L

'SHINING'
From page 17

when the story moves to Berlin,

instead of shifting into fifth

gear, the picture stalls and
begins to fall apart.

The film unintentionally
becomes a comedy. The situa-

tions are so ridiculous, it's hard
to believe this is the same movie
you've been watching for an
hour. Scenes such as Linda
bringing Dietrich's children to

the building her relatives were
supposed to be hiding in and
then the children not telling

their father abound throughout
the second hour. Instead of
being glued to the screen during
a highly dramatic scene, the

audience laughs in disbelief.

Seltzer also tells the story

through one long flashback.

Linda is being interviewed in

the present day for a BBC
documentary called "Women
of the War." Not only do scenes
of an old Linda appear three or
four times during the picture,

but her narration also mns
throughout the entire film. It's

an annoying technique which

See 'SHININO', pageTT

Tuesdays are UCLA Days at

EARTH
Restaurant and Bakery • Westside Pavilion

Pico & Overland (310)475-7557
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Did you know that ... nothing a woman does obl^ad^haJahme sexuid^

contact against her will?

Everyone has the right to say no at any point and have their limits respected.
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When No Is Not Enough
Sexual Aggression and Dating Relationships

•MM.i*i**>M«t«M

EXPIRES MARCH 15. 1992

Present your UCLA ID to the cashier. Discount for UCLA cardholder only.

Not valid with any other special, coupon, or take-out
A 15% gratuity will be added to the retail check.

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

TOMORROW
lim - IM p.m. IDoddHall 206-8240

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

COMPLETE EYE CARE /J-)l,%-^-^. vCj^'-IA^^^.|.,.f^V-j^-^

EYEGLASS PACKAGE

FRAME & 0VFSCiJ'°' 0\ 'hNSES

CONTACT LENS PACKAGE
• NC uDfS EVE EXAM PA.I? OF DAIV WEAR
lENSES CAiJFK ' AND fOLlOV/ oP CAPE

4

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
'jc:L,DtS cXAV Ml !i\G & .-QLiOy/ UP

• 3 MOMHS LENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.

UCLA
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
AND
CENTER FOR THE
PERFORMiNG ARTS

'

PRESENT

UNIVERSITY
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
ALEXANDER TREGER
CONDUCTOR

/
X

I

/

J

PROGRAM

MOZART
•Impresario" Overture

Angela Woo, conducting

SCHUBERT
"Unfinished" Symphony

TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony No. 5 in e minor. Op. 64

1

O k' 1 M L r R I X

A.r Of • " (••'
, Cf i^f

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

W
\

I

Wednesday, Febiuary 5, 1992
Royce Hall 8:00 p.m. J

Tlckats: $5 gMMral; $3 studMits and Mnlor dtlmis
For Infonnatloii, pImm call (310) 825-2953.

fl''"-^ -v^/^-j^v-j^jH-/i-^- t^-^-^-Cf
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ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

Love in a Basket

ofBeverly Hills

Be on the:

"Honor Roll of Love"
310/553-2520
delivery available

"Sweethearts Delight"

$36.00

Custom Designed Fresh Fruit, Gift, and Gourmet Baskets

L S A T
G R E
G M A T

The fasicst jiiroiiiNii course at I CLA

Prep
Call todayand we'll tutoryou beforeourcourse beginsand
help you with the application process at no extra charge.

Smallci- rinss sizes nnd more individual attention than
anyother eourse. Call STAMFORD PREP:

31()*652*6602 818*706-1()()()

.^.•.•-w^rfv^^.v^.-,v.-,-.-,v.-.vrt'rt(V.%r.'^'^'^'^^*'^*''^**^*********^*******??***V*VV' V******'*i%yiyfirMVtf^^ •

THE
J...*v*^.

STORE

Experiencgf^^t^lgre
W^-VJ'AW^.C^^.-^,,

/ i

Denim

i^

:;:•/

m
:•>••;:

5^% (Zip) $it^:

2pir

f'/V»M»'/'

/

^«

/
"$

X«.

'«fxj^.Vj(.
• 'fyyxj'-^, fff, , ^, ;*>;*;*x XO^** 'v.vv^^.».^^^»'» • • ^^^^'f^^J' '

Tradejtt your old L^Vf| for cash or clothes
Call 479-7413jfw details

|349 WlBstwood Blvd/Lo^Angeles, CA 90064
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ENrectors recall KLA gloiy days
By Joanne J. Choi
Dally Bruin Staff

Memories of their days as a

KLA disc jockey are the happy
memories ofUCLA alumni Vin Di
Bona and Ken Levine, the adage
means more than an affiliation for

UCLA. At a recent KLA reunion,

Di Bona and Levine remembered
their involvement with the campus
radio station and celebrated its

impact on their careers.

Heading the production of such
television hits as "America's Fun-
niest Home Videos" and "Ameri-
ca's Funniest People,'* Di Bona is

widely considered to be of the

most reliable public-pleasing pro-

ducers in television. With several

Emmy awards and a prestigious

George Foster Peabody Award to

his credit, Di Bona remembers the

years spent at UCLA as "wonder-
ful."

As a disc jockey, Di Bona
admits, "The music wasn't that

different" Playing a Top 40 rock
program, he remembers the songs
of a different decade in which
Aretha Franklin's "Respect" and
the B'eatles' "So-awberry Fields

Forever" headed the charts.

As he looks back nearly 25
years, Di Bona sees a major
difference in the station's freedom.

"We governed the station because
the university didn't really even
know that we cxistcd.^Hlic switcTT'

of the call letters from KLA to

KBRU was a sign of the station's

growth. "In 1966, it was just a

fledgling little station with bad
equipment. It was just beginning to

be a college rock station."

In time, KLA grew as a format
was created and sales increased, Di
Bona says. "We tried to emulate
;siations like KHJ with our own
jingo packages." He cites his

experience at KLA as "a very
important part of my career-build-

ing."

Di Bona remembers the political

unrest during the '60s. "We cov-

Vln DI Bona, producer of "America'^ Home Funniest Home Vid-
eos" and other television hits, was a disc Jockey for KU^ In the
'60s.

ered a lot of riots where the

chancellor's office would be
stormed. Ourcoverage was used to

fill the entire UC campus net-

work."

Like Di Bona, fellow KLA
alumnus Levine also recalls his

^Ifiihng experience with
KLA as a clash with authority.

"We set up a system on one of the

buildings," Levine recalls fondly.

The result was an unprecedented
broadcasting area thab stretched

across the Westside. Levine adds a
bit ruefully, "That is, until the FCC
(Federal Communications Com-
mission) busted us."

Levine, now writer and produc-
er of "Cheers," worked at KLA
from 1%8 to 1970. When he
graduated in 1972 with a B.A. in

psychology, he admits his fondest
memories were of "the friends and
times I had at KLA."

As a disc jockey on a weekend
program that combined comedy
and music, Levine got "the best

u-aining for a career in radio." As
writer and executive of one of
television's most humorous
shows, Levine admits. KLA had an

"undefinable impact on my career.

1 found out what things were funny
and worked and what things didn't

work."

Levine went on to become a
radio personality as sportscaster

for the Baltimore Orioles and the

SportsChannel L.A. as well as a

disc jockey at KMPC and KABC.
Nearly two decades of radio

experience later, several Emmy
Awards and numerous primetime
comedies to his credit, Levine
remembers, "Of all the friends I

still have from UCLA, 90 percent
of them are people from KLA."

HIROHATA
From page 17

bad an image, if it's that awful, then why are they
using it? It's a parody of my parody, and I feel it's

hypocritical of them.

DB: Did you ever think your choice of subject
mailer would set off this kind of reaction?

JH: No. I was totally taken by surprise. I

thought may^e the * blonde blue-eyed thing' might
be potentially offensive, but I never dreamed of
anything like this. I understand why they're upset,

the woman crying and all, but I also believe that

images 100 times worse and blatant exist, and why
don't they go after them?
DB: How did your former co-workers at the

Women's Resource Center feel about it?

JH: They didn't care about the cover at all —
they were more worried about my personal
feelings, if 1 was hurt. They worried abouc me as a

friend.
'^

DB: Have you ever been a victim of racist or
sexist remarks?

JH: No, well, I've been really lucky, as far as

racist attitudes go— but there was this one time on
the bus, this woman was giving me a nonstop
stare, and when I got off she started screaming
*Why don't you go home to China?' and raised

this huge commotion. But other than that, nothing,

and I know I've been really lucky in that respect.

As far as sexist stuff— well you know, just the

stuff you learn to put up with from the time you're
young, wolf whistles and cat calls, and riding on a

crowded bus and having that feeling someone's
trying to cop a feel.

DB: How did you go about making the artisdc

choice that you did?

JH: Well, it was inspired by pop artist Roy
Lichtenstein. I wanted something that fit the

concept of being on the phone, and I wanted
something fun and eye-catching. I mean, if

Lichtenstein had images of men on the phone, I

might have used that— but you can imagine what
the reaction to that might have been. In the
original comic, the woman was wearing a

negligee with spaghetti straps, and— this is really

funny— as I drew her wearing a UCLA T-shirt, I

talked to her, saying 'I'm putting a T-shirt on you,
don't you feel better?* From an artistic point of
view, 1 wanted something fun.

DB: What's also funny is that Lichtenstein is

parodying the attitudes of the comics.
JH: Yeah, I don't think the ones who are

critical of it understand pop art at all. I was glad for

Chris Ulbrich's letter because Chris articulated so
well what 1 was feeling.

DB: Anything else to say? How do you feel

about the issues of obscenity?

JH: I think it did discredit their whole
argument, in a way. Also, I got an insight into how
the media works — how such a little thing can
generate a lot of press. But in the end, how far do
you go — there should be no images of women
anywhere? It's nitpicking, and I feel my image
doesn't even come close to where you draw the
line.

And there you have it, from the artist herself. As
a writer on the performing and visual arts, and a
student of art history, I feel that both Hirohata and
letter writer Chris Ulbrich made a valid point
about Lichtenstein's work, which is generally
understood as satirizing comic book attitudes

towards the sexes. Maybe it was asking too much
from the general population to understand this

particular pop artist's style, but I doubt it, what
with the mass saturation of artists like Warhol and
Lichtenstein.

But given that a person critical of the cover
knows all that, and is still upset with the image, it

is important to remember that is was not the
Communications Board who came up with it— it

was the choice of an individual woman. And I'm
sure women everywhere, and in particular those
who wrote in to complain, understand the value of
choice— a freedom that now hangs tenuously in

the balance. ,

Fates sealed for

Oscar nominees
By Yardena Arar
The Los Angeles Dally News

Will Barbra Streisand become
the first American woman ever to

be nominated for a directing

Oscar? Will Agnieszka Holland
become the second foreigner?

The answer to these and similar

burning questions are in the enve-
lopes — thousands of them filled

with nominating ballots that are
due today at the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

Just what proportion of the

academy's 4,900-plus voting
members typically send.in nomi-
nations is known only to those
ubiquitous accountants at Price
Waterhouse.

"We don't know and we never
ask," said veteran Oscar publicist

Bpb Werden.
The nominees won't be

announced until Feb. 19, giving
everyone a couple of more weeks
to indulge in idle speculation on
likely outcomes.

At this point, the conventional
wisdom on the 1991 Oscar contest
is that it is wide open, mainly
because the awards and nomina-
tions to date have been scattered

far and wide.

'SHINING^
From page 19

simply doesn't work for this

movie. It keeps reminding
the audience that it's watch-
ing a flashback and it

detracts from the actual

story.

TTie other major problem
in the film is the casting.

Douglas is alright as Leland,

but his performance is hurt

by the script. Leland is

presented as a one-dimen-
sional character who at first

cares only about his country

and then cares only about
Linda. But we don't see any
change in his character. One
minute he's this way, the

next he's that way. And even
though Douglas receives top

billing, he doesn't receive

that much screendme.

"Shining Through" is

Griffith's movie, and she is

the film's worst casting

mistake. Her airy quality

worked well in "Paradise,"

"Working Girl" and even
"Body Double," but it

doesn't as Linda. Griffith

just doesn't emit the strength

the character needs. She
looks like she's going to

break down any moment,
and it's hard to take her

seriously. Griffith simply
doesn't posses the qualities

to become Linda Voss as

opposed to Melanie Griffith

playing Linda Voss. She is a

talented actress, but her

performance here just hurts

the picture.

"Shining Through" is a

failure in almost every way
possible. It's a film which
shows a lot of promise and
looks as if it could have been
the first great picture of
1992. But by the time the

credits roll, die last diing this

movie does is shine. */4

FILM: "Shining Through." \yrjt-

ten and directed by David Selt-

zer. Based on the novel by
Susan Isaacs. Produced by
Howard Rosenman and Carol
Baum for Sandollar Productions.

A Twentieth Century Fox release
with Melanie Griftith and Michael
Douglas. (Rated R: Langua9e.
violence, nudity and sexual situ-

ations; 125 minutes) Now play-

ing citywide.
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STUDYFRENCH IN THE FRENCH RIVIERA
July 24th - AuguA ThA 1992

STUDY PORTUGUESE IN RIO
June 26th - July 2Sth 1992 .

MODERN LANGUAGE CENTER
EngUsh(ESL), Portuguese. Spanith. French. Italian

Instruction - Translation - Inleipretation

SmaU groups and individual tutoring

Credentialed instructors

REGISTRATION ALWAYS OPEN
Monday-Friday 3pm-9pni

Saturday Mornings & Afternoons
Prof. Nydis Am Silvs (31 q) 839-8427

STUDENTS*
TERM PAPERS DUE? NEED A RESUME?

CONE SEE lis

!

AND REGISTER TO WIN A LAPTOP COMPUTER

HOIRLY RENTALS
YOU'RE INVITED TO A RECEPTION

WELCOMING

FRIENDS OP ANIMALS
TO LOS ANGELES

Founded in 1957. Friends ofAnimals Is a
non-profit, international animal protection
organization dedicated to achieving a
responsible zind compassionate ethic in

people's relations with animals. Please Join
us to learn more about our programs
worldwide. All welcome.

* APPLE / IBM COMPUTERS
* DESKTOP PUBUSHING
* WORD PROCESSING
* TYPEWRITERS
* LASER PRINTS
* TEXT & IMAGE SCANNING
* TRAINING
* SALES,SERVICE & REPAIRS 20% OFF

(WITH VAUD UCLA ID.)

CAMPUS COMPUTER SERVICES

(310) 477-2898 1539 westwood

Holiday Inn Westwood
Plasa Hotel

10740 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles
5 pm to 8 pm

\^^aS
co-sponsored with

Eating Disorders

Awareness Week

Thursday at 7 pm
Friday at 9 pm

IF YOU DONT HAVE THE NUMBERS,

You WONT Get the lehers.

Thursday at 9 pm
Friday at 7 pm

EDUCUIONU GROUP

11S19 Wilshire Blvd.* Suite 205 • LA. 90025 • 213-312-4900

Weil Make Sure You Make It.

; LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT

AGB
$ 1 .50 per night

X -"

Giveaways courtesy of

:

yuiCc .

^fmifUSM

village photo

itHta P"*" ^
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AlcohoHea Anonymous
"^

MMtkigs
Mon. dbcuMion. Thur. Bookstudy, Fri. Stap

Study. AU 3625 12:15-1:16. Fri. 12:00-10)

TuM. OtMUMbn. WkL DtoouMkm NPI
C863B 12:16-1 iX)

ForiJooholiw or individui^ who
n>wo ofWunj probloww

Campus Recruitment 3

ATTENTION PRE-MED STUDENTS. DOC-
TOR ROBERT CHEROK, DEAN will discuss

opportunities at the American University of the
Caribbean School of ^f4•dicine on wed Feb.
1 2,1 992 at 5pm. in room 4000A Math-science
building UCLA, sponsored by UCLA Pre-Med
Society.

Sports Tickets

BRUIN BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED ! All

games, good seats. Please call Ray
(310)441-1576.

NEED WASHINGTON STATE Student Guest
Ticket. Please call Erik (310)794-5399.

Concert Ticlcets 6

KILLER METALLICA TICKETS. Feb 12. Loge
Senate Seats, Parking, Program. $75 or obo.
Ethan (818)501-5757.

Good Deals 7

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin
Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

Miscellaneous

$75 CHALLENGE. Prove my pollution solution

unworkable, I'll pay you $75.
1-800-488-2489.

ART HISTORY STUDENT/PROFESSOR
wanted to research works of fine art. $10^r.
Tom (619) 324-3800 or (619) 327-7447.

Job and Research
Opportunities with the
UCLA Drug Abuse
Research Center

Located in Westwood, DARC is a group of psychologists,
sociologists, epidemiologists, counselors, statisticians, and
physicians conducting research on drug abuse. Special

interests are the causes and consequences of drug abuse,
drug abuse treatment, and AIDS among dnig abusers.

Assistant Researcher
Position available for a 5 year NIDA funded projea for improving the
efficacy and efficiency of matching dnjg users' u-eatmeru needs to services.
Tasks include coordination of a national panel, general oversight of the
projea including; the development of a computerized referral system, slte-
vislting major clinics in LA., dau collection. arKl repon writing. This
position is ideal for a new Ph.D in psychology or related area, interested in
making a career in the drug use and abuse field. Background in computers
and data analysis required. Field work experience a must Applicai^ must
also have good writing skills and interpersonal skills.

Assistant Researcher
Positk>n available for a 3 year NIDA funded project that provides
methadone maintenance treatment to heroin addicts at high risk for HIV
infection. Tasks include oversight of research activities including dau
colleak>n, statistical analysis, report writing arxl preparatk>n of publicaUons.
This position is ideal for a new Ph-D in psychology or related ai«a,
interested in making a career in the drug use arvl abuse field. BackgrourKl
in computers and cku analysis required. FteJd work experience a must
Applkamts must also have good writing skills and interpersonal skills.

Assistant Rcscafchcr
an assistant rcjgjuijiei is availabie for

Personal 10

WESTWOOD PSYCHIC, reader and advisor,

guarantee to solve any problems in 3 days,

specializes in love, marriage, financial, and

any other problems. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.1,

rro appointments needed, open 9-midnigHt.

1(800)559-NINA.

Congratulations

Malinda Wozniak

(r0B)

and
Michael Herscovitch

on your beautiful

promise!

Love from your

r0B Sisters

Research Subjects 12

AFRAID OF SNAKES? Spiders? Small Spaces?

Or have you experierKed a sudden rush of

anxiety for no reason? Get help and earn $. Call

the Anxiety Research Lab. 206-9191.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning
experience.825-0392. ^^^
TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer

w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.

Ur>der dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid for info. (310)828-8887.

secondary analysis o^ drug abuse archive data. This po6itk>n would include
writing up this analysis for publicatk>n. This would be kleal for a new Ph.D
who is iruerested in learning relevant research skills while getting
published. Statistical backgrournl with dau analysis experience a must.
Good writing skills also required.

Senior Statistician
This position will assist the princ^al investigators and project directors in
performing sutisUcal dau analysis. The St. statist k:ian will also train and
supervise other dau analysu arKi help prepare scieruific papers for
professk>nal journal publication. Knowlec^e of statistical packages and
advanced statistical aiialysis technkjues required. Ph.D. in statistical or
related field with minimum 2 year work experience preferred. Ability to
write professional papers required.

Statistician
The statistkuan will design and test mathematical models, design and
execute sutistk:al analysis in a number of dififerent ways usir>g SAS, BMDP,
and SPSS. The sutistician will also interface systems between
microcomputers, SunAJnix, IBM 3090 and DEC VAX. This person will also
take part in the training arid supervision of other programmers. Knowledge
of mainframe and personal computers arud communications between the
two required. Two year minimum experience in statistics programming
required.

COUNSELOR/CASE MANAGER
This counselor positk>n enuils case managing heroin addicts in a study of
AIDS conuinment among l.V. drug users in methadone mairuenance.
Masters in Psychology, Social Work, MFCC license or equivalent experience
required. Previous experience in Methadone Maintenance program
required.

, ___«.____^«^___»_^_____
Research Assistant/Interviewer (SRA
Several positions are open in various projects. Duties include: conducting
interviews with addicts, collecting ouestionaire and testing dau, entering
dau into a computer data base, and assisting in other research tasks. These
positions require a completed bachelor's degree or experience, Psychology
major or equivalent preferred.

Address Inquiries to:

Edna Owens
UCLA Drug Abuse Research Center

1 100 Glendon Ave. , Suite 763
Los Angeles, CA 90024-3511

Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10
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KAPPA DELTA'S.... It s Finally Here!!l

UStUIMDErssiiii
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i
I •Buses leave Strathmore & Goyley at 8:30

|] •Invite Only

HADNESS
''a costume party with a touch of class

91

•I.D. Required
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UCLA ANXIETY DISORDER^ BEHAVIORAL
PROGRAM. Announcing treatment for panic,
ogoraphobia, generalized anxiety, animal
phobias & claustrophobias. Also, studies for

persons who wake out of sleep with feelings of
panic. Prof. Kraske, (310)625-8403.

BED-WETTINC (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11
years needed for UCLA research project.
Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 625-0392.

' ruiag

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to

participate In hair regrowth study. Ages 1 9-49.
Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For info call (310)828-8887

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developnr>entat evaluation.

DISORDERS— ADULT
PRE^)ccuiie>WITHmmwmtxm

liilBiiiiliiii^iiiH DAILY

'.-.•.*.*.•.V,'.\".-.\*.

us
TES1SAND MAYEARNUP TO $480. CAUL

310-^854-4951

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.

Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEAiSE CALL (213)854^951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

Wanted 15 Health Services 22

DUKE VS. UCLA. Tickets wanted if you have
great seats to sell, please call (310)476-8883
(UVI).

Lost and Found 16

FOUND DOC: January 29th In Bel Air.

Shepherd husky mix-female. (818)508-7975.

REWARD!! GIANT SCHNAUZER 80lb». All

black. Male. Black Collar. Red I.D. on Medi-
cine. San Vicente/26th area 01/28
(310)458-7356.

ACNE
A NASTY FOTTR

Salons 21

GET A TANI 10 sessiorH, $49 with ad. Le
Beach Club. 1107 Gayley. 824-2826.

Health Services 22

INDIVIDUALS/ GROUP. Behavior issues ar-

our>d food ar>d feelings. Sliding scale. Call Dr.

Alice Lonsdale, (310)4769453.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individual*/ coupleV
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-

lems. Liz Could (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY CROUPS.
Dynamic, caring, professionally led ongoing
groups. Explore family problems, relationihip

patterns, work and career corKcrns, esteem

issues, addiction and recovery. Improve com-
munication skills and self confiderKe. Lisa

Frankel MFCC (213)398-9385.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

lesa facial skin rejuvenation and ren>oval of

acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)786-0636.

Ifyou had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples^ information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our
Skin Care Information
Line,

800-435-3633

Help Wanted 30

$20O-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-3792900 Copyright #CA11KDH.

$40,000^. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple 'llk^don't like' form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach vacatiora. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

601-379-2925 Copyright tCAIlKEB. .
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ATTENTION SENIORS
We need Sales Representatives

Sign up for on-campus interviews now for

Wednesday, February 19 or visit us at the Job Fair today
Astro Office Products Inc. is a rapidly growing sales subsidiary of CANON U.S.A. Strong customer demand
has fretted exciting career opportunities in state-of-the-art electronic office equipment sales. We arc looking
for iales reps for our Copier. Facsimile, and Information Management product areas. Positions are available
in Los Angeles, Orange, San Bernardino, and Riverside counties.

Backed by CANON'S large company strengths, you'll be responsible for setting strategies and pursuing
direct sales opportunities. We offer an excellent training pn>gram, salary plus commission, auto allowances,
medical, dental, and life insurance along with 401K profit sharing plans, and a company gym.

If you are a graduating senior or have a Bachelor's degree, sales or related experience, please sign up with us
at the Career Center for on-campus interviews, or send a resume to:

RADIO ADVERTISING SALES. ArTjbitloos,

creative people needed. Will train. Very high
earnings! Midnight rendezvous. (818)
990-8052.

SALES/OUTSIDE fast growing marketing firm

representing Firestone. Looking for outgoing,
energetic people for evening hours. High
income & growth potential. Flex, hours.

(800)323-7S59. ^___
SPANISH TEACHER P/T. Approx. 2-day/5-hr.

per day. K-5. Classroom experience. Westside
public school. Send resume, hourly rate. 319
Mount Holy Oak Ave. Pacific Palisades 90272.

Internships 34

Canon
Employment and Staffing

Astro Office Products, Inc.

110 W. Walnut St., Gardena, CA 90248

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
M/PA^/H

CENTURY CITY-WESTSIDE TMA currently
seeking intern to assist with Regulation XV plan
implementation, personalized computer assis-

tance, computerized matching and various
administrative tasks. Must be willing to work
on volunteer basis in exchange for gaining
valuable experience in rapidly growing field;

(school credit may also be available), two years
college education with coursework in Urban/
Transportation Planning, Business Admin., or
related field, some familiarity with transporta-

tion demand management, and office experi-

ence. Knowledge ofcomputers helpful, but not
required. Submit resume to: Claudia Owens,
Century City-Westside TMA, Inc. 1880 Cen-
tury Park East, Suite 1111, Los Angeles, CA
90067. (310)553-6427.

FILM EDITING INTERNS needed for major
feature film starring Jeff Bridges. Call George at

(310)207-4676 EXT. 170.

INTERNS WANTED to do reading, coverage,
development, etc. for production company.
Part or Full time. No pay...great opportunity!

Call (310)659-9511.

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

SaoOWEEKLY POSSIBLE! Working^ homeL.
37 Different OpportunTlTes. Rush $1 and
self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Primary
Products, 7095 Hollywood Blvd., #781-A1,
Hollywood, CA 90028.

•• ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/
SECRETARY. Good communication and cor-
respondence skills. 55+ WPM. WordPerfect,
Lotus. Knowledge in accounting/^>ookkeeping.
lOhn^wk. Flexible days/hrs. 395-7070.

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS HIRING
NOW! R/T air, room/board provided I To
$5,000-h/mo. Extensive fisheries report gets job
or call refunded. 1-900-226-ALASKA ($3/min,
complete program four min.).

_S^DAYS,'A DAY-MORNINGS HELP NEEDED.
"Mousework, errands, KandTwork. DriverX
license & references required. Offer small apt.

in BH home, furnished. Separate street en-

trance. Pool, cable TV, limited use of tele-

phone in exchange for services. Call mornings
8-9 AM. or leave message. (310)273-2433.

30 Help Wanted 30

ATHLETIC TYPES
AGGRESIVE, COMPETITIVE
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO
HELP RUN NEW COMPANY.

P/T and F/T positions
available. Positive attitude

and neat appearance a must.

(310)53M496 (818)3600760
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MANCEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earnings

$,6000 to 16,000 +. PT Spring, FT Summer.
Interviews on campus, info/app. (800)
400-933 2.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

"'

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-
sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

WEEKENDS ONLY, person wA^an or pick-up
truck to deliver/retrieve equipment for chlld-
ren's parties. $1(Vhr (310)399-2482.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

Ulented writers. Paperback novels, non-fiction
books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

company expanding throughout L.A. Need
motivatcid individuals to help train arxi man-
age. Benefits and training provided. Mr. Nad-
ley (310)536-5175.

Responsible People
Needed for Intemshipe at L.A. Record
Co. Gain Experience in Marketing.

Promotiort and Publicity. Credit

Available. Call Caroline

;i213)937-4660 _^

LAW FIRM
needs wiat>vated peiscn to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

\N GPA. available tim^s

for, interviews and other

pertinejit mfofmatian to:

Rick Edv;afds

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

CRUISELINE. ENTRY.LEVEL onboard/landside

available. Year-round & summer positions.

(612)643-4333.

ALL AROUND GENERAL OFFICE person
wanted. Must be sharp and dependable.
Computer skills a plus. Call for recorded info.

(310)392-0277.

ARE YCXJ FUN, CREATIVE, an outgoing young
ladyf If so then Network Amerika would like to

meet you. We do promotions for clubs, parties

and bar>ds. Make money v^ile you socialize.

(213)934-6707.

ART STUDENT NEEDED to compose paint

d^ign for Harley-Davidson Motorcycle. Call

Bruce anytime. (310)471-6040.

ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME. Easy
worki Top pay! Guaranteed. 1-800-881-6000
ext 4150. Open 7 days.

ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company needs
help. Work from your home, doing various

Jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

BODY BY JAKE PRODUCTIONS. Seeking

administrative assistant $7/hr. P/T Mon-Fri.

Please Call Michelle (310)471-5591

CAMP COUNSELOR: Roughing It Day Camp
in SF & East Bay Is hiring for Summer 19921

(510)283-3878. Send resunr>e to P.O. BOX
1266 ORINDA, CA 94563.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

DELIVERY, PT, 2-3 hrs M-F, should have
transportation. Inquire 208-3701.

DOOR TO DOOR SALESPERSON needed for

Studio City. Dry Cleaners. Hours flexible.

(818)5050828/ (213)575-1072.

EXECUTIVE ASS 1STANT/Wcstwood sought by
AttorneyA*roducer. Must be a recent gr^uate
who is intelligent, organized, personable,
trustworthy, self starter, chic, style consciou-
sand creative. This unique job entails challeng-
ing, fun and interesting duties in a fast-paced

environment. Macintosh and office skills

needed. $1 2.5(Vhr., bonus and benefits. Avail-

able imrDediately. Please fax resume with
cover letter to Sara at (310)475-9966.

GIRLS FOR VOICE-OVER telephone work,
strictly legit, $25/30min. Ask for Lisa 9-1 1am,
M-F, (213)274-9291.

HELP WANTED WITH RESTAURANT PROM-
OTION. Make $1 0G-S30(Vday. Flexible hours.

Must speak english. Call Roberto
(213)649-0810.

IMMEDIATE P/T position for a customer ser-

vice rep. Available at a new print shop in

Westwood Village. M, T, Th, and Sat. evenings.
Call 208-2679.

LEGALIZE GAMBLING. Gather signatures

.50</iignature. Chris (310)820-1791.

MAKE A DIFERENCE! Support AIDS research

and make $$ P/T. Distribute condoms. Perfect

Health. (605)655-5624.

MALE it FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,

Attractive people warvted for nude photos.

Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MEDICAL BILLING/COLLECTION Personnel.

P/T work S8^r. Communication, writing,

typing skills necessary. No previous experi-

ence required. Resume Dr. Kimichi P.O. Box
35064 LA 90035.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

PART TIME bookkeeper 4-6 hrsNweek. Will
train $7.50 per hour cash. Call Lynne Freeman.
(818)783-7175.

PART TIME TELEMARKETING for Education
AgerKy in Santa Monica. Foreign language
helpful. (310)395-9393.

PART-TIME: 1 5-25hrs/wk., $1354Avk., start-

ing retail sales. Great for resume. No door to

door, etc. Call for info. (310).^96-1479.

PART-TIME SECRETARY, Sole practioner,

Westwood, M-F, 3 hrs/day, some legal experi-

ence, good typists, pleasant, no computers.
Mr. Frank (213)839-9993.

KARI MICHAELSEN
"Katie" from the NBC series

^GIMMEABREAK*
(and former Bruin)

seelcing: 5-10 health conscious
individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(310)536-0496 (818)3600760

TALENT AGENCY seeks bright, motivated
interns. 15-20 hrs/wk. Minor office work,
phone skills needed. Call for interviews.
858-6262

MUSIC/ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY IN-
TERN NEEDED. Production/management
company near campus. Meet recording artist^

celebrities. Make great contacts in film, TV.
Flexible schedule. Class credit.
(310)470-5970.

Child Care Wanted 35

CHILDCARE NEEDED for infant near campus,
1 5-20hrVweek, flexible days. (310)447-2244.

GUESTHOUSE & SALARY In exchange for

childcare/light housework. Brentwood. Exper-
ience, references, fluent English. 471-3379.

J Apartments for Rent 49

INSTRUCTORS
MCAT

Sid/HRANDUP!
Porr-rime openings

ovoiloble throughout the
Encino oreo. You must
hove scored above the
90th percentile on this

exom, hove o Dochelor's

degree ond love to

teoch. Solory depends on
quollflcotions.

Coll Erin:

(818)382-2420. EOE.

Pr OFFICE CLERK wanted l-Spm, M-F, UCLA
Div Clinical Nutrition. Call Gail
(310)206-0290.

RETAIL SALE: Experienced salesperson needed
for children's store part-time. Apply in person
or call Lynn. Westside Pavilion, Level 2 #229.
(310)441-1896.

TEACHERS AIDE. 1 5/30 HRSVWK. Experience
with children. Excellent English writin^art

skills. Referencs. Margaret. (310) 839-3102.

TELEMARKETING. Large telemarketing com-
pany in Culver City is looking for some
energetic dialers with good voices. We offer

paid training, $6/hrycommission. Great hours
7:00 AM-1:30. No experience necessary.

S500/wk. is very real. (310)837-0902.

TELEMARKETER POSITION. 2 day a week
from lOam-lpm. S6/hr + bonus.
(310)277-5828, Sean.

TRANSLATORS WANTED. Prefer educated
native speakers, all languages. Experience
preferred, linquistlc talent a must. Send re-

sume, including schooling, when you lived

where, and how long, to: CEI, 2005 Palo Verde
Ave, Ste 300, Long Beach CA, 90815.

Job Opportunmes 32

1 -BEDROOM, furnished or unfurnished. Old
building, 2-blocks west oi school. Parking
available. $675/mo., security deposit $500.
(310)824-0532.

424 LANDFAIR. 2be(Vlbath, large apartment
with hardwood floors, large balcony, swinv-
ming pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA.
Available now. For appointment
(310)459-1200.

$925, 2-BEDROOM, upper, bullt-in$, bal-
co")'. pool, garden-like, quiet, near UCLA,
parking, near transportation. (310)477-9955.

ADJ. Century City. 2bed/2bath. View, built-

ir», garden patio, hardwood floors, blinds
$900-$1 1 00. (2>3)441 -91 42/ (21 3)470-9239.

BRENTWOOD, $550 bachelor, $675 single,

free utilities, $1250 2bd/2ba, New security
building, prinw area. Best Deals, 508 Barring-
ton (310) 934-5000.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury
apartnr>ent, fireplace, intercom, built-ln$, patio
and rTKxe. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicente.
11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

WESTWOOD. ACROSS FROM LICLA. Beauti.
ful & new 2-be<V2-bath apt. Huge walk-in
closets designed for ROOMMATES!! 475
Gayley. Call (310) 824-3715.

8 people needed

C«U(lU)4BB.ltl7

MALE MODELS. Earn $1 SO^r. or rrxKc, boyish

an(Vor athletic 16-24. Clean shaven face,

littl^ pr no chest hair. Playgirl
style magazines^udlty required. No experi-

ence necessary. Internationally known photo-

graphcr. Brad, (213)392-4246

MANAGEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIFOR-
NIA UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average eam-
ings $6,000 to 16,000 -f

.

PT Spring, FT Sumn>er lntervle%v» on campus
lnf(VApp. (apQ) 40Q.9332.

Personal Secretary^-lousekeeper: Need ma-
ture, responsible, hard worker to help run a
high energy and very busy household. Duties

to include: Scheduling, coordinating staff,

grocery shopping, arwMwring correspondence,

computer literate, keeping phone messages
and keeping house well stocked and supplied.

Approx. 25 hours per week. Days are flexible.

Good opportunity for a bright student with a

positive attitude. Please fax mt your resume
with availability to 213/B51-3601.

PRIVATE PA"RTY NEEDS ARTIST rendering of

commercial 2-story building and lot. Reason-

able and need sample. (818)786-9928 days.

PT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarshlp^-
Internships. Call now (618)345-4479.

P/T Medical Transcriber O.B.G.Y.N. know-
ledge preferred. Hours Flexible.
(310)208-244?.

ATTORNEYS needed to take over a major on
going ch^l litigation in LA Superior Court
(213)674-2569.

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR MESSENGER for

CPA Firm — Century City— P/T. Duties

include:lnventory control, knowledge of
Lotus 123, deliveries, some heavy lifting.

Must have own car. Hourly wage & benefits.

Call Lesley Davis (310)553-7880.

l.P. MORGAN SECURITIES is holding Inter-

views February 24th for lnvestrT>ent Banking
Analyst-Public Finance. Bachelors in Econom-
ics, Mathematics, Computer ScierKe. Sign up
at Placement arvd Career Planning Center.

MARKETING ASSOCIATE. FT/PT.
20-40hr^eek, daytime. Marketing irwest-

ment management service to Fortune 500
flrms. Excellent phone skills, in brokerage or

finance requested. Westwood. S1Q/hr.
(310)206-1310 ask for Tom.

Need help designing a resume to compete in

today's recession? Call Remune Strategists

874-4008.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing all aspects of a
successful bt's«r>ess. Average gross proflt

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call

Triple 'A' Student painters for information
now, 1(800)394-€aX). l

Large Newlv
Remodeled

1 & 2 Bedroom Units
BeverlyuHHHl -

WLAArea
ReceiveFree
Microwave

$575 • $825
Call 657 - 8756
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Apartments fey Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. Unfurnistied

Northrtdge $27S up. SOO lUnMwd uM student

housino tadWy. Stand or prtwlB iin«s, will or

wittKMit ktlctani Prtvm brts. Ptni. jacuzzl.

OMlOi iDom. 1/2 hour drtvB k) UCLA. OpMi ynr
round Fm brodurv. NorttNldoe Campus

Residence, 9600 ZHoh. Nofthridge. C^ 91325

(t1l)Mi-1717

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCELLENT LUXURY BUILDING.^
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-'
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE.
(213)471-1340.

lUNIOR ONE-BEDROOM. Across LICLA. Sec-

urity bidg. Pool, gym, Jacuzzi, sauna, parking.

535 Gayley. 208-3818. Sub-lease.

MAR VISTA $625. Bright, upper 1 -bedroom
high ceilins, parking, laundry. 12707
Venice Blvd. (310)305-7117.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . |ust north of Venice
Blvd. (310)398-8579.

MAR VISTA 2-bedrooms $725, 3-bedrooms
$875, hardwood floors, appliances, laundry,

near 405 (310)454-0805.

$995 v200 OFF 1ST

MONTH RENT - WLA

I

Bright, front apt. w/ gas FF

D/W, A/C, lots of closet

space, Ig. balcony,

gated parking, key

^iAm

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel•Westwood Village

Cable TV»Mic^wave« Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk«w/KITCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm suites available

31 0/208-2241

access entry.

l709Westgate
(310)479-1581

Kill Your

Roommate??
XOIGLTA NEW

ONL!
Mc)\L> to 3(->3 Cui\lo\

l\oonimcilos waiting

824-0836

PALMS. 2 bed/l-balh $725, hardwood floprs,

mini-blinds, appliances, near bus. Cats okay.

(310)390-3076.

PALMS. 1/2 BEDROOM. UNFURNISHED.
$595/up. Manager. 3743 Mentone, apt. 1.

(310)836-1529.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM $685/MO, Fireplace,

private patios, dishwasher, refrigerator &
stove,security building,parking, pool, arnj &
laund^. (310) 473-7860.

PALMS, $495, bright spacious single. Parking.

Most utilities included. (310)397-8058.

PALMS. $620. Or»e-bedroom. Appliances,

pool, covered parking, laundry. 3455 Jasmine.

No pets 454-4754.

PALMS. $750. Large 2-bedroom, upper, new
carpet/paint, built-ins, refrigerator, patio,

2-car parking. 476-6532

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS, $925, 2-»-2, 4-years new, alarm, A/C,

fireplace, easy freeway access, 10737 Palms.

(213)838-5039.

PALMS SPECIAL. $500 total move-in. Singles

$525, 1 -bedroom $625-$700. Secure build-

ing, gym, sauna, pool. (310)836-3800.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED. ACROSS FROM
UCLA. DISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR.
NEW CARPET/BLINDS. FIREPLACE. EXTRA
LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING. LAUN-
DRY FACILITIES. LAST AVAILABLE APT. PR-

ICED TO RENT QUICKLY. ,CALL SOON
208-8685.

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD
SIMGLES Ot^i^. i. TWO BDRMS
GATED GARAGE BALCONY
PC^OL jACuZZi FiR
WALK IN CLOSETS FULL
KITCHEN DISH WASHER
REG ROOM POOL TABLE
VIDEO GAMES LAUNDRY
FACILITY GA.S i VvATER PAID
FROrj S325PRSN
ROOMMATES AvAILABlE

515 KELTON AVENUE
(21J) 208-1976

Luxury Living At
Student Prices!

A
Spacbut, h«at«d and air oonditiortttd

PrMale Bathroom and Showvrl
Hmm worm than two studanto par roomi
Sata. quiat artvironmant
Naw laundry and vanding machirtaal
Saparata atudy and TV toungm with oablal

Ona badroom apartrpants availabia
Waight Room and Qtim RoomI
Ptanty of Fraa Pukin^\
Danoat, partiaa, moviaa, aaoapa tr^.
barfoacuaa, oortoarta, iacturaa and moral

It's all waiting for you in beautiful Bel Air. only twelve minutes from UCLA!

The University of Judaism Residence Halls
31 0-476-9777, ext 259

• qfour <TOrthday
2 OpportunrtiM might com* in rather rf>^

id succession in the year ahead, causing
eyou to treat them with indifference, if

2 you take your luclt for granted, you
« could be invitir>g regrets down the lir)e.

eAOUAIMUS (Jan. 2&-Feb. 19) Some
• funds you're hoping to receive today

' « might be delayed or substantially re-

e duced. So don't make financial commit-
• nnents you may have difficulty fulfilling

« later. Aquarius, treat yourself to a birth-

eday gift. Send for Aquarius' Astro-
• Graph predictions for the year ahead by
« mailing $1.25 plus a long, self-ad-

e dressed, stamped envelope to Astro-
• Graph, c/o this newspaper, P O. Box
291428. Cleveland. OH 44101-3428. Be
• sure to state your zodiac sign.

• PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) In matters

9 of mutual concern, do not discount your
e mate's opinions or suggestions today.
• Your partner might have a better handle
on thir)gs than yog do.

e ARIES (Marcti 21 -April 19) You tend to
• be an easy mark today, and there's a

« possibility someone might take advan-
• tage of you. Be considerate, but make
2 sure it's for the right people and the
« right reasons.
e TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Enjoy your-

2 self today, but guard against the incli-

a nation to overindulge. It's too bad that

• too much of a good thing can t>e bad.

2 but that's the way it goes.

• GEMINI (May 21-June 20) From your
• perspective today, it might look like

2otf>ers are getting the breaks denied
• you However, our tot in life is only what
• ¥ve make it.

Wedneeday. Feb. 5, 1992

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Braggarts
are people you find unattractive. How-
ever, you must be very careful that you
don't give companions any reason to-

day to put you in that classification.

LEO (July 23-AU9. 22) Unless you truly

have the expertise, be wary today of

managing things for others. There's a
char>ce you might bungle sonr>ething

big. incurring mutual penalties in the
process.
VIRQO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22) In order to

maintain harmonious relationships to-

day, you must be prepared to make
concessions, if there isn't quid pro quo.
you won't get what you want.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) If you want to
deprive yourself of success, go ahead
and don't do today what can be put off

until tomorrow. It's a formula that

doesn't fail, so don't test it.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) The big
thir>gs promised you today by someone
you feel is an important social contact
should not be taken literally. This indi-

vidual is a much better talker than a
doer
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) You
might be tempted to use someor>e
you're involved wth as a stepping 9tone
to gratify a personal ambition today. If

you could hear what others say about
this, you wouldn't even contemplate It.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Usually,

you're a pragmatic thinker, but today
you might confuse optimism with wish-
ful thinking. It may be wise to reassess
things wfien you're in a more realistic

frame of mind.
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SHERMAN OAKS, 2+2, $750. Gated, central

air ar>d heat, dishwasher, garage, fireplace.

13406 Moorpark. (818)222-8298.

VENICE. $850. Large modern 1 -bedroom
upper with balcony. 1 st block beach. Laundry,

parking, security. Block to direct busline.

(310)301-6559, (310)305-7117.

WESTWCX)D PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move-in bonus. Furnished/unfurnished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to

UCLA. A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering

208-7634. Managed by Moss A Co.

WESTWOOD, large 1 -bedroom, $85(Vmo,
hardwood, large patio, pool, security, walk to

UCLA, Village— 10966 Roebling Ave.
208-4253, 824-2595.

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. Sunny single, mod-
em kitchen, excellent condition, small build-

ing. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $575.
(310)474-8608.

WESTWOOD, 2 BEDROOM/I BATH, hard-

wood floors, closed garage with storage.

$95(ymo. 1676 Manning. Newly painted.

(213)275-1335.

WESTWOOD. WALK UCLA/VILLACE. Spa-
cious 1 -bedroom, ur>Aurnished, stove, refriger-

ator, sleeps three. $885/mo. 10965 Roebling.

(310)208-4478.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 1 -bed-
room junior. $725/mo. Utilities & parking
included (310)475-7533.

WESTWOOD 2 bed/ 2 bath, security, park-

ing,refrigeratos, microwave, dishwasher,
stove, balcony, fireplace, air conditioning,

pool, Jacuzzi, laundry room. $1100-1300.
(310)824-0833

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

large single, 1 or 2 people okay. 667-669
Furnished/unfurnished. Levering Ave.
(310)208-3215

WLA, 1-BDRM, bike or bus to campus, new
carpet, stove, refrigerator. $695. 1 850 Colby.
477-0725.

WLA 1 -bedroom. $675. Carpet, drapes, con-
venient location. 1521 Purdue Ave.
(310)391-2874.

WLA, 2-bedroonVl-bath in four plex unit,

fridge, stove, must see, (310) 476-7437.

WLA-3516 South Jasmine Ave. 15 min. from
UCLA. 1 -bedroom with loft. $975/mo. $300
security deposJl. Low move-in. AT. firpplarp,

BEL AIR . $600. SINGLE, NEW KITCHEN, A/C,

DISHWASHER, REFRIC, MICROWAVE,
POOL, PHONE ENTRY SYSTEM, ONE-MILE
UCLA CAMPUS, NO PETS. (310)471-0824.

BH. $160Q^mo. SPACKXJS, NEWLY DECOR-
ATED upper duplex. 3BR4den. Washer/dryer.
Parking. Please call (310) 27^8255.

WLA. One-bedroom, $850-$875/mo. Sec-

urity, spacious building, parking, carpet. Walk
to UCLA. 1450 Midvale. (213)391-2674.

WLA STUDIO-$697, 1 BEDROOM $867.
Luxury, gated living. City views, rooftop pool
and spa. Quiet & friendly. Visa/MC. Sedona
Village. (310)280-0692.

Apartments to Share 52

$375! BEAUTIFUL WESTWOOD CONDO.
Share room In 2b<V2V> bath. Female. All

luxuries. Parking! Bus/Lot32 walk. Veteran
Ave. 575-4120/479-7797.

SANTA MONICA 2-BED/2-BATH APART-
MENT to share with female non-snrK>ker.

Available now. $500/mo. (310) 453-1650.

BEVERLY HILLS. Looking for quiet, female
non-smoker to share 2bed/2 bath apt. Flre-

place, patio. $55(ymo.(310)271-2157.

BRENTWOOD-FRIENDLY, nice roommate
needed to share a beautiful furnished 2-bed-

room apartment, $620/mo. Great location,

very safe, parking, laundry, 1500 sqft., own
bathroom (310)207-3909.

CHARMING, NEWLY PAINTED, 3-bedroom,
Spanish duplex, one bedroom/ own bath,

laundry, fireplace, garage parking, $55(Vmo.
Daytime messages (213)939-4091, evenings

(213)852-2481.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share very

spacious, furnished 1 -bedroom apartment,

parking available. Walk to UCLA. Gina
(310)208-4076.

FEMALE TO SHARE 2+2 APT. in Santa Monica
w/ young female exec, college grad, very

serious. Non-smoker. No pets. $65(Vmo. Fum-
ished. Call (310)275-8666.

MALE/FEMALE. Own Master bedroom with

bath in 2bed, 2bath apt. secure building with

parking $465/month. johnny (310)559-4280.

OWN BEDROOM, IN 2-BED/1-BATH APT.
$365/mo.+ utilities. Non-smoker a must. Doris

(310) 836-9413, call evenings.

51 Roommates 53

Male/Female non-smoker wanted to share
spacious 2BDRM cottage close to UCLA.
$497.50 plus half utilities. Call Tom at (310)
478-7565 or beep 206-8477 id#1 30.39.

WESTW00D/LX:LA. share large 2 bed/2

bath. $35(Vmo. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.
(213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD, FEMALE ROOMMATE, clean &
responsible, to share charming, furnished

2-bed apartment. $565 plus % utilities. In-

cludes maid. Available Feb. 1st. Lorna
(310)208-1456.

'

WESTWOOD: FEMALE NEEDED to share

bedroom w/ 1 other. Close to campus, security,

pool, a/c, etc. $31 7.50-i-utilities. Call Linda
Lee. 479-8984.

WESTWOOD, BEAUTIFUL 2 bd/2 bath. Pool,

Jacuzzi, fireplace, weight room. $400 share

room/ $700 (Tf/n. Call (310)474-0048.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH to share with 3

others, (Vc, parking, cable, and all amenities.)

Located on ' corner
of Hilgard -f Westholme. (310)208-3933.

WLA: Female to Share 2Bed/2Bath.
$323.75/mo. Spacious, safe security building,

fireplace, balcony, more. (310)473-5441.

Room for Rent 54

dishwasher, security building, security park-

ing, sundeck, patio, small pet allowed. Gi Gi
(310)836-5311.

WLA - 3516 South Jasmine Ave. 15 min. from
UCLA. 2-bed/2-bath. $975/mo. -i- $300 sec-

urity deposit. AC, fireplace, dishwasher, sec-

urity building, 2-security parking, patio. Small
pet allowed. CICI (310)836-5311.

WLA, $425-$650, singles, 1 -bedroom. Light,

spacious, security. Apartments to share also

available. (310)276-1671, (310)826-2818

WLA. $425 and up. Bachelors and singles.

Security parking, rooftop sundeck & Jacuzzi
with ocean view. (310)826-5528.

WLA, $450 single in triplex unit, close to

UCLA and transportation, must sec, (310)
458-6859.

WLA, $700, 1 -BEDROOM/ 1 BATH, fireplace,

balcony, dishwasher, a/c, quiet area.

(213)641-4182.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single, kieal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. n290bhio Ave. (310)477-4832.

WLA Giant (bargain at $800) 2-bcd with patio

or balcony. Miniblinds, ceiling fans, walk-In
closet, appliances, low move-in , 11527
Venice Blvd. #6. (310)390-5065.

WLA. Large 2-bed/2'A -bath with washer/
dryer. Available immediately. 11535 Roches-
ter #205. (310)208-7279.

WLA/PALMS, 2-bed/1-bath, $850 & $875,
security building, large sundeck; WLA new
luxury condo style, gated, 2-bed/2-bath
$1100, near Bundy, (310)471-0863.

WLA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1 -bed. Mini-
blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, low move-in.
11527 Venice Blvd. #7. (310)390-5065.

WLA Super (bargain at $645) 1-bed. Mini-

blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, utilities In-

cluded, low pl5;iK-in. 3637 Sepulveda Blvd.

#6 (310)390-5066.

PALMS- CLEAN, NEAT, Responsible, non-
smoker to share 2 -f 2 apt. fireplace, ijc, full

kitchen, laudry. Secure parking. Great build-

ing. S390/mo. -i-utilities. Scott (310)839-7616.

SANTA MONICA, NORTH OF WILSHIRE.
PEACEFUL NEIGHBORHOOD, $375/MO.
OWN BED/ BATH. LEAVE MESSAGE.
(310)393-5060.

WESTWOOD 2bdrm/2bth. Share room.
$330/mo. Bonnie (605)946-2131.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. Own Bed/Bath in

2bed/2bath apt. from $55(Vmo. Parking, pool,

spa, rec. room, A/C. (213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD, own room In 3bd/2ba apt.,

parking, hardwood floors, patio, close to

campus/village, $568, Stephanie
(310)824-5139.

WESTWOOD, $45(ymo., male, 1 -block to

campus, townhouse (bed-up, living, dining,

kitchen down), fireplace, private^ patio, gar-

age, (310)208-7527, eves.

WESTWOOD. Furnished 1 bedroom apart-

ment. Huge patio. Walk to campus. Utilities

paid (310)208-2501.

WLA. Looking for female non-smoker. Beauti-

ful 2-bed/1-bath duplex, wood floors, fire-

place. Walking distance to UCLA. $50(Vmo.
(310)278-6765.

WLA: SHARE 2BD/1 BA with recent PhD and
cat. $445/mo.-$445 deposit. Laundry, car-

port, quiet street, spacious. Leslie
310-207-5740.

2 ROOMS Available in a 3-bed house. Near
UCLA. $450 -I- utilities -f $450 deposit. Call

Allen or Denny, 470-4577.

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury

apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,
fireplace, study- lounge and much, much
more. Own roonVbath, free HBO/Showtime.
$525. (310)837-9509.

BEVERLY HILLS. Private room & balh. Separate

wing & entrarKe. Kitchen & laundry privileges

negotiable. $550. (310)274-7122.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

privileges, need car. $450, tltilKies included.

Leave message, Abby (818)763-5151.

CHARMING, Bright, Quiet, Near UCLA. De-
sirable neighborhood, kitchen privileges, re-

sopnsible, references. $465/mo.
.-(310)476-2657 Jodie.

CULVER CITY-Malure women to share balh &
all amenities. $450/mo. w/ security.

(310)204.3844

FURNISHED ROOM, BATH. Kitchen, other

privileges. Pleasant neighborhood, 5 minutes

UCLA. $45Q/mo., '/» utilities. (310)479-8286.

MASTER BEDROOM, PRIVATE BATHROOM
IN BEAUTIFUL 3-BEDRC)OM NORTHRIDGE
HOME, POOL, WASHER/ DRYER, NON-
SMOKER, $400/MO. 818/886-5657,
206-5891.

ROOM FOU RENT. Quiet, clean student for

private bedroom and bathroom in 4-bedroom
house. WLA. Bus access. $450. Bianca and
Richard (310)559-5170.

ROOM FOR RENT with private bath in private

home. Kitchen privilages, non-smoker, student

preferred. $450. (310)475-5125.

SUNNY ROOM, private patio, V» bath, SM
condo. Female, NS, no pets, quiet. $435
includes utilities. (310)452-0704.

WESTWOOD. Furnished Single, kitchen, full

bathroom, heater, parking, quiet, private, close
to LICLA, walk to Westood Blvd, pavilllon.

Utilities paid. (310)474-1749.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old WorW
charm! Cable TV, fully fumlshed. $199/wk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241 .

Sublet 55

Roommates 53

aOSE TO CAMPUS, share room, 2+2, fully

furnished, must see. $315/mo +deposit. Brian

(2,13)562-1900, (310)477-1414.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT IN SANTA
MONICA. RENT CONTROL! $260/MO.
452-5792.

BOSTON AREA, apt. to sublet, 1

masterbedroonVl bath. Completely fumlshed,
cable TV, all amenities, air conditioning.

Located 1 block from ocean, near subway,
airport. Mass General Hoapital, and local

universities, $725/mo. + utilities. Ken. (310)
824-7883.

House for Rent Xy 56

Apts. Unfumistied 51

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroorn, $895. 1-

bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

LARGE SINGLE W/IN walking distance of

campus. $595, utilities included. Call Paul at

824-9754.

OHIO-SAWTELLE. $650. Month to month.
1-Bedrm, stove & fridge, carpets, V/i miles

from UCLA. Call (310)477-5756.

PALMS: $625. Large 1 -bedroom. 2 weeks free.

First -«- security. New paint, blinds, carpet &
appliances. Parking included. Cat okay.

(310)372-1253.

SANTA MONICA 2bed/r/. bath plus former

dining room or den. In fix, newly carpeted,

painted. Quiet area, street parking. Close to

beach. (310)452-2440.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quite. Bundy N. of

Olympic, excelleni jniinj|^€_r, I68JS.
(310)620-7049.

WESTWOOD NEAR CENTURY CITY, small

and custom single, sleeping loft, skylight,

garage, $635/mo. (310)475-3333.

WLA, $700, large 1 -bedroom, upper, carpels,

drapes, rcfridgerator, 2 miles to UCLA, no
pels, (310)551-5791.

WLA. $725. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large
modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.
(110)837-0761.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED IMMEDIAT-
LEY; 2-bed/ 2-bath -f all anr>enities. Walk to

UCLA. $340. (310)208-5123. Manager
208-4394.

WESTWOOD, Male needed ASAP, $375/mo.
to share room in huge 2bed/2bath apt.

Secluded, free cable, must see!
(213)933-7456 leave message.

RESPONSIBLE NON-SMOKING ROOM-
MATE WANTED to share 2bdrm apt. In

Rancho Park. Male preferred. $450/mo.
(310)839-1642

ROOMMATE WANTED to share house in Mar
Vista, female, non-smoker, $450 * utilities.

Call Gayle (310)396-0609.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share large 2-bed-
room apartment. Private bath. Across from
UCLA. Female preferred. $700/mo. (310)
824-3947.

WALK TO UCLA-enormous 2-bdrm/2-bath. 2
females to share beautiful condo with 2 others.

$395 each. (310)824-4242.

LARGE ROOM to share in two bedroom apt. 1

block from campus. $385/month. Ask for Jon,

Bret, Steve, or Sean. 824-5455.

MALE to share room 2-bed/1 -bath on VeterarV
Stralhowre. VERY SPACIOUS, MUST SEE.

$375. 824-0482.

MARINA DEL REY, roommate wanted, $600,
master bedroom, tennis, pool, gym, walk to

beach, evenings (310)821-7210.

3-BEDROOM HOUSE, 1% -BATH IN MAR
VISTA. Walk to tennis & golf course. 7 miles

from UCLA. Available now. $1450/mo.
(213)655-8530.

LARGE, CHARMING, BrenUvood glen house,

3-bed/3-bath, 2 patios, garage, $220(ymo.,
gardner included. (310)471-2543.

VENKrE: BACK HOUSE, totally fenced, very
private. 2bed/1bath and yard. (310)479 2368.

3-BEDROOM •1-BATH

HARDWOOD FLOORS

FIREPLACE • LARGE YARD

REMODELED • NEAR

WESTSIDE PAVILION

Si UDENTS WELCOME
$L575

CALL 213/827-0156

House to Stiore 57

3 BEDROOM SHARED HOUSE W/2 FE-
MALES. 1% miles from campus. Own bath.

$450. Susan (310)470-2206.

MAR VISTA. Nice R-1 neighborhood. 3-bed-
room. Large backyard, W/D, parking. 5 min to
beach. Quiet, mature, N/S. % hou$e-$700.
1-bed-$350. (310)396-7062.
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VENICE. Santa Monica border, 1/2 block to
beach. Renovated Victorian, Jacuzzi, yard
own room. $600, share with owner: WM 44'

Producer/Director. ' '

House for Sole 53

2012 MIDVALE'^T?T7r!r$5n!50afoJ
details on properties near UCLA please call
(310) 477-6291, Annie Szyila^yi. '

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to
UCLA, 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great

^2£rL-l^flgOQ--Pjye (616)763-6675.

Housing Needed 60
GUEST HOUSE WANTED: Exchange tutoring,
desk top publishing, gardening, baby-sitting
Responsible, begin March 1. Jennv
(310)826-6653. ^

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
We .'jli rio but .'iiilo insur.mce r.

reiiuirefl by l.nv' So lor n

FREE LOWER QUOTE Lall

213)852 7175 (818)342-1510
BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

GERMAN LESSONS taught by patient native

speaker. Reasonable rates. Call Boris

(213)467-6667.

Movers/Storage 94

O^Melveny A Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.
Ifyou are interested in

subletting your furnished
apartment any time from
May to August, our law
students will be needing
housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small fobs, short
notice ok. Student discount. FriendU
(310)285-8686. UCLA alumnus. ^
JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful
movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-i

able, jerry (213)391-5657.
'

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experience..
Short/Long distance. No job too small. Call for
best quote. (310)453-0826

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

RUSSIAN NATIVE offers Russian language
lessons in exchange for computer lessons. Call
Mark (213)962-2497. _^
SPANISH TUTORING. Grammar, conversa-
tion, translation, business, & traveling. West-
wood 575-1977. Ask for Cristina.

TUTORING IN SPANISH/FRENCH. All levels.

'Breeze through your foreign language re-
" jrement' Call Juliette, (818)377-2696.

TYPING/ COMPUTER services available. Rea-
sonablc. Call (310)552-4947.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. Santa Monica (310)628-6939, Holly-
wood (21 3)466-2868.

Music Lessons 102

rutoring Needed 99

EDUCATIONAL TUTOR NEEDED for younii
child. (310)202-6891. '

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENERGETIC COMPU-
TER TUTOR to teach 1 0-yr. old boy microsoft
works. Call (310)273-2330 from 10-5 and ask
for Claudia.

8ECINNJNG PIANO LESSONS. Ages 4 and
up. Make your New Year's resolution come
true! (310)820-3756.

GUITAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

S15/hr. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call
Jean (213)476-4154. ^
SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingle;Teaching Assoc/Nate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

.^TUTOR WANTED. Expertise with MAC com-
' puter, MAC #2CI Syttem 7, Excel 3.0, &
Microsoft Word. (319|274-2144

Personal Service 95

Room/Board for Help 62

LIVE IN WITH FACULTY FAMILY near cam-
pus. Help with teenage son and house. Male,
non-smoker. (310)472-1944.

Room for Help 63

FEMALE PREFERRED. Furnished room in ex-
change for housework. Private roonr^athAV
Near UCLA. (310)474-0336.

rCACtftC-rAtlSAOFS, im^ guest house In
exchange for driving & garden watering,
Mon-Fri 3:00-6:30. Single occupancy. Must
have reliable car with four seatbelts
(310)454-3679.

Towntiouse for Sole 65

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. One of a kind, very
special townhouse development offering pri-
vacy and lots of space. 3-bedroom and den,
2Vi -baths. Ovner motivated. Won't last

$360,000. Elsie (310)396-6944.

RESEARCH METHODOLOCIST, 20 years ex-
perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.
(310)559-1690.

Services Offered 96

EXPERIENCED SWIM INSTRUCTOR available
for groufVprivate lessons. All strokes, levels,
and ages. Paul (310)206-8039.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate
school personal statements, other vital written
material? Professional help from nationally-
known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

FUND-FINDERS guarantees to augment any
students financial aid package by between
$200-5 1 4,000, regardless ofgrades or income.
Call for info. 1 -(600)-343-FUND.

HOUSESITTING - While you are away, re-
sponsible graduate student will take cm of
your house and pels. Excsiiara fcfow?weea.

Ch-is (213)206-6677 (office).

Typing

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

CELKIA CT, '86. $4950. Black, 61 K originaf,

auto, sunroof, a/c. $4950. (31 0)470-4632.

FORD PROBE '89. Auto, Silver/Grey,
63,000mi, PS/PB/PL/Cass, $6,300, obo.
(310)786-9540 Cathy.

GREAT DEAL! 1987 PLYMOUTH HORIZON,
36K MILES, AM/FM CASSETTE, 5 SPEED, 4
DOOR- (618)591-7827, JEFF.

HONDA CRX HF, '86, white, 5-speed, A/C,
AM/FM cassette, good condition, $4,200.
(310)277-8947. ^
PONTIAC GRANDAM '88. Auto, Burgundy
ext., Grey int.,35,OOOmi, PS/PB/Cass,
$4900/obo. (310)788-9540 David.

PRELUDE SI, '68. 4ws, red, auto, low mileage,
sharp, pp, $10,950. (310)656-3668.

VWJETTA, 1988, price negotiable, da/k blue,
sunroof, alarm, tinted windows, racing tires,

39k. (310)207-6183.

VW Jetta 1986, 5-speed, A/C, cassette, excel-
lent in and out 4,395 OBO (310)396-6949.

YOU CAN REPAIR OR even extend your car's

life at very low cost. ALAN (310)536-1628.

Resumes 104

$1.75 PER PACE. TYPING/
WORDPROCESSING. Term papers, resumes,
charts, laser printer. RL services.
(310)306-2648.

1 BLOCK FROM LXTLA. Wordperfect, Laser,
term papers, theses, difiertations, manuscripts,
resumes, legal. (310)206-7353.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -6 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPfRSAHESES/TAPES
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

suits. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, Vf'ofessional
service. (310)450-0133 .

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.
Lee. (310)478-1090

Scooters for Sale 1 15

1986 HONDA ELITE 80. $700.00. Call Jon
mornings/evenings (81 6)861 -6476.

ELITE 250, low miles. Freeway legal, new
brakes/ tire, extras! Excellent conditioni
SlOOCVobo. (310)473-3741. Leave messaee.

HONDA ELITE 150, 1987.Silver blue
Excellent condition. Less than 400 ml
$1550 (213)654-9705.

Travel

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wofdprocessing-anythJng (including disserta-
tions, mailings, resiMnes, transcriptions).
Editing^graphics available. Laser printer. Near
campus.9am-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLKZA-
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2629

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL, R/T airfare to any-
where, $125 p/p. Limited quantity. CALL
now!!! 24 hrs. (404)349-9551.

BEAR'S EDITIN(
All subjects. Thcaes/Dlsaertadons

Proposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPOB NOT FOR SALE
Shlron Bear, PhJ>
(2ia{K7a4662 -

I'm On Campus
Pjck-up. drop off. ravWon. corradioni of word

prooMsing iobt at your offiot / homa. or ny campui
locitioo— & I'm stil cheaper. WHord PBrfect 5 1

Later Jet 3. Fonts; Guaranteed. Jobe from eaey to

impoeeibieweicoma

Condos for Sale 67

CULVER CITY CON (X). Why waste money on
rent? $149,500. 2-bed/1-V» balh. Brolcer Ray
Williams. (310)559-4315 or beeper
(213)966-7433.

WESTWOOD/WILSHHIRE CORRIDOR/ SPE-
CIALIST SERVING UCLA STUDENT FA-
CULTY. PURCHASE/LEASE. STUDIO $95K
CALL BOB/BROKER, (310)470-1781.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,
term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-
nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/
requirement. (213)871-1333.

Condos for Shore 68

CONDO TO SHARE, own bathroom, washer
and dryer, utilities included, SSOO/mo, near
UCLA (310)575-4259.

CULVER CITY AREA. Own room, share bath,
rent includes utilities. (310)837-2461.

LA CIENECA & RODEO. Non-srrwking female
roommate needed. $350/mo., utilities in-

cluded. (213)295-8874.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES-
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted
and library research,' retrieval of articles,
Ptc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

Vocation Rentals 71

RESEARCH, WRfTING, editing

All Levels-All Stjbjects

Foreign Students Welcome
Fast, Professional-Quality Guaranteed

Papers not for sale
Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING--FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Dance/Physical Fitness 76

SPORTS MASSAGE. Great after workout.
Evenings, weekends. Wilshire district. Glenn
McCurran. (213)387-6067.

AFFORDABLE, expert wordprocessingAyping/
editing. Term papers, reports, theses. Laser.
Student discounts. Marge (local)-
(818)786-8742.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

Modern Secrelerial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hrs
service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop
publishing/ word processing. Resumes, legal/
medical transcription, manuscripts
(310)472-0405.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup-Delivery Available.

THE TYPING GUY! I'll type anything. I'm
really cheap and y^ery fast. (310)207-5192.

TYPESETTTING, screenplays, and teleplays,
resume, term papers, price negotiable, Mike
(21 3)931- 1733.

TYPING DONE on wordprocesser with Laser-

Jet printer, HP3. Fast, accurate. $2/page. Call

Colleen, day:475-3070, eve:207-4339.

Costa Rica

Paris

Tahiti

NewYoric
JMiami

$8tS*
$899*

$89r
$149*

$179*
•Fares are each way from los Angeles based on a

Iroundtnppurcha^. Restrictions aoply Fares subject
to change without notice and taxes not included.

Open Saturdays 10am - tpmI

Cound Ikaud
1093 Broxton Ave #220
Los An3€les, CA 90024

310-208-3551

Autos for Sale 109

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION; Free Re-
corded Message Gives Details,
1(800)743-1455.

TEN WAYS TO GET MONEY for school.
Details: $1.00. AAA, Box 2424, Dept. DB,
Culver City, CA 90230-2424.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our
new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.
Student discounts.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH. Phd gives

Autos 109

ROCKM
ROCP

Misc. Sport Activities 78 £2g2^|>£l^as^casonabM310)47^

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!
Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Tutoring Offered 98

Insurance 91

Good Rates for

Motorcycles
with California-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
Uability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,
economics, engineering, ESL, english/
composition, finance, foreign languages,
humanities, mathematics, physics, political

science, statistics. STUDENT SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutoring Service.
(310)204-4656.

-AUMAR BEAU" FRENCH tutoring by phone
or one on one. (818)904-7891. En Francais
S.V.PI. Merci!

1985 CHEV NOVA, excellent condition, red,
5-speed manual, A/C, $2150. (310)209-1334.
leff. Must sell.

'75 & '76 RIGHT-HAND DRIVE POSTAL
JEEPS. 2-whl dr., 6-cyl eng. Repainted with
chrome wheels. Mech excellent. Ready to go.
SI,650. Chick, (310)202-6407.

AUDI COUPE '83 red, new paint, alarm,
pull-out, great condition, dependable $2700.
Chris 645-7991.

You'll think

the world

ofDaihatsu^

4X4 Wide Track

from Japan.

10.995
••CARING TUTORS-BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-
ERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE
(818)545D960

5^ : 1ST TIME
BUYERS PROGRAM

+ TAX. Lie. & DOC.
SERIAL #310091

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru
Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PRBPy, reading, study
skills. Work with a tutor who knows the
subject well and who can patiently
present the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. For
FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

AUTO TRENDS"—
(818) 985.9002 (310) 877-0702

4110 LANItERSHIM BLVD., NORTH HOLLYWOOD
3 blocUs north of Universal Studios

105

HONDA ELITE 150. Excellent condition, 400
miles, 51 600. 2 Shoei R5-5V helmets, new.
Best offer. (213)654-9705. _

PIAGGIO VESPA '79. $750. New motor,
200cc, needs body work, new battery. Call
David (310)447-9273.

YAMAHA 12SZ, 1986. S700/obo. Black, great
condition, low-miles, just tuned plus lock
included. John 824-4182.

Furniture for Sale 126

ART PECO NEW SOFA and LOVE SEAT. StiU-

Unbealable.rn plastic.

(310)695-8432.
Sacrifice at $295.

TT*-
8UNKBEDS, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID WOOD
$90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK OR
WHITE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRESS,
SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (213)821-0729.

IMPORTED leather couch, chair, ottoman.
Two IBM sclectric typewriters. Two desks,
chairs. Bargain!! Afternoons (310) 470-775 s!

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

TWIN BED FOR SALE. Excellent condition.
$75/obo. Suzanne (310)837-3560.

USED FURNITURE FOR SALE. Bedroom, livin-

yoom, and den. Call (310)552-4825.

Garage Sales 127

MOVING SALE. Everything 4-monlhs old.
Furnitures, lamps, households and much
f];;o[e^Jverything must go. (310)822-6071.

128Misc. For Sale

FOR SALE: STEREO SYSTEM, COMPUTER
MONITOR, $250/OBO EACH.
(310)479-1627.

STUDENTS! Every mid-term's a winner with
-WRITING PERFECT ESSAYS". First-ever
course detailing the ins and outs of basic,
advanced, and in-class essays. Find out what
your profs really want. Send $6.95 check or
money order to Rud/s FGC 3301 -R Coors,
N-irthwest Suite <noi, Albcquerque, New
Mexico. 87120-1297.

Typewriter/Computer 134

•B^coMPATmJ^aS^aS^fRjJUJ^^Dl
1 .4 FD, 40 HD. Keyboard, nwnitor. New with
warranty. $62(V$950. (213)644-2612.

IBM PCJR. Great beginner computer. Includes
everything.: Printer, monitor, disk drive, key-
board and programs. $550. (310) 477-5694.

MAC LC, 40MHD, 4M REM, 1 .4M floppy.
Complete package includes wan-anty and
software. $1800080. Vivian (818)891-6636.

COMPUTER
SALES
HARDWARE

SOFTWARE INSTALLATION
REPAIRS

1 YEAR WARRANTY
LOWEST RATES— SnJDENTSAND

SMALL BUSINESSES
CALL NOW!!
(310)399-7956

ASK FOR GAIL
OR RICHARD

MONTANA AVE.
MARKETING

c
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Sbakeg's.
Reserve Our Private

Room Upstairs*

Its free to all groups*
FREE & FAST DEUVERY^

Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken
and mojo potatos Only $10.95
Large two topping pizza^^^ ^g^^c^

2 slices, 1/2 order of mojos and all

you can drink

,

only $2.99
1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470

Sun-Thurs 11-lam; Fri & Sat ll-2am

ALL SICK & TWISTED
FESTIVAL

OF ANIMATION

L ^ J

824-4111

Shakey's

PIXZA
Rnuorinl

/l^
Under 17 net Admitted

How Through February 20
Friday 7, 9t30, MIdnlfiht
Saturday 4:30, 7, 9;30, Midnight
Sunday 4i30, >, 9i30
Mon.-Tliu. 7,9x30

Laemmle's
Santa Monica Pasadena

Monica Esquire

1 332 2nd St. 2670 E. Colorado

610)394-9741 (818) 793-6149

"^t-

We're lookingforpeoplewho
l^^i
II at this glassand

There's gotta be other
_ glasses of water/'

^
We need people capable of going

beyond half-full or half-empty
thinking. People who see subtleties.

Who are quite frankly tKjred by easy
answers and off-the-shelf solutions.

People who are constantly

chajlenging their own thinking and
are thirsty for new ideas and
knowledge. -

You'll have a degree from a top
school. Getting a job won t really be
an issue. The question is: which job?
Which industry?

You don't want to get locked
into one area and then discover

three to five years from now that you
don't like it. By then you've invested

too much.

© l990Anoefs«oConsultjnf.AA4Ca. SC

Andersen Consulting offers you
the chance to work on a vanety

of projects—with clients in a wide
range or industries.

We are the lea 1er in helping

organizations apply information

technology to their business advan-
tage. Every hour of every business
day we implement a solution to help

one of our more than 5.000 clients

worldwide.

What makes that possible is the

quality of our people. And the quality

of our training. We're known for both.

Because business and tech-

nology are ever-changing, we see
training as a continuing process.

And our $123-million Center for

Professional Education in St. Charles.

Illinois. IS just one measure of our
commitment. We tram you for a
career— not just a job.

Are you the kind of person we're

talking about? The kind of person
with an unquenchable desire for

challenge and professional growth?
If so. come talk to us. And

find out more about a career with

Andersen Consulting.

Andersen
Consulting

\RTHUR ANDERSEN 4 CO. S C

Where we go from herelT

Stop by and visit Andersen Consulting at Job Fair '92 on Wednesday, February 5th, 10-3 p.m.
in the Ackerman Grand Ballroom. On-campus interviews will be held Wednesday. February 26,
for graduating seniors, and on Friday, March 6 for juniors interested in a summer internship.

Please contact your Placement and Career Planning Center for sign-up information.

HEYPANEK
From page 30

pared.

"To tell the truth, my only goal
is to swim as fast as I can."
Heydanek said. 'T don't care
where I finish if I can do that.

"Everybody (on the team) is so
mentally ready. I just have a
feeling that we are going to swim
really well. Tm really excited."

That excitement is readily
detected in her voice. She closes
her eyes when she imagines what
might happen this weekend, but
then pulls back, regaining the more
relaxed attitude again.

It quickly becomes apparent Uiat

Heydanek is blending the desire

for competition with a naturally

easy-going demeanor.
"She's got a kick-back person-

ality," said assistant coach Kristin
Pearce, "but she's still intense.

She'll joke around until its time to

get the job done."
"I guess I'm in the middle

somewhere," Heydanek said about
herself. "There are people on the
team who are more intense, and
there are others who are more laid

back. I've learned when to be
serious and when not to be."

That middle-of-the-road atti-

tude has become one of the reasons
why Heydanek now finds herself
in the position of team leader, role

model, and confidence-builden

At least those are the roles in

which head coach Cyndi Gallagher
seems to see her. In describing
Heydanek, accolades roll off Gal-
laghcr'.s tongue l ike water rolls off
a swimsuiL

"She's a great talent," Gallagher
said. "She's confident She sets a
good example. She prepares her-

self well. She knows exactly what
she wants to get done, and she does
it.

"I think she'll be the type of
swimmer Uiat gets better every
year. Coaching her is easy and it's

fun."

Heydanek's willingness to work
hard while having fun has become
not only her u^ademark, but her key
to success.

"I swim as hard as I can, and I try

to enjoy doing it," Heydanek said.

"Some people might describe me
as loud or obnoxious and boister-

ous, but I don't think so. I try to
give off an air of confidence when
I swim, but I think the way I act as a _
person carries over to how I act as a

swimmer.

"I try to stay focused and hope
that it will rub off on my team- '

mates."

And it seems to. The nicknames
affixed to her now were once a
matter of necessity, as three

swimmers,^diver and a coach all

had similar names. Now it would
be hard to imagine her wiUiout
those names that set her apart from
others like her.

"'Solid Gold* was given to her
because she likes to dance to Top-
40 music," Gallagher explained,

laughing at the thought. "She
brings that Midwest attitude to the
team."

"I guess I do bring a different

perspective to the team being from
outside of California," Heydanek
said, embarrassed that her nick-

name had been leaked.

That perspective has made her
more appreciative of what she has
been offered, she said.

"I'm just really thankful for
being here. 1 don't take anything
for granted. I appreciate all the -^

opportunities that I've been given
and all the things I've learned*
through swimming."

"I don't put any expectations on
her," Gallagher said, "but I think

she'll swim fast, and that she'll do
very, very well. You can always
count on her in the clutch."
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From page 32

ship seasons of 1989 and 1990.

Alchin, a freshman from Aus-
tralia, and Valero, a freshman from
Phoenix, were both prime recruits

last season and should play a role

this season.

"The physical su-ength and
experience of the pitching is

always a good factor, but now we
do have new people receiving
them." Backus said. "Erica and
Kerry (Dienelt) caught all last

year, Kelly wasn't able to go and
Jo and Cindy are new. How they
blend with our pitching staff will

dictate how strong our defense will

be."

Still, the defense should be
strong this season, as the Bruins
return four starters. Weiman will

be at first base when not pitching, a
role she had for part of last season.

Sophomore Nichole Victoria
will be taking over Missy Phillips'

role at second base. Victoria was a
pleasant surprise for UCLA last

season by hitting .263 and being a
role player who played first base,
second base, third base and right

field.

All-Pac 10 selection Kristy
Howard returns at shortstop for
Backus. Howard hit .279 last year,

and knocked in 16 runs.

Fernandez, who is as good of a
fielder as she is a pitcher, will be at

third base when not pitching. The
junior did not make an error last

year while at the hot comer, and
was second on the team in batting

average at ,34 1 .
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Fast and Free Delivery

207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd.
Sunday-Thursday 11 -12am; Friday and Saturday 11-2arn

Lowfat cheese availible upon request

The outfield isn't as exper-
ienced as the infield, but still

promises to be solid with AU-
American Yvonne Gutierrez as its

anchor. Gutierrez led the team in

many offensive categories last

season, including average (.369),
home runs (7), RBI (35), hits (72)
and stolen bases (9).

UCLA will feature two fresh-

men in the other outfield positions.

Jennifer Brundage will play right

field while Kathy Evans will be in

left field.

The other newcomers joining
the team are Jennifer Brewster
(3B), Felicia Cruz (OF) and Janae
Deffenbaugh (IB), a U^ansfer from
Oregon State whose eligibility is

still under review.

I>espite the preponderance of
youUi, the team is still confident in

its chances to regain its title of
Softball's national champion,
something they had from 1988-
1990.

"It's (the freshmen) a good
group." Compton said. "They all

work very hard, and Uiey don't cut
any comers. They are all dedi-

cated, they listen, they are willing

and they are team ball players."

This afternoon. UCLA will face
the Matadors, a team they easily

swept last year.

"We're just going to Uy to do
what we can do. We will see what
they allow us to do, and if we hit

the ball then maybe we'll try

things, but if we are scrapping to

hold on, Uien we won't," Backus
said.

X
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SKIUVEAR

BiUiard Club
Restaurant & Bar

•M

:V : Tonight!

3/4 UEMCTN
UmKOSNEU

Wtlfc

peckats

ColMiWa AMorah
PULLOVm
SHELLS

T-MECKS

THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSGCIATION

MEMORIAL PROGRAM

.

1-800-242-8721

American Heart
Association

This space provided as a public service

O 1992, Amehcan Heart Association

^

Night!
$3 Yards

of Budweiser

$2 Half-Yards

of Budweiser

$lJello Shots

VV.'.v.v.v.y.sy.

itlm oiiiiiiî i^^ mmiimmit imi wom

Daily Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet
Drink Specials

1 1 835 Wilshire Blvd.
Just West of Barrington

477-7550
MINIMUM AGE 21

MIZUMO 1220

CLOVE
North tkmtmricmn

tvarhM*. 1 3 inch sit*.
^uM* "T" open Dvob

custom formod
pochot, Swpor !!•

MIZUMO 1 300

6L0VE
Triple -T" opon wok.
wtdo. rownrf pochol.
M« 13 inch sira.
Worth AiMoricon

GLOVE
LlmMod coNoctor*

•tfttion commontoralinf
Nolan Ryan's 300th
victory. AH loathor

•hoN.

lUIMUMGS
HOG 36

GLOVE
faatlMch with Holslar
dosifn. palm pad, all

loatHar aholl.
basilat «**b

9u«nhli«« 4 •<•« limiMd lo tlock on hand. AdvartUad -fT'-intln aiay ba iiiltith at aata
>ala« tvanli Tha pntn m Hiit ad npntant our corrant avaryday pricat unlatt oMtar^r

Pncr* may ctMMifa aflsr 7/%lt7.

Copeland's Sports
1 GDI 1MESTWOOD BLVD

1AIES1WOOD
HOURS: MONTHURS 10-9. FRJ-SAT 10-10. SUN 10-7
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WAVES
From page 32

Outside hitter Tom Soren-
son led the Waves to a 366 hitting

percentage by converting an
astonishing 47 kills.

The Bruins were led in kills by
swing-hiuer David Swatik, who
spiked 23, and quickhitter Jeff

Nygaard, who had 21 for a hitting

percentage of .548.

In the decisive fifth game,
UCLA returned to the characteris-

tic lapses of it^ prior four games.

quickly falling behind 5-0.

Game five's rally-scoring (one
point awarded on every serve) did
not help the Bruins* cause, and
Scales said the Bruins did not
block sufficiently well during the
entire match. Unable to score
points with the block, UCLA never
recovered from the deficit, losing
the final game 15-8.

The Bruins started slowly in the
first game and never recovered as
Sorenson*s powerful hitting led
Pepperdine to an early 10-4 lead.

UCLA scored six of the next eight
points behind the spiking of

swing-hitter David Swatik and
Erik Sullivan, but that was as close
as the Bruins would come.

Low-hanging lights at Firestone
Fieldhouse took away two solid
digs from UCLA and questionable
calls seemed to shake the Bruins.
(One was enough for Scates to
draw a yellow card near the end of
the game.)

Similar to the first stanza, game
two offered an abundance of
sideouts and no real long runs. This
time, however, UCLA did not fall

behind early, and the Bruins went
on a 7-2 run to take the second

game.

The turning point of game two
was Scates* timely substitution of
outside hitler Dan L andry for Rich
Bland. Landry answered the call
with four sideout kills and a three-
point run on serves.

Game three was a game of runs
if there ever was one. Pepperdine
came out fired up and led 12-6
after several two-point runs by
each team. The Bruins clawed
back behind the blocking of
Nygaard and Sullivan to take a
15-14 lead, but the Waves returned
the favor with three consecutive

point-scoring blocks to take the
game.

In game four, UCLA changed
Its ways, jumping out to its own
early lead, 7-2, behind ferocious
blocking. After that, Pepperdine
turned into a blocking tsunami and,
led by Sorenson, the Waves scored
eight straight to take a 12-9 lead.

But the Bruins reversed the
momentum once again, overcame
a seemingly endless exchange of
sideouts and scored the decisive
two points

"They ouq)layed us, bottom
line," Scates said.

UCLA REPORT CARD

Selection A

Service A

Location A

Price A

4.0

This year make the
Grade with MILLER

MILLER INFINITI. vsin Nuys

MILLER MITSUBISHI, Van Nuys

MILLER NISSAN, van Nuys

MILLER TOYOTA, Culver Cily

818-782-1000

818-780-7799

818-787-8400

213-559-3777

nZri?cf"^^
OFF/»/V/C>>fl, with valid UCI^ Student ID presented on date ofpurchase

comeriMSES
. Look and see

your best with

same day

service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Vllls^e

208-3011
Monday SpedaL 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

iN4m
g/f77f*

8^2S^'4m
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If I only knew more

about computers...** 1 S^
Fall I 992

GET AN EDGE — TAKE PIC 1

Do you know about the course Program in

Computing 1 - a friendly, practical introduction to
computers, with a hands-on PC lab? Look at the job
listings in the Placement and Career Planning
Center. You will see that

• two thirds mention computer knowledge ("PC
experience a plus," "computer literate") or tasks
usually needing computers ("edit documents,"
"operate lab equipment");

• only one third require no use of computers
("familiar with freeway system." "street smarts."
"maintain kitchen area"), and for these jobs there
is the most competition.

fifuniin

fififliiiTii

I
UCLA EXPO Center

Computing is also helpful for careers such as law
and medicine. You need an edge, and we can help
you get it. We offer two sections of PIC 1 every
quarter. See the Schedule of Classes for details.
For more information, please call Joyce Roberts in

the Program in Computing, at (310) 206-1309.

PIC 1 is both conceptual and practical. It covers
hardware and software concepts, windows, word
processing, spreadsheets, databases, graphics, and
more. Our labs have newly updated, powerful PC's,
with the latest software.

Washington, D
S a c r a m e n t o

Get an edge!

Information Meeting jg

Tuesdays • 4 PM
Wednesdays • 12 PM
Thursdays • 3 PM

Ackerman Union A-213

Application Deadline is February 21
Celebrating 25 Years of Achievement

INTERNSHIPS

Discover the convenience of Westwood Village's 24-hour
express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the
essentials (and the goodies) you or your party might need.
Convenient parking, too! So, if it's 3 PM. or 3 A.M., come in

to the Village's fast and friendly market, and find whatever
you need—whenever you need it.

d*
Village
xpressmart ____

>A/ways Open at the comer of Gayley & Le Conte

FOODSTORE
1 0974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (213) 209-9111

Open 24 hours • 7 days a week • CONVENIENT FREE PARKING

• • s
From page 31

"Butler has watched (Arizona*s
Sean) Rooks, did a nice job on
(Oregon Slate's Scott) Haskin, and
did a great job on (Stanford's AII-

American Adam) Keefe, (that

was) a great job on the road."

Harrick hopes the change will

help Zimmerman, only a sopho-
more,

"He's kind of a victim of
circumstances, not so much poor
play, although he's not playing as

well as he can," Harrick said.

"There's a lot of pressure to play
basketball at UCLA. It's not an
easy job. I think (not starting) will
take some of the pressure off him
loo."

-
.

There will be an open letter

distributed to fans attending
Thursday night's game against
Washington requesting that they
refrain from using profanity whje

LOW COST THERAPY BASED ON ABILITY TO PAY

(213)839-9340

13274 FIJI WAY. MARINA DEL REY

2 for 1 Haircuts
or

$10.00 OFF All
Hair Services

* our sgrvices indtidp

Cut Manicure

Color Pedicure

JBghlightS Faria !

Makeup

Call PARIS at SALON 1015
for an appointment

(310) 824-5006

1015 Gayley Ave. #105 in Westwood Village

^ Oust halfa block south ofWevbum)

•AVEDA GOLDWELL OPI

LOWEST
AUTO

INSURANCE
RATE

•UABIUTY
•COMPREHENSIVE & COLUSION
•SR-22 RUNG
•MANY TICKETS/ACaOENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS
•LOWEST RATE FOR ANY DRIVER
•SINCERE SERVICE
•HOME APPOINTMENT O.K.

WE ALSO HANDLE HEALTH AND
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE FOR BUILDINGS,

BUSINESS. AND AUTOS.

CALL: (213) 477-8455

ALLIANCE NETWORK
INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.

(formerly Mervat Insurance Agency)

11540 SANTA MONICA BLVD #203, WEST LA
(AT COLBYABOVE SECURITY PACIFIC BANK)
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supporting the Bruins.

Coach Harrick said he was
disappointed with the behavior of
the fans during last weeks loss to

use.
"I know *SC brings out the

worst in all of us, but I hope we
would not be vulgar/* Harrick said.

"We have great fans. The support
has been super, and we love (our
^ns) but Td hope we can be a class
ict."

'Vitchell Butler has

projected himself as one
of the top three or four

best players on our

basketball team."

Jim Harrick
UCLA Basketball Coach

"V

ALTO INSURANCE »„" NERD FACTOR
There is indeed a Top R^ted Domestk Insurer right here in Westwood VUlage that has exceptionallv
low rates for you even if you are under 25. If you have a good driving record and reasonable licensed
experience you will be pleasantly surprised at the savings. If you also have a B average, you wiU be
posiuvely shocked. -© • /

You see, we truly appreciate nerds (or those with nerdy tendencies). We qjplaud your commitment to do
well m school because this means that you wiU most likely do weU in life. Let us show you first hand
that your pursuit of cxceUence can bring immediate rewards. Call us for a quote today.

InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd., #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024 208-3548

c -

MATADOR PARTY SERVICE
^aU^itea,

Beach Party
Western Days

Night
iras

PARTY THEMES
Hawaii Luau
Casablanca
Snow Party
Gangbangers

Lobsters & Libatnns
Casino Night
Clam Bake
Valentine's Day

WE HAVE IT ALL, FROM: Locations, musl<yentertainment, transportation, food and
beverages, pictures and video. FROM 50 TO 5.000 WE
TAKE CARE OF IT ALL FOR YOU!

- PLUS: We carry liability insurance for any kx:ation...andwe;
require NO advance deposits to be refunded laterl

AND: We can work with your budget...even saving you money
MORE: We can arrange away trips to P.S.. Mountains. Las Vegas

and morel j

PHONE 31 0-375-1 331 FAX 31 0-375-2870

T^CH^CH^ €IH<( ThcCMM^i T>a(^ ? THcX

viding Great Care
j

ForAll Women ...

I

ADVERTISE. IT WORKS. 825-2 1 6 1
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swimmer
By Christian Schrelber

When her name is written
formally, she's known as UCLA
swimmer Kristin Heydanek. But
most people skip the formalities.

To friends and teammates it*s

never Kristin, but Danny, or Solid
Gold or Dan-O.
The formality of her given name

just doesn*t seem appropriate for

the swimmer whose relaxed atti-

tude and immense talents will be

showcased this weekend as the
Bruins enter the Pac-10 women's
swimming championships at Long
Beach Friday, Saturday and Sun-
day.

Heydanek, a 5-foot, 6-inch
sophomore from Midland, Mich.,
shocked the conference last year
by being crowned Pac-10 champ-
ion in the 100-meter backstroke as
a freshman and fbtumed this year
as an early favorite in repeating the
feat.

own way

i

Heydanke will swim the 100
and 200-meter backstroke on the
meet's second and third days, with
preliminaries and finals about
seven hours apart tShe may also
swim on one of the two Bruin
freestyle relay teams — both of
which were Pac 10 champions last

season — opening the door to a
possible three-event dhampion.

All eyes will be on her during
those races, but this year she won't
be the surprise she was last year.

Kick Off "Black History Monih" with a l>oefry Reading

Poetry Series
Presents

preei
Wednesday, february 5th

e>:00 PM at tine Kerckhoff Coffee f/oSse

Reading
of

/Ifrican American
Poefry

>-f.i,^is- Mlcbeue Clinton, MeFil^^?^urp!y^kiu!!^i^?^!^
Shakoor

ALL WeLCOMei
microphone after tine organized

reading for students to show off their
own world

Brought to you by the Cultural /Iffairs Commission
._.

Funded by USAC- Your Student Government

Melnitz Movies
proudly presents

..t^

'

rRIBUTE TO DEREK JARMAN
Sebastiane (1976)

Imagining October (1984)

Broken English (1979)
The Angelic Conversation (1985)

Thursday, February 6, 7:30 pm
Melnitz Theater Free No Passes Required

Sponsored by the Graduate Students Association

Pac-10 rival backstrokers Lea
Loveless and Heather Welch
should make the competition inter-

esting, and as Heydanek puts it,

finishing close is good because it's

"good to give coaches a scare."
Despite racing with high expec-

tations, she will undoubtedly
approach the meet like she does
everything else, laid-back yet
focused, easy-going but well pre-

See HEYDANEK, page 26 Kristin Heydamk

lEYEGLASSESI
Get the look
you want

quickly and
courteously

from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village

208-3011
Monday Special: 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

YOUR ;^

>>

J
ADVERTISE!
92 5-^2161

- V\^AXIN<^
Bikini Wax $8
Eyelash Tint $io
LIp/ChIn, Eyebrows Wax... $5
Underarms $8
Half Legs $10

^'' Arms $12

SKl^^^V'^^" Legs & Bikini $20

We are the ONLY individualized test prep
program in the country!

Small classroom settings
with dynamic teachers

A flexible approach where you can review
material and listen to instructors as many

times as you need
Live Classes • Private Tutoring

Computerized Diagnostics
Test-Taking Strategies

Solid Skill Review • Extra Resources
Pernianent Centers • Convenient Hours
Scholarship assistance (if qualified)

And Much, Much More!

-KAP-TEST

PREP
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earns
starting

starting

from struggling Zimmerman
By Mark Brubaker
Dafly Bruin Staff

Mitchell Butler, who started 28
games for UCLA last year, will get
only his second start of the 1992
season Thursday night against
Washington, men's basketball
coach Jim Harrick announced
Tuesday.

Butler replaces 6-foot, 9-inch
center Rodney Zimmerman who
has struggled lately. Zimmennan
has not scored in the last three
games.

The move gives UCLA a quick-
er lineup. Butler may be four
inches shorter than Zimmerman
but he is considered one of the best
all-around athletes on the squad
and has significantly more foots-
peed.

**It*s certainlynot anything that
Rodney Zimmerman has done,"
Harrick said. "Mitchell Buder has
projected himself as one of the top
three or four players on our
basketball team. At this time of the
year you ought to be playing your
best players."

Harrick has been concerned
with his team's slow startsJnahe
^stfew games. AgainsTLoursville
UCLA fell behind 11-2 before
coming back to win 78-64, and a
22-point first half deficit proved
too big to overcome against USC
last week. He hopes the change

will alleviate that problem.
"I think our lineup has been

getting to the point where we'v
been getting behind in every singl
game, and 1 don't like to do that

Harrick said. "I've put the team
a situation where they've. goty „
battle back, and I think it'Vtime we
didn't do that any longer.

"I really think our team is just a
step slow, and that's why I want to
make that change. We've met a
series of very tough, very quick
basketball teams, and our team has
not got off to a quick start.

"We're not a quick team. We
need our quick players in there.
Every team we've faced that had
any kind of quickness has just
jumped right on us. We can't let

that happen any more. We have to
get to the point where we're at least
not putting our team in a hole."
The move should also provide

an offensive boost for the Bruins.
While Zimmerman has struggled
offensively, Butler has proven that
he can be a constant contributor.
Coming off the bench, Butler is

averaging nearly ten points-per-
game.

Bu t ler's defense wi\\-bs another
asset in his starting role. Along
with Gerald Madkins, Butler has
handled some tough defensive
assignments this year.

g?Ti5i?ir^^ir„:°asnr:r,r;gu"iyxr.r=^ ^^-'^-^r.

It can't do laundryorfind you a date,
but It can help you findmoie time forboth.

The new Apple* Macintosh* Classic* II

computer makes it easier for you to juggle

classes, activities, projects, and term papers-
and still find time for what makes college

life real life.

It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 micro-

processor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.

And its internal Apple SuperDiive^ disk

drive reads ft-om and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to

exchange information easily with

almost any other kind ofcomputer

*» ':( i
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In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up,
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.

If you already own a Macintosh Classic,

and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic U, ask us about an
upgrade-it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.

To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while

vou 're in, be sure to ask us for details

about the Apple Computer Loan.

It'll be time well spent.

Introdiiuiimhc- M.iuniosh (l.hMc II

ll. Classic n 2/40 Now Only $1029
putxjiase ofan Apple Stylewriter Printer

Un,^ C,ed« Un,on V«th*«al Ch«*. ApplCedi. « pe,«,n,l ch** (up to »300) made pa^te ,oASl^l^S^^Tm^ Ottm^,onsjnaj,appl, F.,^ aSUCLA CasJ P,«» ,equ»«pa^ by cu,,^,. ca^,« s c^^,^^gj^^ '''''^'^ "^'""^""""^i""" cMa|i«nM«tMiiM. AllMitt art flMl.

A S U C L A STUDENTS' STORE
comffiitirstiiptiir^liiiiM itfiioimii^^
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Bruins tap Titans for win

I I/-M A * L> .«
"^^^ NtCHOLAS/Daly Bruin

UCLA pitcher Pete Janicki gave up seven hits and one run to earn
the win in the Bruins' 3-2 victory over Fullerton State In the sea-
son opener on Tuesday night.

By Zachary Aron
Dally Bruin Staff

FULLERTON~ After making
a mistake earlier in the game,
UCLA centerfielder Michael
Moore was determined to atone for

his sin.

On Tuesday night, Moore
scored the go-ahead, run in the
eighth inning at Amerige Park to
give UCLA a 3-2 win over 14th-
ranked Fullerton State in the
opening game of the season.

Trailing 2-1 going into the
eighth inning, the Bruins were able
to sccfe two runs off Titan stopper
Chad Dembisky. Second baseman
Robert Hinds singled to left and
stole second to be the Bruins* first

baserunner.

With one out, Moore and Ryan
McGuire then walked to load the
bases and bring Tim Kubinski to
the plate.

Kubinski, the designated hitter,

had been hitless in his three
previous at-bats and fell behind in

the count, 1-2. But he took the next
pitch and drilled a single to center.
Hinds easily scored, but

whether Moore would reach home
before the throw -x}uickly became^
questionable. Moore stumbled as
he rounded third, caught halfway
between the bases, but he made a
dash for home and scored when

centerfielder Jeremy Carr's throw
went wide down the third-base
line.

"I slipped as I hit the bag and the
field was also a little wet, and my
feet slipped out fiDm under me,**

Moore said. "But I knew I had a
little something more to play for.**

Earlier, Moore had maide an

In the end, the game
was not devoid of

suspense.

error that allowed Fullerton to grab
a 7-1 lead.

In the bottom of the sixth inning
with two outs. Titan catcher Bret
Hemphill walked, and first base-
man Jason Moler followed with a
single to center, which Moore
misplayed. The ball roUed to the
wall, allowing pinch-runner Steve
Fredericks to score.

In the end, the game was not
devoid of suspense.

In the bottom of the eighth.
Bruin shortstop Adam Melhuse
went behind second base to grab a
ground ball from Titan Steve Sisco
and threw Sisco out at first, saving

Bruins
fail to
Waves
By Eric Billigmeier

MALIBU — In a back-
and-forth match typified by
runs from both teams, the
No. 3 Pepperdine volleyball

team defeated No. 2 UCLA
on Tuesday night in five

games (15-10. 12-15. 17-15.

12-15. 15-8) in from of a
raucous crowd at Firestone

Fieldhouse.

The win propelled the
Waves (10-0, 4-0 WIVA) to

first place in the DeOroot
Division, while the loss was
the second of the season for

the Bruins (4-2. 2-1) and
dropped the team into sec-
ond place in the division

behind Pepperdine.

"Pepperdine is on a real

roll,*' UCLA head coach Al
Scates said after the loss.

^They're beginning to think

lhey*re really good because
V they're 10-0. They played
well, in fact about as good as
ihey can play."

See WAVES, page 28

T(

a possible^^{lerien-scorgr
Bruin stopper Gabe Sollicito

then retired third baseman Phil
Nevin on a chopper to second.

In the bottom of the ninth

inning. Sollicito surrendered a
single to Tony Banks to lead off
the inning. With two outs. Titan
batter Craig Fairbrother launched
a 3-1 pitch out of the park but the
ball went foul by 10 feet. Three
pitches later. Sollicito retired Fair-
brother to end the game on a
grounder to second.

Bruin pitcher Pete Janicki
earned the win. throwing seven
innings of four-hit one-run ball.

"He*s more of a pitcher now/*
UCLA manager Gary Adams said.
"He didn*t try to just overpower
them. Instead he changed speeds
very well.**

Janicki's only blemish came in

the second inning when Moler
tripled off the diving glove of
rightfielder Shawn Wills. Moler
scored on a groundout to first by
the next batter Chris Powell.

UCLA evened the score in the
sucth. Lcftfielder Dave Roberts
singled to center and stole second,
and two batters later. UCLA
loaded the bases and scored one
run on a double-play groundout by
Moore.

The Bruins wasted a golden
opportunity in the seventh. Wills .

reached second Dase with no one
out, but Dembisky retired succes-
sive UCLA batters Matt
Schwenke, David Ravitz and
Roberts to silence the threat

I I pitchers return for No. 1 softball
By Greg Jones
Daily Bruin Staff

In most cases, a team that*s

composed mostly of freshmen is a
team in a rebuilding phase.
However, there can be excep-

tions to this rule, as is the case with
the 1992 UCLA softball team. The
Bruins, who open their season this

afternoon against Cal State North-
ridge at Sunset Field, are ranked
No. 1 in the preseason despite
returning only six players.

The top ranking is a testament to
the su-ength of the Bruins* pitching
and defense. Still, this season is not
expected to be any sort of Cakew-
alk.

"On paper, yes (we can win the
national championship)," UCLA
head coach Sharron Backus said.

"But we have no real concept until

we play."

Backus is referring to her
primary concern that the Bruins
will be relying on players that have
never played college softball

"Everything will be relative to
the individual," Backus said. "A
lot of times freshmen can come in

and dominate, so it depends on the
person and the player when they
are thrown into the mix.**

The Bruins will have experience
where it counts, however. UCLA
will return its entire 1991 pitching
staff that had a team 0.38 ERA.

Lisa Fernandez, the 1991 Honda

Award winner, willbe counted on
to conuibute while on the hill.

Fernandez, who has an arsenal of
varied pitches that make opposing
hitlers look foolish, was 20-3 last

season with a 0.25 ERA.
The other two Bruin pitchers are

just as intimidating. All-American
Heather Compton, who pitched
cxu-enTely well in last year*s
College World Series, was 22-4
last year, and had a 0.31 ERA
while leading the team with 185
strikeouts. DeDe W^iman.
arguably the hardest thrower on
the team, was a perfect 14-0 with a
0.69 ERA.
"They are ahead of where they

were last year. The pitching has to

be the su-ength this year, because
of our inexperience,** Backus said.

"We have talent, but our inexperi-
ence at any given time can play
havoc with us.**

This Bruin trio is the clearly the
best in the country, but will be
throwing to new receivers this

season. Catcher Erica Ziencina is

gone, so the Bruins will look to
Kelly Inouye, Joanne Alchin and
Cindy Valero to be the new
catchers.

Inouye, a junior, returns after
rcdshining last year due to a
shoulder injury. She has the most
experience of the three, having
been a participant in the champion- bhiARLES c6<iLp/f>aHy ftruinv^n/viLca «j»JVJLtT/uany arum

UCLA AH-Amerfcan pitcher Heather Compton had a record of 22-4
See SOFTBALL, page 27 last se«on and led the team with 185 strikeouts.

Pac-10 Rebound Leaders

PLAYER

2. Brian Hendrick

Yamen Sanders

TEAM

Cal

...ASU:

use
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TOTAL
REBOUNDS AVERAGI

177

141

Bottom Pac-10 Rebound Leaders
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PLAYER
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7. Mark Pope

9. Tracy Mun'ay
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TEAM

Washington

UCLA

TOTAL
REBOUNDS AVERAGI

127
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108
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